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NORMAN'S VISIT TO GUESTFORD.

PART I.

On* the morning of the 30th September,
185—

,
I found myself on the Great Northern,

in company with my friend John Norman,
bound for my uncle Sir Ralph Evesham's

place at Guestford. It is a nice house, and a

VOL. X.
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good property, and, as it must come to me by
the entail when the worthy baronet is gone,

he in it point of my spending certain

months down there, and acquiring a knowledge
of my future duties as a landed proprietor.

of the best old fellows going, and,
to please him, 1 strive hard to appear

in the rotation of crops and the

.ing of cattle, and to bestow something
more than an uninstructed approval on the

improvements he is making in the property.
At any rate, I flatter myself I succeed in

listening with an air of intelligent interest

when he discourses on matters agricultural

and bucolic, and perhaps that answers the

purpose equally well.

It isn't a very lively place, Guestford, and
Sir Ralph, who in his time had tasted the

"delight of battle with his peers," and by no
means overrated the local attractions, had

always given me carte blanche to bring down

any friend I could lay hands on to enliven my
I had known Norman well—few men

better—nearly all my life, from the time when
I was his fag at Harrow, but as yet he had
never been with me to Guestford. It was
much too quiet a place to suit him, I thought ;

he was not at all the man for ruralising, and

only found the country endurable when it

came in the shape of an admirably appointed

great house full of pleasant people : but at

last he really was my companion to stay as

long as he found it suit him, and it fell out

thus :
—

The season had been unusually pleasant.
Our advance in civilisation was markedly
shown in the increased facilities presented for

g rid of money, and of most of these I,

like a true "heir of all the ages," had freely
i myself. A month or so at Ems and

had completed the business, and,
la the end of September, I found i

under the necessity of seeking the bow.

.:1 weeks than I had

intended. 1 had to stay a few days in town
on my way, and th of my arrival,

In the dining-room of the
i dub was Norman.

tar fellow," said he, "we don'1

ad till we

ity, or in London in ar. I am

:]' the

i in Lord Stillbrook's yacht,

lid he. "Still-

,
or thin!

n any time

woman who encouraged him enou/
him a decent pretext, so now his delight is

childish. But, for all that, he had no right
to throw us over at the last minute."

"
AYhy did he not send you all off, and

stay behind \
"

" Of course, that arrangement would have
suited everybody, and so Dick

pointed out to him
;
but it seems the lady is

staying somewhere in North Wales, on the

coast, and Stillbrook thinks the possession
of a yacht will add to his attractions. I
suggested he should marry her at once, and

bring her with us for the honeymoon; but
he didn't seem to see that at all : in fact,

he got quite angry at last, and said he didn't

know why he hadn't as good a right to his

own way as we had. Of course we demolished
such a manifestly untenable proposition in no
time."

"No doubt," laughed I; "but .such

amazing energy of self-assertion is something
quite new for Stillbrook."

"Isn't it odd ?" said Norman, musingly ;

"it seems so obviously the final cau

Stillbrook to provide yachts and such things
for men like Scarsdale and me, who can';

them ourselves, that it quite shocks one to see

a man flying in the face of Providence in that

way. I believe Scarsdale urged this very

forcibly after I had gone, but failed to make

j any impression. His heart was hardened."

"It is very sad," said I
; "but, meanwhile,

what do you mean to do with yourself?"
" Can't say, I'm sure. I've refused Be

invitations already, because I had made up my
mind to go with Stillbrook, and now, as the

Fates seem to have pronounced against my
enjoying myself, I almost think I shall accept
their bidding. I can't stay longer up I

that is too much
;
but I shall go down t.

quiet seaside place, and read and write for

awhile. I have plenty to do in that wa;.

can easily occupy myself till better times

return."

"You can do bitter than that," said !

am going down to (.'uestford the day
to-morrow. Come with me

;
it will

sonal favour to me. Sir Ralph will !

to mak< naintance, ami you can in

in sch in your hi

Ami so it was finally settled.

And here a few words on .John

Senior, ami at the i ;
I

am writing of mu.-t have been al>

Il«- had been called t<> the
I

l know, I

ing in hi I ;

;
hut he

in an uncertain way, and 1
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When he pleased, few men could be more

thoroughly charming, and his social success

was already considerable
;
but there was about

him a certain cynical indifference which he
j

could not help showing, which repelled many.

He was striking, rather than lovable. Women,

however, seemed to find him very attractive :
;

somehow they always do appreciate the satanic.

Probably his personal appearance had a good ;

deal to do with it. Though his stature was

but mediocre, yet there certainly was some-

thing in the proud, clear-cut face, with its

dark, eager eyes, that might account for the
'

approving glances bestowed on it
;

to say

nothing of a glossy black beard that would

have done credit to a pasha. Any Avay he did

exercise a fascination over most women, which

he well knew, and, unless report belied him,

availed himself of without stint.

"
By-the-by," said I, as we rolled along in

the train, "you will meet a man at Guestford,

whom I think you must remember at Cam-

bridge
—Newton, of Emmanuel."

" Of course I remember him," said Norman,

taking the cigar from his lips.
" I used to

know him pretty well, though not so well as

you did. Pie was a good fellow enough, and

not without brains, too. What is he doing
at Guestford ? I thought he had gone into

ordc i

" So he has," said I, "and his father bought
the next presentation to Guestford for him

;

and he succeeded old Dr. Whitty there only
three or four months ago. It is a long time

since I have been in the neighbourhood, and I

have not seen him yet. He is a married man

now, with a couple of small children, I under-

stand, and my cousin Jane writes that every-

body is enchanted with Mrs. Newton. So you
see there may be something to enliven your

retreat, only spare your friends, and don't be

the ruthless destroyer of poor Newton's do-

mestic felicity, which I am told is quite para-

disia i

"My dear Evesham," laughed Norman,
1 '

pray don't agitate yourself with needless

apprehensions. I assure you I by no means
deserve to be considered a Lovelace. New-
ton's Eden shall be quite safe from my serpent
breath. I am going to luxuriate in Asiatic

calm, and must absolutely decline to make love

to maid or matron for some time to come."

We were warmly welcomed at Guestford by
Sir Ralph, and his only child, my cousin Jane,

> nice, pleasant girl, but undeniably plain.

Sir Ralph had often heard me talk of Nor-

man, and I believe was really glad to see him.

Norman was in excellent spirits, and exerted

himself to make a good impression. I fancy,
when once this love of social power has become

a passion with a man, any triumph, however

easily won, has its value, and I could see that

Norman intensely enjoyed the fascination he

was exercising over my uncle and his daughter.
Jane had at least one charm for my friend—
great skill in music, and a lovely voice, and
she sang Mendelssohn and Schubert to him
till I think he quite forgot whether she was

pretty or not. We did not separate till late,

Sir Ralph thanking Norman warmly for having

given him the pleasure of his society, and

hoping that he might find Guestford suffi-

ciently endurable to induce him to make a

long stay.

Jane had told me that the Newtons were

coming to lunch the next day, so I put off

meeting my old friend Frank until then, and
strolled about with Norman, smoking. After

awhile my uncle joined us, and the talk

chanced to turn on classic poetry. Sir Ralph
was no mean scholar—Norman a better, and
t'ae two soon got absorbed in their subject.
The little Greek and Latin I ever succeeded in

mastering had grown far too rusty to enable

me to follow them, so, as the conversation was

getting uninteresting to me, and lunch time

was approaching, I left them and went to see

if the Newtons had come. I found Mrs.

Newton with Jane; her husband was to follow

'; shortly.

She really was very pretty and very charm-
'

ing. A tiny brunette, with not very regular

features, but bewitching eyes, shy and down-

cast, yet with a latent lire about them. She

was altogether one of those "primrose-faced"
little women who seem made to be petted, and

: looked so young I could hardly fancy she was
the mother of two children. There was a

frank cordiality in her reception of me as an
old friend of her husband's that quite took my
heart by storm.

u Where did you leave Mr. Norman and

papa, Charlie ?
" asked Jane.

" In the garden, quoting Horace by the

yard," said I
;
"but they said they would be

here directly : in fact, here they come, and
• Newton with them. I'll go and meet him.

I I chanced to glance towards Mrs. Newton as

\

I spoke, and was somewhat surprised by the

slight flush I noticed on her cheek. Is she so

much in love with her husband, then, thought

I, as to colour at hearing he is near her, after

being married three years ? Good fellow, New-

i
ton—very ;

but I should hardly have thought

|

the man to inspire a grande passion. But

j

then, one man never does give another credit

for being able to do that. At this moment
Newton and Norman entered the room side by
side. The rector was a tall man, light-haired,

and large-limbed, somewhat loosely hung. His
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face was the very personification of honesty

and genial good-nature, but it lacked the <lis-

n that belonged to Norman's.

The room was large, and as Norman entered

it lie did not see its other occupants. I stood

a moment talking to him aud Newton at the

door.
"
Come," said the latter

;

" I see my wife :

let me introduce you."
:uan was a firm believer in Brummell's

dogma, that " a gentleman may be amused,
but he should never suffer himself to be sur-

prised." Nevertheless, he certainly was for a

moment a prey to the vulgar emotion when he

found himself face to nice with Mrs. Newton.

There was a coldness, almost, I fancied, a de-

fiance in the silvery voice as she received him

(without any of the cmprcssement she had

shown to me), saying,
" How do you do, Mr.

Norman 1 I suppose you hardly expected to

•," adding, to her husband, "I have met
Mr. Norman before, years ago, at Torquay."

She had had the advantage of Norman in

previous preparation, but he was always master

of any feelings he might have, and it was in

the calmest of his calm tones that he replied :

"
I never forget faces or voices, Mrs. New-

ton, and I am past being surprised at any-

thing. I congratulate my friend Newton on

being a still more fortunate man than I thought
him."

The careful modulation of his voice, and the

somewhat Grandisonian nature of his speech,

were sufficient indications to one who knew
him as well as 1 did, that all was not smooth

within. He always became grammatical and

elaborate when put out or vexed. I didn't

like the symptoms ; and then I bethought
me of the flush I had observed on the lady's

cheek awhile back. So ho, ma 'petite, thought

I, is that to be put to Norman's account, and

not to the rector's, after all 1 If he saw much
of you, with your soft eyes and winning ways,

e that "years ago" ho made
ve to you. Deuce take it ! I

had been as nice as you are, and
One comfort is, though, that

an't well I with one another at

my certain knowledge has

and you, by all ae-

<1 and chil-

li does

Lode to her pn

alwaye like

nndei y. l <>idy

thai the

ago, when he had, as I knew, been staying in

South Devon. Certainly no one would have

gathered from her manner that the subject was
an unpleasant one, only that it had little in-

terest for her. I began to think I had lighted

upon a mare's nest. Norman sat at the other

end of the table, talking to Newton and my
cousin. From his manner, thoroughly self-

contained, and without the least effusion, I

perceived that he was conscious of the presence
in the social atmosphere of some hostile influ-

ence, but this might be only Newton. Poor
Frank was a capital fellow, but his jokes were

not the best, and he made puns and laughed

very loudly at them, and altogether there was

a boisterous hilarity about him that rather

overwhelms men with keen nerves. Besides,
he was as glad as a schoolboy to see us both

again. He had to go directly after luncheon,
and his wife persisted in accompanying him,
both promising to dine with us on the following

day. I suggested to Norman to walk through
the park with them, and smoke our cigars,

which Mrs. Newton was good enough "rather

to like." (I suspect the rector had pretty well

broken her in to the weed.)
It was a lovely afternoon. Everything was

bathed in that " soft lustre
" which one never

sees but at that time of the day at the c

September and the beginning of October.

Newton was enthusiastic on "the efn

Norman laughingly begged him to spare him.
" It isn't that I have anything to say against

the sun and the woods," said he
;

" but really

I have seen both so very often before. Par-

tridges and pointers are the most pleasing ob-

jects to my vision :
—

'In looking on the happy autumn fields,

And thinking of the days that are no more.'
"

He quoted lightly, but as he spoke looked

full at Mrs. Newton. The shy eyes fell

his, and a slight change flitted over tli beau-

tiful face—not an angry one, it seemed I

But she looked up and said, somewhat bit-

terly :
—

" So not even Tennyson is safe from

irreverent hands, Mr. Norman."
Norman smil

"Tennyson and \ a

that you see I fancy I am entitled to I

little I b him whfii 1 like."

" I don't believe you n

.id she :

"
you onl]

, bo like b

" You bring very I

Tennyson, which is bad

OUt Of mon."'
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Norman's tones could be very winning when
he chose. They seemed to influence Mrs.

Newton now, for the mocking accent had quite

died out of her voice as she answered hur-

riedly, playing nervously with her parasol,
—

" If you really cared for poetry you would

not laugh at Frank for liking the sunlight.

And—and I think you do sometimes '

feign a

taste 3*011 have not,' whatever you say."

Perhaps I was not intended to hear those

last low words. Newton certainly did not,

for he was still taken up with the view, and

was not attending. How Norman looked I

don't know, but he said nothing. Suddenly
Mrs. Newton, to change the conversation, I

rather fancy, began to admire some pretty

purple and white flowers on the bank. I

forget what she called them—"beautiful some-

thing or other,"
—but I never could recollect

those names. Norman gathered a handful and

put them into her hand, saying :
—

"
Perhaps you won't believe that I care for

wild flowers, Mrs. Newton, but I do—in my
way."

She only said,
" Thank you," and then,

turning to her husband, took his arm, com-

plaining of being tired. By this time we were

at the gate, so, bidding them farewell for the

present, we turned back.

We walked a few yards in silence.

"Well," said I, at last, "I did not know
that you would meet another friend at Guest-

ford."

"Yes," said he, "I used to meet her when
I was staying at the Thornlcj^s ;

but she was

only there once or twice. Miss Lyddon she

then. She has hardly at all.

ad Newton seem to suit each oth

enough. How well that fellow

seemed to hesitate as to whether he
should say more. I did not press him, and

tat have seen that I purposely forbore.

My former suspicions were decidedly con

by the incidents of the walk, and had the lady
not been Newton's wife, I should have tried

a little "chaff" with Norman on the subject.
But as it was, I thought that acquiescence in

the view they both intended should be taken
of their acquaintance was my wisest course.

Any other might have produced embarrass-

ment, perhaps have led to Norman's depar-
ture

;
so I dismissed the subject from my

mind.

We took a rather extended walk, then went
in and played billiards until it was time to

for dinner. The cloud, if there had
i entirely passed away from

Norman. Jane was most anxious to know
what we thought of Mrs. Newton

;
and

Norman was far too cunning in conversational

fence to show any wish to turn the conversa-

tion, wdiatever he may have felt. But even I

could detect no avriere pensee in his manner.

He spoke of their having met in old days just
as he and she had already done, and praised
her very much

;
not enthusiastically, to be

sure, but he never was enthusiastic. More-

over, even when, as with Jane, he had no
desire of conquest, he had trodden the war-

path too long to be able so to violate its prin-

ciples as to force upon the woman you are

talking to the conviction that she is second in

your thoughts. "Women," he would say,

"are no doubt often very fond of each other.

Their intimacies ripen to bosom friendship in

twenty-four hours
;
and I have known cases

where they have lasted three whole months.

But, even with men, no one likes to think

himself really subordinate to his friend
; and

a woman, you know, has no other test of her

value than the way in wdiich men treat her.

The doctrine of reserve should be attended to

in praising one woman to another, even when
their friendship is at a white heat. You can't

but have noticed that the usual entente cordiale

aniels becomes seriously over-

clouded if their master obtrusively caresses

one whilst the other is by."
rman and I spent the next morning in

shooting ;
but we left off rather early, as he

said that he had letters to write. Proceeding
wards through some fields adjoining the

y, we came upon Mrs. Newton, who
had been "

district visiting," and was going
home the same way. We had not been toge-

ther five minutes (during which time she had

talked almost exclusively with me), when
Farmer Brownson met us. Now Farmer
Brownson was one of my uncle's chief tenants,

and had known me ever since I could walk,
\\ as a great pet and hero of his

;
so there

was nothing to be done but telling my friends

I would overtake them directly, to stop and

shake hands with him, and listen to his

delight and wonder at seeing mo again. It

was some time before I could get loose with-

out hurting the good old boy's feelings.

When at last I turned away, Mrs. Newton
and Norman were not in sight. Three

minutes' rapid walking, however, brought me
to them, standing at the gate of the Rectory

field, in which were her children with their

nurses. He was bending towards her as I

came up, evidently talking very earnestly,

but I heard nothing. Her face, as much as I

could see of it, seemed very troubled, and yet

there was a lurking smile about the mouth

too. She seemed confused.
' ' Here is Mr. Evesham at last. I must

go in ;
I am late. I suppose you would not
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tliank me, Mr. Evesham, for offering to show

you my babies ?
"

I,
shook hands with me and

then with Norman, just lifting her ryes to his

half a second as she did so. I could not help

j that it was just as well no one else

i 'V.

• -rnian," said I, as we turned away, "I

suspect you and Mrs. Newton were very good
once upon a time."

" At any rate, that is no reason why wo
should not be friends now, is it?" was his

'," said I.
"
Quid si piisca

-, you know ? I fancied I saw

the in : lay, and something

suspiciously like the into/ ratio amoris to-

day."
"For Heaven's sake, my good fellow,"

broke in Norman, almost angrily, "don't go

ting what does not exist in that way.
I beg your pardon," he continued, in his usual

cool tone,
" but let me entreat you, mon

',
to be reasonable. Nobody knows

better than you that the kind of thing you
are talking of is my way with women, and I

can't help it. If, as you imagine, Mrs.

'ii and I were old friends, she must
know me well enough to be in no danger.

Really, Charlie, you have an unnecessarily bad

opinion of me. I am not a saint, I know,
but there has not been, and will not be, any
question of love-making between me and the

wife of Frank Newton."
" Don't be cross, old fellow," said I

;

"
only

careful. You know you are dangerous,
and I am bound to say, if the aforesaid Frank

>n had been at the gate just now, I fancy
ild have thought the aspect of things

• r."

s not satisfied, and he saw it. It was

of any attempt at that hard

flirting which he called his way with wi

coupled with hi . that bothered me.

J felt as if I were smoking in a powder

J determined i into

was not a

The Wint ar two

bbourhood,

and all with singularly
little to say for tlit :

Ralph, who had

on, it : diffioult for the

ttber thai

ances of old. At least, it was the case with
Vewton : and •

by no
i of the situation. There

marvellous knowledge of each other's

and dislikinga in the way of songs and
. which showed me that my cynical

friend must at one time have opened himself
far beyond his wont to that fair young matron.

They stood with .Jane by the piano, and
Norman asked t after song, saying he
was hungry for music. Mrs. Newton sang, as

she did everything, very charmingly, though
by no means with my con kill. The
latter bore the greater part in the performance,
Mrs. Newton declaring that, whatever Mr.
Norman's politeness might induce him to say—not that she believed he ever let that iuten-

fere with his pleasure
—it was Jane he really

wanted to hear. I really believe she did her
best to treat him and myself with the same
frank friendliness

; but the dear child was

continually slipping into a different tone with

him, seeming to assume a right to say what
she pleased to him, and make saucy little

speeches that, I think, quite puzzled poor
Jane. And then ever and anon she would
recollect herself, and draw back into iciness

for awhile, which generally ended in the

lovely dark eyes being lifted to his for a

second, with an appeal in them for him not to

be angry, for she did not mean to vex him.

Knowing, as I did, the vehemently sensuous

nature that lay beneath Norman's outward

impassiveness, I could not but feel that all

this must try him. But, save that his

would sometimes Hash out rebelliously with

mingled triumph and tenderness upon her,
he made no sign. Newton nieanwhil

enchanted with the way in which his wife

seemed to get on with Norman and me.

True, he had not seen all that I had
; but,

though 1 said otherwise to Norman,
think if he had it would have made any im-

Q on him. Looks and ton.

t in his line. He v.

his wife, and was immensely prou
and her evident success with »

<•:< a man as Nonnan, not I

my more humble self, filled him with the
•

isfaotion.

had depart

man. Be filled a little briar-wood pipe
with Cavendish, Btretched himself on a d

. uhirh In

fchinkh
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Stop. Don't interrupt me, I haven't done

yet. I was also less frank than you had a

right to expect of me, and I saw I left an

unfavourable impression on you. Now, if

you were Stillbrook, I should not say what I

am going to, because he would never see any-

thing that was not shown to him
;
and if you

were Scarsdale, I shouldn't, because he doesn't

care a straw for any mortal but himself. You
have eyes in your head

; and, moreover, I

rea]ly believe you have—though not in a

virulent form—the peculiar combination of

emotions which go to make up what they call

conscientiousness. I did see a great deal of

Mrs. Newton, who was then Annie Lyddon,
some four years back. She wasn't in the

same line of life as I was at all. The

Thornleys were fond of having her at their

house, until they thought I paid her too

much attention, and then they left off asking
her. I am not easily stopped, though, when
I take a fancy to anything, and one way and

another I contrived to meet Annie constantly
for many months. ry fond of her

then, and small blame to me, and it would be

mock modesty in me to Bay that I did not

succeed in making her very thoroughly in love

with me. Of course I could not many her :

she had neither the money nor the

position, one or other of which would be indis-

le to a man like myself,
—in the world,

and of the world to the very core of the heart.

Neither could I do her any harm; I had not

the heart, even if I had the power, which I

doubt. But we went dreaming on until 1 had
to leave, and then I admit I felt guilty when

but, however," lie went on, checking

himself, and refilling hie pipe, "that's neither

here nor there. We corresponded for awhile,
but it soon fell through. e it up—it

was stopped by her people. I forget exactly :

I knew that our modern Calypsos
se consohnt without much difficulty. I did

not forget mine
;
I never do forget my 1

but she subsided into a souvenir. You know
what that means. Well, yesterday I saw her

again for the first time after four ye:

confess I was a little staggered at first, and I

could see she had not the most pleasant recol-

lection of me :
—

probably had long regarded
a heartless trifler, and that sort of thing.

But she can afford to forgive, as she has got a

better and a richer man for a husband, and
seems perfectly happy ;

and this I think now
she sees. Her friendship is very pleasant to

nie, I admit
; and, for my own part, I can't

see the least chance of her getting any harm
from occasionally meeting ine whilst I stay
here. I like this place. I like Sir Ralph and

your cousin immensely ; and I like the
j

Newtons. Only look here, Charlie, I can't

have you troubled in spirit on my account.

If you think my presence dangerous and

objectionable, say so now, frankly. I shan't

think the worse of you, for I shall quite
understand your motives. You and I can

concoct some story for your uncle, and I will

be off to-morrow. I can't say fairer."

I felt I could make only one answer to this.

John Norman had been a good friend to me
often and often. He had cleared me from
an "entanglement" that threatened to become

very embarrassing. He had pulled me honour-

ably through an ugly quarrel with some
Frenchmen at Aix-la-Chapelle. He had sacri-

ficed pleasant engagements to sit with me when
I was ill. And now he was offering to do
still more for me,—to give up his own plea-
sure. Was I to tell this man that I would
rather he left my uncle's house on account of

apprehensions that as likely as not were enor-

mously exaggerated ? Besides, I felt it would
not be so easy to account for Noman's de-

parture. If my suspicions had been shared by
any one else, this was the very course to con-

firm them. It might get round to Newton
himself—the deuce knew what might come
of it. I should be distrusting my friend, and

behaving like a churl, and perhaps, after all,

bring about the very result I dreaded. All

this passed through my mind as Norman
was speaking. When he had done, I rose,

went over to him, and laid my hand on his

shoulder.

"My dear, good fellow," said I, "forgive
me for having made a fool of myself. I am
very much obliged for the confidence you have

bestowed on me. As for your going away, it

is not to be thought of for fifty Mrs. Newtons.

Henceforth rely on it I shall make myself

quite easy : I dare say I absurdly overrated

the danger ;
but even if I did not, you have a

strong head, and can be trusted not to fall

over the precipice, unless you choose. And
so there's an end of that."

" All right, Evesham," said he
;

" so bo it.

And now let us turn in."

(To be continued.)

WINTER,
CoiiP— piercing cold !

And Time's life current, so free and bold,

Congeals in his veins as the year grows old.

. and clear the Aurora gleams
skeleton forests and coffined streams :

Night dews freezing as they fall

On the stiff stark earth in her wide white pall ;

Ghostly cloud-wreaths hurrying |

Shivering down the icy blast
;

A silver world set in an iron sky,

And a steel-bright moon for company.
C. W. A.
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THE HADDOCK AND JOHN DOREE.

Ih treating of these two interesting sea-fish,

J have thought it desirable to speak of them

conjointly, rather than devote to each a

•per : firstly, because a short account

oh is all that is required to interest the

- of this series of fish-papers ;
and

ily, because both the haddock and John
Doree lay claim to the singular title of "

St.

'a fish." On the side of each of these

fish, and close beneath the gills, there is a dark

mark, very strongly resembling the impression
of a man's finger and thumb

;
and from this

fact a legend has arisen that either the haddock
or John Doree must be the fish out of the

mouth of which St. Peter took a piece of

money, as related in the Bible.

AYithout discussing the pros and cons of the

case, I own to thinking that there is a certain

poetical beauty in this sort of legend, which,

though often entirely opposed to facts, has yet
a great fascination for the students of natural

history. I will, however, at once pass on to

the description of the two fish I have selected

.k of in the present paper, and will give
the place of honour to the haddock.

Haddock are perhaps the most interesting of

all the fish classed under the head of the Cod-

tribe, and are always much sought after for

the London market. The best haddock are

those of the North Sea and of the Irish

Channel, and those taken off the Shetland
Isles

;
but those of the Irish Channel are

so excellent, that the name of "a Dublin
haddock " has passed into a proverb. Pro-

bably, when sent to table fresh, and when

properly served up, there is no sea-fish that

can excel it.

idock, of late years, have become very
much scarcer than they were some twenty

i attribute to the wholesale

of small iish. I have before

remarked4 that much injustice has been done

by the assertion of its

i hat it is destructive to the

The ''trawl" certainly does de-

stroy spawn, but only in a very minor d

as it cannot }>< . the rocky apawuing-

• that

ii at apawn-
I v\ili i, all that 1

aid I

y that

nlmou, trout, perch, and all

at the

spawning-time, it is extraordinary that our law-

cannot see the urgent necessity of pro-

tecting the cod, herring, haddock, and in fact

-fish, in like manner. Great Britain's

wealth in sea-fisheries might be quadrupled by
the very simple justice of allowing the fish to

rest during the period when they are propa-

gating their species.

Haddock arc taken both in the trawl-net

and with hooks, those taken in the latter way
being far the best fish. Good fresh haddock
are always in demand for the London market,
and their price varies from eightpence to three

shillings. The supply is rarely equal to the

demand, for the fish appear to grow scarcer

and scarcer, and consequently it is a rarity to

obtain a fresh haddock in London at anything
like a low price. The best way of dressing a

haddock for the dinner-table is to take a fresh

plump fish, of not less than three pounds'

weight : then stuff with sweet herbs, as I have

recommended for Jack : boil the fish care-

fully, so that it shall not break in the dress-

ing, and serve it up garnished with slices of

lemon and oyster or shrimp sauce, though
some prefer fennel-sauce to either. Dried

haddock are exceedingly fine for a breakfast

relish, and a peat-smoked haddock from

Ireland will bear away the palm from almost

anything.
These haddock, cured as I have tasted

them, have an exquisite flavour, very similar

to that of a Westphalia ham. They are

cheaper than the fresh fish, because, being
cured on the spot where they are taken, no

cost is incurred by the hurry of sending them
off to London in time to be eaten whilst fresh—
an expense which takes one-third off the profit

of fish sent to Billingsgate. Small-sized cod-

fish are very often cured and smoked, and

passed off on unwary purchasers for " Dublin

Bay haddock." But this fraud

detected by the practised connoisseur in fish
;

for the haddock has a dark-chocolate stripe

extending the whole length of its body from

the eye to the fork of the tail, whereas the

cod has no such distinction. A great many
haddock are taken oil" the,Orkneys and Shet-

landa, on the long lines used for takii

tusk, ling, and other deep-sea lish
;
but the

t of those supplied to I.

net-fish, ami conaequently 1.'

haddock, hoi

tlait Ivefl they i\^.

The weight of the haddock

from on. 1 never

saw a hadd ;
but

from wrhal I can gather I in

that they spawn
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September or October. If sprats be (as I

believe tliey are) young herrings, this would

fully account for the great difference of size Ave

see in the sprats brought to market.

The haddock is in finest condition in the

autumn months, and perhaps from October to

Christmas may be reckoned its best season. I

can remember, a dozen or fifteen years ago,

that haddock were abundant on the South-

eastern coast from Margate to Dover ;
and I

have seen heavy takes of them brought into

Kamsgate, Dover, Sandwich, Folkestone, and

other Kentish ports. Now, however, a had-

dock caught by a Kentish trawling-boat is a

veritable " rara avis;" and it is a fact that

most of the haddocks eaten in the towns men-

tioned come through London from Plymouth,

Torbay, and other Devonshire and Cornish

fishing-places.

The scarcity of fish at those places where

they were formerly so abundant (and which

are their natural breeding-grounds) puts me in

mind of a fact that occurred when our I

visited the Emperor of the French a fen

since. Although France is famous for its

peaches, there were none good enough fur

Royalty, and the Emperor had actually to send

to our Covent Garden for fruit to set before

his august visitor at the Tuileries ! Lest, how-

ever, I should trespass too much on the pi

of my readers, I will pass on to the second

branch of my subject
—namely, the John

Doree.

The John Dory (as it is popularly spelt)

derives its name from the French words Jean

Dore, which being interpreted means, literally,
" Gilded John," that is, the sea-dandy : a term

singularly inappropriate, since the John Doree

is, without exception, the most hideous of

sea-fish—or, at least, of sea-lish used for the

table.

This fish is a kind of compromise between one

of the haddock species and a flatfish—ID "y-
nee only, I mean, for it is not a hybrid

but a distinct species. The John Doree has on

his back a large fin, in shape resembling that

of the river-perch, the curvature of which is so

peculiar as to give the fish the appearance of

being humpbacked. It is an exquisitely-
llavuured fish, and hence its merit must not be

I of from its external credentials. There

is a story that Quin, the actor, once went all

the way to Plymouth to eat John Dorees in

perfection. I, for my part, see nothing extra-

ordinary in the story, since it is by no means
uncommon now-a-days for epicures to travel all

the way to the Highlands merely to eat black

game and venison " comma il faut ma
Certainly there is this to be said for Quin's

compliment to the John Doree—namely, that

those days were not the days of railway-
trains.

Seriously, however, it is true that the John
Doree is a fish highly prized by the gourmand,
and he is one of those very few fish admitted

to first-rate dinner-tables. In this respect the

John Doree must have the preference over the

haddock
; for, whereas the latter is very much

under-estimated by many persons, the John
Doree is greatly sought after, and is thought

good enough for the table of Royalty itself.

The Doree is not caught in any great quanti-
ties. For instance, a trawling-boat that has

made a heavy catch of soles, plaice, haddock,

whiting, tfce., will have not more than two or

three Dorees—perhaps only a single fish of the

sort—in her nets during an entire night's fish-

ing. For this reason the John Doree com-
mands a good price. From half-a-crown to

five shillings is not out of the way for a small

fish, and I have known one to fetch a great
' deal more. Perhaps a fair average price is three

j
shillings for a fish the size of a small plaice.

The best Dorees are those of the South-

: u coasts, and especially of Torbay. The
Scottish Dorees i famous

; and, if I

aber rightly, one of these fish is spoken
of by Scott, in his "Antiquary," as forming

abject of a bargain by Miss Grizzel Old-

buck, that inimitably-drawn specimen of the

bustling house-manager.
The John Doree is mostly taken in nets—

|

indeed, I have not actually seen one taken

with a hook
;
and if it be not so taken, that

! will debar it from its claim to the title of "St.

Peter's fish." I have often heard the Irish

;

call the haddock "
St. Father's fish," but never

heard the term applied to the John Doree,
who is principally so styled by the Cornish and

.men.

The flesh of the Doree is so good in it-

self that it require! but very few additions to

improve it, and I will boldly recommend gas-

tronomes to eat Dorees plainly boiled with

shrimp-sauce aud a little anchovy. Harvey
sauce mixed with anchovy, is, perhaps, an im-

provement for most sea-iish, but not for the

John Doree. Many persons, indeed, prefer

the Doree without any sauce whatever, using

merely a little clear melted butter.

The size of the John Doree varies usually
from three-quarters of a pound to three pounds.
I have seen them larger, but very seldom

;
and

I imagine a pound and a-half to be a fair

average estimate of the weight of this fish.

We usually sec but one or two specimens at a

time on a fishmonger's stall, as they are com-

paratively so scarce that they are snapped up
as soon as they come into the market.

Astley H. Baldwin.
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CHRISTMAS CAROLS.

11 What sweeter music can we bring
Than a Carol 1

The Birth of this our Heavenly King ?"

a twenty or thirty years ago we should

ly have dared to predict the resuscitation

of the Christmas Carol. At that time the

custom of singing carols had become little

better than a respectable scheme for raising

money, the miserable street-singer drawling
out, in lamentable and tuneless strains (in hope
of pecuniary recompense), the "good tidings,"
that " our Saviour He was born on Christmas

Day in the morning." In villages and quiet

country places, it is true, carols in some form
or other have never been allowed to die out,
and appear to have been cherished with no
little reverence as one of the rarest delights of
the "

blessed Christmas Tide."

Hone, in his "Ancient Mysteries," a.d.

1823, says :—" The melody of ' God rest you,
merry gentlemen,' delighted my childhood

;

and I still listen with pleasure to the shivering
carolist's evening chaunt towards the clean

kitchen window, decked with holly, the flaming
fire showing the whitened hearth, and reflecting

gleams of light from the surfaces of the kitchen
utensils."'

And Irving, too, in the "Sketch Book,"
a.d. 1850, describes, in his customaiy happy
way, the carolling of village children on Christ-

mas morning :
—" While I lay musing on my

pillow I heard the sound of little feet pat-

tering outside of the door, and a whispering
consultation. Presently a choir of small voices

chaunted forth an old Christmas Carol."

The sheets of carols, embellished with rude
cuts of the Nativity, and other events in the

Life of our Blessed Saviour, still issued from

Clerkenwell, the Seven Dials, and provincial

towns, are becoming scarcer every year, and
the race of street carolists, there can be little

doubt, will, in a few years, become altogether
extiii

curious to note the remarkable way in

which old conventional forms and traditions

have been retained in the broadsides annually
d about the streets

; the arraugem<
• ial treatment, being

in mai dly mediaeval,

QOt alwa\

on for

ilar
brilliancy. [Jpon one carol tht

mY 1"
" 'Hie

Crucifixion," thi
>ldier,

M
the

•n of the Eucharist," and

'.ili- a Fairy

Alliance may be perfected. Upon another is

shown a Village, a young man borne to the

skies in the arms of some ethereal beauty (by
sprites of all sizes and shapes), our Blessed

Lord instituting the Holy Eucharist, a Family
Party, and a Deathbed. Again, we have the

Seven Ages, boys playing at marbles, girls

gathering flowers, fiends seizing a murderer,
and a congregation at worship, to illustrate

"favourite carols for the present year."
The mental powers of the printer are again

taxed to invent "catching" titles for his pub-
lications; and we have "The Christmas Holly,"
"The Star of Bethlehem," "Christmas Mirth,"
"Blossoms of Holiness," "The Heavenly Gar-

land,"
" The Select Carolist,"

" The Morning
Star," "The Golden Chaplet," and "The
Gem, a variety of excellent carols."

The design and execution of the woodcuts
are sometimes highly ludicrous

;
and when co-

loured in the "approved style," they are apt to

provoke mirth rather than devotion, In many
instances the ancient method of representing
several subjects in one picture is preserved,

e.g., the Adoration of the Angels, the Visit of

the Shepherds (with regular pastoral staves),
and the Magi, all occur in one engraving, the

Star appearing in three places. Hone men-
tions the case of a printer of Moorfields, who

placed so high a value on his woodcuts, that

he positively refused to give up the blocks

without a strict reservation of the copyright
of the designs. For the amusement of his

readers, Hone annexes four of these rude

pictures.

It is to Mr. Davies Gilbert, the well-known

antiquary, that we are primarily indebted for

the revival of Christmas carolling. In a.d. 1822
Gilbert published the music of twelve favourite

carols preserved in the west of England, and
in the following year enlarged the collection

to twenty. Mr. W. Sandys, F.S.A., brought
out in a.d. 1833 a set of fourscore carols, with

seventeen melodies, and some French Noels.

This valuable work, containing an abundant

store of information on all customs and tra-

ditions of Yule-tide, has been since supple-
i by a book by the same auth<

" Christmas
;

i .ami
Carols." Mr. Wright's reprint of mediaval

and later carols, published for

, with Dr. Rimbault's
"

Liti

ChappelTs
1 1 : 1 1 Airs," and other similar work

the public to appreciate the time-Inn,

custom, and to comprehend more clearly the

of melody and poetry con-

tained in these delightsome reliquee of the

ur forefath

Publishej want
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of carol music suited for actual performance

by choirs and families
;
and in the year 1850

Mr. Xovello produced a collection of carols at

a low rate, arranged for four voices by the

Rev. T. Helmore, Priest of the Chapel Royal,
with words, principally in imitation of the

original, by the Rev. Dr. Xeale. Messrs.

Masters issued a collection of twelve carols,

with original music by Mr. Hine and Dr.

Gauntlett
;
and Dr. Gauntlett himself brought

out a book containing some very good speci-

mens of Christmas melodies. And now col-

lections of carols are every year multiplying,
the advertisement sheets of musical and other

papers testifying to the universal demand for

suitable music for Christmas time.

The majority of modern carols evince in a

marked manner a desire to imitate the honest

sincerity and piety exhibited in the productions
of our ancestors. The men of the nineteenth

century are fain to admit that better means
for attracting the ear and ravishing the hearts

of the poor and simple, can scarcely 1

ployed than those used by the men of old.

The quaint expr be homely recital of

Scripture narrative, and withal the soothing
and plaintive strains of pure English melody,
strike- home at once to the hearts of the humble
and devout observers of the Messed eoming of

our Redeemer in the Flesh. 1 pro;
a few specimens of ancient and mod'

The first example is a translation from the

pen of Dr. Neale, and is taken from the c

ublished by Messrs. Novello, being with

the refrain, "In Bethlehem," in strict accord-

ance with the original :
—

hurch to church the bells' glad tidings run
;

A Virgin hath conceiv'd, and borne

In Bethlehem.

And ,-ingel -hosts, the midnight of His birth,

Sang
"
Glory be to God, and peace

In Bethlehem.

w (jo we forth, and see tl ti thing,"
The shepherds said, and seek the aew-born king—

In Bethlehem.
* * * *

The star weut leading on from east to west :

The wise men follow'd, till they saw it rest

In Bethlehem.

Their frankincense, and myrrh, and gold, they bring,
Tu hail the God, the Mortal, and the K

In Bethlehem.

With threefold gifts, the Threefold God three praise,
"Who thus vouchsafd the sons of man to i

In Bethlehem.

The above is said to be of the eleventh cen-

tury. In many cases, Latin is intermixed with

the English, as in the subjoined example from
a manuscript of the sixteenth century, pre-
served in the British Museum. The spelling
is modernized :

—

Jhesu Fili Yirginis,

Miserere nobis.

Jesu of a Maid Thou wouldest be born,
To save mankind that was forlorn,

And all fur our sins,

Miserere nobis.

Angels there were, mild of mood,
Sang to that sweet Food,

With joy and bliss,

Miserere nobis.

In a cratch was that Child laid,

Both ox and ass with Him played,
With joy and bliss,

Miserere nobis.

Then for us He shed His blood,
And also He died on the Rood,

And for us I wit,
Miserere nobis.

And then to hell He took the way,
To ransom them that there lay,

With joy and bliss,

Miserere nobis.

And again from the Harleian MSS. :
—

XPO paivmus eanticura, excelsis gloria.

When Christ was born of Mary free,

In Bethlem, in that fair city,

Angels sung there with mirth and glee,

In excelsis gloria.

Herdamen beheld these angels bright,

To them appeared with great light,

And said,
" God's Son is born this night,"

In excelsis gloria.

This King is come to save mankind,
As in Scripture we find,

Therefore this song have we in mind,
In excelsis gloria.

Amongst the earliest specimens of carols are

those for bringing in the boar's head.

The boar's head was the first dish served up
at ancient feasts, and was carried in with great

solemnity, dressed with garlands. Flourishes

of trumpets and singing of carols accompanied
the pageant. The custom of bringing in the

boar's head is still observed in great houses,
and (as lias been stated over and over again) at

,s College, Oxford, where upon Christinas

night the precentor and choir sing a modern-

ized version of Wynkin do Wordo's carol.

The accompanying is from a sixteenth cen-

tury MS. :—

Nowell, Nowell, Nowell, Nowell,

Tidings good I think to tell.

The boar's head that we bring here

Bet'jkeneth a Prince without peer,

Is born this day to buv us dear

Nowell.

A boar is a sovereign beast,

And acceptable in every feast ;

So might this lord be to most and least,

Nowell.

This boar's head we bring with .song,

Iu worship of Him that thus sprung
Of a Virgin, to redress all w ;

Nowell.
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There is a much earlier example given by Sir

Frederic Madden in the "
Reliquaa Antiquas."

The word Nowell, or Noel, which occurs

very frequently in old carols, is by many sup-

I (and with good reason) to be derived

from natalis, the birthday of our blessed Lord.

This word was used as a cry of joy, and was
"
sung at Angers during the eight days pre-

ig Christmas." The Portuguese, Irish,

and Welsh terms for Chri lentlycome
from this source. But on the other hand,
No well is very frequently used in the sense of

news or tidings, and as has been elsewhere

. was a "joyful exclamation not abso-

lutely confined to Christmas." The following

lines, from " Ane compendious booke of Godly
and Spirituall Sangs," seem to strengthen this

interpretation :
—

I come from Hevin to tell

The best Noicdlis that ever befell :

To you this tythinys trew I bring.

And again in a fifteenth century carol :
—

Gabryell of hygh degree,
Came down from the Trenyte,
To Nazareth in Galilee,

With Nova,

Christmas Evergreens, the Holly and the

Ivy, form the subject of many an old carol.

The Holly Carol, most popular and familiar to

us, details at length the various symbolical
references this favoured evergreen bears to the

Incarnation of our lord, e. g. :—
The holly bear3 a berry
As red as any blood,

And Mary bore sweet Jesus Christ

To do poor sinners good.
The holly bears a prickle
As sharp as any them,

And Mary bore sweet Jesu Christ

Ou Christmas Day in the morn.

The editor of " Christmas with the Poets "

remarks :
— ' ' Several carols relating to the

holly and the ivy convey the idea that these

two favourite Christinas evergreens had each

Doused their several

ly as they supported the claims

of the rival houses of York and Lancaster,

struggle i ing at

re ut the height of

popularity.*
1

a ancient holly and ivy carol from

Mr. V icond boo] :
—

Who v.ouM

Iii they go.

jolly,
1 will ha

In
I go.

in Landl where they go.

Then spake Holly, and set him down on his knee,
I pray thee, gentle Ivy,

Assay me no villany
In lands where we go.

One of the carols frequently printed on
the cheap broadsides is that of Dives and

Lazarus :
—

As it fell out upon a day,
Rich Dives made a feast,

And he invited all his friends

And gentry of the best.

Then Lazarus laid him down and wept,
And down at Dives' door,

Some meat, some drink, brother Dives,
Bestow upon the poor.

Thou art none of my brother Lazarus,
That is begging at my gate,

No meat, no drink will I give thee,

For Jesus Christ His sake.

Then Dives sent out his hungry clogs

To worry poor Lazarus away :

They had not power to bite one bit,

But licked his sores away.

Now it fell out upon a day,
Lazarus sickened and died,

There came two angels down from Heaven
Thereto his soul to guide.

As it fell out upon a day,
Dives sickened and died,

There came two serpents out of hell,

Thereto his soul to guide.

Rise up, rise up, brother Dives,
And come along with me,

There is a place prepared in hell,

From which thou canst not flee.

Another species of carol is that for bringing
in the wassel. This term, derived from the

Saxon, and signifying "Be in health," occurs

in the early Anglo-Norman-French carol pre-
served in the British Museum, and translated

by Mr. Douce. The wassel was introduced

with considerable state originally upon Twelfth

Night, but in course of time New Year's Eve
came in for a share of these festivities ; and

later still, the bowl was carried round from

house to house by young damsels with songs,
the bearers being repaid for their trouble by
some gratuity. The most common of \

songs is that given in Brand's "
Antiquities" :

—
ii ! all over th • (own,

Our tuast it is white, our ale it is brown
;

Our bowl it is made ut' a inaplin I N

We be good fellows all I drink to thee.

'.ililiiu, and tO his right

God send bo our matter a happy new
j

ar as e'er hi' did I

With my wassailing bowl I drink to t
;

nilrr, and to her right

end our mi - pie ;

. did see—
With nr. bowl I dim]
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Here's to Fillpail, and to her long tail,

God send our master us never may fail

Of a cup of good beer
;

I pray you draw near,

And our jolly wassail it's then you .shall hear.

Come, butler, come bring us a bowl of the best,

And I'll hope your soul in Heaven will rest,

Bat if you do bring us a bowl of the small,

Then down may fall butler, and bowl and all.

I venture to quote the beautiful carol
j

by that priuce of Christmas poets, Robert

Herrick :
—

THE STAR SONG.

A CAROLL TO THE KOTO. SUNG AT WHITE-TALL.

1. Tell us, thou cleere and heavenly tongue,
Where is the Babe but lately sprung •

Lies He the lillie-banks among ?

2. Or say, if this new Birth of ours

Sleeps, laid within some ark of flowers,

Spangled with dew-light ; thou canst cleere

All doubts, and manifest the where.

3. Declare to us, bright Star, if we shall

Him in the morning's blushing ci

Or search the beds of spices thru

To find Him out I

Star. No this ye need not do
;

But only come and see Him rest,

A princely Babe in's Mother's brest.

Chorus. He's seen ! H Why then around

Let's kisse the sweet and holy ground ;

And all rejoyce that we have found

A King, before conception, crown'd.

4. Come, then, come then, and let us bring,
Unto our prettie twelfth-tide K.

•h one his severall offeri

Chorus. And when night comes, wec'l give Him
wassailing ;

And that His treble honours may be seen,

Wee! chuse him King, and make His Mother

Queen.

The custom of using carols in church at

Christmas time has been retained in Cornwall,

of Man, and the west and

north of England, and has been in many-
revived with the greatest success. In

good truth, the Christmas carol bids fair to be

re-instated with full honours to its on:

position among the festivities of Yule Tide.

The annexed paragraph from a Hawaiian

journal will moreover testify that the primi-

tive and godly practice is not now confined to

our own England :
—

On Christmas Eve (at Honolulu, Sandwich Islands)
we had a midnight service, in the native '.

which their majesties (King Karaehamcha and Queen
attended. . . . Afterwards, we went through

the principal streets singing carols. Forty torchlights,
fifteen feet high, formed of the stem of an oleaginous
nut peculiar to the islands, were borne by native men,
and completely illuminated the streets. We .

at intervals, and sang some of the old English carols.

. . . The king joined in the tenor heartily.

One more example, and I have done. May
our good friends who with loving hearts cele-

brate the "
Holy Tide of Christmas," not omit

from their catalogue of festivities the hearty
and genuine old carol.

The following is extracted from " Antient

Christmas Carols," published by Xovello, and
is written by Mr. Morris :

—
Masters in this hall,

r ye news to-day,
/it from over sea,

And ever I you ;

Cltorus. Howell ! Novell ! Noweil !

we clear !

Holpen are all folk o:i earth,
Born is God's Son so ,

Nowell ! Nowell ! Nowell !

Nowell ! sing we loud !

God to-day hath poor folk rais'd,

And cast adown the proud.

Going over the hills,

Through the milk-white snow,
Heard 1 ewes bleat

While the wind did blow.

herds many an one

: the sheep,
. ord

Thau they had !

Quoth I,
"

Pell

Why this guise sit ye ?

though ye be ?"

Chor .. &c.
* * * *

:h thete fellows then,

lein Town w<

To s

Lie U w."

Chorut. Nowell, kc.

u How name ye this 1.

Shepherds I

"
then said I,

"Very God," they said,
" Come from heaven I

., &c.

Then to Bethlem
Wo went two and two,

And in a sorry ;

rd the oxen low.

Chorus. Nowell, kc.

Therein did we see

A sweet and goodly M
And a fair old man,

straw she lay.

Chorus. Nowell, &c.

And a little child
On her arm bad she,

"Wot ye Who This i

Said the hinds to me.

Chorut. Nowell, &c.

Ox and ass Him know,

Kneeling on their knee,

Wondrous joy had I

This little Babe to see.

Chorus. Nowell, &c.

This is Christ the Lord,
Masters be ye glad !

Christmas is come in,

And no folk should be sad.

Chorus. Nowell, &c.

Edmund Seddixo.
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Upon its ancient gate, midst rime and rust,

As a fit comment on its fearful story,

Some cunning hand, long gone to mouldering dust,

Graved "
Nasci, pati, mori."

The moss-grown ruins* of its massive wall

Teaches the littleness of man's ambition ;

But of its ancient glory and its fall,

ks only grey tradition.

TLis saith, that in the olden, feudal times

It was the stronghold of a warlike baron,

Whose ghost, condemned for uurepented crimes,

Still haunts the Styx with Charon.

He loved a nohle lady of the land,

With eyes like summer twilight, blue and starry,

Tresses like braided sunshine, lily hand—
Gentle, bewitching fairy.

He loved her with a heart that could fulfil

Its wildest purpose in the hour of trial,

And sought her » ith the stubborn, lawless will

That never brook'd denial.

But the fair lady was the promised bride

Of one who wore the cross of a crusader—
Who gave his heart to lowly Linneleid,

His sword to the invader.

And he, Sir Athold, was at danger's post
—

The colours of his lady waving o'er him
;

The bravest leaders of the Pavnim

Palling like grass before hitn.

but in vain, the warlike baron woo'd
;

The lady still was cold in word and bearing ;

But in those cloudy times the world was rude,

And chieftain lovers daring.

And to compel what love could never gain,
He sallied forth with many an armed v.

Surprised the lady, put to ilight her train,

And bore her to his castle.

And there, midst wftvil learning swords,
And iron hearts that i 1 to falter,

And priefttly mockery of holy words,
He led her to the altar.

She buried then the hopes of all life's years
—

Her cruel anguish brook'd not to I

ir dried up the fountain of her tears—
Her gentle heart was broken.

Yet there was breath upon her pallid lips,

And light beneath her blue-vein
1

d eyelids gleaming ;

..as not life, nor death, but that eclipse
Which the soul knows in dreaming.

in her lone tower, in rogue repose,
Her sad gaze fixd upon the distant mountains,

And yet she did not see their winter snows,
Nor hear their summer fountains.

ill remember with pleasure the
••.-inch this legend I Ltuated on the

verge of a tow
ire, and looked

trlarid, like an eagle's eyrie hung be-
and earth. . arch at one of

its gate Ait}, the rust <>f centuries, were
the word

enterprising
vandal built a hotel on the site of this interesting ruin, and
frightened away the spirit of its romance f"r ever.
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Heart, mind, and soul with one fond thought were rife

One blessed image moek'd her soul's endeavour,
It was the only star of her young life.

Distant and dimm'd for ever.

Night crown'd the mountains with pale coronals,

And moonbeams trembled down through Leman's

waters,
To light the coral bowers and fairy halls

Of Undine's fair-hair'd daughters.

But ho, there wras a cry, a trumpet blast,

The castle's sleepy sentinels alarming !

Wild words from pallid lips, that spoke their last;

Shrieks, groans, and hurried arming.

They rallied, mauu'd the ramparts ;
but too late !

The baron's furious life-blood dyed the paving,
And soon, from lofty tower and massive gate,

The blood-red cross was waving.

With fainting heart the lady heard that cry-
Sir Athold's voice through the still night-air driven;

She could not live to meet his alter'd eye
—

And—pity her, O Heaven !

I The fight was over, and Sir Athold gone
To seek his lady love in hall and bower

;

The lamp burn'd in her turret-chamber lone
;

—
Where was she, in that hour I

He breathed her name with loving words, in vain
;

heard him not, and there was no replying,

id night-wind through the lattice
|

.Mournfully sobbing, sighing.

They sought her with swift feet, above, below,
—

d her with wild words, but unavailing;
And morning found them hurrying to and fro,

Their brave hearts faint and failing.

At length a peasant came, with wild dismay,
And hurried words of most terrific meaning—

There was a lady dead, a little way
From where he had been gleaning.

And on the san^ •. -. deep ravines meet,
Half hidden by the pine-plumes waving round her

;

Below her lattice full five bundle i

Tale as the snows they found her.

0, slowly, slowly toll'd the solemn knell,

As many a gallant knight and wondering vassal

Wound with the black pall up Pas-de-1'Echelle,
*

And bore her to the castle.

With tearful eyes they made her grave apart
—

With loving bauds they laid the cross above her
;

And there the lady of the broken heart

Sleeps with her noble lover.

But there are those who, en a certain night,
Deem they can hear a wail—a low, wild weeping ;

And see a lady, in a robe of white,
From that same lattice leaping.

The brave Sir Athold went not forth again
To tread the warrior's dizzy path of glory

—
But, as he liv'd, had suffered, loved in vain,

Wrote, "Nasci, pati, mori."

Sahah T. Bolton.

Indianapolis, In d iana.

* A narrow rocky pathway leading from the valley to tho

site of the Castle of Moiieticr, or Chateau de rHermitage, as

it was formerly called.
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CURIOSITIES OF CATS.

lefined to bo the power

ing wonders in common things. A man

might justly be supposed to lay claim to no
small share of it who should undertake to dis-

cern marvels in such ordinary every-day ani-

All must have noticed, however,
that the commonest things frequently r<

careful consideration, just as our own age has

found it profitable to work over again the

cinders which the Romans flung away as use-

less in extracting lead. When Opie left Corn-

wall to push his way in London, he painted

portraits (which may be seen at an old house

in theW est) not only of the Prideauxes who
were his patrons, but also of the servants, and
even the household cats. In like manner we
will honour these useful animals by giving
them a niche along with more dignified cha-

racters, though certainly not more curious

animals.

The first question that meets us is, are our

domestic cats indigenous to Great Britain ?

Probably not. It is true that wild cats roam
in our larger forests and less populous dis-

tricts
;
but their colour is invariably grey, and

their build is firmer and more powerful than

that of our tame cats. They are irreclaimably

savage, too
;
and house-cats which have run

wild to the woods, though perhaps more in-

corrigible poachers than even the native wild

cat, never show any tendencies of reverting to

it as the original stock. They are most likely

a foreign importation, like the Persian and

Angola cats of the present day. Conjecture

may fancy some unknown AVLittington, in pre-
historic times, drifting on our shores from the

Continent with a cat under his arm, the mother
of all the cats in our land. The tailless Manx
cats approach the wild cat very nearly in ferocity

and appearance. House-cats, on the contrary,
are of all colour.-, and "

sports" are perpe-

tually being bred. A p nt for

their introductii founded on the terms

in which th amongst the old

Howell the Good (
(J43 a.d.).

ce at that time, for it

id down : "The worth of a kitten

until i : -nny :

from that time till it shall kill mid
I'ter it shall kill mice, fotll

onishable with death— a remnani i

book,
i:. i'. eL Both the

anci< i. nd our own law concurred in a

curious penalty for killing the
b,

"tho

guardian of the royal barn." The offender was
mulcted in a heap of corn sufficient to cover

the defunct animal, when held up by the tip of

its tail with its whiskers touching the floor.

The palmy days for cats were in the I

of Egypt's power as a nation, some 500 years
B.C. They were held then as sacred as dogs
or crocodiles, and death was the penalty for

killing them. From their nocturnal habits and

fur, the Egyptians deemed them sym-
bolical of the moon, and a golden cat was

worshipped at Syene. Herodotus tells us

some marvels about them. The "
toms," it

seems, in his time had a peculiar liking for

making aWay with kittens,
—a very fortunate

thing too, or the land would have been over-

run with cats. Crowning wonder of all, when
a fire breaks out, the sole care of the natives is

to keep the cats from it, to do which they

post themselves as guards round the burning

house, and take no thought for putting out

the flames. A divine impulse, however (says
the chronicler), seizes the cats; they dart under
the men, or leap over them, and fling them-
selves into the flames. Then great mourning
takes possession of the land. If a cat were

found dead in any one's house, the inmates

had to shave off their eyebrow
T
s. The defunct

animals were carried into the temples, where

they were embalmed and solemnly deposited
in the city Bubastis. Specimens may be^seen

in the British Museum. Very different is

their fate at modem Rome. A recent traveller

tells us they are there as highly esteemed for

culinary purposes as puppy-dogs in China. If

you have a roast hare for dinner, you had
better not make too many inquiries as to what

kind of "Pussy" it was before it came into

the chefs hands.

The ancient physicians had a firm belief in

the healing powers of different portions of this

animal, probably from some confusion e\

in their minds with regard to its own nine

One of them gives us, as a valuable receipt to

cure fevers, two pints of water mixed with

three drops of blood taken from the ear of an

ass, and certain parts of a cat*-

organs ! The claw of an owl, or a wolf

bound on to the patient,

application to accompany this < itching

at the slightest verbal

i of medicine woul I

sribing a eat in a 01

catalepsy. The very ashes of tl

quite

I away, ac

Pliny's belief.

tained in the infancy <>t* d I only
ii"\v much our own childhoo
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charmed by
" Puss in Boots," and still more

by that excellent fairy-tale of "
Whittington

and his Cat." This may be one of " the

fairy tales of science," however, and is not

without its particle of truth iu witnessing to

the early importation of the cat into our

country that we mentioned above. Antiqua-
rians have fought over the inferences of the

story, perhaps with much the same results at

the battle of the far-famed Kilkenny cats

themselves. It is certain that a wealthy family
of Whittingtons possessed land and houses at

Gloucester in Henry the Sixth's time, and quite

recently a sculptured stone was dug up from

this land, representing a youth with a cat in

his arms. The legend is common enough, how-

ever, both in Europe and Asia, aud existed

years before the probable historic date of our

Whittington. Remembering, too, how many
tricks are played off on antiquaries, the inci-

dent of the sculptured stone, instead of causing
us to pin our faith to any hypothesis, ought

simply to make us suspect them all. A curious

>ny to the value of imported cats has

been disinterred from an account sent in by
one Bragge to the East India Companv in

1021 :—

Item, for 20 Dogges and a greate many C;itts which,
under God, ridd round all the B
that Hand (Bermuda), which I

corne, and many other blessed fruites which that land
afforded. Well, fur theis, I will demand of you but
51b. apiece for the Dogges, and let the Catts eoe.

1001b. 0s. Od.

The popular sayings connected with cats are

so numerous, that they might be utterances of

Father Cats himself, whose poems are so

grateful to the Dutch pe Their te-

nacity of life comes out in the proverl >,

'

killed the cat." Their familiar presence at

every one's hearth is alluded to in "A cat may
look at a king." Indeed, there could be no

legal hamlet in the old Welsh constitutions

unless it possessed a cat. We confess our-

as to the explanation of the

Scotch proverb, "grinning like a Chi

cat," unless it alludes to their uniform cheer-

! in that county; but as "all cats are

black iu the dark," we pass on to see how

Shakespeare embalms the animal in his amber
verses. Lady Macbeth taunts her husband,
when he hangs back from the murder, with—

Letting I dare not wait upon I would,
Like the poor cat i' the adage,

—
alluding to that animal's fondness for fish

("what cat's averse to fish ?"), but its unwilling-
ness to wet its feet in catchiug them. Falstaff

seizes upon another feature of the animal's

character, so detested by all wakeful s!

in town, "'Sblood! lam as mekoncholy as a

gib-cat !

" When Mercutio longs for a fray
with Tybalt, he accosts him,

" Good king of

cats, I would have nothing but one of your
nine lives : that I mean to make bold withal,

and, as you shall use me hereafter, dry-beat the

rest of the eight ;

" and thereupon receives that

celebrated "scratch," which was "not so deep
as a well nor so wide as a church-door. " How
subtly, too, does our great poet hit off the cha-

racter of those who are fond of being led !
—

they "take suggestions as a cat laps milk."

While upon the proverbial sayings connected

with cats, we may mention that the Madras

catamaran, which invariably rights itself in the

wildest surf, has been ingeniously derived from

the Italian gotta marina, "sea-cat," alluding
to the faculty a cat possesses of always falling

on its feet.

In our old literature the word "cat" had a

more generic sense than obtains at present.

So Tyndall, in his New Testament of 1525,
calls a leopard a " catt off the mountain." The

ite, who lets nothing slip by him, places

tar J'rincess on her throne, guarded by two

leopards, and then speaks of—
The two great cats

Close by her, like supporters on a shield.

of the most common natural antipathies
is an utter abhorrence of cats. ^A'e know a

Lady who cannot stay in the same house with

• its hateful presence instinc-

tively, even before she sees it. Bin.

cats, oddly enough, are always deaf. Mr.

Darwin has a curious speculation how a scarcity

of cats in any rural district would soon affect

the neighbouring vegetation ;
as the field ani-

mals they prey upon would, of course, propor-

oably increase, and their greater numbers

would in turn tell upon vegetable life. Cats

have always been known to have a strong
ion for the scent of valerian

; they are also

very fond of rolling over the pretty blue neino-

phila of our gardens—so horticulturists should

take precautions accordingly. The best mode
1 of prevention, we may suggest, is to keep a

til terrier. Muck as we hate cats about

our houses, however, they are capable of strong

attachments. We have known more than one

mce where they have followed their bene-

factor in his country walks like a dog. It is

upon record, too, how an ancestor of Wyatt
the poet was fed and preserved by a cat when

confined in the Tower by Richard III. As
its sagacity, we knew one that belonged to

an old lady which, at her invitation, would

ind the tea-table after she had finished her

itions, look askant a minute at the narrow-

necked cream-jug, and then (quietly sitting

. n by it) would insert the tip of her tail, and
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draw it forth with the liquid covering it. The

proces i till the jug was empty,
with much appa : action. Another had

ste strongly developed in it of

ling to the open bedroom windows of an
old mansion by means of the climbers on the

walls, and then making away with all the soap
ads contained.

Considering how much the cat abhors cold

iers must often have wondered

why seafaring men are so fond of taking the

animal with them on a voyage. This is

explained by two circumstances. Marine
insurance does not cover damage done to cargo

by the depredations of rats
;
but if the owuer

of the damaged goods can prove that the ship
was sent to sea unfurnished with a cat, he can
recover damages from the shipmaster. Again,
a ship found at sea with no living creature on
board is considered a derelict, and is forfeited

to the Admiralty, the finders, or the Queen.
It has often happened that, after a ship has
been abandoned, some domestic animal—a dog,
a canary-bird, or most frequently a cat, from
its hatred of facing the waves—has saved the

from being condemned as a derelict. A
singular occurrence of this kind was related in

the papers last winter. A vessel was found aban-
doned on the banks of Newfoundland with only
a cat on board : a crew that boarded her navi-

her safely across the Atlantic to the

Kiutyre coast, when another storm broke upon
the ill-fated ship. She soon went to pieces,
and the crew were drowned with the exception
of the mate, who drifted to shore on a piece of

wreck. At the last moment the cat sprang on
to his neck and clung there till they were both

1 ashore, when she concealed herself

:st the rocks, and will not probably care

any more to tempt the sea.

ove of the value of cats in

medicine amongst the ancients
;
in conclusion,

ig leave to extract a receipt for catching

fish, from a very old collection called " The

Delight." It is so old indeed
that it was evidently published before fishing

iers of nice

pt this wai

\
"

It gives

iiinanityof our

rve to finish our

enumeration of.-; not her

nthor ;

turn, and having flea'd and

pannched him, it without

to mix with tin- yolks
:

Miiantity of oil of spike-
iiid anoint

line, 1km.Iv, or bait therewith, and
will 1; ."' w.

EXPLODED SI TKKS'nTIONS.

It is a comfort to think that we are wiser

than our ancestors. The mortification of

knowing what fools they were is amply com-

pensated by the sense of our own superior en-

lightenment. Mow long is it since we hung
our last witch ? It is said that there are ob-

scure country districts where the schoolmaster

has not yet penetrated—in which reputed
witches may still be found. Are there yet
haunted houses in the metropolis, gloomy and
untenanted ? There are still doubtless the

remains, here and there, of the current and
almost universal beliefs of an age whose de-

parting shadows still linger.

One of the most general, cherished and per-
sistent of English superstitions, was the belief

in the supernatural power of our monarchs to

; cure certain diseases. For centuries few Eng-
lishmen, learned or ignorant, doubted that

j

the touch of the, hand of his king or queen was
a sovereign remedy for the scrofula, which was
therefore called the king's evil, it being the

evil the king had most certain power to cure.

For a period of seven centuries—from Ed-

|
ward the Confessor to Queen Anne—the sove-

|
reigns of England were accustomed, at stated

;

seasons and with solemn ceremonies, to heal

their subjects of loathsome and otherwise often

I

incurable diseases, by the laying on of hands
and prayer ;

and the most distinguished phy-
sicians, far from being incredulous of the exist-

[

ence of this kingly power, were employed in

| sending proper patients to the sovereign, and

:
in recording the marvellous cures. Are we to

infer that kings, the greatest and best who
ever ruled England, combined with her ablest

physicians to gull an ignorant public, or must
we come to the conclusion that all were alike

deceived ?

The early English writers, as may naturally
be supposed, make frequent allusions to

miracles. Shakespeare, from whose compre-
hensive genius and ''copious industry" few

things escaped, does not lose the opportunity
to give h graphic description of the i

this standing proof of the Divine right oi
'

We have the modus operandi i irately

That st:iy his eu
'

his U>UOh,
M his band,

Tlu-y presently am
Mii/ni/m. I thank yon, do Doctor.

i il :

A iii'> Qg ;
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Which often, since my here-remain in England,
I have seen him do. How he solicits Heaven,
Himself bsst knows : but strangely visited people,
All Bwoln and ulcerous, pitiful to the eye,

The mere despair of surgery, he cures
;

Hanging a golden stamp aboat their necks,

Put on with holy prayers ;
and 'tis spoken,

To the succeeding royalty he leaves

The healing benediction.

The monarchs of France claimed to exercise

the same power, and there was once a great

contest between the writers of the two countries

as to the comparative powers of their respective

sovereigns in the cure of disease, as earnest,

perhaps, as the controversies of the present

day about armies and navies.

Philip of Valeria is reported to have cured

fourteen hundred persons. Gem ell, the travel-

ler, describes a ceremonial in which Louis XIV.
touched sixteen hundred persons afflicted with

scrofula on Easter Sunday, saying :

"
J.

te touche, Di<n f .'' The French kings

kept up the practice until 1770, when repub-
lican principles were beginning to interfere

with many of the prerogatives of royalty.

King Edward the Confessor, u we are in-

formed in Collier's
' '

Ecclesiastical History < »f

Great Britain," was the first king of England
who exeivisud this extraordinary power, and

from him it has descended upon all hil

(essors.

"To dispute the matter of fact,"

ays this grave historian, "is to go to the

xcesses of scepticism, to deny our senses, and
e incredulous even to ridiculousness." The

uthority of Sir John Fortescue, Lord Chief
r

ustice under Henry VI., is no less explicit.

'Tli.' kings of England," he
is,

"at
the time of unction, received such a divine

power, that, by the touch of their hands, they
can cleanse and cure those, who are otherwise

considered incurable, of a certain disease, com-

monly called the king's evil."

The ceremony of touching, as descril-

Shakespeare, was accompanied by the gift of a

small coin of gold, which was worn af a medal

by the patient, and during some reigns, when
the monarch was popular, or faith active, or

scrofula prevalent, these coins amounted to

3000i\ a-year. I

'

I.—to give the cere-

mony a greater solemnity—ordered a form of

religious service to accompany it.

Queen Elizabeth is said to have been averse

to the custom, as either superstitious or dis-

gusting ; but she practised it notwithstanding,
and with great success. She was, however,
more select than had been the practice of for-

mer sovereigns, either to save herself trouble,
or expense to the treasury ;

for she required
that every one who presented himself to be
touched shoidd bring a certificate from the

Court surgeons that the disease was scrofula,

and that it was incurable by the ordinary
means

;
and one of Her Majesty's surgeons,

William Clowes, testifies that ' ' a mighty num-
ber of Her Majestie's subjects were daily cured

and healed, which otherwise would have most

miserably perished."
The historians of the reign of Charles I. do

not neglect to inform us that he excelled all

his predecessors in this divine gift ;
and so

great were the numbers who came to be cured,
that out of regard to economy, he used silver

medals instead of gold ;
and when these failed

,

sometimes cured by mere praying, without

even the laying on of hands. Among the

State Papers of this reign, there is a proclama-
tion " for the better ordering of those who

repayre to the Court for their cure of the
• called the king's evill." Such pro-

clamations were issued from time to time,

during all those dark ages, of Spenser, Shake-

speare, Milton, and Bacon, and wrere ordered

to be posted up in every market town in the

kingdom,

During the Protectorate of Cromwell—when
there was no king to cure it—scrofula appears
to have greatly

:

,

for no English mon-
arch w lied upon to touch so many as

Charles II. after the restoration. After all

the care of the surgeons to see that none but

illy scrofulous, and those beyond their

own power to cure, approached him, the num-
ben were almost incredible. A register wras

Whitehall; and though one clay in a

week was appointed and the number limited,

Mi down in the record that the Merry
Monarch in twenty years touched ami prayed
over more than 02,000 persons.

In Evelyn's Diary, March 28, 1G84, a sad

accident is recorded, as resulting from the

crowds who to be cured, six or seven

being crushed to death "by pressing at the

ehii urgeon's doore for tickets." At this time

iy as 600 were touched in a day. Some
were immediately relieved, others gradually,
and few are reported as not benefited. The

surgeon, whose scientific incredulity
s to have yielded only to the stubborn

facts, confessed himself "
nonplust," and as-

serted that " more souls have been healed by

lajestie's sacred hand in one year than

have ever been cured by all the physicians
and chirurgeons of his three kingdoms ever

since his happy restoration." Wiseman, a

writer on surgery, who declares that he was

an eye-witness of hundreds of cases, and had

accounts of others by letter from all parts of

the kingdom, and also from Ireland, Scotland,

, and Guernsey, makes a similar decla-

ration. In fact, the belief in this Royal power

appears to have been almost universal, and
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persons who denied it were considered guilty

;h treason. It may well be sn

that those who had any doubts kept thi

. when the penalty for

to be drawn and quartered.

have placed this belief in the power of

nionarchs to cure a particular disease under

the head of exploded superstitions ;
but it

must be confessed that the recorded facts in

the case are hard to get over. "Imagination,"

says Lord Bacon, "is next akin to a m—a working faith." The facts, so far as they
must be admitted, are usually explained upon
this hypothesis ;

but we submit that a

what different one is needed to account for

the cure of infants at the breast, who were

presented in full proportion of numbers, and
were cured as often as adults. Perhaps some
of our scientific men will take the trouble to

offer us another and more universal explanation.
It must not be supposed, however, that our

gracious sovereigns limited their healing powers
to the cure of scrofula. They did not hesitate

to grapple with cramps and epilepsy. The
ancient chronicles inform us that they used " to

halowc, every yerc, crampe rynges." They
were worn on the finger, and held to be of

sovereign efficacy. Many were hallowed by
Henry VIII., and of these a number were

sent to Rome, as very choice gifts, by Anne

Boleyn, when she hoped to gain certain favours

by such rare presents. A ring of this kind

was for a long time preserved with great vene-

ration in Westminster Abbey, and was touched

by a great many persons for the cure of cramp
or epilepsy. Of the efficacy of these applica-
tions we can find no authentic record.

That a " child's caul "
will protect its pos-

from drowning is a superstition not

wholly exploded, since many shipmasters and
sailors are furnished with these curious articles,

and they are sometimes advertised for sale in

the ne re only the ves-

tiges of ancient beliefs. The "
eaul," it should

be noted, is supposed to have a double efficacy,

nation against conflagra-
YYhat are a few pounds

for a talisman good against two out of the four

belief in amulets, or charms, which had

was o.
il, that

| ring to

B duel W( li t li.it

i ion. There

ly, and perha]
able traffic in Africa in amulets m

.st thund

and i

ship*

The precious stones were once believed to

have great virtues, either when worn on the

on, or taken as a powder internally. Even
so famous a medical writer as Avicenna tells

I
us that lapis arnienius, and lapis lazuli, taken

i internally, are sovereign remedies for melan-

\ choly. The garnet, either hung about the

neek, or taken inwardly,
" much assists sorrow,

and recreates the heart." The chrysolite
induces wisdom, and cures folly. It may b

D observed even in our day that pearls and

diamonds, properly administered, have cured

some bad complaints, when other means have

failed.

The old writers, either out of their own
I filiations, or in accordance with the popular

belief, give us curious accounts of precious

stones, for some of which we should look in

vain at the shops of our London jewehV
Of the heliotropiusthey say,

—"It stauncheth

blood, driveth away poisons, and preserveth
health

; yea, and some write that it provoketh

rain, and darkeneth the sunne, suffering not

him that beareth it to be abused." " A topaze
healeth the lunaticke person of his passion of

lunacie." "Cornelian mitigateth the heat of

the mind, and qualifieth malice. It staun-

cheth bloody fluxes." "A sapphire preserveth
the members, and maketh them livelie, and

helpeth agues and gowts, and suffereth not

the bearer to be afraid. It hath virtue against

venome, and staieth bleeding at the nose,

being often put thereto."

These fancies are just now dying out. If

stones or metals are now given as medicines, it

is because they possess real, rather than in \

properties. Silver, mercury, antimony, and

arsenic, are dealt out in prescriptions, and not

worn as charms. The foot with which an elk

scratches his ear, on being knocked d

would not now be considered a very c

cure for epilepsy. A ring made of

collected at the communion service, or of three

OX screws of a coffin-lid, or >

i of five bachelors, carried by a

bachelor to a smith avIio is a bachelor, would

not now, we may hope, in any pari of lv,

y confidently relied on i

convulsions. Grose, an author I

repute, assures us that a halter win

L,
if tied

inn he I . that

D on a human skull

in our

found who believe tf

Id hand, will em
no faith in the

a for lib' Loral ami

evils.
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BEPPO, THE CONSCRIPT.
BY T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.'

CHAPTER XVI. THE TWO BROTHERS.

It was early iu the afternoon when Beppo
left Fano, but it was far into the night be-

fore he reached Bella Luce, and he never could

give any account of the intervening hours.

The tidings of his bad number were known in

the village before he came there. For though
he had been the first of all those who returned

from Fano to Santa Lucia that evening, to

leave the city, and most of the others had to

perform the journey on foot, they all reached

home before him. Yet none of them had

been anything of Beppo Vanni by the road.

He must have wandered out of it somehow.
But he could give no account of himself.

Though it was past midnight, he found his

mother sitting up for him. Her first idea on

looking into his face as he entered the house

hat he had been drinking to drown the

sense of the misfortune that had fallen upon
him. The Roinagnol try, though not

great offenders in that way, are not so wholly
free from the vice of drank ihe Tuscan

populations are. But Beppo Vanni had never

known to have been guilty of exc

that kind. So much the more heavy, thought
i her, must the blow have been that has

driven him to seek such a relief.

But she soon perceived that her son Avas

; ly sober.
1 ' The chance has been against me, mother

;

I have drawn a bad number !

" he said, as he
sat dowa on the bench by the side of the long

just inside the kitchen door. He looked

L and as if worn out by fat i

•
• have known it hours ago, my son !

All the lads have been back at Santa Lucia a

long time
;
and all free except poor Niccolo

and you, my poor boy ! Where have

you been, and what have you been doing,

Beppo mio ?
"

" I don't know, mother ! I came away as

soon as I had drawn my number ! I don't

know how I have been so long on the road
;

I

was thinking of other things."
"And yet, Beppo mio" said Santa, looking

wistfully at him with the tears in her eyes,
II

it was not for want of doing the best I could.

There was not one of them," she continued,

alluding to the mothers of the lads whose

drawing had placed them out of danger of

being called on to serve, and speaking with a

strong sense of the injustice which had been
done her,

" there was not one of them who did
as much as I did ! I burned two candles of half

a pound each at the altar of the Seven Sorrows,
and I promised two more if things went well—best wax, and half a pound each, my son !

There was no other who did so much !

"

" There was no other of them, mother, who
had a son with a malediction on him !

"
said

he, looking up at her with profound dejection." There was no other of the men as walling to

go as to stay, no other that was as tired of his

life as I am of mine !

"

"
Oh, Beppo, Beppo ! my son, my son ! do

not speak such words. You shall not go to

serve ; no, not if I sell all the linen in the

it press ! It's mine. My hands spun the

yam, mine and the girl's together. You shall

not go, my Beppo, if I sell the last bit of it
;
and

there's the spinning of four-and-twenty v
"
Oh, mother, mother, mother !

"
cried

mind his mother's mention of

girl
" had had in producing all

that limn, had brought back the vision of the

quiet happy times when Giulia used to sit by
the kitchen out in the loggia, plying
her spindle, a;, . skittish word from

t grief in connection with her
;

"
Oh, mother, I am very miserable !"

it I tell thee, my son, that thou shalt

not go ! I will speak to the Curate—any way
halt not go !

"

"Mother, I don't care to stay, I tell you !

I had rather go, and never see Bella Luce

again ! Oh, mother, mother !

"

" Don't say such words !
—don't say them !

"

reiterated the old woman. She had poured
out all the comfort she had to give, to the

uttermost extent of her power ;
and she could

I say no m
" Mother ! that poor girl ! Why did you
id her away from you i Why did you send

'. her to her destruction 1
"

"Miaericordia /" exclaimed the old woman,
as this new light broke in upon her mind

;
"is

that the reason why you don't care to stay at

Bella Luce any more, or ever to see the place

again I Why, Beppo, my son, she was a good-

for-nought ! She was not worthy of so much
aa a look from thee !

"

" Mother ! mother ! She was as good a

girl as ever breathed !

"
said Beppo, with a sob

in his voice
;

"
you know she was, mother !

"

' ' I did think she was
;

but you as :

:

reverence ! Ask the priest, my son. He
knows the truth."

" Yes ! and I know the truth ! If she is

bad now, who has made her so 1 Who sent
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her to the cursed city to her destruction 1

Poor child, all by herself amid good-for-

nothing people ! They are all bad in the

cities, mother, all of them. Who sent Giulia

there ? when it was better,
—twenty times

over better,
—to send her to her grave !

"

"
Why, you know, Beppo, as well as I do,

that the priest said it was for the best. It

was little enough either your father or I had

to say in the matter. Signor Sandro—and

he is a very good man, and a sponsible
—said

it was a good thing ;
but your father would

never have sent her for all that, without the

priest. He said it was the best that could be

done for her :
—you know he did."

And from the insistance of la Signora Sun-

ta's pleading, it might be inferred that she

was not altogether easy at heart about the

sending out of the poor girl from under her

roof, to what she fully believed to have been

her ruin. Nevertheless, the idea that it could

have been otherwise than right to do as the

priest had advised in the matter, was very far

from presenting itself to her mind.

"I know this," replied Beppo, "that you
and babho and the lawyer and the priest to-

gether have sent—body and soul—to ruin the

poor girl who was brought up in your house,
and who was once the best as well as the

loveliest I ever saw, or shall see. She was !

she was good !

"

It was the time of his farewell meeting with

her under the cypress tree in the path, that

his mind recalled to him as the epoch up to

which it was certain that she had been good
and true.

" I know," he continued, with a tremor in

his voice, and with tears in his eyes,
—"I

know that she is worthless now. And the

knowledge that she is so, mother, is ten times

worse to me than losing her ! It makes me
mad to think of it ! And that is why I have

no care what becomes of me, and would rather

die than live ! Mother ! I am so miserable !"

That refrain came like the inarticulate cry

which is the first-taught of all Nature's
'

bure, the instinctive bring-

ing of all pain and trouble to the mother for

Bui th

Lied for

in
;
and i the length

of articulately telling him that she would Bell

in ilir him. She

had !.

rid in (h ! heart, it

which

ind, and which

had i. oked into, and had to

" I would give thee ease, Beppo, if I knew

how," she said. " To-morrow thou shalt speak
with the priest ;

he will tell thee what is best.

And now get to bed, my son ! Thou look's!

as if thou hadst not rested for a twelvemonth :

and my eyes are so heavy !

"

" Good night, mother !

"

And with that the stricken man crept off

to the bed-room, where his brother was soundly

sleeping.

The next morning he rose to go forth to his

work in the fields as usual. He found it less

difficult to do that than it had been to find

his blinded way through the unwonted occu-

pations of the day before. Habit stood his

friend, in guiding his limbs to do their office

in the accustomed labour, unaided by any
mental guidance.

There passed but short communication be-

tween the father and the son as they
forth to the field.

"So thou hadst no luck, figliuolo wi

said the old man, with a snarl that seemed to

partake of the expression of a sneer; "and
the infidel man-stealers must take thee ! The

i

Vannis were never lucky !

"

" The chance was against me, father, and I

must take my chance," said Beppo.
That was all ! The old man said nothing

more, but he had many things in his mind.

Carlo appeared to be in a specially communi-

cative mood that morning,—one would have

I said he was in high good humour even.
" This is a very sad business," he said to

his elder brother, when their father was at a

distance
;
"a bad business for Bella Luce !

How the farm is to go on without you, Beppo,
I don't see. Babbo and I put together are

not worth you ! And yet he don't mean to

come down with the money ! You'll have to

march, Beppo ; unless, indeed, you take the

priest's advice, and do as he would have

you."
"I don't care much about it, Carlo. They

may settle it which way they choose for D

said Beppo, listlessly.

It was not, however, a matter of ill

to Carlo which way the matter was

The priest had said—and Carlo impli

lieved him—that the taking to the hills would

involve no la it would

bui for a short time— till the sold

ie out of the c

blown ov.r, and
I

Bume his plai m and heii

Luce. But it' 1. . away
to the north of the mountains to Piednn

Lstrians, perha]

I ho knows what might happen !

! [nation very unlikely
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any man should come back again from

such a g< dug away ! And then—
"If they are to settle it for you, it'll be

. . . .

" and he made a gesture which was

sufficiently expressive of " over the hills and

far away."
"
But," he continued, "I don't

know that if I were in your place, Beppo—
and I wish with all my heart I were, for the

good of the family, I do—that I would let it

be settled for me that way. Soldiering is a

bad trade, I know, mostly ;
but there is such a

thing as thriving at it. And if any man in

the world could, it would be such a strapping

fellow as you. It would be a line thing to

come back with a title to your name, and a

couple of gold epaulettes on your shoulders !

Ln Vanni, or General Vanni, mayhap,
who knows I would sound very well. And,

what a handsome fellow you would

look, all gold and colours, with a long sword

your side, like one of those officers

down in the town yonu< 1 the girls

after when they pass down the street !

"

"Ay, or better still, what ;t handsome

I should make, lying full length on the

tck with an Austrian ballet

,;t ! shouldn't I, Carlo (

"

r, with a dreary smile, which was

satire on the thoughts that he knew
v ell \ heart, ami half genuine

scence on his own part in the truth of

i !
—if you are afraid of that— !

"

Ins shoul

I was very much afraid !

"

;uietly, while I

out in; banco of the seaward landi

•.clang

. the musu
fuel that all immediately around

. at all events, who would look

at you in a different sort i ak in

j

might be,

in, ay, or even Corporal Vanni '.

"

: that he was feeling hi

delicately to hint at i ration which ho

directly. But the spot
heart which he had ventured

native to a

which > idea. He had already gone
yond the tolerance of a temper which,

linarily was, had been tried by
j my that had left every

quivering. The allusion, especially that im-

plied in tl. La his brother had uttered,
be could b

Btood for an instant glaring at C

brandishing the heavy triangular

spade he had in his hand above his head, he

after a moment's pause hurled it far away
from him into the field.

Carlo, who had been at first startled and

frightened by his brother's movement, reco-

vered himself as soon as the tremendous

weapon was at a distance.
' ' What did you throw away your spade

for ?
" he said, with a half sneer.

" For fear of the curse of Cain !

"
said

Beppo.
" Now I am going to pick it up.

Don't come after me ! Let me work by myself
this morning ;

and never dare again, if you
don't want your blood to be on my head, to

breathe a word or a hint to me of— of—
of what you had in your mind just now."

Ami Beppo walked away to pick up his

spade, and worked in a furrow by himself

during the rest of the morning.

brawny limbs went on with their

mechanical task
;
but his mind was busy in

litating on the point which he had told

his brother that others might settle tor him.

The priest was desirous, Carlo reminded him,
that he should avoid the conscription by ilight

to the mountains. It was natural to him,
and a lif bit, to be guided obediently

by tions from that sou*

Beppo I lather had had, when he

i- anything
—as strong a repugnance

; he military S' any of his fellow

les. Bat now it seemed to him as if

that lot it which took him farthest

away, ami most irn ited him
from Bella Luce, and all its surroundings and

memories. \ was conscious of

a longing he could not compier to remain

bin the possibility of hearing of (Jiulia, and

her future conduct. Was it that that sudden

ire from the hall of the drawing, and

ting the

Cause of it, had again lighted up a faint spark
of hope in his mind I He speculated upon it

:.i ami again ;
and though each time ho

arrived at the conclusion that it was an ab-

surdity to allow any weight to such a chance

circumstance, in the face of what he had seen

and heard at the house of In Dossi, and what

he had since heard from the priest himself,

and also, though differently coloured, from

nor Bandro, yet he could not prevent his

mind from recurring to the fact, and Lisa's

explanation of it. And if there were the

faintest spark of hope that, despite all, Gratia

still loved him—and girls were so difficult to

band, that all things in such matters

were possible ;
—in that case he would not

quit the neighbourhood for all the world,—
no, not for all the epaulettes King Victor

Emmanuel had the bestowing of !
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The result of these meditations was that, by
the time the hour of repose arrived, hi

on a line of conduct
;
and it was

well that he had been able to do so, for just

as the silent dinner at the farm-house had

come to a conclusion, and the farmer and his

were lounging out of the kitchen door,

to enjoy as they best might the after-dinner

hour of repose, Don Evandro made his appear-

ance, and after a word of greeting to Signor

Paolo, and a few of condolence for the

misfortune which had fallen on the family to

-a, intimated his desire to speak a few

words to Beppo. Beppo had been about to

put his hour of rest to profit by getting a little

sleep, of which he stood so much in need.

But of course he roused himself to do the

priest's bidding ;
and at his invitation, strolled

with him along the path leading to the

village. The priest was aware of the readiness

and acuteness of his friend Carlo's ears, and

he chose that his conversation upon this occa-

sion should not be overheard by them.

CHAPTER XVII. A PAIR OF CONSPIRATORS.

"Your number was one hundred and one,
I hear, Signor Beppo !" said the priest.

" Yes ! your reverence, that was my num-
answered the young man.

1 ' What is the number of men demanded by
the excommunicated government ?

"

" Somewhere between seventy and eighty
from our district, I believe, your reverence.

I don't know exactly."'
" And it don't signify to know exactly, worse

luck ! Of course it is quite certain that one

hundred and one will be far within the number
that will be wanted to make up the roll."

" I suppose so, your reverence ! no doubt

of it. Of course they all know that it was

ie to have to march as number one."
" And what do you mean to do, my young

asked the priest with a manner

expressive of much sympathy.
" I have not thought much about it yet,

your reverence," said Beppo, without being
aware how far his word* deviated from repre-

act truth.
" But you must think; and think very

ly too, my son ! It is a matter requiring
ion. V<»u are aware,

I lay, that I oannot in

in- father to bring forward

ry for procuring a substitute.

I if it v. . to do

should

my utmost inl

od, i Hi!!

; I can

you thai

out exception by my brother priests throu

i out the country."
"Id your reverence is very right."

"You have not nourished any expectation

;i,
I suppose, that your father should ii

fere to such a purpose ?"
" Not the least, your reverence."

"Well, then we come to the question,
what course you mean to pursue." said the

priest, again looking hard into the you]
face. "You may speak to me, my son," he

.tinued, "with all openness, not onl

the old friend of your family, but as your i

ish priest, whose bounden duty it i

ist you with his counsel in every diffi-

culty. And remember, that what you say to

me in that capacity is as sacred as if it

were said in the confessional. If you
that you could speak more freely under the

protection of that holy sacrament, you have

only to say so/ and I am ready to hear you in

confession. It is the intention and not the

confessional that makes the sacredness of the

rite, my son."
" In truth, father, I have little to say either

in confession or otherwise. The fact is, that

I do not seem to care so much about going for

a soldier as I did, before— before— before I

; had been made very unhappy by ."

" I know what is in your heart, my
as well as if you had spoken it," said the

priest with a compassionate sigh.
' ' My

I

you have suffered and are suffering the penalty

inseparable from having bestowed

i where it was not deserved,—where the older

and wiser friends who knew that there .

none of the qualities which should have called

it forth, warned you not to place it.

cannot say, my son, that you were u

or that if your heart had been m
ened and docile, the miseiy which has fallen

on you would not have been spared you. You
must feel that, Beppo mio"

There was a long pause, during which the

young man kept his eyes fixed on the ground.

"Any way," he said at last, with a

found sigh, "the misery which
;

rence seems to know I am Buffi

re Little about this i

i iption."

at it is my dutj
that • :' mind in

which, above all others, the el

lis finds . U not

come when yon will look

is which i

I a troubled dr<

when i will have

d all thai
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appears to you of such vast moment will have

faded away, and be looked back on by you
with a contemptuous smile. I will not preach
to you of this, although it is as certain as that

the- weary body, when it has been refreshed by

repose and food, no longer feels its weariness
;

because I know how difficult it is for youth to

credit it, or to conceive it. But I will remind

you, Jigliuolo mio, that there are other grounds
on which this question should be decided, be-

sides your own mere liking and inclination.

There are duties of the most sacred kind in ques-

tion. If you were to go for a soldier, as you

say, for what cause would you be fighting ?

"

" There are many, your reverence, who say
that it would be against the Austrians, who

certainly have no right to rule over us in

Italy ;
and that it would be for the good of

the country, and to make Italy better and

happier in all ways."

"Many who say !" retorted the priest, with

infinite scorn in his voice
;

" but wjio are they
who say so I Have you heard any of God's

ministers say so ? Have any of thos^ who
are your appointed guides and teachers, told

you so ? You cannot bo expected to know
much of politics or history. But you know
that this country was governed by our Holy
Father the Pope, and that his government has

been turned out, and hi n by
force. That cannot be right ! You know that

the king who has done this wrong, and who
wants to take you to fight in his wrongful

cause, is excommunicated. That cannot de-

serve the blessing of Heaven ! If you do not

know, it is my bounden duty to tell you, that

the curses of excommunication will rest on all

those who make themselves partakers of this

infidel king's guilt, by taking his part, or fight-

ing undt r his 1 tanner. Even taking your own
view of the sorrows which have come upon you,
as a consequence of refusing to be guided by

natural and appointed guides and friends,
even admitting that there is no more prospect
or hope for you in this world—if it were pos-

for an instant to suppose such folly
—

•yen if it were so, is that a reason for forfeiting
all hope in the next world also ? Because you
see nothing but misery before you in this life,

v. ill you for that reason ensure misery in the

life to come also ? It is a small matter that

this impious government hurries away the

bodies of its unfortunate victims to slaughter
on the field of battle ! It carries them to die

excommunicated, and lost for ever ! Can you
wonder at it, that we, who have the charge of

your souls, should be earnest and instant to

you at all hazards from such a fate !

"

The priest remained silent for awhile to give
this tirade time to do its work. And Beppo

remained silent also, intently striving to see

his mental way among the conflicting notions

and ideas that had found their entrance into

his mind from different sources. But the

priest's unfailing and most powerful ally in the

work of subjugating a human soul—a sore

conscience—was absent. It was easy to keep
old Paolo Vanni in a state of subjection by
the exhibition of similar threats and terrors.

For he had that within which could only be

drugged to sleep by sacerdotal soothing-syrup.
And in the case of his son, the priest had all

the advantage of a hazy and clouded intelli-

gence to deal with. But it was curious to see

how the clear conscience of honest rectitude

struggled against the conclusion the priest

sought to force upon it, even though the intel-

ligence Mas unable to detect any one error in

all his theory.
After musing for awhile, Beppo looked up

with his clear blue honest eyes, not at the priest,

but to the blue vault above him, and said :

" All that your reverence has said seems very
true ! And yet, somehow or other, I can't get
to feel afraid God will be angry with me in this

matter. I have no thought to do wrong !

"

It did not in any way suit the priest's pur-

pose to enter in I iation on any of the

rous heresies and errors involved in this

wholly irregular profession of faith. So ho

ited himself with saying :

" That is because He knows that you are

about to be guided in the right path. The
wish to do right, joined, my son, to docility

towards those whom God has appointed to

show you the right, is always sufficient to se-

cure the blessing of a peaceful conscience.

But, it happens in this ease, as it generally
does happen, that considerations of worldly

prudence are also on the same side as duty
towards Heaven. Remember what, when the

Papal government is restated to this unhappy
country, which will assuredly be the case very

shortly,
—in a few months, probably, as I un-

derstand,
—will be the situation of those who

have deserted their natural allegiance to fight

for the usurper ;
—of them, and of their fami-

lies ! Surely you would not, even if there

were no other consideration to influence you,

you would not bring down ruin and disgrace

upon your poor . old father ! We clergy have

no commission to speak to our flocks about the

intentions of the restored government. But
I may tell you, Signor Beppo, between our-

selves, and speaking as an old friend, rather

than in my character of your pastor, that it

will go very hard with the families of those

who have assisted in the sacrilege of rebellion

against the legitimate authority. Certainly,

confiscation of all property, and most probably
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imprisonment also ! Once again, I say, can

yon wonder that as a friend, as well as in the

character of a priest, I should be anxious to

it you from committing this sin, and at

the same time this worldly imprudence ?"

On this ground poor 1!

tirely unable to contend with his temper, than

on the theological one. Mankind is provided
with no internal voice to whisper to th<

political probabilities. And Beppo had no

reason for not believing every word that the

priest had said on that head.
" I am sure we are all very much obliged to

your reverence," he said
;
"of course I would

not willingly do anything that should injure

my father or Carlo, or bring any sorrow upon

my mother."
" I am sure you would not, Beppo ;

and

these considerations alone should suffice to de-

cide you in favour of the course I was speaking
of the other evening at the farm."

" But is your reverence sure that I might
not be bringing them into trouble in some way
by going against the present government ?

They, at all events, have the power in their

hands now
' ' Yes ! but they have a great deal too much

upon their hands to look after one such fellow

as you, Beppo ! And besides that, they are

too much afraid to make the people hostile

to them. There is discontent against them

enough, as it is. They will think twice be-

fore they do any thing to increase it. In

taking part with the real government against

the usurper, you will have all the really

good men in the country with you. In the

other case, there will be nobody to stand be-

tween you and the just anger of the Pontifical

authorities !

"

"Well," said Beppo, "it is a hard thing

fur a poor ignorant man, such as I am, your

nee, to tell how to act when popes and

kings are at variance, and both parties claim

his obedience ;
but I will be guided by your

nee in this matter, if you, on your part,

will do one thing to please me
;
—and I am rare

that it is a good Christian deed for any priest

to.!.
"

Well, what is your condition, Ji<jliu<>l<>

i, with much surpri

a little di
••

1 am not

in the; habit of making conditions with my
ben I find i their

welfare to advise them t<> any particular line

of conduct. N< d my power
to do you a

pl(
I
know tli.it, I .shall be

of it. I . indeed, I

would liavi: been moo- 1h

ur wish i.

" I humbly ask your reverence's pardon,"
said poor Beppo; "but I have been hard

pushed by sorrow- and trouble. And if your
nee would think it well to do this thing

for me, it might be the saving of two souls,

not of one oidy ; for, to say the truth, I am
well-nigh desperate with trouble !

"

"
Saving of souls, figliuolo mlo, is more my

business than yours. It is not seemly for

the laity, let alone the uninstructed laity, to

speak of such matters too lightly. It may
well be, that you are a very incompetent judge
of what may tend to the saving of souls, which

you speak of so glibly." For the priest began
to suspect, that the good deed to be asked of

him might be nothing less than the taki

some step for the bringing together of Beppo
and Giulia, and he had no intention to <1

thing for the saving of their souls in that

direction.
"
Nevertheless," he added,

"
let

me hear what it is that you would have me do.

I should wish to content you, if it were only
to soothe the pain of the misfortune that has

fallen upon you, If it be anything that my
duty and conscience make lawful to me, I will

not refuse you.''
" Your reverence no doubt remembers,"

said Beppo with a deep sigh, and after a little

hesitation,
"

all the sad account you were

giving my father and mother the other night
of—of my unfortunate cousin ?

"

1 '

Assuredly, it has been a matter of

concern to me. I fear there is little good to be

hoped for her."
" She was a good girl as long as she was with

us at Bella Luce, your reverence."
" She was good as long as she had no op-

portunity of being otherwise. What can be

thought of that goodness, my son, which

to vanish at the first approach of tempta. .

" Yet we pray, my father, that we may not

be led into temptation," said Beppo, submis-

sively.

The priest looked at him with astonishment.

He could not have imagined, that slow, bj

Beppo had ever thought as much of what he

haught to pray, still Less that he h

wit so to make application of the fruit

thinking. But the
|

1 how

ely Beppo had suffered, nor knew what a

t'ul forcer ami ripener of the intelli

such Buffering is.

k>
lie cautious and chary, my
apply the Bentiments with which we are

pproach the heavenly throne, to the

: man with hi We
lay lead us

not into temptation, but we musl a<

try th .tions,
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he does in his wisdom nevertheless think fit to

lead us into. Your cousin was placed in no

circumstances of exceptional temptation , beyond
that which most girls are exposed to, but—
we know the result. I thiuk it must have at

last convinced you, my son, that those who

strove to prevent you from so placing your
affections were your best friends and wisest

counsellors."

"At all events, father, it was in conse-

quence of the wish of those friends to prevent
me from doing so, that she was sent away from

her home to the life which has been fatal to

her. At all events, she has been sacrificed to

what those friends considered to be my advan-

tage. But now that that advantage has been

secured," said the young man, speaking with

increasing bitterness,
" now that I have been

made miserable, and she has been made worth-

urely some effort might be made to

remedy as far as may be yet possible, the

evil that has been done."
" I tell you, my son, such a mode of looking

at the matter is mistaken. The evil you
speak of was not done

t
it was discovered only.

The girl was a bad girl, would have b

bad girl under any cireu The cir-

cumstances which occurred gave us an oppor-

tunity of seeing that such was the case, that is

all. And as for remedy, the matter 1

that, I am afraid."
"

Nevertheless, although we may be afraid

that it is past remedy, let us at least try.

Let us at least do our part, by taking her

away from the temptations which have been

fatal to her !

"

It is true that if poor Beppo's heart could

have been anatomised and analysed, there

would have been found a very considerable

and indestructible residuum of Corporal Teuda
in the ashes of it

;

—true that when he spoke
of removing Giulia from temptation, the

temptation he had in his mind was Corporal
i

;

— true also that, despite his repre-
sentations to his own heart, all was for ever

over between him and Giulia, and this talk to

the priest about the object of sending her

away having been secured, he would that

instant have thought himself the happiest of

men, and have rushed into her arms, if only
Giulia would have told him that she did love

him, and did not love the Corporal ; neverthe-
less he was perfectly sincere in representing,
that he had no notion of there ever more being
a question of love between them

;
and in basing

his wish that she should be taken from Fano
on the ground of the simple moral and re-

ligious duty of endeavouring to reform her
conduct

Poor Beppo ! his mind had been so entirely

abused by the report of the priest, joined to

what he had himself seen, and to the few

words dropped by the attorney, which, though
they spoke of the Corporal in different terms

from those used by the priest, yet equally
testified to Giulia's monstrous falseness to

himself (and when was ever lover, who did

not deem that the one damning and irremis-

sible siu against morality !
), that he really felt

that it was a question of snatching a brand

from the burning. But I am glad for both

their sakes that Giulia did not hear her respec-
table and moral cousin thus treating her as a

Magdalen, and making her the subject of

reformatory philan thropy.
"But even supposing, that any good were

to be done by so removing her, what is it

you would propose Signor Beppo," asked the

priest in reply to his companion's last words I
"

They had strolled up, during their talk,

about half-way to Santa Lucia, and were now
under the great cypress tree in the path.

Oh! If Giulia could have known that it was

just there, of all places in the world, that

Beppo was concerting a scheme for rescuing
her from the moral dangers of improper flirta-

tions with—other men ! Oh ! if the little

lizards which were basking in the sun

among tin: crevices of the old trunk, and were

perking up their heads every now and then,

evidently to listen to what wan being said,

could have blabbed to her what they heard,—
that, if anything, might have given Corporal
Tenda a chance, and the freehold farm at

Cuneo a mistress !

" What would I propose, your reverence 1

Why simply to undo what was done. To
recall Giulia bock again to Bella Luce."

" Have lur back again here !

"
said the

. thoughtfully.
" I should be absent, you know, padre

nrged Beppo, ruefully.
ft You would be absent!" said the priest,

pulling his under-lip with his forefinger and

thumb, as he considered the matter.
" Since I should be either in the ranks, or

away among the hills," rejoined Beppo.
* Bnt what would Signor Paolo say?"

asked the priest.
" Oh ! your reverence knows that my father

would be entirely guided by you in the matter.

A word from you would bring her back, just as

a word from you sent her away."
"And if I were to see no objection to

acting in this matter as you would have

me—," said the priest.
u I should see none in acting as you would

have me, your reverence," said Beppo.
" I presume you would wish that Giulia

should not return home till after you have left
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Bella Lace the priest, with a look of

Nation at Beppo's face as he spoke.
"
Oh, certainly not—by no means. Imme-

diately afterwards, but not pefore," replied

Beppo, with a sincerity in his manner that

quite convinced the curato of his openness
and frankness in the matter.

"
AVell,'' replied the latter, "I do not see

that there is much objection to it
;
and I do

not think your father will make any difficulty

about it. I am not so sure that the girl

herself will be well pleased to return to her

old home."
" I am afraid we have but too good reason

to be sure, your reverence, that she will not

return willingly. But surely that ought not

to prevent us from taking the step in her

best interest !" returned Beppo.
"
Oh, no ! no reason at all, of course. Some

ys of notice, I suppose, must be given
to that actress-woman with whom she has

been placed. And, on the other hand, some

ittle preparation and forethought will be

necessary respecting your
" and the priest

finished his sentence by the same expressive

gesture which Carlo had used to signify being

away to the mountains.
"
Oh, your reverence, it's very little pre-

paration I should need," said Beppo, speaking
in a very dejected tone.

"Ay, ay! but—I told you, figliuolo mio,
that the lads who go out to avoid serving this

government will not want for friends
;

that

we shall have our eyes on them
;
and that

means will be taken to aid them in securing

their safety. I shall take care—but I must

have time to communicate with—in short, some

little time is necessary. "When is the day that

is appointed for the medical examination ?"
" The first week of next month, I was told,

your reverence."
" Oh ! we have good fifteen days, then,

cjood. It is more time than enough."
"Will your reven , speak to my

father, and cause notice to be given to la

ra Dossi that la Ginlia is to leave her ?

And Signor Sandro should be told also, I

M ?
"

" Yes. I will come down to the farm this

Bella Luce

may b am, under Beaven, of in

reclaiming the unhappy girl

:;:il you |

returning up the hill to the dinner which was

waiting for him, to la Kunziata's great dis-

pleasure, at the Cura
;
and Beppo to return to

his afternoon work in the fields as usual.

And in the evening the priest came down
to the farm, as he said he would. And when,
after a private conversation with the old

farmer in the loggia, in which it was finally
settled that Beppo was to be found missing
some morning towards the end of the follow-

ing week, Don Evandro remarked, that as he
would be absent some time from Bella Luce,
and as the girl seemed to be getting no good
in the town, it might be as well, perhaps, if

she were brought back to the farm, Signor
Paolo made no objection. La . when
this part of the deliberations of her lord and
master and his prime minister was commu-

nicated, was delighted at the prospect of having
once again at her command those active and
industrious fingers, the absence of which was

making itself very sensibly felt in the dimi-

nished amount of the weekly produce of yarn.
The precise day for Beppo's secret departure,

and the exact direction of his flight, were

reserved for further and more detailed arrange-
ment between him and the priest. Notice,

however, was to be given to Signor Sandro,
who was to be requested to communicate to la

Signora Dossi that the farmer would come to

Fanoto fetch Giulia home on the Sunday
week.

(To le continued).

"WEEP THOU XO MOKE!"

"Weep thou no more; a common lot is thine !

Fold thy meek hands upon thy heaving breast.:

In alien sympathy can be no rest
;

There is no lasting joy but trust divine.

0, heart that long'st for death, but may'st not die !

0, weary heart, all wasted with thy pain,
That striv'st against the stream, yet all in vain,

"Weep thou no more, none hear thy weary cry !

The cold and distant stars are gazing still,

In the hushed midnight on thy falling tears
;

Thus have they many thou--,

On all varieties of human ill
;

they shine as on Great!

'Midst th.ir eternal music. All tl

for their heirloom with the 13

in :

•ore,

Thitl ie!
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BEPPO, THE CONSCRIPT,
BY T. ADOLPHUS TKOLLOPE.

CHAPTER XVIII. A CONFESSION.

When Lisa was left alone with Giulia, at the

corner of the little lane leading to the osteria

frequented by the contadini from the Santa

Lucia part of the country, in the manner that

has been described at the close of the last book

of this history, she was not a little frightened

at the state in which Giulia was, and not a

little indignant against Beppo for his conduct.

She was not aware, it will be remembered, how
much reason he had for being angry. She

knew nothing, in the first place, of the scene

under the cypress, which alone gave Beppo any

right to tax Giulia with falsehood
; nor, in the

second place, had she witnessed the unfor-

tunate scene in the great hall of la Dossi's

house, having been more agreeably occupied
herself the while in that slumbering lady's

quiet sitting-room ;
nor could she guess that

Beppo's mind had been poisoned by the mali-

cious insinuations, to which what he had him-

self seen lent such unlucky confirmation.

Giulia had swooned, and, to Lisa's great

terror, did not recover herself for some minutes.

Fainting fits are not so common on the shores

of the Adriatic as they are in some other lati-

tudes, and the nature of them, consequently,
is not so well understood. Lisa feared that

her friend was dying, killed by Beppo's cruel

words !

The two girls were on their way from the

i publico—where poor Giulia had already
received a shock from the announcement of

Beppo's bad number, which, despite all her

efforts, she had been unable to conceal from

Lisa—to the house of la Signora Dossi, when

they had met Beppo on his way to his inn.

The spot was an unfrequented one ;
and to-

day, when everybody in the city was in the

great square before the palazzo publico, it was

absolutely solitary. There was not a human
being within sight or within call. It was a

great comfort to Giulia as soon as she re-

covered her senses
;

but it considerably in-

creased little Lisa's embarrassment and distress

in the meantime. She hung over her, calling
to her again and again by her name in increas-

ing terror, and imploring her to answer her,
or at least make some sign, if she could not

speak.

At last the colour began to come back into

her ghastly pale cheeks, and she opened her

eyes. After wearily and languidly looking
round her for a moment or two she said :

" Oh yes ! I remember it all now I Lisa,

dear, how long have I been asleep ? Why did

you not wake me up ? Did I fall down, or

how was it 1
"

"
Yes, dear, you fell down ! And, oh me !

I was so frightened ! I thought you were
dead or dying ! Do you think you can stand

up ? Do you feel ill 1
"

" I can get up now," said Giulia, doing so

as she spoke by the help of Lisa's hand.
" Are you ill, dear ?

"

11 1 feel very strange
—much as if I had been

stunned. But I am better now
;
I can walk

home I think, though I feel a little giddy."
" Lean on me, dear ! It will be a long time

before I can forgive Signor Beppo, I can tell

him. B propria da ctmtadino! "
said Lisa, using

the townsfolk's usual expression for signifying

anything bearish, or unmannered or ignorant.
•i ! now it all comes back to me !

"
said

Giulia, with a long-drawn sigh.
"
Ah, yes !

now I remember it all ! Poor Beppo !

"

"Poor Beppo davvero ! He ought to be

ashamed of himself ! I never heard of a man

behaving in such a way. To say such horrid

words !

"

"
Yes, Lisa dear, they were very dreadful

words to hear
;
but—but—but it is not all

his fault."
" It is true, he had just drawn a bad num-

ber, and no doubt he was much put about.

But that's no excuse for treating a girl as he
did you !

"

"
Yes, he drew a bad number

;
and he

won't like to leave the country ; poor Beppo !

but—but that was not all that vexed him,
Lisa."

" Let what would vex him, he had no
business to speak as he did !

"

" He said I was false and worthless ! But
I have not been false !

" sobbed poor Giulia,

and the tears began to overflow her eyes.
" False ! how should you be false ? I have

been hearing any time this two years from

him of his love for you, and how you never

would listen to him, nor look at him ! What
business can he have to talk about falseness

then, I should like to know ? I was all in his

favour, and hoped you and he might come

together,
—mainly because I didn't want him

myself, as you know, dear ! But now, upon

my word, I think you had better listen to the

Corporal. Signor Giocopo says he is as good
a little man as ever stepped, and will have a

. No. 236.
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snug little bit of land of his own when his

uncle dies."
"
Nonsense, Lisa ;

—what nonsense you are

talking. You can't really think that there can

ever be anything serious between Corporal
Tenda and me ! He has no more thought of

it than I have."
" Well ! I am sure I don't see why you

should not, nor why he should not. My
belief is that he thinks a great deal about you
in serious earnest."

"
Oh, don't, Lisa, don't say such things ;

I

don't like it !

"

" Why not ? If there was nothing between

you and the Corporal, what was it put Signor

Beppo into such a dreadful passion ? And why
did you say it was not all his fault ? Whose
fault was it, then 1

"

«
Why, — Corporal Tenda's fault !" said

Giulia, blushing a little and speaking with some
hesitation. " He will go on in such a way !

And Beppo made me angry that day. And I

spoke unkindly to him," said Giulia
;
and the

tears again ran down her cheeks, and her voice

was broken by suppressed sobbing ;

"—and
when the Corporal laughed at him, I laughed
too

;
and I could have knocked my head

against the wall afterwards. And I hate

Corporal Tenda, Lisa !

"

" I am sure you don't seem to hate him,
Giulia ! What is he always coming to the

house for ? And why do you let him come
into the kitchen, and talk and laugh and go
on ?

"
said Lisa, the last phrase having in

similar context, it will be observed, the force

of an " et cetera," and being capable of a very
extended significance.

" How can I help it?" replied Giulia, not

without a certain amount of self- consciousness,
which imparted a degree of embarrassment to

her manner, and a little extra colour to her

cheeks. " He will go on in such a way, and
he makes me laugh in spite of myself ;

and he

is so different, you know, from our own pa*
I he people of our village) ; and Beppo

does not understand such ways ;
and—and—

what could I do, you know, Lisa dear ? Could

m for all the world as if I was breaking

my heart, because I had I y from

Bella Luce, and I

1 that I—that I should list

I 'olll'l I | I DOD
Evandro himself told

; other

..itli thai

but audibli

I

away, thai I vrai aoi

myself up like a nun, but was to mal

quaintanoe with any people that t

way ;
and—and—and that's all I did, you

know, Lisa !

"

"Any way, let Signor Beppo have been

pleased or not pleased with your knowing the

Corporal, he had no business to speak in that

way, seeing that he never had any right to

think that you cared about him !

"
said Lisa,

still indignant at the way she had seen poor
Giulia treated. " And I, like a fool,

telling him that you took on so when he

the bad number ! I don't wonder you were
vexed at me for saying so !

"

"
But, Lisa dear—come in just a moment."

They had, as Lisa was speaking, reached the

great entrance of the Bollandini palace. "Just
come up-stairs a moment

;
I want—I want to

speak to you."
So the two girls went up the great stairs

together, and sat down on the stone wi

seat of the large window at right angles with
the door of la Dossi's apartment, by which the

staircase was lighted. The great staircase was
as silent and as solitary as the grave, and la

Dossi was doubtless busy in superintending the

progress of her casseroles.
" Look here," continued Giulia, who had

taken her pocket-handkerchief from her pocket,
and busied her hands and eyes with folding it

and refolding it on her lap,
" Lisa dear. You

must not be too hard on Beppo. I—suppose
he thought that—that I was different from
when we parted at Bella Luce."

"Different! How different ? If you had

always refused to listen to him, why should

you not be free to listen as much as you
pleased to the Corporal or to anybody eL

There is nothing so provoking in some cir-

cumstances as a confidant who will see nothing
but the plain logical meaning of n

to them. Lisa would be so deplorably r*

able. Giulia could not fold her handkerchief

to her satifaction. Yet it was not for want of

giving all her eyes to the operation. She
tried again and again ;

and even her shoulders

seemed to writhe and twist themselves with

the difficulty of the task. Presently, too, her

foot began to beat the pavement with n<

impatience. The handkerchief would not get
folded right.

' ' But—perhaps—Beppo—thought—that—
thought—that-— 1 did care for him :

'

as if it had 1
i

lianical u

a little panting groan with it.

" Bui the question is, vrhal
I

think so?" said the
i

. i. .
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He is** And why should you hate him ?

very nice little man."
" And Beppo, perhaps, thought I seemed

not to hate him—though I do ! I do, Lisa !

"

" And what if Beppo did think so ? What

right has he to object, I should like to know,
if you liked the Corporal ever so much ?

"

" Because I told him once, Lisa, that—that

—I—hated—all—men !

"

"
Meaning him in particular, of course.

That is one way for a girl to tell a man that

she cannot love him. That don't bind her, I

suppose, always to hate all the men she ever

sees."

"But I told him, Lisa,"
—and here the

little panting groans became out-and-out sobs,

and the difficulty with the handkerchief be-

came so complicated that the fingers began to

twitch and jerk at it in impatient despera-

tion,
—" I told him that I did not hate

him!"
1 ' Giulia ! you told him that you hated all

other men, and did not hate him. Oh, Giulia !

that seems to me very like the same thing as

telling him that you did love him."

Then, at last, the flood-gates were opened,
and the great pent-up deeps of poor Giulia's

soul poured themselves forth.
" And I do !

" she cried. " I do ! I do !

I do love him ! I do love him better than all

the world beside ! And oh, Lisa, Lisa ! I am
so miserable—so very, very miserable. And
I can do nothing but make misery for him !

I could have kissed his feet when lie was

saying those dreadful things in the street, I

could. Oh, Lisa ! you don't know how good
he is, and how true ! And he thinks me false

and worthless ! Oh, me ! oh, me ! what shall

I do ? what shall I do ? Oh, Lisa ! I shall

die ! I shall break my heart !

"

" And you do not care anything, then, for

the Corporal?" said Lisa, much perplexed, but

persisting in drawing her logical inferences,

and putting two and two together.
" Lisa !

"
cried Giulia, turning on her with

the air of an enraged tigress;
" Lisa! how can

you ? I would tear him limb from limb, if it

would do Beppo a service, or make him know
that I was not false !

"

" But why not tell him so, then ? Why
did you make him think, for these two years

past, that you did not care for him ?
"

" What else could I do ? And he rich, and
his father's heir ! And I living there upon
their charity ! And all of them watching me
from morning to night to see if I so much as

looked at him ! To be told that I paid their

charity by snariug the love of their son, be-

cause lie was rich ! My heart is breaking,
Lisa—it is ! but I would rather it should

1

break, twenty times over, than live to hear

that said. I wish I could die, Lisa ! 1 wish

I could die ! But I am as strong as a horse !"

she said, shaking her head, and stretching out,
as she spoke, her two magnificently rounded

,

and moulded arms in front of her, and gazing
1 on them ruefully.

" I wish I was tisica, and
could die ! Then Beppo might be told after-

I wards that I was not false, but loved him, oh,
so dearly, so dearly ! And then he would be

free to forget me, and marry some rich wife,

according to his father's will."
" But if you as good as told him that you

'

loved him," persisted Lisa.

"But I did not. I told him there could

never be any love between us : I told him
that I would never love him. And now, must
I not do all I can to make him believe me,
and show him that I was in earnest ? Must
not I all the more make him think that I do
noi> care for him, if I let him see how much I

did care when I left Bella Luce ? But it is

very, very hard."
" I should tell him that I loved him," said

Lisa.
" I cannot do it, Lisa. And you would not,

if you had heard and seen the sneers and hints

and all the cruel words that I have heard. I

could not do it to save my soul. You will

keep my secret, Lisa ?" she cried suddenly, half

getting up, turning towards her companion,
and seizing her hand in her own :

"
you will

keep my secret?"
" Of course I will, Giulia. Though I think

you are wrong, your secret is safe."
" You promise

—swear to me that you will

breathe to no living soul what I have told

you. I could not help telling you, because

you were blaming Beppo, when it is I who

ought to be blamed—only I."
" I swear to you that I will tell no one,

unless you some day give me leave," replied
Lisa.

"Ah! that time will never, never come in

this world!" said Giulia, sighing heavily. "I
must go in, or la Dossi will be wondering
what has become of me. Are my eyes very
red?"

"Yes, very; and you look like a ghost.
i You had better wash your eyes before you go
; to her

;
and tell her that the heat of the hall

where the drawing was knocked you up.

I

Good bye, dear! I shall see you again soon—
;
perhaps this evening."

"
Thanks, Lisa dear; come, if you can. But

;

I hope Corporal Tenda will not come this after-

noon. I should be more apt to cry than to

laugh with him."

So Giulia let herself in with a latch-key;
,
and Lisa returned down the great staircase
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alone, with a phase of human nature that was

new to her to study.
Lisa could have told her friend, if she had

seen any necessity for doing so, that she would

be disappointed in her hope that Corporal
Tenda would not make his appearance that

evening at the Palazzo Bollandini
; for her

own intention of returning was mainly due to

an intimation to that effect, which she had

found the means of conveying to Captain
Brilli in the hall of the drawing ; and there

was very little doubt that the Corporal would

accompany him.

La Signora Dossi's dinner, and therefore her

siesta, took place at a later hour than usual

that day, in consequence of the ceremony of

the drawing for the conscription, which in the

little city of Fano made that day an excep-
tional one. Giulia, when she went in to her

mistress, was expected to give an account of

all she had seen at the palazzo publico
—how

those who had escaped had rejoiced, and how
those who had been hit bore their bad chance,

<fcc. All which she did, poor girl, feeling all

the time the heavy weight at her heart, not

got rid of at all, but put by to be brought into

the foreground again whenever she should

have leisure to attend to it.

Then the dinner was got over; and Giulia

had to be scolded because she did not eat, and
had to tell lies as best she could about the

heat of the room and the fatigue, and so on.

And then la Dossi went to her siesta ; and
the time for bringing out the great heavy
sorrow came round, and Giulia sat down in the

silent house all by herself to think.
" Had she been to blame in the matter of

the Corporal ? Had she been to blame in the

matter of that last parting under the great

cypress-tree
—that greatest event of her life^

that most precious memory for all her future

years ?
" She feared that sho could not quite

acquit herself on this latter head. It was a

break-down
;
a fall from the line of duty that

she had chalked out for herself. Had she

been stronger on that occasion—had she made

bt, Beppo would have had no I

to call her false. He would have been

the suffering of thinking her so. Yet would

whole have bees happier? \

not possible that the remembranoe of that

Light farewell might, despite all, be as

him as it was to her 1 Ye
had been wiou k on that ooc

but she found it very difficult of the

wrong-doing.
'

poral, hex i

about the

oould ma]

us / Che I

She had spoken the truth from the very bottom
of her heart, when she had said to Lisa on the

staircase that she could have annihilated the

Corporal, if by so doing she could have served

or pleasured Beppo. He was less than nothing
to her in comparison with him ! Had she' been

pleased, more pleased than was right, with the

evident admiration of the Corporal ? Well !

pleased ? She had been amused by him. She

had found it pleasant to talk to him ; ph
to laugh with him and at his joking. But her

heart had been heavy, God knew it had been

heavy, all the time ! Would it have been

judicious to remain glum and moody in la

Dossi's house ? She had come to the city with

the firm determination not to wear the willow,
to give no curious spy the slightest reason to

sneer or suspect that she had left her heart at

Bella Luce. Was it not absolutely necessary
that she should do so 1 Would the Corporal
have any right to think himself ill-used if she

told him to-morrow that her heart was, and
had long been, given to her cousin ? Certainly
not the least. If only there were no other

reasons for not doing so, how gladly, how tri-

umphantly, would she tell him so to-morrow.

But was there any possibility that what Lisa

had said might be true ? Was it possible that

the lively little man had mistaken her good-
humour and frank courtesy, and was seriously

thinking of her ? Giulia thought not. But it

behoved her at all events to take care that

such should not be the case. But he was one

of those men whom it is very difficult to keep
at a distance

; how different from poor dear,

dear, modest Beppo ! It would be far more
difficult to make Beppo believe that h

loved, than to make the Corporal undei

that he was not. She wished with all her

heart that he knew she had no love to give to

any one—that it was all given away ! She
wished he knew all about Beppo, and her un-

happiness. She felt sure that if he did, he

would not quiz Beppo any more, and would

respect her unfortunate attachment. Pox
all he was a good, honest-hearted little man.

She felt sure of that. But how was she to

behave to him when he came there 1 Hero
was already Lisa taking notions into her :

Good Heaven ! if ai:

about in the town, and should •

ears! The mere thought macU I run

cold. It.

should Led in hei

Corporal, and n hen : —"

meditations the hit of twine o

Hifioent walnut-wood doOT was pulled, an

D the inside

tinkled. 1 real hall to
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open the door, she stepped lightly to the door

of la Dossi's room, for the allotted time for her

nap was just about completed, and, looking in,

saw that, faithful to her habitudes, her mistress

was awake and on the point of rising.
" There is somebody at the door, signora,"

she said,
" so I thought I would look to see if

you were ready to receive any visitors. Shall

I let them come in ?
"

" Yes ! Let them come in, whoever it is,

my girl ! I have been alone all day till you
came home, and I want to wag my tongue a

little ! Let them come in ! I am coming out

into the salottino in two minutes."

So Giulia went to the door, and there, as she

had feared, were Captain Brilli, and his shadow,

Corporal Tenda.
" Good evening, Signora Giulia ! Are we

too early ? Is the padrona stirring yet ? May
we come in ?

"

' '

Si, Signor Capitano ! Walk in
; my mis-

tress is awake ;
she will be in the salott

a minute ! Good evening, Signor Caporale !

"

" Gentilissima Signora Giulia !

"
said the

Corporal, with a military salute, performed in

a slightly exaggerated fashion
;

" I am delighted

to see that you have not altogether deserted

this sublunary world for your native skies, as

I begun to fear must be the case, when you
vanished so suddenly from your place in the

palazzo to-day/' I was coming through the

crowd to speak to you after your—guardian—
ahem !

—drew his bad number
;
and when I

got across the hall, to that private box sort of

a place they had put you to sit in, you had

vanished, and the Signorina Lisa too !

"

" Did the Signorina Lisa say she was coming
here this afternoon ?

" asked Captain Brilli.

"
Si, signore. At least, she said that it

was very likely she might come. She said,

Signor Capitano, that she would come to see

me /
" said Giulia, looking at him with a smile

in her eye.
" Of course ! For what else should she

come?" said Brilli, in the same tone. "Did
she say about what time she would be here ?

"

" Oh ! I suppose about the hour of the

pancggiato," replied Giulia. "Will your wor-

ships be pleased to walk in to the drawing-
room 1 I dare say la Signora Dossi has come
out from her room by this time."

" I like a large airy room like this, I do,"
said the Corporal.

" I think I had rather stay
here while my officer goes to pay his respects

Signora Dossi," he added, giving Giulia

a look as he spoke that plainly uttered a very

earnestly pleading entreaty that she would re-

main there also.
" As you please, Signor Caporale ! The

room is entirely at your service !

"
said Giulia,
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speaking with perfect good-humour, but evi-

dently about to precede Captain Brilli into the

sitting-room.
The Corporal stood looking after her as she

crossed the great hall to the opposite door till

she had just reached it, then springing after

her with a hop, skip, and jump, he said :

" I think I won't stay here after all
;

I am
disappointed in the big room. All its charm
is leaving it,

—
leaving it now at this moment,

and it seems very dull and cold all of a

sudden. I think I shall like the sitting-room
best !

"

" As you please, Signor Caporale !

" said

Giulia, again with unaltering good-humour ;

"or if your worship prefers to remain here,
to being exposed to the cold of the great

room, you are welcome to shut yourself in

with the old sedan-chair in the corner !

"

"
Oh, Signora Giulia, you are cruel to-

day ! What have I done to offend you ?

Perhaps you were displeased at the result of

the drawing this morning. But remember
that I am not commander-in-chief,

—at least

not yet. I need hardly assure you that when
I am, nobody shall be drawn except those

whom your ladyship has no objection to see

in i lie ranks. But in the meantime I

s I thought the blind goddess had done

very will in sending the big cousin, who
takes it upon himself to superintend the

oominga in and goings out of the most discreet

as well as the loveliest young lady in all

Eomagna, to learn proper subordination in the

ranks. It's a capital school, signora, for

; teaching presumptuous people to mind their

own business and not their neighbours'."
" And you have had the advantage of some

"

education in it ?
"

said Giulia, raising her

eyebrows with an affected expression of sur-

prise.

"Yes, Signora Giulia
;
and accordingly I am,

i I assure you, minding my own business at

this moment—and the most pressing and

important business to me in all the world !

"

"Dear me ! I never should have guessed

that, if you had not told me so !

" retorted

Giulia
;

" but as to the drawing to-day," she

added after a little pause, in a more serious

tone,
"

it was in all earnest and seriousness a

matter of great sorrow to me. I would have

given much to have saved my cousin from

drawing his bad number. It was because I

was so vexed," she added, with a manner
that seemed to indicate a determination to

speak what she felt reluctant to confess, "that

I left the hall in such a hurry. And la

Signora Lisa was kind enough to come with

me."

"Excuse me, signora, I was not aware that
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you had such a t*

mlia,

of whatever tort ti

family interest, perhaps,

pond in a more seri ny for

what makes your sorrow,

above all had no though
I confess t

I, as we were twing,

congratulated one another on the army having

got such n that there

m snail chance of our getting Signor Beppo !

I fancied that I WM in a position to

if. It seems to me a great pity lie

should not go. He would be sure to rise to

fancied it was pretty certain, Signora
;t your cousin would pay his bad

<-r by proxy," said Captain Brilli
;
"and

I confess I thought it a great pity that the

service should lose a man who would make
fine soldier. That is the sort of men

we want, not a lot of poor, rickety scum from

the towns."
• know whether Siguor Vanni will

buy him off, or i.
(

; iulia
;

' ' but I know
that h in willing to serve."

hy should he be ? What is his objec-
1 Brilli.

t know, Signor Capitano ;

the *. PPoae, that all our contadini

have. They don't like being sent out of the

y, away from their homes—"

the Corporal.
Lift tossed <l turned her

•

any reply

iptain

wide-

st all

this «.

*h«r •

pity ;
tin-

more so a-

bo a i.
,[ the

themselves

attoor. be pursuit

remain bandits and outlaws, under

f felony, all their days. It is

a to imagine that they will be

urn to their homes after a while."

din Brilli said all this as if it was a

ordinary conversation. But Giulia

could not help thinking that it was intended

as a special advertisement to her, for the use

and behoof of her cousin. She had no certain

knowledge of his intentions in this respect;
but she knew the avarice of old Paolo Vanni,
and thought it little likely that he would be

persuaded to disburse a sum large enough to

procure a substitute for Beppo. She knew,
also, how strongly Beppo shared the aversion

of his countrymen for service in the army.
She feared that he might take to the hills,

rather than submit to it
;
and the thought of

Beppo a bandit, an outlaw, a felon, who could
never any more return to his home without

meeting a felon's doom, was very shocking
to her.

No doubt the thoughts that rose in her

mind, as Captain Brilli was speaking, made
themselves legible in her face; and as little

that the Corporal, whose eyes were very sure

to be employed in that direction, read them
there.

Then la Signora Dossi came in
; and in a

few minutes afterwards Lisa.

When she and the Captain were fully en-

gaged in paying exclusive attention to each

other, Corporal Tenda made a variety of efforts

to induce Giulia to come out into the great
hall. But they were all in vain. Giulia

persisted in remaining close to la Dossi all the
rest of the evening.

{To be continued.)

DUTIES ON PLAYING-CARDS.

In the financial year, which ended on the

31st March, 18G3, the duty on playing cards

was reduced from one shilling to three-}

pack. The present duty is nearly fifty per
cent, lower than it has ever been before. This

fact alone calls for some comment
;

it R

card-player (who is, of i

; and indirectly, and in a minor
. the whole of the tax-contril

munity. Before we proceed t<

comment, which will include ai

nnual report of the Commi
I

:

i w!: arrived at

on pl.i

1

f is that
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on playing-cards was first levied in the year

1631, in the reign of Charles I. This, how-

ever, as we have just seen, is an error. The

belief is founded on the fact that about the

time mentioned a protest was made by the

Commons against the unconstitutional imposi-
tion of taxes which was then but too common.
The duty on playing-cards was one of the taxes

complained of as being
"

arbitrary and illegal,

and levied without the consent of Parliament. "

We hear no more of duties on playing-cards
till we arrive at the reign of Queen Anne. In

her reign card-playing had attained its full tide

in every part of civilised Europe. In England,
in particular, card-playing was both fashionable

and popular. There were then forty thousand

reams of Genoa white paper annually imported
to thiR country, chiefly for the purpose of

making playing-cards. It is not to be won-

dered at that the officers of the Crown should

seek to meet the necessities of the revenue by
taxing an article, the consumption of which

was so considerable. Accordingly, in the year

1710, the earliest Act of Parliament, by which

a tax was imposed on playing-cards, was passed.
The object of the Act was to obtain an an-

nual sum of. 180,070?., as a fund or security
for raising a sum of 2,602,2002., "for ear-

rying on the war, and for other her Mjy
occasions." It was enacted that playing-cards
were to pay a duty of sixpence a pack for a

term of thirty-two years, commencing the 11th
of June, 1711. By this Act, all makers of

cards or dice were required to send to the

Commissioners of the Stamp Duties on vellum,

parchment, and paper, notice in writing, con-

taining the address of the house or place where
cards or dice were manufactured

omitting to send such notice, or manufacturing
in houses not notified, became liable to a

penalty of 501. Various other obligations,
more or less vexatious, were at the same time

imposed on the card and dice makers. They
were required to permit the proper oflic'

the duties in question to enter their houses of

business, that they might
" take an account of

the cards and dice there made," under a

penalty of 10/. for every refusal. The maken
were not to remove cards from the manufac-

tory until the paper and thread enclosing every
pack of cards was sealed in such a manner as

was satisfactory to the Commissioners of the

duties, under pain of forfeiting the goods
removed, and treble their value. The unfor-

tunate card and dice makers were required in

addition to make entry, upon oath, once in

every twenty-eight days, of the number of

cards and dice manufactured by them in the

interim, and they had to clear within the

ensuing fortnight the amount of the tax then

declared due. Neglect on these scores was

visited by forfeiture of 201. for default in

making entry, and double duty for non-pay-
ment of the tax writhin the specified time.

The proposal to lay an impost on playing-
cards naturally encountered much opposition.
It was represented on the part of the card-

makers that the business was in the hands of

small masters, most of them poor, and that on

them several of the clauses of the Act would

press heavily. Of these small masters it was
estimated that there were no less than a hun-

dred in and about London. Their price to

the trade, taking one sort of cards with

another, was three-halfpence a pack, and their

profit not above a halfpenny. Though cards

were much smaller at that period than they
are now, and though money possessed a much

higher exchangeable value, it is difficult to

conceive how a pack of cards could be manu-
factured at so low a price. The card-players,

too, had their champions. A pamphlet, which

still survives, was printed for circulation among
the members of the House of Commons. It

opposes the tax from both the card-makers' and
1

l-players' point of view. It is entitled,
11 Considerations in Relation to the Imposition
"ii Cards, humbly submitted to the Honourable

of Commons." It is very quaint, and

gives us an insight into the style of thought
I popular at the beginning of the last

century. One of its arguments is as follows :

" Nine parts in ten of the cards now made
are sold from six shillings to twenty-four

shillings per gross ;
and even these, at six

shillings, will by this duty be subjected to

three pounds twelve shillings tax. This, with

submission, will destroy nine parts in ten of

the manufacture. For those cards which are

now bought for threepence (per pack) can't

then be afforded under tenpence or a shilling.

If any of your honours hope by this tax to

pensive card-playing, it is answered,
that the common sort who play for innocent

diversion will only be hindered. The sharp
ters who play for money will not bo dis-

couraged ;
for those who play for many pounds

a game will not be hindered by twelvepence a

pack."
Her Majesty's

"
occasions," however, were

such that opposition was fruitless, and the Act

became law. The duty was imposed on all

cards,
" made fit for sale," during a certain

term. In the following year it was found ex-

pedient, for the better securing the duties on

playing-cards and for preventing the defrauding
of the revenue, to alter this, and to enact that

all stocks of cards which were fit for sale before

the operation of the former Act commenced,
and which still remained unsold in the hands
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was given to the officers employed by the com-

missio: a warrant being granted, to

open the doors of the suspected places,

enter and seize all "cards, dice, tools,

rials with which they are made."

If we add to the facts already stated, that

the term over which the duty upon playing-
cards was to remain in force, was extended

from thirty-two years to perpetuity, we shall

s an accurate epitome of the principal

points connected with the duty on playing-
cards to the end of the reign of George J., and
for some time after. In the twenty-ninth year
of the reign of George II. (17 5(3), an addi-

tional duty of sixpence a pack was imposed on

playing-cards. The opportunity was taken, as

usual, to frame measures in expectation of

preventing the fraudulent evasions of the duty
which still obtained. It transpired that great
frauds were committed under pretence that

cards were manufactured for exportation, cards

for exportation being exempt from duty. It

was therefore enacted that all playing-cards
intended for exportation should be distin-

guished by a particular wrapper, and that one
card in each export pack should be marked on
the face with a special stamp. Cards wrapped
and stamped, as for exportation, were not to

be used in Great Britain under a penalty of 201.

A 201. penalty was also attached to the selling
and buying of any covers and labels which had
been already used. It appears, too, that the

trick of selling slightly soiled playing-cards, as

waste-cards, was largely practised to the de-

triment of the revenue. These soiled cards

consisted of cards so damaged in the process of

manufacture as to be rejected by the card-

makers. They were purchased for a few pence
per pound, chiefly by Jew speculators, who
sorted them and disposed of them at a cheap
rate. In order to put a stop to the system, all

persons disposing of cards,
"
commonly called

waste cards," were required before sale to
" mark the back or plain side of every painted
or pictured card in such manner as to I

the same unfit to be used in play."
In the reign of George III. no less than
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with a device somewhat similar to that of the

ace of spades in use up to last year, only less

elaborate. The commissioners had the power
of altering the device at pleasure, in order to

throw difficulties in the way of counterfeiting

it. The card-makers were further required to

send to the office the wrappers which they

proposed to use for enclosing the cards. The

wrappers were to have the maker's name

printed on them, and were to be stamped with

a sixpenny stamp. This stamp was not an

additional duty. The duty still remained at

one shilling : but the mode of imposition was

varied, so that one-half of the duty fell on

the ace of spades, and the other half on the

wrapper. At the same time, the penalty for

refusing to allow inspection of premises where

card-making was earned on, was raised from

201. to 50?.

Eleven years later an additional duty of

sixpence a pack was levied, making the total

duty one shilling and sixpence. In the mean-
time the ingenious enemies of the revenue had
not been idle. The occupation of selling

cards was gone ; but there was no prohibition

against selling second-hand cards. Accord-

ingly, the card-maker's waste was still sorted

into packs, which were disposed of as second-

hand cards,
" to the great injury of the

revenue." A penalty of 5 J. a pack was there-

fore imposed on any person selling bo

hand cards, unless the backs of the pictured
cards were so marked as to render them unfit

to be used in play.
In 1789, and again in 1801, the duty was

further increased by sixpenny steps, till it

reached the sum of half-a-crown a pack. The
traffic in cards not duly stamped was power-

fully stimulated by the high duty. Various
evasive devices were invented, and more than
one speculator amassed a large fortune by
selling, under various pretences, cards on which
no duty had been paid. Under the then

arrangements, waste aces of spades could not
be procured to any great extent, for the

damaged aces were returned to the Stamp-
office, and allowed for in the card-makers'

accounts. Packs, therefore, were made up for

sale with a blank card in place of the ace of

spades. Cut-corner cards, as they were called,
i. e.

, packs of cards of which one corner was
cut off, and minus the ace of spades, were
sold in immense quantities. Cards with a
corner cut off were considered by parliament

sufficiently mutilated to render them unfit to
be used in play. The public, however, put
up with the inconvenience of using cut-corner
cards rather than pay the high tax. In fact,
the law was found powerless to prevent
evasio; y fresh enactment produced

some fresh dodge for driving through it. It

was therefore decided to dimmish the duty,
and to legalise, under certain restrictions, the

sale of second-hand cards. In the year 1828,
the half-a-crown duty was reduced to one

shilling. The shilling duty was to be denoted

on the ace of spades. This was the "
duty-

one shilling" ace, called "Old Frizzle," on
account of the elaborate nourishes which

adorned it, with which all card-players were

familiar up to last year. The aces were sup-

plied on credit to the card-makers, the duty
being exacted from time to time on their

making up their packs for sale, when an officer

was supposed to attend to put on the wrapper,
and to take an account of the numbers.

Second-hand cards were permitted to be sold,

except by licensed card-makers, provided the

words "second-hand cards" were legibly

printed or written on the wrapper.
Under the protection of this permission the

sale of so-called second-hand cards flourished

I more vigorously than ever. The less scrupu-

|
lous manufacturers used to make " works " of

|

waste by the ton, for the purpose of sale under

i
the name of second-hand cards. Indeed the

clandestine manufacture of cards was so exten-

sive that one person alone owned to the sale of

unstamped packs in one year than the

whole number which, according to the revenue

returns, had been charged with duty in the

same period. We gather from the Report of

the Commissioners of Inland Revenue,* that

in hopes of suppressing the enormous evasion

of tho duty which notoriously prevailed, the

duty on playing-cards was last year reduced to

threepence a pack, and the form in which the

duty was levied was amended. The duty is

1 now levied, not on the ace of spades, but on

the wrapper in which each pack, whether of

new or of second-hand cards, must be enclosed

before it is sold. This wrapper is prepared at

1 nip-office, and is supplied to the card-

makers as required. The ace of spades, instead

of being impressed at the office, is now printed

by the card-makers along with their other

cards. This plan is much more convenient

than the former one.

From the Report just quoted it appears that

as yet the revenue has not reaped any pecu-

niary benefit from tho reduction of the duty.

There is a decrease of 4,450£. on last year's

account. On the other hand, there is an in-

crease of about 160,000 in the number of

packs stamped.
It remains to be seen whether in another

year the card duty will recover itself, or

whether, after all, the evaders will be able

if the Commission '

'justy's

Inland Revenue. I
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that a pack i is an article of

luxury which could well bear a higher tax

than one of threepence ; ami we further en-

tertain a very strong opinion that the tax on

playing-cards is capable of rigid enforcement.

per regulations not a single pack
need eaoape ; and then even the threepenny
card stamp would produce a larger amount
than the late shilling duty.

1 KILLER MARRIED
L> SETTLED.

my part I I never could care

much for Jack the Giant Killer after he had
J

a coat of darkness, the shoes of swiftness,
the sword of sharpness, and the cap of know-
ledge. I could kill giants myself with such an

ss that
;
and one cannot help feeling

that there is something unfair and unmanly in

magic weapons, even against ogres. A
real hero should disdain any conquest except

••is he can obtain by his own skill and
eouafa.

Those being my sentiments, I was much de-

lighted by a di«< little while

thing par-
I into

Somersetshire,
Oastle of Camelot (now oalled Winchester*),
to see if I coul about

Merlin ,w
,

.-til l,. Ml t]ll

soon sjuii'i

.' 3 i

'

. just as I had intended, a large flat

. with a ring in the middle of it. I need

baldly add that on lifting up this stone I be-

B flight of steps. These I descended,
then turned light round to the left, then

walked straight down a crooked passage, then

my nose against a wall, then stumbled

l coal-scuttle of the period which had
been left in the way, and at last found myself
in a dark room, which I at once recognised as

Merlin's Brown Study.
In the middle of this study was a table, in

the middle of the table was a drawer, and in

the middle of the drawer lay a large folio

book, in the great magician's own hand
; and

what do you think this was ? Why, the ori-

ginal manuscript of the History of Jack the

Giant Killer. Now I know Merlin's waiting
as well as I do yours, and I am as familiar

with the ancient British as I am with Hebrew ;

so I immediately sat down and read the whole
of it. Then, thinking that I had stayed away
from home long enough, I put back the book,
shut the drawer, walked up the steps, filled in

the trench, smoothed the turf over it, and
went away by the mail-train that very night ;

and when you go to Camelot yourself you will

not find the least trace of my having been
there before you.

I must now tell you what my great disco-

very was, for I don't call the little matters

that I have mentioned hitherto discoveries—
they are mere trifles to me, I do such things

every day, and think nothing of them—my
great discovery was, that the manuscript con-

tained a Third Part of the adventures of Jack,
besides the Two Parts that we know so well

already. This Third Part was full of the most

wonderful, surprising, and delightful adven-

tures
;
I recollect every word of it, of course,

and could say off the whole by heart if I chose,
but as it was in nine hundred and ninety-nine

chapters, perhaps you would find it rather

tedious, so I had better only tell you g

bits out of it to-day. The only iv

think of why this Part has always been left

out by the editors is, that it does (I must

dtain something like a Moral, which

certainly has no business in a story ;
but you

tioe it, and then it will do you no

harm, 1 hope.

En the first place, it turns out thai

, whom .lack called I i who

at, the ah I,
and

: •

on in much longer, he would soon

land
;
and he
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sure after a while to make him lazy, and inso-

lent, and cowardly ;
for everybody becomes so

who does not keep his body and mind in

wholesome exercise, and trusts to underhand

help for what he ought to do for himself.

What the cunning giant expected came to

pass. Jack, who was a favourite at court, and

had a pension from King Arthur, besides

having a duke's daughter for his wife, began
to give himself airs, and instead of following

his fine old calling of destroying wicked ogres
and magicians, and rescuing distressed damsels,

thought of nothing but sport and pastime,

feasting and luxury. He ceased to practise

his sword exercise, used to lie in bed half the

day, and grew quite fat and puffy. The wise

Merlin was much distressed at seeing this, and

often offered him good advice
;
but (strange to

say) Jack would never take it. People always
take advice now, though I don't see that they
follow it a bit the more. "My son," he

would say to him, "you are wasting your time

and losing your reputation. It was not by
leading such a life as this that you earned your
fame and honour

; you could not swim to St.

Michael's Mount and dig a pit twenty-two feet

deep, and as many broad, in a single night
now. There are plenty more giants about,
but you could not kill them as you did Cor-

moran."
"
Pooh, pooh," Jack would answer, "there's

no hurry. I can't go just yet, I have so many
engagements to balls and hunting parties ;

but

when the season is over I have only just to

take my Sword of Sharpness, my Coat of

Darkness, and my Shoes of Swiftness, and then

I will finish off all my arrears in a week."

"Depend upon it," Merlin replied to this

one day, "if you trust to such helpers as

those, instead of relying on yourself, they will

play you a trick some day, and put you to

shame. What does your own Cap of Know-

ledge tell you about it ?
"

Jack turned red, and stammered a little

at this. "The fact is," he said at last, "it

tells me much the same as you do
;
but it is

all nonsense, and I won't wear it any mora. I

don't see why I should be insulted by my own

nightcap, and I have thrown it away into the

dusthole."

Merlin said no more just then, but he quietly
went to the dusthole, picked the cap out again,
and used it himself.

Meanwhile the country was being again
overrun with giants ;

for they generally marry
young, and have large families, and their

children grow up very quickly. Monsters
with more heads than ever now infested every
neighbourhood

j
and peaceable citizens could

not go about their daily business without being

eaten up or otherwise incommoded by these

horrid creatures. This was very bad for trade,

and the people laid all the blame of it on Jack.

They began to hoot and jeer at him as he

passed.
" Now then, fat Jack," they would

say,
" what have you done to earn your pen-

sion this year ? Where's your belt with the

verses on it ? I suppose it won't go round

your waist now." And one day, after some

giants had been eating them worse than usual,

they even broke his windows, and pelted him
with mud.

This at last roused him. "Very well,

rascals," he said,
" I will go forth once more

;

you shall see that I am still the great Giant

Killer; and when I come back crowned with

victory, you will repent of your insolence."

So he called for his horse, packed up the

coat and shoes in his saddle-bags, put on the

Sword of Sharpness, and set out in search of

adventures.

He had not gone far before he met a crowd

of people flying along the road in the greatest

terror and confusion, crying out,
" The Giant!

the Giant! the Giaut!" and, looking up, he

saw, si:
i,
above the trees of a neigh-

bouring wood, a monstrous giant stalking

towards him. "Ho, ho!" said he, "this is

just what I was looking for
; stop, you wretched

cowards, sit down on that hillock, and you
shall see what sport the mighty Jack can show

you."
So saying, he got off his horse, and took out

his Shoes of Swiftness, intending to play the

same tricks with this giant as he did with the

two-headed giant Thundel before he killed

him
;
but when he tried to put them on ho

found them too small, his feet had grown so

fat for want of exercise. Here was a dreadful

situation ! He pulled and tugged with all his

might, and at last he did manage to get one

of them on
;
but the other would not go over

his heel, do what he would. Meanwhile, the

giant was drawing nearer and nearer. "Take
Jack! take care!" the people cried out,

" he will be upon you directly." And at last,

seeing that the giant was almost close to him,
Jack was obliged to start off with one shoe on

and the other in his hand. Fancy what a

ridiculous figure he cut ! for the foot with the

magic shoe on it took enormous strides, while

the other one could only make little hops after

it
;

so he went stumbling and blundering
round and round in a circle, with the giant

after him, banging at him with his club
,-

and

it was only because he went so crooked that

he escaped the blows. The people who were

looking on, in spite of their fright, couldn't

help roaring with laughter at the sight, parti-

cularly when they thought of his big words
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Then Jack, having found his horse, went on,

determined to recover Ins character by some
111. .re Kiuxvssf'ul adventure.

hills and down fifty

dales, he came to a shallow river, on the oppo-
site bank of which he saw a good-sized giant

fast asleep. "Oh, oh!" said Jack to

hini* >rtunity for me! I

think this river, and chop off yonder
man's hea i time to wake."

awing the Sword of Sharpness, and turn-

ing up his trowsers, ho stepped gently into the

I began to wade across. But, un-
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So Jack was sblo to recover himself

As for the sword, it remains sticking

to this day; and if you walk ten

ilong the bank of the river before break-

fast some spring morning, and then take a

draught of the water at the right spot, you
will find it has given you the sharpest appetite

you ever had in your life.

You would have thought that these two

misadventures would have pretty well sickened

Jack of the cunning old giant's presents ;
but

no. He still relied on what remained to him,

the coat of darkness,
—"

that, at least, must be

useful to me," he said to himself. So he went

up more hills and down more dales, with the

coat in his saddle-bag as before.

He travelled a long time, however, without

having any sport. This put him out, and he

got very cross
;
for he had been nearly spoilt

by being made so much of at King Arthur's

court. One day, when he was in the wrorst of

humours, he met a knight in armour riding

quietly along the road, and, having nothing
else to vent his ill-temper on, he determined

to pick a quarrel with him. "
Hollo, you

sir," he cried out,
" how dare you pass me

without saluting ? Don't you know that I am
the great Jack the Giant Killer ? You shall

either salute me or fight me !

"

" If you are indeed he," replied the stranger,

"you had better pursue your profession, in-

stead of molesting peaceable travellers. I

shall not salute you, because I am as good a

knight as you ;
and I wT

ill not fight you, be-

cause I hear you carry magic weapons, for

which I am no match."
" I will not use them against you," n

Jack : "it shall be all fair ;
but fight me you

shall."

"Very well," said the other. "I don't

want to fight you or anybody ;
but if you

attack me, of course I must defend myself."
Then Jack lowered his lance, and ran full

tilt at the knight ;
but the other kept hi

without moving an inch. Again and

Jack tried to overthrow him
;
but he mi.

well have tilted against Stonehei a may
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When he saw what he had done, all Jack's

bad passion left him in an instant, and he was

seized by shame and remorse. He ran up to

the knight and endeavoured to raise him. The

wounded man recovered a little, but refused

his help. "Begone!" he said, in a stern

though feeble voice ;

"
you have slain me by

a foul blow
;

let not my last moments be dis-

turbed by the presence of a coward." With

these words he fell back
;
his face turned pale,

his limbs stiffened, and he spoke no more.

Jack, in the greatest distress, did all he

could think of to revive him, but with no

success. Then, rising up, he slowly and sor-

rowfully turned his horse's head homewards.

"The knight spoke truly,"he said within him-

self.
" I have done a shameful and cowardly

deed, and am no longer worthy to punish

the crimes of others. Henceforth I will retire

from the world, and live in penitence and ob-

scurity. I now perceive that those magic gifts

were only fatal snares. Oh that I had listened

to the advice of the wise Merlin I But I will

go now and tell him all."

So he returned to Camelot in a very different

mood from that in which he had set out. He

sought the wise Merlin, and freely told him

everything that had happened, confessing all

his errors . and misfortunes without any con-

cealment. When he had linished his tale, the

derlin smiled cheerfully, and answered

him thus :

" My son, be comforted. I see with joy
that you are now cured of the faults which

were creeping over you, and I may safely tell

you the truth. Learn, then, that the two

giants and the knight were no other than my-
self. You know that I have the power of

assuming any shape I please ;
and perceiving

that you needed a sharp lesson to rouse you
from your state of indolence and self-satisfac-

tion, I took this means of bringing you to a

of your duty. Cheer up, therefore, there

is no harm done ; aud you are a better man
than ever. You have already got rid of the

;uid sword, get rid of the coat also
;
and

then you will be worthy to wear the only one

of the giant's treasures that was really useful,

the Cap of Knowledge, which I now return to

you."
Jack embraced the good Enchanter with the

warmest gratitude and delight.

>u have taken a load off my heart," he

cried,
" and have given me a lesson which I

will never forget. But as for the Cap of Know-

ledge, pray keep it yourself. You are wise,

and will know how to use it
;
but I perceive

that knowledge without wisdom is of no avail.

1 it
;
but it did me no good. Hence-

forth I will learn to depend on myself alone."

Just then King Arthur was busy making up
a huge fire to boil that famous plum-pudding
of his that you have so often heard of. So

Jack went up to the furnace and thrust the

coat into it.

Merlin kept the cap, and became ten times

more knowing than even he had been before.

Nevertheless, he was made a regular fool of

by a pretty woman soon afterwards.

Jack got up early the very next morning
after his return and practised the dumb bells

two hours before breakfast
; and after a few

weeks of training he felt fit for his old work
once more, and went forth in a proper state

of mind, as he had done in the days of

Cormoran, to destroy all the race of wicked

giants on the face of the earth. He had a vast

number of adventures, which I have no time

to tell you. I can only say, that in the end

he was perfectly successful ;
and the best proof

!
of it is that you may travel from the Land's

1 End to John o'Groat's and back again without

meeting a single giant, except, perhaps, at a

fair, and he will be only a puny stunted

creature, barely eight feet high, who couldn't

eat so much as a baby if he tried.

A FUNERAL FEAST.

Ik the halls of Derg there is quiet and gloom—
The old lord lies dead in the great Blue Room.

The servants are whispering under their breath,

And they hurry to pass by the chamber of death

But gather in knots on the winding stair,

And point
—for they know lie is lying there.

And shake their heads at each gossiping friend,

And say, "The old lord made a fearful end."

They tell how he yell'd and raved and tore

His few white hairs ;
how he shrieked and swore,

And cursed himself, and his kith and kin,

And gloried to die, as he'd lived, in sin
;

How he, who kept his relations in rags,

Had screamed to the last for his money-bags ;

VIII.

How with failing breath he had Heaven defiel,

And, leaping up, he had howled and died.

Then they wonder when the young lord will come

To seize the broad lands of his castle home,
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XI.

lie hxt dang down the cap on the wine-stain'd table,

And ran for his hone to be table;

XII.

He iwjji in the «a . . glee,

And the/ drink t:. ip lustily,

;<ttdhisw:i : h—

In the tails of Derg there is silence and gloom—
The old lord lies si Blae Room.

By the side of the body for half the day
Have ho ver'd two women like birds of pn

-

ing crones, who for years have made
This ghastly cffiee tl and trade

;

They have streak'd and it each knotted
limb.

He is dead- re not afraid of him ;

They have closed « taring eye
That had looked for gold so greedily.

XIX.

Now, one at the head and one at the feet,

They wrap the po< . its winding-sheet ;

xx.

t and one at the head,
Tb*J ! Baa from the great Blue Bed.

XXI.

El Ihfl 1 Bg elm c ,ffiu they've laid him straight,
-

And snuffle and vow that it waxetfa late ;

XXII.

iid is loud,
Aad ruffle* the plaits oi

\ iV0Ua.

XXIII.

iieir task U
And the "dust and ashes".

XXIV.

**•
r«st,

xxr.

Aackmds

XXVI.

'\

: -

?**< rm comas loud aad shrill,

a "' u «r«s«*

XXVII.

A bird of prey, all black and grim,
And it bends its head and it looks at Him !

XXVIII.

It flaps its wings with a goblin croak,
So low it would seem 'twas the dead man spoke,

And then, by its horrible instinct led,
It perches itself on the coffin-head !

Ah ! the cruel beak has plunged full deep
In the sockets where, later, the worms will creep.

XXXI.

Eyes and nose and cheeks are bare,
And the carrion-crow is still feasting there—

XXXII.

Gorging and feasting, fast and full,
Till its wings droop down and its eyes grow dull,

XXXIII.

And the long black bill is steeped in red,
And smeared with the spoil of the freshly dead.

XXXIV.

Instead of those features grim is seen
A bloody patch— where the face has been !

And heavy and dull, in the tainted air,
The foul black devil is sleeping there.

xxxvi.

Hark ! hark ! 'tis the rattle of hoofs beneath,
And voices resound in the house of death

;

XXXVII.

Torches are gleaming about the hall,
And steps are heard on the stairs to fall.

XXXVIII.

With the fumes of the liquor still in his head,
The young lord enters the room of the dead.

XXXIX.

What horror arose at the fearful sight-
Some fainted, some fled, and some pray'd from

fright ;

And some did shriek and wail full loud
For the mangled corpse in its bloody shroud.

: lord looked with a tii

them all with a sudden

XLII.

w ! a crow ! by this liquorish bird

did feme remain,
For.

li. Bi
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NORMAN'S VISIT TO GUESTFORD.

PART II.

Rather more than a fortnight passed away.
After what had taken place between Norman
and myself, I felt it almost a point of honour
to avoid as much as possible watching his

behaviour with wton. He did not
seem particularly to seek her society ;

never
went to the Rectory alone, and in company
made no effort to engross her. Still, they

were of necessity thrown a great deal together,

and not unfrequently were virtually alone.

I For many days .Mrs. Newton's manner to him
had been precisely what it was in the drawing-

!
room at Guestford that first evening, only that

J

the icy fit became less and less frequent ;
but

towards the end of the period I speak of, a

i change came over her, and she certainly avoided

j
Norman. When with him, both iciness and
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preseure of the little hand thai lay on his arm.
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not— I

I saw the fire in those soft eyes at last.

[uent in love and reproach.

"F< • Annie," said Norman. "I
• a oold-blooded man, you know, and

me."

with forced calmness, but I could

tell that pfl
9 surging strong within.

She had withdrawn her hand from hi

lie spoke. They stood now looking at

each other till she seemed no longer able to

resist the fascination, and trembled.

He took her hand—so -willing to be made a

prisoner
—and covered it with kisses.

" Shall I go ?" he asked again.

The small white fingers nestled lovingly
amidst the cils of his heavy black moustache.

Her other hand was laid lightly upon his

arm.

That kiss and that touch snapped the chain

of his self-restraint.
" My darling !

" I heard him whisper as he
drew her to his breast

;

" once more, then,
Annie." He kissed her passionately and long.
" We must go back now," he said at last,

looking down on her flushed and frightened
face with that calm smile that seem-

spring from such a reserve of conscious

strength,
<c We must go back now—we have

been away too long. Come, dearest, let me

get you some water, and I will tak

back."

She was quite passive, and went with him
like a child.

I had stood as if spell-bound, seeing all

this, and now I wished to Heaven I had been

a thousand miles away. I was too confused

to thiuk, but as I entered the ball-room, and

my eyes fell on honest-hearted and unsuspi-
cious Frank Newton, I felt I could not let

this go on. I was only consicous of oik

wish—not to be alone with Norman till I had

made up my mind. One thing I knew full

well—that I might as well urge pliilan;

on a hungry tiger, as the moral law on John

an, when it stood between him and his

hear!
'

It was now very late, and for tl

S

of to screen .Mrs. Newton fron

I ion. He
] sen him i

ould any won:

But what should I do '

on our an

mind,

I till the
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brandy and soda-water aiid an unlimited

supply of cigars, my ideas at last began to

shape themselves, and I came to the, at any

rate, easily practicable conclusion, that I had

best do nothing. For, first, I felt that my
knowledge of the incidents of last night had

been acquired in too equivocal a manner to be

acted upon. The least an eavesdropper can

do, is to hold his tongue. Then, to take a

high tone and quarrel with Norman was absurd

and out of the question. He had done me no

wrong, and until my friend has wronged me,

my creed is that I am bound to stick to him.

And, lastly, though a few words from me
would no doubt be enough to induce Norman
to leave Guestford Park, I was not at all

sure that a few words from him might not

be enough to induce Mrs. Newton to leave

Guestford Rectory, and interference with him

might sweep away any hesitation he had in

uttering them. So, having come to this con-

clusion, I dressed, went down, and found the

house empty. Norman was out shooting, and

Sir Ralph and Jane had driven to the neigh-

bouring town.

I strolled out, wandered into one of the

most sequestered glades of the park, and lay

down in the fern, watching the fast-declining

sun. I had not lain thus a quarter of an

hour, when the very two people who were in

my thoughts—Mrs. Newton and Norman—
paused within a few yards of me. As I lay, I

was completely hidden, but the least move-

ment would have betrayed me, and I thought
it best to stay as I was. Had they met by
chance ? I could hardly think so.

Norman's first words six-wed they had not,

and also that they could not have been long

together.
" It is very good of you," he said,

" to come
to meet me. 1 shall not often ask you to do

it, and I shall not keep you long now."

But I was thankful to find that this time I

could not hear much of what they said—or,

rather, what he said
;
for she could only leave

her hands in his and look up into that noble

face she loved so well. He told her of his

deep love, but made no excuses for having left

her, and did not seek to persuade her that he

had been constant to her memory. This man
o proud, too conscious of his power even

as he was, j^Jiave any wish to be taken for

other than he was. He spoke long and

itly, but I only heard stray words
;
at

last they came clear and strong." I do believe I have a right to some part
in you. I made you what you are. No other

3 your whole soul as I do." He paused." Come to me now, my own," he said, hia

voice full of longing tenderness, and as he

drew her arms about him, she laid her head

upon his breast, and there sobbed bitterly.

It was sad, very sad, to see the wild love

and devotion she lavished on him, her first

love, who alone had ever thoroughly mastered

her heart, and to feel, and to know that she

felt, that it was all a deep wrong done to her

husband and her children.

I did not see Norman's face as he at last

released her from their long embrace, but his

voice was now thick and broken from the

violence of his emotions.
"
Annie," he said, "you need not fear that

I shall ever forget you. I must not ask you
to remember me."

" But you are not going away. I shall see

you again," she broke in, clinging again to his

arm, a new terror in her eyes and voice.
"

Yes, yes," he said, hurriedly.
" But not

often—not thus. I dare not trust myself ;

"

and again he strained her in Iris arms, and

their lips met again.

A strong effort, and he was himself again.

"Come now, darling," he said, "it is

:id you must compose yourself." They
I on out of sight.

I did not meet him until dinner, when out-

wardly he was calm enough. Throughout the

meal and afterwards, as we sat over our wine,
lie talked politics incessantly with my uncle.

I could see he selected the subject because it

forced him to exert his intellect, and thus

acted as a safety-valve. In the evening ho got
Jane to play Beethoven's Sonatas, and sat

silently listening, his thoughts seemingly very
far away. He left us early, saying he thought
he must have caught my headache.

It was early next morning, not much after

six, when I was roused from my morning
slumbers by a knock at my door, and Norman
came in.

"Are you awake, Evesham?" said he.
" I beg your pardon for disturbing you like

this, but I must speak to you."
I was shocked to see him. Ho was still in

evening dress, and plainly had not lain down
all night. His face, always strongly marked,
looked haggard and worn, and his eyes were

gleaming with an unhealthy fire.

" In Heaven's name, Norman," said I,
" what is the matter ?

"

He gave a bitter laugh.
"I have been wrestling all night with the

fallen archangel," said he, striving to speak in

his old cool way. "I believe, Evesham, theo-

logians are right when they say that the devil

is a very exiyeant master. They would tell

you that I have served him faithfully for many
years, and yet now he grudges the smallest

leave of absence. You look as if you thought
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e. I rose, dressed myself hastily,

necessary orders, and went down to

see him oil'. The dog-cart stood at the door,

and in a few minutes Norman appeared.
"Let me hear from you soon," said I.

u shall," he answered,
" but not just

yet. Now, Evesham, remember what I want

you to do, and good-by. It is a bad busi-

ness
;
but I suppose, from first to last, I have

brought it on myself, and I must ' dree my
own weird.'

"

" I can't bear you to go like this," said I
;

"but it must be."

Once more we shook hands, and he was

gone.

My morning meditations were anything but

pleasant as I paced up and down the garden,

waiting till I thought Sir Ralph would pro-

bably be rising. I had made up my mind
wrhat course to take with him.

"
Uncle," said 1, as I entered his dressing-

room, "Norman has left us suddenly this

morning. I have just seen him off. I know
the reason, but would rather you did not

ask me."

My uncle fixed his keen grey eyes, un-

dimmed by years, upon me. " He has gone
alone, Charlie," he asked.

ue," I replied.
"I am very sorry to lose him," said my

uncle, with a sigh ;

" but I fear it was time.

I used to know something of such matters,

Charlie, and I suspected it. However, we
will not talk of this, and will try to forget
all."

It was no difficult matter to frame an

for Norman's departure which should

my unsuspecting cousin. She •

full of regret, the more so win

that the likelihood of his

oing for a wholly indefinite period, inno-

.

" She was sure the Ni
would !

painful pan of my commission
I,

so in
"

: oin 1 walked down to

I

would not be atf-n<>

tnanifi trj n

I

had
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and stood looking out into the garden, so that

my eyes should not be upon her.
" I have had a great surprise this morning,

Mrs. Newton," said I. "Norman is gone."
She started up. "Gone!" said she, in a

dreary voice.
"
Yes," said I, "he has gone, and I fear it

will be long before we see him again. He
spoke of starting immediately for Egypt."

I looked round now. She was ashy pale,

and was struggling hard for self-control. She

trembled so that the book she had been hold-

ing slipped out of her hands, and as I stooped
to pick it up some dried flowers fell from its

pages. I remembered them—they were those

Norman had given her the first day they met.

Her agitation was so manifest that it was

impossible to affect unconsciousness. I felt

that I must speak.
"Mrs. Newton," said I, "you need not be

afraid of me. I know why Norman has gone.
He has gone because he dared not stay. I know

you were both the victims of circumstances.

I cannot wonder at your caring for him ; cer-

tainly I cannot blame you. No one else knows

anything. Now, good-by. I shall leave you
to yourself to-day ; to-morrow I shall faring
Jane to you. You must keep up for the sake

of Frank and your children— and for 1>

I held out my hand to her. She took it

and pressed it between her two little bunds,

looking up at me wTith an appealing glance, as

if there was something she wanted to hear, but
could not ask. I knew for what her woman's
heart was really thirsting, and though I felt it

was almost wrong to gratify her, I could not

resist it.

" John Norman was in earnest this time, at

least, Mrs. Newton," said I; "if you had
seen liim this morning you would know how
he suffered. You would indeed do him injus-
tice if you thought he had been only amusing
himself."

Involuntarily she bent, and just touched my
hand with her lips.

" Thank you, Mr. Evesham," she said
;

"
you

are very kind to me
;
I shall be better to-

morrow." So 1 left her.

Two years have passed since the incidents

recorded above took place, and Norman has

not yet resumed to England. He has been a

great trav^B ; has penetrated as far East as

Ispahan, and had all manner of adventures
with robbers and wild beasts. I have heard
from him now and then, and of him often.

For some months after his departure I was
told he rather avoided society, and showed a

perfectly morbid desire for movement. I

suppose at last he has calmed down, for I have

just heard from him that he will be in London
for the season, when ho supposes we shall

meet—that he has written a book on the East,
which he thinks wrill succeed, and that he is

going in strong for politics.

Mrs. Newton is devoted to her duties as a

wife and mother, and is apparently happy ;

but that bright playfulness which used to

characterise her is gone. She looks older and
more subdued. It will, I think, be long, very

long, before either of us three forget John
Norman's visit to Guestford.

(Conclt"!(l)

ARCHITECTURE OF BIRDS.

It is seldom that one can walk in the country

during the spring without meeting marauding

boys with birds'-nests in their hands, which

they have pillaged from neighbouring copses or

hedges. Some of these nests may be observed

to be farmed with wonderful skill and labour,

such as no human art could successfully imitate.

Amongst these may be mentioned the nest of

•ttle Tits, or Long-tailed Titmouse (Parua
cordati's). Perhaps nothing in the architec-

ture of birds can exceed its beauty. The

fabricators of this pretty nest are among the

smallest of our British birds
;
and yet we shall

presently 866 with what skill and industry they
build a home for their numerous young, not

only remarkable for its external appearance,
but for its extraordinary internal arrangement.
I have mentioned these bird-architects in the

plural number, although it is generally sup-

posed that the nest is exclusively the work of

the female, who is employed four or five weeks

in its construction, and which I will now

attempt to describe.

The nest is composed of white moss and cow-

hair, and of another lichen, called Liverwort.

These are fixed together by means of gossamer-
like fibres, and the empty cocoons of spiders'

webs. The mosses, or lichens, are in very small

bits, and the spiders' webs are drawn out to

assist in felting (if the term may be used), that

when the texture of the nest is stretched, as it

must be when the young are nearly full-grown,

portions of the gossamer fibres appear among
the fibres of the wool, which has also been

used in the construction of the nest. This is

so plentifully lined with feathers of various

kinds, that, upon being counted, they proved
to be about two thousand in number

;
and

amongst them were observed those of the pea-

cock, turkey, partridge, barn-door fowl, green-

finch, wood-pigeon, duck, turtle-dove, thrush,

blackbird, &c. Indeed, so numerous are they,

that I have seen a common cigar-box filled with
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it is. It always appears full of life and

., being constantly in motion—fluttering

ranch to branch, creeping on all sides of

reefl (sometimes with their backs down-
in search of small insects. Sometimes

ale will stop to sing its feeble but yet

og song. Mr. Pennant informs us that

iiirds cross annually from the Orkneys to

Shetland Isles, where they breed and
return before winter. This is a long flight for

so small a bird, the distance being sixty miles.

The body, when stripped of its feathers, is not

quite an inch in length. Colonel Montagu
has given us the following interesting account

of these birds.

He says that a pair of them built their nest

in a fir-tree in his garden ; and as he was
desirous of ascertaining whether the male bird

ever sung by way of instructing the young
ones, as our song-birds invariably do—for this

purpose he took the nest when the young were
about six days old, placed it in a small basket,
and by degrees enticed the old ones to his

study-window. After they had become familiar

with that situation, the basket was placed
within the window, and then at the opposite
side of the room. It was remarkable that

although the female seemed regardless of

danger, from her affection for her young, the

male never once ventured within the room,

yet would constantly feed them while they
remained on the outside of the window. On
the contrary, the female would feed them at

the table, and even while I held the nest in

my hand, provided I remained motionless.

But on moving my head one day while she was
on the edge of the nest, which I was holding
in my hand, she made a precipitous iv

mistook the open part of the window, knocked
herself against the glass, and lay breathl

the floor for some time. She recovered, how-

ever, and made her escape ;
but this did not

lessen her affection for her young. She soon

returned with food for them, and again, when
at was held in my hand, she continued

her maternal labour of making collect i

for them. The visits of the female
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the female in her flight to and fro, but never

ventured beyond the window-frame. He never

uttered any note but when the female was out

of sight, and then only a small chirp.

This diminutive but hardy bird may bo

called migratory. That observant naturalist,

Mr. Prideaux Selby, says, that after a very
severe gale, with a thick fog from the north-

eiist, thousands of the Golden-crested Wren
were seen to arrive upon the seashore and

sandbanks of the Northumbrian coast, many
of them so fatigued by the length of their

flight as to be unable to rise again from the

ground ;
and great numbers were, in conse-

quence, caught or destroyed. This flight must
have been immense in quantity, as its extent

was traced through the whole length of the

coasts of Northumberland and Durham.
The nest of the Window-swallow—which,

from its structure, may be called the work of

a mason-bird—is well known. The nest is

formed of small pellets of clay, worked up
with the saliva of the birds, and lined with

feathers. But it i3 not of the nests that I am
about to write, but of the singular situations

in which the swallow-tribe sometimes build

them. I am indebted to the late Karl of

Albemarle for the following very interesting

fact, which occurred on his lordship's i

at Quiddenham, in Norfolk. A limekiln had
been erected on that property, and under the

arch of the kiln a pair of swallows built their

nest. A fierce fire was kept up at the end of

this arch to burn the bricks, but the heat was
so great that the nest dropped to pieces. A
second was built by the persevering birds,
and then a third

; but they all met the same
fate. At last they constructed a nest which
stood the heat, and in it they hatched
their eggs, and brought up a brood of young
swallows

;
this they did during the three fol-

lowing years, each successive nest stand-

ing the heat. Lord Albemarle told me
that he was much interested in the pro-

ceedings of these birds, and frequently went to

watch their nest, giving strict orders to his

workmen that they should not be molested.

Now, it is not easy to form an opinion how
these birds discovered and made use of a par-
ticular clay which would stand the great heat

of a limekiln. There can be no doubt of the
fact that simL was the case, and it has always
appeared t<^ne to be an extraordinary proof
of intelligence, as well as of perseverance, in

accomplishing their object. On returning to

the kiln the second and third years, they must
not only have kept in their recollection the
fact that the earth they commonly used to

build their nests would not stand the heat, but

they must also have remembered the sort of

I earth or clay which would serve, and the ne-

i cessity there was to use it in that particular
;

place. Those persons who are inclined to

argue that mere instinct would have taught
swallows to perform what has been related, do
not do justice to the sense and intelligence of

1 these interesting birds. If reason did not in-

fluence their operations, it must have been

something nearly allied to it.

It is well known that swallows will make

j

their nests in old wells and coal-shafts, and I

, once observed a pair which built one in a

watercourse, which conducted the water in

great force from a paper-mill near Dover to the

river below. The nest was very little above

the flow of the water. I also saw a swallows'

nest built on the knocker of a door at Pipe

Hayes Hall, in Warwickshire. The odd places
in which swallows occasionally build their nests

might be enumerated to a great extent.

Edwtard Jesse.

ROUND THE IRISH COAST.
PAKE I.

While tourists are flocking daily to some

recognised shrine of fashion or locality where

beautiful scenery and good accommodation are

the attractions, they seldom or <\vr think it

wmth their while to visit out-of-the-way spots,

dally when they are difficult of access, or

present only an intrinsic interest. These are

left to the antiquary, the artist who prefers

originality to hackneyed subjects, the student

of folklore, the geologist, or those peculiar

individuals who enjoy a ramble in sequestered
and unsophisticated districts where the inha-

bitants are unspoilt by the so-called "improve-
ments " that fashionable civilisation brings in

her train.

I come under the latter category, I spent

my last autumn holiday in what are probably
tldest portion of the British home-regions—amongst those storm-vexed islands that girdle

the Irish coast. They are full of interest,

though not that of the present day ;
for their

very position has kept them as things of tho

past, and it must be a strong inducement, or a

real love for roughing it, that will ever make
them a resort for British tourists. Having
had occasion to travel along the western coast

of Ireland, and to examine it with considerable

minuteness, I was tempted to extend my wan-

derings to most of these Atlantic barriers,

many of which, especially the larger ones, are

inhabited. But the most interesting are those

that are uninhabited, owing to the presence of

early ecclesiastical remains, which, as a rule,

Avere placed by their founders in the most

inhospitable and savage retreats, as though

they were determined to put every obstacle
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As a specimen of the ludicrous grandiose

style in which things were carried on, it is

enough to enumerate the titles of the king, who
kted his Facetious Majesty, Stephen

ist, King of Dalkey, Emperor of the

Muglins, Prince of the Holy Island of Magee,
Elector of Lambay and Ireland's Eye, Defender

of his own Faith -pecter of all others,

ign of the illustrious order of the Lobster

and Periwinkle. Amongst other extracts from

the records we read that after the election his

majesty partook of a sumptuous banquet, in

the course of which a plenipotentiary arrived

from the Grand Duke of Bullock with a pre-

sent of potatoes ready boiled, which was gra-

ciously received. After the dinner the fol-

lowing blessiug was pronounced :
—" May the

blessing of the beggar and the clerk of the

crown attend you in all your adventures in

this life, and the last prayer of the recorder

and of all the judges of the crown circuit

attend you in the next.*' A parody on the

National Anthem, which wras frequently sung,
is too good to be left alone :

—
If sprung from woman, say,
Did you first know the day,

Without a shirt ?

Or must you, like the clown,

Spite of your great renown,
Lay your great body down

Deep in the dirt ?

Lord of all Dalkey lands,
Chief of our jovial bands,

Are ye not man .'

With you though peace doth reign,
Nor blood your isle doth stain,

Nor famine here complain,
Are you not man ?

"What though the realms rejoice
In your melodious voice,

Kings are but men !

And while each subject sin
" God made us men, not kings,"
With echoes Dalkey rings,

11
Kings are but men !

"

Notwithstanding the somewhat levelling

of the above rhymes, the kingdom of

Dalkey was, on the whole, loyal ;
but the

*'

[reland became bo alarming, in

that the meetings were prudently discontinued,
and ni red. Ichabod ! Nothin

endexvoua in Dalkej
sional pic-nic, when the only subjects dis-

will now leave Dalkey and sail north-

Maiahide and

no cliffs of

. and recall with

with a

I
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miiiall population, who get their living by

ishing, and occasionally catching

Nevertheless, in old times great men
ed here, and amongst them Archbishop

ssher, who wrote in this retired spot most of

is works. Certainly there could not have

been much chance of disturbance for a scholar
;

for save the roll of the sea, it is quiet enough
to suit even Mr. Babbage.

Leaving Lambay, and passing the Skerries,

with its lighthouse, we sight Clogher Head
and the noble coast of Down, over which the

mighty mass of Slieve-Donard and the Mourne
Mountains keep grim watch

;
thence past the

Copelands and the Maiden Rocks, each of

which with their beacon lights warn us against

a too impertinent curiosity, until we round the

Carriek-.i-Rcdo, Giunt'a Cau

noble basaltic columns of Fairhead, the finest

marine gateway in the world, and sight the

singular island of Rathlin, quaintly described

by Sir William Petty as like " an Irishe

stockinge." Rathlin has been so well des-
[

cribed in Once a Week * that we cannot do
better than refer our readers to it, and our-

uiake as much haste as possible through
the ugly current between the island and Fair-

head. This tide is named, significantly enough
in Irish, SleiMk-na-massa, or the Valley of the

Sea, and was m days of old carefully given
as wide a berth as possible, by the warrior

navigators, who held it in the utmost fear

ever since the destruction by drowing of

Brecain, son of Nial, of the Nine Hostages,

together with his fleet of fifty corraghs. One

!. v., pp. 501

can scarcely wonder at it, for the corragh was

nothing but an enlarged edition of our coracle,
and could scarcely have been adapted for

crossing a sea which often seriously discom-

poses even the large Montreal steamers en

route to and from Liverpool to Londonderry.
But ere we emerge into the open sea, we

should not omit a passing glance at Carrick-a-

Rede, an island rock, so close to the shore that

it is enabled to be connected with it by a

swing bridge, which, from its bold construc-

tion, and the dangers incurred in its passage,
is one of the greatest curiosities of the North
of Ireland. To cross over to the island during
a stiff breeze, when the bridge is swinging to

and fro, is what few strangers care to do
; yet

the country folk trip it with the utmost non-

chalance, carrying a heavy load on their heads,
and disdaining to make use of the frail rope
that is intended for a protection.

For the next twenty miles the view coast-

ward is superb, embracing all that wonderful

basaltic range of the Giant's Causeway, which,
with its accompanying chalk cliffs, extends past

Portrush, nearly to the entrance of Lough
Foyle. Thence we skirt the blue mountains
of Innishowen to Tory Island, which may be

safely considered as the most outlandish and

noble spot in Her Majesty's dominions.

The rock groupings here are magnificent, and
when seen from a distance have all the appear-
ance of a grand castellated city rising out of

the water. Tory Island is one of the first

Irish localities mentioned even in traditional

history, which says that the Fomorians, a race

of giants, descended immediately from Ham,
who were expelled from Canaan by Joshua,
settled here and built a round tower, The
date of their arrival is not given, and perhaps
it would be unnecessary to keep within a

thousand years or so, under the circumstances
;

but unfortunately for the legend, the round

tower, of which a few remains are left, does

not differ in essential particulars from the

many others found in Ireland, which, accord-

ing to Dr. Petrie, date from the sixth to the

tenth century ;
so that we may fiirly conclude

that it was the handiwork of early Christian

converts rather than that of the olden giants.

To the south of Tory, and near the main-

land, lie the Rosses, a cluster of islands that

are principally inhabited in the summer only

by the natives, who ferry themselves and their

cattle over for change of air and pasture.
Sometimes the beasts become unmanageable,
and they are then shoved off the corragh and
towed behind. Before being shipped the

animal is thrown on his back, his legs tied, and
himself lifted into the corragh, which is then

carried to the water. But considering that
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Tt is a curious thing, that

it ions which the Irish peasantry
1 In- invoked on his enemies by means

of st<> s brought down by
wells,

—many villages to this day being for-

tunate enough to possess a cursing-well.

This island, however, contains another stone,

which appears to be much more useful in its

vocation ;
for if any fuel which may chance to

ingniahed be laid on it, it is immediately
rekindled. So that, on the whole, Innismur-

ray possesses some decided advantages.
But these are nothing in comparison with

the blessings enjoyed by Innishgloria and In-

nishkea, two very small and rocky islets to

the south, not far from Achill Island on the

coast of Mayo. Innishgloria has the marvel-

lous property of preserving bodies without

their decomposing or undergoing any process
of stuffing or embalming, so that people can

have the satisfaction (melancholy or otherwise)
of going to visit their ancestors, and finding
them with hair and nails still perfect. Indeed,
we are not quite sure that they are not said to

grow ;
at all events, there is a great run upon

this island as a burying-place.

Innishkea, according to that most genial of

writers, Caesar Otway, possesses a wooden idol,

which brings luck to the island as long as it is

safely preserved ;
a crane that has lived there

without mate or offspring for hundreds of

years ; and, what is much more credible, a

large supply of the finest potheen in the

country. G. P. Bevan.

A NIGHT IN A SNOWDRIFT.

In the following narration I have avoided

mentioning names, dates, or places. I need

not assign a reason ; the incidents of my story
will supply one.

Some years ago—never mind how many—I

was in America, employed in surveying, prior
to the construction of one of those vast

'

lines

of railway which are now found of as

utility for warlike as they were then int.

ul traffic.

I had gone out from England with very few

pounds in my pooket, but with

ind, 1 may say, with :lity.

into my work, and found
it highly I :ve.

Although I thoroughly - the ocoupa-
h and tometim

dents inseparable from it, 1 oould

with the a

the onl\
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xtreme—relieved, indeed, occasionally by-

violent "quarrels with men who sneered at the
"
sulky Britisher."

One day, in the depth of as severe a winter

as I ever experienced, I had to take a long

journey, the greater part by rail—then only a

single line. At the wretched shed dignified

with the name of " station
" a somewhat curi-

ous party attracted my attention.

They were four.

An old and apparently totally-paralysed gen-

tleman, so swathed in shawls, comforters, fur

cap, and buffalo robe, that only a small strip

of his face was visible, and that was of a death-

like hue.

A young lady, thickly veiled, apparently not

the daughter of the invalid : for she seemed to

avoid looking at or approaching him, as he half

sat, half lay, propped up by boxes and bags in

a corner of the one bench.

Two sallow, evil-looking men completed the

number. They were dressed in a much in-

ferior manner to the others, but evidently had

charge of both invalid and lady.

I got into the same car with this strange

party ; anything a little out of the common

being acceptable to me.

Whether I should have done so could I have

foreseen the tragic termination of our journey
I cannot tell.

The snow was lying very deep on the ground ;

and occasionally, where a drift had formed
across the line, we had much ado to force our

way through it.

I was the only occupant of the car besides

the party I have described, and amused myself

by speculating on the connecting links between
such a strange quartette.

The lady was a lady evidently. Though I

had not caught a glimpse of her face—as she

had not once lifted the heavy veil she wore—
yet every fold of her dress, every movement of

her figure, showed refinement.

We had been plodding on at a miserable rate

for many hours
;
the snow becoming thicker

and thicker.

To look out of the windows was useless
;
for

the ground was snow, and the air seemed to be

snow, so thickly was it falling.

What could I do but watch my companions ?

I had forgotten to say that in the early part
of the journey I had made some casual remark
to the two men about the entirely hopeless state

of their charge ; but I received such a short

answer, accompanied by such an evil look, that
I resolved to hold my tongue for the remainder
of the journey.

The young lady, when I spoke to the men,
gave a quick sort of half-turn towards me, as

if she would have spoken ; but was instantly

!
checked by one of the men desiring her, in a

; rough and peremptory manner, to change her

SCB/G. J/ m* J/ mm

Still dragging along
—and more snow, more

snow !
.... ,, „ ...

The men, having refreshed themselves seve-

ral times from a spirit-flask, took a bottle and
a spoon, and prepared to feed the paralysed

gentleman.
I could not see what they gave him, or

whether he ate
; for the men carefully placed

themselves and the young lady between the

sick man and me.

I should here say that the young lady had

absolutely refused to take any food whatever,

though several times pressed by the men.

They are bending over the invalid ; the

young lady, by their direction, also standing,
with her side face towards me.

With a quick and silent movement she raises

her veil, and looks for an instant with a ques-

tioning, agonised glance in my face.

She must have seen honest pity there
; for,

slightly leaning towards me, pallid as death,
she formed a word with her lips

—but without

sounding it—pointing to the men
; then lowered

her veil again.

Although the whole had taken place in a

second or two, the men had observed some

movement, and turned fiercely to her, looking
like devils at both of us.

I, however, was already sitting with folded

arms, and eyes half shut, as if sleepy ; not so

sleepy, though, but that I caught a moment's
view of that strip of face I had seen at the station.

That second look satisfied me of what I had
doubted—the v:ord dumbly spoken by the

young lady. The word was " Murder /"
I sat still and thought—
"Here I am with a couple of murderers—

probably armed—their victim apparently the

father of that lovely girl. Yes—this is the

explanation of her shunning him at the station,

and in lifting him into the cars. I have my
revolver—not loaded : if it were I couldn't

shoot these men down without more proof

against them than a word—only seen, not heard.

It is of no use giving them up at the end of

our journey ; for, of course, they will say that,

half-dead when he started, he died of the cold

in the cars. Cold ! Yes—bitterly, piercingly
cold

;
and our stove does not seem to give the

heat it should
;
and—there is no more fuel !"

Although I could not see through the young
lady's veil, she doubtless could see me through
it. I nodded slightly to her, and fumbling in

the folds of my cloak, half exposed the barrel

of my revolver.

The answer was a scarcely perceptible shake

of the head.
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should return !

" I went out and found him in

what Iknew would be his death-sleep
—crouched

completely under the fire-box of the engine.

The engineer had left his now cold and use-

less machine, and sought shelter in the cars.

I returned, and my lovely charge continued :

" I was often talked to by some of our old

slaves, and in particular by my dear old nurse,

about this man. She said he had come a few

years ago, and in some way had obtained an

undue influence over her massa—ordering

everything, and treating the slaves, who had

never experienced anything but kindness from

my father and uncle, with the greatest severity.
" This villain persecuted me with his odious

attentions
;
and one day—I can't tell you——but I rushed to my uncle, who, when he

heard, called him into the house, and in a

furious passion said :

" '

Although you have by your devilish

cunning obtained my promise of my niece as

your wife, I will not tamely submit to see her

insulted ! Take that, you villain !

'—
filing a

pistol full in his face.

"
Fortunately passion defeated itself, and

my uncle was not a murderer.
" The overseer smiled an evil smile, and said :

" ' Never mind ! it was only a little mis-

take ! We will settle affairs another da
" Not long after this, the fellow who is

asleep there, and who is the overseer's brother,
came and joined him. He is a doctor. My
uncle became daily more and more miserable

;

my old nurse saying it was remorse preying

upon his mind, because he had appropriated

my property.
" A few weeks ago, my uncle's health began

to fail seriously; the '

Doctor,' as he was

called, constantly expressed his opinion that

paralysis might be expected.
" Last Monday I was awaked by my old

nurse in a dreadful fright, to tell me that my
uncle waa dying. I rose, and found the
' Doctor ' and the overseer with him.
" The ' Doctor ' said that, as he had pre-

dicted, my uncle had had a paralytic attack,

entirely lost the use of his limbs and speech,
and that he probably would not be able to

move for some time to come. He felt the

responsibility too great for his brother and

himself, and, consequently, should remove him
to S

, where he would be placed under the

care of the celebrated Dr. W .

" This was said intentionally in the hearing
of several of the servants, and passed for truth

;

although I, *n common with all, protested
against removing my uncle in such a state.

"Knowing the evil eharacter of both men,
I resolved that I would not part from my
uncle, but would accompany him to S •.

" I fancied I saw a sinister smile on the

face of the overseer as I said this
;
but he only

remarked :

" '

Oh, certainly ;
no objection can be made

to that.'
"
Yesterday we started.

" My suspicions were aroused by the
1 Doctor ' and overseer refusing to let me
approach my uncle, either to dress him, or to

help him into his carriage.
" In spite of their caution, however, I

obtained a glimpse of his face, and knew in an
instant he was dead !

" I was too excited and horrified to faint !

" The overseer saw by my looks that I now
knew all.

" He at once said, in a brutal tone :

" ' Oh ! I guess you see it all now ! You're

a sensible girl, so a few words will suffice.

There wasn't much love lost between you and

your uncle, so you need not make a fuss.
" ' The truth is, the Doctor there physicked

him a leetle too strong, and it would not do to

bury him here, for the job would have been

blown ! So we thought wo would take him
where no one will be the wiser

;
the poor old

gentleman has died of cold and over-exertion,
don't you see ?

'

"I can't tell you what the wretch said to

me ; only that he said he had got all the old

gentleman's plunder from the estate
;
that he

meant to marry me whether I would or not
;

and that if I so much as spoke or looked at

anyone on the journey, lie would kill me at

once.
" I knew he would not hesitate to cany out

his threat, so dare not utter a word.
" Oh ! how thankful I was to see you enter

our e

u I felt a presentiment that you would in

some way save me from these horrid men."
Here the poor girl burst into tears.

I don't know what I did or said, only that

I comforted her, and vowed I would never

forsake her.

The time was now approaching when the

two-o'clock train was due. There was a death-

like silence, broken only by the mournful

tones of occasional gusts of wind, which, like

evil spirits sporting round us, rushed to and

fro through the ill-made cars, unseen, but

painfully heard and felt.

Everyone had huddled themselves in what-

ever they could find as a protection from the

biting cold.

Although hardy and strong, I began to feel

exhausted and benumbed
;
and probably should

have fallen into a dangerous stupor but for

my mind being racked with thought.
How should I act 1
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Whether the " Doctor" really died from the

effects of cold and the chloroform I cannot

tell, and do not like to think.

as a braised and almost sha]

;
both had died painless deaths.

The engineer and stoker of the train which
ran into us had jumped into the snow, and
were unhurt.

The passengers were very few, and, s

sing to say, only one was killed.

We made great fires of the debri?,

waited the morning, when help should come.
Amid all the horrors of the scene I felt a

thrill of happiness in having Alice looking at

me as her sole protector, and through the

night laying her head on my shoulder, in

sheer weariness and exhaustion, suffering my
arms to support her.

I felt as if I had known her for years.
Was the gentle girl who leaned unconsciously
on me, whom I had met under such strange
circumstances—was she soon to be severed

from me ? No ! never ! And with the

thought I clasped her closer to my heart.

At last help came : about five o'clock in the

morning an express came from R
, expect-

ing to find a breakdown : they took us up,
and we arrived at R about eight o'clock.

I asked Alice what she would wish to do.

In some confusion she said :

" I know not what to say !

"
But, putting

her little hand in mine, she said :

" Will you,
who have watched over me through that dread-

ful night, who have saved me from horrors of

which I cannot think, see me safe back to my
own home—my own indeed now : it will be

very lonely, no one to welcome me but the

servants : but it is my right place ? Am I

asking too much ?
"

Need I tell the reader my answer ?

I offered myself, a poor surveyor, a

husband as well as protector.
She did not say no.

• * *
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BRACKEN HOLLOW.
A Story in Two Parts.

part I.

" Rough! do you know what this letter

means ? Finish your breakfast, old dog, and
come for a walk up the glen to Bracken Hol-
low : for the old place ahall be brightened up,

the shutters shall be flung open, the chimneys
shall smoke, and the trees shall move away
from before the doors and windows. Youth,
the fairy prince, is coming on tip-toe from

beyond summer seas, to tread the paths green

vol. x. No. 237
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half my errand there was to get a glimpse of

'buy Avon's sleeping face, so fair and

plump, under the blue canopy of her cot. For

Mary Avon was then to me the mystery
of mysteries, as she was in years afterwards

irl, the very sunbeam, the blush-rose of

womanhood.
I will tread lightly, and but a few steps of

this solitary by-path of my story. Let the

roses moulder there where they fell, snapt
from their stems so many years ago, and the

passion-flowers shrivel into dust, and the dead

leaves lie in shifting mounds, stirred only by
the whisper of melancholy w^inds, undisturbed

by the fall of even the holiest foot. Mary
Avon fled from her home to be the wife of one

who broke her heart and deserted her child.

There are days upon which many of the aged
can look back, wrhen words and scenes which
are burned into memory were first branded

there. Such old scars still sting, when these

dulled eyes glance again to the hour when, a

strong and bearded man, I almost knelt to

Margaret Avon in that old red drawing-room
at Bracken Hollow, and sued for Mary's me-

mory and Mary's child. But the crags of

Lurgaedon are not to be toppled into the

valley by pecking birds, nor was the wedge of

stern resolve to be wrenched from Margaret
Avon's soul by prayers. Mary was gone, and,
as though she had never been, the existence

of her child was to remain unrecognised. I

took the little orphan home, and if Hugh was

wronged, I at least was a gainer by his loss.

Up to this date I had known Mar
Avon as a large, comely matron, with pros-

perity lying smooth on her broad foiv'

and a helpful magic lurking in the palm of

her strong, white hand
;
with all her actions,

impulses of charity, of pride, or of anger ;
but
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her eyes fixed perpetually on her desolate

hearth, would not forgive the dead. The only
tie she recognised was the child of her dead

son. The little girl had been born in Italy,

where her father had passed all the later years
of his" Hfe. In this grandchild, whom she had

never seen, all the woman's sympathies with

life were bound up. The child was said to be

delicate, and lest she should inherit her father's

disease, consumption, the anxious grandmother
had decreed, with bold self-denial, that she

should remain abroad with the English lady to

whose care her father had entrusted her edu-

cation,
—should be sunned and ripened by

Italian skies, till the dawn of her womanhood,
'

and that then, and then only, should Glenariffe

be her home. And yet the old woman's yearn- I

ing to see the child was piteous, and I knew
that she dreaded lest death might seal her eyes
before they could be satisfied.

Years passed. I was grey. Hugh «

man, and would soon be a doctor. A naval

life would suit him. I felt that he would go
off in a ship one day and leave me.

He had been studying too closely. I had
sent for him, insisting on a holiday. We
chatting together in the garden. It was a bright

May evening, the hawthorn blossoms were not

yet done, the lilacs were in bloom. The sun

was red on his face, and the la I w

as a child at his new freedom. Observing
him with pride, I thought him more remarkable

for an air of inherent power and a dash of

frankness, than for mere handsome loeks. I

thought I saw his character in his bearing and

nance, pure honour ennobling the brow,

fidelity to truth well-opening the eye, the hot

generous temperament lighting the whole face

with electric glows and sparkles; and the

less gaiety of youth dancing in lights and
shadows on the tossing brown curls under
his straw hat. Some one spoke to me at the

gate. It was a messenger from Bracken

Hollow, requesting me to visit Mrs. Avon. I

left Hugh amusing himself with some little

fellows on the beach, and went. Ma
had a request to make. Grace was on her

way home, was in England. Friends return-

ing from Italy had brought her as fa

their home in London. Would I go and
fetch her to Bracken Hollow I

I thought, Margaret Avon forgets that I am
not still the boy who used to eat her marma-

at yonder table forty years since, and

carry her footstool, and go on her errands

whithersoever she pleased. But the next
moment I felt this to be a churlish thought
for one old friend to harbour towards another,
and I promised to go.

Next day I went. A few words made

Hugh understand the purpose of my journey.

Beyond those few words nothing was said

between us on the matter. Of course the lad

knew all the details of his own story, but his

position was a subject which he never

approached, nor did I wish to hear him speak
of it. I was sure of his fast affection

;
he was

even too grateful for anything I had done for

him ;
but I knew that the pride of the Avons

smouldered in the depths of his nature. I

saw it when he courteously uncovered his head
to his grandmother on Sundays as she came forth

from the village church to her carriage, with

her eyes fixed on the ground lest she should
see him. I detected it in the gnawing of the

lip and contracting of the brows when we
stood to admire some rich bit of wooded land

with a tradition of the Avon family scrawled

over the gnarled trunk of every old tree.

And even more forcibly have I seen it when,
by chance, he has heard himself alluded to by
the kindly peasants who compassionated him

or Mr. Hugh." I knew he felt the

sting of the fire himself, and dreaded the

occasion which might stir it to a blaze. I

knew that he wished all the world to recognise
him as one who felt himself sufficient to carve

his own fortune, and who was too high-
1 to claim any relationship which was

so cruelly ignox
1 went upon my mission. I made my way

to a gay house in a fashionable part of

London. I arrived there in the midst of a

brilliant entertainment. I was expected, and

welcomed. It was all out of my way, and I

should have yielded to the inclination of

fatigue and retired quietly and at once, but
that my curiosity to see Grace would not rest

till morning* When I made my appearance

among the guests, I found them engaged in

witnessing the performance of* charadi

took my place as a spectator, and quickly had
Miss Grace Avon pointed out to me among
the performers. Thus, for the first time, I

saw her in whom afterwards I had so strange
an interest.

Memory has odd whims in her dealings
with the materials furnished to her. Some
she lays by in dim scrolls, seldom to be

opened and with difficulty. Others are spread,
faultless charts, perpetually visible, and yet
marked out in such dull ink that they are

little better than blanks. While, again, some
trivial chance becomes at once a picture,

painted in imperishable colours, glowing with

unfading life, refusing to grow pale with time,
or to be darkened by shadows.

I see her now distinctly. It was a tho-

roughly Italian face, dark and clear, with

bright lips and a rich cheek. I had
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( )ur greeting was short and embarrassed.

I had long since forgotten the more polished

of address between ladies and gentlemen
of the world. I could have spoken a kind

word to this frightened child had I met her at

home among the mountains, but here in these

courtly chambers the mere spontaneous good-
will of nature seemed out of place. I saw her

glide back to the ball-room with a blanched,
cowed aspect, but with a something of proud
reserve that forbade observation. She seated

herself at a distant table and affected to turn

over some drawings, but her face was often

averted to the shuttered window beside her,
as though she studied some record of absorbing
interest written on the blank of the painted
wood. And so, despite my former determined

indifference to everything concerning Miss

Grace Avon, I retired that night filled with a

troubled perplexity, and strangely interested

in the owner of the cold, damp, little hand
that had for a moment touched mine, and the

sombre eyes that had shunned me with an

expression so much like pain and fear scarcely
hidden under their lids.

We accomplished our journey in safety, but

without effecting much more progress towards

friendship than we had made on the evening
of our first acquaintance. An impenetrable"
reserve sheathed the girl. Once or twice I

detected her studying my face with a wistful,

questioning expression in her eye, as though
some burdensome secret hovered on her tongue,
and she tried, unseen to sound me, to discover

whether or not I might be trustworthy to

receive that which she had to tell. This was
the idea which impressed me at the iime, and
from which I could not free my thoughts. It

I an absurd fancy, for what trouble could

she have ? And yet the impression would not

be shaken off, but clung to me with annoying
tenacity.

I assured myself that she was only timid,
and shy of appearing among new friends. It

will wear away, I said
;
and win
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lost in the appalling gusts blown landward

from the lips of implacable sea storms. And
how much more in summer, when the golden \

sheaves stand upon the sunny slopes, leaning

their hot shoulders against one another, and

waiting for the harvest - home ;
when the

|

cunning blackbird scarce knows his way
through the labyrinths of foliage, and when

there is a hidden paradise in every far nook

where the young ashes bend to the water

under their secret, and drip, drip their,

mysterious whispers all day, till the sun gets

tired searching for them among the thickets,

and the moon sends a silver token floating

down the beck, on the crest of a riplet.

As we entered the glens in the fading

sunset, the hills smiled serenely, and the sea

was a stretch of pale gold. The cry of the

mountaineer, as he passed from height to

height skyward, searching for stray lambs, fell

in dreamy echoes through the ether, and we
could hear at intervals the answering bleat of

a sheep from some perilous ledge aloft, where

it looked to our upturned eyes like a snow-flake

drifted white upon the brilliant herbage. It

was to me a moment of exquisite beau;

peace ;
but then in my ear the horses feet wire

trotting to the music of "
Home, sweet

home !

" whereas Miss Grace Avon had been

nursed under Italian skies, and beheld our

wild highland scenery with a st ran lot's eyes.

So I forbore to disturb her meditation as she

sat, quite still, her veil just folded above her

brows, her pale lips fast shut, and her heavy
dark eyes fixed blindly on the dimming
horizon.

Arrived at Bracken Hollow a touching

picture met our eyes. Out in the purple

twilight, sown with blazing stars, growing from

the heavier shadows behind, and framed by
the frowning doorway, a tall bent figure

stood. A shaking, withered hand grasping a

stick, a rugged face softened with yearning
a hard-lined mouth unwontedly n

and quivering, and frozen eyes melting with

foreign moisture. So I saw Margaret Avon,
and in spite of fidelity to Hugh, I was touched

to compassion for the woman who, having
within her rills of tenderness so warm, could

have suffered pride to petrify her life, and
turn her to the thing of stone I had known
her for the many past years.

So she stood with her one shrivelled hand
stretched forth in eager greeting. I felt

Grace's fingers slip from my arm, and before

I could prevent her the strange girl lmd sunk

upon her knees at her grandmother's feet,
with her face to the flags on the threshold.

"My child, my dear, my darling ! what is

this?" quavered forth the poor old rusty voice,

while the shaking hand tried to drag upward
the bent dusky head from which the bonnet

and veil had fallen. "Be not frightened, my
love, but welcome, a thousand times welcome,
to your poor old grandmother's home,—your

poor old grandmother, your poor old lonely

grandmother !

"
she kept on repeating, wrhile

Grace, creeping to her at last with a sob,

suffered herself to be gathered to the old

woman's heart. I left them sitting on the

hearth in the red drawing-room, Grace with

her face buried in Margaret's gown, and the

old hand passing fondly over the thick curls.

Two mornings afterwards I was sitting by
the open window in the sun, reading the
" Lancet." Hugh was standing at the book-

case, poring into a book. The parlour door

was ajar, and the hall door wide open, as it is

the fashion for Glen's hall doors to stand

during the day. I sawr a phaeton, which I

knew, draw up "a few perches away, and in it

I sawr two figures, which I also recognised.

The younger sprang from the step, and came

quickly toward the cottage. She passed in

at the gate, in at the open door
;
a tap came

on the panel outside, and there she stood

before us—Grace Avon.

r had anything so bright gladdened
our sober little parlour. The white dress, the

black gossamer shawd hanging from her arms,
the slouched hat, with its rose-coloured ribbon,

crowning the ripe face and cloudy curls, ;ill

made up a picture whose rich sweetness was a

to the eye. A glamour of enchantment

seemed to enter the room with her, a southern

breeze stirred in the motion of her gown, a

streak of Italian sunshine seemed to follow

in her wake through the door. I thought
M Man -"> hair was just one shade darker than

the laburnum blossoms, and Mary's eyes were

the colour of forget-me-nots, but this is a

beautiful woman." As she entered Hugh
started, and looked up with a hasty glance of

honest and ardent admiration, whose warmth

surprise forbade him to moderate . The young
lady seemed to resent this involuntary homage

|

of poor Hugh's, she flushed, returned his bow

stiffly, and having delivered her message,
followed me from the room.

"Who is he?" she asked, abruptly, in the

hall.

I was angry for Hugh, and felt harshly
towards her at the moment. I answered

brusquely :

"He is your cousin, Miss Avon, who has

at least as good a claim to your grandmother's
favour as you. Were he righted, you would

not be the wealthy heiress you now are."

She fell back as though fetunned by my
words, and I passed her to speak to Margaret
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"It is a strange, wayward, and I believe

tature," I thought, as I went on my
having sent her back to the house.

Returning past the gates, and finding myself
in a different mood from that in which I had

•d Margaret Avon's invitation, I turned

into the avenue, and walked along by the soft,

! noiseless turf. Soon I was startled for the

second time that night by seeing a slight figure

moving among the trees. It was passing to

and fro, to and fro upon the grass quite near

me. I stopped where a tree hid me from the

danger of being seen. Heaven knows I did

not mean to be a spy upon the poor girl, but

I was deeply interested in her. The moon
shone large and clear down through the

branches on the mossy roots and trunks, and
on the rich wilderness of the underwood,

throwing dim flitting shadows over the im-

patient white figure that paced and paced, and
would not weary nor rest. While I stood,
with a fear and a foreboding of I knew not

what stealing upon me and mingling with the

sympathy which had been keenly awakened,
the figure suddenly paused in its walk, the

arms were flung above the head in an attitude

of abandonment, and a loud groaning whisper
reached me through the clear still air—
"Not my fault—not my fault ! O God,

pity me!"
I went home.

M. LE COMTE DE POOTIS DE SAINTE-
HELENE.

Before the discovery by French novelists of

the singular fact that the men who are the

salt of the earth and the saviours of society are

to be sought in convict prisons, to which they
have been mistakenly condemned for robbery
" with effraction," there existed another crimi-

nal type, which for a long time I ly in

vogue, alike with romance-writers and play-

wrights. Most of our readers must recollect

how, in the dramas of a certain class, the

and scoundrel was wont in the pi

commit robbery and murder, say of a bank

clerk, with his pocket-book full of notes
;
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! Whether Yaljeans really exist it is

not for us to say ;
but that the older scoundrel

was to some extent " founded on facts," a

little episode in the life of a distinguished

nobleman of this class will prove.

One bright May morning in the year 1818

there was being held, in the Place Vendome, a

review of the troops in garrison at Paris. A
crowd of spectators surrounded the soldiers,

and gazed at the brilliant uniforms of the

officers, who, as is their wont on such occa-

sions, marched busily about without appearing
to notice the admiration of the spectators.

Had they only deigned to cast a pitying glance
on the gaping

" civilians" they must have

remarked that one of their number, the

lieutenant-colonel of the 72nd legion, was

obstinately watched by a miserable tatter-

demalion, who had managed to wriggle into

the front ranks of the crowd. Squalid, half-

starved seemingly, this pertinacious watcher

might have been merely a beggar ;
but two

minutes' examination of him would have con-

vinced Vidocq, then at the head of the French

police, that he was a convict at large. In

fact Darius—so was our tattered friend called—if he were, as we might suppose from his

name, a descendant of the royal house of the

Achsemenidae, had indeed fallen from his high
estate

;
he had only just left Toulon after an

imprisonment of twenty years for forgery.
"It can't be," said Darius; "how could he

be here, and in this company 1 Blazing with

decorations, too—I'm mistaken." Yet still he

watched the brilliant soldier as he walked

proudly about. "Ah!" he said, presently,
" I'm right after all

;
there's no mistaking the

old nervous twitch. But what's he up to

here ?" Darius had no difficulty in learning
from the bystanders all about the lieutenant-

colonel
;
few men were better known in Paris

than the Count de Sainte-He'lene.

In 1808 Marshal Soult had received orders

from Napoleon to march into Spain, with

which country France had recently become at

war. Men with a knowledge of the country were

wanted, and when the Count de Sainte-HeK-ne

offered his services they were gladly accepted,
for he had served as an officer in Spain, in

party warfare, and with distinction, too, for he
bore the decorations of Alcantara and of St.

Vladimir, conferred on him for his bravery.
He had, besides, shown to Soult papers on
which he established his claim to his title, and
which testified to his having seen service, not

only in Spain, but also in America. Soult
made him a major, and everywhere the respect
due to their rank was paid to the count and
countess—for the gallant soldier was married.
He served well under Soult, and when the

first restoration came he returned to France,
and obtained a private audience of Louis
XVIII. The king received with every mark
of respect the last of an old and noble race

;

listened with sympathy to his account of his

family and their misfortunes; and promised
his lasting favour and protection. When Napo-
leon returned from Elba, the king retired to

Gaud, and among those who were faithful or

discerning enough to follow him was the inde-

fatigable count, whose devotion to the royal
cause could as yet be paid only by promises of

what should be done when the tyrant was
once more driven out. At the end of the

Hundred Days the king and his followers

returned to Paris, and the count rejoined his

wife, whom he had left in the capital. The

king did not forget his promises ;
it was at his

express desire that the count had been made
lieutenant-colonel of the 72nd legion. He
lived with his countess in grand style, and was
received into the highest society ;

he increased

in favour with his royal master
;
wras made a

member of the legion of honour, and, at the

time of our story, it was asserted that he was
about to be named aide-de-camp to the Duke
of Angouleme, the king's nephew.

This was what Darius might have learnt,
had he had leisure to make full inquiry; but

keeping his eye constantly on the officer, he
lost not a moment in following him on his

return home at the end of the review. But the

convict was not satisfied with merely learn-

ing the address of the officer
; following him

closely, he entered the house almost at the

same time with him. "Do you recognise
me ?

" said he, as he stood face to face with the

count in his drawing-room. Recognise him!
And the question asked, too, in a way that

implied long familiarity ! No wonder that the

count replied by a counter-question, scarcely

polite,
" Who's this fellow ?" " I'm

Darius," said the convict; "and we were in

the same chain at Toulon. Do you know me
now?" "The Count do Sainte-He'lene has

nothing to say to a scoundrel like you ; get
out of this directly, or I tell my footman
to turn you out." "You're the scoundrel,"

says Darius. "
Count, indeed ! you're no more

a count than I am. You're Peter Coignard—
d'ye hear ? Peter Coignard, I say, who got
fourteen years for housebreaking !

" Without
further noticing Darius, the count rang a bell.
" Mind what you're at," said Darius, u I

don't want to hurt you, and I wouldn't have

split. I'm hard up, and want a little help—
that's all

;
but if you turn me out, you'll

repent it." But a livery servant had entered,
and on a sign from the count the tattered man
with a royal name was bundled out of doors.
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Not at all disheartened with the result of his
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you ?
"

at last asked the

->ld soldier, his face crimson

age at the thought that a convict held

high rank in his own honourable profession.
"
Keep me here, my general," replied Darius,

"and fetch Coignard, and bring us face to

(ace ; but first of all, for Heaven's sake, give
me 8' to eat. I haven't touched a

morsel to-day." While Darius was despatch-

ing a hearty meal, under lock and key, an

ly was sent to the lieutenant-colonel with

n to betake himself to head- quarters.
' omte de Sainte-Helene," said the

wrathful general, when the accused officer stood

him, still in full uniform, and displaying
all his decorations, "you can no longer abuse
the ( . t and myself ;

I have learnt

who you are—Coignard, an escaped convict!"

it in the least betraying himself, the

count merely asked permission to return home,
to fetch documents which would

establish his identity. "One moment," said

the general, and Darius was forthwith brought
in. A slight embarrassment of manner be-

trayed the oonntfi n at the turn

nd when he began to load
• "^th a! ;i l became con-
i that the convict was right. Cutting

short tho warm .hich had begun, he

ny the count to
his house, i,t of him for a

D tile ha 1 the
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! tess, in whose company he had been left
; but

thinking, at last, that it was high time the
! count had found his papers, he opened the

door of the room into which he had gone—it

was empty.
" Where's your master ?

" he

asked of the only servant he could find.
" He

went out an hour ago," was the answer,
" and

by now is far enough off." It was too true,
and it was only some weeks afterwards that he
was arrested in the company of some notorious

scoundrels, to whom he had fled.

Was he really the Comte de Pontis de Sainte-

He'lene, the noble emigre* who had won back

by his sword a position lost in troublous times,
or was he the escaped convict that Darius

asserted him to be 1 The question of his iden-

tity was quite set at rest by overwhelming
proofs which were brought before the Court of

Assizes of the Seine, and Coignard, together
with Rosa Marcen, the ex-countess, and six ac-

complices, including his brother, the footman
who had ejected Darius, were brought to trial.

An investigation of very many months had

brought to light the past life of this extra-

ordinary scoundrel. He was the son of a vine-

dresser, and was himself brought up as a hatter,
a trade which he had abandoned to enter the

army of the Convention as a grenadier. His

military career was, however, cut short by the

discovery of several burglaries in which he

had been engaged, and for which he was in

1800 sentenced to fourteen years' hard labour.

Two years only of this time had passed when,
in spite of every precaution, he managed to

escape from Toulon. On the night following
his escape he contrived to embark on a vessel

bound to a Spanish port. He was set onshore,
and at a town near the coast fell in with his

future companion. This wras a girl who had
been in the service of the Count de Sainte-

Helene, the last of an ancient and noble family
who had left France at an early stage of the

Revolution and had entered the Spanish m

in which he had afterwards gone to South

America. Here he greatly distinguished him-

self by his courage and thorough uprightness ;

but his health gave way, and ho return*

Spain, which he reached only to di

untry and friends, and bereft of I

his name and his sword
;
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he had. Discussing the means of raising money,
the pair found that nothing remained to them

but this casket, which a Jew had long wanted

to buy of the girl. Before selling it, Coignard

thought it would be as well to look at the

contents. They were the dead count's patents

of nobility, and certificates of his having served

honourably in Spain and America. The next

day the pair left that part of Spain, assuming
the names of the Count and Countess de Sainte-

Helene, and Coignard, as an exile with no

dependence but his sword, soon found military

employment in a country where a title pos-

sesses a sort of charm.

We know in part what was the subsequent
life of this man, and have seen how he was in

a fair way to reach the highest honours, when
the revelations of an old fellow-convict toppled
him down

;
but the most singular part, per-

haps, of his career remains to be noticed. As
far as could be learned, his conduct for a

period of ten years after his escape from prison
had been free from crime, except of course as

regards the assumption of a borrowed title
;

but it wras in Paris that his old course of guilt

had been run, and on his return to Paris he

renewed acquaintance with his former asso-

ciates. His intelligence and boldness, and the

high social position he occupied, placed him

naturally at the head of an organised band, of

which, next to himself, his countess and his

brother were the most distinguished members.

Coignard, accompanied perhaps by his lady,
would pay a visit to some great man, and
would take advantage of a momentary absence

to get an impression of the locks of drawers

in which he had reason to suspect that valuables

were kept. A plan would then be arranged

by the band
; the absence of the master of the

house would be known to Coignard, and by
him notified to his associates, who in a twinkling
would carry off all the plate in the house. On the

morrow Coignard would call, sympathise, and
offer his services in tracing the robbers. After

a while he would declare to the police that he

had made discoveries, and, having put them on
a wrong scent, would be at liberty to plan a

fresh enterprise. Others, again, had bitter

reason to recollect visits of the countess, during
which Alexander Coignard, the footman, would

carefully study the weak points of the house,
from which all the plate would disappear soon

after.

On his trial Coignard persisted in claiming
his assumed name. To the president, who
addressed him as simple Peter Coignard, he

replied : "I have already had the honour to

inform M. le President that my name is De
Pontis, and that I will not answer any ques-
tions addressed to Coignard ; if death stared

me in the face, I would say the same thing."
The president was obliged to give way, and
thenceforth addressed him as "first prisoner."
No doubt whatever was left in the minds of

the jury that they had before them Coignard the

convict
;
he had in fact in an unguarded moment

betrayed himself while in prison. It was, how-

ever, fully proved that his conduct and courage
while serving in Spain had been deserving of

the highest praise, testimony which he sup-

ported by baring his breast before the audience,
and showing them the scars with which it was
furrowed. It was to these facts, and to a certain

dignity in his manner, that he owed the merci-

ful consideration of the jury. He had shot at

an agent of police who had tried to arrest him,
but he was acquitted on the charge of attempted

homicide, and after a trial of two days, was

condemned to hard labour for life.

An immense crowd flocked to the Bicetre to

witness the departure of the chain in which was

the felon whose daring fraud had brought him
into the presence and favour of his sovereign,
and in every town through which his road lay

the same curiosity was excited. His arrival

at Toulon, his old place of confinement, was

hailed with enthusiasm by his old comrades.

The ex-countess, who had been acquitted,

followed him to Toulon that she might still be

nrar him in his captivity, and there she re-

mained till he dieci, at the end of a few years.

The previous dispersion of the old French

nobility, and the unsettled state of affairs in

France, go some way to explain the success of

Coiguard's fraud
;
but the social position which

he reached, and the length of time during which

he maintained it with perfect external pro-

priety, place him perhaps at the head of all

modern swindlers of this stamp.

OUR BANKERS.

Well do I remember going, when a child,

upon errands to my father's bankers, Messrs.

Pound, Schilling, Pense, & Co. The little

slips of green paper, so curiously inscribed with

phrases and devices, filled in by my father

with figures, and signed with his signature, I

can see now : the solid, ringing pieces of gold
and silver that I received in exchange are

still tingling in the palms of my hands. That

pale, solemn, stoical face of the cashier,

intrenched behind the high mahogany desk

which I had to storm—its expression of intel-

lectual concentration never brightened by a

ray of mirth, or ruffled by those multifarious

noises which I thought enough to confound it

—is present to my mind's eye at this moment.

I can see, too, those pliant fingers of his,

seized at particular moments with fits of con-
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to be one of those whose savings go to

up the million which at this figure is

sum, what less than the treasure in the h
of but one of these institutions, makes even a

Scotchman nervous when ideas of a banker's

insolvency enter his head. My innocent un-

derstanding soon came to perceive that the

difference between a banker and his customer

was this. The former keeps his mind at ease

by reposing faith in no one
;
the latter, by im-

plicit reliance upon the firm with which he has

his account.

Times, it is believed, are mended
;
and a

good job too
; for, in 1814, eighty-nine coun-

try bankers came to ruin. In 1825 also there

was an awful havoc among them, scarcely a

town of any importance throughout the coun-

try escaping the spectacle of a firm which had

stopped payment During this year there were
in all trades 1,107 gazetted bankrupts. Fancy
the long'faces, the empty tables, the cheerless

firesides, the lean bellies and sorrowful hearts,

disappointed of the dearest expectations which

ordinary prosperity had warranted among thou-

sands of men, women, and children. One

bankruptcy in London occasioned, during the

panic in question, the stoppage of no less than

forty others who were their country correspon-
dents. It is worthy of note that, in despite of

this general epidemic, not one Scotch bank was

apparently a bit the worse for it.

In 1847 the commercial earthquake was even

more disastrous
;

so that, although no one

would of course quarrel with that etiquette
which forbids any allusion to the liability of a

derangement, or the possible suspension of the

functions of life, in these establishments, such

things have occurred ;
and for my part they

have dispelled some of those superstitions with

which I originally regarded the characters of

Messrs. Pound, Schilling, Pense, & Co. and

their whole fraternity.

But they do deal with the devil in one

as I always thought, and as they who know

anything about the secret consult at i.

the partners, or managing directors, are unable
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confidence they had for so long past been

placing in the solvency and integrity of Short-

quill ; and, besides, Shortquill was not a credit-

able man to trust or have any connection with.

There were suspicions abroad of his having
mixed himself up with a notorious scheme

which would not bear the light. Pound

proves to be right. Shortquill fails to meet

his engagements, and being implicated with

one or two well-known swindlers in the abduc-

tion of certain securities, in which he has

illegally inserted his own name and then used

them as a means of raising the wind, he takes

the express train to Liverpool, where a steamer

in which he has secured a berth is making

ready for a transatlantic voyage. The whole

affair was so clumsily executed, and Shortquill's

character had been blown upon for so long,

that, in spite of the losses sustained by Pound,

Schilling, <fe Co., it is judged best to hush up
the matter, lest customers and the public
should take alarm at the rap (not downright

blow) they had received, and show some

uncomfortable feeling about the imprudence
and simplicity of tho bankers, and the danger

arising from the disreputable company into

which they had fallen.

The seeds "of that frightful malady which

must not be named exist, though not developed,
in every bank in the world. Country gentle-

men, with a regular income derived from rents,
often go on in their expenditure like a well-

made clock. So many ticks— so many minutes—so many hours, and the circle of the day is

completed. The banker knows pretty well

how far the instalments of revenue will go,
aud how long the periodical sums paid in to

the credit of the worthy squire will last, and
all not likely to be wanted he appropriates to

his own purposes. He provides on the same

principle for the wants of his cornmerei.il

clients. Now, bankers mean men who take

charge of your money, and pay it all back

again on demand. This they engage to do
;

but it is lucky they are so seldom asked to

fulfil their promises, or this unhappy chronic

condition would be inconveniently obvious.

Of course, it is in the nature of the system.
When I ceased to look upon bankers as magi-
cians, I was at a loss what to think of them.

Statistics are not very easily to be got at,

so much fluctuation and intricacy belong to

monetary science. But it has been computed
that in London alone money transactions are

carried on through the medium of our bankers
to the average amount of five millions every
week-day in the year. In the entire United

Kingdom we have a quarterly circulation of
about nine millions, and this is divided among
about 440 private and joint-stock banks.

The amount held as deposits by the various

houses throughout the country may be safely

estimated at two hundred millions, at the least,

and half of this is at call. Everybody knows

that, as the bankers employ this money at a

profit not only sufficient to cover the interest

they allow the depositors but to transfer some-

thing over and above into their own coffers,

they would be totally unable to return any
considerable proportion of it at once, supposing
a combined demand were made upon them :

and this is just what is m#ant by a panic.

Some pervading misgiving, mostly well founded,
seizes upon the community with the force

and suddenness of an electric shock. Then
comes a run upon the banks. Money is de-

manded. But if our bankers had always an

adequate sum in hand for meeting . such a con-

tingency, it would be far worse for them than

shutting up shop altogether ;
for nobody could

open a bank upon such terms. However, the

result of all this is the stoppage which none

may mention, and which appears to surprise

the most reckless banker, as much as the

-t of a confiding public. And now
comes the one shilling in the pound. All this

I to think, and I must acknowledge it

now seems as if it had, a dash of Satanic

agency in it. An unconcerted combination,
so impetuous as to defy the restraints of every
human influence, for the ruin alike of the

bankers and the infatuated victims themselves

among whom and for whose supposed interests

it originated.

To understand the business of banking in-

volves a certain amount of mathematical know-

ledge. Algebraical equations are necessary to

give sums at simple and compound interest, at

simple and compound discount
;
to show the

relative profits of discounting long and short

bills, and what may be made under all the

complicated conditions of giving and taking, in

which so much of monetary science consists.

Although in practice, tables serve for supplying
much of this information, according to the

doctrine that every engineer should know

something about the construction of his ma-

chine, the cashier, the ledger-clerk, or the Co.,

ought assuredly to have minds enlightened by
some algebraic lore. A suspicion of this was

of course a raison de plus, in my infancy, for

holding the opinion I had conceived of bank-

ing ;
and I agreed with our forefathers in con-

sidering science of this sort and the cabalistic

arts so closely allied, that a lighted faggot

ought to be the discouraging prospect of all

addicted to the pursuit of such wickedness. I

have since discovered that inductive philosophy
is at the root of all the mysteries, sorceries,

and enchantments in which our bankers—
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the value of which is derived from the Bank of

ad rate of discount, was never known to

than this latter quotation. To do

all this safely with his customers' money, re-

qiures circumspection. He has to busy himself

not only with the characters and affairs of his

customers, but of those upon whom his cus-

tomers are accustomed to draw bills, that is,

his customers' creditors and connections. City
men often talk of bad times, of things being

(to use that elegant phraseology which is not

unusual among them) as " dull as ditch water,"
of "

nothing doing," and of " business being
at a deplorable stand-still." The present
moment is such a time. Gold has been got at

by the French for defraying the expenses of

the Mexican expedition ; a vast quantity of

it is gone to St. Petersburg, and the new pro-
ducers of cotton have received large cash pay-
ments for the fruit of their industry.

This makes it dear at home and in many
other markets, and therefore sends up the price
at which the Bank of England wr

ill buy the debts

I have just identified with bills brought to be

discounted. As things may become worse,
small capitalists abstain from investing their

spare cash at present, hoping for the more

advantageous terms which lower prices would
confer

;
and accordingly they rush to the

deposit banks, and there avail themselves of

the handsome interest allowed for the use of

their money. Alarmists are a race I detest;
but since I have laid aside my notions of dia-

bolical agency in the conduct of banking

affairs, I have come to believe in the risk we
all run when an overplus of dear money gets
into the hands of dealers, who, being compelled
to employ it at a high rate of interest in order

to create a margin for their own profits, are

unable to exercise all that caution of which the

disposal of a smaller sum necessarily admits.

These observations have reference principally
to our joint-stock banks, about which I will

now say a few words.
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era, and would have thriven exceedingly well

(as
the Jews have shown us) without any

Christianity at all. History speaks of Antis-

theues and Archistratus of Athens as eminent

bankers in this sense, though, by the way,
the same authority informs us that 400?. in

English money was about the extent of their

yearly transactions. The Roman argentarii

approached nearer in the nature of their busi-

ness to the private bankers of us moderns.

Then, when Sebastian Ziani, Doge of Venice,
raised a forced loan to carry on the war against

Frederick Barbarossa, commissioners, called

the Camera degli Imprestiti, were appointed
to manage the payment of the interest

;
but

this again was a public state bank, and deve-

loped into an institution of great commercial

renown. The Crusaders found immense faci-

lities in the use of this bank. Its capital was,
at its commencement, 433,333?. of our money,
and it terminated its career only with the

overthrow of the Republic. The bank of

Amsterdam, that of Hamburg, of Rotterdam,
and of Stockholm sprung up in succession

;

but it was not until the middle of the seven-

teenth century that the trade of banking, in the

modern acceptation of the word, commenced
in this country; and this in spite of the

Lombards, who long ere this had carried on a

species of business, from which however the

great bankers of the day are hardly proud to

trace their own. Note, that at this time

interest for loans was twenty per cent. : a rate

deemed so usurious, that a law was enacted

reducing it to ten. These traditions have

their disciples still among those who exhibit

the three golden balls.

The banks of Messrs. Child and Messrs.

Hoare were both founded before the Bank of

England, which began its career in 1693 very

humbly. Just one hundred years afterwards

there were existing in London fifty- six private

banks, including of course the above-named

veterans, twenty-three of which now remain, and

eighteen new ones have sprung up since. Of
these eighteen, four are the production of the

last thirty years. And now, just observing
that in England, Wales, and Scotland there are

about seven hundred and thirty-three of these

establishments, we come to close quarters with
the joint-stock banks, which certainly assume
the best form under which this business has

hitherto been conducted ; for if the misfortune
which is never mentioned should happen to

one of them, it might cause ruination to the

shareholders it is true, but mere customers !

would feel the blow fall lightly. And this is

a great point gained.
In 1826 the statute was passed which per-

mitted the formation of this class of banks.

Previously they were said to be incompatible
with the privileges of the grand monopoly
in Threadneedle Street. The encouragement
afforded by the -Act in question was slight.

Lancaster inaugurated the new enterprise, and
Huddersfield followed; but not until 1833 did

the movement receive any marked impulse.
In 1830 a mania in its favour prevailed, as

remarkable as the lethargy with which it began.
The first quarter of this year produced forty.
1834 is celebrated for giving birth to the

London and Westminster. It was the largest

partnership in England, exclusive, of course,
of certain chartered companies like the Bank
of England itself. The reception it met with

was anything but cordial. First it was politely
denied entrance to the Clearing-house, of which
marvellous place of accommodation I shall

speak presently. Then the Bank of England
downright refused it the convenience of a

drawing account
;
and other persecutions fol-

lowed sufficient to furnish materials for a

complete history of little-minded ness and pre-

judice. But the Act of 1844 came in time to

rescue our first London joint-stock bank from

these indignities, before the struggle against
them had done any substantial harm. It was

emancipation ;
and its beneficial effects are

d by the abundance of this class of

banks and their prosperity. The 50,000?. of

paid-up capital with Avliieh this enormous

trading concern commenced has been since

increased to one million.

Before the enactment of 1844, amusing ano-

malies existed. One member might rob the

other members, that is, the firm, with perfect

legal impunity ; for, a man being incompetent
to sue himself, and individuals of the same

corporation, constituting each but one part of

a whole, with no distinct and independent

nee, a remedy at law was not possible,

in cases of fraud among the partners. Then,

again, clergymen being, by virtue of their

office, prohibited from participating in coni-

1 speculations, all contracts made by
those banks which had spiritual persons among
their shareholders were declared to be void

and illegal. An alteration in the law was a

thing needed, in respect of the public safety

also, as well as fairness towards the new
bankers. It must be confessed that the capa-

city for imposition first betrayed by the ma-

nagers of joint-stock banks required correction.

Their announcements touching the amount of

their capital, and how it was disposed of,

savoured of a school of deception too unrefined

for the taste of those who keep bankers ; and,

accordingly, it was right that an Act of Par-

liament should compel a thorough and periodi-

cal revelation of these and similar secrets.
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and not a

or sovereign is employed in the

adjustment of accounts quite fabulous in

nitude. Sometimes nearly 7,000,000?. in a

re dealt with in this concise man
and on days appointed for the settlement of

accounts on the Stock Exchange, the amount
of business passing through the Clearing-house
has occasionally equalled some 16,000,000/.

sterling. At any rate, 1,000,000,000?., on a

moderate average, goes through this process

annually. How many loaves of bread and

coarse woollen shirts, nay, how many tureens

of good green turtle soup, and silk robe

gilded equipages, are represented by these few

figures !

The clearing-room is fitted up with desks

for every one of its members, whose names are

arranged in alphabetical order over each. The

collecting clerk, having assorted his cheques,
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the house he has claims on
;
and as each fol-

lows his predecessor in their circuit from A. to

B., B. to C, and so on to the end, the anima-
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quarter of an hour, is quite refreshing ;
a cage

of canaries is not more remarkable for the

noise and agility of its inmates.
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JOHN OF PADUA.*
(a legend of longleat.)

John of Padua duly came,
A grave wise man, with a dark pale face,

He sat him down with a pondering brow,
And rule and compass to plan and trace

Each door and window, and terrace and wall,
And the tower that should rise to crown them all.

*
Longleat, the seat of the Marquis of Bath, situ

the bo* tutiful example of Italian

architecture of the EUaabethan age. It was some forty
n building, cost a fabulous sum <.f money, and waa

the work of John, an architect of Padua.

Ha ! many a summer sunrise found

Wise John at his great and patient toil,

At his squares, and circles, and legends, and lines,

And many a night he burnt the oil :

'Till the house with its pillar'd porch began
To slowly grow in the brain of that man.

Long lines of sunny southern wall,

With mullioned windows row on row,
And balustrades and parapets,

Where the western wind should wildly blow
;

And cresting all the vanes, to burn,
And glisten over miles of fern.
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When thirteen Junes had burnt away,

The house arose as out of a drea
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For John of Padua sat there dead.
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though a
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, ivacious expression : these are the chief

ics of the latter—characteristics

which are deteriorated in the peasant, but

never obliterated. I shall not easily forget

the faces of two country girls I saw from the

railway carnage, when within an hour's journey

of the capital. We were waiting for refresh-

ment, which, under ordinary circumstances,

means a scramble for something we seldom

get, never finish, and pay double for ; but,

in the present instance, it was otherwise.

Just beyond the platform stood a little stall,

superintended by two young women, appa-

rently sisters, with tall graceful figures, and

as pretty, intelligent, attractive faces as I

remember to have seen. Quick as lightning

they brought hot coffee, rolls, and cigars to the

window, with an ease and charm of manner

quite surprising in peasants. I had afterwards

frequent occasion to note other instances

in point. Do what you will, you cannot

make an Austrian woman vulgar ;
and there

are no ladies more lively, more accomplished,

more charming, in fine, than those one meets

in the middle-class society of Vienna. There

is something akin to a prejudice in England

against Austrians, for reasons which are

obvious enough. This is a pity. Cultivated,

sociable, eminently agreeable as they really are,

there is no city one finds so pleasant, and

quits so regretfully, as their capital. Of

course, we must not be too anxious as to the

political leanings of our acquaintances ;
of

course, we must turn from their Upper and

Lower Houses of Parliament without very

exact inquiry regarding the liberty
—or non-

liberty
—of speech existing there : then all

goes well, and we shall give Vienna and the

Viennese precedence of pleasant place

people. To return to first impressions. Seen

by the way, the country reminds you of a

Suffolk or Norfolk farm, so great and uniform

is the neatness evinced. Not an inch of bank,

not a square yard of field, is suffered to look

slovenly or uncared-for. The lines of railway

tell the same story : the stations are spacious

and well-built, the cuttings and embankments

uiltless, the carriages of all

ate and luxurious to a degree. Slovenli-

dfl a word ignored by the

tt bo
;
for everyone knows hon

rally due to

bhan 1

pital, which lies in :i plain,

: Ms. Aim
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awaits you. Xot wishing to be imposed upon,

you change two or three five-florin pieces at

the bureau ch baggage, and receive in return a

bundle of dirty little scraps of paper. In

answer to your look of horror, and two or

three words of agitated German, the official

suavely informs you that half a dozen of the

scraps in question represent Austrian florins,

value two shillings each, and the rest six

Austrian kreutzers, value twopence !

Now, I had always looked grudgingly at

the heavy silver guldens of South Germany,

feeling that my bright English sovereigns went

at a terrible sacrifice
;
but this state of things

seemed ten times worse. What purse was

ever capacious enough to hold three or four

dozen bank-notes, even though twopenny ones ?

And then, to lose the pleasant jingle of loose

silver in one's waistcoat pocket was no ordinary

deprivation. It had to be endured, however.

During a residence of some months in Vienna,
I never saw a single silver or gold coin of the

realm in circulation. You pay your cabman
with a dozen screws of greasy paper ; you tip

the omnibus-conductor with a twopenny bank-

note
; you pay the house-porter in the same

way if you return home after ten o'clock
; you

throw a bank-note to the beggar at the church-

door ! You see the market-women counting

up their paper money when their fruit-stalls

are emptied ; you see the charitable dropping
it into the crimson collecting-bags in the

churches
;

—on every side crop up evidences

of the critical state of Austrian finance.

And here a curious speculation occurs. So

eagerly is foreign coin received, and especially

English, that the rate of profit on exchange
is most exorbitant. A few years ago it

reached so high as fifty per cent, and last

year it stood at five-and-twenty. It is easy,

therefore, to calculate the advantage obtained

by the very few English residents in Vienna
in receipt of large incomes from England ; and,

supposing an income proportionately large, one

might live on the profit of exchange, I.e., on

nothing ! Thus, if you received two thousand

a-year, you would get two thousand five hun-
dred from your Austrian banker

;
and so on,

ad infinitum. Let us hope, however, for the

sake of the nation, that this state of things will

soon pass away. Of course, for Austrians who
travel abroad, the loss is frightful.

" I should go to London and see the Indus-
trial Exhibition," said many Viennese to me

;

"but when we travel we must pay in silver,
and that ruins us !

"

I have said that the approach to Vienna is

not striking ; but every one must be impressed
with the first appearance of the city within the

ramparts, less, however,from its construction and

embellishment than from its life and colouring.

For these two specialities it ranks, indeed, first

of any European capital. The streets blaze

with colour and animation from morning to

night ; they are not handsome,—narrow, on
the contrary, ill paved and irregular, utterly
unadorned with trees

; and, from their nar-

rowness and the extreme height of the houses,
almost inaccessible to the sun. But the

brightly-painted shutter-signs of the shops,
the gay ice-tents in the Graben, the vivid and
varied stream of population, the change of

costume, and, lastly, the perfect whiteness of

the walls and intense blue of the sky, setting
off all—this makes a picture pleasant to look

upon.
The shop-signs are sometimes really artistic,

and otherwise strike the stranger from their

novelty. On every shutter is a representation
of the choicest articles sold within. The
milkman displays a sketch of hills, pastures,

chalet, and milkmaid
;

the toymaker, an

assemblage of dolls, rocking-horses, whips, and
bats

;
the glove-maker, a gigantic glove, with

tapering fingers ;
the milliner, a full-length

Parisienno in the newest toilette of the

Boulevard des Italiens
;

the confectioner, a

feast of cakes, ices, fruit, and syrups, set

off by crystal vases and flaming drapery ;

tfec.
,

(fee.

Then the moving part of the street is as

variegated as a kaleidoscope. Every fifth man
is a soldier, and the military dress of Austria

is cheerful beyond description, being white

faced with every colour under the sun. The
civil uniforms are as numerous

; postmen,

house-porters, footmen, gendarmes, out-door

servants and in-door servants—all have their

colours. Even the horses are not allowed to

wear sober harness, but must be adorned with

high collars and tassels of blue, green, orange,

red, or purple. Lastly, the fair Viennese

display the greatest amount of taste combined
with the greatest possible amount of colour.

There is this to be said—that all colours

match well with bright vivacious eyes, dark

hair and clear shelly-pink complexions— the

characteristics of Austrian beauty.
When the stranger grows accustomed to

these brilliant effects, other specialities of

street life cannot fail to attract his notice.

Foremost of these is the frecpient transfer of

stage decoration from one theatre to another

(another result of governmental management),—the convenient windows through which agile

lovers or plotters make their escape ; the

storm and forest scenes, with those wonderful

alleys down which glide spirits dressed, as

dress-makers say, "in mull-muslin;"' salons

of princes and throne-rooms of kings ;
—in
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all large cities we naturally rub off indi-

vidual angularities; but in Vienna, of most

sociability carried to perfection,

niie who has spent a season in Paris,

how short and animated appear the

. receptions in the Chausse'e D'Antin or

aibourg St. Germain
;
what inexhaustibly

lively discussions people hold
;

what

things call forth argument ; what little effort

is necessary to keep up the general flow of

spirits and talk. But the Parisians are satis-

fied with mere chatting, they seldom care to

converse. In the salons of Vienna, you are

always certain to find first-rate music and good
conversation. Discussion is not a mere battle-

door and shuttlecock game of words, but an

earnest and thoughtful contest of ideas. Poli-

tics, as an individual property, is of course

ignored as a part of the outlying world, not

over-frequently handled
;
and the Austrians are

not an especially literary nation, so that their

minds are freer to embrace other and more

general subjects. I think I may safely affirm,

of every well educated Viennese, artistic feel-

ings and a wonderfully lively interest in all

that takes place beyond his own sphere.

Music, painting, and the drama, form part
and parcel of his daily life, whilst the condi-

tion and fluctuating events of other nations

offer frequent subjects of thought and inquiry.
As an instance of this, I remember the

effect produced in homely, albeit intelligent,

little circles of my acquaintance, by the great

prize fight between Sayers and Heenan, all the

particulars of which were entered into and

argued upon with as much eagerness as by
ourselves. Go with me to an evening party and

judge for yourself whether Austrian society
is desirable or not. About seven o'clock, you
enter the salon where the guests are assembling,
ladies in demi-toilette, gentlemen -

suits their pleasure. Tea or Al<

spread on the table ready, but the

tin' house is not yet home from hi-

the hostess proposes a little music. Then

tony of persuading to the piano. J

<»ne is capable and willing to take pari in the

evening's amusement, the gentlemen invariably
'>> ladies. By the time I

hex of the family comes in with a kindly
hake and " C

ill sit down bO table. Fresh D

. ham and we.i 1

on the snowy white cloth, and a i

made
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the three o'clock dinner. It seems rather con-

tradictory, but though the Austrian s are the

politest people in the world next to the

French, they invariably allow the hostess to

wait upon her guests. We should hardly
credit our senses if we saw Englishmen allow-

ing their friend's wife to go round the table

with a plate of confectionary like Mary the

housemaid : in Vienna such feelings must be

indulged in silently. Tea over, the married

ladies bring out their knitting and chat over

household topics, the play, the Prater, and the

Court
;

the young people cluster round the

piano ; cards, bagatelle, and other amusements

are proposed ; everyone is animated, amused,
and in his element. We are surprised when
the wife or daughter of the house comes round

to us a few hours later with chocolate, cream,
or 'patisserie, and declare to her that never

evening went so fast. Yet all evenings are of

the same pattern elsewhere. Dulness and

insipidity are words ignored in Austrian draw-

ing-rooms.
I must say a word or two about their ama-

teur music. The Germans are a musical nation,
but the Austrians are a nation of musicians,

- voila tout ! One might fancy there was some

peculiar organization of the ear to account for

so exclusive a gift, talent, or instinct, call it

what you may—exclusive it certainly is in

gree. What stolidity is to the Germans,
hat brilliancy to the French, what pluck to

the English, is musical genius to the Austrian.

Let any lover of the best music go to Vienna
and judge for himself. He will find young
ladies of good family singing solos in the

churches on Sunday, and feeling nowise de-

graded by such a voluntary service. He will

see business men sit down to the piano in the

evening and refresh themselves after their city
'

work, that way ;
if he goes into the churches

j

during high mass he must elbow his way
amongst a crowd of rich and poor ;

if he visits

the Prater or the Volksgarten he will find I

i -ut-door orchestra surrounded by a de-

lighted audience ;
if he is fortunate enough to

obtain access to any of the singing societies, !

held weekly, he cannot help feeling surprise at

the number, and good standing, and carefully

developed talent of the members.
When the spring season of dinners, balls,

and concerts has passed away, when the pave-
ments grow hot under the feet and the air

blows sultrily from the hills, everyone
"
goes

out of town." Towards the end of May the

general movement begins. Fiacres are seen

hastening towards the railway-station ; waggons
stand at the doors laden and being laden with
beds and sofas

; friends drop in to pay fare-

well visits
; the children are furnished with

so

wl

de:

!?

bathing-dresses ; everyone more or less par
takes in the general movement.

Gmunden, Ischl, and many other spots in

the lovely Austrian Tyrol, are the favourite re-

sorts
; but the majority of middle -class fami-

lies hire unfurnished villas a few miles from

Vienna, the wives and children almost living

out of doors, the husbands and fathers going
to the city daily by omnibus, and catching
breaths of country air at night.

The environs of Vienna are lovely
—moun-

tainous, verdant, and picturesque ;
but the

villages are muddlesome, not to say dirty,

with mud cottages, and refuse heaps here and *

there. The villas are white, square, and uni-

form, but there is this distinction, that the

well kept ones belong to private owners, whilst

those that have handsome draperies in the

upper windows, and miserably grimy children

playing in the court below, are let to all

classes of lodgers, peasants tenanting the

ground floor as in Vienna.

No people more thoroughly enjoy "out of

town "
life, however

;
music and sociability are

never wanting in the evenings, and the children

have their full share of pleasure. I remember
a pleasant visit made by myself to a country
house at Dobling, about an hour's journey from

the city. Passing through two long streets,

unpaved and dusty, with monotonous rows of

white houses, smart above and slovenly below,
I found myself in a little court filled with

piles of wood, rubbish, and furniture. The
house door stood open, thereby affording me a

pleasant glimpse of shrubbery and turf
;
and

brushing past two or three old women plucking

geese in the entrance, I came upon a delight-

ful picture of family enjoyment. The children

were playing under the trees, the papa was

dancing baby on the table, the mamma rea\l

aloud to him from "Jane Eyre;" all was as it

should be in domestic life—innocence, and

gaiety, and content.

By-and-bye two or three acquaintances come

in, bachelors who are glad to leave their lonely
chambers in the scorching city, or occupiers of

the neighbouring villa. We chat over iced

wine till twilight, when tea awaits us indoors ;

our host plays us Beethoven's moonlight sonata

as the moon rises over the hills
;
the young

people busy themselves with lessons ai a side

table
;
and thus the evening passes. The

whole family accompany us to the omnibus
;

we hear many a cheery
" Gute Nacht" at

starting, and in less than an hour, alight under

the shadow of St. S efan's.

One questiou is apt to puzzle strangers.

You may have opportunities of observing vari-

ous phases of Austrian society, but in none

are lovers to be found. Neither in tea-parties
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world through their husband's or father's eyes.

As to discussing politics, a fair Viennese would

as soon think of studying anatomy.
"

I hear," said an old Lady to me once,

"that English women spend most of their time

iing politics, and writing letters and
"What become of their husband's and

children's clothes ? In the morning, ive attend

to the cooking and the linen, after dinner we

go out with the father in the country, in the

tg somebody drops in or we go to the

theatre—where is the time for other matters?"

y young lady learns cooking and needle-

work as an art, and many of really good family
make their own dresses, their father's shirts,

and thi of the family dinners. Read-

ing is resorted to merely as an occasional

usement, and letter-writing hardly comes in

the catalogue of daily pursuits at all.

But now let us consider these statements as

bearing upon the condition of the unmarried

women. They have no husbands to work for,

if advanced in years probably no fathers ;

they cannot go district-visiting ; they cannot,
or rather have not the capacity for newspaper-

reading, letter-writing, endless morning-calling ;

and they are debarred from professional and

artistic occupations. What then remains 1

" There is nothing for women to do but

marry," said a very intelligent lady to me (I

repeat her statement word for word); "and

seeing as they do how poor is the prospect of

single women, they are ready to marry at the

first opportunity
—with little regard to the feel-

ings concerned. An unmarried woman holds no

position in society, and possesses no privileges.

I am only thirty-two, and yet shall soon give

up society altogether, for I find my place in it

so unsatisfactory and disagreeable. I like

dancing, music, and other pleasures, but hardly
dare indulge in the enjoyment of them, or I

am looked on as an interloper by younger girls,—and I may expect no privileges which belong
to more advanced age ;

I must not go to a

theatre or to a concert without chaperonage ;

1 am not at liberty to choose pursuits and

acquaintances for myself ;
in fact, I have no

y than a child of fifteen, whilst I

am debarred from her pleasures. Thus it is in

Austria. Unless a girl m

i ought noi it does

of matrii

unnnmtx i things

Mil!, Dill He) I.
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of domestic life
; and seeing it, only natural

that they should grow up with very lax

opinions of marriage.
"

This verbatim statement from an Austrian

lady, and one well qualified to give her opinion,

is good testimony to an unwelcome fact.

Single women in Vienna are not well off.

Doubtless time and intercourse with other

nations will do much towards altering the

condition of the whole gentler sex in the

Imperial territory ;
but such progress, slow as

it is in all Germany, is slowest there.

To revert again to marriage. The celibacy

of the priesthood, and the excessive prepon-
derence of military, naturally make the settle-

ment of one's daughters a serious thing to

Austrian papas. Officers cannot marry with-

out at least a moderate dowry, for travelling
from place to place renders a soldier's family
more expensive than that of a civilian's—both

at the present epoch expensive enough. Thus,
no one marries a girl without a dowry of some
sort and an immense trousseau, almost a dowry
in itself. Fancy six dozen jupons, six dozen

ix dozen stockings, six dozen

pocket-handkerchiefs, six dozen of every article

necessary to a young lady's linen-chest ! Why,
the husband may think himself a lucky fellow

if he ever lives to buy his wife a yard of calico !

Yet such is the customary outfit of a bride,
no matter what the condition of her parents;

they have, moreover, to find every article of

house linen, kitchen furniture, <fcc. The hus-

band furnishes his own room, and there his

part of the preparation for house-keeping ends
;

but, even yet, we have not enumerated the

various items of the wife's. She must present
her lord and master with six fine shirts of her

own making ! This idea has certainly a whole-

some meaning in it, for what blushing I

would dare to offer slovenly specimens of

needlework on such an occasion ? At .least

the gift incites to skilfulness in the handling
of needle and thread,

—those old-world imple-
ments for fair fingers !

And now I have a funny revelation to make.
In England the very name of bedroom suggests

comfort, privacy, and snugness—a sanctum, in

fact, dedicate " to sleep and soft forgetfulness."
What were my feelings of consternation, on

finding that the Austrian manages had verita-

bly no sleeping apartments ! Yet such is the

Traverse the whole length and breadth
of your friend's house

(as the Stage he hires is

called) after ten o'clock in the morning and
until ten at night, and you would be sorely at

a loss to know where the worthy Herr and Frau
are stowed; where the pretty Fraulein, their

daughter ; where the two idle young gentlemen,
her brothers; where Monsieur their tutor;

finally, where the three domestic servants.

There is room enough, certainly, for all
; you

see elegant salon after salon with velvet sofas

and polished floors, but then people cannot sleep

without beds ! Long and sorely did I ponder
on this amazing subject, not presuming to ask

so impertinent a question—not discovering the

least clue for myself, till at length chance put
me in the way of truth.

One morning I paid an early and unexpected
visit to some acquaintances living in the old

but aristocratic* Schottenhof. The hour was

nine, and I should not have presented myself
but for urgent necessity ; still, on my host's

cordial entreaty, I consented to enter. In the

vorsoal, or entrance hall, lay a pile of small

mattresses, perhaps eight in all, exactly fitting

an ordinary sized couch, and I accordingly
framed my conclusions. The handsome velvet

sofas of the day were turned into bedsteads at

night, and the double debt thereby
" contrived

to pay
"

also answered the purpose of a good

appearance.
But where do the servants sleep ? To

English notions the French system of sending
housemaids to the seventh storey attic is re-

pulsive enough, for we are so domestic that

even our kitchens must be home-like and

happy. What should we say to the fact of

servants having no bedrooms at all ? A
folded up bed in the entrance-hall, chest-wise,

wardrobe-wise, or drawer-wise— a screen put up

during toilette for mass or market—this is the

sole accommodation thought necessary for

maid-servants in Vienna. Often have I come

unexpectedly upon one of these paravents in the

landing, which half an hour later would be

removed, leaving no trace of the office it had

fulfilled except a strong perfume of pomatum.
Where the poor creatures stow their finery,

Heaven only knows, but on holy-days they

array themselves with no little taste and ex-

pense. The reason for so strange a custom

seems to be in the extreme dearness of house-

rent, and the thereby resultant desire of econo-

mizing space. Hiring a set of rooms is a very
different thing to hiring a house, as in the

first case you have to pay for every extra

square foot of flooring; and the idea of hiring

an apartment for domestic servants never seems

to enter the heads of Austrian householders.

The rents are certainly exorbitant ;
I think,

without exaggeration, I may say half again as

dear as anywhere else, Paris only excluded.

For a comfortable set of rooms, not too high

up—say kitchen, dining-room, and four other

apartments, you would have to pay 150J. ayear ;

for a single furnished room in a good situation,

without cooking or attendance, 11. a week
;

and so on. Every one bewails the extrava-
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place day after day, till acquaintanceships are

formed, and strangers talk to each other with

the greatest readiness. It is a curious and

significant fact, that unabatedly as discussion

is carried on by all, politics seldom come on

the topis. The play, the Prater, the fluctua-

tions of the Exchange, the affairs of other

is, the latest news of the city, no other

topic fails to be brought forward but this so

interesting one. Yet the Austrians have now
a parliament and a constitution. How are we
to explain these discrepancies ? English resi-

dents threw out hints to me of cafe'-house

spies, <fcc. (fee, but of course such statements

should be confirmed.

I feel tempted to recall here a whimsical

personal experience touching those very words—parliament and constitution. Travelling in

the front coupe, of a diligence from Ischil to

Salzburg, I found myself in company with a

Hungarian commercial traveller, whilst the

back compartment of the vehicle (divided
from us only by a plate-glass partition) was
full of Austrian officers. The Hungarian made
enthusiastic advances of good-fellowship to me
at once, proving his high estimation by an
inordinate confidence. He told me of his

former exploits in the Hungarian national army,
of his hatred of Austria and everything Aus-

trian ; finally, of his universal contempt for

empire, statesmen, and parliament.
"
They will tell you," he said, with a decla-

matory flourish of the arms,
" that their Upper

house and Lower house are based on English

principles ;
that the country is represented by

those able to do so
;

that the oratory is

patriotic, the government constitutional. Don't

believe a word of it. They have what is called

a parliament, 'tis true
;
but its law is—silence—mum, as children say when they're fright-

ened. Voila tout."

We were going over so uneven a road that

the white-coated officers behind us could hear

nothing of all this, which seemed rather a

pity, seeing how dramatic were the elements

of the "situation." Depend on it, this Hun-

garian COmmU i. lined no

more auti-Austrian feelings than all his
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quite as ready to twit you good-naturedly on

the subject of Kossuth and others.

On the whole, I know of no people who are

pleasanter and more friendly at home than the

Austrians. They are essentially a pleasure-

loving, impulsive, vivacious race, with the

faults that belong to all three qualities. I

should say that the national fault is an over-

weening haughtiness to inferiors ;
but even this

will soon cease to be so absolute a fact as

formerly. Already the educated classes are

getting tired of the constant hand-kissing of

servants, and content themselves with a verbal

submission from them, namely,
" Ich kiist die

Hand ;" whilst only here and there you see

children raising the fingers of uncles and aunts

to their lips. The love of titles and distinc-

tions is strong as ever. I once saw a letter

directed to my housemaid,
" To her wett-born

Caroline Tinke"—wohl-geboren being a common

adjective, and having no equivalent in English
but Esquire, which we don't apply to ladies,

however highly descended they may be. A.

stranger will always address you as " Ond
Herr "

in correspondence ; and if you write to

your washerwoman for her bill, you commence
the letter "gracious lady." It is curious that

such formalities should hold their ground

among a nation eminently sociable and warm-
hearted.

Perhaps I cannot conclude this sketch better

than by simply describing a gala day, as spent by
an Austrian family. In the morning, mass (for

the gala days are generally fetes in the church

calendar), with the gorgeous ceremonies and

grand services of their religion ;
then a lunch

of ices and sweet cakes at a confectioner's, fol-

lowed by a stroll through a picture gallery or

on the glacis, which would fill up the time till

dinner
;
after dinner, a carriage or omnibus to

Schonbrun to feed the monkeys and sit under
the shade, or to Dobling to climb the Rah-

lenberg and look at the prospect ;
next a biscuit,

bought by the way, or coffee in one of the

pretty tents on the Graben, and a hurried rush

to the opera, or the Prater—the latter preferred
if fireworks happen to form an extra induce-

ment on the night in question. I might write

an entire chapter on the Prater,
—it is Hyde

Park, Cremorne Gardens, Epping Forest, and

Richmond, all in one,
—but I forbear. Space

is not permitted me to dilate further on the

amusements of a people who live more than

any other pom fanwutr. Those who would
do the same must go to Vienna.' They will

find the task an easy one.

BEPPO, THE CONSCRIPT.
BY T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.

CHAPTER XIX. ACROSS COUNTRY.

Almost all the habitations that formed
the little village of Santa Lucia were grouped
together, apparently according to no other plan
than such as chance and caprice had dictated,
around an irregularly-shaped little piazza, on

the lower or valley side of the church. On
the other side of it—the side which looked

towards the Apennine—were the churchyard,
the Cura, or parsonage, and a half-ruined

tower, the only remains of a small castle that,

had existed here in the days when the possessors
I

of the soil lived on their land and in strong
castles

;
the days before social progress turned

them from rebels into courtiers. There were
the landmarks of the old social arrangements
still in their normal places : the lord's castle

on the highest, most prominent, and defensible

point of the ground; the dwellings of the

peasantry, his serfs and vassals, huddled

together on the lower ground at its foot
;
and

the church and the priest between the two.
The old tower was thus the last building of

any sort towards the hills. There were, it is

true, one or two other villages higher up,

before the open ground of the mountain range

was reached ;
and the little bridle-paths which

were the only roads above Santa Lucia, mean-

dered from one of these to the other in succes-

sion. But it was easy for anybody who had

a general knowledge of the country, to reach

the open hill -side without passing through

these. It might have been rather difficult for

one having no such knowledge to do so, for

the country was broken into a labyrinth of

little valleys, each with its small stream, ready

to become a scarcely passable torrent after a

little rain ; and although it appeared easy

enough to a wayfarer to steer his course

directly for the high tops to the westward

and northward of him when he stood at the

top of any one of the lower hills, no sooner

had he descended into the intervening valley,

and plunged among the woods with which most

of these valleys are more or less clothed, than

he found himself wholly at a loss as to his

direction and bearings. It was a difficult

region, in short, for "going across country;"

and a stranger under the necessity of travers-

ing it, soon found that his most advisable plan
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was dark enough on all sides for the purposes

yrf any who had deeds of darkness to do.

And Beppo Vanni, honest Beppo, who had

done anything that all the world might
not have been witness to, for aught he cared—^-

(save and except, indeed, that never-to-be-for-

I perpetrated in the moonlight under

the half-way cypress !)
—

frank-eyed, up-looking

Beppo, who had never quailed or dropped his

glance before the eye of any man, was now to

be nii mong those who loved not the

heir deeds were evil.

! In all honesty and truth he did not

know it to be such
;
had every reason, indeed,

it to be the reverse. He was acting

according to the best of his lights, and accord-

ing to the counsel of the guide he had been

it to look up to, revere, and obey from

his childhood upwards I Nevertheless, the
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to discover in the morning that he was

missing. Now, the step he had taken was

so repugnant to him, that he was on the

point of returning to the farm-house while it

was yet time, and telling the priest in the

morning that he had finally determined on

accepting service in the army as his lot in life,

when the recollection came over him, that it

was only by conforming to the priest's a

that he could obtain the recall of Giulia from
the city. To shrink from the course he had
embarked in would be to ensure her con-

tinuance in the society of that accursed man.
The blood rushed to his head and clouded his

eyes as the thought shaped itself with madden-

ing distinctness of representation in his mind.

No ! come what come might to him—let him
himself become what he might—that should

not be. He would save her from that, at all

events. It was horrible to think that even

during these days they were together ;
and he

was in a hurry to start at once on his path of

exile, as if the performance of his part of the

pact would hasten the coming of the moment
when she should be snatched out of that man's

reach.

There was yet, however, one more thing to

be done before Beppo could start on the

journey that was to make an outlaw and a

bandit of him. He was waiting there behind

the old tower, by appointment, for a last

meeting with the priest. That active and

enterprising intriguer chose to see his man off,

and to give him certain instructions for the

facilitation of the object in'view, when there

should be no possibility of his makin

confidences at Bella Luce or at Santa Ln
the subject. It was necessary that the

structions should be precise with regard to

certain names of places and persons which

were to serve as pass-words and mea:
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that he was to be associated in it with his

fellow parishioner ;
and besides, there were

certain means of facilitation and provisions for

the well-being of Beppo Vanni to be made,
which the priest either did not care, or would

not venture, to put in action in the case of a

less valuable and reliable member of his flock.

So Beppo, knowing nothing of the fate or

intentions of his brother conscript, was to

start alone.

The priest did not keep him waiting long.

Three o'clock had been the hour named.

Beppo, in his nervousness, had been at the

trysting-place a few minutes before the time
;

yet, in coming up from Bella Luce, he had
tarried awhile under the half-way cypress !

The little bell in the church tower had not

yet struck the quarter, when Beppo heard a

footstep on the other side of the tower, and
Don Evandro made his appearance.

" So you are here before me, figliuolo mio!"
he said, scarcely above a whisper, though in

truth there were no ears anywhere within

hearing ;

" I am glad to see you so punctual ;

it is a good sign. Now give me your best

attention, for it is very important that you
should recollect the directions I am going to

give you. In the first place, have you
brought any food with you ?

"

"Yes, your reverence! I remembered
what you told me. I have bread enough to

last me through to-day, and a bit of salamc "

(a sort of sausage much used by the pea-

santry).
" That is all right ! Because, observe, it

will be well for you not to enter any village
or house in the course of this day. You are

sufficiently ,
known in all this district to run

the chance at least of being recognised. Not
that there would be much fear of any harm
from any of the people of our hills. Thank

God, they are little likely to feel anything but

sympathy for a fellow-subject of our Holy
Father escaping from the clutches of the

infidel Government. But there is no telling
whom you might fall in with. There are all

sorts of spies and evil-disposed persons about
the country ;

and it is very desirable that no
information of the route you have taken should
reach the ears of the authorities. Therefore,

keep at a distance from all habitations whatso-
ever during this first day. And for the first

night—mark me !
—make, in the first instance,

as directly as you can consistently with

avoiding all villages and houses, for Monte
Conserva. Then, bearing southward, cross
the river at Volpone, under Sant' Andrea, and
make for Monte Arcello

;
and thence go down

till you are near the village of Aqualagna.
You know Aqualagna ?

"

"
Yes, your reverence

;
I have often been

at Aqualagna ;
but I have been by the road

through the Furlo."

"Exactly so. That would be the usual

way to go there, and much shorter than the

route I have traced for you. But it is very
desirable that you should put yourself on the

other side of the Furlo, but should not pass

through it
;
—you understand ?"

The Furlo, it must be explained, is a very
remarkable passage bored through the living
rock by the Jtomans, by means of which the

high road of communication between Umbria,
Perugia, and Rome, and all the region to the

south-west of the Apennines on the one side,
and Romagna and the cities of the Adriatic on
the other, is enabled to thread the valley of

the Cardigliano torrent, instead of climbing
the mountains, as it must have done if these

great road-makers—the ancient masters of the

world—had not opened this extraordinary pas-

sage. The Furlo is situated between the towns
of Fossombrone and Cagli, a little to the north

of the village of Aqualagna.
" Do not attempt to pass by the road

through the Furlo," continued the priest ;

' c either now or on any future occasion while

you may be out
;

for that is the spot where

the road will bo watched, and where any
parties of soldiers who may be scouring the

country will be sure to pass. Remember to

avoid it. By placing it between you and this

part of the country without ever passing

through it, you will throw all pursuit off the

scent more surely than in any other way. The
track across the mountains which I have indi-

cated to you is a long journey—a very long

journey, for one day ;
but not more than such

a pair of legs as yours can do : on the fol-

lowing day you may take it more easily.

Now, observe just outside the village of Aqua-
lagna, as you go on to the little bridge over

the stream that runs into the river opposite
Santa Lucia, you will see a Franciscan friar

sitting by the road-side. He will get up as

you come up to him, and you will say, instead

of l Good evening, fratc !
' * Good morning,

frate !

' Do not say anything else. He will

then walk on, and you must follow him till

he comes to the door of a little oratory of our

Blessed Lady on the other side of the village.

He will just give a tap with his stick in

passing, and walk on. Then you must go in

at the door he struck. You will find clean

straw, and food, and wine. Nobody will

come near you. Eat, drink, and sleep ;

and start on your way before daylight in the

morning, closing the door after you. The
next day," continued the priest,

" take your

way up the stream of the Cardigliano, towards
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beneath, which the friar will

show \ d, and which neither you nor

anybody else would ever find without being
Have you paid good attention to
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the directions I have given you ?
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! so, your reverence. I shall not

ire you to say to the fmte to-

hat to the friars at Santa
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" You know your reverence

said that there wTould be ways of sending word
home and getting news from home."

!" course—of course ! I suppose it is

the last of the two that is most in your mind,
eh ] But that must be left to me. I shall

take care that tidings shall reach you. They
will come to you through those holy fathers

who are going to give you hospitality. Do
not attempt to make any inquiry except of

them. Tidings shall reach you, never fear."

"And your reverence has fixed the day for

poor Giulia's return to Bella Luce ?
"

said poor
Beppo, timidly, yet anxiously.

" On Sunday evening she will be at home in

the farm-house at Bella Luce."
" And perhaps your reverence would please

to let me hear wrhether—whether—whether
her conduct is becoming and such as satisfies

your reverence ?
"

"
Yes, yes ! You shall have all the budget

of home news. "

"And your reverence will be sure to let

me know as soon as I may come home 1
"

said poor Beppo, innocently.
" Of course—of course ! But you must

not be in a hurry. Be content with the safe

asylum provided for you. There will be hun-
dreds of lads in the mountains, to get away
from this accursed tyranny ;

but I doubt if

there will be one among them whose safety
and comfort have been cared for and provided
for them as yours have been."

And this part of the priest's statement at

least was true enough.
"I am not ungrateful to your reverence,

indeed ! Good-bye, your reverence !

"

" Once again, God bless you, my son !

May good fortune go with you."
And so poor Beppo turned his face to the

westward mountains, which had 1

visible in the cold grey light of the coming
dawn during the last minutes of his co:i

tion with the priest ;
and the latfa

to the "
Cura," to make la Nunziator 1

that he was just up.
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have thought the culinary virtues of these fish

worthy of high praise in their pages. Horace,

whom we have ample reason to consider a
" bon vivant," alludes to the excellence of the

mullet, as also does Pliny ;
and during the

reigns of the Csesars, mullets were considered

such choice articles of food, that artificial

ponds were made for the special purpose of

feeding them to perfection. Indeed, amongst
all the luxuries of that luxurious age, none

ranked higher than the pleasures of the table,

and at the head of the list of fish then in

demand, stood the mullet. It is recorded

that enormous prices were given by Apicius,

Vitellius, and others, for red mullets of a

certain size and flavour. At the present day

they are still much esteemed.

There are two varieties of mullet, the red

and the .grey, and the latter are, I think,

the favourites with epicures, although red

mullets are unquestionably excellent. Strictly

speaking, mullets are sea fish, yet the grey
sort are always found in the best condition in

those places where the water is rather brackish

than salt, as at the mouths of tidal rivers and

about large docks. In such places as the latter

they may be seen en the top of the

basking in the sun, or feeding on scraps of

vegetable matter thrown from vessels in their

vicinity. They are taken with rod and line

very easily, and I have seen a small white fly

used successfully as a bait on a very still day.
I have been also told that grey mullets will

take a bait of boiled turnip-tops or "white-

heart
"

cabbage, and I think this probable, for

the following reason : Sailors, it is well known,
are fond of any green vegetable, and when in

dock are in the habit of washing cabbages over

the sides of their vessels, besides throwing
overboard the remains of green garden stuff

which has been boiled with their salt beef or

pork. It is therefore likely that the grey

mullets, which congregate in large numbers

about the dock-entrances, may become habitu-

ated to the taste of green vegetables. "When

I have taken mullet, or have seen them taken,
the baits used have been a small worm, a grub,
a white fly, and once or twice a little piece of

boiled liver. The liver was that of a sheep,
and the bait was cut to about the size of a

pea. Grey mullets are very difficult fish to

land when they are hooked, and I think this

from the softness of the skin of their

mouths. They bite in so dainty and coquet-
tish a way that the hook only just penetrates
the skin of the lip, and the consequence is

that (as when a child in play runs a needle

lightly through the skin of its finger) the least

Qsures the liberty of the mullet. In this

er I have seen very experienced fishermen

lose five mullets on the average out of every

eight fish hooked.

Mullets of both the red and the grey varieties

are taken pretty freely on our British and
Irish coasts, and in the North Sea ;

also on

the coasts of Norway and Sweden. The mul-

lets of the Baltic Sea are very excellent. The

grey mullet, like many other fish of similar

habits, is rather a choice feeder, and does not,
even when it bites freely, bite greedilyr

Red mullets are not so often taken with the

hook as are their grey relations, nor do they

prefer those places which the latter delight in
;

but, on the contrary, are found far out at sea
r

in large numbers, and taken mostly in nets.

It is, comparatively speaking, a rare occurrence

to catch red mullets with hook and line, but

they are occasionally so taken, and generally
in harbours. Red mullets will bite at worms
or a piece of a red mullet. Mackerel, whitings,
and smelts also bite readily at a piece of one

of their own species ; and I have caught large

numbers of whitings with the eyes of other

whitings, when I ran short of bait.

The red mullet is the variety of mullet

most frequently alluded to by the ancients.

Martial mentions a sum of upwards of 2001.

price of a dish of three mullets; 201.
,

307., 50/., re given for fish

Varying from libs, to 811 x. in weight. We do

not see or even hear of such fish in our day,
the mullets on our coasts seldom exceeding a

foot in length, or weighing more than a pound.
The average weight of mullets, both grey and

red, is from half-a-pound to a pound, though
there are to this, as to all other rules, some

exceptions. Mullets are in perfection from

August until February. The red mullet is

sometimes called the striped or sur-mullet.

It is not easy to ascertain to a certainty when

many of our sea fish spawn, as the spawning
season varies according to the condition of

individual fish. Some salmon spawn in Octo-

hilst others do not shed their roes until

Christmas or even afterwards. Mullets spawn
about Midsummer or a little later.

There are many ways of dressing the mullet

for the table, but none comparable, in my
opinion, to the fashion of stewing them in

wine, either Port, Claret, Burgundy, or red

Hermitage, according to taste. Always select

a red wine. A little spice may be added at

discretion. Red mullets fried are good. A

very excellent plan is to cook them enclosed in

small envelopes of fine white paper, in the style

of " Maintenon cutlets." The paper must be

well buttered to prevent it catching fire. The

fish when done should be served very hot, and

then slices of dressed cucumber handed round

with them. Epicures can use any fish sauce
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in Crawford Street, Seymour Place, and

the densely crowded streets in the vicinity of

It is a curious fact in con-

u with the sale of fish, that the nearer a

town is to the sea the less do the inhabitants

n care for a fish dinner. In most
ices fishermen have so little fancy

for the article of their trade, that I have often

known them go dinnerless sooner than make a

meal of it. The distaste of these good
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In the crowded and squalid districts of

London, where the poor, the idle, the ignorant,
and the vicious of all sorts, huddle together in

ad wretchedness, fish form a very favourite

article of diet. Thieves, and the very lowest

outcasts with even more vicious propen

eagerly buy fish of all kinds, the ch-

and most easily procured being plaice, her-

rings, sprats, and gurnards. Great quantities
of gurnards are sold in the neighbourhood
of the Victoria Theatre, the chief purchasers

being the street Irish, who are not at all par-
ticular as to the quality of what they buy,

regarding quantity as the great point. The
hawkers of fish say that the Irish can live well

where the lower orders of English would starve,
and that they buy tainted fish readily if it be

but cheap. About a year ago I was pj

one evening from the "Elephant and Castle"

down the Blackfriars Road, and observed a

costermonger selling gurnards to a number of

women. The fish were disposed of very

cheaply—at the rate of about ten fair-sized

ones for two pence—and yet most of the poor
man's Irish customers complained that they had
not sufficient for their money. I myself heard

the seller refuse the money of some women,
asserting that he should lose by it, if he gave
them as many fish as they demanded.

The red gurnard is caught in the trawl-nets

in deep-sea water, in common with many other

fish. I have occasionally taken one on a hand-

line when fishing for whiting. I have

taken them on my cod-lines, with a herring

bait, but not often. The gurnard is not a

handsome fish : his head is encased in a kind

of spiked helmet of a hard nature, plate. I

were with very thick scales. This renders him
a very formidable foe to the small fish and

Crustacea, on which he feeds. When fishing

for gurnards with hook and line, a shrimp or

prawn should be the bait used, although
nards take the worm also. The tlesh of the

gurnard is wholesome and well tasted, but it

possesses a watery sweetness, which somewhat

detracts from its merit. Gurnards are much

Bought after, as I fa

i recomm<
\
their

No p« ons who
of choice would select a dish of then:

to other and I

in lard or oil, and tin- 1 : 1 1 1

frequei
I in oil,

lard

Asm i 11. B
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BRACKEN HOLLOW.
A Story in Two Parts.

part II.

The next time that Grace came to the

cottage she gave her hand to Hugh with an
eagerness that made the brave fellow blush
and tremble like a girl. Her voice was very

VOL. X.

sweet that day, and her manner very soft and

subdued. After she had gone, Madge, my
old servant, gave it as her emphatic opinion

(delivered to the cat on the kithen hearth)
that "Miss Grace's smile would coax the birds

No. 238.
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And so Grace came and went,
and I soon saw how Hugh's eyes flashed when

: of the well-known hoofs sounded

in our ears through the open window, and
hurried to the gate to help her

from her saddle.

1 to him one day :

high, my lad! I think you had better

ack to your work."

knowing very well what I meant, met

my eyes frankly, and said :

I think I had."

recovery her first care was to

;cken Hollow. The house

i. and balls and pic-nics and

mmer days and

joined
feed in now and

Italian rose

mtain-sid.'
; and, finding

and subject to
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not have breakfast for two hours t<will

come.

had some suitors among her gay vi-

On one of these—a handsome, wealthy fellow

—I thought MargaretAvon looked with fa

though I scarcely imagined that she could

contemplate parting with her precious child

so soon. But all these fine

only to weary Grace, and she evidently re-

garded as so many boons the stray hours

spent with me and Madge and Rough.
Hugh had been gone two months, when one

morning I had a note to say that he had taken

a dislike to his work, had got headache

must have a day—if only a day—in the Glens

to refresh him. I shook my head over the

letter. Never had Hugh taken a whim like

this before. I lifted a vase of flowers an

by Grace yesterday morning, lifted them,
breathed their sweetness, and shook my head

again.
"
Dangerous," I said

; "dangerous!"
But, feeling that I could do nothing, I was

fain to apply myself to the Lancet, and try to

forget my perplexities.

Late that evening, in the midst of the first

shower of a thunder-storm, Grace's steed flew

to the door, and Grace herself cried with

comical distress :

" Doctor ! doctor ! will you take me in and

dry me?"
I lifted her, laughing, from the saddh

carried her in all dripping with rain. Madge,
]

with many "Mercy me-s!" and "
i

alives !

"
helped to free her from her drenched

habit, and after she had re-appeared to me,

arrayed in a wrapper of pink print beh

to Madge's daughter, with her limp hair

brushed wet from her forehead, and h

as fresh as a newly-washed rose, after this I

said :

"Now, my dear, you are storm

the night. I have sent back the

say so to your grandmother. Let

forth her best tea-cups and prepare her most

delectable griddle-cakes, and let us mas
selves as sociable as possible. Your gay friends

must spare you to us till to-moi i

She Laughed, and tears flashed into

which April-like contradiction <>t' w
trick of hers when much pleased. Th<

minute she said abruptly :

iw
I toctor, if I wei

grandmother, and to con

would you call me ' my dear,' and

till 1 should find

twa but I

h my slippers, and b
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ly tea-pot as housekeeper and stocking-darner

a single old gentleman ?"

She said, eagerly, "Would you?" and then

tinned away and went out of the room. Not

long afterwards I heard her putting much the

same question to Madge, in the kitchen.

"
Madge, if I were a beggar and came to

the back door, would you give me a bit of that

cake, and call me ' Miss Grace, darlin,' and let

me sit here and nurse pussy on my knee ?
"

And then I heard Madge's startled rejoinder,

"For the Lord's sake, Miss Grace ! To be

sure I would, with a heart an' a-half !

"

What can fill her brain with such fancies ?

I thought. How could her grandmother ever

turn against her ? Unless, indeed—and then

my thoughts wandered away to things possible

in connection with Hugh. Eut, no
;
her own

two grandchildren
—

Here my reflections were interrupted by a

knocking at the door. I started to my feet,

and flung away my paper. It was Hugh's
knock.

I saw their meeting that night on the bright

sanded hearth of Madge's kitchen, whither

Hugh had rushed to shake off hi# wet great-

coat, and from that hour I made up my mind

to one thing as inevitable. Grace made our

tea that night and buttered our cakes, and

afterwards they two read poetry together at

the table, like a pair of young fools (I give the

name in all tenderness), a pair of wise, happy,
foolish children.

But the next day brought the cavalier

before^mentioned to conduct Miss Avon home.

He treated me and Hugh with the air of a

superior being, and I could not but smile as

Hugh, having conducted himself towards the

visitor with much dignified hauteur, finally

flung the gate, and muttered something fierce

between his teeth which I could not hear.

After that little adventure there was an end
of Grace's visits to the cottage. Her grand-
mother heard of Hugh incidentally from the

cavalier, and Grace was ordered to turn her

horse's head in a different direction from the

village when she went on her rides. So we
saw no more of her for some time

;
but Hugh

had his consolation in hearing of the dismissal

of the cavalier, who, followed by the rest of

the visitors, took his way from Bracken Hollow
soon after.

Hugh's
"
day" lengthened into some weeks,

and he had never once seen Grace since that

night. Margaret was growing very weakly,
and I was obliged to visit the Hollow regularly.
On these occasions it struck me that Grace
was looking ill and dejected. I invariably
found her seated patiently by her grand-
mother's side. Poor Margaret Bald her child

was the best of nurses. One evening she

accompanied me to the hall-door. Autumn
was waning fast, the sunset glared upon the

mountains with a frosty fire, the air was dis-

turbed by the constant rustling of dead leaves

haunting the earth in search of a grave.
Grace wore a pale grey dress, and the bright
colour was gone from her cheeks and lips as

she stood on the threshold gazing towards the

horizon, with dull dark eyes just lit by a red

reflection from the western sky. Although
not of a poetic temperament, J could not but

think she looked more like a spirit than any-

thing else
;
much too like a spirit to please

my professional eyes.

I thought it right to tell her that her

grandmother's disease was such as might ex-

tinguish life suddenly at any time. I thought
it only natural that she should cry, but we
had no scene. The trouble was strong and

genuine, but controlled. As she gave me her

hand at parting, she said :

"
Doctor, if she were gone, might I not do

as I pleased with the property which she says
will be mine ?"

I said I believed she might.
id if I chose to give it to some one who

has a better right to it than I have, would

you help me to return to Italy? I believe I

could earn my bread there on the stage."
I told her she was a foolish child, and had

been moped too much in the sick room. I

made her promise to take a long walk on the

morrow.

Next evening I found Margaret on her

couch in the drawing-room alone. She had
sent the dear child for a ramble, she said.

She herself felt much better. I sat a long
time by her sofa. The poor old lady was in

a good humour and communicative. She

discussed with me the affair of the cavalier,

in which, as I had guessed, Grace had proved

unmanageable.
" Do not wonder," she said,

" at my anxiety
about it. I am very old. I may go any day.
I should like to see the dear child happily
settled before I close my eyes. He is a fine

young fellow, and it would be a suitable con-

nection for the Avon family. But he will

come again, he will come again. She will

soon tire of this dull life. It must come

right. I have set my heart on it. And
then—"

"Ay!" I thought, "and then?" But

that "then" the future was destined never

to bring forth.

" Give me your arm, dear friend," she said,
" and take me to the door. I long for a

breath of the fresh air."

We went together to the door, and stood
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" Go !

" she whispered hoarsely, pointing to

the door with her shaking finger.
" Oh ! wait, wait !

" moaned Grace. But
he v.;

id her head. She sat up leaning

upon her sound arm. Her hand, whitt

damp with the dew of agony, grasped the

cushions with fierce effort. Her suffering must
have been almost intolerable, but ther

something in the wild, dark eyes looking from

her pallid face, that told of mental pain to

which mere physical torture was little.

"What have you done?" she cried in a

kind of passionate wail. " You have driven

away the only creature who has a right to rest

under your roof, your only grandchild. For

me, I am nothing to you ; nothing, nothing.
I solemnly swear that I am not Grace Avon.

Grace Avon died twelve years ago !

"

She got up with her white wet face, and

broken arm
;
she . waved me off

;
she shrank

away, and crawled rather than walked from

the room. I led Margaret to a chair. She
did not speak, but her face worked piteously.

She had got a sore, sore blow. I rang for a

trusty servant, and followed Grace. At the

bottom of the stairs I found my poor child,

stretched stiff and insensible, with her face

buried in the mat. I carried her up to bed.

It was long before that swoon gave way.
When it did there was violent illness and much

danger. Late that night I stood by Mai

bedside. It shook me with trouble to see how

my poor old friend had aged and altered during
the past few hours. From that bed I knew
she would never rise again.

" Don't send her away !

" she whis]
" Not yet. I would not turn out a dog with

a broken leg. Let her get well. Bu1

her away when she is better. I canm

her. My heart is broken."

And she turned her poor fa Avail.

Oh, stern soul! Oh, ii will! the

retribution had come.

1 found myself wondering much just

that M. bould have so quickly
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:•• had noi >wly and I
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nmg dim, and the shadows lurking black

the corners of the big old-fashioned room, I

ird all the tale of this poor girl's life and

tffering, and unwilling wrong-doing. The

dn could not force her to keep silent till to-

morrow, she must speak, she would confess.

She writhed upon her pillow, she bit her poor

lip, but she would go on.

" I was a poor little hungry, wretched, half-

naked child," she said, "begging in the

streets. A kind-looking English lady took me

by the hand and brought me home to her

house. She clothed and fed me, and kept me
with her. She taught me, and I loved to

learn, and I was very happy. She always

spoke of my kind grandmother who paid her

for taking care of me, and who supplied all my
j

pretty frocks, and toys, and sweetmeats ;
and

told me that one day I should go across the

sea, and live with that good grandmother,
j

She seemed very anxious that I should forget

all about my childhood before coming to her,
'

and about that day when she first found me in

the street and brought me home. But I could

not forget. I remembered it all distinctly, and

as I grew older, the memory of that part of

my life puzzled me greatly. Hints from a

servant first made me suspect something R

I spoke to the lady, but she was very I

and would tell me nothing. At last, when
the time arrived for me to leave her she became

frightened, I believe, acknowledged the deceit

which she had practised on my supposed grand-

mother, and conjured me to keep the secret,

which she said was now mine much more than

hers. The child left in her care, for whoso

education and maintenance she had been hand-

somely paid, had died at seven years of

and her selfish dread of losing so good an in-

come had induced her to conceive the

plan of concealing the death, and substituting
another for the poor little girl who
I was the unhappy creature on whom Bhe

for the carrying out of her pu osing
he said, because she thought my face

would please my supposed grandmother.
"She told me all this just before my de-

parture for Ireland. My trunks were packed,
and strangers were to bring me home. I im-

plored her to write and confess to my—to Mrs.

Avon, all that she had done
;

but she only
laughed, and called me a fool. She said if I I

ny secret no one need ever know that I

r, Grace Avon. Bhe said, 'What would

you d) you have been,
j

if you were turned adrift on the world, friend-
j

ad pennile how could you j

.-our story ? Who would believe you ?

They will perhaps place you in a madhouse,

easily hint that your brain is unsound.'

" When she found that I was not afraid for

myself, she reminded me of the poor old lady
who expected me, who would be so enraptured
to see me, and whom the shock of my con-

fession would probably kill. I cried all through
the nights. I prayed for strength to do what
was right. I thought I would tell the friends

who came to fetch me, and ask their advice.

But when they arrived they wrere gay, fine

people, and I could not find courage to speak.
I fancied how they would stare, and shrink

away from me.
" Then I resolved to wait, and tell my—tell

Mrs. Avon herself. Whilst travelling here I

longed to confide in you, for your kindness en-

couraged me
;
but still my voice failed me.

I could not do it. Arrived here, I found it

still more impossible to confess to the old lady,
who was so good to me and loved me so well,

that I was only an impostor, and that she had
no grandchild. And then—when I learned

Hugh's story
—oh ! what I have suffered since

that day ! Every hour that passed made it

more terrible to confess, and every day that

rolled over my head was another sin added to

the mountain of wrong which was choking up
my life. At times I have thought, she cannot

live a great many years ;
1 will try to make

her happy during her life. I will cling to her

faithfully, and nurse her and love her; and
when she is gone I will give up every penny
which she bequeaths me, to the rightful heir,

and go away and try to earn my bread upon
the stage ;

and perhaps the doctor will pity
and forgive me, and help me to carry out the

plan of my new life.

"
I was thinking over all this to-night on

the rocks. I was sitting on the edge of a

bank ;
it gave way, and I fell from a good

height down upon the stones. I must have

fainted from the shock and pain. When I re-

1 L thought myself dying, and I was not

sorry. I had suffered so much, and I thought,
now my troubles must end, and that God
would pardon me for the wrong I had so un-

willingly done. And just then I saw Hugh's
face. My eyes and senses were both dim, and
I thought it was looking at me down from the

sky, and then it came hovering nearer and

plainer, and at last T saw it beside me. He
lifted me up ;

I scarcely know how we got
here. You know the rest. It was very wrong
to speak so suddenly ;

but I could not keep
silent when I saw him treated so."

This was her pitiful story.

For long I scarcely left the house, passing

continually from one sick room to the other.

At last one day I carried Grace down I

phaeton, and drove her quietly to the cottage,
where Hugh and Madge watched for us. And
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To walk through life and never fling

One thought upon the passing year ;

To scorn its summer joys, nor hear

The sweet suggestions of the spring ;

Nor muse awhile, how sadly fair

Is Autumn on her bed of leaves
;

Nor, when the rime is on the eaves,

And all the woods are white and bare ;

This, doubtless, is the manly way :

The furthest from those heats of youth
"When we were wild for love or truth,

And fed with fancies every day.

For then, the light from morn to eve,

And all the dark from eve to morn,
Was fill'd with joys of Fancy born,

And triumphs which her hands did weave ;

And now, we do not dream at all :

We work, we prosper, we are men :

Until the night brings out again

Phosphoric runes upon the wall.

Yet, he who lives, as men should do,

With money for his bread of life—
Who sells his birthright for a wife,

And wins, without a heart to woo
;

When all his gold is gather'd in,

His mansion built, his park engrail'd—
When all is done that once avail'd

To keep the floods of memory in
;

He, haply, in his fields alone—
No cause to feign, no need to strive,

—
May feel within himself revive

The spirit that was first his own :

May feel it, as the rural air,

When winds are low on holm and fell,

Betrays, to them who listen well,

The music that is always there.

Then shall he see, that Nature's eyes,

Or lit with sun or dimm'd with shower,
Are full of such a gracious power

And such unchanging sympathies,

That they who love her, and are true

To what they know of things divine,

Find there, or make, an anodyne
That lasts a weary lifetime tin

But, what are Nature's eyes to him ?

ing memory is a curse,

With only riches to rel

And with a soul as faint and dim

As is that mouldy cabinet,

Where lie the things hi

The ribbon, and the lock of hair :
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reethearts in half the time by diUigence ;

>ut we were young, and what young men do
SWi

bir

not prefer the most jaded of hacks to the

snuggest of stage-coaches ? Moreover, we had

started in the bright sunlight of a still frosty

morning, and had not bargained for the tor-

nado of wind and snow that came with night-

fall. Summer tourists amid the Suabian Alps

admire, and justly, the wooded heights and

picturesque ravines on either hand, but few

can imagine a drearier scene in December

storms. The wind was piercing, the night

pitchy dark, and the snow threatened to en-

velop us at every moment.

For two hours we had been vainly striving

to recover our lost track, when Carl exclaimed

joyfully (I think he had the most joyful voice

of anyone I ever knew) :

" Huzza ! I see a light. Cheer up, August,
we'll get bed and board, and make the little

girls happy to-morrow, after all.
''

And true enough, a welcome glimmer, ap-

parently some hundred yards off, seemed to

promise us all this. Plunging with better

heart into the darkness, we soon felt the ground
smoother beneath our hoi ind gained

upon the light. It issued from a low-grated
window in the basement story of a gaunt old

Schloss, or baronial residence
;
and a sharp

descent brought us within sounds of horses'

breathing and smells of warm cow-she<ls. We
were in the courtyard. As no one seemed to

stir, and we were raging with hunger, Carl made
a trumpet of his hands and summoned the

steward lustily. Who could be angry with be-

nighted travellers on such a night 1

After some minutes of impatient waiting,
we heard a step on the stone staircase of the

inner apartments, the iron door fell back with

a clang, and a young woman invited us to enter.

She was dressed in the short blue serge petticoat
and white cotton vest usually worn by the dis-

trict peasantry. Her hands were red
;

and
one might tell, from the odour hanging to her

garments, that she had just been employed in

cooking garlick ;
she was, in fact, an ordinary

house-steward's daughter or maid. Yet, at the

first glance, I felt as if I would have given
worlds rather than see such a face. To define

the precise impression it made upon me is im-

possible : it was beautiful, perhaps one of the

most beautiful faces I remember
; but its

beauty had the peculiarity of seeming utterly

apart from her other self, an extra sense as it

were, only hers by some strange joy and
awful despair, called into expression by the one,
made deathless by the other,

—a beauty that

struck chill to the heart. She was followed by
a bent old man, half blind and wholly deaf, who
busied himself with the horses, whilst Carl and I
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ascended the winding staircase of the Schloss.

Whether Carl was affected by the girl's won-

derful face I do not know. He had the most

sportive, boyish humour in the world, and never

confessed to a serious feeling, if he experienced
it. Moreover, he was wet to the skin, and

fiercely hungry. At twenty-one a young man
sees little under these circumstances.

When we had reached, what appeared the

dining-room, our guide went away, saying she

would assist in preparing supper. Carl nodded
to her unconcernedly, and we were left alone.

" Let us light the wood in the stove," said

my companion, "whilst that garlick-perfumed
damsel cooks us our soup. What a blessed

chance it was that we saw her candle glimmer
before the Erl King had got us. I say, old

fellow, isn't it right joyous to think that we
shall kiss Minchen and Hedwig to-morrow 1

My little Minchen wrote me such a pretty
letter yesterday."
He chatted and sang gaily till the old man

appeared behind steam of soup, whereupon
down to rapper. I tried to learn from

our host whose hospitality he represented, but

in vain. Partly under the influence of viands

and warmth, partly from the constitutional

of my character, I was already re-

covering from the unpleasant impression above

narrated. The steward's daughter was less of

a phantom to me than she had been a quarter
of an hour before.

Wine was brought—Neckar, Hock, Moselle—and to all we did due justice. Carl drank

most freely : his fair girlish face glowed with

added warmth
;
his blue eyes shone

;
he tossed

his light curls from his forehead and seemed to

see glad spirits in the air. I was more sober,

but quite as happy. Both of us talked extra-

vagantly of the future, as half-tipsy young men
will do

;
both of us praised each other's be-

trothed
;
both of us counted the kisses in store

for to-morrow. Suddenly I was made conscious

of a presence in the room that sobered me. It

was the steward's daughter. She sat far re-

moved from us. For some minutes I could not

understand why there was something still more

remarkable and unearthly about her appearance
now than at first, but on closer scrutiny I saw

the reason. She had changed her soiled serge

petticoat for one that was white and thin. It

might have been a wedding-dress ;
it might

have been another white garment, the last one

wears. She had also fastened a faded ribbon

in her hair. As she sat gazing at us in this

guise, her pale face and white dress giving
double prominence to her brilliant eyes, no

wonder we both grew silent and serious.
" I think I'll go to bed," cried Carl

;

"
come,

little one, will you show us the way for a
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ent to bed satisfied tliat

she was an idiot.

.ember a more brilliant

mas-day than dawned next morning.
Full of joyful anticipations I made a hasty

that Carl did not reply
to my call, descended to the kitchen. The

tan was not to be seen, but his daughter
sat peeling onions by the grate, dressed in the

before mentioned. I felt half

angry If for having thought her mad
night as I met her fine melan-

r all, Bhe was but an ordinary

girl, who had a beautiful face and a sad story

do you want, Mein Herr?" she

with a slight tremble in her voice.

my child, and then to be off

.Make us some good coffee, will

6 it at once.
"

bread for two ?
" she said,

-

ly.

gentleman gone
to lo

i. and I retraced my way
inswer

came,

ud thither treat

I

once to

•oioaaneti that be must be underneath. 1

name as if I wen

down-stain and told my terrible story, in a

bhe old man was, he comprehended
1 to weeping and praying on his

declaring in a pitiful child-like way that

his master the Count would give me a good
it of him, and adding a hundred

foolish things utterly meaningless. I turned

to the girl Anni with a burst of passion.
"And you," I cried, "you who watched us

last night, you who have such strange ways
and dark looks, what have you to say ?

"

She looked at me fixedly for a minute or

two, her fingers busy on the onions in her

lap, and made no reply. There was something
almost touching in her silence, as if she felt

how much must be forgiven me in my present
state of feeling, and I, being inwardly assured

of the innocence of the pair, yet driven to the

necessity of suspecting some one, covered my
face and paced the room, almost delirious.

The old man helped me to calmer thoughts.
With a kind of dog-like dignity he crouched

down beside me, saying,
" I'm innocent of any harm to that poor

young man, as my master, the Count, will say ;

but you're a gentleman and I'm only a steward,
so to you I will hand up the Schloss kc

this matter is seen into. Don't cry, sir;

young or old, Ave must all die."

I sprang up with the keys in my hand,
determined to unravel this fearful mystery
before looking Carl's Minchen in the face.

First I examined the bedroom. It wa

oblong panelled apartment looking on to the

old-fashioned terrace garden, and had two
small windows about twenty feet from the

ground, the wall being straight and unbroken;
between the wall and garden intervened a

grown fosse, formerly a moat which surrounded
the old part of the Schloss. I noticed that

HOW of the garden was unmark

footsteps, as also the drifts of the

l made minute inspection of the furni-

ii hour ela

At length it oiv

that the room Looked

than it had done last night, that something
flashed

my mind bhe rememhi I pale

[side. L had wound up
Ts room
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Id man informed me that his
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to him at once. The only person to whom I

told my story was the pastor, Herr Pfaim Jakob,
and he returned with me to the Schloss.

It was a dreary Christmas-day. I dared

not think of Minna and Hedwig ;
I dared not

think of Carl's poor mother. I concentrated

all my energies upon the one puzzle, the one

terror
;
and grieved less for the loss of my

friend, because I knew not yet the manner of

it. Pastor Jakob suggested, as the only pos-

sible solution of the mystery, that some evilly

disposed persons had determined to rob the

Schloss on the previous night, had made their

entry unobserved, had awakened Carl, and

murdered him by way of self-preservation.

But, where was the body ? With all due re-

spect for Pastor Jakob, I could not entertain

such a view of the case for one moment.

With nightfall came the Count, accompanied

by his valets, and two gendarmes. He was a

pleasant young mau, full of anxiety regarding
the affair, and too sorry on my account to re-

gret the discomfort arising to himself. In

spite of his remonstrance, the old steward and

Anni were put under arrest. Then

the most stringent and ievere that I can re-

member, was made throughout and around the

Schloss. Floors were taken up, walk

picked out, the moat was dragged, the out-

houses were literally pulled to pieces ;
bat all

in vain. Next day I was compelled to write

home the short but frightful news,
-i A

dead, Carl is not to be found ;
" and the day

after brought a task sadder still. I had to

meet the broken-hearted Minna face to face,

and go over my fatal story, driving death and
desolation into her young life with every word.

No young man of all the Tubingen students

was more caved for than Carl Neubert
;
and

after the first silent sorrow was ov

burning desire for justice showed itself among
his fellows and friends. Subscriptions were

collected for the reward of any informer who

might appear ;
and the least rumour of a cine

was hailed with joy. Beyond rumour

gained nothing ;
and the trial of the old I

steward and his daughter, which took place

early in the spring, ended in nothing also.

Carl was lost to us, and that was all we knew.

Time wore on. Two years after the fate-

ful Christmas recorded above I left the Uni-

versity, to follow my calling of surgeon in

the quiet little garrison town of Ludwigs-

burg. Hedwig became my wife
;
and though

the mysterious fate of Carl, and the consequent
melancholy of Minna, hung like shadow
our days, we were very happy. Poor Minna,
being an orphaned cousin of my wife, came to

us as soon as we were settled at Ludwigsburg.

From a rosy-cheeked, sparkling-eyed, bonnie

girl, she had been changed by her great grief

to a pale, drooping woman. Nothing moved
her from her quiet mood ; nothing had power
to call up a smile or tear. If we talked of

Carl, she set her hands tightly against her

heart, and that was all. She never uttered his

name from the day of my terrible revelation,
and she was utterly passive in everything re-

lating to herself. She would sit for hours

gazing at vacancy ;
and at last I grew to fear

for her reason.

A few months after my marriage an event

happened of no little interest to the gos-

siping communit}7- of Ludwigsburg, and of

vital importance in this narrative. Our gar-

rison physician died
;
and as the town was

only large enough for one, and he must be

nominated by government, the arrival of the

successful competitor created unusual curiosity

in all circles. The garrison officers wondered

if he would prove a "jolly fellow
;

" the quiet
little families hoped he would have a sociable

disposition, not contemptuous of tea-parties ;

everyone prayed that he might be clever to

13 the diseases under the sun.

Mv Hedwig, not behindhand in womanly
inquisitiwness and kindly feeling, prevailed on

me to visit the new comer the very day of his

arrival with advances of civility. Dr. Ernst

Baumann was not, however, at home. Accord-

ingly, I left my oard with a pencilled welcome

among us, and an invitation to supper whenever

he liked to come to the Konig Strasse.

Next day we were taking coffee in the

garden—Hedwig, Minna, and I—a little be-

fore sunset. The September air was laden

with sunshine and the odour of newly-made

cider; the shrill horn of the vineyard watchers

sounded from the hills
;
the military band

played merrily in the castle-square near.

Everything tended to a peaceful frame of

mind, and seldom had Minna seemed le

spairing. She smiled once or twice quite

naturally, at some playful words of my wife's.

The house in which we lived contained

several other families, all of whom resorted to

the garden ;
and on the afternoon in question

two or three groups had settled under the trees

for coffee-drinking. By-and-by, however, the

outer gate clicked, and a stranger entered. For

a moment or two he stood still, as if to pick

out those he sought, then, hat in hand, ad-

vanced slowly towards us.

"Herr Hirsch—Dr. Ernst Baumann."
I do not know whether I returned the

salutation of the new garrison doctor. I do

not know whether I betrayed in any degree
the strange and sudden excitement into which

his presence had thrown me. I only remember
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he supernatural impression he had
at first made upon me, but with little success.

I could not be self-composed, much less

I had seen the dead Carl before me.

Le her visitor heartily welcome,
I him with graphic descriptions of

id its society, invited him to join
I hcoming pic-nic to Schiller's birthplace ;

. finding that he was musical, pressed
follow us indoors and sit down to the
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W the judiciousness of her arguments,
and yielded to tl kindly

though firmly reasoned with as to the folly of

her impression ;
Dr. Baumann's name

j

and without hesitation from our lips ;

and for i rything promised well.

On the day appointed for our pic-nic, Minna

accepted the carriage seat beside Dr. Ba^i

without a tremor, and I could see that she

was lighting bravely against her weaker self.

Once or twice, as he laughed that mirthful,
musical laugh so terribly like Carl's, I saw
her pale face grow paler and her hands lock

nervously together, but that was all. She had
too much intellectual power to yield willingly to

a delusion. I trusted her now, and felt that

I had no longer cause to fear.

The day was bright and our humours
tuned well with it Having paid antiquarian

homage to the dirty little village in which the

great German poet was born, and the pink

cottage in which he crowed his first crow,
we adjourned to the Golden Lamb, and dined

off soup, quails and apple sauce. Coffee and

cigars followed ; then the little party broke up
into twos and threes, for the purpose of explor-

ing the neighbourhood as fancy might lead.

Dr. Baumann, Minna, and I found oui

together by chance, and took a vineyard path

leading to the hills. We soon left Marbach
and its quaint bridge behind, coming to a

of wooded bluffs overlooking a wide prospect of

tobacco-field, corn-land, and villages. It w
of those cool breezy days when a good ;

trian feels no inclination to turn his back upon
a pretty landscape, and being all fair walkers,
we took no heed of the swiftly passing time.

When we rested it was already growing evening.
"Where are we?" asked Dr. Ernst

Baumann, with a look of trouble stealing
his face. " I do not think I have

here before, and yet every spot seems familiar."
k ' The village at our feet is Zuffenhausen,

and the hills that rise so verdantly b<

run southward to meet the Suabian Ah

replied ;

M we are very proud of our

ollowed up his own train of tin".

without appearing to hear me.
" I wonder whether such s have
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"There is many and many an old castle

similarly built in South Germany," I replied ;

" and in all probability you but mistake a

recollection for an impression ;
most people

do so at some period of their lives." His

eyes lit with sudden conviction.

"You are right," he exclaimed; "I am

thinking of Schloss Schaubek !

"

He said this calmly but not quite naturally,

and after speaking his cheeks paled a little,

and his eyes sought the ground. He seemed

to wish that the name had been any other,

that there was no Schloss Shaubek, in fact.

Meantime his words were exciting Minna ter-

ribly, and I felt that I must make an effort

to annul them.

"You have probably visited at Schloss

Schaubek
;

"
I said, with nonchalance.

" I was there once," he answered, suddenly

grown taciturn.
" When was it ? whom did you meet there ?

how did you amuse yourself?" I continued,

as suddenly grown garrulous.

Dr. Baumann rose and turned his back upon
the grey old schloss.

" Let us go away," he said, with a disturbed

face
;

" and above all things, let us change the

subject. I cannot talk of Schloss Schaubek. "

It would be vain to deny that the incident

above described was wholly without effect upon
me. The delusion, though self-evident, remained

a delusion nevertheless. In the broad day-

light of reason and experience, I, August

Hirsch, aged thirty-two, could but look upon
Dr. Ernst Baumann at that moment, in the

light of a doppchjlinger, or transformed Carl.

Young, bright, charming as he was, he w;is

terrible to me. I saw in him the living ghost
of my dead friend. I believed for the time

being in all kinds of supernatural existences.

And Minna ? As we walked slowly and

silently towards Marbach, I felt her hand

grow colder and heavier on my arm, and
watched a dark undefinable shadow steal over

her face. She gave way to no outward demon-
strations of emotion ;

she even entered into

conversation with some others of our party
when we joined them at the Golden Lamb ;

she did not allude to Dr. Baumann in any
way on our return home. But when night
came her strength gave way. Remedies,

soothings, arguments, proved alike useless,
and a violent fit of hysteria was followed by
cold shivers and delirium, which lasted for

hours. The next day she was in a high fever.

My wife never left her bedside for a week
;

when the fever abated, and only mental delu-

sion and depression remained to be conquered.
The poor girl suffered from the same impression
to which I had been momentarily subject

—

namely, the identity of Carl and Dr. Baumann.

She would lie for hours with no idea but that

most terrible one in her mind. The hand-

some, pleasant young garrison doctor was to

her the most dreaded of spectres.
" This will not do," said my Hedwig to me

at last.
" One thing or another must be

sacrificed, husband—Minna's life or the

Doctor's feelings ;
which of the two, think you,

is the most precious ? The first, I say, and

therefore if you have not the inclination to

front Dr. Ernst Baumann with a plain ques-

tion, I will do so myself. He must and shall

tell us his mysterious story regarding Schloss

Schaubek. However painful such a revelation

may be, he is bound to make it for Minna's

sake ;
and if he has the good heart for which I

give him credit, you will not have to ask twice.
"

As usual, she was right ; and, fully sharing
her anxiety, I put on my hat at once to seek

Doctor Baumann.
Doctor Baumann not only filled the office

of garrison doctor, but also that of visiting

physician to St. Thomas's Hospital, a new and

well-supported institution for our sick poor.

was neither at home nor to be found in

the barracks, on the occasion in point, I

accordingly sought him in the former place.

Hospitals are not cheering places at any time,

but to-day my heart would have been sad in

the gayest place, for thoughts of poor Minna. I

hardly pitied the poor wretches around me
;

they at least had no dreary phantom hovering
over their pillow ; they at least were too

miserable to die of a delusion. I felt half angry
at the evidences of care and skill around me.

It seemed monstrous that science could so deli-

cately deal with the body, and yet be utterly

helpless in handling the mind. Surely for

such a case as Minna's, some subtle and well-

poised psychological treatment ought to be

ready at hand, surely chance ought not to be

stronger than man's boasted knowledge.
Whilst pondering on these things, my atten-

tion was suddenly arrested by the appearance of

a young woman lying in the opposite bed. She

was about five-and-twenty, and evidently in the

last stage of consuming illness
;
her eyes were

fearfully large and hollow, her lips were vermil-

lion-coloured, her face was ashen but for two

blotches of hectic. It was a common case,

and yet I paused, rooted to the spot with a

swift Hash of conviction.

I had seen this girl's face before, and it

was connected with Carl's, with Minna's, with

Dr. Baumann's history.

After some minutes of intense mental con-

centration all became clear to me. I lived

over again that memorable Christmas eve on

which Carl and I had sought shelter from a
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y question soothingly—"Had she

horn she wished to see ?"

i the words seemed to reach her

The dull calm look passed from her

: gathered in her eyes and dropped
lot.

she said, with the helpless

if a sick child,
" I have none—

hut I will tell you what I had once, if

>wn your ear, close, very close it

ace I tell you a dead secret. I had
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itreaty.
" O let me and its father

lie in our unquiet graves ! It doesn't matter

for us : we are both bad. We ought not to

disturb the rest of Christians who sleep well.

Only put a little sod and a cross over my dar-

ftnd the angels will take it to heaven."

Whilst she was speaking Dr. Eaumann
entered the ward. As he approached, I thought
that I had never seen him look so like Carl.

s dressed after Carl's fashion, in light

loose clothes. His fair curls were blown about

his brow
;
his eyes and lips were intent, yet

expressive of a happy, undisturbed mood
;
his

very gait betokened a sunshiny temperament.
The nurse was saying to him—

"No. 20 is a new case, Herr Doctor, and
not a difficult one, as you will see."

When the doctor drew near, I noticed a re-

markable change come over the face of the

dying girl. The old expression was suddenly
there

;
all its dogged, despairing watchfulness

;

all its wr

ild, wistful sorrow
;
and with a super-

human strength she raised herself to look at

him more closely. Then a shriek, more ter-

rible than any I had ever heard, rang through
the ward, startling the poor patients into for-

getfulness of pain, frightening the nurse into a

call for assistance, bringing Dr. Baumann
closer to the bed-side.

' 'I murdered him," she cried, "and he comes

to me on my death-bed. Away ! away ! Do
not torment my end. Hide him from me ! Oh !

kind people, he is a spirit, and not flesh and

blood. I—I who murdered him know that.

He promised to marry me, and when he came

in the storm I dressed myself in white for the

wedding ;
but no wedding came."

She threw her arms wildly in the air, and
her eyes gleamed with the light of n;

insanity. In vain the nurse endc

control her. Both mind and body w<

dowed with a force alike instant.-

unnatural. Dying as she was, she raised her-

self to her feet, and continued speaking in a

loud, clear voice—
" Why do you come here now, when my child

• 1 flic time for mama-
I spot that was on your heart /

mi fche hollow wall beliii,

did you 1 Do Jill.:

and beautiful
;
bui ind am

look upon.
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where the whole mystery of Carl's disappear-

ance and Minna's delusion was cleared up.

When Dr. Ernst Baumaim had visited Schloss

Schaubek, Amri, the steward's daughter, was

a lovely girl of sixteen, and he a careless,

rollicking student of twenty. He took a

violent fancy to her, possessed himself of her

affections, and, alas ! of all the poor child had

to give. Then in a sudden fit of penitence

swore to marry her. But a youth of twenty,

especially a German youth, cannot marry just

whom and when he likes. He was removed

from the University, sent to Vienna to

pursue his calling, and there remained for

several years. When he returned home to

take the office of garrison doctor at Ludwigs-

burg, only the chance visit to Marbach, re-

corded above, brought Schlos3 Schaubek and

the poor peasant girl he had once loved, to

his memory. The rest of the story can be

imagined. Carl's wonderful likeness to her

lover utterly deceived the already distorted

reason of Anni. She imagined him come back

again—his old, merry, handsome self—with

never a smile or look for her
; and all her past

suffering, past love, and past despair, C

in one purpose
—rev<

Behind the pictured panels of the wall,

exactly in the spot she described, was found a

niche, or rather secret chamber, of whose

existence not even Count Born had the s! .

suspicion. It was Carl's grave for many and

many a dreary month and year ;
but now he

lies in a sunny slope of the blessed God's acre,

and thither Minna carries immortelles and

flowers every day. Poor child ! she did not

r her peace of mind till a spring and
summer had come and gone. Then sh-

heart gradually, and began to smile again.

Of all the wise and charitable physicians of

my native Wurtemberg, none com-

pared with Dr. Baumann, If good works can

atone for past sins, he has nothing to fear from
the future. I am glad that 1 can end my
story after all with the cheering thought of

what Dr. Ernst Baumann's life is to his needy
and suffering fellow- 1

THE SMELT.

Tup: smelt is a fish highly valued by most

persons, and as it is delicious and delicately

flavoured, forms a welcome addition to the

bills of fare of our dinner-tables. I should

therefore be doing this fish an injustice if I

were to pass it over altogether. The smelt has
tin's peculiarity, viz., that it prefers those

places where there is a junction of salt with
fresh water, and its favourite resorts are estua-

;irbours, creeks, and the mouths of tidal

rivers. Both the grey mullet and the

flounder evince a similar partiality for water

which is neither thoroughly salt nor fresh.

The smelt will haunt docks, and prefers a calm

deep resting-place to one much affected by the

ebb and flow of the tide. The commonest
method of taking smelts is with hook and line,

five or six hooks being used at a time
;
and in

,

this way the angler may frequently catch four

or five smelts together. The baits are small

worms, pieces of large worms, or pieces of

mussels cut small. A smelt cut up into di-

minutive portions, supplies baits which are

sometimes attractive, as the surviving smelts

have no objection to make a dinner off their

dead comrade. The skin of the smelt is par-

ticularly beautiful and silvery, and so thin that

the internal organisation of the fish is very

plainly visible to the eye of a careful observer.

When freshly caught the smelt has a singular

and vei Me odour, similar to that of a

sliced cucumber ;
so much so that should any

. bid a friend shut his eyes, and then,

placing before his nose a recently caught smelt,

ask the question, "What is this \
n the reply

would almost surely be, "A cucumber, of

course !" I have created great merriment

amid a circle of friends by playing off this little

trick on some incautious one of them. This

peculiar uneU 'j,ov* off when the fish is cooked.

The usual length of smelts is from five to

eight inches. Such is the demand for them,
that they always command a good price in the

market. They dingly delicate fish,

and are best when fried a light brown in very
fine bread crumbs. The crumbs used should

be of the first quality of white bread pro-

curable. Good melted butter should be sent

to table with fcl , and anchovy and

1008 handed round to be made use

•rding to the taste of the guests. I do

not like to see smelt—or, indeed, any fish—
served on a napkin, but o;i a plain strainer.

Tin: flavour of soap is communicated to a

sensitive palate whenever a napkin is made a

m for the arrangement of a dish of

lid.. The same remark has previously been

made by a contributor to the pages of OlTCB a

;* I do not, therefore, claim originality

for the idea
; but, as a connoisseur in fish, I

am glad to be able to endorse the opinion of

the writer in question. The smelt frequenting

harbours, and places of the like description,

affords much amusement to young anglers, as

it bites very freely during the flood-tide, and

may then be readily taken with rod and line

in the same fashion as gudgeons. A small

float may be used, but I think it better to

* Sec article on u
Dinners," voL vi., i
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kind-hearted boy angler to furnish some invalid

of his family with a delicate dish of fish. The
smelt and the whiting are indubitably the

h for invalids and persons of weak

»n, as they are light and at the same
time appetizing. Both smelt and whiti;

best plainly cooked, as neither is substantial

enough to undergo the seasoning processes
which transform the cod, salmon, sole, trout,

perch, and other fish into exquisite dishes of

cutlets, fillets, piquant stews, <fcc.
, &c, all

richly and highly flavoured. Whiting and
smelt should be plainly fried. The whiting

may indeed sometimes be either boiled or

broiled, but not so the smelt.

The Thames, Mersey, and Severn furnish

us with good smelts, and those of the last-

mentioned river are perhaps the best. They
can be taken, I believe, from the Bristol quays,
and are sometimes caught as far up the river

Thames as Blackwall. The bad condition of

our great river during the last few years has

much militated against the quantity, quality,
and variety of the fish contained in it from

Richmond to the Nore. Years ago the

dace, one of the most delicate of river fish,

was abundant in the Thames below London

Bridge ;
but dace, and many other varieties of

fish, could not now live in the foul water con-

stantly streaming from the docks and sluices

between the Custom House and Gravesend.

Some persons have still a theory that

"whitebait" are the young fry of the smelt, but

I think most people are now convinced that

the little Greenwich celebrities constitute a

distinct species. Young smelts and the fry of

other fish are occasionally caught in the nets

with the whitebait. Although I have had many
years' experience of fish and their hal

consider that the very closest observers have

yet so much to learn concerning our finny

tribes, that I should be sorry to "lay down
the law" on the subject. Such qn

must remain open until more ahoui

is learned by intelligent and practical
The field for discovery is so wide that a long

Lent toil and ol

elude with only an imperfect knowled
the in I our seas and rivers. 1 have

advanced nothing, in this or in any previous
without solid
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THE EXPIATION OF CHARLES V.*

; 'Go bid the great bell of the chapel to toll,
Let masses be said for a passing soul.

11 Bid the long procession of mourners wait,
To follow a corpse in its ghastly state.

: r an account
of tins anticipation of his death
mated C •

ic life.

Thro' the vast damp aisles let the organs peal,
And clouds of the funeral incense steal.

Go bid the great priory bell toll loud,
Bid a coffin be ready, and ready a shroud.

That the living and sinful flesh may see

The mock of its own last obseqoy."
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sight of »>rrow \

pole thin face i
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See ! the cruel stones and the flinty

!>wn.

! a in ill all I rth,

lis soul in
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year- I ray waste' i

That gathers the harvest of tears aud strife !

Few hours of mourning, id prayer.

and the penance sore,

hen I pray no more !

loathe all my shameful years,

Thou . my groanings and seen my tears.

I and in ashes I sore repent,
it down and my purple rent.

spare m- me 1 accept my sighs,

i iice.

From Heaven in mercy thine ear incline,

:ul soul of mine."

Then he suddenly rises with face of gloom,
to an inner room.

From those solemn depths where he prays alone,
,. histling cords and the sufferer's moan !

Fling the great brass gates of the palace wide,
Slow let the funeral pageant ride.

While towers from their base to their battlements reel,

With the heavy swing of the muffled peal !

,iing crowds in the court beneath,
Are silently joining the March of Death.

They have reached the chapel— the winding train

Have entered—and close fall the doors again.

The organs peal and the censers wave,
While that sad procession moves up the nave.

An empty coffin is borne by four,

On its lid lies the crown which so late he wore.

And solemnly now at that coffin head,
The children are singing the Hymn for the Dead.

And close behind in ghostly white,
While the crowd recoils at the hideous sight,

With eye firm fixed and unfaltering feet,

The living man stalks in his winding-sheet !

The prayers are ended —with heavy heart,

The mourners silently all depart.

But in one close shrine whence all light has fled,

Save the glimmer the funeral tapers shed,

And hidden from all but immortal eyes,

The living king in his coffin lies. It. Reece, Jun.

liKPPO, THE CONSCEIPT.
BY T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.

BELLA VALLE
J) I
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bearing the priest's recommendations in mind,
and knowing a spot higher up the stream

where he could jump it at a place where it ran

between two great stones, soon left the paved

path, and striking into a coppice, and then across

a region of upland sheep-walks, left the village

to the southward, and still kept the mountain

top, for which he was striving, right in front

of him.

It seemed to be at no great distance from

him. But many another hidden valley nestling

in the folds of the hills, and further concealed,

most of them, by the rich abundance of timber,

revealed itself, each deceptively promising to

be the last, before the real ascent of Monte
Conserva was reached.

Notwithstanding his precaution and his inti-

mate knowledge of the country, it would h

been difficult for Beppo to have avoided meet-

ing some villager going a-field if he had tra-

versed the earlier part of his route at a later

hour. But by the time that the sun had risen

sufficiently high to illuminate the valleys, and
call up the contadinl to their labour, he had

reached a high ridge of sterile and uninhabited

country, which forms the boundary of the

great valley of the Metauro and the wa;

shed of the streamlets which run into it from

the north. The valley was far below him on

his left hand, and he was leaving the town of

Fossombrone, situated in its bottom, behind

him. To his right and in front of him were

the forest-covered heights of Sante Maria delle

Selve—Our Lady of the Woods. It was nearly
ten o'clock, and he had been walking almost

six hours, when he reached the high end of

the ridge along which he hud been travel 1 1

called Monte Conserva. There he sat down
to rest himself under the shady wall of a little

oratory, < Maria del Monte,
close to which a tiny rill trickled out of the

hill-side, and supplied him with the means of

Washing down his breakfast of very dry bn
and salame.

From that point he was to turn southwards,
descend into the valley, and cross the Metauro

by the bridge of Valpone. It was thus nee

sary for him to pass through a cultivated and

comparatively thickly inhabited zone of low-

lands before again striking into the hills on
the other side of the Metauro. He had already,

however, reached a distance from Bella Luce
which made the chances of his being recogni

by any one he might happen to meet very
Bmall; and in order, according to the priest's

recommendations, to reduce them to a mini-

mum, he determined to rest under the wall of
S. Maria del Monte long enough, so to time
his walk across the valley, as to make it

coincide with the hours of repose from noon

till two. At that time of the year, and that

hour, the chances were that he might pass the

valley and the bridge without seeing a human

being.
The hills on either side press more closely

upon the stream at the point selected for

Beppo's crossing it, than either above or below
that spot. The valley is very narrow there,
and by two o'clock he had once more reached

a roadless district of very sparsely inhabited

hills on the southern side of the Metauro,
without having encountered a single soul. The

high mass of Monte Arcello was now in his

front, and due south
;
and the celebrated Pass

of the Furlo was running nearly parallel to his

course some six or seven miles on his left

hand.

The sun was already beginning to dip be-

hind the higher ridges of the main chain of the

Apennines to the westward by the time Monte
Arcello was readied, and Beppo found that

such a day's journey as he had made over a

aiding Bucoession of hills and valleys,

was much harder work than pruning vines all

!{<• had not much further to go, how-

ever, to reach Aqualagna, the village on the

high n>ad where he was to fall in with the

promised friar. Aqualagna might have been

reach.': 3anta Lucia l»y descending at

Ince into the valley of the Metauro, and fol-

lowing it through the town of Fossombrone,
and thence by the Furlo Pass, in little more
than half the distance, and with less than half

the labour it had cost Beppo to reach it.

But if he had followed that route he might
have been seen and marked by a hundred dif-

ferent people. At Fossombrone, at all events,

he would have been rare to have left a very

easily found trace of his passage. Win

by the way he had taken, making a sudden

angle, and changing his course from westwards

to southwards at Monte Conserva, he had tra-

velled all the way without one encounter.

It was late—much after the hour at which

the labouring population mostly go to their

beds—when he approached Aqualagna, so

much so, that he feared he should lose the

shelter and supper that had been promised him
for that night, in consequence of the friar,

whom he was to find on the bridge, having

given him up. It was not so, however. As
he neared the little bridge, there, sitting on a

stone by the end of the parapet wall, wras the

motionless figure of a Franciscan friar, with

one of those huge white felt hats worn by
some one or other of the numerous branches

and families into which the great order is

divided when they are travelling. The figure

rose as Beppo came up, and instantly, on being
Bed by him with the strange salutation,
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of which, as Don Evandro said, the mini
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rge vaults also beneath them, ac

had likewise said. Let us hope that

they were not used for any other pui

the storing of the chatelain's wine . 1 1

such were the case, they certainly made good
cheer in the depth of the forest and mountain

solitude, for the cellarage is very abundant.

It may be supposed, perhaps, that the fri

the neighbouring monastery—more numerous,

doubtless, in those days than the half dozen or

so of poor recluses who still inhabit the lonely
fc (if,

as is very probable, they have not

been turned out from their obscure home)—
came up to the castle to help to drink the lord's

I wine.

But it is of the lives led by the wives and

daughters of those old chatelains, that the

', contemplation of their abode suggests the most

striking picture. Did they ever get away any

more, when they had once been brought across

torrents, and through forests, and over moun-

tains, to their lord's castle ? Did they ever

want, and if they ever did want, did they
ever get a doctor 1 Did they keep any maid-

servants ? Were they very particular in bolt-

ing the doors when their husbands were away
from home 1 Were the friars from the neigh-

j
bouring monastery allowed to come and visit

them at such times ? What on earth did they
do from morning till night 1 Here, at all

nts, they lived, and here they died; and

here assuredly they must have been buried
;

though there is no trace of grave or monu-
ment to be seen. But here they live no more !

What caused " his lordship's establishment to

1 >e broken up ?
"

Somebody must have I

last man who ever slept in the lonely

dwelling ! What became of that last mi

bedding ? Did he lock the door, and mi

come back again, when he went away for the

last time ? Or did battle, murder, and sudden
. with fire in their train, come suddenly
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fulfils the idea suggested by its strangely sig-

nificant name,—" Our Lady of the Valley of

the Abyss!"
A shifting of the bed of the little stream, at

some period before either castles or monas-

teries had come into the world, has left a small,

flat, dank-looking, semicircular meadow, at the

spot where it circles round the base of the hill

in a rapid curve. The very green, and very

shady, but very damp-looking plot of ground
thus situated, is shut in by the almost perpen-

dicular side of the forest-covered mountain

which surrounds it in a semicircle. The chord

of this arc is formed by the stream, which at

either end of the curved space thus enclosed

passes so close under the precipitous banks

above it, as to cut off the little meadow from

all approach save by crossing the stream.

In that remarkably situated spot, some

sainted disciple of St. Francis, not having any
fear of rheumatism before his eyes, planted a

monastery. It is a very small and poor one,

and the few inmates look, or probably looked

(for as I said, they have most likely been

turned out of the Valley of tl y this

time), meagre and poor. There were no fat

ones among them. They were all of the lean,

gaunt category of monks. The cords which

girded the folds of their brown serge frocks

around their loins, seemed as though they

gathered together superfluously abundant dra-

pery around the forms of skeletons. The

buildings are poor looking but solid enough,
and far more than sufficient in extent for all

the purposes of the diminished family which

inhabited them. There they still lingered, in

the solitary, remote, damp, unwholesome spot :

still tinkling their bells in the solitude

day for live hundred years ;
still saying their

a and singing their litanies as they said

and sung them five hundred years ago ;
still

burying their dead in the extra-miserable look-

ing spot between the back of the chapel and
the rock of the mountain side !

Beppo succeeded, after some little trouble,
in finding his way about night-fall to the little

valley in which the monastery of Santa Maria
della Valle di Abisso is situated. He might
have been puzzled, however, to find any means
of crossing the stream to get to the building
save wading through it, had he not chanced

to overtako one of the brotherhood, who had
been out on one of the begging expeditions by
means of which the mendicants of St. Francis

chiefly support themselves at the expense of

the labouring population of the surrounding
districts, slowly wending his way homeward to

the drone-hive. He was labouring heavily

along the rough and broken little foot-path,
which found its way among the trees and rocks

on the opposite side of the river to that on

which the monastery stands, laden with a full

sack, which hung down his bent back over his

left shoulder, and with a small keg suspended
under the arm at his right side.

" Good evening, frate" said Beppo, coming

up with him; "is it far to Santa Maria della

Valle di Abisso I"

"I hope not, ><i<jn<>r mio," said the friar,

looking at him with some surprise, "for I have

carried my load a long way, and am tired."
" You are going to S. Maria, then, I sup-

pose ?" returned Beppo.
"
Why, it is hardly likely that anybody

should be travelling along this path, if they
were not going there; for it leads nowhere

else, that I know of."
" Then you may guess that I am going

there, too," said Beppo.
"So I suppose; though we see a stranger

rarely enough to make me suppose anything

else, if there was anything else possible,"

returned the friar.

"
Well, that is where I am bound for; so I

may think myself in luck to have fallen in

with somebody to show me the way."
" There are not so many paths as to make

much danger of taking the wrong one, and not

so many habitations in the valley as to make

y to mistake the monastery," observed

the friar, with no great degree of cordiality ;

for the appearance of a stranger there at such

an hour seemed to presage a demand on the

hospitality of the convent, which, to the mind
of the poor begging brother, did not appear to

be compensated by the break in tbe monotony
of convent life which the presence of the

guest might occasion.

"No; there is no great choice of roads, it

is true," rejoined Beppo ;

" but I am a stranger
in these parts, and did not know whereabouts

the monastery might be, exactly."
" I suppose so !

"
replied the mendicant.

M May 1 ads your purpose in seeking Santa

Maria della Valle di Abisso ? We don't see

many visitors here !

"

" I have a message to the superior," replied

Beppo, after a few moments' reflection.

" A message for the superior !

" re-echoed

the friar, stopping to rest his sack on a large

boulder stone by the side of the path, while he

examined the stranger with more curiosity.
" May I ask who sends it, Signore ?

" said

he, staring at the contadino from head to foot.

"Perhaps I had better wait till I can tell

my message at the monastery," replied Beppo,
after another pause for consideration.

"As you please, but we have no secrets in

our house. There are not enough of us for

that—by the blessing of Our Lady ;
for I don't
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—h—h—h!" exclaimed the friar,

lifting his chin, till it brought the huge
:' his white felt hat into a vertical posi-

back of his head,
" that's it, is it?

.. right, friend ! Yes, I have heard

Santa Lucia. Welcome to

ia—though we are not quite there

^ignore. Perhaps your worship
a hand to hoist the sack. It
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bug late, and it is time we were indoors."

with an entirely changed
le it evident to Beppo that his

[action was a potent one, and gave
welcome than the friar's
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i his new companion trudged

on, one after the other—the path was too
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ride of
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river was
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exactitude to the spot where hi

tigers were standing,

ing the end of a chain to his brother on the

shore, stepped ashore without speaking, while

the latter dropped the ring at the end of the

chain over a stake in the bank prepared to

it, and the punt swung round to the

current.
" Bella Luce di Santa Lucia," said the

monk who was returning home from hi

ging circuit, in reply to the questioning look

which the other was staring at Beppo. •

" Oh—h—h !

"
said the second monk, just

in the tone with which the first had received

the same intimation. " We are prepared to

receive you, Signore," he said, addressing the

stranger,
" and to give you such hospitality

'

as we have to offer, which the Holy Virgin
knows is little enough ! Be pleased to step

into the boat. But if it is very little else in

any other way that we have to give you," he

added, as, having pushed the boat back across

the stream, and moored it in its little hidden

; harbour, he stepped on to the shore of the

damp green meadow that constituted the

territory of the monastery,
' ' I think I can

promise you that no heretic soldiers will come

to look for you here, or would find you if they
did. And now, my son," he continued, as

the other monk once again shouldered his

sack, and they all three stepped across the

meadow to a low door almost close under

the overhanging precipice which shut in the

building, and rendered all other "c

unnecessary to the strictest monastic rule, on

that side at all events,
"
Now, my son, I will

show you where you may find at least

and safety ;
and we will see what W(

to find you wherewithal to satisfy your hun-

There was some good ham in the little

lory at Aqualagna last night, I hi

Ave have none such to give you he]

And Beppo perceived that the

oarsman was no other than the superior <•

'! community.
So there he was, a guest and inmate of the

ry of Santa Maria della Vail*
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utilitarian priest affirmed that his windows

re darkened, his abode rendered damp and

comfortless, by reason of the near neighbour-

hood of the tree. Other accounts allege that

" the act of Gothic barbarity," as Boswell calls

it, was committed simply to vex the people of

Stratford. Dr. Johnson inclined to this view

of the affair. Mr. Gastrel went possibly upon
the old argument, that he had a right to do

what he would with his own. He was not a

reader of the poet, we may take for granted ;

he wouldn't have cut down the tree, for one

thing,
—for another he would have known that,

"it is excellent

To have a giant's strength ;
but it is tyrannous

To use it like a giant."

He raised a formidable storm. The populace
rose against him, mobbed, hooted, threatened

his life, and deposed their tyrant. He was

compelled to fly the town, the people solemnly

vowing never to permit one of his name to

in Stratford.

Mr. Gastrel is remembered only by this

one shameful act of his. Perhaps no-fame

would have been preferable to the very ill-

fame he has succeeded in attaching to himself

for ever.

The carpenter who bought the tree of the

sacrilegious clergyman was shrewd enough to

turn his purchase to very profitable uses. He
ingeniously cut the wood into various shapes—
caskets, snuff-boxes, tea-chests, Btandiahes,

tobacco-stoppers, <fcc. A lively demand for

these articles ensued. The tree contained a

quite unprecedented quantity of timber—there

really seemed to be no end of it. Perhaps all

the relics were not quite genuine. The corpo-
ration of Stratford honoured the carpenter
with their patronage. They despatched I

Garrick, one of the managers of Drury Lane

Theatre, the freedom of Stratford enclosed in

a box made of the sacred wood, requesting
that he would send a bust, statue, or picture of

the poet to be placed in their Town hall
;

assuring the actor also that they should not be

less pleased if he would forward his own por-

trait,
" to be placed near that of his favourite

author, in perpetual remembrance of both."

Garrick was greatly flattered, and accepted

gratefully the homage of the corporation ;

most graceful compliments were interchanged ;

and soon it was resolved that a grand Jubilee
in honour of Shakespeare should be held at

Stratford on the Gth, 7th, and 8th days of

September, 17 GO. Great preparations were

made, many months in advance. In the " Gen-
tleman' ino," under date of the 14th

lary, 1709, we read : "About 100 trees

cut down near Stratford-upon-Avon in

order to enlarge the prospect against the

approaching Jubilee.
" Was any of the timber

thus acquired used for relics, I wonder 1

The Jubilee was to last three days. Boswell

published a narrative of the proceedings in the

"London Magazine." Another account ap-

peared in the "Gentleman's Magazine." "To
give our readers as particular and authentic an

account of the Jubilee at Stratford as possible,"

says the Editor,
" we have procured, with some

solicitation, extracts of a letter to a gentleman
in London."

The style of this gentleman's letter is very
much that of a modern newspaper's special

correspondent. He seems to have gone down
to Stratford " to do the Festival "

in a light,

free-and-easy sort of way. He notes that

much speculation is afforded to the inhabitants

by the word Jubilee
;
and talk confusedly of

Jew Bill, Jubilo, and Jubilum, "with eequal
no meaning." He encounters a Banbury man

carrying into the town a double bass-viol, on

which he was unable to play, but doubted not

he would be shown how when the proper time

L This musician spoke of the Jubilee

as "the celebration of the resurrection of

Shakespeare." The workmen were very busy

constructing an amphitheatre, but the inha-

bitants were pursuing their oceupation
" in

the old dog-trot way, or staring with Avonder-

ful vacancy of phiz at the preparation." The

amphitheatre was on the plan of the Kotunda

at Ranelagh, but not so large ;
a wooden build-

ing on the brink of the Avon, elegantly painted
and gilded, with raised orchestra. On the

banks of the river were transparencies, "Time

leading Shakespeare to Immortality," Tragedy
on the '•, Comedy on the other, after

Sir Joshua Reynolds' picture. In the church

the poet's bust was so loaded with branches of

bays as to look like "the god Pan in an old

picture." The live windows of the Town-hall

were filled with paintings of transparent silk—
Lear, Fahtajf, Pittol, Caliban, and the Genius

of Shakespeare—"in a good stile." At one

end hung Gainsborough's portrait of Garrick, at

the other " a very good picture of Shakespeare
in the attitude of inspiration." Shakespeare's

house was covered with an emblematical trans-

parency, the subject being the sun struggling

through clouds to enlighten the world
;
"a

figurative representation," says Mr. Davics,

Garrick's biographer,
" of the fate and fortunes

of the much-beloved bard." On the evening
of his arrival the correspondent of the " Gen-

tleman's Magazine
" ' ' ate a Jubilee chicken

at Feyton's," and retired to rest.

The Festival proper commenced with break-

fast at the Town-hall at nine o'clock, the while

a fife and drum band played favourite marches
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disguise."
music

• rfonned in the church,

.ml :i short

from the

: ick. A dinner

Dot in the most

.•lent. He
upon the whole,
with wine (of

and madeira, both good),
r dinner Lord Grosvenor, who

the chairman, proposed a

bumper to the steward, Mr. Garrick ("whose
exhibited the greatest politeness

with the truest liveliness and hilarity"). The
to the memory of the Bard,

subjoined three cheers, at the

your humble servant, most heartily.
"

ems to have distinguished
If here.) Then the performers in the

<ra gave catches and glees, which proved
to be sii inspiring, that the whole audience

in chorus
;
the whole closing with "God

King," every voice being exerted.

At seven o'clock the company withdrew to

e for the ball, which opened at nine and
about three; "remarkable chiefly for

the most elegant minuet that I ever saw or

Mrs. Garrick and Mr. ."

Mrs. Garrick, it may be remembered, had been

rly celebral [ademoiselle Violetti,
[talian opera-house in the Hay-
uder she performed her minuet

As to " Mr. ," I can give no in-

Could hi en Mr. Boswell 1

l drizzling rain continued

found ne

ant upon which

.ml money.
11, "a

nonet, triumph i

i with-

ms and i

he fair

had had an eye to future

mancee upon his own stage. At twelve

o'clock the ode was performed in the amphi-
theatre.

"
Here," says an eyewitness, "Gar-

rick did indeed outdo all his former outdoings."
1 Grosvenor came to the orchestra "

told Garrick that he had affected his whole

frame, showing him his veins and n<

quivering with agitation !

"
Boswell, during

the execution of the ode, saw "the vari

passions and feelings which it contains fully

transfused into all around. Garrick seemed in

ecstacy, and gave us the idea of a m<

transformed into a demigod, as we read in the

Pagan mythology . . . his eyes sparkled with

joy, and the triumph of his countenance at s

parts of the ode
;

its tenderness in others,

inimitable sly humours at others, cannot be

described." Dr. Arne conducted the perfor-

mance, and Mr. Richards, leader of the Drury
Lane orchestra, was the first violin. The
words were by Mr. Garrick, and the music of

the songs by Mr. Dibden, the singers consisting
of Mr. Vernon, Mrs. Baddeley, Mrs. Barthel-

mon and Master Brown." Among the songs
were " Sweet Willy O !

"—" tender and pathe-
tic

;

" " The Mulberry Tree "—" of which the

chorus was very fine;" and "Warwickshire"—"a ballad of great merit in its kind, full of

witty turns and even delicate fancies." I

subjoin two verses of this song, that the reader

may judge for himself concerning it :
—

As venison is very inviting,
To steal it our bard took delight in

;

To make his friends merry he never wa
And the wag of all wags was a Warwickshire wag.

Warwickshire wag ;

Ever brag,
For the wag of all wags was a Warwickshire wag.

There never was seen such a creature,
Of all she was worth he robbed Nature ;

]\r took all her smiles and he took all her grief:

And thief of all thieves was a Warwickshire thief.

Warwickshire thief

He's the chief;
For the thief of all thieves was a Warwickshi;

This is something of tho doggrel of the

and music halls, 1 think, with

dn.

"wi:
'

and "
elegant fanci

iderablo i

mentin Stratford and its neighbourly

out own. Boswell did not find tl

than other rao in-

pt,
as an ingenious

la-!;. i, we OOUld have procured a

B

the shop-bill .
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Mr. Jackson, of Tavistock Street, London, we

learn, gave about the following :
—" Shake-

speare's Jubilee.—A ribband has been made

on purpose at Coventry, called the Shakespeare's

Ribband ;
it is in imitation of the rainbow,

which, uniting the colours of all parties, is

likewise an emblem of the great variety of his

genius.
' Each change of many-coloured life he

grew.'—Johnson." "I dare say," Boswell

comments, "Mr. Samuel Johnson never ima-

gined that this fine verse of his would appear

on a bill to promote the sale of ribbands. . . .

Since I have mentioned this illustrious author,"

(probably it would have been as difficult for

Boswell to have avoided mention of his great

friend as it was for Mr. Dick to keep all

reference to Charles the First out of his

memorial)
' ' I cannot but regret that he did

not honour the Jubilee with his presence,

which would have added much dignity to our

meeting."
But Johnson was with Mr. and Mrs.

Thrale at Brighthelmstone, then a small

fishing village, better known to us since as

Brighton or London-super-mare. No doubt,

as Boswell asserted,
" Johnson's connection

both with Shakespeare and Garrick founded a

double claim to his presence : and it would

have been highly gratifying to Mr. Garrick."

But in such a matter Johnson did not espe-

cially care to gratify Garrick, and he shrunk

from supporting a festival which, ostensibly in

honour' of Shakespeare, was likely in truth to

be perverted to the glorification of the manager
of Drury Lane Theatre. A certain jealousy
between author and actor was of long standing.

Johnson could not divest himself of the old

notion that the player was but a very near

kinsman of the rogue and the vagabond. In

his life of Savage, with a strange acrimony

paying a compliment to Wilks the actor, he

took occasion to speak of his condition, as

making
" almost every other man, for what-

ever reason, contemptuous, insolent, petulant,

selfish, and brutal. " He spoke of Garrick as
* Punch

;

'

asserted that he admired him ' as a

poor player who frets and struts his hour upon
the stage

'— ' as a shadow
;

'

affirmed that a

ballad-singer was ' a higher man, for he does

two things : he repeats and he sings ;
there is

both recitation and music in his performance ;

the player only recites.'
" Boswell hinted at

the money Garrick had made, as a proof of the

value mankind had set upon his acting. "Is

getting a hundred thousand pounds a proof of

excellence ?
" Johnson demands. " That has

been done by a scoundrel commissary." It is

perhaps true, as Mr. Croker remarks,
" that

no portion of Johnson's character is so painful
treatment of Garrick." But, as Boswellas hi

r

states,
' l Johnson would let nobody attack

Garrick but himself."

Nor did Dr. Goldsmith visit the Jubilee.

There was, indeed, considerable opposition to

the affair. Horace Walpole was bitterly severe

concerning it, and was pleasantly reproached

thereupon by Gray ; for had he not been tole-

rant of the exhibition in Paris of Madame Du
Barry's portrait, joining the dense crowd that

flocked to see it at the Louvre ? Was there need

for so much wrath to be wasted upon the poor

player's harmless Jubilee 1 George Colman
was there, manager of Covent Garden, as repre-

senting the theatre
;
his co-partner, Powell the

actor, a man of genius, and a great public

favourite, in many characters being only sur-

passed by Garrick, had died with some sudden-

ness but two months previously at Bristol, his

age only thirty-four. On the day of his death

the actors were so affected that they could not

continue their parts, and the audience, pardon-

ing and sharing their emotion, dispensed with

the farce which should have concluded the per-

formance. Foote, too, was to be seen on the

banks of the Avon, scoffing and jesting amidst

a laughing crowd. A tall, unwieldly, corpu-

lent man, presses through the throng, eager to

converse with the famous wit. "Has the

couuty of Warwick, sir, the honour of giving

birth to you as well as to Shakespeare ?
" asks

Foote. "No," answers the uncouth gentle-

man, "I come out of Essex." "Out of

Essex ?
—out of Essex 1 And j>r<nj who drove

you ?
" The crowd applauds, and the traveller

retreats at the determined laughter resounding

on all sides.

Garrick, it seems, had been prepared for some

ridicule ;
he thought it advisable to encounter

this half way, and divert opposition into pur-

of entertainment. He arranged that

Mr. King, one of his comedians, should enter

the Amphitheatre in the course of the per-

formance of the ode, and in the character of "a

Maccaroni," state all possible objections to

Shakespeare, charging him with vulgarity, bar-

ban m, with exciting coarse and common

emotions, such as laughing and crying, and

witli disturbing the ennui, which was the sole

pleasure of gentlemen. The address concluded

with a string of sarcasms against the Jubilee,

Garrick, the corporation, and the whole com-

pany. Mr. King was a good actor, famous

indeed as Lord Ogleby, and some years later as

Sir Peter Teazle ; his success as Brass (in the

"Confederacy" by Sir John Yanbrugh) is

chronicled in Churchill's line about him in

the "
Rosciad,"

"'Mcragst Drury's sons he comes and thines in BraM."

It is probable that he delivered his ad ;
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>e congratulated, between six
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ght steadily. As he judges, there

hundred visitors at the break-
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Boswell appears to have been less contented

leasures of the evening. He pro-

masquerade imsuited to the genius
of the British nation. "The reserve and
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it rather too long." So Johnson wrote a year
and :i half before the Jubilee,

—but still 1 J

his rhodomontades about an op-
1 nation struggling to be free.

"
Empty

my head of Corsica!" he cries: "empty it

of honour, empty it of humanity, empty it of

diip, empty it of piety! No; while I

I lorsica and the cause of the brave

islanders shall ever employ much of my atten-

tion, shall ever interest me in the sincerest

manner." But at the time of the Festival the

struggle was over—there was an end of the

Corsican cause. General Paoli was a fo

in England, dangling at the Court of St.

James's, in hopes of a pension, while Boswell

ostentatiously attended and toadied him—the

world looking on and laughing. Boswell's

book was only considered valuable in so much
as it contained particulars concerning Paoii

;

no one pretending interest in Mr. Boswell's

own adventures. Gray wrote to Walpole :

"The pamphlet proves, what I have always

maintained, that any fool may write a

valuable book by chance, if he will on

us what he heard and saw with veracity.

Mr. Boswell's truth I have not the leas

picion, because I am sure he could i

nothing of this kind."

The "London Magazine" presents its readers

with an elaborate engraving and description of

Boswell's appearance at the masquerade, in

the character of an armed Corsican Chief :

"He wore a short, dark-coloured coat, of

cloth, scarlet waistcoat and breeches, and black

spatterdashes ;
his cap or bonnet was of black

velvet, on the front of it was embroider

gold letters, Viva la Libekta, and on one

side of it was a handsome blue featlx

cockade, so that it had an elegant as v.

Avarlike appearance. On the breast of h i

wed a badge, a Moor's head, the

of Corsica, surrounded with branch.

He had also a cartridge pouch, into whicl

stuck a stiletto. lb

his shoulders
; wore no powder in his

but had it plaited at its full length, \.

He

had, bj

with a bird's head tin

upon

B d the ball
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dialogue between Lord Grosvenor, in the cha-

racter of a Turk, and the Corsican, on the

different constitutions of their countries—so

opposite to each other—despotism and liberty,

and that Captain Thomson of the navy, in

the character of an honest tar, kept it up very

well, expressing a strong inclination to stand

by the brave islanders. The reader who is

inclined to think that the highest pitch of

entertainment was hardly likely to be reached

in this way, will be glad to learn that subse-

quently Mr. Boswell danced both a quadrille

and a country dance with ' ' a very pretty Irish

lady—Mrs. Sheldon, wife to Captain Sheldon

of the 38th Regiment of Foot (Lord Blarney's).

She was dressed in a genteel domino, and

before the dance threw off her mask." Quite

right, too, Mrs. Sheldon : a pretty face was a

better thing to contemplate by a great deal.

There was nothing more to be done by the

visitors after the masquerade but to pay their

bills and hurry away from Stratford with all

possible speed. Complaints now arose on all

sides, however. The wealthy and liberal part
of the Stratford community were deeply sen-

sible of the honour conferred upon their town
and their poet by the Festival, and the crowd

of visitors it brought in its train
;
but the

lower and less enlightened classes of the people
were found to exhibit an utter want of appre-
ciation of the Jubilee. Not simply did they

regard Mr. Garrick with a gross kind of awe,
as though he were a wizard or a professor of

legerdemain, crediting his wand with power
to perform all sorts of magical wonders

;
not

only did they attribute the incessant and
violent rains which fell during the Jubilee to

the judgment and vengeance of a Heaven
offended, as they believed, with the fireworks,

assemblies, music, dancing, and masks, and

by way of punishment, literally throwing cold

water upon the proceedings,
—but they now

set themselves to spoil the Egyptians, as it

were, charging the most extravagant prices for

lodging, provisions, and other necessaries

of life
; the modern tariffs at Doncaster during

the St. Leger week, or at Bognor during

Goodwood, find precedent in the charges at

Stratford during the Jubilee. Mr. Boswell,
in treating of the subject, assumes a lofty

philosophic monied tone :

" Much noise was
made about the high prices of everything at

Stratford," he writes
;

" I own I cannot agree
that such censures are just. It was reason-
able that Shakespeare's townsmen shoidd par-
take of the Jubilee as well as we strangers did :

they, as a Jubilee of profit ; we, of pleasure.
As it lasted but a few nights, a guinea a night
for a bed was not imposition ; nobody was
understood to come there who had not plenty

of money." Much ill-humour arose, too, by
reason of the difficulty in obtaining convey-

ances, for all were in a hurry to be off at once,
and the company could only be taken away in

detachments ; those who had to wait until

the carriages returned for their turn to depart,
v.-axing exceedingly angry at the delay, and at

having had to yield priority in the journey
home to others. t ' I laughed away spleen by
a droll simile," Boswell says in his self-con-

tented way,
"*

taking the whole of this

Jubilee,' said I, 'is like eating an artichoke

entire, we have some five mouthfuls, but also

swallow the leaves and hair which are con-

foundedly difficult of digestion.' After all,

however, I am highly satisfied with my arti-

choke." And then he proceeds to laud the

Festival as " an antique idea,"
" a Grecian

thought." "My bosom glowed with joy when
I beheld a numerous and brilliant company of

nobility and gentry, the rich, the brave, the

witty, and the fair, assembled to pay their

tribute of praise to Shakespeare, and to Garrick

the steward of the Festival." He avowed
himself of opinion that Shakespeare's Jubilee

at Stratford-upon-Avon did honour not only to

the immortal bard, but to all who had contri-

buted towards it, and he expressed a hope that

every seven years it would be celebrated with

equal ardour of enthusiasm as it had been in

170'J. This, however, was not to be, Mr.

Boswell. Stratford did not know another

Jubilee
;
seven years brought failing health to

Garrick. On the 10th June, 1770, he played
for the last time : he appeared in the character

of Don Felix in " The Wonder," the profits of

the night being devoted to the Theatrical

Fund, and took leave of his audience in a prose
address which his emotion barely permitted
him to utter. He retired amidst tears and accla-

mations. It was on the 1st February, 1779,
that Taylor, the facetious pupil of Frank Hay-
man, entered the studio of Nollekens the

sculptor, and said with a strange levity :
—

" For the information of some of the sons of

Phidias, I beg to observe that David Garrick is

now on his way to pay his respects to Poets'

Corner. I left him just as he was quitting the

boards of the Adelphi." Garrick had died on

the 20th of January at his house in the

Adelphi. John Thomas Smith, then a lad of

thirteen, afterwards the biographer of Nolle-

kens, went out of the studio to see the

procession pass by Charing Cross, following

afterwards to the Abbey, where he heard the

service read and saw the coffin lowered.

But to return to the Festival. Garrick, who,
as his biographer, Davies, actor and bookseller,

informs us, "always joined the strictest eco-

nomy to the most liberal expenditure," deter-
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The D ript was burnt with

in 1809. Elliston is reputed to

I he copy of the play belonging

to the Bath theatre, and not to have returned

lit other copies must have survived, as

s performed at Covent

heatre so late as 1816.

dialogue was believed to have been

I ; anick
;
but certainly the literary

of the work would seem to have been

of the lowest possible description. A piece

(T'occasion, however, does not put forth very
Davies furnishes a particular

::t of the play in the notes to his " Life

rrick." The first scene discloses the

of a farm-house at Stratford-upon-Avon.
iiscourses with her neighbour,

, concerning the approaching Ju-

and their alarms, the rent. They are

confirmed in their fears by Goodman Ralph,
ssures them that a Popish plot is in

ion, and that probably the whole town
will be blown up with gunpowder. The report

.in after heard, and all three

town into agonies of terror. The scene

ges to an inn-yard ;
a post-chaise

mding at a distance.

Qfl in masks enter and per-
Disturbed by the music, an

'

d by Mr. Moody ;

—
ilete if that

stock Irishman—had
lit of the

imely hard

IWU, and so

this j.ost-

. il a wink i ould I

ut of

ready
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Jubilee

hortc

without melody, to have dinner without

victuals, &c. Then ensues a great commotion

amongst the travellers and the waiters of the

inn. One guest eats another's breakfast : one

traveller walks off in another's boots
;
a gen-

tleman assures the ostler that his boots

quite new ones, and that he can see nothing of

them
;
he is answered,

"
Alack-a-day, sir, all

the new boots have been gone this half-hour—
first come first served, you know." Much of

the noisy buffoonery of a Christmas pantomime
follows. Then a pedler offers for sale toys
made of the mulberry tree, quarrelling with

another pedler as to the genuineness of their

wares. The one had never possessed any of

the real wood, it appears ;
the other had once

had a small quantity, but has "sold more than

would make a gallows to hang up his whole

generation." The Irish gentleman in a

beats and drives them both off, then consoles

himself with hot punch and a nap. Meanwli

the procession passes, the bells ringing, the

townspeople singing, and the rustics discussi

the merits of the poet, and labouring to com-

prehend the proceedings. The Irishman laments

his having fallen to sleep, is very angry at the

wet weather, and thinks the steward ought
to be called to account for it. Finally, he

declares Stratford to be the vilest place in

the world, "for we can get nothing to eat,"

says he,
" and are forced to pay double for

that too !

"

All this the audience found highly amusin

but no doubt the main source of pleasure v

the pageant in the last scene,
" as it

have been presented at Stratford," placed up<

the stage with an extraordinary rnagnificem
The characters of each play were sustained

chief members of the company—Garrick ap-

pearing as Benedick, King as Touchstone, Hol-

land as Pdehard the Third, Miss Pope
Beatrice, Mrs. Barry as the 7

Mrs. Abington as the Comic Muse. As ;!.

moved in procession, they were preceded
heralds in appropriate costumes, bear!

streamers of various colours, on which we

inscribed the names of the plays, &

drummers headed the procession ;
thei

banners with the mottoes Veluti

and i mdus agit Hisi

music following. After these entered ;

characters in "As You \

Phe Merchantof
cabinet richly ornamented

;

"Twelfl

Dream,"
number of children re]

, the fairy kii
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" Much Ado About Nothing." Then appeared

the Comic Muse, seated on a magnificent car

drawn by satyrs, and attended by the difi'erent

tractors of ancient comedy. This termi-

;ed the first portion of the pageant. A
military band next entered, followed by the

characters in " Richard the Third," the king

giving instruction to Tyrrell as to the murder

of the two princes, who follow, led by the

queen dowager;
"
Cymbeline ;"

"
Hamlet,"

the Ghost beckoning to Hamlet, who is held by
his mother; Ophelia in the mad scene, the two

'di'iyers, &c. ; "Othello," "Romeo and

Juliet,'
;
"Henry the Eighth,"

"
King Lear,"

"Macbeth," "Julius Csesar," and "Antony
and Cleopatra,

"
Upon these Apollo with his lyre

followed, and the Tragic Muse on a triumphal

car, surrounded by Calliope,
<

to,

Euterpe, Polyhymnia, Terpsichore, and I

An effigy of Shakespeare, copied from his

monument in Westminster Abbey, with emble-

matical ornaments and a numerous train of

attendants, closed the procession.

Of course this "illegitimate" entertainment,

and the crowds it drew to the th

remark and ridicule. ]

himself with squib and sarcasm at the i

of the manager of Drury Lane, losing no

opportunity of arraigning Garrir in

the matter, and bringing upon him the laughter
of the town. Garrick's ode was mercilesf

criticised and parodied. His manner of reci-

tation was even questioned. Ireland stal

boldly that, though a consummate actor, no

one could assert who had heard him speak the

ode, that he was above mediocrity in speaking
or reading. Foote threatened a burlesque

jubilee with a mock procession in it, and a

mock Garrick in the costume of the steward

of the jubilee, with his wand, white-top;

es, and the mulberry-tree medallion of

'•:espeare hanging at his breast. "Some

ragamuffin in the procession was to add]

him in two well-known lines of the grossest

ilattery ;
to this Garrick's representative was

to make no other answer but clap his arms

like the wings of a cock, and crow out
' cock-a-doodle-doo.' " This piece of refined

ire, however, was not put into execu-

tion. The mere threat was sufficient to

occasion deep annoyance to Garrick. Perhaps
nothing more was intended. He had so lively
an apprehension of ridicule that he grew
seriously uneasy ;

his alarm at the impending
caricature became apparent to all

;
and a

nobleman, the friend of both actors, is said to

have persuaded Foote to abandon his malici

ign. Tliey met as if by chance at the d

of their patron's house, and, alighting from
eir chariots, stood for a moment exchangingth

significant looks. Garrick broke silence by
asking, "Well, is it to be peace or war?"

"Oh, peace, by all means," Foote replied,

good-naturedly ;
and they passed the rest of

the day together in great cordiality.

Garrick's ode was first performed at Drury
Lane, on the 30th September, 17(39, after the

comedy of "The Country Girl," and apparently
without creating much impression. It was
called "An ode upon dedicating a building
and erecting a statue to Shakespeare at Strat-

ford-upon-Avon ;

" the speaking part by
Garrick, the songs and choruses by Vernon,

Champres, Mrs. Baddeley, Mrs. Scott, Miss

Radley, Arc. It was published, and immedia-

tely followed by a mock ode, parodying in its

manner, Dryden's
"

St. Cecilia's Day," and

regard ed by the town as a very happy effort of

wit and whim. The " Jubilee" wras first

played on the 14th October. A rival pageant,
but of a very inferior description, had been

produced by Colman, at Covent Garden, on

!. in a play called " Man and Wife, or

the Shakespeare .Jubilee," one scene of which

anted the amphitheatre at Stratford, and

the humours of a masquerade. Another effort

had been made at the opposition theatre to

forestall the glory of the Drury Lane proces-
sion by tiie production of "Henry the Fifth,"

with a gorgeous coronation scene, introducing
the ceremony of the Champion of England
"on a real horse." 1 Jut these endeavours to

anticipate Garrick's success were of little avail,

and soon afterwards "Man and Wife" was

played simply as a farce, the prelude and

nt being omitted. But increased splen-

dour of stage decorations evidently became

the rule of the theatre. A few years later

Colman was producing
" The Fairy Prince,''

a compilation from Ben Jonson's "
Masque of

Oberon,"— "as a vehicle for representing the

principal solemnities at the late installation of

the Knights of the Garter."

After its first successful season, the "Jubi-

lee" appears to have been laid aside for some

In L775, it was produced for one night

only at Covent Garden, on the occasion of the

benefit of Lee, an actor of some pretension,

who played The Drunken Man and the

St( wa rd of the Jubilee. The ode was re-

cited with the songs and choruses, and in the

second act a statue of Shakespeare was brought
on. After a lapse of ten years the play was

again to be seen at Drury Lane, when Mrs.

Siddons appeared as the Comic Muse, Mrs.

Jordan as Rosalind, Mr. Bannister as Romeo,
Mr. Palmer as Hamlet, and Mr. Kemble as

Richard.

At Bath, too, the "Jubilee" was occasionally

produced, Mr. Elliston appearing as IacMmo,
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TREASURE-TROVE.

I stood beneath a dappled sky
The clouds above were softly furled,

And through sweet spaces tenderly
The sunlight fell upon the world.

I wandered down beside the lake,
The day was hot, the winds were still,

All quiet, in the noon-day heat,
The shadows slept upon the hill.

Then down beside the lake I lay,
Within the shadow, carelessly,

And thought of sweetest Isabel,

My love for evermore to be.

The day was hot, the winds were still,

And o'er my senses slumber crept
So gently, scarce against my will,

I seemed awake, and yet I slept.

Lulled by the rippling of the lake,
I dreamt that through a solemn wood,

Beneath the dancing light and shade,
I wandered on in solitude.

Above, I scarcely saw the blue

Of heaven, so thickly waved the trees
;

Beneath, I trod a mossy sward,
While ferns grew all around my knees.

And soon I reached a lovely spot,
A little fountain babbled by,

And on a pool white lilies

Surrounded by reflected sky.

When all at mice I thought I

Within the pool a pri

oing with 0]

And

When
lit it but a dream.

:n—

;i!l I had D
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THE BLACKSMITHS OF HOLSBY
BY LOUISA CROW.

CHAPTER I. THE LUCKY FI.\;».

Op the few trades which are carried on suc-

cessfully in villages, not one is more steadily
lucrative than the blacksmith's; or, to B]

more correctly, the general smith's, for the

many callings into which tli

voi

out in towns are here united
;
and the man who

shoes the Squire's horse in the morning, will

hang his bells and repair his lamps an hour

afterwards : or exercise no small amount of

veterinary skill in the stable and kennel, when

a favourite animal is ill or injured.

roL, x.
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But the smith has little to fear from competi-
dls for credit made upon him

by the labouring classes are usually arranged
;" their earnings ;

and hi

» i constantly in requisition among
ighbours, that he can be, and

illy is, a prosperous man.

And a steadily thriving one was old Ralph
Thorl' y. The clinking of the ham-

1 1 his forge was the first sound that broke
- of the dawn, nor did it often cease

B late hour in the evening, as Ralph and

bong-limbed son John—long after the

hour for closing
— laboured together at

"•quiring too much skill and care to

1 to the hands of an ordinary work-

man
;

or forged the glowing metal into horse-

. with a grim pleasure in rendering them-

ent of the services of the travel-

. who wander in pairs from smithy

lithy ; returning again and again when
Lculate upon a decrease of stock securing

or four days' employment, and
demand.

Bar the father and son thus

ly, deeming no exertions

too great which brought fair profits, and en-

hoard over which—
unworthy —they

i

; not unfrequently mur-
Lth all their en<ha-

.'.

ly.

a widower, and a

d frugality
. her pn

d th.-ir household affairs,

k of
•

th<- little

Mliees

,
and

o fill her
j

d her from the maternal bosom, and
for a very small pittance

—
grudgingly paid—

had willingly clothed and fed the motherless

child, until a certain lady residing in her vici-

nity, attracted by the modest manner

pretty face of the little maiden, had first in-

vited her as a guest, and subsequently kept
a companion, until this imperati'.

dissolved the pleasant tie. And very tearfully

they parted ;
the elder, now dreading solitude,

to take up her abode with some friend

Annie to assume the duties of horn

a parent she had scarcely learned to love, ami
a brother whom, from some inexplicable feel-

ing, she already dreaded.

Trade, however, happened to be unusually
brisk

;
the new-comer was economical, and her

gentle ways and readiness to oblige \s

many approving speeches from the ladies who
sometimes stayed their pony carriages at the

door to give orders, or negotiate for a new

watering-pot, that the critical John found few

opportunities of complaining ;
and Ralph him-

self occasionally paused to bestow an encourag-

ing word or a pat on the cheek of the quiet,

thoughtful girl who hovered about him witfo

the tender assiduity and soft grey eyes of her

dead mother
;
or when he lit his pipe at night

and, bending over the fire, sat mentally counting
the gains of the day, would draw her chair

to his, and gliding a hand into his roughened

palm, with the Bible open on her knee, would
read by the dim light some chapter before

whose searching truths and warnings his own

greed and worldliness momentarily sank into

insignificance ;
and wishes as fleeting ci

his mind that he could fling off the carks and

cares furrowing his brow, and cankering his

heart, and with Annie for his stay and comfort,

begin the search after happiness in a wia

holier spirit.

The smithy and adjacent dwelling stood in

the centre of the village anglewise, th

commanding the two stragglm which

composed it
;
but except when detained there

by her avocations, Annie best love.:

the large, roomy kitchen, opening as it did into

a carelessly cultivated but extern .

sloping down to the bank of a small river. [<

:i a rough bench under a fine pear-

Lai site often sat with her work, list

to the brawling of the mill-dam cl<

the sweet Bcents borne on the summer
from the heathy hills n the

id learning to distinguish the vari-

f the birds who tang amid

the giant trees in the beautiful park
oil th< >:i. And
in this

balm) . when her own name, loudly
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and impatiently pronounced, drew her back to

the house, where John and his father had al-

ready taken their places at the neatly arranged

breakfast-table.
"
Come, come, my maid," said Ralph, cheer-

fully,
" we're a bit hurried, for we've a journey

before us, and a long day's work to do."
" A journey ? and where to 1

" asked Annie,
as she nimbly obeyed her brother's imperative

gestures.

It was John who testily replied.
" Where 1

why, where I don't feel at all inclined to go,

for I don't see that there's aught hanging to

it. We're only made a convenience of because

the London locksmiths ha' disappointed 'em.
j

I'd like to know why Pm going to be dragged I

there. I wanted to go another way to-day,

and you knowed that. Wouldn't one o' the I

chaps ha' done just as well as me ?
" and he

j

looked reproachfully at his father, who an-

swered pacifically,
M
Well, well, boy, it shall

be just as ye like. I'll go an' fetch one on Ym
while ye finish yer meal," and he slowly arose

from the table.
"
No," dissented John peremptorily.

"
I'll

go myself now, but I can tell ye I'm getting

downright sick o' this sort o' life. It's come

here, go there, at everybody's beck and bid-

ding, and when ye've done, what for ? Why,
half a day's slavery in an empty house four

j

miles off ! Talk of free-born men, indeed !

"

"Nay, boy," observed Ralph, soothingly,

"maybe it'll lead to something better."
"
Ay, so you always say," was the ungracious

retort ; and pushing his plate away, the young
man went out to hurry and swear at the sexa-

genarian, who, too old and feeble for the la-

borious occupation in which his vigour had been

expended, now pottered about the smithy for a

trifling wage, to harness the horse, blow the

bellows, and execute as well as he could the

multifarious commissions hourly poured upon
him, from the masters down to the youngest
and sauciest of the apprentices.

"It'll be late, maybe, when we get back,"
said the elder Thorley to his daughter, as she

brought him his hat and coat, "for I expect,
from what the messenger said, that they're get-

ting the house in trim for new-comers, and
we'll have lots of odd jobs to see to."

Annie now ventured to inquire their des-

tination.
" The Manor House at Oakshade

;
and a

rare place it is, with tapestried rooms and secret

staircases, and curious ins and outs that 'most

puzzle a body. If John warn't a bit contrary
to-day, I'd like to try an' take you with us to

see it. It's been close shut up of late years,
for the old Major that's been living there had
got queer ways wi' him, an' didn't like to

see strangers about. Would ye like to go, my
maid?"

Before Annie—all her romantic tendencies

aroused by such a description
—could answer

in the affirmative, her brother threw the door

open rudely.
" Do ye mean to start this morning, father,

or not ? Just say, for I'm getting sick o' wait-

ing for you.'*

Without another thought of his daughter,

Ralph shuffled away ;
and the next moment

the wheels of the cart rattled sharply down the

street, and Annie, for the first time, was left

to pass the day alone.

It was, as the elder blacksmith had pre-

dicted, long after nightfall when the well-

known trot of the sturdy Welsh pony was heard

in the distance, and the lonely watcher, who
had grown weary of solitude, and nervously
awake to every unusual sound, hurried to fling

open the outer door, and holding a lantern high
above her head, looked smilingly forth into the

dark and tempestuous night.

"How late you are!" she cried in glad
tones

;

" how weary you must be ! it lightens,

too, fearfully !

"

"Chut!" answered John, sharply, as ho

sprang out of the vehicle
;

"
go in-doors an'

be quiet, can't ye .
; Do ye think we want all

the parish to turn out an' see us come home .'*'

"Hush, boy, hush," his father whispered ;

" she didn't mean any harm ; go you in, child,

an' take the light wi' ye."
"But you will want it," she observed, still

lingering on the threshold
;

" shall I run and

fetch the old man to take the pony out \
n

" Get in, I say," was John's stern com-

mand, accompanied by an ungentle push ; "we
can do without your help."

Mortified and indignant at such uncalled-for

rudeness, Annie retreated to the kitchen, and
resumed her needlework, listening the while

with some surprise to the movements of the

twain, who performed for themselves the offices

in the stable usually delegated to the "odd
man

;

" and finally entered the house, locking
and barring the entrances and shutters with an

excess of caution unusual and uncalled-for, in

a rural spot where the crime of burglary was

almost unknown.
But a reason for these precautions was soon

apparent. Carefully wrapped in the horse

cloth, they carried something weighty, over

which they whispered earnestly, as they de-

posited it on a distant table
; whispering with

an air of triumph and curiosity, and many a

sharp backward glance, as if they still feared

that some crack in a door or casement would

permit a prying eye to watch their movements.
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At the top lay a small roll of papers, tied

up with extreme care, and around it some
old trinket boxes which, on being examined,
were found well filled with valuable gems, in

settings discoloured and tarnished by the

length of time they had apparently lain there

unused. In a casket of more modern date,
rows of pearls from Ormuz were mingled with

the massive ear-rings and armlets of

Oriental beauty.
These Ralph weighed and examined with

gloating eyes.

"Money's worth!" he muttered: "all

money's worth ! A lucky, lucky find !

"

A few packets of old letters—still retaining
a faint odour of patchouli—were then care-

lessly tossed aside with some knick-knacks,
doubtless preserved less for their value than for

the memories pertaining to them
; and, lastly,

the searchers discovered a canvas bag, curiously
labelled in crabbed letters, "The fruit of

Birdie's Rose-tree." This, on being opened,
was found to contain coins of all sizes, ages,
and descriptions, from the well pre
sestertii of the Roman emperors, to the

sovereigns and half-sovereigns of the present

epoch ;
and a pocket, contrived in the side of

the bag, was stuffed with bank-notes, varying
in value from five pounds to a hundred.

As the blacksmiths sat down rejoicing to

sort out and count their gains, the grieving,
dissatisfied Annie again interfered.

" There is some mistake here, father
; this

chest cannot have been hidden so long as you
imagined ; see, these sovereigns have not left

the Mint more than three years."
He did not appear to hear her.

"Dearest Father, you will try and find out

whom it belongs to, will not you ? it would be
— dishonest to keep it."

"Are you a born fool?" demanded John

snappishly.
" If the box had an owner, han't

you heard that he's dead and buried, and

strangers come into the pr< Would

you ha' us go out into the

everybody what we've got, and a

walk in and take a

"I would have you do what is I

right," she answered firmly.
The f;ith. red to avert th

he saw impending.
"Of course, my maid, of course; that's

what we mean to do ; we know what

about, so go you to bed at once, anil h
.

Annie
;

;i well-meaning, fcru

woiihli; ;
;
no
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'em ;
and your poor old father won't have to

work so hard as he has done
;
and may be

". i be a handsome present for his darling,

eh \
"

But she shook her head with the air of one

still unconvinced.
" You know, dear father, they cannot have

been hidden for any length of time
;
and then

there are the papers ;
if we examine these they

will tell us all we want to learn."

She hastened to seize them, but John's

stalwart arm was instantly extended to prevent
the act, and Ralph himself caught up the roll

and buttoned it inside his coat, .saying, as he

did so,

;t to-night, my maid, not to-night ;
it's

late, and we're tired. Some other time will

do just as well, so do you go to bed. I wish

it—I insist on it."

Further remonstrance was so utterly unavail-

ing that she prepared to obey. The father

•d her with unusual tend-
" You'll keep this a secret for my sake,

won't ye, dear '. Just till we've made up our

•ttle it, eh {

"

" She'd best do so," interposed John, knit-

ting his stern brows ominously.
M I'll not be

haided oif to prison through ker blabbing, 1

can tell ye."
To prison ! The l I such a thrill

through her whole frame, that she was obliged
to lean on a chair for support.

" To prison ! For God's sake run no such

fearful risks ! Take it back to the place where

you found it
; pray take it back ! Hon

like this will surely bring a curse with it."
" Confound the girl !

*' exclaimed John,

starting up in a fury,
"

she'll rouse the place
with her foolish preach iv we to be

dictated to by her I Take care," he continued

with a menacing gesture,
" take care, I

I'm not the man as'll be talked to, or

over by y>n ;
take care, I say !

"

attitude was so threatening, that Annie

permitted b ;ve but equally
.lined father to draw her from the room,

and at his request she retired to her

chamber, there to lie and listen to the occa-

sional chink of gold below, and the

of her relatives until sleep overcame
mt only to bring back, in dreams replete

with horror, the covetous looks and grasping
A Ralph, and the fierce threats of

John, towards whom the shrinking fear she

entertained w;is now deepening
into mingled terror and aversion.

TEE, II. SCHEM INC.

With the following morning all traces of
the "

lucky find "
disappeared, and when the

anxious Annie, seizing the first opportunity of

Dg alone with her father, sought to ascer-

I his intentions, he evaded her queries with

smiling craftiness inherent to his nature,
and met her timid warnings and entreat

with unmeaning nods and affirmatives, and
then slipped away in spite of her efforts to

detain him.

Many days passed by without the subject

being adverted to, or any apparent change
taking place in their home intercourse ; yet
Annie knew, although it would have puzzled
her to define how and when it was, that a
barrier was steadily arising between her and

those, the legality of whose acts she had
! ventured to doubt and question.

attentions were still accepted, but the

nightly readings of the Bible were discontinued

00 the plea that a violent cold rendered it

difficult for Ralph to hear them with pleasure,
anl MU-d-tSUi with his son, from which she

;lously excluded, usurped their place.

. too, a galling conviction, that

although John seldom addressed her, his eye

Upon her continually. If a gossiping

ighbonr pan oat her, he would find

; in the shop that enabled

him erhear all that

ta to her aunt, and the good
old patroness from whom they had summoned

. unaccountably disappeared from the shelf

where the} siting the coming of the

lad whose business it was to convey them to the

See ;
and twice, when she had put on

her bonnet and shawl to seek in a brisk

country walk relief from the oppressive atmos-
of home and her own thoughts, Ralph

called her back on some trilling pretext or

aid detained her by his side until it

It m • : lent that they doubted
and feared her. The rectitude which loathed

Impropriation they not only did not

share but were unable to understand, and with

:id suspicion generally atten-

dant on guilt, they began to exaggerate the

lengths to which her purer principles might

carry her.

John's unscrupulous spirit was the first to

a method for securing the wealth which
both men that her presence en-

and his communings with his father

grew longer, more earnest, and more secret.

Once, indeed, their innocent object coming
upon them suddenly, met in their lowering

oks of such dark and fearful meaning,
that intuitively guessing some evil mei

her, she turned away faint and sick, and half

inclined to insure her own safety by it-

flight. But a few kindly words from her
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-tone to sort and arrange her ocean waifs;

but the old man, with a restlessness for which
.y fully eluded him, wandered to and fro,

•udiously averted from John, who

lay on the sands at some distance, apparently

reading, but in reality impatiently surveying
their movements.

md-bye, in obedience to a signal from
. Ralph slowly approached his uncon-

scious daughter, but moved away without

addressing her, as her voice softly raised in

song fell upon his ear. Again John whistled,
and sighing heavily, his father returned to

Annie, aud sitting down beside her, put an
arm caressingly around her.

" Do ye like this place, my maid ?—would
it please ye to stop here a bit V*

"
Ah, yes ! how nice it would be if we

could ! Look, father, at those high cliffs
;
I

can see a narrow path like a tiny thread wind-

ing to the very summit. I long to climb to

the highest point of them !

"

" Then it really would phase you to be

here, would it ? Well, you deserve the treat,
and you shall stay for a week or two ; I will

fetch you home myself."
She looked up gratefully, but shook her

head.

"You are very kind, dear father, but I

could not wish that ; to be here with you would
be real enjoyment, but to remain alone would
not afford me the slightest pleasure."

" I could not stay," cried Ralph, hastily,

"you talk nonsense, my maid
;
I could not

neglect business to hunt for shells, but

different thing wi' you ; and I shall fetch you
home in a fortnight or three weeks, at the

farthest."

Annie now dropped her seaweeds, and ei

voured to meet his wandering glances.
" You speak as if your mind was ma

to leave me here."

"Yes, yes
—as you wish it so much."

The colour instantly faded from her el

"To leave me here—alone—and wh<
with whom /"

II,. eagerly entered into explanal
the house when ad dined,

Civil and obliging ;

nh a comfortable room. .

1 arrived ! John w,

rhaps he -

Oh, father, what <;

!!<• drew her back to the si.

I
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comfort. John and you don't get on well

together, and we're thinking of making a great

change at home. Perhaps he'll marry—it's

likely he will
; marry and leave me, and then

you'll coiue back and read to me, as you used

to do, and we too will be very cosy and com-

fortable together, eh ? Hush, dear, it's only
for a week or so that I want you to keep quiet,

and let him have his own way—only for a

week or so."

And thus arguing and coaxing, and assuring
her again and again that it was for her sake

only that he urged this, Ralph Thorley ceased

not until he had won from his harassed daugh-
ter a reluctant consent to remain where she

was, at all events for the time he first specified,

when he promised, with many an asseveration,
to come and escort her home.

" But I have no clothes with me
;
I cannot

remain," she objected.
This obstacle had been anticipated. A

trunk would be forwarded on the following

morning, and bewildered and dissatisfied, she

accompanied her father back to the cottage
where John was waiting for them.

He held up his watch as they approached.
"We haven't a moment to lose; the train

starts in half-an-hour, and we have two miles

to walk. Annie stays here, of con:
" I have agreed to do so for the present,

but "

" Oh ! let's have no buts," was the brusque
comment

;

"
any other girl would jump for

joy at such a fine chance of playing the lady.

Come, governor, arn't you ready yet ?"

Ashamed to yield to her emotion before

strangers, Annie received her father's parting
kiss with apparent composure ;

but when his

figure began to recedo in the distance, a sense

of her forlorn condition, thus left among utter

strangers—not only friendless, but penniless
—

began to creep over her, and crying loudly to

him to stop, she attempted to pursue him.
But detaining hands seized and drew her into

the dwelling, the door of which was imme-

diately locked
;
and when she indignantly

remonstrated, the alternate soothings and

threatenings addressed to her as if to a frac-

tious child, speedily revealed the position in

which she was left. Represented to her hosts

as partially insane, and while permitted all

reasonable indulgences, to require careful

watching lest she should attempt to escape,
what availed her passionate protestations of
her sanity, or obscure hints that it was to

keep a fearful secret she was thus victimised ?

Her denunciations of the villany of her
father and brother, her wild efforts to follow
them on foot, and the subsequent apathy of

exhaustion and despair to which she yielded,

only corroborated John's artful hints
;
and the

rumour of her madness spreading rapidly even
in that unfrequented spot, when Annie was at

last permitted to wander along the sea-shore

under the surveillance of one of the elder

children, she saw herself shunned and pointed
at as the young woman that wasn't quite right
in her mind, and endured it with the galling
conviction that any efforts of her own to dispel
the deception would be useless, unless she

dared openly proclaim the cause of her de-

tention
;

a step which filial duty rendered

impossible.

CHAPTER III. THE AYLMER FAMILY.

The two or three weeks which were to have
11 the limits of Annie Thorley's sojourn at

the fishing village had lengthened into months,
and still she remained there, apparently for-

gotten, except that the stipulated sum for her

board was punctually forwarded. Her letters

of remonstrance were unanswered, or merely
received a few words of reply, and those trans-

mitted through her keepers; and their purport
was always the same—that soon, very soon, her

father was coming to fetch her, and she was to

lei and patient.

In the meantime use had partly reconciled

her to a lot at first too terrible to dwell upon ;

and, kindly treated, and permitted to go where
she would with but slight restrictions, she in-

wardly acknowledged that even this state of

things was better than being a helpless and

disapproving witness of the uses to which the

contents of the iron chest were doubtless

applied. Still, at the best, it was but a sad

and sorry life to which their guilty fears had
condemned her, and she was fast sinking into

a morbid state of mind, when accident—the

trifling circumstance of sheltering beneath a

rock, during a heavy shower, with the inmates

of a pretty cottage half-a-mile nearer the town
1 —gave a new zest to existence.

Annie's acquaintances were a brother and

sister, imbued with too much courtesy and

humanity to betray the belief they shared, in

common with all others, of her lunacy ;
and

full of a generous desire to ameliorate the

misery of such an affliction by all those little

tendernesses which their sympathy prompted,
and their small income and scanty leisure

permitted.
Her heart expanded beneath the gentle in-

fluence of their unexpected courtesy ; she

gladly received the smiling invitation of the

pretty Grace to visit her, and thankfully ac-

cepted an offer to initiate her into the mysteries
of fabricating curious baskets, <fec, from the

sea-weed 8 and shells they rambled to amass,
and which Grace frankly confessed she made to
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iper feeling than mere friendship; and the

intensity of delight with which she received

and secretly cherished every smile and look

directed towards her, can scarcely be compre-
hended save by those who have had as few to

prize them, or whose ties of kindred have been

idenly and entirely rent.

The winds of winter now began to creep

mournfully around Mrs. Aylmer's cottage, and

heavy rains threatened partial interruption to

Annie's frequent and welcome visits
;
the per-

I

sons to whose care she was entrusted consider-

ing themselves happily freed from the trouble

|

of guarding her, and, while she came and went

I

at stated hours, refraining from any undue
' interference with her actions. And, daily, her

presence at the cottage became more eagerly

\

looked for, and more useful
;
for Mrs. Aylmer's

illness increasing with the clemency of the

weather, she was frequently confined to her

chamber, and the cares and occupations of

j

Grace so much increased, that it was only by
robbing herself of rest she could make up the

amount of those earnings now needed, in their

necessarily frugal household, more than ever

, they had been. And here it was that Annie
! came to the rescue, sometimes filling the place
of the anxious daughter in the sick-room—
sometimes completing the work Grace had
almost despairingly laid aside

;
in the innu-

merable ways, and with the delicate tact a

woman's thoughtful nature brings to the t

,
she became an invaluable helper to each and

|

all of them
;
and felt herself doubly repaid for

every effort by a word of earnest thanks from

|

the grateful Arthur, or the warm kiss and the

"dear, kind Annie," of his more demon
; tive sister.

They were sitting together one chill}

ing in December, when the weather and Mrs.

Aylmer's increasing weakness combined to ren-

der their attempts at cheerfulness abort'

and Arthur was reading aloud mechanically,
with but a poor appreciation of the meril

the work he had selected, when the

win. I without was suddenly broken

the unusual sounds of carriage wheels and a

Loud ring at the gate-bell

the surprised tri

ply to tho summons, they heard a !'.

run rapidly up the little gardes ; I
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g on the lashes and filled the soft blue eyes

ch—dazzled by coming suddenly into the

ht—she hastily shaded with her hand as she

gazed around.

But Arthur's exclamation, "Good God!
Ethelind !

" no sooner met her ear, than, with

a glad cry, she sprang forward, and was in-

stantly clasped to his bosom
; looking up for a

moment to fling an arm round Grace, and

again hiding her blushes and tears.

Before Annie could rally her bewildered

faculties, Ethelind raised herself, and after an

earnest and sorrowful perusal of the faces

bending so tenderly over her, exclaimed, re-

proachfully :

"Cruel Arthur! Cruel Grace ! Why did

you not write to me ? Have you, too, con-

spired to keep me in ignorance of your misfor-

tunes ? or have you been led to believe me as

indifferent as the rest of the world ? But no,"
she continued, impetuously, "you could not

doubt me ! Indeed, indeed, they have sedu-

lously concealed it all from me, and when I

wondered and fretted at your not meeting us

at Paris as we agreed, they soothed and de-

ceived me with a false tale, basely concocted

for the purpose. We only reached horn

evening; and an hour ago, while drawing for

a ball, at which they had allowed me to sup-

pose I should meet my dearest friends, my
aunt hesitatingly confessed the truth, and—
and—I told her how I hated her for her

treachery ! How dared she—how dared my
uncle "

Her passionate emotion checked her
;
and

Arthur gravely spoke :

"You must not judge your guardians thus

harshly, Ethelind. They may have erred in

not acting more candidly with you ;
but I

cannot cavil with their wisdom in separating

us, when they knew that I had lost all hope
r calling you mine. Your uncle appealed

to my honour, and I voluntarily promised not

e you again."
Tears now streamed down the eloquent fea-

\

tuns raised to his.

" You could do this, Arthur Aylmer, and
(

without seeing or consulting me '! Had you !

then ceased to love me?"
He averted his head in silence. She wrung

her hands, and sobbed passionately.
"Don't tell me that, Arthur! I can bear

|

anything but that. It can't, it can't be true !"

Unable to resist the piteous appeal, the
!

young man suddenly turned, and drew her
back to his bosom.

" Love j'ou, Ethie? as my life ! Love you? j

ah ! too well to make you the partner of such
|

hopeless poverty as ours! It is our fate to !

part, my dearest; it is useless struggling j

against it
;
we must not meet again. But

God for ever bless my darling for coming here

this night ! To know that you have been

faithful, will cheer Take her, Grace : oh !

my sister, take her ! it is more than I can

bear !

"

As Grace advanced weeping, Arthur un-

clasped the arms twined around his neck, and

staggered towards the door, but Ethelind was
there before him.

"Do you know," she faltered, "that I am
homeless ? that unless you afford me the shelter

of your roof, I know not where to turn my
steps ? You look incredulous, but it is the

truth. My uncle solemnly vowed that if I

sought you this night, my foot should never

again cross his threshold
;

that he would
renounce me from that moment

; and—I

came." A deeper crimson dyed her cheek,
her lips quivered, and she looked fearfully and

questioningly from the brother to the sister,

murmuring, "Alas ! have I done wrong ? You
think mo bold—unwomanly

"

They both sprang forward to enibraco and

LDB her, and Annie heard no more.

Gliding by them unnoticed, she softly opened
the door and shut herself out into the dark-

reaching her lodging long afterwards,

drenched and ghastly pale ;
but shivering less

from the biting Wind, than the] overpowering

anguish of knowing herself once more a cast-

away, with no one to love her, no one to sup-

port and console her in the bitter straggle the

discovery of the last hour had entailed upon
her sinking heart.

CHAPTER IV. A DISCOVERY.

TiiitKE days pasted heavily away; and truly

complaining of violent pains in her head, Annie

confined herself to her chamber; but the after-

noon of the following one brought Grace

Aylmer to inquire the reason of her lengthened

absence, and to pity and regret the illness

under which she was evidently labouring.
With the mistaken idea of enlivening her

sick and solitary friend, Grace threw off her

shawl and stayed to talk over the events which

occupied her own mind, little dreaming what

pangs she inflicted when dilating on Ethelind's

beauty, her devotedness, and the certainty of

Arthur's union with her taking place imme-

diately, if the appeal to her uncle's forbear-

ance counselled by Mrs. Aylmer remained

unanswered.
" Mr. Harding has not acted kindly by them,

dear Annie
;

he could not reasonahly suppose
that these loving young creatures, after see-

ing their attachment sanctioned on both sides,

and its consummation only delayed on account

of Ethie's extreme youthfulness, would become
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He could afford her relief, thankfully

clerkship in the town on the Sussex

procured for him through the in t

of a friend ; there, manfully stifling his

own sorrows, lie endeavoured to sink into

Lty with the same unmurmuring patience

as the warm-hearted, brave-spirited Grace,

whose utter self-abnegation had early sh

him into a show of resignation ;
and in a

ing the virtue, ho had almost succeeded in

ising it, when the appearance of the long-
loved and deeply regretted Ethelind had

aroused his dormant affection into all its

former ardour. Flinging off all the restraints

of prudence, he yielded to the delight of finding
her as fond and faithful as when they parted
under fairer auspices ; even venturing to hope
that in their mutual attachment both would

find sufficient consolation for the trials and

shifts of poverty ; or, if misgivings as to the

unpromising future pressed upon his conscience

too closely, allaying such gloomy fears with

that panacea for all our youthful troubles—
the belief that something or other will unex-

pectedly turn up, some path to riches sud-

denly open before his longing eyes and yield
him the exquisite bliss of repaying the sacrifice

Ethelind had made for his sake, by restoring
her to her position in society.

Grace, more matter-of-fact and less san-

guine, now confided to Annie her own dread

that their small income—already severely taxed—would with difficulty support an additional

burthen
;
even if the patience and philosophy

of the hitherto petted daughter of good for-

tune—the cherished maiden whose adoption

by a childless aunt and uncle had nursed her

in luxury, and who had never before known
what it was to be thwarted in a wish, h< i

wild—proved to be all it promised ;

— but her

surmises and doubts were poured into In-

ears.

With throbbing temples and Btamm

tongue Annie, who had breathlessly listened to

the long recital of Arthur Aylmer's misfortune,
now dwelt upon it with strange j

was a question she longed, yet tr< i

to ask.
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an obscure country village, of whose name it is

chance if you have ever heard. His resi-

ence was called Oakshade Manor."
The panic-stricken hearer sank back on her

pillow, but her companion, absorbed in her

own thoughts, did not perceive the emotion she

had evoked
; and, after sitting for some time

lost in a reverie, suddenly resumed with a faint

smile and a struggling sigh.
" I have said little about myself, fori know

that it seems selfish to dwell upon one's own

disappointed expectations ;
but I, too, may

reasonably suppose myself a loser by the major's
sudden decease

; for, when quite a child, I bad
won his favour by yielding up, at his earnest

solicitation, a favourite rose-tree
;
and this act

of generosity, which cost me some teai

regret, he often mysteriously assured us, would
bear golden fruit. This you will say was but

a jesting speech, and might not mean anything ;

but the old valet, who had been with him for

many years, declares that his master had a

canvas bag labelled,
' The fruit of Birdie's

Rose-tree,' in which he frequently Are you
faint, dear Annie ? thoughtless creature that I

am ! my silly chattering has made you WOJ

Groaning and shivering, the unhappy girl

gasped out an assurance that she should be

better alone, and after vainly proffering simple
remedies, and begging the mistress of the house
to be kind and attentive, Grace reluctantly
withdrew.

"Who shall attempt to trace the workings
of a mind so distracted as Annie Thorley's ?

All the unmerited sufferings of the Aylmers,
all the guilty consequences of her father's ill

deed, oppressed her
;
and what steps to take,

she lay unable to surmise. To permit Arthur
to be wronged any longer, was out of the

question ;
but how procure the restitution of

the packet of papers which assuredly contained

the mi-sin- will ? Perhaps—and she started

up in dismay—they were no longer in existence.

Poor Grace's fortune was undoubtedly spent ;

and the jewels
—

possibly sold. This must be

ascertained, and immediately ; but how ?

"Written appeals, experience had already taught
her, would be worse than useless

; nay, would,
in all probability, lead to the instant flight of
the guilty men.

"
I must escape from here," she cried,

"
I

must go home
; my father is not wholly bad

;

he loves me
;
he will listen to me, I shall

regain my old influence over his heart, and he
will—as far as may lie in his power—restore

the contents of the chest. Who knows but
that he is already repenting its unfortunate

•

iy, and will joyfully hail this oppor-
nity of flinging off the oppressive secret ?

"

Aroused to fresh strength by these reflec-

tions, she hastily dressed, and began to plan
an immediate flight. The small sums Grace
had taught her to earn, some impulse had
induced her to keep carefully concealed, and
these she now joyfully drew from their hiding-

places.

There was but just enough to pay the railway
fare to London

; but once there, Annie feared

nothing ; and, eager to feel herself free, she

assumed her bonnet and shawl, and telling the

surprised woman of the house that she fancied

a Avalk on the beach would relieve the violent

pains in her head, leisurely strolled away in

the direction of Mrs. Aylmer's cottage.
To pass this unnoticed was usually easy

enough, for Grace was too busy, and Mrs.

Aylmer too ill, to take heed of occasional

footsteps ;
but now a light figure was flitting

up and down the path, or lingering at the gate
to watch for Arthur's return, and Annie
sickened as she crept by the happy possessor
of the love at which she despised herself for

aspiring.

Once away from the familiar objects, her

courage returned, and with assumed ease she

threaded t!:< of the town, awaited in

secret terror the appearance of the next train,

and at last, with inexpressible relief, found

herself safely deposited at the London termi-

nus, penniless, but buoying up her weakened

spirits with hopes that a greater experience of

human nature would have taught her to be

very insecuroly based.

It was now evening, and to reach Holsby
that night, and on foot, was impossible ; so,

after a long inward debate, Annie wended
her way towards her aunt's, expecting there,
at least, to meet with a cordial reception.
But a sickening disappointment attended her

coming : the kindly bosom into which she

had at last determined to pour the whole

of her anxieties, the upright mind from

which she would have obtained good counsel

in her difficulties, was closed against her for

ever.

This second mother to her infancy was dead,
and the wonderings of the neighbours at her

ignorance of an event of which her father had
been made cognisant, rendered the shock

doubly painful. Indeed her distress became

so overpowering, that a good-natured woman
led her into her own homely domicile, insist-

ing upon keeping her there until the morning ;

and Annie, whose small modicum of strength
had been sorely taxed by the excitement and
sorrow of the last few days, was only too

thankful to comply.

{To be concluded in our .
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inch wide by an apparatus not unlike that

f a travelling knife-grinder. The narrower

ridths, not more than one-sixteenth of an inch

road, do not arrive in sheets, and conse-

uently do not require to be cut. They go
t once to the tenipering-room. This, from

lam's anxiety to move on, I suspected was to

afford one of the sensation effects of the place.

And certainly, at first sight, it did look rather

like the home of the demon of discord beneath

the bowels of the earth, where he forges his

bolts previous to the comic business of the

pantomime. From out a nondescript mass of

iron, filling up the middle of the room (I had

all but said stage), glowed a murky light,

which, leaving all but a confined space in dark-

ness, reddened the grimy faces and sinewy arms

of the workmen and their attendant imps as

they moved to and fro within its reach. On

examination, this mass proved to consist of

two furnaces, separated by a kind of tan].

steel is tempered by being subjected to alterna-

tions of heat and cold, the glistening strip,

when it arrives from the ' '

cutting
"

shop, is

first drawn slowly through one furnace
;

it then

under and is pressed by vessels filled

with cold water
;
and lastly, after bei:

posed to the air for a yard or two of its course,

its hardness becomes elasticity during a journey

through the second furnace. If the operation
be successful, the elasticity will be almost per-
fect. For exposure to cold, immersion in oil

is sometimes substituted. The steel now

tempered is next wound on "
bobbins,"

which are neither more nor less than gigantic
reels of the sewing-cotton kind. It is then

taken to the "covering" room, whither we

accompanied it.

Tins room was evidently Ham's second

great sensation scene. The whirr, which I

have ventured to call unmusical, pr.

from it, and, when the door opened to admit

us, became positively deafening. Long parallel
rows of stands occupied the whole length, on
each of which stands were what looked like

four sets of small nine-pins, engaged in danc-

ing circular Scotch reels after the maddest
fashion.

"
Ay, but there is a method in their mad-

ness," said the courteous gentleman, in answer
to my expression of surprise.

Ham, possibly from a desire to reserve him-
self for pointing out the beauties of the neat-

handed maidens, didn't seem quite equal to an

explanation.
" These are the covering machines. There,

that is the 'bobbin,' which you saw in the
other room. Look

;
it is hung horizontally

below what you call a set of nine-pins, and
we a '

head.' The steel to bo covered is

passed up through the middle of the pins, and
attached from above to the top of each one of

them by the cotton whicli is to form the
'

covering ;

' much as the centre pole of a bell

tent is fastened by ropes to the circle of pegs
inserted in the ground, to secure its steadiness.

The nine-pins, when set in motion, act each

one upon its neighbour by means of notches in

the edges of the small circular discs on whicli

they are fixed
; and, as they thus whirl each

other round and round, and in and. out, they

plait the cotton round the crinoline steel,

which is all the time slowly rising and ex-

posing a fresh surface to their elibrts. The
machines are, as you see,

' minded '

by women
and girls, whose duties are but little more
than the correction of occasional accidents.

Each machine will cover as many as six hun-
dred yards of steel in the factory day of ten

hours and a half. Before crinoline came into

fashion, these same machines were used for

making braid, whence they are still sometimes

called braid maeliines. Then- arc yet other

methods of s. Sometimes the cotton

is not plaited, but only twisted round the

steel by what we eall the Derby Frame. There,
that is one. The process is much simpler in

this case. I will give you an idea of it. Pass

a wire through the hole, which perforates lon-

gitudinally a reel of sewing cotton
;
fasten the

cotton on the reel to the part of the wire

which projects above it
; keep twirling the

reel round and slowly raising the steel, and

you will see this process of twisting performed
on a small scale. Of course, in the frame

the *

spindles,' which represent the reel, are

turned, and the steel raised by steam power.
A frame containing twenty spindles will cover

eight thousand yards of steel in a day.
The twisted covering is ehcaper than the

plaited, because it takes less cotton
; it is

inferior, because it is more easily unravelled.

Again, the high price of cotton has led to the

substitution of a paper covering instead of

cotton. The paper is pasted over the steel by
a machine for the purpose ;

but the exact way
in which this is done is known, I believe, only
to the firm which uses it."

We hail now visited two of the three depart-
ments of the manufacture. There remained

the insertion of the steel in the skirts in the
"

fitting-up
"

rooms, where likewise the skirts

themselves are made. About this time Ham
seemed to brighten up wonderfully, and to

exhibit his interest in the proceedings by vari-

ous surreptitious acts of personal embellish-

ment, such as passing his fingers through his

hair, tlicking bits of fluff off his coat, &c. The
cause of this was soon evident. An ascent up
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with one only son (a gentle youth,
>od, and love of Truth,)

dly hoped that Arnulph might aspire
Disease and death to baffle, like his sire.

But the boy, musing gloomily apart,

Avowed at length the impulse of his heart :

calm cloister, father, I would go,

And there serve God." His father answered,
"No."

" Thou doest well to wish to serve the Lord,

By thine whole life imperfectly adored
;

But choose thy work amid the world, and then
Thou canst serve God, and bless thy feliow-men.

The boy, still yearning to achieve his plan,

Spake,— "It were better to serve God than
man."

Pray God for help," the father said, "and He
Will solve the riddle of thy doubt to thee."

So Arnulph to his chamber went, and prayed,
That in his doubts the Lord would send him

aid
;

And, in a vision of the silent night,
A phantom stood before him, clothed in white—
A form for earth too beautiful and grand,
With crimson roses blooming in each hand.

And Arnulph asked the Angel,
" Are these

flowers

Fresh culled from Eden's amaranthine bowers ?"
He answered,

"
Nay : these offerings are from ail

Whom God the doers of His will doth call."

And can I offer nothing ?
"

sighed the boy;
May I not also serve the Lord with joy ?

"

Surely thou mayst," replied that Seraph fair,
In my left hand, behold, thy gift I bear."

Then Arnulph said,
"

I pray thee, tell me why,
In thy left hand the flowers all scentless lie,

But in the right they breathe a gracious bi

Which long within the haunted sense doth d*

IX.

The Angel answered, with pathetic tone,
In my Left hand 1 bear the gifta a!

<>i those who worship God, the Sire above,
'

'f His children testify no Ioyi

While then sweet roses, which shall I

Come from the lovers of loth God and man."

L Arnulph cried, "Alas !

! WSI blind!" And so it eaine to

Bttt 1 ll ut ;unl lot.

<;. If.
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A LONG AGONY.

^

On the 23rd August, 1850, between Eve and
six o'clock in the morning, some peasants in

going to their work near
,
in Russia, dis-

covered the lifeless body of Isaac Varga lying
at the entrance to a footpath branching from
the high road. Filled with terror at the dis-

covery, they hastened to the starost to tell

him of what they had seen, and the official

returned with them to the spot to draw up an
account of the circumstances of the murder

(for it was evident there had been a murder)
for transmission to the higher authorities.
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The relation of the starost was as follows :

" Count I Lschkine, a Russian noble,

wife and three children, two boys of

thirteen and fifteen years of age, and the

third an infant. His treatment of his serfs

he subject of conversation throughout the

province, among the nobles as well as other

He systematically disregarded their

. and whenever he required their services

acted them as though their whole time

was his own. Nor was this the only thing
of which they had to complain ;

he was extor-

tionate as well as oppressive, and cruel L

Our countrymen, as you know, will bear a

great deal under the influence of the fear of

being sent to serve in the army, or in a worse

place, so that Stalschkine heard no murmurs,
and perhaps had no idea of the intense hatred

towards himself which his tyranny had engen-
dered. Among the serfs on his estate were

three who were noted for their ferocity, and
these organised a conspiracy among the others.

One night these met at Stalschkine's house,

bringing with them bundles of straw and fag-

gots, which they heaped up against the door

and windows, and then set it on fire. The
count was soon awoke by the flames, and

I

jumped out of window, followed by his

sons. The count was cut down with an axe,
, and thrown back into the house, and his

! innocent children were tossed into the

hi the meantime the countess had been let

down from a window at the back i

house by the nurse, and her infant child after

..iter which the nurse let herself down.

They then went to the end of an orchard and

under a wall,
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RBut

if Isaac Yarga's fate did not deter the

W steward from following in his steps, it

is not likely that a statement of what had

ppened at a distance would do so, nor did it.

So far from being mollified by the submissive-

ness of the wretched serfs, this only seemed to

encourage him to deeds of greater violence.

But experience has shown that a community
of individuals, whether few or many, when
once it has taken upon itself to avenge its

"wrongs, acts with less and less reluctance on

every succeeding occasion. It wras so in this

instance : the same persons who had submitted

to the tyranny of one man for years before

they slew him, bore with his successor scarcely

eleven months before he, too, was despatched.
Such an occurrence as the murder of two

stewards in succession was so unexampled, even

in Russia, that it was felt by the authorities

that it must not pass unpunished. A detach-

ment of military was sent to the village, and

quartered on the inhabitants, with orders to

remain there till the guilty persons were dis-

covered. The body of Paul Javoga had :

first seen by a woodman, lying face downwards
in a shallow pool of water formed by the over-

flowing of a well, to which he had gone to

draw water, and the first proceeding of the

officer in command was to order this wood-
man's apprehension, as the murderer of the

man whose corpse he had been the first to

see.

It so happened that this man, of whom there

is no doubt it was intended to make a victim,
was little more than a youth, and so remark-
able for his gentleness that somebody had given
a feminine termination to his name, by which
he was more generally known than by his

proper one. Nobody believed thai he had
been concerned in the murder, or that he
knew who were the perpetrators ; but, on the

other hand, the military officer was determined
to put somebody to death as a warning, and it

is to be feared that the villagers were only too

willing to submit to his being made the victim,
to save themselves from being completely rained

by the soldiers
;
not to speak of certain excesses

which the latter perpetrated without fear of

punishment from their officer, or of retaliation

on the part of the peasants, and which were

pretty sure to be practised more and more exten-

sively the longer they remained.
The prisoner was confined in a hut under

the guard of two soldiers, one being in the
same room with him, the other posted outside
the door to prevent anybody approaching the
hut. Both soldiers were armed, so that the
chance of the prisoner making his escape would
have been considered hopeless by any person,
however deeply attached to him. Great,

therefore, was the surprise of the villagers when
it was announced that he had disappeared,
and that the soldier who had been placed
within the hut to guard him had been found

dead on the bench where the straw Avas placed
which served them as a bed. It was quite
evident that the soldier had been suffocated,

and the hole in the wall showed the way
by which the prisoner had escaped, and the

broken sword the means by which the hole had
been made.

The youth and comparative weakness of the

prisoner caused it to be suspected that he

could not have killed the soldier, who hap-

pened to be a particularly powerful man,
without the assistance of some person. In

consequence of this suspicion both the sentry
who had been on duty before midnight, and
he who relieved him, were arrested. The first

swore positively that the soldier who had been

killed and the prisoner were sleeping side by
lide when he was relieved at midnight, and

the sentry who relieved him confirmed this

statement, and swore that from that time till

he himself was relieved, and the discovery was

that the prisoner had escaped, he had not

heard a sound. It was impsssible for the

officer to o any reason why one of his

men shoal . branger in murdering his

comrade, unless he had been bribed, and tho

whole of the villagers averred that the prisoner
had no means whatever of doing this.

It was naturally supposed that the fugitive

would make for the woods, and for days and

weeks afterward! the soldiers were engaged in

searching these, but all their endeavours to re-

capture their prisoner were fruitless
;
and it

was only when the wretched peasants had been

reduced to starvation, in the hope that their

to get rid of the human locusts would

force them to betray the hiding-place of their

fellow-villager, that the soldiers were with-

drawn. Time after time officers of justice

were sent at unexpected periods, to see if the

fugitive had returned to his village, but always
with the same result

; nothing had been seen

or heard of him.

Three years after the death of Paul Javoga,
a white-haired beggar one day entered the

village. The account he gave of himself was

that he had been a soldier, and having served

his time, and, moreover, been seriously ill, he

was discharged, and was then on his way to a

distant village. Among those who listened to

the account he gave of himself was a young
woman, who, to remain faithful to the pledge
she had given to the unfortunate youth who
had been charged with the murder of the

bailiff, had refused several offers of marriage.
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BRITISH PEARL FISHERS.

r persons, probably, when they hear of

British pearls will be disposed to set them
down aa mere artificial imitations, and not as

genuine gems ; yet they are really entitled to

in the latter category, and the
search for them constitutes an actual and by
no means unimportant industry. Specimens
of these native jewels were included in the

great omnium gatherum of the International

Exhibition, but overshadowed as they were by
one of the staircases, and blocked off from the
main stream of visitors by the great gold-
smiths' cases, they attracted little notice.

Recently, however, they have found favour in

royal eyes, and the fashion thus set has given
a marked stimulus to the fisheries.

There can be no question that the pearls of
Britain were celebrated in the days of old.

History has preserved the tradition that it was
this source of wealth that tempted the Romans
to our shores

; and more than one ancient
writer refers to the shield, studded with

I British pearls, which Csesar suspended as an

offering in the temple of Venus at Rome.
Tacitus mentions pearls among the products of
our island, but adds that they were generally of

;
a dusky, livid hue

; this, he suggests, was owing

|

to the carelessness and inexperience of the

persons who collected them, who did not pluck
I the shell-fish alive from the rocks, but were
content to gather what the waves cast on the

!
beach. Pliny and others also describe them
as inferior, on account of their dulness and

| cloudiness, to the jewels of the East. C i

j

down to times less remote, we find Hector

Boece, in the sixteenth century, expatiating

upon the pearls of Caledonia with much
enthusiasm. They were, he says, very valu-

able, "bright, light and round, and »
of the quantity of the nail of on<

finger." Concerning their origin, he tells

that the mussels which contain them,
"

ei

in the morning, in the gentle, clear, and calm

air, lift up their upper shells and mout!.

little above the water, ami then I

fine and pleasant breath or dew of heai
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pearls v.-ere .also found in England about the

same time,
" of divers colours, and in no less

umbers than ever they were of old time."

He mentions Saffron Walden as one locality

where they were obtained, and that he himself

had at different times gathered more than an

ounce of them, some being of the size of large

peas. "There were," he adds, "few churches

or religious houses, besides bishops' mitres,

books, and other pontifical vestures, but were

either thoroughly fretted or notably garnished
with huge numbers of them ;" but they went

very much out of fashion after the popish
decorations were abolished.

Pearls have been gathered in the north

of England, in the river Conway and else-

where in Wales, and in various streams in

Ireland and Scotland. It is said that there is

a Conway pearl in the British crown, and it is

also understood that the pearls in the Scottish

regalia are of native origin. Scotland has,

according to all accounts, always been more

prolific in this jewel than any other part of

the United Kingdom. One, John Spruel, in

a curious work dated 1705, says: "I have

dealt in pearl these forty years and more, and

yet to this day, I could never sell a necklace

of fine Scots pearls in Scotland, nor yet fine

pendants, the generality seeking for Oriental

pearls, because farther fetcht. At this very

day I can show some of our own Scots pearls
as fine, and more hard and transparent than

any Oriental. It's true that the Oriental can

be easier matcht, because they are all of a

yellow water, yet foreigners covet Scots
'

the labourers found many fine pearls. Mr.
Moritz Unger, a foreign jeweller in Edinburgh,
who has given great attention to this subject,

states, on his own observation and experience,
that Lochs Lubnaig, Earn, Tay, Rannoch, and

many others farther north, as also west and

south, are crammed with pearl shells.

There have been many attempts to discover

a fixed law in the distribution of these shells,

and a writer in the Scotsman thinks he has

solved the problem.
" So far," he says,

" as

the observations of those who have been

recently labouring to gain experience in regard
to this matter have enabled them to decide,
one of the primary facts that have been estab-

lished as to the pearl fish is, that it is only to

be found in rivers deriving their sources from

lochs, and discharging their waters into the

sea. The generality of these rivers are irre-

gular in their course and of strong current,
and when acted upon by the influence of a

flood, the tide sweeps the shell-fish down the

channel of the stream, and collects them in

vast beds at particular points of the river,

where a projection of the banks or some other

obstruction oilers an impediment to their

further progress." If, for "only," which I

have italicised, the word "
generally" were to

be substituted, the proposition would be less

questionable. As it stands, it may be met by
the remark that the Don and other rivers in

the above list do not fulfil the conditions

prescribed, and yet yield pearls.

The British shell-fish which bears the pearls
is a species of large mussel (Mytilus margariU-

.

"—all which must be taken with due ferus). The largest are about two inches in

length and an inch and a half in breadth.

Spruel, the old writer above quoted, says,
" that just as you can tell a cow's age by the

allowance for the fact that the writer is laud-

ing his own wares. A hundred rix-dollars

(10/. 10s.) was, it seems, accounted an ex-

ceptionally high price for a Scotch pearl in

those days, a ninth or tenth of that sum

being about the usual figure. Pennant,

during his tour through Scotland, visited a

pearl fishery near Perth, which though
then well nigh worked out, had produced,
a few years before, as much as between three

and four thousand pounds
' worth of pearls

annually.
At the present day pearls are obtained in

the upper reaches of a number of rivers in the

Highlands of Scotland, such a3 the Tay, Teith,

Earn, Don, Dochart, the Ugie, Garry, Tummel,
and the oddly named stream which the poet
has thus addressed,

Ythau, thy pearly coronet let fall.

A few years ago, when a portion of Loch
Vennacher was laid dry during the prog:
the works for carrying water to Glasgow, a

large deposit of shells was exposed, in which

marks on her horn, so the more nicks or

wrinkles in a shell the older and better the

pearl is, and smooth shells are barren." In

reality, however, there does not seem to be

any certain external indication of the wealth

within, and this is the embarrassing feature of

the trade. Pearl gathering is a greater lottery

even than gold digging. One man may spend

day after day opening bushels of shells without

lighting upon the object of his search, while

another may be enriched by finding several of

the gems in the course of an hour or two. In

Scotland the mussels are all opened with the

knife, a slow, laborious operation. On the

Conway, I understand, the shells are gently
boiled in large cauldrons, and pearls are sepa-

rated from the mass by repeated washings and

strainings. In the East the shells are buried

until they putrefy, or else are boiled. In

opening the shells when they are fresh there is

a danger of injuring the pearls, as great force
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poral, ulia, you see before you a
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'orale !

"
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ignorant of his meaning this time, not having
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r in affairs of the heart only the

ige of the heart. "I, Signor

said, much puzzled to conceive
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ii will

y's service. I am in love with your
. . I admire your goodness, I respect your

character. 1 am heir to an old uncle, who
i snug little farm,—freehold land,

and most of it pasture,
—at Cuneo, in the

province of Turin. I refer you to my officers

for my character. I ask you to make the

happiness of my life, by consenting to be my

This time there was no mistaking the mean-

ing of what was said to her ;
but Giulia found

it difficult to be equally explicit in reply. So

she shook her head, and began tracing devices

with her toe on the pavement.
"
Signora Giulia," said the Corporal, who

still hoped that these symptoms were but the

results of rustic coyness,
" silence is held to

give consent."
"
Oh, no ! indeed it does not !

" said Giulia,

frightened into speaking.
" Indeed it does

not. I am so sorry, so very sorry, Signor

Corporale ;
but silence gives refusal in this

case. Indeed, indeed, I cannot be your wife."
ts Gentilissima Signora Giulia, I am pro-

foundly penetrated with the conviction that I

do not appear before you in my present posi-

tion, in the light of one who is justified in

asking your hand. Circumstances, justly I

may fairly say, the urgent need of our country
for the service of all its sons capable of bearing
arms in the field, have made me what you see

me, a poor Corporal of Bersaglieri. The posi-

tion, though poor, is an honourable one
;
but it

is not, I am aware, such, as your husband ought
to occupy. But I beg you, Signora Giulia, be-

fore deciding on declining my offer, to give your
attention to two points. The first is, that my
present position may be considered a provi
one only, as it would be my hope to retire on

the death of my uncle—seventy-nine last birth-

day, and alarmingly threatened with gout iu

the stomach—to my ancestral fields,
—

freehold,

and mostly, indeed nearly entirely rich pasture
land

;
and the position of my wife,

of the farm of Monteverde, would not.

haps, be unworthy of your acceptance. The
second point which I would submit to v

that in accepting the hand of a man who has

Berved, even as anon-commissioned
i guarantee for character,

—and I

the most satisfactory references,-—which oould

hardly be found to th< win in the

of a civilian.
n

The Corporal had delivered this (nation with
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" I am sure, Signor Caporale," replied

iulia, by no means insensible to the magnifi-

cence of the offer made her, or altogether un-

touched by the disinterested admiration and

affection of the worthy little man, "I am sure

that there are more reasons than enough to

make any girl glad enough to marry you, if—
if—if it was any way possible. But as for me,
I assure you that—that—that it is not any way

|
possible."

"And why is it not possible, stimatissima

Signora G iulia ? If the proposal appears to

you a not unacceptable one, wherefore is it not

possible ? Am I so unfortunate as to find your
heart already engaged 1

"

Giulia did not, in reply to this very direct

question, tell him that that was a question
which no man had a right to ask—that it was

unfairly putting her in a position which, etc.,

etc. For she had never been instructed in the

delicate proprieties of the situation
;
and the

fact was, that the Corporal's question appeared
to her a perfectly natural and proper one.

None the less, however, did she find it a very

embarrassing one to answer.
"
Why, Signor Caporale," she said, blushing,

and speaking as if she was on the point of

bursting into tears,
"

is there DO reason why it

may not be possible for a poor girl to accept
such a generous offer as yours, except that sin-

is engaged to some one elfl

It was a weak attempt at evasion, and Giulia

knew that it was so. And when the Corporal
brushed away her little cord bastion of sophis-
tical defence by saying, categorically,
"No reason whatever, lovely Giulia, except

that her It. art is engaged to some one else. If

the case, I must accept my misfortune,
and bear it as well as I can. If not, I still

hope. J.s that the case ?"

"It would not have been the case," said

poor Giulia, crimson all over, and turning her

face away from her interrogator with th<

ing that she certainly uku very much to blame
in the matter, and owed it to the Corporal to

j

soften her rejection of him as much as possible.
" It would not have been the case," she

. -tically, "if it had not been that I knew
him so many years first !

"

" Ha ! cousin Beppo !

"
cried the Corporal,

clasping his hands, and dropping his head upon
" the Captain was right ! Signora

Giulia, U Signor Capitano Brilli warned me that

your heart was already engaged to your cousin.

Still he was wrong,—it is something to know
that he was wrong, in considering that his

excess of stature must necessarily cause him to

be preferred to me. If I had come first I

hould have had the prize. Being first is

everything in this life. 1 should have had my

promotion for being first inside the enemy's
works on the heights of San Martino, if another

fellow had not run faster than I. Signora

Giulia," he continued, bringing himself with a

sudden start into the attitude of military

salutation,
"
Signora Giulia, farewell. Had I

come first I could have loved you well. Your

memory will be ever sacred to me, in future

years, when I shall have retired to my little

(freehold) farm of Monteverde. God bless

you, and send you all happiness ! Addio,
Signora !

"

" Addio
t Signor Caporale, addio ! I am

grateful for all your kindness to me," said

poor Giulia, who longed to put herself on the

same level of unhappiness with him, by ex-

plaining that she was fully as unhappy in her

love as ho was in his, but did not know how
to set about it.

"
And, Signora Giulia," said the Corporal,

from the landing-place, putting his head back

through the half-opened door,
"
pray under-

stand yourself, and make the happy and fortu-

^-ignor Beppo understand that I should

not have spoken as I did when I had the ad-

Qg him here the other day, had
1 been aware that he was honoured by your
love. Tell him I congratulate him, and wish

him all happiness with all my heart, and bid

him bear no malice. Once more, Signor

Giulia, God bless you !

"

" It was true, then," was Giulia's first re-

flection when the door was, closed behind the

Corporal, and she was left in the great hall by
herself, "it was true, then, that the Corporal
was making love to me all this time in serious

earnest ! I wish, oh, how 1 wish, that people
carried their hearts outside, so that everybody

might see all about it. Ah ! Beppo would
know then " and therewith her mind went

back from the Corporal's sorrows to dwell upon
her own.

It was not long, however, before all those in

Fano, who were interested in the matter of

Giulia's recall home, and who had been sur-

prised at it, were enlightened respecting the

causes which had led to it.

Although the young men liable to be drawn

by the conscription are not bound even to

appear in person at the time of the drawing,
or to do so at all till the day appointed for the

medical examination, they are bound by law

not to absent themselves, without explanation
ami special permission from their communal

authorities, from their homes, during the period
which may elapse between those two days.

Hence, when in the course of the morning of

the day on which Beppo left Bella Luce, his

absence became known, it was very clear to

everybody what the state of the
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lorporal Tenda ;
and when la Giulia

i the door for him, he begged permission
kk with her for a few minutes.

What could it mean? Had she reiv

E liable to any military penalties by re-

the Corporal ? It seemed to her by no

an improbable thing, that it might be so.

Captain Brilli very courteously motioned to

her to sit down in one of the great arm-chairs

in the hall, and then took the trouble of

lugging another all across the floor to sit beside

her. What could be coining ?

"Signora Giulia," began the Captain, speak-

ing very gravely,
" my friend, Corporal Tenda,

has made me acquainted with what passed
between you and him the other day."

"
Ah, yes ! that's it, sure enough," thought

Giulia
;

" I wonder what they can do to me !

They may put me under a state of siege, if they

will, but they shan't make me marry the

Corporal."
" He perfectly understood your reply to

him to be decisive, and would not have pre-

sumed to speak of the subject farther, but that

, circumstances have since occurred which pro-
duce a very notable difference in the situ at

You have heard, of course, of the step which

your cousin, who drew a bad number the other

day, has unfortunately been persuaded to

take?"

The captain looked at her, and waited for

an answer.
' '

Si, Signor Capitano ; I know that Beppo
has gone away," said Giulia.

" Had you known beforehand, may I ask,

Signora, that it was his intention to do so, in

case he should draw a number obliging him to

serve ?
" asked the captain.

"
No, Signor Capitano ;

I never heard of it

till Signor Sandro told us here at tl

And I was very much surprised; for I th

that Signor Paolo, his father, would cei

pay for a substitute, as he is well able I

answered Giulia innocently, and with a manner
which at once convinced Brilli il

Bpeaking the simple truth.
" It is a very unhappy thing that he should

Ha—unhappy for hil

and for all who are interested in him."
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Signorina
—very greatly," said the captain,

shaking his head, and looking at Giulia with

an expression of pity that made her feel very

uncomfortable ;
for it was impossible for her

mistake the grave seriousness of the cap-

n's manner. ' ' The conscription, as far as

our cousin is concerned, will never be over,

you call it. He will never be able to

turn to his home, except to give himself up
as a deserter. The government will never

cease from considering him as such, and hunt-

ing him down."
"
Oh, Signor Capitano !

"
cried Giulia, in

great distress and terror.

" It is as I tell you, Signorina. As long as

he remains away he is an outlaw and a bandit
;

he can never show his face at his home, or

anywhere where he would be recognised. He
is considered by the law in the same light as a

criminal guilty of a crime which renders him

infamous
;
he has no civil rights. And this

will be his condition all his life, till he is

taken as a deserter."

"Oh, Signor Capitano ! Signor Capitano !

mercy on him! He did not know;

indeed, indeed, he did not know what the law

Be merciful to him!" cried Giulia,

amid sobs, which it was impossible for her to

repress.
"

I have no power in the matter, my poor

child,
" said the captain, much moved by her

distress.
" I have no authority, either to

punish or to forgive. But I can advise. Calm

yourself, Signorina, and listen to me. I have

no doubt that your cousin was not aware that

the consequences of absconding were such as

I have told you. I have no doubt that he

en wickedly deceived. But if you have

any doubt about the correctness of what I

ask your friend, Signor Bartoldi, the lawyer.
He will, I am sure., tell you tin- same."

"
Oh, Signor Capitano ! I am sure you

would not tell me so to frighten me for no-

thing," said Giulia, who was now all in I

" Indeed I would not. Would that 1 could

help you in the matter ! But all that 1 can

. as I said, to give advice. I must tell

you honestly that I came to speak to you at

equest of my friend Tenda. Of course,

in the present state of your feelings, it was

sible that you should give him any an-

-ccept that which he received from you.
I regret that it should be so

;
for Tenda is a

good and worthy man, and will one of these

days be in a position to offer a wife a very
comfortable and desirable homo. However, if

it cannot be, it cannot ; and there is an end
of that. But when the Corporal heard this

unfortunate news about your cousin, he was

cry anxious that two things should be stated

to you : one with a view to any possibility
there might still be for his own happiness, and
the other with a view to yours, which he

charged me to assure you was, whatever his

own lot might be, dearer to him than his

own."
" I believe he is a very good man. It was

a great grief to me to pain him," said poor
Giulia, amid her tears.

" The two things he wished me to tell you,"
continued the captain,

' ' were these. In the

first place, if your cousin should persist in

sacrificing everything—his home, his position,
his character

;
if he should determine reck-

lessly to live the life of an outlaw and a
bandit "

"Oh 1 oh ! oh !" groaned poor Giulia, as

she heard a second time the terrible statement

of Beppo's condition
" It is evident that he must sacrifice also all

domestic ties, all claims to the fulfilment of

any promise which, in point of fact, is rendered

impossible by the situation he has made for

himself. Now, in that view of the case, my
friend Tenda wishes you to understand—but
without pressing you for any answer, or urging

you at all in point of time— that he considers

the otter he made to you as still waiting your
acceptance."

"Oh, no! no! no!" exclaimed Giulia,

wringing her hands. " If all the wrorld was
t Beppo, I should love him all the more.

I can never love anybody else ; indeed, indeed

I can't ! If he is to be all you say, Signor

Capitano ; if he must live all his life out on
the mountains, and in the caves, I would never,
never leave him !

"

And then, suddenly, a delicious thought
Hashed through her mind, that perhaps, after

all, out of this flight and misfortune of Beppo,

might come the means of proving to him
whether she had ever been false to him,—
whether she was worthless. It' he was to be

an outlaw and a bandit, of course all the money
and the farm would go to Carlo, and the great
barrier between her and Beppo would be ro-

L And there rose up in her fancy a

picture of Beppo, alone and unfriended, poor,
with all the world turning its back on him

;

while she—alone, barefoot, out on the moun-

tains, and hungry, perhaps—was by his side,

loving, cherishing, and comforting him. And
the thought was a very sweet one to her.

But he did not, would not love her—if he

had already given her up—perhaps ceased to

think of her. And that cold thought brought
her mind back to the reflection that, in the

energy of her rejection of any other love, she

had said more than she ought to have said,
—

that she was leading Captain Brilli and his
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" Tell him, Signor Capitano, that he is very
nd generous, very generous," re i

Qiulia, out into fresh tears. "Tell

him how much I thank him, and that if it was

Le in any way for me to do what 3:

ae, I should be so glad to do it. I am

very much obliged to you, too, Sign or

tano. Oh ! what would I have given that you
could have said all that you have told me to

poor Beppo !

"

" I wish I could say as much to all the poor

misguided fellows who will do the same thing,"
said the Captain. "The government knows,"
he added,

" whom it has to thank for the mis-

leading of them. Good night, Signorina. God
bless you ! I wish you well."

And so Captain Brilli took his leave, and

Giulia went to confide her sorrows and her

difficulties to the sympathising heart of her

mistress.

(To be contlnwd.)

ROUND THE IRISH COAST.
TART II.

Tnr, island of Achill is by far the largest

In Ireland, containing a district of 46,000

acres, and a shore-line of eighty miles in

circumference. It was with no little curi-

osity that I visited it, for its name was

associated in my mind a long time ago with a

certain polemical little newspaper, called the
u Achill Herald," which defended it-

views with a praiseworthy tenacity, albeit it

was by no means chary of abuse of those of

its neighbours. This paper was the organ of a

Protestant mission, established in tl;

district of Ireland, principally through the

labours of the Rev. Edward Nangle.
was in those days more benighted and morally

savage than any Kaffir district, for while

nominally under the religious supervision
Roman Catholics, little pains were taken with

the education of the inhabitants until th

test ants .appeared on the scene, th<

doing they roused an active hostility,

th.' mission flourished for a oonsid

tim.', and a wry promising little
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Lity to everything connected with the pre-

mt religion. It is true that all Irish

)testants are educated in a sort of contro-

sial spirit, but it remains to be seen

:ther such a spirit is really as valuable as

more liberal and tolerant. Whatever may
the politico-religious situation of the Achill

tlement, there is no doubt as to the beauty
its physical position, for immediately above

towers Slievemore, whose conical and rifted

head springs abruptly from the sea to a height

of 2217 feet. I think that I never saw a more

beautiful sight then the summit of Slievemore

at sunset, wreathed as it was by a coronal of

delicately rose-tinted clouds, below which tho

evening rays were playing on the gleaming
masses of quartz, contrasting with wonderful
eilect against the dark gulleys on the moun-
tain side. Inland, Achill is an undulating
extent of brown heather

;
but its magnificence

consists in the mountain belt that girdles it

seaward. Looking over the broad Atlantic, at

its western extremity, is the Croghan, which
viewed from the land is but a monotonous
outline of some 2000 feet in height ;

but let us

ascend to the top, and we shall find that the

other half is gone, cut away and probably
submerged, leaving a tremendous precipice, at

;WW

the base of which is an inclined plane of dibris,
a second range of cliffs washed by t

The sublimity of the Croghan is enhanced by
the unconsciousness of the ascending visitor to

his proximity to a cliff scarcely ecpiialled in

t Britain. Seaward, we strain our eyes
irch of land, America being the nearest,

according to geographers ;
but poets and legend-

lovers assure us that not far from Achill lies

the enchanted island of Hy Brisail or O' Brazil,
that happy island, flowing with milk and honey,
to which St. Brendan and his companions sailed

in skin-covered skiffs, and remained there for

seven years. It is commonly believed that to

the faithful observer this blest region is sud-

denly revealed, a belief that is prettily ex

pressed by an Irish poet, Gerald Griffin :

On the ocean that hollows the rocks where ye dwell,

A shadowy land has appeared, as they tell ;

Hen thought it a region of sunshine and rest,

And they call'd it (/Brazil, the Isle of the Blest.

;

From year unto year, on the ocean's blue line,

The beautiful spectre showed long and divine
;

The golden clouds curtained the deep where it lay,
1 And it looked like an Eden, away, far away.

Nevertheless, though we may laugh at tho

credulity of the Irish peasant who wistfully

gazes for a sight of Ply Brisail, it must not be
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Island aril ociations with the memory
na I'aile, an Irish amazon who flourished

in the reign of Elizabeth, and who was evidently
Did mistake on the part of Nature, for

neither in figure, disposition, nor manners could

she lay much claim to feminine attraction.

Numberless are the stories told of this

fierce west country chieftainess, who lorded it

over the tribes and clans of Mayo, and di

even except her husbands, of whom sh

two. The first was O'Flaherty, Prince of

Connemara, the owner of a castle on an island

in Lough Corrib, which fortress was besi

and only saved from being lost through the

intrepid conduct of Grana, after which it went

by the name of the Hen's Castle. Her second

spouse was William Burke McOughter, who,

feeling dubious respecting the long continuance

of their conjugal happiness, and very likely

feeling considerably afraid of Grana, arranged
that at the end of the year, should either of

the contracting parties say "I dismiss you," a

dissolution of partnership should at once take

place. But he was no match for the lady, for

taking advantage of his absence, she filled all I

his fortresses with garrisons of her own people,
and then watched him as he was s;

up the bay. When the unfortunate William

i was within earshot, she took her stand upon
: the battlements, and shouted "I dismiss y<

, whereupon he lost not only his wife but his

1

property ;
for those were days when the str

|

hand and ready arm not only took but ke]

and possession was nine parts of the law.

Even royalty itself was not secure from Grana
Uaile's caustic tongue and bad manners—for

Elizabeth, to whom she paid a visit, was par-

ticularly amused with her wild guest, and I

offered to make her a countess, an offer

scornfully refused by Grana, who told

Majesty that she should have the same di

conferred on her whenever she came to

naught. On her return from com;.

landed at Howth, and passed by the c

the Earl of Howth was .lining.

closed doors, a piece of apparent inhospil

disgusted Grana, that she kidn

md heir, who was playii

rden, carried him oil' to May< .

d him «>n a pr<
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THE LADY OF THE GRANGE.

In spring-time, with its opening flowers,
In summer, when the woods are fair,

In autumn, with its blust'ring showers,
In winter, when the trees are bare,
From the morn till day is gone,
Like a statue carved from stone,
Sits a lady, sad and lone ;

Sits watching, with a steadfast air,

Until the ev'ning light has flown,

From day to day, without a change,

Monotonous, and still the same
;

And she is known by this one name—
" The pale-fased Lady of the Grange.

VOL. x. No. 210.
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The heart to joy and gladness ;
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•y, and hers was sweet,
Is oft allied with sadness.

The board was spread,
The speeches said,

ords of love and hope were spoken,
And for the old dear life now broken

- were shed.

Last words were breathed, last kisses taken,
utter'd and hands shaken,

And they must go,
— one minute more,

For one last kiss the bride did linger,
And then a stranger, by the door,
A iti r mark'd before,

Beckon'd the bridegroom with his finger,
arntter'd :

" Come with me."
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ere seen no more.

A cry « . merry cry,

was sorrow,
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my years have pass'd since then,
-its in the churchyard rest,

1 of the burden as 'tis best,

aths have grown grey-headed men.
But she still sits, from early dawn,

From early dawn to ev'ning late,

And has sat, ever since the morn
When she was render'd desolate,

•. eariedly forlorn.

The bridal robe is dingy now,
Bat she still wears it

; and the hair

[en still upon her brow,
And she is very fair.

Her heart is dead, her tears ne'er flow,
There is no sign of care,

Except a touch of dreaminess,
Which is not pain, but something less.

Just bordering on despair.

For Time seems to have pass'd her by,
As one who is not of this earth.—
And still, as on that day of mirth,

Her face shows youthfully ;

Except a wrinkle here and there,
A grey streak in the golden hair,

A blankness of the eye.

A weary watch for ever keeping,
A pain without a word of woe,

Without the sweet relief of weeping,
'Tis so the long years onwar

For ever watching for his coming,
Sad and still without a change,

From the sunrise to the gloaming,
Ever steadfast at her post,

Waiting for a love that's lost,
Sits the Lady of the Grange. W. G.

OUR GREAT IRON-WORKERS.

When we consider the matter, it docs

extraordinary that the strong platform on
which the main industry of this country
was scarcely begun to be built a hundred

ago. Eefore that time our principal iron-works

,

were to be found amid the woodland districts

of Sussex. The then existing circumstances
of smelting, determining the manufacture to

that rural part of the island, in the
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vegetable life is blasted, and the whole region
for scores of square miles is converted into a

heap of cinders, on which rests a canopy of

perpetual smoke, lit up at night by the lurid

glare of countless fires, reminding one of a

country being devastated by war ; nothing, we

say, can present a greater contrast than this

scathed and blasted landscape, with the location

of the old bloomaries, situated amid deep
forests of oak and beech, the motive power to

work the blast being fed, not by sulphuric

flames, but simple water collected into dams or

picturesque lakes, and turning a merry mill-

wheeL At the time we mention upwards of

one-half of the whole product of iron in these

islands was made in Sussex, Kent, and Surrey.
In those days, moreover, the best blood of the

land was not averse to trading in the great

staples of those counties
;
and Mr. Smiles,

to whose work, entitled " Industrial Bio-

graphy," we have been indebted for much of

the interesting matter of this article, tells us

that the Nevilles, the Howards, the Percies,
the Pelhams,the Ashburnhams, and many other

cient families, were as eager in the prosecu-
on of this great manufacture as are the men of

Birmingham or Wolverhampton at the present

day. But wood was not inexhaustible, as we
trust our coal fields will not be in our day ;

and

public opinion, even in Elizabeth's reign, began
to denounce the iron-works as monsters that,
lilce the Dragon of Wantley, threatened to eat up
the whole woodland districts of the countiy,
and to leave the people to perish of cold in the

winter time,
—wood then being the only fuel

used. From the year 1581 a series of enact-

wero passed, restricting the number of

works in the counties before-mentioned, and
before long the trade took flight, not all at

once, but by degrees, to new localities. The
first migrations of the iron-masters was to

localities somewhat similar in their industrial

conditions to their old workings, namely, South

Wales, where iron and wood abounded
; and,

strangely enough, these last localities were
destined to be permanent, for although the

woods disappeared as rapidly as before, yet
they held out until those older woods—the

coal—came into use as smelting material.

We can well understand the alarm of our

forefathers at the disappearance of their oaks

and beeches, when we are told of the inordi-

nate maw of the furnaces of those days for

ligneous food. The making of every ton of

pig-iron, we are informed, required four loads
of timber converted into charcoal fuel, and the

making of every ton of bar-iron required three

more. The prospect of the whole popu-
lation being starve. 1 at no far distant winter

appeared like a reality, even to the living

generation, and not a mere sentimental fear,

such as we entertain now for the generations
that may be born some three or four hundred

years hence, provided the anticipations of phi-

losophers are fulfilled relative to the failure of

our coal-fields.

The restrictive laws of Elizabeth and James
were less destructive to our old south-country
bloomaries than the civil wars which broke out

in the reign of Charles. ^Vhen the Parliament

got the upper hand, all the iron-works of the

Royalists were remorselessly destroyed by the

forces of Sir William Waller
; indeed, the

same fate awaited those in Wales
;
and such

a blow was dealt to the manufacture, that

England, from an exporting country, began to

import large quantities of iron for home con-

sumption from abroad. In 1740 there ywere

only fifty-nine furnaces in all England ;
and the

last specimens of the manufacture of charcoal

iron were the castings of the iron railings sur-

rounding St. Paul's Cathedral, the major por-
tion of which contract was executed at Lam-

; berhurst, near Tunbridge AVells. In Sussex

itself the eighteenth century saw the last fur-

nace thrown out of blast. Perhaps the Ash-

burnham forge, when its fires were extin-

guished, saw the final flare of the furnace in

this ancient seat of a great industry. At this

day the ruins of this large establishment are

j

still to be seen, its great hammer pond or lake

I

converted into a reservoir for iish and water-

;

fowl by the present Lord Ashburnham ;
and

! where once the clanging of numerous hammers
was heard, there now reigns the silence of a

•

sylvan solitude. In other parts of Surrey
and Kent the old ponds are now blooming
in season with hop-plantations ;

the streams

that once fed them now do the work of flour

and paper mills, and the very memory of Vul-

can has departed from the land.

Bat the dying-out of the manufacture in the

southern counties of England by no means

meant the destruction of the trade in this

island
; indeed, it was but a trade revolution

caused by natural causes. Many far-seeing

minds had anticipated the time when charcoal

would prove too expensive a fuel for the ope-

ration of smelting, and had turned their atten-

tion to coal as its proper substitute. As early as

1620 the practice of smelting iron with pit coal

was begun by one of the Dudleys ; but, unfor-

tunately, he was so far in advance of his time

that nothing permanent came of his attempt.

He lacked the powerful blast furnaces which

enabled later iron-masters to establish the use

of coal as a smelting material, and the civil

war effectually put out his fires, which other-

wise may have given England a hundred years'

start of herself and other nations.
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i;ce of their comparative light-

ed durability. There is no
. that has left so large a mark

on the past history of the iron-manufactory as

>f Henry Cort. He was not, perhaps, so

ions an inventor as many who preceded
him

;
but he possessed the skill of combining the

of other men, and presenting them
in a more complete form than they had ever

before appeared in. He was the first to make
iron for "large uses." This he did by

u
piling

and faggoting,"
—that is, by laying bars of

iron, of suitable length, one over another, like

bricks in a building. These, being brought to

a welding heat, were submitted to a forge-
hammer of great power, and welded into one

piece. By this process larger masses of iron

were produced than was possible by any other

method. His process of making bar-iron from
cast-iron and then passing it through grooved

rollers, brought the art of making malleable

iron up to a point of perfection, not surpassed
at the present day. Poor Cort was, however,
the most unfortunate of inventors, as his

valuable patents were thrown to the winds by
the Government of the day ;

and the man who
may be said to have laid the foundations of

the fortunes of many of the great iron-masters

of the present time, found himself ruined

through the dishonesty of his partner, an
official in the naval yard at Portsmouth

;
and

a man who added at least 600,000,000?. to

the wealth of the country, in his old age was

pensioned off with a miserable annuity of some
200Z.

The progress of the iron trade in Scotland

has been almost fabulous ; and it has

built up within the present century by the

labours and the discoveries of two men, David
Mushet and James Beaumont Neilson. The

great staple manufacture of Scotland :.

to have depended upon the merest accident.

Mushet, whilst crossing the river Cald<

&T 1801, spied in the bed of tin- stream

linen of ore which attracted his i

tion. He picked it out, tested it in

and found that it contained a little

at, of the protoxide of iron.

ad was a portion of a tb

tending throughout the \

I, whi.-h he termed carboniferous lime-

known unii.

B

tughed ai amp-

valu-
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tli

le ore, were obliged to admit that Black
j

nd could smelt itself—the proportion of coal

in the band being sufficient to complete this

process. But in order to accomplish this, the

labours of Neilson were yet needed. This
j

ingenious man got into his head the notion

that if he could warm the blast thrown into
j

e furnace, he would be able to make a much

ore powerful draught. This again was a bold .

attempt to cut prejudice against the grain ;
and !

the iron-masters sneered at the idea of the
;

manager of the Glasgow Gas Works teaching j

them°their trade. It was their theory that the

best iron was made in winter, in consequence of

the greater amount of oxygen in the air at that

season ;
and therefore they made a perpetual

|

artificial winter, as far as their blast furnaces
|

were concerned, by cooling the atmosphere as

much as possible between the bellows and the

furnace. What must have been their astonish-

ment, therefore, at finding an amateur revers-

ing their practice, and elevating the stream of
air to a great heat 1 He persevered, how-

ever, notwithstanding their sneers, and ulti-

mately succeeded in so increasing the blast, by
reason of its great expansion, that the Black
Band had simply to be thrown into the furnace
without the coal and left to smelt itself. The
result upon the make of iron was most magical.
In 1829, before Neilson's patent was taken

out, the total make of Scotland was only
29,000 tons annually. It has since increased
to upwards of a million tons.

A. W.

BEPPO, THE CONSCRIPT.
BY T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.

CHAPTER XXII. GIULIA AT THE CURA AGAIN.

Ox the Sunday morning Farmer Vanni made
his appearance in Fauo, as had been arranged,
for the purpose of taking Giulia back to Bella

Luce. He was in a more crusty and crabbed

humour than usual
; for, despite the argu-

ments and the counsel of his friend and guide,
Don Evandro, his conscience told him that he

had been acting very badly. It is true that he

had no idea of the gravity of the consequences
of the step to which his son had been driven.

He gave perfect credit to the priest's repre-
sentations on that head But he knew in his

heart that the real determining motive with

him was love for his $cudi. He knew that

other fathers, far less able to do so than he,
were making every possible sacrifice and effort

to raise the means of procuring substitutes for

their sons
;
and he knew that many of those

who were doing so were by no means friends

of the new order of things. He knew that he i

was acting like a curmudgeon, and he knew
that everybody else would think so. It was

disagreeable to him to show himself in Fano
under the circumstances

;
and he was in an

exceedingly bad temper accordingly.
He went directly, as usual, to the house of

Signor Sandro
;
and perceived at once that he

was not received with the usual cordiality.
La Signora Lisa was not visible. He was not
shown into the private portion of the attorney's

dwelling-house, but into his office.
" Good morning, Signor Paolo ! Take a

eat. This is a bad business of your son
;
a

|

very bad business, indeed ! I trust you have

changed your mind, and are come with the

money in your pocket to give me orders to

look out for a substitute. If so, all might yet
be managed in time before the day for the

examination, and everything put straight."
"
Beppo knows very well that I have no in-

tention of doing anything of the sort, Signor
Sandro. My money shall not go—more of it

than I can help
—to bolster up the usurping

government. But I did not come hero to

speak of Beppo, but to take la Giulia home.

Is she here ?"
" No ! What should she be hero for ? She

is at her mistress's house
;
and a thousand

pities that she should not stay there, so well as

they were getting on together. La Signora
Dossi is as fond of her as if she were her

mother ! But you know your own business

best !

"

" Yes ! I suppose I do ! I ought to, at my
time of life, at least."

" Oh ! I say nothing—not a syllable ! I

never meddle with other people's business, un-

less when I am paid to do so ! But, really, in

this matter of your son, Signor Vanni, I could

not reconcile it to my conscience, if I was not

to say a word to beg of you to reflect on the

consequences to the young man. Consider "

' ' I have considered ! You don't suppose I

made up my mind without considering, do

you 1 Besides, I act under advice !
—the best

advice ! I know what I am doing."
" Oh ! If you know what you are doing
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"

said the fanner, testily.

r that, I will send a boy to

v. And I think it would be

a Signora Dossi to call on her

I should have thought that

have liked to speak to her about
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T want to speak to her
;
and I dare

say sli ant to speak to me ! There's

:h of good to hear about la Giulia,
tnts. I won't go to the Palazzo

the child up to you, here,
rtoldi

;
and I expect to receive her

Ad the farmer, speaking
ble manner which the

hen he means to be ob-

well ! So be it ! I will

replied the attorney,
into an unprofitable con-

man.

, in order to do

burned, he

up, with his hat on,
. which

o that

The more

at the
fact u

think of returning to the subject of Signor

lira, as far as they concern you and

ly. But there is one point that it is

itely necessary for me to touch on. Of

you are aware that, if your son insists

on placing himself in a position which the law

brands as infamous, there can be nothing more
en him and my daughter. All that

scheme is of course at an end ! I regret it ;

but of course you must have been aware that

such must be one of the consequences of your
determination."

" I acted as I thought proper, Signor Bar-

toldi
; and, as I thought, for the best

acted under good advice, as I have told you
already. I hope you may be equally
counselled. As for Beppo and the Signorina

Lisa, you can please yourself. Beppo will not

have to go begging for a wife, I take it !

"

" Faith ! he may have to go begging for

some other things besides a wife, before all is

done!" said the attorney. "However, there

is no more to be said. So now, Signor Vanni,

I

I will wish you a good morning."
The farmer went and got his gig, taking

good care not to return so quickly as that

Giulia should not have arrived at the attorney's
house. He found her quite ready, with her

little bundle by her side, and the fresh tears

upon her face, in Signor Sandro's hall, from
which la Lisa had just escaped, as soon as she

had heard the calessino drive up to the door.

It cannot be supposed that Giulia's drive

home to Bella Luce with the fanner \

pleasant one. For a while no word was

spoken between them. But, as the horse be-

gan to walk up the first hill, after quitting the

city, the old man said, almost with a snarl :
—

" So you are like the bad baiocco, SigE

Giulia, you come back again !

"

The "signorina," it will be understood, was
in the old farmer's mouth purely ironical.

" •

I did not go for my pleasur. . 'aolo,"

answered Giulia, with a sigh ;
"and if

for my pleasure that I con.

"There's little pleasure to be got on:

one way or the other, for all 1

old man.
-•

Wry little, indeed ! Signor P

help me !

"
replied tin . while

srs, which had

the bright

ks.

I

"Woi • lucfc I

"'

( riulia could i
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What do you mean by that ?
" snarled

the old man, turning sharply on her.

" It was you who said it, Signor Paolo !

"

I
id Giulia, looking up through her tears.

" Then I suppose I meant it ! but that's no

&son you should say it, or think it either !

"

owled the farmer.

And then nothing more was said till they
were going up the last hill to Bella Luce.
" I don't want to have any talk at home,

mind you," the old man then said,
" about

anything in the city, not what this fool said,

or t'other fool tattled. Do you hear I You

say nothing to anybody, and nobody will say

anything to you. And I am sure that ought
to suit your book best ! Do you hear ?

" he

repeated, after a pause. For Giulia was pon-

dering what was the meaning of this prohibi-

tion, and what the sneer which concluded it

was intended to point at.

"Yes, Signor Paolo!" she said, submis-

sively.
" Well ! mind it is yes ! And now hold

the horse till I send Carlo to put him in the

stable."

So there she was, at home once more
;
and

old Sunta, who was really glad to have her

back again, received her somewhat more kindly
than the old man

;
and Carlo stared and

giggled, and spoke in innuendos, and tried in

vain to make her talk whenever he could get

In vain, therefore, Giulia waited, and hoped
to hear something said in the family which

might afford her a clue. Beppo was never

mentioned by them, any more than if he had
not been in existence.

And the fatal day of the medical examina-

tion, when his absence would be notified to

the military authorities, and he would be

branded as a deserter, drew nigh. It came at

last
;
and still Giulia was no nearer to the

object, which was now the chief and, indeed

it may be said, the only one of her life.

After some (lays, the thought occurred to

her that possibly some change might arise,

some means of communicating with him offer

itself suddenly, and be lost for want of her

: being prepared to take advantage of it. The

preparation of a letter was to her, though not,
as to many of her class and station, an impos-

sibility, yet a matter of time and difficulty,

she thought that, as a measure of precau-

tion, it would be well to have a letter written

in readii:

i'lic first step towards this was to obtain the

ins of writing. And this was not alto-

iler so easy a matter as it might seem to

damsels living under different conditions of

itenoe. Pen and ink were indeed easily

obtainable. For those which Beppo used in

the good old days, when Beppo was, to make
out the farm accounts, and to which Carlo had

now succeeded, were kept in a drawer of the

it table in the kitchen. And there would
be no difficulty in abstracting them at night,
to be used in the privacy of her room, and

replacing them before there was any chance of

their being missed in the morning. But then,
how to get a sheet of paper ? Giulia's pen-

manship was not capable of putting what it

would be necessary for her to say into the

compass of a small bit of paper. A whole

sheet of foolscap was absolutely necessary to

the achievement of her object. And how to

obtain this ? It would be easy to go to the

shop and purchase what she wanted.

But eke I Vi pare ! As if it would not be all

Santa Lucia the next day.
" La Giulia

has been asking for paper ! Who is she

writing to, I wonder?" "Eh! some friend

left behind in Fano ! Girls don't go to stay

in the city for nothing," <fcc., &c, tfce. And
then cross-questioning at home. No ;

that

would never do !

After much meditation on this knotty diffi-

culty, however, she hit upon a stratagem,
under cover of which, she thought, the thing

might be done. She might write a letter to la

Dossi. It was very natural that she should

do so. That would be avowable. It would

also seem very natural that she should require
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st's house-
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—two

lap paper
—out of Giulia's own

-

; for, thanks to the small

be received from la Sig-

hting had been liberal in

the matter, Giulia was not wholly without

mon
a couple of sheets of paper, if you

please," said slit-, taking care to add her justi-

oefit of the Santa Lucia

gossips.
" I must write a letter to la Sig-

nora 1 lady I was living with at

i she paid her visit to la Nunziata, who

mise, that if la Signora Sunta

r,
Giulia would come up to the

00 the morrow, and lend her a helping

day, as she used to do, "before,"
said la Xunziata, "you were turned into a

fine city lady."

M settled, accordingly, that Giulia was
to Sp .1 lowing day at Santa Lucia.

. after supper, she quietly
took I iid ink from among the frag-

, broken dinner

. an old almanac, and one

tble, and carried tl.

and much

.vithout the

aarittanoa of a second oopy.

to ten . a.s a blind for

however, soon managed. thai :
—

of tin:

data.) —."

INfag thai tht Widtnsai Of it indicated the

degree of respect in which the writer's corre-

spondent was held; and then the letter began.)
" I arrived at Bella Lu< | well, and

am so at this writing, hoping that you are the

I hope that you have found some
better and more fortunate person than me to

serve you ;
and I hope that she can please you

in the cooking. When you see la Lisa, and il

Signor Capitano Brilli, and il Signer Caporale,

please to give them my kind remembrances."
" Turn over."

(For so low down the sheet had Giulia's

abounding respect compelled her to begin her

letter, and so large was the writing, th

had already reached the bottom of the

and the letter was resumed on the other side

no higher up than on the first page.)
" The vines in this district are looking very

well. The grittochammia
"

(it was the only
word misspelt in the letter

;
and of course

Giulia had no knowledge of it, save hearing it

constantly in the mouths of the farmer and
his sons) "is not much

;
and we hope to drink

a glass of wine this year. Dear Signora Dossi,
I am very grateful to you for your kindness to

me. I try not to forget the things you taught
me

;
but there is little to be done in the way

of fine cooking at Bella Luce.
"

(This filled the whole of the second page, or

of that portion of it which was written on,
rather

;
and furnished a line or two for the

third page, beginning at the same distance

down the paper. Then the whole of the re-

maining space was occupied by the subscrip-

tion, carefully distributed in equidistant lines.)
" I am,

" With the most distinguished homage and

obsequiousness,
" Of your ladyship,

" The most humble and obedient
" Slave and servant,

"Giulia Vawtl"

The last words written in the very bottom-

most corner of the paper, in token of the

humility of the writer.

This show letter haying been thus felicH

accomplished, according to all the
|

ood breeding and the la-

!

Letter-writer, Giulia proceeded to

the more important and more difficult \

uilding
ii through
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effectively, satisfying herself that there was no

possibility of reading the word that had been

written on that spot. How could the reader

gness what might have been the writer's first

intention ? It might have been "
odious," or

"
abominable," for all that anybody could tell !

So it stood,
"

(great blot) Signor Beppo,"
"I know that it does not become me to

write to you ;
and that you have no wish to

hear from me
;
but if you will please to read

my letter a little further, and not throw it

away in anger directly, you will see that I do

not wish to write about myself. Dear Beppo
"

{dear again carefully blotted out),
' ' before I

came home- from Fano, which was on the

Sunday after you went away, I heard some

very dreadful things, which you ought to

know
;
for I am sure you do not know them.

I am sure that you have gone away deceived,
and led by bad advice. You think you can

come home, in a little time, when the soldiers

are gone away. But it is not so. You will

never be let to come back any more in all

your life till you give yourself up as a deserter.

The lawyers and the government say that you
are an outlaw and a bandit ; and will never

give over hunting you till they have caught

you, if it should be all your life. And then

you will be punished as a deserter. But if

you make haste to give yourself up, your going

away will be pardoned ;
and all will be for-

gotten. If you have been told different from

this by any one, it is a wicked falsehood, for

this is the truth. And Signor Sandro, the

lawyer, would tell you the same. Oh ! Signor

Beppo, for the love of the Holy Virgin and all

the Saints, do, do come back ! Signor Paolo

is very angry because Signor Sandro told him,
that of course there could never be anything
now between you and Lisa, since you had gone

against the law. I would not tell you this to

vex you, if you cared about Lisa
;
but I know

you did not think of her. If my being here

was in the way of your coming back, I would

go away, if it was to beg my bread. But you
need not come here. You must go to Fano,
and serve your time in the army. And when

you come back, if it is a pain to you to see me
here, I will go away, without asking leave of

anybody. So do not let that prevent your
coming back. Pray, pray do come ! For the

love of Heaven do not make yourself a bandit,
who can never come home, or be his father's

heir, or settle in any way. I will not trouble

you by writing anything about myself, for I

know that I am now nothing to you. Do not

suppose that I write this to induce you to

think more kindly of me. I solemnly
that it is not so

;
and that I write only for

your own sake. I am very, very unhappy ;

and have no thought about myself. I write

to prevent you from ruining yourself entirely.

For God's sake, for the sake of your father and

mother, come back !

"I have written this in order to have it

ready to send, if I can find out where you are,

and can find the means of sending it. At
this present time, I do not know where you
are, and there is nobody who will tell me.

" Your loving
"

(scratched out)
"

cousin,

"Giulia."

The composition of this letter occupied
Giulia the greatest part of the night ; and
when she read it over, she was so dissatisfied

with it that she would fain have essayed a

second attempt ;
but she had neither the time

nor the paper. So she folded it, and fastened

it with half a wafer picked out of the dust in

the standiah that held the Bella Luce inkstand,
and secured it carefully within the lining of

her stays ;
to be always carried about with her,

till some opportunity might offer itself of

sending it.

It was fortunate that she had no longer
deferred this precautionary measure

;
for it so

happened that the opportunity, so long sought
in vain, presented itself on the following day.

It was to be spent at the cura ; and Giulia

went thither early in the morning, as had

formerly been her habit on such occasions.

Don Evandro was absent in the church, saying
his early mass, when she arrived ;

but when on

returning he passed through the kitchen to his

study, and she stood up to salute him, he

merely recognised her presence by a little nod,
and passed on without speaking. As soon as

I in his study, Nunziata carried into him
his cup of black coffee and the little bit of dry
toast that constituted his colaziouc, and then

leaving Giulia some household task to do, and

telling her that the priest Avas at his books,
and would most likely not come out of his

study any more before the anyelus, went out

into the village to get the profit of Giulia's

assistance by indulging in a morning of gossip.

She had not been gone above half an hour,
and Giulia was busy with the task that had
been assigned to her in the kitchen, through
which the only entrance into the euro opened,
when a rough-looking young man, a stranger

to Santa Lucia, dusty and evidently travel-

worn, presented himself at the kitchen door

and demanded to speak with the c.

Giulia asked him if she should tell the curato

who it was that wanted him, for otherwise the

priest would probably refuse to see him.

"Tell him," said the stranger, "that there

is one from Piobico, who wants to speak with

him."
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w;m to Ipaak to no oho on any account |.;,t the
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it is on purpose folks mayn't know where

" Of course, he is hiding away from tic

vern, pie! We all know that! But
do you think I look like a government officer,

or a spy either 1
"

norma ! I can't say I think

do!" said the young man, responding to h

challenge by a sufficiently prolonged exam;

tion.
" I am a friend of Beppo's," she

affecting to hang down her head and look shy,
on purpose to lead the messenger to form

very natural conclusion as to the nature of I

interest she took in the fugitive, and of the
!

message he was to be asked to take between

them. " And look here," she continued, ope

ing her hand, and showing a dollar and some
small coins, "if you will tell me where he is,

and take this letter to him, I will give you all \

this
;
and as much more, if you will bring me

back an answer from him. "

" I would not tell any of them, that should

not knowr

,
not for six times that money," said

the man, looking at the coins in her hand ;

" but I suppose there can be no harm in telling
such as you. You will tell no living soul ?

"

" Not a soul ! I would not do him a mi
chief for all the world !

"
said Giulia, with no

need of adding any affected earnestness to the

asseveration.
" Well ! he is with the friars at Santa Maria

della Valle di Abisso, in the mountain above

Piobico. Give me the letter !

"

" Here ! There is no address on it
;
but it

does not signify. You will give it into his

own hand ?"
" I will, before to-morrowr

night, never fear !

But how am I to do about bringing you ba

his answer I

"

"Look here," said Giulia, after casting 1

about a little
; "put it into this h<

under this brick at the corner of the tow.

"Ah ! but how am I to get the nunc

bringing it I" said the man, with a shrewd

grin.

'•oli, I will put the money in the

aid Giulia, innocently.

y, and put the answer in

" Well :

n
laid the Btrai

with great surprise;.
"
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maining half, which she had reserved,
"

is I

all I have in the world ! See, I will leave it

in the hole now. You may come back and

rob me, if you will, as soon as my back is

turned ! But I am not afraid that you will

do anything of the sort."
"
Very good. I won't rob you, signora.

I will bring you a letter
;

that is, if Signor

Beppo will give me one to bring. If not, I

shan't come back for the money. But it's no

good your coming to look for it for the next

four days. And it may be longer before I can

return."
" Be as quick as you can. See, there is the

money ;
it's quite safe in the hole. Good

bye ! I must run back to the cura."

And Giulia regained the kitchen before any
one had become aware of her absence.

"Oh! what a beuedizione delict fl

gine it was, that I wrote the letter last night!"

thought she to herself. " Santa Maria della

Valle di Abisso, sopra Piobico !" si

to herself carefully ;
and said the word-

and over again to herself at intervals during
the remainder of the day.

(To be conta

NEW YEAR'S DAY IN CHINA.

As the months in China are lunar, and their

years computed accordingly, new year's day
with them never falls on the same day, but

varies every year ; neither of course does it

correspond with ours, for it mostly happens
somewhere in February, and sometimes even

as late as March.

For a full week or ten days before the "
first

sunrise," as the auspicious day is called, dawns

upon a Chinese city, its whole population is

busy beyond description preparing for the

coming holiday. First and foremost accounts

have to be made up and closed. The China-

man is essentially a money-making creature, no
matter what his calling or place in society may
be, and it is always his dearest wish to square
his accounts as far as he possibly can at the

year's end, so that he may begin the new

year afresh
; everything due to him paid up,

and himself free of all obligations, or at any
rate clear in his own mind as to their extent,
if he cannot manage to pay them oft'. Anxious

bustling men of all classes may therefore be
seen at this season hurrying along, some on

foot, others in the sedan chairs of the country,
and all intent on paying and being paid ;

and
the banks, stores, shops, and every commercial

establishment, swarm with customers settling
their scores, or creditors seeking their rightful
due. Then there are all the purchases to be
made against the coming holiday, for John

Chinaman as a rule eats, drinks, and dresses

as inexpensively as he possibly can through
the year, and indulges in luxuries only on

grand occasions. Ducks, fowls, geese, pork,
fresh fish, wine, and the numberless curious

condiments only precious to a Chinese palate,
have to be procured ; fur jackets and robes,
and silk, satin, and cloth clothes of every de-

scription, have to be redeemed from the pawn-
brokers, or bought anew

; new boots or shoes,
and caps of ceremony, essential articles all,

have to be provided ;
crackers and fireworks

have to be got for frightening away evil spirits

and to afford fun
; tapers, incense-sticks, and

silver-paper money for worship of idols and

ancestors, have to be prepared ;
candles of

gaudy colours and huge size have to be pur-
chased for decoration of family altars

;
lanterns

for house and hand use have to be newly
bought, or re-varnished and lettered

;
new

scrolls have to be found for decorating walls,

doors, and windows
;

house and shop fronts

have to be washed and scoured
; twigs of peach

and other blossom, which about that time shoot

forth, have to be brought home
;
and a thou-

sand other things have to be done of which an

English mind can have no conception, but

which to a Chinese idea are all important to

the occasion. It may be imagined, then, what
a pushing, busy, and excited crowd all this

must bring about in the narrow confined streets

of a thickly populated Chinese city ;
more

especially when it is remembered that a China-

man always talks in a loud screeching tone,
and that all porterage is invariably (save in the

north) done on shoulders of men, who deem
it necessary to yell hideously in order to clear

their way.
The Chinese being strangers to gas, and their

towns being entirely unlighted, it becomes

necessary for every one moving about to carry
a lantern (in some places, such as Amoy, they
even use torches), and for every temple, house,
and shop to be furnished with the same con-

venience. The consequence is, a large trade,

unknown to western countries, is done in lan-

terns of all sizes, from that of an English

boy's fire balloon— aye, and bigger
—down to

that of a large ostrich's egg. These are made
of paper or silk, stretched on split bamboo and

coated with varnish
;

in some instances, of

glass ;
and the family surnames, shop-sign,

title of temple, <fcc., are always written with

black or red paint, in the best style of the

caligraphist, in the body of the lantern
;

so

that, when lighted with the usual "
dip," the

characters are distinctly legible. The more

respectable the family or shop, the more elabo-

rate and solid the lantern, and the handsomer

the inscription, and the effect of a Chinese
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To return to the New Year proceedings. All

istle and hurry we have attempted to

describe increases rapidly as the close of the

raws nigh ;
and on the last day it reaches

its climax, when the scene is as wonderful as

it is interesting. AVith evening of that day all

commercial activity ceases, as if by magic, and

then begins a wholesale night of pilgrimage to

the various temples, for the purpose of worship.

Busy crowds still fill the streets
;
but they are

all dressed in their best, and each person car-

ries a packet of incense sticks, a supply of silver

paper-money, and some candles, with which he

goes the round of all or most of the temples to
" burn incense," as it is called, or, as it is

termed in the jargon so reprehensibly en-

couraged by English residents in China, to
" chin chin joss." The scene in the temples
at this time is most curious. They are crowded

to suffocation, and the closeness of the air is

much increased by the smoke and smell from

the fireworks and incense. Dingy huge lan-

terns cast a nickering gloom across their low-

pillared courts
;
about their altars stand priests

officiating incessantly ;
and in front of these

comes in a ceaseless stream of well-dressed men,

women, and children, to perform their peculiar

worship. This consists of a series of bows and

kneelings, thus :
—

First, the devotee takes a

few sticks of incense out of his packet, lights

them at one of the altar candles, and sticks

them into the mass; of ashes which fill the

censer. He then clasps his hands together,
bows his head forward, and brings them up to

his forehead three times. Then he kneels,

throws his body forward upon his outstretched

hands, knocks his forehead three times upon
the floor, and rises, when he repeats the salute

with the hands as before. He then lights a

string of crackers, and, if so inclined, consults

the gods as to his future by throwing on the

ground two pieces of wood, constructed for the

purpose, or draws one out of a bundle of

numbered sticks, and, having done tl:

quietly retires to go through the same opera-
tion at some other shrine. The whole

mony is gone through with reverence and in

silence
;
and it is often amusi sh the

gravity and correctness with which little

just aide to walk, go through th' bows and

genufi if they had learnl it from their

adle. About thr» . a.m., the

.:i its height, and the din of

it the cif

I

brough the livelong nigh
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sleep. By daylight on New Year's morning
all is over, and the streets are silent and de-

serted as the grave for a short space of time,

the only signs left of the night's excitement

being the remains of crackers, which strew the

streets so thickly as to redden the pavement,
and in some places even to deaden the sound

of the footfall that passes over them. About

nine o'clock a slight movement begins. Fan-

tastically and beautifully dressed children and

women creep out and lounge about the doors

of shops and houses to see and to be seen ;

and a few visitors may be observed, likewise

elaborately clothed, on their way to make their

New Year calls. Shop shutters, however, re-

main closely shut, and the streets show no

signs of business or activity, save here and

there a huckster selling sweetmeats to the

children, a juggler or fortune-teller amusing
the idle, or a gambling-table-man fleecing his

victims in some quiet porch or nook. So still

is the whole city, so clean and smart the shop-

fronts, so smiling, decorous, and well dressed

the few people to be seen .about, that it is

hardly possible to realise that it is the same

scene that but the day before was remarkable

only for filth, smells, smoke, noise, and every
other disagreeable peculiar to a Chinese

The following day, however, visiting comn:

in good earnest,
—a shop or two opens, and

people begin to move about
;
the activity in-

creases proportionately the day after, and ere

a week elapses the city has returned to the

seething, smelling, roaring, busy condition

which marks its every-day life.

The ya-muns, or government-offices, close

their doors to all business about ten days be-

fore the New Year, and do not open them

again until about the same lapse of time after

it. This closing is a very formal proceeding.
The great gates are not only shut, but sealed,

by having pasted across them long strips of

paper, inscribed with the dates from and to

which they are to remain unused. The official

seals, which in China are attached to every

document, and take the place of the signature
with us, are solemnly returned to their state

case, which is then bound up in yellow silk,

and sealed in the same way as with the gates
of the office. Official correspondence has,
from necessity, to continue to a certain extent

during the recess, and proclamations have to

be issued : to provide against this need, they
affix the seals before closing to a quantity of

blank sheets of paper, and stamp alongside
the impression the words—" Ante-sealed in

blank."

The mandarins may worship at the temples
on New Year's Eve like everybody else, pri-

vately and incognito, if they wish so to do, but

they are obliged to meet in full conclave, and

attired in court costume, at the temple of the

God of War, or some other suitable shrine, in

order to do homage to the presumed presence
of the Emperor. This is an imposing ceremony,
and one well worth witnessing. In a large

city the number of mandarins is very consider-

able, and they all have to kneel in the order

of their rank in front of the imperial tablet,

which is simply an upright slab of wood, set in

a gilt frame formed of carved dragons, and
inscribed with the words "

Long live, long

live, long live, long live, long live, His Im-

perial Majesty." The highest official takes the

front and centre place, the two or three next

in rank arrange themselves behind him, the

four or five next lower behind them again, and
so on down to the lowest officers present, when
the whole mass of kneeling mandarins forms a

triangle, with its apex nearest the tablet, and

its base stretching out in a line of some twenty

persons in the last row. They perform very
much the same series of bows and genuflexions

y described, only these are increased to

three times three, and each posture is made at

il given by music. When all is finished

they solemnly, with one voice, say, "Long
live, etc., His Imperial Majesty," and then

retire. Each official being dressed in the

richest and handsomest of furs, satins, and

silks, capped with the court hat, with its red

floss fringe and coloured button, and furnished

with rich carpets and cushions according to

their several ranks, and the whole ceremony

being performed with that solemnity, dignity,

and grace of manner, which the Chinese are

so capable of exercising, the whole forms a

scene imposing even to the European observer,

and no one should omit seeing it who has the

opportunity of doing so.

Such is the mode in which New Year's Day
is kept in China. There is, of course, in it

much that is odd and ridiculous
;
but there is

also much worthy of our cordial admiration.

What practice can be more commendable than

that punctuality and scrupulousness in mo-

netary transactions such as that here described ?

How good a trait, too, does it show in the

hearts of these idolatrous Chinese, that they
are so careful to mark the lapse of one year
and the entrance upon another, by a religious

acknowledgment of Divine protection during
the past, and seeking direction in the future.

AVe think, also, that there is something highly

praiseworthy in the loyalty exhibited in the

special ceremony by which their respect to

their Emperor is shown
;
a loyalty in which

we, perhaps, of all people can most sympathise,

cherishing, as we so heartily do, that popular

precept, "Honour the King."
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prise, left his employment and then hobbled

out.
"
Why, 'taint you, is it ? they said you'd

gone abroad !

"

"Where are they?" cried Annie; "my
father—John—there ike strangers in the

house ! where are they gone ?
"

" Eh ? gone 1 what, don't ye know, then ?

why, where ha' ye been all this long while ?
"

" Where are they ? oh, do tell me, pray tell

me!"
"
Why, up the farm, sure, old Jennings'

farm. Didn't ye know they'd sold the forge,

and tooken to t'other 1 They did not above

half like leaving t'old place when it come to

t' last, I can tell 'ee."
" Where is this farm you speak of ?"
"
What, don't 'ee know where Jennings'

farm is ? Bickley Farm o' the side o' May
Hill. Ye know where May Hill is, sure/)/ ?

Who'd ha' thought master's pockets were so

well lined ! It niun a taken a tight bit o'

money to buy that place out an' out as he has.

An' where ha' ye been to after all, an' why
didn't ye come to t' weddin' 1

"

John was married, then !

" Tell me how far it is to this farm, and
which way I must go?" she urged, ignoring
his questions.

With much circumlocution the garrulous old

man at length supplied her with the necessary

directions, and bidding him farewell, Annie
walked out of the village

—where she dreaded

further recognition—as briskly as her wet

clothes and aching limbs permitted ; and Bill

resumed his place at the bellows, to tell his

curious mates the particulars of this interview,
and to go over with them, for the hundredth

time, the strange circumstance of the Thorleys

becoming rich men so suddenly ; expatiating
the while on their increasing greed and nig-

gardli'i

The trim farm-house on the hillside, with its

white walls and extensive out-buildings, w;is

visible in the pale moonlight long before Annie
reached the newly painted gates ;

and the view
of its rural opulence, the lowing of the many
cows, the bleating of the carefully folded sheep,
sounds and sights at which under other cir-

cumstances she would have rejoiced, now filled

her with indignation ; and it was with a firm

step and almost defiant look that she stepped
into the well-furnished sitting-room, and sud-

denly presented herself to the astonished party
cosily seated at the tea-table.

llalph was the last to perceive her entrance.
His chair drawn close to the fire, his hands on
his knees, the appearance of that bent form
and those grizzled locks touched the heart of
his child with a feeling of pity ; and unheed-

ing the "What brings you here?" of John,
she went to the side of her father, and putting
her arm round his neck, besought him to bless

and welcome her.

Young Mrs. Thorley, the tall, dashing

daughter of a wealthy innkeeper in the county
town, drew nearer to her husband, and asked
in an audible whisper if this was the sister who
was

;
and Annie heard him reply in the

affirmative. But she had not come to re-

monstrate, or demand justice for herself
;

it

was for Arthur that she must plead and con-

ciliate, and if possible
—and now as she scru-

tinised their hard, worldly faces, hope began
to fade—awaken in them those better qualities

supposed to be dormant in all.

" And—and," said Ralph at last, taking

courage at her passiveness, "and what has

brought you here, my maid ? I was coming
to fetch you."

" I have business with you and John,"' she

answered quietly, "that admitted of no delay."
The men cast a furtive glance at each other,

both possessed with the same idea, that Annie,

Tying of her monotonous life, had come to

propose son i< terms to them, and perhaps in-

tended to rid them of her presence for ever;
and influenced by this thought, with extraor-

dinary graciuusness John bade his wife pour
out some tea for their guest, and asked how
she came ]

" I have walked from London," she replied,

recalled by the query to a sense of extreme

fatigue.
"
Humph," said John

;
"I suppose you must

stay to-night."
" If you please," said Annie, meekly.
Mrs. Thorley coughed significantly ;

but her

husband did not appear to notice the signal,

and a long silence ensued, during which the

anxious girl carefully perused the deepened
lines on her father's face, and at last asked him
if it had not pained him to give up hid cheerful

if laborious calling.

Ralph heaved a sigh, and the young wife

hastened to reply,
"

Yes, it is dull for Mr. T.

here, very dull indeed. If his business had

not been such a dirty, low sort of trade, Mr.

John Thorley and myself wouldn't have icished

him to give it up ;
but ray relations are all so

highly respectable ! Oh ! it's awfully dull for

him here, and we do wonder," her voice sunk

a tone,
' ' that having such a nice row of plea-

sant houses of his own just out of London, he

don't go and live in one of them. It would

be a great relief to us to see him comfortably
settled."

So he was already in the way ; and he knew

it, for his eyes gleamed vindictively under their

shaggy brows, and he shrugged his shoidders.
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Thus left to themselves, with a voice that

strength as she proceeded, Annie

simply but pathetically described the Aylmer
family, from her first acquaintance with them

arrival of Ethelind, and her own dis-

that the contents of the iron chest would
restore them to affluence. She dwelt strongly

upon the generosity of Arthur's disposition,
and her conviction that a frank avowal of tho

circumstances under which they were tempted
to possess themselves of the hidden treasure

would disarm what anger he might justly ex-

press ; offering to be herself the mediator, and
' her recital with an earnest appeal to

all worldly passions, and,
* the; hoped for God's mercy, to

make instant restitution to the innocent and
i whom this one sinful act

ich Borrow and penury.
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Ralph bent his head on his hands, and

John walked to and fro, his brow gr
and darker. He stopped before the

still kneeling Annie, and asked abruptly :

" Does Mr. Aylmer know of your coming ?"

"]NTo."
" Does any one ? or have you hinted this

affair to any one ?—on your honour ?"
" On my honour," said Annie,

" no."

He looked keenly at her.
" You seem strangely interested in this

young man—ready to do anything for his

sake.

The blood rose on her cheek, but she re-

plied firmly,
"
Anything but betray you."

" And if we refuse to compromise ourselves,
what course do you intend to take, eh ?

"

She raised her hands entreatingly.
" Put not such a fearful alternative before

me ! On one side, the fair fame, the safety,

of those nearest to me ; on the other side, the

right. What could I do ? God help me, and
save me from such a strait !

"

John strode forward, and fiercely grasped
his father's arm.

"In defiance of my better judgment you
have kept those accursed papers ;

where are

they ? produce them, I say !

"

"Safe, boy, safe," said Ralph, writhing in

that powerful clutch.

"Are we safe?" his son retorted, signifi-

cantly. "Can we be safe until " He
pointed towards the fire.

" I will not be

played with any longer ; you have them about

you ; produce them, I say."
"
No," said Ralph, doggedly,

" I wiU not
While I hold them I hold power. Do ye
understand? This farm's yours, the land's

yours, the money in the bank is yours, all

yours
"

" Tush ! in my name mere!

"Ay, in your name and your hands; it's

all yours, John, but the few bits o' houses

that W< re mine before this windfall :

for the old forge has

your bag; an1 Cm only an here,
i away, and a'most told to go twenty

.
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talk o' this to-morrow. Annie won't do

aught to hurt her poor old father, and maybe
she'll think better of it after a night's rest."

He persisted in avoiding her reproachful

glance ;
and after a momentary struggle be-

tween anger and prudence, John flung himself

into a chair.

While Annie was hesitating whether it would
be wiser to wait, or to resume the subject at

once, Ralph hobbled away for a light.
' '

Now, my maid, you're tired
;

I'll show

ye where you're to sleep."

She rose and twined her arms round him.
"
But, father, you will not let me go to bed

without some hope ? Tell me that you will

think seriously of what I have been urging,
and pray for divine guidance, will j^ou ?"

He hastily put her away from him.
"
To-morrow, my maid

; to-morrow."
"And why not now?" she still pleaded,

but only to receive the same evasive reply ;

so, depressed and very doubtful of what that

morrow would bring forth, she followed him

up a staircase leading to a small servants' room
over the kitchen.

Here he bade her good night, and moved
away ;

but while she still stood where ho left

her, almost overpowered with emotion and

weariness, yet excitedly blaming herself for

not having pressed the matter more closely
and eloquently, a returning step smote on her
ear. She drew nearer the door, and listened

;

the key was outside, and Ralph was creeping
back to lock her in. As he gently seized it

his daughter confronted him.
"
No, father, you shall not make me your

prisoner ! Shame upon you !

"

Muttering something, she knew not what,
the old man retreated, and, her suspicions

thoroughly awakened by this act, Annie re-

solved to return to the room below, and stay
there for the rest of the night.

John and his father had now drawn their

chairs into the chimney-corner, and, leaning
over the dying embers, were conversing in

whispers. So absorbed had they become that
her approach was unheard, and she was hesi-

tating whether to advance or retreat, when her
own name, coupled with words of terrible

significance, arrested her, and, shrinking down
on the lowest stairs, she breathlessly endea-
voured to hear more.

By-and-by they spoke with less caution.
"

It's all true enough, boy ;
but she's my

own child, an' I can't abide the thoughts
on it."

" Can you propose anything better ?
"

" We'll maybe talk her over," suggested
Ralph.

1 Bosh !

"
cried John. " Can't you seeJDO

she's over head and ears in love with this

young chap, and that she'll not let anything
stand in her way to serve him ? I tell ye
we're in the toils, and there's no other way of

saving ourselves."
" But how could ye do it? There's doctor's

certifkies to get ; and then, mind ye, I won't

have her ill used
;
nor I won't have it done

till I've tried to make her give in to us

quietly.
"

"What good will that do?" asked John,

contemptuously.
" I tell ye, father, once for

all, you must and shall do one thing or t'other

at once. Burn them papers now, this moment,
and let us set her blabbing at defiance

;
or

give me free will to put her where she'll bo

safe, and we too. Now, no maundering, be-

cause I've got myself to look after, and I

mean to do it. Which is it to be ?
"

Annie's pulses seemed to cease beating as

she listened for the decision. Which would
turn the scale—his child, or his money ?

Ralph rocked himself to and fro, and ran

his withered hands through his hair.

"
It's a hard thing to do—a hard thing !

But life's sweet, an' I'm an old man now : an'

the shame an' the 'prisonment would just kill

me downright. And, for all she talks so fair,

it'd be 'most sure to come to that in the long
run. Couldn't we sell up an' go to 'Meriky,

boy?"
"
What, at a day's notice ?"

"
Ay, that's true

;
I forgot that. But, eh!

dear, dear ! it's a hard thing to do !

"

" Well ?" asked John,
"

is it to be yes or

no?"

Ralph groaned and rocked.
"
Eh, dear, dear

; ye'll have your way, I

suppose ; but, mind ye, boy, I won't ha' her

ill used."
" Leave it all to me," cried his son,

" and

by this time to-morrow "

Unable to restrain herself any longer, Annie

now rushed forward :

"No, no, you cannot—shall not do it!

Wretch that you are ! I am not mad ! I will

be your victim no longer. There are magis-
trates who will hear and protect me from your
vile stratagems. This very moment I will go !

"

She ran towards the door, but ere the bolts

yielded to her efforts, John had seized and

brought her back.

The old man, abject and trembling, cowered

closer to the fire.

"Listen to me, Annie. Listen quietly.

What you in your romantic folly have been

proposing is impossible. We cannot restore

this money without exposing ourselves to a

prosecution. You need not repeat your belief

in our safety. Neither father nor me can
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cried Annie. "Father, father!

Can you sit by and see me so

cruelly used \

"

lialph was deaf to the appeal.
>u will not swear ?

"
said John delibe-

rately. "Father, come here."

in obedience to the imperative call.

" Our lives are not safe with a mad woman
Call up one of the shepherds,

and bid him go to the town for a fly."

>h hesitated, and wrung his hands.
'•-Mi n it come to this, my maid? Ye'll

iber, both on ye, that it's been no fault

I'm an old man—a very old man—
nigh upon seventy-five, an' I mun die in my

asked his son, sternly,
i towards the door.

iirieked the overwrought girl,

:i her alarm the real perils
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VI. DABS D

OT June afternoon, in one of the poorer
suburbs of the metropolis, where rows of six

and eight-roomed houses, all bearii

derful similarity in their- staring red-brick

nakedness, cover acres and acres of what were

once well-cultivated gardens—and up and
down the strangely named Pleasant Iletreats,

Prospect Places, and Bellevue Cotta-

couple wrere wandering and scrutinising those

dwellings
—and they were many—where cards

in the windows proclaimed that the tenants

had ' '

Apartments to Let.
"

It was no easy task, however, to find such
a domicile as they recmired. At some places
the rent demanded was too high, at others the

slatternly appearance of the landlady, or the

miserable want of accommodation, compelled
them to turn away. At last both simul-

taneously paused.
"
Well, Arthur, where next ?"

He looked hopelessly round.
' ' We must give it up, Grace, for to-day, at

least."

She shook her head.
" And stay another night at that extrava-

gant hotel ? No, my brother, we must not

give it up yet. Have we tried this street ? or

that turning '? See, the houses there are re-

spectable. Come, courage, mon frere !

"

He followed reluctantly.
" Poor Ethelind will be wearied to death

with, the children."

Grace hesitated : but the thought of another

day's search was so disheartening, that she

said, with a coaxing smile :

" Give me one more half-hour, and then we
will turn our steps homeward."

To this he assented, and, quickening their

pace, they again vainly traversed several .-

till their attention was attracted by the

of an old man to allix a limp paper I

middle pane of a parlour window with

sticky wafers.

The house looked unusually clean and neat

for a London tenement. The ledges of the

casements were Idled with ilowers—not rare,

but choice of their kind, and carefully t

—and the morsel of garden was gay with

i >ms.
'• Let us try here," whispered *

Arthur stepped forward and raised the km
i ough of an asthmatic, and the

shuffling Step <>f old instantly heard

in tin" tiny hall. Bu1 with all the:

'iead, neither the !••

nance

which

v ell-worn habili-
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;ted the rooms. Grace shook her head at

le rent asked for them, but Arthur impa-

iently closed with the aged landlord, and
i led to arrange for their immediate occu-

ition. At this the man demurred. The

qs who had been tenanting them had but

just removed, and his daughter and house-

p, who had accompanied them to assist in

arranging their new abode, would not be home
till late. He did not like letting a parcel of

strange men into the house on pretence of

bringing in furniture, uidess he had somebody
to help watch and see that they took nothing

away with them.

Grace, however, succeeded in removing this

scruple, and her spirits rising as her troubles

vanished, she negotiated the payment in ad-

vance that was demanded so greedily, made
what few arrangements were necessary, and

smilingly nodded a farewell, as she hurried

away to superintend the removal of Arthur's

wife, family, and furniture from the railway
hotel where they were temporarily located.

It was not till the next morning, when

Graceful a coarse apron and rolled-up bL

was preparing an early breakfast, that b1

countered the daughter of the landlord. The
lition was mutual.

Irace ! Good heavens ! Grace Aylmer !"
" Annie ! is it possible 1 How glad 1 am !

my dear, dear Annie !

"

With hands clasped they stood gazing at

each other. Six years had altered them
;

for

the brown curls of Grace were thinner, and a

thread of silver shone here and there
;

her

once round rosy face had lost its youthful

bloom, and her figure its flexibility ;
but the

mile on her lip was as sweet as ever, and if

wrinkles prematurely showed themselves on
her broad low forehead, they were forgotten in

the pleasant light still beaming from her hazel

Of a surety Grace was still the stay of

the household.

And Annie—how had Time touched her !

So lightly, that at first Grace declared her un-

changed, but the next moment she felt that a

great change had taken place in her friend,

although how or what it was she could scarcely
divine. Ah ! she knew not the long struggle
with the darkness that had been the lot of the

tortured girl ! The constantly recurring thought
that her weakness had undone all the good she
had hoped to effect, and the sense of utter in-

ability to cope with the villany of her relatives,
that had combined to make her a despairing,
heart-broken woman ! But those hours of

»h were over—the morning had broken.
had learned to recognise the guiding

hand of our All-merciful, All-wise Creator, and

to yield to His will implicitly. There were

still many sad reveries regarding the fate of

those she loved
;

still much to cope with as

her father became daily more miserly and more
inaccessible to the better feelings she strove to

instil
; but she had faith and hope.

Above every sorrow, every mysterious dis-

pensation, shone the bright light of divine

love
;
and Annie had grown calm and patient,

always hoping, always believing, and walking
the narrow way to which her filial duties con-

fined her steps, so gently, so lovingly, that

many a curse meant for the miserly father was
converted into a blessing on the merciful

daughter, who gave her time, her help, and
her prayers to all who needed them

; and
whose intervention had saved many a distressed

family from the harsh measures which Ralph
Thorley's avarice prompted, when the weekly
rent was not forthcoming on the day he de-

manded it.

To the many inquiries poured forth by
;

Grace, her replies were curt. She was re-

siding, she said, with her father, who owned
some of the houses, and collected the rents of

others, in the vicinity ;
and she began in her

turn to ask for information.

Grace's mourning-dress was worn, as Annie

surmised, for her mother, on whose loss she

could not trust herself to dwell, but, dashing

away a tear, began to expatiate on the beauty
and loveableness of Arthur's children, the

dearest little creatures that an Aunt Gracie

had ever owned. Her face clouded when she

came to speak of their reason for seeking a

new home. The bank at had failed, and
Arthur was waiting for fresh employment—
their sole dependence until he obtained it the

small remnant of Ethelind's little fortune.

No reconciliation with the relatives of the
'

latter had been effected
;
and after forwarding

< her clothes and the three hundred pounds
which was all she could legally claim, they
had sternly refused to hold any further com-

munication with her.

Annie longed to know if Arthur was happy ;

but Grace was now forced to hurry away, and

it was only by slow degrees that she learned

how entirely Ethelind had failed to be the

comforter and the hope-inspirer he had ex-

pected to find her.

And yet she was not so much to blame for

\ this. Who can wonder if the hothouse flower

withers when the frost breathes on its fairest

blossoms, and the hail nips its tenderest

shoots ] Poor Ethelind loved her husband

dearly, and fully apr^reciated his tender con-

sideration and the sacrifices he continually

i
made for her comfort and pleasure, but she

i
could not rise, as he did, superior to the petty
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said, "she had been coutented with the

sums she earned with her needle
;
but now

she insisted on receiving a regular salary and
better food, and when he remonstrated with

>r such selfishness, threatened to leave

him unless he complied. He was a poor
wretched old man," he groaned ;

" neither of

his children cared what became of him
; John

had been a scoundrel to him, and they were

both daily wishing him dead. This was the

reward of his affection for them. Oh, it was

cruel, cruel !

"

Grace tried to be sorry, but was always glad
to escape, for with all her readiness to think

well of everybody, there was something about

old Thorley which repelled and disgusted her
;

and she sometimes wondered to Ethelind how
Annie endured with such meekness the harsh

and taunting speeches levelled at her on the

most trivial occasions
;
never replying hastily,

even when called idle, unfeeling, and false-

hearted, and accused of robbing him to lavish

his hard-earned money on the vile and unde-

serving.

When Grace overheard such speeches as

these, her ears would tingle and her eyes seek

the ground, for she knew that it was on Ethe-

lind and her children that Annie betowc

little she had to give. Often her pride

prompted her to refuse gifts which cost the

donor so dear
;

but stern necessity enforced

her silence. Arthur had not yet been suc-

cessful in his endeavours, their small resources

were daily decreasing, and the cup of jelly or

light pudding, so acceptable to the delicate

appetite of the invalid, were now luxuries

which Grace dared not trench on their slender

purse to procure.
Autumn came and went, and with ti

ception of a few days' occasional empli >;

at a law writer's, Arthur was still seeking a

situation, and battling against the morbid

of Ethelind—who daily prophesied star

—and his own inward misgivings. I

to procure needlework; but when, th

Annie's intervention, she was successful, the

care of the children and the still
|

mends upon her time made by their I

!', left her but little leisUI

Ralph Th had mini

to which old age and his inCtt

lly confined him, and filling irj

to whom 1"

i unthankful office, and

what they should have
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the season, the high price of provisions, and

own inability to press for payment where

distress met her view. Ralph had no

ch lenity in his flinty composition, and he

uently threatened to send for John, and

ce his affairs in the hands of his son.

But at this threat Annie secretly smiled.

She knew that her father disliked and mis-

trusted the close-fisted money-getter, from

whom he with difficulty wrung the annuity he

had extorted when they parted, and who never

sent it without a murmur about the failure of

crops, the badness of the season, (be, although
common report told of his continually increasing

possessions and fortunate speculations.

A rumour of Ralph's illness, however, by
some chance or other, reached Bickley Farm,
and John, alive to everything which concerned

his own safety, hurried up to London. Axmie,
who never saw her brother without feeling all

her worst passions aroused, retreated to the

kitchen, intending to occupy herself there

until he departed. But in a few minutes her

father's bell rang loudly, and running up to

the back parlour, which, on account of his in-

firmities, was used as his bed-room, she found
him violently agitated, and foaming with a

fury his son was endeavouring to moderate.

"Come here, girl; 1 won't be left alone

with this viper
—this—this unnatural vaga-

bond !
—he wants to wrong me out o' the little

there's left me : but he shan't—he shan't !

"

And shaking his clenched fist in John's dark-

ening face, he sank back quite exhausted.
' ' W hat does this mean ?

" asked Annie,

sternly.
"
Tut, nothing," answered her brother. " I

was but saying how hard it is upon me, now
times are bad, to have to pay an annuity.
Father can't want it, with the* rents of all

these houses coming in, and no one to keep
but himself and you."

" But I do want it !

" screamed the old man,
as soon as he recovered his breath; "but I

do want it, an' I'll have it. It's my right,
Annie knows it is."

She shook her head sorrowfully. "Alas!

father, what right have you or John to any-

thing you hold '] God help you both ! You
have bound me to silence

; but you cannot
still your own reproving consciences."

"Ay," interrupted Ralph; "he'si)een at

jain about that will
;
but ye shan't have

it
;

I'll hold it to spite ye, scoundrel !

"

This roused his son's ire.
" Then I'll pay

the annuity no longer. I'll go about with a
sword over my head no more. There !

"

Ralph sprang up in the bed. "But you
must pay it, an' ye shall pay it. I dare ye to

"Give me the papers then," said John.
" Am I a fool ?

"
retorted his father. " Ye're

under my thumb, there, and I'll keep ye so.

Now will ye pay me my annuity ?
"

" You shall come across the sea for it,"

muttered John. " Look ye here, father
;

it's

o' no use our quarrelling ;
if you die, whose

hands will them papers fall into ?
"

" I'm not going to die," said Ralph, glaring
at him uneasily ;

" an' if I do, they're safe."
" But why not let me feel myself safe too ?"

urged John.
"
Because," his father bitterly retorted—

"because I can't trust ye ;
an' I won't trust

ye ;
an' now go, for ye won't ha' them."

With a furious execration John obeyed.
" Come here, girl," moaned Ralph.

" I'm

worse for his coming. Gi' me some brandy,
and tell me if ye think he's right. Am I

going to die ?
"

She sank on her knees beside the bed. " 1

hope not
;

I pray not, with such a crime on

soul unrepented. Oh, father !
—father!

it is not yet too late !

"

feebly repulsed her. "Ye're both alike—longing to get rid o'me, that ye may squander
what I've scraped together ;

but I'm not gone

yet) an' I won't gi' them papers up to you no

more than I would to him. What I've got I'll

keep as long as there's life in me. Now go
and make me some tea."

She rose to obey ;
he called her back.

"Annie, them Elmers upstairs
—write out a

notice for 'em to leave me. They ha'n't paid
their rent these three weeks. D'ye hear 1

"

" You'll wait another week, sir
; they are

honest."
" I wun't

;
I'll ha' my money ;

tell them
so

; d'ye hear I
"

" Not to-day, father," she answered reso-

lutely ;
"not to-day." And leaving him to

scold and anathematise her scandalous neglect
of his interests, she hurried away to debate on

her knees, with clasped hands and streaming

eyes, whether even the fearful oath exacted

from her, or the ties of relationship that bound
her to the guilty ones, justified her in with-

holding from Arthur Aylmer the fact that

Major Welwyn's will was in existence.

But the document itself—where was it ?

And without that to prove the truth of her

assertions, of what avail would be such a con-

fession ! There were still no remedies but

patience and faith, and Annie, after a long and

arduous wrestle with the temptations to doubt

and despair that assailed her, rose from her

knees, comforted and strengthened, murmuring
the quaint saying of Melanchthon, "Trouble

and perplexity drive us to prayer, and prayer
driveth away trouble and perplexity."
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heard the cause of her friend's agitation, her
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for the usual calmness

of Mr. Aylmer rendered this outbreak doubly

alarming. For Grace's sake, she tried to hide

. n feelings, and speak soothingly
no arguments she could advance had any effect

on the mind of the affection
,
who

continued to wander about the house, unable

to settle herself to any occupation, but I

ing to every step that sounded familiar, and

chafing with unusual impatience as tin; harsh

cough and peevish voice of Ralph Thorh
and anon broke the silence that reigned in the

house.

As often as Annie came to her side to whisper

hope, his angry summons recalled her, f

was now closely confined to her father's sick

room
;

the access of frenzy induced by the

presence and demands of John having left

deep traces in his increased weakness, and a

degree of suspicious irritability which rendered

the task of waiting upon him a most arduous

one.

At last he dozed, and his daughter gladly
seized the opportunity of seeking Grace, who,
writh a shawl thrown around her, was standing
at the street-door, shivering with dread and

uttering prayerful ejaculations for the safety of

the one nearest and dearest to her on earth.
" It is no use talking to me," she said, in

reply to Annie's expostulations. "I know
the truth of all you tell me, and perhaps I am
magnifying the danger. Eut if you had noted,
as I have, daily and hourly, the change in my
unhappy brother, and seen him gradually be-

coming desperate under his continued trials,

you would, like myself, be ready to surmise

the worst. Oh ! God preserve him to us !

What should we do if
"

" Hark !

"
cried her companion ;

and

they listened breathlessly.

A step slowly approached— j
i ; but

Grace recognised it, and, with an exclamation

of thankfulness, she sprang forward to detain

her dejected brother, who, gently i

fears his still disordered looks did I

allay, with assurances that he had onlj

striving to drown other feelings j

fatigue, BUpported her into the hotl

:i are divnehed, j

Annie,, now advancing, "and it

our fire is out
; pra;

—"

Be hastened to interrupt her.

all ; he WOUld go and change it in.

our kind friend."
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No, not there

They must be

where I can see them

of Ralph's room suddenly opened, and he

emerged, half dressed, carrying a candle in his

hand, his eyes rolling vacantly as he staggered

by.

He was evidently in a profound sleep, and

his errand was connected with an old-fashioned

clock standing in the hall. He opened it, ran

his ringers down the side, and tried to insert

them between the back and the wall, to which

it was fixed
;
then shook his head, as if disap-

pointed, and mumbled :

twould not be safe enough,
nearer to me ; nearer still

;

can

touch 'em, an' know they're safe."

With the same tottering step he re-entered

his chamber, but instantly returned, as if still

unsatisfied.

Annie had grown deathly pale, and was

clinging to the door-post, her eyes fixed eagerly
on the somnambulist

; and, touched by her

apparent terror, Arthur disengaged his own arm
from his sister's, and hastened to re-assure her.

" Do not frighten yourself so much, Annie
;

there is not the slightest cause for it
;
Mr.

Thorley is merely walking in his sleep ;
the

consequence, probably, of some unpleasant
dream. I have seen several cases of somnam-

bulism, and if we are quiet you will see him
return to bed in a few minutes."

She could not command her voice to reply,

and they watched the old man in silence, until,

after some futile efforts to remove a loose board

close to his own door, he turned towards the

stairs leading to the kitchen, and began to

descend them.

Was it there that the papers were concealed I

As the thought crossed his daughter's mind,
she started, and attempted to follow him, but

Arthur gently detained her.
" You are not fit to go ;

let me ;
I believe

langerous to awaken a person in this state,

but I will see that he meets with no accident.

i stay here with Grace."

And Mr. Aylmer softly pursued Ralph's
feeble steps, but as he reached the kitchen he
found Annie beside him.

The cold hands grasped his.

"Promise me," she cried in half-choked

!se me that whatever happens,
you will not injure him ! Remember how old

and infirm he is. Promise me that you will

leave his punishment to his Maker !

"

"
Injure him ? I ? Why should I ?" asked

lied man.
" Promise ! oh, promise !

" she still prayed
f he acceded

;
and they entered

the kitchen together, accompanied by Grace,
as curious to see what had brought the

Ralph was on his knees at the fireplace,

labouring to raise part of the flagged hearth
;

but to his weakness it was a serious effort.

At last it rose, and in the cavity beneath—a

low cry burst from the white lips of Annie—
lay the roll of papers.
And he—the rightful owner—to whom they

were invaluable, stood there so pitying and
unconscious !

"No, no," muttered Ralph, "they maun't
be left here no longer. I can't watch her when
she cleans the stones, an' she might spy out

the crack. She's grown cunningly lately.

She'd steal 'em if she could, I know. May-
hap she's had some o' them already ; they feel

smaller and lighter. I'll count 'em
;

there

ought to be four on 'em."

He drew near the table against which both

the Aylmers were standing. Arthur with

innate delicacy moved away, and wdiispered
an inquiry if he could be of any service by
remaining.

But Annie, who had dropped on to the

nearest chair, seemed to be deaf. Her hands

locked together, her whole form rigid, her

breath hissing through her set teeth, she seemed

unconscious of everything but her father.

Grace unwittingly retained her position, for

she was trying to comprehend the cause of

her friend's agitation. It scarcely appeared
natural that the calm hopeful woman whose

active benevolence had inured her to many
worse scenes, and whose presence was so often

entreated when an accident occurred, or death

entered a neighbour's household, should be ap-

palled by the vagaries of a sleep-walker !

Meanwhile Ralph deliberately untied the

pink tape which secured the packet, and began
to count tho documents separately.

" There should be four on 'em. One—two
—three—" he smoothed a crumpled leaf, and

Grace involuntarily glanced at it as he did so.

Was it an optical illusion, or did she really

see the words "
Inventory of furniture at

Oakshade?"
As she bent down to satisfy herself :

"
Four," said Ralph, laying a parchment on

the top of it
;

"
they're right," and he groped

about for the tape to re-tie them.

Grace, unheeding the reproachful excla-

mation of her brother, had snatched up the

deed, and was reading the words engrossed

upon it.

" The will, the will, Arthur ! See, see, my
brother, Major Welwyn's will ! It is ! it is !

look here !

"
tearing it open she pointed to the

signature, and flinging herself upon his neck,

cried aloud in her joy and thankfulness.

Before Arthur, in his confusion, could really

be made to understand that he held the indis-
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r his funeral, and departed, none
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is the fact that the owner of Bickley
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for John Thorley visited England no
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To trace the future career of the Aylnier

carcely necessary. The faithful

the wife of one who values her a

;
and the lessons of adversity have

borne fair fruit, as the good deeds of Arthur
and Kthelind continually testify.

Nor was Annie Thorley's life an unhappy
one. The reward of unruffled happiness in

this world is not so commonly meted to us as

novelists might lead their readers to supp
but the deeper and truer bliss of looking for-

ward to a home where there shall be no more

ping, is within the reach of all
;
and

haps among the many—all honour be to t !

> for their self-denial and Christian love !
—who

devote themselves to ameliorating the condi-

tion of our sick and sorrowful poor, no one

more fully appreciates that certain hope, or

walks more humbly and trustingly along the

path of duty, than the gentle unassuming
woman once known as the Blacksmith's

Daughter of Holsl

(Cone i

AT COPENHAGEN.

AVe were waiting for the train at Altona,

looking vainly for the "lovely and extensive

views over the Elbe and Hanoverian territ

promised by Murray in a moment of enthu-

siasm to the visitors of that greasy city and

suburb of Hamburg. I was taking tickets for

Kiel, when the kind little Danish guard ;

mended all who were for Copenhagen
nounced Shobnhafn very quickly) to

through tickets, and by starting at five p.

arrive at half-past ten next morning. 1 1

mend this plan to all visitors of Denmark.

The search of luggage at the custom

before leaving Altona would not be

notice were there not such a great di

the treatment of English or Germans and I

by the oflicials. Our troubles were

moment
;
but our neighbour, a Da:

contents of his portmanteau emptied out o

floor by the Germanising Holsteiner on

The victim took it most good-na I

us that the Holsteiners took every 0]

Of showing small BD1

The railway jo ael is unii

and tb rom Kiel I

bo that we

train, which b

tonally charming on thi
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)enmark, complete with moat, embrasures, and

battlements, with a ditch intersecting the court,

to mark the proper limits of the master's side

and the rooms of the serving-folk. There are

two or three places on the line at which it is I

worth while to stop ;
for instance, Slagelse, a !

little town skirted by a fine beech forest, with

an ancient church of the eleventh century. It
j

is many legends about a local saint who
j

rode on a new-born foal, and used the sun-
|

beams as pegs on which he hung hat and gloves
]

during church-time. This is a nice place, and
i

very different from the last we saw, viz., the

lesolate island of Sprogoe, near Korsor. In-
j

stead of saying,
u Go to Bath, or Blazes !

" the !

Danes say,
" I wish you were at Sprogoe !

"
j

Soon afterwards we passed Soro Academy, built
;

on the brink of a pretty lake, which is sur- ;

rounded by cottages, in which the professors
live. The next place of importance is Roes- i

kilde, the burial-place of the kings, except

six, who lie at Ringsted with Canute the

Great. Frederic VII. lies in the side chapel,
near his two last predecessors, in a plain velvet

But we must push on to Copenhagen,
which Ave were glad to reach soon after leaving
Itoeskilde, and its distant view of the sih i

Fjord. We drove in by the western

the Column of Liberty, put up to commemorate
the abolition of feudal slavery by Christian VII.

. 1788, straight to the Hotel Royal, well

known for its cleanness, reasonable charges,
and attention to English visitors. The Phoenix
Hotel is, I believe, considered the grandest ;

and here it was that the Greek Deputation
were lodged the other day. But for English

people, the house in the Gammel Strand is the
•

comfortable.

From our window we had the best and
iv in Copenhagen. Directly in our

front was the Christiansborg Palaee, an ngly
and elongated edition of Buckingham Palaee,

with a tremendous facade and wearisome lines

of windows. "We are not quite near enough
ir bassi-relievi, by Thor-

;i, over the great door. On the left is

louree, with a curious leaden roof, and a

of the twisted tails of three grinning

dragons : they were "
lind-orms," brought from

r after one of Charles IV. 's raids in

a, says their legend. On our right the

.canal separates Thorwaldsen's Museum from a
;

bustling market. There are three other mar-
kets besides this one, in Hoibrods-plads, but

they do not look so snug and bustling. They
are lost in at desolate squares as the

rket- place, the chief boast of

the city. Here, from the earliest morning, are

and sellers in (plaint costumes,

ts, in white aprons and pretty ca:

flirting with soldiers in pale-blue uniform, who
all sadly want an application of the regimental

razor, and who, in the absence of policemen,

monopolise the affections of nurse and cook.

Some of the soldiers are fine stalwart fellows,

and all look very intelligent ;
in fact, the lower

order of Danes will bear comparison with that

of any other country for strength of body and

brightness of mind. A Somersetshire peasant
would not generally have much chance of suc-

cess in a village, such as we have all over Den-

mark, where every one can read and write, and
owns a house and plot of land. It is Mr.
Cobden's Paradise realised. Some of the

peasant girls are very pretty, with pale-yellow

hair, and rather long noses. AVe noticed seve-

ral faces not at all unlike the Princess of

Wales. I may say that all the Royal Family
have a peculiarly Danish set of features, though
German would have been natural, considering
their family. The country girls set themselves

oil* with silk hoods and bright gowns, without

much regard to colour. I have seen a yellow
dress worn with a magenta Garibaldi Tins

last is the most favourite colour of all. But
tho costume of the fish-women is far more in-

ing than these modern mixtures, being
the genuine old Friesland costume. Their

immigrated to the island of Amak,
within the walls of the city, a.d. 1510, and

they keep up tho dress. On a highday or

holiday here, one may see the plates and

"blinkers" of gold or gilt metal over their

caps, which are handed down from generations

back, to commemorate originally (as an old

story tells) the fate of the first Christian queen
in Friesland, who was crowned with thorns ami

nails by the heathen. • Sometimes these plates

coyer each side of the head, and are joined to

a lace cap. Sometimes a pair of supplemental

plates projects over each temple, and the plates

arc occasionally exchanged for a curious linen

:li an imitation of a barrel sewn upon

it, and surmounting a broad frontlet. I have

seen these frontlets most expensively orna-

mented with jewels ;
but this was in Friesland

itself, where the farmers are very much richer

than our friends the "
Amagers," who must be

content with gilt or electro-plate. They are

no exception to the rule, that the peasants like

warm, bright colours. Sometimes their cos-

tume is finished off by a scarlet gown and a

lace-fringed tippet, or a flowered jacket of a

stuff like chintz, Avith a green or yellow bodice.

On ordinary days they are, of course, clothed

in duller and dirtier garments. What a pity

it is that so many charming costumes are

spoiled by the wearer's dirt ! In Switzerland,

for instance, the inexperienced traveller comes

to a canton famed for its costume, and is dis-
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::, only be-

! dirt. But our

fall of the

h
;
but I was surprised at the

with a long bill, which

isacted

ly fashion. cleanly and

ate Market. But we
Fri< fri ads "good-bye,"
» to the Christiansborg Palace,

ted by the little cicerone,

our hotel provides to drive the travellers

iits. Copenhagen is a most sight-

place, and the plan usually adopted is

isitors, in gangs, to different sights

day in the week. This is an economical

of doing it, for the fees, if undivided

g a party, are heavy ;
for instauce, three

rix-dollars for this palace, the tamest of all the

went with a large English family,
who admired everything most voraciously, and

I to look at everything in this dreary
I
"
Kongen's Huus" with a truly British

The ciceroni have found out that there

is a divinity which doth hedge everything re-

motely connected witli kings, and try to take

Inglish to this place, then to the Rosen-

Palace, then in a carriage to see " Prince
"
House, and then, perhaps, to the

four bad houses, mis-called palaces, which form

Lea of the Frederics-Plads. Armed with

Murrays we now entered the Slot-plads, and
1 the relievi : Minerva and Prometheus,

Hercules and Hebe, Jupiter and Nemesis,

tpius and Hygeia, were there as described

linrt rouge, and were most beautiful,

number of unfurnished rooms,

,
which are quite un-

iption, for the most part ;
but

there are tolerable

tenish history by sundry acade-

I . Eckereberg, Lund,
was one historical

i to Christi-

/ fine. This is more than

ilar collection, where
•'

but," says
infamous manner in which

he "Id

I

,
Dahl and

uid no

I

in the Exhibition of 1802. At the end of the

picture-gallery we came on some sculptures ;

i nothing very interesting, excep .

est likenesses in marble of King
ric VII. and the Countess. She

jolly-looking person, for all lier sentimental and
lie story, and I believe the people did not

at all dislike her latterly, as once they did. It

,iy natural for them to be sorry that they
could not have a gay court

;
and I heard from

.several gentlemen that the Danes were

cially grieved that the Prince of Wales could

not come, as bridegrooms are in duty bound, to

claim his bride from her own residence. All

classes, however, were very fond of the late

king, who so well appreciated and sympathised
with their homely, almost democratic, tastes.

The enthusiasm reached its height when he

said that if the Germans attacked him he would

lay down the sceptre and start as president of

a new republic. He was, as all prudent kings
are now-a-days, a regular democrat. Poor
man ! his people are still very fond of his

memory. The Hall of Justice was the next

place to see, but there was not much in it

worthy of description. We were told that the

three lions which support the throne were made
of silver-gilt. They are not particularly strik-

ing, but, I suppose, very valuable. Nobody
can enjoy anything in a place with such long

galleries as this place possesses, unless one Avcnt

over it in a Bath-chair
; and this took away

from our appreciation of the splendid Banquet-

Hall, lit up with the most enormous number
of wax lights, which is very large and hand-

some ; 'out not equal in interest to the hall

ornamented with a frieze by Thorwaldsen.

This frieze represents the triumph of Alexander

the Great entering into Babylon. Ther

chanting priests, wild beasts, an an

mob, all well sculptured, as the km
Thorwaldsen know. On the whole, I think

that the best figures were those of th>

leading the Babylonian ho

The next thing to see Avas the Chapel ; but

this, though decorated by Thorwaldsen, was

very like all other chapels, and do

much notice. Hero it was thai

V 1 1. lay in state the other <i

of fart, there are only two li<

. and they b iiseum

of Thorwaldsen's works, and the i

Antiquities. T
.

ii, the

and the Dancing Girl. days

airing

and relief i : of the latto i .

know d ! Morning," and "

with P inning
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playful little reliefs called the "
Ages of

.',"
with a nurse holding Cupid up by his

5,
and a shepherdess with a dog smelling

nest on her knee crammed with little

We noticed some interesting busts, in-

luding the beautiful Princess Bariatiuska,

Horace Yernet, the sculptor's greatest friend ;

Humboldt's smooth enthusiastic face, and Car-

dinal Gonsalvi's face with the deep-set eyes.

Of the statues, the "Jason," which was the

beginning of his fame, is the most admired ;

'

and next to that come the "
Dancing Girl,"

the statue of " Thorwaldsen resting on Hope,"
and ' ' Leda. " I purposely left out the statues

of Christ and his Apostles, which stand in a

room apart ;
the originals are not here, but in

[

Our Lady's Church, whither I went to admire !

them. The Christ is almost perfect, and some

If the Apostles' statues, especially that of St.

James, are as good as any of his works. St.

James was done entirely by himself, and was

the artist's favourite. St. John and St. I'.ar-

tholomew are most admired by the English

generally. The church in which these statues

are is worth a visit. All round the walls are

5 and the rows of these colossal statues
;

at one end is the calm and magnificent Christ,

at the other an Angel kneeling and holding up
a font.

The furniture of the room in which the

artist died is arranged in a side-room here as it

was at his death
;
and the unfinished bust of

Luther, at which he was working on his last

morning, is also here. There are no pictures
of any value except Horace Vernet's portrait of
" sou illustre ami Thorwaldsen : Rome," and a

lovely head of a violin player,
"
d'apres Raf-

faelle." A collection of gems and antiquities
from Carthage fills the side gallery.

If it is not the proper day of the week for

seeing the Gallery of Northern Antiquities,
which is perfectly unrivalled anywhere, the

best thing a visitor can do is to lounge about

the streets, which are amusing, though by no
moans showy. The principal square is the

Kongen's Nye Torv, the Palais Royal of

Denmark, rivalling its Parisian prototype only
in one thing, the cheapness of the diuners to

be procured in it. The best restaurateurs live

here, and at Vincent's we got a very nice

dinner for two, including salmon, lamb cutlets,
roast hare, and a bottle of red hermitage, for

half a guinea. At our own table d'hote the

charge was but 2s. 3'i. for an excellent plain
dinner at 3 P.M

,
the Danish dinner hour.

Beds were Is. 8cZ., and a breakfast, with meat
or eggs, and kippered salmon, the same. The
Danes always eat their smoked salmon in thin

slices, without any further cooking ;
it is

rather flabby in this way, and is much better

fried a VAnglaise. The cabs here are equally

cheap, the fare for a neat droschky with a pair
of horses being only a mark, or fourpence

halfpenny, for any distance within the walls.

The conversation at the table dilute naturally
turned very often on the Princess of Wales,
for whose pictures there was a regular furore ;

a gentleman told me that the upper part of

the famous Round Tower, up which Peter the

Great drove his coach in a freak, was given

up to printing off copies, by thousands and
tens of thousands, of the Princess, -when she

was first engaged. Before that time, though
very popular, she and her sister, the Princess

Dagmar, used not to attract much notice in

the streets or at the theatre. We inquired if

her trousseau was all bought in Copenhagen, for

the shops in the ostergade (their New Bond

Street) did not appear veiy good, except in

the one article of French shawls, which are

here sold cheap. Boots, too, are worth buying
here

;
and the Norwegian merchants, who

come for their trip in the summer to Hamburg,
generally carry back their year's supply of

shoe-leather from Copenhagen. The shops

always have two stories, and it looks odd at

first to see a greengrocer's above a millim-rs,

or (as we did) a goldsmith's over a sausage

shop. One of the best streets for shopping is

[jdbmager Gade, where you may get

prints and books, and where you ought to

visit the Royal China Mannfactory. Here

they produce, in white biscuit-china, charming
miniature copies of Thorwaldsen's statues and

reliefs. A copy of the "Dancing Girl" or

"Hebe," would cost about 30s., and the

reliefs are of course much cheaper. Many of

them were exhibited and admired in the Danish

Court of the Exhibition of 18 G2. They are

far the best souvenirs of Denmark, and the

men pack them so carefully, that they are very

rarely broken in their passage to England.
We admired some embroidery in the Amalie

ami were told that the Princess of Wales

made an exception in its favour, and had all

her handkerchiefs embroidered at home, but

that her other paraphernalia used to arrive in

almost weekly parcels from England. People
took the keenest interest here in her marriage
and after-movements, and the articles about

her in the chief English papers were all duly
translated in the "Dagbladet." This ac-

counted for their minute acquaintance with

the details of the Oxford Commemoration, and

her other gaieties. A Danish author of my
acquaintance told me that literature was by no

means a paying profession here, the price of a

leading article being only two rix-dollars, or

4.;. Qd. He had written several books, in-

cluding a "Geography and Statistics of all
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The Collection of Curiosities at the Rosenborg
Slot includes some interesting relics, such as

silver horn of Oldenburg, with all

undents of feudal life sculptured on it
;

and ti it saddle of Christian IV.,
i and diamonds, and said

to be worth a million francs.

The best of the Museums is that of Northern

Antiquities, open to the public three times a

re always some professors at

ready to explain everything, and allow

the cm Landled! A lady with us

•,,'old arm-rings of defunct

iccklet of solid gold weighing
The whole collection is
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! 1 here at the door, published for

nefit of English visitors to "Cheaping-
the title-page translates the name.

•ire many other works of art here which

U known out of Denmark by reputation,
!lv the ivory head of Queen Helen, a

horse modelled out of one piece of steel, with

a fly on its leg, and various cameos and coral

carvings. But the genuine antiquities .

reality the most valuable, from their scientific

accuracy of arrangement and comp!

body should leave Copenhagen without

driving out to the Deerpark and tho Castle.

The road lies along the shore of the Baltic, and
commands a striking view of the neighbouring
coast of Sweden and the Islands, especially the

little one on which are the ruins of

Brahe's observatory. Each house has a pretty
little bathing-machine built in the water, and

approached by a long plank and rail, in which

ladies can bathe unseen, or gentlemen dress

and undress. We had a bathe at the pleasant
inn at Klampenberg, where they keep excellent

wine and a good cook. It is like going to

Richmond in miniature.

No paper on Denmark would be at all per-
fect without a mention of the fetes, of which
the Danes arc so passionately fond, that every-

one, gentle or simple, turns out after dinner to

see fireworks and horse-riders, and to hear

music a hi Cremome, for the small price of tho

inevitable fourpence-halfpenny. These

are all alike in their general features
; but I

think that the Tivoli Gardens are beaten by
the Alhambra, which latter place we were told

by the waiter is "the glory of Copenhagen."
The Tivoli Gardens are very pretty, and look

on the fortifications and the moats, reflecting

the huge flapping windmills, which il

round the town. We went to a Grand Illu-

mination and "Festivals-bal "
at the

The 10,000 additional lamps were

ranged, and lighted by gas in colon

The pexfbrmam
and dancing, an English circus with

clowns, gymnastics and

little plays. A comedy call

ub loudly applau
whole terminated with a sen

and a show of fireworks of all

, which would astonish I
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THE GENTLEMAN WITH THE LILY.
A Story in Two Parts.

Part I.

CHAPTER I. A SUCCESSFUL BURLESQUE.

I wanted to kill an hour.

I was returning to my chambers after dining

out, and it was yet early. On my way home

I had to pass the Royal Gem Theatre
;
and as

I did so, the attraction of its illuminated

exterior caused me to stop to ascertain whether

there was anything
" out " that would furnish

me with the means of pleasantly destroying
the unoccupied time before me. There was a

vol. x. No. 241
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."The Balls' Pond Intel-

I -lined to enter. Upon in-

tn-hole, where a notice

> "Pay here," whether I
•

til, the human pigeon inside,

who was counting money into small piles, and

entry going through a number of private

with counters and rou-

leaux, put the front of his face through the

as if he were going to fly out, and

•Jinks!" Why he shouted Jinks

my question was the next moment
i the fact of a bustling, politely-

entleman running down the box-

jingling the keys, and fluttering the

iie held in his hands, to whom my
mmunicatecL Jinks pondered

is, rattled his keys,
ifl lists, like an amiable warder,

ok his head. Jinks

sorry
—

very sorry
—

full. The new burlesque
nr were "

running," and the

stalls had all b fore. The
but would I like an upper

nit i. No.
in. I said I would

irning to

B, DUt th

in with thi

Id think

down : wait here a moment,
And the obliging warder disappeared.

In a few minutes he returned: "Walk this

way, sir."

•ok out my purse.

ever mind paying, sir," said Jinks;

"you can arrange that with the Gentleman
with the Lily. The fact is, he took two stalls

for this evening for himself and friend
; and

of them has remained vacant since the

commencement of the performances, I took
the liberty of inquiring of him whether his

friend was coming, and, if not, whether he
would have any objection to a gentleman,
who wanted to see the burlesque, occupying
the vacant stall. He said that his friend had

gone suddenly into the country to take a

gentleman's leg off, and would not therefore

be here, and that he should only be too happy
to give up the vacant seat. I knew he would,
sir."

" Do you know the gentleman, then ?
"

"No, sir. However, as he's so often here,
we all know him by sight, and speak of him
as the Gentleman with the Lily."

At this point we had reached the stall-door,
which Jinks opened, and then directed me to

the position of the unoccupied seat :

"Third row, sir— centre—you see, sir;

next to the gentleman with the lily in his

coat. Thank you, sir."

I had slipped a present into Jinks's hand,
and I mentally resolved that I would certainly
come to his next benefit, and contribo

that mysterious compound known as "a
bumper," which henejiclalics are always so

anxious to obtain.

I observed as I entered that the house was

very full, that the curtain was down, and that

the musicians were out of the orchestra

made my way as well as I could to my seat—
>y task in these days, when one has to

endure a continuous struggle with I

toilettes, that are a combination of muslin and
silk Bouffles, intermixed with artfully

raps and boys' iron hoops. W,
reached the vacant stall that Avas to be mine,

tan with the Lily was standii

leaning his back against the r Jls in

of ours, and scanning the ap]
the h< a small and ban

, which prevented bis no

an opportunity
:o. lb' w is ;i tall young i

1 fail hair,

which

small pair of mus-
• in I ,t Large pair of wins'.
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some man, although his fo: e'lead was too low,

and his chin too receding, and his general

expression too blank, to be considered as

strictly classical
;

but then, what he was

wanting in head, which was small, he made

up for in hair, which was profuse.

His attitude, too, was one of weariness and

debility, as if he were a Marionette, whose

strings had got out of order. He was in full

evening dress, and wore diamond studs in his

shirt-front. His gloves fitted with the most

.scrupulous neatness
;
and he carried in the

button-hole of his coat a lily of the valley, its

little cluster of pendent corols being carefully

arranged upon the green leaf. It did not

draggle and droop its head, as if it were con-

scious of the indignity of its position, and as

if the fixature of the pin behind the cloth, and

driven through its stalk, afforded it excruciat-

ing agony. On the contrary, the gentleman
knew how to wear the lily, and how to fix it

in his coat
;
and it seemed to be growing out

of the button-hole in all its native pride and

beauty.
The Gentleman with the Lily having fini

his survey of the house, took the glass from

his eyes, turned round, and, with a deep sigh,

resumed his seat in the stall by my side .

" I am much indebted to you," I said, "for

your kindness in allowing me to occupy your
vacant stall. The box-keeper informs me I am
also indebted to you for the price of it." And
I produced my purse.

"Oh ! nonsense," said the gentleman, drop-

ping his eyelids and waving his hands in a

deprecatory manner. He seemed to be nervous

in his speech, as if the suddenness of my ad-

tng him had confused him. "I really

couldn't think of it. Not for a moment. I'm

sure I'm only too happy to be of service to

any one. The fact is, I took two stalls for

Bingley and myself. Bingley had to go into

the country to take a man's leg off. Tele-

graphed for, you know. I was nick'd, you see.

You're in Bingley's stall, that's clear, and

Bingley 's at Bishopstoke, that's all."
" But still," I added, "you must allow me

to pay for the privilege of being here."
" If Bingley had occupied the stall," he con-

tinued, argumentatively,
"

I grant you, you
couldn't

;
but as Bingley couldn't come, and

you could, so much the better for you ;
and so

much the worse for Bingley. Don't you see 1

lea, I hate to sit next to vacant stalls. I

am uncommonly glad you've come. Bingley
would be I know. By the way, do

you kno |
—Dr. Bingley."

" Do you mean Guy Bingley, the consult-

ing surgeon, of Beck Street ? Yes ;
I know

him."

" That's the man. Charley Guy I call him.

How extraordinary you should know him, and
taken his stall too. I'm a patient of his, and
he's a particular friend of mine. Capital fel-

low, isn't he ? Knows everything. It's really

quite delightful to be one of Iris patients. He
treats you so jollily. Doesn't physic you, or

frighten you, or make you sleep in wet sheets,

or mesmerise you, or rub you down with rough
things, or do anything uncomfortable of that

sort. Makes you laugh ! that's his way.
Tells you splendid stories, all about cock-

fighting, and pigeon-shooting, and rat-hunting,
and wonderful surgical operations upon people's

bodies. Keeps your spirits up, you know."
The Gentleman with the Lily had rattled on

in this manner for the express purpose, it ap-

peared to me, of allaying my anxiety to reim-

burse him for the stall. His description of

Guy Bingley, whom I had known for several

\\;is certainly a correct one
;
but as my

companion did not present any very striking

symptoms of his requiring the medical services

of that gentleman, I said something to this

effect.

"Oh ! well," he answered, glancing towards

my hand, to see whether I had yet surrendered

my intentions of paying. "Oh ! well, I think

I get a touch of liver now and then. Depres-

sion, languor, incapability of doing anything ;

strange and overpowering inclination to lie on

my back all day. Can't make it out at all.

It's either liver or heart, I know. Bingley

says it's liver if it's anything. I think it's

heart. Glad you know Bingley. What a

curious coincidence, you've taken his stall !"
" Yes ;

but "

" You see, I have to be uncommonly careful

in my conduct, and in the treatment to be

adopted. I'm ordered to take plenty of amuse-

ment and lots of repose. Not to bother my
mind about anything. To be careful not to

over-exercise myself, and to live generously.

Very delicate case—very," and then he sud-

denly added :

n the new burlesque ?
"

"
No, I have not. I hear it is very good.

Has it had a long run ?
"

"Sixty-four nights, and it's safe to run till

Easter."
" Have you seen it before ?

"

"
Sixty-four times," he replied, calmly.

" You have seen it every night it has been

played, then ?
"

"
Every night ;

and I hope to be able to

come every night till it is withdrawn. Does

that surprise you ? But Bingley knows the

reason. The truth is, I'm nick'd."

"Nick'd?"
"
Nick'd, by George !" He went on pulling
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his whiskers lazily ;
and then, after looking

round I in lny ©ar>

g you, as ogley'a
with

help it. You may
call i t

lis it Miotic. I

thinking i f come
: the burl

I imo more madly in love

.ken to her ?
"

th her from the

rtalls red in the

n going on falling in

ince, but always from the

hat girl might command me to

II should do it."

"Does she know she is the object of your
admiration ?

"

" Don't call it admiration, call it love. No,
she doesn't know me, although sometimes I

fancy her eye lights upon mine when she is

on tin and then I endeavour to con-

I f that she is conscious of how much

Bingley says this is sympathy."

rat, practically, how is it possible

for her to know that you love her ?"

you see, after the fourth night of

the b I went to Covent Garden
-. and bought the finest bouquet I could

I left it at the stage door for her.

-y when I saw her come upon
the st

it, and smiling upon it.

The ne 1 left another, and I have left

it since."

raqueta !

"

tv bouquets: but what's a bouquet,
in such a case as mine? That's

e, I've left two bracelets

. and a fan, and a whistle, and
id two pain of earrings, and a

. and another whistle, and a lace

id a concertina,

Bpt the presents and acknow-

'•opts them ;
but she

i have

.

•

If, an

dtooad romantic altogether.
11

"Yes, and deuced expensive too, I should

think."
" Oh ! that don't matter a bit

;
a fellow

can atford to be expensive when he is in love

like I am. Oh ! you should see the collection

of photographs I have got of her. I've got a

Camilla Balfour album—all Camillas—in no
end of attitudes and costumes. A splendid

thing ! I have heard of fellows falling in love

with actresses, but I had no idea of the sort of

thing till I saw Camilla—I had no conception
it nick'd a fellow so tremendously."

" Have you ever endeavoured to obtain an
introduction to her ?

"

"
Well, that's just what Bingley is always

saying ;
but then it seems so hopeless and im-

possible, that I don't care to worry i.

about it. So I send her bouquets and notes

and presents, and come to the stalls every

night to see her."

"And what do you expect will be the end
of it %

"

" I don't know. All I know at present is

that I am horribly nick'd !

"
said my com-

panion, heaving a deep sigh ; and by this time

the musicians having taking their places, the

leader now struck the lamp shade nearest to

him with his fiddle-stick, and the overture

commencing, prevented the continuance of

our conversation.

Whilst the overture was being played I

could not help thinking over the extra-

ordinary statement my companion had made
to me, and my curiosity was strongly excited

to see the object of his affection. I remem-
bered to have read in the newspapers very

flattering notices of Miss Camilla Balfour and
her performance in the burlesque. "Her
striking beauty, both of face and figure, and the

charming freshness of her style, had cr

quite a furore, and her performances had been

attended with the most decided and d<

success." I did not wonder, therefore, that

my friend Bingley's patient should have

temporarily lost his heart, but his main

proceeding certainly appeared to me remark-

able, from its mixture of e - and

futility. He had never spoken with her, he

had n< i her off the h\

iine," and

He had '

he had rtune

knew nothing of her 1

which the

old only have justified him in

mutt

Bui !
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How rapidly and earnestly an audience will

sometimes declare a "favourite." Miss Bal-

four was clearly a "favourite." Everything
she did or said throughout the burlesque was

applauded ;
her entrance was looked forward

to and her exit regretted. Boxes, pit, and

gallery appeared to revel in the little ap-

proaches to intimacy she made to them. Her

soliloquies assumed the form of confidential

communications, in which the audience were

persoually interested. The slightest indication

made to them that they ought to laugh, and

they laughed boisterously. The remotest sug-

gestion that they were expected to applaud,
and they clapped their hands vehemently. I

certainly caught the contagion myself, more

especially as my companion kept up a running

commentary of admiration upon Miss Balfour's

appearance and performance. I even found

myself becoming quite indignant with him for

having done what he had related to me. I

regarded him rather in the light of an imper-
tinent intruder, and considered his proceedings
more than ever hopelessly silly. I experi-

enced quite a feeling of relief when I remem-
bered that he had never spoken to her, and

therefore the poor child had not as yet been

compromised by his ridiculous conduct. The

burlesque, which was upon Shakes;
"
Henry the Eighth," as it proceeded, ap-

peared to resolve itself into the attraction of

Miss Balfour's performance, although un-

doubtedly it presented many striking elements

of success. Shall I instance the scene where the

trial of Queen Katherine takes place in a modern
Divorce Court before Cardinal Wolsey and a

special jury ;
where the King appears as the

petitioner, suing for a divorce a vinculo, on

the ground of his being
" sick of his wife and

wanting another," and who, dining the whole

of the proceedings, is in a chronic state of

impatience and rage, exemplified by his con-

tinually kicking the Usher, who thereupon

always calls out "Silence!" where the Queen,
as respondent in the case, is brought into court

in a large nightcap, having her nose highly
reddened and her face whitened, and carrying
a basin of gruel, and who wishes the trial ad-

journed, on the ground of her having instructed

an attorney who had bolted with the fee instead

of handing a brief to counsel
;
where Lord

! (Miss Balfour) appears disguised as a

modern barrister in wig and gown, and under-

takes the Queen's defence, in an elaborate and

cleverly-delivered speech after the manner
of Serjeant Buzfuz

;
and where, the speech

being concluded, the special jury, unable to

upon their verdict, indulge in a general

fight amongst themselves, which gradually ex-

tends to the whole court, and blue-bags, ink-

i stands, and briefs are hurled about, the centre

figures in the affray being the King fighting
;
the Usher and the Queen pommelling the Car-

'. dinal, whose head she holds "in chancery?"
,

Was not all this wonderfully funny ? It

surely must have been so considered, or the

:
audience would not have roared so loudly or

|

have been thrown into such ecstasies of delight.

j

Then again, after there has been another
'

scene, in which Lord Lovell, in the disguise of

a postilion (which affords an opportunity of

Miss Balfour appearing in another piquant cos-

tume), has fled with Annie Boleyn, and has been
overtaken by the King and his creatures, and
a combat has taken place with short swords, and
Annie has been secured and Lord Lovell taken

prisoner ;
and after the King has waylaid the

[ postman aud robbed him of the correspondence
on its way to the Cardinal, and has disgraced
that functionary, and then turned him into

'

the streets, to the intense delight of the nobles,
I who taunt him in a chorus with exclamations of
'

"Buy! buy! buy!" in contemptuous allusion

to his early condition of butcher-boy and his

insufferable extravagance with the public mo-

neys,
—how admirably the idea of the whole

'

thing is brought to a climax in the last scene

but one, here described as "A Street in

! Coventry !

" For does not the disgraced Car-

dinal enter, dressed in a very shabby coat,
and wearing a tall red nightcap and a blue

apron, wheeling a small cats'-meat barrow and

calling
" cats'-meat !

" Does he not then re-

late how, being disgraced by the King and

completely thrown upon his own resources, he
has been compelled to adopt his present call-

ing as the only one presenting an opening
which enables him to take advantage of his

early education ? And does he not immedi-

ately proceed to sing a most witty parody
upon Wolsey's farewell speech, to the appro-

priate air of " The Cats'-meat Man?" Was
not this a splendid joke? Only equalled,

perhaps, by the one that follows, when the

Cardinal, having finished his song, rings the

bell at a door over which is written ' l

Mangling
done here," and the ex-Queen Katherine enters

in a cotton gown and a poke bonnet, studying
" The Book of Dreams ;" and after informing
him that she has been reduced to set up a

mangle, joins him in a duet of reconciliation

and a "break-down" dance. The marriage-
bells of the Kong and Annie Boleyn are then

heard, and those personages shortly afterwards

enter, followed by Lord Lovell and the whole of

the characters
;
a general amnesty is thereupon

proclaimed, everybody is made happy, and a

brilliant last scene disclosed. Such a last

scene, too ! It only changed thirteen times.

Fairies went up and came down, apparently
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1, and retired without crossing
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"Did you see her glance this way ?
"

said

my companion, in an excited whisper.
" I am

ye caught mine
;
I'm positive she

me."
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" I exclaimed, feeling almost
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My companion became very nervous.

t the letter in his hand, he

. suddenly to me and said :

"
By G<

who would have thought of this ? I am sure it

is fnnn Camilla Balfour."

n't know why, but I felt strangely dis-

appointed and annoyed.
" Do you think so 1"

1.
" How is it addressed ?

"

II approached a street lamp, and held the

i

letter up to read the superscription.
" ' The

i Gentleman with the Lily,'
" he said

;
and then,

if not daring to open the note, he turned it

rend times, and finally put it in his

pocket.
I instantly saw that my companion felt

important a task as that of ascertaining
the contents of the mysterious communication

\ ought not to be performed in the presence of

a comparative stranger, and anxious as I was

to be informed upon the subject, still, I could

not with any propriety press my confidence

upon him so far as to endeavour to ascertain

what a lady had written him. I therefore

made an excuse for the purpose of leaving

him, and said that I would go to my club for

half an hour. We bade each other good night,

exchanged cards, shook hands heartily.

parted. I saw him, almost directly I had left

him, take the letter from his pocket, •_

several furtive kisses, and then rush into the

coffee-room of a neighbouring tavern, where

he would be enabled to read it alon

undisturbed.

The name and address on the card that the

Gentleman with the Lily had given me,
" Mr. Arthur Charsley, Belgrave Chai

St. James's."

"Charsley, Charsley!" I said to myself.
" I don't know the name. What on

were the contents of that letter? Dear me,
ayhat a time it is since I saw Charley Guy.

My friend with the Lily evidently knows him

well
; Bingley too must know all about him.

It must be two months or more

Charley Guy ;
I'll certainly call upon him to-

morrow evening."

CHAPTER II. A CO

Mr. Charles Guy Bingley, F.R
ried on his profession of consult;;

in Beck Si svenor Square. Charley

Guy he was called by his gentlemen pati

Guy Bingley by his brother pr<

y by the ladies. I [e was i

dical practitioners. There was a t'n

abandon in his system of practice whi

\\ hen I him,
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did not purse his lips, or speak with oily

iction in the first person plural, or shake his

id ominously, or write a prescription as if it

3re a death warrant, or pull out his watch

len he felt a pulse to count the minute hand,
if the patient's life were then and there

jmbling in the balance. His system was the

itithesis to all this : it was bold and funny,
and rattling and daring. His object appeared
to be to make patients thoroughly easy in

their minds, and to convince them that there

was little or nothing the matter with them.

He had a tremendous reputation for desperate

cases, and the treatment of moribunds was his

forte.

So he was now in excellent practice. He
had a pretty wife, drove his brougham, kept
bantams and pigeons in his back garden, and

a wiry terrier in his consulting-room ;
was a

capital judge of horseflesh, had seen a great

deal of the fast side of life, and was the inti-

mate friend and adviser of a very large number
of the young aristocracy.

" Is the doctor at home, William ?" I said,

as, on the evening after the events related in

my last chapter, the door of Guy Bingley's
house was opened in answer to my summons.

"Yes, sir, and he's quite alone. Walk in."

William went into the consulting-room, and

immediately returned, and I heard Charley's
cheerful voice following him into the hall.

"
Shabby man with steel pens, did you say ?

Show him in, by all means."

The next minute we were shaking hands

heartily and laughing boisterously. Somehow

always laughed when you shook hands

with Dr. Bingley. A remarkably good-looking

man, of about thirty-eight, of middle height
and muscular build, with fair curling hair

clustering round a high bald forehead, and a

fresh rosy colour blooming on his cheeks. A
bright laughing eye, thick reddish whiskers,

teeth, and a general expression of head

and face which showed great determination and

force of will, mixed with a love of fun, a keen

enjoyment of the humorous, and undeniable

good temper. He was attired in an old shoot-

ing-coat, and was seated in a large easy chair,

with his cravat off and his feet in slippers,

smoking a cheroot, and reading the news;.
whilst some extremely small terrier pups were

tumbling about in his lap and crawling over

the floor, sniffing under the fender furiously,

already anxious to display their abilities

in the pursuit and destruction of vermin.
" Sit down, do, old fellow," said the doctor,

bustling about. u Glad to see you ;
take a

>t. William, bring up the whisky.
the way, William, bring in some more

aid the doctor
; and then turning to

me, he added,
" I expect a man to call this

evening, I thought it was him when I heard

you knock. I don't know whether you have

ever met him. His name is Charsley—Arthur

Charsley."
"The Gentleman with the Lily," I thought

to myself.
" I shall hear something about him

at last."
" Thank you, William, that will do," and

the doctor commenced brewing the toddy.
" Arthur Charsley," I said,

" who is he ?"

"Oh," said the doctor,
" he's a patient of

mine. He's a curious fellow. He is always
'

going in,' as he calls it, for something or

another, and is for ever working out crotchets

and ideas that he gets into his head. He be-

lieves now that he is an invalid, and that he

has got something the matter with him. In-

dolence, that's all
; you see he has nothing to

do. He lives in splendid chambers in St.

James's by himself. Keeps a cab and a tiger.

Came into hatfuls of money of his own when
> of age, and has nothing more to do at

present than to spend it. His father is a

capital old fellow, and lives in Limeshire
; very

rich and hospitable, and keeps hounds. I at-

tended the old boy when I was stopping
. and he fractured his shoulder-blade

taking a feiiee. Made a first-rate case of it,

and put him on his pins again in less than no

time. Arthur's the only son, and has been

spoilt. He has got abilities, though, and
would get on very well in the world, I believe,

if somebody would rob him of all his cash,

and leave him nothing but a broom and a

bad shilling to begin with. As I said, he is

always working out ideas and fancies—select-

ing hobbies and riding them to death. At one

time he went in for music
;
he took lessons of

the best masters, worked at it night and day,
went to all the concerts in London, bothered

his friends to introduce him to professional

musicians, gave musical soire'es— in short, be-

came a lunatic of the first water. And what
do you think the instrument was he studied ?

Why, the bassoon ! Fancy a man going mu-

sically mad about a bassoon ! When you
called upon him he played upon it

;
when he

went to evening parties he played upon it.

He was always at it, until he nearly blew him-

self into a consumption, and then h3 gave it

up. After that he had what he termed a

'call,' from hearing a man preach in Hyde
Park, and he went religious mad. lie used.

to give away tracts in the streets, and go and

hold out on Sunday evenings at Smithfield

Market and King's Cross
;
until after about a

couple of months he got into a discussion with

a clerical gentleman of some persuasion or

another, which resulted in hia receiving two
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black eyes and losing his watch, and t!
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r half the things he has gone
whatever he takes up he's

'nick'd.' That's his

—he's always
« nick'd '—

bon. .'"

now, doctor?"

a shout of laughter, and
> the air so suddenly that

one of rs flew oil' and hit the ceiling.

, ha, ha ! he's gone in lately for the i

rotchet of the lot. He's
j

rand idea of that passion,
j

! tell you : no nonsense about it : an
j

lited romantic passion, that is consuming
He lias already brought him-

i

cion of the liver,' as he calls !

bter. And who do you think
j

uilla Balfour, of the Gem Theatre," I
i
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itor of my interview with Mr.
la night, and the fact of

"By
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tor.

William, throwing

Be
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at tho situation, we approached and

j

shook ha.
" Glad to meet you here," said Mr. Chars-

"
except, of course"—and he hesitated—

"except, of course, you've come as a patient."
"Ah!" said the doctor, "he means that

as a compliment to me."

"No," exclaimed Mr. Charsley, confused,
and taking off his gloves with elaborate jerks.
"

JNo, Guy ; you know I meant nothing of

the sort. If any friend of mine," he added to

me,
" wanted a leg off in a hurry, or his jaw

set, or any other operation performed, Guy
Bingley's the man I should recommend."

"Thank you," said the doctor, laughing,
"for your good opinion. You knowr

your
friends are always welcome here. Now sit

down. How are you ?
"

"Well, very middling," murmured Mr.

Charsley, feebly, sinking into the patients'

chair, and painfully stroking his whiskers.

"I've had a very bad night—a very bad night,
indeed !

—not a wink of sleep. The fact was,
I didn't go to bed, but kept walking about the

room. Perhaps that was the reason my rest

was so broken."
" More than probable," said the doctor ;

" unless you are like Brown's boy, wrho used
to go to sleep when he was out delivering
medicines. It wras the only time that boy
could enjoy perfect repose. But he used to

break Brown's bottles so often from running
against lamp-posts in his dreams, and Brown's

plaster was so largely consumed in mending
the boy's head, that Brown had to get rid of

him as too expensive a luxury for his estab-

lishment."

Mr. Charsley waited until the doctor had

concluded, and then deliberately lounged back
in bis chair, shut his eyes, opened his mouth,
and appeared to laugh long and earnestly,

without, however, uttering the smallest sound
of merriment. When he had recovered, he

said :

"No, doctor: what I meant was this :

I couldn't sleep when I did go to bed, which
was about five o'clock this morning, am I

up at twelve o'clock to-day,
1 don't kimw why 1 should

for 1 ought to be happy, and yet 1

happy, for I'm in a fog ; and a in;,

happy in a mental fog."

y a link for you," i

"I* : Mr, Chi

"Our Mend here knows all aboul i I

at the i lira!!

him th

ire me
ted into b
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read it. The contents of that letter kept me
awake and walking about all night. I couldn't

'

believe my eyes for some time : it is a most

extraordinary letter."

"From Camilla?" inquired the doctor.
"
Yes," said Mr. Charsley ;

" and yet, no,
it isn't : that's the most extraordinary part of

the matter. It's not from her exactly
—it's

from her father. Here it is. Read it Guy, old

fellow, and give me your opinion about it."

Mr. Charsley produced the letter he had

received from the boy's hands the previous

night, and which had so much excited my
curiosity, and handed it to Dr. Bingley.

The doctor took it—looked at it, opened it.

" Fine bold handwriting," said the doctor,
and then he read aloud :

" '

102, Durham

Terrace, Bayswater.' I once attended a jour-

neyman tailor who lived in Durham Terrace,"
and then he went on.

''Dear Sir,
—My daughter has informed

me that for some time past you have done her

the honour of making her very valuable pre-

sents, and of addressing her in the language of

a suitor. Although you have withheld your
name, still your conduct throughout has been
so persistent and disinterested that I have no
reason to question the sincerity of your all'ee-

tion or motives. As, however, you have only
hitherto seen my daughter in the exercise of

her professional duties upon the stage, I con-

sider it my duty to say that the estimate you
may have formed of her, and the devotion you
express towards her, may both prove to be

illusory. I am therefore anxious that you
should have other opportunities of enabling

you to judge of my daughter's title to your
regard.

" Will you give us the pleasure of your
company to dinner on Sunday next, at six

o'clock 1

" Yours truly,
" John Bamford."

We were all silent for several minutes after

the perusal of the letter. The doctor took a

long sip from his glass, threw his legs over the

arm of his chair, and smoked violently. Mr.

Charsley remained in a passive state, stroking
his whiskers and contemplating the ceiling,
and looking very much like a patient upon
whose case a consultation was being held, and
therefore entitled to be considered an interest-

ing subject. I was the first to break the

silence.
" I think it a very sensible letter," I said.

Guy looked at me inquiringly for a moment,
and then, with, a smile curling on his lip, said :

" And so do I ; you may depend upon it he

got the hack author of the theatre to write it

for him."
" Shall I accept the invitation, doctor ?"

stammered Mr. Charsley.
" Here's a pretty lover !

"
cried the doctor,

in a sort of half-bantering half-fierce tone.
" Here's a downright Romeo,—a man who has

been moping and making himself ill for the

last two months, passionately in love with an

angel of a girl
—

beautiful, accomplished, and
the town talk,

—
lavishing upon her presents

enough to make a duchess vain,
—now that

he has a chance of enjoying her society
—of

personally revealing to her the ardour of his

love,
—now that her own father comes forward,

and with extended arms exclaims,
' Come into

the bosom of the family, be one of us,' he
doubts and hesitates."

"
Yes, but Guy, old fellow, what I mean is,

suppose it be a " and he stopped.
" Out with it !

" continued the doctor, in

the same curiously angry tone. "Out with

it ! I know what you mean to say. Suppose
it should be a 'plant,' a 'trap.' That it is

intended you should obtain the object of your

undying affection against your inclination ;

that you should be rendered happy for ever

without your consent
;

that you should be

immolated upon the altar of love, crowned
with flowers, and bound hand and foot. A
trap ! Ha ! ha ! A trap to catch a sunbeam
like Arthur Charsley, and baited with a pretty
flower like Camilla !

"

"I don't care," cried "the sunbeam" with

sudden energy, "whether it is a trap or not.

I love Camilla, and I would give the world to

be near her. I shall accept the invitation."

"That's right," said the doctor, "sink the

man, and speak like the lover. I hope you
won't be disappointed, old boy ; but no, loving
as you do, how can you 1

"

"
No," exclaimed Mr. Charsley, firmly, "no

fear of that."

"Xo, of course not," went on Guy Bingley;
" not even if you should find old Bamford a.

gentleman with a red nose and a fondness for

ardent spirits, living in a fifth-rate house, and

possessing a decided disposition to use strong

language, and to talk about his triumphs when
he played utility parts at the Brit, or the Vic.

Not even if you should find Miss Camilla

assisting in the cooking operations, wearing
her hair only half arranged, and slovenly in her

dress. Not even if you should be introduced

to her aunt, a superannuated theatrical dresser,

who takes snuff and speaks gutturally, and
who employs her Sundays in making up her

niece's costumes. How can such things alter

sentiments so fixed as yours ? What mil it

matter if dinner should be served in the front
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tor sank back in his chair, uttered

a sort of shout of triumph, and threw his legs

I lly. This time both his slippers flew

off, hit the ceiling, and then came raining down
head.

.\ 1 r. Charsley, as he threw

the doctor his slippers, who apologized for
j

ric flight and put them ou,
—"

well, !

ay is that I love Camilla
;

j

ality of the supposititious j

; have drawn shall alter me in the
j
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\
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ily, Arthur, my boy," said the

doctor
; and he handed him what the French

call tout

, for a few mot :

lid,
" Shall 1 use my own na;.

aed the d<

not particular about

a r fancy it in a point of honour

were

.a imitate cample.
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i upon in

I

be eroeiid to the bookcase and took down the

Land lb'

passage.

that the Qi favoured to protect him
;

in vain she entreated them to spare her gentle

Mortimer. 5 Put it down Mortimer. You
shall be Mortimer. Mortimer, you know, was

the lover of Queen Isabella. And then it

goes on. ' The barons were deaf to h

He was hanged on a gibbet at a

place called Elmes, about a mile from London,
his body w; s left hanging for two days

after.
5 That'll do very well.'

5 And the doc-

tor put the book back into its place.
" Dear me ! a rather ominous passage,

Guy," said Mr. Charsley.
" I don't much

like the name. However, it is as good ;

other.
55 And he commenced •writing. When

he had finished, he read what he had written.

It was to this effect :
—

" Mr. A. Mortimer,
the Lily, presents his

the Gentleman with

compliments to Mr.

John Bamford, and will be most happy to

dinner on Sun-accept his kind invitation to

day next at G o'clock."

"Formal and uncompromising," cried the

doctor. " Without prejudice, as the lawyers

say. I shouldn't be surprised if old Bamford
doesn't think that you expect something out

of the usual after that formality. He may
even believe you are coming in a white cravat

and dress coat ; and may, in consequence,

plunge into extravagance, and order a boiled

fowl to face the roast shoulder, and provide a

dish of periwinkles for tea."

Mr. Charsley folded his letter, sealed it,

and then rose to go.
"

I'll post it a

along. I've got my cab at the door. I'll let

you know how the affair goes off.

night."
The doctor rang the bell. William appi

and Mr. Charsley took his departure.
"And now, old fellow,"' said Guy 1

"take another cheroot, and let us i\

minds with a game of chess."
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Having, then, described the brain-work de-

partment of journalism, I will now come to

that which, though not apparently so at first

sight, is of equal importance to the success of

a paper— the mechanical department. It is

the ^ame old story of the belly and the mem-
bers ; unless all move and work together in

tolerable harmony, the whole machine must
come to a stand-still. Without the hands, the

brain which conceives could not execute its

plans ; without a healthy stomach, head and
hands would be paralysed. Under this branch :

I shall include the compositor's department,
the paper and machine department, and the

publishing department. In a future paper I

may have a word to say about the advertise-

ment department, the heart and lungs of a

newspaper, without whose steady and healthy
action it would soon cease to exist.

All manuscript is known to the compositor as

"copy." When "copy" reaches the editor

or sub-editor, if accepted, it is sent up to

the chief of the printing department, by whom
it is distributed— in cases requiring expedi-
tion it is cut up into slips containing only
a few lines—to the various members of the

chapel. Here I stumble on a word which
demands explanation. That a body of printer*

working together is called a "
chapel," may be

amongst the things not generally known. The
term is derived, as those who have read the
life of Caxton and the history of printing will

doubtless know, from the fact that the earliest

presses were set up in a chapel attached to

some religious house or monastery, then the

general seats of learning. The word has been
transmitted through many generations, and is

an exceedingly pictorial one, carrying the mind
back to an age happily long vanished. Fancy,
however, must not whirl us away too f

too far. We must not picture to our
mullioned windows, fluted shafts, and groined
roofs, as constituting the atelier of the modern
printer. There is, nevertheless, something
highly interesting even in a modern printing-
office. The long room, the lines of desks or

"cases" ranged regularly against the walls,
the files of compositors dipping their nimble

fingers in the little square type-boxes, the

rapidity and precision Avith which piece after

piece of metal is thumbed into the "
stick,"

the consciousness that these men in the white
blouses are agents of a tremendous power, and

;

are weaving words which will speak from one
end of the world to the other,

—all these things
impress us strongly as we examine the busy
hive. The eldest man of the body receives

the honourable title of "father of the chapel ;"

though it by no means follows that he exer-
j

chief authority over his children.

When the "
copy

" has been distributed,

another question arises : what form of type is

to be used for such and such matter—" bour-

geois," "minion," "ruby," or "
nonpareil?

"

Important
"
copy," such as leading articles,

reviews, foreign correspondence, or letters on

special topics, is, as a rule, printed in " bour-

geois;" matters of less moment in "
minion;"

and so on, down to "nonpareil," though not

unfrequently "minion" is "leaded," that is,

has leads passed between the lines, to give it

greater space, dignity, and effect. So far as

the eye is concerned,
"
bourgeois

"
is by far

the more agreeable, and is generally adopted
when the press of matter is not exceedingly

heavy. It helps, moreover, to fill out the

columns when news is scanty ;
and with some

journals matter of all kinds is sometimes

unpleasantly light.

Having decided on the type, the next thing
is to "compose" the copy. Here the printer's

troubles really begin. Every author does not

write a merchant clerk's hand
;
in fact, it may

be fairly assnmed that the public, take them
for all in all, are not first-rate calligraphists,

and authors least so of all. The hieroglyphics,

therefore, which the poor compositor has to

through are something appalling; the

Rosetta stone is nothing to it. However,

by dint of patience and the use of a pair of

experit'iicd eyes, he contrives to embody what

he deems the thoughts and opinions of the

writer in the tangible bulk of "
bourgeois

" or
" minion." When he has finished setting the

matter up, the "
proof" (as the printed form

is now called) is taken to the "
reader," who

follows the composition whilst another, deno-

minated the " reader's boy," reads out the

MS. to him. All detected errors and requisite

alterations are marked by certain technical

signs on the margin, and then the proof is

handed over to a third person, who re-corrects

the corrected proof.

This labour, as we have observed, is purely

mechanical. The article, thus printed, has

now to be submitted to the editor. Does the

simple reader imagine that it passes through
the ordeal unscathed ? The editor has two

things to keep in view,
—

first, to see that the

opinions expressed are in conformity with those

of the paper, and, secondly, that the style, to

use a facile phrase, is "up to the mark." To
the uninitiated the labours of this literary and

political Rhadamanthus may appear trifling.

He brings to his task, however, a stern sense

of responsibility ;
he sits in heavy judgment

over a frail mortal's conceptions and language ;

he has a profound duty to the public to perform ;

and therefore he sharpens his pen, nibbles at

the feather-end, and every now and then swoops
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some twenty or thirty minutes. A melted

composite metal is poured over the face of the

type and an impression of the whole print taken

as easily as a mould in plaster of Paris. The

process is by no means an agreeable one. The

furnace, heated with a seven times seven de-

gree of heat, makes the room insufferable ;

whilst the fumes of the liquid metal load the

air with a burning and choking stench. The

reader, however, is privileged to remain outside

this department ;
I have no intention of taking

him over it, or going through it myself. It is

one of those places on which distance confers

enchantment.

Ear more worthy of a visit are the paper and
machine rooms.

If the reader will reflect for a moment on the

vast consumption of paper necessitated by the

incredible demand for newspapers at the present

day, it will strike him that the quantity of this

article employed must be prodigious. Enor-

mous is another big word which I might have

employed; but "prodigious" seems to con-

vey an idea of moral and material bulk. It

is something vast, that startles and baffles

the powers of conception, and puzzles the

mind. Take the Representatives of the dem-

and cheap press, for example. Consider for

a moment the number of sheets which

each day's impression devours. Setting the

circulation of the former down at between

60,000 and 70,000, and of the latter at

above 100,000,—which is, I am assured,
under the mark,—for these journals alone

more than 400 reams daily are required, or for

the three hundred and thirteen publishing

days of the year, a hundred and twenty-five
thousand reams.

Whence are we to obtain the raw food with

which even these cormorants of the press shall

be satisfied 1 Thanks to the repeal of the

paper-duty, Belgium, France, Austria, ami
even Italy come to the aid of the English mills,

and ship to our ports the necessary material.

It would be difficult for the untutored mind to

puzzle out the arithmetical problem suggested

by the figures introduced .above. A glance at

the warehouse, or a walk through the vaults in

which the stock is kept, will give a far better

notion of the quantities consumed. We could

form a juster idea of what sized pyramid so

many billions of sands would make if we were
told it would form one as large as St. Paul's,
than if we were to strive till doomsday to

evolve it all out of our own consciousness. So
with this paper calculation. The eye is the

best assistant. These piles upon piles, these

groves of virgin quires, watting to be rendered
serviceable to mankind, which at present en-

cumber the room from floor to ceiling, reveal

to us the wealth which is devoured every four-

and-twenty hours.

Before, however, this paper is fit for use

every ream has to be wetted, otherwise it

would not take the ink. Tanks have there-

fore to be kept well supplied with water, and
numerous hands are separately engaged to per-

form the "wetting process." In fact, the

paper-room of a first-class journal is in itself a

curiosity, with its Pelions of paper, its gushing
tanks and sloppy troughs, its stone slabs,

—re-

minding one of a fishmonger's stall,
—on which

the paper is damped, and with its ministering

spirits in paper caps and tucked-up sleeves.

What a number of rolling wheels, what a

measured and monotonous click-clack of rising

and falling frames ! This is the machine-room,
where the paper, to speak technically, is

machined, that is, passed through the press.

Excuse the oily odour, the hot breath, the

steaming air, that greet you. A large quantity
of gas is required to give sufficient light,

besides, in that room close by lies the enor-

mous boiler which generates the motive power
that puts this whole network of machinery in

action. What noise, what confusion ! Roller

and wheel whirling madly round, with cranks

and metals leaping backwards and forwards,

to and fro, like iron imps ;
how instinct of

life it all is ! What a merry chase this sliding

piece has after that revolving drum, and see,

just as it is on the point of catching it, it

stops short and beats an ignominious retreat ;

and can it be that all this apparent fun and

frolic is work in earnest 1

The machine is what is called a cylindrical

one
;

it is American, constructed by Hoe of

New York, whose fame is universal. On a

huge cylinder or drum, in the centre, are

placed the turtles which I have already men-

tioned, containing the journal in type. A
roller which delights to wallow in a bath of

ink, presses at regular intervals against the

cylinder and thus wets the surface of the type.

On either side of the drum are, according to

the size of the machine, four, six, or ten huge

flaps, called "feeders," which work like

punkahs stroking the air. On each of these

feeders a ream of paper is so adjusted that by
a slight touch of the man or boy who stands

by to attend to this particular duty, each sheet

is individually drawn between the rollers, which

catch it up like lightning, whirl it round the

cylinder, and by means of straps, deposit a

printed sheet of paper on a platform under-

neath the spot whence it started. One half of

the impression only has been taken. When a

sufficient number of copies, thus semi-finished,

have been printed off, the turtles are removed,
and the remaining ones put on. A bell rings, the
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been without it one whole

four-and-twenty hours ? Yet you rarely think

of this regularity as anything extraordinary ;

in fact, no more than you doubt the proba-

bility of the sun's rising to-morrow, or the or-

: nature being undeviatingly maintained.

1, however, view this punctuality in another

light ;
and I can see the anxiety and the

worry, the steadiness and application, the mind
and thought, brought into play to guard against
unforeseen contingencies and to ensure this won-

derful precision and regularity.

Let us advance another step and ask our-

selves another question. What is it that has

been achieved 1 Look at these broad pages—
forty-eight, sixty, seventy-two, nay, ninety-six
columns of close-printed type. Is it no miracle

to have put together these innumerable pieces
of small type and formed them into intelligible

words and sentences within a dozen hours or

so ? The mechanical labour alone is marvellous.

But come to special instances. The Emperor
of the French, on the 5th of November last,

entered the Salle des Mare'chaux at the Tuileries

just as the clock struck one. A large concourse

of senators and deputies, and the diplomatic

corps in uniform, and grandes dames en grande

toilette, had assembled to hear, what is courte-

ously called, the speech from the throne. By
half-past three or fotfr, that speech, a con-

siderably long one, thoroughly and efficiently

translated, was published in second editions in

London, and selling about the streets. On

Wednesday, the 2Gth of the same month,
Richard Cobden and John Bright addree

body of constituents at Rochdale. The

ceedings did not commence till eight o"

yet one journal had the whole of it th«

morning, consisting of nearly seven columns

containing upwards of 125,000 words. But
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CALYPSO.

t morning swims
From yonder parted clouds, and my fair isle-
Fairer than Teuipe, on earth's distant shore,
Fairer than Hera's lucid domes— grows bright,
And sunshine gilds its peaks.

A land of beauty, where dim silver threads

Faint into purple vapour from the rocks,

Where lilies and eternal asphodel

Light the far plains or gem the darkling groves

We love Ogygia—this our dear domain.
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So seven long years I plied the gloomy wretch,
Seven years I plied him—ay, on bended knee—
To leave those barren rocks, that shrewish wife,
And mate with me, and rule my fair domain.
Life's weary pains here sweep unheeded by,
Turned by the crystal airs that gird my cave.

But aye wept he the same year-long lament,—
1

Alas, fair queen ! my son, my wife, my home !

"

Well for the hero that he yielded not !

Worse than e'en Circe's minions had he fared !

Shall mortal lips touch ours aud joy unscathed !

Doth man's slow blood course like the ichor's bound,
That human hopes should bind celestial !

Howe'er true love may burn away self-love,
Immortals ne'er forget their pride of place.

That home-sick wretch, TJlysses, had he twined
His arm once round my waist, mine end was won !

Deep 'neath mid ocean's deepest wells for aye
My wrath had laid him—and without a pang !

Is this that earth-born fancy girls call love ?

Yet something noble lights this human love.

Methinks myself had yielded to its charm
Were my life bounded by a brief three-score.

A hero then I'd choose, and hold him dear,
And he should fight and travel and be strong,
And suffer greatly, true in all to me.

Then, home returning, I would call him mine.

Lo ! the soft gleams
That break before my nymphs arrive the shore !

So seven years long I plied the gloomy wretch,
But then relented. Let the hero go !

He's free, forsooth, his faded wife to seek,

And rule his steep rock-walls, and sniff the sea !

'Twere better so, he deems, than mate with me,
And drain the sweetness of immortal love—
Blind fool !

But so—
I laded his red-painted keels, that took

Morning's first beams with gladness, and piled up
Ambrosia with the nectar's heavenly juice
Within them. Then I seized his hand and burnt
One kiss upon it, turned and sought the grove.
But he sailed forth beneath the glimmering stars.

w. a M.

MACHINE TOOL-MAKERS.

If avo trace back the history of what may
bo termed machine tools, we shall find that

they owe their birth to the patent lock. When

Braxnah, at the latter end of the last century,
turned his attention to the improi
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rise. He it was who fostered the latent skill

of the young smith, Harry Maudslay, and

strengthened the passion of Joseph Clements for

accuracy of work. Giving, as we must do,

Bramah the credit of being the first great

tool-maker, yet we feel that it was to Henry
Maudslay we owe the vast merit of raising a I

race of machinists—for the term tool-maker is,

we think, too insignificant
—who have made

England famous among nations. We shall be

better able to appreciate the merit of the

master, Bramah, and his man, Maudslay, when
we remember what William Fairbairn has said,

that when he began life, at the commence-
ment of the present century, the human hand

d all the ivork that was done. And how
ill it was performed, we have the testimony of

Watt, who experienced the greatest difficulty in

getting work executed, where an almost mathe-
matical accuracy was demanded. It was a

mercy for mankind that he was able to finish

the first working model of his steam-engine, so

utterly impossible was it to get the steam-

cylinder turned with any approach to truth.

Henry Maudslay, when a smith in the Ar-

senal at Woolwich, was invited by Bramah, who
had heard of his ability, to enter his service.

The youth, for he was only eighteen at the

time, adopted a very characteristic method of

giving his new master a taste of his skill.

Pointing to a worn-out old vice in the work-

shop, he asked if the fact of his being able to

renew it in the course of the afternoon would
be considered his diploma of proficiency ;

this

being agreed upon, he immediately set to work
;

before the appointed time the vice was as good
as new, and he gained at once a first-rate posi-
tion in the shop.

Whilst a journeyman with Bramah, he
invented the famous slide rest, the prolific

parent of a whole race of labour-saving
machines of the present day,—the slotting-

machine, the planing-machine, and many oth<

all tracing their parentage in this simple o
trivance. - Before its invention, the turning-
lathe depended for the accuracy of its work

entirely upon the muscles of the workman.

If, in turning a cylinder, for instance, the tool

at one moment cut deeper than another, by
reason of the workman bearing more heavily
upon it, the whole work had to be gone over

again. The slide-rest, by substituting a fixed

tool for one guided by the human hand, at

once abolished the possibility of these inaccu-

racies, and. inaugurated the reign of that

mathematical truth in workmanship without
which great machinery cannot work.

After Maudslay left Bramah, he set up a
little shop of his own, first in Wells Street,
then in Margaret Street, Cavendish Square,

j

where he was found out by the elder Brunei,
and employed to construct the famous' block

machinery at present in use in Portsmouth

Dockyard. His power of generalising from
a few hints was strongly exemplified in the

intercourse between the great inventor and
this rising young machinist. Brunei, with
that fear all inventors have of disclosing their

designs prematurely to others, was in the

habit of taking drawings of fragments of the

proposed machinery to Maudslay for his in-

spection, without mentioning the real nature
of the work he wished accomplished. At the

third visit, however, Brunei was surprised
to hear the young workman say,

' '

Ah, now I

see what you are thinking of
; you want

machinery for making ships' blocks." These

machines, which were the first labour-saving
works set up in our public establishments, at

once evidenced the enormous amount of pro-
ductive power the country had acquired.

There is scarcely a contrivance in use among
modern machinists which cannot find its origin
in this series of engines, for they number

forty-four, at work nearly sixty years ago, and
at present in excellent condition and in full

employ. These machines, with the aid of ten

men, do the work that formerly occupied one

hundred, and, moreover, they do it infinitely

better. The only wonder to us is, that, the

vast superiority of these machine-tools having
been thus tested at so early a date, their use

did not more rapidly increase
;
but there are

pauses, for some unaccountable reason, in all

revolutions, and it was full thirty years from
the date of this invention before the full tide

of labour-saving appliances began to be felt.

The punch by which thick plates of iron are

pierced for riveting was another of his inven-

tions, by which greater accuracy is gained and
an immense amount of labour is saved.

When Maudslay left Margaret Street, in

1810, he removed to the site of an old riding-
school in Lambeth Marsh, and there founded,

together with his partner, Mr. Field, the world-

famous establishment of Maudslay and Field.

Mr. Smiles has remarked, with great truth,

that the shop of Maudslay and Field gave a

stamp to the workmen who laboured in it,
'

just as the Universities of Oxford and Cam-

bridge give their peculiar impress to their

respective students,—an impress which never

leaves them. With Mr. Penn, the great marine

engine-maker, Maudslay
" could not afford to

turn out anything but first-rate work," and this

accuracy and perfection of finish has been

passed on to other shops by means of the

Nasmyths and the Whitworths, who learned

their art under him. In short, Maudslay was

to his hands under him what Dr. Arnold was
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which can produce a true plane is incalculable.

i, Whitworth has written a treatise upon

it, as a standard of reference in mechanical

productions. Before the planing-machine came
into use, true planes were approximated, for

they could not be wholly obtained, by means of

chipping and filing. Clements' machine, how-

ever, at once superseded that method, and for

some years, Mr. Smiles informs us, his income

mainly depended upon the earnings of this

iron planer, which never ceased working
or day, and earning for its master as much as

101. for every twelve hours' work. In

machinist's shop is now to be seen this beauti-

ful tool, cutting a long narrow ribbon of

metal with its keen tooth, producing the

perfect work, and tended in many cases only

by a lad. Clements, in consequence of the

great fame he had acquired for accuracy of

work, was sought by Professor Babbage, to

construct the famous calculating machine.

This extraordinary work, after prog
some years, was, however, discontinue* I by

Government, and it remains a magnificent

fragment of mechanical skill. The working

drawings, we are told, of the calculating ma-
chine alone, irrespective of the printing machine,
which was equally elaborate, covered no less

than four hundred square feet of surface. The

apparatus was intended to calculate with un-

erring accuracy, and this it is fully equal to

accomplish, for when through any can

error has been made, it actually rever

action, and, to use Mr. Smiles' expr-

"rubs itself out." Although this machine

was never finished in England,
of Stockholm, after twenty years' labour, com-

pleted this extraordinary combination of what

maybe almost termed "
thinking iron.'

it was rirst displayed in the Paris Exhibit

1855. Although the work was completed by

foreigners, it was done from the English draw-

ings ; therefore the merit is wholly due to

Babbage and Clements. Our own Government
have procured a copy of this machine, an

now in actual use at Somerset House, working
out annuity and other tables for, the
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xur, the screw hole had to be drilled out

re-cut, so as to suit the thread vsed in the

). The great expense and loss of time caused

this arrangement, led Clements to the con-

ision that the number of threads should be

settled according to the length of the screw.

He did this, and constructed a screw-engine
lathe to do the work before accomplished by
hand. This plan the trade ultimately ac-

cepted, and now there is no more trouble

about this very importaut implement which

holds machinery together. Clements did his

work thoroughly, but he would have his own

price for it
;

like Mr. Penn, he could not ailbid

to turn out imperfect work. His screws were

constructed with mathematical accuracy, I ut

they were unfortunately costly. A story is

told of his having received an order from

America, to make a large screw " in the best

possible manner." The work was accomplished
with great care, and the American was asto-

nished to find a bill for several hundred pounds
for the work done

;
the matter was referred to

arbitration, and of course the 0M6 went in

favour of the machinist. It may be inter

to the public to know that Clements is the in-

ventor of the too eiiectual steam-whistle of our

locomotives. Brunei the younger being dis-

satisfied with the performance of the earlier

whistle employed, asked Clements to construct

one for him. It was made, ami answered but

too well ; but Clements made the engineer pay
for his whistles to the tune of 40^. each, and

unfortunately, before the terms were known,
a hundred had been ordered.

James Naamyth, the Thor of the present

age, was brought up under the immedial
of Maudslay, and perhaps was more intimately
associated with him than any other

pi

for he was the assistant appointed to take

charge of the great machinist's own particular

workshop, and the pupil has done credit to the

master. myth, unlike the other great

machinists, was by no means a self-made man,
at least, as regards his education, as lie was
the* son of the Alexander Naamyth of Edin-

burgh, whose landscapes have charmed us all.

Moreover, he was a scientific man, and his son

therefore started in life with hereditary ability,

iheless, he fought his way up as a great
smith unaided. His first employment was as

istant in Maudslay's beautiful little work-

shop at ten shillings a week, and in the estab-

lishment of this famous firm he learned his

art. Nasmyth's fame rests mainly upon his

steam-hammer, a tool without which modern

forgingB could not be accomplished. Indeed, it

whs in consequence of the demand for such a

Cyclopian instrument that it was produced,
and it is a singularly apposite example of the

manner in which great works sometimes

produce great tools, as surely as great tools

lead to the production of mammoth works.

When the Great Britain steamship was

being constructed, it was at first intended

that she should have paddle engines : such

were accordingly designed for her by the late

Mr. Humphreys. The paddle-shaft, however,
was to be of such enormous proportions, that

no forge in the kingdom was capable of turning
it out. In this difficulty Mr. Brunei was

forced to apply to Mr. Nasmyth to aid him
with his advice. Mr. Nasmyth's reply was a

sketch made on the spur of the moment of

his famous hammer, and returned by post
that night. Unluckily, it was determined to

change the paddle for the screw, and the

paddle-shaft therefore was never required.
The great hammer accordingly remained a

dream upon paper, as far as its inventor was

concerned, for strangely enough none of the

great iron-founders would have anything to do

with it. Some time after, when on a visit to

a celebrated foundry in France, Mr. Nasmyth
was shown an enormous piece of forged work

;

curious to know how such an unusual size had

accomplished, he asked the question of

the director of the works. "
Why, with your

steam hammer, to be sure," was the instant

reply. The Frenchman had been shown the

drawing by Xasmyth's partner at the time it

was made, and with a keener appreciation of its

value than was evinced by the English machi-

nists, he determined to have one made. This

was certainly an instance but little in accord

with the English manufacturer's boast,
" that

if not the first to invent, he is the first to see

the value of the inventions of others," for, with

a demand for gigantic forgings far beyond what
exists in France, we yet allowed our friends

on the other side of the water to steal a march
'ii us. However, the steam hammer is

now in common use, and year by year it is

assuming larger proportions. The effect of its

introduction is the vast increase of the size of

the forgings, now so easily accomplished, and

the consequent enormous development of the

proportions of our machinery ;
in fact,

there is no limit now to the size of the engines
that can be produced, or to the power that the

of this simple instrument has placed in the

hands of man. Without it, we should have

had no armour-plated ships of war, no great

engines for their propulsion, no enormous

works in iron of any kind such as have marked

the last dozen years, and have at once elevated

men, mechanically, from mere pigmies to a race

of giants.

One of the most useful applications of the

principle of the steam-hammer is to pile-
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In consequence of this ra-

of action, works of reclamation from the

sea, before undreamed of, will be effected
;
and

an immense impetus will be given to all build-

constructed on unstable ground,
hand of Nasmyth can not only

thunder like that of Thor, but can work with

the grace and delicacy required in the finest

art. He is an admirable painter
—a gift which

seems to be inherent in his family—as shown

pictures by his pencil, exhibited at

Mall, with other amateur works, for the

i >f the Lancashire distress
;
and since his

cent from his profession, he has turned
teution to astronomy, and with a tele-

scope of his own manufacture, made the dis-

covery of bodies on the face of the sun of

lape of a willow leaf, which are now be-

to be the source of light and heat.

baps the most scientific of the race of
machinists formed in the establishment of

lay, Field, and Co., is Joseph Wkitworth,
tool-maker is known through-

out the world. He has considerably improved
I machine, in his " Jim Crow "

called because the cutter reverses

both ways, and in fact adapts
itself to any position to do it3 work. His

rarer, more identified with rifled

ml small arms, in the production of
he has no rival. The passion for ac-

•vork which was instilled into him
has led him to invent

the attainment of that

he has ; L con-
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years ago ! At that time, as Mr. Smiles ob-

serves, an engine of any size, when once

erected, required the constant attention of the

engineer, who almost lived beside it, in order

to keep it in working order, such was the

friction of its parts and the clumsiness of its

construction. At the present time, ho v.

almost absolute perfection of working is ob-

tained. When the five thousand different pieces
of the marine engine designed for the Y\

were brought together from the different shops
of the Messrs. Penn, although the work-
men who built them up had never seen them

before, yet such was the mathematical accu-

racy of their fit, that immediately steam was

got up they began working with the utmost
smoothness. As a new-born child, immedi-

ately it enters the world and expands its lungs,

begins to stretch its limbs, so this gigantic

engine, as soon as steam began to expand in

its cylinder, at once exerted its huge members
with the smoothness and ease of a thing of

life.

It would be impossible to estimate the gain
to the country brought about by the self-acting
tools nowr

coming constantly into use. If we
had to depend upon the old hammer and file,

and chisel and gauge, it is questionable whether

our mechanical art could keep pace with the

requirements of our rapidly increasing popula-
tion

;
and commodities of all kinds that spring

from the skilled hand would soon reach a

fabulous price. Now it is the brain that

works
;
the mechanician in his study increases

a thousand-fold the fingers of the sempstress
with his sewing-machine, builds fleets of boats

(by the American patent) in as many days

j

the old boat-builder would have formerly taken

years, and manufactures rifles—stock, lock,
and barrel—without human fingers coming
in contact with them after the wood and iron

are carried into the workshop. Perhaps
Government manufactory of rifles at Enfield is

one of the most perfect marvels of lab

ring machinery in existence; and

hundreds of machines which go to build up
this most perfect military tool of the

have an automatic action so per:'

.

file, drill, and plane, with such mi
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of barbarians, to a pitch of excellence which

seems almost divine. But for the marvels

accomplished in this direction, we must refer

the reader to Mr. Smiles' very interesting"
Industrial Biography," to which we are in-

debted for many facts in this article.

BEPPO, THE CONSCRIPT,
BY T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.'

CHAPTER XXIII. THE SCREW.

The day of the medical examination came
and passed ; and, as we know, Beppo was

among the defaulters. The number of these

was very large ;
and the Government was

strongly impressed with the absolute necessity
of taking vigorous measures, not only to get

possession of the men who were missing, but
to check the practice of desertion. They were

almost invariably the best men who had ab-

sconded. The town populations, though far

less fitted for military service, were far less

to it. The missing men were almost

entirely the fine young contadini of the hills,

the very flower of the population.
The authorities were exceedingly annoyed.

Yet they were desirous of dealing as lm-ivi-

fully as possible with the defaulters. For it

was well known that the parish priests were

active in stimulating them to desertion
;
and

the influence of the clergy upon the rural

populations was still very powerful.
One of the measures adopted for inducing

the absentees to return was, the quartering of

a few soldiers in the houses of their families, to

be removed only when the missing men should

give themselves up. And in many instances

icceeded in producing the desired result.

The maintenance of the soldiers caused an ex-

pense and annoyance which the families could

ill endure. There were rarely wanting means
of communication between the men absent in

the hills and their friends at home
;
and thus

the screw put on produced its effect.
" What an infamous shame it is !

"
said one

of three or four military officers who were en-

gaged in arranging the infliction of this penalty
on the families of the recalcitrant and contu-

macious conscripts.
" Look at this case now !

Giuseppe Vanni, the eldest of two grown-up
sons

;

—a remarkably fine young man
;
—noted

to be of good character
;

—the father more than
well-to-do—a rich man in his class ! And this

fellow goes off to the hills !
—sacrifices every-

thing rather than obey the law and serve his

country. The old curmudgeon of a father

won't even pay the cost of a substitute. Too
cted for that, I suppose ;

as well as too

stingy ;
—one or both. It is too bad !

"

"Where is he from?" asked a superior
officer.

" A village called Santa Lucia, out in the

hills to the north-west," replied the first speaker,
who had a variety of papers before him.

" Who is the parish priest?" asked the

first.

" One Evandro Baluffi."
1 Have you any note of him ?

"

"
Yes, here we have his reverence !

"
re-

plied the other, after referring to a list of

nanus among the papers before him. " The
Reverend Evandro Baluffi, an active, intrigu-

ing, political priest, and determined adherent

of the Papal government."
"
Ay, that's where it is ! It is useless

trying to do anything with these poor ignorant

COlUadini, as lung as these fellows are allowed

to poison their minds and sow disaffection.

No good will be done till the Government
makes up its mind to lay a heavy hand on a

few of these mischief-making firebrands. Per-

haps we may trounce the Reverend Evandro
Baluffi yet. Meantime, put a heavyish party
on the rich old farmer at Santa Lucia. If he
is stingy, that may work !

"

" I think I can tell you, Colonel, how to

make that blister draw !

"
said a younger man,

who had not yet spoken.
" I happen to have

picked up from a friend of mine a little bit

of this Giuseppe Yanni's history, which may,
perhaps, be turned to good account. He is

one of the finest young fellows in the country—over six feet in his stockings ;
—a fellow wo

ought not to lose on any account. Well, it

seems this young gentleman has a very hand-

some cousin, who was living here in service in

Fano a week or two back ; but is now gone
home to the paternal farmhouse. And there

seems to have been rather a warm flirtation

between a Corporal of ours, a man of the name
of Tenda, and the pretty Giulia Yanni, to the

infinite disgust and distress of her tall cousin,

who, of course, is in love with la bella Giulia.

Now, what do you say to sending Tenda with

four or five men up to Santa Lucia ? If that

don't draw my gentleman, I think nothing
will !

"

There was a general laugh at the young
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:-on my life, I think the notion is a very

good one !

"
said the Colonel.

" It will serve
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On the evening of the second day after the

little conversation had taken place, and

fiter Giulia had spent her day at the

Corporal Tenda, with four men at his

nted himself at Bella Luce, and ex-

I to la Sunta a laconic document requir-
D the name of the law, Paolo Yanni,

cultivator and tenant at Bella Luce, in the
- uta Lucia, to house and main-

D named in it
;
and intimating

.vould continue to be his guests till

such time as his son, Giuseppe Yanni, duly
in his Majesty's army, should

; amis of the military authorities !

.ta had not the gift of reading ;

and, in no little terror, called Giulia down from

lirs to explain what might be the meaning
of thi ! of Bella Luce by an armed

nor Paolo and his son Carlo had

yet returned from the field.

oral had had the consideration to

D to remain outside in the front of

. until he should have spoken with
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to urge his suit to herself. Then tu-

multuously rushed into her mind the horrid

thought of the appearance this arrival of the

Corporal would wear in Beppo's eyes! What
would he not think of her !

But the worthy little Corporal did not leave

her long in error.

"Do not, I beg of you, stimatissima Signora

Giulia,"—most esteemed Signora Giulia
;
not

ma" or " beUi&sima" as it used to

be in Palazzo Bollandini at Fano
;
and Giulia

marked and appreciated the change of style ;—"do not for a moment suppose, most es-

teemed Signora Giulia, that I am here to

trouble you with any renewal of a subject that

has been set at rest between us. You know

my sentiments on the subject by means of my
kind friend Captain Brilli—e basta. I come
here to-day in obedience to no wish of my
own

;
but in the execution of military duty.

You will, I am sure, rightly appreciate my
feelings, when I confess that, had my own
wishes been consulted on the subject, I could

have desired that the painful duty assigned to

me had been entrusted to another. But duty
is the soldier's religion, Signora ;

and it only
remains for me to discharge that duty as little

painfully to you and this respectable family as

is compatible with the orders I am bound to

obey !

"

"What is it all about?" asked la Sunta,
more utterly mystified than ever. " If they
are come for Beppo, let them search the house,
from garret to cellar

;
and there is an end of

it ! We know nothing about him, more's the

pity !

"

" But you have not stated, Signor Cap
what the duty is which calls you hen .

Giulia, somewhat tranquillised by the Cor-

poral's diffusive oratory.
" I have had the honour of presenting a

billet to this excellent, lady, whom I pn
to be the mistress of the house, which in

the nature of my basinet

Signora Giulia, myself and four men—there

•utside there-—are quartered here

until such I

and placing himself in conformity
with the 1

: in thi

soldi, i lined la padrona, b
ed to the uti

here till l'ep; If up !

ill you all lie in Santa

churchyard, then ! P.ut it is imp
unheard o

hat it

an nnwe]
anient.
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ut orders must be obeyed. Duty admits of

> refusal. It has been determined by the

overnment to quarter soldiers ou the families

the contumacious conscripts, as a means of

ducing them to give themselves up. Permit

e to assure you, Signora, that if I express

e hope that Signor Beppo may be very shortly

duced to do so, it is wholly in his own in-

terest, and in no wise in my own that I

speak.
"

" But it is infamous ! a robbery ! a spolia-

tion ! We are poor people. We have no

means of lodging five men, let alone keeping
them. What will Paolo say when he comes

in ?
" stormed poor Sunta, as the whole extent

of the infliction began to be comprehended by
her.

"
Signor Paolo will doubtless have the good

sense, my dear Signora Vanni, to know that

the law must be obeyed, and that we are but

the humble instruments of it. I am afraid,

Signora Giulia, that it would be in keeping
with the spirit of our orders to make our

presence here as disagreeable in all wa;

possible. But I trust that I may be able to

contribute to the views of the Government in a

manner more consonant to my own feelings.

My first duty, Signora Vanni, is to assure my-
self that the conscript, Giuseppe Vanni, is not

concealed in this house or neighbourhood. But
if the Signora Giulia, whom I have had the

honour of meeting under other circumstances,
will assure me that her cousin is not in the

neighbourhood, no search could make me so

certain of the fact as her word. If she cannot

give me that word, she will say nothing, and

leave us to perform our duty of searching."
4 ' I can assure you most sincerely, Signor

de, that Beppo is nowhere in this neigh-
bourhood. He is a long way off in the hills."

" That is quite sufficient, signora. It would

be useless to make any search."

Giulia, as soon as ever the foregoing words

were out of her lips, bethought her that she

was betraying to la Sunta more knowledge of

Beppo's movements than she could be sut

to possess, and she glanced sharply at the par
droiut to see if any such suspicion had

awakened in her mind. But la Sunta oonsi-

it too much a matter of course to make

any kind of denial to the ministers of the law,
fur any such thought to have entered her head.

"
Giulia, child," she said,

"
just run down

to the field and tell the padrone what has come

upon us. I am sure I don't know what to do
or to say !

"

Giulia ran off, r:ot sorry to escape from any
further share in so disagreeable a scene

;
and

the Coq:>oral, with many civil speeches to the

old lady, caused his men to enter the kitchen,

and seat themselves in a row on the bench
outside the large table

;
so that when Giulia

returned with the farmer, the latter, on enter-

ing his house, was confronted by the significant

spectacle of five hungry men occupying the

entire length of his supper-table.
Farmer Vanni fumed, and stormed, and

raved
;
and the good-humoured Corporal met

all his ill-temper with the most imperturbable

affability and good nature ; for was this not

Giulia's dwelling, and was she not there to

suffer from the violence of any quarrel ? So
at last the five unwelcome guests sat down to

the supper-table of their unwilling host
;
and

beds, as well as the resources of the house

allowed, were prepared for the men in the sort

of outhouse beyond the kitchen, and for the

Corporal in the room above it.

And so matters continued for a few days,
while old Paolo groaned in secret over the cost

of keeping his unwelcome guests, and seasoned

every mid-day and evening repast with in-

vectives against the Government which prac-
tised such atrocities and extortions in the name
of liberty. He had two or three private inter-

views with the priest during this time, going

up to Santa Lucia for the purpose ;
for while

the sold it rs w< iv at Bella Luce, Don Evandro

once made his appearance there. Nor
did the farmer let drop any word at home
which could give the members of his family

any information respecting the nature or sub-

ject of his communications with the priest.

The Corporal and his men were very con-

stantly absent from Bella Luce, beating the

country, and making inquiries in the hope of

catching the fugitive ;
but always coming back

to roost and to feed. Scarcely anything passed
n the Corporal and Giulia

;
for she lived

as much upstairs as possible, and kept herself

to the utmost of her power out of his way.
And he, on the other hand, uniformly treated

her with the most deferential respect, and
made no attempt whatever to thrust his com-

pany upon her.

Nevertheless, she had an uncomfortable

sense of being, however unobtrusively and un-

demon stratively, subjected to surveillance.

She felt that her movements were watched.

And she determined, therefore, to be very
much on her guard in going up to the old

tower above the church to look for the answer

to her letter. It was the fifth day from that

on which she had bribed the messenger, who
had described himself as "one from Piobico,"
and had sent by him a letter to her cousin.

He had spoken of being back with an answer

on the fourth or fifth
;
and Giulia had counted

the intervening days and hours with the utmost

anxiety and impatience. Nevertheless, she
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had not dared to go to the tower for fear of

the watching of the Corporal and his men.

f the fifth day, having

found it in. vomplish her object

risk of detection from the vigilance

lien at the farm, she asked old

to go and pay a visit to

. :iziata, intending to make an arrange-
vith her for passing the next day at the

a, and thinking that she should so withdraw
•If from the watchfulness of the Corporal,

rily find a moment during the day,

when she might, without any risk of detection,

flit across the churchyard, and see whether in

the hole in the corner of the old tower there

y reply for her.

There was no difficulty in leading the priest's

housekeeper to make the proposal her visitor

desired
;
and la padrona, when the request

was made to her, had no objection to it. So,

early the next morning, Giulia walked up to

Santa Lucia, delighting herself with the thought
that in the course of the day she should surely
find an opportunity of getting her letter,

—
if,

indeed, Beppo had sent her one. But to her

great surprise and annoyance, a sudden sense

of their religious duties appeared to have come

upon two of Corporal Tenda's little company,
and for the first time since they had been at

Bella Luce, they felt the necessity of attending

early mass at the parish church. And not

only did they attend the early mass in the

most exemplary manner, but they remained

hanging about the church and the churchyard
the whole of the day. Again and again Giulia

looked out from the door of the priest's kitchen
;

and there always, either lounging about the

.Inch led from the churchyard to the

village, or tranquilly smoking their cigars, re-

clining on the turf, or examining the appear*
i the old tower with a newly awakened
of its picturesque and antiquarian in-

the two warriors of King Victor

my; and there they remained
all day, only returning to their supper at Bella

Giulia, in of being able to

BCt, had bidden la Nunziata
i her own homeward

walk.

at Borne very strong
would never be able

But the

Beppo
io be

' hour. 'I little

of the farm-house. The soldiers would doubt-

less be as fast asleep as the members of the

family ; and, in short, Giulia determined to

make the venture that night.

So, about two hours after every body had

gone to bed—about midnight, that is to say,

Giulia, who had not undressed herself, quietly
stole down, and though rather startled at ob-

serving, as she passed through the kitchen,
that the door of communication between it and
the room in which the soldiers were sleeping
was wide open, stepped lightly across the

former room to the door of the house, opened
it with as little noise as possible, and started

on her errand, running along the well-known

path as fast as her feet would carry her. She
had not the slightest fear of any sort, except
that of being seen by some one. None of

those more imaginative terrors, which might
have assailed an English girl bound on a similar

expedition through two miles of country look-

ing weird and strange in the moolight, with a

churchyard to cross at the end of it, had any
influence over the imagination of the daughter
of the Apennine. The southern mind is almost

exclusively conversant with fancies and asso-

ciations of a more material description, and

rarely busies itself much with ghostly terrors.

Giulia sped along the path, stopping for a

second or two now and then to listen if all was

still around her—especially at the half-way
tree—crossed the churchyard, and made direct

for the old tower just outside the further con-

fines of it.

It was some little time before she could find

the hole at the corner of the tower in which

she had so confidingly placed her mone\
in which she hoped now to find a letter from

Beppo. The spot agreed upon was at the back

of the tower, if that side may be call

which was farthest from the church and the

village ;
for it was on that side that she and

the ' ' one from Piobico " had had their inter-

view. But the moonlight, which was falling

full on the other side of the ruin, had the

effect of throwing the contrary side into double

gloom, and seemed to confuse all the fori::

relative positions of the objects.

However, after a little while she disc^

the hole in the brickwork, thrust in her hand
. and found that the c

and that the U slip of folded

in ils
;

I lii first

. ind run home with it Q

leisure and her own room. Bu

remembered thai she had no lighl
.

would lie difficult *•> procure i

out r\r.
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leading' to the detection of her escapade ;

it it would be impossible for her to read her

r at home till the next day ;
and that it

Id be dreadful to have to wait all that

le before knowing what Beppo had written

her, in what mood he had received her

>r, and in what tone replied to it.

>he thought that the moonlight on the

jr side of the tower would suffice to enable

to read it, and still breathless with her

ling and with her anxiety, she stepped
md into the light, not looking up, but

ing on the precious bit of paper as she

moved, she unfolded it in the full light of the

moonbeam, and read easily enough, in Beppo's

large coarse characters, the words,
" On

Sunday evening, two hours after the

Maria, I will be at the old tower where this is

to be left, hoping to see there one person only."
was neither signature nor address

;
but

they were not at all necessary to the end in

view.

Giulia, after the manner of peasants who
are unaccustomed to the process of reading

illy, had read these

aloud, but a little above her breath, and, with

a thrill of delight at her heart, was thrusting
j paper into her bosom, and in the

act of turning to make the best of her wa**

ila Luce, when she became an

3 standing immediately before her,

and looking up with a scream recognised the

same two soldiers who had been on the watch

in the churchyard all day.
In the next instant she recovered sufficient

presence of mind to say, though with a beating
and rather broken utterance :

u I did not know, Signori, that it was part
r duty to watch and molest a poor girl

who might have her reasons for wishing to see
j

body in private."

no part of our duty, Signora, to give J

you any trouble or annoyance that we can any
!

way avoid. I one of the men, speak-

ing in a very respectful manner; "but our
!

to find the missing conscript if we
,

can, by hook, or by crook. And when my l

comrade heard the door of the house down

yonder opened, he thought it best to see what
was going on. And when he saw your lady-

tarting off up the hill at that time of

night, and all on the sly, he thought, and 1

thought too, when he waked me in a hurry,
that it was likely enough you were after cor-

responding in some way or other with our man.
So we just made free to follow you ; and if so

that you had any other matter in hand,

why there was no harm done
;
for we should

have known better than to blab. But as it is,

you see, our duty will oblige us to be here at

two hours after the Ave Maria on Sunday
evening.

"

All the blood in Giulia's body seemed to

rush with sudden violence to her heart, as

these words smote her ear. She glared at the

two men, as a mad momentary thought dashed
into her brain, whether she could not spring
at the throat of the speaker, and secure Beppo's

safety by strangling the life out of him and
his comrade on the spot. But in the next
instant a full sense of her utter powerlessness
came over her, and she threw herself on the

ground, ciying :

'

O, Beppo ! Beppo ! And it is I who
have destroyed him. And he will think that

I have betrayed him !

"

And then the horrible thought came to her

mind that Beppo would suppose, not only that

he was betrayed, but that he was betrayed by
her connivance with the Corporal, and that her

passion for him had been the incitement to

the base act ! It was too dreadful ! too cruel !

she could not live to meet that day, and to

face the look of Beppo's eye, when that con-

viction, as inevitably must be the case, should

have reached his mind.

"0, 7—mother
of sorrows, and of the sorrowing ! Oh, let me
die ! let me die ! I cannot bear it ! I cannot,

bear it! O, 3anUs$ima Maria, have pity ! take

me away ! take me to thee !

"

And the poor girl writhed on the ground in

the agony of her soul.
"

But, Signora," said one of the soldiers,

who stood by, perfectly well understanding the

whole force and prendre of the circumstances,
and not a little distressed by the grief of the

beautiful girl on the ground at their feet ;

"there is no question of destroying your
cousin ! It's the best thing for him, any way.
And, bless you, he'll rind that out fast enough.

By the time he has been six months in the

ranks, he'll thank you for being the means of

putting him there, instead of being skulking
and hiding about in the mountains like a wild

beast."

"And as for betraying," added the other

soldier,
' ' there '11 be no question at all of be-

traying. We shall report the thing to our

Corporal just as it is, and he'll let Signor

Beppo know how it came about, and that you
was in no way consenting to it."

"
Oh, no, no, no ! not the Corporal,

—not

the Corporal !

"
groaned Giulia without any

clear idea, save that no good, and nothing but

sorrow and misery, could arise from any meet-

ing between Beppo and Tenda.

"Well, Signora," said one of the men,
" the Corporal will know best how to manage.
We must report to him."
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• the men to <lo it.

ad slip

>wn the hill at

ten it j
and if ai:

it, why, out pat rolling :

about it."

ufficient consciousness of her

that what the

• 1 considerate. But

she felt too bitterly the anguish they were

r,
and looked upon them too much

for it to be possible to her

able communication with

She got up from the ground, therefore,

i stance from either of the men
—for with the instinctive delicacy and appre-

letioa of the situation, which

ristic of Italians, they did not put
out a hand to touch her—and merely saying,

11] go home ;" turned to walk down the

hill, with
|

at that instant, the sorest

and heaviest heart in all Italy, lying like a

lump of ice in her bosom.

{To be continued.)

ROUND THE IRISH COAST.
PART III.

we have pretty well exhausted the

Clare legends, let us continue our wander-

hither south, past the fiord-like scenery
of the Killaries, whose narrow entrance is

laly guarded by giant mountains. From
.diaries to Clifden the coast is studded

with islands, which are seldom or ever visited

by tourists, chiefly from their inaccessibility,

the rough sea that constantly pre-
;

. The largest of this group is Tnish-

babited by a few hundred fishermen

, and dignified by the Rev.

with the name of "The Garden
it has i,. : lie ivsi-

Bimple and chari-

on, worthy of the religion and tin-

it. birth. Inishbofin, or the

i

low, is bo called from a

oeral idea of

:1 is the principal
. that it 1, disenchant

tie land, instead of the

Although lnish-

and
1 worth :l visit from

and a tin.

ce from Clifden. Its very difficulty of

was its recommendation in the days
of the earliest Christian church in Ireland, for

we find remarkable traces of it in the rude

and primitive ecclesiastical remains of High
Island. As long ago as the seventh century,
St. Fechin inhabited it, built a church, and also

s of residences for the officiating priests.

These houses are built at the comers of a square
of about twenty yards, with walls four feet

high, and domical roofs, the covering of which

is formed of one big stone. The house of

St. Fechin is square, and measures about nine

feet in length. The church, as is usually the

case with these early edifices, is remarkably
small and rude, and has a doorway only
two feet wide. The whole aspect of the place
is singular and desolate in the extreme, and
well suited for an establishment of eremitical

or hermit monks, which was supposed to

have been formed here. But we must not

linger too long on Ard-Oilean, partly because

avc have not yet exhausted our stock of islands,

and partly because a hasty survey is all that

prudence will allow, for the weather is never

to be trusted, and should anything like a sea

get up, the adventurous tourist will find that

he is likely to starve before he can set his foot

again on terra firma.

If all the Irish islands were mere deserts,

without a single thing of interest to recom-

mend them, there is almost enough in the

Aran Islands to make up for the whole lot.

Placed so as to withstand the whole force of

the stormy Atlantic, and forming an admirable

breakwater and shelter to the Bay of Galway,
at the seaward entrance of which they are

situated, they were marked out from th<

earliest ages as a secure and well-protected re-

treat from the violence and superstition of the

times.

The original colonists of Ireland were known

by the unpronounceable names of Firbol

Tvatha-de-Danaanns, who were believed ori-

ginally to have come from Greece. But.

that may have been, they quarrelled and

ybody that ever had anything
to do with Ireland always did and alwa;.

rbolgSj having the worst of it,

to the Aran Islands, son:

I

> the birth

flourished, and

its in the world, which, what-

•iy have been thf
|

action, were built in such a w
i

fully i that they ha\

all the wearing ituries, and

n sufficient
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dwellings. In truth, this class of build-

is so remarkable, that it at once challenges

ation wherever it is met with, and is

wn by Irish archaeologists as Firbolgic, or

opean, masonry. But the Aran Islands

a more glorious reputation even than this :

they were the head-quarters, not only of the

professors of war, but of religion ; for, as early

as the sixth century, St. Endeus, himself of a

royal house, founded a monastery here, and

tried to convert the Pagans, who, however, at

the first sight of Christianity, took fright, and

abruptly fled away in their coracles. The

saint founded ten churches, and Aran speedily

became a resort for all that was good and

learned, containing within its rocky shores

many hundreds of saints. No wonder, then,

that the island teems with remains of one

sort or another
;

or that it always existed in

the odour of sanctity. The most interesting

ruins are found on the great island, or Inish-

more, which is about nine miles in length, by
one and a half in breadth, and was the centre

of all the defensive works. T in the

shape of forts, or duns ; and from the extra-

ordinarily missive character of the masonry, as

well as the position in which they were built,

must have been impregnable before the

of artillery. The principal of these is Dun
^Engus,—described by Dr. Petrie, the Irish

archaeologist, as the most splendid barbaric

monument extant in Europe,—which is situated

on the western side of the island, overhanging
a sheer precipice of 300 feet. The plan of this

fort is extremely simple, and appears to have

been originally oval, though the falling away
of the cliffe has perhaps conduced to its pre-
sent horse-shoe shape. There are three walls,

one inside the other, the innermost, as might

pected, being much the thickest Out-

side the second wall the approacl larded

by a singular chevaux-de-frise of sharp stones,

fixed upright in the rock, extremely awkward
to walk over, and performing very much the

same office as the broken glass which is put by
holders to protect their garden walls. If

o not accept the supposition of the cliffs

having fallen away, it is obvious that the sea-

ward side of the fort needed no further protec-
tion. The dimensions of the sanctum, or inner

enclosure, are about 140 feet along the cliff face,
and 150 across, while the wall is of the great
thickness of thirteen feet. From its name and

appearance it is supposed that Dun MngOM was
built in the first century of the Christian era,

chief of the Firbolgs, who, with his

brothers Corchovar and Mil, was granted the

possession of the Aran Islands I Queen
; naught. Stone walls were the defences

of those days, when slings, hatchets, and rude

bows were the only weapons known
; and the

massive thickness with which they were built

tells of the close quarters and the hand-to-hand

fighting that prevailed amongst the savage
clans of early Ireland. The last period when
we know for certain that Dun iEngus was

tenanted, was in 1857, when a formidable body
of archaeologists, belonging to the British Asso-

ciation, landed at Aran, took the fort by storm,
and added the crowning insult by sitting down,
seventy in number, in the inner enclosure, to

dine there. How the shades of iEngus and
Corchovar must have hovered round in grim
displeasure, and longed to annihilate the im-

pious revellers. But the barbarians were not

annihilated, but, on the contrary, enjoyed
themselves very much, made jovial speeches,
and took measurements of iEngus's walls and

doorways like so many matter-of-fact car-

penters.

There are two other forts on Inishmore,—
one of which, Doo Caher, the Black Fort, is

considered by Dr. Donovan to be a trifle older,

about a thousand years or so, than Dun

iSSngna This fort occupies the neck of a

peninsula, and is defended much in the same

way by precipices and chevaux-de-frise of

stones. The third fort, Dun Onaght, is nearly

round, and is in better preservation as to its

masonry. Both these last contain, in the in-

terior, remains of early st<>ne-roofed dwellings,
known as "

cloghans." These are scattered

over the island, and gave rise to a good joke
at the expense of the Ordnance Survey, who
marked down on the maps the site of an early

cloghan, which afterwards turned out to have

been built the year before for a donkey-shed.

Examples of "
13111 Stumps his mark "'

are more
common than are generally thought ; and, in

this ease, nothing was more natural than that

a peasant should build his shed after the pattern
! of the old buildings around him.

Before having the Duns, and visiting the

other remains of the island, it should be stated

that some antiquaries do not allow them such

a very early origin, nor do they believe that

they were erected exclusively for warfare
; but,

on the contrary, as defences for the sacred

buildings where the pious performed their de-

ions. The remains of the early churches

are numerous, and attest the vigorous Christi-

anity with which St. Endeus and his successors

prosecuted their labours. They are almost all

of about the same date, and exhibit the same

simple form and primitive masonry, with very
little in the way of decoration. The church

<>f St. Benignus, or Teampull Benain, as it is

in the Aran vernacular, is a good specimen of

the general run of these buildings, being about

i feet ten inches in the clear, and six feet
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_,'ht of the north-

east g: I
'• Strictly

iug, it likely that nearly all tli

nothing but oratori

.rticularly as in their vicinity are

Of hermit's cells

of the churches

are generally those of their founders, and are

A and euphonious,
—such as Teani-

i. the church of St. Brccain
;
'roam-

pull a Phoill, the church of the Hollow ;

pull a Cheathranalainn, the church of

inta ;
and so on. It can-

not be wondered at that there are so many in

Aran, when :hat such a crowd of saints

-.tried here that only God knew the num-
nd this circumstance gave the island the

if Aran-na-neeve, or Island of the Saints.

But there are yet older, and, to some, more

ting remains than even these forts and

churches, viz., the grand cliffs of mountain

limestone of which the whole island is corn-

ed.

It is not often that the geological formation

of a country has much effect upon the customs

of a people, but in Aran it is so in a marked
i ee. The limestone is singularly contorted,

and in some places lies on the surface in great
smooth slabs, between which will be found a

broad crack. In others it consists of thin

layers, like hatchets placed sharp end upper-
most

;
and as the grass, which, as in every

limestone district, is exceedingly sweet, grows
in little tufts and patches in these crevices, it

is hard work for the cattle, so much so that

old Flaherty, an accurate topographer of Aran,
writes,

" The soile is almost paved over with

stones, soe as in some places nothing is to be

seen but large stones, with wide openings be-

tween them, where cattle breake their legs."
And so would the Aranites, had not stern ex-

perience taught them to wear a shoe adapted

to their smooth mud floor. They are, in

. and are called pampooties.
hair on, is the material

;

fUld t: low at the. sides, with just so

point as to protect the toes. Nothing
ranite to wear anything but a

|

and I have frequently reco

of Galway from his

\ranites are a hardy,
ttdent lot, and apparently
ii brethren on the

little

nilt ill

have actually been known to cross over to the

mainland in rough weather. It is likely I

that the coracles have not changed their shape
from the early days in which it is mentioned

by Florence of Worcester, that three Sco:

. took with them provisions for

a week, and left Ireland in a bark of only two
skins and a-half, and after a seven da]

brought up on the coast of Cornwall.

St. Endeua was a famous coracle bui

and had an amusing plan of punish: i.

uks, by makii

when only its framework wa
I D that the

•me rule, and fa

in the i

uding the wai
\ upon

him very uncomf

ti of disci] which
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THE GENTLEMAN WITH THE LILY.

A Story in Two Parts.

:!ifi <!

'

: M

Part II. former gentleman stepped into a Hansom cab
chapter i. a Sunday dixner. at the door of his chambers, and gave the

The hands of the clock pointed to half-past i driver directions to go to Durham Place. Mr,
five on the Sunday evening appointed for i Charsley was in morning dress, but ho still

Arthur Charsley's visit to Mr. Bamford as the
I
carried a lily in the button-hole of his coat.

VOL. X. No. 242.
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It had been a subject of much debate in his

mind as to whe: hould assume an eve-

it remembering the vivid

supposititious description his friend Guy
y

•

- ... fa

d, he had ultimately come to the

conclusion that full dress would be urn

sary and out of place. The lily, how

thought Mr. Charsiey, will be appropriate and

uL As the cab carried him to his desti-

nation, it cannot be denied he commenced to

nee some nervousness and doubt as to

what would be the character of his reception

milla and the result of his introduction

to the family. He comforted himself as much
as he was able by the reflection that, after all,

he had done nothing of which he was ashamed.

He honestly felt the attachment to Camilla

that he had so often expressed in his letters to

her, and which had led him to make her so

many presents without an introduction to her.

Other fellows had told him that actresses were

iy to receive admiration, and never

1 the material evidences of it in the

shape of jewellery. Besides, the doctor would

perhaps be found to be right, and the illusions

he had formed regarding the object of his

affections from only seeing her when before

the public, would be cruelly destroyed when
he should meet her under her father's roof.

True, he was a man of the world, and there-

fore could put up with a great deal ;
but still

his habits of life were those of a gentleman ;

and he certainly felt that he should be terribly

shocked if he had to go through the ordeal at

old Bamford's described by the doctor.
' What-

. light take place he determined he would

do nothing, if he possibly could help it, to

commit himself. He would make his present
06 of inspection only. He would watch

lit,
and form his own conclusions from

what oame under his notice. It was alto-

ry trying situation in which he was

placed, and benight be "nick'd" before he

came out of it
;
but during hii career he had

to that disagreeable

I to debate

ble to become so

i dually to

enjoy it. still mentally

grappling with the whole . when the

cab fen , and on

Durham

I he, as he

polled heir full i

ion.

obtain the majority. It commenced with a

large public-house at the corner. Then it

into of shops on either side of

way. Then small private houses intermi

themselves with shops of a peculiarly res}

able and sober turn, if the berlin-wool em
rium and baby-linen warehouse may be I

as examples ; finally, it terminated in twi

rows of modern mansions recently built,

j

rents of which were high, the situation pi

Bant, and the occupants extremely well to do.

Durham Place was, in short, at one end com-

mercial ; at the other, aristocratic. As the

cab drove on, Mr. Charsiey looked anxiously
for the number, 102.

"
Shops, I see," he muttered. " Old Bain-

I ford's a lodger, no doubt : lives on the third

j

floor over a tallow-chandler's, I dare say.

j

No. 26, 29. I wonder how the numbers run
—good way up yet. 40, 42

;
there's the

tailor's where the doctor attended. 5G, 58
;

private houses, small and pleasant, with a

day-school on the ground-floor, and a play-

ground in the back garden. Halloa ! where's

the cab going? it can't be here." And he

put his hand through the trap in the roof of

the cab.
" I say, cabby, is this right ?"
" All right, sir

; you said No. 102."

Mr. Charsiey let the trap in the roof fall

unconvinced. He felt morally certain there

must be some mistake. The houses became

more and more aristocratic in appearance ;
the

street became wider and better paved ;
the

lamp-posts seemed to raise their heads higher,

and the lamps to burn with a brighter glare.

Neat broughams rattled past, and neat brough-
ams were standing in front of many of the

houses in the street.
" No. 99, 100," counted Arthur, anxiously.

The next moment the cab pulled up in front

of one of the handsomest of the modern man-

sions, with a portico over the door-steps, and

a stone balustrade in lieu of area rai

The house was high, and extremely I

in appearance. The windows were of plate-

.ud a soft, subdued light now illumined

them through the drawn curtains.

"No. 102, sir," said the cabman, through
the trap.

id Arthur,

withou out :

"
there mu.-;

There musi be two Durham PI

Perhaps t here's another 102 higher U]

imberfl run both ways, ami

12 lower down. And now 1 r
I

a 1 and - a shop al

Qded from his perch, and

cab,
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" This here's No. 102, Durham Place," said

the cabmaii, with emphasis.
" There ain't

no other Durham Place, and there ain't no

other 102. The 1 and the 2 you see is a

1 and a 2 with nothing 'atween 'em, and that

ain't a 102. That's the dairy, that is, and

that's No. 12. It ain't at all likely as how

a gentleman like you would want to go to

a dairy, is it ? This here's the house you
want."

And the cabman pulled open the doors.

Mr. Charsley got out. The appearance of the

house, so different from what he had expected,

quite disconcerted him. He felt he required

sympathy of some kind, so he gave the cab-

man nearly double his fare, in order at least

to secure that individual's good opinion and

gratitude.
" Thank ye, sir !

" said the cabman, consi-

derably astonished, and touching his hat.

"Much obliged, sir. I am sure this is the

house you want. Shall I ring the bell, sir ?

No, sir. Excuse me for not offering to knock,
but there ain't no knocker. Swells' houses,

you see, don't have knockers now. Will you
want me to take you back, sir ?"

Take him back ! Mr. Charsley had nearly
i to the idea to be taken back at once ;

but, no, he would not be guilty of such moral
cowardice now he had come so far. He would

go through with the business. He therefore

declined the cabman's offer, and ascended the

steps. On one side of the massive door was

a bell-handle, in a circular frame, on which

was inscribed,
" Visitors." Mr. Charsley rang

it. A few seconds, and the door was opened,
a flood of light rushed into the street, and

Led to his gaze a tall, stout man-servant,
who had answered the summons. He was a

middle-aged man, with curling hair, and with

a fat and florid face. He was attired in a

complete suit of black, wore a stiff white

cravat, and carried himself with an air of

majestic importance and authority that would
have made a drum-major envious.

" Is this Mr. Bamford's V*

"This is Mr. Bamford's, sir," said the tall

man, in a loud voice.

Mr. Charsley entered, and the door was
closed. Whilst the drum-major gently relieved

the visitor of his hat and overcoat, he was
' enabled to notice the interior of the house

;

and the result of his observations only plunged
him still deeper into bewilderment. No flat

candlestick guttering on the stairs; no smell

;

of cooking rising from the nether regions ;
no

encounter with old Bamford on the door-mat,
; rushing out to meet and welcome him. A
spacious, handsome hall; a lighted lamp of

stained-glass hanging from the ceiling ;
a table

of carved oak, with writing materials and a

China bowl upon it; a large picture of fruit

and flowers upon the walk
"What name, sir?" said the drum-major,

with condescending grandeur, half-closing his

eyes, and bending his head slightly forward

into a listening attitude, as if he were perfectly
conscious of the responsibility of having to

catch, and subsequently to repeat, the title

the visitor might utter.

Arthur Charsley felt already like a culprit
in having to tell a deliberate falsehood to the

majestic individual before him. He would
have given worlds to have been able at that

moment to pronounce his right name
;

but

this he could not do, as the acceptance of the

invitation had been sent in a "discriminative

appellation," borrowed for the occasion, and
to this he must adhere.

" Mr. Mortimer."
" Thank you, sir," said the drum-major.

"This way, sir," and he ascended the stair.-:

with slow and measured steps. Mr. Charsley
followed him, his feet sinking into the velvety

stair-carpet. They passed au elegant con-

servatory on the first landing, and on the

first floor the drum-major threw open the

drawing-room door to its fullest extent, ad-

vanced into the room, and took up his station

by the side of the door-handle, exclaiming, as

he did so, loudly and emphatically :

" Mister

Mor—ti—mer. "

Arthur's head fairly swam round with asto-

nishment at the unexpected spectacle pre-

sented to his eyes. The drawing-room was

large, and was most luxuriously furnished.

In it was already assembled a brilliant party
of ladies and gentlemen, "dressed for dinner,"

lounging on ottomans or conversazione sofas,

examining books and pictures, and talking

gaily. He had scarcely entered, and was

vainly endeavouring to overcome his first-

sense of surprise at the scene before him, and
the feeling of contempt he had immediately

experienced for his own appearance, habited

as he was in a bobtail coat and a pair of light

peg-top trowsers, when a little gentleman,
with silver-white hair, and dressed in black,

dangling a gold eye-glass in one hand, and

holding out the other, advanced towards him
with a smile of welcome upon his face :

" How do you do, Mr. Mortimer ?" he

said, kindly and pleasantly, at the same time

shaking his guest heartily by the hand. " I

am very glad to see you in my house. Allow

me to introduce you."

This, then, was Mr. John Bamford : this per-

fect little gentleman was the original of the

drunken old man that the doctor had pic-

tured. Arthur followed his host mechanically,
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with extremely undecided notions in his own
mind as to whether he was walking on his

head or his heels. He heard strange names

pronounced, and he periodically saw before

his bewildered vision ladies and gentlemen,
who bowed and smiled. Each time he stopped
he was faintly conscious that old Bamford was

introducing him by the now-accursed name of

Mortimer, in a pleasant, lively manner, as if

he had known him for years, and was one of

his most intimate friends.
" Mrs. Thiselton, my sister—Mr. Mortimer;

Mr. and Mrs. Burnaby—Mr. Mortimer; Miss

Knowles—Mr. Mortimer
; M. de Merlemont—

Mr. Mortimer
;

Miss Vokes—Mr. Mortimer;

my daughter Camilla—Mr. Mortimer."

Arthur started. There, indeed, before him
was the fascinating, inimitable Camilla Balfour,

smiling upon him a welcome. But, oh ! how

changed in appearance from when he had seen

her on the stage ! A young, fresh, simple little

creature, in a plain white muslin dress, with a

broad silk sash
; her face beaming with a child-

like innocence and beauty, and her large violet

eyes glowing with an artless merriment. Her
rich brown hair was drawn from the forehead

and braided in folds, with one damask rose

flowering at its side. Her well-shaped throat

was encircled by a thin gold chain, to which a

locket attached nestled lovingly in a dimple of

her neck. From each of her small uncovered

ears, that looked like two transparent sea-

shells, glittered a twinkling diamond. Could
it be possible that this fairy-like little lady was
the Camilla Balfour, the favourite of the Royal
Gem Theatre, who performed a "leg part

" in

the new burlesque, who nightly sang rattling

parodies, and played the bones, and uttered

doggerel rhymes, and fought combats, and
danced double-shuffle hornpipes to the inspirit-

ing tune of " Skinatnalink ;" who, in every-

thing she did, was encored fiercely by the pit
and gallery, and whose whole performance had
I 'escribed by the best critics on town as

replete with verve, and as having the greatest
Le amount of "go" in it? Sh<

looking at some water-colour drawings in an

when her father had introduced her. She
had glanced up, bowed, and smiled, and then

had given the slightest movement to her chair,

which might have been considered as the most
delicate invitation in the .world that he, Mr.

Mortimer, might, if he thought proper, find a

;-plac« in the unoccupied seat by her

side. Arthur sank into the chair :

Mr. Bamford, having completed fche introduc-

il hands merrily, and «

the room to a group of his guest round

"I am so glad, Mr. Mortimer," said

Camilla, "that you got papa's letter, and Pre

so glad you've come."

"lam sure," murmured Arthur, in a hesi-

tating, confused manner,
"

it was very kind

of your papa—I mean your father, Mis*

Balfour—I mean Miss Bamford—to invite me. ,:

And then suddenly remembering the appear-
ance he must present, and thinking it in-

cumbent on him to offer some apology, he

added, "But I really didn't expect that 1

And words failing him to complete the sen-

tence, he looked despairingly and said,
"

I

hope I make myself understood ?
"

" Oh ! perfectly, Mr. Mortimer," replied
Camilla.

There was a pause. Arthur was conscious

that he ought to continue the conversation,
but the agony of considering what would be

the next appropriate remark to make com-

pletely deprived him of ability to speak. At
one moment he thought he would plunge into

a series of compliments upon Miss Balfour's

performance in the burlesque ;
but then her

present appearance was so foreign even to the

supposition that she could have ever assumed
such a part, that he abandoned the intention

almost as soon as he had formed it. Then he

thought of starting a discussion upon theatrical

affairs in general, in which he was prett

informed, and of ascertaining her views upon
the subject of Mr. Buskin's management of his

theatre, of Miss Trompett's performance of the

idiot girl in the last new drama, or of the

probabilities of the success of the or"

by Flipkins, announced at the Gem, all of

which topics, however, seemed to him, upon the

smallest consideration, to be totally unfit for

the occasion. As for referring, in the most
distant way, to the fact of his having sent her

love-letters concealed in bouquets, it only
crossed his mind to suggest to him tl

ought at once to apologise for such ve;

taken conduct ; but as this would involve him
in far too difficult a situation for him to under-

take, he thought it better to leave that en

of all others, most carefully alone.

Whilst Arthur was ruminating upon
matters, Camilla was still turning ow
leaves of the album before her, and care

glancing at the pictures. He accidt

caught sight of one of tho drawings.
white peaks in it. Switzerland, I

that was fortunate ! He had been in that

OOUntiy several times. Jt was one I

fertile topi
U

I la\ 6 yOU Ik I It !"

Bamford i

" he said.
"
Oh, yes !

"
lad to hat

took me
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,en. I like it so much. Do you know
and she showed him the picture

i attracted his attention.

Arthur looked at it critically.

"The glacier of the Rosenlaui," he said.

'Oh .' I know it quite well. It's just as

ve Meyringen, and before you come to

he Grindelwald. But the cave in the picture

>lue enough : it ought to be of a much

blue, Miss Bantford. Besides, there

absence of poetical treatment in the

Bring."
Mr. Charsley considered himself an art-critic

>f no mean ability ;
for he had the run of

everal of the Langham studios, and had been

aiabled to pick up many of the terms usually

anployed by connoisseurs hi noticing pic;

I remember the glacier very well," said

Camilla gaily, "because ther little

near it where we bought S

had chamois for dinner, and papa
lidn't like it

;
and aunt tried to blow a horn

ike a hocky stick, only much longer, and was
' up a mountain by like a Guy

a the valley of the Grindelwald,"

vrthur, turning over another drawing
*

ii, what a

.plendi'l view you have in the valley of the

horn ! L
and he looked inquiri]

.nxiously at the picture.
"
Why, the

rhoru !

"

rhorn!" exclaimed Camilla.

ist has positively left out the

ii."

"Oh, wli te," said Camilla gently ;

' but I >up of

in the foreground of the picture,

pretty little lady on a horse, you
an with a delicious red

id a marmozet, and oany other

xclusive attention upon

aid Arthur,
" but still he ought to

put in the Wetterhorn."

Our critic turned ov< r picture,
ne represented a high waterfall.

oh," he said, "yes,
t

;
but I think that the water

iitly dustified, it is too thick for the

. too much like a waterfall. It

>uglit to be more like rain; let me see, what
i tyron compare it to ?

n

"A hon 'a tail.'' iedd Camilla. "Don't
,ink it like a horse's tail, Mr. Mortimer.

: n't it be a funny horse witli a tail eight
. and all wet and rainy.

Wouldn't you like to ride him, Mr. Mortimer 1

I should. Oh ! wouldn't the people put up
their umbrellas when they saw us coming."

"Ah," said Arthur, assuming his most
critical air, for he felt he was getting on admi-

rably. "It's a pity the picture is so lamen-

tably out of drawing ;
these clouds are too low

in tone, the colouring is feeble, and the artist

does not understand how to arrange the

lights
"

. Thiselton here came across the room,
and tapping Camilla playfully on the shoulder

said :

"
Well, my dear, and what does Mr. Mor-

timer think of your sketches ? 1 hope he is

not too severe."
" Her sketches !

" Mr. Charsley gave quite
a bound, and dropped the album.

"
Oh, no, aunt," said Camilla with some-

thing like a pout rising on her lips,
"
only I

wish I had treated the blue glacier more poeti-

cally, and had put in a Wetterhorn, and not

kept my clouds so low in tone."

oi'll improve in time, Milly dear," said

Mrs. T kindly; "it is very kind of

Mr. Mortimer to point out the defects
; you

will ki ii future."

bad no idea," said Arthur, "that they

" N< you don't think so, Mr.

Mortis) Camilla. "
It's not my fault,

is it, aunt I Papa will have the nasty things

put upon the table
;
I shall hate them for the

futtir
" Your papa, my dear," said Mrs. Thiselton,

"
is naturally fond of everything you do, with-

to its actual merit. You have no

right, Milly, to expect that OOE in art

should i your attempts from th'

point of vi

1 in a perfectly kind manner,
but Arthur felt as if he had been made the

object of a I ireasm
; ii inch as

to infer that he could only be expected to

Bamford's productions as a severo

and pedantic stranger, that neither she nor

her performances could be of any pel

t to him. Bitterly he reproved hi

fur his unjust and heartless criticisms upon her

dear, clever little drawings, and mentally he

I the blue glacier, the dusty waterfall,

and the odious Wetterhorn that had given rise

to his observations.
"
Cap-tain Cla-verstone !

" said the drum-

major, throwing open the door.
" Here is one at least," said Mrs. Thiselton

to her niece in a half-whisper, which was over-

by Mr. Charsley. "Here is one at

least, my dear, who will not prove so harsh a

critic."
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a little laugh, and tossed

ntlemao who had been

bad now entered the room,

y handsome young man, of

about He ]liXil a

ad wore a long

| and mustache, little rigid curls

ilarly about his head, and there

waa a about his appearance

as if 1. | oome out of a strong bracing

and felt himself in the highest condition

spirits. He wore a suit of

rbly cut, a plain shirt-front, and a

ofonnd him," muttered Arthur, "he's

got on a Poole dress-coat," and as he con-

own attire he felt intensely

hed.

"Glad to see you, captain," cried Mr.

Bamford, shaking hands with the new comer.

link you know every one here. Oh,

do," he added, as his eye fell upon Mr.

ley.
" Let me introduce you to a

I of mine — Mr. Mortimer, Captain
o."

Arthur rose from his seat and bowed, the

i bowed in return, and looked at him as

rith something approaching curiosity.
'

y just a glance, but our hero con-

i that if the captain had spoken his

thoughts at the moment, he would have said :

are you ? Why the deuce can't you
out to dinner properly dressed 1 Where
u get that coat from ?

" In fact, he felt

If under the captain's eye, like a private
>me on to parade in his shirt-sleeves

inspection. It was over,

.;; and the captain, having
shake th Mrs. Thiselton and Camilla,

I into a seat by the side of the
and had at once plunged into a deep

'

ion.

:

>le.

aid Mr. Bamford,

y, "] hear

itic and a great traveller.

well with M, :uont
;

b, a little

hair and a pointed
i
t
and

l

"Ah! I .,iz de
i

I

sigh, and falling on to the soles of his feet.

" You have not seen it ! Ah ! raais "

" Mr. Mortimer," said Mr. Bamford. "
It

seems we have some old friends of yours here.

Mrs. Burnaby is certain she knows you."

Mr. Charsley turned visibly pale. The next

moment his attention was attracted to the

lady in question, who was subjecting him to

rather a searching examination through a pair

of gold eye-glasses, and was evidently commu-

nicating her opinions to her husband by her

side. Arthur didn't remember to have met

her before. She was a middle-aged lady,

fashionably dressed, and with a languid man-

ner, as if she were subject to sudden exhaus-

tion and fainting-fits ;
and she carried a num-

ber of preventitive instruments, such as a fan,

a long scent-bottle, and smelling-salts, which,

by their encumbrance, appeared perpetually
to perplex and confound her.

" I knew him, James," said Mrs. Burnaby
to her husband, sufficiently loud to be over-

heard by Mr. Charsley, and moving her head

round sharply so as to describe the letter Q in

the operation.
" I was sure it was him directly

he came into the room. I recognised the

nose."
"

It's quite the nose," said Mr. Burnaby,
a tall stout gentleman with bushy hair,

"though I scarcely think it's the mouth and

chin. Yes, it's quite the nose."

"I hope, Mr. Mortimer," said Mrs. Bur-

naby, addressing Mr. Charsley in her sweetest

manner. " I hope you wall pardon the rude-

ness of the question, but are you not related

to the Mortimers of Leicestershire ? The Mor-

timers are particular friends of ours. We
were stopping with them at Darlington Lodge
last summer." And then, without waiting
for an answer, she went on. "Of course you
know that Fanny Mortimer is engaged to be

married to young Mr. Bigglesw
rade, the banker's

nephew. It's quite a love match. I su

you will be at the wedding, Mr. Mortin*

Arthur's natural timidity was increas

hundred fold by these unexpected questions.
His hesitation in answering was taken advan-

tage of by M. de Merlemont, who saw his 1

opportunity for resuming his conversation with
" one grand traveller."

"
Permettez," cried the little I"

ming his saltatory feat again.
" V*

your judgment, M. Mortimere, of de

Sahara?"
"Ihavi ii there," said Arthur.

i

'"
cried M. de Merlemont, in an .

appointment.
" You have never

lis
"

'• I'm Borry we didn't meet you at Dai
'

"ii Mrs. Burnaby.
"

\
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had a most delightful conge". The neighbour-

hood was so very gay. You should not have

missed the Members' ball, Mr. Mortimer, and

Lady Bullivant's fete chempitre. Let me see
;

I think you are the nephew of Mrs. Mortimer,
of Darlington

—are you not ? Yes, to be sure.

Your aunt and myself are like sisters. I

remember, dear Caroline told me her sister

had a son, but I never had the pleasure of

meeting him before. I recognised you, how-

ever, directly you came into the room. By
the way, Mr. Mortimer, I think I have to

congratulate you upon your engagement to be

married. I trust you will allow me to do so.

Dear Caroline told me all the particulars, and

I was most happy to hear them."

This was going rather too far. Mr. Chars-

ley instinctively glanced at Camilla, to see

what effect this unfortunate announcement

had made upon her. She had been in earnest

conversation with the captain, but she had

evidently overheard the last observation of

Mrs. Burnaby's, and had gently moved her

head into a listening attitude, whilst an ex-

pression of surprise was very strongly marked

upon her countenance. Mr. Charsley felt that

he must undeceive Mrs. Burnaby at once.
" I assure you, Mrs. Burnaby

" he be-

gan, when M. de Merlemont again struck in.

"
Excusez," cried that gentleman. "Wat

tink you, M. Mortimere, of your own grand

possessions of Hong Kong ?
"

" I don't know anything about Hong Kong!"
replied Arthur, almost angrily.

" Ah !

"
cried the little gentleman.

" You
don't know Hong Kong ! Ah ! bah ! You
must go instantly to Hong Kong !

"

Poor Arthur Charsley at that moment de-

voutly wished he could.
" Dinner's served !

"
cried the major-domo,

throwing open the door.

Mr. Bamford advanced, and offered his arm
to Mrs. Burnaby. Mr. Charsley began to

consider whether he should be called upon to

take down Camilla, when Mrs. Thiselton ap-

proached him, and whispered,
" Miss Vokes,

if you please, Mr. Mortimer
;

" and immedi-

ately afterwards he saw Captain Claverstone

proceeding arm-in-arm with Camilla, followed

by M. de Merlemont with Miss Knowles, and
Mr. Burnaby with Mrs. Thiselton. Arthur
and Miss Vokes were the last. Miss Vokes
was a tall and intensely intellectual-looking

lady, dressed completely in black and wearing
spectacles. Mr. Charsley had observed that,

during the whole time he had been in the

drawing-room, Miss Vokes had sat in a corner

by herself, and had performed the part of a

pantomimic chorus to the surrounding con-

versation. If any one in the neighbourhood

of Miss Vokes had smiled, Miss Vokes had

laughed ;
and if any one had been astonished,

Miss Vokes had thrown up her hands and

eyes and been astonished too. When serious

conversation had been undertaken, Miss Vokes
had looked most solemn

;
and when domestic

incidents had been related, Miss Vokes had

instantly imparted to her face an expression of

profound and all-absorbing interest. From
these indications Mr. Charsley concluded that

Miss Vokes held the position of "
companion

"

in Mr. Bamford's establishment, and know-

how to perform the duties of that important
avocation in the most attractive manner.

At the dinner-table Arthur was placed be-

tween Miss Vokes and Miss Knowles, and

opposite him were Mrs. Burnaby, the Captain,
and Camilla

; Mrs. Thiselton, at the head, was

supported by Mr. Burnaby on her right and

M. de Merlemont on her left. A handsomely-
furnished dining-room : the sideboard artistic-

ally arranged with lights and plate ; pictures

on the walls ; a full-length portrait of an ex-

tremely beautiful lady over the mantel-piece ;

a marble bust of Mr. Bamford, with a bare

neck, and a sculptured towel thrown over his

shoulders, as if he were an ancient Roman
who had just been shaved, standing upon a

pedestal in a corner. The drum-major and a

pretty parlour-maid in waiting ;
the dinner

admirable in every respect ; everything well

served
;

the cuisine excellent ;
the entrees

superior ; the wines good and varied ; every-

body genial and pleasant ;
Camilla more ra-

diant and lovely than ever. And yet, with all

these inciting addenda to prandial enjoyment,
Arthur's appetite was of the very weakest

order and his animal spirits at the very lowest

ebb. True, he was vis-a-vis to her he loved
;

that he every third minute caught her eye,

and that at such times she greeted him with a

little smile. True, he could listen to the sound

of her voice when she spoke loud in answer to

questions from her father or aunt ; but then

there was the maddening fact of her being side

by side with the handsome Claverstone, who
did not seem in any way disposed to allow his

opportunities for improving the occasion to

escape. With what solicitude he watched her

every requirement ! How ardently he ap-

peared to pour words into her attentive ear !

What power did he possess to make her laugh
so happily when he spoke ? Who was he ?

It soon became clearly demonstrated who he

was ;
for M. de Merlemont having made some

observations in reference to his travels in Rus-

sia, the conversation fell upon the Crimean
war

;
and then Arthur learnt that Claverstone

had at that period acted as cornet in the

170th Lancers, that he had served throughout
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the campaign, and that lie was at that moment

tame distinguished regiment.

Burnaby.

"Poor Harry Mortimer waa in the dreadful

charg' lava. You know," she added,
; "your cousin."

him v. ell—Mortimer of the 111th,"
i

;
"as brave a fellow as ever

I him out of fire after he was

in tho charge. I have not come

for some time. How is ho 1
"

.11, thank you," stammered Arthur.

urn glad to hear it," said the captain.
" Mi. Mortimer," called out Mr. Bamford,

you some woodcock ?
"

declined. He was gradually

becoming extremely miserable. He became

moment more convinced in his own mind
that he was "

nick'd," and that he had made
a gigantic mistake ; in vain he endeavoured to

le through the repast with an assumption
of graceful indifference. If he spoke a word

across the table, Mrs. Burnaby always managed
to utter something concerning the Mortimers,
and charged him with such an extensive rela-

tionship in such a persistent manner that he

almost began to doubt his own identity. As for

a on his left, although he plied her

[iiestions, she seemed to have no desires,

tastes, or opinions upon any known subject.

The captain still paid his assiduous attentions

to Camilla. The Frenchman still chattered

about his travels to Miss Knowles, an oldish

young lady by his side. Old Mr. Bamford
still laughed gaily at everything, and did his

best to make the affair go off pleasantly ; but

I
the whole dinner not one word was said

ybody about the theatre, or Camilla's

performance, or the new burlesque.
as an hour later, and Arthur Charsley

in the drawing-room. On
with his male companions he

bad an opportunity of ex-
* milla the error into which Mrs.

g his acquaint-
limers of Leicestershire,"

I her at the piano playing one
. and the captain

was instantly by >k earnestly into

to turn over tho

taste

; onr hero
>n to the nraaic, and

mplation i

y his aid(

. Mor-

sounded so strange, that Arthur was
fairlj

startled. When ho had recovered his compo-

sure, he said

Very much, Mrs. Burnaby."

"Ah," continued that lady, in a confiden-

tial whisper, "you would indeed be an extra-

ordinary exception if you did not ; she is

darling girl, quite a universal favourite. ]

knew her poor mother, Mr. Mortimer
; hex

portrait hangs in the dining-room : she died at

Florence. Her daughter attended her night
and day for months, never out of the room,—
a most devoted and affectionate girl, Mr.

Mortimer, is our little Milly. I have often

mentioned her to your aunt, dear Caroline,
and she has often expressed a wish to i

her and know her."

Arthur was again about to undeceive Mrs.

Burnaby, but his curiosity to hear more of

Camilla prevented him acting upon his intention

and kept him dumb. The music still continued,
and Mrs. Burnaby went on with her commu-
nication in the same confidential whisper :

" After poor Mrs. Bamford died, Mr. Mor-

timer, Mr. Bamford fell into great trouble and

adversity. Our accomplished little Milly then

undertook the public position she now occu-

pies. Ah, it was a great struggle for the dear

old gentleman to see his pretty little flower

going to battle with the world in such an

arena, but she is as courageous as she is good,
and she surmounted all the obstacles that lay

in her path. Our dear old friend got over his

troubles, and the greater portion of a fortune

he thought lost was happily restored to him.

But then dear Milly had got to love the

career she had chosen, and nothing has as yet
induced her to abandon it."

"Do you think she will much longer con-

tinue in this position ?
"

" I think not," said Mrs. Burnaby ;

" there

is one, however, who will only havo to ask to

obtain compliance with his wishes."
" And that one is ?

"

" Can you not guess, Mr. Mortimer ? Have

you not observed Captain Claverstone's atten-

tions to our dear Milly ? He is a noble fellow,

of good family and excellent position ;

devotedly attached to Milly, and from what I

have seen of their engagement, I am sure they
will be very happy when they are married.

*'

"Engagement! Married!" Arthur st.

and involuntarily grasped the collar of his

coat with a spasmodic action. He had not

i that the music had terminated, an
it herself was now standing near him.

"Oh, Mr. Mortimer!" she said, as

d his sudden, and to her unexplained^
"
Oh, you have crushed ilr.it

lily in your coat !

"
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Mr. Charsley had ordered a cab at ten

o'clock, and the drum-major being in the

room engaged in removing the tea-service now-

approached him, and informed him that his

Mb was at the door. He rose to tako his

As he bade adieu to Camilla, sho gave
him her hand, and the same pleasant smile

played upon her face as when she had first

greeted him.

"Good-by, Mr. Mortimer." Perhaps there

was a little accent of melancholy in the tone

with which she uttered the parting salutation,
•—at least Arthur thought so.

"
Good-by, Mr. Mortimer," said Mrs.

Burnaby. "Be sure and remember me to

your aunt. "

"
Good-by, Mortimer," said Mr. Burnaby.

" Don't forget to give us a call soon."

"Good-by," said Captain Claverstone, "give

my love to Harry when you see him."
"
Good-by, M. Mortimere," said M. de

Merlemont. " I am glad to meet one grand
traveller : but be sure you go incessantly to

Hong Kong."
In the hall Mr. Charsley met Mr. Bamford.

The drum-major was standing at the door.

"Good-by, Mortimer," said Mr. Bamford,
"
glad to have made your acquaintance : you'll

find a little parcel in the cab,
—

good-by."

They shook hands heartily, and Mr. Charsley

sprang into the cab.

"Whereto, sir?"

"Dr. Bingley's, Beck Street."

CHAPTER II. THE PARCEL*{lN^THE CAB.

I was seated with Dr. Bingley in his con-

sulting-room ; we were waiting for The Gen-
tleman with the Lily, who had promised to

call in upon us after the dinner at Mr. Barn-

ford's, and inform us of the result. It was
about half-past ten o'clock when a loud im-

patient knock was heard at the street door,
and the next moment Mr. Charsley entered

the room. He looked in a wretchedly dishe-

velled state
; the lily was broken in his button-

hole, and hung its head in a dejected manner.
He carried under his arm a large parcel, which
he threw heavily upon the table, and then

flung himself despairingly into a chair, exclaim-

ing as he did so,
"
Mck'd, by George !

"

"
Come," said the doctor,

"
tell us all about

it. Was my description right ?
"

" No !

"
shouted Mr. Charsley. starting up

and striking the table with his hand. "It
was wrong—beastly wrong. I've never been

'

through such an evening in my life. I've been

i

driven nearly mad one way or the other."

"Come, come," said the doctor, good hu-

mouredly,
" don't give way. We can't always

be right, you know
; besides, a little expe-

rience does no harm. Light a cigar, and
relieve your feelings by a confession. It will

do you good."
Thus addressed, our friend sank again into

his chair, and after several deep groans, obeyed
the doctor's injunctions. Under the soothing
influence of the cigar he became more com-

posed, and then he proceeded to relate all that

had occurred, and . which I have described in

the previous chapter. During the whole of

ecital I steadily watched the doctor's

countenance. There was the same half-serious,

half-humorous smile hanging about his mouth,
and the same restless twinkle in his eye, that

I had noticed whilst he had given his advice to

The Gentleman with the Lily at our previous
consultation. When the story of the dinner

was over, the doctor made no comment, but

pointing to the parcel on the table, said :

" And that parcel you found in the cab, eh ?
"

"
Yes," groaned Mr. Charsley. "Open it,

doctor, I have not the courage."

Guy Bingley obeyed. Immediately there

was disclosed to view what might have been

considered upon the first glance as the entire

stock in trade of a small jeweller's shop ;
in

fact, the whole of the love-offering3 of The
Gentleman with the Lily to Camilla Balfour.

" My presents returned !

" murmured Mr.

Charsley.
"What's this ?" said the doctor.

It was a bundle of letters tied with green
silk.

" My letters," groaned poor Charsley.
"Burn 'em, doctor, burn 'em."

" But here is one that is not from you, but

for you," continued Guy Bingley, taking up a

letter that laid by itself at the bottom of the

parcel.
" For me !

" cried Arthur, with a sudden

brightness, as if a new hope had been lighted
in his breast.

"Yes, and in old Bamford's handwriting."
"
Open it, Charley ; read it out."

The doctor did so, and read as follows :

"Dear Sir, "Sunday.
" With this I return the presents you made

to my daughter, and the letters you addressed

her. I trust that the illusions you had formed

of my dear child from seeing her in public,

and which will excuse the letters you wrote

her, are now completely dispelled. I have

endeavoured to bring about this conclusion in

as pleasurable a manner as possible ;
and I

sincerely hope the remembrance you will still

retain of me will not be the less kind for my
method of proceeding.

" Yours truly,

"John Bamford."
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Charsley again .started up.
" By

'ilar trump.

the man. He's worthy
r us Camilla." And

into his chair, he feebly

add-
••

1 shall go down into the country to-

the doctor,, "the malady was

.ngerous ;
it ha -topped in

. ;is severe, though steeped

eta ;
but the cure is perfect."

Several months after these events the news-

the retirement from the

nning actress Camilla Balfour,

with Captain William Claver-

.e 170th Lancers, "who, it may be

i,"' added the paper, "obtained the

Yoss for his distinguished personal

1 ialaklava, in saving the life of the

rtimer whilst under a galling fire."

• atleman with the Lily's cure was

. and when I next heard of him

i married his cousin, and had taken up
his own county, where he was

I himself generally useful and highly

lar.

• far Doctor Bingley was concerned in

thus effected I never knew
;

but

subsequently met Mr. Bamford at

•ctor's house, and they appeared to be

old friends, I never could obtain any exact

information as to the date of their acquaint-
ed whether it was before or after Charley

Guy I consulted by The Gentleman
with the Lily upon his extremely difficult and

Leopold Lewis.

SHING AT PHILiE.

1

Eve, in the year 1860,
r friend Dr. R and myself an-

I'hihu.

! i to rapturous outbursts at the

: it is a feeling 1 possess
•

-

give expression to,

I the moat cele-

trell as in some
I ; but anything more ex-

ilian Phils i, as it was
fori

light of a

tooth,
N . and breaking

lything

bold.

to one unacquainted with its geography. Like

all guides, he was prolix, and I soon found

myself turning a deaf ear to his communica-

tions, and diligently conjuring up private

suggestions of my own, as I gazed upon the
" flood of glory bursting from the sky," which

O'er the dark trees a yellower verdure shed,

And topp'd with silver every mountain's head.

I pictured to myself endless arrays of the

proud priesthood of Egypt winding their

solemn way amid the massive stone columns,

emerging at the water's edge, and prostrating

themselves before the emblem of material

prosperity. I penetrated their mysteries,

listened to their bursts of vocal praise, and

almost felt that I could myself have bent the

knee to Anubis or Osiris.

But man is a strange compound ; and after

much rambling, both of mind and body, 1

suddenly discovered that the air of Philse pos-

sessed tonic properties of the keenest descrip-

tion
;

and R reminded me of a most

agreeable little circumstance which had been

partially obscured by the moonlight and the

Egyptian priesthood.

Christmas Eve happened to be the birthday
of a very agreeable acquaintance we had made

lately, and with whom we had joined company
on leaving Cairo, and we had arranged to

make this circumstance the pretext for a small

extemporaneous feast. Our English friends

would have been not a little astonished at the

orthodox nature of our repast ;
and for the

benefit of those who are not above viewing
such matters in the really important light they

deserve, I tender a bill of fare of a Christmas

dinner at Philse.

We disdained all potted soups as being too

common for so notable an occasion, but in

their place a most admirable mock-turtle soup
was fabricated by our skilful chef. Our piece

de resistance was a fine turkey, the last of a

flock, most of whom had perished on board

our boat by sun-stroke. By-the-by, it is a

most piteous sight to see a bird die by a sun-

stroke : the total aberration of mind and

feebleness of understanding they evince is most

sad and touching. Well, the turkey was sue-

I by a plum-pudding blazing in brandy,

a Roquefort cheese, mustard and cress grown
on board, and the whole washed down by a

bottle or two of most admirable champagne.
We felt with complacency that the day was

not wholly thrown away ; and when we landed

onoe again,
—forwe had dined in our boat,

—and

ded to smoke a pipe amid the moon-lit

ruins, there was a placid conviction pervading
our party thai doubtless life might have

be in store, but that, such as it
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now presented itself, it was good enough for

ns miserable sinners.

We wandered, then, amid those marvellous

ruins. For the first time in my life I almost

forgot my pipe, as I gazed on the slow, heavy
roll of the majestic river, flowing now as it

flowed a thousand years ago, and will continue

to flow a thousand years hence, past the ruins

of a nation's worship and a nation's grandeur.
The howl of the jackal and the snarl of the

hyaena were in keeping with the scene
;
and

occasionally we could hear the roll and splash

of the scaly monster which makes Nile-bath-

ing a very doubtful pleasure. Indeed I con-

gratulated myself,when I noticed how frequently
these last-named sounds occurred, that I had
not fulfilled my intention of crowning my day
with that greatest of luxuries, a cold bath.

It grew late.
" One more pipe." Why do

people always take "one more pipe"? Is it

lingering over departing enjoyment ?—just as

we say
" One more kiss," provided always it

be not a parting kiss, which, to my mind, is

anything but "sweet sorrow."

We had our " one more pipe," then, and
retired to our boat—a particularly comfortable

one, with two state cabins, besides the saloon,
and including in its "fixings" a first-rate

dragoman and cook
;
no annoyance from fleas,

bugs, or musquitoes, or any evil animal, ex-

cept mice, which invariably ate up my pocket-

handkerchiefs, and suffered, no doubt, in con-

sequence, from indigestion, nausea, and heart-

burn.

The night passed, as, indeed, nights always
do pass on the Nile, in perfect repose, with the

exception of sundry ejaculations from a most
beautiful tabby cat I had purchased from a

native, to avenge me on the marauders of my
pocket-handkerchiefs. Capital sport she had
that night ; but it was death to me, and I un-

gratefully kicked her out of my cabin when I

found that she murdered sleep as well as mice.

I little anticipated the treat which was in store

for me the next day, and which merits minute

description and a short preface.
I had greatly desired a closer examination

of the crocodile than it is easy to manage.
Every one is aware that they are extremely dif-

ficult to approach, and that, when approached,
their tenacity of life is such that, even when
wounded severely, they almost invariably

escape. I had succeeded, when in the neigh-
bourhood of Dongola, in striking an enormous

green one, as it lay asleep upon a rock in the

centre of the river, at a distance of about forty

yards. We let the small boat float towards

him, and then I lodged two conical bullets

inside him, which had been previously hardened
with zinc or tin. That they were lodged in

him there could be no manner of doubt, not

only from the peculiar thud which is always
heard when a large bullet enters a soft sub-

stance, but likewise from the effect upon the

animal. At this rude awakening, he started

up, writhed about for a few seconds, apparently
in great pain and perplexity, and then, using
his tail as a lever, rolled into the water. I

believe he sank to rise no more, for, though
we watched assiduously, wo never saw him

again. On examining the rock where he lay,

we found a pool of blood. The difficulty arises

from the almost impossibility of taking aim at

the vulnerable spot, which is underneath the

left fore-arm. To hit the eye would be the

perfection of rifle practice ; but, as I said before,

it is most difficult to get near enough to them
to take any aim at all, and their sense of hear-

ing or seeing is so acute that they are scarcely
ever to be caught unaware ;

in fact, I wasted

more powder and shot than I care to own

upon these impenetrable brutes, who only re-

turned my pains by laughing at my beard, and

plunging into the water, where no doubt they
made that peculiar grimace at me so well be-

fitting their nasal developments.
I was intently occupied, on the morning

after our pleasant stroll, in skinning a specimen
of the spur-winged plover (which had been

pursued on board our boat by a falcon), and,
at the same time, in eating my breakfast,

—one

gets hardened by travel to such incongruous

occupations,
—when I was suddenly roused by

the tumultuous invasion of my German ser-

vant, a man resembling the gorilla in all points,—
size, appetite, noise, and strength. The

gorilla would always insist upon speaking Eng-

lish, though I had entreated him to substitute

grunting, or gurgling, or any sounds he might

prefer, and had endeavoured to convince him
that it was not English, nor indeed any
known tongue ; still he would persist ;

so I

had to listen to the following lucid communi-
cation :

—
"

Zir, zir ! der be younker ere. He mak
row ob der teufel. He vant tie tocter—zom-

body ill of his boad."

I immediately put myself under the gorilla's

guidance, and soon found myself in the pre-

sence of a young gentleman of about sixteen,

who explained to me that their boat had just

arrived, and, hearing that ours had a medical

gentleman on board, he had taken the liberty

of asking if such were the case.

I was accustomed to the sudden attacks of

illness arising from tropical heats, and with

much anxiety I tendered my own services, as

better than nothing, in the absence of my
friend, Dr. R

,
who had, unfortunately,

started about an hour ago upon a long walk.
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e have a good i best," I added,

"whi ,
has not walked off. I

hope you are i id J You look

"Thank you,— I r do," lie an-

gweri .liglits with that

t poison him, I

to tit up two more,—for

\pressibly ardly believing

I was holding i with a man and a

ly, that I was afraid

our ni ined no poison, but

would allow me to see the patient,

at not be so desperate. I

observ ht twinkle of the pale young
. which showed how very in-

:it my gravity and intended rebuke had

I me to follow him, and

re soon on board his boat.

lent was a crocodile.

There lay the animal, which they had suc-

ceeded. Teat difficulty, in capturing,
and exhausted on deck ; and I found,

upon inquiry, that the amount of torture the

poor creature had gone through—not from in-

but merely with the view of easing
his passage from this transitory life—was truly

I begun by dividing the crew into

two portions : to the one was committed the

care of his fore-quarters ; to the other, that of

!. They coiled ropes tightly round the

round the tail, having previously
bound up his mouth with a chain over an

E wood, which they had taken

•ortunity of chucking inside his gasping
jaws. Thus prepared for strangulation, the

with all their might in

that is to say, the tail de-

lii one direction, and the neck

contrary one. Not the

luced upon
of the animal

; the moment
red to be as

ict, to bo experiencing an

d I imnie-

Lth and the

ie anecdote

child

it—it

boa MnaatSoo.

was just as unsuccessful. With a huge mallet

they hammered upon his brains, or where

brains are generally supposed to be
;
and dealt

him the kind of blow a butcher administers to

an ox before cutting his throat—utterly in-

effective ! It merely produced a little undu-

lating ripple of the body, as if rather soothing
than otherwise, in his novel position. Various

other murderous devices having failed, they
had left him in quod for the night, high and

dry, carefully grappled with cords and chains

to the masts and various parts of the boat.

"In the morning," pursued the pale youth,
" we fancied at first that he was a little faint,

and my tutor, who is a great naturalist, was

pointing out to us the remarkable points in its

conformation, when the brute hit him such a

blow with his tail that he was as nearly as

possible thrown overboard. This, however,

happened some hours ago, and it is obvious

now, we think, that he is becoming very weak.

So, to make an end of this tiresome business,
we want your doctor to poison our crocodile

for us, since we can neither hang, draw, nor

quarter him."

I suggested that there might be considerable

difficulty, if not danger, in administering poison,
even in his present exhaused state. After the

rebuff experienced by the tutor, I did not

imagine, I said, that he would feel inclined to

encounter his teeth, having so recentiv suffered

from his tail
; but that I thought it might be

very possible to put him out of his pain in

another way, and I volunteered to perform
the operation. My proposal was willingly

accepted.
I examined the animal carefully. It lay

strongly bound, head and tail, with a languid,

sickly, seedy air
; blind of one eye, but having,

as Justice Credulous says, "Ad—d wicked
look with the other." It had certainly suc-

ceeded in inspiring terror into its foes, for the

black crew stood carefully aloof, making not
the slightest offer of assistance, but jabber-

ing, grinning, and ejaculating,
" Wallah !

"
" Taib !

» " Hat backsheesh !
" " Ya Ha-

wagee !
" and other appropriate and sonorous

observations. My pale young friend timidly

suggested chloroform
;

I did not anticipate
much help from him, so I prepared for action

alone.

I stripped my arm bare, and drew a large

hunting-knife I always wore from its sheath.

Approaching the monster I observed an ugly
in his one remaining small green eye,

which boded anything but passive obedience.
i excited and irritated by the noise

black crew were making, but which
in vain to silence, and I half re]

mdertaken "alone," like Corio-
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lanus ;
but it was not in the British lion to

recede from a deed of danger, so preparing (I

honestly confess) for a rapid retreat in case of

need, I seized with ono hand my hunting-

knife, and with the other I lifted up the left

fore-arm and plunged the blade, nine inches

(Jeep, and fully three in width, into the softest

part next to the heart. In an instant the

animal made a bound—something after the

fashion of Samson breaking his pillar-reins
—

cracked all his lashings like packthread, knocked
down the tutor, the pale pupil, and half the

crew of grinning negroes, and sent the other

half up the rigging. I, myself, jumped upon
the cabin skylight, where being fully eight feet

above the " horrors of his folded tail," I could

laugh at the scene at my ease
;
and truly absurd

it was, had it not been for the sufferings of the

poor beast, who was evidently now in earnest,
and began to think he had got a foe worthy of

his highest resentment. Equally in earnest

were the crew in their terror, and in their

various grotesque efforts to avoid his fury ;

while the antics of the pale youth and the

naturalist, his tutor, who was momentarily
acquiring insight into certain remarkable cha-

racteristics of the African crocodile, formed

altogether a scene which might have alleviated

the sufferings of their victim, had he been
conscious of it. Gradually, however, the ex-

traordinary muscular strength he exhibited in

the movements of his tail became obviously
less and less, the blood flowed profusely from
the wound, the crew regained their courage,
and I was informed that towards morning the
crocodile had breathed his last. When I after-

wards met my pale young friend and his tutor
in the Desert, on our way to Jerusalem (on
which occasion he won for himself the sobri-

quet of "
Aboo-footah," or the "Father of

Napkins," on account of the number of those
articles he wore pinned upon his cap, like a

lady's muff), he informed me that his tutor
had skinned and stuffed the murdered croco-

dile, and had sent him home, with a minute
and particular account of his last dying speech
and confession.

DIPSOMANIA, OR THIRST-MADNESS.

There is not, perhaps, in the whole range of
mental or physical maladies one so distressing
to witness, so difficult to manage, or so dis-
astrous in its consequences, not alone to the

individual, but to the family, as the too com-
mon affection,

—
dipsomania, or thirst-madness.

Bad enough as it is in itself, it is aggravated a
thousand times by the uncertain condition of
the law with respect to it. The raving maniac

is a far less troublesome and dangerous patient
to deal with, as he can bo consigned in the

most summary manner to the next asylum,
where his malady, in a very large per centage
of cases, gives way to seclusion and proper
medicinal treatment ; but the dipsomaniac is

an unfortunate, amieted with a vice or a dis-

ease which has not yet found its right place,

either in our system of morals or medicine.

To the ordinary observer, the dipsomaniac is

nothing more than an utterly reckless person,
who is determined to obtain drink regardless
of consequences. The misery that inevitably
befalls him he is held to have justly deserved ;

and any legal interference with his ind ulgence in

maddening drinks is looked upon as an utterly
unwarrantable infringement of the liberty of

the subject.

All medical men, however, who have

studied the history of dipsomania, know full

well that, instead of a mere vice, this pecu-
liar condition of drunkenness is as much a

disease, and is as little controllable by the

patient, as paroxysmal mania is. The patient

does not drink drains, or sot habitually, as in

the case of the ordinary drunkard
;

but at

particular times he is seized with what the

word dipsomania implies,
—a thirst-madness, to

satisfy which every earthly consideration is set

aside.

Those who have had the misfortune to wit-

ness a near relative afflicted with this terrible

mania, will not require any description from
us to heighten the picture of despair to which

these attacks reduce the sufferer's family. For
months he may have gone on doing his duty ad-

mirably, and, strange to say, refusing the most

urgent solicitations to touch alcoholic liquors,

and deploring his perversity in ever having in-

dulged in them. Strangers would not believe

that anything short of a miracle could induce

such a person to indulge in drink again ; but,
as sure as fate, the mania will in a short time

seize him
;
and then the moral man, the good

father, the assiduous man of business, falls at

once into the condition of a beast, who, to ob-

tain drink, will put in force the meanest

artifices, tell the most subtle lies, and pawn
even the coat and shirt off his back rather than

be balked in his desire.

When the person so affected is a woman,
the case is rendered still more distn

as it usually happens that the most refined

natures under such circumstances are trans-

formed into the lewdest and most shameless

of their sex.

In a short time, again, the madness is past,

ami the penitents are overwhelmed with re-

morse at the disgrace they have brought upon
themselves and those who belong to them ;
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morse and swiniRh beastiality alter-

• v worldly prospect is mined,
in a fit of delirium

of persons that the

law refuse* to consider in any other light

Those who have wit-

nessed such cases aro but too well aware of

the at t such ;i belief, and loudly

r an extension of the provisions of the

I of patients. In-

,
in their sober

I be only too glad to sub-

mint when the paroxysm for drink

comes on, and in many eases such persons

have
;

res at asylums when

they felt a return of one of these seizures
;

at condition of the law, no pro-

of all asylum could receive them as

amenable to legal control.

Some
|

re induced to go long voyages
j

iperance ships ;
and not long since

an establishment was set up in one of the
j

small S lea, where no drink was to

be obtained, for the reception of such per-

sons
;

but it unfortunately did not suc-

ceed. Another attempt to meet the diffi-

. <r, being made in the land

of cakes, for we find the following signi-

rtisement from day to day in the

.ies" :—

ABSTINENCE.—
Will be heard of by applying to

, Lesmahagow.
N.B. A most eligible home for persons given to

over-indulgence in stimulants.

tabliahmenta may be veiy well for

those dwelling fur north, or for those who have
the wherewithal to pay travelling expenses to

lifficultymust be met
ssible manner, if England

»» to . w Zealand they
y applying a kind of

Liquor Law to meet particular
of June3,18G3,

public notices respecting
theee dipsomaniac , one of which we ex-

:
—

ITT, colony of
»•* &*l*a > has tbia day been

two of her

sg in ind for the
is Lot Mid proving- and colony,

«

inistrhuivli,

•

itual drunkard, and is

H m Onfall •
• M "

,

''" :

on with

for the

space of two years from the date hereof. And we also

give notice, that any person who shall knowingly sup-

ply, or cause to be supplied, to the said Christina

Swanson any spirituous or fermented liquors whatever

during the space of two years from the date hereof, is

liable to a penalty of 20Z. sterling, or to be imprisoned,

with or without hard labour, for the term of three

calendar months.

Given under our hands at Christchurch, this 20th

day of May, 1863.
John Hall, R.M. and J.P.

R. J. S. Harman, J.P.

Description of the above-named Christina Swanson.
—Christina Swanson is wife of Andrew Swanson, now

staying in Christchurch, but formerly of Lyttleton, is

a needlewoman, thirty-nine years of age, five feet five

inches in height, stout build, dark brown hair, swollen

eyes, fresh complexion, large bloated features, a native

of Aberdeen, speaks with a Scotch accent.

A simple prohibition of this kind no doubfc

will be amply sufficient to meet the difficulty

in a thinly colonised district, where in all

probability the persons thus interdicted from

self-ruin are notorious and well-known cha-

racters
;
but of course it would be quite in-

operative in England, even if the Legislature

were to permit such an infringement of the

liberty of the subject. We notice these singu-

lar advertisements, however, with no idea of

recommending the colonial plan, but for the

purpose of showing that our own legal scruples

are not reflected by our sturdy New Zealand

children, who see no difficulty in curtailing a

person's liberty when it is sure to lead to his

own destruction.

It seems to us that the lunacy law may be

so altered as to permit proprietors of asylums
to receive dipsomaniac patients when they feel

that an attack is impending, or when one has

actually commenced. If such patients were

received as boarders merely, and not mixed

with the other patients in such a way as to

compromise them when they returned to active

life, we have every reason to believe that the

majority of persons so afflicted would go into

the asylum of their own accord, in some cases

most willingly. At all events, the restraint of

an asylum is the only remedy for this distres-

sing class of cases. In many instances a v.

detention would be sufficient to tide the dipso-

maniac over his paroxysm, and then he would

return to his own home for the time a re-

generated man. As it is, the one symptom of

the mental disease under which he labours be-

comes in time an inevitable and persistent

habit
;

the symptom, in fact, becomes the

6, and all hope of a cure is lost—a state

of things which the law alone is responsible for,

in not recognising the affection as a malady of

the mind, rather than an excessive develop-
ment of a too common vice.

A. W.
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HORACE WINSTON.

It was on a bright sunshiny morning in
j

April. 185—
,
that I, Horace Winston, trod on

English ground again, after an absence of

three years spent in Canada. Full of the I

most delightful anticipations, I took my scat

in the railway carriage that was to convey me
j

to London, and on my way thither felt all my
home associations revive with redoubled force.

First, I thought of my good father. 'Was ho

much altered ? Had his hair become quite

grey, his cheeks lost their fresh ruddy hue,

and his clear blue eyes their brightness ? Then,

my beloved mother. But in her I could

fancy no alteration : on the contrary, I ima-

gined I should see her exactly the same as

when I quitted England. Next, came my two
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. of course, must have

that Julia,

have lust in breadth what

sho w< ; in height during tl

II forget old Barnes, our

iirty-five years in the

ir he would wait

I at my father's table.

Lbered

collections the time

. until I arrived at the London

r giving hurried directions

,
I hailed a cab,

liven with all speed to

The cabman plied his

whip freely, but when we reached the square a

u stopped the way. We drove

Bral carriages and mourning
i until we came to the number I had

I,
but we were obliged to pass the house,

as a hearse stood at the door, waiting to re-

us mournful load. The driver stopped,

I from his box, and opened the door,

ion of sympathy on his rough
I alighted, paid him, and rather

walked to my father's door,

. two mutes. At my approach it was
. and in the hall stood old

I could only ask in faltering tones,

it, Barnes ?
"

>r dear lady,, sir. It was quite sud-

• red the old man, fairly breaking
down and bursting into tears.

raid be useless for me to attempt to

y feelings on hearing this intelli-

. the blow seemed to stun me.

king between my father and myself
was uio.-t painful to me ; and when my two

te hanging about me, and their

tears wetted my cheeks, I felt quite unmanned.
. i delayed a little time in con-

•

il, but I had the melan-

»Uowing my dear mother's

lace.

re my spirits recovered

oer, too, had been en-

by the suddenness of

months had eli

q with me respecting my
must be look.

bought of
;

ber, but ho

il what to do. It

mid not be

I reflected for a few moments before I an-

swered him, and then said :

" Was there not a distant relation of my
mother's, a widow, with a child, left in straight-

ened circumstances, about three years and a

half ago 1 I remember a letter coming from

some one a short time before I left England."
"
True, Horace,

"
replied my father, bright-

ening up J
"I remember it also

call it to my mind. That
,
now you re-

letter came from

Mrs. Easton—Harriet Martindale, she was,
and ran of! with an ensign, who died, and left

her penniless. To be sure ! She would do

very well. I could allow her something hand-

some for taking charge of my house and super-

intending the education of your sisters, and
her child (a little girl I know it is, for its name
was Blanche, and it struck me) might be a com-

panion to them. An excellent idea, Horace ! I

will write to her this very day. I can find

out where she lives from Parkinson."

And my father wrote accordingly. In due
time an answer was received from Mrs. Easton,
couched in the most grateful terms. She thank-

fully accepted Sir Leonard Winston's munifi-

cent offer, and hoped that Heaven would
shower down its choicest blessings on his

head for having thought of her poor child

and her. My father showed me the letter,

saying :

" I dare say the poor woman is very thank-

ful. Her little girl may as well take lessons

with Lucy and Julia. It will be of service to

the poor little thing, and they will learn all the

better for having a companion at their studies,

Mrs. Easton and her child will be here at the

end of the week, and I must give orders to

Denman to prepare rooms for them."
Orders were given forthwith, and my sisters

were wild with delight, at the prospect of

having a playfellow. The day on which they
were expected arrived. Julia wratched for

hours at the window, and at about four o'clock

my father's carriage (which he had sent to meet
them at the station) drove to the door. Pre-

sently I heard Julia exclaim, in a disappointed
tone :

"
O, papa, there are two ladies, and no little

girl !

"

While I was wr

ondering who the other lady
could possibly be, the door of the room was

thrown open, and the servant announced " Mrs.
and Miss Easton."

My father and myself started simultaneously
to our feet at this announcement, and well we

might, for instead of the little girl of six or

seven that we expected to see, Mrs. Y.

.
anied by a young lady, as tall, if

not taller, than herself. .Julia rushed out of

OOm, and through the folding doors. I
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heard her say to Lucy (who had remained in

the back room waiting to hear her report),

"Oh Lucy ! Mrs. Easton is such a i

looking old thing ! And her daughter isn't a

little girl at all ! She is i as old as

Miss Bolton."

Mrs. Easton was tall and thin. Her nose

was sharp and her lips compressed. She laid

a stress on every third word she uttered, and

when she had finished a senteuee, had a trick

of closing her eyes suddenly, which gave her a

very peculiar appearance, for her eyebrows and

eyelashes being black, every now and then you
only saw two black lines where you expected
to see eyes : and I considered this peculiarity
of hers far from attractive.

Miss Easton was quite as tall as her mother,
but easy and graceful in her movements. Her
hair was dark, like her mother's, but her bright
orbs were never veiled by her eyelids. Her

eyes were large and lustrous, her features re-

gular, and her complexion of a creamy white,
with a tinge of pink on her cheeks. This

young lady, as I have said, had not uttered a

word since her arrival
;
but when her mother

intimated a wish to retire, that she and her

daughter might make themselves "
present-

able," without even having mentioned the

two poor motherless children, to take charge of

whom she had expressly come, Miss Easton said

to me :

" Shall we not see your sisters, Mr.
Winston ?" I felt really grateful to the beau-

tiful young girl for thinking of them, and they
were sent for. In they came, hand-in-hand,

looking very shy at the strangers. My father

said :

" This is Mrs. Easton, my loves, the lady
who is so kind as to come and take care of

you.
"

"Yes, my darlings," said Mrs. Easton/ em-

phasising the last word, and holding out a hand
to each, she drew them towards her, and im-

printed a cold kiss on their foreheads. For

myself I could not bear to see her touch them
with her pale, thin lips. Miss Easton waited

patiently until her mother had finished her

demonstration, and then taking Julia on her

knee, she began talking to her in a low voice.

Presently I heard Julia say :

" We thought that you were a little girl,

and would play with us !

"

"
Well," said Miss Easton, "if you will for-

give me for being so tall, I will play with you
just the same. "

And then she began an animated disquisi-
tion on several games, during which Lucy
gradually drew nearer. and nearer to her, till

they were all three talking as if they were old
friends

;
and by the time Miss Easton retired

to dress for dinner, Julia and Lucy were quite

reconciled to the " woman " whose appear-
ance at first had been so disappointing.

Soon after Mrs. Easton and her daughter
became inmates of our house, I perceived that

the fori Id have been too happy could

she have consoled my father for the loss of

his first wife, by inducing him to take her for

his second. But her wiles were all thrown

away upon him, as he was very little at home,
now that he had secured a person to take care

of his daughters : indeed, he spent his even-

ings at his club, much to the annoyance of

Mrs. Easton, who inveighed loudly against
those anti-domestic institutions, as she termed

them.

I, on the contrary, became attached to my
home

;
I helped my sisters in their studi<

shared in their amusements
;
and was, as Blanche

laughingly said, a " model brother."

The intimate companionship into which

Blanche and I were thrown, soon produced a

result that was to be expected. I discovered

that I loved her deeply and sincerely, and she

confessed that she returned my affection.

Poor Blanche ! I firmly believe that she did

love me truly, then. After we came to an

understanding, there was, I fear, a sad falling

off in my brotherly devotion, for Julia who was

an enfant terrible in her way, loudly reproached
me with being always whispering to Blanche,
instead of joining her and her sister in their

diversions.

I thought it expedient not to tell my father

of my attachment to Blanche as yet, and

Blanche entreated me to conceal it from her

mother, of whom it appeared she was terribly

afraid, so that for a time we loved on in secret.

But when Mrs Easton had been with us three

years, she was taken ill, and died, after recom-

mending her dear child (or as she pronounced
it cheeild) to my father's care. It may appear

unfeeling in me to make light of a dying
mother's words, but it was what she said to

my father at that time that caused him sub-

sequently to act in the cruel manner he did

towards Blanche and me.

After Mrs. Easton's death, whispers reached

my father's ears that "
it was not proper for

Blanche to reside with us without an older

chaperon,
" and Blanche suggesting that a

former governess of hers should be engaged to

act the part of "
propriety," her suggestion was

adopted. Miss Westfield, who came to reside

with us, took care of my sisters much more

efficiently than Mrs. Easton ever had, thus

leaving Blanche more liberty than before. But

while we were congratulating ourselves on this

state of affairs, my father suddenly took it

into his head to remain at home much more

than formerly ; and one day, after dinner,
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be began speaking of Blanche ;in.l hex deso-

late p
lo to turn her adrift now,

bo fond of her, too !

Besides we must not forget that she is a rela-

ngh a distant one."

in such a strain,

...ity too favourable to

id :

broached the subject of

. [ will speak out at once,

.

lainied he, with a start that

of the claret-jug on the

:m.
" You engaged

to Blanche ! How did all this come about I

"

I for surprise, and perhaps

Little anger at my engaging myself unsanc-

y father
;
but I was quite astonished

agitation he displayed. He

began to busy himselfin sopping up the spilled

wine with his d'oyley as if his life depended on

i would not allow me to ring for Barnes,

as I wished. Determined to come to an

Ling, I resumed the subject under

ing :

•

by, father, Blanche is well-born, lovely,

looomplished, and our ages and tastes are

The only objection that can be

raised is her want of money ;
but is it abso-

that I should seek for wealth

rife? Surely, you will not refuse your
consent to my marrying her ?

"

•

11, perhaps not, at a fitting time,
"

1 my father, very slowly, still busying
himself with his d'oyley, and not raising his

ii not marry immediately.
ts forbid it. And you ought
.iy."

lied. "I should wish to

do so, if
j lit to it. And now you

father, why I preferred to ex-

oui to India."

d he, in a

it his watch, he

Dial I have an appoint-

tt, and shall scarcely

!y left the table, and soon
1 with hop

.- what
* k*1-* >ice at our

at a happy evuii-

i were

up to him, saying :

: future
daughter, : :u *

,•;,, ,
/

•'

My father hesitated, then drawing her to-

wards him, kissed her forehead, saying in

tremulous tones :

" God bless you, my dear Blanche !

"

I was quite enchanted with his tenderness.

Not so Blanche, who the moment we were

alone, said to me :

1 '

Horace, I am convinced your father hates

me ! There was such a strange glitter in his

eyes as he kissed me this morning, that it

quite frightened me, and I have not recovered

from it yet. But I don't believe he approves
of your marrying me. "

I tried to drive away such a foolish fancy,

and after a time succeeded. Lucy and Julia

were delighted at the idea of having Blanche

for their sister, for they dearly loved her.

I tried several times to sound my father

respecting the time that must elapse before my
marriage with Blanche could take place, but

he always eluded answering me ;
and soon after

the Indian mutiny broke out, my regiment
was ordered to Calcutta, and as I had not sold

out, I had no alternative but to join it. I

was most assuredly ready to do my duty, but

the thought that I might never again see

Blanche was bitter beyond expression. How-

ever, the moment of parting came, I tore

myself from her, and left her fainting in my
father's arms.

I pass over the horrid scenes I witnessed in

India, the hardships I endured there, and come

at once to the time when, having received

a severe wound in the side, I was ordered

home. On the arrival of the three last mails

from England, before my departure, I had

been greatly disappointed at not receiving any

letters, and had felt very anxious on Blanche's

account, as her letters of late had not been

very satisfactory, and her account of the

manner in which my father treated her meagre
in the extreme. I dreaded lest something

unpleasant should have occurred, which she

concealed from me, and I left India with a

sense of impending evil oppressing me. Again
I beheld my native land, but this time I in-

dulged in no bright visions.

Uneasy in mind, and weak in body, a ter-

rible yet undefinable apprehension took posses-
sion of me, and it was with a sinking heart

that I found myself at my father's door. 1

alighted from the cab with assistance, and was

received once more by Barnes. I had noticed

that the blinds were drawn down, and that

the house had a deserted look, so I said :

y out of town, Barnes?"

"Oh, sir! oh, Mr. Horace!" was all ho

OOuld say in reply, looking at me with an

t y on his face, that I attributed
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to his concern at Beeing me return in so en-

feebled a state, so I said, cheerfully :

"I shall soon be well, Barnes, now that I

am in England ;
so don't distress y<

about my wretched looks. But are they
all away >

"

By this time I had entered the library, and
Barnes drew a chair forward for me. I sat

down, and for the third time repeated my in-

quiry—if the family were out of town.

Barnes faltered out :

"Sir Leonard and Lady Winston are gone
to Baden

;
the young ladies and Miss West-

field are at Worthing, sir."

"Lady Winston!" I exclaimed in amaze-
ment. " Is my father married, then ?

"

u
Yes, sir," answered Barnes, as if the words

choked him.
" Whom has he married ?

" I asked.

The old man's lips moved, but no sound issued

from them. Instinctively, however, I knew that

he was saying,
" Miss Easton, sir."

The shock was too great for me, weak as I

then was, to bear. I remember no more until

I found myself recovering from a swoon, Barnes

standing near me with restoratives, while Mrs.

Denman, the housekeeper, was supporting my
head. I heard the latter say, in a compas-
sionate tone :

" Poor young gentleman ! How he has taken
it to heart !

"

And then I awoke to the full sense of my
misery. For some weeks I hovered between
life and death, but at last I was pronounced
out of danger. On my entering into conva-

lescence, Barnes presented me with a letter

from my father. It ran thus :

"Ems, October 1th, 185—.
" My dear Horace,

" I was much grieved to hear from Barnes
of your serious illness, caused, I presume,
through the fatigues of your journey home. I

think that change of ah' and scene will do
wonders for you, and soon restore you to per-
fect health. I would suggest your spending
some time in a milder climate than ours—the

south of France, for instance—and that you
may carry my suggestion into effect, I enclose

you a check for a thousand pounds, which sum
I intend to allow you annually, if you conduct

yourself to my satisfaction.
" I remain, my dear Horace,

"Yours, <fec, <fec.,
" Leonard Winston."

I felt my blood boil as I read the above

epistle, and thought,
"

So, not content with

robbing me of my bride, he must pension me
oil', and send me into exile !

"

But alas ! what could I do ? I was totally

lent on my father, whose estates were
unentailed

;
and as for my lieutenant's pay, it

was a mere nothing for me to subsist upon,
accustomed as I had been all my life to lux-

of many kinds. Just after reading my
father's letter, and while I was chafing with

indignation at his cold-blooded cruelty, and

almost resolving to refuse his proffered allow-

ance, Barnes brought me a card with " Mr.
Sutherland" engraved upon it, and informed
me that the gentleman hud called regularly
twice or three times a week to inquire after

my health. 1 desired that Mr. Sutherland

should be admitted to see me, feeling sure

that the sight of one of my old friends would
do me good. Sutherland and I shook hands

heartily, and he appeared quite shocked at the

deplorable object I had become. He told me
that he had written three letters to me in

India, as he was very anxious to obtain infor-

mation respecting a fellow-officer of mine,
called "Long Devereux," to distinguish him
from his cousin in the Blues, who was very
short. He added :

" It was of importance to me to obtain

the information, which I have since succeeded

in obtaining elsewhere
; still, I thought it

strange that my letters should have remained

unanswered, and as soon as I heard that you
had returned to England, I called, only to

find you laid on a bed of sickness."

A sudden thought darted across my mind,
and I rang the bell furiously. Barnes an-

swered it
;
and I asked :

" Who took charge of the letters directed to

me while I Avas in India, Barnes ?
"

{ ' Sir Leonard," was the prompt reply.
* ' He

always had them brought to him, and said he

would forward them safely."

"That will do," I said, and Barnes retired.

I exclaimed :

"I see it all now ! My letters to her have

been intercepted, and those to me have never

been sent out. Who ever would have dreamed
of my father's hatching so devilish a plot ?

"

As I thus went on utterly regardless of

Sutherland's presence, he said, deprecatingly :

"My dear Winston, do you know what you
are saying 1

"

I was in that state of mind which rendered

reserve quite impossible, and I soon informed

Sutherland of what had happened to me. He
listened attentively to my recital, and when I

had finished, said :

"Believe me, Winston, you ought to con-

gratulate yourself on having escaped marriage
with this Blanche. What was her affection

for you worth, if it could not stand the test

of absence \ And to marry your father, too !

There seems something revolting in the idea !
"
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:i illness of two days. I saw Blanche at

' of his will, and, strange to say,
motion on seeing her. She was still

but an expression of discontent sat

dl felt almost reconciled

.iy father's widow. Sir

made three months
with the exception of my

d pounds a-piece to

.'•he all his property ;

under her guar-
• herwise.

•y all those who
I was

in, and proud of

both.

8 that

en us

k it?

rland,

sisters. It was not long before an attachment

sprang up between him and Lucy, and even-

tually it was settled that their marriage should

take place at the beginning of the following

year, for we were now in May. Their court-

ship appeared to set at nought the saying, that
" the course of true love never did run smooth,"
when one day I received a note from Lucy,

evidently written in much agitation, requesting
me to call upon her at three o'clock, so that

Lady Winston might not be at home when I

called. I was with her at the time appointed,
and she told me with many tears that she

feared she had a rival in her step-mother.
"A fortnight ago," she added, "Henry gave
me his carte de visite, and a few days after I

lost it. However, I found it again the other

day, and concluded I had mislaid it : but yes-

terday morning Julia went into mama's room
before she was awake, and opened a locket

which she always wears, and what should be in

it but Henry's likeness ! Julia never said a

word to me about it until she had been to the

photographist that mama patronises, and ascer-

tained from him that Lady Winston had had a

carte de visite reduced to a locket size, and then
she came home and told me. I should not

have thought anything about the matter had
she asked Henry openly for his photograph, nor
would Julia, but it is the mystery of the affair

that alarms me. So I wrote for you to come
and advise me."

Without an instant's hesitation, I proposed
that Julia and herself should leave Lady Y\

7
in-

ston's house, and come to live with me. I was
horrified at the thought of my dear Lucy ever

suffering what I had suffered, and I mistrusted

Blanche from her having had the opportunity
of becoming an adept in my father's arts of

deceit, and at once told my sisters all that had

passed years ago, adding that I would set about

obtaining a furnished house immediately.
In a week my sisters were settled with me

in a cottage at Richmond. Lady Winston
was deeply hurt at their leaving her, but I

told them to lay all the blame upon me, and

they did so. Lady Winston declared that her

house without them was unbearable, and went
to Paris to remain for some time. December

came, and Lady Winston returned to England
to spend the Christmas season at Hurst Lea,

inviting us all to join her. We accepted the

invitation, and agreed to be at Hurst Lea on
Christmas-eve

; but the night before a tele

from there reached me, desiring my immediate

Lady Winston was not expected
to live. Shocked and distressed, I obeyed the

us at once
; and on arriving at Hurst

Lea wax informed that her ladyship had set

i hi Qi6 that evening, and was so severely
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injured as to bo beyond hopo of recovery. As
soon as she had been aware of her danger, she

had desired me to be sent for, and was now in

no pain, though in a highly excited state. I

was shown into the room where she lay swathed

in bandages. As soon as she saw me, holding
out her left hand (the right one was terribly

burnt), she said in a most cheerful tone of

voice, which shocked me :

"
Oh, Horace, you have come at last ! You

are in time to see me die, and I am content.

You will not leave me until all is over, will

you i

"

I was so distressed, that I do not know
what answer I made. She continued :

"Do not distress yourself so, dear Horace.

Believe me, death is welcome. I have just signed

my will, and made one atonement to you by
leaving you all the property that your father

left me. And I will now make atonement in

another way by telling you how I came to

marry your father."

I implored her not to agitate herself, but to

no purpose. She told me that speaking would
do her no harm now. All the harm was done,
and it would be a satisfaction for her to explain
how it was that she had been false to me. She

went on—
" After your departure for India, I felt un-

speakably wretched, for I fancied that your
father was averse to our marriage. But he
was everything that was kind, and not only
made me many magnificent presents, but con-

sulted my wishes on all matters. After a time

he began launching forth against the folly of
*

boys
'

marrying before they could know their

own minds, and I felt confirmed in the belief

that he disapproved of your marrying me.

And then he became fearfully angry if I spoke

to, or laughed with, any gentleman, and at last

showed himself so unmistakably jealous, that

my eyes were opened, and I saw what his real

feelings towards me were. Then I began to

write to you in a constrained manner, for how
could I tell you that your father had become

your rival ? However, I became very guarded
in my conduct, and he appeared satisfied when
he saw that no one engrossed an undue share

of my attention. But when I heard that your
regiment had been engaged in action, my terror

and distress were so great that he threw off the

mask at once, and solemnly declared that if I

married you we should both be beggars, but
that if I would marry him, he would settle all

his property on me, with the exception of an

annuity to you (if you behaved yourself), and

portions to your sisters.
" A dreadful alternative was placed before

me. On the one hand, beggary for us both if

I married you ;
on the other, unbounded wealth

for me, and a competency for you, if I married

Sir Leonard. I chose the latter
; and, believe

me, Horace, you would have excused me had

you felt as / have the bitter sting of poverty,
and all its galling humiliations. We were

married, but he bad not settled his property
on me, thinking most likely to keep me in a

proper state of subjection if my future were at

his mercy. Ho was a terrible tyrant, and his

tyranny pressed heavily upon me. I submitted

to all his whims except one, which I w

stoutly at first. He detested crinolin

every appliance of the kind, and wouLl

allow me to wear it in any shape. I remon-

strated, coaxed, and entreated in vain, and
at last I yielded, but with a very bad grace.

You, Horace, may make light of this, nor can

you understand my feelings, when in a fashion-

able assembly I found myself the only lady
with classical drapery, while all the other ladies

present were sailing about in hoops of enormous

dimensions. And his injunction,
—If you are

asked why you do not wear those detestable

things, say because your husband does not like

them—only added gall to bitterness. That I

should in this manner afficher myself so very a

slave to my old husband ! In the end I left

off going out, refusing all invitations. Sir

Leonard was at first very angry with me for

thus secluding myself, but an attack of gout
confined him to the house, and then he dis-

covered that my remaining at home with him
was far from disagreeable. I am naturally com-

passionate, and cannot bear to see anyone suffer,

so I waited on him night and day, for he was

my husband, and I was only doing my duty.
He appreciated my attentions, and in the end

made a will, leaving me all that he had pro-

mised. Three months after he died,
—never

having once during our married life mentioned

your name. At his death I was free, but my
spirits had been so crushed by what I had

endured with him, that my newly recovered

liberty gave me no pleasurable feelings, and

when I saw you, I felt glad that time had done

its work, and that former impressions were

effaced. I hoped that we might be friends,

but you took your sisters away from me—why,
I know not. It could not be that you—"

Here she abruptly paused, and looked search-

ingly at me for an instant. I appeared not to

notice her hesitation, though perhaps I guessed
her thoughts correctly, and she resumed in a

hurried excited manner :

" A feeling of revenge against Sir Leonard

would at times take possession of me, and this

feeling prompted me to indemnify myself in

every possible way for my submission to his

whims, and to seize every opportunity of acting
in a manner diametrically opposed to what he
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of while living. I ordered

A h^,. be worn aa soon

a.s lir,
mid expire. It

was and I attired myself
us to be a robe of Nessus to me,

from the tyranny I

had n But, unaccustomed to

1 unable to judge correctly of

Lhua encumbered (for I must

confess that I wee far from being at ease thus

hamp ttte),
I bent forward

to take soi: om the mantel-piece, my
drees caught lire, end 1 have paid the penalty

fashion with my life. Ah !

what a life has mine been ! Trained by my
r to keep up appearances while suffering

r knew happiness or

pleasure until 1 was sixteen, when I went to

ad then the few years of Com-

oro dearly paid for. As a wife

. years of splendid misery, and

-ix years of age, I am dying !

me, Horace ?
"

forgiven you long ago, Blanche,"
M

I believed that of your own free

D - r have acted as you did,

e exculpated you from blame."

I,
and said, pressing my hand :

bel faint. Give me some wine, and call

eople in. God bless you !"

I obeyed her commands, and an hour after

she was no more.

For some time subsequently to Blanche's
I felt exceedingly low-spirited and miser-

but Lucy (whose marriage was delayed,
me to take her and Julia

ravelled for some months,
turned to England, and gave Lucy

uscript, dear Edith
;
and

m til I met you, I never thought
in. In you, however, I fancied I

in.' happy in a wife
;

thought otherwise, but for

i y<m wonder at

ii 0D the inordinate

hoop, when I declare to

your dress

D which
iraa blaring I I Can

fa in una-

last I

I did not approach so

circum-

.

'h!y, and If

submission to the dictates of fashion outweighs

your affection for me, say so at once, and let

us part before we are irrevocably united. A
poor prospect of happiness lies before us if you
refuse to consult my wishes in this particular.

If, on the contrary, you concede the point, you

may count on the devotion of a lifetime from

your fondly-attached
Horace.

Edith did concede the point ;
and who will

say that she was not right in doing so ?

WHEELS m WORKSHIBE.

Some few weeks ago, it was my good luck

to be enjoying the hospitality of a friend in a

part of the north country which, for present

purposes, I may as well call Workshire : for

in this part of the world we seem to be at

work always and everywhere ;
work above

ground, and under ground too, in these dark

December days, made shorter and darker still

by the huge volumes of smoke vomited forth

from chimneys innumerable—smoke that, in

this still weather, hangs in a dense sulphurous
cloud over miles and miles of ground, as over

some mighty battle-field
;
and a battle-field in

sober prose it is, where man daily and nightly
encounters and subdues adamantine nature,

melting and moulding, and beating and bend-

ing her to his will.

Work by night too, when the conflict seems

to rage hotter and fiercer ; when the fire blaz-

ing forth from a hundred chimneys, and the

ceaseless din of the mighty steam-hammer

pounding away with its thousand-ton force,

and the weird figures seen hurrying to and fro

before glowing furnaces, may suggest strange

unearthly fancies to the imagination of the

passing traveller.

And all this is going on in towns that were

once peaceful hamlets, scattered along the

breezy hill-side, or deep in the wooded dell,

where the only tax levied on the stream,
then so pure and undefiled, was to supply the

daily wants of man and beast, or turn the

village mill : hamlets, whose names bespeak
their honest Saxon descent, that were the

abodes of men in hoar antiquity, when Gurth
was wont to drive his swine into the merry
greenwood to fatten on such store as nature

sent
;
and Cedric going forth to hunt the wolf,

or mayhap spear a boar or two, stopped for a

passing joke with Wamba. Alas ! for the

good old times. But here my friend who is

driving me over as difficult road as ever y

nit of a modern Jehu, up and down hill

as it is, and occasionally raked by jets of

from the boilers of adjacent ooal-pits
—
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finds time to interpose, and puts it to me as

onable man,— first, that the tim

question were not so good, after all
; secondly,

that as I have never lived in them, and by
th.' remotest possibility c;tn never live in them,
be cannot COnoeire what business I can have

with them at all. From sueh a sound prac-

tical view of the question it is impossible for

me to dissent
;
so I am compelled to revert to

the present, and more especially to the objects

surrounding us, chiefly chimneys, all pouring
forth volumes of dense black smoke, or crowned

with crests of flame.

"So, then, this is the heart of the iron

country ?" I say.

"Well," replies my friend, "I should say
that everything that can be made of steel or

wrought iron, from a lifty-bladed penknife to

a fifteen-foot plate for H.M.S. Achilles, is

made within a circuit of twenty miles. If

you care for things of this kind, I can show

you something worth looking at in the way of

railway wheels."

Now, like most men in these locomotive

times, I had travelled a good many miles on

these same wheels. I had a remembrance of

having been at various times woke up by the

tick of the porter's hammer executing, as it

seemed to me, a crescendo and diminuendo
movement on the wheels of a long train

;
and

I had a vague notion that, these wheels being
of cast iron, this was a very wise and proper

precaution. But railway wheels, as I told my
friend

,
had never struck me as interesting

subjects of speculation.
"More interesting than you think," said

my friend,
' ' as you will say when you have

seen the works of Mr.
,
within easy

distance of us. You have a couple of hours

on your hands, and here at least you could

hardly spend them better."

So I avail myself of my friend's introduc-

tion, and proceed at once to the works in

question. I cannot help feeling, as I enter

the olhces of Mr. O
,
how unwarrantable

is the intrusion of mere sight-seers on men
with their time so fully occupied as his appears
to be. But my mind is soon set at rest on
this score. Mr. O is evidently disposed
to do justice to my letter of introduction, and
most kindly offers to be my conductor and

explain the whole process of the manufacture.
"
Perhaps," says he, "we had better begin

at the beginning. Here they are m:iking the

Bpokes of the wheels."
I now become aware that it is wrought iron

we are dealing with, as the door of a furnace
is raised, and a number of bars at white-heat

brought out one by one. Each in succession
is placed edgeways on a kind of table, and at

once bent into the required shape, that of a

triangle slightly open at the apex, and with

the base rounded to a curve by a most simple

yet ingenious contrivance, by the aid of which

I for a hundred pairs of wheels can be

turned off in one day. It is impossible to

conceive a process so admirably combining
exactness of finish with rapidity of execution.

All the bars must be bent into precisely the

same shape : a variation of a tenth of an inch,
as I afterwards find, would prove fatal to the

wheel. The spokes thus bent are now placed
on piles to cool.

Meantime the manufacture of the nave is

going on in another part of the works. This is

also of wrought iron. Most of my
familiar with the Armstrong gun trophy in the

Exhibition of 18G2. Let them imagine two
or three coils detached from the gun, and they
will not have a bad illustration of the nave as

it appears after the first process. It is, in

fact, a strong triple coil of wrought iron, of

about the diameter and calibre required.
But how is the nave to be fixed to the

spokes ? We have all of us some notion of

the way in which coin is struck at the Mint.

None but a mechanical genius could ever find

any analogy between the striking of a penny-

piece and the manufacture of a six feet six

inches driving-wheel for an engine on the

Great Western Railway. Yet the process, as

I see it, is the same. The spokes and nave,

being cool, are placed in a steel mould or

matrix, where they assume for the first time

the appearance of a wheel
; and, after being

subjected to welding heat, are drawn on a

tramway from the furnace and dropped upon
an anvil under a colossal steam-hammer, the

face of which is another die or mould exactly

answering to the one below. But how is the

wheel to be placed in its proper position ?

Here is no time for adjustment : strike we

must, and when the iron is hot. And yet

half an inch too much on this side or that

would spoil all. So my conductor shows me

how, when the truck is run up close to the

anvil, the gigantic pincers, by the simplest

arrangement in the world, must drop the

wheel exactly in its proper place.

Bang, bang ! Down comes the hammer with

its thousand-ton force, making the earth shake

under our feet, Two or three strokes and the

wheel is withdrawn, spokes and nave com-

pletely welded together.

Now comes the fixing of the tire. We pro-

bo a building where a number of bars are

being bent into circular form by a machine, in

which hydraulic pressure plays a considerable

part, A most ingenious piece of mechanism

it is, and, like other contrivances here for
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-vention of my
thus rounded

1. It goes into the

; round the wheel in

anoth ti out at welding
heat l

Vulcan takes it in hand once

;• two or three well-directed

. turns i! out before us now

pletion,

el in this instance being a little

. the matrix, the superfluous metal

•ed into a circular groove, and thus forms

The contraction of the metal on

nough to keep the tire on

heel, but rivets are insisted upon, and

we have.

follow the wheel to a small shed where

a boy is tending a furnace closely resembling
that used by chestnut-sellers in our streets,

only in this case each hole is filled with a rivet.

A man standing by seizes a wheel and lays it

face on a small platform, having on it a

ting knob with a cup-shaped cavity.

oy brings a rivet from the furnace, and
into one of the holes with which the

has been previously drilled. A turn of

the wheel brings its inner surface and a rivet-

hole exactly opposite the hollow in the pro-

jection. A rod working backwards and for-

wards bears upon the wheel with a steady,
lets pressure ; one push and the rivet is

secured. So on all round the wheel. Then,
.1 more rivets, with a rapidity

truly wonderful. We now proceed to the
sheds where the wheels are finished. Here
the axles are being forced into the wheels by

ire. Here, again, both axles
**"* v

being turned in a lathe, and
work off in smooth,
• light almost fancy it

iked, and not
•' the water used

hot under

illusion. "And
now," say ,,, "that you have

>y machinery, I

made by hand,

number of men
MC IBgaged in performing many of the pro-

much

tra labour

undergoes, and the more the several processes

are simplified and facilitated by machinery,
the more chance we have of turning out a

wheel that can be relied on for strength and

durability."
Near this place I observe some women

engaged in piling scraps of metal on little

trays for the furnaces ;
and what a mixture of

scraps it is !
j

From that little heap I could fur-

nish the reader with a list of articles made of

wrought iron that for length and variety
would rather surprise him. Every known im-

plement seems to have its representative in

one form or another, and all for the melting-

pot. "To such base uses must we come at last."

Not the most feminine occupation in the world,
it will be said, and, no doubt, the pay for such

mechanical drudgery is wretched enough. Let
us see how the case stands in this respect.

"That family," my conductor tells me, as

we turn away, "may earn, if they please,
their four pounds a week. The father and
mother have been nearly forty years at work
of tins kind, and their fathers and mothers
before them were similarly employed. If you
were to go into their house at this moment, I

question if you would find a decent article of

furniture."

So it is the old story, so often told in this

part of England, of high wages only tending
to habits of vice and improvidence. Drunken-
ness of course prevails on Saturday night.
We have roast goose, or duck and green peas,
as the case may be, on Sunday and Monday—
Saint Monday as it is called, from the fact of

its being usually kept as a holiday here. Then
we have broken meats on Tuesday and Wed-
nesday, and on Thursday and Friday (facitis

descensus Avemi) we come down to bread and

butter, or perhaps dry bread, and not much of

that.

"And what do you do on Saturday?" I

once asked a Lancashire collier.
" Oh ! on Saturdays we mostly clem (meaning

starve) ;
but then we don't care, as we are sure

of a good blow-out at night."

Many exceptions to this there are doubtless—all honour to them—but as far as my own
ation goes, the rule applies very gene-

rally in the coal and iron districts of the north

country. Without committing oneself i

extreme political opinion on such questions as

the rights of labour, elevation of the mi

on, words so much in men's mouths

now-a-days, it may surely be said, that labour

i well as its rights ;
that men

have much to learn before they

,
and that those who

res the name of pe

justify their claim to the
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title l>y setting themselves vigorously to work
to improve the moral and social condition of

the working man, than by adding envy and

discontent to his other self-inflicted miseries.

But we are now in a large yard full of rail-

way wheels of every variety of form and size.

"And how many of these do you turn out

weekly?" I ask.
" When in full work, about a thousand pairs,

and we send them to all parts of the world

too. These are for the Madrid and Alicante,

and these for Valparaiso ;
these are for Italy,

and these again for India. That set of wheels

is part of an order for a Russian railway, and

as you will observe, though only intended for

the trucks used in making the line, they are of

wrought iron, and equal to many that are used

in ordinary traffic That," pointing to awheel

which, for elegance of finish as well as strength,

might rival anything in Long Acre, is a spe-
cimen of a consignment for Rotterdam. The
Dutch are very particular about their railways,

and when I sent these wheels over they were

on the point of condemning them as cast-iron

impositions," adding, with justifiable pride,
I

"
they had never seen anything like them in

the way of wrought iron before."

This brings us buck to our starting-point ;

so I thank my conductor for his kind attention,
and take my depar; I turn my back
on the big chimneys, I cannot help entertaining

i

a higher idea of manufacturing talent and

; energy. How many different nationalities are

|

at this moment travelling on these same wheels !

Railways are rapidly penetrating where railways
ten years ago would have been thought the

wildest dream. The steam-horse is startling
the tiger and the elephant in the jungk
swamps of furthest India, as it may soon be

startling the gorilla in inmost Africa. Surely,
the fact of the energy and ability of one man
contributing so largely to the comfort and

security of the travelling portion of the human

race, may invest with dignity and interest even

so apparently simple an object as a railway
wheel. Ixiox.

BEPPO, THE CONSCRIPT.
BY T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.

CHAPTER xxiv. gifha's night journey.

LIA walked down the well-known path
to Bella Luce ; she passed the half-way tree in

perfect safety,
—for there was no Beppo in the

path to stop her passage now !
—and slunk

up stairs into her little chamber, undressed

herself and got into bed
;
and the next morn-

ing, not having closed an eye during the inter-

vening hours, she rose at the usual time, and
set about her wonted work. But her mind
rendered no account to itself of her occupa-
tion in all these things. She was only con-

scious of moving to and fro under such an

overwhelming pressure of calamity and grief
as seemed to have stunned her. She had be-

trayed Beppo to his enemies, and had done so

under circumstances which must lead him to

attribute her conduct to motives that it was

agon}?- to her to contemplate. Death appeared
to her to be the only possible escape from a
situation too dreadful to be borne. And, oh !

how happily, how gratefully would she have
closed her eyes with the knowledge that she
should never open them more. If only Beppo
could have been made to know that she had
died to make it evident to him that he had
been everything to her, and Corporal Tenda
nothing, with what joy and gladness would she
have met death !

But for all this it never entered into her

head to commit suicide. With a quarter of

j

the strength of despair and amount of motive

to actuate her, a French girl would have taken

her pan of charcoal as naturally and unhesitat-

ingly as an Italian girl kneels to the Madonna !

Under a less amount of misery many an Eng-
lish girl has taken the fatal leap from the

bridge parapet into the darksome pool below !

And yet the mind of the English girl has

been used to dwell on thoughts of the invisible,

on fears and awful doubts respecting that

unknown world, to which she rushes in her

hopelessness, which have never been present to

the mind of the Italian. And it was not high

religious principle, or even overpowering re-

ligious fear, that prevented Giulia from turning
her thoughts towards suicide. She was religi-

ously ignorant to a degree scarcely credible to

those most acquainted with our own uneducated

classes. And though her church deems self-

murder as one, at least, of the most irreme-

diable of sins, she had received no teaching

upon that subject. And in truth an Italian

pastor might be excused for thinking that to

preach against suicide was not one of the most

uy parts of his duty. No ! It was not

religious principle which prevented Giulia from

:i turning her thoughts towards that most

desperate of all remedies for human sorrows.

;
It was because it was not in her nature to do
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her among the pos-

: ;irely commit suicide. Of the

be fields, it may probably

be said that thi . > so ! Such a case

jg ki , id ! So true it is that

ich matters is ruled more

icy and the natural idio-

syncrasies of race, than by any other order of

espial I

raa the morning after the unfortunate

expedition to the old tower, at Santa Lucia,

clock in the forenoon ;
the farmer

and his son wave in the fields, and la padrona
was engaged in household affairs, up-stairs.

Giulia was busy in the kitchen, mechanically

going through her accustomed round of little

. when Corporal Tenda came into the

room. It was the first time that Giulia and

I been alone together since he had been

at Bella Luce. For it had been the object of

of them to avoid such meetings.

u will excuse me, I hope, for intruding

on you, Signora," said the Corporal, saluting

ry gravely, and with the same military

h of the arm that he would have used to

the Colonel of the regiment ;

"
you will do

me the justice to admit, that since I have been

I have not yielded to the temptation of

og with you."
>u have been very kind, Signor Capo-
said Giulia, sighing deeply, "but every-

thing is against me ;
and now "

" Pardon me for interrupting you, Signora !

|

ermit me to say a few words to you.

villi, I believe, explained to you the

of my feelings on learning that the

.ess I had been presumptuous enough to

is out of my reach. He made you
. that your happiness is the

first consideration I have in the world ; and
that OSD be promoted only
1 fare of your cousin, then

ur cousin becomes a matter of

to me."

lot Caporale, I am
gratefol to you ;

but "

i ue for again inter-

id will condescend to

iy, 1 shall the sooner

yon of my pn
J *}' for the welfare

.v that

the r.

•••ii» hs*| any donbtl Dp<»n the subject any
II the

are posted all over the country. There is a

copy on the door of the Court-house up at

Santa Lucia. It is perfectly clear, that there

is no way of avoiding absolute ruin and de-

struction except timely submission. Even if

he could hope permanently to elude the pur-

suit of the troops and the police, what sort of

a life is that of a bandit
;
—and for such a man

as Signor Beppo ! Be sure, therefore, that

the chance which has led to the certainty of

his capture, wrhen he comes up to the tower

yonder, is the best thing that could happen to

him. Not the best thing, however ! for the

best thing would be that he should surrender

voluntarily ;
and I had hoped that you might

possibly have induced him to do so !

"

" But I intended to try hard to do so ! I

did write to him, Signor Caporale, begging him
all I could to come back. I should have said

everything I could think of to make him come

in, when I saw him at the tower. Oh ! Signor

Caporale, why not let me try ? Why not let

me meet him," said Giulia, clasping her hands,
as a sudden ray of hope darted into her mind

;

" why not let me meet him alone, and try to

persuade him ?
"

" It would be against orders, against duty,

Signora ! I would not do it to save my neck

from the halter. But I am not sure—not

sure," he added, looking into her tearful eyes,
" that I should not do it to merit your grati-

tude if it had been possible ! Happily for me,
it is not possible. You forget, Signora, that

it was not I who discovered the secret of your

appointment with Signor Beppo, but two of

my men. Even if I were to be willing to com-

mit this breach of duty, I could not
;
for the

men know, as well as I, that it is our duty to

take the defaulter at all hazards, and by every
means. Signor Beppo must be taken on Sunday
evening ;

—there is no help for it. My busi-

ness was only to point out for your consolation

that it is in truth the best thing that could

happen to him
; and just to say that you may

depend on me to make it clear to him, that

his capture is not due to any betrayal of him
in any way."

"
Beppo will never, never, believe it

;
he

thinks " but there was some feeling at

Giulia's heart, sore and bleeding as it was, that

prevented her from going on to demonstrate

what it was that Beppo thought which would
make him proof against the Corporal's elo-

quence.
11 1 hope he will be more reasonable !

" said

the Corporal.
" And now, Signora, 1 must

bid you farewell. 1 little thought when I last

did so that I should see you again here, and
under such circumstances. I shall not intrude

Upon your privacy again : and besides, you are
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aware, of course, that the capture of your
cousin puts an end to oar unwelcome stay

It will be our duty to inarch with him at onco

that same evening to F&no. May the time

pome, Signora, when ire may meet hex

uml'T happier ciroum >ora !

"

"
Addio, Signor Caporale ! I am grateful

to you for much kindness !

"

"
Farewell, Signora Giulia !

" said the Cor-

poral, in the act of leaving the kitchen.

"Oh, Signor Caporale!" said Giulia, sud-

denly calling after him
;

" will anything very
bad be done to Beppo for going away?"

"
Oh, no. They don't want to be severe

with the men. They know, between ourselves,

Signora," he continued, dropping his voice as

he spoke, with the true Italian feeling that he

was approaching a dangerous subject,
"
they

know that it is the priests that are really to

blame more than the poor fellows who take

to the hills. No, they won't do much. Only
let him buckle-to with a good will, and make
a good soldier, and all will soon be forgotten,

and he will be made a corporal in no time.

And you won't like him any the worse when he

comes back a smart soldier, Signora Giulia,"

said the Corporal, with a somewhat rueful smile
;

" I shall tell him that, Signora ! Good-bye !

"

"
No, no, you must not tell him that—at

least not from me !

" said Giulia, very eagerly ;

but the Corporal was already gone. And it

may be doubted whether she was very anxious

to prevent the little man from using any means
that such a consideration might supply towards

reconciling Beppo to his fate,
—if it must in-

deed come to be his fate.

But there were yet two nights and two days
before that fate was to be consummated in the

manner Corporal Tenda and his men contem-

plated. It was a Friday on which the above

conversation had taken place. There was,

therefore, the Friday night, all the day of

Saturday, the Saturday night, and the whole

of the day on Sunday, before the time fixed

for his coming to the tryste at the old tower.

And during all this time Giulia had to medi-

tate upon the coming catastrophe ! It was in

vain that she persuaded herself of the truth

of the Corporal's representation, that to be

captured and taken off by force to serve his

time in the army was all for his advantage.

Giulia, if not altogether imbued herself with
the genuine coutadino horror for the service,

—
for her views and feelings had been a good
deal modified and enlarged in this respect by
her residence in the city, and by her associa-

tion there with military men, and by the con-

versations which she had sometimes taken part
in, but had oftoner listened to

;
—nevertheless,

was quite contadina enough to be well aware

of the feeling with which Beppo, like all his

i the army. Then

again, she put very little faith in the good
result of any of those promised representations
of the Corporal, to t! hat the capture
was effected by no fault or participation <-;'

hers. She knew well wha-

on the subject would be. She was too well

aware how all that he had Men in Fano would

appear to his mind to be confirmation

as Holy Writ of all his d

pictured to herself the bitter scorn with which
he would listen to assurances which, to him,
would have the effect of hi

;i her and her lover, for the purpose of

blinding and making a fool of him. She saw
but too clearly how the circumstances of the

matter must appear to him, how they would

carry with them all the weight and authority
of indubitable facts, while the explanations
which were to follow them would come halting
after with the weakness of mere excuses. And
bearing in mind, too, Beppo's natural feeling

towards the person who was to be the bearer

of those excuses, she dared not flatter herself

that any good could come of them. In short,

by the time she had spent most part of the

ensuing night
—the Friday night, that is—in

meditating on the matter in the silence of the

night hours, the result was, that any good
effect which the representations of the Corporal

might have had on her mind at the moment
was altogether obliterated.

And during the whole of that day, the

Saturday, the hourly drawing near of the con-

summation which was for evermore to brand

her as false beyond all precedent falseness—
infamous beyond all imagined infamy, was

never for a moment absent from her mind.

But by the time the Ave Maria had come, she

had determined on a course of action.

It was very doubtful whether the effort she

purposed making would be of any avail
;
but

at least, her intention involved self-sacrifice
;

and action, with however desperate a hope,
was preferable to hopeless agonised waiting in

inaction for the catastrophe.

The night came. The farmer and Carlo

came home to their supper ;
but there were

only three of the soldiers to sup with them.

Giulia had not seen the Corporal since her

conversation with him in the morning. And
now he and one of the men were absent at the

supper-time. But there was nothing unusual

in this. Two, or more, of the party were

often absent, sometimes all night, patrolling the

neighbourhood, or marching hither and thither

in obedience to information furnished them—
in all probability intentionally false information

in the majority of cases—of the whereabout of
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some one or other of the contumacious con-

scripts.

oon as the sup; cr, the soldiers

i in the room by

the hi and very soon after-

nily went also to

went to hers, and

bolted the door of it as soon as she had

. after making one or two small

changes in hev curing a small

id, which she had previously
iu a handkerchief, knotted

the purpose of a wallet, she

stepp- . indow, and after straining her

ight to see, and her ears to hear

iet, she placed a chair by
the side of the window-sill, and by its help

I rith a light and unhesitating foot on

which, a few minutes before supper,

she had secretly carried round to the back of

the house, on which the window of her room

opened.
The last time she had secretly left the house

u spied, in consequence of

y to the kitchen-door by the door of

hamber in which the soldiers were sleep-

This time she was determined to avoid

that

She descended the ladder swiftly and surely ;

height was not great ;
—and on reaching

id, she started, without losing a

moment in any further listenings, on the path
whieh led to the village.

t was the purpose of her night-tide

expedition this time 1 It was simply to undo
def she had so unwillingly done, by

\ ipo from coming to the trysting-
ture awaited him. It was but

ig able to effect

•thing of the locality
he was hiding. 'She had

•ml of Santa Maria
But the messenger had

'

i >bico. It was possi-

rould be coming from
had a general idea of

.

BO del

I she had once

new the

ttd then she

any a mile,
by the I

no<

But Giulia's calculation was, that she should

not be obliged to go all the way to the place

of Beppo's retreat. He was to be at the old

tower at the back of the churchyard a couple
of hours after the Ave Maria on the Sunday
evening,

—about twenty hours, that is to say,

or a little more, from the time of her departure
from Bella Luce. She hoped, therefore, that

at the end of about ten hours' walk, early on
the Sunday morning, she should meet him on
his road, and so give him ample warning of

his danger. Then, indeed, she would urge on
him all that the Corporal had said

; and, if

possible, induce him to surrender himself volun-

tarily to the authorities at Fano. The Corporal
himself had said that that would be the best

thing for him of all.

It never entered, it will be observed, into

Giulia's calculations, that a person coming
from Piobico to Santa Lucia might travel by
any other route than by the high road ! Poor
Giulia ! She had always heard all her life

that when people wanted to go to any place,

they went along the road till they came to it,

and no other possible course of proceeding pre-
sented itself to her imagination. She purposed

going through the Pass of Furlo,—which was
the part of the road that she best remembered,—

very naturally, for it is a very remarkable

place. But we know that the priest had

especially cautioned Beppo not to pass on any
occasion by that route !

Giulia sped along the path to the village,

with her wallet of bread slung behind her

shoulders,
—a precaution which was rendered

necessary by her absolute lack of money, the

entirety of her moneyed possessions having

been, as we saw, expended on the messenger
who had brought the letter that had caused

so much trouble.

She sped along the path, reached the village,

where all the population had gone to bed two

hours or more ago,
—reached the cura

}
at the

windows of which she glanced suspiciously ;
—

but there was no light in them ;
—reached the

church
;
and the churchyard behind it

;
and

the foot of the old ruined tower by which the

road passed that was to take her down through
one or two other villages into the valley of the

Metauro.

She had looked at the mra suspiciously

as she passed ;
but she cast no glai;

doubt or misgiving on the old half-ruined

brick tower. Nobody lived in that save

the owls up in the ivy that clustered around

its top.

"less, there were two shrewd i

which I to no such biped, looking out

ivy at her as she passed.

(To be c niinxitd.)
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THE VEILED PORTRAIT.

^TOVWFlPmra

In spite of the power of Bteam and the en-

terprise of railway companies, there are many
who yet derive their impressions of Italy from

descriptions written at Kensington, or sketches

filled up in the Alpha Road. Many from whom
the hospitable St. Bernardines have never
demanded more than would satisfy the most

tpulous Swiss landlord, and others who,

having made the acquaintance of Iloyal Aca-

demic Venetian Canals with their eyes, have
not ripened the intimacy at Venice by their

noses. These fortunate idealists, who have
been taught to believe that south of the Alps
there are no tints in Nature's colour-box but

chrome yellow and cobalt, will have some dif-

ficulty KB recognising the picture that I paint
for them.

I look out upon it through the mouth of a

•vol. x. No. 243.
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small lilt harbour, and struggle

to fac tible violence of the

[on of tall waves

. and howls savagely

Gutters of the desolate

Alberta Through the spray my eye wanders

of shivering and leaping

nail sides by volumes of thick

h which I can only faintly trace

gome nntainous outlines. From the

leaden ae to the boys sleeping in

the boats beneath me under the shelter of the

ling tone is black and cheerless,

lie only creature who gives

signs of life, by tottering to and fro, and mum-
he passes me that the lake is

He is speaking of the lake of

Como.
It was towards the close of a rough day in

October, 1858, that, on my way to England
i Pass, I found myself on the

spot I have described. A friend had arranged

to meet me further up tb.e lake, and influenced

a- of losing an agreeable companion
.1 tsc irnestly seeking some means

of continuing my journey. The small steamer

ted from Como in the afternoon

was kept in the harbour by the storm, and the

i very little attention to the remon-

t the public as urged by myself, their

passenger. To remain was out of the

>n
;
the dreary salle-a-manger was insup-

le, and the table-d'hote, shared by my-
iie landlord, and the salad-bowl, simply
ible. But although I had determined

to proceed, between the resolution and the

vned a formidable chasm, and
(Jurtius among the boatmen seemed

for it was only with the greatest
I procured a boat at an exorbi-

tant | ike me on to Caneggio. Here

again ill-luck pursued me, for after proceeding
of miles my boatmen uncere-

'. rounds of an ap-
. ilia, and declared that all

the sa ,,ul upon them to row
(, f oour* foment was

i to have re-

course to th<; l.uildin gardens of which
I eon:

lly found myself. Fortunately
• was in reality

iinunicative old

linntea fully acquaintedme
.i,,ily of S

,
then

i show

\imity the

'

in no very excellent humour for sight-seeing,

i but I abstractedly suffered the housekeeper to

conduct me through the suites of comfortless-

looking apartments, and listened wearily as she

rolled out a series of excellently studied histories

attached to the portraits in the gallery. One

of these, I must acknowledge, awakened in me
a certain amount of interest. It appeared some-

what larger than those which surrounded it,

and attracted my attention principally on ac-

count of a distinction which it enjoyed apart

from its companions. It was carefully covered

with red baize. Actuated by a feeling that

was perfectly natural, no sooner did I discover

that this portrait was hidden from me, than I

instantly expressed a desire to see it. To this

my conductress seemed to entertain strong ob-

jections, and it cost me something more than

persuasion to induce her to remove the cloth.

I then saw that in the mere beauty of execu-

tion alone this picture was superior to any in

the gallery, and its charm did not end with

this discovery. It represented one of the

numberless female saints of the Romish calen-

dar, but her attractions were not purely spiri-

tual : on the contrary, the eyes were filled with

no heavenly fire, and the pouting beauty of the

parted lips but feebly harmonised with the glow-

ing nimbus. Passion struggled in every feature,

but it was not the passion of adoration
;
it was

no ideal creation of the painter bursting into

prayer, but bore in every outline the impress
of a brush inspired by a reality purely human.

Apart from its value as a portrait, its art merit

was considerable, and I did not repent of my
curiosity. After studying it for some time, I

noticed on the white folds of the scapulary
several dark coloured spots that evidently had

no part in the composition of the painting.

They appeared as if added after its completion ;

and on approaching the canvas I saw that traces

of the same nature covered a very considerable

portion of its extent ; vague and indistinct in

the shadows, but strongly defined in the higher

lights. The appearance of these marks was

so singular that I wras extremely disappointed

when, on inquiring further of the housekeeper, I

found her quite at a loss to account for them.

The information she possessed respecting the re-

maining portraits was extremely varied, and no

doubt did great credit to her retentive powers,
but as it did not embrace this one, I fear that

I failed fully to appreciate it. I was endea-

vouring to repress my annoyance, when a voice

at my elbow said softly in French—
"They are blood-stains, monsieur."

The speaker, who wore the unpretending
of .i village padre, bowed towards me

with an air of courteous dignity rarely met
with among the Italian clergy, and giving
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me time to recover from my surprise, went

on :

" I saw monsieur's boatmen returning to

Ooxuo, and fell deeplyashamed that my country-
men should bo guilty ofSuch discourtesy towards

a stranger, and an Englishman. My house is

but a moment's walk from the lake, and I ven-

ture to assure monsieur that it is entirely his

own. If after some repose he would wish to

learn more of the history of that picture, I

am, I think, the only person who knows suf-

ficient of the particulars to relate them with

justice."

The society of the more liberal and intelli-

gent members of the Roman Catholic priest-

hood is always especially agreeable to me, and

my new acquaintance seemed an excellent

specimen of the class to which I allude. His

appearance charmed me, and I accepted his

kindness with a profusion of thanks. Two
hours afterwards, while digesting a simple but

excellently-ordered dinner, I listened to the

following story, which I shall endeavour to

give in the narrator's own words, suppressing,
of course, the names, as members of the noble

family implicated are still existing.
" If we could analyse the acuter trials of

the mind," said my host, drawing his chair

closer to the fire, and speaking somewhat ab-

lly,
" I think we should have some

difficulty in finding any keener than those

which attend upon the first struggles and dis-

appointments of an artistic career. The cease-

lessly recurring doubts of our own powers ; the

fears with which we commit ourselves to a

future which our eyes strive in vain to pierce ;

the crushing necessity that compels us to

reduce our nobler thoughts and higher aspira-

tions to a standard by which our daily bread

can be measured
;
these pains can hardly be

said to have their parallel. I felt this deeply

myself in my youth, and when the shadow

passed from my own heart it left me a sad

sympathy for those who still laboured in the

breath of its chill darkness. Some fifteen years

ago, when the Art Schools of Florence were

more than commonly crowded, my sacred

duties attached me to the cathedral of that city,

and I therefore had excellent opportunities of

studying the phases of a branch of art-life to

which I was a stranger. I made many friends
;

but among all who attached themselves to me,
though many Avere more talented, few excited

so much interest on my part as a young man
named Giuseppe Vetrano, a native of Sienna.
He had lost both parents during the rav.:

an epidemic, about live months before the
time when 1 first became acquainted with him,
ami possibly this circumstance, combined with
his extreme youth—he was but twenty years

of age— first invested him with an especial

attraction. On further knowledge I found

him possessed of an amiable but somewhat too

retiring disposition, and perceived that his

education, though not perfectly, had been

honestly and piously conducted. It needed no

very great diplomacy to draw his history
from him

;
the poor boy had but few friends,

l ve me his confidence. He told me
that he was the only son of a struggling doctor

of Sienna, and had been for some tin I

to follow the profession of his father. His

artistic instinct, however, weighed successfully
in the scale against the doctor's scruples, and

Giuseppe became a student at Florence. For
two years Dr. Vetrano contrived to send his

son a certain allowance; small, indeed, but

still sufficient to enable Giuseppe to devote

himself entirely to study. The lad was indus-

trious, and though he denied himself all the

little indulgences of youth, he still found lei-

sure to write hopeful letters home. Then came

the terrible calamity I spoke of—in a week

Giuseppe was an orphan. When the bitterness

of the fresh sorrow had passed away, a second

grief as formidable as the first succeeded. The

doctor and his wife had died in the direst

poverty; their entire possessions barely sufficed

to buy them the right to a grave. Their son was

penniless. It was then that young Vetrano

found, added to his first great misery of the

heart, some sharper pangs—the pangs of hunger.
To displant the glorious inspiration of the ideal

from its pure pedestal, and supply its place by
the image of a few coins was wretchedness

enough, but to find even this last poor goal
unattainable was terrible. He supported him-

self for some time by the sale of his simple

clothing ;
but though he added to this poor

resource by copying for the dealers, destitution

stared at him through the canvas, and his

brush was yet too week a weapon to defend

him. That his gentle nature could not long
sustain such trials I felt convinced. I saw

him but seldom, and after each interval I found

him sadly changed. His visits to the church

grew less and less frequent, and at length three

months passed by without my having once

encountered him there. I thought of him with

much anxiety, and though I many times re-

solved to set my doubts at rest, I almost

trembled to learn what I feared might be

the truth.
" It was about this time that the conduct of

the young Marchioness di Ikmaglieri first be-

came the subject of conversation in Florentine

society, and in the exercise of my calling I had

frequent opportunities of verifying the reports
that were so extensively circulated. This lady
came of an ancient but impoverished family,
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ami her remarkable beauty attracting the heart

of tli. I &rquu of Bonaglieri, she became

ana of gratifying

which her birth had im-

bat in which poverty had for-

nce. Possibly the more

i menta of her nature were not

utellectual and personal posses-

. }>ut it is certain that on attaining so high
: ion she devoted herself to

pleasure more freely, perhaps,

her husband might have sanctioned.

But that which was the staple of conversation

in the I he city was not likely to be can-

vassed in the Palazzo Bonaglieri, and there-

ilection of the Marquis remained

unaltered.

iarchioness frequently did me the

honour to avail herself of the church to which

attached, coming most frequently alone,

ldom leaving without company. I was

therefore but slightly surprised when, as I rose

my seat in the confessional, on the even-

ing of the first day of the carnival, my
:its being always extraordinarily numer-

these times, I heard her voice near the

" ' The Via dei Bardi is so far.'

"The import of these words was not very

obscure, but it did not interest me. My hand
;i the lock, when, to my inexpressible as-

sent, I recognised the voice of Giuseppe,

instantly.
" ' The place is as nothing,' he said, ear-

:

'

say only that you will come, and I

_je the distance shall not trouble you.'
rot there ?' asked the Marchioness.

"They took a few steps further from me.

spoke next, and I caught her
.

difficulty.

I willconie.'

"'Truly

: I find you ?
'

to-morrow at this time—
lit please you?'

•ill then.'

'•r.'

The Marchioness
. and left leisurely by the

e followed

kly.

it on the

market delinquencies, when two figures that I

instantly recognised passed before the choir.

Leaving my penitent astounded at the severity

of the penance which I imposed upon him, I

reached the porch in time to hear the address
*

that Vetrano gave to the driver of a hackney
coach. I remember it perfectly. It was No.

1236, Via della Scala. The next day, meeting
the young painter alone on the same spot, I

presumed on the privilege of my profession to

make inquiries respecting the mysterious lady
in whose society I had twice observed him.

To my surprise, knowing the timidity of his

nature, and prepared as I was for blushes and

confusion, he became deadly pale, and darting
a look of defiance at me, hurried away without

a word.
" Two months after this, I was one day

crossing the Piazza near the Campanile, when
I observed a boy follow me for some distance,

glancing every now and then doubtfully into

my face. At length he asked my name, and
on my telling him, said I was indeed the holy
father Signor Vetrano had sent him in search

of
;
the Signor desired most urgently to see me ;

would I come ? Of course I expressed my
willingness to do so, and followed my guide to

the Via della Scala, No. 1236. The shutters

of the house were half closed, a restless crowd
filled the street, and the shop was thronged.
The landlord, a tailor, rushed to me eagerly,
and exclaimed :

" ' The saints be praised ! the poor young
signor still asks for you.'

' ' I was strangely agitated.
" ' What is the matter V I asked, fearfully.
" ' He is dying.'

"I inquired no more, but hurried up the

stairs, and on entering my poor young friend's

room, I found that the landlord had but spoken
too truly. Giuseppe's hours were numbered.

He seemed to have aged at least twenty years
since I had last seen him, and though he tried

to smile as I opened the door, the effort

was a sad one. The doctor stood at the

bed-side, and I addressed myself to him in a

whisper.
" 'What is it?' I asked.
" ' A bad sword-wound.'
" 'Mortal V
" ' I will not deceive you.
" I sighed deeply. At the same moment

Giuseppe opened his eyes, and beckoning the

surgeon nearer to him, murmured feebly :

" ' You can hide nothing from me, doctor
;
it

is not your face alone that tells me there is no

hope. 1 knew it from the first
;
and as my

momenta arc precious I must not lose them.

>nly business now is with Heaven and my
<>ld friend. 1 thank you for your kind n<
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"Tho doctor, exchanging a glance with

me, left the room, and I seated myself near

the bed and took the penitent's feverish hand

•in mine. He smiled gratefully, and after re-

maining silent some few moments, began in a

low voice,
—

" ' Since 1 last saw you, my father, the

remembrance of my ingratitude has ceaselessly

reproached me, and only the want of courage

to ask your forgiveness has kept me away from i

you. Added to which,' he continued, hesi-

tatingly,
*' for many days I have hardly been

myself. 1 have much to tell you, and will

speak more to the friend than to the pastor.

I do not wish to confess myself to you, for

possibly the day may come when it will be

better that you should repeat my words
;

it

is therefore necessary that you should know

all, and when you hear my memory accused,

that knowledge will be my best defence.
" It is now more than two months since

the Carnival, yet I remember it as if it were

only yesterday. As the first day closed I sat

alone in my garret in the Via dei Bardi, and

stopped my ears that the merry voices in the

street might not drive me mad. I had spent

my last scudo
;
I had no work, and though the

spring nights were still chilly, I had sold even

the coverings of my bed for food. On my
easel stood a picture, the copy of which I had

finished that morning, and taken home to the

dealer twice in the day. But he was masquer-

ading, and so of course I was not paid. The

lights carried by the masks in the carriages,

and the lamps in the opposite windows, threw

a strong glare into my naked room, and the

sounds of music, laughter, and shouting became

so loud as the night deepened, I could not keep
them out. I had made up my mind that it

would be better for me to die, and that reso-

lution brought me calmness. I took up my
cap, and descending the four flights of stairs,

walked quickly towards the Arno. As I stole

along near the wall, shrinking from the crowd
as if it mocked me, I felt my arm seized roughly,

and, turning angrily round, found myself face

to face with the picture-dealer for whom I had
so fruitlessly searched during the day. He
dragged me into his shop, and before I had
recovered from my surprise, presented me to

a stranger who was seated near the door. This

gentleman rose politely, and pointing to one
of my fly-stained and dusty pictures, said

that he understood that I was the artist, that

its style pleased him, and that if I were willing
he could give me a commission. I bowed my
thanks, and learnt that the work required was
a picture of St. Catherine, for his wife's oratory.
He spoke much longer, naming the size and
the price, but I heard nothing, and when 1

recovered from my profound astonishment I

found that my patron had left the shop, and
held a rouleau of BCUdi in my hand. I

rushed home
;
but the close garret stifled me,

and I went out again into the atreel

delirious with joy, and tho masqueraders pushed
me out of their way as if I had 1<

walking in a dream. The throng swept me
with it towards the Piazza del Duomo, where
I found the steps of the cathedral as deserted

as the square itself was crowded. I turned

towards this silence and stood looking at the

stars, and thinking that I too had disc
a new world. Dazzled as I was, 1 thought
that to see misfortune I must henceforth look

backward, but I deceived myself. My first

sorrow came into the world with the birth of

my first joy. I stood upon the same spot for

hours, looking steadfastly before me, thinking
of my work, and seeking to create in my mind
the image the canvas waited for. I searched

for a length of time in vain, but gradually a

face seemed to form itself before me. I trem-

bled with joy, and studied every feature with

an uncertain happiness, half fearful lest the

vision should desert me. In my delight 1

woke from my abstraction, and discovered a

pair of brilliant eyes gazing earnestly into mine.

The face was before me. I was then sensible

that I had been guilty ofan indiscretion, that,

plunged in thought, my visionary glance had
been long fixed upon features that were not

ideal, but glowed with a living breath. They
smiled and passed away. I was filled with

confusion
; my eyes irresistibly wandered to

the cathedral doors
;

I twice tried to turn

away, but could not. Impelled by an inde-

finable agitation I entered the church, and
from that moment I remember little. A few

stammered words—a smile that still lives

in my heart—a promise. Of all this I pos-
sess but an incomplete and distant recollec-

tion. One thing I know
;
from that time

the saint troubled me no more—I had found

my model.
" On the following day I left the little

room where I had shed so many tears, for this

apartment. You see 1 was no longer an artist.

I painted, it is true
;
but in a velvet chair.

Still I was happy, for she came. She brought
me strength ;

the pencil became winged under

my fingers ;
in the light of her eyes all colours

harmonised. Her beauty was a prize from
which my art claimed the first tribute,

valued the treasure that gave life and vigour
to my work. The model breathed upon the

copy, and almost in spite of itself a new creation

rushed into being. The two hours daily passed
in her presence gifted my brush with a power
which only left it with the last glimpse of
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Such was my life at first
;
but in

v hand trembled when she

wa8 ,
than all, that at the

door which hid her from

p before my eyes. I stood

canvas, and found I could

For the first time for years

Log of my brain no longer drowned

g of my heart. The spiritual essence

that had so long guided my arm deserted me,
: Celt that only the powerless clay re-

I. How came this change ? The blood

surging to my throat told me the truth I dreaded

—I loved. With this thought the horizon

the clear, pure expanse in which

my soul had toiled and dreamed, became a

chaos
;
a fire burned in my breast, and I trem-

Through all that night I sat with my
face buried in my hands, and the first light

which fell upon the untouched picture found

me more resolute. When she came I met her

at the door
; perhaps my looks alarmed her

;

perhaps she guessed the truth. I do not know
;

but she pressed my hand with the tenderest

sympathy, and looked kindly into my eyes.

I never thought her hand so soft, or her eyes so

iruL Consider, my father, what I was—.

a poor motherless student, trying to pick out

bright tints from the world's colourless face—
sheltered so well under the shadow of poverty,
that even my friends' eyes had forgotten to

look for me. What then was that smile worth

I It was the first touch of the beach to

the fainting swimmer
;
the first spoken word

to the young mother
;
the first breath of the

Id to the sick-bed. It promised me for

;
for contempt, encouragement ;

for the cold wind, sunshine. Can you forgive

my father? That evening I found my-
fcelf at her :

'

my <lays passed away before I returned

... fox I was restless and unhappy.
when she drew her hand from mine I

with a firm clasp, and prayed for

lit of keeping it for ever
; yet at these

ironld turn away with a little laugh,
and then bid DM '

wait.' Stranger still to me
I know of one who had my

a when 1 asked her
. pointing to the picture,

I questioned

completed. I
was The

1 to have
Chad don< before

;
th<

!

still—perhaps more than ever
;
for its beauty

was, if possible, heightened, and it spoke to

me with a softer tenderness. Still it was

changed. In my eagerness to know its fate 1^
did not wait until the colours dried, but de-

spatched a messenger at once to the address

which its purchaser had. left with me. In the

meantime I employed myself in preparing for

this terrible reception. I disposed the light

carefully, regulated the disorder of my room,
*and wishing, in my silly vanity, to study the

force of a first impression, I covered tghe paint-

ing with a veil. Scarcely had I in this manner
laid the last offering on the altar of my idol,

than I heard a step upon the stairs. I cannot
tell you all that I endured in the next few
moments—my temples throbbed painfully, and
I replied to the knock at my door in a voice

husky with emotion. I had to repeat the words
before my first and last patron heard me, and
entered the room. He was a man of middle

age and combined in his manner an appearance
of hearty good humour with an air of unmis-
takable nobility. The greeting he bestowed

upon me was cordial and encouraging, and he
asked in a loud cheerful voice, how my work
had prospered. I replied that I intended

leaving that resolution to his judgment ; and
as I placed him in a suitable light, he smiled

kindly, and assured me that I need not fear his

severity. I remember also that as he took

his seat he said, laughingly,
* The court is

open/
"
Perhaps, my father, I weary you with these

details : but you will forgive me when you re-

member that they express only the natural

minuteness of a man who has little more to

observe and less to tell. At a reassuring glance
from the generous face opposite me I drew aside

the cloth hastily, as we snatch the iron from a

wound, and casting my eyes on the ground, I

waited. There ensued a few moments of pro-
found silence—a silence which my visitor was
the first to break.

" ' Is that face a conception of your own ?
'

" The tone in which these words were uttered

induced me to look up. The speaker had risen

from his chair and had advanced towards the

picture, in front of which he stood, pale, calm,
and motionless.

" ' Is that face a conception of your own ?
'

" '

No, signor.'
" ' You had a model, doubtless 1

f

"'lhad.'
" His eyes glanced rapidly round the room,

again to the picture, and then from the picture
to my face. My head sank before that impas-
sible glance. I shuddered, for this silence

seemed terrible to me. After a long pause the

calm voice spoke again.
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"'Of the same?'
"

L raised my eyes, ami saw that my in-

terrogator held in his hand a plain miniature,

which he had taken from the table. I bowed

my head in answer to his question, and ho

went on,
—

" ' How long have you worked at this

picture V
" ' Since I last saw you.'
" ' But not always from the model V
"

I hesitated.
" ' Answer me.'
« t Yes—always.'
" ' She came, then, frequently ?

'

u l

Daily, Siguor.' The next words were

spoken in a trembling voice.
u * Her name ?'

" This abruptness irritated me, and I re-

mained silent.

" ' Her name !
'

" * I do not know.'

"Again my questioner fixed his eyes upon
me

;
but this time I returned their gaze. He

commenced pacing to and fro across the room,
and then pausing abruptly, spoke in a low,
sad voice.

" ' I will tell you.'
" < What 1

'

" * Her name.'
* ' ' You know her, then ?

'

'"I am her husband.'
"
Calmly as these words were uttered, they

struck me with the force of twenty daggers.
I reeled and gasped. He did not notice

me, but walked on steadily,' muttering to

himself.
" * It is not every painter who has a mar-

chioness for a model. You will forget the

garret that I saved you from. You will be

happy among these golden cornices and silken

curtains. Why think of me ? Of me ? I am
her husband—that is all.'

" For a long time I heard nothing but the

beating of my heart.
" ' But for all that, this is not justice. For

my praise you bring humiliation
;

for my gold

you give me tears
;
for my trust you briug dis-

honour.'

"1 threw myself at his feet, and swore he

wronged her. He laughed a bitter laugh, and

pushed me from him. 1 fell, and dragged down
the picture. In a moment I sprang up with

burning tears. It was an insult at once to my
labour and to her. I became mad. I struck

him across the breast, and, throwing him a

sword from a pile of arms which served for

models, I cried :

" « After this, only when you have cut

open my hoart shall you read her justifica-
tion.'

"We crossed swords and then came dark-

ness. When I woke to light I found myself
stretched upon the picture, while my blood was

mingling with its wet colours. They brought
me here, I sent for yon, and now I have only
one more request, 1 wish this packet to be

sent to her. I dare scarcely ask you, my father,

to accept this trust, but if you can so far pity

me you will relieve my thoughts from a great

sorrow. '

" I promised him. He thanked me with

his eyes, and continued more feebly :

' Tell

her that to be denied even a farewell pi

of her hand is very sad, but that nevertheless

I die in hope. If in some quiet night she sees

my shade standing by her side, let her turn

towards it with a smile upon her face, and my
soul will rest for ever.'

" He spoke no more, and about an hour

later I received his last breath.
" I started early the next morning for the

Palazzo Bonaglieri. I knew that my dress

would procure me admission unquestioned, and

although I was half reluctant to avail myself
of its shelter on such an errand, I looked upon
the poor boy's last wish as sacred, and if I did

wrong 1 trust that Heaven will pardon me. I

found the palazzo in great confusion. The

porter was not in the hall, and it was only in

one of the upper chambers that I found a ser-

vant of whom I could make inquiries. That

morning the marchioness had been found dead

in her bed.
" On the same day, and almost at the same

hour that a richly-appointed funeral procession
left the Palazzo Bonaglieri, a simple hearse

emerged from one of the narrow streets leading
to the Via della Scala. At the gates of the

cemetery the driver of this plain death-carriage
drew up to allow the long train of black velvet

and silver lace to pass ; then he followed

humbly. What became of his burden no
one cared to discover, but the more brightly
studded coffin of the other cortege was much

admired, for the history I have just related

was not written on the inscription plate.

After the funeral I opened the packet en-

trusted to me, and found that it contained a

lock of hair.
" The marquis disappeared, and, several

years afterwards, proofs of his dea'.h in Eng-
land having been forwarded to Florence, the

property descended to his brother's family.

To these heirs I presented the portrait,

and in return, by their influence I became

appointed here. They attempted to remove

the blood-stains, but finding some difficulty

in doing so, preferred to keep the picture
veiled. Who knows 'I It may be the blood of

expiation."
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E OF LIFE.

"Old Curiosity Shop"

story of how Kit went

,
and Barbara to the

morning which fol-

tfol expedition, the whole party
of the gorgeous en-

sed upon with such

ight before. Every playgoer
I think, have experienced a similar

any rate, I never feel more

critical, possibly hypercritical,

in a morning when I have spent the

g at a playhouse. There are,

of course, obvious and material causes for this

frame of mind. In an English
m invariably uncomfortable. There

er room for my legs, not, I trust, inordi-

long ;
a cold draught always meanders

playfully about my neck
;
the bench on which

required to sit is harder than that of a

\ Great Western carriage ;
and the

smell and heat bequeath me the never-failing

of a headache. Still, these inconveni-

aot the main reasons for the unfre-

quency of my visits to the theatre. Abroad I

am one of the most assiduous of playgoers ;

ideed, my love for dramatic represen-
tation is so great, that I could face much

lioyances, if I could really have my
taste for acting gratified. Possibly I am un-

reasonable. The aesthetic excuse for Henry
\ 1 1 1 . *s conduct in respect to marriage is, that

iway with one wife after another,

simply and solely because he cherished such an
1 ideal of what a wife ought to be, that

could rest satisfied with the actual

f womanhood who came across his

lat I, in like manner, shall

>ld such acting as I have conceived

Ot Still, this I know, that the

Germany, and Italy ap-

y ideal than those of
i the reason why they do

that they represent life, and

•

this season of the

To the
- manner of ob-

! were well

ttty of rose-coloured

oaiads, or

,
I forgel which -

y com-

ommon ia

rorld. Tl,

and the

and as meaningless as they ought to be in a

classical extravaganza. Altogether I had every
reason to be satisfied. Burlesque is, to my
mind, a sort of desert to the dramatic banquet.

If there are flowers, and epergnes, and Bohe-

mian glass, and candied fruits, and bonbons

enough upon the table, no reasonable guest
will object to his not being able to make a

solid meal out of dessert
;
and it would be

about as fair to grumble because a burlesque
is not a five-act classical drama. My objection
is to the comedy which opened the perform-
ances. That, and not the extravaganza, was

the real burlesque of life. It is about this

play that I wish to grumble.
It would not be fair to specify the piece I

allude to by name. My objections are rather

to the class to which this play belongs, than to

the play itself. It is enough to say, that it

professed to be a drama of modern English
life. Whether it is adapted from the French
I neither know nor care. The idea, I fairly

grant, was English ;
and the relations between

a gentleman and his wife's aunt, which formed

the basis of the plot, were eminently British.

Somehow or other a wife's relations are not

the bugbear in continental life that they are

with us. In fact, if I may broach an unpar-
donable heresy, I should say that family rela-

tions abroad are, as a rule, far more friendly
and domestic than they are in the happy
homes of England. This, however, is merely
a parenthesis. The play in question had been

largely praised in the London papers. I had
read that it was a remarkable picture of

modern society, and a clever delineation of

English life. The principal part was played

by perhaps the most natural and unaffected

actress on the London stage ;
and I was told

that the character was one of her best crea-

tions. Moreover, I happened to have fre-

quently met the author and some of the chief

actors at social gatherings, and knew that,

whatever their dramatic ability might be, they
were quiet gentlemanlike men, who knew as

well as any men in London what were the

habits and customs of middle-class educated

society. With this knowledge, I expected to

see, at any rate a representation of such a

world as they and I were accustomed to.

What was it that I actually saw ?

In the first place, there was a grave old

gentleman, the father of the family, and, I

le, a respectable stockbroker, or retired

solicitor, or sleeping partner in a Bank, or

something of that kind. He was dull, but
that was in his part; he was dismally comic,
DU< that w -I of him

;
and his speci-

ality consisted ID always carrying a large book

a, supposed to be a treatise on
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the weather by Admiral Fitzroy, and remark-

ing, that the weather was about to turn to

rain whenever any of the personages began to

cry, or that storms might be expected when
his wife seemed on the point of losing her

temper. All this I could have overlo.

but why was this estimable man—who, we are

given to understand, was rather a gay old boy
out of doors, and somewhat too fond of his

club—attired at every period of the four-and-

twenty hours in evening costume. Is it com-

mon in any class of modern English society

for middle-aged gentlemen to go out at mid-

day Avith tail coats, black unmentionables, and

white chokers 1 Why, I ask, is a gentleman
of the present year of grace expected to appear
on the stage in the costume of half a century

ago?
Then, of course there was a comic footman

and a pert chambermaid. As to the latter,

she was attired in a manner which would
cause her instant dismissal, even by the most

long-suffering of mistresses
;
and she winked

and flirted with a sublime contempt for the ordi-

nary relations between masters and servants.

It is, however, I admit, possible that even a

well-bred gentleman, devoted to his wife,

might in some rash moment have stolen a kiss

from the lips of a very pretty girl, and might,
on account of her looks, put up with a good
deal of impertinence. A considerable licence

must be allowed upon the stage, and dramatic

chambermaids are traditionally expected to be

pert. My chief indignation, therefore, was
concentrated on the footman, who was not

even supposed to be an old and spoiled ser-

vant, but was taken as an ordinary type of a

genteel London flunkey. This individual,
whose dress was more like that of an itinerant

showman than of an ordinary
"
Jeaines," be-

haved himself throughout in a fashion which

nothing but chronic drunkenness could account

for. He sat down in his employer's presence,

helped himself to the repast provided for his

master, spun round on one leg like a tee-

totum, played antics, took kicks from his mas-
ter as a matter of course, and misconducted
himself in every conceivable manner that a

London footman would never dream of doing.
Such a character would have been intelligible
in "High Life below Stairs ;" but the piece
in which he was introduced was intended to be
an accurate delineation of modern English
middle-class life. As I looked upon his per-

formance, I could not but think of houses,

belonging to the very class of inmates whose
life was depicted before me

;
houses where I

had often met the author
; and wondering what

he or I should have thought or said if we had
soen the footman, who waits upon us with a

grave and solemn composure, demeaning him-

self like this John Thomas of comedy.
I speak strongly on this point, because the

chief actors in the piece used language such

as people in their position might naturally
have employed, and behaved themselves like

ordinary ladies and gentlemen. The accesso-

the other hand, were villa:.

and utterly improbable. Moreover, though
the dialogue was good enough and the id

the plot ingenious, yet nothing could be more
unlike life than the circumstances by which this

idea was worked out. Harassed by the importu-
nities of his wife's aunt, the hero of the piece
wishes to bring matters to a climax, and I

the house of his wife's parents in a hull". The
next morning we find him in possession of a

house of his own, which he had looked out,

taken, furnished, and occupied, in less than

twenty-four hours' time. Aladdin's lamp and

j

Fortunatus' purse combined can no doubt
' work greater wonders than this, but the piece
I in which this marvellous tour de force occurs is

not an extravaganza, or even a sensation drama
of the Monte Cristo order, but a sober deli-

neation of real life. The stratagem fails, and

the prodigal husband is about to sink back

beneath the yoke of his wife's relations for

ever, when a Deus ex machind appears to

release him from his bondage, in the person of

a young sailor brother-in-law. This nautical

individual, who, in order I suppose to resemblo

the sailor of real life, is a very pretty

young lady dressed in male attire, exhibits his

or her maritime profession by wearing a very

becoming and tight-fitting uniform. Happily
the lion's name is thus printed beneath the

lion's portraiture, or otherwise I should most

certainly have mistaken the gay young
lieutenant for a dancing-master, or for the

primo Ballerino of the Italian stage. His

usual mode of moving about the room was by
a hop, skip, and a jump, terminating with a

pirouette ;
and the free good-humour of the

jolly tar was exhibited by a habit of slapping

everybody on the back upon every possible

occasion, and by calling his father "dad,"
both in speaking to him and of him. This gay

young dog announces, almost without taking

breath, that he had been privately married for

a year to a Miss Smith, that he had lost his

wife in her first confinement, and wa

happy father of a lively baby. One would

have thought that this was rather a startling

announcement from the lips of one's son and

heir, but his parents and family receive it as

much as a matter of course as if he told

them he had picked up sixpence in the streets.

No questions are asked, not the slightest

anxiety is evinced as to the character of the
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deceased wife, or as to the circumstances

wbicli her husband to keep his

baby is admitted

nily, the mother-

hex affections instaiitane-

and-nieoe, and her nephew-in-
and enjoyment

te of the features of a piece
|

cted recently with considerable I

;iccepted generally as
:

-eription of life as it is amongst the

middle classes of England. I have singled it

out for this reason, though I might quote more

at absurdities from any drama of real life

which is now being enacted in the London

theatres. Now, unless I am mistaken, a great

part of the declining popularity of the drama

to this habit of burlesquing life upon
the stage. Constantly you will see the part of

istocratic lover or the fashionable villain

filled by a gentleman who describes his manual

extremities and the organ of life as his 'and

and 'art. Such a defect in pronunciation

ought to be absolutely fatal to an actor, just as

singing false is to a musician. It may, how-

ever, be said that habits of mis-pronunciation

ry hard to cure after youth has passed.
This is true. But then, what conceivable

reason is there why English actors should not

trouble themselves to learn how ladies and

gentlemen are dressed in ordinary society 1

There is, for instance, my friend Mr. Buskin.

Off the stage, nothing can be more quiet or

simple than his dress. On the stage, when he

represents the character of a distinguished

nobleman, he wears check trousers, with a

pattern so large that Bob Sawyer would have
ted to invest his person in them

; a
's Ark coat, such as was the fashion ten

years ago ;
and a bread-brimmed hat, stuck

rakishly half off his head. My chief com-

plaint, however, is with the authors. Actors
in London, from circumstances I cannot now

teritably in a very narrow world
im ; and, unless they are men of

great originality of mind, adopt in conse-

I views of a profes-
"I fortune, how-

many of our leading play-

remarkably well-

who know
** lu of the

i n.in who works
livelihood is ever likely t<>

which I am acquainted, you never see solecisms

committed of the kind I have dwelt upon.

Behind the footlights you behold men and

women dressed in the ordinary attire of the

class they represent, using appropriate language,

and behaving as their originals would behave

under like circumstances. The individual

acting of the English stage, I think, is of a

very high order. Pathos and sentiment, and

humour and passion, are frequently expressed

by our leading actors in a manner which their

continental rivals could not excel ; but the

accessories of the piece invariably dispel the

illusion created by the power of individual

genius.

Thus, I cannot but fancy that if a different

system were pursued ;
if care were taken, not

only to secure good leading actors, but good
subordinates

;
if an attempt were made to render

the stage not only the mirror of human pas-

sions, but the likeness of the outward features

of the life we lead, there would be fewer com-

plaints of the decline of the English drama.

I shall doubtless be told that I am wrong,
and .that practical experience has taught

managers that no piece will go down without

an admixture of eccentric buffoonery. The

fact, however, that this assertion is made con-

fidently by competent authorities does not con-

vince me that I am wrong. I speak as one of

the play-loving, but not play-going, public. I

go to the theatre to see a delineation of the

life I know and move in, and come away dis-

appointed when I see a mere burlesque of life.

So, I suspect, do many thousands of persons
situated like myself.

E. D.

THE CONCIERGE IN PARIS.

"Cordon, s'il vous plaIt !

" Be polite to

the concierge under all circumstances. You
are in his hands. He keeps watch over you.
He receives all your letters, sees all your

friends, your tradesmen, and your creditors.

He marks the hours at which you come and

go. He knows when you have a new coat,

and what you do with the old one. Observe

that he has nothing to do in the world (if he

be in a good house) except to make notes from

that little window, whence he surveys the

world that passes to and fro. It is he who
answers all questions that maybe addressed to

him by your friends, or enemies, concerning

you. You are only the first-floor lodger, but

he is concierge ;
and he will have you mark

the difference in your relative positions. You

may fret, but you cannot escape him. When
he [Mills the cord, you must accept the act as

ur which he has been gracious enough to
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pay you. There is not a man with whom you
are acquainted whose name is not familiar to

him. All your little ailments are at his

fingers' ends. If he had a good memory, a

fair notion of style and orthography, he might
write romances that would pale the star of the

author of " La Femme de Trente Ana," His

malicious rye marks who comes when Mon-
lieuT is out He knows when to put a pecu-

niary expression into his slavish countenance.

.Monsieur de Vandenesse is understood by the

concierge when the Marquis is all confidence.

The Marquise d'Aiglemont could not have de-

fied the vengeance of the man in the little

dark room, by the gateway of her hotel. Irre-

proachable himself, he sits in his sombre little

cabin—as judge in a court of justice. He
knows that those scandalous romancists of the

Boulevards write severe things about him.

They call him mouchard ; but he smiles, and
counts his hundred-sous pieces, and as he drops
them in the leather bag, he grins

—
thinking of

the time when some of these gentlemen will be

lying in the hospital
—

ay, possibly lapping the

soup of Bicetre
;
and he will be rentier, and

will follow his daughter to the Bois de Bou-

logne in her wedding dress, having given her

a pretty dot. He has bought Rentes already—
trust him. His five-franc pieces were at the

disposition of his country during the Crimean
war

;
and the people laughed to see him

counting them out. The placement was highly

advantageous, it is true
; but, he trusted, people

would give him a little credit for patriotism.
His prying habits apart, the concierge is

what we call a respectable man. He is always
at his post. He is bountifully civil. He is

ever faithful to his trust. You will not often

see a concierge before the Correctional Police.

The extent of his dissipation is an occasional

coup at the nearest wine skop, with a neigh-
bour. On fine evenings he sits under the

gat-way, with his wife and her friend, lazily

watching the passers-by, In the winter he is

shut, with his wife and the friend (a neigh-

bouring cook or housemaid), in his steamy den.

It is gloomily lighted by an oil lamp, with a

green shade over it. On a shelf, by the table,
lie the letters of the lodgers. Against the wall

are rows of keys, which open the various apart-
ments of the house. The den is packed with

every kind of bundle, domestic utensil, and

package ;
and overhead is a bed, that is let

down on the floor, at night. The wife and her

friend knit and talk scandal
;
and the con-

cierge, with the cordon at hand, reads the

evening paper, and gives forth the news—when
he is in an amiable mood. He is a philosopher,
whom nothing moves. He has seen every

phase of life. Weddings and funerals by the

hundred
; domestic quarrels, executions, ruin,

extraordinary strokes of luck, love, jealousy,

! by that little square window
of hi-. How often has he helped to hang the

black cloth gateway ; and to arrange
the tapers round the coffin in the passage,
within view of the people in the street, that

these might enter and sprinkle holy water on
the dead ! I remember one frosty December

morning (some ten years have flown since

then) I was the proud inhabitant of rooms on
the first floor of a student's hotel, in the Rue
des Quatres Vents. Those four winds blew no

good to anybody. Fate had hit a knock

blow at every inhabitant of that street. It

was the street of the great Paris family of the

Empty Pockets. The morning was icy, and a

keen wind blew through the long dusty passage
that led to the street. I had a word to say
to the concierges

—man and wife. They had
made mistakes with my letters, and had given
some of my newspapers to the second floor.

As I passed hurriedly into the stifling little

place where the concierge and his wTife were

rubbing their lean knees over a stifling little

stove
;
I almost fell over a long box (very like

an orange box), that was propped on end as a

ladder, or a plank of timber, against the walk

I made my complaint, and was met with

that crushing and unanswerable humility for

which my Quatre-Vents concierges were remark-

able. Poverty is, to most people, a break in

the encampment that lets in a pack of wolves

upon them. To my humble concierges it was

impenetrable armour.
" We are so poor, you see, sir," said they,

whenever I opened a complaint.
" Wo are

very sorry ; but we are poor people." Im-

possible to be angry with people who clasped

your knees. On that December morning I had

determined to be firm.
" This is unendurable ! Once more, my

papers !

"

" You must really excuse anything this

morning, sir, especially with poor people, who
do their best."

"And why this morning?" I answered.

"To begin with, I nearly broke, my shins

over a great deal box you have planted half-

way across the passage."
"
That, sir—why it's Mademoiselle Lucille !"

I had stumbled against a coffin, containing

the remains of a lodger whom I had seen day
after day drawing water at the fountain oppo-
site my window

;
when preparations were

making for an humble lying in state under

the gateway.
I was silenced ;

and suffered henceforth the

blunders of the poor conciergerie, without com-

plaint. I have no doubt now, having at any
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rate tho years that bring the philosophic

ges aro

. ill help his Imperial Majesty to

M millioi rity of the

compels him to borrow.

of the concierge are bearable.

•iggest log when you are

. ith half a load of wood. You pay

him ti 1 gratification when you return

[night. You cannot help the

1 .rings up between him and

i . t know when the price of

, ;h for your pocket ;
and

ruarrelled with the cobbler over his

.lending your shoes. Every detail of
•

is his property.

Irink Bordeaux at twenty-five sous the

ind he knows it
;
and it is only when you

have friends, you go even as far as Beaune. The

boo dear in the market to-day for

: the cook has told him so with a toss

of the head ;
and he holds that you are Men
\ friend out at elbow has paid

: and went out arm-in-arm with you,
i you. The landlord has called three

for his rent. It is the privilege of the

o be posted up in the doings of the

see, and of the front staircase, of your
nt. You furnish Sunday afternoon

q to him, and his friends.

The oyster-woman, who sits with her fish

ly packed in straw, waiting for customers

corner of the street, elbow to elbow with

the vendor of roasted chesnuts—this buxom
old lady, who has the firmest thumb I ever

• d opening an oyster ;
has been in

this street of the fashionable west of Paris (to
anoted myself from the Quatres-

L-twenty years. Rubbing
it the comer-stone of the Rue

ire heard the

of the days of July ; caught
"Mourir pom- la Patrie," in

1848 ; nee of the

it li that thumb
She is he*

She
!I the cooks and

rgea in ti anow-

iitly packed,
; iii the

, Calli into her net

M

that I

l 'r '

i
:
" "' N ' » lain, iiui ion, Clemonce

; but,
ii ?"

Clemence makes a theatrical start, and will

not believe that Madame can be ignorant of the

name of Madame Buisson. " Why, Madame,"
cries Clemence,

' ' she has been in the street

twenty-five years."

Madame. "
Possibly ;

but what is she ?
"

Clemence.
" Why, Madame, the oyster-

woman at the corner of the Rue de Grevuhle."

No concierge would deprive himself of the

pleasure and profit of Madame Buisson's ac-

quaintance. Nor would the lady think for

one moment of shortening her supply of scandal,

by offending a man who held the key of a

house.

My west end concierge was one of Madame
Buisson's intimates. I lived in a very short

street, and from my balcony I could distinctly

see all that was passing in it. When I threw

the windows open in the early morning, the

concierge was cooling his feverish nose on the

doorstep ;
or talking with the man who was

taking down the shutters of his favourite wine-

shop, where he had just sipped his "
morning's

refresher." He would sit on the form by the

wine-shop door and cast his bleared eyes over

the great house opposite, that was his domain.

I felt that his eye rested occasionally upon

me, and that I must be on my best behaviour.

He was an excellent sample of the concierge,

dressed in a very short, square cut, dress coat,

of a mouldy-greenish hue, a waistcoat bright-

ened with metal buttons, blue trousers, and,

in the early morning, sabots. A snuff-brown

baggy cap covered his wise head, with the peak
of it put sideways, that it might not impede
his observations. There wrere not many varia-

tions in his morning performance. He had a

greeting with the wood and coke merchant,
who was stacking logs in his black shed. The

baker halted, with the loaves towering far above

his head, to exchange news. The patient

auvergnat, ambling along with his cans of water

slung across his shoulder, answered his morn-

ing pleasantry ; for, by the laughter, my
concierge could say good things,

—at least he

laughed at them very much himself, and ap-

peared to be rewarded from time to time with

a coup, offered to him by some grateful friend

of the street. It was worth an hour spent
on my balcony to see the Rabelaisian content

and chuckle with which, when invited to the

powter bar, he followed his entertainer ;
and

the bonhommie with which he slapped his

momentary host on the back as they came

forth, after a few minutes, and he resumed his

n the form. We used to call him the

spider. He caught many flies in bhe course of

thr morning, when he was not called from his

by l he piercing voice of his better half,

summoning him across the road to pe
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some duty of his responsible office. When ho

unmoned he would put on a grave,
i rial air, directly drew the cuff of his

coat across his Bacchanal lips, set tho peak of

his cap in a becoming position, and, summon-

ing to his aid every scrap of dignity at his

command, made across the road to see who was

at the gates of his kingdom.
in his way, the concierge was a bon vivant ;

but never did he permit his love of the good

things of this world to interfere with the

scrupulous performance of his official duties.

He was as severe as a colonel called to the

front of his regiment. His friends might joke
him when he was off duty ;

but he was true as

steel whew he stood at the door of the lodge
and was examining anybody who wished to

up stairs. If anybody who knew my
rooms, and had visited them twenty times,

ventured to pass his lodge and to pull my bell

without having undergone a preliminary in-

spection, the concierge would follow him up
the stairs and summon him to explain himself.

Very amiable visitors laughed only ;
but the

quick-tempered were not complimentary in

their auswers. An Italian visitor said to me
one evening,

" Do you know, that if I had not

entertained the very highest respect for you, I

should have boxed the ears of your concierge 1
"

1 am sure that if he had completely indulged
his inclination, I should not have been mortally
offended. I heard afterwards that my cook

and the concierge had put the Italian gentle-
man in his proper place. They had agreed
that he was not worth much. Said the cook,
" I opened the door to him, and he asked

whether Monsieur was at home without saying
* Good day' to me."

I was walking past the porter's lodge one

afternoon, in great haste, when the concierge
flashed out and called after me. He was in

an excited state, and when excited he was in

the habit of twitching his features into the

most painful contortions
; whereupon the fol-

lowing dialogue invariably passed between him
and his wife—a portly lady, who might have

carried him about in her reticule :
—

" Don't make grimaces," the lady observed,
with authority.
Her lord looked at her with scorn, tempered

by the number of coups he had taken in the

course of the morning. He would resume his

conversation, completely turning his back upon
his Avife. She would fold her arms, and

gradually shift her position to one where she

could catch the expressions of her husband's

face. Again, in a more authoritative tone—
" Don't make grimaces, I tell you, Mon-

sieur."

isieur, without looking for an instant at

his wife, would answer, "Is that any business

of yours, Madame \
n And as he replied he

would back towards her, and so force her into

the lodge, continuing his conversation the
while.

This scene was punctually enacted when
I was stopped on my way out to listen to a

complaint.
The concierge removed his brown cap,

smiled submissively, the rascal ! and, in his

sweetest voice, said—
" Monsieur will pardon me, but I have a

little observation to make to him."
"
Speak," said I, impatiently.

" It was past twelve o'clock when Mon-
sieur's guest left last night. I am a light

sleeper
"

" Well !

"
I interrupted sharply, having

added ill-temper to my impati
" I only wished to make a little observation

to Monsieur. If his guests would go a little

earlier—that's all. The bell rings close to my
ears when I am in bed. The nights are be-

ginning to be cold."
" Do I understand," I answered icily,

" that

you wish me to get up in my salon and say,
' ladies and gentlemen, it is past eleven o'clock,

and my concierge begs that you will go, for he

is a light sleeper ?
' "

" Hold your tongue !

" Madame exclaimed,

escaping once more from the lodge. But her

husband, without noticing, backed once more
towards her, and drove her out of sight.

"
Monsieur," he said,

" will excuse my little

observation."

The concierge took his revenge. I received

daily complaints. The second- floor had been

disturbed by our piano, the boys had stamped

up the stairs, the maid had laughed in the face

of the concierge's wife ;
Madame Buisson, the

oyster woman or ecaillere (of the powerful

thumbs) recruited on the side of the concierge.

It went up and down the street that our laun-

dress had called four times in one day for her

bill. I must do the belle icaUlere the justice of

at once allowing that she showed herself a

mistress of scandal, in her conduct of this

damaging fact. There could not be the least

doubt about it, four times had the laundress

called for her bill in one day. Had'

twenty francs among us 1 of what were we

made 1 this poor woman wanted her money !

We should take a ch< :ing. The con-

cierge called the 'hat he had

never had a high opinion of us. So much was

established to our detriment. Clemence, the

cook, affected despair, and vowed vengeance

against the bad tongues that had maligned us,

but the case as it stood damaged us only.
This mild mischief did not satisfy the ecaillere,
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iht it artistically complete. When

8heC) ,
: a sword, she would

have • know it was a two-edged one.

tpoo the laundress. The laun-

dress was in a hurry for her money, because

hor Jo token off all relations with her

ing ;
and she was determined to

solace herself abundantly at the wine-shop.

finishing touch given to the story, it

pleased all the street. I believe our servant,

« of her heart, explained that

the laundress called twice before the family

was stirring ;
once when breakfast was in pro-

gress ;
and once when everybody was out ;

and

.ad her money in the afternoon.

But the explanation threw the ecaillere into

laughter : she shook her head, and would

e her ingenious scandal destroyed.

If I fared badly, the entresol and the

second-floor fared worse. Stung to the quick

. ruing with the hourly spying of the

. the entresol rushed out, took other

3 in his new quarters before

nightfall ;
while the second-floor—they were

Poles, and, I grant, mysterious ones to boot—
according to the concierge

" turned out"

by him, because Monsieur returned home late

It will be easily imagined that

•les did not escape the talk of the street.

The concierge told the ecaillere, who told the

woman at the boot-stall in the Madeleine

market, who told our cook, that the Polish

lady in the secoud-floor, sat in her room,

crying, all day long. The street knew that the

.t an umbrella
;
that he gave twenty

for it, and that before it had been in

the possession of his family twenty - four

hours, his wife left it in an omnibus. I think

the concierge must have celebrated the Pole's

misfortune with an extra •

the example of the entresol. If

not a mouchardy he had
I lis nose was in every

bag of roa its that entered the house.

plait, in a win-

OOgh 1 were calling a bird to

its bu reyed before I could

I returned home
and pulled tho

bell, a brown wrinkled face

iplexion than a

tied with a cotton

a little window by
I arching

polled. 1

,

lanvl-

itiff brown i

irho, I have
Ml " ' " •"

told, baa a Undreue for the tcaUttre.

My new concierge,
—I watched him narrowly

before I committed myself to a bargain for the

rooms,—was a homely working-man ; quiet, and

always occupied with his own business. In

the morning he envelopes himself in a blue

apron that reaches from his chin to his toes
;

blacks boots, runs errands, delivers letters,

and is in short, ready for any duty, and to

put a bright face on it. I have met a few like

him;—one or two in students' hotels near

the Pantheon, one in the Rue d'Angouleine
St. Honore (where people conceive that they
are bound to give themselves airs), and two

or three in bourgeois' houses of unpretending

aspect But the concierge is a spy and a

nuisance, whether amiable or angry, frank or

prying ;
and full of scandal. He is the bete noir

of the Parisians. They riddle him with small

shot
;
he provides thousands of pleasantries for

the cheap journals ;
there is a sneer all over

the house when he raps at the doors of the

various apartments on the morning of new

year's day, and with his good wishes, leaves his

present of a few oranges. This is his way of

announcing that he expects a solid pecuniary
new year's gift ;

and his gifts are many, for Fear

gives them. It has long been agreed on all

hands, that it is prudent to be on excellent

terms with the man who guards the gate of

your house, who receives your letters, and who
knows many of your secrets. He is laughed

at, but he remains strong. His tyranny is felt

every hour in the day, but Paris must be

rebuilt before it can be shaken off. He can be

punished if he betrays his trust
;
a lodger can

compel the landlord to dismiss him, if he mis-

behaves himself; but while he is merely a

reckless gossip, a malicious brewer of mischief,

or an eccentric who is crushed by an over-

weening estimate of the importance of his

duties, he must be tolerated, and not only
be tolerated, he must be petted. A Parisian's

house is not his castle—it is that of his con-

cierge. Blanchard Jerrold.

PROSERPINE.

A champaign covered -with eternal flowers—
In the first dawn of wakened summer time,
In the early dawn when all the hills and fields

Were white with silver dew, and violets drank
The sprinkled moisture, and '

through veils of

mist
The fair laburnum dropped its golden rain :

Then Proserpine, deep-circled with the light,

The purple light of youth,
—and Cyane

And all her choir of maids, with loosened zones,
1 1 lands in the vales of Sicily,

And talked in voices like the whispering surge,

Chafing the pebbles of the barren shore.

So, till the climbing ran within its sphere
i

;
then a cold and sudden night,
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And hideous, darkened all the pole ;
the isle

Slivered with horses' hoofs and noise of wheels,
Bat none nii^ht see the driver— whether he

niu death-bringing blight, or very death—
The brooks no longer babbled

;
all the m<

Was dank with mildew, every herb distilled

Slow drops of lurid light ;
the dying rose,

The paling broom, and drooping lily fell.

Hut when the sudden sound had died away,
And night had followed in its track, and all

L>3!)

The world was gladdened with returning day,
iphond was not, and (Wane

Lay lifeless in the middle of the field,

With white and awful lips, and stony eyes,
Her neck still bound with fast, fast closing flowers,
And crowns of hawthorn withering on her brow.

Too late !—she may not tell to eager ears

The wonder of her eyes ; her marble limbs,

Touched by the silent poison. firm ;

The moisture creeps upon her hair
; her feet,

Her hands distil in dew, and soon clear waves
llesmooth faint footsteps in the golden grayle !
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XDIES.
PABT I.

A n rt of foundling; its

it ion equivocal,
tion. It may never

fimm-ga from the gloom in Avhich it first made
in the world surely

tug in process of time ab-

sorbed among the reputable classes of words :

>vhich has so enriched and

hat it is convenient to

all particularity concerning pedigree
—

.itimately reach drawing-rooms, and par-
. and palaces, its right of entry

thoroughly acknowledged. The
-titute themselves heralds

or pursuivants to inquire into the gentle birth

.vorth of words, and ascertain, as it

which among them is entitled to bear

armour, have not an easy time of it.

fashion in language which seems to

: ide rule
; and accident has to be taken

ount. The world of our language,
like the world of society, is made up of English
and alien, of old and new, of unquestionable and

fcfuL
" "Words often ride very slackly at

anchor on their etymologies," says Dean Trench.
. the manipulations of time, particular

Jtered almost to positive
%L Old terms of compliment become
•h of abuse. Phrases of accepted cur-

in the polite circles of Shakespeare's age
ted as wholly inadmissible in

.tion. Words of respectable
:i enough in a colloquial way have emi-
to the colonies, and on their return home

I recognition among the brethren
left behind them years before. Thus

DU which are now looked upon as

Lately to American slang are,
f* old English origin, parts of the

book with them
>

- back to us again,
Winkles

j they
a hundn and more

;

unknown, forgotten alto-

I
in their

bave to begin over again,

rogue and vaga-
iluir way

nage.
1 HP*t H* [by birth, have !

out of ob-

lually bark

word

there were therefore no further occasion for it.

Also it may be noted, that the sort of creature

it was presumed to describe no longer exists

among us : the Dandies have disappeared. But
the word was quite a modern one, and of course

slang in its origin. It is not easy, however,
to discover with exactness when it came first

into general use. By-and-by it will be some
one's duty to inquire when the present fa-

vourite word, Swell, was promoted from the

street- to the salon. Let us see a little about
the elder term, Dandy.

Mr. Pierce Egan, the author of "Life in

London," who is generally regarded as a writer

of some authority upon questions of slang,

says the word was first used in the year 1 820.

Another author of the same class, John Bad-

cock, who, under the name of "John Bee,"
wrote a "

Dictionary of the Turf, the Ring,
the Chase, the Pit, the Bon Ton, and the

Varieties of Life," fixes 1816 as the date.

The word was in use some time before, how-
ever. In 1817 Lord Byron was at Venice,

writing "Beppo.;" in that poem occur the

lines :
—

But I am but a nameless sort of person—
A broken dandy, lately on my travels, &c.

In 1822,fLord Glenbervie published a trans-

lation of Forteguerri's "Ricciardetto," and in

his preface considered it necessary to make
some apology for his use of the words blue-

stocking and dandy, which he thought might
furnish matter for the learning of a commen-
tator at some future period, though every
English reader of that date would understand
them. " Our present ephemeral dandy" he

writes,
"

is akin to the maccaroni of my earlier

days." For blue-stocking he claims classicality

by reason of Mrs. Hannah More's poem of
" Bas Bleu

;

''
his apology for dandy consists

in the previous use of the word by Lord Byron,
as above, in "Beppo." As to both words, he

suggests that "their day may not be long :"

Cadentque
Qua? nunc sunt in honore vocabula.

There is an entry, moreover, in Byron's diary,
under date of February, 1814

;
—"I wonder

how the deuce anybody could make such a
world : for what purpose dandies, for instance,

ordained,—and kings, and fellows of

colleges, and women of a certain age, and

many men of any age, and myself most of

all," ,

D. ^uineey (born in 1785), in his " Auto-

collections," relates pleasantly
how, when quite a lad he was walking with

lei brother in the neighbourhood of

the paternal mansion on the out-
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skirts of Manchester, a boy issued from a

factory, and called out insultingly after thorn,

"Halloa, bucks !

"
adding derisive shouts of

"
Boots, boots!'' in allusion to the fact that

Lemen wore Hessian boots, "a
that could not bo forgiven in the I.

shire of that day, because it expressed the

double offence of being aristocratic and being
outlandish." As to the term bucks, "the

Header," writes Do Quincey, "may fail to per-

ny atrocious insult. . . . But the reader

is wrong. The word dandies, which was what

the villain meant, had not then been born, so

that he could not have called us by that name,
unless through the spirit of prophecy. Buck
was the nearest word at hand in his Manchester

vocabulary ;
he gave us all he could, and let

us dream the rest." For the punishment in-

flicted upon
" the villain," and the story of the

subsequent feud between the young gentlemen
and the factory "hands" of the neighbour-

hood, the curious must be referred to the

original author. In a note upon the word

dandies, De Quincey says,
" This word, how-

ever, exists in Jack-a-dandy, a very old English
word. But what does that mCan ?

"

Jack-a-dandy is certainly old enough. In

"Wit and Drollery," 1082, appears the verse :

My love is blithe and bucksome,
And sweet and fine as can lie,

Fresh and gay as the flowers in May,
And looks like Jaclc-a-Dandy.

And in Mr. Thomas Brown's works (more re-

markable for their humour than their delicacy,

by the way), in " An Epitaph upon the Charm-

ing Peggy," appear the lines :

To tell the truth as short as can be,
She killed herself with drinking brandy,
And all for her dear Jack-a-Dandy.

As a curious instance of the confusion to which

slang words and phrases are liable, I may
add, by way of note, that in the Glossary of

Rhyming Slang—a secret tongue or cant speech
in vogue amongst the costermongers, and con-

sisting of the substitution of words and sen-

tences which rhyme for other words intended

to be kept secret—attached to the "
Slang

Dictionary
"
published by Mr. Hotten in 1859,

the words Jack-dandy are understood to signify

./,
—

clearly a departure from the original

meaning of the former word.

Captain Grose, the antiquary, published the

first edition of his " Classical Dictionary of the

Vulgar Tongue" in 1785. He makes no
mention of the word dandy in its modem
sense, though he gives dandy grey russet "a
dirty brown," and mentions that a cry of
V That's the dandy, i.e., the ton, the clever

thing," and " That's the barber," were favourite

phrases in the mouths of the common people of
that day and earlier, "signifying their appro-
bation <d' any action, measure, or thing." We
may trace this phrase in th ory of
" That's the ticket

" of later years.
the word /

>t, "an insignificant
or trifling fellow." This, Archdeacon Nares
tells us in his "Glossary," is "probably from

; whether i from brat may
be doubted

;
but from the same source comes

Jack-a-Dandy, and the very modern abbre-

viation of dandy." In Henry the Seventh's

reign a small coin was issued, called ad
prat : and in Massinger's play of the "

Virgin

Martyr
"

is to be found the lino :

The smug dandy-prat smells us out whatever we are

doing.

The prefix Jack seems to have a sort of sportive

significance, as in Jack Fool, Jack Ketch,
Jack Pudding, Jack-a-napes, &c. Webster, in

his "Dictionary," derives dandy from the

French dandin, "a noddy, a ninny." But
there would seem to be little connection be-

tween the dandy of the Regency period, and
such a character as the George Dandin of

Moliere.

From consideration of the word we will now
turn to the thing it was supposed to describe.

Captain Gronow, in the second series of his

"Recollections" (1862) writes: "How un-

speakably odious—with a few brilliant ex-

ceptions, such as Alvanley and others—were

the dandies of forty years ago ! They were a

motley crew, with nothing remarkable about

them but their insolence. They were generally
not high-born, nor rich, nor very good-looking,
nor clever, nor agreeable ;

and why they arro-

gated to themselves the right of setting up
their own fancied superiority on a self-raised

pedestal, and despising their betters, Heaven

only knows. They were generally middle-aged,
some even elderly men, had large appetites and

weak digestions, gambled freely and had no

luck. They hated everybody, and abused

everybody, and would sit together in White's

bay window, or the pit boxes at the opera,

weaving
' tremendous crammers.' They swore

a good deal, never laughed, had their own par-

ticular slang, looked hazy after dinner, and

had most of them been patronised at one time

or other by Brummell ami the Prino

This is not a very favourable account : but it is

by "one of themselves." The Captain was of

the dandy world forty years ago.

The Prince Regent at the dandy epoch was

already an old man, though he did not wish to

have it generally known. He had flung away
his manhood after his youth. He had neither

nerves nor stomach now to play his old part of
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Buck and Blood. The swaggering muscular

gracelessness of his y vs could not be

us left with a shat-

constitution, a ruined figure, an unlovely
j

Death an auburn wig the grey ,

,, Inch no < bed He owed some I

surrounding him, who

Le debility the vogue, and 1111-

The dandies were for

some I Bsfol in their worthless endea-

vours. They established quite an apotheosis

uiinacy. The world of fashion bowed

low in adoration of the clothes-horse.

indy, according to Mr. Carlyle, is a man
born with a " divine idea of cloth." Un-

doubtedly a prominent notion in connection

with the dandies arises from the value they
attached to all matters of wardrobe and at-

tire. But there were beaux before Brummell ;

there were men devoted to a " divine idea of

cloth" a long time preceding the dandies of

the Georgian era. Hotspur had acquaintance
with a fop ;

Hamlet gave audience to Osric ;

and are not the doings of " Orlando "
Fielding,

and Beau Edgeworth, "prince of puppies,"
chronicled duly by Sir Richard Steele in the
"
Hatter \*—to mention no others of the "dan-

diacal body," whose splendid clothes and fatuous

conduct have given them fame. But Brum-
mell's name is closely associated with all con-

sideration of modern dress. The Brummellian
swallow-tailed coat and the stiff cravat are com-

paratively of our own day. He may properly

[aided as a founder of the dandy race,

though he did not remain in England to wit-

ness the zenith of glory and folly at which
ifterwardl arrived. He had left London

irly in 1816. He was then only
thirty-eight ;

but was utterly ruined and dis-

graced. He had quarrelled with and, it was
lefraoded a Mr. Meyler, his partner
Byron write* of his flight and exile,

"When Brummell was obliged (by that affair

who thence acquired the name
I v- Killer '—it was about

•t, and all that) to return to

ach ; and having ac-

t study, our
asked what progress

mell had made in French, he respo

like Bona-
.'" Both

Laughed a1

tan of ob-

; at in

• ueck-

a&d full, oomp

" l " '" """ -y is order bo conceal the

scars left by an operation upon certain scrofu-

lous swellings in the Prince's neck. Brummell

invented the stiffly-starched white cambric

cravat,
" a foot in height."

"
Standing before

his dressing-glass, and with his chin poked up
to the ceiling, he would, by the gentle and

gradual declension of his lower jaw, crease the

cravat to reasonable dimensions," or dimensions

that passed for reasonable in those days. The
starched cravats came to be among the neces-

saries of a gentleman's life. Brummell, it is

stated, did not carry the starching to excess.

It was the dandies who came after him who
were wont to test the fitness of their cravats

for use, by trying if they could be raised by one

corner three parts of their length without

bending. He was the first to appear at the

cover-side in boots with white tops, which soon

superseded the old "mahogany tops.'' His
tailors were Schweitzer and Davidson, in Erie

Street, and Meyer, in Conduit Street. A
baronet, "following Brummell' s dress at a

humble distance," asked Schweitzer what cloth

he recommended for coats. The tailor answers,
"
Well, sir, the Prince wears superfine, and

Mr. Brummell the Bath coating ;
but it is

immaterial which you choose, Sir John, you
must be right. Suppose we say Bath coating.
T think Mr. Brummell has a trifle the prefer-

ence." The trousers opening at the bottom of

the leg and closing over the boot with buttons

and loops were invented by Brummell, and
were quite the rage for some years. Trousers

began to be worn in evening dress about 1816.

Captain Gronow, who patronised a French

tailor (Staub, of the Rue Richelieu), relates

that he Was invited to Manchester House by
Lady Hertford,

" to have the honour of meet-

ing the Prince." He went to the ball dressed

a. la Francaise, and correctly, as he fancied,

"with white neckcloth and waistcoat, black

trousers, shoes, and silk stockings." He was

informed in the course of the evening that the

Prince was much surprised at any one venturing
to appear in his presence without knee-breeches,
and that he considered it a want of proper

respect to him. In less than a month, how-

ever, the Prince was to be seen at a ball at

Lady Cholmondeley's wearing the objectionable
articles of attire, which have thenceforth be-

OOme a recognised part of strict evening dress.

Of course, it became a fashion to exaggerate
the Beau's fastidiousness concerning his toilet.

He is said to have employed at least two glovers
to make his gloves,

—the first being entrusted

exclusively with the making of the thumbs,
oiid with the fingesr and the rest of the

hand ; to have made his blacking with cham-

|

to have had the ties of his cravats

ted for him by an eminent portrait-
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painter; to have engaged three hairdressers to

arrange his hair,
—one being entrusted with his

temples, one with the front, and the third with

his occiput. But these stories are manifestly

fanciful, and unworthy of sober belief. He
was very curious in canes and snuff-boxes, and

had a collection of great value. It was noticed

that he had a way of opening his box grace-

fully with one hand only, the left
;
and in

tin's, as in other matters, he was scrupulously
imitated by his admirers and disciples. The
dandies did not smoke, holding pipes in

abomination ;
and cigars were only just being

introduced in a small way by the army from

the Peninsula. But they were great snuff-

takers, as indeed were many ladies and gentle-

men of that day. Queen Charlotte was never

seen without her gold box, and a good deal of

snuff powdering her royal countenance. A
critic, writing about a performance of the
"
Inconstant,"' in 1811, notes that Mrs. Jor-

dan, who played Bisarre, in one point acted

differently to Miss Farren, a former representa-
tive of the character. " Miss Farren had a

book in her hand, which she affected to have

been reading before she spoke. Mrs. Jordan

had no book. She affected to be lost in

thought, and tool: a pinch of snuff before she

sj)oke /" George the Fourth always carried a

box, but he is said to have only taken snuff

for fashion's sake. He never really liked it
;

and although he often appeared to be convey-

ing snuff to his nose, he never suffered any to

enter that organ, but let it escape from his

finger and thumb. A man manifested his

friendship for you by the offer of his box,

withholding it from those with whom he was
not intimately acquainted. After dinner a

snuff-box of large size went round with the

decanters at dessert. Men prided themselves

upon their snuff, taking great pains with special
mixtures. Lord Petersham possessed a cellar

of snuff, arranged in jars, and said to have
been worth three thousand pounds. He had
the finest collection of boxes in England, and
had a box for every day in the year. On a

beautiful old light-blue Sevres box being par-

ticularly admired, he would lisp out affectedly,
"
Yes, it's a nice summer box

;
but it doesn't

do for winter wear."

Brummell was not handsome, a fall from
his charger while he was in the 10th Hussars

having spoilt the outline of his nose ; but his

figure was very good. Captain Jesse, his

biographer, states that the Beau might have
earned his livelihood as a model for artists, or

by perambulating France from fair to fair,

personating the statuary of the ancients, the

proportions of his figure were so faultless. He
did not need, therefore, the stays and padding

which afterwards became indispensable to a

dandy's dress. There can be no doubt, indeed,
that just as the large cravat resulted from de-

fects in the i
';,

so the stays in later

years became necessary to restrain the un-

wieldy proportions of the royal waist, and were

imed by the dandies as an act of compli-
ment to their patron. The c uicatures of the

|

day exhibit an Illustrious Personage lifted up
and struggling to insert his legs into a pair of
" leathers

" of a size he was anxion

in—which are securely lashed to the

to give a sort of "purchase" in farthei

of his efforts—just as, in 1784, stories were

told of Monseigneur d'Artois, the brother of

Louis XVI. of France, needing the aid of four

tall lacqueys to put on and off, without ere

his small-clothes of a special make and kind.

Brummell had quitted the army early in 1798,—a proper time for a soldier to leave his post !

— because the Tenth had been ordered to .Man-

chester, to which remote unfashionable town it

was, of course, not possible for a gentleman to

go. It may be that he was also in part in-

duced to resign his commission, from the fact

that the army were still compelled to wear

hair-powder, the use of which was in course of

abandonment in fashionable circles. Pitt had

laid a tax upon the article in 1795. Various

efforts were made to find a substitute for flour

in the manufacture of the powder, Lord Wil-

liam Murray, a son of the Duke of Atholl,

having taken out a patent in 1796 " for making
starch from horse-chestnuts. " Then the Whig
party took the question up. The Duke of

Bedford and his friends eutered into engage-
ments with each other to forfeit large sums of

money if any of them were to be found wearing

powder or pigtails after a certain date, the

object being to disappoint the Premier in the

amount he expected to realise by his tax.

There was a general cropping, docking, wash-

ing, and combing at Woburn Abbey. But
for long years afterwards the army continued

to wear powder. Captain Gronow relates that

when he entered the Guards, in 1813, great

annoyance and inconvenience ensued from the

absolute necessity for a "coiffeur" on all dress

occasions. When on guard, he was on

reprimanded by the late Duke of Cambridge
for being insufficiently powdered, and the con-

sequent
"
piebald appearance

"
of his head.

His Royal Highness even threatened to place

the offender under arrest if he ever ventured

to appear on guard again
" in so slovenly and

disgraceful a condition." At the time of the

imposition of the tax a calculation was made
as to the amount of flour consumed by the

army in its use of hair-powder. The service

for Great Britain and the colonies, including
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foot, horse, militia, and fencibles, amounted to

two jjm i iifty thousand men, each con-

i of Hour per week in hair-

ind live hundred

tons weight of 11 ifficient to make

fty-nine thousand three hun-

dred and fifty-three quartern loaves, which, it

was sai<l, would supply fifty thousand persons

i for a twelvemonth. In 1800, a

f great scarcity, the consumption of flour

in the royal house-

The distillers

. the fares of hackney-coaches

nty-five per cent., and Wedge-
wood manufactured dishes with an earthenware

in imitation of pie-crust. Yet it does

not seem that any change- was made in the

hair-dressing of the army.
were by no means witty. Even

Brumniell's "good things" have little to recom-

them beyond their impudence,—there

a sort of humour about cool and con-

summate impudence. Certain of his speeches

g air of being a burlesque upon
the f pretensions of his associates,

though it Is not clear that he so intended them,

limcult to believe that a man could have

I th;it "he once ate a pea," unless it was

y of extravaganza. Of the same kind

must have been his statement that he had
-i a severe cold by being inadvertently
i next "a damp stranger." His calling

out for "more cider" at a house where the

agne was indifferent
;
his professed con-

between the names "Johnson and

ipson, Thompson and Johnson;" his ac-

ig the offer of the City gentleman's ear-

to go to a ball, with the inquiry,
"
But,

pray, how do you propose to go yourself?
like to get up behind, and it will

scarcely do to be seen in the same
re with you," are so many pieces of gross

Inch no man would venture

•ciety. But an extraor-

to have been per-
ks one noble lord

things" on his feet?

re they?" and
• i fully stoops down to examine

slippers." The
< an ..pinion on his

unines him from head
front

; then, taking the

and thumb, inquires

really call this

i humoured

wh>
,

whom they

club ? "You will see him in a day or two,"
Brummell answers ;

"but I have recommended

him to walk only in the back streets until his

new clothes come home." Brummell's ex-

ample was bettered by the dandy who gave the

cut direct to his own father. A respectable-

looking elderly man had nodded to him in the

Park. " Who's your friend ?
" was the in-

quiry.
" That ?" and the dandy unblushingly

pointed to his parent.
" Oh ! a very good sort

of fellow
;
one of my Cheshire farmers." In his

encounter with Lord Mayor Combe, the brewer,
Mr. Brummell only came off second-best, how-

ever. They were playing hazard at Brookes's,
and the Beau, who had' been calling the brewer
" Mash-tub "

all the evening, after winning
some three hundred guineas, pocketed the

money with a low bow, and said,
" Thank you,

Mr. Alderman
;
in future I will never drink

any porter but yours."
" I wish, sir," Combe

answers sturdily, "that every other blackguard
in London would do the same." Brummell
was not a fighting man, or some giving and

receiving of "satisfaction "
might have followed

this retort.
" I am net naturally of an heroic

turn," he confessed. He appeared once at

Chalk Farm, where, to his intense relief, his

opponent did not present himself at the ap-

pointed time. Brummell and his second waited

an hour, the second evidently much disap-

i pointed.
" I think we may go now, George,"

he said at length.
" You have taken a load

off my mind," Brummell exclaimed
j
"let us

go immediately."
Brummell was a member of Brookes's Club,

and also of Watier's, a new club which had
been instituted but a few years. At a dinner-

party at Carlton House, at which several mem-
|

bers of White's and Brookes's were present,
the Prince of Wales had made inquiry con-

cerning the kind of dinners provided by the

existing clubs. Sir Thomas Stepney explained
that these were invariably the same. " The
eternal joints or beef-steaks, the boiled fowl

with apple sauce, and an apple tart,
—that's all

we have, sir, at our clubs, and very monotonous
fare it is." The Prince thereupon sent for his

cook, Watier, and proposed to him to found
a new club, which should make its dinners a

speciality. Watier was not unwilling ;
took a

house at the corner of Bolton Street, and ap-

pointed Madison, the Prince's page, manager,
and Labourie, of the royal kitchen, cook. For
a time Watier's was very successful. Byron

l of it as " a superb club." There was
the same objection to it, however, that applied

'

to Mr. Toots's tailors, Messrs. Burgess <fe Co.,

;

—
though "fashionable, it was very dear."

Labourie vied

with the best Parisian cookR. The club was
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very exclusive. Country gentlemen were

rigidly black-balled, Brummell declaring that

their boots smelt .so strongly of horse-dung and

bud 1 (Licking. But the play was terribly high
•—the favourite game bei —And this

'< Watier's at last. It was sue

eventually, however, by as great a gambling
clul), known as Crockford's, built by Wyatt in

After his quarrel with the i'

Brummell appeared more frequently at the

clubs, and became known as a high player.

On one occasion he rose up the winner of

twenty-six thousand pounds. If the poor fel-

low could have stopped then !
—but it was all

gone in a night or two. Ho was completely
red at last. The "myrmidons of the

is some writers are fond of calling the

Pa officers, were anxiously looking for

him. He dined off a cold fowl and bottle of

claret (from Watier's), showed himself at the

Opera, left early, stepped into a post-chaise,
travelled all night as fast as horses could take

him, and was at Dover the next morning.
1 lately on his arrival he hired a small

. placed his carriage on board, and in a

few hours was safely landed at Calais. '

For some years he had maintained his high

position in society, notwithstanding the noto-

rious fact that the Prince had withdrawn all

favour from him. He bore up against his dis-

grace with great gallantry,
—assuming a lofty

air
; giving out, indeed, that he had cut the

Prince, and threatening to bring the old King
into fashion again. To the last he maintained

his friendship with the Duke and Duel;

York. He met the Prince on various occasions

without betraying the slightest desire to remind
him of their former intimacy, or to regain his

favour by any servile sort of conciliation. At
this time, indeed, the behaviour of the Beau

ar more dignified than that of the Prince.

The four chiefs of the dandy world were Lord

Alvanley, Sir Henry Mildmay, Mr. Pierre-

point, and Mr. Brummell. They had won a

considerable sum at play, and, elated with

their good fortune, determined to amaze their

friends and the town in general by a magnifi-
cent fete and fancy ball at the Argyle Booms
in July, 1813. The Prince had quarrelled
not only with Brummell, but also with Sir

Henry Mildmay. Yet ho did not hesitate to

express a strong desire to be present at the

ball. An invitation was accordingly forwarded
to him in the names of the foitr gentlemen who
were the providers of the entertainment. On
his arrival he shook hands cordially with Lord

Alvanley and Mr. Piorrepoint, but took no
notice whatever of the presence of Brummell
and Mildmay—completely ignoring their exist-

ence, in fact—although they were equally his

. much entitled to his courtesy as

others. Brummell expressed his sense of

the J 'line-.;'-; breach of good manners by re-

fusing to attend him to his carriage on his

quitting the ball. I pon I on various

Other occasions, the finest gentleman in Europe
does not appear to much advantage. Th

altogether was a great success. " I liked the

dandies," Byron wrote in his diary ;

M
I

were always very civil to me, though in general

they disliked literary people." He- had ap-

peared at the masquerade in tin; character •

caloyer, or Eastern monk, and been the subject

I
of much admiration. He congratulated him-

self upon being the only literary member of

Watier's, with the exception of Moore

Spencer,
" both men of the world," as he says

("polished William Spencer, _the Poet of So-

ciety," as he was often called). "The truth

is, that though I gave up the business early, I

had a tinge of dandyism in my minority ;
and

probably retained enough of it to conciliate the

great ones at five-and-twenty. I had gamed
and drunk, and taken my degree in most

dissipations ;
and having no pedantry, and not

being overbearing, we ran quietly together."

ROUND THE IRISH COAST.
PAUT IV. AND LAST.

When Aran and Achill have been passed,

there is a marked diminution in the number of

islands all along the coast, which, howe

still retains its stern and grand features, pre-

senting for many miles a continuous barrier of

precipice that bodes little good to any tempest-

caught vessel.

The first island that is met with is scarcely

more than a rock, standing a little off the

cliffs below Kilkee, and, from its savage inac-

cessibility, was called in Irish, with a grim
kind of humour, Oilean-an-Easpoig-gortaigh,

—
the Island of the Hungry Bishop. Who this

abstemious ecclesiastic was, tradition does not

tell us
;
but the remains on the rock belong to

a class that is the most interesting in Ireland,

from their rarity and their extremely early

date. The ruins are those know

hive Oratory." There are only two or three

of these buildings in Ireland, and, singu-

larly enough, they are all found in the same

corner of the country, and were considered

by Dr. Petrie to be the first stone buildings

ted for Christian purposes. The shape,

as its name implies, is circular, the circum-

ference 115 feet. The exterior face of the wall

at four different heights recedes to the depth

of a foot ;
and Mr. Wakeman considers that

this peculiarity was introduced with the view

of Lessening the weight of the dome-shaped

roof, which was not formed on the principle of
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gradual approximation of

ttded.

., of the inhabitants of this

great indeed; and we

ler at the strange views of the

.,, one would have thought,

I preaching their doctrines

re to be found gathered to-

r,
to living on such a wild and barren

The carboniferous strata of these islands

he adjoining mainland show constant

traces of the violent action of the sea, which

has disrupted large masses of rock, and worn I

down into the most fantastic shapes,
j

hole of the neighbourhood of Kilkee is
|

famous for its curiosities in the way of caves, J

puffing holes, natural bridges, and all those
|

wonderful effects by which the external features

of a country become gradually altered.

fur from Kilrush, but situated in the

more sheltered estuary of the Shannon, which

Spenser characterises as

The spacious Shenan spreading like a sea,

is the little island of Inishscattery, on which

mains of ecclesiastical edifices founded by
St. Seuan, or Senanus, who, if the legend con-

cerning him be true, could not have been a

iahman, unless indeed his heart was

I against temptation by an extra panoply
of virtue. Influenced by the same feelings
that prompted St. Kevin, St. Senanus sought
a remote spot which he vowed woman's foot

should never tread. St. Cannera, however, a

lint, who had a strong inclination to join
i tunes with those of Senanus, found him

.1 from the shore to the island.

end states the words of a very
abrupt refusal

;
but Moore, with the genius of a

poet and the gallantry of an Irishman, softened
1 with an implied compliment—

rSenanui spurned,
I fresh, the hark returned

;

la hint, that bad the maid
Till i.

r ijf smile,
It his holy ible.

i much tli for the

fur ]>r. T

perhaps, have had the
> fine round tower and

een on

in rir-

•

doorway Level with

round
.i door el«

und, and appr.
gene i

taken by many antiquaries that the towers

were used partly as a place of defence. Still

steering south, we round the formidable coast

of the Dingle Promontory, passing the group

dignified with the name of the Seven Hogs,
and giving rather a wide berth to the Blasket

Islands, with the more satisfaction as there is

nothing to see on them.

Mention was made in a former number that

a ship belonging to the Spanish Armada is

supposed to have gone ashore off the coast of

Donegal ;
and there is no doubt but that the

Great Blasket Island was the scene of the loss

of another large vessel belonging to the same

force in 1588. She was called "Our Lady of

the Rosary," and when she struck had on board

500 people, amongst whom were the Prince of

Ascule and 100 gentlemen of family. Their

high birth, however, did not save them, for

only the pilot escaped. There are a few

families scattered about the surface of the

Blaskets, which do not appear to be an in-

viting residence, though they possess the

quality of conferring longevity, according to

Smith, who, in his "History of Cork," states

that neither man, woman, nor child had

died there for forty-five years previous to

his visit.

Within sight of the Blaskets is an island of

very different description, whose reputation is

founded on the discoveries of modern science,

rather than the remains of antiquity. This is

the island of Valentia, the head-quarters in

Great Britain of the Atlantic Telegraph, which

it is to be hoped will even yet become a fait

accompli, notwithstanding its previous failure.

So many visitors were attracted to Valentia

during the operations that the island became

quite fashionable, and tried to set up as a

watering-place, which attempt, however, was

nearly as great a failure as the telegraph.

But Valentia is worth a visit on account of

its slate works and quarries, which lie at the

other end of the island, at the back of the

Knight of Kerry's pretty little country-house.
There is always a fine sea on the outer rocks,

and the Atlantic is said to roll into Valentia

in bigger waves than it does in any other

part of Britain. Telegraphic communication
still exists between Valentia and London—not

a very paying line, one would imagine, as, but

for the purposes of meteorological reports,

nobody could ever want to send a m<

there, except the Knight of Kerry and the

owners of the slate works, which, by the way,
have lately stopped working. Nevertheless, the

inhabitants are hoping, almost against hope,
that the second attempt at bridging the Atlantic

may still be made at Valentia ;
and more

than any is the worthy landlady of the inn,
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whose boils were at a premium daring the

of Mr. Cyrus Field. It must be eonf

that the inn looks rather dreary now, and we

were not sorry to get a good boat hi id sail

southwards to the most singular <<f islets—the

Bkellig roeks—which stand in awful loneliness

about ten miles from off tin- Kerry coast.

According to the usual strict monastic rule,

a religious establishment, called the Abbey of

St. Fenian, was founded here in very early

times
; but, poor as it was, it was pounced

Upon by Danish pirates, who ate up all the pro-

visions of tin; unfortunate monks, who soon

perished t>f hunger.
This contingency was a little too much even

for hermits, who were afraid to try the experi-

ment again ;
and the island was consequently

abandoned, until modern science, that fears

nothing, again occupied it with two light-

houses, which we venture to say have done

more good and saved more lives than fifty

monasteries would have done. The one is

about 700 the other 173, feet above high-water

mark, and can be distinctly seen for twenty-
five miles in clear weather. A good zigzag

road leads to the upper lighthouse, and above

it the rock lifts its wall-like head for at least

700 feet more. As the island is dedicated to

St. Michael, it of course follows that his patron

day invariably brings with it a large number
of credulous devotees, who risk their lives

in ascending to the very summit to perform
their devotions. The commencement of the

dangerous portion is by squeezing and wrig-

gling themselves through the Needle's Eye—a funnel in the rock of about thirteen

feet—the passing up which can only be

likened to the ascent up a chimney. Once

through this, the pilgrim has to creep carefully
on hands and feet up the Stone of Pain, which
is so smooth that indentations are made to

allow of the passage, otherwise inaccessible.

One false step would be sufficient to put an
end to the pilgrimage there and then

;
but we

believe there is no record of any accident having

happened, which is of course to be attributed

solely to the protecting powers of St. Michael.

One would have thought that when on the

Summit the difficulties are all over
;
but it is

not so, for the Skellig rejoices in a projecting
rock which sticks out horizontally for about
ten feet, and is called the Spindle. The un-

fortunate believer is obliged to get astride,

And ride a cock horse

To St. Michael's cross,

which is engraved at the end. A paternoster
then has to be said, and a very cautious reverse

movement to be executed, before the pilgrim
is out of danger ; and a position of great

: it must be to sit dangling one's legs
Over tin- Atlantic, at a height of 1500 feet,

with scarce anything to catch hold of. The
Little Skellig i M>lely to gannets and

sea-fowl, which, curiously enough, will only
on that particular rock all along the

coast, to the exclusion of every other. This

fact is of course accounted for by
who say that the island posst- .: in by
which birds are attracted, and that in reality
no bird ever flew over the Little Skein

invariably landed on one side, walked over the

rock, and then flew away from the other side,
—

i.e., if it did not stop to breed.

The south coast of Ireland, although very
rocky and precipitous, is remarkably free

islands, the only two of any size along the

southern seaboard being Berehaven Island and
that of Cape Clear, the latter being of more
interest to the homeward-bound sailor than

any one else, as Cape Clear is usually the first

land that is sighted from America. The singular
freedom from islands on the south is a signifi-

cant fact in the geological history of Ireland.

We have seen that the great bulk of the islands

lie on the west coast, and that there are even
more than are at present visible, according to

the poetical belief in Hy Brisail, or the Island

of the Blest. Tradition, too, is rife that the

Aran islands formed an integral portion of

the mainland, that Galway Bay wras once a

freshwater lake, called Lough Lurgan, and
that it became what it now is from a sudden

irruption of the sea, owing to the sinking of a

portion of the external barrier. Both tradi-

tion, therefore, and geological inference point
out that the islands which we have been visit-

ing were at one time mainland, forming a part
of that great continent which it is believed

connected Ireland with Spain. This theory is

borne out by a very curious circumstance, viz.,

the resemblance of the Flora of Ireland, es-

pecially in the west and south-west, to that of

Spain and the Mediterranean, forming what
Professor Forbes called the Iberian type.
However this land may have been originally

constituted, there is little doubt that it has been

submerged, and very gradually, since the sur-

veyings of the sea-bottom undertaken when
the Atlantic cable was laid, prove that there is

a gradual and uninterrupted plateau, with a

very gentle inclination, for several hundred
miles from the present coast. An analogous
state of things is pointed out by Hugh Miller,
in the " Cruise of the Betsy,'' ing on
the coast of Scotland, where he

sa;

the disposition of land and water suggests the

idea that the Western Highlands, from the

line in the interior whence the rivers descend

to the Atlantic, with the island beyond to the
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all parts of one great

mount llto tne

1 conditions of

I be foreign to the subject

of this paper, which, I trust, may have been

of sufficient interest to some to induce them to

extend their next summer wanderings to the
" Ultima Thules " of Great Britain.

G. P. Bevan.

BEPPO, THE CONSCRIPT.
BY T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.

CHAPTER XXV. THE TWO OUTLAWS.

The "one from Piobico," who took Giulia's

to Beppo, had also taken back with him

one from the priest in answer to the communi-

cation he had brought from the fugitive. The

purpose of Beppo's letter to the priest was to I

inquire whether any and what measures were
j

taken by the authorities to obtain pos-

session of the contumacious men ;
and to ask

it was possible that he would be able to

return to Bella Luce. And the answer to this

application to the priest contained statements

directly opposed by those of Giulia's letter.

She assured him that there would be no
: g back save after making submission,

and undergoing the appointed time of service
;

that there was no alternative between this and

the indefinitely prolonged life of an outlaw and

bandit. The priest, on the contrary, repeated
his former assertions, that shortly,

—not quite

yet, but very soon,
—the soldiers would* have

he country, the whole matter would have

blown over, and he would be able to return

ihese so diametrically opposed accounts,
not unnaturally disposed to credit

He spoke with authority ;

it was to be supposed that he must know what
U talking about,—he was the priest.

likely, on the other hand,
lould have been mistaken,

dly, if it waa to be supposed, as too

. that her information

btained from the military.

j
that every kind

i would fall on those
who ,; inks. The peru-

, did not accomplish
Giulia had so

f*™
1'

it. Jt did not,

Beppo to

I with
Law.

upon him.

much

affected by the account of the expenditure of

her entire moneyed means upon the- despatch
of the letter. This involved an argument of

earnestness and sincerity which very speak-

ingly appealed to the contadino mind. Then
the messenger related to him, how the lady

had, though very shy and modest about it,

admitted to him that she was a particular

friend of his, and how, when he (the messen-

ger) had cautioned her about not revealing to

any one the place of Beppo's retreat, she had

said,
" she would not do him any injury for

all the world."

Beppo insisted again and again on having
the very words she had used repeated to him,
and meditated on the exact and precise signi-

fication of every word with a patience and
minuteness of examination which would have

done honour to a learned German commen-
tator. He was moved to tears by the relation

of how • she had declared that the reserved

half of the sum of la Dossi's wages was ' '
all

the money she had in the world," and how
she had been willing to risk putting that all

into a hole in a wall, whence it might with

the greatest ease have been stolen, for the

sake of having a letter from him. These were

proofs of interest which it was impossible to

doubt.

But then his mind went back to that last

horrible time of seeing her in the street of

Fano with Lisa, when he had accused her to

her face of her falseness and faithlessness, and
she had stood by uttering no word in her

justification, and to all appearance caring

nothing about either him or his accusations.

And then again, that terrible and never-to-be-

forgotten day in the Palazzo Bollandini at

Fano, when he had seen her and that infamous
man together, when they had paraded their

intimacy before him, and joined in thr<

ridicule upon him,
—her relative and life-long

friend, at least, if nothing else.

What was lie to think ! what to believe !

Amid these distracting and insoluble doubts,
one thing only v. bo him, that he would

anything in the world to see her once
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more. It seemed to him, as if he would then

be able at once to blow aside all these contra-

dictions and obscurities, and ascertain the

truth, if he could but see her.

So he had written the words which we know
that Giulia had duly though so unfortunately

found in the appointed hiding-place, and had

determined at all hazards to have a meeting
with her. His purpose WSJ to start on the

(Saturday morning, follow the same route across

tho mountain, which he had travelled in

ftoming to his place of refuge, and so arrive; at

tho ruined tower behind the churchyard on the

Sunday evening.
But a circumstance occurred which had the

: of changing his plans.

It has been mentioned that one other man
from Santa Lucia besides himself had drawn a

bad number, and that Don Evandro had suc-

ceeded in inducing him also to take to the

hills
; though he had not seen fit to join him

to Beppo in the arrangements he had made for

the safety of the latter.

This man, who had no very evident or

assured means of subsistence, except such as

he could obtain from his own family, or from

the charity of the inhabitants of his own

village, had, though absenting himself from

his home, been lurking in the neighbourhood
of Santa Lucia ;

and continued to do so, till

rival of Corporal Tenda and his men at

Bella Luce made it too dangerous for him to

remain so near at hand any longer. Don

Evandro, however, in insisting on the man's

departure from a district where he would be

sure to be captured, found it impossible to

send him into one where, as he said, he should

be sure to be starved, without some assurance

that such a fate should not happen to him.

He had accordingly given him a letter to a

brother priest, who held a small benefice in an

out-of-the-way part of the country above the

little hill town of Cagli, which is situated near

the eastern extremity of that wild district

called Monte Nerone, under the northern

slopes of which stood the obscure little monas-

in which Beppo had found an asylum.
The correspondent to whom Don Evandro

had written was requested by him not to give
an asylum to the poor fugitive ;

for it has

been stated, that he was not a man on whom
much dependence could be placed in any way,
but simply not to let him starve. Being thus

supplied with the means of keeping body and
soul together, and at the same time warned
that he must not remain in the village, nor

among the neighbouring farms, he wandered

up to the solitary moorlands of Monte Nerone,
and, intending to descend in the direction of

Cagli, missed his way and came down upon

the valley in which the monastery of Santa

1

Maria della Valle di Abisso is enscom
It so happened that Beppo, dreadfully hard

•h the days of enf<

in the society of the half-dozen friars

his hosts, had rambled up the hill to the

ruined castle which has been mentioned when
the reader VI as first introduced to the si;.

larly sombre little Valle di Abisso
;
and there

I his fellow fugitive from Santa Lucia
fell in with each other on the Friday before

the Saturday on which ho v, t for

Santa Lucia.

This man had never been ev oaint-

ance of Beppo at home, further than as tho

members of such little communities are all

known to each other. But, on the same prin-

ciple as that by virtue of which misfortune is

said to make a man accustomed to strange bed-

fellows, the two Santa Lucia fugitives met as

fellows.

"These old stones would .make a famous

hiding-place," said the stranger, after the two
men had expressed their surprise at the unex-

pected meeting, and detailed their separate
histories of their flight ;

" and for what I can

see, it is like to come to that before long !

"

" Before long I hope to be at home again at

Bella Luce !

"
said Beppo.

"
What, by paying ?

"
said the other

;

"
yes,

that's all very well for the like of you !

"

" No ! my father does not think it right to

pay for a substitute "—
(the Santa Lucia man,

who knew old farmer Paolo, grinned)
— "but the

search for the missing men will soon be over."
1 1 Soon be over ! Who told you that ?

"

"
Why, his reverence the Ciwato, to be sure !

Did he not tell you the same ?"

"Ay! but one thing is certain : either he

knew nothing about it, or else he chose to say
one thing when he knew another. No ! Signor

Be^po, you won't go home again by reason of

the search being over !

"

"
Why, what do you know about it, I

should like to know ?—you to know better

than his reverence !

"

" Not I only ! Any man may know better

now, who can read. There are the papers stuck

up all over the country !

"

"What papers? What do you mean,
Niccom?"

That was the stranger's name.
" What do 1 mean 1 Why, haven't you

any of them—the proclamation papers ! Why,
you can't go into a village, nor to a house

scarcely, where they are not stuck up. Tho

men who have gone out are to be just the

same as bandits and brigands. They lose all

civil rights. They are to be hunted through
the country till found. And there is a certain
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time allowed for giving themselves up. No,

no ! 8 i>po, there's no going home

A a nation settled on Beppo's brow

I him. He had never supposed that

ring himself a criminal and infamous

of the civil law, or that the conse-

l of his escape would be other than

Giulia's information was correct,

then ! There was abundant reason in all she

had said to urge him to return. Let her

information come from what source it might,

it seemed evidently to be given him with a

to bis advantage. And yet the last

communication from Don Evandro, brought

>y the messenger who had carried Giulia's

. had still urged him to remain in con-

cealment at Santa Maria della Valle di Abisso,

and had still represented his exile from home

as merely temporary. Yet, surely, if he had

no other means of knowing the truth, the

priest must have seen these proclamations !

" If these papers are stuck up everywhere,"
said Beppo, as these thoughts passed through
his mind,

" I suppose there must be some at

Santa Lucia, as well as everywhere else 1
"

" Altro ! There's more than one of them

there ! They were stuck up before the soldiers

came. I saw 'em myself, for I was there

after they came ; till his reverence told me that,

if I showed my face at Santa Lucia again, as

long as the soldiers were there, he would give
me up."

" Soldiers at Santa Lucia !

"
said Beppo, in

consternation.
"
What, don't you know ? Is it possible !

No, the soldiers are not at Santa Lucia
;
—

not in the village at least
;
—for they are at

Luce !

"

"What!" cried Beppo, looking as if the

i given him a violent blow. "
Wl^it

do you /ldiera at Bella Luce ! Soldiers

father's house ! You must be dreaming,—or jokii.

I 'it one more than the other, Signor

Beppo," returned Niccolo"
;

" and it's no matter
; . Yes, in your father's house !

and four men, to lodge and feed !

•lo is half out of his

I no wonder !

"

exclaimed Beppo, to whom
too monstrous to be

lible.

in the house! that's

• men
m op, you see.

:•• V, ire put so many
•

your family out of house
an ' 1 ]i " Ui '- till

J i they. That1

"How many men did you say there are at

Bella Luce ?
" asked Beppo.

" There's a corporal of Bersaglieri and four

men," said Niccol6
;

" I saw 'em. They little

thought, as they were going up the hill to

Bella Luce, that one of the men they wanted
was looking at 'em, not three yards off, from

behind your father's barn."
" A corporal of Bersaglieri !

"
said Beppo ;

while a vague idea of the possibility that it

might be the Corporal, sent all the blood in his

body to his head.
* ' Yes

;
a corporal of Bersaglieri, a smart,

active-looking little chap ! They are most of

them little bits of men, I marked," said the

large-limbed Romagnole.
" I heard his name

in the village afterwards. They called him

Corporal Tenda."

Beppo was struck absolutely speechless.

He stood staring at the man with distended

eyes, and open mouth, struggling for breath to

speak.
" That man at Bella Luce !

" he said, in a

voice so changed, that Niccolo stared at him
with surprise.

' '

Living in the house ! Corporal
Tenda living in my father's house ! And Giu—
Not Corporal Tenda !

"

"
Yes, Corporal Tenda ! I remember the

queer, outlandish-sounding name well enough.

Why not Corporal Tenda ? What matters one

more than another ? He don't eat more than

another man."
But Beppo had thrown himself on the ground,

and was sitting, holding his forehead in his

hands, and swaying his body to and fro as if

he was in violent bodily pain.
" Ah ! I see," said Niccolo, after staring at

him in much surprise for a while
;

" I see where

it is, now. Yes, I remember. I did hear some
talk in the village, that that corporal chap was

the man that had been making up to the Signora

Giulia, and that she was so sweet upon down
in the city. Yes, yes ! I understand it all now.

Yes
;

that's a very nasty pinch, it must be

owned. They've got the halter on your throttle

there, Signor Beppo, sure enough !

"

But Beppo could only answer by groaning

aloud, as he still sat swaying himself in the

intensity of his agony.
An Italian does not conceive that there is

anything ridiculous in suffering caused by
unfortunate or unrequited love, or that it

becomes him in any way to disavow or conceal

the fact. Niccol6 was not a particularly sym-
pathetic) individual, nor had he any Bpecial

regard or liking for Beppo Vanni
;
but he pitied

him for the pain he was undergoing as naturally
as he would have pitied him if he had been suf-

fering from the toothache. One agony seemed
to him just as real and pitiable as the other.
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"It is a very hard case
;
a veritable I

ne del cielo, Signor Beppo ! that must be

admitted," he said, in a sympathising voice.

" What shall you do? I think that such a

nance would drive d %\ all hazards."
"

Lt will do just the contrary to me,"

>, getting up, and looking as if the blow

he had Buffered had done the work of a long

on his features.
"

I had meant to go
to Santa Lucia to-morrow

;
but there is nothing

then- now that I care to see, or ever shall care

again."
" What shall you do then, Signor Beppo ?

"

said Nieeolo.
"

1 don't know
;
I don't care. I don't care

what becomes of me ! Give myself up, perhaps.

Good-bye, Niccolo ! I'm glad I chanced to

meet you. I'm glad to have learned the truth.

Good-bye."
And so saying he turned on his heel, and

began going down among the woods towards

the monastery, leaving Niccolo gazing after

him.

And that was how it came to pass that

Beppo did not start for Bella Luce as he had
intended on the Saturday morning.

(To be continual.)

MERLIN AND THE WHITE DEATH.

Darkly I sought, in shade aud sun,

Fair Uniun, pale Uniun !

Long days I journeyed, fearing not,

Through forests dark, by waters dire
;

And far behind me Caruelot

Sank to its toprucst spire.

Ay, winged as the summer wind,
I left the haunts of men behind :

By waters dire, through forests dark,
Under the white moon's silver arc;
O'er hill, down valley, far away,
Toward the sunset gathering gray,

I, Merlin, fled,—
With aged limbs and hoary hair,

Arm'd with -nulets to snare

Tin- peerless Water-Witch, whose bead

"With lilies of sleep is garlanded,
Under the earth and air,

—
And all the viewless lures to break

Of that pale Lady of the Lake.

Swiftly I near'd her region dun.
Fair Uniun, pale Uniun !

Till, lastly, trees of hugest height,
Below them, flowers of poppy red,

And weird deep whisperings of the night,
And breezes dropping dead,

Closed round my path ;
while in the sky

The moon shone like a great white eye
That watched me through a belt of cloud,

—
What time, with head and shoulders bowed,
And lips that mutter'd unaware,
I gained the haunted region where

White Uniun dwells
;

And far away, through forest trees,
I caught a gleam like moonlit seas—

A <;1 ts?y gleam of silver swells,
—

Tin; lake rimm'd round with lily-bells,

Unstirr'd by rain or breeze
;
—

And trembled on, my own to make
The matchless Lady of the Lake.

fely wooed, nor lightly won,
Fair Uniun, pale Uniun I

i wells within her weed-hung cave,

Deep in the green moon-lijdited water,
immers in the whispering wave—

A demon 'i awful daughter !

White, white as .snow bet OOSJ dress,
White as her face's loveliness

;

Supple her boneless limbs as snakes,
And full of radiance, such as breaks

Around the cestus of a star,

And itr m of serpents are

Her haunting eyes ;

And she bad power, as stars aver,

To make the wight who conquered her
More y< ung, and beautiful, and v.

For good and ill, and great em prize,
Than all men else that stir

;

Wherefore I sought to win and take

This matchless Lady of the Lake !

Colder than ice her blood doth run,
Fair Uniun, pale Uniun !

Pitiless to all things that range
Below her, near her, or above,

Till, by some marvel dark and strange,
She learn at last to love

;

Knight after knight had thither gone,
Led by fierce impulse plunging en

To something that he loved with dread,
And each in turn been conquered ;

Yea, each in turn been held and snared

By the pale syren, siher-bair'd,
Whom all men fear !

And side by side they lay at rest,

With folded hands upon the breast,

On beds of weed and darnel drear,
Aud f >am-l »ells hung in every ear,
Aud all in white were drest,

And all were watch'd till they should wake

By the pale Lady of the Lake.

Potent her spells in shade or sun,
Fair Unir.n, pale Uniun !

Wherefore I, Merlin, old but strong,

Sweeping my breast with hoary beard,

Skill'd in deep signs and magic song,

Much honour'd and revered,

Vow'd, with a wise man's purpose stern,

To face the Water-Witch, and learn

What wondrous arts, unknown to me,
What superhuman witchery,
She used, those sleepers to enslave

That rested in her ocean

Nor felt, nor beard ;

Nay, vowed by her strange love to free

My soul for immortality,
To woo her darkly, till I heard

The sigh of love, the whisper'd word
That proved her love for me !

And then for aye her spells to break,

The wondrous Lady of the Lake.

Thus arm'd, I near'd her region dun,
Fair Uniun, pale Uniun !
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-sedfroraor old,

Au ,; faintly purple hills,

-litter cold,
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j gray,
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And on their marge great lilies heaved,

age-leaved
B on scores,

irks burning in their cores-

Like eyes of flame
;

Afar across the lake there passed
. multiform and vast,

\v murmurs went and came ;

And crawling things, stingless and tame,

Dg thick and fast

Upon me, as I silence brake

With, "Kise, white Phantom of the Lake !

vii.

'1 The time has come, thy spells are spun,

Fair Uniun, pale Uniun !

And, lo ! with hands uplifted thus,

I weave a spell of strange device,

To awe thine eyes soul -perilous,

And thaw thy blood of ice !"

Then, like a hum of waterfalls,

I heard a voice,
" Who calls, who calls ?"

And, standing on the water's brim,

With heart stone-still and brain a-swim,
e the spell of strange device,

With whirling arms I wove it thrice,

And audibly.

From the deep silence of the flood,

The answer smote me where I stood,
—

u Who summons me, who summons me V*

And, straining dizzy eyes to see,

With fingers gushing blood,

I shrieked aloud, "Awake ! awake !

Thou white-faced Phantom of the Lake."

VIII.

The deep caves mnrmur'd, all and one,
" Fair Uniun, pale Uniun !

"

And, from her wondrous weed-hung cave,

Deep in the green moon-lighted water,
She rose above the whispering wave—
A demon's awful daughter !

White, white as snow her oozy dress,
r face's loveliness,

pie her boneless limbs as snakes,
And full of radiance, Hick as breaks
Around the cestus of a star,

And strange as eyes of serpents are

yes.

Whal The fates decree,
That he will ^row, who conquers thee,

itiful, and wise,
For

11, and high emprize,
that be

;

—
to break,

wondrous Lady of the Lake !

"

IX.

rless one,
in !

mine,
Witt ul and sense,

And wbolli
tine,

list,

Peace on the place ;

And, one by ono, peept stars that grew
To silver leaf, and sparkled dew,

Shedding a sweetness strange to trace

Upon the Witch's bloodless face,

Until I saw, and knew,
The lovely lure I sought to break

In the white Lady of the Lake !

x.

Fairer than aught that loves the sun

Was Uniun, pale Uniun !

But, weaving spells and waving arms,
I gazed upon her unbeguiled,

And gazed, and gazed, and mutter'd charms,

Till, beauteously, she smiled !

And at the smile,
— wondrous sight !

Her body gleamed and gathered light ;

Next, silent as a fountain springs,

From shining shoulders, golden wings

UncuiTd, and round about her feet

The water murmured and grew sweet,

And fair, so fair !

The lady smiled upon me still,

And tranced my fate to tears, until

I, gazing on her, waiting there,

Her gentle eyes, her yellow hair,

Seemed lost to hope and will
;

Then thus, in tones like music, spake
That matchless Lady of the Lake :

XI.

Not safely wooed, nor lightly won,
Is Uniun, fair Uniun !

Yet unto those who, by a power
Greater than mine, are given to me,

I grow in beauty hour by hour,
And immortality !

Haste, haste thee back to Camelot ;

I seek not those who love me not
;

Nor, till due time, can mortal gaze
Behold how fair I am, and praise

My matchless beauty at its worth ;

And thou, compact of subtle earth,

Hast yet to learn

How fair I am, what peace I keep
For hearts that ache and eyes that weep,
And how, when humbled, men discern

That mine are eyes more sweet than stern !

"

Whereat a darkness deep

Oppressed my soul, and, as she spake,

Sank the white Lady of the Lake !

XII.

beautiful, and all unwon,
Pale Uniun, pale Uniun !

With wiser wonder in my brain,

And will as weak as ocean foam,

Stript of my pride, and pale with pain,

I, Merlin, wander' cl home.

But, ever since, in moon and sun,

Fair Uniun, pale Uniun,
Has haunted me from place to place

With the white glory of her face
;

And I grow old, grow old, and long

At last to join that white-robed throng,
Who sweetly sleep,

Watched ever by the peerless one,

"Who sweetens sleep when work is done

For still, within her cavern deep,
Where lever eye may ope to weep,

Watches pale Uniun,
Till, at a call, the sleepers wake,
Aud see the Angel of the Lake !

11. Williams Buciianaj*.
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A STORMY NHIIIT

" Awfully hot to-night ! close .and sultry
as an oven. I suspect the monsoon will set in
before six hours are over. Yes, thank you,
captain, I'll take a little brandy-pawnee, and
light one of those capital cheroots of yours.

your pardon, Mr. Travis
;
I didn't see

you, sitting there in the shadow of the pur-
dah. This tent-life is new to you, isn't it !

"

And Dr. Bates, the surgeon attached to the

frontier corps of Irregulars which I had then

the honour to command, took his seat on the

rude ottoman, made of basket-work, and
I with felt, which was the principal

piece of furniture in my bell-aba]
He lit his cigar very deftly, laid a

folded paper on the table, and informed me,

vol. x. Xo. 214.
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I come to make his report,

an.

-list, all things con-

two of the troopers
. Muinmoo Khan,

His right arm will

1 of that gunshot

y in splinters, and

idly suppurated. Lall Singh

Errington, poor

. ! i .' doctor, what of him ?
" asked I,

throw; -per.

through the night. Quite

lelirium cleared away,
ft some cordial with

with orders for him to have some

half-hour
;
but all the College of Sur-

oouldn't keep the lamp alight for an-

aty-four hours. By the way, he

. be glad, captain, if you could go and

sit with him a bit. It would be a kindness,

I got up at once, took my sabre, and sallied

The whole camp was bathed in a flood

of the purest and whitest moonlight, in which

the tents shimmered like silver. Close up
r encampment came the dark jungle,

!)ge sounds, the cries of wild

is, the notes of night birds, and the

hum and whirr of insects, came in weird

chorus. In one open space a great wratch-fire

burning, red and smoky, and around it

sat a number of our Sewars, cooking, eating
and other Punjab fruit, or gravely

pulling at their everlasting chillums. A little

ound a smaller fire, were grouped a

:up- followers, like figures of

antily attired in white cotton cloth,

ad the fires the picquetted horses

tood before Errington's
1 to enter, in spite of the

>ii I had received. Errington
t of us, among

id frankness were so

Hon was doubly
at would usually be

on, but he had constantly
of bearing

.bly a

1 know of

rho would have

,id, from popu-
!

even zealously, and was only too forward in

the hour of danger, but nothing could thaw

that icy reserve of his. He soon gave me to

understand, by the cold politeness of every
word and action, that our intercourse was to

be limited to its official phase, and that inti-

macy was out of the question. Few command-

ing officers, perhaps, have had to put up with

such a rebuff from a subordinate, and it speaks
well for Errington's tact that he abstained from

offending those whom he desired to keep at a

distance. Offended, however, I was not, and

the rather that I had long fancied that some

overpowering sorrow, some memory that

rankled in the heart, was the true cause of

what appeared to many as unreasonable petu-
lance.

And now the poor fellow was dying of

wounds received in a skirmish with some

rascally Affghan horse-robbers, aggravated by
jungle fever, and I stood at the door of his

tent, hesitating for a moment ere I entered.

It was, as the doctor had said, unusually hot,

even for that climate and season. The weight
and sultriness of the atmosphere were oppres-
sive and dispiriting, and I thought that the

cries and Babel of nameless sounds that surged

up from the dark forest had a peculiar accent

of menace and boding. The fire-beetles and

fire-flies, living jewels, flashed as they darted

through the thickets near at hand. I saw the

white turban and glittering carbine of the sen-

tinel, now ruddy in the firelight, now wan and

pale in the moonbeams, as he paced to and

fro. Gently pushing aside the curtain, I entered

the tent.

The dying man lay propped up with pillows

in a half recumbent attitude. Beside the bed

was a table, littered with medicine bottles and

glasses, writing materials, and a bright lamp.
The subaltern's sword and revolver lay there,

too, and beside them was the poor fellow's

watch, ticking as it marked off the fast waning
moments of his ebbing life. The brown in-

telligent face, wiry moustache, and striped

turban of the bearer were to be seen close at

the bedhead. Quiet and attentive, he waited

till the watch should mark the proper time for

administering the cordial. Other faces were

none around that sad couch. The only

Europeans with our little corps were the sur-

If,
and the acting subaltern, Travis,

who had 1 led from Peshawur to do

duty in Errington's stead.

"Ah, captain, this is kind of you,"

r,
as his haggard eyes brigb

at my appearance, and he held out bis >.,

ii was thin and burning hot. "I
'

i,
and my time

e to the bed as you
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can, for my voice is getting weak, an<l I hare

much to tell. Khoorshid Ali, the cordial."

He drank a few drops of the r

and then, cutting short my well-meant com-

monplace about the propriety of his not

exciting himself and the prospect* of his re-

;•!, earnestly :

in«-
;

J have too much on my
mind to die easily, ami I do not know at what

moment the delirium may return. 1 thought
to cany the story untold with me to my

Imt since the fire of the fever has cooled

Iron! my brain, and death's ice-cold

have begun to tighten their clutch

upon my heart, I have formed a new resolve.

1 will tell all. As sure as you are sitting by
my bedside, when I lay tossing last night in

vy fangs of the fell disorder, I saw fcer,

yonder, by the tent-door."

His voice failed him, and he made an impa-
tient sigh to his servant to give him some more

of the cordial. To attempt to check him,
the circumstances, would, I felt, be

cruel and useless, and I therefore patiently
waited till he could muster fresh strength. I

noticed that the poor fellow's eye, though glit-

tering, was steady, and that his tone was that

of intense, concentrated conviction. He spoke

again :

" When first I joined the corps you were

good enough to show me much kindness, and

my own fault that we have not been

friends. My churlishness appeared to you, I

am sure, in the worst light, but, Thursby, I am
equally sure that you are too good-hearted a

fellow to harbour resentment against a dying
man. Your presence here, after all my cold

and haughty conduct, is a proof of that. And
believe me that caprice has not been the true

motive of my unsocial behaviour. When the

blight fell upon my life, I turned away from

human friendships for ever. Companionship,
the frank intercourse of my equals, galled my
morbid soreness of heart. Alone, I brooded

over the miserable past. That I was wrong in

my theory of life is very probable, but the

mistake is not now to be set right. My breath

will hardly last me, I fear, until the tale is

told.
i; Six years ago, at a small watering-place on

the southern coast of England, I met her—the

lady, I mean, whom I hoped to call my wife.

Alicia Morgan. She was young—not quite twenty—an orphan, and residing
with her aunt, a certain Lady Murray, who

at a country house called the Heath-

lands, seven miles from B . It was at a

show that we met, and I have never for-

: my first glimpse of that beautiful dark

its lustrous eyes and the profusion of

ted around that small queenly
EbB I saw it first through a screen of roses

and blossomed shrubs. ] by girls, her

COUSin . but their more com-

mon-].! actually
as a foil for tl, auty of their young
companion. And presently an older and

matronly lady, evidently, by t like-

ness, the mother of

of, rejoin.-d them, and they all m
''

1 had many friends, and without much

difficulty I obtained an i:

.Murray, her daughters, and her

came out, by great good fortune, as I thought,
that my father had been aide-de-camp. .

Peninsula, to old Sir Thomas, Lady I

husband. The general was now vei
;.

broken, and his rheumatism kept him |

prisoner at home
; but he remem

name well, and I was received at Heathlands
with all the warmth which eharaci

reception of an old friend. I was a frequent
visitor at the house, and was always made
welcome. There were fetes of various sorts

going on in that hospitable countryside, in the

pleasant summer weather
;
and at archery

meeting, cricket-match or race-ball, picnic or

boating-party, I always joined the Mi;

and always found my way to Alicia's side.
" I have no wish, Thursby, to dwell upon

what must seem to you the tamo routine of

mere commonplace love-making, and I

your gesture of suppressed impatience, tl.

think 1 am wasting my seamy store of breath

in recounting trifles. I will therefore hun
Let it suffice, that within two months of my
first meeting with Alicia Morgan at the fl

show, I proposed for her hand, and was ac-

cepted. It all came about so suddenly that I

could hardly believe that my suit had been

successful, even when the congratulations of

the friends to whom the news had been im-

parted, came pouring in upon me. To own the

truth, I was half frightened by my own good
fortune.

" That you may, in some degree, undc t

my feelings, I will give you a brief

of the family beneath whose roof, at

short an acquaintance, 1 had wooed and

not unwilling bride. Sir Thomas, cripp

age and infirmiti mper and

tient of contradiction, was h con-

summate tact by hifl

who was very much his junior. Murray
was indeed what in common parlan

a "
managing woman." She kiie\.

—the world of London society
—

very
and played her own pan with great skill.

two eldest of her four daughi had no

son—were already well married, in the world's
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esteem, and till
Ioul,t hni ih

[

d

w prizes in

All these girls had

g0(Xl |
but in neither

rnal partiality have

luals of their cousin

. a fair estate in

to her for lack of

: but it was not until after I had

that I learned this fact.

. mercenary
in drawing me on.

I enough to show that Lady
the sort of relative

what are called romantic

to sympathise with a love-match,

husband should be the poorer of

And that such was the case in the

: stance I found, to my chagrin,

1 be no doubt. As a bachelor and

rdsman I was well enough off. By the

lard, on the other hand, I was

too poor to marry, unless my choice should be

a woman of property. And yet Lady Murray

illy gave her consent, and secured that of

b< anas, who, as the young lady's guardian,
lie power of prohibiting her marriage
lie should be of age.

thing could exceed, I may say, the kind-

>f the family. My acquaintance with

Alicia, and with themselves, had been so brief,

i of probation might well have been

imposed upon me. There would have been

rah or unreasonable in such a stipu-

Bnt no such stipulation was made.

i, as lovers will, for an early

Murray good-humouredly remon-

l,
but only on the score of the necessary

'

Lawyers, milliners, confec-

ach-builders,' she said,
* must

ay their part in a proper manner.

wedding could not take place
. i in.' But she never seemed

any opportunity ought to be
• Alicia und myself to become better

ions, and to draw
Dm the hasty engagement

under such unusual

I went on with

mooth-
• y, or II

man of I

•;• the nnprece-
!i which

sider the opposite party as a subtle antago-

nist bent on getting the best of the bargain,

knew not what to think of the easy victory

that now seemed to await him. And yet,

as he said in professional dudgeon, the lady's

solicitors were an eminent firm, and the titles

to the property were as clear as titles could

be. There was no doubt about the matter,

but the pliancy of the Murrays and their

legal advisers could not have been greater had

I been a duke instead of an ensign, It was

left for me to insist that Alicia's fortune should

be strictly settled on herself. I felt that this

precaution was due to my own sense of honour.

"Autumn came round, and the prepara-
tions were all complete. The wedding was

to be a very quiet one, after all, it had been

decided. The ostensible reason for this change
in the programme was the health of old Sir

Thomas, who could not undertake a journey
to London, and whom Lady Murray was unwil-

ling to leave alone at Heathlands. I cared

little how matters of this kind were settled,

and was quite content that Alicia and I should

be married in the little village church of Hil-

lingdon, the parish in which Heathlands was

situated. The wedding, as I have said, was

to be a very quiet affair, Julia and Fanny
Murray being the only bridesmaids. There

was to be a breakfast, but only those of the

neighbouring county families whose members
were intimate with the Murrays, had been in-

vited to partake of it. The day w'as fixed.

The settlements had been signed, duly wit-

nessed, and returned to London. Milliners,

lace-venders, jew
r

ellers, had executed their

orders with more or less promptness, and stores

of finery, which even Lady Murray admitted

to suffice to the furnishing forth of the ward-

robe of a young married lady—all were ready.

The very spot where the honeymoon should

be spent was settled, in what Fanny Murray
called a 'committee of the whole house.' It

was decided that no couple had ever been

likely to start more smoothly and pleasantly
on the voyage of matrimony.

" It was come, at last, the eve of the day
on which Alicia and I were to plight our faith,

come weal or woe, to one another ;
and I rode

up, as usual, to the Manor House, followed by

my servant. It was my custom to ride those

seven miles of indifferent road, and to send

back the horses, with Sam, to a small inn

nearly three miles from Heathlands. The
road, if to happened, was singularly wild and

ill provided with houses of public entertain*

it led into a bleak hill country where

i towers were rare, and where a

traveller might not be seen for miles among the

bes. There Was no shelter for man
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ast, short of the Three Horseshoes, which

lay, as I h . about three miles from

it from

am which fed I by a

plank-bridge, but which bilged
to ford. At Heathlands, my horses would of

have been cured for, had there been

aodation. But the gene-
ral's habits caliar. The stablin

old and ruinous, and there was only just
room enough for the carriage-horses, and two

put ponies that belonged to the girls, under

that part of the range that still kept a roof

above it. I must tell you this, captain, that

you may understand what followed.
" It was B dark day in early December, and

the clouds hung threateningly about the bleak

hill sides, fringed with black fir clumps, but

the sun shone out, making the flooded meadows
and wet roads glitter, as I rode up from B

,

about noon. There had been a great deal of

rain lately, for it was one of those mild,

damp seasons of which we have had so many.
The brook was nearly up to the girths as we
forded it, and the mire was deep in the wind-

ing lane that led to the house.

i y heart was heavy, somehow, and I felt

anything but the blithe gaiety of spirits that

becomes a bridegroom starting joyously forth

on a career of wedded happiness. I had never

a very thoughtful man. I was young,

prosperous, and my own master, and my in-

ducements to meditate had been few. But
the great change that was impending, the

trust of another's happiness, the responsibili-

fciat 1 was on the morrow to accept, had
made me ponder and reflect in a way to which

I was wholly unused. And I reflected, as

I passed through the deep lanes, where the

scarlet berries of the holly flashed out from

the dusky green of the leaves, and where the

tall b:c fcood like skeleton giants over-

how very, very little, I knew of Alicia's

mind and heart,
—what a stranger I was to the

beautiful girl whom to-morrow I was to hail

by the sacred name of wife.
" It was too true. Alicia and I were almost

strangers. Our acquaintance was certainly

very short, but that was not exactly the case in

point. People, especially when they love, may
learn to know each other's thoughts and feel-

ings in less time than that which had elapsed
the day of the flower show. But, I re-

it for the first time, I knew singularly
of Inr whom I had chosen to be the help-

meet of my life. As far as I could remember,
and I had seldom or never been alone,

te, together. Always, as it seemed
ae of the family had been present

met, and even in the garden at

Heathlands, on that evening when, in the

1 rubbery, 1 had poured out my heart in

broken, ]
. and had told

my love to Alicia's half ear, Julia

Murray had been hovering I had

joined in returned

to my prayer. And it was from Lady Murray,
had taken place, that

fust heard that my suit was viewed with

favour.
" Even since our «

been alone with Alicia, .

startled to remember how few were the h<

ments expressed by her that I could recollect,

and how slight had been our inter:

ideas. She was always lovely, gracious,

calm, like a beautiful statue, but it was won-
rful how little communion th

I been between her spirit and my own.

lover's memory, which turns the veriest com-

monplace prattlings into daintiest music, could

not treasure up many of Alicia's spoken woi

I was forced to admit, not only that she

habitually silent, but that the Murrays had

hardly ever, by pure accident as it would seem,

given me an opportunity of being alone with

\

their ward.
" Dim misgivings, too formless to make a per-

manent impression, crowded on my soul as I

rode through the park, where the russet leaves,

soaked with water, lay like a thick carpet be-

neath the bare trees. I was less hopeful, less

exultingly sanguine, than formerly, and some-

thing like a chill ran through my veins i

caught sight of the steep gables and quaint
red roof of the Elizabethan manor-house.

These vague feelings, however, soon vanished

as I received the warm greetings of my friends
;

and as Alicia half-shyly put her little hand

into mine, I thought I had never seen her look

so beautiful. Indeed, she was unusually ani-

mated. Her dark blue eyes
—she had the

rare beauty of blue eyes in conjunction with

raven hair and a cheek whose bloom was as

darkly rich as that of a peach—were D

brilliant than was often the case
;

her smile

was brighter, and her sil •

r er more

frequent. In general, she really did

a handsome statue, but now, though not talk-

ative, she was at least lively and in hi

And yet, sometimes, a suddei would

come over her delicately m<

and she would

sound inaudible to others, and forgetful of

what l : around her. Then x]\

of rapt abstraction would die away, and the

fair, smiling face would resume its f

aspect.
"

I never spent a more pleasant

and evening than on that day, the eve of tha
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ver to be.

-roup seemed to

-Unite to the general joy-

! homas, unusually exempt
in high good-

oampaigning stories

at to me, and by no means

bad of their kind. Lady Murray and her

JaUgl d well-educated women,
were very amusing companions, and if Alicia

than the others, her beaming eyes
; _.; \a I an eloquence of their own,

and her royal beauty seemed to convert her

in some manner into a privileged being, from

whom less was to be expected than from

I 'save said, Ave were happy, and,

as is often the case, our mirth seemed the

blither because of the stormy weather without.

' storm had recommenced
;

the sheets

of rain lashed the windows, the wdnd was

loud, and there was thunder rolling afar off

as the groaning trees bowed to the fury of

de."

far in his story my poor comrade had

proceeded with a strength that surprised me,
and that was evidently due to a concentrated

effort of will, but once or twice he had paused
to beckon to the watchful native servant for

h portion of the cordial. But at this

point he stopped, gasping and pressing his thin

to his breast, as he sank back among
the pillows. The bearer, who had nursed

many a sick sahib on his deathbed, glided

ly to his side, and supported his languid
Just then the cries of the wild animals

jungle, which had been more and more
and fretful, ceased, and there was an

I hush, a solemn stillness when the very
the watch on the table seemed to

jar U] ar. This silence lasted for a

erhapB three or four, and then
v muttering sound, like that of a

bnt a resolute voice, poor
:

—
I [eath-

«k. <>h this particular night,
i unheeded, in the merry

. when the old butler, a

. came in I

orred. The

leak downs, had
i runnel

;
the brook,

much v,
pj was

th, and had damaged thr,

i do. Be
ith the

horses, where he was, and of riding round to

Ashton Poplars, where there was a bridge,

four miles off, and with every prospect of

losing his way in the storm and the dark-

ness.

"'Pooh! pooh! nonsense!' said Sir Thomas,

awaking from his nap.
' You must take up

your quarters with us for the night. Can't

stumble through those muddy lanes in weather

like this, can he, Eleanor ? No, no, my boy,

I stop and sleep, and at your time of life you'll

be early enough afoot to get down to B
,

dress, and be back before old Mr. Maples puts
on his surplice in the vestry of Hillingdon

Church, I warrant you.'
"So it was settled. Lady Murray went

to bid the housekeeper get a room ready for

i me, and there was much laughter among the

damsels of the Murray family as to my being

j

'

trapped,' and immured in a Heathlands

dungeon for the night. In such laughter and
merriment Alicia took no share. On the con-

trary, one of her odd, silent moods came over

her, and, for a moment, her beautiful face

seemed to stiffen into stone, her eyes looked

coldly forth at vacancy, and her lips worked,
as if she were about to speak. Then she

started, as Lady Murray entered, and bent

over a book of engravings, and during the rest

of the evening I could not find an opportunity
of exchanging word or look with her who was
to-morrow to be my wife. And when I bade

her good-night, Alicia's hand was deathly cold
;

it lay passive in mine. She smiled and spoke,
but it was evidently with an effort, and in a

minute more I was alone.

"Alone in a great wainscoted bedroom,
where the fire and the candles were scarcely
able to light up the dark green curtains and
the sombre hangings and oaken scantling of

the walls. Sir Thomas's man came and went,

bringing, with his master's compliments, razors,

brushes, linen, and so forth, and presently
asked respectfully if I wanted anything more,

bowed, and departed. I sat for an hour or

more, gazing at the fiery caverns between the

burning coals, and moodily thinking of Alicia's

strange manner. Did it imply girlish fickle-

ness, aversion, change of purpose ? And if

ought I, as a man of honour, to hold her

tier word I Ought I to wed her if she loved

me no more I And then rose up the stinging

doubt, had sin- ever loved me I Was her

nice of my suit the mere result of sur-

perhapa of the persuasion of her rela-

evidently my friends. Long
! »ded thus, and coming to no satisfactory
conclu yself into bed, and tried

on a sudden, trembling
ad v. iili big cold drop* -thick
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on my forehead : woke, not by degree*, but on

a sudden, with the start from sleep, the liasty

rallying of the faculties, which an abrupt
alarm can alone inspire. It was as if the

soul, awake while the body slumbered, bad

roused her slothful companion at the call of

r. Thursby, we have been In action

together. I don't think you ever saw me
flinch win n death and Life were trembling in

the balance
;
but I assure you that on that

! . | completely unnerved. In-

stinctively I felt that peril was near, a shape-

unknown peril that weighed upon my
heart. Still I rose, relit my candle, and

hurriedly dressed. My limbs shook, my breath

came thick and short, and 1 was Hurried and

unsteady ;
but I crushed down the tremors

that beset me, threw on my clothes, and
i the door of my room. Then I knew

what the danger was. The pungent smoke,

eddying down the corridor, the smell of

burning wood, and a sound as of hissing
snakes blended with the well-known crackling
sound produced by dry timber in a blaze, gave
form and substance to my vague fears. Then
I felt my courage revive. Heathlands was on
fire—there was no doubt of that. But if the

old house could not be saved, there must be

ample time to preserve every life, and perhaps
much property. The first thing to do was to

ascertain the extent of the mischief; the second

would be to spread the alarm through the

unconscious household. Led by the ominous
sounds of crackling wood I hurried along the

passage, the smoke growing thicker and half

blinding me. My room was at the extremity
of the east wing, at the end of a long passage,
and the other doors belonged to rooms such as

the Muniment Chamber, the so-called Oratory
i
—Avhich still retained its antique furniture, and
was regarded as a curiosity

—and two disused

rooms, full of faded but costly upholstery,
and which were known as ' '

Lady Jane's

parlours," in virtue of some obscure tradition.

These two last rooms had their doors ajar, and
were full of smoke, but I hardly heeded them,
for now I was near enough to the central part
of the rambling old house to see a great glow
and glare of heat and light that proceeded
from some of the chambers opening on the

principal landing-place above the broad oak

staircase, and where, as I knew, the Murrays
and Alicia slept. I sprang forward with a

cry of alarm. Yes, the fire was fiercest in

that part. I saw the long tongues of ruddy
flame go gliding along the dry wainscoting,

licking the walls, climbing in spirals to the

ceiling, hissing as it gave out volleys of suffo-

cating smoke. Nor was I the only one aroused

by the peril, for I heard the sound of distant

and alarmed voices, and the clapping of a

door, and a shrill a
"
Two, three, of th on the left-hand

side were pouring forth floods of smoke and

of light, mixed with clouds of sparks
and scrape of half-oonsumed muslin or gauze.
This was especially th ith the chai

nearest to the great window, from whose door

a red glare, like that from a furnace-mouth,

angrily forth. Bat by what strange ac-

cident— ah ! there it is at last !

" ' Fire ! fire !

'

" The single dreadful word that scare

boldest, and that none can hear without emo-
•tion at the dead of the night. A i i

seemed at once to spread the alarm, and I,

too, echoed it, although a glance at the

staircase convinced me that the way of i

was open, and that the fire was confined to the

upper part of the house. The chief seat of the

conflagration Avas evidently the passage to the

left, where the very beams and joists were burn-

ing, and where the fire raged in the three rooms
I have mentioned—empty rooms-, no doubt.

"
By this time the sleepers had been aroused,

and Sir Thomas, his clever consort, who was

the most courageous of the family, and sup-

ported the halting-steps of her crippled hus-

band, Julia and Fanny Murray, the serving-
men and women, were soon crowded on the oak

staircase and the wide landing-place, hastily
dressed in clothes tossed on under the spur
of the sudden alarm, and vociferating ques-

tions, exclamations, suggestions. The fire was

above, below, everywhere. It was the work
of chance, of carelessness, of incendiaries

;
but

no one ventured on a practical hint until the

alarm-bell was heard clanging forth from its

turret, sturdily tolled by old Job, the soldier-

butler, though the storm almost outroared the

clang of the bell. My eyes ranged hastily
over the assemblage. There was one form

missing ;
the dearest, the fairest.

" * Alicia ! where is she ?
'

" And I called her name aloud. Lady Mur-

ray, very much moved, started, and wrung her

hands with a gesture of dismay and grief,

doubly terrible in that trained, impassive
woman of the world.

"'Alicia!' she cried. 'Yes, this is htr

work. It is a judgment—a judgment on me.

Yet I meant it for the best. Oh, Mr. Erring-

ton, that is her room—there, the blue room,
at the end, where the fire

'

" I did not hear the rest. Breaking fiercely

from those who in kindness sought to stop

me, I rushed through lire and smoke—through

burning splinters and eddying vapour—on to

the door of the room at the end, which stood

open. And there, in the very glow and reek
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f th. within—in the midst

th the room had become, I

ink into a

mg to

id put the cordial to his

i and a moan, and then a

ug sound of heavy rain,
—rain of which

lea,
—and the jungle

1 groaning, and the tents Happed,
at like shot upon the

. ater bubbled through the

The monsoon had begun. I dreaded

;ilerer
;
the recollections it

: monising as it would with his

dark memories, might shake the hour-

which his last sands were falling, all

i lied ear, however, did not seem

to hear the thunder of the tempest, for he

• 1 unconscious of the storm as he resumed,
ice :

" * I saw Alicia—my own dear and loved

Alicia—my betrothed, my bride— standing
at mirror, in that fatal room.

a as dressed in her snow-white bridal

if for the altar. Over her shoulders

i the long wedding veil, its dainty lace

to the fullest length, and on her

small queenly head was the orange-blossom

•itly placed on the raven hair that

well the spotless purity of the

She wore jewels, too, that glistened
I in the baleful light of the fire.

ike some virgin victim decked for

icrifice of old. Her face was averted,
ie saw me in the mirror, and turned, and

with a smile.

it what a smile! I recoiled, horror-

>r girl waved and wreathed

, bowing her flower-crowned

ten suddenly stretched out

ith an eldritch laugh
that fi ry marrow :

—
it bravely ! bravely !

1 bal ha! for the wedding!

I did not hear, for I had

er—to save

Poor thing : her In-

the terrible

mad-

There

Lied up a

ad the

I hoped to reach her and bear her out in my
arms to life and safety.

" The flames beat me back. I struggled

hard, but pain and suffocation conquered, and

I was driven back, mocked by Alicia's horrible

vacant laugh, and I stumbled and fell, and

should have died there, but for stout-hearted

old Job and one of the farming men, who

dragged me clear of the passage at no little

risk to themselves. I did what I could. In-

deed I tried to save her—see, Thursby, the

deep scars on my arms, my neck, my breast,

the dusky crimson stains of the burning. My
clothes were on fire, my hair was on fire, wfhen

old Job tore me by main force from the spot.
" I recollect lying on the stone floor of the

great entrance hall, in the midst of noise and

confusion. Men were flinging water on the

flames, tearing down woodwork with axe and

pole, shouting, handing up buckets, fighting

the fire stoutly and well. I lay, helpless,

while one of the Murray girls, ashen pale, in

her white wrapper and loose hair, helped Job
to hold up my wounded head—I had been

badly bruised, how I know not—and Lady
Murray knelt beside me and prayed that God

might forgive her, and that I would forgive

her, for having plotted and striven to bring
about my marriage with a maniac. For it

was all confessed now. Poor Alicia, with all

her beauty, with her pure, good heart, had the

lurking taint of hereditary insanity in her

veins. Her aunt and guardian had wished

her married—married and out of their own

daughters' way, whom her superior loveliness

threw into shadow—that was the whole sad

truth. No doubt the experiment, on the suc-

cess of which Lady Murray had plumed her-

self, had failed, and Alicia, who had never

loved me, but who was weak and used to obey,
had succumbed to a paroxysm of the dread

mental malady, and the fire—
" ' A ladder ! a ladder to the window of

the west room. A hundred pounds to the man
that helps me !

'

" I was strong then. I was on my feet,

active, imperious, directing those about me.

And very soon there was a ladder planted
before the window of the fatal chamber, and I

mounted, mounted steadily. The casement,
broken by the heat, hung in shivers, and at it

stood Alicia, waving her arms and singing, as

ned, but showing no sign of fear. Her

veil, her robe were on fire
;
the flames were

around her, and suddenly she screamed
and writhed like a lily scathed by fire

;
the

cruel pain and anguish seemed to clear her

clouded reason for a moment, and she i

my name, and shrieked to me for help.
Just then ; . a crash—a dull, heavy
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crash
; ceiling and wall came thundering down

together, and as the side of the hou

outwards, the crouching figure with outstretched

vanished in a yawning gulf of flame.

As for me, the ladder was hurled down amid

falling masonry and timber
;

a heavy beam
crushed me down, and I lay BenseJesB and with

a broken collar-bone beneath the ruin.

"Thursby, T have told all. The fire was

got under at last, and the poor remains of her

who was to have been my wife—of her who
had been beautiful almost beyond woman's

beauty
—were recovered. But—they did not

dare, in mercy, to let me see the coffined form
of what had once been Alicia Morgan. I was
slow in recovering health

;
I left the place as

soon as I could travel. To Lady Murray I

wrote my forgiveness—we are all great sinners !

Heaven knows I pardoned her—but I could

never again bear to look on any of them. I

left my holiday regiment. Weary of life, and

hoping for some stirring occupation that should

lull memory, I sought an appointment in this

branch of the service. My interest was pow-
erful, and I obtained it. Thursby, as I live, I

saw her last night ;
hist ! man, come nearer, I

see her now."

His wasted hand grasped my arm with a

grip that was absolutely painful, and his start-

ing eyes seemed bent on some object, real or

fancied, on the opposite side of the tent.

Then the grip relaxed, and with a little moan
and a long-drawn shiver, the poor fellow's head
sunk back, and he stirred no more. I laid my
hand on the heart. It was still. George
Errington was dead, almost before his sad

story was told.

Titled and Untitled Aristocracy.—
When Louis XVI. ordained that no one

should be presented at Versailles unless he

could prove four hundred years of "gentility,"
in other words, that his ancestors bore arms
before the year 1400, many counts and mar-

quises were rejected as unworthy, though
many an untitled gentleman, as old as Hamp-
den of Hampden, left his tower or chateau,
and posted up to court to establish his right.

Every gentleman, on his pedigree being certi-

fied, was invited to join the royal hunt
;
and

this privilege was entitled le droit de monter
dans le carosse du Jioi. The plain squire to

whom this right was allowed, was always held

to be really superior even to the count or

marquis whose claim was rejected. Were the
same standard of "gentility" in vogue at St.

James's, many an old English squire and high-
land chieftain would bear away the palm of

ancestry, while many a noble peer would, as

at a tournament, have to "ride the barriers."

VALE

young urchin, shamming loi

I on "gilt-. 'ine,"
'•'

g ! ever mj
Draws a he.-irt, with ar .

—
** So Love hath tranafix'd .

Never r ruer

For a perfect Valentine.

Birds are billing, birds are cooing ;

All things lovely go in pail
We are willing, why not wo
When sweet Spring comes an

Very cold, though, is this sj

Snow on every tiny spray ;

Better wait .some happier rin^-time :

Valentine ! put oft' thy day.

in.

Saint Valentine so simple,

Sadly simple Valentine,
All so earnest for a dimple,
And a smile that meets not thine !

Gentle Love ! do not deceive me :

Is thy heart quite throughly mine,
And the arrow barb'd ? Believe me

Thine own faithful Valentine.

BODY-SNATCHING AND BURKING.

Of all the hideous atrocities recorded in

criminal annals, the series of murders by the

infamous wretches known as "
Barkers," are

surely the most strange and horrible,

scoundrels, by the invention of their horrible

system, reversed all the received traditions of

crime. In all ages men had pictured the

murderer assailed by the remorse which would
make his life one long agony, flying as before

an avenging Fury, with eyes averted from his

hideous work
; dreading more than death

delay near the scene of his crime, or if he

remained near the lifeless body, remaining only
till he could hide it from the eyes of his

fellow-men
;

till he could bury it down in the

lonely wood, or plunge it fathoms deep in the

stream which would bear it for ever from his

sight.

The satirist had ever been wont to point
his dispraise of wealth by contrasting the

anxiety of the rich man with the careless

security of him who had n<> wealth to tempt
the robber. But poverty, loneliness, wretch-

edness, were, of all others, the very qualities

which recommended a wanderer to these

wretches who preyed on their kind ; for who so

poor but had at least a body ? And it was that,

made marketable by the expulsion of the soul,

that the Barkers wanted ;
and when thus pre-

pared, far from shunning it, they would fall
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into a drunken sleep with it under their bed ;
far

: for Bale about

For this hideous

had to find ;t word, they chris-

ipposed inventor,

! the scaffold bequeathed to the

language a work that has now become classical.

iige, however, as the crime appears to

this gc
it was, in fact, only a necessary

it of an everyday practice. Burk-

iate offspring of body-snatching;
;id the conditions under which

leous growth flourished, we must look a

little at the latter.

The study of anatomy in England may be

i date from Harvey, and to have gradually

since his day. A modern professor

would, however, be strangely dissatisfied with

what was thought a sufficient supply of anatom-

ical subjects even so late as the middle of the

century. Dr. Hunter describes the

isors of the most celebrated schools of his

both here and abroad, as employing in

ourse of lectures not more than one, or

wo bodies. The labours of this great
n gave an immense impetus to the study

of anatomy, and a larger supply of bodies

became gradually necessary : the number of

ts likewise increased. But the only
bodies legally available in this country for

dissection were those of murderers
;
the law

exacted such bloody retribution for compara-
-,mall crimes, that when punishment had

to be meted out to the murderer, nothing
be done to him that he would not have

suffered for theft.

To remedy this absurd anomaly, the inge-
nious i resorted to (as was the case with

mother way), of wreaking vengeance
on the malefactor's body after death : it was

to the surgeons for dissection, as a
of punishment. Happily enough,

Dot committed with sufficient

ii adequate supply to the

up the required num-
ted by the law were

resort-

Iftfl usually adopted,

apply Of 1)0, lies wus,
to the wants of the

•

"body-snatcher" or

lo vil-

e men
in and around

degrt

not was to

sometimes marked during the day, and at

night to repair to the churchyard with a cart

in which were placed sacks and the various

implements required. They cleared away the

earth at the head only of the coffins, then the

lid was raised with a lever, and broke under

the pressure of the earth above it. The body
was then drawn out by the head, the clothes

removed and put back in the coffin, and all

covered up again. A body-snatcher could

thus take a body from a coffin buried in a deep

grave, and restore everything as it was at first,

in three-quarters of an hour
; in a quarter of

an hour, if the grave were shallow and the soil

favourable. If the ground was stoney they
had a peculiar way of using the shovel without

making a noise. The clothes, as we have seen,
were replaced, as to take them made the offence

greater in the eye of the law. The bodies were

brought into London in the cart, concealed per-

haps under vegetables, so that the horrible cargo
looked like the freight of a market-gardener's
cart. By some men the prize would be left

till the following day inside of a half-built

house.

Near every hospital was a house of call for

the resurrectionists : the chief one on the north

side of the river was the Fortune of War, at

Pie Corner, near Smithfield ; and the present
host of the inn, which still bears the same

name, points out the position of a room, round

which ran benches, on which, duly labelled with

the owners' names, remained the bodies, till

the surgeons at St. Bartholomew's over the

way could look at them. So long as the

body-snatchers went to work quietly, little

notice was taken of them by the public ;
so

that, long after the judges had decided, in

1788, that disinterment was a misdemeanor,

prosecutions were not common, and offenders,

when taken, were usually liberated. But the

number of students went on increasing ;
exhu-

mations became more frequent ;
detection and

exposure became likewise more common, and
the public disgust and vigilance grew greater,
with the effect of rendering the disinterment of

bodies more difficult.

At the beginning of this century, the supply
of the London anatomical schools was in the

hands of a very few men
;
one of them, who

was afterwards examined by a Parliamentary

committee, stated that in two years (1809 and

1810) he had supplied to schools in England
305 bodies of adults at about 4 guineas each,
and 14 bodies under 3 feet which were sold

at so much per inch. A man named Murphy,
probably the greatest artist in this line,

'I that in one evening ho made a sum
which, .liter deducting payment to assistants,

i £100. It is stated on good authority
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that these early body-snatchers were compara-

tively decent men, but the increase in price,

hich had originally been as Ipw as one or two

ineas, tempted into the trade some of tlie

orst scoundrels in London. "
They are the

lowest dregs of degradation," said Sir Astley

Cooper: "there is no crime they would uot

commit ;
and if they imagined that I should

make a good subject, they really WOtlld not

have the smallest scruple, if they could do the

thing undiscovered, to make a subject of

me."

These men were always dragging themselves

into public uotice. They frequently quarrelled

I themselves, when one party would

inform against another. The anatomists were

completely at their mercy ; they could effectu-

ally oppose a lecturer, by refusing to let him
have bodies

;
and there was no length to

which their animosity would not go, if once

aroused. Was one of them offended by the

purchase of subjects off another man, he would
either steal secretly, or break openly, into the

place where the bodies were kept, and cut them
to pieces, spoiling them for the purpose of dis-

section : or, perhaps, he would inform against
the anatomist for receiving the bodies

;
and

although the magistrates generally refused to

take cognisance of such cases, unless there was
strict evidence that the receiver had also taken

part in the disinterment, yet teachers had

convicted and actually punished for

receiving bodies, knowing them to have been

unlawfully procured, and, as the law stood, it

was at least doubtful whether every teacher

and student was not indictable for a misde-

meanor. Nor did the vengeance of the body-
snatcher always stop here. On one occasion a

lecturer had refused to give to a resurrectionist

a douceur of five guineas at the beginning of

the season. The man went away, but returned

at dark with a cart in which were two subjects

very much decomposed ;
these he threw down

in the street near the lecturer's house, and two

young ladies, not observing them, stumbled over

them. The result was a popular commotion
in the unhappy surgeon's quarter ;

the mob
rushed to his house, which they threatened to

tear down, and he was himself in very great

danger.
As an illustration of the reckless way in which

these men now carried on their trade, we may
take another experience of the same gentleman.
He once required the head of a person who
had died of a particular disease : he employed a

body-snatcher to get it, which the fellow did,

cutting off the head and leaving the body thus

mangled openly on the ground. It is not sur-

prising that such scandals enraged the public.

Graveyards were watched, spring-guns were set,

and, since sexton were not averse

to bribes, the friends of deceased p
1 the graves by night, and fired upon

intru<l'

Kxhumation, though the chief, was not the

sole method of procuri:
snatchers would personate to res of

those who had died in workhouses, and would
thus get their bodies given over to them. A

recorded in which a body-snatcher saw
a man stagger and fall in the street

;
he stepped

forward, claimed relationship with the man,
attended the inquest, and had the body deli-

vered to him. Frequently tl. would

break into houses where they knew .

lying, and steal it out of the coffin in which it

was awaiting burial
; sometimes, if a quarrel

ensued, the body thus procured would be cut

to pieces before the dissecting -room
reached. So common was this way of pro-

curing bodies, that one London police officer

alone had recovered between fifty and one

hundred bodies thus stolen. Or perhaps a

party of Irish would be "waking" a body ;
a

number of resurrectionists would burst in.

the corpse, and rush off with it, trailing it

naked through the mud, with the pursuers in

full cry. These cases will show the reader, that

the absence in a body of all signs of its having
been buried was by no means an unusual

occurrence, or one that would necessarily
awaken the least suspicion in the mind of a

surgeon to whom such a body might be offered

for sale.

The price of subjects became exorbitant as

the town and suburban churchyards were closed

to the body-snatchers by increased vigilance.

From twelve to sixteen guineas was at last

demanded, sometimes even as much as ei _

or twenty, with the possible prospect of almost

immediately having the body taken away by
the police, who would be secretly set on by the

snatchers in order that prices might be kept up.
If the snatchers were taken and punished, the

penalty really fell on the surgeon, who, during
their confinement in prison, had to support the

men and their families also. A surgeon who
did not promise beforehand to do this, could

get no bodies.

Matters were perhaps worse in country

towns, for there an anatomist's pupils had to

procure their own subjects, with the risk of

punishment hanging over them.

The position in which a body of highly-

educated men were thus placed through the

neglect of the Legislature, retlects the gr

disgrace on the country. It seemed, indeed, at

one time, as if the study of anatomy would

have altogether to be abandoned in the country
which had given to it some of its most magnifi-
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•dty of getting bodies

nth or six

y, and retired in

with scoun-

drels ,
:hem. Attemp:

nuuU- &h tne body-snatchers ;

d, but the custom-house

: what rate they thought fit,

m duty, or more

ised to forward the bodies, and

dried. When the Secretary of State

authorised their importation, it was found that

they generally arrived in a condition which

hem utterly unfit for the anatomist's

purposes.
It was felt at last that something must be

done : a course of anatomical study was twenty
times as great in Edinburgh as in Paris

;

ere compelled to go abroad to get

that skill, the want of which was punishable
law which refused the means of acquiring

En 1823 there had been 1000 students in

London, in 1828 there were only 800. Atten-

tion was at last paid to the complaints of the

profession, and in April, 1828, the subject was

ht before the House of Commons. Mr.

irton, in asking for a committee, stated,
that whereas, in the previous year, eleven

re legally disposed of, eleven

hundred were required, and nine hundred were

iy obtained. The committee which was
:i its sittings at the end of

and it was before them that Sir Astley
r made use of the expressions we have
i above. Head by their light, question

uiticant :

"
Knowing the high price

bodies, do you think that price
6 safety of the living ?

" Burke
at work in Edinburgh preparing
v. Inch was published in the

'

I

1828 there was living in the

linburgh, an Irishman named
and with him a woman, Helen

ibly according to the

ef this pair, reached

iry sign of
I drunken poverty.

'

bed, lay a heap
', the fioo

shoes

d painful n

•y the

pa •••! un

It was from this horrible den that, on the

morning of October 31st, 1828, Burke sallied

forth. Entering the shop of a grocer for a

dram—for the Scotch grocers sell whisky—he

finds there a poor beggar-woman. He addresses

her, and by his brogue the woman at once dis-

covers him to be a countryman. She tells him

her name is Docherty ;
that she has come from

Ireland in search of her son. Burke replies

that his mother bore the same name ; all the

Dochertys are his friends
;

she must come

home with him to breakfast. The poor wretch

gladly accepts the invitation
; they go to

Burke's home, and after breakfast Burke goes
to his familiar, Hare—a wretch as squalid as

himself. Him he tells, in their terrible jargon,
that he has a ' ' shot " in the house

;
he has

come to ascertain at what hour Hare will find

it convenient to come over and " see it done."

But with Burke are lodging at this time

a man and his wife, whom it may be unsafe

to trust too far
;

he accordingly tells them
that they must lodge elsewhere that night,

offers to pay for their lodging, and recom-

mends Hare's as a convenient place. Mrs.

Gray, the lodger, goes off with Hare's wife,

but returning at nine o'clock, finds that the

usual drunken orgies have begun ;
ths two

men are drinking, their wives are dancing, and

the old woman, far gone in drink, begins

singing.

In the morning, Mrs. Gray again returns for

something she has left behind her. The old

woman is nowhere to be seen. Mrs. Burke says
she was impudent, and was turned out. Burke
is still drinking, and from time to time throws

spirits about the floor
; Mrs. Gray goes to

the heap of straw to look for the objects she is

in search of, when Burke furiously drives her

off. A second time, when she approaches it to

get out some potatoes, does he renew this

violence
; and, when he is obliged to go out, he

charges another man to remain in his chair

near the straw till his return. Mrs. Gray's

suspicions are aroused, and when the coast is

clear she turns over the straw with her hus-

band. There, without a shred of clothing,

and with blood on the face, they find the body
of the poor old wretch whom they had last

drinking with the infernal crew. They
refuse to be parties to the concealment of the

crime, though Burke's wife says it shall be

worth ten pounds a week to them. Intf

lion is given to the police, who come down to

Bearoh the house. The body has disapp<
but ti morning it is found in the

cellar of a professor of anatomy, to whom
ii sold by Burke and Hare.

The inquiries to which this discovery
. -rounds for believing that mur-
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to the sn disposal of

tin- bodies, had been adopted by these men as

tde. Fearful, however, whether the

idence that could l>c produced would

r conviction, Hare and biswj Imit-

videnee. On the trial, which

1th, Burke and his wife were

\ith three murders
;
but the last, that

t Docherty, was alone gone into. Nothing
1

in horror the revelation

this trial. Bar Qg told that he was

impelled C questions, except
such as had reference to the murder of an

elderly woman, Docherty, is confused by the

Lbrance of multiplied villanies, and asks

doubtfully, "T'ouW woman, sir I"

According to this witness, the old \.

was thrown down, and Burke then threw him-

self upon her—his breast being on her head,
and placed one hand over her nose and mouth,
and the other under her chin, and remained in

this position for ten or fifteen minutes. The
of the scuffling and screams had been

heard at about half-past eleven by one witness,
and at twelve o'clock, on his return home, the

man through whom the sale of the body was
id found Burke at his door. He had

actually called two hours earlier, before the

murder was committed, evidently to negotiate
lie of the corpse that he was about to

make.

Two medical men bore witness to the skill

of these ruffians in scientific murder
;

all they
could say was, that certain of the appearances
would "justify a suspicion of death by suffo-

cation." It is scarcely possible to imagine
evidence more conclusive than that brought

ainst both prisoners ;
the woman

was, however, acquitted,
—a verdict of " not

proven
" released her.

Awaiting in gaol the day of his execution,
Burke made a detailed catalogue of his crimes.

According to this, a man who owed Hare four

pounds died, and Hare proposed that, to reim-

burse himself, the body of his debtor should be
sold

;
the body was accordingly taken out of the

coffin, which was then filled up with bark, the

body was sold to a surgeon for 7 J. 10s., and no

questions were asked, but the vendors were
told that they would be welcomed when they
had any other body to dispose of. This fatal

facility in disposing of bodies seems to have
ited murder. In the early spring of 1828

the first victim fell at the house of Hare, who
kept beds for lodgers ;

and between this time
and the October of the same year,
Victims were murdered in the house of one or
other of these miscreants, some being taken at

a disadvantage when ill, but the majority
being previously made drunk.

the public an:

at the skill shown in the nume-

rous niunh it leaving traces of vio-

lence, that it was loudly t the

: could not have original iiurke

and Hare— Iris:. of the h>

and utterly destitute of any SO

that the plan

ligent mind, which gave the dh
rude hands; and Burke had, i i-con-

fession, to claim for himself and his as-

the invention of their infernal

After Bu]

tried by the public to he dit to

justice ;
the point was argued, an I although it

was contended that the protection
Hare should extend to the e

had been tried, the judg
the 5th February, Ha A at liber

fled towards England. At Dumfri

recognised, and only escaped being torn to

pieces through the intervention of the law which

he had so long outraged with impunity. His

wife had to be smuggled off in men's clothes.

What was the subsequent career of these

sanguinary monsters ? We know not
;
but

about the London streets there wanders at thi3

day, led by a dog and asking alms, a white-

haired, morose, sightless old man, who, when

he breaks his habitual silence, mutters in a

coarse Irish brogue. People say that this is

the man who, in the winter of 1828, stood up
in the Edinburgh Court, and with monstrous

cynicism unflinchingly told a shuddering
audience how, without moving a finger, he had

sat still, calmly watching the death strug-

the poor wretch whose body he would pn
sell ! How many of those who have bestowed

charity on this man knew that they

touching the hand of a wholesale murderer, or

suspected that they were face to face with one

of the real "
Mysteries of London ?

" Are

there many men who, shrouded like H .

the obscurity which only a vast city can give,

walk among us with terrible recollections

ing about them, unknown to those who rub

shoulders with them ? What refuge so safe

for the murderer as London I But few

of darkness hidden in its imm : be so

ghastly as that which, known dimly to the

f us, that blind old man alone could

fully

'the fair prospect of immunity from the

ordinary consequences of murder, enjoy

men who at that time knew how to murder

scientifically, and the temptations to make
"

subjects," force us to ask whether Burke and

Hare were indeed the inventors or first practi-

tioners of their art ? At all events they
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rliamentary session of

my Bill, based on the recom-

whieh had sat in

was brought forward and

It passed the Commons, but was

in the Lords. Were the murders

comn. the Edinburgh gang, and the

I the country, insufti-

tanging the law? If more
r they were soon revealed.

ra later the existence of another

d—in London this

ember, 1831, Bishop, Williams,

in body-snatchers, offered the

body of a boy for sale at King's College. Mr.

the demonstrator of anatomy, sus-

pected foul play. It was the habit of the

to remove the teeth from sub-

that if the body were seized by the

police they might at least have something for

In the present case the teeth had

a few hours after death. The

ivestigated, and all three men were

and found guilty ; May, however,
i hanging.

the senior partner in this firm of

oaled the mode of operation.
to make their victims drunk,

_' laudanum with the liquor. A cord was
the feet of the stupified wretch,
then let down a well in Bishop's

a
;
the cord was attached to a stake, and

the operators would then take a turn and a

glass of liquor, "to occupy the time,"—the

tch being left in the well

ry to produce suffoca-

nnder the impression that the rum and
Id

* ' run out of the body at the

sons, according to Bishop,
murdered ;

the "things," as the
bodies

titled, being sold for 8/. or 101.

picture, if he can, the excite-

xnp&nied the disclosure of this
; affair. ..hose children were

thfl magistrates,
t treasures " sub-

,
to be sold at "

per

idently becoming an

had not been

I here-

'

roe of

The
which it is

iniii.l

I
with

A gallant colonel, thinking that the practice of

giving up one's body for dissection required

encouragement, led the way by publicly

announcing that he had added a codicil to his

will, by the provisions of which the surgeons

would, at his death, have that body, against

which the inventions of the enemies of his

country had been in vain directed. Others

followed ;
the idea gained ground, and threat-

ened to become fashionable ;
it was even pro-

posed that registers should be kept at the

chief hospitals for the entry of the names of

those who might desire to bequeath their bodies

to science. There were, of course, rival plans ;

the most curious which we have discovered is

perhaps that which proposed the sale, by public

auction, of the bodies of executed felons, and

of suicides (poor wretches
!) ;

all such bodies, as

well as those of persons who had, while living,

received a consideration for their corpses (it

being proposed to legalise such sales), being
branded by the coroners on each part ordinarily

used for dissection.

In the next session of Parliament another

bill was brought in. Honourable members
seem to have voted it a bore, since the attend-

ance at its various stages was very thin, and
the House was at one time even counted

out. This bill was opposed in every way by
Orator Hunt. An amendment was suggested,
to the effect that no person should be allowed

to commence his medical education till he had

given a written promise to leave his body for

the purpose of dissection. The bill passed,

however, by a small majority (without this

provision), and this time the Lords gave way.
The principal section empowered those having
lawrful possession of bodies of deceased persons,

not being undertakers, to permit such bodies

to undergo anatomical examination, unless a

desire had been expressed by the deceased that

no such examination should take place.

Another section repealed a previous Act which

directed that the bodies of murderers should

be given up for dissection, as it was thought
this would in a great measure remove the

odium attaching to dissections generally.
Under this Act the supply from workhouses,

hospitals, and elsewhere, of those who died

friendless and unclaimed, proved for a long
time sufficient. The number required has now,
it is said, increased to an extent which renders

these sources inadequate ;
and the importation

of bodies is again proposed ; now, owing to

reater speed and facility of transport,
with greater chances of success than formerly.
< >f one thing we may happily be certain: body-

snatching, leading almost aecessarily to Burk-

,
and must remain, a thing quite cf the
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THE MOON'S WANDE1M

(FKOM TBI QKHMAN.)

The keeper is gone to the feast to-night,''
Is the whispering poacher's call

;

His wit',' ami his child are sleeping : bright
Shines the moon on the chamber wall.

Then the moon shone bright on the father
" Ah ! did you not hear that strange shot ?

I fear me, and tremble, and cannot rest,

For my father's gun it was Dot."

As she shone on the palely glimm'ring bed,
The child grasp'd his mother's warm hand,
mother ! why tarries father so long ?

I fear, for 'tis lone o'er the land."

Oh ! look not into the moonlight, my child,
Oh ! close fast those little tired eyes ;

The moon is briuht, bat the night it is long,

Sleep on till to-morrow's sun rise."

Child !

"
cried the mother,

"
it is but a dream,

Look not in the mooni

When father returns with the mornings
'

You'll know that your dreams are all vain.
'

Then the moon shone clear on the father's head,

As his picture hung in the light ;

His child started up, with a sudden cry,

Cher ! why is his face so white ?"
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And ere the mother awoke from her sleep,

ring why he had stay'd,

Tl. .ht him home to her dead.

MARiiAUET SWAYNE.

A BORDER WOOING.

int time at tlie

iuous in the north

virtues of its mineral spring,
romantic beauty of its wooded

!vs, which overhang the

1 rthing. But it was not

E .,'. pins that I had bent my
tther, taken my second-class ticket

by the Newcastle and Carlisle Railway, to

the northern Hygieia ;
the

, indeed, the Roman station

jnboglanna, at BirdoSwald, the finest

upon the whole line of the justly celebrated

.. wall which traverses the isthmus that

hes across Northumberland and Cum-
! rman Ocean on the

and the Solway Firth on the opposite
hand.

trried long enough at my pleasant
I the Shaws, to make drawings of

every portion of thi3 noble relic
; having,

. completed my task at Amboglaima,
I fell, according to my wont, under the in-

of the erratic spirit which has ever

my roving life
; and after some little

solved that the next stage of

ilgrimage should be the out-of-the-way

dge of the debatable land be-

Scotland, where Bewcastle,
and the ancient

,
De Vallibus, Swen-

ls situated. Accord-
ed my foy, or parting glass, to

Oimdea at the Shaws, I

on my knapsack, and with many
, followed up by a hearty cheer

the male part of the corn-

free rover, once

o have cot

Lesirona

Mnbaiiw, with a little whisky, well diluted

rank cold tea, naked, and without milk or

sugar.
*

Thus reinvigorated, I wended stoutly on

my way, and leaving the road presently struck

the Maiden Vvray, which here traverses the

country to Bewcastle. f It is a broad road,

showing in some parts quite distinctly for miles,

in others concealed by heather and moss flows
;

it is well paved, with a compactly laid kerb on

its borders. This lone track I pursued to a

considerable length without seeing any living

thing, except now and then a pack of muir-

fowl, or a blackcock exhibiting his grotesque

antics before an admiring bevy of grey hens.

After a time the way became broken and con-

fused among the undulations of the moorland,
and after many times losing it and again taking
it up, it became entirely swallowed up in a

wide peat moss, on which I had to leap from

hag to hag over black treacherous-looking pools,

suggestive of the water-kelpie lurking below to

snatch the unwary traveller to the sullen

depths of his darksome abode. The sun was

now getting low on the horizon, and I became

very dubious of my way, all around being a

dreary and darkening waste, where only the

wild querulous scream of the curlew, or the

deep guttural cry of the solitary bittern, could

be heard, and my situation began to assume a

critical aspect. However, there was nothing
for it but to push on, which I did, with per-

spiration pouring from my brow, so as fre-

quently to obscure my view. As there now

appeared a rising ground a little way ahead, I

made for it in a straight line, taking, under

the spur of necessity, some extraordinary leaps

over the gaping wells which obstructed my
progress ; until, completely exhausted, I passed
the boundary of this dreary swamp, and sunk

panting and breathless on the welcome hill-

side.

After having rested for some quarter-of-an-

hour, I made my way up the hill, and, looking

down, saw, just below, the antique church and

* In reference to this beverage, I have been told by a
irtsman that nothing sustained him so well, and its

only fault lay in the artificial stimulus it imparted to mus-
cular energy, which was liable to induce undue exertion.
This property is probably due to the amount of az
tannin contained in tea.

t The mad called the Maiden Way brand
Roman mad a1 Kirby-Thor
the right, and Kirkland on the Le

Ousby, in Malmerbyand Addingham pariah
ateen feet in breadth. It

Lthinabout two miles of Aldston
for Whitiiv

i
Wall at

. which it leaves a ! ft ; then

Here it crosses thl

join" Wat liii

is derived by
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the famous Runic column standing among
raves of centuries, where long had

mouldered many a rieving Arm any a

tebbit Elliot, and muokel-mou'd Scott
;

and where the wrath of many :i fiery I

id long, long been quenched in dust and

the whole transmuted into gold by the

y of the Betting sun's last gleam, the

trk mass of the castle glooming at the brick.

ie Parsonage, and, below, the steep knoll on

rhich the churchyard is situated on the oppo-
le of the stream called White Lyne,

which is here crossed by a rustic bridge ;
the

six cottages, and small change-house, which

bute the village, formed a picture quaint,
old-world- like and secluded, such as our great
master of landscape, Turner, would ha\

lighted to look upon and depict ;
or " The

genius that dwelt on the banks of the Tyne,"

my old friend and monitor, Thomas Bewick,
would have compressed, with all its particulars,
into a tail-piece of some two inches and a half

of space. AVhile gazing, absorbed in the

enchanting influence of the view, the light

gradually died away, and a bleak pallid hue

gathered over the scene as the full moon

gradually rose over the dark and shattered

outline of the castle walls. I now looked

about ine for the shortest way to the small
• -house at the foot of the hill on which I

stood, where I proposed to rest for the night,
well disposed thereto as I was after my m
journey of some eighteen miles, when I was

joined by a very comely peasant woman, who

going that way and undertook to bo my
guide. She presently took me into her con-

fidence, and unfolded to me all her simple
and interests, the name and employment

of her gude-man, and the number of her weans,
with full particulars of sex, name, and age, all

detailed with a simplicity and trustfulness,
in the sweet Cumbrian tongue—for she did

not originally spring on this border land, where
the dialect is harsh and scarcely intelligible

—
that had a charm quite Wordsworthian . Ar-
rived at the change-house, which was lit up by
the fire of the smithy opposite, where the jolly
hammerer was singing lustily to the bass ac-

companiment of his bellows, I entered, and
to my dismay, tired as I was, I found the

contained only a but and a ben," and
but one bed, in a recess of the wall, which
accommodated the hostess and her grand-
daughter, wee Girzie, a golden-haired, round-

eyed lassie, who stared, half in fear and half

in admiration, at the way-worn stranger bend-

ing under the weight of his knapsack. Finding
there was no chance of a bed, I inquired if I
could rest awhile and have Borne tea ?

* An outer and inner apartme ut.

"
Na, tli. . nobut *

whisky and

barley yill, unco sour
; but

public by the sign of the

I

a horse-couper,

,
about a mile and a bittock nearer the

Scotch border
;

1 might u a pittin-up
With i book my

way forth in the moonli the little

bridge and along the bank of

. which shone silvery •bright and

moon, until, coming to another small 1

by which, according to mil

1 again crossed the water, past a water- mill,

from whence issued a warm light that told of

home and its comforts, sending a thrill

heart of the travel-worn pilgrim. Tht

now led by the edge of a wood, which,

cepting the moonlight, left it in pitchy dark-

ness
;
but groping on with protruded staff, a

small glimmer of light became visible, like a

star in the gloom, and in time I came up to

the Rising Sun, where I knocked loud and

long, before the latch was lifted, and I was con-

fronted by a somewhat morose-looking woman
and a young girl, whose staring black eyes and

straggling elf locks gave her a peculiarly wild

and striking appearance.
" What's your wull, canny man ?" the elder

dame inquired, keeping the door ajar.

I explained my requirements ;
but she

seemed scarcely to comprehend my langu
" I dinna ken," she replied,

" I dinna ken.

This is a lone house, and the gude-man'
at Newcastleton fair; an we're shy o' strai

Ye'll na belong to tliir pairts, an we tak in

nae tramps."
" My good woman," I remonstrated, "I am

no tramp, but travelling for my pleasure. My
first visit to-morrow will be to your minister,

who will assure you of my respectability."

"Aye, aye, aiblins, aiblins," she mm:
" but that punco like a pack on the shouthers

of ye,
—awm dooting, freen, ye'll just hae to

tak the road again."
I now inquired if she expected the good-

man home that night 1

"Aye, aye, the men folk wad be

sune, and I might just hirple into the chimney

neuk, and she'd hear what they said til'

Glad enough was I to obtain entrance on

any terms, ami having relieved my aching

shoulders of my knapsack, I disp

on the Lang settlef beside a large turf fire
;

and
i

that my appearance in I

having laid aside my hat, Boomed to be held

somewhat more ry, I ventured to in-

quire if I might has I anything they

might have at hand—-eggs, or what not ?

* Xuthing but. t •* wooden bench.
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hostess, "can ye

aded Maggie.
i.ls an elucidation of my

ime pointing to the teapot

in thinkin he'll just be

•watter and eggs," quoth
!. And those viands,

ith a goodly rasher, or, as it is called

>llop of bacon, were presently

. fed 1 fell -to with the hearty

tan ; and having partaken

abundant repast, I put a coal to the

b,
and enjoyed the luxury

pose after my somewhat toilsome day.

:• a while, the clattering of hoofs on the

nent outside announced an arrival,

r a whistle from without mine hostess

I the door, and three men entered, wrapped
i long horsemen's coats. The apathetic

3 offered no kind of greeting, but went

the flitch of bacon and cut a quan-
of huge collops, which the energetic

ie soon had hissing and brawling in the

Meanwhile one of the men, who
turned out to be mine host, brought in a jar, or

>f whisky, which he set on a circular

I he and his two companions having
their wraprascals, and stamped upon

aided floor to reanimate their feet after

the ride, sat down and took each a caulker, the

id motioning me to do the same, which

to have declined would, I knew, have amounted
<>n. But it was not until " the

rage of hunger" had been fully appeased,
wind was spoken by either party.

I of the aforesaid collops,

stity of potatoes boiled in their coats,
with cheese (the accompaniment to every Cum-

sl),
and bread made from a mixture

: i d barley. When this ban quet
I, rather than eaten, the men

round the fire (the table, which the
yi speedily cleared of the fragments of the

itli tlir grey-hen, within

"f
all), and the well-blackened

i

drawn (Hit, filled, and lighted by
Qg the burning turf.

, for the first time, I

orthies
;
and the

words which, though a

Id only with diflieulty

not t.» spare the

and inquiring whai road I travelled.

sard at

in a man,

plaid,

a few

preliminary snarls, made the customary gyra-

tion, turning round three times, and then

stretched himself down along with three others

which already occupied the hearth. The last

comer tossed off a caulker, brought himself

into "neebor raw" as invited, and betook him-

self to the pipe, while the landlord addressed

him to the following purport :

' '

Aahowsaawyeaabutlsemaingladtoseeyedy e-

want anygimmerscoombencoomben pull in the-

langsettleaabuta'smainglad toseeyedyewantany
-

lambs?"
This intelligible speech was responded to by

another equally lucid :

' '

Noonooadinnawantanylambsbutmebbiesa-

Avanttilsellsomeheregudewifehelpusoffwimaspat-

terdashesfortheyreuncomucky.
"

Which speeches may be rendered into the

more plain form of the Border tongue, thus :

" Eh ! how's a' wi' ye ? Eh ! but I'se main

glad to see ye. .D'ye want any gimmers ]

Come ben, come ben,* pull in the lang settle.

Eh ! but aw's main glad to see ye. D'ye want

any lambs ?
"

"
Na, na, aw clinna want any lambs, but

maybe aw want to sell some. Here, gude

wife, help us off wi' ma leggins, for they're

unco' clarty."f
Not greatly interested in this kind of dia-

logue, being tired and drowsy, I was medi-

tating a further appeal to the hostess's hospi-

tality with reference to some kind of sleeping

accommodation—being resolved, in the absence

of better means, to stretch myself for the night

on the long settle—when a most uncouth and

singular figure slouched across the floor, though
whence it came I could not devise, for it

seemed to have arisen from the sanded flag-

stones of the kitchen floor. It was a shamb-

ling, slouching creature, with starting, blood-

shot eyes, and twisted neck, the chin drooping

upon the chest, and hands that worked and

clutched like the hands of a drowning man, as

he worked his way towards the grey-hen. His

advent was hailed with shouts and laughter.

"Odds, here cooms auld Maartie ! Hoy,
auld ghaist, wake up an' hev a pull o' the

grey-hen ; say awa', J auld Maartie
; steady,

now, steady, auld cheat-the-wood ie ! Haribee

hills ! miles awa ! Eh ! there it goes doon

his gizzern. My certes, whaten a willey-

waugh ! Now settle thee doon, auld black

sheep ! an 1

gie's thy cracks." §

To all this the strange being only responded
with a sort of chuckling guttural rattle in the

* Further in. t Boiled with mire.
; 'I'., take say, or assay, of the liquor, it was the

For the mayor ami corporation "f New«
round <>f the public-houses, m order t<> fcaW

r:;ui\ if Boniface had provided a

bat
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it, ;is he planted himself on

in fumbling at some pigtail tobacco to Ml

" Ye maun ken, sir," said the shepherd, in

reply to my wondering look, "ye maun ken,
mill Maartie myad a mistake about a

-kind o' lifted her
;
an' he was taken ap

. -ui' committed to Caarle gaol ;

an' tli' atenced him to be hangit on a

tow on Baribee hill. Aw went, in coorse, to

it. the woodie ;

* an'

sae did .I.i p an' some itkers, just to

ir play like; hut, sauve us, sir, he gat
i- play ava. Gin a Border man be fairly

it at the woodie, nouther him nor any-

body else can hae ony reason to complain, ye
for it's like natural death ti a Border

man ti dree the woodie. But, ye see, Maartie

didna ir play ava
;
for hangief e'en

I with the rape, an' contrived sae badly
that whan he loupit frae the cairt tail, the

>lippit anunder the chin o' him
;

an' then he raxed and couldna settle til hang
canny nor coomfortable ava ; for ye maun

was bom i' the silly how,J was Maartie,
an' that gars ane unco kittle owther to hang

>on
;

till i' the lang run, the rape brack,
and doon he came wi' a cloor to the grim'.

. sir, our birse was a bit raised, because,

,
he hadna gotten fair play ;

sae the
:' me made in wi' our bits o' rungs, an'

'nounted the hows o' the puir auld doited

ible bodies till they war fain to loup Rab
Morris an' we weised Maartie ontil a

powny, an ow'r the Border wi' him het

in' when we gat him safely housed, we

gied him a canny soop o' the grey-hen, and he

agean ; forbye, as ye'll obsaarve,
he gat a bit twist o' the craig ;

an' he's been

gay an' roupy in the thropple o' him sin'

forbie that his eyne tuik an unco' gleg
an' uncanny glower. But ne'er fash,§ auld

Maartie, ma mon
;

thou'lt live ti get fair

play, an' croon thy death verse on Haribee hill

wi' the brawest o' them. Teak anither soop
o' the grey-hen, auld corbie, and ne'er cry
craven ."

The ancient Martin during this recital sat

rolling his head, and chuckling, as if at the

narration of something vastly pleasant and

facetious, and joined in the general laugh
which ensued with such a mixture of guggles
and eldrich shrieks as were absolutely astound-

ing to ears unaccustomed to his peculiarities.
For my own part, I easily perceived this to

be a little fiction which the narrator was
pleased to palm upon my presumed inex-

perience, but I refrained from the expression

, ,

" ,; •

t The executioner.
I Born with the head enveloped in a caul. § Trouble.

of an
j p on a point so delicate as

Border death from natural eauaee ;
and

I

sently edged up to the taciturn hostess, who

having oonsulted in a few whispered words with

the good-man, said,
" A wee), an could hae a

and lit a rushlight, and ushered me into

a room at the end of a 1 in the

first story of the 1km.

the appearance of my dormitory, I

huddled in among the blankets, and

asleep. But it was not written in

of my destiny that my rest should I

rupted ;
I know not how long I had

when I was aroused with a violent start, and

rising up in bed, 1 became aware of a i

tramping which seemed directly under the

floor of my chamber, accompanied by a rattling
and clanging of chains, suggesting the n

to my faculties, dazed as they were by
startled from heavy and profound slu:

that mine host must have some forlorn captive
in the chamber below, who was bumping his

head against the wall of his solitary dungeon,
and clattering his chains in accompaniment to

this desperate action. Immediately upon this

there arose sundry frightful cries of murder,
with guggles, and smothered cries, groans and

panting sobs, like the utterance of some un-

happy wight being at once strangled and

having his throat cut. At length all this up-
roar subsided, and was succeeded by a frequent

scuttling noise, and opening and shutti:

doors, which went on from time to time, till,

overcome by drowsiness, I again slept heavily.

But I was destined to further disturb

Again I was roused, this time by a crash a

the window of my chamber
; heavy rain was

driving in sheets against the house, and the

night was pitch dark. I concluded that the

dash of rain against the panes must have

awakened me, or perhaps the bough of a tree,

swayed by the wind, might have struck the

window. As I lay and listened to the sound

of the storm, and the wild whooping of an

owl that appeared to have taken refuge on the

window-sill, I again dozed off, only, however,
to be re-awakened by another crash louder than

before. I immediately sprung up, and o\ i

the casement, thrust forth my head as far as I

could maintain my balance, and called out,
" Who is there I Who and what are you, and

what do you want ? Speak, speak, or I'll tire,

whom or whatever you be !

" And while thus

engaged I look far into the night, but so dark

was it that I seemed to be built in by a wall

of solid blackness. My conjurations brought
no response, and I called again repeatedly,

until at length there most abominable

howling and mowing, as if in mockery of my
vociferation. I repeated my interrogation, and
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the darkness replied with,

naebody wantin'

Lb gracious permission, and
itli cold, I groped round

torn until red my couch, and

burned ill ; and being now fully aroused,
.li.it. this nocturnal visitation

There now commenced a series

of knoekii, kking of window-shutters,
U my cogitations could not furnish a

ton. I could not suppose those noises to

1 from a burglar, for had anyone intended

;to the premises, he would scarcely

announced that intention by rousing the

household with such a variety of unnecessary
noises. These disturbances had continued, so

far as I could guess, for about two hours, when
there came another crash against my window-

panes, and the voice cried, "Eh, Maggie—
Maggie, ma woman, are ye waukin' ?

"
I now

began to smell a rat. In short, this was
neither more nor less than a Cumberland

courtship ;
for it is by no means uncommon

for a young spinster to admit her enamoured
swain after the family have retired for the

night, and give him an opportunity of further-

ing his tender suit; before the kitchen fire,

which is never allowed to go out, but is packed

Bewcastle. See p. 2CS.

fathering coal, and well happed-' on
i .eat.

vocal, and in the

ild catch snatches of

Mling, or rather limping,

Maggie ?

ok craigie.

The lassie leugh ti hear his sang.
An' smoor'd amang the blankets nearly,

But couldna gar him linger lang,

For, oh ! she loo'd the laddie clearly.

Then up she rose an' let him in,

Aside he flung his drookit plaidie.
What care I for mirk an' din,
Now a'm wi* my bonny leddy ?

From this he changed to the following
- of a somewhat more melancholy cast

than the above :

Lassie, but I'm weary, weary,
ic, but tho night is eirey,

Let me in, an' a'll na' steir ye,
Let me in, my ain, ain dearie.
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Gin I war at thine ingle neuk,
Air we twa war at our dailin',

I'd swear upon the printed bank,
To be thy man for a' their laughin'.

Ca' me in, ma bonny woman,
Ca' rae in, ma lassie kind,

An' a'll change ma state wi' nae man,
Happy i' contented mind.

Ca' me in, ma ain kind dearie,

For, o)i ! the night is lour an' <b

An wi' thy smile sac bright an' oh

Warm this heart that's cauld an' weary.

Ca' me in, ma denty dearie,

Ca" me in, an
1

steek the yett,

For 'tis heaven to be neare thee :

Ca' me in, my ain kind pet.

But Maggie, in the present instance, con-

nued unmoved
; whether, however, she re-

lented at length, 1 am not in a condition to

say,* for I fell into a sound sleep, and only
woke about seven in the morning, the sun

Mining brightly in at the window, birds sing-

ing, and all nature wearing a bright and joyous

aspect ;
in strong contrast to the darkness and

disorder of the preceding night. I was soon

up, and after a plentiful application of cold

water, dressed quickly, and went forth to re-

connoitre.

At the back of the house I found, mine host,
who invited me to view a fine horse he had

brought from Newcastleton the preceding

night ;
and led me accordingly to the stable

* I cha in the morning with tlii.s midnight
ndignantly disowned having "changed

meriL Somegowk, she jaloused,
Bat had getten mair drink norgumprion i' the head o' him,

imerin' taed ; and, like asumphas he was, maun gae
vyaukin'

folk up i' that fashions way, an* the deil ding him,
ir a puir doited couf, wiVhis blathera an'

rowtin', the fond blatherskate ; if she wadna hae clawed the

oyne out <>' the ill-faured face a' him, deil be in her nieves,
an' a plague tak' him for a toUBV tike !

" And Maggie, after

phatie exordium, thing herself out uf the room; and
by the yelping of some ill-starred colly, that

uncorked the vials of her wrath at the expense of
his unhappy hide.

below, where I was introduced to a great black

stallion, which 1 at once perceived must have

been the stamper and chain-clanker of last

night. But I was still puzzled how to ac-

count for the hideous outcries which had

accompanied these demonstrations, and

pealed to the landlord tor an explanation.
"Lor bless ye!" he replied, "that

just be naebody but auld Maartie y

gullerin' an scmniisliin' in's sleep. Od, D

but it's an ugsome thing to hear til him at unco

times, and to see him feghtin".

an thrawin', wi' the een of him just startin' oot

o' him. He hasna forgottin' Haribee Hill, l'se

warrant ye."
This latter observation was accompani

a roguish leer and a chuckle, as if my landlord

enjoyed the remembrance of the little farce

that had been played off upon me on the night

previous ;
and this demonstration was echoed

by the series of guggles, gasps, and win -

which constituted the ostler Martin's peculiar

style of joculation, from a dark corner of the

stable, where that ancient retainer of the
"
Rising Sun

" was smoking the pipe of repose.

And now the buxom Maggie appeared to

inform me that my breakfast waited, and I

was conducted into a little room apart from

the kitchen, and there I found an abundance

of collops, eggs, and tea
; Maggie only remain-

ing to express her regret that they were quite
out of vinegar to sauce the bacon, but there

was a goudy peg-cheese and some barley-meal
I did not deem

accessory to fried

However, asbannocks,

vinegar an indispensable

bacon, I made a hearty meal, and pre
found myself in condition for a rough ride, the

chase of the long-legged hill fox, digging out a

badger, spearing an otter, or any rude border

sport which circumstances might suggest.

J. Wykeham Archer.

BEPPO, THE CONSCRIPT
BY T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.

CHAPTER XXVI. THE FURLO PASS.

Beppo made his way slowly down through
the thick wood, towards the monastery, heed-
less of his steps, and heedless of everything
savo the dull dead sense of overwhelming
misery, which made everything else indifferent

to him. Thus descending the steep hill-side,

mainly because it was mechanically easier than

iend, he came to the top of the precipice,

Immediately overhanging the buildings of the

monastery, and had nearly fallen over. But
he saved himself with the instinct of self-

preservation, by catching hold of the slender

stem of a young chestnut
;
and smiling bitterly

xt moment at the thought that it would

have been better for him to have fallen, he

made his way down to the spot where the wail

of rock, which hedged round the little territory

of the friars, oomplel tell to

the brink of the stream. There, at th

tivme verge of the damp and mournful-looking

meadow, he seated himself on the trunk of a

fallen tree, and set to work, if possible, to

think.
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Dg that letter from Giulia lie

had h tog hop® once more to Srow UP
I

; fool, miserable fool that he was.

all arranged. They had pro-

:oubt by the influence of that Captain

Brilli, that the Corporal should be sent to

i [here was no talk of soldiers

coming to Bella Luce till after Giulia had re-

turned to it. And he—oh ! threefold ass and

, B—he had laboured and planned
to procure her return thither. And this

anxiety to induce him to give himself up ? No
doubt it was plotted between her and the

military authorities
;

—he was to be the price,

very likely, of permission for the Corporal to

marry her. To be sure ;
the thing was clear.

He had been told enough of the efforts that

the officers who had the management of the

conscription were making to get the men,

illy the more desirable materials for

soldiers, by hook or by crook. Yes, it was as

clear as daylight. If you can induce him to

deliver himself up there shall be a permission,

| taringly granted in the Italian army, for

the Corporal of Bersaglieri to marry.
Give himself up ! Perhaps it was the best

thing he could do. Go for a soldier, and find

a soldier's death. But he would not be the

price paid for the success of her shameless,

scandalous, inconstancy and falsehood. No !

He would go direct to.Fano ;
he would never

return to Bella Luce again. He would go and
make his submission to the superior authorities,
and take care that it was known that his

worthless cousin had nothing to do in the

matter.

And then the evening breeze brought to his

ears the sound of the friars in the neighbouring
little chapel, bawling their vesper psalms.
And he thought that he could find it in his

tte his place among them, gird the
cord around his loins, and never go out of this

-me valley more. They were racked by
nigs of unrequited love, of that most
tble and most hopeless of all loves, the
irhich has been given, alas! all too irre-

'/, U) a hi id unworthy woman !

11 '

If, when the shutting-up
,
to the miserable little dilapidated

rnich had tied to him, and the

night paeaed in , ;M and again over the

Then came the

another day, of facing the

laddening and glorious for the

and insult-

t monm
li into the heaven,

I burn-

ing indignation at the wickedness of which ho

had been the victim, began to take the as-

cendant over the less self-asserting attitude of

mind that, during the hours of darkness had

prompted him to desire only annihilation of

self-consciousness—only to slink away into

some unseen corner like a stricken stag
—to

forget everything and be forgotten.

No ! it was not just ;
it was not righteous !

Iufamy and falsehood should not have their

triumph, at least, without having heard once

the truth. The words of indignant reproof,

of withering scorn, of most just denunciation,

were burning on his tongue. He felt that he

must speak them ! Once, only once, before

he should go away, his eyes never more to look

on her, nor hers on him, once yet again he

must speak ! She could not fail to feel in

some measure the infinite depth of infamy to

which she had fallen, as he felt he could speak
it to her. She could not but cower before his

righteous scorn.
"
Yes, he would go. He would speak those

rightful words, and then !

"

But it was not quickly, as it has been re-

lated here, that his mind came to this point.

Gradually, as he kept heaping coals of fire on
his indignation, by feeding his imagination
with fresh pictures of Giulia's falseness—of

her hideous fickleness to him, and, yet more

maddening, of her happy loves with another
—

gradually his fury came to that white heat

at which speech became an imperious necessity

to him.

But by that time the day was waning.
Little more than twenty-four hours remained

before the time he had named for the meeting
at the foot of the ruined tower, by the church-

yard ; very little more than twenty-four hours
;

and in that time, let him make what speed he

would, let hot indignation goad him as it

might, he knew that it was impossible for him
to reach the trysting place by the hour named,
if he were to travel by the path over the

mountains.

It was still possible, however, to do it, if

he travelled by the direct road, through the

Furlo pass, instead of making that large

circuit. It was true that the priest had

enjoined him by no means to use that route

upon any occasion. But the desire that had

come upon him of keeping the tryst he had

made at the ruined tower, and there once for

all pouring out all the pent-up grief and rage
that were in his heart, was too strong to admit

ai' being frustrated by such a difficulty. And,

I,
as to the chances of capture by the

patrolling parties of soldiers, he was quite
reokli

So it came to pass that Beppo was starting
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from Santa Maria della Vail- «li Abisso a few

hours only sooner than (Jiulia was sotting out

from Bella Luce
;
and that ho also was intend-

ing to travel by the Furlo
|

He had none of the difficulties to meet, and

precautions to take, which had been D606

10 Giulia in starting on her expedition. But

he thought it due to his hosts to tell them

that he should not bo at the monastery that

night, for that ho purposed making an ex-

cursion to sco how matters were going on—
whether there wore any parties of military in

the neighbourhood, or any reason to fear that

Santa Maria della Valle might be visited by
them.

The Superior, when he mentioned his pur-

pose, sought to deter him from it,
—

pointing
out that it was incurring a risk for nothing,—
that any such information as he required might
be much more easily and safely obtained by one

of the brotherhood than by him.
" Brother Simone is going on circuit to-

morrow morning, my son," said the Superior ;

" he is a discreet and prudent man, and not

without intelligence in the affairs of the world.

Let him make the inquiries you wish. He
would be able to do it without incurring any

suspicion. And I have very little doubt that

he could obtain a copy of the proclamation you
are so desirous of seeing, and bring it home
with him."

" I think, father, that I should prefer ascer-

taining the state of things myself. I will be

very cautious. And something prompts me to

go out to-night. T cannot rest in peace here

till to-morrow morning."
" Not till to-morrow morning, my son !

Not one night ! What would it be if you had

to remain here, without prospect of change,

ever}'' night and every morning till the sun set

l yon mountain for the last time that

eyes were ever to see it? The truth is,

that the still convent life has in these few

days been so heavy to you, that from sheer

-sness you must needs go forth into

the world ! Well, go, my son ! Should any
thing unfortunate occur, you will have the

justice to let his reverence the curate of Santa

Lucia know that we were not to blame in the

matter !

"

"Assuredly, father. Trust me, no blame
shall rest upon you for my fault. But I do
not think that I am going into any danger."

"
Nevertheless, my son, it is well to be pre-

pared against it. And by a strange chance it

so happens that I am able to give you the

mean- of being so. We are men of peace here,
and have no arms of offence, or even of de-

fence. But I will give you a line, which

you shall give in passing to a worthy man at

Piobico, who will furnish you with the means
of keeping violence at a distance."

The Superior stepped into his cell, and in

a minute or two came out with a note, sealed,

Bod ad' m the adjacent little

town.

"Take this, my son, and avail yourself of

it. You may bo thankful for the precaution
before you got back to Sal \ ud if

you are determined to go, good night, and

good luck to you !

"

Beppo took the note, thanked the Superior
for his kindness, and was punted across the

stream by one of the brethren. The Superior,

looking after him, muttered to himself,
" A

shot fired is useful to the right cause any way.
If the soldier is killed, the heretic king L

man, and is shown that the country is dis-

affected. If the peasant is shot, there is

the outcry against the government, and the

odium."

Beppo went down the path by the side of

the stream to the little town of Piobico, al-

most at a run
;
for the work that was before

him at the end of his journey was in his mind,
and his angry heart was eager for it. He
presented the billet, as he had been bidden, at

Piobico, more from the life-long habit of doing

submissively what he was told to do by any
member of the dominant caste in his native

land, than for any other reason. Yet, it is

as well, he thought to himself, to be on an

equality -with those who are out against me.

The man to whom it was addressed, a quiet

enough looking small shopkeeper, asked no

questions, and made no remark
;
but having

read the note, desired Beppo to pass into a
back apartment for a minute, and there put
into his hands a musket and a sufficient quan-

tity of ammunition for its immediate use.

"Adieu, friend ! I wish you luck !" was

all he said as Beppo left his house.
"
Adieu, and thanks !

"
said Beppo : and

with the musket over his shoulder he strode off

at a rapid pace through the darkness towards

Aqualagna, at which point he would fall into

the great high road which runs through the

valley of the Cardigliano, and by the
|

Furlo. Nevertheless, it was nearly the morn-

ing Ave Maria before he came to that village,

and by the time In' was approachir
the day was breaking.

The pass of the Furlo consists of a tunnel,
bored through the living limestone, at a point
where the river Cardigliano, through whoso

valley the road has been previously Fanning,
enters a narrow t ween two precipit-
ous walls of rock, which render all farther

progress impossible by any other means. The
Roman legionary was a great roadmaker

;
but
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a a pigmy at his work compared to an

Engli.sk navvy. And the greatest works of

Roman road-making, which excited the wonder

and admiration of the world for successive

centuries, sink into absolute insignificance

in comparison with the triumphs of modern

science in preparing a way for the iron horse.

And the Furlo, celebrated for so many hun-

dred years, is but a small and common-place
tunnel after all. Nevertheless, the position

and surroundings of it are picturesque and

striking. The walls of rock, through which a

road-maker yet more puissant than even the

English navvy, has riven a passage for the

waters of the Cardigliano, are of a very re-

spectable height, and of a good colour. The

channel of the river is narrow, and yet the

volume of water that rushes through it is at

times very great ;
and the road, for some time

before entering and after quitting the tunnel,

is carried along a ledge of rock at a consider-

able height above it.

At the spot at which the road enters the

tunnel on its way down the stream,
—in the

direction, therefore, in which Beppo was travel-

ling,
—there is a narrow ledge of rock on the

face of the wall-like precipice, at nearly the

same altitude as the road, and accessible from

it. To a traveller coming from that side it

seems as if this ledge of rock might have been

made available for carrying the road, and the

necessity for boring the tunnel avoided. But
the traveller coming in the other direction,

from the lower ground and the Adriatic side,

sees no such ledge when he enters the tunnel

at his end. It comes, in fact, to a sudden

stop between the two extremities of the tun-

nel, and offered, therefore, to the first en-

gineers, when they were seeking a passage for

their road, merely a baulk and deception.
A subsequent generation, however, has util-

ised this fraudulent ledge as far as it goes, by
building on it a little chapel, and what seems,
by tL of it, to have been a dwelling
for an officiating priest. I do not know,
by-the-by, that there is any good reason
for attributing the happy idea of turning this

Ly-plaeed fragment of soil to such a pur-
•

i of a subsequent generation to

the road, though
lined buildings now suredly

al and not of Roman
former wen- .-is fond of chapels

naded of the da-

rn certain spots,
**d :

j
had the

nature of the

building tham in such posi-

nch buildings. There

is every probability, therefore, that a fane

dedicated to some Pagan deity existed on this

ledge of rock, before the now crumbling walls

of the lodging for a Christian saint and his

officiating priest had appropriated the spot.

As the ruins now stand, entirely filling the

narrow space, and hiding all beyond them from

the eye of one approaching them from up the

stream, it looks on that side as if a way might
be found by entering them without passing

through the tunnel
;

—a mere delusion
;
as at

the back of the ruins is the sheer precipice,

with the torrent seething and roaring far down
beneath them.

Beppo had walked on sturdily all night, had

passed through the village of Aqualagna a little

before the dawn, and was approaching the en-

trance of the Furlo tunnel just as the sun was

peeping over the tops of the hills, sufficiently

to shed a grey cold light down in the ravine

of the Cardigliano. He had been carrying his

loaded gun carelessly over his shoulder all night,

but he now brought it in front of him, ready
for use if need were

;
for the nature of the

place, and the observations which the priest

had made to him respecting the desirability of

avoiding it, and the probability that soldiers

would be on the look-out there for deserters if

anywhere, occurred to him.

With ear and eye on the alert, therefore, ho

was on the point of entering the darkness of

the tunnel, when he heard a voice that made
him start, saluting the dawn by chanting the

morning Ave Maria, as it was coming through
the gallery in the opposite direction.

He started violently, held his breath, and
bent his ear to listen. But though the voice

as it came on could be heard plainly euough,
the strange re-echoing of the vaulted arch, and

the tricks played with the sounds by the un-

usual acoustic conditions of the tunnel, made
it difficult to recognise it. Beppo sprang to

the top of the low parapet wall which borders

the road, and from that stepped on to the lit-

tle space in front of the ruins of the chapel.

As he so stood facing the ruins, the precipice

and the river were on his right hand, and the

road with the entrance to the tunnel on his left.

And there, with his musket on his arm, he

awaited till the owner of the voice should

emerge from the darkness. The voice came

on, plaintively chanting its morning song to

the Virgin, and it became certain that it was

the voice of a woman. But, although somo
note had, when he first heard it, thrilled him
with a recognition, which his ear seemed to havo

made without the participation of his mind,
still so changed by the tunnel that he

could not with any certainty recognise it.

. it came near, still continuing its
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and, in the next minute, Giulia stepped
into the grey light, plodding along with mani-

fest weariness, but still pressing eagerly on-

ward.

Beppo's surprise was so great that it nearly

overmastered and replaced his indigni
could be the meaning of it ! She had

evidently, like himself, been walking all the

night ;
and it seemed impossible to doubt that

her journey must, in some way or other, and

for some purpose or other, have reference to

If. But for what conceivable object

could she have chosen to have come thus far

from the spot where he had appointed
to meet her ? Not, as it seemed to him cer-

tain, with any view of falling in with him.

That could scarcely be, inasmuch as his being
there at all arose from circumstances which

even he himself could not have foretold a few

hours ago. If she had had any communica-

tion with the priest, he would have told her

that there was no chance of meeting him just

where, by the unexpected effect of circum-

, she had met him. And again, with-

out communication with the priest, she could

have had, he thought, no knowledge of his

whereabouts whatsoever. Nor could he sup-

pose that she had been directed by the priest
to the monastery of Santa Maria della Valle

di Abisso, and was on her way thither
;
for he

had told her in his letter, sent by the messen-

ger, that he would be at the ruined tower at

Lucia that Sunday evening ;
and she

could not, therefore, expect to find him at

Maria.

She came along the road, emerging from the

tumiel into the light of the dawn, intent only
on pursuing her way, and did not see him. In

fact, it was hardly possible that she should see

him unless she had turned her head so as to

ickwards as she came out from the dark

Standing on the bit of ground that

has been described, he was in fact behind her
she stepped out from it. And she would

passed on without observing him if he
had remained silent, for she was walking
quickly, and manifestly anxious only to press
onwards.

Beppo's first impulse was to fling himself
into the road in front of her, and at her feet.

But the thought of the next second reminded
him that his present business with her was of
a different kind

;
that he was there as an accuser

and denouncer, and not as a lover.

I"

Giulia !

" he cried, rather in the voice and
tone of a judge arraigning a prisoner before
him than in one of passion or tender;

She started so violently as almost to fall to
the ground, yet her surprise was very fai

than his had been
; in fact, except the startling

suddenness of the call from behind her, and
the strangeness of the manner in which he

spoken to her, she had no cause for surprise at

all. She was travelling in the hope and expec-
tation of m< d ; and if she had known

anything about the distances of tli

question, she would have :pecting to

meet him much about then and tin

added no word to the one he had so sternly

uttered, but remained standing drawn up to

his full height, with his gun on his arm, glaring
down on her from the higher ground, about

three feet above the level of the road on which

he stood.
"
Oh,Beppo ! thank God I have found you !

I have been walking all night in the hope of

meeting you, to warn you to warn you
"—

she went on out of breath with eagerin-

hurry— "not to come to the tower in the

churchyard ! There are soldiers at Santa

Lucia "

"In what house V1 demanded he, sternly.
" In our house, at Bella Luce."
" What soldiers 1

" he said in the same tone.
"
Bersaglieri ! an officer and four men."

" Who is the officer 1
"

said Beppo, with

a concentrated fury, increased by what ap-

peared to him her attempt at subterfuge and

evasion.
" I don't know how it came about" she

began, hesitating and greatly distressed, not

because she had had the slightest intention of

concealing the fact from him, but because she

perceived that he had already conceived the

suspicions which she would have given her life

to disabuse him of
;
and because the informa-

tion would have to reach him, if indeed it had

not reached him already, in so unfortunate a

manner, and one so calculated to confirm him
in them.

" You do know !

" he said, interrupting her

with stern harshness.
" Who is the officer

living with you at Bella Luce ?
"

"
Living with me !

—oh, Heaven, Beppo !

"

she said, with a sob.
" Who is the officer ?" he said for the third

time, with increasing harshness and even

ferocity of manner.

"It is Corporal Tenda, Beppo. I came here

to
"

" Vile! shameless! perjured woman!" began
he in a slow, grating voice, with a

weight of scorn on each word
;
but she inter-

rupted him with an energy that broke through
the violence of his invective.

"
Beppo ! Beppo ! I must speak ! You

shall say what you will to me afterwards ! I

will bear it all ! But there is no time to lose.

Beppo, I have walked all night,
—all night as

fast as I could, but I am sure I have had some-
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body i the time. I could see

I stopped to listen, but from

pa, and I seemed

body was near me and

i am afraid the soldiers are on

hack, Beppo ! go back ! make

is near to you ! Double

—
trij Yes, you have felt his

to you—his breath on your cheek.

i : loathsome creature! And now you
are come to earn your reward and his by

ing me into his hands ! Let him come

"
Oh, Beppo ! oh, God ! Beppo ! For the

holy \ ike! don't say! don't think!

kill me ! throw me into the river ! I will

jump in if you bid me !
—but go back ! don't

me ! Hark ! there are steps in the tun-

nel ! They are running ! They have heard us !

Beppo ! run !

"

"Run where? You have managed it very

well ! Let your lover come and earn your
hand ! Let him come ! And unless you
want to make the next world as well as this a

hell to me stand out of the way of this,

If !

"
tapping the gun-barrel as he spoke

the last words.

The steps coming rapidly through the tunnel

were now heard close at hand, and Beppo
retreated back across the little plot of ground
in front of the ruined buildings on the ledge of

rock, till he placed his back against the wall,
• 11 examined the priming of his musket,

he next instant the Corporal and one of

his men emerged from the tunnel.
M We heard his voice," cried the former.

him surrender and all will be well.

i ulia, this has been the saddest
• ik to me that I ever had to do.

he called aloud, "I summon

il 1 tell you to take me, if you want
e voice made the

tact whereabouts.

:

"

ii armed men before

.'* returned the Corporal
> loth to do

hurt you ;
ami

and ! can't

!

"

Tenda, "I
rord as

are playing for. Surely you can't hesitate to

come on and win it."

" What must be, must," said the Corporal,

giving a glance as he spoke at the priming of

his own weapon, and springing up on the

parapet wall, and then confronting Beppo,
who kept his ground with his back to the

ruins, about some ten paces from him. It was

possible to enter the ruined building, and it

might be practicable for a man engaged in

escaping from the pursuit of another to dodge
about among the fragments of walls of the

chapel, and the miniature dwelling that had

been attached to it. But there was no possi-

bility of escaping from the little bit of land

which juts out in the manner that has been

described
; unless, indeed, the possibility

—so

desperate as hardly to be considered a possi-

bility
—of throwing oneself from the ledge of

rock into the boiling stream beneath be deemed
such.

The little bit of ground which separated

Beppo from the Corporal, and on which the

ruined walls behind the former are built, will

be understood, if the description of the locality

has been successfully made intelligible to the
i

reader, to be on the outside of the rock,
j

through which the tunnel was bored, in such

sort that a very short passage might have been

bored from the chapel into the tunnel, which

passage would, in that case, have entered the
I

tunnel at right angles.
" If y

Tou advance a step, I fire !

"
cried

Beppo. "I have a right to fire in self-defence."
"
Signor Beppo," said the Corporal, si

ing quite still, and holding the muzzle of his

piece pointed upwards, while that of Beppo was I

levelled at him,— "Signor Beppo, I and my |

comrade are going to take you, because it is

our bounden duty to do so
;

—
not, God knows,

because I have any wish or liking for the job ;

but I beg you to observe for your owi i

that if you shoot me, you will have to ;

for murder done in resisting an officer

execution of his duty, whereas, if I s

have the misfortune to shoot you, I shall beu

held to have done no more than my
under the circumstances. And having v

you how the matter stands, I must do myj
duty."

So saying, but without levelling
the Corporal made a stride forwards i

the deserter, and in the same instant

&red, first one barrel, and in the next

the other barrel of his piece, both harm

uough to be th

ten pares distance, when the aim was th:

lit,
who had never fired a gun under such >

eircnm >r in a hurry }
»und of the t\\
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awls in the road at the entrance to the tunnel,

aed and pnt her hands before hei

Ami Hie Corporal, looking round at her

instant, exclaimed, "No harm done yet; ami

there won't be any now, 1 hope."

»po heard the scream and the answer, and

a bitter thought of her fear for the safety of

her lover, and of his re-assuring reply to her,

even then gave him an additional pang.
But as soon as ever he perceived the failure

of his two shots, he dashed into the rains, at

:t that the Corporal—wh
not aware of the impossibility of passing out at

the back of them, and so rejoining the road

below the tunnel—rushed forwards to secure

him.

Beppo, however, who was acquainted with

the locality, knew well that there were only
two possibilities before him, either surrender,
or the mad and desperate alternative of throw-

ing himself down the precipice into the river.

But, reckless, maddened by passion and despair

was, and determined only that the man
he detested should not have the triumph and
the praise, and most of all, as he had fancied

in his jealousy, the reward of taking him, he

did not hesitate an instant. Throwing down
his gun in the ruins, he rushed, while the

Corporal was rapidly glancing round the

chapel, which was the part of the building first

entered from the little platform on which they
had both been standing when the shots were

fired, to a spot where a breach in the wall of

what hid been the priest's dwelling, opened
sheer upon the top of the precipice.

Immediately beneath this, about half way
down to the river, a depth of something more
than twenty feet perhaps, the wall of rock

jutted out over the stream, narrowing the dis-

tance across it by some eight or ten feet
;
and

on the sort of promontory thus formed, where
a deposit of soil had in the course of years
accumi here had once grown a good-
sized tree. Had it been there still, it would
have very materially facilitated Beppo's enter-

prise. But it had long since decayed and

fallen, and there was only a fragment of its

rotting stump, nearly level with the rock from
which it had sprung, remaining. Neverthe-

ttis stump supplied a certain amount of

foot-hold on the promontory in question,

making it possible for a human being to find a

standing-place there. Possible, that is, if a

man could have reached the spot in a quiet
manner

; but not such as that it should be

possible for any man to jump perpendicularly
down on it from a height of twenty feet, and

there, in the utter absence of anything to catch
hold of with the hands, remain stationary.

Nevertheless, without an instant's pause for

ination or reflection, Beppo jumped
from the- base of the broken avail above down
on to the rotting Stomp, probably without

having
for him to remain there, or what step he should

next take On the i of the river the

rock was nearly as precipitous ;
but in i

to the

Bide of the tunnel and

a little alluvial soil

by the margin of th

bank
;
ami in this foot or two of soil

was a growth of dwarfed alders and

bushes.

When he lighted quite unhurt on the r

tree-stump, half way down the precipi
the other side, his body felt, even more quickly
than his brain could reach the conviction,
no effort could enable him to ren

He must either fall or make a new instanta-

neous spring. The former was certain, the

latter only probable destruction. So, gather-

ing all the vast though seldom-used strength
of his large bony limbs for one supreme and

desperate effort, he sprang right towards the

bushes, and, though the leap would have at

any other time, and under any other circum-

stances, appeared to him wholly preposterous
and out of the question, lighted among them
but little the worse for the adventure.

Of course all this was done and accomplished
in a few seconds

;
and when Corporal 'i

blundering on in his search through the ruins,

came to the broken place in the wall from

which Beppo had jumped, he could hardly
believe his eyes, when he saw him safe on the

other side of the Cardigliano.
"I thought you were going to take me,

Signor Caporale?" panted Beppo. "Go and
tell those who sent you, and her who brought

you, that it is not so easy to take a Romagnole
contadino who does not chose to be taken."

Tenda, on catching sight of him, had, in an

instant, instinctively raised his rifle to his

shoulder, and had his linger on the tri

but after a moment of hesitation, he thi\

muzzle up.
" It would be my duty to shoot you

where you stand
;
and mind, when you join

us you'll have a deal to learn, for

glieri don't fire in the I did just now.

My duty, and nothing more nor less," lie

repeated ;
"but I can't do it. I can't do it,

in the first place, for her sake, and in the

second plao it would be one part for

duty and two par; self; and that

would make murder of it. I shan't shoot you,
let it be how it will."

•• What ! Won't that serve the turn with

taking me ? Fire away, Cor-
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poral ;
she will be just as much pleased, and I

ire of serving you ;

to do it, I tell you. Though

for gj,, ay you do, you deserve it

than you do the love of the

. breathed. So

a to get out of that hole

.at way you can ;

i (Q good morning till .the nest time

.hen I hope I may be able to knock

a little bo that hard head and jealous-

heart of yours
So saying, the Corporal turned away, and.

going back into the road, told Giulia that

Beppo had < afe and sound to the other

side of the river by taking such a jump as no

man ever took before ; and that they had

nothing for it but to return by the way they

ome, and hope for better luck another

time.

He admitted that, fearing they might pos-

sibly miss their object by waiting till the time

I in the note discovered by his comrade,
he had determined on keeping watch at the

ruined tower ; and that on seeing her start on

Jk the previous evening, he had felt no

at all that her purpose was to warn

Beppo that he was waited for, and that the

only way to lay hands on him therefore was to

follow her, without letting her know that she

was watched.
" And now, what does he think of me 1

"

said Giulia, with a sob that seemed to burst

her heart.

i id what will he think when he knows

all, signora ? Think of that. He shall know
all, trust me for that. I would not shoot him

now when I might have done it, and

ought by rights to have done it, on purpose.
,ink and feel that he is the

How in Christendom, and that no

by the love of such a

girl 1 id the Corporal, speaking with

., "he must be a bad fellow,
—

1 >ad fellow at bottom.

the honour of escorting you
hon. . .'"

Caporale ; I must
came. I must indeed,

pleas. ,-t some rest before I can

Bp a little.

f with me at home.
ill have ; Bignor

tin coming home
;
—

d—perhaps,
thing you

•*y» •'

that 1 wen

aft' .

"That shall be it, signora. I don't mind

owning that I have been beaten by a lady.

We leave you, then, to come home at your
leisure by yourself."

So the two soldiers set off on their return to

Bella Luce, and Giulia was left alone, sitting

on the bank by the road-side at the mouth of

the tunnel.

(To be continued.)

THE WIDOWED QUEEN OF THE
SANDWICH ISLANDS.

The Beauty of Israel is slain upon thy high places. How
are the mighty fallen.—2nd Samuel, c. 1, v. 19.

I.

" She has had many sorrows ; spare her this !"

(I cried in anguish,) but stern Azrael

Shook his pale wings and vanished. "Is it well,

(I asked,) to smite the smitten ?" "
Yea, it is,"

II.

Spake the Death Angel as he fluttered on.

—Oh ! breathe into his lips, poor Queen, thy breath,

For love like thine is stronger far than Death ;
—

'• God's love is stronger yet. His will be done."

So spake again the angel ;
from his brow

All sternness vanished ;
with unfolded wing

O'ershadowing the widow of our King,
He said, "lam thy guardian angel now.

IV.

Thy heart is pierced with arrows I have sped,

Thy life is crushed and broken with the blows

That I have stricken ;
'tis to me thy woes

Are owing all—thy Son and Husband dead.

Yet thou wilt live to bless me. I can teach

Such lore of love, such secrets of Thy God,
As thou couldst never know, unless my rod

Had smitten thee with torment beyond speech.

And on that rod such glorious flowers shall grow
So sweet and full of healing, thou wilt yearn
To kiss and press it to thy heart, and learn

That Perfect Bliss is born of Perfect Woe:

" The babe, the husband thou hast lost

Will love thee still in Paradise,

If with meek wisdom thou art wise

To learn the bliss of being crost.

VIII.
"

Oh, taste ! oh, drink this precious balm,
'Twill dry the bitter tears thou'rt weeping ;

And sure they're best in Christ's own keeping
—

Thou' It gain at last a solemn calm,

IX.
" And joy, in finishing his husbandry
And garnering in the golden ears

From corn fields watered with his tears,

Whose glorious ripening he might never see.

x.
" And when to heaven thou bearest the full sheaves

The Royal Reaper had not time to gather,
Thou'lt bear the Loving welcome of the Father :

and prays, ai

W. W. F. S.

olulu, December 7, 1S63.
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M I ST A KEN I DENT IT Y.

The landlord of the Thorold Arms was one

evening talking to his friend the station-

master on the platform of the Beaglescombe
station when the last train from Wolver-

hampton came in. Seldom more than two or

three persons got out here, and most fre-

quently no: ard if the landlord of the

Thorold Arms had depended on t li

which the railway brought him for support, his

income would have been v< re one

indeed. Rather to hi the evening
: in question, a well-ii ; 1- looking young
man got out of a carriage, dragging after him a

I portmanteau, and was left by the departing

TOL. X. Xo. 245.
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train inquiring of one of the porters if he conld

mmodation at the hotel

ppo^ answering in the

told to carry the port-

retnrn of the porter to the station,
- and his friend that

of the stranger just arrived was

Jesse Dorand, he had seen the name engraved

plate beneath the handle. When
adlord went over to his house, his guest

!i shown into a sitting-room,

and had ordered his dinner. He did not see

gain that evening, but he heard his bell

lly, and the waiter who answered

the bar for sundry things which were

charged to Mr. Durand's account. Between

eleven and twelve o'clock the house was closed

for the night.

The next morning there was a rumour in

be that Mr. Thorold of Laverstock

had been found dead in his bed.

in the day everybody knew this was a

fact, and that a London doctor had been tele-

1 for by Mr. Balder, the family medical

which at once gave rise to surmises

that tl something suspicious in the

r of his death. After the two doctors

had a consultation, the constable at

tnbe, who had been directed to sum-

jury for the inquest, was told by
them to examine the doors and windows, and

it became generally reported that

Mr. Thorold had been murdered. But this

ot all, his daughter, a well-grown woman
h scarcely seventeen years of age, had

d, without leaving a trace to show
had gone, and had taken nothing
at the clothes she had worn on the

lay ; even the hat she was in the

g lay on the floor of the hall.

i cammed the doors and windows,
ns of a violent

'i to the house.

st county police

bar, that he believed Mr.
•!i killed, and that his daughter

1 dent hastily
on duty, and made

in If they had seen anybody
i it on the night in

1 liein who
i man
re and

in the Gi

be had oome from v.
i

. and had be

th a friend who

back to Wolverhampton by the morning ex-

press from Beaglescombe. It was not day-

light, but he had an opportunity of distinctly

seeing his face by the light of the lantern he

turned upon him. He also noticed that he

seemed very much startled and frightened

but he did not attach any importance to

that, because people generally looked alarmed

when the light was flashed upon them so un-

expectedly. Besides, he had after this re-

quested a light for a cigar, which he took

from the lamp, the light of which shone over

the greater part of his face while he was

kindling it.

The description he gave of this individual

was so minute as to prove that he had taken as

perfect note of the appearance of the now sus-

pected person as he represented. He was at once

despatched to Beaglescombe, to ascertain if the

man he spoke of had left that station. The
station-master replied in the negative, as far as

he could judge by the description ; the only

persons who had left the station that morning
were two gentlemen who had come in from

Lampeter Park, and a man who told the

porter to carry their luggage to the van, and
said he was their valet. The conversation

then turned on the supposed murder of Mr.

Thorold, and the mysterious disappearance of

his daughter, without taking her jewellery or

anything else belonging to her ; and wdiile

they were talking over these matters, the

porter who had carried Mr. Durand's port-

manteau to the hotel, and who had been listen-

ing to what was said, suddenly interrupted the

conversation by saying :

" I should think, from

the description the constable has given that

the man he met must be very like the gentle-
man whose luggage

T took over to the hotel

yesterday."
The station-master agreed with him in this

opinion, though he had not taken sufficient

notice to be very positive ;
but this was quite

enough for the constable, at such an exciting
time

; he went straight across to the hotel,
and asked to see the gentleman who was

I staying there.

On being shown into Mr. Durand's sitting-

room, he found that gentleman in the act of

taking off his overcoat, having just returned

from a walk he had taken to an inn, about two
miles from the station, on the road leading to

Teynham, where it turned out he had

ly called to drink a glass of ale, and had
I
no questions, except one or two which

had arisen incidentally out of the complaints

by the landlord respecting the want of

Q. The instant he saw him, the constable

said,
k '

I beg your pardon, sir, but an unplea-
iair happened last night, not far from
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wl

•where I met you, and i must ask you to come
with me to the station."

" Where you met me/" exclaimed Mr.

Durand. " w by, I never left this house from

day evening until leu than two hours

ago."

"Well, sir, I know better. But, if you
didn't, you can easily get the landlord and the

servants to com.' to the station and prove it.

Will you oilier a fly? People won't see you

then, and it will hold the landlord and the

chambermaid too."

His prisoner became very much agitated, and

was scarcely able to articulate the order that a

fly should be got ready at once. The landlord

consented to accompany his guest willingly

enough, to depose that he had not left the

hotel from the preceding night until the time

he bad stated
j
and all three were driven out

to the station-house. Here in the meantime a

young man and woman had come in to relate

that a little before dusk the evening before,

the yoimg woman, while walking up and down
a lane outside the rails which inclosed the

grounds belonging to the Grange, was spoken
to by a young gentleman, who asked her the

name of the person who owned the house he

ould see through the trees, and if the family
who occupied it were numerous. While he

speaking to her, her sweetheart joined
em

;
and as the latter did not like to see a

r speaking to the young woman, he had

|
articular notice of him, so that he would

know him again in an instant. Their names
and addresses were written down, and a brief

note of their statement
;
and they were in the

act of leaving the station when the fly drove

up, containing Mr. Durand, the landlord of

the Thorold Arms, and the policeman. They
stopped to s» e these get out of the fly, and, on

seeing Mr. Durand, they simultaneously ex-

claimed that he was the man they met the

evening before, near the Grange. This Durand
denied

;
but they were so positive that their

assertion, taken in conjunction with that of

the policeman, was considered by the superin-
tendent to justify him in retaining the prisoner
in custody, notwithstanding his denials and
the support they received from the landlord.

Not to repeat the same thing twice over, I

may pass by the other circumstances which
I , which left no doubt that Mr.

Thorold had been murdered, merely stating
that the coroner's jury, after the numerous ad-

journments which is common with them when
an exciting case, agreed to a verdict

of Wilful Murder against Jesse Durand, and
he was committed to take his trial at the

assizes.

The statement made at the trial by the coun-

sel for the prosecution, and confirmed by the

evidence, was substantially as follows :
—

On the day previous to his death, .Mr.

Thorold ha A of his tenani

was In to re-

ceiving their reni mself what

repain were required ;
and among other places

he used to visit on tfa unlet

on an miles from

the Grange. It had been his practice for

several years, when his hami

spend the evening and night with an old clergy-
man there, who held the post of chap
Thorold family, for which he n

stipend of £100, though it was m
since he had been called upon to perfof
duties in return. Instead of doing so on this

occasion, Mr. Thorold returned fa

calling on the tenants on the home i

told the bailiff, as he was leaving him, th

should put off his visit to the other estate till

the weather was more settled. This was the

last business he transacted. The next morning
he was found, at the early hour at which his

servant was accustomed to take him his water

for shaving, lying on his bed, dead, but partly
dressed

;
the appearance of his bed, however,

showed that it had been lain in. The medical

man who arrived shortly afterwards pronounced
that his death had been caused by the inhala-

tion of chloroform
;
but this was not till after

the discovery, made by a housemaid, of a hand-

kerchief belonging to Miss Thorold, which was

still damp, and emitted a peculiar odour, which

he at once recognised to be that of chloroform.

This was lying beside an easy chair in

Thorold's bedroom
;
and no mention would

have been made of it by the woman who picked
it up, if it had not been for the fact that in trying

to recognise the scent which issued from it she

had fallen on the floor insensible. From the

position of the bedclothes beneath the body,
the medical man (who seems to have been un-

usually observant in his search for any little

evidences which might assist him iu forming an

opinion as to the circumstances of the

came to the conclusion that the deceased must

have been placed on the edge of the bed by
some person who had not strength to lay him

completely on it, or whose strength ha I

exhausted on reaching it, and who had there-

fore been obliged to go round to the op]

side and drag the body on far enough to induce

a careless observer to suppose that t!

lat upon it and then fallen back

That the deceased had not voluntarily inhaled

the stupefying vapour was shown by tfa

sence of any bottle containing it, or anything

saturated with it in his bedroom j
while the

fact that it was the agent used in producing
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mortem ex-

-, on slight pressure, giving

forth a distinct smell of chloroform. Thus, it

haviu h.ir Mr. Thorold had

killed by means of chloroform, the next

• as by whom it had
other mys-

, too, which greatly intensified

felt in the trial, and this was the

:* Miss Thorold, no trace of

covered, though the most

uii its and search had been made in

it was thought possible in-

formation i got concerning her.

The evidence to prove Durand to be the

murderer . strong. There was the

ace of the policeman, who had an oppor-

tunity of scanning his features under circum-

wlu-n the image is imprinted on the

uirinory in the most durable manner, that is to

hen the attention is thoroughly awakened

to the contemplation of an object which is alone

rible to the eye, from the surrounding

being concealed by darkness. Not

only that, but he declared, that if he had not

•lis face, he could have sworn to his

identity by the sound of his voice. This

seemed to prove his presence in the vicinity of

the Grange at a very early hour on the morn-

I er the commission of the crime. More-

a proved that no stranger had been

urn on the previous evening ; and,
from the smallness of that place, not even a

dog could have traversed it without exciting
remark. The evidence of the man and woman
who met him at dusk the preceding evening

he Grange, and answered his questions

Ding the family who occupied it, and

unhesitatingly that he was the

individual, identifying him, like the po-

ut, by his features and his voice, was
i the chain of identification,

t proof of all against him at

as supplied by one
liffs son. This wit-

evidence under the influ-

•

'.ions, the effect of

were held had
re shadow of what he had

that, having been in the

ices for Miss Thorold
hood—SUOh as rearing young

tier i ninu

',

—an intimacy
. whirl, had

ntil it

.

which he placed beneath her window, and by
means of which she descended into the park,

he then concealing it among the shrubs till she

was ready to return. When this had occurred

several times he no longer waited for an invi-

tation from her, but came as often as he

dared, sometimes seeing her and sometimes

not. Late on the evening preceding the mur-

der he went down to the house with the deter-

mination of seeing Miss Thorold, if possible,

who had only returned from Scarborough a

few days previously, from a visit to some

relatives, and who, he thought, had tried to

avoid him since her return.
' He waited till he

saw her enter her bedroom, and for a few

minutes afterwards, to give time for any ser-

vant who might have entered with her to

withdraw ;
he then informed her of his pre-

sence by the usual signal. Instantly the light

was extinguished ;
and a moment afterwards she

opened the window, and entreated him to go

away for a time, but to leave the ladder under

the Bell Fir (a tree to which that name was

given on account of its shape), and not to come
back unless he saw a light in her room. He
took up the ladder and carried it to the tree,

where he thrust it beneath the branches, and
was walking away, when, just as he turned

round the fir, he almost ran against a gentle-

man whose face he could see quite plainly in

the moonlight, the place where they met being

just outside the shadow cast by the house.

Thinking from his appearance that he must be

a visitor staying in the house, and knowing
that he himself had no business there, he has-

tened away; "but if," he said, "I had not

seen that person again for a dozen years, I

should have remembered him : it was the

prisoner Avho stands there." Heather retired

some distance, and sat down under the shadow
of a tree, where he waited three or four hours,

watching for the light. At last he saw a light

in a room which he would have thought was

hers, but that it had one more window in it.

The light disappeared after a minute or two,

but almost directly it shone in Miss Thorold's

room. He distinctly saw a shadow, which he

believed to be that of a man, on the blind,

which he supposed to be that of Mr. Thorold,
and part of the shadow of a second I;

which he supposed was that of his daughter,
which came behind the first, when the light

was turned round and the shadows disap-

Feeling sure that this could not be

: i a 1 which Miss Thorold had pre:

him, he hesitated to approach the hous

o
;

but he

j body, it might cause

dismissed from his situation as

bailiff, and be tho ruin of his family. He
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lingered, accordingly, but a few minutes after

he had seen the light disappear from Miss

Thorold's room and reappear in that from

whence it had started, and then went home.

The next morning he heard of Mr. Thorold's

death and of his daughter's disappearance.
The ladder he found under the true where he

had placed it, from whence he 1 it to

the garden. Had Beather made the whole of

this statement at the inquest, it is presumable
that lie would have become an object of graver

suspicion than Durand.

Among the articles found in Durand's port-

manteau were several letters enclosed in an

elastic band. The style indicated that they
had been written by a woman, and one in the

habit of expressing her feelings without re-

serve
;
but the handwriting was to all appear-

ance that of a man. The envelopes in which

they had been enclosed originally were missing,

and there was no expression in either of them,
with one exception, which could point to the

writer ;
but this was thought significant. It

ran thus :
—"

Beaglescombe is the nearest sta-

tion, but it would be more prudent to go to

the next beyond and return by way of Bea-

glescombe, where, if you love me as dearly as

you affirm you do, I should think you might
remain for a few days. There is a nice quiet

inn I have often passed between the station

and West Teynham, where I should think you
could live a little while very comfortably."
These letters were shown by the police super-
intendent to persons who knew Miss Thorold's

writing, but these denied that they had ever

ich writing before. However, the post-

mistress of Sefton, which was the nearest vil-

lage to the Grange, identified the handwriting
as being the same she had seen on one or two
letters every day for some days before Mr.

Thorold's murder. Some of them, she could

remember, were addressed to Scarborough, and

she thought she could remember the name of

Wolverhampton also, but was not sure. She

had several times wondered who it could be

who wrote in such a curious hand, but had
come to the conclusion at last that it must be

some gentleman who was at the Grange. On
Heather concluding his evidence, one of the

a was placed in his hands, and he was

asked if he knew the writing. He looked as

if he were about to faint when he first saw
it

; but, after reading a few lines, he became

re-assured, and said, after a good deal of hesi-

tation, that Miss Thorold sometimes wrote in

that hand. Being asked if he had received

any letters from her in similar handwriting, he

admitted lie had
; and, being further pressed

as to whether he had kept any of those 1

he at last answered in the negative. Being

asked if he knew where she wrote those letters,

none of the servants had ever seen her
wrii an unladylike hand, he answered
that he | . . aer-

house in the shrub'

'old hea\ i it the pri-

soner, otherv.

almost equal pinit him. J I

in the most solemn manner that he had

horold, OT heard her name before

his apprehension on the ch

her father. That his motive in coining to

COmbe had nothing to do with that

family, though he declined to say what that

mot refused to account for

his possession of the letters, though he affii

they had not been addressed to him. Neither

would he then, or afterwards, give any in-

formation as to who he was, nor could anything
be discovered respecting him. The evidence

in his favour was that of the people at the

hotel
;

all of whoin swore that he never left

the house from the time he entered it until

about two hours before the policeman took

him away. In the face of evidence so positive
as this, the jury would not have hesitated to

acquit him, in the belief that it was a remark-

able case of mistaken identity, had it not

been for the letters. At the conclusion of the

examination of the witnesses it was so late

that the judge announced his intention to defer

the summing up till the following morning.
He had not begun the summing up, when

the counsel for the prosecution rose and said

that he had some additional evidence to offer

which had come to light since the court rose

the preceding evening. The evidence was that

of a policeman, who, after Heather's exami-

nation, had been despatched to make a search

in the summer-house where he had stated B

Thorold wrote her letters. The search was not

without result. On lowering one of the back

shutters, two or three sheets of blotting-}
•

were found
;
and scattered among the mass of

laurels and other shrubs some very small pi

of paper, which proved to be a part of an

envelope. These bits of paper were arra:

and it was then seen that the handwri

them was the same as that of the letters f<

among the prisoner's luggage: nor

the most important part of the disc

it turned out that the

the greater part of the pris

Durand on hearing this sho.

and eve: a turned upon him to M

he wore going to make any observation
;

did not utter a word. The judge tl

proceeded to sum up ;
and it was evident that

he, and the jury a much relieved

the discovery which had been made. The
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i that hesitation

at to affect

thoroughly made up their

f the trial, it was—
1 to be executed

in tl. nil.

after his conviction he was

iost influential persons in the

all of whom urged him to

what had become of Miss Thorold ;
and

. if he would do that, they would use

kVOUIB to save his life. At

I them with politeness, but he

me so weary of their impor-

tunities that he asked to be protected from

as one member of the bar,
—he

who had acted as his counsel,
—who really

d that Durand had not intended to

kill Mr. Thorold. His idea was, that having
. by means of the ladder to Miss

loom, he had been surprised there

by hur father
;
and that to prevent the latter

naking a disturbance he had caught up
the rag nearest at hand, which happened to

orold's handkerchief, and emptied
ttle of chloroform into it, which she was

habit of using to stifle moths, beetles,

•Iter insects she collected and preserved;
and that he had then pressed this on Mr.

Thorold's face, thus causing his death. When
he suggested this to the condemned man, the

Litter denied as persistently as he had done all

along, that he had ever seen or heard of Mr.

Thorold, and nothing could induce him to

change his story. Difficult as it was to doubt
of Durand's guilt, this persistency was not

it its usual effect; and in the end there

aot wanting those who petitioned that

Ight be spared on the ground sug-

by his counsel. His good mien was
• ndation in his favour

;
and it

lly felt among the circuit that if Miss
ome forward and acknowledged

I to her room with her
I man might have escaped

^lively light punishment. The
• en felt for him

• -1 by the suspicion that

M had met with the same t.

were

balf

.iid that he had not

Mr. Thorold

d, that in this particulo

bed his

innocence as regarded Miss Thorold. The heir

to Laverstock Grange did not come to live

there until after he had made a long tour on

the continent with his family; and in the

meantime the place was shut up. Before his

return, the junior partner of the firm who

managed the estate was requested to go down
and superintend the renovations, and to see

that everything was put into proper order.

Things were restored to their old footing; that

is to say, men who had been sent to do other

work, were brought back to work in the garden,
the shrubberies, and so forth

;
and among them

was one whose duty it had been to take charge
of the ice-store. This was a cave in the thickest

part of the shrubbery, excavated deep in the

earth, the entrance to which was reached by
descending a long ladder. Taking a lantern

with him, the man entered the cave to ascer-

tain what quantity of ice remained in it, and

directly afterwards he began to cry out for

help. Some men working in the shrubbery
heard his cries, and hastened to the spot. They
found him making frantic efforts to climb the

ladder; but so great was his terror, that he

had not strength to ascend it. To their in-

quiries of what was the matter, he kept repeat-

ing, "Miss Thorold! Miss Thorold!" The
men being in sufficient number to give each

other courage, went down to his assistance;

and on entering the ice-house they saw Miss

Thorold crouching on the ice in one corner,
her eyes wide open, and her appearance so

much that of a living being, that they called

to her by name several times before they ven-

tured to touch her. The medical man who
saw her before she was removed from this

place, was of opinion that her death was caused

by excitement, or by the extreme cold of the

ice-house, and not by starvation.

The supposition was, that in the frenzy of

horror and terror she had lost her intellects,

and had descended the ladder by which
Durand had mounted to her room, and in

trying to bury herself in the shrubbery she

had taken the path which led to the ice-house,
and had either fallen down the hole, or got
down by the ladder, and, thinking only of

concealing herself, had scrambled over the

|

fern-covered ice to the furthest corner of the

,
where she had been frozen to death.

All this came to our knowledge tli

time we travelled the circuit, but Durand was

by that time ;is we supposed making his way in

Australia, and nobody seemed to think it

worth while to mala" any inquiries about him,
a view bo procure a further mitigation of

his punishment.
ii after this, conceiving that my

>t in propor-
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tion to my merits, I determined on goi]

practise in \rw South Wales, at 1 1 1 ; 1 1 tin

overstocked with workmen of our profession.

Having one day seen a paragraph in an

i h newspaper which related that Durand

the murderer of Mr. Thorold had disapp
from the

\
blement to which he had

been consigned in ;i perfectly unaocountable

manner, I took it into my head one morning
to ask an old convict who was employed about

the court-house if he knew ofthe arrival of such

a person in the colony. The question was asked

without the remotest idea that he could answer

it
j

in fact, it wa rom mere idles

the moment, and almost involuntarily. To

my utter surprise, before the old man had had

time to ransack his memory for an answer, I

saw a man rising from a seat near my right
hand whom I recognised as Jesse Durand.

His appearance was so much altered by the

concealment of a great part of his face with a

thick mass of hair, that if my mind had not

been occupied at the moment with the recol-

lection of him, I do not think I should have

recognised him. I beckoned to him as he was

eaving the court, and he stood still till I

oined him. The thing was altogether so

sudden in its occurrence that I had not time to

think, and my first question was " Have you
heard that Miss Thorold was discovered ?"

He seemed to expect some such question,
for he ansv readily as though he had

waiting for it,
"
Yes, but you must mis-

take me for my brother." The reply was

scarcely uttered than he began to stammer out

an unintelligible explanation, which was so

contradictory that my inability to comprehend
his meaning, which was the real cause of my
silence, seemed to convince him that I must
be acquainted with all the facts, which at that

moment I certainly was not. By throwing
out a remark calculated to strengthen this

impression, he made other admissions which

led me to the conclusion that Durand's

counsel was right in his conjecture as to the

partly accidental death of Mr. Thorold, but

wrong as to the person who caused it.

This narrative has already extended to too

great a length to allow of my giving a full

statement of what I learned respecting this

remarkable ease of mistaken identification.

Durand was the twin brother of James

Durand, and the resemblance between them
was so extraordinary, that even persons inti-

mately acquainted with the family were unable
to distinguish them apart. Their characters,

however, bore little similarity with each other.

Jesse was well-conducted, and altogether su-

perior to the average of young men, including
his brother James. The attachment of the

brothers was remarkably strong, but Jesse's

of that manly self-

saerilicing character, which would induce him
to hear any amouni of sufferin ii his

brother from punishm
Just previous to tl.

which had brought .Jesse so near to a dis-

il end, .lam.- had b

in shares with a person who,

taking advantage of his .

I,
had made him legally

what, in faet, he had derived no i
•

It was to warn him that a lawv

structed to bring a criminal charge t i

upon him to extort this money, tha-

followed him to an obscure inn at Wolver-

hampton, where he had gone fY

in consequence of an intimation from w
source as to what was impending. Having
nothing to do at this place, he acted on an in-

vitation he had received from Miss Thorold,
with whom he had made acquaintance a

borough, and had afterwards carried on a

secret correspondence. Leaving his bag at the

inn (in which Jesse had found the packet of

letters, from one of which he got the informa-

tion as to the locality where his brother was to

be found), he arranged to meet Miss Thorold

on the night when the sad catastrophe 1 have

described took place. While talking i

Thorold her father had suddenly entered the

room, and the expression of his face was so

threatening, that Durand, fearing what might

happen to her if he left his daughter in his

power, suddenly determined on taking her away
with him, though he was far from desiring to

encumber himself in such a way at such a

time. The mode in which he acted, and his

intention, was exactly imagined by his brother's

counsel
;

and he was almost frighten

death when he saw the change that had come
over the old man's face as lie lowered him to

the ground. After listening outside th

for an instant, he took the light an I

into Mr. Thorold's room, which was the next

but one, and then went back to fetch the body.

He carried it in and laid it on the bed, and

then crept back to Miss Thorold's room, but

she had disappeared. Not believing that Mr.

Thorold would remain insensible long,

waiting a few minutes, he went down the ladder

and looked about for her, but not seeing her,

he thought she might have gone to one of the

servant's rooms for help. Taking the ladder,

he ran to the tree where he had found it, aud

thrust it beneath the branches, and then hurried

away. He had not the slightest suspicion that

his brother Jesse was in the neighbourhood

seeking him, and only thought of getting out

of the way for a time. He made his way to
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v.-hero he stayed some

America. From

llyto bis brother

;uid at last he

an old friend of his family.

5
an old lady living in

the newspapers, and

unknown to the acquaintances of

could only reply that she had

liher since she last saw him

greatly troubled by
nee. He let the matter drop

. but at last he wrote in a feigned

hand to a person who knew them, and re-

d him to tell him the present address of

Uurand. The only answer he received

was a newspaper, giving an account of the

and another stating that the sentence

had teen commuted to transportation. He
v returned to England with the intention

of giving himself up to procure his brother's

e, but his heart failed him. Instead of

If he thought he would try if

he could not aid his brother to escape. In

this he was successful, and at the time we met

they were occupying a large sheep farm, about

miles from Sydney.

NOTES ON DANDIES.
Part II.

lis. BnuMMKLL having abdicated the throne

of Dandyism, his friend Lord Alvanley seems
to ha 1

. led as his legitimate suc-

cessor, and to have reigned in his stead.

Alvanley was a man of considerable ability,
and very to the ordinary run of

erred with the Coldstream

ohagen and in the Peninsula
;

in France and Russia
;
had a

for wit and humour
; and,

a splendid fortune in that
:' occupations,

" the pursuit of
>1 altogether abandon cer-

11
"

characteristics—
and muscle, of which

quite incapable. He
x, and

. he was

ly built, corpulent man, with

e. It

Madame de Stael, that she

. upon
ion of

ft story

tiling

"
Alvanley," says Moore, "just hits that

difficult line between the gentleman and the

jolly fellow, and mixes their shades together

very pleasantly." But he was a dandy, never-

theless.

Captain Gronow has preserved a few notes

concerning him. His dinners at his house in

Park Street, and at Melton, had the fame of

being the best in England. He never sat

down with more than eight guests, and in-

sisted upon having an apricot tart upon his

sideboard all the year round—an expensive

delicacy at some seasons of the year.

When Gunter, the pastrycook, mounted

upon a runaway horse, excused himself for

riding against Alvanley by saying, "O my
Lord, I can't hold him, he's so hot ;"

" Ice

him, Gunter, ice him," cried his lordship.

His method of putting out his light at night
was rather alarming. He was fond of reading
in bed, "and when he wanted to go to sleep,

he either extinguished his candle by throwing
it on the floor and taking a shot at it with the

pillow, or else he quietly placed it, when still

lighted, under his bolster." At Badminton
and other houses, where his habits were known,
it was thought advisable that a servant should

sit up and keep watch, in the passage, over his

proceedings.
At one time his affairs were very much em-

barrassed. His friend, Mr. Charles Greville,

undertook to investigate his liabilities, and try

to come to some arrangement with his creditors.

Mr. Greville went through a long list of debts,

and at last expressed his gratification at find-

ing that matters were in a much less hopeless

state than he had feared. Soon afterwards,

however, he received a note from Alvanley,

stating that he had quite forgotten to enter

upon the list a debt of fifty-five thousand

pounds !

Moore chronicles a story of Alvanley writing

to a friend,
—" I have no credit with either

butcher or poulterer, but if you can put up
with turtle and turbot I shall be glad to see

you."
In the House of Lords, Alvanley was known

as an effective speaker. On one occasion he

spoke of O'Connell in rather strong terms.

O'Connell replied in the House of Commons,

denouncing him as a "bloated buffoon."

Alvanley challenged the Liberator, who dc-

clined to meet him, saying, in allusion to his

fatal duel with D'Esterre, "There is blood

y on this hand." Alvanley then threat-

ened persona] chastisement, upon which Mr;

a O'Connell offered to take his father's

A in. cting was arranged to take place
.in Wimbledon Common. Several shots

but without effect, and ultimately the
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seconds interfered and the duel.

^O'Connell must be ;i very clumsy fellow,"

aid Alvauley, on his way home, "or lie never

would Lave missed such a fat fellow as I am.

He ought to practice at a haystack to get his

hand in." He gave the haekney-coachni;iu a

sovereign.
"

It's a great deal for only having
taken your lordship to Wimbledon," said the

coachman. " My good man," Bald Alvauley,
"I give it you, not for taking me, but for

bringing me back."

Solomon was a well-known money-lender, who
also went by the names of (Joldsched and Slow-

man, Szc. He had frequent dealings with J Jruni-

mell and other dandies, who, while they found

it convenient to resort to him, had a just

dread of his shameless rapacity and avarice.

When Brummell had lied the country, certain

of his friends were saying that he had made a

mistake
;

that if he had remained something

might have been done to assist him. "
No,"

said Alvauley, "he did quite right to be off.

It was Solomon's judgment" It should be

noted that Alvauley did not forget his old

friend in his misfortune and exile. He cor-

responded with Brummell with some regularity,

and frequently assisted him with remittances of

money. In a letter to Mr. Armstrong, the

English factotum at Caen, who had taken a

lively interest in Brummell's affairs, Alvauley

wrote,—" I beg that you will protect and

poor Brummell, and rely upon my
making it good to you ;

" and he enclosed a

cheque for a considerable amount, regard being
had to his own pecuniary difficulties.

Another remarkable dandy was Lord Peter-

sham, who invented a great-coat known for

many years as a Petersham. His lordship
also acquired some fame by a particular kind

of blacking of his own manufacture, which, he

maintained, would eventually supersede every
other. Before the discovery of "patent lea-

ther " the dandies appear to have devoted

great attention to the blacking question. As
we have seen, Brummell was supposed to owe
the brilliant polish of his boots to the use of

champagne in the composition of his blacking.
Other dandies were in favour of oil of lavender

and maraschino. Colonel Kelly, of the Guards,
a very vain, attenuated gentleman, had quite
a reputation for the superb polish of his boots.

He was (piite unapproachable in this respect.
His sister was housekeeper to the Custom

House, and on its being destroyed by fire, the

unhappy colonel was burnt with it : losing his

life in a desperate attempt to save his precious
collection of boots. The story told of Colonel

Matthews offers a parallel to Kelly's story.

Matthews, a great fop in his day, lost a front

tooth, to his great distress. He resolved to

have it replaced by a tooth drawn from an-

other jaw—tru what the

I oalled
"

healing by a lee

tion." The borrowed tooth .initsplace

accordingly ; but, strange to say, the •

tion ended in inoculating I I with some

potsononi virus, which brought of the

mouth. The unfortunate gentian
lorvive tJ

i fate beoo

of his valet, who
secret of the wonderful blacking. The
stated that his late master had paid him one
hundred and fifty pounds a-\ •

should now expect a greatly u

Lord Yarmouth (popularly know;;

Herrings," from his red whiskers, hair, and

face, and from the lish for which Yarmouth is

famous) ultimately secured this invaluable

for two hundred pounds a-year. Brus

always insisted upon the soles of his boots

being polished as well as the upper leathers.

"He knew," says Captain Jesse,
" the prone-

ness of human nature to neglect its duties
;

and, as a consequence, he could never feel

satisfied that the polish on the edge of the sole

would be elaborated with the care that he

thought indispensable, unless he adopt
treme measures

; he endeavoured to secure his

object by insisting that every part of his

should be equally attended to."

Reduced almost to destitution, he could hardly
be prevailed upon to abandon the exp

luxury of I tdered <\:

for him from Paris, at five francs a bottl

last a merciless bootmaker threatens to impri-
son him if a long overdue account for per

not paid. The poor beau writ' trong,

his kind agent, imploring .
—"

1 will

enter into any promise with you on the sub-

ject of this d—d polish that you may demand,
if you will instantly enable me to pa
scoundrel." A month later he writes,

—" I

have never trespaOBod upon the rules of

economy which you dictated to me, excepting
in one instance, and that has been that d—d

execrable blacking. 1 have now n

it for ever." Next he foregoes hi

white cravats, appearing in
*'

of his life, a black silk neckerchief Soon the

poor creature has hardly cloth back,

or shoes to his ; arch or blacki:

very small matters to him n<

after the episode of "ti

poor Brummell, paralysed and imbecile,

eased and loathsome, is dying in the " Bon

Sauveur," (

I Petersham was tall and handsome, and

is said to have possessed a remarkably winning
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u i>on his resem-

ilt-nry IV. of France,

manner, and spoke with a

boo for brown. His

of that hi also his horses,

This devotion was

[ reference to a youthful

Iship for a fair but fickle

I as Brown. He had also

His room looked like a

n, from the shelves against the

supporting of various teas, and

,:> of snuff, with the names of each

letters outside.

I jomley Skeffington was a dandy of note

day. He obtained mention in Byron's
" Dunciad "—"English Bards and Scotch

wta n
:
—

In prim array though Lewis' spectres rise,

agton and Goose divide the prize :

And sure great Skeffington must claim our praise,

I
- and skeletons of plays

dike
;
whose genius ne'er confines

to furnish Greenwood's gay designs,

eepa with "sleeping beauties" but anon

In five facetious acts conies thundering on.

While poor John Bull, bewildered with the scene,

rat, wondering what the devil it can mean
;

But as some hands applaud
—a venal few—

liather than sleep, John Bull applauds it too.

Jluded to is Dibdin's famous

pantomime of Mother Goose, which had a run

of m. arly a hundred nights, and brought more
than twenty thousand pounds to the treasury
of Covent Garden Theatre. Sir Lumley had

produced a grand fairy piece,
" The Sleeping

y," at Drury Lane, in which Mr. Mat-

Miss De Camp (afterwards Mrs.

inble) had sustained the chief cha-

i Mr. Greenwood's scenery had been

A comedy, called "Maids and
attributed to the . same

probably an adaptation of some
Sir Lumley Skeffington, dressed a

painted his face, so that he
I ii eh doll," as Captain Gro-

profusely scented that

: a perfumer's shop sur-

emarkable for the ex-

eeived

ial favourite in ladies'

1" I advanced days, Sir

Miliary

d, d appeared fo] some years,
'

bi • old don being, it wm
Prison. On

[lion be was but
• inal appc

mi and highly coloured than

bound 'id

gilt, and illustrated by many cuts." Moore,

in his diary, mentions, "A good idea some one

gave of poor Skeffington with his antiquity, his

rouge, &c. ,
that ' he was an admirable speci-

men of the florid Gothic' "

Lord Yarmouth, as an intimate friend of the

Prince Regent, claims a distinguished place in

Dandy chronicles. There is frequent mention

of him in Moore's humorous and satiric

poems : never with much respect. In the

"New Costume of the Ministers" the Regent
is represented as asking himself " whom shall

I dress next ?
"

He loots in the glass, but perfection is there,

Wig, whiskers, and chin-tufts, all right to a hair
;

Not a single ex-curl on his forehead he traces,

For curls are like ministers, strange as the case is—
The falser they are, the more firm in their places.

His coat he next views ;
but the coat who could

doubt ?

For his Y—rm—th's own Frenchified hand cut

it out !

The Prince determines upon re-dressing the

ministers.

An excellent thought—call the tailors—be nimble
;

Let Cum bring his eyeglass, and H—rtf-rd her

thimble
;

While Y—rm—th shall give us, in spite of all

quizzers.
The last Paris cut, with his true Gallic scissors, &c.

In the " Odes of Horace done into English

by several Persons of Fashion " a free transla-

tion of Ode ix. lib. ii. is put down to the

Regent. It begins "Come Y—rm—th, my
boy, never trouble your brains," &c, and goes

on in the third stanza.

Brisk let us revel, while revel we may ;

For the gay bloom of fifty soon passes away,

And then people get fat,

And infirm, and—all that
;

And a wig, I confess it, so clumsily sits,

That it frightens the little Loves out of their wits :

Thy whiskers, too, Y—m—th : alas ! even they,

Though so rosy they burn,

Too quickly must turn

(What a heart-breaking change for the whiskers)

to grey.

There appear to have been sub-divisions and

distinctions among the dandies, some of them

claiming to be Exquisites ai id 22 1 iffiau
m. It is not

dear that these were very different, except in

name, to their brethren of the dandiacal body.

Afterwards the term "Tiger" came in use,

although it has now become obsolete. A
uli dandy, however, still retains the name

of "
lb

The Ruffian seems to have been an ordinary

dandy, with certain sporting or "turfy" eha-

raoteristios superadded. He was fond of

driving, perched on a high many-cushioned
,
and clad in a drab overcoat, with number-
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less collars, leaning forward with squan

bows, a glass in his eye, ami a straw in his

mouth. A brothci- Ruffian generally sat a1 his

side, carrying a mail-coach horn. The su-

perior Roman drove a four-in-hand, or a mail

phaeton with a pair, looking down with

tempt upon the inferior Ruffian, who was

limited to a tilbury. Tandem-driving was

much in rogue, and upsets and accident

not uncommon : the disadvantage of the tan-

dem being that the Leader would often de-

cline to submit to the control of the driver,

sometimes turning round to stare him in the

face, and otherwise discompose him. The
tandem driver was generally accompanied by
his groom and pet bulldog or terrier—some
dandies affecting poodles, upon which enormous

attention was lavished, their daily fare often

consisting of veal cutlets and sweetbreads.

Mr. liyng, a gentleman of fashion, possessed of

pert features and closely curling hair, was fond

of driving with his favourite French dog in his

curricle. He was met in the park by Bruin-

mell. "
Ah, Byng ! how do you do ? A

family vehicle I see !" And Mr. Byng thence-

forth obtained the sobriquet of " Poodle

Byng." Brummell had done his best to keep
down the "turfy" dandy. He reprobated all

affection for stables, kennels, and coachman-

ship, and inserted in his album some severe

lines against the "Whip Club." As we have

shown, his power in the world of fashion was

considerable. When Lady Hester Stanhope
rebuked him for the presumption and insolence

of his conduct, and exhorted him to bear him-

self more humbly, he answered,
u My dear

Lady Hester, if I were to do as you advise me,
do you think I could stand in the middle of

the pit of the opera
"—in Brummell' s day

"
Fops' Alley

" was the fashion, and stalls were

not—" and beckon to Lome (sixth Duke of

Argyle) on one Bide, and Villiers (Earl of

Jersey) on the other, and see them com? to

me ?
" But Brummell'fl influence did not long

survive his departure from England. The

Ruffian, or sporting dandy, then lifted up his

head and asserted himself. The rowdy noble-

men and gentlemen, whose violent horse-play
and brutal jocoseness often brought them to the

police-court, belong to a post-Brummell period.

The Beau would never have been guilty of

wrenching off knockers or knocking down con-

stables. His school of dandies were incapable
of these coarse feats of humour. But, Brummell

gone, street pranks and midnight rufflinga were

to be heard of again as of frequent occurrence.

From a little book published in 1821, called

"The Hermit in London," with a second title

of "Sketches of English Manners," we may
derive much information concerning dandyism

in its latter days. The author claims to be

imb or an exquisito

enough b i

>wn upon I
to be

able to enjoy the pi DOry while

i calmly I plating to

il day, without being blind.

tumultuon ad in-

firmity. He is a bachelor wd
i he is loud in his avow " the

utility of such men *f Mr. B hops-
. and Mr. Bowman in

Street ;" his years have rolled on in

rooms, but he has resigned the part of actor

for that of looker-on
;
he has retired I

least draughty corner of the ball-.'

is often to be found in the quiet niche of a

reading-room, or in the back seat of an •

box, sheltered by the plumes and
|

a sexagenary dowager; occasionally hfl

be seen in the Park, but always away from the

denser throngs of men, and shadowed by the

trees. He quotes Cowper on his title-page :

'Tis pleasant through the loopholes of retreat

To peep at such a world
;

to see the stir

Of the great Babel and not feel the crowd.

And altogether he appears to be a writer of

much respectability, whose evidence touching
the events passing around him in the world of

society is entitled to a very considerable amount

of credit.

We may note his mention of the word

"swell"—he does so with a shudder-

phrase of fashionable vulgarity," which must

have been then first coming into use : it would

be difficult, perhaps, to find an earlier record

of the term so current in our own day. It

is evident, too, that smoking is becoming a

fashionable foible, though as yet it seems to be

confined to the army. He says,
" Sometimes

if the weather be cold, and the Buflia*

military one, a lighted cigar is smoked by the

coxcomb, and by the smoke which comes out

of his mouth you may judge of the contents of

his head," &c.
;
and he describes a you;

lation of his, "an cousin
" he calls

him, as going on guard for the first tim

instructing Hofman, his German ral<

chambre. "1 must have the cedar box of

cigars, my gold cigar tufa

some scented tobacco, and m;

pipe : 'twill pass an hour, and it loo

soldier-like to smoke on gard." The

officer is also made I
hand-

kerchiefs may be put into his regimental

jacket
—a cambric one and one of

celonas," and desires that they may be well

perfumed. He demands also his gold snuff-

box with the Sleepii: on it—"which
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. for—not the gold

embos8od one, nor the gold engine-turned, nor

:• the silver-gilt, nor the
•

at the Palais Royal."
M clown to the gard

in order that he may not get

. nor be run against by some

, and have his "French
b
"

soiled ; besides, he does not care

t.. lo. and flustered after a long walk

de, "instead of

g cool into the Held."' He wears a

»ld chain round his neck with

his servant to

ing him his violoncello, backgammon-board,
I his writing-desk

—that he "may write

> soften the hardships of

—his "poodle dog to play with," "a
cambi i . with the collar highly starched,

for dressing time
;

"
his musical snuff-box for

time, with Prince's Mixture; in it
;
his

light morocco boots, razors, damask napkins,
for his eyes, all his soaps, white

wax for his nails, etc. Further on " the ex-

is made to narrate his adven-

tures on guard. He walks up and down St.

: id Pall Mall forty-four times,
and then sends his servant for his stop-Avatch,
and makes a calculation of the time it takes to

om Hoby's corner to the St. James's." I

He looks in at Parslow's and loses some money
at billiards

;
his hand shakes so that he is

me Curacoa, and afterwards

bo cool himself. He speaks to

pretty women, and bows to

fifty Cfl y which he complains that he
tiff neel g other pastimes he

;' for a whole hour in teaching
the military exercises,

et, and to smoke a pipe ;

Racing Calendar " and a table

•
•.; ;

lie dines, loses his money
. nirets two comrades in

atehmen, draws his sword
auffina to flight, sees "the

I 'ark—beautiful, by
an hour on three

not agree

guard,
om forth

ome ,urs.

[mate aoqi
i in his

op and a

I

lington pantaloons, though he greatly depre-
cates the importance the social Avorld persists

in attaching to such small matters. He pre-

sents the reader with extracts from the letter

of an Exquisite to his servant, in which the

following curious passages occur :
—" I send

by the earner the last two pair of dress pan-
taloons : they must be altered. You know I

am a little what is vulgarly called baker-kneed,

which I explained to the German fool who
made them : a pad would remove the defect.

What an ass a tailor must be who can't fit a

man well, be his deformities what they may !

Apropos, I must have six new pair of stays by
the time I return, and six pair of spurs from

Vincent's," <£rc. The stays receive very fre-

quent mention in the Hermit's pages. Another

dandy he represents as taking four hours to

dress for dinner, and breaking
" three stay-

laces and a buckle" during the operation,

and in his hurry tearing
' ' a pair of shoes,

made so thin by O'Shauglmessy, of St. James's

Street, that they were as light as brown paper.

What a pity !

" the dandy laments over the

accident
;

"
they were lined with pink satin,

and were quite the go." The Hermit com-

plains greatly of the manner in which the

mankind of his day persist in trenching upon
the peculiarities of feminine form and cos-

tume : and there would seem to have been

ground sufficient for his censures. Trousers

were worn as loose as petticoats ;
that is to

say, as loose as the petticoats of 1820, which

were tight garments compared to the profuse
skirts of 1864. Waists were as taper and

slim as stays could lace them
;

frilled shirt-

fronts purled out in front like the crops of

pouting pigeons ;
the hair was crimped and

frizzed over the forehead " like the feathers

of a Friesland hen ;" men peered with diffi-

culty through their forelocks, like Skye terriers
;

painted faces looked with difficulty over high
walls of starch and muslin, like donkeys over

a gate ; patches adorned the cheeks and the

corners of the mouth
;
while heavy gold chains

and quizzing-glasses dangled from necks long
as ganders'. The perfumed dandy lisped,

ogled, and drawled with a sort of timid affec-

tation. Meanwhile, the gentler sex

accused of arrogating to themselves certain

.line privileges. They gambled Lai

drove curricles, weaving men's great-coal
; rode, rising in their stirrups and

••

manly boots and one spur ;" pro-
menaded "in kilts instead of petticoats;"
talked stable talk, and worse—swore

upon occasion : and wore alternately a, pro-

tonnct known as

a " kisi me if
j retreating head"

a highly-
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sal

on

coloured cheek, and

you dare." "Time was," laments oui

mit, "when it could be Baid

that I valiant and her wonn n

fair; but qom her women are gallant and her

men are fair— fair, soft, and unmeaj

A dandy was bo masqueraded by hit tailor,

that, "what with the long skills of his great-

coat, fur embroidery* olivet buttons,
i id pals face, you may mistake

at young man for a very iudeeent young
'I!."

Of course the tail very important

dandy days. The changes in

fashion were incessant. There was alleged to

be a junto of tailors who assembled frequently
to consider variations in dress, and to create

imptationa to i in the way of

their trade. The proceeds of the sale of
» Fourth's wardrobe amounted to

fifteen thousand pounds. The original cost

was far in i &cess of this sum. A cloak, pur-
i by Lord Chesterfield for two hundred

i to have cost in respect of its

sable lining alone no less than eight hundred
;

d it was computed that the royal collection

clothes had been made at a prime outlay of

Kindred thousand pounds or so. The
committee of tailors found it to their advan-

tage to encourage the most extravagant and
ccentriciti a that were any

>le. But this was after Brummell's

day, of whom Byron said, that he had nothing
table in his style of dress except "a

certain exquisite propriety." Scott, writing
in 1805 his first chapter of "

AVaverley," makes

mention of the simple
" blue frock and white

dimity waistcoat " of that day. Twenty years
later he found it necessary to add a note iu

explanation of an allusion which had become

antiquated. Simplicity had gone. Blue frocks

and dimity waisi no longer tol<

"The reader of fashion will please to fill up
the costume with an embroidered waistcoat of

purple velvet or silk, and a coat of whatever

colour he The town was pigeon-

breasted, or martin-tailed, just as the tailors

Now a dandy's skirts touched
the ground, now his coat shrunk to the limited

proportions of a jacket ;
now his clothes, U like

a lady's loose gown," hang about him—now
he is prisoned in the closest of shells

;
and an

illustrious personage exhibits himself in such

tight and scanty attire that his corpulence
protrudes in all directions, and his flying tails

make strai lation of the prominent
proportions of the royal form, seen from the

The wai- day high up between
the (shoulders, and the next low down at the

mity of the spine. Now the back is

an Irish chau ^ud round

should) is the

muation ;
and the

fashion ai and pinehed to

to the

bull-thj at must have a collar reaching
.

muffled and disguised in
-%

bang-up box-
with a do

mending these extra.

their customers did not, o!

be their own invention. The D

walking-coats, cb

Cloaks, night cloaks, tarta:
•

his lordship, his grace
—as I

had given exten for the new d<

One great object, both of tra

joiners, seemed to be that the new in1

should be as costly as possible, in order that

it might distance all attempts at imitaii

the part of those whom the dandies were fond

of designating "the vulgar herd," "the un-

washed," the "lawyer's clerk breed," "the

knights of the bags," "the squires of the

counter," "the half-price crew," "Sunday
bloods," etc.

"I cannot help acknowledging and lament-

ing," says our Hermit, "that we are more

regarded by our coats than by our char:,

and that if a man be not in the last fa

he must content himself with holding tin

place in the l« he tell- a

story of the late Colonel M , who, when

expiring of a wound received in a dm

pressed regret that his own insolena

arrogance had brought about the encounter ;

adding, that he had not appreciated until too

late that his antagonist was a gentleman—
he had been wearing "a coat of the last

fashion !

"

Of some of the earlier dandies, how

there is to be said—and our author does not

forget to carry the fact to their credit—that

they showed themselves to be brave soldiers

at Waterloo and elsewhere
; and, thong",

"take so much care of their piv

out of the field, they took no care of them

in it."

Dandyism lias had its day, and is :.

thing of the past. Y\ Eallen upon
in which the Divine Idea of Cloth is he]

less high valuation, and men I

dress pretty much ai DO right in their

own eyes. T!

novation with a stem opposition

and r. hough it were so much

cavalry, yet dings to the razor : insisting that

chins shall be shaved, though in the ma
the upper lip there has been yielding to the
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Is or not as

permit Necks have

;: of the yoke of cravats

r cramp the ribs

•

i
—hardly non yen confine and

I i lineal contours of women.

ad hair-oil are following papil-

, curling-irons to oblivion. English-

oomfortable in their loosely- fitting

, rejoice in simple, easy-going manners,

not the less, as I believe, really polished and
cliivalrons because they have about them a
certain tinge of frank, straightforward home-
liness. Let us then try and keep our com-
fortable clothes and ways. Let us make the
tailors our servants—not our masters, and we
are safe from dandyism for ever. For women— how I could commend their costumes if they
would only abandon their crinolines !

D. C.

THE MERMAID.
(ax old galloway ballad re-written.)

a night of a summer month,
D the young moon shone fair,

A mermaid sat on a sea-weed rock

nbing her golden hair.

Her comb was carveu from the pearl,
Her hand was white as milk

;

Gently tine soft wind from the sea

Stirr'd her robe of pale green silk.

eomb'd her locks o'er her white, white breast,
A fleece so bonny and long,

And with every curl she shed from her brow,
.;tised a lightsome song.

The first lilt of that magic voice,
birds their young forsook,

And foliow'd the old grey owl to come
And on that maiden look.

The second lilt of that lady's song,
It was so low and sweet,

The fox leap'd over the laird's fold-dyke,
The blood on his mouth and feet.

The third lilt of that wondrous song,
Blush'd red the rising moon,

s shot bright and fast,
Lured by that magic tune.

D the Nith," a young knight said,
J ' years and three,

liut the sweetest song that e'er broke from lip
ies through the wood to me.

11
1* : DO earth or air

lodyl
I

'--iik from the morning cloud,And
[ure ,ne#

» '

[ream,
n '1 in this wood

;

da maiden's Km
dripp'd with erii

Kr Knight

y,

rot the hollo*

"ightofthemoon

"
Oh, who will ride your bonny bay?

Oh, who will tend your dove ?

Oh, who will fold your morrow's bride
In the bridegroom's clasp of love ?"

But he toss'd away his gold-rimm'd hat,
With the silver knot and band,

And leap'd into the wood, the boughs
Parting with eager hand.

' ' The summer dew falls soft, fair maid,
And thou art far from home,

And lonely on that sea-weed rock,
Wash'd with the white sea foam."

So first he kissed her dimpl'd chin,
And her cheek, then, as 'twas meet

;

And, last of all, her willing lips,

Like heather-honey sweet.

He kiss'd her blue eyes twenty times,
And then her honey lip,

And spread her hanks of watery hair

In the moonbeams to drip.

"
Come, and for water from the spring,
You shall have the rosy wine,

And, for the water-lily's flower,

These loving arms of mine."

" But what'll she say, your bonny bride,
With gold and jewels bright,

When the kisses you kept for her sweet lips
You squander on mine to-night?"

He took his lips from her red rose mouth,
His arm from her waist so small.

" Sweet maiden, I sin to linger here,
Yon shines my bridal hall.

" But first a token of love, sweet May,
A token give me now."

She pluck'd a lock of her golden hair,
And bound it round his brow.

"
Oh, softer, softer, loop and bind

That love- knot my, sweet May ;

My head is rent with a burning pain,
Loosen it quick, I pray."

She weaved o'er his brow the lily flower,
With witch-knots, nine and nine :

" If ye were bridegroom of a queen,
This night ye shall be mine."

And twice he faintly turn'd his head,
And twice rose from the ground,

And twice he feebly Bought to lift

That garland, loop'd and bound.
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u
Arise, sweet knight, your j wait*,

ID the top tower- -t

But day shall come, bright rise the sun,
And find her sti

robe,
With gold on ei

ik and plume,
binding ti.

She took the bride-ring from Lis hand,
And tossM it in the m

11 That hand shall wear no golden ring,
Unless it come from me."

She. folded him in her lily arms,
To bear him to her home,

Her fleece of hair traifd o'er the sand,
As she pan'd into the foam.
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the bills,

high,

As t! (iulloway

Sai. i merrily.

ly OB the dew
ink and bough,

. at his toil,

..ing now.

of wind among the leaves

i like her bridegroom's song,

ml his voice in every sound

That came the whole day long.

her a blythe wee bird,

off the hawthorn green,
—

ut the love-curls from your hair

yestere'en."

The speckled wood -lark from the clouds

singing down,—
at the bride-knots from your hair,

ir bridal crown."

the mid-hour of the night,

ilyer bell did ring,

Sounding as if no earthly hand

Had touched the silken string.

There was a cheek that lady's press'd,

White as the marble-stone,
Id as the drifting snow

Was laid on her breast- bone.

1

Gb, cold is thy hand, my Willie dear,

Cold, cold thy frozen lip ;

Oh, locks of yellow hair,

From which the cold drops drip."

' Go seek another bridegroom, love,
To I in sweet

;

My bride is the yellow water-lily,

my bridal sheet !

"

Walter Thorneury.

• G RINK IN CANADA.

wake 1 or dreaming ? Enter-

a moonless night, I

.H:il«(l by a blaze of radiance.

md burners
; flashes

Lectora, which glitter like

I upon draperies in blue,
and loses itself in the

i, garlands, and
1

1 my eye begins to accommo-
bat 1 have to see, it ranges

fcher rudely raised, in

rk, but brilliant,

Caliph Haroun.
a all round the walls,

•• ith an i.

mirror,
.

and bright,
Led with 6

the platform. From somewhere overhead

floats out a succession of the most brilliant and

lively strains that music can produce.

Is it real 1 modern ? and European ? Euro-

pean it is not. It is an American skating

rink, and this evening is a masquerade night.

I gaze with a vivid and eager curiosity. To

me, a stranger, it is infinitely novel, strange,

and exciting. On the ice hundreds of young

girls, every other one of whom is pretty, or

certainly looks pretty to-night, and of whom

many are strikingly handsome—all alike set

off with every device that can aggravate their

charms—sway and flit about through the

mazes of the crowd, seldom singly, but holding

the hand of either a laughing companion or of

some favoured cavalier. Sometimes a chain of

these young beauties, hand in hand, comes

sailing forward in line
;
sometimes a doubly

happy youth leads forth one on either side.

The most intricate and graceful evolutions are

accomplished with an ease of which it would

be hard to say whether it excites the greater

wonder cr admiration. These coquettish dam-

sels scorch their admirers with a general blaze

of scarlet—which is the ruling colour—merci-

fully toned down, subdued, and harmonised by

rich, soft, dark furs. There is fur everywhere—fur encircling the fair, round, rosy cheeks
;

fur coiled round the white neck
;
fur on the

wrists, and a fringe of fur edging the neat

little natty boot. Black eyes sparkle ;
blue

eyes softly gleam : each cast wicked and ex-

asperating glances. There are "affairs" with-

out end. Cupid opens the door of admission,

and Hymen closes that at which many a pair

passes out.

Now and then a fall happens. A glance of

an ankle, perhaps a momentary glimpse of an

inch or two more, is lost in enviously volumin-

i

ous folds of feminine knickerbockers of scarlet

cashmere. Officious fair ones hasten to help

up their mishappy sister, and ringing and joy-

ous laughter proclaims and celebrates the event.

When a gentleman tumbles, the merriment

runs over. What fate could he desire better

than to afford amusement to these lovely

creatures 1

All is beauty, grace, youth, life and happi-

ness, joy and enjoyment. With a scene like

this, care and gloom have nothing in common.

Here nothing but what is gay has any p]

It is a supreme moment, plucked from Li

ebush ; a flowery spray without thorns.

alloping polka is racing over the strings

! of the fiddles. The mirth waxes fast and furi-

ous. From where 1 stand 1 see the crowd

idually fall back and give place to a yo

Ly, who advani down the whole

Length of the rink. She is tall and beautifully
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hus

Tlit

brmed ;
but a shock tlirills tin frame

ts one looks at her. She is in the

leepest mourning, not ,-i particle of anything
nit what is black finds place about her. She

:omes slowly forward, while all, on i

ide, pause in silence and stillness with a

hushed solemnity. The mn truck

th the same instantaneous inaction, whether

out or not, comes to an end. A •

drops upon the spell-bound assembly.

originator of this extraordinary change
skates ou listlessly, languidly, carelessly. I

can see that she stretches forth her arm, and

that her fingers twitch convulsively, as if en-

deavouring to grasp some imaginary hand. As
she approaches nearer, I discover that

beauty is fading away and Leaving a sculptured

face, paler than the palest marble, upon whose
either cheek there glows one bright, burning,
hectic spot, a round spot like the red sun

showing through a white mist. She looks at

nobody, seems to see uobody, and alas ! alas !

when my eyes seek to meet hers, they en-

counter only the stony glare of orbs from
which the light of reason has been darkened
and shut out. Her dress, too, betokens in-

sanity. It hangs loosely upon her, manifestly
d for—always a sad sight in woman—

and is tagged over with shreds of crape, mean-

ly stuck on in one place and another,
{

intermixed with bugles and other shabby scraps !

of ghastly ornament. Oh, what a melancholy !

spectacle was there ! Young—she looked no
more than seventeen or eighteen—lovely, inno-

cent
; and brought to so pitiable a pass ! And

what a frightful contrast to the boisterous

gaiety upon which she had intruded, and upon j

which she had stricken a chill, well-nigh as icy,

cold, and joyless as herself. ft was a lesson

too harshly administered. It Avas like the

ling corpse set up at an Egyptian feast,

Reaching the door at the lower end of the

rink, near which, having succeeded in making
one circuit of the building, I was again stand-

ing, the poor creature (having entered, I sup-

pose, at the upper door), without taking the

slightest notice of anybody or anything, nor

speaking a word that I could hear, except mut-

tering in a hushed, plaintive monotone, "All
[id cold ! all wet and cold ! all wet and

cold !

"
sat down on the e<]go of the platform,

took off her skates, hung them over her wrist

with such an orderliness as if she did it daily,
ami slowly passed out like a phantom.
Do we not visit lunatic asylums and return

to our dinner with undiminished appetite I

Was there not a time when fas] 1 ionable parties
oade up to Bedlam, to mock the wretched,

ill-treated creatures there > Do not very many
more than a thousand persons die weekly in

London I

'

.-'ime one in

of death ? Do the people who live

on the road to i \ think any the more
of the- day when their own turn shall c

be the hero of a like mournful :

the man who makes the

his own ]).• not whistl

tap in the nails to a fcum .- take

any one of these wan
ami surely it was never ordained that we
should. If we
bosoms all til-- misery that is shared I

the world at large, wonld our life be worth

living ?

Whence has come the ela tic capacity

we all have for enjoyment, which rebounds

from the heaviest pressure ?

When that question shall I

in more than one way, we m." i wonder

that the masqueraders recovered, without much

effort, from the momentary shock with which

they had been stunned. The band struck up.

Thoughtfulness, if any exist lost in

noise and confusion. All fell back into its

previous train.

Of course I could not fail to ask for informa-

tion from the bystanders of what I had wit-

!. The story may be easily anticipated.

That it was a love story there could be little

doubt.

Madeline Danvers had been beloved by a

young M.D. without patients, and had re-

turned his passion with all ; ardour

that the match was extremely unacceptable to

her parents, and was opposed by every ol

that could be thrown in the way.
It is not very easy to keep lovers apai I

where. In American society it is next to im-

possible. If there had not been the skating

rink, there would have been some other

rendezvous.

One evening, saddened by the difficulties

the}
r had to encounter ami by the seeming

hopelessness of Dr. Morc's position, the noise

and gaiety of the rink, and the observation to

which they were exp.
•

them, so they exchanged the rink for the open
ice in the harbour, where tl are of

light, and the crowd of skaters was diffused

over a large space. In tlie course of their

pastime he was skating backwards, holding her

hands in his, as she followed after him.

plunged into a hole from which a vessel had

been OUl 0U1 •

-' him

before he thought to let go his hold.

She was saved
;
but only to fall into a frenzy

id fright, while efforts were made to

:te him from tinder the ice. No per-

suasion could induce her to quit the spot

when any attempt at force was used, her
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ghriek idfal and so heartrending

.main, shivering from

teeth chattering with cold,

Br of grief and terror. At

vned beyond a shadow of

it, laid oil the ice, lifted on a

I away before her eyes.

i be allowed to attend

Qeral, which took place us usual on the

. could n«" i
;
but when the

ith falling on the coffin—

ment which I would not willingly know

him who could resist—met her ears, she sank

. never to rise again other than I had seen

her.

She was, they told me, perfectly harmless,

tractable, and docile. Her desire to frequent

the rink was humoured from a feeling of uni-

versal commiseration which her case aroused.

Absence from the place had been tried, with

an unfavourable result. An eye less practised

than mine could have seen that her hard pro-

bation in this world would have a speedy end-

ing. The winter when I saw her was the one

succeeding the catastrophe. She had gained

admittance that evening unnoticed. No one

ever spoke to her, and she spoke to no one out

of her own house. All she was ever heard to

say was,
" All wet and cold ! all wet and cold !

all wet and cold !

"

BEPPO, THE CONSCRIPT,
BY T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.

CHAPTER XX VII. ACROSS THE RIVER.

as left, when the Corporal and his

companion turned to go back to Bella Luce,

.sitting on the bank by the side of the road

it emerged from the tunnel of the Furlo,
on the side farthest from the river. The

Corporal had been rather unwilling to leave

her there, not from any feeling that she had

any need of protection, for there wras nothing
either strange or unusual or imprudent in a

country girl such as Giulia traversing the

country alone, although she was somewhat

unusually far from home
;
but he thought she

must be very tired with her night's journey,
and might probably need some rest before she

could set out on her return. But he had felt

imler the peculiar circumstances of the

it might be better and more agreeable to

ay aid she might need should come

anybody rather than from him. lie had
felt t!i ry genuinely her real wish

id leave her to

too, that she

communica-

and lie. was
! was to be done

, it must not take

., that if it

,li ' 1 •"
i'po that he had re-

I to Bella I in his

alone

i

.

; and

her pocket, he assuredly, despite the good rea-

sons given above, would not have left her by
the road-side.

In truth, for the first few minutes after the

Corporal and his subordinate had disappeared
into the darkness of the tunnel, Giulia, sitting

on the bank, felt as if she was going to die.

The fact was, that she was very near fainting,

and for a few minutes very genuinely thought

that she was going to die. Her head swain

round,—a cold perspiration covered her brow;—and she felt a horrible deadly sensation of

sickness. In truth, the violent and painful

emotion which she had undergone during the

last epiarter of an hour,
—for the whole of the

scene described in the last chapter could not

have occupied a longer time,
—coming after

long fasting, and the great fatigue of her night's

journey, had been too much for her.

She was still fasting; for though she had

her loaf of bread still with her, she had not

allowed herself time to eat any of it, or to rest;

her only object during her forced night-march
had been to press on, that she might be able

to warn Beppo in time; and the steps behind

her which she had heard from time to time

throughout the night had kept her in a con-

tinued state of nervous anxiety, and had driven

onwards with all the speed
could make.

Eowever, she did not faint. But for a

>lu.it time all consideration of the circumstances

of hei ;."ii gave way before the

•f battling with the sensations of

physical vreakn

Then after a little while she began to think,

1 realise all that she had seen
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and he;inl during the last quarter of an hour.

She put her hands up to her forehead, and push-

ing hack all tlu; abundance of raven-black hair,

sting her head on the palms of her b

and her olbowa on hex b

all the train of circumstances, from her buying
cret of Beppo's hiding-place from the

Piobico of hex endeavours in

their present total miscarriage. Then, as hex

mind gradually found its way down to the

immediate present, passing by the horrible,

horrible reminiscence of Beppo's last words to

her with as slight and rapid a glance as pos-

sible, she was conducted to the considerat.

his present position. She had heard the Cor-

poral bawling out to him something about

getting out of the hole he had jumped into as

best he might. What hole could he have

jumped into? Had he got out? Might not

ed assistance to do so? Was he not per-

haps still Bomewhere very near her?

With these thoughts in her head, she dragged
herself to her feet, and found to her great

surprise that her head turned and swam so

that she could with difficulty stand. However,
a few minutes this got better, and she was

)le to begin her search for Beppo, if indeed it

ras to be supposed that he was still in the

unediate neighbourhood.

got up on the parapet wall, and thence

to the grass-grown bit of the ledge of the

>ck in front of the ruined chapel ;
then passed

ito the building, and looking round it, as the

Corporal had done, saw Beppo's gun on the

ground at the foot of one of the walls. Close

by it was a door of communication with the

part of the building which had been the priest's

residence. Giulia passed through this, and

wandering thence into a second little bit of a

room, saw the breach in the wall which opened
on the river, and the precipice at the bottom of

which the river was raging along through its

narrow channel.

She approached the edge of the rock, on which

the lowest stones only of the wall which had
been built there remained in that part of it,

and looked out on to the stream below her,

and the opposite wall of the rock on the other

side of it. Her lirst impression was, that

certainly no human being could have passed
f/<u£ way! But as she cast her eyes directly
down towards the river, mentally measuring
the distance that separated the spot where she

stood from it, she saw that part of the precipice
where the rock jutted out, and saw the rotten

stump of the tree which had grown there. It

seemed to her impossible that any man could
have jumped from the top of the rock on to

that small spot, twenty feet or more below it
;

and still more impossible that any one could

D that spot by any m>

falling into the river. Nevertheless, gazing

down,

stump. And c

to tin- opp

away down at ti.

a movement among tin,- bush
It was lik

ii on the edge of the

stood had OattSed a
i

the bushes below
;

I

watching her from hi

since she had appeared at the breach in the

wall.

In the next minute she oaught a glim]
his figure among the thick growth of alder ami

cistus bushes.

"Oh! Beppo!" she exclaimed, in

that ought to have carried to his mind D

takable conviction of the nature of her

ments towards him. "Are you
hurt?"

But Beppo's mind was, as the Corporal had

phrased it, "jealous mad !" And consequently,
neither ear nor eye, nor any other sense, could

bring true testimony to it. The virus ws

rankling in his heart, and poisoning ever)

and all his understanding.

"Ay!" he answered; but not until she had

a second time called "Beppo ! Beppo !"—"Ay !

I am safe from you this time ! Your friend

must try again, if he means to make profit or

credit out of catching me!"

"Beppo! Beppo! You cannot think what

you say ! You cannot
;
it is impossible !

"'

"It is wonderful !

"
he retorted ; really feeling

as he spoke that it was so. "It it very wonder-

ful! And if I had not seen with my own
I could not have believed the depth of bsi

to which a worthless woman can fall. I knew

you to be bad. I knew you to be mil

heartless," he went on at the top of his voice,

"when I left you that day of the drawi

the streets of Fano! What did I deserve other

than fresh treachery and new falsehood, when

I gave a thought to you after what I hai I

—seen with my own eyes, and heard with my
own ears, in the Palazzo Uollandini I

it, and I have received it in abundant m-

I knew that you were bail! Hut I did not

think, even then, that you could have fallen so

low as to make yourself a spy and a lure in the

hands of these BtrangeXB for the deliver.'

into their hands of your own countryman and

kinsman."

"Beppo! Beppo!" groaned the poor girl in

I

a voice of agony.
But the jealous ear is deaf to the evidence of

; accent, as to all other.
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" he continued—having

portunity of doing to his

had come from his

.tile di Abisso to do—"Do not

out to meet you at

the p; .. T after the Ave .Maria this

did not know of your falsenes- .

^ no other than once,

leaving Bella Luce for ever, to let you
n of it, and of you. I knew

m had plotted to cause your lover to be

red in my father's house. I knew that

ere living under the same dishonoured

nrith him! But I did not imagine that

iheming to betray me into his hands !

hink and hope that another Romagnole
D could not be found who would do the

"Beppo, your words are killing me. They

ibbing my heart like sharp swords!" she

,ose who can do such things are not of

rt to be much hurt, worse luck ! by the

: of them. Are not my words true?"

hey are false, Beppo; false from the be-

ginning to the end; as false as you say I am!
lint I know," she added, after a moments

. "that you believe them to be true
;
and

it is that which is killing me !
—

killing me! for

not bear it. I could bear all else, if you
red me true!"

"True! You true! It makes me sick te

uch horrible hypocrisy. What have I

said of you that you have not fully deserved ?

What have I said that was not strictly true?"

. with the lurking irrepressible longing
mi yet, in some incomprehensible man-
< might be able to show that all the past

ily a hideous and distorted dream. For
of this, he could imagine no means of

I of the damning facts.

you said of me that was not
stricth ppof' the repeated. "All, all,

i has been utterly false! It is

ii false to you! It is false

! is my lover! It is false that

thing to do with bringing him to

[ bring him to Bella Luce ! The
[ow could 1 canse him

, and most
that I thought to betray

It is all false; and it is

l

city,

Beppo ! Do men forget such things ? Believe

me we others never forget them
; no, not if we

ever so much laboured and longed to do so—
let alone when—when—when they are—" here

her voice was interrupted and broken by

sobbing,
—"when they are all—all in the

world—"
1 ' I can't hear what you say ! Do speak up,

if you want me to hear you—not that it much

matters," bawled Beppo, from the other side of

the river ;
for it seemed very specially important

to him not to lose a single word of that par-

ticular part of her discourse
;
and just at the

most interesting point of it, her sobs interfered

to make her utterance indistinct.

It was hard upon her to have to bawl the

poor little hesitating confession of her beating
heart at the top of her voice. However, she

was happily a stout healthy-nerved contadina,
and not trained to a just appreciation of the

proprieties of decliate situations. So she re-

sumed aloud :
—

"I was saying, Beppo, that people don't

easily forget the only happy moment they have

in their lives to remember."

But as soon as the sentence thus succinctly

and clearly enunciated stood out before her in

high relief against the surrounding silence, she

was startled at the distinctness of the import
of it; and a bright blush, wasting its sweetness

on the solitude,
—for no eye was near enough

to see it,
—

spread over her face. Ought she to

have admitted that ? Well ! let the admission

stand
;

it was true
;

she was miserable now,
and reckless in her misery. She would rather

—ah ! how much rather—that Beppo should at

least take away with him the belief that she

had at all events once loved him. Let the

admission stand. Let Beppo know, if he would

so far believe her, that the moment when she

had received the declaration of his love, and

had permitted him to do that which she had

declared no man whom she did not love should

ever do, was the only really happy one she had

ever known. She had said it. It was the truth.

Let it stand.

But Beppo was too deeply incensed, had too

long a bill of transgressions and damning proofs

against her stored up in his mind, to allow

himself to be mollified by such a confession,

although despite his utmost endeavours to

up his righteous indignation at a white heat,

and to steel his heart against her, the admis-

sion he had heard was inexpressibly precious to

him.

i, Giulia, Giulia ! such remembram
you nor for me. You have no right

bo them. If you have not forgotten, it were

for you if you had. If all you then

said m id I was there ever woman
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10 fa I

i so light and fickle? [£ people d

forget the happy momenta of their liven, neither

can they forget those that have been the most

ble. Oh, < iiulia ! i c forget, <lo

u think, what i saw in that in&mous Palaszo

llandini? Do you think that that is not

stamped upon my heart for ev<

" What did ;
ilaszo Bol-

landini I Giulia, in some slight degree
encour. -pe tliat possibly all might not

yet be lost, by a scarcely perceptible change in

"What did i see? Oh, Ginlia I can you
ask me ? Can you wish me to repeat what it

withered my heart to look on? Did I not see

b to show me that that man WIS your

accepted lover .' What was your conduct to

And what was your manner to him?

Would not any stranger have seen, without any
room for doubt, which was the acceptable, and

which was the unacceptable to you of the

two?"

"It is not true, it never was true, or likely

true, that Corporal Tenda was my ae-

pted lover. If a stranger had supposed so,

u ought never to have supposed so, Beppo.
ut neither were you my accepted lover!" (It

did occur to Beppo, for an instant, that lie

detected the shade of an emphasis upon the

verb in the past tense, vjere ; but he reso-

lutely scouted the idea from his mind.) "And
. <'iy difficult for me," she continued, "to

know how to behave; I tried to do right, God

help me if I did not. Corporal Tenda was only
an acquaintance. I had no choice but to make

aquaintance with him. I did not seek him !

"

"Do you mean to assert that he did not

make love to you?" asked Beppo, fiercely.

"It was not my fault if lie did! I could

not help it ! I gave him no encouragement !

He knows, and he will say that I did not! He
will Bay so, for he is an honourable man."
"You admit, then, that he did make love

to you?" blazed out Beppo.
"He asked me to be his wife

;
and I told

him that that could never, never be! I should

not say so," she added, feeling that some justi-
fication for making such a revelation was

needed, "if I was not sure that he would be

ready to say the Bam
ked you to marry him .' How could he

ask you to marry him, and he a Corporal in

the army? A pretty marriage! You must
know very well that a soldier on service is not
allowed to marry."" He wanted me to promise to marry him
when lie leaves the army. He is to inherit a
farm 01 his own before long, and then he will

leave the service."

:\s."

dd I help knowing wh.

ild not refrain

thought i

to a poor girl like me; but I—could I

marry hi; Q

"When d

pray, or at home, at Bella La
.:"

ten what brought him up I

asked Beppo quickly, in t: i who
thinks that he has caught hil

"llow should I know, Beppol V.

J have to do with it ? Of
come without being ordered by hi

What could he have

"Shall I tell you what he had

said Beppo, who, despite all his fur.

feel that Giulia was getting the best of the

argument, and at the same time, that it would

be like pouring new life into him to find that

he had not a word to say in justification of his

suspicions. "Shall I tell you," he continue- 1,

devoutly hoping that he might be utterly con-

futed, "what he had to do with it? Soldiers

are to be sent to the houses of those

escaped from the conscription into the hills.

Send me, says he to his officers, to Bella Luce.

I think I know a way of finding out Beppo
Yannis hiding place! There's one I

will manage that for me! And pe

bring him in, the Colonel will recommend

says he, for a permission to take a wife

you think I did not see it all?"'

"But he did not want me to marry him till

he was out of the army, Beppo!" said Giulia

simply; "and besides, 1 told you that 1 had

already refused him before I le.

"Oh, yes! Men do not always take a girl's

'no' for a 'no' for good and all. Is it likely

that it was mere chance that brought him of all

the men at Fano to my father's house ? Do you

suppose I can believe tha

"I don't know, Beppo! I only know thai

I had nothing to do with bringing him

and that I was very, very sorry to see him

come, and never was more surprised in i;;

And I don't believe that he had anything to

do with being sent, or thai

"Oh, that is very likely, when you own

that he was in love with you, and want

to marry hi-

it I had refuse,] him, Beppo, b
all the time he has b. .he has hardly

ever spoken to me; about

you.
: about the way to hunt me out!"

to. But about the way to persuade
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up,
—not for his sake, but

oourse; all for my sake!"

good by your giving

o! You need not give

ulf up to him," urged Giulia.

••II rather anxious that I should

If up to him, just now, though,"
. bitterly.

•

is his duty to take you if he

can. And if he can, lie will. But you can

put yourself out of his power by giving your-

>!"

a seem very desirous that I should give
•

op, Gratia, and be sent out of the

All for my own good, of course, too
;

like your friend, the Corporal !

"

"It is for your own good, Beppo. I was

[ enough when you drew the bad number.

God knows whether it was grief to me ! But I

going out of the country to serve

for a 1 as a soldier, is better that going
out into the mountain to live as a bandit for

iir life!"

r thought of living as a bandit

all my life I Ah, Giulia ! if I only could have

your love, all the rest would have

d little—and without it, all the rest

- little ! I should have come back to

Luce as soon as the look out for the men
. and the soldiers gone,- and all might

• been well !"

m could never have come back, Beppo."
was the priest himself who told me

so," rejoined Beppo; "they may spread re-
•

•> frighten the men, but do you think

don't know what he is talking

"1 I Dswered Giulia, speaking as if

\ Lit she hardly dared to utter,
• knew a great deal better than

and that all he cared about was to

ing to the army. You
think ;• you and Signor Paolo?

iceolo Bossi into

<»u think he cared about

ejoined Beppo, rather startled

ment, "what should

truth of the m
Ginli

"I know from more than one down in the city
ne thing for another. But

specially tl Bandro, the !

all about it,
and will tell you if you

him. Why, what do you think he

Paolo, wh.-n he knew that you had
Be told him, thai

ofany-

mm
Bfe

she could never marry a man who had made a

bandit of himself."
" Did he say that? How do you know it?"

asked Beppo with more of natural interest in

his maimer than he had shown before.

"I know it; because, when he came back

from Fano in such a temper as I never knew
him in before, he told lapadrona, and lapadroua
let it out to me the next morning."

"So, all that is over. Well, there is some

good got out of taking to the hills anyway,"
said Beppo, with a degree of approach to his

natural manner, which Giulia hailed as a most
blessed symptom of future possibilities. She
made no reply, however, and after a pause he

resumed, not in the bitterly indignant tone

in which he had spoken at the beginning of the

conversation, but still sombrely :
—

"But even if I were to take all that you
have been telling me for gospel ;

even if, de-

spite what I saw in Fano, and what I heard at

home, I were to believe it all, what is to be

said about your decoying me here, and then

bringing the soldiers to take me? You write

me a letter. I send you one to tell you that I

will come to a certain place, hoping to see

there one person alone, and you meet me on
the road bringing two soldiers with you. Ah,
Giulia! what can be said to this?"

"Only the truth, Beppo ;
and I will tell you

the truth. As the Holy Virgin and the Saints

hear me, I will tell you nothing but the truth.

And I am sure that the Corporal, ay, and his

men too, will tell you the same. When I came

to know the truth about the consequences of

going away to the hills, and being sure that

you looked upon it as a very different matter

from what it really was, I determined to try all

I possibly could to persuade you to come back.

But the first thing was to find out where you
were

;
and I went up one day to be with la

Nunziata at the Cava, and there, by good

fortune, I saw a man who was a stranger come
to speak to the Curato; and the Holy Virgin

put it into my head that he was come from

you. So when he went away from the Cura I

slipped out after him, and I came up with him

just behind the ruined tower at the other end
of the churchyard ;

and I said, 'Young man,
you have come from Beppo VanniP Just so.

Ami he was taken aback like, and said, Yes,
he was. And then 1 persuaded him to tell me
the name of the place where you were, and to

take a letter to you for me. You had my
. Beppo?"

had the letter," said Beppo, begin-

ning, with an infinite sense of releif, to believe

that he hail been guilty of very monstrous

inju ;

"An.: i that he should bring back a
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letter, if you would give him one, and put it in

! Lain hole ill tlu: wall < But

it was very difficult for me to know how t i

et the letter without being seen, And I

leave from the padrona to spend a day with

la Nunziata at the Cwas on purpose to find an

opportunity. But two of the soldiers oame op
to the church that day, and stayed all the day
in the churchyard watching, so that 1 could

not get an opportunity to go to the tower

without being seen."

"Was i 1 one of the two men,
(India, who followed you up to the

ask< d Beppo.

they were two of tile soldiers.

If it had been tho Corporal, I should have told

you that it was he. So 1 found that there

was no chance of getting the letter except in

the night; and [ stayed up, after all the others

were gone to bed, and stole out of the house as

quietly as I could, and ran all the way up to

the churchyard, and got to the tower, and found

the hole in the bricks, and got the letter, and
J was so glad. And the moonlight was very

Strong, so 1 was able to read the letter directly ;

and just when I had read it, I looked up, and

Iras going to run home as fast as I could, when
I saw two of the soldiers who had heard me go
out of the door, and had got Tip and followed \

m<> up the. hill, on purpose to see whether I was
i get a letter from you somewhere or

other. And they had been quite close to me
all the time without my knowing it, and had

heard the letter, and so they knew that you
• come to the tower on Sunday evening ;

and they said they must report it to the Cor-

poral, and that they should catch you when you
ciine. And then i was in despair, and was all

that night and all the next day thinking how
I could prevent you from falling into the trap.

And I thought that the only possible way was

to go and meet you on the road and warn you
myself. So I started when they were all in

fled, and J did not know where Santa Maria della

Valle di Abisso was
;
but the man who came to

ra said that he came from Piobico, and
I knew that this was the road to Piobico. So
1 determined to walk all night till I met you,
that 1 might warn you to go back. But the

ra were watching all the time in the tower,
and saw me go by, and followed me all the

11 through the night, and when I met you
they were close behind. And that is the whole

truth, Beppo, as the Holy Virgin se

heart."

The simplicity and evident candour with

which Giulia had told her long story carried

com ietion with it at last to Beppo's mind. He
felt that he had much for which to obtain

pardon; a very long arrear of gratitude to

pay. NevertheL being

brought home to hismind c

exquisite a delight, that he eould not forbear

from avail U

mood in which < liulia ihtnin

some further pi kind.

''And is h really b tie fchaJ

and altogether refused I

Giulia?" said he, really

g for further information.

iolutely and

Giulia,
u

I

oh, Bep
I eould not marry h;.

"It is true-," said ;

I been told that he is one of the .

characters in the

"Oh, who can have said so great a false-

hood.'" said (liulia, very ally. "I
assure you, Beppo, that he bears a very good
character, and is much thought of by his

officers.
"

"It was the piiest avIio said that he was

notoriously one of the worst men in the

army," replied Beppo; "he told Babbo so, at

the same time that he told us, Giulia, that you
had made yourself talked of all over Fano by
flirting with him !

"

"Oh, Beppo! Is it possible that the priest

said that? Is it possible? Indeed, in<

Beppo, it is very untrue! And I do think

that the Curuto cannot be a good man. Cor-

poral Tendais well known to be a very respect-

able man \

n

"Why did you refuse him, then, Giulia \
n

said Beppo, reaching at last the point L

been driving at ever since he had brought
the conversation back to the subject of the

Corporal.

;>po, Beppo! can you still ask me why
I refused him, or any other man in the world 1

Do you not know? Is it not for me rather

to say that ijou have forgottei

"No, Giulia, I have not forgotten ! I have

forgotten nothing. I could repeat to you

every word that you said tome, and every

that I said to you under the great half-way

tree—every word ! Would yon let me •

them to you now, Giulia

"Beppo! Oh, Beppo, Beppo! forgive you!

Say it all again, repeat all th

night, and see if 1 can forgive you!
"

" But it is so far off, Giulia, across the river!

1 wish I could o

>,
with a strong feeling that :

Etation in question could not be jeously

rohearaed with a river rushing between the

parties to the dialog

I "And how ever are you to come over to this
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r the first time

tactical difficulties of the

you come here, or how

ileppo, looking
•

1 don't very well see how I am

of this place without help. It is

le to get back the way I came

\a out oft: »u to climb the

this side. It is not far down the

a to ;i pi..
I could get up the

Me,—just below the end, of the

tunnel. But the river is running at a terrible

With a rope to help me I could do it

Ail But "

Ilea!" interrupted a new comer on the

appearing behind Giula, at the break in

all on the top of the precipice : "you don't

»w to get out of that, you say. But I

don't understand how the devil you got there !"

(To be continued.)

BRY INCH A KING.

1 "»v a common law of perspective, the size of

ject is diminished by its distance from

the place of the spectator. Mount Athos
: be covered by a half-drachma, held close

igh to the eye.

In presence of European events, which,
from their nearer neighbourhood and their

more immediate interest to ourselves, are

highly important, it is half apologetically that

ill attention to the death of a sovereign
in the far-off regions of the North Pacific.

J of the papers in this country and the

les have mentioned the early demise

Lamella the Fourth, King of the

vich—or, more properly, the Hawaiian—
dlities we possess, we pro-

.

• sunt paper the career

and interesting sovereign, and
Of his character and

ruled will be

'ling that they are

ad that on
killed in 1770.
with the Tahiti

en Pomare was ruler, and

[awaii.

have

in

Mil and
;

the sugar, rice, coffee, wool, (fee, which are

grown by the Hawaiians, do not reach this

country ;
but specimen samples which have

been received here show these products to be

of fine quality.

The government of the country is a limited

monarchy. KameTiameha III., under the

wholesome influence of his political advisers,

bestowed a constitution on his people. Thus

he gave away the absolute power and the

strictly feudal rights which he had inherited
;

but so generous was the man's nature, and so

genuine the king's love of his country, that it

is literally true he would as willingly have

given his life as his absolutism, if it could have

served "Hawaii Nei." Yet traders and visitors

to the islands blindly saw in the king only the

easy, affable, and uncaring free-liver. The

government is, at the present day, regularly

organised, having its House of Nobles and

House of Representatives, its Departments of

State, its Executive, Police, &c. From time to

time, amendments have been carried out in the

constitution ;
and some proposed alterations

were announced by proclamation to be deli-

berated at the approaching session of the

legislature.

The subject of the present remarks—Alex-

ander Liholiho Jolani, the fourth successive

monarch who had assumed the name of

Kamei-iamkha,—came of a remarkable family.

The first Kame'hame'ha, who has been sur-

named The Great, received by inheritance only
one portion of one of the islands

;
but his bold

yet politic ambition made him, ere he died,

master of the whole group ;
and he welded the

eight islands into one mass so effectually, that

no part of his kingdom ever afterwards sepa-

rated itself from the rest. After a long reign,

he was succeeded by his son. In character

the reverse of his father, Kamehameha II. was

contented to repose himself on his parent's

laurels
; and, laying aside the spear, pi

himself and his facile countrymen in making

songs in honour of those warriors whose deeds

they all admired, but did not imitate. This is

the king who came to England, and died here,

together with his queen, in 1825, and in whose

the destruction of the national idolatry
took place. He was followed by a brother—

enial patriotic ruler we have mentioned

I i ting a constitution to his people. His

failings were Overbalanced by a noble nature ;

and he is remembered in the land !

hame*ha the Good. Leaving no children,

bed, before his death, a successor to

-the Hawaiians do really po
a modest I lnonc- in I

•

purest native Hood, a fii

man, upwai feet in height, with hands
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Avit

1?..,

and feet of aristocratic form and ni ;

1 1 .- 1 1 1 1 1

'

1 1 ; i IV. commenc igo in the

1854, I had quite attained the

one-and-twenty. A gentleman in bearing, a

prince in liberality, be iraa in I ntially

I scholar. The American miasionariea charged
with his education had done their part well,

ey had taught him al! he oould Learn of

em,—that is, all that themselves knew.

Prom them he had no opportunity of explor-

Lassical literature, or the modern languages
of Europe, except English, which tongue he

and spoke with admirable precision and

fluency, What, asks Dryasdust,—German or

otherwise,—What could a man know

knowing who was ignorant of Greek, Sanskrit,

and German ! Let us inquire. Well read in

secnlar and ecclesiastical history, and in inter-

national law
; thoroughly enjoying the writings

of Thackeray, Dickens, and the most idiomatic

of English authors
; intimately acquainted

with the traditions and poetry of his own lam!,—the late king was a swordsman, a horseman

of remarkable elegance, an angler and sports-

man generally, a musician, a dancer, and a

sketcher. He was the promoter of every
humane institution, of every kind endeavour

;

his taste was undeniable
;

his hospitality un-

bounded. Some private letters which we have

seen of the king's would have been mistaken,
both as to handwriting, ease, and humour, for

those of a polished European, moving in intel-

lectual society.

When about seventeen, the late king and

his brother, now Kame'hameha V., paid a visit

to the old world. During the few months

they were in Europe
-

they imbibed impressions
never afterwards to be eradicated. They re-

ceived kind attentions from the lamented late

Prince Consort, from the King of the Belgian-,

and the Prince President of the French, and

from members of the higher social world, here

and abroad. In returning to their country

through the United States the young princes
received a slight in public, which, if they had
the magnanimity to forgive, they could not

forget, and which produced in their hearts a

considerable prejudice to Americans. The
Hawaiians have received many subs;

benefits from that nation, and it was unfor-

tunate that an affront should have been re-

1 from some of their citizens, which had
the effect of neutralising more genial impres-
sions.

In June, 185G, the king married. The

young, and now widowed, Queen Emm.'

high Hawaiian blood, on her father's side
;

but her maternal grandfather was an English-
man, John Young, a seaman, who landed on
the islands some seventy years ago, rendered

to the

rank of ohiefdom by Kamehaineha tk

queror. Queen Emma had been adopt*

dang) glish pbj
residi:.

complexion, and ml

ami, in fact, fchi

her the universally
Tin- fruit of this m

in May, 1858, a noble and Cm

pet to add, died in the autum
at tin and th;

From that great blow Kamehaiii'-l:

i. ( hie who has known the

long and intimately fchui

all read in history of an English kin

after his son's death, VI

again. Those who ¥ about him assert

that after ail son's death OUT late king tl

of his child every hour of every da

dreamed of him at night. It canm •

to say that the death of the son hastened the

death of the father. God grant that v

never see again so heart-broken a man
The king had been anxious to have a branch

of the English Church established in Hawaii.

;

A bishop and clergy were on their way to the

islands at the time of the young prn
ublic baptism was to have been I

; augurating act of the mission, Her 1 !

Queen Victoria having graciously determined
to be his sponsor. Bishop Staley's arrival at

Honolulu was too late. The . who
en baptised, was lying in the

death
; and the queen's rich christening

•

1 stood at the head of the c

Two objects of great interest had oe.

the king before the English clai d the

newly-constituted See, and on a had

been already brought to

The first of these objects was the erection and
maintenance of a public hospital at Honolulu,

open to every nation whose deniaena found

themselves in the Hawaiian archipelago. The
effort to found this institution, which

ly named after the Queen, i

because the islands are not

much wealth, and the King and Queen per-

sonally solicited ben<

jects wherewith to build and endov.

pital. The hospital wa
I,

ami its

salutar. soon felt anion

and Buffering.

The other subject which occupi

hameha'a thoughts and time wa Latum

of the English Uook of Common Prayer into

Hawaiian. As he had decided that tin

lish Church was the mi Idle term between

Romanism and the Nonconformist's religion,
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so he concluded that forms of prayer and

sirable

He there-

; a native version of our Prayer

Book, Ttkm of it was completed and

was being printed when the bishop and his

i the islands. In the seclusion

ived parentR sought after the

much-loved child, the transla-

•

i. even to the rendering into

in the tables for finding Easter, etc. ;
j

king added a preface to the book, an

for ili«' use of forms of prayer, and a
|

of their use in the Church. It should
j

that, previous to this, the king

had written, in a native newspaper, a series of

containing a history of the Christian
j

Church from its commencement.

there is no complete panacea for a

Led spirit.
The father might put by for

a time his grief in the interest of his difficult

and the mother might find relief whilst

isten d to other sufferers, as the head

and most active member of the Visiting So-

. the consolation she was in need of her-

self
;
but the king's health was already broken.

In the summer of 1863 he visited another

i where he had a marine residence. The

>p of Honolulu had accompanied him

thither, but went forward on Saturday after-

noon to hold Sunday services at a spot beyond.
In his absence, the king chanced upon a box

of his child's playthings. This was the last

where he and his boy had been together
whilst the latter was in life and health

;
and

11 much moved by the recollections which

<1 upon him. The next day, Sunday,
. ircumstances connected with public wor-

•d to agitate the king, and on

he was seized with incipient

The immediate danger was got
bat his health afterwards caused anxiety

• him. On the 28th of last

:• whitest day in the Ha-

iidar, the anniversary of the restora-
• to the islands by Admiral

ion to Lord

rmined to
• Sort Of putting aside their niourn-

iin in public ;
but by the

. ! npei veiled, and the

The <!

80th he sank in death,

ly without

nly mmmoned, bat on their

and the faithful

!imi, breathing into
'

:

boj life.

th the

ktained

the age of thirty. Had his lot been cast in

Europe, instead of the sunny islands of the

Pacific, his energies, talents, and amiability

might have made him a name to be known and

remembered among those of Kings.

By the last accounts received from the

islands, the young, inconsolable Queen remains

in the chamber of death night and day, and

during a fortnight food had scarcely entered

her lips. The corpse of the King was lying

in state. Thousands of his subjects had passed

through the room where the body, clad in a

Field-Marshal's uniform, was outstretched on

a couch. A sketch which we have seen shows

the touching scene. Officers, bearing the lofty

kahilis, or wands crowned with a cylinder of

scarlet feathers, and reaching nearly to the

ceiling of the chamber, keep watch, together

with a military guard ;
whilst his subjects, with

irrepressible grief, take their last look of their

King, and, as they leave the room, break out

into a pathetic wail for their beloved friend

and master.

KamehameTta V., who has been proclaimed

King, is two years older than his late brother,

and is unmarried.

THE CARP.

The well-known fish which forms the sub-

ject of this paper is one of the most important

of those found in the fresh waters of Europe,

and is abundant in almost every country of

that continent, excepting only towards the ex-

treme north.

The carp is a fish in high favour with an-

glers in ponds and lakes. It is plentiful in

some rivers, but thrives better in pieces of still

water than in a strong stream. It has also a

partiality for thick muddy water, and on this

account is often found to do best in those dis-

coloured ponds wherein other fish can with

difficulty exist. The Rhine, although much

praised for its beauty by poets and sentiment-

alists, is nevertheless an exceedingly muddy and

thick-coloured river
;
but it is especially famous

for its carp, which are renowned for their

size and quality throughout Europe.
" Rhine

carp," indeed, are as celebrated as are "Calais

soles," or " Severn salmon." The Danube and

Dnieper also contain splendid carp, and occa-

sionally some of extraordinary size are taken

in the river Elbe. All things considered, the

Danube is as famed for the excellence and

abundance of its fish as any river in Eui

The pike and perch of the Danube are wonder*

fol fish, the former sometimes weighing as much
d the latter four or five pounds

—a

E0£6 which we should think super-excellent and

rdinary in England.
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C;n-[) are noble fish, and in waters where

they c- but little disturbed,

grow to a great size. Fish of tl,

weighing from ten to twenty pound
uncommon in many European riven and lakes.

Evn in England carp frequently inn as high
as to fourteen or sixteen pounds, and J have

seen many over twelve pounds taken out of

p" in Kensington Gardens
;

a

locality well suited to encourage tip- growth of

carp,
—

firstly, because the water itself is still

and muddy ; and, secondly, because the fish

grow fat on llir Miperfluity of bread, bl

<fcc, thrown in by the public for the benefit of

the water-fowl. There are also good bream

in the same piece of water
; but, I believe,

angling therein is now forbidden. In speak-

ing of the size of the carp in the "
long water,"

I am referring to a period five or six years
back. When the Serpentine was cleaned par-

tially out, about the year 1858 or 1859, an

enormous quantity of fish and of superb eels

i to the surface, and were carried away

by the bystanders. Such eels indeed I have

never seen, either before or since.

The carp is an intelligent, docile fish, and

is, I really believe, when kept in ponds, capable
of forming an attachment to those who feed

it. Gesner and others relate instances of its

docility which would, if true, go far to prove
this. All, however, that has been said by

r,
or any other of his class, concerning

fresh-water fish, must be taken nun grano salis.

1 e much given to gross exaggeration,
which is the more to be regretted, as it is com-

mon for later writers on the same subjects to

take for granted many of his incredible anec-

dotes, and hence errors are handed down as

facts from one naturalist to another. Nothing
but careful personal experience could justify

anyone in writing on a subject so important to

• immunity as everything connected with

our fresh and salt-water fish
;
and whenever I

record any fact which has not come under my
own notice, I always do so with a ret

tion.

eral persons really worthy of credit have
affirmed that the carp, when well domesticated—if I may use the word—will readily come to

the surface of the water, at the sound of a

small hand-bell, to be fed. This, however,
implies that the fish must first have formed a

sort of attachment to its keeper, and must,
moreover, by some means have been taught to

understand what the ringing of the bell was
intended to signify. Carp, as I can testify,
will take crumbs from the hand of an owner
who has petted them, either in a small pond or
in an "

aquarium.
" I have witnessed this my-

self. The carp at Sans-Souci are celebrated for

their taineness and docility ;
and few travellers

visit the neighbourhood without maid
of visiting the water in whioh they are kept, in

wonderful fish.

Oarp are grey wit

be a hand] "Id
;
and i that

some individuali ann

or eighty pounds.
It i- bain that

fish, perhaps the d

living in fresh water. Ti

proved by marking ti lically

"drawing" the ponds in whioh

i have occurred of
;

" drawn" once in a half century, yi<

carp which had been marked fifty or sixty years

previously by the father or grandfather of the

>f the ponds. . after

the carp, the pike lives the longest of I

water fish
,
and when waters hfl

which originally contained several variei

fish, it has not seldom been found that the

carp and the pike were the two sole surviving

species.

The carp, as I have said, thrives b

ponds and lakes ;
but it is found to a con-

siderable extent in rivers. I hi tonally

taken small carp of one or two pounds weight
when fishing for roach and barbel. In the

autumn of 1856, when I was fishing with one

of my brothers at Walton-on-Thames, we saw

a gentleman take a five-pound carp whilst i

fishing. The bait at ntle. The

captor of the fish informed us that he had

caught a small carp previously, whilst gudgeon-

fishing, with a red-worm. He v.

stripling, and seemed very proud of his

exploits.

The baits used for carp are a gentle, a blood

worm (of the kind called Prussian), a paste of

white bread, or the grubs of a wasp's nest.

Occasionally a brandling will entice carp, hi

rivers where there are carp I think the most

killing bait is the gentle ;
but in ponds a

or blood worm takes best. The bait u

the Serpentine was almost invariably |

but then, it must be remembered, that the

carp in that water were being perpetually
"
ground-baited," as it were, with the

thrown into it for the water-fowl. A tine

tackle should be used, as bringing the skill of

the angler more into play. Many persons us.'

a hair line, and I hai but I

am not a carp-fisher. The hook must be

than that for roach, but not too coarse. It

requires to be of well-tempered steel, as the

carp is a sturdy fish, and a large carp will tax

the powers of even a skilful angler to the utter-

most. I advise that the hook should be
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the angler have a quill float,

than that used for roach and

dac©. in lis of July and August

carp oftui Ik beneath the broad leaves of water

not more than a foot from

On such occasions, if the angler

worm, and adjust his bait so as to

sink i ime depth at which the carp are

ill sometimes have good

sport. If the fish will not look at the worm,

y a line paste made of the

Crumb tich roll, and slightly sweetened

with fa Honey, if procurable,

: t holds the bait together. Of the

two 1 1 fer the blood worm, not only

because it i I rouble, but because if the

pond contain other fish as well as carp, the

angler may often add a fine tench or perch to

his basket. In the cold months carp lie at the

bottom amongst the mud, and do not stir

much •

icept in the middle of a warm
. when they will sometimes bite for

an hour or so. The best bait then is a gentle.

Carp will live in the most foul and muddy
water, and in small ponds almost puddles.

The small ponds on Streatham Common con-

and there are carp also in the jjonds

about Sydenham. I have seen them taken out

of all the ponds in question, and sometimes

good fish, much to my astonishment.

The carp when in season is of a beautiful

guinea-gold colour, and, though coarse, is cer-

tainly a handsome fish, to my eye at least.

There is considerable doubt as to the period of

awning of carp ;
but I take it that, as in

other fish, the time varies according to the

. and the peculiarities of individual fish.

Some writers fix the breeding time as late as

July; but Lined to think that the mar-

about the second week in

urp in spawn as late as the

',: in June, but not later; and the

to which 1 refer had been a late one for

I

'

i ia furnish the

I the world
;
and

I of the other

and flavour. I have

Be-

. oany of

ad id fish. The
Lake <

| trout and carp.
At tli' or lather at the

i] in a favourite dish.

a far from inviting dish. I have often had
occasion to advert to the use of wine in making
the coarser kinds of fish palatable for the table.

The carp is a notable example of this, as nine

persons out of ten who eat carp stew them in

wine, with a few sprigs of mace. Stuff tho

carp with sweet herbs or not, according to

fancy, and note that in stewing this fish,

port or Rhenish are always the wines to be

used, although some persons use Madeira.

To my thinking, carp are, under any circum-

stances, coarse fish ;
but a carp not exceeding

eight pounds in weight may be made a palat-
able dish with a little care in dressing it. I

have tasted potted carp, which was excellent,

quite as good as char or sea-trout
;
but I re-

gret to say that I could not induce the lady in

whose house I made the experiment to disclose

her recipe for potting them, or I would wil-

lingly have added it to those which, through
the kindness of its editor, I have already given
to the readers of this periodical.

Astley H. Baldwin.

WAITING FOE THE SPRING.

As breezes stir the morning,
A silence reigns in air

;

Steel blue the heavens ab< ve me,
Moveless the trees and bare :

Yet unto me the stillness

This burthen seems to bring,-
" Patience ! the earth is waiting,

Waiting for the Spring."

Strong ash, and sturdy chestnut,

ltough oak, and poplar high,

Stretch out their sapless branches

Against the wintry sky.
Even the guilty aspen
Hath ceas'd her quivering,

As though she too were waiting,

Waiting for the Spring.

in.

I strain mine ears to listen,

If haply where I stand,

But one stray note of music

May sound in all the land.

art thou mute, blackbird ?

O thrush, why dost not sing ?
"

Ah ! surely they are waiting,

Waiting for the Spring.

O beart ! thy days are darksome ;

heart ! thy nights are drear ;

Oil shall streams of sunshine

'.aim the turning year.

SoOO shall the trees be leafy,

everj bird shall sing ;

Like tl •;. waiting,

Waiting for the Spring.
W. J. L.
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It was nearly midnight. But there -was

neither darkness nor silence in the house of

Mynheer Grootschedel, the Burgomaster of

Nimeguen. Servants ill diverse liveries hurried

hither and thither, in hall, staircase, and cor-

ridors, all of whi right with lights and

gay with fl The sound of

music pervade; re mansion, whose

massive timbers vibrated to the measured

of scores and scores of dancers. The scene

vol, x. Xo. 24G.
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curious interlopers of inferior

rank, who ing inward from the outer

doorway of the .splendid iirst-floor suite, was

imbining every charm of .the fairest spec-

tture—all imaginable variety of ten-

tint or richer colouring, of comely form

if gracefully undulating movement, under

light too well diffused to admit of sombre

ws,
— the whole instinct with life in that

culmination of beauty which owes its short-

: eign to joy quickened by llutteriug hope,

and the soft lightning darted between pleasure-

sparkling eyes, and setting cheeks aglow.

But amid every landscape there are spots of

blight and desolation, none the less real for

their not appearing in the general prospect.

All was not mirth and hope within that festive

scene.

There was one among the guests who stood

moodily apart—a young man of some five-and-

twenty years, more aristocratic in his bearing

and the taste of his attire than most of those

th<n present. This was Hendrick van Oors-

veldt, a gallant and stanch adherent of the

House of Orange ; whereas his host of this

evening was a believer even now (the year was

1590) in the vain and incompetent Earl of

Leicester and his half-hearted counsellors and

captains. Hendrick had seriously impaired
his patrimony in his devotion to the cause

which he deemed to be that of his country and
his God. This helped with the circumstance

of their differing politics to keep him low in

the favour of the prudent burgomaster. But
the plebeian magnate's favour, strange as it

may sound, was no matter of indifference to

thbi young noble. For the plebeian had a

daughter, fair and graceful
—wise also, but so

gay and uniformly pleasant, both of speech and
that even brainless boobies approached
• ithout fear

;
while many who piqued

on the abundance of their brains,

•j, through the scintillation of

layful wit, the depth of unobtrusive ex-

hich it at once adorned and veiled.

: ick and she loved each other truly ;
and

knew it. But, cautious every
refrained from speech and
This evening, however,
of a change of tactics.

Whit! edel might turn,
. aided by their at-

• mined her assiduously

bed, these
turns in occupying his attention,

skill and
pertinacity which his polite-

I
; while, Of th

watch to engage
th*t '

'

ervali when she
WM ''

itiduitict, not appa-

rently over-welcome to her, of a slender but

shapely young gallant, who evinced by his de-

meanour his own sense of the honour he con-

ferred upon the guests at large by mixing in

their citizen festivities. This was the young
Count Ulrich von Aldenhuysen, formerly a pet
and junior aide-de-camp of Leicester's. By
one familiar with the Court of France, he would

have been set down, from the effeminate ex-

! travagance of his dress, his scented curls, his

affected accent, as one of the number of the

notorious mignons of that miserable king in

whom, on his assassination about a year before,

the splendid line of Valois had so ingloriously
ended. The burgomaster had made this count's

acquaintance only two days before
; and, for

reasons of his own, had introduced him to his

daughter, bidding him at the same time to the

present entertainment. Count Ulrich, though
a stranger to ISTimeguen, had also his reasons

for accepting the invitation
;
and now, much

as he might look down on the assemblage of

money-making citizens among whom he found

himself, he had evidently made up his mind
that the attractive daughter of one whose

money was already made was not unworthy of

his serious attention. Hendrick—whose mind
had been crossed more than once by a sus-

picion that Bertha herself was a party, willing

or unwilling, to the game so successfully car-

ried on before her eyes
—had desisted from his

attempts to reach and to address her, and

stood, as has been said, apart, in no comfort-

able or benevolent frame of mind and feeling.

Still, to the surreptitious lookers-on, all

seemed alike joyous, bright, and enviably gay.

But a change came over the smiling aspect

of the scene.

From the farthest chamber of the suite was

heard suddenly a female shriek, followed in-

stantaneously by many others in every variety

of voice and intonation. The movements of

the dance were arrested, there wras a rush of

guests towards the inner room, and the music

died away in a few agitated chords. Then,
after a moment's silence, the voice of the bur-

gomaster was heard,—but barely heard,
—for

its tones were straightway overborne, absorbed,
and silenced by those of another voice, deep as

the first utterance of the thunder-cloud. Mute
attention was evidently given to the new

speaker's words, and ere these could have

been very many, the whole listening crowd of

revellers were seen to direct suddenly behind

them a look of comfortless dismay towards that

outer doorway, from whence the servants and
their favoured friends were watching their pro-

ceedings. These hereupon looked also invo-

luntarily round, and discovered themselves to

be hemmed in by a file of shaggy steel-capped
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tr<oopers, who, fully armed with sword and

quebus, had silently taken post behind them
tho corridor. At the same moment the

rst articulate sound reached them from the

addling mass ofpanic Ian within,

by whom was repeated the name of "Martin

Schenk !

"
in every accent of amazement, con-

sternation, and despair.

"Yes," said one of the troopers to a gazing

townsman, whom lie clapped at the same time

cheerfully upon the shoulder, "old Dormer-

blitz is in there, by the high dais, with some

choice additions to the company. He is not

going to interrupt the mirth, but share it.

We, too, expect our portion of what good
cheer is going.

"

Martin Schenk was one of the most for-

midable coadjutors of the Prince of Parma—
the relentless governor, consummate general,

and accomplished liar—who was drawing his

toils around that portion of the revolted Ne-

therlands which had baffled the craft and with-

stood the military power of Parma's uncle, the

pale bigot of the Escurial, and so achieved its

deliverance from the Spanish rule.

Martin, a captain of free companions, had

long kept the Bishoprics of Cologne and Cleves

in check by perpetual surprise of towns, and

levying of black-mail, under tho pleasant ap-

pellation of Bramhcliat:.ung, or price of ex-

emption from being burnt out of house and

home. He had recently extended his operations
further to the west

;
but no one in Nimeguen,

except perhaps the thoughtful and already ex-

perienced Van Oorsveldt, had ever dreamt of

his paying their good town a predatory visit.

He had entered the mansion by a back way,

and, mounting by a private staircase, had
i from thence to the inner reception-

room, to which it adjoined ;
and all this so

quietly, though accompanied by half-a-dozen

of his officers, that already he himself stood

near the middle of the chamber, and the officers

within its private doorway, ere this addition to

the company had been remarked by any one

save the disengaged and observant Oorsveldt.

When, however, a lady (turning, oppressed by

heat, from the group that surrounded Bertha)

caught sight of the six grisly troopers, and

discovered their stern and weather-beaten cap-
tain at her elbow, all being drenched and

dripping from the waistbelt that bore their

pistols and confined their buff-coats downwards,
w utterance to her surprise and terror

in the cry which had startled all within hearing
from their festivity.

"This house," said Martin, coolly disre-

garding Grootschedel's loud demand to be in-

formed who they were who thus intruded,

unbidden, on a scene of private festivity, and

on what pretext tie —"this house,
with the entire block in which it stands, two

right, three on the left, a:

behind,
men like fchoM you see. I will interrupt your
mirth only , airgo-

master, cou Munitions,"

pulling herewith son, his pouch.
"The first aet are for meal and drink to be

furnished to my companions—nay, sir, you
need not stir," added he, u&gi moved
from near him towards t>. 1 entrance

of the room; "look that way, and you will

see that there is no passage from t:—and then it was that all within sight of tho

doorway leading to the corridor looked in that

direction, as above described. " The second

set, my worthy host, are for one hundred
thousand guilders, to be paid down, here where
I stand, within three hours' ti:

| 'im-

possible,' you were about to say," as he saw
the burgomaster opening his lips to speak.
"If it is, that matters little. My boys are

very reasonable, and never kick against impos-
sibilities. Where coin is scarce, they will com-

pound cheerfully for gold, or even gems and

jewels of sufficient price. Where requisitions

fail, they can content themselves with a sack

1
—hut aliciiis with fire to follow* added

he, in words which left no doubt, in the minds
of those who heard,
whom they had to do

;
and then tho outer

room resounded, as ah- . with the

dreaded captain
1

"Nay," said he, with a grim smile, when
the first shock of surprise and terror had sub-

sided, "if it really appears to you that a pro-

perly-apportioned requisition might perhaps be

attended with success, you have only. Mynheer
Burgomaster, to till in, with the a.^si>tance and
advice of these worthy townsmen whom I have

the pleasure of now meeting under your hos-

pitable roof, this schedule, viz., in this column,
with ten to twenty good and substantial names,
and in this with the proportions of the proposed
contribution for which each may, in your esti-

mation, be equitably made answeral

attach your signature. My lieutenant here,

trusty Jan Voorst, will, under the guidance of

some gentlemen familiar with the town, present

the document to such of tl .re not

here present; and s >me of my officer* now in

waiting below will accompany to their homes,
or other n nch of your
kind contributors who an'. T: .unary
matters once arranged, we will resume the

festivities of the evening; and when supper
shall b;- Barred, I hope, with my friends, to <lo

it as ample justice as its excellence will unques-

tionably merit."
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While the five captain spoke thus, Hendrick,

who amid the confusion occasioned by his first

appearance had easily made his way at last to

Berth . vchanged a few words with her,

which must hare had a quieting effect upon her

B. She breathed after this conference

more freely.

II.

JS
T
ot long thereafter a cavalier issued from

among the group of guests nearest to the outer

doorway, and stepping, with a business-like air,

up to one of the troopers there on guard, said

to him :

"Follow me, to find pen and ink."

irtin Schenk never is without them,"
answered the man, without moving a muscle

that was not concerned in the utterance of this

brief reply.

"Well and accurately stated," said the gen-

tleman; "it is only ink we want; the water

I

oiled his, so this way, if you please."

And the trooper, suffering him to pass, followed

without further parley. They soon returned,

the gentleman bearing a silver standish. He
re-entered the rooms, and disappeared among
the still silent and closely crowded company.

After a brief interval the same gentleman

again approached the trooper :

"The first instalment is wanted," said he;

"you and I must fetch it;" and he showed a

bunch of keys.
The trooper accompanied him to an upper

floor. There, entering an apartment which had
the appearance of a luxuriously furnished dres-

>om, having evidently a lady for its right-
ful occupant, he opened a cabinet, and counting
the drawers inside till he came to one of which
he was in search, unlocked this and took from

•

legant but strongly-constructed casket.

"This," said he, "I must convey to the

presence of your captain, but not through the

ride ; you must accompany me down
,

and pass me inward by the I

Wit! ids he put a gold piece in the I

land.

id on," said the fellow, with a surly
fcion.

: i vate door
; the gentleman

mdabl6 Attendant, ere

him deposit the casket on

resa of the

prim Martin honoured
•" *pprorii t ,l I1( ,t

•i the

ill the

guards on that station more than was required

to control them without the use of deadly wea-

pons. Ere these insubordinates had been fully

reduced to submission, the cavalier already

mentioned appeared a third time, with his

bunch of keys, as before.

"You seem to have your hands full," said

he to his former attendant
;
"but you can

trust me, now. And, after all," he added,
" I

presume that it would be difficult in any case

to run away."

"Pass," said the man, with a rigid smile.

The gentleman disappeared, ascending as

before, but this time alone, the upward flight

of stairs. Nearly three hours elapsed before he

again descended. But his non-appearance in

the interval did not disturb the trooper. Every
known outlet of the house was guarded, and

the soldier took for granted that the gentleman

would, as before, re-enter the dancing rooms

by the back entrance.

This, however, was by no means the purpose
of the latter. No sooner had- he reached the

room whence he had fetched the casket, than,

seizing a light which burnt there, and taking up
an iron firehook from the stove, he made his

way swiftly to the second range of the attics,

which rose tier on tier within the high-pitched
roof of the mansion. There in a spacious

laundry or drying room he possessed himself of

a coil of rope, strong enough, when doubled, to

sustain his weight, and also of a handful of

dry linen. Opening a window in the gable-

wall, and carefully guarding his light from the

rush of air which was thus admitted, he ignited

the linen, and thrusting it through the opening,

obtained, as the night-wind fanned it to a

flaring flame, a momentary view of the relative

arrangements, in these airy regions, of this and

the contiguous house. He could perceive that

the latter, in common with nearly all others in

the town, but unlike the burgomaster's new and

more pretentious dwelling, turned its gables to

the street
;

and that, consequently, the slope

of its tiled roof formed with the perpendicular

wall, from one of whose apertures he viewed it,

a valley (as the builders term it), and that the

bottom of this hollow was occupied by a leaden

gutter. This seemed to lie about twelve feet

below his present position. Attaching there-

fore his doubled cord to a collar-beam overhead,

he cast the other end through the window,
clambered out and slid safely down upon the

gutter. Great as was his haste, he thought a

few moments might be well employed in re-

COnnoitring the enemy. So, proceeding towards

the front, he peered cautiously over into the

ulf of the street below. It was a nioon-

: night. A link gleamed here ami

and twinkling, as the wind
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swept by, amid a narrow circle of uncertain

light.
J Jut, observing such figures as came

Within those spots of scanty illumination, he

raid Bee that all traffic up and down the

prevented, by the simple process of an

and detaining OH who approached
cordon of armed men desoribed by Bchenk in

is lucid explanatory speech. So profound was

the silence enforced, that the inmates of the

mansions overlooking this investing force,
i lite unconscious of its presence.

He satisfied himself that the line of guards did

actually ornithine its course down a narrow
lane two houses oil*, and doubted no

longer that all communication with the town
forces and authorities, through ordinary chan-

nels, was effectually cut off. This oonfirmed

him in his present purpose. By the aid of the

iron hook he had secured, he raised some tiles,

tore up the spars on which they rested, and

effected an opening in the lath and plaster

beneath, sufficient to admit him into the in-

terior of whatever chamber it protected. He
dropped boldly, at all hazards, in, lighted on
what felt beneath his feet like a heap of clothes

or other drapery, and, stumbling on the yielding
and uneven surface, fell forward across a bed,
and upon its occupant. A rough voice, as of

one startled out of sleep, demanded, with an

oath, who was there.
" Heer van Oorsveldt," answered the gentle-

man. "
Up, knave, and bring me to your

master. "

" He's ill, and can't be seen," answered the

other in a sulky tone.

"He must!" said Oorsveldt. "Do not

give me the trouble of dragging you out of bed.

Up, and do my bidding !

"

The man obeyed, though grumbling, as he

shivered down the stairs, bitter imprecations
on young cavaliers, who pursued their revels

till they did not know on which end sober

people's houses stood, and mistook, in their

cups, attic-windows for street-doors. They
found the master of the house still up, too ill

to join the party next door, but unable to hope
for sleep, owing to the sounds of music, which
had till within the last quarter of an hour
reached him through the brick nogged walls,
and of which he every moment anticipated the

recommencement.
"All I want," said Hendrick, after he had

briefly explained to him the critical position of

affairs, "is a rope and a lantern. Be liberal

of your drink, when called on, and do not yet
despair."
He got what he required, and in due time,

working his way rapidly from attic to attic,
nded into the third house, being that

whose side-walls flanked the narrow lane already

mentioned. In the upper portion of this tene-

ment dwelt, as he knew, a worthy tradesman,
the tailor whom he usually employed, Heer

Zumpt by i. inding him a-l>ed, he soon

; him out of all

the in- he commuu .1 received

from him, on th

lisite,

and hands enough to manage it, wkh noiseless

•olid.

"There are repairs," said / going
on upon the house behind

;

ladders in th'- yard,
—-and this is a populous

tenement. I'll find you has

Soon a ladder of m igth was hoisted

in by a back window of the a •pen-

in^ made through the roof on the side towards

Line, the tiles being carefully drawn inv.

j

Hendrick was raised with his lantern half-way

through it, to investigate the conditions of his

projected enterprise. He saw that, owing to

the narrowness of the lane, with which he

was familiar (and whose houses, moreover, pro-

jecting story over story, decreased in mutual

distance as they ascended), the roof of the

house over the way was not more than nine

feet distant from him where he stood. There

was a sort of storm window in it, nearly on a

level with his present position, and directly

opposite. He re-descended ;
the ladder was

cautiously thrust through, and with much care,

and the use of some hastily-improvised tack-

ling, adjusted as a bridge terminating on the

other roof, close beneath the window, which

seemed to be unglazed and closed only by a

shutter. Bidding those within hold firm,

ildt crept out upon the ladder. He was

already over the lane, a mark only too <

defined against the now starry sky for the

bullet of any trooper who should happen at

that juncture to look up, when he heard a loose

tile, disengaged by some movement of his

friends behind, slide downwards. There,

thought he, goes a message to seal my fate,

and that of Nimeguen. It was impossible to

turn. He waited a second or two to hear the

crash below—the alarm—and to

deadly volley. But all was still. 1:

pleased Providenoe, in its all-fon

dom, to endow good Heer Zumpt with an indo-

mitabl r gardenui which,

in his lofty lid no oth<

indulge than by the use of window-boxes filled

with mould. In one of • that

might have been so fatal, lay quiet

Who knows with what weighty 3 most

trivial acts are pregnant ? Little thought the

honest tailor, when he hung that unusually

capacious box of his over the heads of his

fellow-citizens, in what a mighty drama 1.
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acting an essential part !
—the great drama of

! and, in it, that of English

in which has further stood involved

y country now free, or destined yet

.roughout the habitable world.

r that pause of awful expectation, Oors-

with a beating heart and some faintness

of the limbs, moved slowly on, and gained the

storm window that rose from the steep slope of

•»osite roof. The eaves concealed him

from all eyes below
; but, alas ! he found the

shutter to be fastened so securely on the inner

every effort he could make to

open it. Chagrined, but not disheartened, he

slowly worked his painful way backward along

the Udder.

:o," said he, "can find a carpenter with

his centre-bit and keyhole saw ?
"

None responded, save the good Heer Zumpt.
" If my Jan were only here !" said he. "He

is a schoolmaster and sexton now, but he can

handle all sorts of tools
;

for Wilhelm Horst

and he—"
11 Bat Jan isn't here, so where's the use V I

interrupted a more practical but, for the time,

equally resourceless counsellor.
1 '

Father," at last said a little girl, from the

crowd which now filled the attic,
" I saw

Wilhelm Horst come up before I went to bed ;

I am sure it was he, though it was not quite

like him neither."

"Nonsense, child !" said Madame Zumpt
w Horst had no thought at five o'clock

this afternoon of her son's coming home."
"
But," said Hendrick, catching at a chance,

"
if he is a carpenter, we can but see for our-

selves whether your little girl is deceived or

not. Lead the way, Heer Zumpt ;
let us pay

Vrow Horst a visit."

Zumpt instantly complying, they descended

to the second floor below, where the tailor

<:d at a dingy-looking door. It was
d instantly by a woman of some five-and-

. in her ordinary daylight dress.

did not appear to have retired to rest.

• iir Hoist,'' said Zumpt. "my
a fcells me that Wilhelm is now with you.

'

replied she, with a
•

but—"

!y," interrupted the

Q job that admits of

or widow, "his last

onot help you.
lb 'I! be

|

for then lining

y found the

intelligent look and kindly aspect in which one

may recognise "the true widow's son." But

his flushed and hollow cheek, and over brilliant

eye told at a glance that he had come home
to die. That stage of his fatal malady was

not, however, apparently yet reached when

strength and energy are utterly extinguished.

Hendrick laid on a table by his bed three gold

pieces.

"There," said he, "is your fee, if you will

come instantly and help us."

"What is the job?" asked the carpenter;
" and why can't it wait till I have had some

sleep ? I have come far, and am somewhat

weary.
"

Zumpt explained the case. The carpenter
sat up.

"It would be his death," cried his mother,
in an indiguant voice. "Away, sir, with your

gold ! Not but that you are very kind—but do

you think I can let him sell what chance of life

he yet may have for any sum of gold that you
could name ?

"

"
Friend," said Hendrick, "gold may im-

prove his chance."
" Thanks to my boy himself, sir," said the

woman, "I have wherewith to procure him all

he can require while his complaint continues.

Should the Lord see fit to take my son, I can

trust Him to provide for my necessity. Take

away that money," she resumed in terror, as

she saw her Wilhelm extend his hand towards

it. But the latter only pushed it towards

Oorsveldt, rising, however, as he did so.

"
Mother," he said,

"
you would that my life

should be prolonged. There is but One who
can prolong it. If I refuse his work while I

can do it, dare you pray to Him that He would

spare me ? Do you know what threatens us ?

Have you lived through these years, and not

learnt what is meant by the pillage of a town ?

And even if Schenk can be bought off this time,

he will come again for more, and hold us with

a garrison at last, like Arnheim—hold us for

these demons of Spain ;
and the true Gospel,

for which my father died, will be quenched in

fire and blood and torture, as before. It wrill

give worth indeed to my poor life to risk it in

a cause like this. I thank God for the call :

for I thought my days of usefulness were ended;

Give me no gold," he continued, addressing

Hendrick. "My mother will not want. I

1 provided for her better than sin

an old tool-box, a relic of his

days. The mother threw herself in

silence into her elbow-chair, covered her

with her apron, and struggled with convulsive

"Came," said the mechanic, "let no more

Bt.
M
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The heart of Ooisveldt smote him as he

marked the languid gait and the emaciated

limbs of the arti/.an who appended tin

attic-stairs before him. "Cruel necessity!"

thought he, "that bids DM tax, and perhaps
drain the last remnant of his wasted strength.

But necessity it is
;
and besidee, who could

turn I i to .w I Seavei] only grant he may be

equal k !

"

But he was not. Once out upon the ladder—a position which he did not attain without a

visibly prodigious effort—his head swam, and

he sunk flat upon that perilous and narrow

bridge. Lt was well that so many were there

to help ;
for it required the exertion of no small

power to draw the ladder now so far backwards

as to admit of its being disencumbered of its

load. While Horst, prostrate on the attic

floor, was slowly recovering conciousness,
Hendrick had nearly made up his mind, though

utterly unskilled in carpeutry, to take the

needful tools, and as a desperate resource,

attempt himself to pierce the shutter. But
time was now everything, and such work must
in his hands be desperately slow, if performed
at all.

In that moment a voice from the stairs, as

of a young man, struck his ear, and immediately
Heer Zumpt rushed out, exclaiming—
"My .Jan ! sent by Providence in the nick

of time !

"

" O yes !

"
cried Jan, in answer to his

father's quick appeal, "give me the tools.

You'll trust me with them, Wilhelm," added

he, with a cheerful smile, as he stooped to

select the implements required from the box
which stood by the slowly reviving carpenter.
The eyes of the latter beamed with delight and

happy confidence.

"But, mother," said Jan, "you must be

active too, and all you women, for that matter.

Those rascals seized me at the corner. I was

on my way home from Fried. Schmitt's wed-

ding feast. But when they learned that I had
relations here, they let me come in, to get them
a supply of eatables and drinkables. So, col-

lect at once all the meat, and, above all, the

strongest drink you can find between roof and

cellar floor, and let them have it instantly ;
the

busier they are with that the better for us/'

With these words, he scrambled nimbly upon
the ladder, and returned in less than ten

minutes, having successfully pierced and

opened the obstructing window-shutter.
•• Seer Baron," said he, "the time has not

been lost which Providence has made you wait

to find a workman. The shutter board was

large ;
so the saw, line as it is, made some

noise, which must have been partly heard below
there. But the sky has clouded over in the

last twenty minutes. The night is black as

pitch ;
tin; ladder is now as invisible to them

as nothing. lmt «d 1 will

follow you ;
for you may find l>olted doors as

Well as windows ..ii your I

ad you, in . drick,

turning to the other men of le age
then

| you, too, follow
;

I shall

want yotl all."

Non the new security of

total daiku

Once in the street, a few doors h<

Schenk's outermost picket.-, Hendrick and his

party hastened with all peed to the house of

the commandant of the town-guard (:

an old and experien<
all to this officer, to dispatch his own followers,
each furnished with twenty addresses of the

members of that force, and bid to summon
them quietly to an immediate muster under
arms—to array the first twenty who arri

certain dresses, procured in the interval from

various houses of his friends—to arrange with

the commandant the combinations he had
himself devised—these were tasks which, in

the course of much less than the ninety minutes

of respite from general military rapine that now

remained, he executed with the unembaii

promptitude which belongs only to minds of

that order out of which events mould leading

warriors, statesmen, and — when tin.

wanted—kings.
" I ascertained," said he to the captain,

"
by

hazarding to a trooper a remark, which he did

not contradict, that they came in across the

river. You know, therefore, where the line of

their communication must be brok

them hard around Grootschedel's by three

o'clock. Now, good-night ;
and the Lord be

our helper !

"

in.

Supper had been served—the second sump-
tuous repast of that night's revel—in tin

sion of the burgomaster. Even the terrible

Martin had proved unable to induce his victims

to renew the dance. Such a mockery of their

own grief and indignation they refused to per-

petrate. But supper had mtrin

mendations of a kind l< upon

temporary cieumstai:

dignity would not utterly de>

of fin

deprive their host's rich wines of all their

power to cheer and ehvat honest

Hollanders—the guests. So the iin

company sat now at several in the

many-pillared, low-ceiled hall, which occupied

the chief part of the ba >ry of the

building At the head of the chief board sat
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Schenk, his rough features arrayed in grotesque

ag jovial abandonment. Groots-

l,
who appeared to have decided that

utter subserviency was, under the circum-

stances, the wisest policy, not only was seated

on his right, but had actually obliged his

ter to occupy a place upon the ruffian's

left ;
where she sat, pale but untrembling,

ready for such prompt speech or action as

occasion might require. Troopers, in sufficient

number to maintain complete control over the

unarmed company, were stationed round the

hall—a guard of honour, as Schenk facetiously

termed them. These, notwithstanding their

having had a liberal share of liquor, had lost

no trace of their customary stern solidity of

look and bearing. Their officers sat judiciously

dispersed amid the guests. The servants were,

apparently, more numerous than had attended

at the earlier meal.

The additions to the number of these latter

might be kitchen and office functionaries, at

leisure from further commissariat duties to give

their aid in the banquet-room. That their pre-

sent occupation was, at all events, not their

customary one, was a thought readily suggested

by their awkwardness and embarrassment,
which amused not a little those whose habits

enabled them to detect such menial deficiencies.

"Can you make room for me?" said a

well-known voice behind Frank Gronow, who
sat at an angle of a table contiguous to that

at which Schenk had his place, and nearest to

that place of all the guests, except those seated

right and left of the free-captain.
" If good

company has, as it seems, dulled your appetite,
hard work has sharpened mine. Thank you,"
as Gronow edged away so as to admit Hendrick
to the corner- place upon the bench. "

JSTow, j

listen to what I have got to say."
While Gronow listened to Hendrick, stout

old general Backhuys was thus addressed in a
in like manner from behind.

"When Van Oorsveldt cries,
' Schenk for

with your neighbours that enemy
The guards will not interfere.

|

aimed, and will dispose of them."
1 quietly round, and saw one of the

twkwl ts standing, with a
stolid dyto fill his glass with a rare

which was being then served exclusively,
at he had

I, by them, Jle saw this

, itoop behind so officer of

horn he sat, and address him
•:h

; bat, listen i-

i than the

ie),
he

100 Of the wine

rant's coinmun

There was a turn-table in the wall whereby
the viands were introduced. Through this

there had been passed, at an early period of

the meal, some large panniers, filled apparently
with flowers. These were received uniformly

by the same less handy waiters, and were dis-

tributed on the various side-tables that lined

the circuit of the hall.

Time wore rather anxiously on.

At length. Schenk arose, with no trace of

even affected hilarity remaining on his brow.

"Heer Burgomaster," said he, turning to

his host, "not more than one-third of the

stipulated ransom has come in. Time is now

up ;
and we may wait no longer. Captain

Voss, pass the second word, and let the sack

begin ; now, my brave boys, let each choose

for his hostage the fair lady that best suits his

fancy. Mine sits here by me."
With that he moved his right hand towards

the pistols in his belt, and was extending the

other to lay hold on the now dismayed and

fainting Bertha, when a powerful blow struck

down his upraised arm. He felt himself en-

closed in an embrace so irresistible as pinned
both his sinewy elbows helpless to his sides.

In the same moment,
" Schenk for ever !

" was
shouted in a voice of gay derision close behind

his ear, and every officer of his at table was

seized, overpowered, and disarmed by the

civilians who sat round him.
"

Guards, ho !" cried the free-captain, pur-

ple, and foaming with astonishment and fury.

But half of his guards were already shot

down by the new-come servants, with pistols

drawn promptly from beneath the ample skirts

of the liveries they wore
; the others, having

made a wild discharge of their fire-arms with

but slight effect, amid the surprise and confu-

sion of that sudden melee, were endeavouring

vainly to make head with their swrords against
the whole host of attendants, who had armed
themselves from out the flower baskets with

similar weapons.
None of their trooper comrades came to their

reinforcement from without, for volleys now
echoed from the street, mingled with shouts

and yells, as of the fiercest combat.

Our worthy freebooter was foiled this time

in both the chances of his double game.

By possessing himself of the persons of the

leading citizens, their dames and daughters, as

his manner was, lie had meant to secure host-

ages for advantageous parley, in case of dis-

covery and surprise from without; while a

sack, once commenced, could secure to him, by

stipulating to countermand it, escape from any

overmatching move within.
"
Forth, then, for your lives !

"
cried Martin,

to his disarmed associates
;
and throwing off
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With :i sudden effort those townsmen who now
held him, he rushed through the nearest door-

way, and escaped in t et behind. One
officer achieved a like escape ;

the rest were

reserved for trial and punishment.

Schenk, as is well known, fought his way,
with arms snatched probably from ;ome dead or

disabled combatant, through all opposition, to

the river, and plunged once more amid its

waters. But he never reached the further

bank alive.

tlight once known, the survivors of his

company surrendered.

Loud were the praises gratefully bestowed

on Hendrick Van Oorsveldt for his ready wit,

dauntless perseverance, skilful management,
and bravely decided action,

—
praises which

mingled with the shouts of victory and the

ric tears in which even the strongest-
1 among the women now found relief from

the terrible strain their feelings had endured.

To Hendrick all felt that their deliverance was

owing.
As ho handed to Grootschedel, safe and

untouched, the valuable casket of which Bertha

had permitted him to make an occasion for

training his surly trooper friend to give him
free transit to the upper floors, the worthy

burgomaster embraced him publicly
—an act

which caused Bertha's eyes to brighten, and

her cheek to glow, in spite of the languor of

exhaustion which had by this time overwhelmed

her. This helped the tide of Grootschedel's

own existing feelings to carry the good man
one step further—but that step a most impor-
tant and unexpected one. This youth, thought

he, will make a fortune for himself
;
and if not

I have enough. So, taking Bertha's hand, he

placed it in Hendrick's, gave them both his

blessing, and called all present to witness their

betrothal.

Where, meanwhile, was the exquisite Van

Aldenhuysen, while he was being thus sum-

marily superseded? Catching, as was his wont,
the mood for the time being of the man he

wished to win, and influenced possibly by a

feeling, more or less vague, that it must be

pleasanter anywhere than in the same room
with Schenk, he had, when the burgomaster
called for a guide to the lieutenants, promptly

volunteered, though he scarcely knew as yet
the leading throughfares of the town. It was
not till after an hour's wandering that he and
the exactors blundered upon the first mansion
that was to b6 visited. By the time they
found the second, the burgher guard had

already secured it
;
the lieutenant and his men

were made prisoners, and stopped from all

further levy of brandaehittssung.
Hendrick seldom thereafter passed the corner-

house without looking in to inquire after the

health of the 'jenerous and patriotic carpenter.
The latter's conversation was extremely inter-

com man like Van Oors-

veldt
; fin U"! n half

round the globe, as carpenter on board an

old describe not only the

wonders of the deep, but the charms, the

riches, and the da&gexi too, opical

emporia of trade. His dear religious faith,
his patience under mi tgs, and his

.nt solicitude for -the OOttfort '-fall around

him, endeared him much to Hendrick, who
WBS himself a sincere and thoughtful Christian.

He died ere many months in perfect peace.
He had, as he told Hendrick on the 00

of their first meeting, provided comfortably for

his mother, having clubl>ed his savings with

those of a fellow journeyman, intelligent like

himself, to commence in partnership an indepen-
dent business. This already gave good promise
of becoming large and profitable. He be-

queathed his share to his mother by a formal

testament, and for some years she had remit-

tances from his surviving partner more than

sufficient for all her simple wants. Seven years
had already elapsed since the date of the

events that have been related, when Oors-

veldt, now a general of high repute in the

service of the States, found, on a temporary
return to his home, his lady, the still beautiful

and brilliant Bertha, in some perplexity to

supply the place of the gouvernante who had

superintended the larger of their two sump-
tuous establishments, and who t to

make an advantageous marriage. The General

had brought no register of such ladies from

the field, and could not in this ma

immediately assist his wife.

Next morning, however, he was summoned,
i as a member of a judicial commission, to hear

an appeal in which a poor widow appeared as

, the complainant. The allegation made on her

behalf was that her partner in a carpentry

! business, after having passed in her name and

his own through the regular course of legal

proceedings as a bankrupt, had recommenced

business on his own account, under circum-

stances Avhich suggested gr icions of

fraud. Although the creditors had been paid
: so nearly in full as to indispose them to reopen

inquiry, the stock with which he had resumed

bus; "ical

with that which had been sold off; yet the

widow's property WAS utterly gone. The

plaintitr appeared in court. I

innnedia: OlSed the mother of noble-

hearted Wilhelm Horst.

The defendant and his lawyers were too

clever, or the law too weak,—the poor widow
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could ] i, But she bad not trusted

• Qod would care for her when her

: begged her bread.

yea , this defeat of justice, she

| iu Bertha's arms—the long-

nd venerated e'chevine of her

chateau of ^n -

LEARNT BY HEART.

Okk beguiling and one beguiled,
A bearded man by a mere slim child ;

Two l>lue eyes 'neath a scarlet hood,

Two forms under a tree in the wood :

Two blue eyes may beguile a king,

Golden hair is a dangerous thins;.

And an artful glance oft seemeth shy,

Lure to attract a lover's eye :

Two names cut in the beech -tree deep,

Two young hearts in a flutter keep ;

Clasped hands lingering on the bark—
Was that a kiss or a whisper ? Hark !

T17/0 speaks low, with an earnest breath,
tks of a love that shall last till death ?

Who looks down with a tearful eye,

Half with a smile, and half with a sigh ?

'Tis the old, old story, I suppose,
And the pupil at last the lesson knows

;

Ever 'twas thus, and 'twill ever be,

When the world has forgotten both you
and me ! Astley H. Baldwin.

SWEETS FOR THE MILLION.

Good news for the little ones ! We can in- I

form them on the highest medical authority
j

that the grim interdict is taken off eating

Sugar. When a child ourselves, we always
|

suspected that the stern dietetic law forbidding
free access to the sugar basin, and especially to
" trash and messes," was dictated by a base

design to economise, under the pretence of a

care for our health. As far as sugar simple
is concerned, we arc now convinced that our

suspicions were correct, but of old there really
was soon a in prohibiting a certain class

of
''

for this was only another name
for death potion*. Not a dozen years agoM

*1 lade as much to take the eye
as to please the palate, and consequently the

1, regardless of the

of which they were made. The
ontained arsenite of copper, a

Hows, ohromate of lead,
\» rniillion.

a- confectionary thus

on their arrows to

at i,lf '

it as the custom of using
these '

fcallio and other pigmi

from in-

, upon

our little ones, when we imagined we were

giving them a treat. The confectionary de-

partment of the Great Exhibition of 1851 was

conspicuous for the presence of this poisoned

confectionary, whence the bad name heaped

upon all kinds of sugar-plums. In most foreign

countries, all poisonous colouring matter is

interdicted in the manufacture of "sweets"

by law, and in this country public opinion has

supplied the place of direct enactment since

Dr. Hassall published the result of his analyses,

and since coroners' inquests have made known

that many children have been killed by par-

taking of these poisoned lollypops. At the

present time vegetable colours alone are used

in making comfits gay, and our little ones may
therefore eat, suck, and be merry, for to-morrow

they do not die. It is possible this knowledge
on the part of the public that they can in-

dulge their little ones with safety, has led to

the enormous expansion of the manufacture of

sugar-plums and sweets of all kinds within

these last eight or ten years. In the days of

our youth, sugar-plums could only be procured

at the pastrycook's at an exorbitant price ;

now, the trade has become a speciality, and the

brightest and most enticing-looking shops are

those dedicated to the sale of " sweets."

There is a shop in the Strand that is calculated

to take away the senses of all children, and

what a picture is Fortnum and Mason's just

about Christmas time !

Just as animals will go hundreds of miles in

a wild country to get to a" salt lick," so will

children dare anything to get at sugar, and we

may be pretty sure that the instinct is as

wisely implanted by nature in the one as the

other. Therefore, please mamma not to tell

that pious little fib again about sugar being

unwholesome.

All this, we may be permitted to remark, is

only a very necessary exordium to a little sketch

we are about to give of a very interesting manu-

factory of sugar confectionary we inspected

; the other day at Bethnal Green. Sugar-plums
look such simple things, that few people are

aware of the ingenuity employed in their con-

struction, or of the valuable nature of the

plant and steam machinery used in their pro-

duction in the larger manufactories. Messrs.

Schooling's works, at the north side of the

Green, are perhaps fitted with the most per-

fect and modern appliances, moved by steam-

power, that we possess in this country, and,

therefore, in the world
;

for abroad, and

especially in France, hand-labour is mostly

employed.
What an atmosphere of dust meets us as we

enter the manufactory. The shop we are in is

powdered from rafter to floor with a fine, im-
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palpable powder, that reminds us of the

rior of a dour-mill, and the workman arc

moving ghosts, even the fringes of their eye-

are whitened to their tips, just as the

hoar-frost whitens every tiny filament it can

lay hold of. This dust is that of hue starch,

the substance USed as a matrix fur a

f cast-sugar goods. We are in that part
of tliM factory now where those "sw

:le which arc di-mi opaque— like snow-

water frozen. Hie sugar is not boiled to a

great heat, hut is allowed gently to simmer on

the lire, whilst the moulds in which it is to be

cast are being prepared. This is done by

Spreading the fine starch over boards, quite

evenly, and then inverting another board over

it, studded with the forms it is intended to

cast. The man we are looking at is about to .

make anulets, or sugar rings, and as he lifts

the inverted board from the smooth starch, we
lee that it is covered with moulds of these

indented rings, placed at regular intervals, and

close together as they can go. Another work-

man now approaches with a tin receptacle filled

with sugar, fitted with six spouts. With great
skill and knack he pours out the sugar, and fills

ring after ring indented in the starch, as fast

as his arms can conveniently travel from left !

to right. Not a drop is spilt, the sugar stand-

ing in each ring with a slightly curved surface, ;

just as a drop of water would do that had

fallen upon dust. These starch moulds are i

used for all those sweetmeats which contain

fluid or liqueur in their interior. The liqueur
is mixed with the melted sugar indiscriminately.

and both enter the mould together, but, curi-

ously enough, the latter instantly crystalizes

on the outside of the former, and thus, by a

natural law, the liquid flavouring-essence be-

imprisoned. It was thought very foolish

of George III. to ask how the apples got into

the dumplings, but we have little doubt that

the manner in which these liquors get inside

Lgar-pluins has puzzled many a wiser head

than his. The casting of these liqueur sweets

employs a large number of persons, and the

most extraordinary moulds are obliged to be

invented to meet the requirements of the trade.

Balmoral boots, Tyrolese hats, scissors, knives,

fish, and all kinds of things, animate and in-

animate, are thus produced, the only limit to

the design being the size and weight of each

article. The retailers must have articles which
run four, eight, or sixteen to the ounce, to

suit the coppers of the little customers, and

objects that cannot be divided, are there-

fore not admissible. In the same apartment
where these starch sugar castings go on, the

making of French drops is conducted. The

pouted can drops on a tin plate sufficient

i » make a lozenge, and it goes on doing
this until til ly covered. It

struck ry singular that the

public should thus dii

their sugar,— one liking the mi

another dropped, a third moulded in D

and a fourth cut oat by a punch ;
but the

of men and children 10 we
wondered and passed on. The moul led goods,
as indeed all t] after

manufacture, in roomt boated by hot-water

These stoving-rooms i. ys be

kept at a pretty high ten I rwise

the dam
j>

would speedily absorbed,
and the whole stock would be spoiled. T

especially the cise with what are called M boiled

goods," which are made in the room we are

about to enter.

The majority of the clear drops and sweets

of all kinds are produced from BU

over the fire in copper | f high

temperature. By this means most of the

water in the sugar is thrown oil* by evaporation,

and only pure sugar remains. The consequence

is, that after their manufacture they an

liable to absorb moisture from the atmosphere,
and therefore they are obliged to be kept in

bottles, otherwise they would melt and run

together. Barley-sugar, for instance, is the

purest form in which sugar can be manufac-

tured
;
hence it is soldered down in tins, other-

wise it would deliquesce in a very short time

after being exposed to the ai - have

experienced. After the sugar is boiled, it is

emptied out of the copper pans on to marble

slabs, and, the colouring matter being added,

it is worked up until nearly cold, but yet
ductile. It is now formed into any shape that

may be required, by means of a little machine

working two brass rollers, each roller or cylinder

containing a number of sunken dies of various

designs, the under and upper cylinder exactly

corresponding, so as to make the mould com-

plete. The plastic sugar is passed between

these rollers as fast as the boy can work the

handle, and the sheet of sv.

the other side, covered with hundreds of little

designs, generally Prince of \

crosses, drops, stars, or some simple form, held

togeth thin film of sugar, from which

they are fined by simply breaking them up and

working them together. They are then packed

in bottles, and at once corked > keep
out the atmosphere ; an appear in

the retailers' sfa

a., for Mother*!—Always buy these

"boiled goods" in the form of acidulated

drops, barley-sugar, or colon i . as it

is almost impossible to adulterate them, either

with inferior sugar or anything else, as such
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will neither boil well nor will

allow of i
at goods being

I

"
that are most liable to

be so; h impure materials are

mint-dro] are simply made of

kneaded into a paste with

Uld mixed cold. Any amount of plaster

added, according to the dis-

v of tlu- manufacturer ;
indeed there are

some in the trade who are in the habit of

adding at least two-thirds of plaster of Paris to

gar in their peppermint lozenges.

ie a schoolboy buying an ounce of these

lozenges, and filling his inside with two-thirds

of that quantity of gypsum, under the fond de-

lusion that he is enjoying a great treat. Can

we wonder that the infantile stomach is now
and then thrown off its balance ?

The peppermint department of Messrs.

Schooling's factory is not the least interest-

ing one to the visitor. The loaves of fine

white sugar being first broken into moderate-

sized fragments by a hammer, are thrown

on the granite bed of a crushing mill, on

which a heavy granite roller works round
and round upon its edge. The crushed sugar

D sifted in the very finest wire sieves

by steam machinery, and the coarser parti-

cles are worked over again until the whole

is reduced to the finest meal. In the process
the whole atmosphere is loaded with fine sugar-

you taste it with every breath you take.

In order to make a tenacious paste, about seven
and a half per cent, of fine gum is added, and
the whole is kneaded together in a steam

ling-machine, and when it has been sufn-

y worked, it is rolled out upon slabs to

the required thickness of a lozenge, and then

orkman, with amazing rapidity, with a

utter or punch, cuts out the disks, taking
im so nicely that the utmost possible num-

out of the sheet, leaving very
to be worked up afresh. When the

i a requisite time they
The manufacture of jujubes

is another article which consumes a very largo

, about one-third of that

with two-thirds of sugar, forming
L The viscid liquid,

i, is poured into shallow

'

<lry, and,

in, it is cut

diamond ihapes by young
the slicing up of

ag na m slips by a Machine

slips again are

hand with
n tor a while to the pun

—the machinery by which the comfits are

constructed, which the Messrs. Schooling were

the first to invent. The smooth almond com-

fit, which we are all familiar with, is built up
in the following maimer. The almonds, being

washed, are coated with a little gum, in order

to make the sugar stick
; and, when thus

prepared, they are thrown into a large deep

copper pan or " steam jacket," revolving at an

angle of forty-five degrees by means of steam

power. Whilst the almonds are tumbling
over one another and working about the pan
with the utmost rapidity, the workman ladles

some liquid white sugar amongst the mass
;

and by the constant friction of one upon

another, this becomes distributed with the

most perfect evenness
;
and in a certain speci-

fied time the brown coat of the almond be-

comes smoothly enveloped in its sugar coating.

A little time is allowed for this coating to

dry ;
then the same whirling motion goes on,

a second supply of melted sugar is thrown into

the pan ;
and so, by degrees, the comfit is

built up, layer upon layer, until at last it is

perfected. Before steam was applied to the

manufacture, the pan had to be suspended by
chains and. shaken by hand over an open fire,

a most tedious process, and a costly one. In-

deed, the introduction of steam into the trade

has completely revolutionised it in all its

branches, and reduced the cost of production
so greatly, that what was once an article of

luxury for the use of the rich, has now become

an article of necessity almost for the children

of the very poor. A greater part of the

lighter work of the establishment is carried on

by young girls. We find this is the case now
with most factories where strength is not

required. Girls are more steady at their work,
and pay more attention to it

; and, moreover,

their labour is cheaper. In one little room

we came upon a little party of five, making
what are known in the trade as Surprise Nuts.

The head of the nut is drilled through by a rose-

cutter, and the other girls rapidly clear out the

kernel with a penknife. The empty shell is

then filled with seed sweets, termed "hundreds

of thousands," a motto is added, and the aper-

ture is filled up with chocolate. Of course,

the surprise is to crack the nut and find your
mouth full of the seed sweets. The joke is a

very mild one, but, as it is well sugared, it is

sure to bo acceptable. The refuse of the

extracted kernel is sold to the cheap pastry-
for making almond paste ;

and we may
ay, that that glory of our youth, the

black bulks-eye lozenge, is made from the

brown BUgar-sweepings, the boiling of

old si i &c. ! The Messrs. Schooling
make many tons of these Surprise Nuts
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yearly. But perhaps the articles for which

their names are the most famous, are the little

transparent gelatine eases filled with comfits,

and sold at a penny and a halfpenny eaeh.

A very clover friend of ours once Mid, that

le believed ultimately all things would eonio

to be sold at the fixed price of a penny, a

shilling, and a pound ;
but even he did not

anticipate the declension to a halfpenny, such

as we now find we can get a good weekly

journal for, and enough sweets to satisfy any
reasonable child at one "sucking." Nothing
could prove more forcibly the amazing fall

that has taken place in the price of sugar-

plums through the modern introduction of

steam machinery, than this. We have left the

French, the great continental sugar confec-

tioners, far behind as regards cheapness. Many
articles that they sell for one shilling and

threepence a pound, we can make for eight-

pence ; but then, it should be remembered,

they make for the adult market and for a

more artistic taste
;
we go in simply for chil-

dren, in whom taste is everything, but it is

simply the taste of the palate. Hence the

abundance of sweets of all kinds, of a rather

coarse design, now to be seen heaped in pell-

mell in our sweet-shop windows, which con-

trast, as far as the sight goes, so unfavourably
with the exquisite forms and colours of the

sugar-work speeially exhibited in the Parisian

sweet-shops. The expansion of the English

trade, however, is exceedingly remarkable
;

and we are now exporting many articles of

confectionary to France
;
whilst at home, from

having established a speciality, sweets have

now run over into the Italian warehouses, the

oil shops, and the grocers', where they are now
sold in large quantities.

But we have not yet done with the Messrs.

Schooling and their penny and halfpenny sweet-

meat parcels, which are now to be seen every-
where. A very large room is devoted to the

making of the little gelatine packets, and up-
wards of seventy young girls do nothing else but

cut them out and gum them together ;
each girl

making on the average live gross a day, or

720. The Messrs. Schooling have not for-

gotten that they have duties to perform towards,
as well as rights to enforce against, these little

ones, as we see they have fitted up a large
room especially for their use, quite separate
from the departments where the boys and men
are employed : here a cooking apparatus for

their meals is provided, and every other re-

quisite for taking their meals in comfort
;
and

We should not be surprised to find that ere long
itablish schools for their little ones. The

decorating of fancy sweets is entrusted to these

young girls, and the delicacy and speed with

which they manipulate the colour is extraor-

dinary. One girl was adding a ma
coloured hatband to the scores of Tyrolese

her as n i the sho;

really a hu: •thus adorned befi

could say
M moral boots

in another qua] I with

buttons. Whilst we watched |
. s full

of sweets being handed about among so many
young children, the question naturally oo
to us, do they eat t]

by an early indulgence ? \\v have heard so

much about pastrycooks' boys soon
g<

sick of tarts, that we were rather surpn
hat children by no meana tire of sugar-

plums. They get satiated with the particular
kind it is their duty to

j
it they are

as eager as other children after other sorts

which are not made in their department. The
Messrs. Schooling informed us it is impos-
sible to put a stop to these petty pilferings,

therefore they annually debited the sweet tooth

of the establishment with 2001.
,
a pretty heavy

bill for lollypops. It is but fair to say that

honourable mention was made by the Jurors

of 1851 of the sweetmeats of Messrs. School-

ing, whilst a medal was awarded to them by
those of 1862 for the "

purity and goodness
of the quality

" of their goods.
The Jurors' report of 18G2 i3 full of curious

information touching the progress made in the

trade since the former International Exhibition.

In the year 1855 the total amount of confec-

tionary made in this country did not exceed

8000 tons per annum, whereas in 1862 the

amount had risen to 25,000 tons per annum.
The Messrs. Schooling alone oansun*

400 and 500 tons of sugar, and 200 tons of

gum Arabic, and sent out 10,000 boxes con-

taining sweetmeats last year. As the trade

has increased, many houses have adopted

specialities. Thus, one establishment makes

hundreds of tons of jams and marmala d

the year, another makes 150 tons of lozenges
and comfits, a third nothing but medicated

lozenges, another acidulated drops, which are

an entirely English manufacture, not being
known abroad. Then again, gum goo.':

specially produced by one hi The

English manufacturers having fairly set their

shoulders to the wheel, are fast distancing their

foreign competitors. Hitherto the purity

from noxious adulterations of sweets produced
abroad has been in their favour, but now the

English manufacturer from these

as those of their neighbours, whilst they do

not, liko them, use flour and other farina to

bring up the colour of their comfits, a habit

-ally indulged in by continental manu-

facturers. A. W.
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THE OFFICER.

(from beranger.)

Whai handiome, gallant men they are !

What Loves in town they've left behind !

We country girls, tbongh simpler far,

Amongst them, husbands perhaps may find.'
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Before sweet Rose, a bright brunette,
A Cornet passing in his place,

Cried out,
" In faith, my late is set,

I never saw a lovelier

I count her charms, I m:irk her well :

Yes, in a year, this very day
I will return, if shot and shell

Term it, and carry her away."

Ah Roto ! that foolish speech you 1,

I know it, by your cheek's bright

bloom,
And now without another word
You backward turn into the room."

Since then, whene'er alone, sweet Rose
Tells o'er the words she thuught so dear,

While for the unknown Cornet flows,
A nightly prayer, a nightly tear.

I
thus has past;

With v Rom awakes—
Tin- day he tix'd on shi;.

: \im her gag ha takes.
All clay she wait-

"Oh hear you nol

Paces in tears hin t—
At midnight shrieks, "He's dead ! he's

dead!" J. P.

BEPPO, THE CONSCRIPT.
BY T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.

<U A ITER XXVIII. SIGNOR STEFANO PRINATI,
OF CAGLI.

GlULXAj on hearing these words uttered

behind her, turned round with a great start,

but was immediately reassured by perceiving
at a glance that the new corner was of her own
class and country,—a contadiuo of the Ro-

magna. He was a jolly-looking middle-aged

man, with a broad white hat, and a broad red

face, and a broad buff-cloth waistcoat
; evi-

dently a well-to-do farmer, or perhaps even a

small proprietor of the hill-country.
"In the first place," said the stranger, "let

us ask the young woman whether she wishes

you to get away from where you are. For
ire two different cases, you will observe,

when a gentleman and a lady are on different

sides of a river. There is one case when they
are both agreed to wish themselves on the

same side
;
and there is another case when one

of the two is devilish glad to have the river

en them
;
and per Bacco ! there's a third

continued the speaker, striking bis

hands violently together as he spoke, and

looking hard at Giulia; "there's the case in

which both parties are well pleased to remain

on different sides of the stream. To think of

my forgetting that now. To be sure," he con-

tinual, argunientatively, "our friend on the

other side was manifesting a desire to get out
of his present position, but it might be with
the intention that you should change to his

side, signorina ! Never take anything for

granted, you know. I never do. Do you,
signorina ?

"

"
No, sir !

"
said Giulia, hesitating and

gazing at him, only because he had just told

her not to do so.
"

Yes, you do ! You have taken it for

granted that I am a farmer
;
but I am not.

See the consequence of taking things for

granted. I am a lawyer, Stefano Prinati, of

Cagli, signorina
"

"
Why, you are taking things for granted,

Signor Prinati, yourself !

"
said Giulia, with a

laugh that indicated how very considerably
matters were changed with her, and what a

very different aspect the entire sublunary world

wore to her eyes from what it did half an hour

ago.
" The deuce I am ! and, pray, what am I

taking for granted, and what do you know
about the matter \

"
said .Signor Stefano Pri-

nati, with an amount of surprise and in1

that seemed altogether to tak lition

oil' the state of things that had at first

it.

"Why, you never saw me bef<

Giulia, "and you call me signori:

can you tell, pray, that I am not |

"Per Dio ! it's true!" said the lawyer,

looking at her with an expression of the utmost

contrition, and dropping his head in his bosom,

been and done it again. Si^nora, I

will confess the truth. 1 hai iking

things for granted all my life, and living in ;i

perpetual condition of wrong-box <

may use the expression, in conse<pi'

when 1 said I never took things for

was the enunciation of a future resolution

rather than of a past fa I've

been and done it again !

"

The man's repentance for this relapse ap-
i to be so sincerely gem;

Giulia felt quit* ;'"r her little j<>ke.

"But, Signor Prinati," she N iugty*

"at all events this time you were not wrong,
as 1 was in taking you for a farmer ! 1 am no

' '
Still I had no business to take it for

granted," said the lawyer, ruefully. "But to

return to the previous question,
—Do you,
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signorina, at the gentleman on the

i should get across to this

side?"

"Certainly that is my wish," said Giulia.

" For better or worse ?
—which means, in the

at circumstances and context, whether

with dry .skin or wet through

''Certainly if he cannot get over dry, he

in nst come through the water !

" returned

Giulia.

:id you, friend, on the other side. Are

you only on the other side of the river, or on

the other side of the question also ?
"

" Of course I want to get out of this, if that

is what you mean," said Beppo, who did not

seem to enter into the stranger's humour so

readily as Giulia.
" You are quite right, my friend, in not

taking it for granted that that is what I mean.

That, however, is my meaning. The next

question is,
—How do you mean to set about

it?"

;>on my word I don't see how to get

away from this bit of bank without help,
—

not with the river as it is now !

"
said Beppo.

1 ' And how can one give you any help ?

What sort of help do you want 1
" said the

farmer-like lawyer.
"
Well, if anybody could throw me a rope

from the lower end of the tunnel, and make
the other end of it fast to the rail by the road-

side, I could manage it then !

"

"If a rope would serve the turn, as it

happens, I can help you to what you want
;

for I am carrying home a new rope for my well

from Fossombrone in my calessino."

"Where is the calessino, signor?" said

Giulia, eagerly.
"Here at the end of the tunnel. I was

coming through, and hearing voices up here

(
the ruins, as I got to the mouth of it,

I thought I would see what on earth anybody
could be talking at the top of their voice up

boat ! If I go for the rope, Signor Beppo,—
(I am not taking for granted, observe, that

STOUT a
; for I heard the signorina
<t the rope and help you
U you promise to tell me

in the name of all the saltimbanclil in

'"> yotl got where you are ? Is it a

in. You get a
•

,
and 1 will tell yon and show

Hut I won't prom
, mind."

at to his col

ling in I

1

inted that tin. little MTarchesan

ned his

h bad heard going

on among the ruins,
—and got out of the little

box under the seat a coil of bran-new rope,
and proceeded with it, accompanied by Giulia,
to the lower end of the tunnel. At that point
the rocks on the opposite side of the river are

as high and precipitous as in the upper part
of the pass ;

but on the side of the road just
where it comes out at the lower end of the

tunnel, there is only a high grassy bank, very
steep indeed, but not so niueh so as to be

impassable.
At this point there are some strong white

timber posts and rails along the edge of the

road, to which Beppo intended that the end of

the rope should be fastened. Giulia and the

lawyer stooped and passed under these, and
scrambled down the turfy bank to the edge of

the stream, where, when they had come as

close as they could to the place where the bank
ended and the precipitous rock began, they
were about fifty feet lower down the stream

than Beppo on the other side.

The lawyer was about to cast the rope, but

Beppo called out to him—
' ' If you will take my advice, signor, you

will fasten the end of the rope to the road-posts
before casting it. Then, if you fail to throw
it so that I can catch it, the rope will be

safe
; otherwise we might chance to lose it

altogether."
"
Right, friend ;

I was taking it for granted

again, that I could throw you one end without

fail!"

So Signor Stefano climbed the bank again,
fastened the rope, and then once more came
down to the edge of the water to attempt the

feat of throwing the other end of it to Beppo,
while Giulia stood looking on. The exertion

of throwing it had to be made somewhat at a

disadvantage, for the spot on which the lawyer
had to stand while he did it, was not of the

surest standing ground in the world. Gather-

ing the rope into a coil, he flung it overhanded

with all his force, and pitched it into the water

little more than half way towards the spot on
the opposite bank, which was the nearest that

Beppo could get to in order to reach it.

"There would have been the loss of a good

rope, if it had not been for your thought of

fastening it first, Signor Beppo !

"
said the

lawyer, proceeding to draw it up out of the

river.
" But if I don't do much better than

that, it seems to be likely that you will stay
where you are for the present !

"

•'Try again, signor; perhaps the rope was

stiff," said Giulia.

"Oh, yes! I am going to try again. But
I am very much afraid I am not going to do

it. It's a trick rather out of my line, you
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The second attempt succeeded no 1

than the first
;
and again the rope had to bo

drawn up out of the water.

"Let me try, signor !

"
said Giulia. "I

don't take it for granted that 1 can do it, but

J can but try!"
" What you'll most likely do will be to fall

the water your 1 the lawyer.
Ekke care, Giulia ! that might end the

job the worst way of all," cried BeppO.
"
Oh,

idgnor ! you take a good hold of her gown
behind while she thro

"
Ay, that will be the plan ;

and you may
take it for granted, this once, that I won't let

her go ! Now for it.
"

Giulia took the coil of rope, not overhanded

as Signor Stefano had done, but underhanded ;

and carefully leaving a sufficient length to reach

Beppo slack and uncoiled, and first swinging
the coil in her hand backwards and forwards

three or four times, launched it towards Beppo
with so true an aim that the coiled part of the

rope fell around his head and shoulders. But
tli^' force she had used in throwing it made her

foot slip ;
and if the lawyer had not been as

is his word, and held on firmly to her

she must have slipped into the stream
;

as it was she recovered her footing in an

instant.
"
Brava, Signorina Giulia ! for I perceive

that to be your name from what your friend

said just now. Brava, davvero!"

"Thanks, Giulia! you see it is written,
that it is you who are to be the saving of

me !

"
cried Beppo.

"No, it is still you who must do that!"

said Giulia
;

" I can but at best put into your
hands the means of doing it !

"

Beppo understood her perfectly well
;
but of

the surface meaning only of her words

intelligible to Signor Stefano.
" She speaks as well as she throws, Signor

o," said he. " You have got the rope you
asked for,

—
quite enough to hang yourself

With
;
but I confess I do not quite see what

other use you are going to put it to."

"I shall manage my part, signor, i

fear !

" returned Beppo.
' '

Now, if you will

kindly draw up all the rope except what I keep
here, and fix it well round the posts, so that I

may have a tight pull upon it, I think I can

get across. With the help of the rope and a

good jump I think I can clear more than half

tlu- distance, and as soon as ever I fall into the

. you must haul up the rope as fast as

can and pull me out."

"You'll be sure to keep fast hold of your
end," said the lawyer.

"That you may take for granted!" said

Beppo ;

" I don't want to be drowned now"

m a signifi

manner, that was intended only fur (Jiulia's

ears—or at hast only for her D ling.

The propagations
Giulia and the lawyer planted themselves one

haul in as

soon as ever Beppo should i ie his

plunge.
"Now tluii," twining ti

the rope firmly round his horny brown fa

"here goes !"

He sprung, giving ull on the rope
at the samo moment, and in the next pi

into the eddying river, having I good
two thirds of the distune D him and
his friends on the oth«-r side.

They lost not a second in pulling away with

a will, and in less than a minute landed fa

the bank dripping like a Newfoundlai.

fresh from a swim, but no otherwise the worse

for his adventure.
"
Oh, Beppo ! keep off ! don't shake yourself

near me !'' cried Giulia, as he scrambled breath-

less up the bank to the road.
" And now then, you have to tell me how

you got on to that bit of bank !

"
cried B

Stefano.

But to make his promised information in-

telligible, it was necessary to return to the

ruins on the ledge of rock on the out-

the tunnel. And to do this,
—inasmuch as

they were now standing in the road at the lower

end of the tunnel, and the ledge of rock was

only accessible from the road at the upper end

of it, as has been previously explained,
—it was

try to pass through that dark passage.

And although Beppo had carefully complied
with Giulia's request that he would "

keep off"

and not " shake himself near her," up
time when they all three entered it together,

yet when they emerged into the sunshine, at

the other end, Giui - so much
wetted all down one side, that Signor Stefano

could not help saying as he looked at h
" Why ! I declare, he has been shaking

himself over you, signora ! You look wet

through !

"

Giulia laughed and blushed ; but she only

said,
" Now you are taking things for granted

again, Signor Stefano!"
" If you want to know how I got across the

I- Stefano, you must OOtttfl up to

the place in the broken wall where you first

found la Signorina Giulia ! There," he con-

tinued, when they had reached the

that old stump of a tree down I

on the jutting part of the rock. :nder-

neath US I Well I 1 jumped from here right

down on to that
;
and when 1 got there, finding

that it was not a good place for a permanent
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:i eluded to take another jump

right into the bushes on the other side ! That

11 Well ! but what, in the name of all the

Saints in 1 made you dream of taking

such a jump?" said Signor Stefano, staring at

him.

I

"
laid Beppo, looking at him with

name contadino shrewdness (more com-

however, among the Tuscan than among
the Romagnole peasantry)

—"that is another

That did not enter into our contract !

And your worship may take anything you
tor granted on that subject."

1 I suppose it was to escape from the

signorina here
;
but I won't take it for granted.

And I won't ask any questions. I never do
;

ily when there is reason to think that

it may be unpleasant to answer them. But it

might possibly be," continued the lawyer, look-

ing hard at him, "that you might take an

interest in a paper I have got in my pocket
here

; merely a matter of public news, you
know

;
but you might like to hear it."

Giulia and Beppo looked at each other
;
and

Giulia's breath began to come rather short, as

Signor Stefano pulled out a huge pocket-book,
and took from it a paper printed in large letters

on one side only ;
—

evidently one of the pro-
clamations prepared for sticking up on the walls

and public places, in the manner the Italian

government uses as a means of communicating
with its subjects.

" I got this at Fossombrone this morning.
A score or so of them had been brought up
from Fano in the night They were only out

yesterday evening !

"

And then he proceeded to read a statement
addressed to all those who had been led away

U advice and persuasion to leave their

,
in order to avoid the conscription. It

was recited, that it being the special wish of

Emmanuele, by the Grace of God,
and by the National Will, King of Italy," to

ubjects of Romagna and the
; h the utmost possible clemency and

. and it being perfectly well known
• urn. nt that in the great majority of

owes Mm d id been led into disobedi-
lawi by those who ought to have

" on them the duty of
i was the pleasure of

y, on the occasion of his

irt of his dominions for

pardon I

e themaafa
-: wit] or before a day

named.

now ]

"

lawyer was putting back the proclamation into

his bocket-book.
" I told you just now, Giulia, that it was

written that you were to be the saving of me,
if I am to be saved !

" he answered in the same
tone. ' '

Giulia, if you will say that you love

me, and will be mine when I come back from

serving my time, I will give myself up to-

morrow. If not I go back to the hills ! If it

is to be '

yes,' cry Viva VItalia !
"

"Viva VItalia!" cried Giulia aloud, with«

out hesitation
;
but with a shake in her voice,

and a tear in her eye, as she stole her hand

timidly out from her side to seek for his.
" Viva VItalia I

" shouted Beppo in reply, in

a voice that made the vault of the tunnel, at

the mouth of which they were standing, ring

again.

"Eh! well! yes, with all my heart, Viva
VItalia !

"
said Signor Stefano. "A very good

end to the proclamation. There it is at the

bottom, but I did not read it, because that is

a matter of course !

"

"Ah; you took it for granted, Signor
Stefano. I did not !

"
said Beppo, speaking to

one of his companions, but meaning his words
for the other. "I do not mind owning to

you, Signor Stefano," he continued, "though
you are kind enough to abstain, as you say,
from asking questions, that the proclamation

you have shown us has a special interest for

me. I have been out to escape a bad number
drawn at Fano the other day. But that pro-
clamation has decided me to surrender myself ;—

that, and one or two other things !

" he

added, with a look at Giulia.

"I am very glad to have helped to bring

you to that decision, signor ! very glad !

What ! turn bandit and outlaw, to avoid serv-

ing a few years ! It is madness ! A respect-

able-looking young fellow like you, too, to

think of throwing your life away in that

manner !

"

"You see, Beppo, this gentleman says just
the same as Signor Sandro said at Fano !

"

"What, Signor Sandro at Fano?" asked
the Cagli lawyer,

—"not my good friend, San-
dro Bartoldi l

"

' ' Yes ! Signor Sandro Bartoldi, the lawyer
at Fano," said Beppo. "Is he a friend of

yours ?
"

" Altro ! I was dining with him the day be-

fore yesterday ;
and he was talking a great

deal about the men who have left their homes
and taken to the hills ! It is a very bad job !

A great many families ruined ! He was

telling me 6f one case—and upon my life, now
I look at you, 1 should not wonder—upon my
life!-—but 1 won't, t.ike it for granted. Did

you ever happen, signor, to hear of such a man
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Beppo Vamii, of Bella Luce, at Santa

Ida I

"

"
Why, that's the man y«>u helped to pull

it of the water at the Furlo Pass."' said

"
Well, now, that's an odd chance. Old

ldro Bartoldi was talking a dual about you,
tell you ! I am right glad, 1 assure you,
r Vanni, in having contributed to your

dution to put yourself at one with the law.

this 1 presume, then, is the Signoriua
iiulia Vanni ! I have heard of her, too, from

my friend Lisa Bartoldi."

"Yea, signor! this is my cousin, Giulia

Vanni," replied Beppo, rather in the tone of

one who means to add,—"and I should like

to hear what anyone has to say against that !
"

" Ah—h—h—h ! Yes ! yes ! yes ! yes ! I

see, I see, I see ! There are one or two things
then that I positively must take for granted,
this once, just for the last time ! And now, i

signorina, that you have found the gentleman,
and induced him to cry,

< Viva VItalia !
'
after

you, how do you mean to take your prisoner
home?"

* '

Really, to tell you the truth, I am very
much at a loss how to take him home, Signor
Stefano ! For the fact is, that I walked all the

way from Bella Luce here in the course of last

night : and I hardly know how I shall get back

again ! One thing, however, is very certain,
and you really may take it safely for granted,
that now X have at last succeeded in appre-

hending him, I do not mean to let him go

again."
And a commentary on this speech, too, was

supplied by Giuiia's eyes, for the special and
exclusive benelit of her cousin Beppo.

"I see what it will have to be!" said

Signor Stefano. " I shall have to lend you
the calessino to go back to Bella Luce. That
will be the best plan ;

and I can do no less for

my friend Sandro's sake ! It will be your best

way too. You had better go to Bella Luce to-

day, and go into town and give yourself up
to-morrow."

"I shall stay very little time at home,''
said Beppo, bethinking himself that he would
much rather, if possible, avoid meeting the

priest. "If you are kind enough, Signor

Stefano, to do as you say, we shall reach Bella

Luce to-night ;
and 1. would be oil" to Fano

the first thing in the morning."

Beppo was forgetting that this departure
would bo settled for him, without his having
any voice in the matter, as soou as he should
be in the hands of the corporal's party at Bella

Luce. But in the upshot it came to the same

thing.
* •

Well, HI tell you how it must be," said

Signor
" You shall come on

me as far as Aoqualagna. I shall be abb
to get

Gagli, without any difficulty.

pony shall ud then you shall

start !

"

10 not know how to thank you i

much kindi. I :Uu .tfi :ii

you will ha for any inanii

my gratitude till I return ft

time, if such a day shal:

Beppo, rather rut-fully.
" To DC miiv it will arrive, Sign

and 1 shall
| see you Luce.

And in that ease, I SUD]
11 to /.< Signorina Giulia here, In

May 1 take that for granted, eli | M
tell Sandro Bartoldi how I pulled J

the river at the Furlo 1'

in to give yourself up in the custody of your
captor."

"
Addio, Signor Stefano! e tante gin

said Beppo.
"Jfifl <jra:.ic davcero, tignoref" re-echoed

Giulia
;

" for I don't know how I shoul I

have got home myself, let alone taking home

my prisoner !

" she added.
u
Addio, cari miei, e a I t* said the

worthy lawyer. And so Giulia took home her

Conscript.
(To be concluded in our next.)

MADEMOISELLE CL1

It was impossible to find fault with Clem-

ence. She was at once so humble, amiabl

ingenious. She wheedled the sword out of the

enemy's grasp. She licked the hand just I

to pay her wages. Her sympathies wire acute.

She held in the utmost horror all the tri

Paris tradesmen, and she had a profound

contempt for the race of Paris cooks. Sfa

a bright exception. Her life had been pa

the service of great families
;
so that she could

not have the smallest idea of anything that

was not correct. Her adventures, as she de-

scribed them, were not without U

audacious essays on the credulity of

The aplomb of Clemence was superb. She had

a line faculty for flattery. This soothin

was spread over everybody. She ha<i l

enough to last three lifetime .

eaeh
; yet had it never been her good t

to come across a family half so a

one tenth part so distinguished, ai

>v;ts the most intelligent child she had

ever approached ;
and she positively and i

edly asserted her determination never to b

that he was only four years old. There must

be some mistake. Clemence clasped her hands,
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IT BelxS, and exclaimed :

most be some mistake !

"

the pearl of parrots, and

nee had a white rag round her

many daya OB his account
;
Monsieur

i mnced as "sweet as an angel."

was handsome, amiable, and clever
;

and singularly unlike every other English

family. This was held to be a very great
anient indeed.

ing, on her arrival, powdered us with

compliments, Mademoiselle Clemence, our cook,
that the time had come for setting

her own perfections and impressing upon
all of us, down to that wonderful Monsieur

Be'be', the tremendous stroke of luck we had

enjoyed in obtaining her services. We were

requested to consider, just for a moment, that,

had we come only two days later, Clemence

Would have been snapped up by another

family. We had escaped perdition by just two

However, we might now enjoy the sin-

gular good fortune that had befallen us ; and
thank Heaven we had secured Mademoiselle

Clemence to be our cook. By this one piece of

good fortune we had freed ourselves from a

world of trouble
;
we had a cook who knew

everything and everybody. We should have

hing cheap ; why, the woman who

brought the butter to the market twice in

every week, had known her for twenty years.
The butter-woman's husband worked in the

commune where Mademoiselle Clemence' s

brother was garde champetre ; a fact from which
this lady endeavoured to convince us by rapid
argument, which was conclusive to her mind,
that we should have excellent butter and eggs
for a mere nothing. And this accidental

ice to her brother the garde champetre
naturally reminded Clemence of her own per-
sonal influence

; which, she would have us

great with the highest personage in
1

1
»ire. She had talked with the Emperor—and had found him very agreeable. We hum-

our astonishment, and,
round eyes of Monsieur

Be'be'
|

mi turned over, like a
bandl old at the

Le Clemence, cook,

ived in a t family, where

•sited.

great
1 ad that he had no The

u.-uM
ipeaft to i:

day he came, told me to

to the

He
. ! when ho had I

for my father, he begged me to go and see him

again."
The satisfaction manifested at this account

of our cook's interview with the chief of the

State, brought out the dominant peculiarity of

Mademoiselle Clemence. She had a fine

collection of stories, all of which tended to her

advantage. She had been the object of marked

attention on the part of many of the great

personages of her time ; indeed, she had never

lived with a family that was not remarkable in

some way, and from which she had not received

a studied and extraordinary compliment. She

had lived with an English family who had

been melted to tears when they were compelled
to part with her. The name of the late Duke
of Orleans was mentioned in her presence.

This accident called an anecdote to her mind.
" I have spoken to the duke," she said.

" I

was in the service of a peer of France at the

time. One day a gentleman called. He was

struck with my height." Clemence was at least

six foot high, and was proud of her inches.
" l You are very tall,' the gentleman said,
' Are you a Parisian ?

' I answered that I was

not, but didn't tell him where I came from.

When the gentleman had gone, my master

came to me, and asked me whether I knew I

had been talking to the eldest son of the king.
I happened to put my hand in my apron

pocket a few minutes afterwards, and felt that

there was a piece of money in it. The duke
had contrived to slip a louis there unawares."

Poor Mademoiselle Clemence believed, in her

innocence, that she was dazzling a few benighted

English folk. She was making herself an au-

thority, a heroine. She had travelled also. She

had been to England with a rich British family.
" I have adventures always," she exclaimed

gaily,
" wherever I go. I have talked to the

Queen of England." Perhaps a slight move-
ment of incredulity on our part stimulated her

inventive faculties, for she hastened to explain
her assertion. " My master in England was a

high court official. One day he and his wife

were at St. James's Palace, when the Queen
said,

' I have never seen a tall Frenchwoman.'

My mistress replied that she had a French
cook who was exceedingly tall.

'

Indeed,'
said the Queen,

' I should very much like to

see her.
' My mistress accordingly took me to

the Palace, and I was introduced to the Queen.
Her Majesty said that she was very glad to see

me
; a questions about my pays, and

when I was having, told me that whenever I

came to England again, I was to be sure and let

her know, and not to fail to call upon her. But
not all. A few days afterwards a large

parcel arrived from the Palace. I naturally
h i it was for my mistress

; but, on exam-
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ining the direction, I saw it was for * Mademoi-
selle Clemence, Cook.' I opened it, and found

a handsome present from the Queen, with a

very kind letter."

Mademoiselle Clem lied again and

again that the Queen of England was very

gracieuse ; and that, must certainly, if the

visited London again, she should call. V
moisello was a very tall and horribly gaunt

woman, whose sacritices to the graces were as

rare as they were superlicial. She was an ill-

preserved live-and-forty. Yet was she a great
stickler for respect ;

and a formidable critic

win n the appearance of others was under dis-

:. Her airs of authority on all subjects,

and the care she took to impress upon the

people she served that she could not brook a

word of censure, since she was never in the

wrong—prevailed with the timid. She con-

tinued to convey to them a feeling that it

would be the height of arrogance on their part
to dismiss her for incompetency ; she, who
was so devoted to her employers ; she, who
took the part of the family against the con-

cierge ; she, who knew everybody in the

neighbourhood—and had been cook to dozens

of English and other families in these very

apartments. No, cooks as a body might be

dismissable, but she was not.

Having taken her family by storm, Made-
moiselle Clemence ruled with a rod of iron.

ppeared, smiling and confident, every

morning ;
to take our orders. With a refine-

ment of cruelty, she called her own amend-
ments to any suggestions,

" Madame's com-

mands." She went to market: bought what she

I,
at her own price. She alone held rela-

tions with the butcher. Every dish that was

suggested to her, was within her competence.
No sauce came amiss to her. When a little

entrie that required the nicest handling, and
which the gourmet would not order at any
restaurant, was hinted at

;
she laughed at it.

It was a trifle to her. It was the easiest thing
in the world. Any cook could manage a «*-

" We should have it"—but we never

saw it. It had struck Mademoiselle Clemence

just an hour before dinner, that we should

like a nice wholesome dish of stewed veal for

the children, much better. To begin with,
Monsieur Bebe' was so fond of it

;
and he had

such coaxing, winning ways, it was a

delight to please him. Clemence had taken
the entire family into her heart of hearts.

She had a lively regard for our health, and had

always considered (although, of course, it was
for Madame to decide) that a plain diet was the

most wholesome. A good soup ; a nice gigot, or

some cutlets, say with tomato sauce ;
and some

good fruit, what could be better for health?

Old i). toed dishes, and couldn't

eat a sole unless it was au gratia or a hi

Norm" UOWB, tin-:

so impaired, thi bled, a

plain fi

they must have strong wine

their poor re they could I

all. But young people hi. bes be-

oanse their digestion irai good ;
and the

|

who v, had the 1

lives. The Barrings, whom I

panied to London, who were immensely rich

rkable for the umpli
their table as they were lor tin .

wealth. They always had plain ti>h, plain

and good fruit. When they had eon.

went of course, to Chevet
;
and the

inundated with cooks and pal

received only ambassadors and court pi

They had been known to pay two fi

for peaches. What could a few hundred francs

more or less be to them ? Even on

occasions Mr. and Madame Herrings hardly
touched anything. They dined with the chil-

dren beforehand ! And such children,

a colour they had ! They often reminded

Clemence of ours, except that they hadn't one

who could be compared for a single instant with

Monsieur Be'be'. To be sure, it was not

day such a child could be

Clemence could cook a fowl over her little

charcoal fire. She could arrange a .

she could stew veal with mushroom
could accomplish a rough idea of beef a la mode
—beef d la mode being, I may obsei .

unlike that strange mixture of meat and

tables for which so many British I .

"celebrated," as Cre'cy is unlik-

Clemence, however, could not make a fair

Julienne soup. I su bat her Opaque

fluid, charged with potatoes, was not my
of the soup called Julienne. Clemenee smiled.

She was too powerful to rebuke me. It would

be a strange thing indeed—it would be unac-

countable—if she didn't know how to make

Julienne soup. The Berrings were so deli

with it, that she had the very greatest diffi-

culty in persuading them to have any

soup. The general, who introduced her

to the Einpen»r, said he enjoyed it

than any dish he had touched return

from the Crimea ;
and he had dined at the

Tuileries day after day.

In an evil moment the family which Cle-

mence deigned to serve, while wailing for

another opportunity of calling on th

England, and of speaking to the Emperor on

the advisability of making her father a Grand

Cross of the Legion of Honour, discovered a

liking for tomatos. From that moment they
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almost lived on them. They appeared at table

with h. Clemence enlarged upon
merits

; only people of good taste cared

for them
; they were excellent for the health

;

she knew we should like them. The Berrings

were never tired of eating them. It did her

heart good to see Mr. Berrings eat them :
—he

was so ilisti/Kjue. He was a perfect English gen-

tleman. The French laughed at his red hair :

but she always maintained that it gave him a

noble appearance.
emoiselle Clemence had one aversion,

and one only, and that aversion was the con-

cierge. She always avoided him when she

could. He told her that Monsieur came home
at past one o'clock last night. She answered

that it was no business of his when Monsieur

chose to come home. It was his duty to pull
the string, and hold his tongue. He was

known all over the neighbourhood, and was

quite capable of saying all kinds of things
about us. We might, however, be quite easy,
for she would let the neighbourhood know how
he had behaved. He had a wicked tongue, and

nobody knew it better than his wife—poor
woman !

[emoiselle Clemence, in short, was a very
clever talker

; but a very bad cook. Matters

came to a crisis over an omelette. It was a

bad omelette—the worst ever put between
mortal teeth. We were stern, and Clemence
had the sagacity to see that her reign was at an
end. She had worn out the Berrings ;

she felt

he could not persuade us that the general
who had introduced her to the Emperor pre-

broken, greasy, and shapeless omelettes.

She- had speculated with all her stories, and had
failed. But she had the neighbourhood still to

her back. Shu had a standing of twenty years
m her .' When, at last, it was made

were going to leave the neigh-
bourhood, Mademoiselle Clemence was equal to

i. Slie contained herself. She still

it an apple or a cake to that wonder of

lb- was still an augel
jeweL Mademoiselle Clemence was

Lb about the generosity of
1 of the room-full of valuables

i families whom she had served had left

u was still to her an
">uiit importance. Ber only

• thai we were Dot going to
ft in our new quart

held OUt bravely up
atitnde (she bad been

I
a lively

>me unfortunate
Statures Were Kent t,, fetch them. Mademoi-

selle Clemence was seated in the box of the

concierge, in close conversation with him.

In company with the concierge, she burst forth.

The torrent of her abuse was copious, for she

was not satisfied with the gratifications she had
received—in addition to her wages.

Mademoiselle Clemence is now telling her

stories of her introduction to two crowned

heads, to another English family—in the very
|

rooms of the late English family that she

! execrates. If they be fond of amusing inven-

i tions and bad dinners, she will satisfy them.

I

Clemence is a representative woman. There are

many copies of her in the English quarter of

Paris. She knows all the tradespeople of her

|

quarter well, and she leads her families to their

shops. I don't quarrel with her because she

has her remise on every spoonful of jam the

children eat ; but because she and her class

flourish, by talking many of my countrymen
and countrywomen into the belief that they
are French cooks.

BLANCHARD JeRROLD.

THE FOUNDLING HOSPITAL AT
MOSCOW.

I was a slave to Herr Schnaps, my German

valet-de^lace. He led me where I did not

wish to go to, he refused to take me where I did

wish to go, he hurried me about, he left me in

the cold while he took hot tumblers of tea

with merchants in the bazaar, he despised me,
he compelled me to buy ridiculous things, he

dragged me to take cabbage soup at untimely

hours, he teased me, chafed me, vexed me,
fretted me, enraged me

;
and for doing all

this he actually only charged me two roubles

(six shillings) a day, his day being about four

hours long.

Now, being the bound serf of Herr Schnaps,
that little podgy, slovenly, red-nosed, puffy-

faced native of Riga, how could I disobey,
when he said to me one morning, in his autho-

ritative way :

"This morgen, Mein Herr, the Vospitatel-
noi Dom. Be ready at ten, we must see the

children go to chapel. Every foreign sir come
to Moscow, go to see children at chapel."

Now, to tell the truth, if my real inclinations

had been the least consulted, I should have

preferred, as it was Sunday morning, and I

was tired with sight-seeing, going to our sober

English service
; and then, after lunch, driving

over to the Sparrow Hills, those wooded river

banks whence Napoleon and his army obtained

their first view of Moscow. I should like to

at there, on my favourite spot among
the Bilvery birch-trees, and have fancied I saw

rowding bayonets, and the little grave
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with the great white forehead, and

le dark tress of hair falling across it.

But Herr Sdhnapa was do dreamer, he laid

Vospitatelnoi Dom "
(the Foundling), and

Herr Schnaps might have sentimental

is for wishing to Bee that enormbtti Imild-

and its world of happy ehOdren, I i

tnd to obey ; so I called a drosehky and

rent, Heir Schnaps accompanying me as a
,

jedy
—and to use an Homeric epithet

—not ,

blossomed retainer.

And now that r was oompeUed to go, I

began to feci glad that my stern task-in

had forced me to that exertion, for I had

heard much of the Foundling as the most mag-
nificent charity in the world.

From every tower and terrace in Moscow
the Greek facade of the Vospitatelnoi strikes

the eye; amongst the gilt and azure do

and the countless bell- towers of the Holy City,

it stands out conspicuous as a block of build-

ings as large as two or three palaces.

A charitable institution that shelters under i

its wings some twenty-five thousand children,

that expends nearly a million pounds sterling j

annually, and receives some seven thousand

bantlings a year, is not seen every day.

Everything in Russia is on a gigantic scale,

except liberty ;
and I approached this great i

experiment of Faith, Hope, and Charity, with

a kind of awe.

We approached the building by an avenue !

of lime trees. The satFron-coloured leaves

crumpled under our hora tfl we swept
round the garden square, and pulled up at the

great stone steps of the pillared entrance.

Herr Schnaps blundered out and helped me i

to alight, but still in a Bevere and reproving

way. Half-a-dozen servants, headed by a beadle

commander-in-chief in scarlet and cocked hat,

received us, and relieved me of great-coat,

cane, and hat. The chapel bell was already

going, and every stroke of the bell seemed to

hit me, and urged me to hasten, for Schnaps
had described the children's procession as a

not to be forgotten.

We ascended some steps, led by an official,

and after a passage or two, reached an ante-

room neatly but plainly furnished, where

d people were standing as if on business.

There was nothing to look at in the room, so I

lad when a military-looking, bald-faced

man came out of an inner room, and was in-

stantly grappled with by Schnaps and several

other petitioners.

This was not the governor, but the " Ober-
Polizei Meister," or police-director of the

gigantic establishment
;

the dark blue sur-

tout with white facings, those medals on the

breast, and that steel-sheathed sword, are the

paraphernalia of his office, for he is of course

in tin- army, as all officials in Russia seem to

b.-. lb- oatne straight tow.i

ing to put me and
behind him, telegraphing to me with hi

to bear down on him full sail, as not a moment
. tell tin- troth,

police-master had brushed Schnaps aside much
as a butcher would flap a

; fly.

I at ones advanced, and in French asked

the police-master to have the complaisance, as

I was an inquiring traveller particularly

of children, and generally interested in the

working of charitable instil i allow me
to go over the building ;

and above all, to first

visit the chapel and hi r vice.

The police-master bowed very low, le- had
the complaisance, and with some poli;

marks, begged me to follow him. I d;

and Schnaps slunk after us in a lurching, half-

tolerated sort of way, staring hard at every-

thing, and relapsing into the most serf-like

subjection to my wishes, though well I knew
the subjection was only temporary, and the

result of his awe for the Ober-Polize;

I thought as I observed that rather worn
blue uniform, that old head vibrating (let it

not be thought uncharitable if I suggest with

absinthe), that never-to-be-unsheathed weapon,
what is in this man that I should eon

him with the respect I might have felt for one of

the Old Guard ? He is really only a sort of mili-

tary beadle and punishment inflicter, the bug-
bear and ogre of twenty-five thousand children.

I felt like that eminent phrenologist who, once

on visiting Oxford, and himself in

his own estimation by too abject civility to the

heads of houses, was the next day seen walking
down High Street beating himself on the top
of his skull, and muttering, "Curse my ve-

neration ! Drat my veneration !

" Hut the

next moment I was disarmed by the terror of

the twenty-five thousand stopping in his placid

vibrating way, and chucking five children

under the chin in a small side room th

entered, to listen to some request of one of the

seven hundred wet-nurses. Indeed, terrible

as that smooth pale face might appear to chil-

dren, I COUld see nothing in it myself but

justice ami mercy, alloyed by perhaps a little

too much absinthe.

And here 1 may ss well premise, that of all

the thousand children, babies, nones, matrons,

and governesses I beheld from the time

ascended the steps of the Vospitatelnoi Dom,
to tin 1 time Schnaps order .1 put
me into the carriage, I never saw a BOUT,

or in any way unhappy face
;

all was radiant

with content, innoeen quiet cheer-

fulness ; and this fact told me more of how the
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irity was carried on than all the sta-
'

m all the blue-books of the world would

! one.

Foundling Hospital in your
aid the police-master, turning

round to ma
I replied that we had, but that its funds did

not amount to more than fifty thousand pounds
" Ours is a parish," I said,

"
yours

is a world."

Has my reader ever had one of those archi-

tectural nightmares when he lias done nothing

all night but ascend spiral stairs, run down

corridors, enter room after room, and cross

terrace after terrace ? Such was my feeling as

I followed that mildly severe man, and at last

reached the ante-room of the chapel ; Schnaps

watching us afar off with a servile awe, min-

ith the most gaping curiosity.

When you smell roast meat you are near

the kitchen
;
when you smell incense you are

a chapel. Balmy wafts of it—bitter,

. and aromatic—floated around me. I

could hear the deep bass voice of the priest

repeating the prayers, and then came the voices

as of bands of angels floating over Paradise,
with the "Gospodi pomiloie." (Lord have

mercy upon us.)

The angels I heard were the foundlings and

orphans of Moscow, and the angels on high
no doubt were listening to them with pity and
love.

passed on tip-toe along a marble-paved
passage, stepping between kneeling matrons,
nurses, and friends of the children, I and the

police-master, leaving Schnaps in some back

room, and we were in the chapel.
It was a noble chapel, with galleries all

I it, and fittings as magnificent as they
pure in taste. The pillars and pilasters

uisite rose-coloured marble, and
od gilding were prodigal with-

out being ostentatious. The floor of the
I was paved with chequered stone. The

with its pictured saints

iWD upon the children.

in all Greek churches, the main

body of the church was walled off from the

nary by an Ikonostas (or

11), the three doors of which open
platform, on which the priest

i perform the greater part of the

like a vast illuminated

d rith tiers of pi<

uncled

,1 and jewelled orowni of

1 with children, many
Iren in

pale yellow gowns in the galleries, the rather

plain, peasant-like children, were training for
"
sages femmes." The small children in green

that crowded the side aisles in row after row,
such simple innocent devoutness on every face,

would probably become servants, the more

intelligent of them nursery governesses, or

shopwomen.
The elder classes stood in a long row, facing

the altar. They wore dark-blue gowns, of a

modest and simple pattern, and of reasonable

dimensions, and had their eyes fixed intently
on the priest, who, robed in cloth of gold and

crimson, could be seen behind the pierced
metal doors of the screen, through a thin blue

vapour of incense, moving to and fro before the

altar, his long light hair flowing down apos-

tolically upon his shoulders.

The Roman Catholic service, picturesque as

it is in its ceremonies, is far less effective than
the Greek. The latter is far graver and more

Oriental; there is less tinkling of bells, less

blowing in and out of candles
;
there are no

tedious moments in the Greek ritual, it flows

on from beginning to end in one solemn gor-

geous progress.
The sublimest moment of the Greek service

approached ;
the gilt doors of the Ikonostas

flew open, the priest sailed forth in his costly
and glistening robes. Every motion of the

body is studied by the ministrant of the Greek

church, there is a flowing motion about the

bows, and genuflexions, and crossings, that

only a Russian can thoroughly imitate.

The priest bent a dozen times, as many times

his swift and practised fingers marked the

cross four times on brow and breast. At the

sight of that august presence the thousands of

children crossed themselves too, and thousands

of little fingers made the holy sign upon spot-
less brows, and over pure hearts, with all the

innocent reliance and nndoubting faith of

childhood. Another movement of the priest,
as he moved up and down in ceaseless in-

flexions, and every little forehead touched the

ground simultaneously, in that Mohammedan
manner peculiar to the Greek church.

I glanced along the rows of pleasant faces,
and made some remark, implying pity, to the

police-master, which he resented.

"No," he said, "they are poor, but they
are still noble. All those girls you see, six-

teen, seventeen, and eighteen years old, in

the front rows, are all orphans, children of

noble patents. Do you not observe a certain

dignity about them ? They are educated, as

becomes the children of noble parents."
•i in i ion for one in England to con-

sider that poverty cancels all claims to edu-

cation, that 1 had forgotten I was addressing
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a Russian who looked on poverty from another

point of view, and not necessarily II I punish-

able crime. I felt rather ashamed of i

and to hide it, asked how many teachers they

employed in the Vospitatelnoi. He r

more than live hundred, which covered my
retreat.

The Russians, as a race, are not good-

looking. The women, especially the lower

j, have bad figures and broad •

faces, with complexions pallid and pasty from

six months' stove heat, coarse indigestible food,

and the too frequent use of the weakening

vapour-bath. The boys generally look pale

and delicate. I looked, therefore, down these

long ranks of children, especially among the

older ones, and observed the character of face,

culling the beautiful, the expressive, and the

characteristic.

I cannot in honour say that I was quite as

well repaid for my investigation as I hoped to

have been. The faces were generally chubby,

round, healthy, and even rosy ;
the eyes

shone with happiness, but the features were

neither good nor regular, and of a common-

place type.
But here and there, especially among the

daughters of the nobles, my eye fell on a beauti-

ful face, that lay like a violet among dead loaves.

Third in the first rank there w > mple,
a face with all the mild beauty of one of

Raphael's virgins, a face a perfect oval in con-

tour, with features precious in refinement, and

eyes of the most calm purity. Rapt in her

devotions, this little orphan girl, the foster-

child of the Vospitatelnoi Dom, seemed the

very picture of Goethe's Margaret, as the poet
sketches her praying in the cathedral.

But now a sudden thaw and dissolution

i operating on the assembly, beginning
at the corners of the chapel and gradually ex-

tending to the centre. The children were dis-

persing, the service was over. They were

obeying some secret and traditional command,
and retiring by divisions, battalions, and sub-

divisions of classes. With the mechanical

regularity of soldiers, each rank right about

faced, and glided off with an order and docility
common to Russian children. There seemed
no disposition to laugh or scuffle, or tread on
each other's toes

; but, on the contrary, a

calmness, which was not, I am sure, assumed,
but purely natural.

As the yellow, then tho green, next the

blue, then my first class and the little Raphael
face, one by one turned and filed off, the Ober

police-master, who, all the time of the service,
in his bows and responses, had thrown

me occasional statistics to stop my appetite till

I went to the governor, now took my arm, and,

back to the central n- tho

great hall, introduced me

man, in of iicial dress-'

of a thriving banker, and a habit of

robbing his hand

font 1- books wi ;

to him. lb had China-bine

frosty, red face, a kimlly smile, and a

The governor, raffling out some papers as if

they were bank not- h the

air of Virgil about to conduct I

the Inferno, lb- was one of \'..

nothing can ruffle ; vexations evidently fell

from him as rain does from a duck's back.

We went firat to the suckling wardi—large,

well lit, handsome rooms—with forty 01

beds in a room, and little rocking or

gauze coverings, fit for little emperors. It is

not unusual to have seven hundred babi

as many wet-nurses in the house at one time.

The moment we entered, the matrons of each

room, well-dressed, pleasant looking women,
met us at the door and curtseyed ; at the same
moment every nurse stood at the end of her

bed and shouldered her baby. Tl

nurses have no very good character,

are said to be stupid, often cruel, and they
hare been known to hold refractoiy ch

head downwards ; still worse, they

steal, change, or sell the child i

them. But cruelty or neglect is im

the Vospitatelnoi Dom, for the women are here

carefully chosen, well paid, and well

They were short,
"
stodgy," ill-favoured

bodies, with faces like the lower order of Irish

peasant women
;

but they were all

dressed in red and pink cotton gowns,
wore the national handkerchief bound round

their heads, Creole fashion. They did not

smile
;
but they looked pleased and stolidly

contented after their manner. Tho governor,

stooping down to one cradle as if he was going
to shovel some sovereigns out of a bi

moved the gauze canopy and looked in.

was a rosy black-eyed little girl, healthy and

full of fun, rolling about in exuberant good
humour and happiness. She instantly clu

the governor's hand as he pinched her arm,

I
him evidently as a well-remembered

old playfellow.
11 1 have been foster-father to some two hun-

dred thousand children," said the governor,

turning to me, as if 1 had suddenly presented

him with a cheque and he wanted to know how

I would take it.

eless rooms of nurses shouldering chil-

dren, and then we came to a sadder sight
—the
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infirmary. Some poor pale children, their eyes

Oly bright with fever, lay groaning

ith cruel pains. The nurses

it quietly, and with a gentle care.

o four or five a day of the poor

,'' said the governor, with a look as if he

had just taken a dishonoured bill by mistake.

aether two or three thousand a year die

in our hands. About one hundred or so, more

Of less, are now in the infirmary ; but we must

now, sir, go and see the children at their

dinner."

In the infirmary 1 felt what I had often felt

elsewhere—it is the great fault of all Russian

public buildings, and Russian houses in general,
— that, however large the rooms are, the air

is very close and tepid. The Russians never

seem to open windows
; they do not care for,

nor understand, ventilation. They do not

worship oxygen, the sister of health. Their

long winter imprisonments between treble doors

and double windows, in rooms where the stove

never goes out, deprives them of all care for

fresh air. They cease to be even conscious of

its absence, and do as well without it, it must

be confessed, as a torpid dormouse does with-

out food.

As we approached the dining-hall
—the Ober

police-master having now taken off Schnaps to

some remote place of durance—stopping now
and then to see more rooms full of nurses bow
all at once, like so many bulrushes bending to

the wind, we began to enter corridors full of

sober-mannered children, walking in twos and

twos, waiting for dinner, with much cheerful

expectancy, but no romping or school-girl

tumult.

The welcome signal of gong bell was given,
and I and the governor followed the children

into the long, low-roofed dining-hall as they
oed in, and, with perfect discipline, took

their places at their special tables. It was de-

lightful bo MO the governor as he took his stand

alone at his own small central table, where on
a tray stooi I bowl of soup, some black

, and, in fact, an epitome of the school

din:

II' wop' a true bank-parlour air, seeming to

down upon mm of sovereigns and waving
prairies of l>ank notes. The matrons were

Qg Up and down, busy as aide-de-camps,

balling their respective cl.t

All the innocent faces turned at once to-

that little gilt shining picture of the

tit that w;us nailed up in the extreme
>f the room. And now

pective places, they poured
tofth ogj which was their grace

Then kneo aking down
into places, an ominous sound of jostling forks

and spoons, and the real business of the day
commenced.

I examined the food : it was pure, good,

excellently cooked, and served up with a reli-

gious neatness that gave you an appetite even

to look at it. I observed that the children

ate less vigorously than our English children.

There was little hurry, and many left their

plates uncleared. I am afraid there had been

none of that hearty play in pure air before

meals that makes English school-children such

terrible trencher-clearers.

All this time the governor, with the air of a

man expecting a run on his bank, and proudly
indifferent to the fact, stood at his table talk-

ing to the head matron, or making believe to

dine.

That form gone through, the governor laid

aside his thunders, and, descending to earth,

led me from table to table, pointing me out

specially clever children, and evoking many a

smile and blush by kind words of encourage-
ment and recognition. I was specially pleased
with the high-toned manner and self-respect of

the elder girls, the young ladies of seventeen

or eighteen, who were at the first-class table.

They neither simpered nor were confused.

They answered questions readily, with perfect

ease and self-possession, gracefully and natu-

rally ;
but neither servilely nor with the slightest

mauvaise horde. No lady from the best circles

of London, Paris, or Vienna, could have boasted

a more refined and unaffected manner.
" Some of my children here," said the

governor, "are good linguists, and speak and

write French, German, and their own tongue

perfectly. Many are excellent musicians and

artists. We allow them to select their pur-

suits and studies according to their tastes and

faculties. One or two know a little English
and Italian."

I inquired why they did not all learn Eng-
list : it would be so useful to the future

governesses.

"But," said the governor, "we cannot afford

it
;
as it is, each child is even now a great

annual expense. French and German carry
them through very well."

1 asked what it was that every child we ap-

proached said to the governor.
The governor smiled, and straightway cashed

invisible cheques to a large amount.

"They say," he replied, "Good day, papa,
in one of their three languages : we poor

Russians, sir, speak a polyglot jargon."
To till up the time while the children com-

pleted their dinner, we went to see the kitchen,

where the young, sturdy, buxom servants were

all orphans and foundlings, and where every-

thing was as clean and orderly as elsewhere.
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The brazen stewpans were so clean that it •

one fresh appetite only to look at them. The

bustle was cheerful and pleasant, everybody

rning to enjoy their work, and to be fond of

their special duty. The governor smiled.

he was about to d< I df-yearly

di\ idend.

We go! back to the dining-hall just as each

little guest laid down her knife and fork and

rose to sing grace. Again that beautiful chant

rose to I Hid mingled with the pm
of the angels.

"
Now," said the governor, rubbing his

hands, as if the rate of exchange was unusually
in favour of Russia,

"
I must show my English

visitor our school-rooms, especially those of the

higher classes. You will soon begin to know
some of the faces."

An English shepherd knows every face in

his Hock of a thousand sheep. Out of thou-

sands of children the governor could at a

glance, I found, select his favourites.

As we passed down a passage (passages in

the Vospitatelnoi Dom are of enormous length)
the pleasant rippling sound of piano-playing

breaking forth from a side-room, the governor

put on his dividend-declaring air, and slily

opened the door.

There, seated at her piano, in her own little

study, sat my little Raphael-faced girl, practis-

ing with all the absorbed enthusiasm of a Saint

Cecilia. The rose-colour kindled on her cheek

as she got up and curtseyed. The governor

paid her some little compliment in Russian,

and closed the door.
" The dear children are very happy here,"

he said. "
Any child who has ever been at

our Vospitatelnoi, and once passed beneath the

shadow of the great stone pelican over the

entrance, has a right to return here for aid if

poverty, sickness, or misfortune overtake her."

How could I help repeating these divine

to myself :

" Blessed are the merciful,
for they shall obtain mercy."
"From what are your funds derived?" I

"The foundling at St. Petersburg, I

bear, derives its revenues from the sale of

playing-cards, and the profits of the Lombard
loan office."

"
We," said the governor, toying with an

imaginary cheque-book,
" have also a Lombard

bank, and we have also had much money left

us by the great Demidoff family. The govern-
ment grants us, in addition, a tax of ten per
cent, on all places of public amusement. Now,
my dear sir, take a look out of this window
at our gardens before we enter into the class-

rooms.

I looked and saw a very large garden, large
almost as an average London square, to use a

familiar comparison, with rows of wooden
cabins on one side of it.

" Those cabins are where we sometimes I

the children in the hot wea: I the

governor ;

"
they enjoy that pic-nic life mar-

vellously. \w lnive, of course, many other

garden •

p establishments in the

country, such as that when- all our boys now
are

;
we QJ mfl live thousand fa

nursing under inspection in til

R • each
with its ladyliki ll-mannered m
its rows of raised i its una]

like girls. As we walked down each ro,

I I could not help gain ad-

miring the exquisite neatness of the uniform

dress, and the grace and trimness of

about the place.

The moment the governor entered, as if

sunshine was diffused from his v.

of welcome spread over every countenance.

He was evidently more of the father than the

despot.
At the end of the long suite of class-rooms

we came to a large square empty apartment,
surrounded by glass cases full of little dressed-

up mannikins.
"
This," said the governor, "is a room full

of playthings for my twenty-five -th< •

children. We teach them from these things
better than by books. Here are models of

different nations, and of all the chief birds,

. and fishes. Dear children ! they de-

light in this room. But now you must come
to our chief matron's room, and take a tumbler

of tea with a slice of lemon in it, in our

Russian way ;
and you can note down any-

thing you want to know that I can tell, for—I

am only too glad to talk about the dear old

Vospitatelnoi."
I accepted the governor's kind offer, and

followed him. As we got nearer the hall we
fell into a sort of gulf-stream of wet-nurses,
each of whom wore that peculiar low flat-

topped tiara (not unlike a flattened-out I

garry), peculiar to Russian ; As we

stopped for a moment to speak to one, a little

rosy girl, her black h fun

and happiness, flew to the governor and seized

his hand. It was the same little girl Wi

seen in bed, when we began our roun

hour and a half before.

When we reached the chief matron's room,
a pleasant, well-furnished apartment, :

any lady, we took our seats. The governor

rang the bell and ordered

I will not prolong matters by throwing our

conversation in: iral dialogue, as the

governor's answers imply the questions ;
but

simply set down briefly, pell-mell, what he now
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told me of the working of the Vospitatelnoi, pre-

g that as he spoke he crossed one leg over

another, and nibbed invisible pens, preparatory

te work of going through the annual

accon
nnot strictly," he said, "call the

Vospitatelnoi a Foundling, for we take any
children brought to us, from anywhere or from

anyone, without question or inquiry, provided

it be not beyond a certain age. The entrance

to our receiving-lodge is never shut, summer

or winter, day or night. We receive about

y infants a day. They are all numbered

and registered. More come in the dark than any
other time ;

more on fine days than bad
;
more

in summer than winter. The parents give their

names if they choose ;
but they are not com-

pelled. They may pay for the child's support,

or not, as they like. Those who pay four

pounds ten shillings a year have a right to see

that their child is not sent out to nurse, but is

brought up entirely in the house. The boys
who have two hundred and fifty roubles (a

rouble is three shillings) left with them are

educated as officers, chiefly engineers ;
the un-

paid for become nearly all common soldiers. In

St. Petersburg the boys are sent to the govern-
ment paper, carpet, and looking-glass manu-
factories

;
others become merchants, artists, or

priests. Our best lads are sent to the univer-

sity, or are trained to get their livelihood as

medical men.
" When a child has been registered and bap-

tised, a ticket, with a name and number, is

hung round its neck
;

a duplicate is at the

time given to the woman who brings it,

so that it can be claimed when it reaches the

f twenty-one, or before. The country
-
get five roubles a week. We have had

children sent from Bessarabia, and places a

ad miles off in Siberia. One-fourth, alas !

I he first six weeks, and more than one half

years. More at St. Petersburg,
the peasants are poor, than here at

the nurses are more robust,

burg-Vospitatelnoi, near the
• ts thirty thousand square

of land, or thirty-eight English acres. I

act size of our establish-

town than a house.

itly when we started
;
but

ITg branch was founded by the

. 1770. It then held only
infants

;
it now receives about
. ami supports some

hundred children.
And dow tell me, as yon teem to care for

number your London
its."

1 and
fifty, poor children and

adults, only," I replied ;

" but it supports

through life all those of its inmates who are

unfitted, personally or mentally, for apprentice-

ship. It was founded in 1739 by Captain

Coram, an old mariner, who had made money
chiefly by trading to Georgia and Nova Scotia.

The brave old fellow spent all his money on

the charity, and became in his old age com-

paratively poor."
As I rose to go, the governor put on the air

of one looking about for a bank safe to be sold

on reasonable terms
;
and diving into his inner

sanctum, re-appeared with a photograph of the

Vospitatelnoi.
"
Accept that, my dear sir," he said, hand-

ing it to me,
"

it may sometimes remind you of

the Foundling at Moscow."
I. thanked him warmly. He followed me,

bowing, into the hall, and we parted with

mutual expressions of good will. In the hall,

;

Herr Schnaps pounced again upon his prey,
and led me, like a prisoner on parol, to my

,

carriage. On my expressing a wish to drive,

after lunch, to the Great Simoneff Monastery,
outside the walls, he announced to me the

utter impracticability of the plan, upon which
I paid him off in a pet, and drove alone to my
hotel.

W. T.

SLEEP AND DEATH.

Say, when the infant sleeps its wakeless sleep,

Its life-blood cold— its heart can beat no more,-
Its little eyes, 'erst bright, with hazy film

Are clouded o'er,
—

Say, is this death ?

No ! it is only sleep.

Say, when the warrior sinks upon the field,

The hard-fought battle o'er, his duty done,

The last wild cry that strikes upon his ear—
11 The fight is won !"

Say, is this death ?

No ! it is only sleep.

in.

Say, when, the old man having run his race,

And seen his friendships fade and loves decay,

Life's evening closes, and in Heaven awaits

A brighter day,
—

Say, is this death ?

No ! it is only sleep.

Say, when the heart is fresh, and love's young dream

Together binds two hearts, two souls, two lives,

Tlit Loved one perishes, one memory lives,

One heart survives,
—

Say, what is this ?

Ah 1 this is truly death !

E. H.
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BEPPO, THE CONSCRJ
BY T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.

CHAPTER XXIX. WHY UIDN't SHE MARRY THE
CORPORAL ?

journey from Acqualagna home to

Bella Luce was a pleasanter one for Giulia

than Inr last return had been, sitting by tho

.' old farmer Paolo, as she came back from

Fano. There are sundry things in the world

which depend altogether for their pleasant-

ness or the reverse on the companions in con-

junction with whom they may bo performed or

undergone. But a journey stands pre-eminent
in this respect ! And of all journeys, a jour-

ney in a calessino
y
—which is but a somewhat

prettier and more classical name for a gig of a

rather less comfortable and more picturesque
form than the English respectability-vouching

conveyance,—a journey in a calessino is the

most striking manifestation of the truth of the

proposition. There is no escape, no mitigation.

no turning your back upon a man, no giving
him the cold shoulder even, in the case. You

may keep your distance in your corner, and

maintain a dignified system of non-intercourse

in a post-chaise. But in a gig it is not possi-

ble to do so.

It had been dreadful to sit by the side of

that snarling and sneering old man, to be the

helpless butt of his ill humour, and the com-

pulsory sharer in every jolt, and victim of

every jibe. Now the road back to Bella Luce

seemed a very short one, though, in fact, it was

somewhat longer than that which Giulia had

traversed tho previous night. For the way
down from tho village into the valley of the

Metauro, passing by the old tower at the back

of the churchyard, and thence plunging into

the woods that for the most part cover tho

labyrinth of little valleys that lie between it

and tho main artery valley of the above-named

river, is in many parts of it a mere bridle-path,

impracticable oven for such light vehicles as

that lent by the lawyer of Cagli to Beppo and
Giulia. They were obliged to pass through

Fossombrone, and take a somewhat longer

route, which brought them into the village at

the foot or lower part of it—at the side of it,

that is, nearer to Bella Luce,—instead of by
the back or higher part of it, on the other side

of the church, tho churchyard, and the euro.

i / you know, Giulia !

"
said

Beppo, as soon as they were through the dark-
ness of the tunnel on their way homewards.
" If you take me prisoner now, you know the
terms of the bargain 1

"

"
I have no wish to be off it, Beppo—as you

know, signor, quite as well as I can tell you,"
answered Giulia.

••
I know it : Oh, come now, Giulia I

I to know it, when it's only within the

OOUT that J have got you to say a w<

comfort to me
; and I for it

for the last three years—not to say more or
J] y<.ur lit'

before, when I w*i wet through, you would
have listened to me. It's tru tried

that way before
;

but I think it's the only
thing I have not tri

"You never tried getting into trouble be-

fore, Beppo mio," said she
;

" not that, after

all, to bo quite honest," she continued, after

a little pause of meditation,—" not that, after

all, it was so much your trouble as my own
that has made the difference."

" Made what difference, Giulia ?
"

"
Why, the difference you were speaking of,

Beppo ; the difference that you were saying
must be because you are wet through no

always had dry clothes on before when you
asked me to marry you. But it was that my
heart was dry with pride, and now that it has

been wetted through and through with tears of

sorrow and humility."
" I never thought that you were proud,

Giulia," said Beppo, simply.
" Yes I was, Beppo," she said ;

" I was too

proud to bear all that will bo said of me on
account of this love of ours. i ly to

break my heart in secret rather than let

say that I had schemed to catch a great match.

Ah, Beppo ! Beppo ! if you had been as poor
as I, or if I had been the rich one, and you
poor as I, do you think I should have ben

as I did ? Do you think I was not breaking my
heart all the time ? And that night wlu

stopped me under the half-way I night
before I was to go to Fano—oh, that night !

that night ! Could you not guess ? could you
not see that if your heart was sore to part,

mine was sorer I that 1 was breaking my heart

and could not tell

you that I loved you, and nobody else in all

tho wide, wide world, an I or

would or could love anybody else? Oh, B>

could you not feel i:

"But why then did you always say quite

the contrary ?" remo:.
1 1 I have tol- 1

proud ; because 1 could not bear the sneers and

vol. x. Xo. 24;
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jibes and reproaches of your father and of

Carlo, and of everybody ;
that they should say

I had I and laid myself out to catch

to lure you,
—not because I loved you,

Dut }„ i to be mistress one day of

Bella Luce ;
and that I had stood in the way

lr fortune, aud prevented you making
a rich marriage

—I who was taken into your
for charity. I was too proud to

all this. And so I was content, rather

than bear it, to break my own heart and vex

yours. And I know that they will say all this !

I know they will !

"

'* If I hear a human tongue wag with any
such cursed lie

;
if I see but an eye look a

thought of the kind "
said Beppo, grind-

ing his teeth.
" But you won't see or hear anything of the

sort, Beppo mio ! At least I hope not
;
and

though I shall, I have learned to bear it. That

is what I was saying just now. My proud
heart has been wetted through and through
with tears of real heart-break and humility. I

won't be proud any more, Beppo. You know,

Beppo, whether it is you yourself, or your

money, or your father's money, that I love
;

and that shall be enough for me. I won't

mind what anybody else says."
"
But, Giulia dearest, you told me, you

know, that you had refused the Corporal," said

Beppo.
"To be sure I did. Che! What was he

tome?"
" But didn't you tell me that he was very

well off, or going to be, when his uncle dies ?
"

"
Oh, yes ;

I know all about it," said Giulia,

laughing.
"

Specially I know that it is all

Ld land, and most of it pasture ;
for the

poor little man told me so over and over again.
You sec you don't know how to make love,

•

: That's where it is. You never told

'»ut the money in Signor Paolo's

iut the goodness of the land at

f the kind. Corporal
i me all about it. I shall never

laud, near Cuneo, is all free-

hold land, nor any-

Beppo ; "and how
you wanted mo for

that was what you
i, you might have had so much

have an anSWOT to

riumphantly,
"
Why did

ral I That is what 1

Beppo got to this

his driving

pony,
minute gui

him, discharged at regular intervals by Signor

|

Stefano's whip, had long since, on missing
those reminders, subsided into a very pleasantly

sauntering walk. For Italian drivers do not

take the same precaution for keeping their whip
arm free that English coachmen do. They sit

not on the right hand of a person sitting on

the same seat with them, but on the left. And
in this position, you see, when the space is

small,
—and Signor Stefano's calessino was a

very little one—and when into the bargain

your fare lays her head down on your shoulder,

it very much interferes with that vigorous

cracking of your whip which Italian coachman-

ship requires, and may be said to constitute

a real case of driving under difficult circum-

stances. Finding his whip-arm thus disabled,

Beppo had given up that part of the business

as a bad job altogether ;
and putting the whip

out of his hand entirely, resting it on the seat

beside his knee, with its butt end down by the

side of his foot in the bottom of the little

carriage, he had that arm free for any other

purpose which the emergencies of the case

might seem to require. And really there was
another purpose, besides cracking the whip,
that did seem to require some attention from

the arm so placed at liberty. It must be

understood that the little light calessini of this

part of the Apennines are constructed without

any back to them at all. The seat is a com-

fortably wide, but entirely open and backless

cushion suspended between upright supporters
at the two extremities. So that a person

sitting thereon has nothing at his back at all
;

and if, under such circumstances, your fare will

lay down her head upon your shoulder, it really

does seem as if there were only one disposition

of your right arm in any degree open to your
choice.

Notwithstanding all these disadvantageous

circumstances, the pony had made a quiet little

shambling trot of it as long as the road was

down hill,
—which it is most part of the way

from the tunnel of the Furlo Pass to Fossom-

brone. But before coming to that little town
on the Metauro, there is a rather considerable

ascent to the huge one-arched bridge by which
that river is spanned, a little before the town is

entered. And there the pony, unreminded of
his duties by any manifestations from behind
hi in, diminished his little trot to a lazy, zig-

;
walk up the hill, just as Beppo

triumphantly pushing the point of his argu-
ment.

" Why didn't she marry the Corporal? That
is what I Bay I Why didn't she marry the

Corporal J" said Beppo, raising his voice in the

i of his eloquence, but not enforcing it

I hit ion incompatible with the
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occupation of his left hand by the reins, and of

his right in the manner the reader iroti of.

" Why didn't she marry the Corporal ? That

is the question !

"
urgi

" Ah ! that is just wh;it I to know !

But I found it out before you did, Signor

Beppo ! And, per Bacco ! I think that any-

body Avho happened to be here present, might
find out the answer to the question for them-

selves !

"

The voce proceded from the sido of the road

pot which, though the calesslno was in

the act of passing before it, was almost hidden

by an abrupt angle in the parapet wall of

the approaches to the bridge. It was a voice

perfectly well known to both the travel 1-

the calesslno ; and, in fact, proceeded from the

very individual in question. The Corporal
and his comrade, having marched all night on

Giulia's traces from Bella Luce to the Furlo

aid having then turned unrested to

march back again, had not made any great

speed, and had availed themselves of a stone

bench in the shade, erected against the parapet

wall, to rest themselves. So that, moderate

as the little trot of Signor Stefano's pony had

been, and notwithstanding that Beppo and

Giulia must have started on their way to Bella

Luce nearly two hours after the Corporal, the

pony overtook the latter at the bridge of

Fossombrone.

At this sudden and most unexpected inter-

position, Giulia's head was very quickly raised

from the shoulder on which it had been repos-

ing ;
but the right arm, which should have

been holding the whip, was only drawn the

tighter around that which it was encircling.

At the same time the other hand, whether

>sely or not, drew in the rein sufficiently

to cause the pony, who was disposed to take

the very slightest hint of that kind, to come to

a full stop.
" So you have been more fortunate than I

was, signora !

" continued the Corporal, coining

up to the side of the little vehicle
;

" and have

captured your man ! You are taking him in

id-quarters, I 3ee ! That's all right !

And it's a capital way, by-the-by, of securing

itive, that way I see you have of fixing

m around your own body. He can't

it away, anyhow ! I see you bav-

in the water, Signor Beppo ! What a devil of

a jump that was !

"

"Corporal," said Beppo, "I owe you my
life ! And you owe me the attempt to take

ra ! What can I say to you ? And
how can I look you in the face 1

"

"Why, by turning round this way you
could ! But it's difficult, I see, fixed as you are

to your captor ! Did you try to take my life ?

Ah, yes ;
fired at me ! So you did ! I had

D all about it.
'•

recollect

such things long in our

, you con] B meant to hit me,
and mi Lot nmnis tance,—

imp* about

that ! But what I say I the

Corporal, changing his ton I -uilia,

and imitating lieppo's manm-i. " what I say is,

Why didn't she many fchfl OOTpOTtil Ah,
>po," he contin

inner, and speak iii
•

ness,
"
why did not you find th.it out sooner ? Why

did you ever allow y iy she

did not marry the Corporal IS u not

have known right well wh
had the ghost of a chance, from first to last?

Ah ! all I wish is, that I may fall in with,—
1 won't say such another girl, for there is no

hope of that,
—but with some one that I can

love, and who will love me half as well as your
cousin loves you ! Why would she not marry
the Corporal ? Why would she not marry the

king, if he asked her ? as no doubt he would,
if he got the chance ! Because there was only
one man in all the world that she eared a straw

for
;
and for him, she was ready to follow him

in sorrow and disgrace to the end of the earth,

and to play the Corporal any manner of trick

to save him from falling into the Corporal's
hands ! That's why. And now, friend Beppo,
I think it is very likely that she will marry the

Corporal, after all !

"

Giulia gave a little jump, and Beppo tight-

ened his grasp of her waist, and glared at the

man, whose face he had just pr could

not look on !

1 '

Ah, yes ! You may look as fierce about

it as you please!" continued he; "depend
upon it, she will marry th—Corporal Beppo Vanni ! Hell be the happy
man!"

\h_h—h!" said Giulia.

po stretched out his left hand, dropping
the reins for the purpose, to the Corporal,

saying, as he did so,
—

"I am slow to understand. I

. too
;
and 1 shall not forget you in a

hurry !

"

I I have got some

said the Corporal ;
and th

the proclamation thai dch he

had heard as he

travellers told him ho

of it from the i I had lent

them the means of g Bella Luce.
" And n

up. I

u will go in to-mon
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" That is my purpose," said Beppo.

«B< know, by rights I ought to

arrest directly ;
but if I have your

worti •
i to surrender to-morrow

morning, why, I know I can trust you, and I

am content. I shall march in to-morrow

morning, and report that I have been in-

i that you had gone to surrender your-

There will be no need for us to go up to

Bella Luce ;
we can stay and rest ourselves

in Fossombrone, and go into the city in

the morning. It would be well for you to be

there first. What time can you be in Fano 1
"

"
I'll be there a couple of hours after day-

light," said Beppo ;
"that is," he added, "if

your comrades there will let me come !

"

"
Ay, to be sure

;
that is well thought of. I

must go up home with you, after all," said the

Corporal. "Perhaps you can let me manage
to stick myself on behind here, somehow 1

"

So Signor Stefano's pony had an extra load

to climb the hill from Fossombrone to Bella

Luce ;
but before entering the village the

Corporal got down, and allowed his companions
to go on and make their entry into Santa

Lucia, and arrive at Bella Luce without his

superintendence.

CHAPTER XXX. CONCLUSION.

So Giulia brought home her captive un-

aided ! The route by which they entered the

village did not take them past the door of the

euro, as has been already explained ;
and they

hoped, in consequence, that they would escape

falling in with the priest. He was, however,

just entering the lower end of the village, on

his return from Bella Luce, where he had been

in consultation with Signor Paolo respecting
:ce of Giulia from home in the

night, and had been pointing out

ighly lost and abandoned she was,
and 1. and thought so,

i .she made their appearance in

! heir calessino ! He and
lit sight of each other at the

and the two fugitives made up
mewhftt stormy quarter of

ed the occasion

ion i.s the better

Idenly turned into a

'in. The reader

o hear, however, that

Beppo

in the

desertion ;
and in the list of these may be found

the name of Don Evandro Baluffi,
—

or, at

all events, of one who acted exactly as Don
Evandro has been described to have acted.

A rose by any other name, we know, would

smell as sweet ; and the conviction of a priest,

under any other name, let us hope, will prove
as salutary !

Beppo told his father, in the most respectful

manner, that he meant to give himself up to

the military authorities at Fano on the morrow,
and to marry his cousin Giulia as soon as his

period of service should have expired. The

old farmer scratched his head, and said he

must speak to the priest about it to-morrow.

Eventually, however, the old man was

persuaded, mainly by the eloquence of the

Corporal, who arrived at Bella Luce on that

memorable Sunday night about half-an-hour

after Giulia and Beppo, to recede from any
active opposition to his son's wishes. It was

remarkable what an authority the Corporal
became in the old farmer's eyes, as soon as the

latter found out that he was heir to a snug
little farm, and that it was all freehold land !

Signor Tenda turned out to be a good

prophet, too, for Giulia did marry the Corporal.

Beppo was sent, on joining his regiment, not

against the Austrians, but to aid in putting
down the brigandage in Naples ; and in that

specially dangerous and disagreable service he

was fortunate enough to have an opportunity
of distinguishing himself by the capture of a

noted chief, who had given great trouble to

the administration for a long time, to such

good purpose that he got his stripes at once,

together with a year's leave, and permisson to

marry.
Of course Signor Sandro Bartoldi relented,

and Lisa married Captain Brilli. Of course

Giulia went to live with la Dossi during Beppo's

absence. Of course her marriage has been, in

all respects, a happy one.

It is not likely, however, that she will ever

live at Bella Luce, as she had wished to do

"always"; for, on an arrangement being
come to that Beppo should be the heir to old

Paolo's savings, and that Carlo should suc-

ceed him in the farm, Corporal Beppo declared

that he should prefer sticking to the flag, and

pushing his fortunes in the army.
(Com l

PAWNS, PAWNERS, AND PAWN-
BROKERS.

Once upon a time (according to rather a

ad) there lived a certain noblc-

..ii<> had three daughters. From

rich, 1

r,
—so poor that there re-

i no means of obtaining food for his
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daughters but by sacrificing them to a dis-

honourable life
;
and oil c;une into

his mind to tell them so, but shame and sorrow

held him dumb. Meanwhile the maidens wept

continually, not knowing what to do, and not

• bread to eat
;
and th«ir father became

more and more desperate. When St. Nicholas

heard of this he thought it a shame that such

a thing should happen in a Christian land.

Therefore one night, when the maidens were

asleep, and their father alone sat watchin

Weeping, he took a handful of gold, and, tying
it up in a handkerchief, repaired to the dwel-

ling of the nobleman. He considered how
he might bestow it without making himself I

known, and while he stood irresolute, the

moon, coming from behind a cloud, showed
j

him a window open. So he threw in the gold, !

and it fell at the feet of the father, who,
when ho found it, returned thanks, and with it

portioned his eldest daughter. A second time
j

St. Nicholas provided a similar sum, and again !

he threw it in by night, and with it the noble-

man portioned his second daughter. But he

greatly desired to know who it was that came
to his aid

;
therefore he determined to watch.

When the good saint came for the third time

and prepared to throw in the third portion, he

was discovered, for the nobleman seized him

by the skirt of his robe, and flung himself at

his feet, saying,
u
O, Nicholas ! servant of

God ! why seek to hide thyself ?
" And he

; his feet and his hands. But St. Nicholas

made him promise that he would tell no man.

This legend (given in Mrs. Jam
" Sacred and Legendary Art ") is accepted by
an Edinburgh reviewer (No. 180, p. 400) as a

proof that the three gilt balls, which form the

pawnbroker's sign or symbol, had their origin
in the old mediaeval days :

— " These three

purses of gold, or, as they are more custom-

arily figured, these three golden balls, disposed
in exact pawnbroker fashion, one and two, are

to this day the recognised special emblem of

the charitable St. Nicholas." The three golden
balls had long before been referred to the

Lombard merchants, who were the first to open

-hops in England for the relief of tem-

porary distress
;
but the Lombards had merely

assumed an emblem which had already been

appropriated by St. Nicholas as their charit-

able predecessor in that very line of business.

Another learned pundit of our day, however,
will not go so far as this. He says that the

greatest of money lenders in the Lombard days
the celebrated, and eventually princely,

house of the Medici
; that they wore gilded

pills on their shield (their founder having" been
a medieiner) ; that their agents in England and
other countries put that armorial bearing over

their doors as tl. and that the reputa-
tion of that house induced others to adopt the

same si

Wli he pawnbroking trade to

St. Ni
the poor, who pay a sadly h <f in-

ter such small

improi .

the trade was not und< I

pawnbroking ha

blind for rarioui

and satirists, a' any i

a curious old pamphlet, published in thi

of Queen Ainu-, entitled u d Dialogue
n a Pawnbroker and a Tallyin:

which each one chuckliugly i

other his exploits in pillaging the needy. The

pawnbroker says :
—M

I n | any-

body how they came by the things. 1 looked

upon that as false heraldry. J usually

but a third part, or half the value at most ;

and my chaps were such that I was su:

no intention to redeem Vm again. Them that

had, I put the change upon them
;
and if they

suspected it, I had oaths of my own coining,

and a stock of impudence to face them out.

Always out of two beds, pillows, and bolster

I got feathers or down enough to fill a third

for myself ;
and sometimes changed the whole

for that of little value. Of an excelle:
-

good-going watch 1 would take out the inside

work and put in one which was worn out, but

with the same name on the dial.

I often got the same posies put upon
Prince's metal

;
and when once out of my

hands, and the cash received, if they came

again to charge me with it, I e

cheat !

' and ihreaten'd them with a

which made them go away muttei

hearty curses, which I so little valued that I

blew them away like a feather. If I found

a novice in the art of thieving come to o

sell or pawn, first getting the 1 1

them in my counter, then took him or In:

examination, whispering to my man so 1

fetch a constable, that bein

away my chap ran, and the cargo fell I

share without paying a pinny for \\

must think I did not make

unless it was now and the:

sake, to keep up a

honesty. Then I h r my
. BO that my houa

Once I had got about 1000/. in plate

1 made a feign to break, and glad

compound and take lOOt more than I had

So then I got 400/. clear for being out ol

way a little, and taking my pleasure in the

count'

These rogueries, however, whether real or
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imaginary, belong to a lapsed state of things.

bout the year 1800, which,

>vitli d >verned the

nd in it there is a pretty

ment of what the pawnbroker must

.. He must not lend money on pledges

except between certain hours in the day ;
nor

to children under a certain age ;
nor to persons

•ate of intoxication ;
nor to persons whose

honest acquisition of the pledged property
doubtful ;

nor on unfinished articles

(things partially made). And if the people

and the pledges be sufficiently near the mark,

then he is bound and limited as to the rate

of interest to be charged
—one halfpenny per

month for a loan under half-a-crown, and in

the same ratio up to forty shillings, after which

the rate lowers. He must not charge any-

thing for one week over the month, or definite

number of months. A period from one to two

weeks incurs a charge for half a month ;
but

beyond this a whole month is charged for.

He is, however, allowed to charge for certain

little bits of paper, called duplicates, or pawn-
. at a minimum of one halfpenny for

loans under ten shillings, up to a maximum of

fourpence. Then, as to time or period, the

contract is for one year or less, at the option
of the borrower, at the expiration of which

year the pawnbroker may sell the pledge under

certain conditions
j
but the borrower can ob-

tain another three months' respite by applying
in good time. Then again, the time and mode
of selling the unredeemed pledges by auction

are defined ; so likewise is the refunding to

the borrower of part of the proceeds if the

pledge brings more than the loan, interest, and

les, the pawnbroker bearing the loss if

the proceeds are less favourable. Therefore it

will be seen that this class of money-lenders
are under pretty close regulation ;

and speak-

ing generally, on the whole, pawnbrokers
re nor less honest than other

her more nor less disposed to " drive

iid four" through an Act of Parlia-

through any other well-meaning

window of a pawnbroker's shop tells us

deal, indeed—of the cha-

Impoveriahed
ind of

The articles in the

still they
d lent,

:h< r. The

be seen going into one of the little pigeon-hole

boxes at a pawnbroker's. In the bettermost

of these shops loans are extensively made on

the more valuable kinds of property by spe-

cial contract, irrespective of the pawn statute
;

and many of the beautiful things displayed in

the windows have never had a pawn ticket

attached. At the dingy shops in low neigh-
bourhoods the case is different. Here every
article on which a few pence can bo borrowed

may be found ;
for a penniless family, whether

reckless or not, would pawn almost anything
that is uneatable rather than go without food.

And it has been observed as a fact, that when

poor persons purchase cheap articles at these

places, they very often cast an inquiring glance
at the pledgeable quality of the thing pur-

chased, as if making a mental calculation how
much they could borrow on it if necessity
arose. Within these establishments, and gene-

rally entered by a doorway distinct from that

which opens into the shop proper, is an ar-

rangement known to very few except those

who are in the unpleasant predicament of

requiring a loan. A number of boxes or re-

cesses open from a dark passage to the front

of a counter at the back of the shop. These

recesses are a concession to pride, a homage to

honest poverty, a recognition of the fact that

persons do not wish their pawning to be known
to the world. The customers quietly take

their places, each in a recess or box, and wait

their turn to be served. They bring with

them the articles that are to be left in pledge
for the money obtained on loan. What a

medley it is ! Almost everything portable (if

not perishable) is regarded as fish to be caught
in their net. The neat merino gown and the

glossy hat that came forth in due form last

Sunday ;
the little girl's hat and feather that

will not be wanted till next Sunday ;
the

umbrella that can be spared because there is

just now no rain, or the parasol because there

is just now no bright sunshine ;
the great coat

or the thick shawl when the weather is warm
;

the silver watch (a chain may dangle over the

waistcoat, even though there be no watch in

the pocket) ;
the tailor's goose, the carpenter's

plane, the glazier's diamond, the picture over

the mantel-piece, the blanket, the best tea-

pot, the insignia of some Order of smart Fel-

lows—nothing comes amiss. Many of the

articles proffered to the pawnbroker are fami-

cquaintances of his; he has had

re. Many are obviously
for pawning, without a,

ami man]
by doubtful-looking

lord of the domain i

much judg
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caution in his dealings. In most cases the

borrower obtains as large a sum on a ple< i

the pawnbroker is willing to lend
;
and the

latter has to hold the balance even between

two conflicting motives—the wish to get as

much interest as he can by lending largely,

and the wish to hold himself well secure by
lending only a small ratio of the value. A
bargain is made, and the pawnbroker enters

certain particulars in a book, and also on two

tickets or duplicates, one to be given to the

pawner and one to be kept by himself. Until

18G0 nothing was charged for the ticket when
thf loan was less than live shillings ;

but in

that year an Act of Parliament was
pi

wholly and solely to authorise the pawnbroker
to charge one halfpenny for the ticket for

small loans—so trilling is the work
which our legislators sometimes employ them-

selves about. As the interest on half-a-crown

is charged for any loan below that amount,
and as the interest for one month is charged
for any loan for a shorter period, the pawners
who live on the hand-to-mouth system, pawn-
ing to-day what they will require again to-

morrow, pay enormously for the accommo-
dation. If an article is pawned for sixpence
on Monday and redeemed on Tuesday, there

is a halfpenny to pay for interest and a half-

y for the ticket
;
these together amount

1G| per cent, on the money borrowed
ic day; what the rate is per annum

the reader may calculate for himself, and may
well marvel at the result. And yet a penny
does not seem too much to pay the pawnbroker
for the trouble he takes in this transaction—
Writing out two tickets, warehousing the goods,
and booking the entry.
A rare magazine of odds and ends is the

louse at a pawnbroker's, and much tact

does it need in its management. It may
include several rooms, or even several stories

of rooms, according to the extent of business.

Bins, racks, and shelves divide the space into

numerous compartments ;
and in these com-

partments the pledged articles are arranged on
a three-fold system—the kind of article, the

amount lent on it, and the date of the pawn-
ing. It is a system that has grown up by

. and that enables the warehouse-
man to find any required pledge with quick-

and accuracy. When a pawner comes to

o a pledge, the ticket, by some myste-
rious agency, is sent up to the warehouseman,
who looks out the required article, and pushes
it or lets it fall down a well, shoot, or spout,
to the shop below, which "

spout" has
rise to a colloquialism well known among
pawners. The article is returned to the owner,
who repays the loan with interest.

,
r,

Such are the transaetions which are going
on all day long in OOl In three

hundred and fifty establishmenl

polis, and in fourteen hundred in the country,
are these lending* and b
A rough estimate has been made that

nd loans

with another, and that pi

pounds sterling i rage sunk

each.

pawnbroker! of course, ai tradesmen!
can hardly be expected to make publi

of their trade, or th

of their business
;
but al

the Rev. H. J. Porter, interesting himself in

the welfare of the poor, a .

mode of ascertaining, if possible, the actual

rate of interest payable by borrowers of

sums in different parts of Ireland. 11

posited an article of clothing at e.

broker's in Dublin, receiving a ticket b
some particular number, whatever it may have

been. One week afterwards he repeated this

process. Then, comparing the numbers on

the two sets of tickets, he ascertained how

many pledges had been deposited at each shop
in a week

;
and assuming that number to be a

fair average, he deduced the yearly aggregate
of pawnings. His observations and calculations

led him to this result—that there were four

million pledgings or pawnings within a year in

Dublin
;

that the sum borrowed each time

averaged four shillings ; and that sixteen

thousand pounds was paid for tickets or du-

plicates alone. But his data did not afford

him the means of determining the

average rate of interest paid. He did the

same thing at Belfast, ami throughout the

whole of the county of Armagh, and found

the average loan to be lessened to three

shillings. At the Glasgow meeting of the

j

British Association in 1840, Mr. Porter gave
! the following very curious details concerning

[

the small borrowings made by the poor at

, Glasgow about that period :
—M There

in Glasgow a system of pawning qu

\
me, and, I believe, wholly unknown in 1:

These are called WW or /<"

posed advantages or indu

these brokers are as follows : they hnd ;

on articles of lesser value than the licensed

pawnbrokers will receive
; they lend alwut

r cent, more upon the ; and

they are open earlier and later than the usual

pawnbrokers. The manifest disadva.

tve no tickets, and consequently there

is no security ;
the time for redeeming these

pawns is one month, instead of a year ;
and

the interest charged is one penny per week for
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ailing, or at the rate of 433Z. per cent.

per annum !

" He proceeded to state that,

dculations based on the tickets

of the licensed pawnbrokers in

from 28,000 to 61,000 trans-

ar each, he arrived at a con-

d that about a million pawns were an-

nually lodged at the licensed pawnbrokers in

ow; that three shillings was about an

c of each, loan
;
and that four thousand

pounds a year were paid by the borrowers for

the mere duplicates or tickets. The figures

relating to the wee-pawn shops were much
more extraordinary. There were seven hun-

dred of such unlicensed places in and near

Glasgow ; they each took in nearly 60,000

pledges annually ;
the sums lent ranged from

a halfpenny to a little more than a shilling,

averaging fourpence ;
and thus nearly half a

million was lent annually, some thirty years

ago, to the most poor and improvident classes

in Glasgow, at an interest of more than 400

per cent, per annum !

In Ireland, the pawnbroking system has at

times been supplemented by that of Monts de

a sort of loan-fund, in which benevo-

lence rather than trade-profit is the leading
motive. Such monts, or monti, have existed

in Italy for many centuries. The popes were

wont to encourage the collection of subscrip-
tions from wealthy or benevolent persons, in

order that small sums might be lent out of the

fund to the deserving poor ; and hence the

establishments formed for this purpose received

the name of Banks of Piety. But difficulties

arose. If no interest was charged, there was

nothing out of which to pay the working ex-

penses ;
if it were charged, the managers were

accused of taking advantage of the necessities

of the poor by making them pay for what had
been intended as a kindness. The Franciscans

and the Dominicans had many a wordy war on
lint ;

and the Sovereign Pontiff had much
ado to keep peace between them. So, in

it has been in Ireland
;
the voluntary

ions fell oil' as soon as the scheme assumed

anything like a commercial character
;
and yet

if such a basis were not maintained, the work-
11 into arrear. In truth, the

t hat very difficult class—
how t<> combine trade with Unevolenco, so

that each .-hall aid the other.

pawnbrokers of our own day have their

pence is oha

I may ffOndei whj, and in what

kintained for bl

i dt h.r it |fl BO
J
and a

information is the i

Mr- ]

tiding articJ

which all matters affecting the trade are dis-

cussed. In 1860 the newspaper was in the

highest pitch of excitement for six months, in

respect to the Bill or Act for allowing a charge
of one halfpenny for the duplicate on small

loans ; the language was as strong, the esprit da

corps as intense, the controversies were as bitter,

and the final triumph was as delightful, as if the

struggle had related to a change of ministry, a

new dynasty, or a great war. That particular

correspondent must have been well pleased
with himself and the success of his party, when
he addressed his antagonist thus, through the

columns of the pawnbrokers' newspaper :

" My
dear Dicky Sam, how do you feel ? Shall I

send you some gruel and a composing draught,
and ring for Betty to put you to bed ?

" Some-

times a correspondent puts a query to Mr.

Editor, which lets us into some of the pecu-
liarities of the trade. One asks,

" Are boot-

tops considered a finished article in a court of

law, and may they be taken in pledge with

safety 1
" This refers to the law which forbids

a pawnbroker to make loans on unfinished

goods ;
a law which may have been intended

to check a habit on the part of dishonest work-

men of pawning their employers' materials.

Mr. Editor was puzzled ;
he could not decide

the question, but hoped that some of his cor-

respondents would. One announces that a Bir-

mingham manufacturer has been making mock

wedding-ring3 for some scamp or other, the

scamp and his confederates having no other

object in view than that of pawning these rings

for more than they are worth, though much
less than the value of real articles under the

same name. Notices are given of any sus-

picious person proffering, or any sham goods

proffered, at pawnbrokers' establishments. A
particular article is described, and the trade

are cautioned against taking it in pledge.

Police cases are carefully recorded, if they con-

tain anything that affects the welfare or the

good name of the trade. Pawnbrokers' busi-

nesses, "doing 20 per cent.," are advertised.

\

One pawnbroker offers to dispose of his "low
and medium goods" to any other who prefers

; that line of business, in monthly budgets
—an

offer that smacks a little of "gentility." Em-

ployers advertise for assistants, and assistants

for places, in terms winch show that warehouse

qualities and counter qualities are different.

Then the duplicate-ticket makers advertise,

si K.wing that we can obtain a thousand double

9 for half-a-crown, or consecutively num-
for Bizpenoe extra, or perforated for

'ion. Even the pins for pinning the

pledges are thought worthy of

L Thru trade caution speaks
out in the u Pawnbrokers' Protection Asso-
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ciation," and trade kindness in the "
I

brokers' Benevolent Asylum," and trade pro-

vident habits in the "Mutual -ociety

of Journeymen Pawnbrokers." These, and

many other odds and ends of curious informa-

tion not easily to be found elsewhere, form the

staple of tho pawnbrokers
3

newspaper.
As to the practice itself, the pledging of

articles for the security of small loans, its

advantages and disadvantages have been very

warmly discussed. The probability is, in this

as in many other social usages, that the evils !

lie in the abuse, not the moderate use, of the
J

system.

THE BROTHERS MOGINIE.
Part I.

Near Moudon, the ancient Minidunum, a

small town on the high-road between Freiburg
and Lausanne, in the Canton de Vaud, lived,

from time immemorial, a family named Moginid,
in the old tumble-down Chateau of Chezales.

At the time of which I am writing, this family
was represented by five brothers, the eldest

named Daniel, and the second, Francois.

These two are the subject of the singular story

I am about to narrate.

I derive my information from two Swiss

newspapers of 1751, which contain ample de-

tails
;
not satisfied, however, in making public

such a strange history without some further

guarantee for its authenticity, I applied by
letter to the authorities

'

of Moudon, and have

received the answer which will be found at the

end of this paper.
Daniel Moginie left home early in life, to

make his fortune in the wide world, as the

family was reduced to poverty. He never

returned.

In 1750, the second brother, Francois, also

departed, bound for the East, furnished with a

cartificate from the Bailiff of Mondon, legalised

by the Estates-General, in order to receive the

wealthy inheritance of his elder brother, who
had deceased in Asia.

The story will best be told by extracts from

letters written at the time, by a M. Chollet, in

London, to his father, the Commissary at

Moudon, which were printed in the Journal

Helve'tique :
—

Extract from a Letter, dated London, 22nd

Nov., 1750, written to M. le Commissairc

Chollet, a Moudon, by his 80>i ,

II
. . . You will find, along with this,

a letter from the Sieur Francois Moginie, the

subject of which will astonish you ; but, in

order that you may be placed in a position to

judge, with me, of the degree of reliance to be

placed in it, I must give you, in the first

place, a translation of an advertisement which

Ijondon public journals, on the

18th of last Oct , how-

ever, it is right thai I should inform you that

daily, an

onrv, but all manni

so that any one may of his

requirements— q may
imagine I

want of wives, girls looking out for husbands,
with studiously particularised qualities ;

some-
. is demanded as I | other

times persons advertise for si* Thus

any one inserts mention of what he ws

get rid of, or wishes to obtain
; and, in a

word, one sees all kinds of subjects in these

papers, oH droll, occasionally

satirical. That advert

Moginie' was not in the best style of English.
Here you have it :

—
" '

Advertisement.
" ' This is to give notice to Francois

Moginie, of the Canton of Berne*, in Switzer-

land, should he be in Eugland, that Daniel

Moginie', his elder brother, called Prince Dido

and Indus, was Lord Chamberlain and General-

issimo of the army of the Emperor of the Great

Mogul Empire. He married a wealthy princess,

who died without issue before her husband.

It is calculated that his inheritance is worth

more than 200,000 louis d'or.
" l The two brothers left Switzerland at the

ages of seventeen and sixteen, and, two days
before separating, they each severally dreamt

that there was a family volume enclosed in the

wall of their house. They went togeti.

the morning, to the spot, with hammers, and

they found the book, which had been there

1000 years. By the writing in this bo

the last prince of the family (notwithstanding
that it was much decayed, and that it is not

right for poor people to possess titles), it was

found that the genealogy of Moginie' com-

menced with Armonigus, King of the Sacse,

who was taken prisoner by Cyrus, King of

Persia, in the year 517 B.C. le was

fought in the beginning of the reign of Cyrus.

The army of the King Armonigus, which con-

sisted of 30,000 men, was partly cut to pieces,

partly made prisoners ;
and there only escaped

the Prince Didon and Indus, the only son of

the king, with a handful of men. These pos-

sessed themselves of Greater Georgia, of which

they retained possession for many c

"'The prince or khan had promised the

General Moginie' (Daniel Moginirf) 100,000

men, in order that he might retake the throne

of Georgia, promising to become a Christian,

• Moudon is in Canton do Va d, not Berne. |
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that being the creed of the prince. He was

much loved by high and low, and was un-

doubtedly one of the brightest geniuses I have

with. Now his goods and titles

i his brother Francois Moginie'. I

his will. Having asked the prince

why he left nothing to his three other brothers,

he replied, that, before leaving their country,
1 Francois had bound themselves to each

by oaths, signed writh their own blood.

Thus be was unable to change the disposal of

his property : however, he had confidence in

the right principles of his brothers, and had no

doubt that they would do well. He told me,

moreover, that his brother had been the maker
of Ins fortune, having advised him to quit

military service in Holland, where he had been

for many years, and to go into the service of

the great monarch of the Indies, and become

a great man, and raise his family.
M ' I have brought with me his watch, which

I shall deliver into the hands of his brother

Francois, and of no one else. I shall be at

Liege, at the sign of " The Lamb," or at

Frankfort-on-Rhine, at " La Poste," till April
next. He can inquire for Colonel du Perron,
officer in the service of the Grand Mogul.

' "

Continuation of M. Chollet's Letter.
11 In this advertisement there are so many

circumstances of no importance towards the dis-

covery of Francois Moginie, and of so romantic

a turn, that, on reading them, I had no doubt
but that it was a spiteful joke played by some
friend of his. What confirmed me in this sup-

position was the fact that I had noticed a con-

siderable amount of pride above his rank in

him, which it might have been the purpose of

the individual who inserted this advertisement
to ridicule.

" On this account, I considered that it would
be doing a kindness, if I were to write and put
him on his guard, by telling him that I sus-

I the whole thing was a hoax : where-

upon he came to see me, and he assured me
at bore the stamp of truth

( ! !)

slices of the dream, and of

tiding of the book, were quite true, and
lid that he had not mentioned them to

any on.- : he knew, also, that his brother ha< I

gone fortune-hunting to the K
ipon he wrote to Liege and to

!

reply has a! oaded

Hvinoed after having
the watch, <fcc. You

will <

. of which I eu-

Voi-. 6ft, 1760, from Col

i

h your !•

and have much pleasure in learning that you
are still alive. From the bottom of my heart

do I congratulate you on being heir to your
elder brother, the late M. Daniel Moginie',

called Prince Didon and Indus, who deceased

in the month of May, 1749, General and

Chamberlain of His Royal Highness the Em-

peror of the Moguls.
" ' All his property he has bequeathed to you

by testament ;
and it amounts to more than

200,000 louis d'or, French money. The

Emperor will only give it to yourself in person.

He holds it as trustee. Your brother wrote

frequently to you by command of the Emperor,

entreating you to come to him. You may be

well assured the Emperor will be delighted to

receive you, and to give over your brother's

property into your hands. All I have been

able to bring with me, by permission of the

Emperor, is his hunting or travelling watch ;

his best is mounted in jewels, and is worth

upwards of 1000 louis d'or. I have, more-

over, brought the ' Order of the Lion ' which

belongs to your family, as well as the book of

your pedigree, which is still on board ship,

along with some of my baggage.
" ' Before leaving Europe it will be necessary

for you to be provided with an attestation on

parchment, signed by persons of credit, that

you are Francois Mogenie', brother of the late

Daniel Moginie, called Prince Didon and Indus,
and that you are heir to the goods and titles

of the defunct.
" ' I trust to be in London in a month, when

I shall be able to give you all necessary direc-

tions respecting your journey. Were you to

bring with you some gold-mounted watches

and cloth of gold as a present to the Emperor,

they might stand you in good stead. I should

have written to you in Switzerland, to obtain

information about you, but, having met with

a person who spoke English, he translated into

that language an advertisement which I in-

tended for insertion in the public papers. I

put it into the hands of a courier who was

going to London, paying him two gulden to

defray the expenses of its insertion. Should

my health not suffer me to go to London, I

will inform you of the place where you may
join me. I shall in all probability go to Lille,

where I can give you what belongs to you.
" ' In the meantime, hoping to have the

pleasure of seeing you, believe me to be,

&c. &c.'

Conclusion of M. Chollet's letter.

" You are now in possession of all that I

know in connection with this affair, and I

with all my heart that there may be

some foundation of truth in it. Moginie has

up his mind to leave, and I have no
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doubt but that ho will bo able to find people

ready to advance him the money necessary to

defray the expenses of his journey, and to

Support during his absence his family.

Bisting of a wife and two sons. I entreat you,

my dear father, to have the kind]

that his certificate of baptism 1>< drawn out,

taking care to have his name spelt as in the

This certificate must then lie legalised

by the grand seal of the Estates
;
this will be

according to the form indicated by Colonel Du
Perron.

" P.S. I have kept back this letter until the

20 th of November, in hopes of having some-

thing positive to state on this affair of the

Moginie's. The day before yesterday Francois

wrote to me, telling me that he had received a

letter from Colonel Du Perron, appointing a

meeting at Lille, as he is unable, on account of

his ill-health, to come here
;
and Francois adds,

that he is off post-haste, and that he has no

time to call on me now, but that he would do

so on his return, which he expects will take

place in about eight days."

mi

Lv

After having received this epistle, the Com-

missary had the registry of the baptism of

aniel and Francois Moginie* drawn out,
—born

Cliezales, near Moudon, the one in 1710,
e other in 1712. They were obtained at

lucerne, and legalised both by the seal of the

ailiff and that of the Estates-General, and

were then transmitted to London.

Extract from a letter dated London, 27th Dec,
1750, and written by M. Chollet to his

father at Moudon.
M

, . . I had the pleasure of writing to

you on the 29th last month, enclosing a note

from M. Moginie ;
and I gave you an account

of all I knew relative to the inheritance of his

brother, who died in the East Indies. "When

I wrote last Francois was leaving for Flanders.

He has returned, bringing with him a watch

and a little lion of massive gold ;
also a scarlet

mantle, with the Star of Honour which be-

longed to his brother. These articles Colonel Du
Perron placed in his hands, assuring him that

the Emperor would undoubtedly give him his

inheritance on his arriving in Mongolia. The
Colonel has, moreover, brought with him the

old book of the pedigree, and a gold chain

with a medal of some order which had be-

1 to the family. But these are with his

je, which has not yet arrived. There

remains, then, no doubt on the matter. M.

Moginie' will leave along with Colonel Du
Perron, who is on his return to the East, in a

few months. The Colonel offers to defray all his

M, which will be considerable, since they
intend maid nrney by land,

will run i

erland . especially if the Colonel

Kit com.' here, and if he appoints to

bin in Peril ;
but all this is as yc

.tin."

In addition to these letters we have the

iony of M. le Corninissairo Chollet of

Moudon, that Francois ed at

Moudon in the early part of M
having left England in April. Sfl had with

him tlie gold watch of his brother,
e gold, and his seal of topaz with three

mounted in gold and h -raved

on it the family arms, on a field gules, \

per pale ;
in the right a sceptre and crown,

or ; in the left a palm-tree with a dromedary
couchant at the foot

;
the supporters, a lion

and a bull
;
and for a crest, an antique royal

crown of five points or.

M. Moginie', after having remained four or

five days at Moudon, left to join Colonel Du
Perron at Lyons, and the two continued their

journey together. A letter arrived at Moudon
from Moginie', written from Venice in June,

stating that he and the colonel were on

way to Constantinople, iu the ship of a Vene-

tian nobleman who was on an embassy to the

Porte
;
and that they were to be con

there free of all charge, through the kii.

of the nobleman. The next that was heard of

him was from Corfu, in a letter to London,

expressing a hope to be in Constantinople
toward the latter end of July, and in a

of being able to communicate with his family

from Mongolia. That is the last that I have

heard of Francois Moginie.
I can give a few additional details, hov

though they throw little or no light on the

puzzling question which continually recurs to

one's thoughts : Was Francois Mogin:

subject of a hoax, or the originator of one ?

The account given by him of th<

of the volume is evidently pore invention.

His story was, that both he and his brother

dreamed on the same night that an important

MS. was hidden in the wall of their b

On the following morning both br

at the same spot with picks in their hands,

ready to search for the myst lume.

An understanding having been come to be-

tween them, they began thci: which

soon resulted in the f of an an

parchment roll inscribed with

tecs, which they vainly c: i to decy-

pher. They then betook then Lau-

sanne, and showed it to several lea

who were quite unable to make anything out
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of it, with the exception of one, whose name

Francois had conveniently enough forgotten,

with difficulty decyphered thus much :

that it was written in an Oriental language,

contained the genealogy of an Asiatic

family. The brothers told no one any parti-

culars concerning the discovery of the volume,
and it remained in the custody of Daniel the

Du Perron's story was, that Daniel

had had the book examined in the East, and

had been informed that it contained a com-

plete genealogy from Armonigus, King of the

Saca?, to a descendant who migrated to Europe,
and who, having eloped with a Roman lady of

distinction, was obliged to live in retirement,
a love-in-a-cottage sort of life, in Switzerland.

This person, being without the means of sup-

porting his rank, had concealed the splendour
of his birth, and had resolved on burying the

record of the illustrious origin of his family in

the wall of his house, so as to prevent his de-

scendants from indulging in ambitious dreams,
till it pleased Providence at the proper time to

withdraw the family from its low estate and
discover to it the magnificence of its origiu.

In constructing this " cock-and-bull" story,
it is possible that Francois may have got hold

of Ctesias
; though it is strange that he should

have done so, as he was by no means an
educated man

;
and besides, if he did, it is

remarkable that he did not make his story
harmonise better with the account of the his-

torian.

Herodotus and Zenophon make no mention
of any king Armonigus, nor of a war with the
Sacse

;
but Ctesias speaks of a king Amorges.

Curiously enough, no one seems to have re-

membered the passage of the historian till long
Francois had left, and Moginie' himself
alluded to it. Ctesias' account is as

! :
—

"Cyrus, in his war against the Sacians,
made prisoner their king Amorges, their

a, raised an army of 300,000
women, which she conducted

'

Cyrus, and, having defeated him, cap-
<>f note, Parmyses, brother

with three of his children. The
i their liberty.

es, the husband
68 thus became

Mi.'iitly a

,
in the

tin th irai ;. an | the Derbices,

by the [ndiana, Cyrus
inded mortally in a bati

•I, 20,000

two of his sons, were killed in the action, to-

gether with 30,000 men, and their countries

fell into the power of the Persians. Cyrus,
touched by the marks of kindness shown by
king Amorges, wished his sons to make a simi-

lar alliance with him, praying that all blessing

might be on those who persevered constantly
in the reciprocal union, and devoting to the

judgment of Heaven the first who should

break it. This great prince, after having thus

spoken, died, the wound he had received causing
his death."

Instead of the Derbices, we have in Hero-

dotus the Massagetie, a nomad horde, which
had driven the Scythians before it towards the

west ; and Cyrus is said by him to have first

gained a signal victory over them by stratagem,
and then to have been defeated and slain.

Zenophon makes Cyrus die of old age peace-

fully in his palace. Of these, Ctesias is, per-

haps, the most to be relied upon, he having
been a long while in Persia as a doctor.

It is singular that before the return of

Francois to Switzerland, an old man of the

Moginie' family, who resided at Me'zieres, and
who was in the enjoyment of a pension from

the Crown of France for having saved the life

of the Duke of Burgundy, father of Louis XV.,
told M. Chollet that "All he knew of his

family was the tradition handed down from

father to son,
—that they came from a far

distant land, the name of which he did not

know." Yet it is historically certain that the

Moginie's are one of the oldest families of

Switzerland, having been settled at Chezales

from time immemorial.

According to the description of M. Chollet,

the lion d'or, which Francois had, weighed
about ten or twelve pistoles, and wras a repre-

sentation, sufficiently rude, of a lion with its

legs bound together, like a sheep when about

to be shorn. At the back there was a tongue
and eye, so that it could be fastened to the

dress like a brooch. M. Chollet, from the

character of the ornament, judged it to be of

Oriental manufacture, and to be some Eastern

badge of distinction. The MS. pedigree he

never saw
;
but Francois wrote to the effect that

he had regained possession of it from Colonel

Du Perron, and that he purposed having a

translation made in Constantinople, if he could

find any one there equal to the task.

With regard to Colonel Du Perron, it was
ined that he was no mythical character,

but belonged to a respectable French family
which had settled in Berlin

;
and he was

known to have endeavoured, whilst in Europe,
1" obtain artisans and skilled workmen of

different professions to follow him to the

Bast, and he gave out that he had come from
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the Mogul Emperor to Europe for that very

purpose.
I had hoped to have obtained information

from Switzerland which would have cleared up
some of t in this B<

story ;
but it seems that the solution has not

been obtained yet, and that the author:

m are still as much in the dark as to the

rights of the story as I am. The follow

a translation of a letter I received the other

day from M. Btu adio at .Uoudon :
—

" December 10, 1803.
"

Sut,
—I have the honour to reply to your

letter of the 3rd inst., and to state that I have

obtained for you all the information which it

was in my power to procure. There are now
no persons here of the name Moginie' ;

but it

is certain that the two brothers, Daniel and

Francois, did really exist at Chezales, a small

village at three-fourths of a league fromMoudon.

They were well known in this town, and there

are old men who remember their departure
from the country.

*
They never returned. It

seems that Daniel, the most enterprising of the

brothers, did leave for the Indies, where he

found means to push his way among the petty

princes, and to occupy some military situa-

tions, playipg, may be, a part founded on
the superiority of his European acquirements.

Consequently, in a relation of his life, printed
at Lausanne in 1754, lie gives himself the title

of * Omrah of the 1st Class, Commandant of

the 2nd Mogul Guard, Grand Porter of the

Palace of the Emperor, and Governor of tho

Palngeab (Punjab).'
" It seems that none of the enormous fortune

of which he speaks ever reached Switzerland
;

and as for the title of Prince, which the brothers

Moginie chose to give themselves, it has no
other foundation than the incredible discovery
of a roll of parchment found by them in a wall

of their house at Chezales, and which carried

back their pedigree to the year 928 B.C., or

thereabouts, which gave them an idea that their

ancestors had occupied the Persian throne long
before Cyrus.

"
Allowing that there certainly is some truth

in the adventures of the brothers Moginie',
there is an excess of the marvellous, and there

are too few guarantees for their reality.
"
There, sir, this is all that I can tell you.
ret that I have been unable more com-

pletely to fulfil your wishes, but I have used

my utmost endeavours.
' ' Believe me to remain, sir, yours, <fec. ,

"C. Burnand (Syndic)."
* This is a mistake. Franooifl left in 1751, just 118 years

' Burnand corrects it in a b letter, and ex-
plains that be meant to say that old people of tho neighbour-
hood are well acquainted with the details.

Now this lett 1 of clearing up the

difheu! obscure as ever. It

mentions a narrative of the life of Daniel,

published in \i:>\* Ti not seen,

having been Unable to procure it
;
but I do

not think that it can throw much new light on

wry.

\Vh. , ac-

count for the curiou

ay of our ace

it as a satisfactory solnti

At first sight, it seems as if Colonel Du
Perron were a c

>is
; yet for what purpose,

securing some watches or cloth of gob I,

ho had reoommendi d M<

him, it is difficult to understand. Again, the

Colonel was a man of a well-know i

Me family, he had in his poH
articles which had undoubtedly h

Daniel, and he finally paid Francois' I

ling expenses, as the young man had not

the means to undertake the journey. If, on>

the other hand, we suppose 1

fabricated the story, we are h dif-

ficulties still. The young man deserts wife

and children, his profession, and his position

as head of an ancient Swiss family, for no

object whatever, and gets a man like Du
Perron to become privy to a pi: decep-
tion without having ever met him personally.

On tho whole, the solution offer

Burnand is tho most probable, and yet the

reader will see that even it is met by formid-

able difficulties.

S. Baring-Gould, M.A.

[Since this jwpo' hat hen in the hands of
the printers, new and I light has been

thrown on, the whole story, by \ng ob-

tained some letters of ,

i to him, also the meiftfl I tniel ;

so that I shall h
to solve many of tlic

plexed me and my readers.— *S. B.-G.]

UK 110.

A xianT of winter ages long ago,

Of fitful icy gusts aud Hawblown sleet.

Fast pattering on a solitary tower,

"Whence glimmered on tho gloom one shuddering

spark.
—

The evening-star of lore : no Cynthia smiled

Iter smile on her Endyi.
No patient stars beheld Leaadei il

Through the chill waves and brooding dark, to

gain

iich M. Burn

MogUii**, and who could not bo persuaded to part with th«

volume.
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i of bis love, and faint

.

auty strove

, till all too far, alone

He ceased upon the dreary midnight sea.

The beacon-fire burnt dimly in the dawn,
And with the waxing morning waned and died.

flood of pearly t« A ml in the raving of the freezing wind,
lined ;i dying voice had called her name,—
q which in the daylight was do dream,

—
And I broken on the shore.
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CHAPTER I. THE ARRIVAL.

A SMALL country town in th

land was the ira ago of

agedy. 1 must ask my i bear with

while 1 relate it. These crimes, having
their rise in the evil passions of our nature,
are not the most pleasant for the pen to re©

but it cannot be denied that they do un-

doubtedly bear for many of OS an in;

amounting well nigh to fascination. I think
the following account of what took place will

such an interest for you.
South Wennock, the name of this place,

was little more than a branch or offshoot of

Great Wennock, a town of some importance,
situated at two miles' distance from it. The
lines of rail from London and from other pi.

meeting at Great Wennock, did not extend
themselves to South Wennock

; consequently

Iy

railway travellers arriving at the large

rt-n, had to complete their journey by the

inibus if they wished to go on to the small

The two miles of road which the omnibus had
traverse were about the worst to be met

with in a civilized country. When it, the

omnibus, had jolted its way over this road, it

made its entrance to South Wennock in the

:y middle of the town. South Wennock
might be said to consist of one 1" gling

street, called High Street. Much building had
been recently added to both ends of this old

street. At the one end the new buildings,

chiefly terraces and semi-detached houses, had
ii named Palace Street, from the fact that

the way led to the country palace of the

bishop of the diocese. The new buildings at

the other end of High Street were called the

from the circumstance that the ground
rose there gradually for a considerable distance

;

and these were mostly detached villas, some
small, some large.
On the afternoon of Friday, the 10th of

March, 1848, the railway omnibus, a cramped
vehicle constructed to hold six, came jolting
along its route as usual. South Wennock lay
stretched out in a line right across it in front,
for the road was at a right angle with the

town, and could the omnibus have dashed on
without reference to houses and such-like slight

obstructions, as a railway engine does, it would
have cut the town in half, leaving part of EDgh
Street and the Rise to its right, the other part
and Palace Street to its left.
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LORD OAKBURNS DAUGHTEB
BY THE AUTHOB

The omnibus was not so fierce, however.
It drove int'j High accus-

tomed opening! turn

left, and palled up a

usual
p]

I itch, the Land] idy, an

dame with a ;

and a bustling, genial m
ing out to have

brought.
It had brought only a youi md a

trunk : and the mom I cast her

eyes on the former's face, she thoi

most beautiful she ha- ,

" Your servant, miss. Do you please to

stay here ?

"

4 'For a short time, while you give i

glass of wine and a biscuit," was the re]

the traveller : and the tone, accent, and man-

ner were unmistakeably those of a g-

woman. " I shall be glad of the refresh..

for I feel exhausted. The shaking of the

omnibus has been terrible."

She was getting out as she spoke, and some-

thing in her appearance more particularly

attracted the attention of Mrs. Fitch, as the

landlady helped her down the high and awk-

ward steps, and marshalled her in-doors.
" Dear ma'am, 1 beg your pardon ! It does

shake, that omnibus—and you not in a con-

dition to bear it ! And perhaps
come far besides, too ! You shall b

thing in a minute. I declare 1 took you for a

young unmarried lady."
" If you happen to have any col

would prefer a sandwich to the biscuit,*' n

the reply given by the traveller.

Bat down in the 1

chair, for it was to her own parlour Mrs. Fitch

had conducted her, untied her bo

threw back the strings. The bonnet was of

straw, trimmed with white ril 1 her

and mantle were of dark

innet thrown back ;

face, with its delicate bio

refined features.

D you tell me wh any

lodgings to be had in South Wennock 1
" she

inquired, when the landlady came in again

with the sandwiches and wine.

"
Lodgings r returned Mrs. Fitch. "

Well,

now, they are not over plentiful here
; this is

but a small place, you s<.
—not but

what it's a deal larger than it used to be,"
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the landlady, as she stroked her

chin in deliberation.
" There's Widow Gould's.

I tnC . ere empty a week ago, for

asking me if I couldn't hear

. wanting such. You'd be comfort-

able I 'am, if she's not let. She's a

quiet, decent body. Shall I send and in-

]"

i,
I would rather go myself. I should

not like to fix upon rooms without seeing them.

Should these you speak of be engaged, I may
ills in other windows. Thank you, I

cannot eat more : I seem to feel the jolting of

the omnibus still
;
and the fright it put me

into has taken away my appetite. You will

take care of my trunk for the present."
"

Certainly, ma'am. What name ?
"

"Mrs. Crane."

The landlady stepped outside to direct the

stranger on her way. Widow Gould's house

was situated in the first terrace in Palace

Street, and a walk of six or seven minutes

brought Mrs. Crane to it. It had a card in

the window, indicating that its rooms were to

let. Widow Gould herself, a shrinking little

woman, with a pinched, red face, came to the

door. The lady wanted a sitting-room and
bed-room : could she be accommodated ? Mrs.

Gould replied that she could, mentioned a very
moderate charge, and invited her in to see the

rooms. They were on the first floor
;

not

large, but clean and nice and convenient, the

one room opening into the other. Mrs. Crane
liked them very much.

" You perceive that I am expecting to be
laid by," she said.

" Would that be an ob-

jection ?
"

"X—o, I don't see that it need," replied
the widow, after some consideration. " Of

a would have proper attendance,
I could not undertake that."

iiould," said Mrs. Crane.
So made. Mrs. Crane

•nth certain, intimat-

{
them only from

month, and the Widow Gould under-

BUpply all ordinary attendance.

I bark to the inn, to pay for

which she had partaken,
trunk to be sent to her,

oat her

tred f<>r her, ;i

in putti]

and had
|

the table beside the tea-tray, a little mark of

extra attention to her new lodger.

In obedience to the ring Avhen tea was over,

Mrs. Gould came up to remove the things.

Mrs. Crane was seated before them. A fair

young girl she looked with her bonnet off, in

her silk dress and her golden brown hair.

The widow kept no servant, but waited on her

lodgers herself. Her parlours were let to a

permanent lodger, who was at that time absent

from South Wennock.
" Be so good as take a seat," said Mrs.

Crane to her, laying down the newspaper,
which she appeared to have been reading.
But Mrs. Gould preferred to stand, and began

rubbing one shrivelled hand over the other,
her habit when in waiting.

" I have some

information to ask of you. Never mind the

tray ;
it can wait. First of all, what medical

men have you at South Wennock ?
"

" There's the Greys," was Widow Gould's

response.
A pause ensued, Mrs. Crane probably wait-

ing to hear the list augmented. "The Greys?"
she repeated, finding her informant did not

continue.
" Mr. John and Mr. Stephen Grey, ma'am.

There was another brother, Mr. Robert, but

he died last year. Nice pleasant gentlemen
all three, and they have had the whole of the

practice here. Their father and their uncle

had it before them."
1 ' Do you mean to say there are no other

medical men ?
" exclaimed the stranger, in

some surprise. "I never heard of such a

thing in a place as large as this appears to

be."
" South Wennock has only got large lately,

ma'am. The Greys were very much liked and

respected in the place ;
and being three of

them, they could get through the work, with

an assistant. They always keep one. But

there is another doctor here now, a gentleman
of the name of Carlton."

"Who is he?"
"
Well, I forget where it was said he came

from
; London, I think. A fine dashing gen-

tleman as ever you saw, ma'am ;
not above

thirty, at the most. He came suddenly among
few months ago, took a house at the

other end of the town, and set up against the

Greys. He is getting on, I believe, especially

with the people that live on the Rise, mostly
fresh comera

;
and he keeps his cabrioily."

"Keeps his what?"
" Bis cabrioily

— a dashing one-horse car*

d to it. It is more than the

r done, ma'am
; they have had

and nothing else. Some think

that Mi. Carlton has private property, and
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some think he is making a show to get into

practice."
"Is he clever—Mr. Carlton ?"
" There are those here who'll tell you he is

rer than the i put together ;

but, ma'am, I don't forget the old saying,
iS'cu brooms aw« Mr. Carlton, being
new in the place, and having a practice to

. naturally puts out his best skill to

Inake it."

The remark drew forth a laugh from Mrs.
'• But unless a doctor has the skill

within him, he cannot put it out," she said.
"
Well, of course there's something in that,"

returned the Avidow, reflectively. "Any ways,
Mr. Carlton is getting into practice, and it's

said he is liked. There's a family on the Rise

where ho attends constantly, and I've heard

they think a great deal of him. It's a Captain

Chesney, an old gentleman, who has the gout

perpetual. They came strangers to the place
from a distance, and settled here ; very proud,
exclusive people, it's said. There's three Miss

Chesneys ;
one of them beautiful : t'other's

older
;
and the little one, she's but a child.

Mr. Carlton attends there a great deal, for the

old gentleman Good heart alive ! what's

the matter ?
"

Mrs. Gould might well cry out. The inva-

lid—and an invalid she evidently was—had
tinned of a ghastly whiteness, and was sinking
back motionless in her chair.

3 Irs. Gould was timid by nature, nervous

by habit. Very much frightened, she raised

the lady's head, but it fell back unconscious.

In the excitement induced by the moment's

terror, she flew down the stairs, shrieking out
in the empty house, burst out at her own back

door, ran through the yard, and burst into the

back door of the adjoining house. Two young
women were in the kitchen

;
the one ironing,

the other sitting by the fire and not doing
anything.

" For the love of Heaven, come back with

me, one of you !

"
called out the widow,

in a tremor. " The new lady lodger I told you
of this afternoon has gone and died right off in

her chair."

Without waiting for assent or response, she
flew back again. The young woman at the
fire started from her seat, alarm depicted on

untenance. The other calmly continued
her ironing.

"Don't be frightened, Judith," said she.

"You are not so well used to Dame Gould as

I am. If a blackbeetle falls on the floor,
she'll cry out for aid. I used to think it was

put on, but I have come at last to the belief

that she can't help it. You may as well go
in, however, and see what it is."

Judith li
iray. She was a sensible-

looking young woman, pale, with black hair

and eyes, and 1 in new and good
mourning. -aid was already in her

from the small ing by the

holding it to the unhappy lady's note, Judith
dashed the feat: ;nd.

"Don't be so stu; What
good do you suppose that will : some
water. "

The water was procured, and Judith a;

it to the face and hands, the widow looking

timidly on. As the lady revil

burst into tears.

"It's my feelings that overcomes m
dith," said she. "I can't abear the sight of

illness."
" You need not havo been alarmed," the

invalid faintly said, as soon as she could

speak.
" For the last few months, since my

health has been delicate, I hav ubject
to these attacks of faintness

; they come on at

any moment. I ought to have warned you."
When fully restored they left her to her-

self, Mrs. Gould carrying away the tea-things ;

having first of all unlocked the lady's trunk

by her desire, and brought to her from it a

small writing-case.
" Don't go away, Judith," the widow im-

plored, when they reached the kitchen. " She

may have another of those fits, for wh
can tell—you heard her say she was subject to

them—and you know what a one I am to be

left with illness. It would be a char;

stop with me
;
and you are a lady at large

just now."
"

I'll go and get my work, then, and tell

Margaret. But where's the sense of your

calling it a fit, as if you were speaking of

apoplexy ?
" added Judith.

When the girl came back—though, in

she was not much of a girl, being past thirty—Mrs. Gould had lighted a candle, for :

growing dark, and was washing the toa-t!

Judith sat down to her sewing, her th

intent upon the lady upstairs.
" Who is she, I wonder ?" she said aloud.

" Some stranger. M her down

to me—I told V about it I

noon when you were out. 1 i she

young ?
"

Judith nodded. " I wonder if she is niar-

I !

"
angri

" If the wedding-ring upon her linger had

been a bear it would have bit you. Where

" All wedding-rings have not been put on
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in churches," was the composed answer of the

girl.
M Not but that I daresay she is married,

for she seems a modest, good lady ;
it was her

so young, and coming here in this sudden

II unprotected, that set me on the

other thought. Where is her husband ?
"

"Gone abroad," she said. "I made free

to ask her."
" Why does she come here ?"
" I can't tell. It does seem strange. She

never was near the place in her life before this

afternoon, she told me, and had no friends

in it. She has been inquiring about the

doctors "

" That's her bell," interrupted Judith, as

the bell hanging over Mrs. Gould's head

began to sound. " Make haste. I dare say
she wants lights."

" She has got them. The candles were on
the mantelpiece, and she said she'd light
them herself."

aled note lay on the table when Mrs.
Gould entered the drawing room. The lady
laid her hand upon it.

" Mrs. Gould, I must trouble you to send
this note for me. I did not intend to see

about a medical man until to-morrow
; but I

feel fatigued and sick, and I think I had better

see one to-night. He may be able to give me
something to calm me."

"
Yes, ma'am. They live almost close by,

the Greys. But, dear lady, I hope you don't
feel as if you were going to be ill !

"

Mrs. Crane smiled. Her nervous landlady
was rubbing her hands together in an access
of trembling.
"Not ill in the sense I conclude you mean

it I do not expect that for these two months.
But I don't want to alarm you with a second

fainting fit. I am in the habit of taking drops,
which do me a great deal of good, and I unfor-

tunately left them behind me, so I had better
doctor. Was that your daughter who
dp just now 1 She seemed a nice young
m."

question offended Mrs. Gould's vanity
Sh,. believed herself to be

ably young-looking, and Judith was
two-aml-thirty if she was a day.

i. ma'am, she's not; and I
'

i

nothing but Judith Ford,
rvant at the next door

;
and

out of place, her sister's mistress said

r a few .lays while Bhe

v the note

i

<

:

table,

J
with-mf

" You see to whom it is addressed, Mrs.

Gould?"
Mrs. Gould stopped, and brought the note

close to her eyes. She had not her spectacles

upstairs, and it was as much as she could do
to see anything without them.

« Why—ma'am ! It—it—it's to Mr. Carl-

ton."

The lady looked surprised in her turn.
" Why should it not be to Mr. Carlton 1

" she

demanded.

"But the Greys are sure and safe, ma'am.
Such a thing has never been known as for

them to lose one of their lady patients."
Mrs. Crane paused, apparently in indecision.

"Has Mr. Carlton lost them ?"
" Well—no

;
I can't remember that he has.

But, ma'am, he attends one where the Greys
attend ten."

" When you were speaking this evening of

the doctors, I nearly made \vp my mind to

engage Mr. Carlton," observed Mrs. Crane.
" I think men of skill struggling into practice
should be encouraged. If you have anything

really serious to urge against him, that is quite
a different thing, and you should speak out."

"
No, ma'am, no," was the widow's reply ;

"and I am sure it has been rude of me to

object to him if your opinion lies that way.
I don't know a thing against Mr. Carlton ;

people call him clever. I am naturally pre-

judiced in favour of the Greys, for Mr. John
has attended me ever since he grew up, as his

father did before him. I'll send this down to

Mr. Carlton's."
" Let it go at once, if you please. I should

like, if possible, to see him to-night."
Mrs. Gould descended to the kitchen. On

the dresser, staring her in the face when she

entered, lay her spectacles. She put them on
and looked at the superscription on the note.

"Well, now, that's a curious thing, if ever

there was one !

' Lewis Carlton, Esq. !

' How
did she know his name was Lewis ? I never

mentioned it. I couldn't mention it, for I did

not know it myself. Is his name Lewis ?
"

"For all I can tell," responded Judith.
"
Yes," she added, more decisively,

" of course

it is Lewis
;

it is on his door-plate. Perhaps
, Mrs. Fitch told her."

" There ! that's it !

" exclaimed the widow,
struck with sudden conviction. " Mrs. Fitch

has been speaking up for him, and that's what
lias put her on to Mr. Carlton, and off the

There was a traveller ill at the Red
Lion in the winter, and he had Mr. Carlton.

hame of Mrs. Fitch to turn round on
old friends."

"
I oao tell you where she got the name

;h perhaps Mrs. Fitch did
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for him," cried Judith, suddenly. "T.

his card—as they call it—in that I

you lent her, 'Mr. Lewis Carlton : Consulting

Surgeon.' She couldn't fail to see it. I

ill, that she is sending for him ? She looks

'

unlikely to 1
•

"
1 say, Judy, don't go frightening a body

like that," cried the woman, in tremor.

"She won't Ik- ill for these two months ;
but

that nasty omnibus has shook her, and 1 sup-

pose the faint finished it up. Oh, it rattles

over the road without regard to folk's bones.

You'll take this for me, won't you, Judith?"
" I daresay !

" returned Judith.

"Come, do; there's a good woman! I

go myself, for fear her bell should ring.

It's a fine night, and the run will do you

good."

Judith, not unaccommodating, rose from

her seat.
"
There, now !

" she exclaimed, in

a tone of vexation, as she took the note,
" how

am I to get my things ? Margaret's gone out,

and she is sure to have bolted the back-door.

I don't like to disturb old Mrs. Jenkinson
;

the night's coldish, or I'd go without my
bonnet rather than do it."

"Put on mine," suggested Mrs. Gould.
" You are welcome to it, and to my shawl

too."

Judith laughed ;
and she laughed still more

when arrayed in Mrs. Gould's things. The
shawl did very well, but the bonnet was large,

called a "
poke," and she looked

like an old woman in it.
"
Nobody will fall

in love with me to-night, that's certain," said

she, as she sped off.

Mr. Carlton's house was situated at the

other end of the town, just before the com-

mencement of the Rise. It stood by itself, on

the left
;
a handsome white house, with iron

rails round it, and a pillared portico in front.

Judith ascended the steps and rang at the

bell.

The door was flung open by a young man in

livery.
" Can I see Mr. Carlton ?" she asked.

The man superciliously threw back his head,
Judith's large old bonnet did not tell in her

favour. " Is it on perfessional business ?" he

questioned.

"Yes, it is."
" Then perhaps, mem, you'll have the

ance to walk round to the perfessional
entrance

; and that's on that there side."

ib' waved his hand condescendingly to the

side of the house. Judith complied, but she

gave him a word at parting.
"
Pray how much wages do you earn ?

"

"If ever I heered such a question put to

a gentleman !

"
cried the man in astonishment.

"What is it to you?"

I should judge that you get so

much paid you for i .id so much for

airs.
"

Pass! md out of reach of

sundry complim- .th in

return, she went fee the Bide, and found b

in front of a door with "Surgery" I

it. J t ;o a passage, and t

small square room, whose frails i with

bottles. A boy in tmttoi t full

length on the counter, whittling a .-hull

and kicking his heels in the air. The entrance

startled him, and he tumbled <>: most.

It was but twilight yet, and

ho gather in Judith's ap; : but soon

the poke bonnet

"Hulloa!" cried he. "Who are you?
"What do you want ?

"

" I want Mr. Carlton. Is he at horn-

"No, he isn't."

"Then you must go out and find him.

This note must be instantly given to him. A
lady wants to see him to-night."

" Then I'm afeard want must be the lady's

master," returned the impudent boy.

haps we might get this note tied on to the

telegraph wires, and send it to him that fashion ;

there ain't no other way of doing it. Mr.

Carlton went off to London this morning."
"To London!" repeated Judith, surprise

checking her inclination to box the young gen-
tleman's ears.

" When is he coming home

again ?"
" When his legs brings him. There ! He'll

be home in a couple of days," added the boy,

dodging out of Judith's reach, and deem',

as well to cease his banter. " His father, Dr.

Carlton, was took ill, and sent for him.

you know."
"
Well," said Judith, after a pause of con-

sideration,
"
you had better take charge of this

note, and give it to him when he does come

home. I don't know anything else that can

be done. And I'd recommend you not to be

quite so free with your tongue, unless you
want to come to grief," was her i.

salutation, as she quitted the boy and the

house.

CHAPTER IL HAPril.V I

As Judith Ford went back through tho

lighted streets, the landlady of the Red Lion

was standing at her door.

"Good evening. Mrs. 1":

"Why, who— why. Judith. you!
What on earth have you been making yourself

such a guy M that t

Judith laugh. how it was

that she happened to be out in Mrs. Gould's

things, and where she had been to.
" After
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all, my visit lias been a useless one," she re-

Mr. Carlton is away. Gone to

London, that impudent boy, of his, said."

" I could have told you so, and saved you

walk, had I seen you passing,"

Fitch. "His groom drove him to

W'ennock station this morning, and

as he came back for a glass of ale.

lady ill?"
" She does not seem well

;
she had a faint-

ing-fit just after tea, and thought she had

r see a doctor at once."

:*d Dame Gould could send for Mr.

Carlton ! What have the Greys done to her ?
"

"Dame Gould thought you recommended

Mr. Carlton to the lady."
" I !

" exclaimed Mrs. Fitch,
"

well, that's

good ! I never opened my lips to the lady about

any doctor at all."

"It was her own doing to send for Mr.

Carlton, and Mrs. Gould thought you must

have spoken for him."
' ' Xot I. If I had spoken for any it would

have been for the Greys, who are our old

fellow townspeople ;
not but what Mr. Carlton

is a nice pleasant gentleman, skilful too.

Look here, Judith, you tell Dame Gould that

when the time comes for the young lady to

be ill, if there's currant jelly wanted for

her, or any little matter of that sort, she can

send to me for it, and welcome. I don't

know when I have seen such a sweet young
lady."

Judith gave a word of thanks, and sped on
towards Palace Street. She had barely rung
the bell when she heard Mrs. Gould floundering
down-stairs in hot haste. She flung open the

door, and seized hold of Judith.

a, Judith, thank Heaven you are come !

on earth's to be done ? She is taken
ill!"

Caken ill !

"
repeated Judith.

.she is, really ill
;

it's as true as

that you we alive. Where's Mr. Carlton?"
no reply. Shaking off the

i the shawl and bonnet at

, which .she thrust into her

sitting-room. Mrs.

ping the arm of the easy-chair
i

;
the combs were out of her

• 11 in wavy curls on her

moaned aloud in what looked

girlish face up
lit, had she

J
Well'

: and mournful,

ouliarly Bweel expr
'. hour in Judith's

be cant down, poor child," she said,

forgetting ceremony in her compassion.
" Lean

on me, it will be all right."

She laid her head on Judith's shoulder.
" Will Mr. Carlton be long ?

" she moaned.
" Cannot some one go and hurry him ?

"

" Mr. Carlton can't come, ma'am," was

Judith's answer. "He went to London this

morning."
A moment's lifting of the head, a sharp cry

of disappointment, and the poor head fell again
and the face was hidden. Judith strove to

impart comfort.

"They are all strangers to you, ma'am, so

what can it matter ? I know you cannot fail

to like the Greys as well as you would Mr.
Carlton. Nay, dear young lady, don't take on

so. Everybody likes Mr. John and Mr.

Stephen Grey. Why should you have set

your mind on Mr. Carlton ?
"

She lifted her eyes, wet with tears, whisper-

ing into Judith's ear.
" I cannot afford to pay both, and it is Mr.

Carlton I have written to.
"

"
Pay both ! of course not !

"
responded

Judith in a warm tone. "If Mr. Carlton

can't come because he is away and Mr. Grey
attends for him, there'll be only one of them
to pay. Doctors understand all that, ma'am.

Mr. Carlton might take Mr. Grey's place with

you as soon as he is back again, if you parti-

cularly wish for him."

"I did wish for him, I do wish for him.

Some friends of mine know Mr. Carlton well,

and they speak highly of his skill. They
recommended him to me."

That explains it, thought Judith, but she

was interrupted by a quaking, quivering voice

beside her.
" What in the world will be done ?

"

It was Widow Gould's, of course ; Judith

scarcely condescended to answer : strong in

sense herself, she had no sympathy with that

sort of weakness.
" The first thing for you to do is to leave

off being an idiot
;
the second, is to go and

fetch one of the Mr. Greys."
" I will not have the Mr. Greys," spoke the

young lady peremptorily, lifting her head from

the cushion of the easy-chair, where she had
now laid it. "I don't like the Mr. Greys, and
1 will not have them."

"
Then, ma'am, you must have been preju-

diced against them !" exclaimed Judith.
"
True," said Mrs. Crane

;

" so far as that I

have heard they are not clever."

Judith could only look her utter astonish-

ment. Th» Greys not clever ! But Mrs.

interposed against further discussion.
"

I may not want either of them, after all,"
•

i :

k>
J am feeling easy again now. Per-
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haps if you leave me alone I shall get a bit of

They arranged the cushions about her com-

fortably, and wont down-stairs, where a half

dispute ensued, Judith reproached
for her childish coward ice, and that lady
retorted that if folks were born timid they
couldn't help themselves. In the midst of it,

a great cry came from above, and Judith Hew

up. .Mrs. Gould followed, taking her leisure

over it, and met the girl, who had come cpuickly

down again, making for the front door.

"One of the Mr, Greys must be got
whether or not," she said in passing ;

"she's a

great deal worse."

it, Judy, look here," were the arrest-

ing words of the widow. " Who'll be at the

responsibility ? She says she won't have the

Greys, and I might have to pay them out of

my own pocket."
" Nonsense !

" retorted Judith. " I'd not

bring up pockets, if I were you, when a fellow-

creature's life is at stake. You go up to her
;

perhaps you can do that."

Judith hastened into the street. The two
brothers lived in houses contiguous to each

other, situated about midway between Mrs.

Gould's aud the Red Lion inn. Mr. John,

ally called Mr. Grey, occupied the larger
which contained the surgery and labor-

atory : Mr. Stephen the smaller one adjoining.
Mr. Stephen, the younger, had married when

only twenty-one, and he now wanted a

year or two of forty ;
Mr. John had more

recently married, and had a troop of very

young children.

The hall door of Mr. John's house stood

open, and Judith went in, guided by the bright

lamp in the fanlight. Too hurried to stand

upon ceremony, she crossed the hall and

pushed open the surgery door. A handsome,

gentlemanly Lid of sixteen stood there, pound-

ing drugs with a pestle and mortar. Not

perhaps that the face was so handsome in

itself, but the exceeding intelligence pervading

it, the broad, intellectual forehead, and the

honest expression of the large, earnest blue

eyes, would have made the beauty of any
countenance. He was the son and only child

of Mr. Stephen Grey.
"
What, is it you, Judith ?'* he exclaimed,

turning his head quickly as she entered. "You
come gliding in like a ghost."" Because I am in haste, Master Frederick.

Are the gentlemen at home ?
"

"
Papa is. Uncle John's not."

" I want to see one of them, if you please,

|

sir."

The boy vaulted off, and returned with Mr.

Stephen : a merry-hearted man with a nierry

and benevolent countenance, who never suf-

piritfl of his patients to go down
while he eould keep them u luable

t in medii
"

Well, .Judith I and what's the demand for

asked.
" Another tooth

to be dra\.

1 '
I'll tell my errand to yourself, sir, if you
>•."

Without waiting to be i Grey
I from the door.

Judith gave an outline of the case she had
come upon to Mr. Stephi

Be too
j
and

it when Hb
"
Judith, girl, we would

terfere with Mr.

appear, look you, as thou I him
the few he had got together, and would wrest

them from him. .f the sort :

the place is igh for us all."

" And what is the poor young lady to do,
sir ? To die I

"

" To die !

" echoed Stephen Grey.
" Good-

ness forbid."
" But she may die, sir, unless you or Mr.

Grey can come to her aid. Mr. Carlton can

be of no use to her, he is in London."

Mr. Stephen Grey felt the force of the argu-

ment. While Mr. Carlton was in London,
the best part of a hundred miles oil', he could

not be of much use to anybody in

Wennock.
"
True, true," said he, nodding his I

11 I'll go back with you, Judith. Wry young,

you say 1 Where's her husband ?
"

" Gone travelling abroad, sir," n

Judith, somewhat improving upon the infor-

mation supplied by Mrs. Gi ul I,

nurse that can be got in, sir ?
" she continued.

" I never saw such a stupid woman as that

Mrs. Gould is in illness."

" Nurse ? To be sure. Time enough for

that. Frederick," Mr. Stephen called out to

his son, as lie crossed the hall,
"

if your uncle

comes in before I am back, tell him I am at

Widow Gould's. A lady who has come to

lodge there is taken ill."

Judith ran on first, and got back befbx

Stephen. Somewhat to her su' found

Mrs. Crane seated at the table.

" You are better, mafa

"No, I am worse. This has come upon me

unexpectedly, and I must wrfl 'ize a

friend.-

The perspiration induced by pain was run-

ning off her as she spoke. She appear

have written but two or three lines, and was

thrusting the letter into an envelope.

Gould stood by, helplessly rubbing her hands,
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fch a tremulous motion, as

; St. Vitus's dance.

for me ?
"

:re I will, ma'am" replied Judith,

note which she held out.
" But I

fear i te to go to-night."
" It cannot be helped : put it in the post

at all risks. And you had better call on one

of the medical gentlemen you spoke of, and ask

1 see me."
" I have been, ma'am," replied Judith, in a

glow of triumph.
u He is following me down.

And that's his ring," she added, as the bell was

"It is Mr. Stephen Grey, ma'am;
Mr. Grey was not at home. Of the two

brothers Mr. Stephen is the pleasantest, but

they are both nice gentlemen. You can't fail

to like Mr. Stephen."
She went out with the letter, glancing at

the superscription . It was addressed to London,
. Smith. On the stairs she encountered

Mr. Stephen Grey.
' ' I suppose I am too late for the post to-

night, sir ?" she asked. "It is a letter from

the lady."
Mr. Stephen took out his watch. "Not if

you make a run for it, Judith. It wants four

minutes to the time of closing."
Judith ran off. She was light and active,

one of those to whom running is easy ;
and

she saved the post by half a minute. Mr.

Stephen Grey meanwhile, putting the widow
Gould aside with a merry nod, entered the

room alone. Mrs. Crane was standing near
the table, one hand lay on it, the other was

I on her side, and her anxious, beautiful

eyes were strained on the door. As they fell

doctor an expression of relief came into

e. Mr. Stephen went up to her, won-

|
at her youth. He took one of her

ind looked down with his re-

assuring smile.

now tell me all about what's the

his hand, as if there were pro-
imI the tears came into her

bo him, speaking in a

in : such pain ! Do you

toed Mr. Stephen,
balk about dyii

i down, and
have

I thank you,"

Farther, I ought

patient, for
1

:

was away. I

South Wennock, and I had heard of Mr. Carl,

ton's skill from some friends."
"
Well, we will do the best we can for you

until Mr. Carlton's return, and then leave you
in his hands. Are you quite alone ?"

" It happens unfortunately that I am. I

have just sent a note to the post to summon
a friend. You see I never expected to be ill

for the next two months."
" And very likely you will not be," re-

turned Mr. Stephen.
" When you shall have

got half-a-dozen children about you, young
lady, you will know what importance to attach

to false alarms. Your husband is abroad, I

hear?"
And she inclined her head in the affirmative.

But it was no false alarm. The lady got
worse with every minute

;
and when Judith

came back Mr. Stephen met her, coming forth

from the bedroom.
" You must help me, Judith," he said.

" Dame Gould is utterly useless. First of all,

look in the lady's travelling trunk. She says

there are baby's clothes and other things there.

Make haste over it."

"
I'll do anything and everything I can,

sir," replied Judith
;

" but I'd make her useful.

I have no patience with her."
"

I'll make her useful in one way if I don't

in another. Where is she now ?
"

"Sitting on the stairs outside, sir, with her

hands to her ears."
" Oh !

" said Mr. Stephen, and he went out

to the widow.
" Mrs. Gould, you know Grote's Buildings ?"
" In course, sir, I do," was the whimpered

answer, as she rose.
"
Oh, sir, I'm shook !

"

" Go there without delay : you can shake

as you go along, you know. Ask for Mrs.

Hutton, and desire her to come here to me im-

mediately. Tell her the nature of the case."

Mrs. Gould lost no time in starting, glad to

be out of the house. She returned with a

short, stout barrel of a woman, with grizzled

hair and black eyes. She was attired in a

light-coloured print gown, and went simpering
into the room, carrying a bundle, and drop-

ping curtsies to Mr. Stephen Grey.

Stephen stared at the woman for a full minute,
as if in disbelief of his own eyes, and Iris face

turned to severity.
11 Who sent for you, Mrs. Pepperfly ?

"

"
Well, Bir ; please, sir, I came," was the

response, the curtseys dropping all the while.
Ct You sent for Hutton, sir

;
but she were

Galled out this afternoon
;
and I was a stopping

at number three, and thought I might come in

her pla

I utton was called out this afternoon ?
"

" This very blessed afternoon what's gone,
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sir, just as four o'clock was a striking from St.

Mark's church. Mrs. Gilbert on

took with her fever again, sir, and she won't

have nobody but Hutton to nurse her."

Mr. Stephen Grey ran over the

in his mind, but could think of none available

hen. !!»• beckoned the woman from the

room.
" Hark ye, Moth I kid, in

u know your failing ; now
ive way to it this f

Lone I). 'fore, you shall never again nurse

a patient of mine or my brother's. You can

do your duty—none better—if you choose to

ate to do it. Take care you do

so."

Mrs. Pepperfly squeezed out a tear,

be upon her Bible oath, if Mr. Stephen chose

to put her to it, not to touch nothing no

stronger than table beer. Mr. Stephen, how-

ever, did not put her to the ordeal.

There was sufficient bustle in the house that

night ;
but by the morning quiet and peace

had supervened ;
and Nurse Pepperfly, on her

best behaviour, was carrying about, wrapped

II,

a wee wee infant,

udith had not left Mrs. Crane's side during

night, and the latter appeared to be drawn
some attraction, to find comfort in

line sympathy.
1 You have been a good girl, Judith," Mr.

in said to her as he was leaving in the

ing, and she went down to open the door

for him.
" Will she do well, sir ?

" asked Judith.
il
Famously,"answered Mr. Stephen.

' l

N

had a safer case in my life. Give a look to

Mother Pepperfly, Judith. I trust her as far

as I can see her. 1 shall be back in a couple
of lion-

Things went on well during the day. Mrs.

rtly busied herself chiefly with the baby,

g it by the fire in the sitting-room ;

Judith attended on the sick lady. In the

oon, Mrs. Crane, who was lying awake,

suddenly addressed her.

"Judith, how is it you are able to be with

I thought the landlady told me you
i service."

" Not just now, ma'am. I have been in

, but have left my place, and am stop-

ping with my sister, at the next door, while I

out for another."
" Does your sister let lodgings, as Mrs.

; does ?
"

lady lives at the next door, a Mrs.

Judith's reply,
' ' and my sister

| rgaret has lived with her

»n for elev<
" So that just now you are at liberty ?

"

"Q ma'am."

••rciful God is !

"
spoke

Mrs. < in an

attitude of

feel ill, and th

nobod]
1 turned sick with p

ay,
—at the prosper-

And then

for me, as it were on purpose, an I can be
with me without let or hindi.v

in need of

God's mercy."
A glow, partly of

i
of shame,

came over Judith's fii

little corner of her inmost ). e had
lurked a doubt whether it whs all as st]

as it ought to be with the ly who had
come there in so strange a manner—wh
that plain gold ring on her finger had I

genuine wedding-ring, or but

placed there to deceive. The above rei

tial words of trust convinced Judith that the

lady, whoever she might be, and whatever

might be the mystery, was as honest as she

was, and she took shame to herself for doubt-

ing her. No girl, living a life of sin, could so

speak with unaffected simplicity of the good-
ness of God. At least, so felt Judith.

" I think, Judith, you must have been ac-

customed to attend on the sit'

"Pretty well, ma'am. In my last place,
where I lived four years, my sister

was bed-ridden, and I wi

was a great sufferer. She died just three

weeks ago, and they did not want m
more : that's why I am ch

"The mourning you wear is for b
" Yes it is, ma'am. Mr. Sti y was

her doctor, and never faih

all those four years ;
so that 1 feel <r

home with him, if that is a pi
for a servant to use when spea!

man."
" What was the matter with her
" It was an inward

distressing pain. W

much good. I don't fan

thought they would
;
but

tried. Ah, ma'am ! we (

and pity it, whr: are Laid np for a

•

;
but only think what i

by for

day !

"

The tears had come int > Judi

had a large,' full f<<-

One, gifted with phrenological I
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pronounce,! >ly &** v' itn concentra-

te. Good qualities when joined

to an bon -

"
Judith, irhere was my workbox put 1

B.'tm, on the drawers."

olook it,
will you. You will find my

.here about. Inside the little com-

, nt that lifts up, you will see a locket set

round with pearls."

Judith did as she was bid, and brought

forth the locket. It was a charming little

trinket of blue enamel, the gold ring round it

studded with pearls, and a place for hair in

the front. A very fine gold chain about two

inches long was attached, so that it could be

worn to a necklace, or pendant to a bracelet.

" Take it, Judith. It is for you."

"
Oh, ma'am !

"

" That is my own hair inside
; but you can

take it out if you like, and put in your sweet-

heart's. I daresay you have one."
" A costly toy like this is not fit for me,

ma'am. I could not think of taking it."

" But it is fit for you, and I am glad to

give it you ;
and I owe you a great deal

more than that, for what I should have done
without you I don't know," reiterated the

invalid. "Put it up in your treasure-box,
Judith."

" I'm sure I don't know how to say enough
thanks," spoke Judith in her gratitude. "I
shall keep it to my dying day, dear lady, and
store up the hair in it for ever."

To be continued

THE OLD HOUSE AT POUND'S BRIDGE.

much has been said of the

ad the various

1 and

mifica-

always o]

new localities, and bringing fresh objects within

asp. Kent and Sussex, wheu named in

:

&, rather bring to mi
i

. of county matches with Myi
and Pilches, in l.l

;
but to the
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antiquarian and artist they are very tempting,

as being a rich field for enjoy in

counties abound in historical a

Kent, with its old timber-built houses of the

nth century ;
and S

iron county, -with the remains of forges, cinder

and traditions of great guns, its proof

mounds, and iron tombfl cast on the spot.

of much general interest ; but

one pla tally took my attention, and to

that I would take my readers. Looking over

a sketch-book after a ramble in Sussex, a

friend, who had called, was much struck with

an outline of an old gable house. He recol-

lected it as the first drawing Prout had

him to copy when he commenced working
under his tuition, and Trout would never say

where it was situated. Perhaps he did not

know. However, my friend never learnt its

whereabouts ;
and he was now told, after nearly

forty years, that the house in question was

known as Pound's Bridge, in Kent.

He immediately proposed that we should

make a day down, so that we might both

sketch it together. To his proposition I

most readily agreed ;
and I dare say our

. would have enjoyed the day too

when he is told that my friend was the

late Mr. J. D. Harding, whose name is so well

known to all art-lovers ;
and so we an

the following Saturday to leave London Bridge,

hoping for fine weather. Our hopes were fully

realised, and the early morn was delightful.

Leaving home about eight o'clock we found

the white mist rising from the streams, so

itive of a bright day, and soon found our-

i at Tunbridge Wells, for it's surprising

how the time flies when a cheerful chat and

conversation flow on uninterruptedly,
r the horse was being put to at Tunbridge

Wells we availed ourselves of a good breakfast,

a long day before us, and, like good

thorough Englishmen, with duo foresight, ar-

il also for dinner,

hour's ride along tho ridge, which is

south of the South-Eastern line, brought us

fc of the hill, which dips down to

Pound's Bridge, our present destination ;
and

arrived there we had the brightest

of days, with such a balmy soft air that even

utumu morning was agreeable for out-

door sketching. When I had visited the house

isly all my endeavours to learn anything
of its antecedents were fruitless, until at last I

k 111)011 a neighbouring church, with the

'ue. Fortunately in

successful. The monogram, W. D.,
is placed in front of the house in wood-

work, L found in a corner of the chancel on a

small brass, with the addition of the skull in

the centre and tho bones crossed above. It
runs thus :

—
Here lveth \,

Endynj '596).

ther and n.

Johnji Mine.

Their *

each of their Dam

and daughtc • race

lace;

cd. IULH TH1

rist is life to me q
!i my gain shall «sgU man in t!. .

1 ... «^s#he

The date of 1593 being still upon tho house,

at once identified it with the parson of the

place ;
and his death taking place in I

three years after, tallied well ai

residence of William Darkenoll. Mr. Harding

having made his sketch of the house in that

charming way which was his specialty, joined

me to explore its interior, hoping to find large

fireplaces, old wainscotting to all the rooms,

huge fire-dogs, inscriptions carved over the

fireplace, and snug chimney-corners. In this

we were doomed to disappointment, however.

The house was now an unfrequented public in

a cross-road, the beer not drinkable, hardly any
fire in a small Carron grate, the old wood-

work all cleared away and replaced by two or

three strata of paper-hangings of a p

which could only be found in the most remote

parts of the provinces. So, externally M

a great treat ;
but internally we found all de-

serted, and Ichabod, and 1863 stamped on

everything in the hoi

The old house shown in the sketch Is in the

parish of Penshurst and about two mil

Penshurst Castle, a place full of association

with the gr
< of the Pulten

Earl of Leicester, Sir Philip Sidney—whom
Camden eulogis. ry of his family,

the hope of mankind, the most lively |

of virtue, and darling of ti

and Algernon Sidney. h the church

in quest of in:" about the monogram
of YV. P..

pictur

have - in my ram

usual Lyc

tranc
' of

which is the folio,:: :

—
m
S },, roup altogether that

both
!

so

interesting in its way, so picturesque, so quaint.

i
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, hurch abounds with fine monuments, in

good
ion

; but, sad to say, so much

care ifl taken

that one good
brass had be-

come highly
bed, and

rdered to

be kept bright,

an attention

which could be

very well dis-

pensed with.

Should the

visitor have

time, Pens-
hurst Castle is

well worth see-

ing, the old

hall with its

open roof in-

stead of mo-

dern chimney
furniture as

used by Queen

Elizabeth,good

specimens of matchlocks and calivers, and

much of interest to the public generally, and

of course, it is a special treat to an anti-

quarian. Altogether the village and neigh-
bourhood of

Penshurst of-

fer much to in-

duce those en-

joying a quiet

day in the

country to con-

sult the time-

table, and start

early for a long

day there.

This paper
should not,

however, be

closed without

mentioning
that the din-

ner, ordered
at Tunbridge,
was ready on

our return ;

and my friend

Mr. Harding
Entrance to Churchyard. offcen referred

to the happy and pleasurable day we spent going
down to the Old House at Pound's Bridge.

OBSOLETE CARD-GAMES.

There is no authentic record of card-playing

in Europe earlier than the end of the four-

teenth century, though it is probable that cards

were known to some few persons as early as

1350. It seems strange that it has never been

ctorily ascertained when the most fascin-

ating species of gambling ever invented was

first introduced ; strange, that it should still

be doubtful whether card-playing was engrafted
some other quarter of the world, or

whether it was a European invention. It is

raditions of the existence

of pla; from time immemorial in Hin-

nins claim to have

<i that

!i China, fur the

id's numerous concubines,
! I 20. 'I third hypol

ranting that

still I U did

I

with them has

known card game. Sir John Harrington, in

his punning epigram
" On the games that have

been in request at the Court," has the fol-

lowing :
—

The first game was the best, when free from crime

The courtly gamesters all were in their prime.

According to Nares, primero resembled a more

modern game called Vambigu ; but Seymour, in

The "Court Gamester," published early in the

eighteenth century, gives a different v<

Speaking of ombre (quadrille), he says,
" It is

an improvement of a game called primero, for-

merly in great vogue among the Spaniards.

Primero is played with six cards, ombr<

nine,
—that being the material difference.

to the terms, they are mostly the same. * He
who holds emquo prim&ro (which is a sequence
of five of the best cards and a good trump) is

sure to be successful over his adversary.

tme takes its denomination." Mir
in his "Guide into Tongu

primero humus first, and primavista
and that the game is so called

'

that c Buch an order of i

wiu

It can hardly hr. doubted that prime:
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a game of Spanish origin. It is said to have
:

been introduced into this country bj I

M Arragon, or at all events by her full"

Bbakspere makes out that King Renry VI II.

Uayed at primero. Gardiner says that he left

the king "at primero with the Dni.

Suil'olk." The game liable

in the reign of Elizabeth. Lord Burleigh

mally indulged in a hand

at primero. A picture by Zuocaro, from

Falkland's collection, represents the g

Treasurer playing at cards with three other

, who from their dress appear to be of

distinction, each having two rings on the same

of both hands. The cards are marked

on the face as now, but they differ from our

: cards in being longer and narrower ;

antiquaries are of opinion that the game i

sented in the picture is the game of primero.

A passage in an old play, Greene's " Tu

Quoque," has been quoted by several writers

as evidence that primero was a gambling game :

"
Primero, why I thought thou hadst not been

so much gamester as play at it." But a

person who objects to cards might make such a

remark with respect to any card-game, whether

a gambling game or not. Judging from the

partial descriptions of the game which remain

to us, it would seem that primero might be

! either for large or small stakes, as

1 on. In Florio's <: Second Frutes"

(150.1), a very scarce book, primero is played

by two persons for " one shilling stake and

three rest" (?pool). In Minshew's "
Spanish

four play ;
the stake is two shillings

ami the rest, eight. The mode of play is but

fectly known.

The earliest game of cards indigenous to

id seems to have been the game of

trump, the predecessor of our national game
of whist. It was played at least as early as

the time of Edward VI., for in the comedy of

( iurton's Needle," said to have been

first printed in 1551, old Dame Chat invites

two of her acquaintances to a game at trump.

Come nere, ye be no stranger :

We he fast set at trump, man, hard by the fyre ;

; on the king if thou come a little nyer.
Dol

; Dol, sit down and play this game,
thou eawest me do, see thou do even the same.

Tluii is five trumps besides the queen, the hindmost
thou sluil : find her.

In Decker's "
Belman," published about the

same period, we are told that "
deceipts [are]

\vn in the fayrest and most civill

companies, at primero, sant, maw, trump, and
such like gan

Trump is supposed to have been very like

whist. There was a group of games—trump,
'ruff, slam, ruff and honours, and, whisk and

ibers—which were closely allied, and out cf

which modern whist has been born. All card-
'

raff and tramp .v

uonymoua
Diction

called raffia ot trump, amp,
not identical. Wa find

distinguish* ,

Vf the

water SO), in enumer;. _'aines

at which the prodigal squandei

He flings his money free with carelensnesae

At novum, mtmchanoe, i choose ye which,
At one-and-thirty, or at poor**nd I

Ruffe, slam, trump, noddy, wbuk, hole, sant, new-cut.*****
At primifi8to, post-and-payre, primero,
Maw, whip-her-ginny, he's a liberal hero;
At my-sow-pigged ;

—but (reader, never doubt ye),
He's skilled in all games, except look-abo .

Ruff and honours, and slam, and whist,
are also kept distinct from each oth

Cotton, in the "
Compleat Gamester "

( 1

He says:
l - Ruff and honours (alias slam),

and whist, are games so commonly known in

England in all parts thereof, that every child

almost of eight years old hath a com;

knowledge in that recreation ; and therefore

I am unwilling to speak anything more of

them than this, that there may be a great
deal of art used in dealing and playing at

these games, which differ very tittle on>

the other." According to Seymour, trump
is a corruption of the word triumph,

"
for

where they [trumps] are, they are ar

with conquest.
"

In the reign of James I., the fashionable

James I. was him

player. A, pamphlet preserved in the B

Museum, entitled,
" Tom Tell-Troath

; or, a

Free Discourse touching the I of the

Time n
(*.4ca 1G22), thus alludes to the 8

taste for} cards.
" In the very gaming ordi-

naries, where men have scarce leisure to say

grace, yet they take a time to censure your

Majestie'a actions. They say you have lost the

fairest game at maw that ever King 1:

want of making the best advantage of u.

finger [live
of trumps] ami playing the

helpes in time. That your owne card h

play bootie, and give the signe out of

owne hande."

The game of maw differed but 1:

that subsequently called live-

cards I mtially tfa

modern lr: is pro-

bable that I

Ireland by Oliver Cromwell's army.

Glc
Jouson's time. It I

iu a

book entitled " Wit's In1

in lo,
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The other principal card-games of the period

were lodani, noddy, bankerout, saunt, lan-

terloo, knave-out-of-doors, and post-and-pair.

Sir John Harrington mentions lodam as suc-

oaw in court patronage. It is not

known how it was played.

Noddy is supposed by some to have been

the original of cribbage, because the knave

was called noddy. But it would seem that

the game of noddy was played for counters,

and that it was fifteen or twenty-one up. In

Salton's tales, a young heir is likened to " a

gamester at noddy ; one-and-twenty makes
him out." Nares says that noddy was not

played with a board ; but Gayton (Festivous

Notes upon Don Quixot, 1654) speaks of noddy
boards.

Saunt and sant are merely corruptions of

cent, or cientos, a Spanish game. It was named
cientos because the game was a hundred. It

is supposed to have been the same as piquet.

Lanterloo was very similar to loo. The
first mention of lanterloo occurs in a Dutch

pamphlet (circa 1648).
Knave-out-of-doors was probably the same

game as poore-and-rich, or as beggar-my-

neighbour.

Post-and-pair is said to have resembled the

game of commerce. It was played with three

cards each
;
and much depended on vying, or

betting, on the goodness of your own hand.

A pair-royal of aces was the best hand, and

next, a pair-royal of any three cards according
to their value. If no one had a pair-royal,
the highest pair won, and next to this, the

hand that held the highest cards. This de-

scription seems to apply more nearly to brag
than to commerce.

In Cotton's "
Compleat Gamester," we find,

in addition to the games already mentioned,
the following which are obsolete—ombre,

h-ruff, costly-colours, bone-ace, wit-and-

reason, the art of memory, plain-dealing, Queen
neech, bankafalet, and beast.

i'unct games were very babyish
r instance, wasadmit-

n fco be "trivial and very incon-

f the little variety therein

ilhor, "h
sons of quality have

plaid ii, I will briefly
; the rather, because it is a

cards

dealt face

d up.

. and the c thirty-

half.

Ootton, v

are still practised, are all superior games ;

games of variety, and games into which skill

largely enters. They are piquet, cribbage,

all-fours, and whist. Of these whist is the

king. It has been the game for some hundred
and twenty years ;

and its never-ending variety,
and its well adjusted complements of skill and

chance, seem likely to continue it in undis-

turbed possession of modern card-rooms.

THE BATTLE PAINTEK.

Wild horsemen billowing round a planted flag,

Pistols red flashing, sabres reaping fast,

Whirlpools of pikes, maim'd men trod under foot,
The sulphur smoke of cannon rolling past ;

And in the midst a proud, white, tossing plume,—
The chief's, who, wrestling with a stalwart Croat,

Or Pole, or Turk, yells out his battle-cry,
While hewing madly at the other's throat.

ii.

You know such pictures ; Wouvermans has done
Some not unlike, with ever a white horse

Focussing out a light amid the gloom,

Giving the masses unity and force.

Always a standard, while sore wounded men
Grapple upon the ground with armour strewn,

And shattered drum and banners wet with gore,
And helmets beaten in and bucklers hewn.

Don Rinaldo de Montalba, battle painter,
—

He who left us many score such things,
—

Was wont to rouse his genius, we are told,

Not by deep draughts from the Castalian springs,

By beating charges on a Turkish drum,
Nor clashing cymbals ; no, by no device

So tame as these, but by a daring stroke,
A vigorous and a chivalrous artifice.

He clothed a figure in a coat of mail,
Helmet and cuirass, breastplate, target too,

Tassets and paulclrons buckled sure and firm,

Each plate of armour fitting close and true ;

Then, with a giant's huge two-handed sword,
In a feigned fury he drove at the steel,

Slashing it into shreds, with sturdy blows

That might have made the proudest Paynim reel.

Having well smitten, hewn, and stabbed, and struck,

He calmly placed his sword upon its rack,
And seized his brushes, his strained canvas set,

His easel planted, and with bended back,
And steadfast head bent down, portrayed the scenes

His fancy now was teeming with, and fierce

With furious pencil pictured storms of horse,
And clouds of Pandours, hot at carte and tierce.

Don Rinaldo de Montalba, battle painter,

Rudely to us, poets, and painters, all

h this simple lesson, still to work
With fiery ardour, turning this earth-ball,

And all in sea and sky unto our use,

B onward up the arduous mount,
below

Ripples with music Aganippe's fount. W. T.
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A CROWNING
A STORY OF THE BLACK COUNTRY.

To any one familiar with that part of the

midland counties known as "The Black Coun-

try," the mere mention of its name will bring
before the mind the whole dreary spectacle, the

blackness of desolation by day, the burning

by night ; while to those unacquainted
with the scene, no description, however vivid,

would convey a correct idea of its peculiar
features.

In these days of constant railway travelling,

when a distant town is often practically nearer

than a neighbouring village, many who have

never visited the black country have obtained

a general idea of its characteristics while passing

through it
;
and should their train have been

a slow one, probably the short journey between

Birmingham and Wolverhampton has given
them all the acquaintance they wish to have
with a scene so gloomy in the daylight, so ap-

palling in the darkness. The flat, black ground,
intersected by canals, upon whose foul and

muddy water slow barges laden with coal or

iron are drawn by lean horses, and even in

some cases by women with scarcely a trace of

their sex visible in dress or feature,
—the short

wide chimneys pouring forth smoke and flame,
the machinery for working coal pits, and the

d<'!<ris from them and from the furnaces, all go
to make one of the dreariest pictures conceiv-

able. Perhaps the huts or hovels—built some-

times of mud, sometimes of mud and brick,
and always more or less fallen or falling into

decay—inhabited by the pitmen and other

workmen of the place, are the saddest sight of

all. By the doors of these desolate and ruin-

ous dwellings little children are seen, looking
like little savages, even to the colour of their

skin, playing their dreary play among the

cinders which cover the roads.

These pages are not the place for discussing
the question ;

but it might well be asked if it

is not possible that a country so blasted and

disfigured, retaining no element of beauty, and
in the very nature of its employments tending
to brutalise rather than to elevate its popula-
tion, may not by its influence be in some
measure conducive to those crimes of diabolical

atrocity which seem almost peculiar to this

. and which from time to time startle

even those most accustomed to the details of
crime into active indignation ?

But the sights to which I have alluded are

not the only things that render the black

country terrible. It is liable to a peculiar

r of an appal"
•

;
and the cir-

under wh:

in tin

apology for rej

About five ye
tion to spend Christmas with a friend lb. .

South Station 1 shire. ;ron matter
of considerable position, and, finding it neces-

sary to live in the neighbourhood of his busi-

ness, had built a hot]

taken thither his young wife, who was a o

of mine, in the early part of the year. I had
never even passed through the county, an

no idea of its aspect, and only looked forward

to a pleasant week with my fri<

Professional engagements kept me in London
till late in the afternoon of the 24th of Decem-

ber, and in the early twilight of that l

day I began my journey. There was a bitter

hard frost, the clouds gathering blackly seemed

to promise a heavy fall of snow before morn-

ing, and I was much annoyed to find that the

only train I could take was a slow one, stop-

ping at every station. However, it was no
use to complain ;

and wrapping myself up as

warmly as possible in my rug, I composed my-
self for sleep soon after we started, and wil

fortunate enough to have an undisturbed slum-

ber of some length.

When I awoke it was to a n( .On
either side were the huge furnace fires of the

black country shedding a lurid light far into

the darkness ;
and the heaps of refuse, which

looked grey and dead in the daylight, were

now so many glowing hillocks of red-hot em-

bers. It was more like a dream than any

waking sight I had ever had ;
and more like a

vision of purgatory, or even a worse

than like a dream. The train st

upon inquiring the name of the station, I found

that I had passed the station of

ought to have left the train.

friend had arranged to meet me with

Oonsiderab] 1 took up my
and asked if I could have

me to my friend's house
;
bul » was

little more than a village, and nothing of the

kind could be ha 1. The station-mast

I me, in answer to my impatient in-

quiries, that Mr. lived about three miles

orl', and, giving directions as to the

route, of which. r, I could make

nothing, left me
I walked out of the station and then stood

vol. x. No. 24S.
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still irresolutely, somewhat bewildered by the

wliarity of all that I saw,

n I by the strong effect of light and

from the huge fires contrast-

ing so sharply with the blackness of the night.

1 looked at my watch and found that it was

just eight o'clock.

At this moment a man passed, and I asked

him if he could direct me to the house of Mr.

. He turned at the sound of my voice,

and, pointing vaguely into the darkness, said

it
"
lay over there."

" But I don't know the country at all," I

said.
" J was never here before, and I cannot

find my way unless you tell me something
more."

"
Oh, if you're a stranger," he answered

somewhat roughly, "you won't find it easy.

You're come to the wrong station for the

nearest."

"I know that," I said; "I have made a

mistake. "

" If that's it," he replied, more good-

humouredly,
" come along with me. I'm

goin' a good step o' the same way, and I'll

show you as far as I can."

I accepted the offer of companionship grate-

fully, and we walked quickly on,
—now in the

glare, now in the darkness, till we came to a

small gate, which opened upon the canal path.
It looked so dismal and dreary as far as it

could be seen, and was so impenetrably dark
where it could not, that I shrank from walking
along the towing-path with the contingency of

walking into the water.
" Is there no other way than this ?

"
I

asked.
"
Ay, there's another

; but it's longer. Are

you scared o' this ?
" was the reply."

Well, no, not exactly," I said, hesitating ;

"but I was never in this neighbourhood be-

md of course it does not look to me as it

> you, who have lived here all your life.

But," I added, seeing that my companion had

passed through the gate, and following his ex-

,

"
if you say that this is the best way,

we'll take it."
"

I've not lived here all my life," he said,

first part of my sentence,
" and

near it!"
i arnestness and evi-

rity with which the words were

i, and turned t>> look at the speaker ;
we

plainly. A commonpla man
Q, about f

.

His

in. 'I'll,,

it liini in any way ;
and

I

eluded that he was disappointed in wages, or

had given up something better for his present

occupation, whatever that might be. He was
silent now

;
and though I wished to knowr why

' he had spoken his regret so earnestly, 1 could

not very well ask him, and so tried to draw
him into conversation.

" Are wages good about here V I asked.

"Ay, they're well enough if you work

well," he said sullenly; "they're the same
here as in most places ; you earn what you
get, and you get what you earn."

" Who do you work for ?" I went on.

He named the friend wrhom I was going to

visit.

" Is he a good master ?
"

" He's like th' rest, a hard 'un. Set his

mind on makin' his fortun' sharp, I reckon,
and gettin' out o' this cussed place."
"I suppose you'd do the same if you were

he ?" I suggested.
"Like enough," he assented.

By this time we had left the canal side, and
were walking in a narrow lane, along which
ran a single tramway, and by the side of which
were some of the poorest cottages, or rather

hovels, I had ever seen
; most of them, how-

ever, were dimly lighted, and from some came

rough sounds of merriment and holiday making.

My guide stopped before the door of one of

the cottages which was in complete darkness,
and turning to me, said :

"If you keep right on for half a mile, and

i then take th' road to th' left, you can't miss

th' house."
" Are you not going any farther ?" I asked,

rather anxiously, for I greatly disliked the idea

of walking on alone.

"No," he said, bluntly, taking a key from

his jacket pocket, and putting it into the lock

of the door; "I'm at home."
" If you will show me the rest of the way I

shall be much obliged," I said, at the same
time slipping half-a-crown into his left hand

;

"and no one seems to be waiting for you."
He would not take the coin, but replacing

the key in his pocket, moved forward, saying :

"
No, there's no one a waitin' for me."

The tone in which he echoed my words was
one of such profound sadness, that I was much
struck by it, and a moment after he continued :

"
No, there's no one a waitin' for me

;
that

*<»ttage is as empty as it is dark, there's

no lire in it, and no welcome
;
there's no wife,

nor no ohilderi)
;
there's naught there to mak'

a home of but th' four bare walls."
" STou should marry," I said, cheerfully,

" then yon would have a wife to welcome you,
and children in time, perhaps. At any rate

you'd have a lire and a light."
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" But I had 'em all once," he went on, not

ing my interruption, "a good wif

an' I lost 'em all this night a

sin'. It's Christ in :i't it |

"

" Lost !

"
I repeated, much shocked

;

" what

did they die of ?
"

\y, lost 'em
; they didn't to call die."

' ' Will you tell mo about it ?
" I asked, much

intere
" This day last 'ear it was like as it is now,

on'y frostier, an' blacker, an' darker. I come

fro' work at five o'clock, and it was pitch
dark by then. We lived i' that same cottage,
an' my wife had made it as tidy as a palace—
she was ;i rare clean 'un—all ready for Christ-

mas Day, an' th' pudden was ready for boilin'
;

an' when we'd had tea she foun' out that

candles was forgot and wanted, there was on'y
the piece o' one that was burnin'. There's

th' shop close by there," and he indicated the

direction by pointing with his thumb over his

shoulder— " an' she thought no harm o' sendin'

th' youngest child—she was six 'ear old, and

sharper nor any needle I ever saw—to fetch

'em. She didn't come back as soon as she

might ha' done, and we sent th' next 'un—she

was close upon eight
—after her

;
for tho' it

were as dark as a dog's mouth, we thought no

harm, th' shop were close to, an' them knowing
th' road so well.

"She didn't come back no more nor th'

first, an' we said what we'd do when they did

come, playin' away out i' the dark, and the

night so cold
;
an' when it come that they'd

been gone nigh upon half an hour, Jack—that

was the eldest of all—said he'd go an' bring
'em in. He stopped away too, till we was

tired o' wr

aitin', an' th' wife says,
' Drat them

childem ;
let 'em get a playin' an' they never

think nothin' o' no errands
;
but I'll fetch 'em

in, an' warm 'em too,' and she puts her shawl

over her head an' off she goes. She didn't

shut th' door fast, or th' wind bursted it open,
and I goes to shut it, an' just then I thought
I heerd a scream in her voice, and as she

wasn't a screetchy sort o' woman, it give me a

kind o' turn. I clapt th' candle end into an
old lantern as we had, and oil' I went to see if

I reelly had heerd anything.
" It were hawful dark outside, not a moon

nor a star, and I right searched along the

ground, holdin' out th' lantern to showr a light
where I were goin', an' well I did. About

twenty yard fro' th' cottage I found out all

'bout it. There'd been a crowning in, and
down they was all gone, wife, an' Jack, an'

th' two other childern
;

an' there was me
standin' on th' edge wi' th' lantern, lookin'

for what wasn't to be seen, for th' crownin' in

was deeper than anyone knows, an' I never

saw no more of all them that had been at tea

wi' me— .t."

ophe, and
• of the meaning of the

words under-

standing it fully, th«- man's voice a

touched me to the hi

" What ! in ?'" I asked.
"
Why," he e u try's

all underniinded wi' pits an' WOT
sometimes the earth goes in atop, and makes a

big hole
; I

I comprehended tin horror fully now.
"Does such a thing haj i asked
at length.

I o heerd on it main Sometimes
it's under a 'ouse, an' it all n ;

but

this o' mine was the worst 1 ki.

" What did you do ?" 1 qui
"There wasn't nothin' could be done,

went back to th' cottage to think about it.

The neighbours was all very good to me, an'

some of 'em bided wi' me all the night ;
an'

when daylight come we went to look once

again, but day or night all was dark there
;

and the last I ever see of my Jack,
an' the other childern, was them goin' out for

th' candles, one after anothor, an' her fetchin'

'em in."

His voice broke as he spoke words,
and I saw him wipe his eyes with the sh«

his jacket. I felt a rising in my own throat

such as I had not known for long. A minute

after he went on quietly :

"An' the next day were Chr

good woman as liv I the

pudden, an' brought it an' set it afore me an'

I tried to eat, but nothing never went nigher
to chokin' a man nor what that did B
thought so of 'em all—an' Jaol M such

a hand at a pudden—an' I got up. an' took it

in to th' neighbour as had brought it, an*

stood an' watched her childern eat it
;

an'

then I went back to tho empty cotta-

cried out aloud, tin tears,

till 1 \ weak as a child ;

lighted up my pipe, an' smoked it all a':

"And were the bodies never found?" I

asked.

IS never found : th

buryin', nor nothing. V'r

at th' bottom, an' their d was

drownded
; p'raps i- I,

an'

they was dashed to
'

OH it

every way at one tin. thing

Sen no more. Take thai turn, sir,*' he

said, suddenly resuming his i

it'll tike you right to the
'

D 1 before I could thank him, he was lost

in the dark: A. M.
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A SUPPRESSED AE-T.

who have occasion to consult

practical and mechanical journals

that fi to week record the multiplicity

of schemes and appliances that spring from the

active energy of man's inventive faculties,

hare often remarked how very small a

number of those apparently useful, and some-

seemingly important, inventions ever

come into such general use as to lead to the

supposition that they can at any time fulfil the

expectations of their sanguine projectors. How
many of the rich fruits of the tree o? practical

knowledge seem to ripen only to wittier and

decay, and by their decay to enrich the soil

from which a future generation is to reap the

harvest of successful application !

It is not, however, our purpose to chronicle

the vicissitudes of inventions and inventors,

but to lay before our readers an episode in the

y of invention and discovery that is, we

think, almost without a parallel. We allude

to the case of an important, useful, and beauti-

ful art, wilfully suppressed, and its successful

practice totally discontinued, by those whose

best interest it was to pursue and to preserve
it : not, however, so effectually annulled but

that some relics of it, and some documentary
and traditional evidence of the pursuit of it,

have remained undestroyed, and have recently
been brought to light, to the bewilderment of

those who had believed the art, of which these

relics are reputed specimens, to be one of

comparatively recent discovery.
For exhuming and bringing to light what

evidence we have concerning this art or pro-
cess we are indebted to the far-sighted per-

uce of Mr. F. P. Smith, the successful

ir of the screw propeller to the pur-
of navigation, and the curator of the

t Museum at South Kensington. In
<-tion with this office Mr. Smith had

occasion, about eighteen months ago, to visit

orks of the late Matthew Boulton, at

Soho, mar Birmingham, for the purpose of

og for his museum the original steam-

eonstruction. It will be
I that upon the failure of Watt's

!:, owing to some mining
•niton came forward and i

nt that

bid i ted to them, and that Soho
I d became the scene of Watt and

joint labours. Now Boulton

and ardent mind, and

aml ]

>ple of all ranks with

freedom and without ceremony. Watt said of

him that ' ' to his friendly encouragement, to

his partiality for scientific improvements,
and his ready application of them to the pur-

poses of art, to his intimate knowledge of

business and manufactures, and to his extended

views and liberal spirit, may in a great measure

be ascribed whatever success may have attended

my exertions." After his death, in 1809, his

remains were borne to the grave by the oldest

of the Soho workmen, followed by five hundred

operatives of the establishment, with scarcely

a dry eye amongst them ; and the funeral was

attended by several thousand individuals, to

whom medals were distributed recording the

age and death of this enviable man.

It is not surprising, then, that during Boul-

ton's lifetime his house was the rendezvous of

savans and eminent men, as indeed it was
;

for on the night of every full moon a number
of gentlemen, among whom were Watt, Dr.

Priestley, Sir W. Herschel, Dr. Darwin, Ben-

jamin Franklin, Mr. Wedgwood, Dr. Johnson,
and many others equally illustrious, met there,

and constituted what, by reason of the night
of their meeting, was called the Lunar Society ;

its celebrated members being sometimes satiri-

cally denominated the lunatics. There is good
reason to suppose that from these meetings

originated many of the inventions and appli-

ances that gave the Soho factory its world-

wide reputation, for it is hardly possible to

imagine so many great minds interchanging
their ideas without beneficial advantage being
taken of the practical application of those ideas.

At Soho, Mr. Smith had the good fortune

to meet a Mr. Price, agent to Matthew Watt

Boulton, Esq., a grandson of the celebrated

gentleman before alluded to, who submitted

to him two curious pictures, upon paper,

copies of paintings, which bore a strong resem-

blance to photographs ;
and two other pictures

on copper plated with silver, that were

undoubtedly of a class precisely the same as

those commonly known as daguerrotypes. Im-

pressed with the significance of these various

pictures, Mr. Smith sought to obtain possession
of them for exhibition at the Kensington
Museum. They were liberally placed at his

disposal by Mr. Price, and several others wore

collected from other sources ;
and since that

time Mr. Smith, Mr. Price, and others, have

been using every means and pursuing every

inquiry, to trace out their origin and history ;

with what result we shall now endeavour to

explain.

First, with regard to the paper pictures, the

antiquity of them is proved almost beyond a

doubt, for fche
| aperupon which they are taken

the well-known water-mark of " What-
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man," hut no date. The present proprietors of

Whatman's mills, Messrs. Hollingsworth &Co.,
are of opinion that the paper was made 100

ago ;
that Whatman's earlier papers were

marked only with the name, the date being

added a few yean after, for when they pur-

chased the mills in 1794 the date was inserted,

as well as the name J. Whatman, and has

continued to be so ever since. From various

letters and memoranda that have been found

concerning them, they appear to have been

produced about the year 1780. There is

ler from a London firm, dated 1781, to

supply about thirty of them, copies of B

of which, identified by the list that accom-

the order, are in Mr. Smith's pos-

session. Moreover, an old man avIio was

Boulton's " cad " or handyman, and who died

eight years ago at the age of ninety years, had

often mentioned them to Mr. Price in connec-

tion with the Lunar Society, and described in

his own rude way the process by which they
were taken.

The age of the pictures being determined, the

important question arises,
" How were they

obtained ?" This is at present a mystery. From
the resemblance they bear to photographs ;

from

the fact of their being called, in some of the old

letters, "sun pictures," and "produced by a

chymical and mechanical process ;" from the evi-

dence of the old man, Boulton's cad
;
and from

his description of the method of taking them,
" that they were in a dark tent, and with

nothing but the pictures on the tables (not the

pictures themselves, but the likenesses of them),

and by some means they secured this shadow,"
it has been concluded, not without reasonable

grounds, that they were produced by photo-

graphy. If such be the case, the honour of

discovering and perfecting photography will be

transferred from those who at present bear it—
Wedgwood and Davy, Talbot, and others—to

the Lunar Society, or some of its illustrious

members. Considerable discussion has thus

naturally arisen concerning them, but as yet
the question is but partially solved. That

they are produced by some process unknown
to artiste and connaisseurs in art productions
there can be no doubt, for Mr. W. Smith, the

Deputy-Chairman of the National Portrait

Gallery,
" a gentleman who perhaps knows

more about art and pictures than any other

man in England," says of them "that they
are not produced either by engraving, drawing,
or painting, or by any method of which he

had any knowledge ; they bear no I r

hand work whatever ;" while Mr. Fairholt

says :

" That they are produced by mechanical

means, and not by hand labour, is very certain.

.... There is no trace of any of the usual

produce such

Nor
are there any traces of Ul

aquatint, fco, ;'* and forth

if some of them i some
of them are tin-

without tin

said they
But in opposition oe of their

being produced by photograph

perieno graphen ready to assert tliat

they are not so. No om

acquainted with the history of photography,
and the various processes and I

it, than Mr. Robert Hunt, ;.scori-

viction that they are not photo:/. I gives

unquestionable reasons in if his con-

victions. But we can only r I what
we know, and if we cannot account for

production by any now known process of pho-

tography, it does not follow that they are not

produced by some process that we have yet to

learn
;
and this argument holds equally good,

supposing them to be produced by some not

yet discovered means distinct from photo-

graphy, albeit the evidence is in favour of pho-

tographic argument. That the pi

produced in such large numb i k such

small cost, as to preclude the idea of their

being done by hand, we have ample proof ; for

the highest charge mentioned for any one

picture is twenty-five shilling;-. me of

them are of large si.

How is it, it may well be tat the

method of taking them has not been handed

down to our time 1 even admitting it to have

been a trade secret, as it undoubtedly was.

This question is effectually an m the

testimony of the old man, who related the

matter to Mr. Price. It appears that some-

time previous to 17

William Beechy, visited Soho, and painted
Boulton's portrait, which at the

Royal Academy in that year. While there,

Boulton explained the process to him, and it

appears to have bc<-:i tin- i
ineasi-

ness or dissatisfaction, for we

Sir William went amongst his brother artists,

and got up a petition or mem >ulton

and the Lunar Societ; .

continue reprodo
the old man1 d it would

in pos-

find the wholt

printed

!
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be the means of shutting up the painters'

shops." It would seem, further, that the inter-

ce of the Government was sought ;
for a

appears to have been written to the

Secretary of the Treasury, to obtain a pension

per annum for one Eginton, who, it

would seem, was either the inventor or the

principal operator of the process. To this

Boulton objected ;
for he wrote to the Earl of

Dartmouth, requesting his influence with the

Secretary of the Treasury
" to have an entire

stop put to the pension, because Mr. Eginton
hath no claim or expectations .... and

as to an ampler reward for his secrecy, I

know how to do that more effectually, and

with more prudence than by giving him

annually 20£., which will only serve to

keep up the remembrance of that business,

aud therefore 'tis unpolitical." And in the

same letter he says,
" the obligation he is

under to me, and his own natural caution and

prudence, render me firmly persuaded that the

scheme will die away in his memory, or, at

least, will never be mentioned."

If these facts be well founded, and there is

no present reason to doubt them, the artists of

those days must have been very short-sighted
in thus endeavouring to extinguish so ad-

mirable a means of disseminating their works.

The process, as it was then practised, was merely
a reproducing one, like engraving or litho-

graphy : it could not create or produce an ori-

ginal picture, and could not, therefore, inter-

i th the artist's vocation. Indeed, it was
rather calculated to assist them

;
for as these

sun pictures became popular, an increased

ad for fresh subjects would have been

nevitable consequence, and the pictures
themselves would have increased in value by

thus made known, for the more works of

art are copied and published the more valuable

; iginals become. So, however much we
admire the generosity of Boulton and

i submitting to the wishes of

petitioners, we cannot but regret that
* ed jealousy of those petitioners

should lurVe hindered this process from being

rity.

With regard to the other pictures to which

Luded, on plates, there is not a

shadow of a doubt about their being photo-
intention oonoerniog them is as

at which they were taken. One of

lid to be of Soho House
01 were made, in th

Other B view of the same
: ions. In support of tin's

imony of the old man
Iduced ; for he had told

Dtioned
i

"was taken by Mr. Boulton, Mr. Watt, Dr.

Small, and Mr. Franklin in front of the old

house at Soho." The evidence of this old

man, on this and other points before cited, has

been called in question, but, strangely enough,
full corroboration of every part of it has come

to hand from a perfectly independent witness.

Dr. Lee, of Weatheroak, in Worcestershire,
who was born near Birmingham in 1793, and
resident at Birmingham from 1816 to 1823,
writes to the Illustrated News and says, "In con-

firmation of the statement made by the old man
in the employ of Matthew Boulton, I very well

remember having heard, many years ago, from

mymother, many of the particulars, which leave

me no doubt of the truth of his statement. I

have heard her say that a society used to make
trials at Soho to produce visible representa-
tions of objects by means of sunlight, which

they called sun-pictures ;
that Francis Eginton,

!

who lived on Soho Hill, in the near neighbour-
hood of Mr. Boulton, was said to be the in-

J

ventor of the process, or to be acquainted with

|

it
; that a camera was used, and that a silver

|

plate was, at least sometimes, employed ; that,

when Mr. Boulton's house was to be repaired,
a representation of the house was taken

;
that

many representations by the sunlight process
were made, and sold, and so dispersed ;

and

that, from a fear of injury to living artists,

the process was discontinued, being said to

have not arrived at the perfection once hoped
for." Those who have sought to refute the

antiquity of these pictures, have suggested that

they are some early specimens of the process
of M. Neipce, brought over by him for sub-

mission to the Royal Society, about the year

1827, but which the Royal Society rejected
and declined to report upon, because he refused

to divulge the means by which they were ob-

tained
;
and that, by some means, they got

into possession of Boulton's successors.

After Neipce had been working at the pro-
cess for some years he fell in with Daguerre,
who was experimenting in the same direction,

and with whom the daguerreotype process

originated. Daguerre was originally a scene-

painter, not a likely man, one would think, to

pursue such experiments as those of his own
accord

; and it is a remarkable circums

that one Daguerre was the Paris agent of

Wedgwood, the potter, a member of the Lunar

Society. As far as the metal pictures an

oerned, everything depends upon the proof that

they represent Soho House at the time of the

bions
;
but as yet no one lias been found

who recollects it before those alterations were

made.

All the evidence that we at present p<

tends to show that photography was
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at Soho long before the acknowledged time of

oovery. At all events, if photography
r&a not, Borne other art (of which the paper
ictures are specimens) equally important,
[ow much praise and honour must ire then

accord to Boulton and his c , if it turns

out that they were the real discoverers of pho-

tography. Bnt how much more praise, how-

much greater honour will be their due, if it

transpires that they were the inventors and

perfeotors of an art that a sm fenera-

tion has not yet been able to re-disc

J. Carpenter.

THE BROTHERS MOGINIE.
Part ii.

It is now eight years since I collected the

information relative to the Brothers Moginie',

communicated in my first paper,* and I have

been constant in my research after the missing
links of this strange story. It was only when
I had become convinced that it was hopeless

my expecting ever to obtain them, that I sent

an account of what I knew to Once a Wsse.
Since this account has been in the printers'

hands, 1 have received some important docu-

ments which throw a new light on many of

the events related in my first communication.
It will be remembered that Francois left

Europe in 1751, in company with Colonel du

Perron, furnished with the baptismal registers of

himself and brother, to entitle him to t

his brother's enormous fortune of 200,000
louis d'or. I furnished a copy of his letter from

Venice, which was the last which I could obtain.

He wrote again from Constantinople and from

Surat, but neither of these letters have I seen

or been able to recover
;
but I have before me

one addressed to Mr. Richard Tomlinson, mer-

chant, of King William Street, London, who
had taken charge of Francois' family during
his absence; The letter is from a Mr. Gogham,
agent of E. I. Company at Surat, and carries

on the story of Francois pretty much from
where I left it off.

"
Surat, Oct 2Qth, 1753.

" Dear Sir,—According to your instruc-

tions, I have inquired into the case of the

Swiss adventurer in whom you are interested,
and who is now at the court of Agra. Indeed
I forestalled them, by having previously
gathered information concerning the General

Moginie
1

who has been presented to your
notice as Prince Didon and Indus. I have
been favoured by the sickness of your client,
who has been at my house for eleven days,

iuffering severely from dysentery. I am not at

* See page 345.

all surprised, sir, that you should doubt the

reality of a fortune, in quest of which he has

iptain
: it to him was sull

to make tie- most
i loubt,

and one must ha as as your-
self to have : money upon ).

ing such a dubious Mj
1 up his romance without skill,

title of prince which he has given to General

Moginie' is absolutely ignored bare, when

i!y princes of Mogul i sovereign

rajahs. His titles of cham-
berlain are equally chimerical. The en-

is waited upon in the interior of the
\

by women and eunfU

generalissimo of his armies than himsel:

many powerful rajahs whose c I form

|

more than half the Mogul army, do

!

their orders from a soldier of fori

the death of Chajehan they would not serve

!
the prince or Aurungzeb, except as auxiliaries.

I Their forces equal those of the most powerful
electors of Germany ;

and their nobility.
1

pulously preserved from mixtur

|
them quite as punctilious. They only obey
the emperor in person. Possibly Du Perron

1 wished to make out some resemblai

:
the titles of this country and those of Europe,
but from want of knowledge he has made a

preposterous fable out of an authentic story.

Daniel Moginie' passed from Persia int

1 dostan in 1738. Jl ited himself the

same year to the nabob or prime mini

the Mogul at Delhi, where the court then was,

giving himself out *to be an of

J

tion in quest of service. He pro,

had commanded 1000 men in th

Schah-Nadir, known in Europe as Th
kouli-khan. He was present.

Avho gave him a similar command in

corps of his guards. During the war, which

began next year, he displayed so much bl

and policy, that after the departure of the con-

queror he was advanced to being commari

in-chief of the corps, which

men. He disciplined them in the

r,
and this novelty acquired for him

great consideration. Th red to

have this system carried out among all the

imperial troops, and Daniel mm sent into the

provinces with the commission of inspector-

general. But the difficulties which he eiicoun-

made him a>k to be recalled, and the

only fruit of his jou: leased

the sister of the i 'f the

Rajah of Deocan. This Prin d her

brother, the emperor, to
| marriage.

I th e bride

groom as governor of the kingdom of Lahore.
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It was on the occasion of this marriage that

faced his genealogical book, the

of which tended towards establish-

mce. The princess was called

;
the name Begum is a title

Mongolian princesses, as that of

Infanta is given to the Princess of Spain and

Portugal, or that of Madame to the daughters

of France. As the palace, equipages, livery,

<fcc, of the Omrah Daniel were called the

palace, equipages, and livery of Neidone-

Begum, M. du PeiTon, whom the assumed

title of Colonel has not rendered much of a

courtier, has bungled over the name Neidone-

Begum, and rendered it Didon and Indus.

The massive golden lion which the emperor
committed to him to take to Europe, is the

insignia of office or badge of the Grand Porter

of the palace. This situation is the highest

in the royal palace, and the omrah was given

it on the occasion of his marriage, so as to

give him free access to the imperial apart-

ments. As for the will, that is another truth

ill expressed by the Sieur du Perron, who has

exposed himself to the chance of being regarded
as an impostor by all those who have any know-

ledge of the empire and its laws : a private

individual cannot dispose of his property with-

out petitioning the Mogul, and he is not even

suffered to retain a copy of his petition. The

original is presented sealed to the nabob or

prime minister, who hands it over in the same

condition to the emperor, without knowing its

contents, unless the monarch chooses to com-

municate them to him. The petition is cast

into the fire if the prince rejects it, and if he

purposes granting it, in whole or in part, the

proper instrument is drawn up and placed in

the hands of the nabob, who only gives a verbal

account of its contents to the petitioner.

The Omrah Moginid demanded in his that his

r Francois should inherit his goods after

, and the emperor accorded this

ject to the condition, that Francois

>uld come with his family and settle

an. The furniture belonging to the

omrah, with his palace at Agra, were

old by order of the emperor, after his death.

K>ut 200,000^. sterling, and this

sum hi ( .f brokers,

London jewellers, are the usual

They have put out his money to

i it li.is been accumulating for four

nto the

public proofthat the

I

ito recon-

ation. Indeed, the

ho has

neither the appearance, nor the manners, nor

the talents of his brother, I doubt whether he

will ever obtain the whole of his property, or,

at all events, increase what he does obtain.

He has been well received by the nabob, who
was an intimate friend of the defunct omrah.

Whilst waiting for his audience with the em-

peror, he is lodged in one of the finest houses

of Agra, with a retinue of thirty persons, at

the expense of the nabob. However his affairs

may turn out, those who have advanced him

money need suffer no apprehension of losing

by him, for he is by no means ungrateful, and

the presents which he will receive from the

omrahs, after his audience, will place him in a

situation to exhibit his gratitude. If he is

not retained at Agra, he may return to Europe
with more than 100,000 rupees. On the clay

of his audience with the nabob, this minister

handed him over a considerable amount of

MS.
,
written in French, of which the deceased

had made him the depository, under a promise
of remitting it to his brother Francois, and if,

five years after his death had been announced

in Europe, his brother did not make his ap-

pearance, the omrah required that the original

MS. should be sent to the French ambassador,

at Constantinople, in order that it might be

transmitted, through the Swiss ambassador, to

his family, who live in the Pays de Yaud.

This MS. is nothing else than the history or

life of the omrah.

"As I had exhibited a strong desire to

know by what train of adventures this illus-

trious man had worked his way to this pitch

of fortune, M. Francois took the trouble

to make a copy of the MS., which he sent to

me in a casket of sandal-wood, garnished with

silver gilt, and worth 150 rupees, together

with a letter, of which I enclose a copy. I

have added a copy of a second, which he has

written to me, in which he accords me permis-

sion to publish the life of his brother. I be-

lieve that such a book, in order to retain its

authenticity, should be put into the hands of a

Swiss publisher, so as to be brought out under

the eyes, so to speak, of those who knew the

omrah and his family, and to give the public

some guarantee that this story is not apocry-

phal. It wants a little retouching by a skilful

pen. Truth is not the less pleasing, when

bed under an agreeable form. However,
J should recommend the editor to preserve the

of the style. The omrah has not been

quite grammatical in all his expressions and in

the construction of his sentences. He was a man
with extraordina y ;

and persons who
iiown him particularly have assured me,

Agra could e\

with more elegance than himself,
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in Persian, which is the language of the court

and palace.
' ' I have the honour to be,

"
Yours, itc, <tc., ttc.,

«« Gooh •

r from Franfoi gham.

"'Agra, July 17 th, 17

"'Sir,—Since I have been in this large

town, 1 hu\ reai many this

ing of attention, but nothing has been capable
of banishing from my memory the services

which you have been kind enough to render

me, after my arrival at Suali I thought that

I could in no better way testify my gratitude

i, than by sending you the history of my
brother's adventures, left in MS. of his own

handwriting. I have just finished transcribing

it, and I set to work upon it before having
read it myself. There are many things in it

which I cannot understand, and I may have

made many qui-pro-quos (sic) ; but you are

than I am, and you will correct my mis-

takes. One must know this country before

understanding what it is all about. My
brother Daniel thought me wiser than I am.
I beg, sir, that you will put me to rights, dur-

ing your leisure moments. I should be glad
to send information to my own country, where

my relations and friends made fun of me and

my brother, when I related to them Col. du
Perron's story. I should like the good and

generous Mr. Tomlinson to have an analysis of

it. Mr. Robert, his eldest son, who has

always been very kind to my wife, will, per-

haps, read it to her, and to my two sons.

They are the most interested in its contents,
and it is well that they should be placed in a

position to judge whether they had not better

settle here than in London or in their own

country. I kiss my hand to Mrs. Gogham
and pretty little Miss Nancy. I hope to send

them something which may prove that they
are not forgotten,' itc, etc., etc.

"From the same to the same.

"'Agra, Sept 9, 1753.
" •

Sir,
—The casket was not worth so many

thanks. Would that the nabob, who sent it

to me full of betel, had given me one of gold,
I would have prayed you all the same to have

accepted it. I reckon upon you as a

friend. I need one
; for, notwithstanding all

the lessons of M. du Perron, I am here like a

man dropped out of the clouds. The emperor
is ill : so am I—but with impatience to know
my fate

;
for really time runs away Avithout

anything being done. The nabob tells me to

keep up my spirits, and hopo for the best. I

am in despair at not understanding one of the

languages which he knows, so as to speak with

him. Would that he had given me, in place

-, who form my
which they waste. I would have

sent it to my wit' ., ould have

aherednest .

So much for Fi None of his fortune

suns, as far Agra ;

and nothing more is kno\

one in 1751, and are full of interest.

There is much i

to believe
;
and J toniel D)

the history of his life till it reads lik«

mance. At the same tii must be a
foundation of truth

;
and a pOt houta

thaler in his pocket, must have

some surprising ad ventun - eeded

in working his way to the position of hi

in-law of the emperor, and governor of th

jaub and Lahore, which he occupied at the time

of his death. The story of his illusti :

served his purpose admirably, in giving him a

position in the east, which otherwise he could

never have obtained
;

for it was only by
proving himself to be the line lant of

an eastern prince to the

Mogul, that Daniel was able to persuade the

emperor to consent to hi itfa his

sister.

I confess that I am somewhat
j rplcxed

about the story of the MS. g- That
Daniel actually i an eld record in the

wall of his house is not improbable. 1 have a

copy of one before me now which was found in

a similar manner in a Xorfolk mansion ;
and

it is possible that he may I him-

self that it contained the pedigree of his

family, a persuasion which wi ed by
the foolish remark of an iguorant Swiss pastor.

But I must give Daniel's story of th

in his own words, for I own to being quite

unable to say where truth ends and fiction be-

gins. The memoirs are addressed to Francois

in the form of a let

"
. . . Do you remember, my dear

brother, th [th our

father at Uncle D'OronV. :h onr

cousins, Villarfl '-, and

our god fa i odd meet-

id 1 remember it One

of our cousins, do Villars, I been

thrashed 1 \ .hbourhood

for hunting on his pro]

bitterly the difference in rank which rendered

it impossible for him to obtain satisfaction

from this gentleman ;
and ho recalled bygone
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times, whan the family of Moginie' was as

famoi; country for its opulence as for

I iquity. He affirmed that the lordship of

Vaiare-Mendras had belonged to a Moginie" who

d-grandfather. Our uncle sup-

ported this assertion, and gaffer Baptiste swore

that there was not a more ancient house in

Chezales than that belonging to our father
;

it had been a chateau, and that, even

though in ruins, it still showed its ancient

dignity. Jean Dutoit, who had formerly
studied for the ministry, and who was a natural

wag, chaffed us a good deal on our nobility,

which, said he, was so venerable that it was

quite out at the elbows. He predicted that

lould one day find the title-deeds of our

lordships in some nook of the house, like as

did the sons of our Moudon neighbour ; and

that we should in the same way discover that

we were fourth in descent from some royal

house, or else that, as in the case of Mr. N—
,

it would be ascertained that some infanta of

Portugal had strayed up the Rhone to Seyssel,
and had come ashore at Nion, to be our great-

grandmother. The joking went on. Father

declared that it was quite possible that some
treasure was hidden in the house, as his father

had on his death-bed entreated him never to

sell the mansion, adding, that this had been
also his own father's dying request. That

night you and I went to bed full of these ideas

of nobility, of titles, and of hidden treasure.

The fumes of wine worked during the night, so

that I awoke before day, and told you that I

had dreamed of a treasure hid in the wall of

the great hall, which served then as our

granary. You replied that you had had the
same dream. We waited with impatience for

the dawn. Scarcely had father, who was at

that time a corn-dealer, started for the fair at

Vevay with his cart, when we hurried to the

hall, armed with a hammer. We tapped the
and at one spot, which we had already

often lieru there was a black stone of

about eight inches long by four to five broad,
we felt th.it the wall was hollow. We broke

and stonework with eagerness,

<k, and saw at the end of a

r, about half the di-

ity. We were convinced
that we had found . We broke in

the lid (rf
| but, instead of gold or

ind only a roll of parchment,
which ire could not decipher. Whilst I was at

id speak of a M. de

most learned man to Europe.
; with me and consult him

You

and, ]

: aoe of our tath

want's door. We

had to wait for more than half-an-hour, when
M. le Professeur Reuchat appeared. Though
I had never seen him elsewhere than in the

pulpit, I went up to him with assurance, and,

speaking in German, I entreated him to obtain

for us from the oracle an audience of a quarter
of an hour. He asked to see the book, and I

showed it to him. '

Come,' said he,
' I will

tell 3
7ou more about it than you can learn

from M. de Crouzas.' And at the same time,

making us. a sign to follow him, he took the

direction of his own house, where he gave us

breakfast whilst he retired to his study to look

through our book. He was occupied about

two hours ; after which, he returned to us and
made a host of inquiries as to how we had dis-

covered it. You left me to answer, and I took
care to throw him off the scent. When he
found that we would not sell the volume, he
restored it to us, saying,

' Ten new crowns are

what I offer you for this parchment. They
will do you more good than the book itself,

wrhich you will never understand. I only de-

sire it out of curiosity, for I can hardly make

anything out of it
; but, to the best of my

knowledge, it contains a genealogy written in

Arabic, but written in a mongrel dialect, bear-

ing as close a resemblance to pure Arabic as

does your patois to French. You will only
find a man capable of translating it at Leyden,
in Holland ; and if you do not find one there,

you will search in vain through Europe.' I

took the matter to heart more than you did.

I was two years older than you, and I felt its

importance more keenly. I told you resolutely
that I was bent on going to Holland. Your
remonstrances were in vain. Far from allow-

ing my determination to be altered, I persuaded

you to join me
;

and before our return to

Chezales our part was taken, and we were de-

cided on starting when we had the money.
But that was just the difficulty ;

for our father

hardly gave us a crown all the year round for

pocket money. However, what I have once

made up my mind to I carry through.'"' That

very evening I declared to father that I was
tired of the quiet of village life, and that T was
bent on joining the army, and that I wished to

enrol myself in the new regiment,
'

Constant,'
in the Dutch service. My declaration over-

whelmed him with joy. He embraced me with

transport, declaring that I was a fine fellow,
and that in me he recognised a true chip of the

old block, and that he would be only too happy
• all his children follow his own example

and mine, . . . He flung four new crown-

bhe table, which he gave me to pay

uuel's memoirs prove him to
have i into fellows, w ho b

only I

I

.
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for my going to Berne to be enrolled. 'J hen

he ordered in wine. We all drank to my
Buccess, and I received Lis benediction bet

went to bed."

The memoir goes on to relate how 1 1

and Francois vowed to each other to share the

fortune they were seeking, and then how they
worked their way to Rotterdam, where Franc,

jed himself in the service of a Mr. Dilliug-

ton. Daniel proceeds to relate how he and his

brother set oil' from Rotterdam to Leydeu, and

how, having arrived there shortly after noon,

the}
r went in search of the wise man who was

to interpret their MS. for them.

"
. . We hastened in quest of the

professor of Oriental languages. I do not know
whether he sets up to be one of those savants

who are almost unapproachable ;
but never Was

soldier worse received by burgomaster than were

we by M. d'Us. He snatched the parchment
from our hands, ran his eyes scornfully over the

first few lines, and, muttering between his teeth

some words which I could not catch, said in

coarse Dutch, without even looking at me,
' What do you want for thi3 old rubbish ?

' I

replied in German, and as civilly as possible,

that I had no intention of selling it
;
on the

contrary, that I intended preserving it, and
that I had come all the way from Switzerland

to Holland for the sole purpose of obtaining a

translation from his Excellence, whom a le

man at Lausanne had assured me was the only

person in Europe who could give it me. At

this compliment M. d'Us softened a bit. He
bade us be seated, took his spectacles, sat down
and began to read with great attention. He
was more than half-an-hour over one leaf.

Finally he restored the book to me, saying,
That is a fablo after the Arabian taste

;
but

it is not in Arabic. Go to Herr Kalb, in

Amsterdam, on the Reigs-graat, late governor
of Malacca, and member of the Batavian

council. He is the only man I know who
Oan assist you.' And so at last he bade us

farewell.
" Herr Kalb, when we saw him, informed

us that the book was a genealogy of an ancient

Indian family, which had retired into the

Taurus during the expedition of Alexander,
and had settled in Persia in the 10th century,
when the last caliph had been dethroned and
the Arabs driven out by the Arsacuhe. hi the

year 1001, when Persia was invaded by the

barbarians, the family was dispersed, and some
of the members retired into the Caucasus.
1 This is what I have read,' he added."

Daniel had a second interview with Herr

ONCE A V.

Kalb, when he heard the same story am;
to his heart's content ;

and the you:
thrown into a delirium of excitement ai

bition family to its

pristine dignity.
ill hesitate to pronounce the

>ry to be a

rememben that it U ly with the

fame, yet i was wrif

Agra, twenty-one y- parted
from his brother, an mt was

given in Europe before he had seen I

of his brother. Possibly, by one of those
• ehances whieh do sometimes 1.

in this world, the broth

found the MS. in the wall of the g]

M. de Reuohai may have n I hap-

hazard, that it was a
|

characters. This was quite sufficient to fire

the young man's brain. He at once jod
to be the genealogy of his own family, he

remembered that his arms bore

Eastern character, and he at once com.

that his family was of Oriental extraction.

The crest, an antique crown, made him decide

that it had been a kingly rati I once

formed the determination of pursuing his for-

tune in the lands whence he believed his

ancestors had come.

I think that the interview with M.

may also be authentic, but the account of that

with Herr Kalb is open to question, for the

following reason.

Francois was not with Daniel during the

interview his brother had with the ex-go \

of Malacca, so that Daniel might hai

for himself the interpretation of

which he put into Herr Kalb's mouth.

Yet again, and this is by no means an

improbable suggestion, M. Kalb may have

learned from the young man what he had

been told and had imagined about it

and have fallen in with the humour of Daniel,

for the purpose of persuading the 1.

fiment, in whieh he had but just been

enrolled, and start with him on his way for the

East.

As a fact, Herr Kalb actually did

Daniel with him to Java, where he had i

sive possessions, and when I a steady

European Xo means of persuad-

ing the youth could :

humouring
his vanity and his delusion with regard to the

M&
But Daniel could not rest in Java, He was

Bed with the idea t: had been

at Of his family in times of remote anti-

quity, and that Persia was the place where he
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was to find the means of restoring his family to

:,ity and splendour. Conse-

quently ho worked his way with indomitable

o Persia, where he succeeded

himself a name ;
and finally, when

[ to flee the country, he settled in Hin-

dostai!. dready mentioned. There

'IS. stood him in good stead, as the

tog-atone to his elevation to the position

of brother-in-law of the Mogul emperor. This

18 his own account,
—

" I scarcely dared to aspire to the sister of

the emperor. However, after having seen her,

and after having had the honour of conversing

with her several times, I felt that I would be

unhappy were my birth to be regarded as the

bar to our union. She saw my trouble and

I the reason. ! my dear brother ! What

satisfaction, what joy to me, to be questioned

by her on the subject of my birth ! My memory
was faithful on the subject of the contents of our

book. I saw that charming princess doubt,

fear, desire to be convinced. I had not the

book with me, she ordered me to send it to

her on my return to Agra. With what eager-

ness did I comply with her demand. I sent her

the original, together with a translation into

Persian, which had been made at Ispahan."

(It may be remembered here that Daniel was

able to speak and write Persian himself, and

might very wrell have invented the translation

for himself.)
" The emperor saw this venerable

and precious monument of the ancient fortune

of my ancestors, this irreproachable witness to

our fallen greatness. He was ready to repair

the injury fate had done us. The lineal

idant of the original monarchs of an

Asiatic kingdom was no unworthy match for

His imperial majesty placed me in

lion to be his brother-in-law, conferring

upon me repeated dignities. Made governor
of the Pnnjaub, and of Lahore, grand porter
of the palace, superintendent of the imperial

bold, omrah of the first-class,
—the very

of nobility in the realm,
—I

;

osition of commander of the

In this brilliant good fortune

bruary, 1742. After the

loss of my flic in the third year

my dear

ny thirst for

itb to quench it.

(red that fate should

mr. Now my health is

day, and I know that I shall

ill is world
; all I care for

, is to let you
that you *

• y last.

M.A.

TUEBERVILLE, AND THE HEIRESS
OF COITY.

In the reign of William Rufus, twelve knights, under

Sir Robert FitzHamon, crossed the Severn, with a con-

siderable body of forces, to the assistance of Jestyn,

Lord of Glamorgan, against Rhys ap Tudor, Prince of

South Wales. A battle was fought in which Rhys was

slain
;
but the Normans afterwards, at the traitorous

instigation of a friend of Jestyn, turning upon their

former ally, obtained a second victory, and seized upon
the lordship for themselves. FitzHamon distributed

the lands of the Welshmen with an easy liberality,

satisfactory to all the recipients, with one exception ;

this was a young knight, Sir Payne de Turberville,

who, however, procured a contribution of men-at-arms

from his knightly accomplices, and set out to help
himself. His fortunes led him to Coity (not far from

Bridgend), then held by an old Cambrian, who appears
to have possessed valour in its better as well as its

meaner part.

i.

" Carve Glamorgan," cried FitzHamon,
To his peers in Cardiff town

;

" Down the fat buck lies before us,

Cut, then, while the fat buck's down.

"
Jestyn's sons are in the mountains,

Through the vales fresh lords appear ;

By my faith, they ought tu thrive on

Such fat morsels of the deer.

"
Esterling is at St. Bonat's,
And St. John is at Fonmon

;

Beckrolles nestles in Fair-Orchard—
Still there's something to be done.—

" Will de Londres lies at Ogmore,
Grenville holds the vale of Neath ;

Yet there's something to be garner'd
Ere the Norman sword we sheath.

"
Strong St. Quentin holds Llanblethian,

Syward on Talavan springs,

Stout de Sully's Lord of Sully,

Humfreville to Penmark clings;

"
St. George falls to John Le Fleming,

Peterton is thine, Le Soer,
—

Much is won through wide Glamorgan,
Yet to win there's something more

;
—

"
Something ere Ave roast our venison,

Something ere our lands we till
;

Rise then, and to spear and saddle,
For the landless Turberville."

Grim and grizzly looks old Morgan,
From his tower on Coity-land ;

Coity-land, so pleasant-looking,
O'er rich mead to distant strand

;

On his right hand rests his forehead,
And his keen eye glances o'er

Warlike bands on all sides gathered
—

Bands which Norman ensigns bore ;-

And be muttered,
" From my fathers,

These broad lands I call my own,
Both my life-blood run so feebly,
Am I thus degenerate grown,

11 That 1 yield my right to any ?

No ! though came a prouder shield,

Ami though England back his lances,

Not to them or theirs I yield :
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" Corne then, death, or come the Norman,
And what lies such choice between,

Beady here I stand to meet it,

Storms more dark have weathered l>een.

" Hither bring Sir Gaud and Glitter,
—

Now, Sir Herald, promptly
Whence and who are thus approaching ?

And what means their arin'd array '.

"

"
Payne de Turhcrville, my master,

Greets you thus, and bids you yield,

Castle, lands, and honours to him,
Or look well to sword and shield

;

u With him come FitsHainon'i lowers,
Led hy many a stalwart knight,

While behind him lies, const"

William and great England's might.

11 Not to William, or to England,
Will I lightly yield ray

Therefore, he who comes to seek it,

Knows what seed for him is

lt Well I know how proud FitzIIamon
Set his foot in Jestyn's hold

;

Well I know the dastard traitor

Who his prince and country sold ;

" Discord ! discord ! feast of devils,

Rends our heart and tears our brain ;

When shall Cambria, foe to Cambria,
Join and be herself again ?

tl 'Tis once more the old, old story,
Of dissention ere defeat,

Brothers' strokes on brothers falling,

Forge fast gyves for their own feet.

"
But, come hither, tell me, Herald,
Who is he who yonder rides,

With his chequered shield the foremost,
Goodlier knight none here abides,

11 And no battle-field e'er showed me ?
"

" Glad am I such praise you yield :

'Tis young Turberville, our leader,
And no better treads the field."

Mused awhile the brave old Morgan,
Then a grim smile lit his face,

And, his grizzled beard caressing,

Spoke he thus with courtly grace :

"
Go, and bear him this, my greeting,
Somewhat of his deeds I've known,

And myself will bring my answer,
Ere another hour be flown.

" Haste there, to my daughter's chamber,
Bid her deck herself with care,

Even as though our choicest feasting
Noblest guests were come to share

;

—
tl On her brow her mother's chaplet,

On her breast—yet hold, 'twill be

Haply better high-born lady
Walk forth in simplicity."

11
Tell me, tell me, my father !

What is this ? and who are they,

That, from plain to upland stretching,
Hem us round with war's array ?

"
I have done thy bidding, father,

Bat no festal train I see :

Wounds and death their looks prefigure
Is not this, then, mockery ?"

And her white arms high she lit

back her waving hair
;

Deck'd she was with
,

spoke, but, grimly ami

ist, and fro

Do A

Long held sacred in I

Then he Btrode forth through the gate-tower,
With In

la tl

Bore he low his naked bra

Out upon the plain h

With unquailii
Sire and daughter etr

Towards the

Towai nrberrille, their leader,
Stlo

That scarce a spear's I

ke in accent . clear:—

u Norman, I have heard your praises,
As a brave and gent I

Courteous in the hall

Dg and daring in the fight.

" Not unknown am I in hati

I to meet you here I stand ;

Arm to arm, and sword to sword, then,

Fight we for my father's land."

All amazed at that fair vision,
Thrice the knight assayed to speak,

And, still gazing on the J

Scarce his words the silence break.

" Be it so : but what fair witness

thus our strife to see T

Better she within thy

ly wait for what may be."

"
'Tis my only child, Sir Norman ;

And, because I know
nither have I brought my dear one,

Ouly heiress of my name.

" Here my sword and here my daughter :
—

Choose, then
;
on your honour lies,

That she safe depart without me,
Of our strife all else be prize :

" Hand to hand, I'm here to meet you,
Or, if thou her bride-bed share

(For I hold you not unwor;
Of my lands I make you heir.

"
Long ray line of noble fathers,

Through whoso right my lands I b
This their daughter ;

"
and he lightly

Half unveiled her blushing

Then the stout heart of the Norman
;en the maid be saw,

Bashfully yet proudly

.ring, longing to withdraw
;

And he lightly stepped befor

Bent his k:

i it to his li] s, and held it,

Turning towards his warrior band,—
11 Friends," he cried, "this noble Cambrian

Knows how love and honour blend

In the children of the Northman.

Worthy foe* we change to friend :
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" Many a brother knight, full hardly,

bed his lands through battle's tide,

I, tlj;m lands more valued,

therewith a beauteous bride :

" She the victor, I the captive,

my choice at once I make;
Swords be sheathed, and all make merry,

For her own and dear love's sake.—

Lady, as you trust my honour,
True and faithful will I prove ;

Never till this hour beheld I

One so worthy of my love.

Gladly, too, I hail thee, father,
Glad to thee my sword I bring ;

I, a still unworthy debtor,

She, all-worthy of a king."

In the chape] ioa
At tl

And
ball,

Tin Lcrville is Lord of Coity,
And a lengthen'd line shall trace

Hack to him for love and valour,
Hack to her for conquering grace.

in from the blood-red ages
Flowers so pure as this we bring ;

Oh '

were ftuch more thickly scattered,

'Twere a blither tusk to sing. 0, H. W.
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LORD OAKBURKS DAUGH
BY THE A.UTHOB I

CHAPTER III. THE ENCOUNTER AT THE

RAILWAY STATION.

" HARE ! what hour can that be 1
"

The question came from Mrs. Crane, She

had been dozing, and awoke with a start at

the striking of the Widow Gould's kitchen

clock.
" It is eight, ma'am," replied Judith from

her seat near the bed.

"Eight! why, you told me the London
train came in at seven."

"To (aval Wemiock it does, or, rather, a

quarter before it. The omnibus gets here

about half-past seven. It is in, I know,

loa'am, for I saw it taking a passenger through
the town."

" Then where can she be ?—the—the per-
son I sent for yesterday," returned Mrs. Crane
in excitement ;

" she would get the letter this

morning, and might have come off at once.

You are sure you posted it in time last night,
Judith?"

"Quite sure, ma'am; but there will be

another train in late to-night."
. Crane lay for a little time in thought.

ipoke again:
"
Judith, do you

think my baby will live ?
"

" I don't see why it should not, ma'am.
It is certainly very little, but it seems quite

healthy. I think it would have a better

chance if you would nurse it, instead of letting
it be brought up by hand. "

" Bat I have told you I cannot," said Mrs.

Crane, and the tone bore a peremptory sound.
" It would not be convenient to me. Mrs. Smith
will see all about it when she comes, and it is

on his account, poor little fellow, that 1 am
impatient for her. I am so pleased it's a boy." I

"
Ma'am, do you think you ought to talk so

'

much V 1
asked Judith.

" Why should I not ?
"
quickly returned the

invalid. "I am as well as well can be : Mr.

Stephen Grey said this afternoon he wished all

his patients did as well as I am doing. Judith,
1 am glad I had Mr. Stephen Grey. What a
kind manias is ! Ho did nothing but cheer me
up from first to last."

" I think that is the great secret why all

Mr. Stephen's patients like him so much,"
observed Judith.

"I am sure I like him," was the lady's
answer. "Mr. Carlton could not have done
better for me than he has done."

The evening and night passed, bringing not

the ex; id began to

displa . llessiiettj. On the

following morni having

evidently travelled by ti.

Sunday ;
the baby having

on the Saturday m-.i <

y some one

arrived; a hard-featured, >mau,
who v.

say, and caused herself to be shut up with the

stranger.

The sitting-room and bed-room, it hat

remarked, cornmnnic
had also a door openi

landing, spacious in proportion of the

house. At one end of this landing was a large
window that looked out on thi it the

other end, opposite, \ 1 the doors

of the two rooms were on one side
;

the rail-

ings of the balustrades wei • the doors.

It is as well to explain this, as you will find

Mrs. Pepperfly and Judith sat in the front

room, the sitting-room, tin being
shut up with the invalid. Their voices could

be heard in conversation, it I

dispute. Mrs. Smith1

full of what

sounded like a mixture of lamentation, com-

plaint, persuasion, remonstrance ;
and t:

were angry and retorting. The QUrae

was of a constitution I coolly, but

Judith was apprehensive for

excitement on the invalid. ]S them

liked to interfe

toiily ordered them not to disturb hei

her friend. Suddenly the door the

two rooms was thrown open, and this friend

appeared.
The nurse was lying back idly in her chair,

jogging the infant on her lap with all the

might of her two knees, alter tl.

nurse fashion ;
Judith sat at the «

crimping a little cap border with a

knife. iith, who had I

bonnet nor aught up the child, and

carrying it to the window, examined its face

attelit .

"It is not like tor," she remarked to

Judith, jerking her head in I ion of

the bed-room.
" How can you judge yet awhile ?" asked

Judith,
" It's 'nothing but a poor little mite

"Mite? I nei >uch a mite! One
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c .m hi Kieh an atom could be

endowed with life."

• xpect a child born before its

time to 'it," remarked Mrs. Pepperfly

into the next room.

fore its time, indeed !

"
irascibly echoed

r
;
"what business had she to be

uig herself to railway jerks and shaking

omnibuses I Nasty dangerous things ! The

jolts of that omnibus sent me flying up to its

id what must they have done by a slight

young thing such as she is ? Now, a mile of

ruts to get over
; now, a mile of flint stones !

I think the commissioners of roads here must

be all abed and asleep."
"
People are continually talking of the bad-

ness of the road between this and the Great

Wennock Station," observed Judith. " It is

said that Mr. Carlton made a complaint to the

authorities, telling them it was ruin to his

horse and carriage to go over it. Then they
had those flint stones laid down, and that has

made it worse."
" Who's Mr. Carlton ?

"

" He is one of the medical gentlemen living

down here."

"And why couldn't they attend to his

complaint ?
"

* ' I suppose they did attend to it
; they put

the flint stones down in places afterwards, and

they had done nothing to the road for years."
" What has this child been fed on ?

"

demanded Mrs. Smith, abruptly quitting the

unsatisfactory subject of the roads.
"
Barley-water and milk, half and half,"

replied Judith. ' It was a puzzle to Mrs.
i- fly at first what to give it, as it's so

small.
"

" I don't like the look of her," curtly
returned the stranger, alluding to Mrs. Pepper-
fly.

MH all bought and sold by our
us would remain on hand, and
i Judith. " But she has her

about her
; provided she keeps sober

living, and when
i failing they can guard against

it."
11 v yon 1 another nurso ?"
"

I am only a neighbour. But tho lady
>cy to me, and I said .1 would stop

My home just now is

*t thi : mi in ;iud out.

ly," added Judith.

"She is a lady born and
fared, but she took

and mani
|

i

"
Wl11 continued

ith.

" It's no business of mine whether he comes

or not. They'll do as they please, I suppose.
Where's this infant's things 1 They must be

made into a bundle ; and some food prepared
for it."

' ' You are not going to take the baby
away !

" exclaimed Judith, looking all amaze-

ment.
" Indeed but I am. The trains don't run

thick on a Sunday ;
but there's one leaves the

station at seven, and I shall travel by it."

" And you are thinking to take this little

mortal all the way to London ?
"

said Judith,

breathlessly.
" There's no reason why I shouldn't take it

away, and there's a cause why I should," per-
sisted Mrs. Smith

;

" whether it's to London,
or whether it's elsewhere, is my affair. Wrapped
in flannel and lying in my arms in a first-class

carriage, it will take no more harm than in

this room."

Judith felt that it was not her place to

interfere with Mrs. Crane's arrangements, what-

ever they might be, or to put prying questions
to the stranger before her, and she relapsed
into silence.

" You were expected last night, ma'am,"
said Mrs. Pepperfly, returning to the room from
the inner chamber.

" I dare say," was the curt answer,
" but I

couldn't come. I travelled all night to come as

soon as I did."
* ' And you'll travel all night again to-

night 1
"
questioned the nurse.

" It won't kill me."
At that moment Mr. Stephen Grey's step

was heard on the stairs. He went on at once

to the bed-chamber by the direct door, not

coming to the sitting-room. Mrs. Crane wras

flushed and feverish with excitement, and the

surgeon saw it with surprise ;
he had left her

so calm and well at his early visit that

morning.
" What have you been doing to yourself 1

"

he exclaimed.
" I feel a little hot," was the answer, given

in a half-contrite tone, "it is nothing ;
it will

soon go oft". The person I told you of is

come, and she—she—" Mrs. Crane paused
for a minute and then went on— "she lectured

me upon being so imprudent as to travel, and
I got angry with her."

Mr. Stephen Grey looked vexed. " So sure

as I have a patient going on unusually well, so

sure do,,; she go herself and upset it by some

DOnsensioal folly or other. I will send you a

oomposing draught ;
and now, my dear, un-

! positively interdict all talking
and excitement whatever for a day or two to
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;<

Very well," she answered in a tone of

iescence. " But let me ask you one thing
I have the baby bft]

"Baptised! why should yuu wish it bap-
? It is not ill."

u It is going away to-day to be nnr
" Have you heard of a lit person to under-

:e it?" he rejoined, never supposing but the

baby was to be sent to sonic one in the vicinity.
"

1 wish you would nurse it yourself, better for

you, and the child too."
" I told you that circumstances do not per-

mit me to nurse it," was her answer
;

" and 1

am sure my husband would not be pleased if 1

did. I wish it to be baptised before it goes

away ; perhaps there is some clergyman or

cm-ate in the town who would kindly come in

and do it."

"I can arrange that," said Mr. Stephen.

"Only you keep quiet. What is the young
giant's name to be ?

"

"I must think of that," said Mrs. Crane.

However, later in the morning, when church

was over, and the Reverend William Lycett,
curate of St. Mark's, called to perform the rite,

Judith went down to him and said that the

sick lady had changed her mind with regard to

having it baptised so soon, and was sorry to

have troubled him. So Mr. Lycett, with a

kind hope that both the lady and baby were

going on satisfactorily, went away again. The
event had caused quite a commotion in the

little town, and its particulars were known
from one end of it to the other.

The omnibus, so often referred to, allowed

itself half an hour to start and jolt over the

unpromising two miles of road. When ordered

to do so, it would call for any passengers in

South Wennock who might be going by it, and
it was so ordered to call for Mrs. Smith. At
a quarter past six,

—for it liked to give

plenty of time,
—it drew up at Mrs. Gould's

house in Palace Street, and Mrs. Smith stepped
into it with two bundles : one bundle contain-

ing the baby, the other the baby's clothes.

It happened that she was the only passenger
that Sunday evening ; the omnibus therefore,
not having a full load, tore and jolted along to

its heart's content, pretty nearly shaking
Smith to pieces. In vain, when she dared free

a hand for a moment, did she hammer at the

windows and the roof
;
but her hands had full

occupation, the one taking care of the breath-

ing bundle, the other clasping hold of the

cushions, the woodwork, any part to steady
If. In vain she shrieked out to the driver

that her brains were being shaken out of her,
If battered to atoms; the driver

phlegmatic man and rarely paid attention to

complaints of his passengers. He knew,

they must go by him, unless
-

all the speed and joltii.

.

twenty nun

start, and live minutes b>

1 in.

:tli, vowing vengeance again

a complaint, and bounced out fco do to,

ark at the station-

oneon duty that Sun
man—aggravating!;.

Smith's face at the accou

bruises, and said the omn!

do with him. Mrs. Smith, o\

wrath, took herself and her bund!

first-class waiting-room, and there sat

The room opened on one side to the

and on the other to the road, lately the

of Mrs. Smith's unpleasant journey.
Five minutes, and the down-train came

steaming in. Some five or six

alighted, not more
;
the English as a nation

;

do not prefer Sundays for making long jour-

j
neys, and the train went steam:

The passengers all disperse .

belonged to Great Wennock
;
that one crossed

the line when it was clear and came into the

waiting-room.
It was Mr. Carlton, the medical gentleman

whom the sick lady had wished to employ.
He was of middle height, slender, and looking

younger than his years, which may have been

seven or eight-and-twenty ;
his hair and com-

plexion were fair, his eyes a light bin

features regular. It was a well-lookiug face,

but singularly impassive, and there wa-

thing in the expression of the thin and closely-

compressed lips not pleasing to many ai

Altogether his appearance
man in rather a remarkable d>

Discerning some one sitting there in the

dusky twilight,
—for the station generally ne-

glected to light up its waiting»roonu

Sunday night,
—he lifted his hat :..

and walked straight across to the door of

I,
where h i/.ing down the road.

Nothing was to be seen sa\ .inibus

drawn up close, its fa

ylor," said Mr. Carlton.

clerk came out whisi

view outside, hi <lso to

;
do,

" do you know whether my groom has

been here with th« I

f,
not that 1 have seen

;
b

only opened the station live minutes ago."

Mr. Carlton 1 indoors,
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glancing keenly at the middle-aged woman

She paid no attention to him ;

she was allowing her anger to effervesce. It

was too dark for either to discern the features

of the other ;
a loss not felt, as they were

He went again to the door, propped
dust its post, and stood peering down

the South Wennock road, softly whistling.

"Dobson," he called out, as the driver of

the omnibus came in sight to look after his

patient horses, "did you see my servant any-

where as you came along ? I sent him orders

to be here to meet the train."

"Naw sir, I didn't see nothing on him,"

was Dobson's reply.
" Like to take advantage

of the 'bus, sir ?—it be a-going back empty."
"
No, thank you," replied Mr. Carlton, some

sarcasm in his tone. ' ' You had the chance of

bumping me to a jelly once ;
I don't intend to

give it you a second time."
" That was afore I knowed who you was,

sir. I don't bump our gentry. I takes care of

my driving when I've got any of them inside."

"They may trust you if they will. If my
carriage is not here shortly, I shall walk."

Dobson, seeing no chance of a customer,

ascended to his seat, whipped up his horses,

and set off home
;
his hat bobbing upwards

with his speed, and his omnibus flying behind

him.

By this time it wanted ten minutes to seven :

the period, as Mrs. Smith had been informed,
when she could get her ticket. She deposited
the live bundle at the very back of the wide

sofa, and went to procure it. Mr. Carlton

turned in at the door again, whistling still,

when a faint, feeble cry was heard to proceed
from the sofa.

It brought him and his whistling to a stand-

still. He stood looking at the sofa, wondering
whether his ears had deceived him. The cry
was repeatod.

"
Why, bless my heart, if I don't believe it

child !

''

he exclaimed.

Approaching the sofa, ho dived into the

and flannels, and felt something
warm and soft. Ho could not see

;
the

obscurity was too great, although a distant

lamp from the platform shed its rays partially
Mr. OarltoD drew souk; wax matches from
<ket

; itnfc ad held its light over
the face <>f the child. He had rarely in his

. and the little thing
lith came in.

yon have woke op, have you !

n

6 that you could

Of that wicked oiimi-

along, baby ; five minutes yet before

wee, :I1>
"

"
l

'

be at woi

a human cry from what looked like a packet of

clothes," said Mr. Carlton. " I lighted a match
to make sure whether it was a child or a

rabbit."

"It is as much like a rabbit as a child yet,

poor little thing ;
I never saw such a baby

born. "

"It is not at its full time," observed Mr.

Carlton.
" Full time !

"
repeated Mrs. Smith, who

had by no means recovered the equanimity
that had been shaken out of her, and resented

the remark as an offence. " Who are you,

young man, that you should offer your opinion
to me ? What do you know of infants,

pray?"
" At least as much as you, my good lady,"

was the answer, given with unruffled equani-

mity. "I have brought plenty of them into

the world."
"
Oh, then, you are a doctor, I suppose,"

she said, somewhat mollified.
"
Yes, I am a doctor ; and, as a doctor, I

will tell you that little specimen of humanity is

not fit to travel."
" I don't say it is

;
but necessity has to do

many things without reference to fitness."
" When was it born ?

"

"
Yesterday morning. Sir, have you any

influence in this neighbourhood ?
"

" Why do you ask ?
" returned Mr. Carlton.

"
Because, if you have, I hope you will vise

it to put down that dangerous omnibus. The
! way it jolts and rattles over the road is enough
! to kill anybody who's inside of it. I went by
it to South Wennock this morning, and that

was bad enough, as the other passengers could

testify ; but in coming back by it this evening
I did really think I should have lost my life.

; Jolting one's head up to the roof, taking one's

feet off the floor, jolting one's body against the

sides and seat ! I shall be sore all over for a

week to come
;
and the more I knocked and

called, the faster the sinner drove. And I with

this baby to protect all the while."
" It is a shame," replied Mr. Carlton.

" What surprises me is, that South Wennock
does not rise against it. There'll be some

serious result one of these days, and then it

will be altered."

"The- serious result has come," wrathfully
returned Mrs. Smith. " A young lady, hardly
fit to travel in an easy carriage, went in the

omnibus to South Wennock last Friday, and

the consequence was the birth of this poor
little infant."

" Indeed | And what of her?"
"

Well, she is going on all right, as it

happens ; but it might have been just the

other way, you know."
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"Mr. Carlton nodded. " One of

Grey's patients, I suppose I Was it youn

Lipscome, of th
"
No, it was not, sir

;
and who it was don't

matter. Whether it was a lady-in-waiting to

Queen Victoria or a poor peasant girl, the

injury's the same. And much that rascally

Omnibus cares."
" Now then ! Take seats for the up-train,"

a man, thrusting in his head.

Mrs. Smith gathered her two bund I

gether, and went out. And Mr. Carlton

crossed to the other door, for his ear had

caught the sound of carriage wheels in the

distance.

CHAPTER IV. AN ACCIDENT.

Dashing up Avith the speed of the omnibus
came an open carriage, driven by a servant in

livery. The man was the same who had been

so supercilious to Judith Ford at Mr. Carlton's

residence
;
the carriage, a light, elegant vehicle,

was the same spoken of by Mrs. Gould as the
"

cabrioily."

Mr. Carlton stepped out of the station as it

stopped, and peered at bis servant, as well as

the dusky night would permit. The man had

transgressed against the rules of sobriety once

or twice, and his master suspected the delay

might have had its rise in the same cause now.

But he seemed sober enough as he jumped
down.

' ' What were the orders you received, Evan ?
"

" I'm very sorry to be late, sir
;
I can't in

the least make out how it was," was the depre-

cating answer. "When I met the umnibus

a-coming back, sir, I'm sure you might have

knocked me down with a feather. I know I

started in time, and—"

" No lie, Evan," quietly interrupted Mr.

Carlton. " You know you did not start in

time."

He motioned the man round to the other

side, ascending himself to the driver's seat. It

was not often Mr. Carlton took the reins
;

pephaps lie still doubted his servant's perfect

sobriety on this night.
" You have not got the lamps lighted."
"
No, sir, I thought they'd not be wanted.

And they wouldn't be, neither, but for them
clouds as is obscuring of the moon."

Mr. Carlton drove off. Not quite with the

reckless speed that characterised the omnibus,
but pretty fast, The light carriage had good
springs ; those of the omnibus had probably
been gone long ago. There was one smooth
bit of road about midway between the two

towns and they had reached this, and were

bowling along quickly, when, without any
warning, the horse started violently and fell.

Mr. Carlton and hil hrown

out, and tl

It v, k of an i

spinn;

Mr. Oarlton \\.

certainly shaken, and one of his legs seemed
not Quite

-

pain ;
but there was no

What
start lie could not in:

to OaUie it, SO I aid see. M

n, but

it was more than he coil

"Evan," he called

Tha y. Mr. I

to look for his man, and found him I

out motion on the gound. Evan a]

be sense!
"

Well, this is a pretty state of thin

cried the surgeon aloud.

"What's the to-do? What's i umod
a voice in the rear. It < asant

woman who was approaching a gate th

to a roadside field. And at that moment the

moon came out from behind its obscuring

clouds, and threw its light upon the so
" Are there any men about ?

" asked Mr.

Carlton. " I must have help."

She shook her head. " There's nobody
about but me : my husband "—

pointing to a

hut just inside the gate—"
is down with

Did the horse fall / Why—goodness save us !

There's a man a-lying there !

"

" I must have help," repeated Mr. Carlton.
" Neither man nor horse can lie h<

The woman stooped over the fa

think he's much hurt/' abi iching
the animal here and there. " Some of

horses be as obstinate as mul I fall,

and won't get up till it suits Vm to i

May-be one of his legs be sprained. \

caused it, sir ?
"

"That's more than 1 know," was the

geon's answer. u He was always sure-footed

until to-night. His falling is to me perfectly

inexplicable.
"

The won: I to muse. She had left

the horse, and was now regarding Evan. Tho

man lay quite still, and she raised herself

again.
" I don't like them unaccountable a

she observed in a dreamy
dents that ad nobody can tell

They bode ill li:

"They bring ill luck em >ut boding

it," returned Mr. Caf
"
They bode it too," said th* . ith a

nod of the head. "1 that no ill

happens to you in the next few hour- or few

"What ill should happen to me?" asked
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Mr. Carlton, smiling inwardly at the woman's

lition.

" We can none of us tell beforehand, sir,

what the ill hanging over us may be, or from

what quarter it will come," was the answer,

haps you were going a journey?—I don't

know, sir, of course—or who you may be ;
but

if you were, I should say halt in it, and turn

aside from the road you were bound for."

" My good woman, I do think you must be

out of your mind !

" exclaimed Mr. Carlton.

1 '

Xo, I am not, sir : but perhaps I have ob-

served more and keener than most folks do.

I'm certain—I'm convinced by experience, that

many of these accidents, these hindrances, are

only warnings—if we was but wise enough to

take 'em as such. You now, sir, were on your
road to some place

—"

" To South Wennock, a mile off," inter-

rupted Mr. Carlton, some satire in his tone.
" South Wennock ;

so be it, sir. Then
what I'd say is, was I you I'd not go on to

South Wennock : I'd rather turn myself
round and go back whence I came. This

may be sent as a warning to stop your journey
there."

But for the untoward and vexatious circum-

stances around him, the surgeon wrould have

laughed outright. "Why, I live at South

Wennock," he exclaimed, raising his head from
his man-servant, over whom it had been again
bent. " But the question now is not what

luck, good or ill, may be in store for me,"
he added, turning to the horse, "but where
and how I can get assistance. Here's a help-
M horse, and there's a helpless man. First

of all, can you bring me a little water.''

She went away without a word, and brought
a brown pitcher full of it, and a small cup.
Mr. Carlton took them from her.

" And now can you go to the Red Lion at

South Wennock, and tell them to send the

4 'I'm willing, sir. My husband won't take

fog left : though it's mighty ill

" Who attends hi-

" I've had nobody to him as yet. We poor
folks can't afford a doctor till things come to

ery worst with us, and life's a'most on the

policy of you," remarked
Oarlton. "Well, my good woman, you

id 111 step
..hat 1

lid."

?"

.i w i ay oar-

uple <»f men had I

jron -1", that in;

is lying there in temper more than in real ,

hurt."
" Is he hurt, sir, do you think ?" she asked,

pointing to the man.
" I think he is only stunned. Make the

best of your way for this help, there's a good
soul. Tell Mrs. Fitch it is for Mr. Carlton."

The woman, strong and sturdy, strode away
with a will that Mr. Carlton himself could not

have surpassed, and was back again with all

requisite aid, in a short space of time. Mr.
Carlton had got his horse up then. It appeared
to have sprained its leg, but to have received

no other damage. Evan was still unconscious.

The surgeon snatched a moment to go in and
look at the woman's husband, whom he found

suffering from low fever. He told her, if she

would come to his house the following morning,
he would give her certain medicines suitable

for him.

Great commotion the damaged procession
caused whon it made its entry into South
Wennock

; greater commotion still at the

dwelling of Mr. Carlton. The horse was led

round to the stable and a veterinary surgeon
sent for, and Mr. Carlton himself attended to

his man. Evan had recovered consciousness

during the journey, and his master found his

injuries were but slight.

Mr. Carlton had remembered the value of

appearance when he took this house,—one of

more pretension than a young surgeon need

have entered upon. On either side the entrance

was a sitting-room : a rather fine staircase led

above to a handsome drawing-room, and to

spacious bed-rooms. The drawing-room and
some of the bed-rooms were not furnished ; but

there was plenty of time for that.

Evan attended to, Mr. Carlton went down
to the hall, and turned into the sitting-room on
his left hand, generally called the diuing-
room. It had two windows—the one looking to

the front
;
the other, a large low, bay window,

looking on the garden, at the side of the house.

Both the windows had the blinds drawn now,
and the room was only lighted by fire. Mr.
Carlton gave it a vigorous poke to stir it into

a blaze, and rang the bell.

It was answered by a maid-servant, a respect-
able woman of middle age. This woman, Evan
the groom, ami a boy, comprised the household.

The boy's work was to carry out the medicines,
and to Btop in the surgery and answer callers

at other tii

nt Ben, Hannah."
"

Yes, sir
;

I'll Bend him in. You'll take

sometl i
., won't you, sir ?

"

"I should 1; J dug ;
I have had

nothing since breakfast this morning. What
have you in the hor.



" There's eokl beef, sir, and I

"That will do," interrupted Mr. Carlton;
"the cold b Ben here."

Ben made his appearance : the same young
Qtleman who had been insolent to Judith

ford on the Friday evening. Be stood I

his master the very picture of humility.

"Any m< •

me, Ben ?"

"There haven't been any letters, sir,'

Ben's answer. " Two or three folks ha\.

in to see you, but they went away again when

they found you were out. And there OSme a

;e yesterday from Captain (Jhesney, sir,

and another from him this morning. He wil

worser, the black man said, and in a dreadful

way at your being away ;
and he telled the

man to say, that if you weren't with him to-day,
ho should call in Mr. Grey."

may call in the deuce if ho likes," was
Mr. Carlton's answer, spoken in momentary
irritation.

' ' Is that all, Ben J
"

Ben might have said with more correctness

all that he remembered. He withdrew, and
Mr. Carlton stood a moment in thought. Then
he went to the hall and caught up his hat,

just as Hannah was coming from the kitchen

at the back with a tray in her hand. She
looked surprised to see her master going out,

thinking he was waiting to take the refresh-

ment.
" When I come back," he said to her. " You

can put it ready."
He took his way to the Rise, intending to

pay a visit to the gentleman who had sent the

irritable messages, Captain Chesney. Some
doctors might not have been so ready to go off

at an inconvenience to a patient, whom they
knew perfectly well to be in no sort of danger :

Mr. Carlton himself would certainly not, for

his disposition was more of a haughty than a

complaisant one
;

but he was swayed by a

different motive from any connected with his

profession.

About three months previously, Captain

Chesney, a post-captain on half-pay, had
settled at South Wennock, removing to it

from the neighbourhood of Plymouth. The
house he took was called Cedar Lodge, a small

white villa, standing back from the high road

amidst a wilderness of a garden. Not that it

I the name,
"
wilderness," from being

badly kept, but on account of the thick shrubs
and trees that crowded it. It was excellently

kept ;
for the old naval captain was a precise

man, and would insist on things being neat
and nice about him, however short the money

ht run that kept them so. Like many
another captain in our navy, his means were
at all times lamentably low.

The captain had Jane,
Laura, and Lucy. 'l

a-ntly the OSM
tin; U s his 001

whether by Mi or l.y land, Uftd hi

from fa

no tune to notice these y
their turn will .

Bring mn gout,

Captai. I

naturally fa

grown irritable and IB

perhaps was the chief cause

irrit ability was much

gout was upon him.

calling in Mr. Carlton. \\ i.

first ai 3 mth WVnnock, he was

ing, and ho sent out his bla I

an attached man who had been with hie

years, to "bring back a doctor."

stranger to the plao is inquiries and
arrived at the ho
and Mr. Stephen were both out; but their

assistant promised Pompey that one of

should attend before the day closed
;
and it

was then late in the afternoon. Poinpc\
back with the message, and it put t

into one of his fits of irritation. A doctor he

wanted at once, and a doctor he'd have : and

Pompey was ordered out again to find an

nt direct I noted

the plate upon the door in retro

: "Mr. Lewis Carlton, Consulting

Surgeon." Mr. Carlton was at horn .

from that hour to this had a:

Chesney. The captain during the wint

had attack upon attack, and Mr. Carlton had
been in the house most days ;

had become, so

to say, intimate with the family.

Mr. Carlton proceeded up the Rise. Captain

Chesney's house was on the right, about half-

way up the hill. Opening the gate, a winding

path between the thick trees took him to the

house door
;
and it was only through thai

that a glimpse of the road could

from the lower windows. Before those windows

was a sloping green lawn, to which tfa

and a flower garden lay on I <>f the

house. It was a pretty >mall ;

in every way, save for its si/< . OT the

abod atleman.

Mr. Carlton glanced at tl. : room

windows, and saw a faint glim:.

a bright light burnt in the room above, the

cham I

"Not home from ohm murmured

Mr. Carlton to hires* -If, SI he bell.

ally goes to thi

at the other end of the town. r if—
all—are gone 1

"

The honest black face of Pompey shone with
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delight when he saw who was the visitor.

1 been talking, only then, of sending

him off for the other doctor, Mr. Grey," he

: and Mr. Carlton with a haughty
throw-back of his own head as he heard it,

—-

: newhat curious to say, this irritation on

the part of his patient tended to render him

irritable,
—stepped up-stairs to the captain's

room.

The captain was in bed. Mr. Carlton had

ju>t brought him through one of his worst

attacks of gout, and he was really progressing
towards convalescence as fast as he possibly
could. There was no need whatever for Mr.
Carlton or any other doctor to visit him

;
but

it was always during the period of recovery
that Captain Chesney was most impatient and
irritable. He was a short man, as are most

sailors, with a pair of brilliant brown eyes,

overhanging grey eyebrows, and grey hair.

The daughter who was sitting with him,
Laura Chesney, and wdioni he despatched
from the room when he heard the step of the

surgeon, had just such eyes, as brilliant and
as beautiful.

Mr. Carlton took his seat between the bed
and the fire, facing Captain Chesney, and

waiting until that gentleman's explosive anger
should be over, before he proceeded to question
his patient professionally.

* ' I could not help myself, Captain Chesney,"
he quietly said when there was a lull in the
storm

; and it may be remarked that in the

presence of the captain, Mr. Carlton retained
his own personal suavity unruffled, however

provoking the captain's tongue might be. * ' I

received a telegraphic message from my father,

desiring me to go to town without a moment's
delay if I wished to see him alive. The hasty
note I sent to you explained this."

"And I might have died!" growled the

captain.

rdon me, sir. Far from dying, 1 knew
you were not in the least danger. Had you

ever so slight a degree, I should
>ted one of the Messrs. Grey to

I you for me."
"Had you not come in to-night I should

for them myself," retorted the cap-
ons to suppose I am to

• ln's pain with no doctor to come

"
But, Captain Chesney, I feel sure the

like what it has been. Have

lay?"
have not been up. And I don't

p,^
added the Irritable captain.

i up to-morrow,
Q be all the better for it/' said the

(othingly.

"
Ugh !

"
grunted the captain.

" Did you
find your father dead ?"

"No. I am glad to say I found him a

trifle better than he had been when they

telegraphed for me. But his life, I think,
cannot be much prolonged. The obligation to

attend his summons promptly ;
to see him, if

possible, before death, lay urgently upon me,

Captain Chesney ;
for he and I had been at

variance," continued Mr. Carlton, vouchsafing
a piece of confidence into which he was rarely

betrayed.
It was nothing to Captain Chesney. His

medical attendant was his medical attendant,
and nothing else

;
none less likely than the

haughty old man to make of him even a

temporary friend.

"He has not been a good father to me,"
resumed the surgeon, looking dreamily into the

fire. "Anything but that. And I lost my
mother when I was an infant. But for that

loss I might be different from what I am."
"Men in this life are mostly what their

owm actions make them, sir
;
without reference

to their father and mother," returned the

captain in a hard tone.

"Ah," said Mr. Carlton. "But I meant

wdth regard to happiness. You don't know
what my childhood and youth were—wanting

my mother. Had she lived, it would have

been so different."

"Is your father a poor man?" asked the

captain, taking a momentary interest in the

question.
"Oh dear no. He is a rich one. And

J"— Mr. Carlton suddenly laid pointed em-

phasis on the words—"am his only son, his

only child."

"I think that physic ought to be changed."
The remark recalled Mr. Carlton to the

present. He stood up, reached the medicine

bottle pointed to by Captain Chesney, and was

the composed professional attendant again. A
very few minutes, and the visit ceased.

As Mr. Carlton left the chamber, the cap-

tain caught hold of the silken ribbon tied to his

bedstead, that commimicated with the bell-

rope, and rang a peal loud enough to awaken

the seven sleepers. It was for Pompey to

show the doctor out
;
and Pompey generally

was favoured with this sort of peal.

Mr. Carlton closed the bed-room door,

stepped along the corridor, and met a girl,

young and beautiful, who appeared at the door

of another room. It was Laura Chesney, and

her Luminous dark eyes were raised to Mr,

Carlton aa he took her hand, and then were

dropped behind the dark lashes which closed

on her hot cheek.

A hot cheek thon
;
a cheek like a burning
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rose. That Ids presence called those blush. \s

up, none could doubt
;
and in Mr. Carlton's

low tones, as he addressed her, there wis a

trembling tenderness which told its own tale.

Never man loved woman more pa rionately

than ho, the surgeon, had learnt to love !

ney.

"Oh, Laura! I did not expect this. I

thought you were out."
" No. Jane and Lucy went to church, bat

I stayed witli papa. When did you return I

M

she softly whispered.

"To-night only. Laura !" he continued,

his tone one of wild fervour,
" to meet you

thus, unlooked-for, seems like a sudden glimpse
of heal

One lingering pressure of the hands, and

then Mr. Carlton was on his way down again,

for Pompey had appeared on the scene. Laura

listened for the closing of the hall door
;
for

the last echoes of the footfalls on the gravel-

path, footfalls that for her ear were as the

weetest music
;
and when they had died

away to silence, she heaved a sobbing sigh, born

of intense emotion, and stepped on to her

father's room.

Just as Mr. Carlton had gone through the

gate, two ladies came up to it—or, rather, a

lady and a little girl. He was passing them

with merely a word of salutation, a lift of the

hat, when the lady stopped, and addressed him
in low and gentle tones.

" You are back then, Mr. Carlton. Have

you seen papa ?
"

"I have been paying him a visit now, "Miss

Chesney. He is very considerably better.

The pain has not gone, but I am sure it is

nothing like what it was, even when I left.

A day or two, and he will, I hope, be down-

stairs again."
The little girl came round to him with a

(lancing step.
" Mr. Carlton, I want you to

get papa well soon. He has promised when he

is well to take me out for a whole day's

holiday."

"Very well, Miss Lucy," answered the

surgeon, in a merry tone. "
T'll get him well

with all due speed, for the sake of your whole

day's holiday. Good night, young lady ; good
night, Miss Chesney."
Ho held the gate open for them to pass

through, lifted his hat again, closed the gate
after them, and went on down the road. The
moon had grown brilliantly bright, and he

glanced up at it. Not in reality to look at it,

for he had plunged into deep thought. The
few words he had spoken to Captain Chesney
had brought vividly before him his past life

;

its good and ill doings, its discomforts, its

recklessness, its sins. His father, who «

the same profession as himself, a surgeon, in

a popuhe, irable

quarts had been
rather

and no good example had ev« r been :

before tin- !

M he remark
would have !t . Allowed to
have his own way in childhood, allow.

have it in youth and in -

much as that no control q was
exercised over him, no fule-i! ,• was
•steaded to him, it was little i

got into various nd dillicu

as a sequence, into displeasure with

When an array of debts was brought home to

stare old Mr. Carlton in the face, he flew i

terrible passion, and swore that he WOOld not

pay them. A half peace was patched up after

a while
; the debts were set 1 Mr.

Carlton the younger established himself at

South Wennock
;
but the father and son still

continued much at variance, no cordiality

existing between them. Now the thing was
altered. Mr. Carlton senior on a b<

ness was quite a different man from Mr. Carl-

ton in rude health, and he had allowed hi

to be fully reconciled to his son. He had

shown him his will, in which he, Lewis, was
named sole heir

;
and he had hinted at the

good round sum laid by in bank sec:.

And Mr. Carlton stepped on now, dreai

glowing dream
;

a dream that had beeo:

one wild hope of his life—a marriage
Laura Chesney.

His supper was laid ready when he got home.
Before sitting down to it, he drew three or four

letters from his pocket, took them from the

envelopes, and began to look over them as if

for the purpose of sorting.

"I must keep that," he said to himself,

glancing down the writing of the one
;
"these

I suppose may be burnt. Stay, though— I'll

have my supper first."

He sat down before the tray and cut himself

some meat. Barely had he begun to eat it

when V>en came in with a face of contrition,

holding a note in his hand.

"What now, boy u.

"I'm sorry I forgot it, i you asked

me. I put it in the letter-rack in the surgery,

and it clean slipped my It was

brought here, sir, the same night that yon

away."
Mr. Carlton, laying down his knife and fork,

Opened the note and ran his eyes o

oontenl who had gone away, heard his

master shouting to him,—
" Come back. : : Who brought thi-

Ben could not tell who brought it : except
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that it was a woman with a big bonnet on ; a

bonnet as big as a house.

i he note again, read it

voly. Then he rose, hastily sorted the

i on the table, putting the one which he

I to preserve into its envelope, and

t indiscriminately into the fire.

"
I'll take this down at once and then it

will be safe," he said to himself, alluding to

the letter he had preserved.
" If I don't keep

i proof, the old man, when he gets well,

may be for saying that he never wrote it."

The "old man" thus somewhat irreverently

alluded to, was Mr. Carlton's father. Mr.

Carlton carried the letter down-stairs to a

private safe and locked it up. When he

returned to the sitting-room he put his hand

in his pocket for the note just brought to him by
his servant-boy, and could not find it. It was

not in any of his pockets, it was not on the

table ;
and Mr. Carlton came to the conclusion

that he had burnt it with the rest.

" How stupid I am !

" he exclaimed. " What
was the number, now? Thirteen, I think.

Thirteen, Palace Street. Yes, that was it."

He passed into the hall without further

delay, put on his hat, and left the house.

Hannah heard him, and went into the parlour

to remove the tray.

"I never see such patients as his!" she

exclaimed wrathfully, when she found her

master's supper had been interrupted midway.

"They can't even let him get his meals in

peace."
(To be continued.)

STUDIOS IN FLORENCE.
Part II.

The next studio I visited is that of J. J.

Jackson, also an American, but, unlike Dr.

Rimmer, ho has lived some years in Italy.

a young man, and possesses the enthu-

i of a true votary for art. How much
enthusiasm it needs to pursue a career so thorny
at its commencement, and so steep and arduous

ascent, the biographies of all great artists

will attest. To obtain recognition at all is

difficult than (recognition once obtained)
In those cities which are

dally art-cities, Rome, Munich, and

ace, crowds besiege the gates of the

the thri ahold. So much
. and Belf-denial, besides

1 artistic capacity, are required to combat
Mid which al

e, that it is not surpris-
left behind and irrevocably

the commencement of what promises to be a

successful and brilliant career.

The woodcut which accompanies this notice

is from a photograph taken of a small group
in bronze of Titania and Bottom. The photo-

graph gives very little notion of the delicacy

and grace of the figure of the Fairy Queen, or

of the stolid, half-humorous, half-brutal ex-

pression of the Weaver. It only copie3

the lines of the group and pose of the figures.

In the bronze the work is charming, and
most intelligibly interprets the subtle and

profound thought which it embodies—Love

depends on the loving, and not on the loved.

A series of such illustrations of some of the

principal
"

points
" in the plays, in small

groups, would be a great boon, I think, to all

lovers of Shakespeare.
Mr. Jackson has several portrait and ideal

busts in his studio. One of Dr. Lynam
Beecher (the father of Mrs. Stowe and of Henry
Ward Beecher), which, for truth and power, is

worthy of WT
oolner. It is a most characteristic

head : the brow is massive and deeply lined,

and the face has a singular and striking indi-

viduality. It is a likeness which is not the

idealisation of the countenance, but its realisa-

tion in all the breadth and force of nature.

But Mr. Jackson's most ambitious work is

a group of the heroic size—Eve, with the

body of Abel in her lap. He has bestowed

eight months' unremitting labour upon it, and

the effort has been a successful one. The

pyramidal form of the group, and the lines

into which the two figures dispose themselves,

are admirable. As Eve bends over Abel,

of Borrow or grief than surprise in

urn ful surprise, it is true, but

tttle and innocent in its nature to admit

the first day of

is fledy there is nothing in the aspect



of a corpse which causes us to r

ath puts a mystic, but a love]}', seal on

of all, especially the young. T

the attitude of the two figures and the form of

the group may recall a Pieta
(the Virgin sup-

porting the dead body of our Saviour)
—a

world of thought ami feeling
—the whole

I
and breadth of human i

a the two conceptions. Mary knew the

full significance of death,—the bitterness of

;

i arthly loss, the imi

privilege of future hope ; but to Eve, the form

whitening to marble in her arms, with its

strange resemblance, and yet stranger diffei

to her youngest born, was a mystery which

the past could not explain, and to which, as

it must have seemed to her, no future could

belong. The searching, anxious wonder in her

face is conveyed most rely. Her

figure is very womanly, and richly developed.
I think the face of Abel is less happy in pro-

portion and texture. There is great force,

however, in the contrast between Eve's living

hand and the lifeless one of her son. With

some corrections of minor details, this will be

a work full of feeling and excellence.

There are other works of various degrees of

merit in Mr. Jackson's studio, but in all are

distinctly legible uncompromising perseverance
and ttteadfasi aspiration. There is a very

lovely ideal head, called Girlhood, and a figure

of Autumn—a commission from a Bosloman—
which has been much admired.

It Lb rkable fact, how many gifted

sculptors and, I may say, sculp- Linerica

te of the noblest wrorks of

modem art to bo found in the studios of Rome
and Florence, have been wrought by Ameri-

lot, however, space to dwell

on them in these notices, which are for the

purpose of introducing to the English public
works by American and Italian artists, which,
as yet, arc not so well known as they deserve.

The next studio I visited was that of Pazzi,
the Italian sculptor, who has been commis-

sioned to model the colossal statue of Dante
which is to be placed by the municipality of

Floren Piazza of Sta. Croce. Judg-

ing from his crowded studio, and numerous

duplicates of the same subject, Signor Pazzi

thust be a favoured artist among his country-
men. There is a good deal of merit in most
of these works

; but it is the merit of .

rather than of genius. I noticed in a

great number of them the usual star*

mode of treating certain hackneyed subjects
which have been stamped for ;i table

for sculpture ;
and the Dante, from the small

statuette si w, has a good deal of this

conventional character. The face is a portrait.

389

The figure is clothed in a long robe, an

ae ex-

.tion in tl

i

.

without what ap|

>re 1 will

it till I see it 00

I tun. and wh
ras a statuette (com

l the Dante) of

'he famous Reformer p
lines. His crucifix

other j

would naturally accompany the words, "Choose
Christ for your King." Here is truth, 1.

nature, and, therefbr .

sense ! Savonarola's strongly marked
with the monk's cowl falling back from it, has

a power and interest which at once attra-

attention and monopolises it. I fa

it said, that a face so ugly as Savonarola's

was not fit for art to delineate. No one is

ugly who has a brave, honest soul, which can

ad through his face. In B

there is a strength and a

the lower part are nearly grotesque ; but the

melancholy in the eyes, and the nervoi;

tremulous sensibility of the br m the

countenance. Looking at ttv

of his, I am reminded of a touchin

of his youth. When he had work

up to the stern resolve of leav:

mother, family, for what he consi .

minant duty, the entire consecration of hi

to God's service in the cloister, he was s< I

whelmed -with grief, that he could find no

words with which to bid his belove I

well. He therefore silently took down his

violin from the wall (he was a

lover of music, and an accom] Li

on the instrument) and played on ii

such heart-breaking pathos, that all und< :

it was a final adieu. It was BO. That mourn-

ful music was fch

solemn

prophecy ;
and I

accompanies in

troubled 1.

ii in the fltiom of the

ass !

turn to Signor Pazzi. "\

is his re is a bo'.

m in it which is as . in the

statuette as it will be in the colossal work

itself. It is to be erected at Ravenna.
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This is the age of rehabilitation. Many
thillk it s,

but it is an error

'

on the ri The only misfortune is, that,

while absolving some great criminals, we some-

times become (to keep the balance even, I

suppose) iconoclasts of our most illustrious

fames. Have we such a limited amount of

justice or hero-worship to dispose of, that we

should remain bankrupt if we did not take

away from one what we gave to another? At

any rate it is pleasant to think that, while

Italy is so steadily pursuing her course towards

prosperity and freedom, she bears onward in

her progress the memory of those who were the

first, in the distant Long-ago, to open the path

for her. It is right she should honour the

glorious two who acknowledged, amidst the

darkest and most turbulent ages, the eternal

claims of justice and mercy, and who so

strenuously invoked, amidst ecclesiastical

tyranny and social anarchy, the law-binding

yet liberty-giving rule of Christ. I rejoice

that it will soon be seen by all that Florence

is no longer ungrateful to Dante, nor Italy to

Savonarola. J. B.

DAYS IN THE BLACK FOREST.

Part I.

The beautifully-formed mountains of the

Schwartzwald, which skirt the railroad from

Carlsriihe to Basel, are disadvantageously situ-

ated in the immediate neighbourhood of the

grandeurs of the Alps. If nature had placed
them in Eastern Prussia or Northern France

they would be talked about and written about

far more than they are. Up to a certain height

they much resemble the Swiss Alps, for they
covered with pastures and chalets, and

their valleys have each its roaring stream, the

waters of which are all the clearer, because

they do not rise in a glacier. The highest
elevations in the southern part are the Feld-

berg, near Freiburg, which is 4590 feet high,
and the Hohen Kami el by Emmendingen, 38 8G

I

, about the same as our Welsh Snowdon
;

I northward the long-backed Hornisgriinde,
It Aohern and not very far from Baden-

whioh has the respectable stature of
1 2 feet. other hills in its neigh-

arlj as high, and the manner in

which their ire disposed, and their

many
ry. The month of

nf in a more onplei
than a

Tillage at tin- foot of the Eornia-
^" H " 1

'

om Aohern,
d the map

' about midway bet* ;i and

surrounding scenery may be seen in a large

painting in the saloon of the Hotel de la Poste,

representing in the foreground the finely-broken

ground about Sassbach and Erlenbad
;
in the

middle distance, the boldly jutting mountain

promontory, on which stands, like an eagle's

nest, conspicuous to a vast distance, the tower

of the Brigitten Schloss
; and in the purple

background the piny heights of the Hornis-

griinde. The spot of most historical interest

in the neighbourhood of Achern is that where
stands the monument to Marshal Turenne.

During the war which Louis XIV. waged
with the Netherlands, in 1672, Montecuculi

commanded the Imperialist troops on the upper
Rhine. Turenne, notwithstanding his wish to

retire from active service, was sent to oppose
him. Montecuculi was retreating on Buhl, and

Turenne, with the French army, advancing from

Achern. At Sassbach the opposed generals had

occupied different advantageous points in the

neighbourhood, and each finding himself as

well as his adversary in a strong position, they
were watching each other. Montecuculi, how-

ever, saw an opportunity of placing a battery
of six pieces on a certain hill which flanked

Turenne' s position, and, wishing for some re-

pose, he gave the command of it to Prince

Hermann, of Baden. Turenne was resting in

the noonday heat under the shade of a tree,
when news was brought him of this movement
of the enemy. He immediately mounted his

horse, and as he was setting out met General

St. Hilaire, who stopped him to give him an

account of a battery which he had just placed
in position. While they were conversing a

ball came across from the Prince of Baden's

battery, taking off St. Hilaire's arm and strik-

ing Turenne on the chest. He opened his eyes

twice, and expired without uttering a word.

Young St. Hilaire ran up to succour his mor-

tally wounded father, when the old man ex-

claimed,
" Do not weep for me, but for that

great man !

" The ball is supposed to have

ricochetted from the walnut-tree under which

Turenne had just been reposing, the stump of

which is still remaining. The ball is shown
as a sacred relic by the very gentlemanly old

pensioner who takes care of the spot of ground
where the monument stands, which belongs to

the French Government. It is one of small

calibre. Turenne is said to have been rendered

a conspicuous mark by his piebald horse. The
at handsome obelisk of granite, with the

great general's bust in alto-relievo sculptured
®n it, is the successor of others which had

previously stood there. France is not the

country to forget any one of her sons who has

1 to her self-love, however much at the

the rest of mankind. And in fact
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Voltaire naively admits this when ha ipeakl in

his "Steele tie Louis XIV." of the expl
Turenne.

On the whole, on quitting the monument of

furenne to walk back to Aohern through the

lovely broken land—worthy, in its September
fruii fulness, of Italy or Eden, all aglow with

fruit and flowers—one is inclined to ble

Of iron which abated such a nuisance as

Tuivnne, who, after all, appeared to bo chiefly
famous as a huge human locust

;
and i

all conquerors safely locked up behind the bars

of tin- establish]

lcctabl

only on a small | human
tries. We found the

at bath of

our luck i

tanhofcrt, wher

farther on among the

hotel of capacious accon a sc-

enery. A
charming drive which skirted thu mountains,

m

'

crossed, and then followed against the stn

roaring torrent, we entered the mountain region

atCappell, a fine old gabled village, over!

by a ruined castle, and found ourselves at

Ottenhofen, completely included by the hills.

Ottenhofen is a small village situate on the
brook Acher, the name of which is probably of
Celtic origin, and denotes, as almost all names
of rivers in the world do, "water," or " waters.

""

It might be a good trout-stream if it were pro-
perly preserved, but the inhabitants net it

sedulously ; and as they find a good market at

Baden-Baden, send the fish to be eaten there

when no bigger than minnows. Throu

village runs a road which passes OYi :

mountains to Freudenstadt a:. '.ley of

the Murg, in Wiirtemberg; and anotl.

right angles to it, climbs a long bill to the

ruins of Allerln than becomes a foot-

way down a gorge, The village i;

i >( the

Burroundin <on Sun-

days, after which there is a sort of market held

outside the church for such articles as vine-

poles ami pieces of rope. The men dress in

coats of a black shining stuff, lined with
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and blue trousers, with huge

I hats ;
the women in bright petticoats

fe,
with silver-gilt bodkins in

laits, some of the elder ones wear-

pink silk cap bound with gold lace. The

who come amongst them are

ruished by short black breeches, white

and wide boots. Though the vil-

small, the country is populous, being

inhabited in isolated granges. The lower

of the mountains are laid out in mea-

which are permeated in every direction

with running water, giving them great rich-

i giass and greenness of aspect. Above

the meadows are woods of ash, birch, and

pine. The walnut, also, and edible chestnut

erywhere seen, with abundance of fruit-

of every kind, and vineyards on all the

favourable slopes. Higher up the mountains

are pine-woods, broken here and there by out-

jutting rocks of granite, basalt, and porphyry.
The appearance of the farm-houses is every-

where that of enormous Swiss chalets, the

barn, cow-house, and offices being all under

the same thatched roof with the dwelling.

Along the whole frontage runs a balustrade of

carved wood, to which time and weather im-

parts a rich brown
;
while the vast expanse of

the thatch is green with mosses and ferns and

other plants which grow in similar situations.

To almost every one of these farm-houses is

appended a little hovel where "
schnaps

"
is

distilled, the ground near it being purple with

a heap of berries, out of which the precious

juice has been extracted. The most common

spirit, besides the national kirsckwasser, is that

made of whortleberries ;
but damsons, cran-

berries, bramble-berries, and wild raspberries,
which abound in the mountains, are used for

.me purpose. The cattle are in general
: be Alpine breed, but somewhat larger ;

and I are most ungallantly used for

ii. Our party once had a ride in a four-

in-hand of this kind, which except (on the

f the Irishman who hired a sedan

with no bottom) the honour of the thing, was

rable to walking.
man of this country is a jargon

unint. except to natives, but doubtless

antiquity as a dialect of

•iiii. hi l.'i \ walk of about

from Ottenhdfen, on the high road

bach (the lake-1

and ti

in the hearl of a dense

I
lie top

1

TWELVE MONTHS.

(a strophe and antistrophb.)

March, '63.

In the midnight of the snow-storm,
In the rage of the north-east gale,

Sea-dragons, bred of darkness,
Astride on the breakers pale;

They came, like swooping eagles,

Angels of war and woe
;

White fear on the white island !

'Tis a thousand years ago.

They came—we call them fathers,
For the Vikings' brood are we,

The wide waste ocean's Arabs,
Our joy is the rolling sea !

Behold, from poles to tropics,
Our cross-on-cross unfurled,

Like Edda's huge sea-serpent,
That banner girds the world.

In the dawning of the Spring-tide,
With love-songs of the lark,

A Spring, a light, a morning,
A dove to Britain's ark,

A northern Aphrodite

Sprung from the northern foam,
She comes— the Vikings' daughter—

To the Vikings' southern home.

Eight welcome, Alexandra !

To us, the Vikings' brood,
Thanks be to God and Denmark

For the evil changed to good.

Avaunt, ye clouds and shadows
Of Mourning, Want, and War,

Before that sunshine presence,
And face like the morning star.

March, '64.

From Springtide unto Springtide
The merry months have run,

And Denmark's winsome daughter
Hath borne an English son.

And like a basking Argo
Lies England, full of wealth

;

Becalmed with spread top-gallants
In a haven of rosy health.

Meanwhile to Denmark's windward
Cold clouds have built a wall,

Her spars and tackling shiver

In the blast of the icy squall.

Her bows confront the weather,
The rocks are on her lee

;

But her brave heart bounds with danger,
As a petrel breasts the sea.

Bold as the grim Berserker,
Who dared defy his gods,

All hopeless, yet majestic,
See Denmark strive with odds !

Denmark, that sent such treasure—
Sweet mother and fair son

;

Britannia, Britannia,
Her cause and thine are one !

Britannia, fair Britannia,
Whose trident " rules the waves/'

earth the nations

Who "never will be slaves."

'Tii i and slumber
That Heaven bath made thee strong:

Then rise with might and strike for Bight,
And quell Titanic Wrong.
iadt, G. C. Swayne.



Aran, 2, 1SC4.]

M v a :

My Aunt Tricksy was not the prettiest girl
in shire. In fact there was nothing super-
lative about her except that she was the
dearest girl in the whole world.
How well I remember how delighted I was

with tho new relations which my grandfather's
marriage with lier mother bestowed on me,
and how disgusted my father was with the

whole affair. My father

oldest son. Th<

but tlure

this which was 10

blandishments, which had already com
a gouty in. riy into a .over,

might persuade him in a frenzy of uxorious

imbecility to overlook the claims of his own

rou x. Xo. 24?
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family and to enrich herself and her daughter

too.

I Gwyn was we none of us knew.

But we all knew that her daughter was a great

I heard my uncle Mr. Thorold the

r and my uncle Mr. Thorold the clergy-

man express themselves according to their kind

on the subject.
" I wash my hands of the

whole affair," said the first. I interpreted this

Pilatian figure of speech into a resolve not to

come again to Thorold House, but this proved

my obtuseness. He only meant to exonerate

himself from all responsibility, should the mar-

riage be an unhappy one. As long as purple

and fine linen, a French cook and a first-rate

cellar, were to be found at The House (as we

all called it), the lavatory process of cleansing

us out of his memory was to be postponed.

"I will pray for my father, I will pray for

both," said the clergyman. I supposed people

were prayed for,
—as in church, when very ill

;

aud yet I had seen my grandfather set off on

his matrimonial expedition looking younger
and brisker than I had ever seen him. It

must be Mrs. Gwyn then.
" Is Mrs. Gwyn ill ?

"
I asked my father.

"
111 ?—no indeed—I wish—"

"What?"
" She had never been born. Ill, indeed !

"

I wished I could have asked for a more

satisfactory explanation, but I saw the subject

was a dangerous one. I took an opportunity,

however, and asked my uncle.
" Did you pray for grandpapa because he

was ill, or because he was wicked, Uncle

James?"
"What unbecoming questions! how you

spoil that fellow, Tom," turning to my father.
"

lint you said so, uncle."

My uncle looked carefully round the room
;

B servant absorbed in dusting and

nibbing a table, but no one else was present
but ourselves.

H Ahem ! Wilfrid, I prayed for the happi-
f my father, and of his wife."

in he cleared his throat; but the expres-
. ith which he had uttered these words,

after he p re were not entirely alone,
it from the manner in

which he b himself in the morn-
I was too young to fathom the reasons

of thi .

,
1 mi t I noticed them.

mind ai regarded this marriage
i. I did not know

i nrished it <>r not. My two uncles

and only came down on

Lorold Hon e. My father,

r, had lived with

, commodious

house. No architect would have raved about

the beauty of its architecture. It was not

Saxon or Tudor, Greek or Italian, Elizabe-

than or Annian. It was simply a convenient,

spacious mansion with large windows and lofty

rooms. For me these are the three important

requisites, but then I am a very literal fellow

indeed, and no artist. Since our bereavement,

my father and I lived at Thorold. It was

very dull. I was only twelve, and I had

no companions. My grandfather was, in the

intervals of gout and misanthropy, a persever-

ing scholar. My father an inveterate sports-

man. I never saw the former at breakfast,

and it was only at breakfast and dinner that I

saw the latter. The curate of the neighbouring

village came up every day to give me lessons.

My father had a prejudice against schools. I

had friends among the boys of the village, but

it was friendship under protest. The mono-

syllable
" low " was often applied to my tastes

and pursuits. But what was I to do ? I had

an immense fund of animal sports to work

off, and there was no other outlet for them.

There was John, to be sure.

Who was John ?

John was a ward of my father's, who also

lived with us. I say ward, but in fact he was

less a ward that a protege'. He -was the

orphan son of an old friend of my father's, a

naval officer who had died suddenly in the

East, and had bequeathed his motherless boy to

his old school-fellow and friend, Tom Thorold.

But John Tyrrell was two-and-twenty, and

to me that seemed an age of advanced man-

hood. He had been well educated by my
father, and he now was waiting till the

Thorold family influence could procure some

employment for him. It was difficult to find

it. John was really clever, but he was shy

beyond everything that could be imagined.
He was brave as a lion, upright, and generous,
but this frightful disease of shyness prevented
these good qualities from being appreciated as

and

very

expression of wretchedness to his face

dejection to his manner, which was

oppressive. I liked John, but I rarely sought
him out, for there was no fun in him. No mis-

chief had ever attracted him. He was pain-

fully conscientious. All my misdemeanour!
assumed gigantic proportions when placed be-

fore me in the light they appeared to him.
"
Indeed, Wilfred," he would say, "1 must

burn my books if you persist in cramming from

11 it-Hi. It is not honest."

.1 very fine, but I did not get home till

so late last night, I could not write my
and old Torment (so I disrespectfully

called my tutor) conies at 8 A.M."
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"Why did not you get up early and do
them yourself. I would have called you."

" What a bully you are, John!" And John
would l>]ush BoarL t and deprecate such an

accusation, and 1 would retort with something
worse, and my father would oome in ai

John for an explanation, and John would

hesitate and, between his almost morbj

of truth and his desire to screen i

utterly unintclli Hy father would then

shrug hisshoulders and say, "Really, John, you
are too old to have these perpetual quarrels
with Wilfrid," and John would retire, really

provoked and hurt at such an accusation, hut

find it impossible to clear himself.

I tried once or twice to set it right with my
father, but he would not listen. "There,

there, I have no time to attend to your squab-
bles. John is a good fellow, but rather prag-

matical, I think."

I would strive for a time to do what was

right for the sake of pleasing John, and show-

ing I attended to what he said
;
but the weak-

ness of my nature soon made me trip again,

and, with the usual justice of sinners, being

angry with myself, I revenged myself by being

especially irritating and tiresome to John.

But still he had an influence
;
and not only on

me, but on all of us. My uncles appeared almost

to ignore his existence. They had exposulated
with my father upon the preposterous notion

of taking charge of him, and then, as usual,

idling of the hands and the prayer pro-

Dees, had been gone through, and he was os-

tensibly forgotten. With my usual quickness
!

of observation, I saw, however, that when the

clergyman uttered some very pious observa-

tion, he often looked at John for approval ;

and that in the midst of some iutense gorman-

dising, when apoplectic manifestations about

the flushed cheeks and thick breathing were

painfully visible, the banker would fidget and

look uncomfortable, if John came into the

room. Shy, awkward, painfully modest as

John was, he had unconsciously impressed all

who came near him with a sense that he had a

loftier estimate of character than most per-

sons. Even my grandfather was chary of

swearing and raging before him. I was de-

lighted to see the effect obtained, more for

mischiefs sake than anything else, of course
;

and I was also very curious to discover how it

had been produced. In the fairy lore of my
childish days there were tales told of persons
who possessed an amulet against evil. I was too

old to believe that now, and not old enough io

appreciate to its full extent the fact, that noble

integrity of character and loving sweetness of

disposition formed the true amulet after all,

though the casket which held it might be im-
.

gainly in appearance and most difficult to

open.

s marriage
!m, and yet he WSJ

father had
told my father that he il M two

: had hiti.

and study—for hif . Miae

Gwyn. As soon

.noon, Mr. Thorold was going to
g

a number of

i louse
would be occupied.

u V.

a time sleeping in the small play-room oi

Wilfrid's room ?" X.

there was no help. I t to John,
and John looked graw. but v.

" Not at all D low,"
said my father, "to move u

have written to my father to m r sug-

gestions, and it is needb .urb your-
self till I receive the ans.

" I think it better to move at once, in case

Mr. Thorold should arrive sooner than you
expect ; besides—"

"What!"
" I am in hopes of receiving a favo-.

reply from a schoolfellow, to whom I have

written about my I lployment.
I know that it i be sent

abroad, and I think he will want a tutor."
" And you ha

"Yes."

My father lo< I for a moment, but

recovered himself instantly.
" You are right, John : tin l>e an

opening ;
it is the right thing, at ::'. .

and yet—and yet
—it will re not

having you here. I wish to 1
I

you must be, you could be tutor to Wilfrid ;

but I cant afford it."

It occurred to me that if my father had

limited his expenses in horses and hounds, there

might have been a way for John to hSH

mained Avith us
;
but how 1 kind

and generous on

cutting off of some entire'

will enable the:

uditure. Dm all :' is had

hunted ;
and to haw

and a not to be

thought of.

John

had extricated himself from wli

•i.>n. II

dawdling f -s the

manner of Thoroldians to icli as

have been a talk of finding employment for
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him
;
but unless it had dropped from the sky,

or started from the earth, it would never have

come, the search was so desultory and dilatory,

and his strong youth would have passed into old

age while he still hesitated at Thorold House.

As John never spoke of himself, we did not

know how much most of his schoolfellows loved

him. I have since heard that no boy had ever

passed through the trying ordeal of a public

school with so many fast friends and so few

foes.

John's removal had only just been effected

in time. The very next morning we received

a letter announcing Mr. and Mrs. Thorold's

return.
" Am I to call her grandmama, I wonder 1

"

said I to John, as we sat together in the library

waiting for them.
"
Yes, I suppose so."

"And her daughter?—there is a daughter

you know."

"She must be called Miss Gwyn, I should

think."
" But she is a relation now. Let me see ;

her

mamma is my father's father's wife, she is his

mamma now—and her daughter must be his

sister ?
"

"Not really his sister."
" In law, of course—but then she must be

my aunt
; just fancy, John, my aunt. What fun

to have quite a young aunt !

" And I jumped
about, and on the strength of this nephewship
ran up and down the avenue to the lodge for

half an hour. At last they arrived.

My father had been to meet them, and
entered the room with his stepmother on his

arm ;
a fair, very tall, languid-looking woman.

" This I suppose is my grandson," she said,

in a kind indolent voice. " You must call me
grandmamma now." She stooped and kissed

my forehead.

"This is John Tyrrell," said my father;
" also one of us."

started with glad surprise, and held

out both her hands to the blushing John,

yn Tyrrell ?
" she asked.

aid my father
;
"at least, I think

not. He is the son of my old friend John

Tyrrell, of the Britaunia. I never heard his

name was Gwyn."
" I i to find a missing relative

of (mis, a (Jwyn Tyrrell, that I seize upon
one of the name of Tyrrell, in hopes I

may :it last discover him."
then slowly dropped into a chair.

"Wh *trix?" she asked, but in a voioe
i -wily heard tin; last syllable.

Whal an odd name, I thought
I -in, mamma;" and a tiny sprite of

* gi J

rward, who looked about my

own age, though she was in fact some two

years older.
" Come and speak to your new friends, my

dear ;
this is Mr. Tyrrell, and this

" My nephew, I suppose," said the girl,

laughing.
" How do you do, Miss Gwyn?" stammered

out John, taking the hand she offered to him.
" How do you do, Aunt Tricks 1

"
said I, in

a loud voice.

I am sorry to say that this piece of boyish

folly was greeted with a shout of laughter
from my grandfather (who had just entered,

and stood beside his wife), from my father,

and from Mrs. Thorold. But the young lady
looked dreadfully abashed ;

she blushed, and all

but began to cry, and did not let go John's

hand, as if it was some support in such a

trying moment.
" You said her name was Tricks. I heard

you call her so."
"
No, no, her name is Beatrix

;
but you are

not far wrong, we did call her Tricksy once,

and you may call her so, if you like."
" I beg your pardon, Aunt Tricksy," I

repeated, for I saw she was vexed.

She put her hand in mine for a moment, but

she kept aloof from me the rest of the evening.
It was the pleasantest evening that had

been ever known at Thorold House. My
grandfather did not doze for a moment, and

was in good humour, though awake. My
father was absolutely talkative. As oil soothes

the ruffled sea, as cream tempers the asperities

of black coffee, as eider-down quilts modify
bare sofas, was the effect of Mrs. Thorold on

us all, and it was an influence which never left

us from that moment. Buried in an arm-

chair, speaking only in the lowest voice, and at

intervals, she always managed to maintain and

direct conversation on the pleasantest subjects,

which were treated in the most velvety manner.

After a time, we younger ones were sent to bed.

I observed Tricksy linger a moment by John's

chair. He had been, as usual, quite silent;

stroking a little kitten which was always very
fond of creeping after him to be petted and

caressed.
" Would you like to have it ?

" he said, as

she paused in her "good-night."
"Yes."
But the kitten rebelled

;
it did not seek a

change, which it feared would certainly not be

for the better.

John yielded to the kitten, in spite of the

wistful looks of the young lady. "To-morrow
it will know you better," he said,

" and then

I will give it you."
She went oil', but was evidently not pi'
" 1 would have given it you," 1 said trium-
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phantly to her in the passage,
" so you will

like me best, won't you ?"

She did not answer me, bat I saw sh<

meditating upon the subject, :in<l M I felt

certain that her meditations must end in my
favour, I left her.

GHAPT8R II.

I said that Thorold House was dull. From
that moment it ceased to be so. To me the

presence of Tricksy transfigured the place.

I never wanted companionship now
;

sin- was

two years my senior, but in fill games and

sports she was my cotemporary. She was far

more childish than I was, she had always lived

Lentary and quiet life in a town
;

this

freedom and out-of-door life was a perfect boon

to her, she grew fast, roses bloomed out on

her pale little cheeks, and she became wild

with health and spirits.

She soon became the darling of the house,
she and I were inseparable, and what delightful

games and jokes, and rides, and scampers we
had ! Her mother allowed her entire liberty,

I do not suppose Mrs. Thorold ever contra-

dicted any-one in her life. The only difficulty

was, that she sometimes assented to two wholly

incompatible propositions . When appealed to,

she would fold her white hands together and

say, "Settle it among yourselves." She had

taken a most incomprehensible fancy to John,
she would ask him sometimes to accompany
Tricksy and me in our wild expeditions, but

we did not like it
;
we were happier by our-

selves
;

I am certain I was, and Tricksy was

always a little naughty with him. It was

impossible she could bo otherwise, he was so

silent or so formal with her, he Miss Gwynned
her so determinedly. She sometimes joined

with me in teasing him, she always took my
part when he and I differed in opinion as to

some of my evil deeds. She laughed at him
most unmercifully, she used to pretend to be a

little jealous of her mother's regard for him
;

in fact, I must confess that sometimes she was

rather provoking in her conduct towards him.

I remember one day we were all three riding

together. We two were in the wildest spirits

and had been racing. Tricksy was absolutely

fearless, and rode admirably.
" I wonder,

1 '

she said to me,
"

if we couldn't

give John the slip, he rides in such a jog-trot,
absent manner. At the first by-way we get to,
Ave will leave the high road."

No sooner said than done. We turned to

the right, and our spirited little ponies flew

like birds down a lane. " Wouldn't I give any-
thing to see John's face," she said.

Unfortunately she did not know, and I had

forgotten, that the lane was almost a cut de sac.

of a

foaming lit

down whi ie could

loped down.
,
we

1 us.

insist

upon it !

"

" No—no," <y.

Bat in mom ed us, was off

his hone, with the |

with the right hand he was fop

Tricksy*! ponyj and in spite
she tin > out him with her whip, and

did, I better

it— he succeeded in turni; I had

stopped in sheer anuu II not

going to be defeated in th
" You can turn the pony," she

you can't turn me," and she if her

saddle and ran on.

"Come, Wilfrid," but I was too occ

in staring at John to mind her.

quite pale, and seemed trembling from fa

foot.
" She might have been killed," he said to

me in a reproachful manner.

"Killed!"
" Don't you know that

!
He looked round after her ; the dainty

figure was running down the Think

of her mother," he ful of

It would kill Mrs.

happened to Miss 1 1 wyn." He D

turned back, leavi; Iding Tri

pony.
After ten minutes, or a

she returned
;
but hi

her eyes looked red.

We went home, but the enjoyment of our

ride was over. I told her h<> was I

had forgotten the peculiar character of that

lane.
"

I was very obsti

Nothing was

eveni:: . all sat by ti orold,'

hed John, who
with her, called out suddenly.

, John ?
—your

John gave such I h foil

the circle drew ' had

said ;
but T j

hers

The next day I ol

:,
but

she never alluded to the

to Mrs. Thorold. They were quite i
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to her, and I, who knew what they had said

about the marriage, was disgusted with them.

I confided my feelings to Tricksy, and we

agreed that they were "horrid." But they

were not only obsequious to Mrs. Thorold,

they were absolutely servile to Tricksy. For

the first time since I had known her, I saw her

assume towards them a coldness and hauteur of

manner which changed the frolicsome child into

the proud and reserved young lady. I once

overheard them say to my father,
' ' What a

good tiling it would be if Miss Gwyn would

take a fancy to Wilfrid !

"

"
Yes," added the clergyman, with fervour,

"it shows how everything is over-ruled for

good. Who would have thought Miss Gwyn
was a millionnaire ?

"

" But I think," continued the banker,
" that

you are imprudent in keeping open house, as it

were. She will be snapped up before you are

aware of it, and think what a loss it would be.

It is a good thing that poor John is so awk-

ward and plain, or I should advise your getting
rid even of him. "

" He is going in a day or two," said my
father.

"
Oh, indeed ! that is providential."

1 1 Then we may hope that Wilfrid will get
the million "

"No," said my father, laughing, "he is

too young, poor fellow. Beatrix is sixteen,

though she looks such a child
;
she will be of

age when she is eighteen, and must be married

in the course of the same month or she forfeits

the money. Any way, if this Gwyn Tyrrell
turns up, he is to have half of it."

It was true that John was about leaving us ;

he was to go for two years to Italy. After the

day of the expedition to Gap Lane, Tricksy
was very shy with him, and he was ludicrously
afraid of her. She was the only person of

Whom ha did not take leave the day he left us.

Although my father called me "
poor fel-

low," he was really too careless about money
nary. Had I been old enough to

be abl' to the million, he would have
1

;
as I was not, he troubled him-

little About it.

There was an endless round of gaiety going
on. Young nun came to shoot and hunt

;

croquet parties, cricket parties,

But Tricksy, though she

enjoyed them all, was not to !><• divided from

baunchest of friends

Ber adi

unfaili •

, us, she km
much to., simple-

V li any im-

I iral Intel]

how little any of i

hovered about her, cared for anything but the

money-bags that went with her name. And,
as she did not know the clause attached to her

possession of these money-bags, and was not

aware of the vital importance of her choice

being soon made, the barefaced passion for

money which the precipitate proposals she re-

ceived seemed to give evidence of, filled her

young heart with scorn.

Two years soon passed away. John wrote

a few letters to my father, and one or two to

Mrs. Thorold, but to no one else. I did not

see those to Mrs. Thorold, but those to my
father were awkward and uninteresting. John
had as little epistolary as conversational talent.

Once during the two years my father received

a letter from the father of the young man with

whom John was travelling, telling him of the

deep obligations he and his son were under, to

John.

John had extricated the young man from a

most disgraceful love-affair, in which he had

unthinkingly become involved at college ; the

heroine of which had followed him to the Con-

tinent, but had had her journey for her pains.

The young man had been at first most rebel-

lious and perverse, but had finally seen the

snare into which he had been led. He was

proportionably grateful, and had written a full

confession to his father.

At that time of course I only heard frag-

ments of all this, but enough to know that,

somehow, John had done a great thing.

"Isn't he a fine fellow, Tricksy?" I said,

retailing to her what I had heard. " What a

pity he's such a queer, shy old fellow, and so

ugly!"
She did not answer.

Two years had passed away, when Thorold

House was deprived suddenly of its head.

My grandfather died. We had all been so

happy for the last two years, that the blow

was doubly felt. Mrs. Thorold suffered a good

deal, but in the same becalmed and silky way,
which was peculiarly hers, under all circum-

stances. Tricksy was very unhappy. She had
been so petted by her stepfather, and under
the feminine dispensation at Thorold II

he had become so much less irritable and im-

patient than formerly, that it was natural she

should love him as she did. He was truly a

scholarly, stately gentleman, generous

Upright in his conduct, and with that old-

fashioned chiyalric feeling towards women,
which made him for their sakes, ami in their

CO, control the only fault he 1

sionatc and fiery temper. He had a;

ed, but latterly he was bel

His will was a BingulftT one. My fatln

course had Thorold I [ouse, with all i
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tenances J
but a largo sum in the fun

left to John Tyrrell, except under oertein con-

tingencies, which were specified in I sealed

codicil, not to be opened till the d;iy Tricksy
-was of age.

To my uncles neither money nor lands were

bequeathed ;
but to the clergyman a folio

volume of prayers and meditations, and to the

banker a curious bason and ewer, which had

belonged to the family for three generations.

Evidently my grandfather had become ac-

quainted with some of their remarks on his

marriage. To his wife ho did not let

farthing ; this, he said, had been arranged by
i their marriage. She was resolut

not one fraction of his property should enrich

her or hers, and had peremptorily refused even

the smallest gift from him. But my grand-
father requested it of her as a favour, that she

should make Thorold House her head-quarters
for the rest of her life. Tricksy's name was

not even mentioned in the will.

Mrs. Thorold did consent, at my father's

earnest entreaty, to remain with us. She was

the same gentle, placid woman as ever, though

many an added lino on her white forehead,

many a silver hair in her brown curls, showed
that she had suffered much. She led precisely
the same quiet, still life as before, except that

every month or two she went to town on

business. What this business was no one

knew, except that it was connected with the

Gwyn property and the lost Tyrrell. My
father had, at her request, written to India to

obtain, if he could, the certificate of the mar-

riage of John's father and mother.

I should have thought Tricksy had forgotten
John entirely, but that once or twice she in-

sisted upon riding as far as Gap Lane, as if to

recall her peril and her deliverance. My father

wrote to John to ask him to return. After

some delay he was enabled to do so. And
now again Tricksy showed sho had retained

a warm recollection of John. She and her

mother prepared John's rooms for him—the

he had occupied before their first ar-

rival, and which had been given to her by my
grandfather.

Tricksy was almost eighteen at this time
;

but sho might have been eight, to judge from

the childish importance she attached to the re-

placing of every article of furniture in John's

room just as he had left it. John arrived.

lie walked in one day, after dinner. He
d more painfully shy than ever. Sun-

burnt and thin, with a beard and thick tawny
hair, which had a leonine appearance, he was

certainly very plain. He had, however, retained

the sweetness of his eyes aud that geiitlemanli-
ness of bearing which no awkwardness could

wholly con emed less difference

s very
glad b fellow once

1 out.

* him was influenced by his to

and more silent

with him than with r person.
As the day of

\
of age approached,

Mrs. Thorold in form

tions under which sh-- was to become pos-
sessed of the enormous fortune which was hers.

She was to cho<« lay she
was <>f age, and declare h ublicly, or

to forfeit the w]

On the 18th of Juno Tricksy would be

eighteen. It was now th rl had
been so much thrown into the sod-

as Tricksy, and yet there was not a spark of

sentiment for any one of them in her heart.

She had had I proposals, and all

had received the irrevocable No.
I worshipped her. le life, from the

moment I had first seen her, had been

to her
;
but when I once murmured something

of my love being more mature than my
she had put her plump litt'. u my
mouth and had said, laughing,

' ; How can an

aunt many her nephew \ Am I not your
aunt Tricksy, sir ?

"

On the 10th of June Mrs. Thorold an

daughter went up to London, to re-

turn on the evening of the 17th.

my father had tried to persuade Tricksy to

choose a husband, rather than r for-

tune. Barely some of her -'re men to

whom she might eventually become sin

attached, though sho was not romantically in

irith them. lint Tricksy was firm: she

woidd not marry if sho did not lo\

John and I went km to

meet them. We found wo had mistaken the

time, and had an hour to p

" Let us take a walk," I said,
" and r

here to meet them."

As wo went on, wo foun ter of

a mile further, that s.une work

mending a tempo stony

ravine, over which the train re had

been heavy rains, and the

goods train had «. :

on this bad dam-

I'hey wen ^ f*«t

as they could. Unfortunately, in their haste

they had not suffici A the

supports of the bridge had been thoroughly

and as a last heavy plank was laid

parallel to the other . ;is a tremulous

swaying of the whole, and then it cracked and

cracked and tottered slowly over, burying
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1 workmen in the ruins. At first, all of

I escaped, were occupied in rescuing

In doing so I fell and injured my
re all hurt—some severely so.

We attended to them as best we might, when

suddenly a distant whistle was heard. Good

the train was due. It must be stopped

but how. At that point
"
dangerous

" had

always been signalled, and it came on very

slowly. But what was to be done 1 there was

no time. We saw it, a speck in the distance ;

but coming on, coming on. Shame on me for

having felt it, but my first impulse was to

rush down the bank and fly, whither I knew
not

; anywhere not to hear, not to see the in-

evitable crash. Where was John ?

He had stood for a moment, pale as death
;

and then he ran forward, shouting, waving his

hands, throwing up his arms, standing in the

very centre of the line. I called to him from

the bank. I had crawled there to make sig-

nals to the advancing train.
' ' She's there !

"

were all the words he said. Had the horror of

the moment turned his brain 1 Did he hope
to make himself heard or seen ? It was mad-

ness. Inexorably the train came on, very

slowly, but surely, on. I could see the stokers

turned towards John, making signs to him,
and a line of heads outside the carriages, evi-

dently not understanding him ;
and then, as

the moments passed, and it came nearer and

nearer, John, inspired by the very ecstasy of

insanity, threw himself right across the line.

It was a forlorn hope. It might or might
not arrest them. So imperceptibly did they
slacken their course that I did not think they
were doing it ; but, thank Heaven ! it was

possible to do it, and they did do it. After a

few seconds of horrible and agonising suspense
the long line gradually, gradually stopped. It

; him th^t John, as he rose, seemed
to be clasped by the projecting fangs of a

leviathan beast of prey.
The engine-men jumped down. I was too

hear what passed; but, after a few words
of explanation, John returned towards me,
still very pale, but calm as usual. I was but

ii—am I to be excused if I say I sobbed

"Come, old fellow !" said John, "this will

in."

At that moment one of those cheers which

aid but from British longs rang
. The poor wounded workmen,

who were lying about, joined in it.

I do not think that at first John was con-

bhat it was in hia honour; when he was,
: ly bewildered

;
and then, Bay-

bo me,
" Vou muit send word for the

oarria ie for them here ;
it can wait the

other side of the bridge, and they and you can

be helped over," he dived down the other side

of the bank, and in a few minutes was out of

sight. I felt somehow I could not meet them.

I gave orders about the carriage, and hobbled

on till I met a cart, which gave me a lift

home.

Before dinner John came into my room ;

and, after some shy stammering, asked me, as

the dearest favour I could bestow on him, not

to volunteer any information as to what he

had done.

"I could not stand being thanked, and all

that, you know. By-the-bye, they have sent

me a huge packet of papers."
"What about?"
" I have not opened them ; but I think the

lost Tyrrell is found."

I do not know whether I could have kept

my word
;
but Mrs. Thorold and Tricksy were

not at dinner, and my father and my two

uncles were very busy talking over money
affairs. In the confusion the only report that

had reached Thorold House was, that there

might have been an accident to the train, but

it had been fortunately prevented. Mrs.

Thorold and Tricksy had gone at once to their

rooms on arriving, and therefore I had no diffi-

culty in being silent.

The next day was the 18th of June.

Tricksy came down to breakfast looking

brighter than ever I had seen her. She was

radiant. She and my father and Mrs. Thorold,
and a very grave-looking gentleman, the lawyer
who managed the Gwyn property, were closeted

for a long time after breakfast. Everything
was got through by luncheon, and after lun-

cheon the horses were brought round, as usual,

for us to ride. I was still so lame that I could

not mount, though I tried to do so.

"Mr. Tyrrell," said Mrs. Thorold, "will

you take care of Tricksy 1 Wilfrid says that

somehow he has sprained his foot."

John looked rather glum.
' ' I was going

—"

" I must have my own way on my birth-

day," said Tricksy,
" so please come with

me."

She mounted, and they went off. I looked

after them longingly. I had intended trying,
for the last time, my fortunes with Tricksy on
this day, and I had looked forward to our ride

for doing so. We should have got rid of John,
I know, even had he started with us.

When they returned, Tricksy came to me in

her habit, She looked positively beautiful.
" Where have you been ?

" I asked.

"To Gap Lane ;" and then she suddenly
threw her arms round my neck, and sobbed,

"Oh, J am bo happy, Wilfrid dear <" but the

rolled down her cheeks as she said so;
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h

and then she left me. How my heart beat !

Would she choose me ?

That day, after dinner, my father proposed
1

iwyn's future husband.

nd hot by turns. Had Tricksy ol

c ? I looked for sympathy towards John,
ut in some unaccountable way hu had d

ared.

The next day, at twelve o'clock, we H

assemble in the library, to hear the codicil to

my uncle's will
;
after which, Tricksy v.

announce her marriage, or forfeit her fa

ship. We were all to be present.

Somehow, that morning Thorold House was

like a desert. My father and uncles, and the

lawyer, breakfasted together. I search'

John, but heard he had gone out. Mrs.

Thorold and Tricksy were invisible. I wan-

dered about like a troubled spirit.

At twelve I was seated in the librar}\

Would Tricksy declare she had chosen me be-

fore them all, without giving me the sweet

certainty of her affection, with her own lips

first, in private ? I was absolutely tortured

with my doubts and conjectures.

Presently my father came in, followed by
my two uncles. One, as usual, rubbing his

kinds, as if he were always typically perform-

ing the process which was to him the panacea

against all responsibility ;
the other, with a

more than usually sour and sanctimonious look,
and a prayer-book in his hand. It was worm-
wood to him to preside, as it were, over the

throwing away of thousands and thousands of

pounds on a "trumpery worldly chit of a girl."

Such had been his designation of Tricksy.
Three separate messages were sent after John.

He was at home, but sent word he could not

come down.

Then came Mrs. Thorold, fairer and paler
than ever, in her widow's weeds. "Beatrix
is coming directly," she said.

How strange, I thought, for her to let her

daughter come in alone upon such an occasion
;

and where on earth has John gone to?

Then there was a pause.
Then the door opened. I started up ;

but

Tricksy was not alone. She was leaning on

the arm of John Tyrrell.

He looked so pale that I thought he would
have dropped, but he stepped in quietly and

gravely, and led her to her mother.
" I have chosen," said Beatrix in a soft low

voice, and she turned round. " John Tyrrell
asked me to be his wife yesterday, and I have

accepted him."

I joined my congratulations with the rest,

but I really did not know what I was saying.
What an egregious ass I had been. But no
one knew it, I hoped. We sat down to hear

the codicil. After a short preamble the

legacy to John was ca bn married
an heiress, u the

mis had a
claim on the half i

••, the

»roltL

When it was ov.-r -
|

cireiimloeution and DSfiphl -wyer's
would nc away;

mpies were hot

shrubbery
belonging to the -re flung myself
down on tie- g] m best
I might the bitt'

befallen me. I

did he not go
farther with thai <-r the man
who, with a look of agony, had turned to

day or two ago and fa she is

there!" ere he rushed upon almost certain self-

destruction, in the mad d Jition,

her.

While I was thus thinking and thil

with that persistence with which all in.

creatures count, over and over again, th

of their misery, I heard voices near me.

I looked through the leaves and saw Tricksy
and John approaching where I was. I trusted

they might not have seen me, and would pass
on. I looked through the closely 1

trunks of the 1 them—
they seemed to change charac: n was

Tricksy to do something which she

seemed to deprecate. Ho walked resolutely

forward, she hung back. How pretty she

looked in her white dress and braid,

shut my eyes, for my heart was very sore, and

jght of her hurt me.

Here there was a silence, and I hoped they
had passed ;

but no : a light step came ov

the branches wen
dear little Tricksy sat down h

She took my hand—" '

dear ?" How tender, how cruelly tender she

I was silent. I could have groaned.

"Shall I tell you all about it? FVoi

very first day, thougl
I liked John. I liked him V first

night when he would not give

All the time, even when I WSJ I

him in Gap Lane, 1 loved him. 1

mamma, and she th<".

take leave of in heard

his name, she thought he might b

tion, but it ws tUcult to

to London

the la-

once, but he did not thiuk.it likely,

lb waa resolved to leave John his money
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because he knew also, that when everybody
cause he married mamma,

that John was the only one who never abused

him or her about it."

"
I

—"

" How did it come about, you mean, that

he tcld me. I will tell you," said the little

ire, looking very shy but very happy.

:ima, though she is so quiet, always knows

about things, and she saw that John liked me,
but that the money would prevent him saying

anything about it. I did not know what to

do, for we had not yet proved him to be a

Gwyn Tyrrell, and I knew he would never ask

me to be his wife if I had all the money. But
that day when we returned, mamma brought
the proofs and the papers with her. Oh, that

day !

"—and then she shuddered and cried—
" I did not know till yesterday morning it

was John who saved us—but then—"

Again Beatrix cried—and then she went on,
" When we went out yesterday morning, I

took him to Gap Lane, and there I told him
how miserable I had been about my wickedness

there, and his poor darling hand
; and then I

told him I knew who had saved all our lives

the day before, and he was so short and so

grumpy and wanted to go away, and then I

told him that he was our relation and that he
and I were to inherit this money between us."

" And then—"
" O Wilfred !

"— Beatrix hid her face for a

moment—"I feel ashamed that he, so good,
so noble, so brave, can love me, but he says it

has been always so . . ."

" And to-day ?"

It was no longer the maiden Beatrix, but
the child Tricksy, that laughed a peal of

laughter at these words.
" You know he got into one of his shy

nervous states, and I do not believe any one
could have got him out of his room unless I

had gone in
;
but I went up to him and coaxed

him, a bed his hair, and told him how
proud 1 was that he had chosen me, and how
glad di ma was, and I persuaded him to

come
u

I
!

, Tricksy," I said.

tat I shall in rve him. But
Wilfrid dear, you are glad too, are you not I

"

— and 1 at me with her earnest eyes,—"
glad that we two arc happy ?—for I know

ui both."
1 '

p, f'»r my heart was in my
i both."

"It will be al .,s
t you

ill always be Aunt
And now oome and tell John

(»n that day to (Ins

I never knew whether John suspected how
dearly I had loved Tricksy. We were always
fast friends, and I was godfather to darling

Tricksy's first child, a girl, whom I insisted

upon naming Tricksy, pur et simjrte. In all

human probability (for there are no such girls

now as Tricksy Gwyn was) Tricksy Gwyn
Tyrrell will be my heiress. I shall never

marry ; but I will not make so tyrannical a

condition as Tricksy was subject to. Women
can be trusted with money. My heiress need
not marry the day she is of age.

JOHANN ZOFFA^Y.

Life, about the middle of the eighteenth

century, showed more form and colour, more
distinction of classes, more personal indivi-

duality and vivacity of manners, than we dis-

cover in the uniform tone and neutral hue of

this our present time. Then, a nobleman

appeared in public in a coach-and-six, with

outriders
; now he calls a cab, or takes his ticket

for a seat in a railway-carriage. London had
not then gone out of town, and the wealthy
City merchant dwelt in his Wren-built mansion,
with offices and warehouses contiguous. The
club and the coffee-house brought together
the politicians, the legislators, the wits, and
the painters, in social communication. As the

king said to Zoffany, "In the past days, a

man of observation had only to walk from
coffee-house to tavern, and from tavern to

coffee-house, within the pale of twr

enty-four

hours, and then return, sober himself, and
write a farce."

If, in those days, when different trades

congregated in the several quarters, a lady
desired to purchase a silk petticoat, she forth-

with drove to Holywell Street, and made her

choice at the Indian Queen or the Golden

Ball
;

if a tailor would call attention to the

particular cut and fashion of a suit of garments,
he or the sprightliest of his 'prentices would
strut in front of the shop, arrayed in clocked

stockings, well-varnished pumps, and bobwig,
redolent of powder and pomatum, the new
stand of clothes displayed to full advantage,
with a large nosegay planted in the breast of

the posy waistcoat ; handsome and buxom

young women presided at the counters of

Exeter Change milliners
; smart orange-girls

picked their way, between the acts, through

U-packed pit of Drury Lane, with the

invitation to buy "apples, oranges, or ginger-
i >r a "bill of the play of the right sort;"

the sin »«1 .lacks, at Spring Gardens, were an in-

stitution, an. I ( In asts of burden. Then
Sam JohntO mies for a frisk with Top-
ham Beauclerk, and took a turn with the .
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tble porters of old Covent Ga ICarket,

made the midnight echoes of E :

gain as he rolled and laugh* I

roe. Then it waa that honest N\" ill

b and his companion! made the memor-
able trip to Rochester. Then the redoubtable

tampion of fisticuffs issued his challenges from

[ockley-in-the-Hole, The Eideophusicon of

jOUtherboorg, Mrs. Salmon's waxwork, the
;

pig-faeed lady, Miss Biffin, and the learned

re in full vogue ; Cockneys thronged to

iwer on the 1st of April, to see the lions
:

Washed, and spent Cobbler's Monday ai

-aniens, or partook of ale and

cakes at Pancridge-in-the-Fieldg ;
"Turn

Out the young brindled bull!" was still the cry
Of Monday's market at Smith field

;
the pillory,

!

flogging at the cart-tail, and the almost weekly

day of execution, at Tyburn-tree, still afforded

their relaxation,
—even the wretched criminal

went gallantly, like a man of mould, up
Holborn Hill, to execution, nosegay in bosom,

quaffed St. Giles's-bowl, with a promise to pay I

when he should return, kissed his hand to the
|

assembled fair ones, made his last dying speech
'

and confession with an air, bowed to the '

sheriff, kicked off his shoes, and died hand-

somely, like a gentleman highwayman. Bane-

lagh, the ordinary at Belsize House, and Mary-
lebone Gardens were then the mode

;
and

costume, if inelegant, was yet varied and gay
with bright colours. In short, society was

robust and picturesque, and offered

ample scope to the painter of ordinary life.

It was at this time that Zoffany made his

appearance on the stage of London art-life,

though at first in a very humble capacity. ]

The recorded career of this painter U

e, but those who are old enough to have

enjoyed the gossip of the print-room at the

British Museum, in the days of John Thomas

Smith, will remember, among other topics, the

particulars of Zoffany's early career.

Smith informs us that Mr. Audinet, father of

Philip Audinet, the engraver, served his time

with the celebrated clockmaker, Bimbault, who
lived in Great St. Andrews Street, Seven 1 )ials.

This worthy excelled in the construction of

clocks, called at that timo ' ' Twelve-tuned

Dutchmen," which were contrived with moving

figures, engaged in a variety of employments.
The pricking of the barrels of those clocks was

performed by Bellodi, an Italian, who lived

hard by, in Short's Gardens, Drury Lane. This

D solicited Bimbault in favour of a starving
artist who dwelt in a garret in his house. " Let
him come to me," said Bimbault. Accordingly
|ke waited upon the clockmaker, and produced
some specimens of his art, which were so satis-

factory that he was immediately set to work

to embellish clock-faces, and paint ;.

clock-faces •

human face dm:.

upon
•

he likeness of

so successfully, that i

to serve and promote Mm. L
.

wards

inhabi- .lip Audin .us of

proem: :it who could draw the

figure well, being, li,

all but the head, he four

painter of clock
I

moderate salary of forty |
, with

iec£sl injui .is ca-

pacity he worked up
and Miss Bellamy in 1

was exhibited under the name . •

Garrick'a k ad him tfa

hand was in the work, and he to dis-

cover the unknown painter, which discovery

by perseverance I, and he made the

acquaintance of Zoffany and be

employing him himself and introducing him to

his friends
;
and in this way !

trical portraiture bt It is

evident by his works, not only in portrai-

groups of players but in his more important

compositions, that his genius was esSf

of a dramatic character. Garrick's favour met

with an ample return in th<

of himself and C which ha-.

dered their personal appearance so

familiar to posterity both in i

the admirable mezzotinto scrapi irlom.

Among others of his friends to whom G
extended his valuable recommendation, was an

especial introduction to Sir J<

who, with his accustomed kindness and liber-

ality, immediately took the promising young

painter by the hand. Bare ifl an instance of

the kind interest he took in proi

fortun mentioned in I

from Bl r, then in B 1 does

honour to the liberal. 1 good
man—"

Zoilany superior

portrait of Garrick in the el: f Abel

Drugger, with two other le and

Face. Sir

guineas for th-

an hour after, < to part

with it, which the i. fused,

resign.

the emolument to hi "He
lent of

a -hearted

long the first mem-

bers of the i
His first
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picture* which obtained public notice were—
c ; Foote, as Stur-

: of Garret, under such

favourable influences soon became esteemed.

The first picture which attracted general

notice, and introduced Zoffany to the patro-

.f fashionable life, was a portrait of the

>f Barrymore. He was afterwards intro-

duced to the king, for whom, in 1771, he

I a capital picture of the royal family on

a large canvas, to the number of ten portraits,

which has been effectively scraped in mezzotint

by Earlom. He painted likewise two separate

portraits of George III. and Queen Charlotte,

of which there are scrapings by Houston.

Shortly after he again visited Italy, bearing a

recommendation from the king to the Grand

Duke of Tuscany, at Florence, in which city

he painted the interior of the Florentine

Gallery, which was purchased by George III.,

and is now in the royal collection. In 1774, he

painted an excellent picture of the life-school

of the Royal Academy, including all the mem-
bers of the Royal Academy ; among them a

Chinese member, Tan Chat Gua
;
a portrait

of himself, palette in hand
;
two life models,

and two pictures to represent the two lady

members, Angelica Kauffman and Mary Moser
;—in all, thirty-six portraits. This capital and

animated picture is in the royal collection at

Buckingham Palace
;

it was finely scraped by
Earlom.

In 1781 or 1782, Zoffany went out to

India, and remained some time at Lucknow.

Although in the enjoyment of high patronage
in London, his affairs fell into such embarras-

ment as to precipitate his departure. Zoffany's

picture of Colonel Mordaunt's cock-match,
which came off at Lucknow in 1786, was

painted in the East, being a commission for

ngs. It was shipped for Eng-
land, but the vessel was wrecked, and the

picture lost. Zoffany, who luckily took

ge by another ship, arrived in safety, and
i of the lost picture with the philosophy

of a Stoic, observing it would do for the pic-
ture gallery of old Neptune, that ancient col-

ur. Happily, Zoffany
had I

i and studies in his

and by their aid lie Bet patiently
; u'nting with the same grouping,

Of Hindoos and GentoOS, rajahs and
' and colours, that choice

I'lanni and 1)' icka to

b hold another picture, a fac-simile

kept his own counsel,
•

I vernor l!

t.

the year 1802, in which the painter has repre-

sented himself as the hero of the fight, seated

on a howdah, with a musket, having shot the

tiger. This is said to have been fact, and

the military eleves of John Company swore

the painter was a d—d good shot. A remark-

able Hindoo custom or superstition is repre-

sented in the picture of a woman advancing to

pluck out the tiger's whiskers to serve as a

charm. This picture includes portraits of Sir

John Macpherson and General Carnac. Both

of these capital pictures are finely scraped in

mezzotinto by Richard Earlom, and published,

the first, in 1786, by Robert Sayer, Fleet

Street, and the second by Robert Laurie and

James Whittle, No. 53, Fleet Street. A
third very dramatic picture is the Embassy of

Hyderbeck to Calcutta, from the Vizier of

Oude, by the way of Patna, in the year 1788,
to meet Lord Cornwallis. This is admirably

scraped by Earlom, and published 12th July,

1800, by Robert Laurie and James Whittle,
No. 53, Fleet Street. This very graphic com-

position was planned by Zoffany at a juncture
when a male baggage elephant, being irritated

by his keeper, seized the wretched man with

his trunk and destroyed him, and, shaking
with the agitation of rage, several women and

children dislodged from his back, are falling,

the people on foot endeavouring to save them.

After the enraged elephant comes a female

elephant with her mahout or driver, then

comes the elephant and driver of Sir John

Hannaway, the Compairy's interpreter at

Lucknow, then the Nabob's interpreter, then

comes Zoffany himsolf, seated in the howdah on

the back of an elephant, followed by his horse-

keeper and an attendant, who keeps pace with

the horse and procession, a task requiring some

exertion of leg, for the long swinging pace of

the elephants puts the horses to something of

an amble to maintain their places in the march.

In the distance is seen a reach of the Ganges,
and Patna, with the granary which Warren

Hastings, like Joseph in Egypt, had stored in

case of drought and famine. Then we have a

soldier's wife and attendant, for in the ener-

vating climate of India all but the lowest have

their attendants
;
a hackney or carriage, with

ladies aud attendants
;
a Delhi soldier, the

European army on their march, Hyderbeck's

swario, the Nabob's horses and colours, a mis-

sion ary and attendants
;
a Portuguese doctor,

with his wife and son
;
a native soldier, a

fakil fixed in one position, a young Hindoo
D turning from bathing in the sacred waters of

. women carryingwaterfrom the same

live!-, a
girl Selling vegetables, a Mogul soldier;

a native Sepoy, pacaloning, or obliging a peasant
aa ; more fakirs, a radish girl,
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coolies carrying bedding, ni »ldiers,

Delhi soldiers, native syceea Or horse-!:'

and a mullah or priest. All thflte various

•nifications are given with great spirit

ami character, and grouped in a most ex-

pressive manner. It vraa during this time,
when life in [ndiahadaU the charm

romance, that Zoffany, ons morning early,

had an audience of the vizier, who at the

lime was undergoing the trying pi

of being shayed. The unlucky barber having
the misfortune to make a notch iu the puis-

sant chin, his serene highness was gracj
I to fall into a monstrous rage, and

iu his wrath he ordered the poor devil to

be instantly baked to death in a slow oven.

Zoffany, whose European sensibility was

moved by this cruel senteno . ed to

look upon the affair as an exceedingly good
joke, but as the mode of punishment was

somewhat common-place and stale at the

august court of Lucknow, moved an amend-
ment by way of novelty. It chanced that an

enterprising Frenchman had arrived with a

balloon—in those days a balloon was a novelty
in Europe, much more so in the East—and
had made some short ascents to the astonish-

ment of all beholders. " An idea, your high-
an idea has just struck me

; suppose you
send the barber up in the Frenchman's bag of

vitriol and iron tilings
—

that, I venture to

submit to your highness, would indeed make
some sport." At these words, the unhappy
barber prostrated himself, grovelling before

the inusimd of the incensed and awful

vizier, whose whiskers still curled with indig-

nation, and, knocking his head on the iloor in

a passion of terror, prayed to be taken at once

to the bakehouse, instead of being sent lie-leg

and post-haste to Shaitan by means of the

mysterious bag of wind. The sally volun

by the painter was well directed, his jocularity

contagious, and iu a minute the mood of the

semi-barbarous tyrant veered round to fair

weather, his midriff was tickled by the hu-

morous proposal, and he fairly rolled in laugh-
3 he delivered his mandate that the

balloon should instantly be inflated, the poor
barber secured in the car, and sent adrift

wherever the wind might carry him. He
made, as the saying is, a successful a

to the admiration of all Lucknow. As it

happened, Shaitan was not to have the

barber this time, for he was found, together
with his exhausted balloon, within a few
miles of the starting-point. The pa
low, half-dead with fright, was carried back
in triumph to the city, where 1;

an ample pardon, and rose to high favour

with the tyrant, whose minister and ad-

viser, as well as i

, was
born at BegOD
anotl:

birth-

Bohemia, an archit

.

many he
\ vouid

with no great bu<

few years before the esi

R lyal

111., of which he I

memb med to I.

1796, with a large fortune, whi

I

acquired in India, but throu agance
or unsuccessful speculation h<

i part of it before his death, of whi

j

the following notice in the obit i

Gentleman's Magazine :
—

-May, 1810, at

Strand-on-the-Green, near I

Zoifany, Esq., B

THE VIZIER'S PABBOT.

Tnn Caliph llaroun gave his Filler Ali

An Indian parrot, green :i! -

A bird of wisdom, once King ..a's;

Its filmy eyed were all with I /d :

With gravity befitting a rojal bird,

It ate and talk. .lag Gnger,

Holding its head awry i

Of every laug! .'.

I The women of the
**

King K' I jut

Was ball its plumage ; and il

Of curious curve— it u .dour

To face its bite
; peach, alroon

It would dissect with caii:. LOU.

f wondroti-

Cuuld have lore of ma.
.

It was the rarest mimic : d

Raven cr child, or eunuch it could follow,

Just like an eobo,

Or whisper, about, or i rj or hallo,

With a droll twinkle i I

And rooking change 1 1 ring
—

Spiteful and humorous, goblin*! dnl—
Of its green plumage and its cm:.

fruit, whic
till, at !!«•

i

in his fa

was laid tho foundation of . I >rtuuc

I . DM M
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One day the Calij.h came, the Vizier gone

>pard, and sat down beside

I fruits and cakes

To tempt the Indian bird, that listening eyed

The turban'd man that muttered the Koran
(His former master), with a wistful look,

And soon began to chatter o'er his hoard
Like mollah mumbling o'er a sacred book.

. but his newest chat,
in the divan

; the secrets hidden
ok] D| i a plot,

mbidden :

••Tyrants i,

•ill slay Dl I" "!•

mind,
ther." »D< e who fidl P

The Caliph, brooding, listened
;
then arose,

And to his palace Blow and silent went,

Biasing o'er what he'd beard, and tracking out

The parrot's prattle with a stern intent. . .

At sunset came the Vizier to the bath,

And, ed the curtain, met a hand,

Bony a L m d upon his throat,
And life out by Haroun's command*
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LORD OAKBURN'S DAUGHTERS
BY Tin; AUTHOB OF -

CHAPTER V. WAS Till: SOI i:D ?
'

Tin: moon shone brightly on the long
of South Wennook, as Mr. Oarlton the sur-

geon stepped along it with a fleet foot Be
was on his way to the house in Palace E

number thirteen.

The widow herself came to the door in

answer to his ring. She dropped a curtsey
when she saw who stood tin 1

"Is this Mrs. Gould's/"
"

Yes, sir
;

if you please, sir, I am Mrs.

Gould, sir."

"I have just opened a note, on my return

from London
;
one that was left at my house

a day or two ago ; requesting me to call here

to see a patient," said Mr. Carlton. "A Mrs.

—Mrs. "

"Mrs. Crane, sir," said the widow, supplying
the name for which Mr. Carlton appeared at

fault.
"

It's all happily over, sir, and she is

doing well."

Mr. Carlton stared at her as if he were

thunderstruck. "Over!" he repeated. "Hap-
pily over ! Why she— I understood— if I read

her note aright
—did not expect it for two

months to come !

"

"No more she didn't, sir, and it was all that

omnibus's doings. It pretty near shook the

life out of her."
" Omnibus !

" he returned, seeming com-

pletely at sea.
" What omnibus? what are

you talking of ?
"

"Perhapayou don't know the circumst.

yet, sir," returned the widow. " The lady
arrived here from London, sir, a stranger, and
was recommended by Mrs. Fitch to my apart-
ments. So young, she looked, quite a girl

"

"But about her illness?" interposed Mr.

Carlton, whose time was being wasted.
" I was coming to it, sir. Afore she had

well done her tea that same evening, she got
ill : the omnibus had shook her frightfully, she

said—and you know what that omnibus is

yourself, sir. Instead of getting better she

got worse, and early the next morning the

baby was born. Such a mite of a baby,
added Mrs. Gould in a confidential tone. "I
have seen many a wax-doll bigger."
A conviction came into the surgeon's mind

that the mite of a baby he had seen at Cheat
Wennock Station, that evening, must be the one
in question.

" Who attended .'

" he inquired.
4t Mr. Stephen Grey. But he only attended

for you, sir, I believe, as the lady wished to
.

led to

you."
••

Beoommended to me
"Well, jet, sir

;
we understood her to say

so. She'll explain to you herself,
Of cou m't but think ; tanoes

altogether

"Is she doing well f '

" Couldn't be doing better. Will yoa walk

Up, si

The colloquy had taken plaee at the open
door; the widow standing ins

out. He made a
;> but

stopped in hesitation.

"It is late to disturb her to-night She

may be asleep."
"She is not s she

Wasn't five minutes ago, when 1 went up to

get Pepperfly down to her supper, whieh she's

now having with me in the kitchen. I dare-

say she'd like you to go up, sir, and to know
that you are back again.*'

lie went in, leaving his hat on •'.

that stood in the passage.

briskly towards the kit-el.

"Just one moment, sir, while I g

for there's none upstairs," tone of

apology for leaving him waiting.
" Wh

nurse came down Mi

away by her, m ;>e without

it."

Passing the parlour door and the room
behind it—which room wsj lamber, and

uld took the opportunity
it when her permanent lodger \

tripped into the kitchen,

ment built out at the

on the table, by whieh

eating her .supper, uikvi

lady in the dark, and was lack in

to marshal .Mr. Carlton op the

at the door of the sitting room, ho to<

light from her hand.

''That will do, thank you, Mrs. Goul-i.

said, sinking his voice to .
1 had

better go in alone. She may have dropped

Id was no:' issed.

She had been disturbed at her supper and was

1 return to it. In oonsequenoe of her

having gone to church meal

was being taken later than closed

the door on M ig him alone.

He passed through the sitting-room, softly
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opened the door of the bed-chamber and en-

tered it, shading the light with his hand. The

BT was quite still, and he believed Mrs.

to be alone. In point of fact, however,

Judith was sitting at the extreme end of it,

behind the bed-curtains, drawn round that side

of the bed, and at the foot. Quiet as his

movements were, they awoke Mrs. Crane, who

had fallen into a doze, and she looked round

with a start, and raised her head—as we are

all apt to do when suddenly awakened, espe-

cially in illness.

Mr. Carlton put down the light, approached
the bed, and addressed her. But ere he had

said many words or she had scarcely responded,

a sound, as of a rustling movement on the other

side of the bed, caught his ear.

" What is thatV he abruptly called out.

"What is what?" repeated the invalid,

whose ears had not been so quick as his own.

Mr. Carlton stepped round the bed. " Is

any one here ?
" he asked.

There appeared to be no one, for the question
elicited neither sound nor answer. Sufficient

light came from the candle to enable him to

discern a second door on that side. He drew

it open : it was pushed to, but not latched, and

the moonlight streamed full upon the landing
from the staircaise window. But Mr. Carlton

could neither see nor hear any one, and he

came to the conclusion that he had been mis-

taken.
" I thought I heard some one in the room,"

he said, in a tone of apology, as he returned to

the chamber.
" Indeed there is no one here," said the sick

lady.
" The nurse went down to her supper.

It must have been in the next house : we hear

the noises there nearly as plainly as though
they were in this."

"That was it, then," said Mr. Carlton.

You will be at no loss, however, to under-

stand that the noise had been caused by Judith.

Finding it was Mr. Carlton who had entered,
and not deeming it right to make a third at an

doctor and his patient, she

had hi b the half-opened
to which she was sitting. Her

slippi I Dtirely of list— for Judith Ford

bed with all the requisites for a

nek-room in her last place
—and the stairs were

ted, and she ran swiftly and silently down

them, unconscious of the corns had bo

innocently caused Mm. Crane had not known
in fact, it was but a minute or

that Judith had entered. She,
Whciv

i and the di

Cold boiled bacon and
i

die.

"Where on earth did you spring from?"
exclaimed the widow.

" From upstairs," replied Judith.
" I never heard you come in. I thought you

were keeping house next door, while your sister

had her Sunday evening out."
" So I was, but Margaret has come homo

now, and I just stepped in to see if I could do

anything. I saw you two were at supper as I

passed the window, and didn't disturb you. Mrs.

Crane was asleep, however, when I got up-

stairs, and Mr. Carlton has come in now."
" I say, Judith," cried the widow eagerly,

"did Mr. Carlton say anything to you about

the accident ?
"

"Mr. Carlton did not say anything to mo at

all. He did not see me. As soon as I knew
who had come in, I stole away quietly. What
accident 1

"

"There has been a shocking accident to-

night to him and his carriage. They were

talking about it in the bar, at the Cross-Keys,
when I went for our supper beer.

"

"An accident to Mr. Carlton ?"

Mrs. Gould nodded. She had just taken a

large onion in her mouth, and could not make
it convenient to speak immediately.

"It happened as he was coming from Great

Wennock, where his servant had took his car-

riage to meet him at the train," she presently
resumed. " The carriage was overturned and

smashed to pieces, and his horse and servant

were both killed."

"How dreadful!" involuntarily spoke
Judith.

"I was just telling Mrs. Pepperfly of it,

when the ring came to the door, and I assure

you, Judy, when I opened it and saw Mr.

Carlton hisself standing there, it did give mo
a turn. Me and Mrs. Pepperfly had been

wondering whether he wasn't killed too—for

nobody seemed to know how it was with him
at the Cross-Keys—and there stood he ! I
couldn't make bold to ask questions, for he has

the character of being one of them proud men
that won't brook none. At any rate he's not

dead. 1 say, Mrs. Pepperfly, don't you think

you ought to go upstairs while he's there ?"

Mrs, Pepperfly, fond of her supper at least

in an equal degree with the widow, resented

the suggestion, and held up her plate, in a de-

fiant spirit, for some more bacon.
" If he wants me ho can ring for me," was

her answer, curtly delivered. " How is your
face to-night, Judith?"

"
Well, it has been very painful all tho

I think I shall go home and get to

tinned Judith. "It may become
ie."

did not linger, but bade them good-
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Bight and hastened away. She had suffered

much from tooth-acho or face-ache the last day
or two. Mrs. Pepperfly and the v. ; ,

at their supper, until disturbed by the depar-
ture of Mr. Carlton. He had not remained

Of course tales never lose by carrying, espe-

cially if they are bad ones
;
and that J

km w. The current report of the accid<

South Wennock that night was precisely the

one mentioned by Mrs, Gould—that Mr.

carriage was smashed to pieces and his

horse and man were killed. On the following

morning, however, things were found to be

looking a little brighter : the groom, under his

master's treatment, was progressing quickly
towards recovery, the horse's sprain was going
DO well, and the carriage had gone to the

COachmaker's to be repaired.

Mr. Carlton had to make his visits on foot

that day. Towards the middle of it, in
|

through High Street, he encountered Mr.

Stephen Grey. The two had never met pro-

fessionally, but they knew each other

ciently well to nod in passing. Mr. John Grey
bad more than once been in attendance in con-

junction with Mr. Carlton, but it happened
that Mr. Stephen had not. Each stopped

simultaneously now.

As Mr. Stephen Grey had remarked casu-

ally to Judith the previous Friday, there was

plenty of room for Mr. Carlton in South Wen-
nock as well as for themselves. Indeed, tho

death of their brother Robert, combined with

the increasing size of the place, had caused the

practice to bo more than John and Stephen

Grey and their assistant could manage, there-

fore they felt not a shade of jealousy of the

new surgeon, who had come to pet up amidst

them. Honourable, fair-dealing, right-minded
men were the brothers Grey, entirely above

ing spite and petty meanness.

Mr. Stephen Grey had halted to spa
Mrs. Crane. He had been happy to attend

her, he said, and would now resign her into the

hands of Mr. Carlton.

"She is doing quite well," remarked Mr.

Carltou.

"Quite so," said Mr. Stephen Grey, who
had taken the remark as a "I have
not long come from her. If you will

down there with me now, I will explain matters,
and "

"Would you oblige me by not giving up
charge until to-night or to-morrow morning ?

"

interrupted Mr. Carlton. "What with tho

confus: | by last night's accident, and
the patients who have grown impatient at my

• and are exacting double attention, I

am so busy to-day that I don't know which way

to turn.

name ?"

mo to

and yet it He

ike her i.

and 1 have real]

call, but i:

did not undi

1 shall hai

11 Whichever may be c I to you,"
return epheu.
to me."

ton. "If 1 find thai !

get there"—he paused in
i

then, it must be left until to-m

at ten. But I b 11 be ther

ing. She
"
Quite young. E > and-

twenty, but I should not have thought \.

much. How did you manage to .

that unpleasant accident 1"
" I don't know any more than you know, who

were not present. I fancied the horse

but it all happened so swiftly I could I

sure. 1l he did shy, it w.

nothing that could have induced it
; but

why he should have fall

entirely unexplainab: mooth
bit of road ; the only

way between he.

is doing well, and as to the i.

slightly injured.*'

"The report in the town was, that yon
all done for, all killed together; you, the groom,

and all.''

.Mr. Carlton laughed. It was difficult to

resist the good-humour of Mr. Stephen
And so they parted, each walking .

way.
At seven precisely that evening Stephen

Mrs. Crane was ftnahed, ami appeared to be a

feverish.

MTh o much cl .^oing

on," 1: I to Judith, who WSJ

the front r<

ing well, a

here's

I

"

two minutes befbp

came in. ,-ir. 1 to get

something."

U, and the nurse was
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talk," was Mrs.

puffiog up in answer. She was sure to

puli' when going upstairs, however slow her pace

might
1 n. Pepperfly, how's this ? You have

allowed your charge to talk too much."

.1], sir, and she will

ily's answer, nearly the same as the one

given by Judith. " She's all right, sir
;
a little

iaybe to-night ;
but it's no harm : she's too

young and healthy for harm to come anigh her,

through a bit of talking."

"I'll not have her talk until she is stronger,"

said Mr. Stephen.
" You must stop it. I

must send her in a composing draught now, as

I did last night."
Mr. Stephen Grey gave Mr. Carlton more

grace than most busy medical men would have

given—waiting for him until a quarter past
seven. After his departure, Judith went in

home
;
her face was paining her very much

;

and Mrs. Pepperfly stopped on guard. Scarcely
had she gone when Mrs. Crane called to her

from the next room.

"Judith. Come here, Judith. I want

you."

"Now, mum, you are not to talk," cried

Mrs. Pepperfly, hastening in.
" Mr. Stephen

have been a blowing of me up like anything, for

suffering it. He as good as said it was my
fault."

Mrs. Crane laughed ; laughed out merrily,
the nurse's tone was so resentfully serious.
"
Oh, well, I'll be good," she said. " But I do

want to speak to Judith for a minute. Is she

not there i
"

"
No, mum, she's gone in home—and Mr.

Stephen had better have blown her up instead

of me
;

for I'm sure it's to her you talk.

Settle yourself just for a wink or two of sleep,

lady."
About eight o'clock the nurse was called

down to supper. It was her usual hour for
-

it, and she had been exceedingly wrath-
ful the previous night at its having been de-

;
the wrath, perhaps, causing the widow

punctually on this. Almost
i lately afterwards Mr. Carlton arrived in

a hot heat. Jle had walked from the Rise, he
aid I mid, who opened the door to

him, and was sorry Mr. Stephen Grey had
Ur. Carlton need not

be appointment, but he had
: Captain s. In Laura's

mod to have wings. Mrs.
: him upstairs, for he said he

patient, and bhen she went

pain.

<>n had not been talking with the

id many minntei when a ring at th
was heard, an. I

The surgeon went into the sitting room, pos-

sibly thinking it might be Mr. Stephen Grey.
It was, however, Mrs. Pepperfly.

" It's the draught, please, sir," said she.

"Draught?" he repeated, taking a small

bottle from her hand. "What draught?
One that Mr. Stephen Grey has sent in ?

"

"
Yes, sir, the sleeping draught. He said

she was excited to-night through talking, and
must take one."

Mr. Carlton undid the paper, took out the

cork, and smelt it.
' { How strongly it smells

of oil of almonds !

" he exclaimed.

"Doit, sir?"

"Do it ! why, can't you smell it yourself?"
he returned. And once more taking out the

cork, which he had replaced, he held the phial
towards her.

"
Yes, sir

;
but I have got a cold. And

when I does have them colds upon me, my
nose ain't worth a rush."

The surgeon was still occupied with the

draught, smeMing it. Then he tasted it, just

putting his finger to the liquid and that to his

tongue.

"Extraordinary!" he remarked, in an un-

dertone. * ' Why should Grey be giving her

this ? Here, take possession of it, nurse," he

added. " It is to be given the last thing."
He returned to the bed-room as he spoke,

and Mrs. Pepperfly placed the phial on the

chefibnier, where other medicine bottles were

arrayed. Then she put her head inside the

bed-chamber. Mr. Carlton was standing talk-

ing to the sick lady.
"Do you want anything, please, ma'am?"

"Nothing at present," replied Mrs. Crane.

"You can go down."
The nurse did as she was bid, and not long

afterwards Mr. Carlton said good-night to Mrs.

Crane, and passed through the sitting room to

take his departure. As he went out on the

landing to descend the stairs he saw what he

thought was a face, leaning against the wall by
the bed-room door and staring at him

;
a man's

face, with thick black whiskers ;
a strange face,

looking stern, white, and cold in the moon-

light. Mr. Carlton Avas of remarkably strong
nerve—a bold, fearless man

;
but the impres-

sion this made upon him was so great that for

once in his life he was startled.

"Who and what are you?" he whispered,
his voice insensibly assuming a tone of awe, of

shuddering terror : for in good truth that face

did not look like any earthly one that Mr.
Carlton had ever in his life Been.

There was no reply ; there was neither

movement nor sound. Uncertain whether the

moonlight was not playing him some fantastic

brick, the surgeon strode back to the sitting-
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androom, brought out the solitary can

threw its rays around.

Not a soul was there
;
aeither man hocwoman,

neither ghost nor .spirit. And yet Mr. Carlton

felt certain that a face hod been there. An un-

accountable feeling, i titioo mixed
with real fear, Came over him and .shook him as

he stood
;
and yet I say he was by nature a

18 man, and perhaps tins was the first

time in his remembrance that such terror had

assailed him. lie threw fehe light around the

landing ;
he threw it down the stairs

; the

no upper story j
but nothing was to be seen, and

all was silent and still. Carrying the light still,

lie went into the bed-room by the door on the

landing and threw its rays there. Mrs. Crane

glanced up from the bed in surprise:.

"Were you looking for anything?" she

asked.
"
Nothing particular. Good night."

He went straight on to the sitting-room

through the intervening door, glancing around
him still into every nook and corner, and put
the candle back on the mantel-piece whence he

had taken it—for Mrs. Crane rather liked

lying in the dark. Then he wiped his hot

face and descended the stairs, willing to per-
suade himself that he had been mistaken.

"I think I must be a fool," he muttered.
" What has come over me to-night? Is the

house haunted I

"

Soon, all too soon, ere ten o'clock had struck,
the house was haunted. Haunted by a

ice that had no business there—Death.

CHAPTER VI. THE COMPOSING DKAUGHT.

It was Mrs. Gould who ran up to open
the door for Mr. Carlton. He spoke with her

a minute or two, and then departed, she

returning to the kitchen and the society of

Mrs. Pepperfly.
It may strike the reader that all these de-

tails have been given at some length ; but, as

was afterwards found, every little event of that

ill-starred night bore its own significance.

Mrs. Gould and the nurse were in the full

tide of gossip : the former leaning back in her

at her ease before the supper-table, on
which stood a suspicious-looking green bottle,
its contents white, of which both ladies, if the

truth may be told, had been partaking. The
latter was bending over the tire, stirring some-

thing in a saucepan, when there came a loud,

sharp rap at the kitchen window. Both
started and screamed : the widow clapped her

glass an. I teaspoon down on the table, and
Mrs Pepperfly nearly dropped the candle into

the saucepan. Although they knew, had they
taken a moment's leisure to reflect, that the

knock came from Judith, who frequently took

a com-

use, it t

startled t!.

ith it was. And she la

^sage fro:

.-, to come

frightening folks in

widow, iraseil.: ,• would think you
child. Can't you come into the house

quiet and decent ?"

"It ko see the start

you t. [ith. M "

and I am goii die added,
changing her tone, "but I

asleep ?"
" She's not asleep yet, : 's but

just gone. You oai

It v.

widow was resentful y pertly

regarded Judith with compl. r she

took a great deal of care and trou

hands, which must otherwise have fallen to tho

nurse's exclusive share.

Judith proceeded up-stairs. She felt

tired, for she had been up all 1

Saturday nights, and though she h .

bed on Sunday night, she had slept but

owing to the pain in her face. Sin-

subject to this pain, feeling it whenever she

took the slightest cold.

"Is that you, Judith?'' cried Mrs. Crane.
" How is your face-ache now ?

"

"The pain's get::
"

was
Judith's answer. " Mr. Step] aid it

would, now the swelling had come OB

stepped in to ask whether I can do anything
more for you to-night 1

"

"No, thank
j

j. more to

be done. I suppose the •

long
before she brings up the gruel. You oao

her 1 am ready for it as
j fWD. You

will be glad to gi
. Judith."

'•Well, ma'am, I shall: ami that's the

truth. To lie i ait with pain, as I

did last night, tires one more than >.

up."
" And the two previous n: were

sitting up. I don't forg- I you
do."

"
Oh, ma'am. I

that you hare not

than that. Many do require
*•

I :

"
r. burned Ifi tone.

"I do: 1 am as

well as I possibly can be. Mr. Carlton has

just said so. I should like to get up to-

morrow, Judith."

Judith shook her head, and said something
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about the danger of being
" too venturesome."

ut all the surer, ma'am, for

>ther day or two."

that moment, in came Mrs. Pepperfly ;

a flaring candle in one hand, and a tray with

a basin of gruel on it in the other. Judith,

ally suspicious of Mrs. Pepperfly, went

close and glanced attentively into the basin,

bat lady should have seasoned it with a

few drops of tallow in the ascent. The light

shone full on Judith's swollen face, and Mrs.

Crane burst into a fit of laughter.

"I can't help it," she said, as they turned

to her in amazement. "It is your face that I

am laughing at, Judith. It looks like the

moon at the full
;
the cheeks are so round."

" Oh ! ma'am, I don't mind the look, so

that I am easy. The swelling will soon go
down again."

Judith wished her good night and departed.

Nurse Pepperfly arranged the basin of gruel

conveniently on the bed, and stood by while

it was eaten.
" And now for my composing draught,"

said Mis. Crane.
" I can't give you that yet, mum," dissented

the nurse. " The idea of your taking it right

atop of the gruel !

"

"I don't suppose it would hurt. It came,
didn't it."

" It came while Mr. Carlton was here, mum.
It was that what I brought up, and Mr. Carl-

ton he tasted of it. Just like them doctors !

they are sure to put their tongues to each

others' medicines."
;

r. Carlton's going to meet Mr. Stephen
Grey here at ten to-morrow," she observed.

"And then I shall be under his charge ex-

clusively."
" I heered some'at on it, mum," was Mrs.

.rrly's answer.

She had turned to busy herself about the

. making the night arrangements. By
the aid of blanket!, a bed had been extempo-

for herself on the sofa in the sitting-
. and there she slept, the door be!

the two looms being left open that the patient

might be still under her supervision. Mrs.

rfly had really been on her good behaviour

hitherto
; afraid, perhaps, to run counter to the

strict mandate of Mr. Stephen Grey, given to

it half-past nine or a quarter to ten,

comfortable

hi, the mi tunced it time for

draught
"J k it, will you?" she

Gould, who had been in the

d the bed, and

d her hand.

The bottle was on the cheffonier where the

nurse herself had placed it. She took it to

the side of the bed.

"Ready, mum?"
"
Quite," said Mrs. Crane.

She, the nurse, poured the contents into a

large wine-glass, and Mrs. Crane drank them

down, but not before she had made some
remark about cherry pie.

"How it do smell !

"
cried Mrs. Gould, who

stood by Avith the candle, whispering the words

to the nurse.
" Mr. Carlton said it did," was the answer-

ing whisper.
" Them doctors' noses be

quick."
"It don't want much quickness to smell

this," sniffed the landlady.
" It was just at the moment as I'd took my

drop short, and you know "

An awful cry ; bringing the nurse's con-

fession to a stand-still
;
an awful cry of alarm

and agony. But whether it came from Mrs.

Crane on the bed, or Mrs. Gould by her side,

or from both, Nurse Pepperfly was too much
startled to know.

Oh, then was commotion in the chamber !

What was amiss with their patient ? Was it a

fainting fit ?—was it a convulsion ?—or was it

death ? Was it the decree of God that was

taking her from the world ? or had some fatal

drug been given to her in error ?

There is no mistaking death by those ac-

customed to the sight ; and Mrs. Pepperfly,
more thoroughly sobered in brain than she

often was, wrung her hands wildly.
" It's death !

" she exclaimed to the land-

lady.
" As sure as you and me's standing

upright here, it's death, and she is gone ! That

physic must have been poisoned ;
and perhaps

they'll try us both for giving it to her, and

hang us after it.
"

With a hullabaloo that might have been
heard over the way, Mrs. Gould tore down the

stairs. She was nearly out of her senses just

then, scared out of them with consternation

and terror. Partly at the event just happened,
partly at the nurse's remark as to possible con-

sequences to themselves, was she terrified. She
burst out at the front door, left it open, and
ran panting up the street, some confused notion

in her mind of fetching Mr. Grey. Before she

gained his house, however, she encountered

Mr. Carlton.

Without a word of explanation, for she was
too breathless and bewildered to give it, she

i his arm, turned to run back again, and
bo pull him with her. Mr. Carlton did not

relish so sninniary a mode of proceeding.

"Stop!" he exclaimed, "stop! What
means this I What's the matter 1

"
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" She's dead !" shrieked Mrs. Could,

is lying dead and stark upon hex b

"Who is dea bent

"Our lodger. The lady you CfU

rening
— M The hlossori breath

have just gone out of her."

Almost with the first word of explanation
Mr. Carlton shook hex arm away and darted

wards the house, she following in his

wake, ilr disappeared within it; and just
at tho moment the Reverend William Lyeett

!, the curate of St, Mark's church. -Mrs.

Gould seized upon his arm as she had pre-

viously seized on Mr, Carlton's, sobbed forth

confused words, and took him up tho

stairs.

Tho nurse was standing at the foot of the

faed, her eyes round with alarm
;

and Mr.
Carlton had thrown down the bed-clothes and

placed his ear close to the heart that lay there.

Ho felt the damp forehead, he touched one of

the hands.

"This is awful!" he exclaimed, turning
round his pale face. "I left her well little

more than an hour ago."
" Is she dead !

" asked Mr. Lyeett." She is dead," replied the surgeon. "What
had you been giving her I

" he demanded of

Mrs. Pepperfly, his tone becoming stem and

sharp.
It was tho first indication of the conse-

quences to them, and Mrs. Pepperfly replied

meekly, her apron held to her lips.
"

Sir, I give her her gruel, and after that I

give her her draught. It's of no good denying
of it."

" That draught !

"
repeated Mr. Carlton to

himself in a low tone of reproach. Not so

•wever, but Mr. Lyeett caught the words.
" I was wrong not to take it away with me."
"Has she died from poison?" whispered

Mr. Lyeett.
* ' From poison—as I believe. What else

can she have died from ?
"

Mr. Carlton, as he spoke, had his head bent
over the mouth of the dead, inhaling the

breath
; or, rather, the odour where tho breath

ace been.
" You are not acquainted with the proper-

ties of drugs as may be gathered from their

smell, 1 presume, Mr. Lyeett, or else
"

11 Pardon me," was the interruption, "I am
quite well acquainted with them. My father
is a surgeon, and half my boyhood was spent
in his surgery."

" Then just put your nose here and tell me
what you find."

The clergyman did as desired
;
but he drew

back his face instantly." Prussic acid," he said in a whisper ;
and

Mr. <
. sen:. He

tun:.

" What do you say she had been
l the dra

" In course, sir. soon after

you i

took down again.'
1

bOO laid hold of the ha
out to him. A little gnu
which he smelt and ta>ted.

" There's not!

some
time after, three-quarters of i

Mot a minute had she to..k it whm— I shau't

overget the fright fe ) come—she was

!

" echoed Mrs. <
I

. I sob-

bing, her head just push
t it for my whole lii

"Where is tho bottle?" inq
Carlton.

" The bottle !" repeated the I

now did I put it ? Oh, it's behind yo

There, on the little table by til

The bottle which had contained the <h

lay there, the cork in. Mr. Carlton took out

the cork, smelt it, recorked it, and laid

the table, an angry scowl on I

" Do you smell anything
Mr. Lyeett.

For answer the surgeon h .

phial, and Mr, Lyc<
one moment, and put it in again. It was

quite sufficient.
" Where did the draught come from

quired the curate the next moment his

eyes fell on the label. I

from the surgery of

Mr. Carlton replaced the phial from w.

he had taken it, and looked at tin' Ian

"Mrs. Could, 1 think you hi _:o up
and ask Mr. Stephen

(dad to bo away from the i

yet afraid to stay by herself al

was not sorry to bo sent u

under the bright moon ,'ht as

id she discerned Mr. John <

ing at his own door long before she reached

him. The

her speed and i.

into sobs d

"Oh, sir ! this will kill som

Mr. I

speech,
—sometimes, if put out, a Li

in manner,—lot

Like Judith Ford, he had no pa;.

;is a tall man, with

aquiline featur a dark eyes.
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" What will kill some of us, Mrs. Gould ?

Our nerves ?
"

" \\ ;. ;
\ Mr. Stephen, sir ? Oh, sir, she's

; And it is that draught which Mr.

en sent down to-night that has killed

her."
' • Who is dead ?

" returned Mr. Grey in

wonderment.
" What draught ? What are

you talking of ?
"

" The lady Mr. Stephen is attending at my
house, sir. He sent her a sleeping draught

to-night, and there must have been poison in

it, for she died the minute she had swallowed

it. I mean the young lady, Mrs. Crane, sir,"

she added, perceiving that Mr. Grey appeared
not to understand her.

" Dead !

" he uttered.
" Stone dead, sir. Mr. Carlton said I had

better come up for Mr. Stephen Grey. He's

there with Mr. Lycett."
Mr. Grey closed his own door and entered

his brother's house. Frederick Grey was

coming across the hall.

" Is your father in, Frederick ?
"

" No. I don't suppose he'll be long. I

don't know where he's gone, though. Uncle

John, we had a letter from mamma this

evening.
"

" Did he make up a draught to-night for

Mrs. Crane, do you know ?
" continued Mr.

. passing unnoticed his nephew's gratuitous
information.

4

'Yes, I know he did, for I was in the

surgery at the time. A composing draught.

Why ? It was sent."
"
Why, it have just killed her, Master

Frederick," put in Mrs. Gould. "It were

prussic acid, they say, and no composing
draught at all."

" What thundering nonsense !" echoed the

boy, who appeared to have caught only the
latter words.

use, is it, sir ?
" sobbed the widow.

" She's dead."

Leriek Grey glanced quickly at his uncle,
as if for confirmation or the contrary.

down there, Frederick. Mrs.
• lead. As soon as your
him to follow me."

after them as they
brain busy. At that

t,
Mr. Whittaker,

approaching from the opposite side of the

ick Grey took his cap from the
hall where it was hanging, and went out to

him.

they are laying the new
yon believe

i Mr. Whittaker. "Mr.

Stephen told me to-night she was as good as

well. Who says it ?
"

" Mother Gould. She has been up here to

fetch Uncle John, and he has left word that

papa is to follow soon. Tell him, will you ?
"

He vaulted off ere he had well finished

speaking, caught up Mrs. Gould at her own

door, and ran up-stairs after his uncle. Mr.

Grey had already entered the chamber of Mrs.

Crane. He first satisfied himself that she was

really dead, and then set to search out the

particulars. Mr. Carlton directed his atten-

tion to the bottle.

"Mr. Grey," he began, "you know how

chary we medical fraternity are of bringing an

accusation or casting blame on one another
;

but I do fear some most unfortunate error has

been committed. The phial has most un-

doubtedly contained prussic acid in some state,

and it appears only too certain that it is

prussic acid she has died from."
" The phial has certainly had prussic acid in

it," returned Mr. Grey ;

" but it is impossible
that it can have been sent by my brother."

"He may not have made it up himself," re-

turned Mr. Carlton. " Is the writing his ?

'

Composing draught to be taken the last thing.

Mrs. Crane.'"
" That is his, and I believe he made up the

draught himself. But as to his having put

prussic acid in it, I feel sure he did not."
" I was here when it came, and I detected

the smell at once," said Mr. Carlton. "At
the first moment I thought it was oil of al-

monds
;
the next I felt sure it was prussic acid.

Not that I suspected for an instant there was

sufficient to destroy life, the slightest modicum
of a drop, perhaps ; though why Mr. Stephen

Grey should have put it in I did not under-

stand. Now I cannot tell you why it was, but

I could not get that smell out of my head. I

think it may have been from reading that case

of fatal error in the Lancet last week. You
know what I mean 1

"

Mr. Grey nodded.
" And before I left I told Mrs. Crane not to

take the draught unless she heard from Mr.

Stephen Grey again. As I went home I called

at your house
;
but Mr. Stephen was not at

home. I intended just to mention the smell

to him. Had he said it was all right, there

was an end of apprehension ;
but mistakes

have been so frequent of late as to put medical

men on their guard."
"
True," assented Mr. Grey.

iL
I have but a word to finish," continued

Mr. Carlton. " When I found I could not see

Mr. Stephen Grey, I went home, made up a

composing draught, and was coming out with

it when an urgent message eame for me to see
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a patient. It l;vy in my way here, and
as quick as could be, but—as you sue—not

lufficiently so."

Mr. Carlton slightly pointed to the b

he concluded. Frederick Grey, who ha

by, listening eagerly, suddenly stepped op to

him.
" Have you that draught with you, sir ?"
"Of course I have," replied Mr. Carlton.

But he did not seem pleased with the lad'i

tones, so unaccountably abrupt and haughty.
"Here it \ tdded, taking it from his

pocket.
" You will find no prussic acid in that.

"

Frederick Grey received the small bottle in

his hand, uncorked it, smelt it, and tested it,

just as Mr. Carlton had done by the fatal one.

Doctors, as Mrs. Pepperfly remarked, like to

put their tongues to physic ; and Frederick
had possibly caught the habit, for he was al-

ready being initiated into the mysteries of the

profession, under his uncle and father.
"
No, there's no prussic acid in that," said

he. " Neither was there in the draught made
up by my father. I stood by him the whole of
the time and watched him mix it."

They were interrupted by Mr. Stephen Grey.
To describe his grief and consternation when
he saw the dead, would be impossible. Mr.
Whittaker had given him the message, had told

up ; that it was not an appearance from the

breath!

I 'id he connect that face with the

khat that Healthy visitor, whoc\

i

;
but it

attach a dn

face.

once ho caught
himself buoying

—
Day, almost wishing—that

Imt a supernatural appearance fro;

other world.

(To be continued.)

"AN Al*<

Eakly in December, 185<

and wide tl.

"Apostle of Temperanc
had paid the lust debt of n.v

as he had livid, devoted to the good OJ

reclaiming his volatile countrymen from

arch-enemy, the whiskey-bottle ; and his

name ought to stand, in Ireland at least,

written in the brightest and most
him Mrs. Gould had been to them with a tale colours among the roll of her philanth:
that the lady was dead

;
but Mr. Stephen, who ! and patriots.

knew of old Mrs. Gould and her fears, had aet

it down in his own mind that the lady had

only fainted. Mr. Stephen heard the details

with astonishment. They were unaccount-
able

; but he warmly repudiated the suspicion
as to the error having been made by himself.

" The thing appears to be perfectly unex-

plainable," exclaimed Mr. Lycett.

Stephen Grey laid his hand lightly on the
brow of the corpse.

" I declare," said he, in

an earnest, solemn tone,
" in the presence of

what remains of this poor young lady ; nay, L

declare it in a more solemn presence—that of

God, who now hears me—that there was no
prussic acid, or any other poison whatever, in

the sleeping draught I sent here this night.
Some fotd play has been at work

; or else some
most grievous and unaccountable mischance

in unwittingly committed. Mr. Carlton,
tst do our best in striving to unfathom

this. You will aid me in it 1
"

Mr. Carlton did not hear the words. He
had fallen into a reverie. Perhaps h

to account for the events of that night
His thoughts at that moment were not so much
given to the unhappy dead, as to the face he
had seen, or thought he had seen, upon the

36 landing earlier in the evening. That
the face was none of his own fancy's conjuring

Theobald Mathew's life, from first to last,

was in full keeping and harmony with his

don as a priest of the church in

his lot was oast, We have been, of late years,

by far too much familiari. arliko

spirits as Dr. Cahill and John McIIale, as

iah Roman Catholic

fancy that one so m<

so self-den
j

could

have submitted to the ecc

the sister island, and worn the moo
it was : Father Mathev.

Roman Catholic, but a Roman Catholic
\

nor only a priest but a monk—a humble

Capuchin. But under the Capuchin's coarse

.led the heart of a Chi

and a gentleman. No doubt, I I

qualities he owed to the :

blood flowed in his \ istead

of being taken i

the plough-tail to tie

was brought up in I

kinsman, the la;

the family-circle of I

anion
|

some i
id most of those :..

which, somehow or • rk for

life the man who has once passed the gv
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St. College, Maynooth, and lias been

subjected to its rough and uninviting discipline,

.the M.P. for Cork, has

rec d to the world a biographical

account of the Apostle of Temperance, to

which we are indebted for most of the facts

in at brief and hasty sketch. Born

Thomastown, in 1790, Theobald or Toby
Mathew (as he was called at home) was almost

from infancy the pet of his mother and sisters

and elder brothers, in whose rude and rough

sports he found little pleasure. He appears to

have been most loveable as a child, and to

have shown from the first, as if by nature and

instinct, an inborn desire of giving pleasure to

others. Having spoken as we have already of

the general character of the Irish priesthood,

it seems almost a satire to add here that his

mother, a good and pious Romanist, regarded
him from childhood as a sort of Nazarite, and

declared that the Church was his "vocation."

But so it was. As he grew up, not even the

attractions of the pleasant society of Thomas-

town House could wean him from his early

taste
;
and so we find him in 1807 entered as

a student for orders at Maynooth.
The recently published Reports of the Visi-

tors of this college, whose very name strikes

such a panic in the hearts of worthy individuals

in England, will serve to show that, so far from

being intellectually formidable as an institution,

it is one of the worst managed close-boroughs
in the three kingdoms ;

and the only wonder
still is that it sends out the raw material which

finds admission there in any less crude condi-

tion than that in which it entered. The same
was the case upwards of half a century ago.

Then, as now, it would seem to have been a

rt of ecclesiastical "
Dotheboy's Hall ;" and

professors appear to have done their best to

spirits and crush the affections of

those unhappy youths who were sent there to

fcudy for the Church." In one respect,
Theobald Mathew seems to have been ex-

tremely fortunate. He escaped the blighting

Qg influence of the dreary place ;

for he fa tore than a few weeks in

res! ii u he was desired summarily to

from the books of Maynooth,
for 'lis offence of having invited one
or two of his fellow-studenta into his room and

given ti.- ipper 1 This must have

the time a sad disappointment to

future "Apostle ;" for the punishment
I bo : Ii ut flie door of the Romish

pri : him for ever
;
but after a

WW Dr. Murray, the worthy and

g in the chair

mitted him into orders,

>rt of

curate under " Father" Donovan, in the chapel
attached to a Capuchin friary in a back street

in Cork. Here, for nearly twenty years,

Theobald Mathew passed his life between his

duties at the altar, in the confessional, and in

the workhouse and gaol of the city, and gaining
the highest character, among both rich and

poor, by his amiable character and by his

eloquence
—which was effective because it came

from the heart. He was no mob-orator or

surpliced demagogue, like too many of his

fellows, but a peacemaker at home and abroad :

he was eloquent in his pulpit, not on the hus-

tings ; and, therefore, no doubt, it was that

he was left to " blush unseen " in obscurity,
too good, too self-denying, and too spiritual to

gain a chance of obtaining an Irish mitre.

It was only in the year 1838 that his name
became known beyond the narrow limits of

the provincial city in which his lot was cast,

and then almost by an accident. In the

course of his labours in the workhouse and the

gaol, he saw how large a share the vice of

drunkenness had in pauperizing and degrading
his countrymen, and for many months he pon-
dered over the best means of providing a

remedy against its baneful effects. He saw

that the Celt could not be treated as the

Saxon, and that with such an excitable people
as the Irish there was no middle course open
which was likely to induce them to abandon

their love of the whiskey-bottle. But it was

not so easy to determine where he should fix

his starting-point. At last, the feeling and

heart-spoken appeal of a Quaker inhabitant of

the town of Cork—" Oh ! Theobald Mathew,
if thou would only give thy aid to the cause,

what good thou would do !" came to him as a

home-thrust. He looked on the speech as the

voice of conscience, or rather of God himself ;

he thought the matter over well, and resolved

to commence a crusade against the bottle : lie

crossed the Rubicon, like Caesar, and at a

public meeting, in the month of April, in the

same year, he put his signature to a document

forswearing all intoxicating drinks for the

future.

Sixty persons followed his example on that

eventful night ;
in a week or two, he reckoned

his adherents by hundreds ;
in three months,

no less than 25,000 persons had joined his

standard
;
and before the close of the year, we

ured that his followers had increased to

150,000. Early in 1839, the " movement "

to assume larger, and even formidable,

proportions throughout the South and AVest of

Inland, and thousands upon thousands from

the adjoining counties of Kerry, Waterfbrd,

Limerick, Clare, and Tipperary, and even from

f-.iv distant Galway, professed themselves "Re-
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1. But it does not appear that

vrann and impulsi i

illy willing to sacrifice money for the

mso ;" at all events, tied

his crusade abroad, lie found himself in-

Ived in debt to the extent of 1,5002., Lnourred

\\y through feeding the hungry multitudes

rho flocked to his oottag
ii a distribution of temperance medals,

of silver and bronze, whioh he though
I to be manufactured in thousands (like

a genuine Irishman), although he had no money
to pay for thom. At last, the parlour in Cove

Street had to bo exchanged for the Horse

Bazaar, and soon even that became too limited

an arena. The results of the " movement "

began to tell on the Cork Police Courts and in

the Poor Law Union, and the Celtic inhabitants

of Waterford and limerick in no doubtful

terms desired the presence of the leader of the

movement among them. The "Apostle" ac-

cordingly visited those cities in person, ad-

ministering the pledge, and distributing medals

as before, and his progress from place to placo
now became a perfect ovation. We have not

space for details. At Borrisokane we read

that in four days 150,000 disciples gave in

their names and signed the pledge. At Dublin,
at Parsonstown, at Carlow, the story v.

same
;
as whole rivers, we are told, were dried

up in their courses exhausted by the countless

host that followed the standard of

old into Greece, so we learn that the great
brewers and distillers of Ireland were all but

ruined
;
and that Father Mathew had attained,

at their expense, unsought by himself, the

honours of Apostleship. He was now a public

man, and his name had become the watch-word

of millions.

During the next two or three years his suc-

cesses were marvellous, and almost reminded

one of the Apostolic age and miraculous gifts.

Nor did he confine his exertions to his beloved

Ireland. He visited Glasgow, York, Leeds,
and London, and extended his tour to America,
where he met with the same enthusiastic recep-

tion as he had experienced in Ireland. He
reckoned his converts by millions. From every

quarter, secular and religious, including the

Protestant clergy and such men as Lords

Lansdown and Morpeth, he received the

strongest testimonies of the importance of his

work, and of his success in his laudable effort

to reform the morals of his countrymen. The

applause which greeted him everywhe:

enough to have turned a strong man's head
;

and if it did not turn that of Father Mathew,
it was because his heart was too sincerely
identified with the cause to allow him to give

play to vanity.

-

tual \

nature as i

:ort of
the illusion of i

of hi

medals, ;i man hi

j

debt by a

l.uion is oonsiderabl]
fact that the man v. it was to serve

the writ upon him, knelt

ing while

. scene as this could ;,

J
other part of Her Maj<

[
Ireland

;
and it he real

and solid / of his i

| especially of the heads of the i

i Church, to have left him thu

,

debts incurred in a cause which, if it was cal-

culated to benefit Pro:

: could not fail to work ten times as much

good among the Papists of Con:.

j

Munster.

The rest of the Apostle's story is soon

In spite of his arrest for debt, all W*J

merrily and successfully on the

. his creditors 1

payment of their claims in fnl

ranees on his life, the premiums

paid out of a well •

upon him by the Governu.

factor. But the unhappy autumn
Avhich brought with it the potato-bligh-

famine in its train, wrought sad m
the temper in Ireland. 1

1

and perhaps thOttSSJ* I >tood

firm to the "
pled go

" in the summer of com-

parative prosperity, broke faith with the

ie" in the wintry day when t

fever stalk( land. And

temptation t> recur I drink in t:.

of death wrought in I

:' consequences which (if we

Thucydides) marked the populace
when the pi Ice out in the city. Th

very many
wavered, yet Father Iftathew could not look

unmoved l rthrow of his

work, and with

bleak up of hi The

work in which he hi 1 so much now

began to tell on him. In 1859 a premoni-

tory attack of a

his approaching end. He r.i went

abroad for change of scene and air
;
but he
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never afterwards was the same man that he

had been. He recovered partially during a

bo Madeira in 1854, and the following

I ait it was only a temporary improvement :

the last bright flickering of the candle ere it

burned down into the socket. He returned to

Ireland only to sink into his grave. He died

early in December, 1856, and a public funeral

at the Cemetery at Cork reminded the world

again of the wide popularity of the once

familiar name of " Father Mathew."

Our readers will be anxious to know whether

it is the opinion of his biographer that the

work which " the Apostle
" was raised up to

perform is likely to be permanent. This ques-

tion, Mr. Macguire, in his biography, answers

in the affirmative.
" Father Mathew," he

writes,
"
taught his generation this great

lesson, that, as a rule, alcoholic stimulants are

not only unnecessary, but also injurious to man
—that drunkenness is an odious and disgusting
vice—that poverty and misery, and disease and

crime, are its offspring : that the man who

altogether abstains from strong drink is safer

than the man who is moderate in his enjoy-
ment of that which is so full of risk and

danger ;
and that not only is there no possible

safety for those liable to excess and unable to

resist temptatiou save in abstinence, but that

there is social, moral, and physical redemption
to be found in the pledge for the most con-

firmed and abandoned drunkard. This is a

grand lesson to have taught : and this lesson,
which has become part of the world's wisdom
and experience, cannot be obliterated—cer-

tainly not from the memory of the Irish people."
It is our hearty wish, and doubtless that of

every honest Englishman, that this estimate

of the results of Father Mathew's mission

may not prove to be exaggerated. But when
we reflect on the fickle and capricious character

of the inhabitants of the sister isle, we are

ed to be somewhat sceptical, or, at all

. we desire to see the expected fruits

borne out by the test of experience, more

especially when we see that, in spite of his

apparently strong conviction to the contrary, a

latent doubt on the subject appears here and
there to crop out in the interesting work of

Mr. Machine, on which we have drawn so

much for our materials—a man who is singu-

larly qualified by his antecedents to form a

sound judgment on social questions affecting
Ireland. If permanent good should result,

will rejoice more sincerely than our-

i
1 1 1.1 only desire that an

' and as good, might spring up
li of our large cities, both in England

and Scotland, and attempt to bring about a
toulfti E. Walford.

DAYS IN THE BLACK FOREST.
Part II.

Amoxgst the paintings illustrating the scenery
and legends of the neighbourhood, in the

portico of the Kursaal at Baden-Baden, an

attempt has been made to represent the Mum-
I
mel-See, with its ghostly ^ inhabitants. The

place itself has not the slightest claim to the

picturesque. It is, however, a wonderfully
solemn and lonely spot, and when there is no

|

wind the silence is as perfect as in the Alpine

|

glacier region, as the firwoods, at least in Sep-

tember, are deserted by birds. Under a quiet
, sunset sky or by moonlight, when the woods
and sky are reflected in the glass-like water,

;

the weirdness of the scene cannot be surpassed.
A rustic shed has been built on the brink as a

shelter to visitors, but its uninhabited look

only increases the startling lifelessness. With
its gloomy girdle of straight dark-green trees

and umber water, it looks like a pool which we
should seek for in the geography of Dante's

Hell, rather than in the world of fact. Xo
wonder that it has been the fruitful source of

extraordinary superstitions.

It is said that no plummet has ever been

able to reach the bottom, and that when a bag

containing peas or pebbles is hung in the water,
an odd number changes to even, and an even

number to odd, when they are withdrawn and
counted again. Once when a herdsman brought
some cattle to the edge of the lake, a brown
bull came out of the water and joined the rest

;

he was pursued by a little man, who drove him
back with frightful curses. Another time a

wanton lad threw stones in the lake, and imme-

diately brought on a piercing hail-storm. In

winter, a peasant with a waggon-load of wood

passed over the lake, but his dog, who followed

him, broke through the ice and disappeared,
A sportsman in pursuit of game suddenly came

on a little man of the woods counting money.
He took aim at him

;
but he vanished into the

lake, telling him that he would have enriched

him had he civil^ requested him to give him

some; as it was, he was doomed to life-long

poverty. Another time a peasant at Seebach

was accosted in the evening by a queer little

old fellow who begged for a nigh fc's lodging. As
he had no spare bed, he offered him a shake-

down on a bench or in the manger. The
little fellow said he preferred sleeping among
the hemp-stalks.

" For what I care,'' said the

peasant, "you may sleep in the pond or the

trough of the fountain, if you please." So he

took up his quarters for the night between the

and the water. To the astonishment of

his host, his clothes were quite dry when he pre-

sented himself the next morning. He then

said he was a water-maunikin, who had losl his
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.',
and inquired the way to the Mummel-

i, which alone, of all the lakes in the world,
tad not yet visited in search of b

lant guided liini tliitlier. Telling hil guide
to wait for his re-appearance, or i

that he would stay, he jumped into the lake.

After two hours the niannikin's stall" came to

irface with two clots of blood. This was

ign that he had succeeded in his q

A duke of Wurtemberg built a raft for the

purpose of sounding the lake
;
as soon as the

lines had all run out, the raft began to sink, and

the men on board got olf it as quickly as they
could. It quite disappeared, and by-and-bye
came to the surface in small pieces.

Doubtless these tales are as old as the race

among which they have lingered ; they vary
little from similar ones which are connected

with widely distant scenes in Germany and

Scandinavia. From the Mummel-See a rugged

path leads to the bare plateau at the top of

Hdrnisgrimde, whence the eye ranges over

lower wooded mountains in Wurtemberg on

one side, and over the vast plain of the Rhine,
with Strasburg Minster the most conspicuous

object on it
; beyoud it, to the west, the undu-

lations of the Vosgcs mountains, and to the

south the Black Forest as far as Freiburg. The

Alps of eastern Switzerland are said to be

visible at times above the Wurtemberg hills.

The way back to Otteuhofen may be varied

by skirting the side of the mountain, and

rushing down an almost perpendicular path

paved with loose boulders. This disadvantage
is counterbalanced by the view of a wood

consisting entirely of maple, a tree which in

advanced growth possesses a most fantastic

beauty, just as its light-coloured knotty wood

produces most elegant furniture.

On a knoll in front of the village of Otten-

hofen, covered with vines to the top, are some

bits of wall which seem to indicate the site of

an ancient castle
;
and the road that passes

this place leads to a narrow gorge, which is

ascended by a fenced way, strongly bringing to

mind the kind of rocky path by which the

brigands pass and repass in "Fra Diavolo." In

this gorge there are a succession of very pretty
waterfalls : near the top of the first of these

there is a shallow cavern, which is known by
the name of the Edelfrauengrab, or Noble

Lady's grave. As the path is pursued up-
wards, past cascades and exquisite pools lit

udine herself to rest in, a space of green

prairies and chalets is reached, and the way
divides, the right branch leading to the heights
and skirting some colossal rocks, the left pass-

ing over a corner of the hill, which commands
a beautiful view, into the Allerheiligen road.

With regard to the castle and the Edelfrauen-

which found om
print in a more t in which

e be-
to a kn

His lady t

band, but Heaven .aking
her the mother <>f lix litl once.
In the meantime; her h . oproaching
return

terror, to be
Her l- .

I

her what it contained.

pies" (Ruden), which rown.
The knight |

oman
ile orda to be

y won Un r own
swords in after years, and
of noble houses. \\n <\\

and reciprocated his wife
1

great feast given in honour of his return, he

took some opportunity of addfl

a woman deserved who made away wi\

own children. She answ

alive." He took her at her word, and im-

mured her in the cavern which bears the name
of Edelfrauengrab ; ordering the C;istle of

Bosenstein, with its evil ma, to be

demolished, and another built by
called Xeuenstein. i

invented to account for a family name, like

that one which so much r iching
to a locality on the bank

Past this Edelfran a footpath

which, in a two hours' walk, will lead to the

convent of Allerheili

up a wooded mountain, a high-lying green
basin is reached, at the bottom of which, built

in pure Gothic style, of light reddish and

yellow stone, stained an i, ap-

pears the majestic ruin of the

against a background of dark pines. I

scene of perfect quiet and The part

still left standing is plainly but a small por-

tion of the old conventual buildings, which,

with their gardens ami shrubberies, M t-

by the remains of the found..

occupied the whole of this idyllic n

mountains. Fr abbey runs

a trout stream in a

glen narrows ml I course of

which the stream BO

rapids and

a broader valley, which I

1. The fa ;«
is as fol-

-In the middle of the 1-th 01

Uta—daughter of the

Rhine, Gottfried, and Lui

Berthold the Third, Count of .' —was
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married to Duke Welf, or Guelph, the

Fourth, a man of rich possessions in Bavaria,

Suabia, and Italy. They had an only son,

whom they soon lost, and this may have been

parti v the reason why in time the affections of

the Count were alienated from his wife, and

left her to sorrow alone in Italy. After this

he was struck with blindness, which he recog-

nized as a judgment from Heaven, and returned

to his wife penitent, living in good works to

1191, when he died. Uta, who had inherited

Schauenberg in her mother's right, continued

to live there in pious seclusion. Her feelings

led her to found a cloister in the neighbour-
hood. There is a place called Eselsbrunnen, or

the Ass's Fountain, near the top of the Sool-

berg, hard by. In her indecision as to the

site of the projected cloister, Uta determined

to be guided by a sign, which was to be the

resting of the beast who carried her treasures.

The ass ran up the mountain, till thirst com-

pelled it to stop to drink. Then it went to

the top of the Soolberg, where it cast its

burden. As the exact spot was too rough and

wintry, a chapel was built there to St. Ursula,
and the foundations of the future abbey
were laid in the hollow underneath. The
rule adopted was that of Norbert of Prse-

monstrat. The cloister was finished in 1193,
and dedicated to All Saints. It was at first

only a priory with five clerks. But it rose

rapidly, and gained in wealth and good repute.
The Abbey of Lorsch was incorporated with it

in 1250, and supplied with clerical members
from Allerheiligen. The monks afterwards

increased to thirty or forty, and the revenue

to 20,000 florins per annum. In 165*7 it was
raised to the dignity of an abbey. It had,

however, suffered in the Peasants' War, and
the wars of the French Revolution were fatal

to its existence
;

it was suppressed in 1802,
the monks emigrating to Lauterbach. The

building was so damaged by lightning in 1803
that its restoration was abandoned, and it has
since fallen more and more into a ruinous con-

dition. The remaining buildings testify to its

wth. The arms over the portal bear

the date of 1GG9. Pure old Germau Gothic
; standing arches of the choir,

while those of the aisles of the choir are round.

of many pillars are still left to a
• of two or thiee feet from the ground.

Thorn-bushes and brambles grow on the ruins,
and the duarf-piiio and gone about tin- bases

of the pillars. The flagstones of the sinking
red with moss and soft moi in-

are to hi- seen the pillars
which bounded the former garden of the hospice,
and old buildings now used for farming pur-

of tii.- adjoining buildings has been

restored into a commodious wirthschaft, which
is kept by the forester. Its large saloon on the

first floor is adorned with spoils of the chase,

portraits of German princes, and photographs of

students, which have been presented to the

family in acknowledgment of hospitality. There
are numberless other beautiful excursions in

the neighbourhood of Ottenhofen : one is up a

valley, from the top of which the Hornisgrunde
assumes a majestic pyramidal form, being seen

sideways, and the path followed on leads to

Obukirch, a long handsome village, in a fruitful

valley, where the amber-coloured and muscatel-

fiavoured Klingel-berger wine may be enjoyed
to perfection. There are grand old castles on
all hands, each with its legendary story. But
none has so fine a site as the Brigitten-Schloss,
which stands among mighty blocks of granite,
its keep alone being left, and at the height of

some 800 feet commands the plain of Stras-

burg, being perched at the end of a spur of

the Hornisgrunde. We are loth to be moving
away from this charming mountain seclusion

with its simple-hearted and kindly inhabitants
;

where the weekly expenses of a family are not

greater than the daily expenses of an average

English hotel, with its scanty bill of fare and

dilapidated, conventional grandeur. And the

autumn just at this time, the close of Septem-

ber, has put on its most beautiful dress. The
trees have changed all their leaves into the

semblance of many-coloured blossoms, quite
as beautiful as the actual blossoms of April and

May ;
so that the whole scene looks like a vast

flower-garden. Whilst the pines on the moun-
tain side, and the round-leaved alders by
the brook side still retain their solemn green

foliage, the maple has become a mass of pale

gold, the ash is hung about with bunches

of brown catkins, the mountain-ash with

scarlet beads, the hazel wears spangles of

pale straw-colour, the walnut is rich in its

browns but tattered and torn, and the chesnut

wears a vesture of raw umber, while the lowly
elder-bush sets off well the darker trees with its

pointed leaves of faint opaque yellow. Below,
the bramble romps in deep crimson over the

foreground rocks, and the broom has changed
its golden flowers for brownish black pods,
while the heather in seed is of a similar sober

hue, and these sombre tints are set off by bits

of bright colour sown among them by the

flowers that linger in autumn, such as the blue

campanula and the bright yellow snapdragon,
while the brightest red of all belongs to the

faded leaf of the lowly sorrel. Nature, like

.Julius Cse&ar, feeling herself death-stricken,

wraps her grandest gown about her, that she

may die with dignity unimpaired.
G. C. SWAYNE.
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WISH NOT;" OR

INTRODUCTION.

In a brilliantly lighted drawing-room of one
of the best houses, in the very best quarter of

Vienna, sat the old Count Von Bountzstellen
and the once pretty French Marchioness de la
£— • They had been young lovers, raid wore

now old friends. The Count

and the m
'

/. and lore, with olipj -. had

gradually settled down into a ; of the

-orted pa:
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the Count's strongest point being his conversa-

tional power, and that of the Marchioness her

power of endurance as a listener, their even-

ings passed away pleasantly enough.

Indeed, the Count's knowledge of every-

thing that had or had not happened in Ger-

many for the last fifty years was almost miracu-

lous, and although I do not mean to cast any

doubt on his veracity, he was certainly the

greatest story-teller in all Vienna.

Now, as what the Count said to the Mar-

chioness, and what the Marchioness said to the

Count will best serve to introduce the real

hero of my little story, I may as well narrate

it immediately.
" I never can believe it," said the Mar-

chioness de la B.
"

It's as true," said the Count Von Bountz-

stellen,
" as that I love you more dearly than

fortune, than fame."
" And than truth, you odious man," inter-

rupted the Marchioness (smilingly rapping her

old admirer's knuckles with her fan),
"

for, as

I said before, I never can credit so marvellous

a tale."

' '

Well, I allow that it happened many, many
years ago, but of the facts, as I have heard

them, I entertain no doubt
; indeed, the hero

was a sort of distant relation of mine
;
but

perhaps, you will allow me to tell you the

entire story, as I have heard it myself from old

Heinke, the burgomaster of Gotzberg."
"
Oh, by all means, Count. Pray do! but,

tell me, is there any love in it 1"
"
Love, madam ! Why, in good truth,

Love was the cause of it all ; but you shall

hear."

CHAPTER I.

It was a dark and tempestuous night in the

November of 1GG2, and the wind howled

frightfully about the casement of a melan-

choly-looking chamber on the topmost story
of a singularly tall, narrow, and dilapidated

dwelling standing at the corner of the Market-

place of the little town of Gotzberg, which, as

ev.-ry traveller knows, lies at the foot of the

lofty chain of the Hartz Mountains.

Midnight was fast approaching, and the light
of a solitary lamp glimmered and flickered,
and cast ugly sha- , 'times on the

walls, and OB the person of the sole

occupant of the apartment, the hapless student

Bpitzbiiben, who sat therein, in an attitude of

mined melancholy ; that La to

say, he had his legs forced tightly into his

chin firmly planted on his
I

and 1. 1 brnit into the
of hi

>ty pocket only the more
''»"» of hi tnnei

;
and it was

with a feeling akin to despair that he muttered

between his teeth something like the following

soliloquy :
—

" What in the foul fiend's name could have
induced my uncle to leave this world in such

a confounded hurry ? He was always such a

careful, methodical old screw till the day of

his death, and everybody thought, everybody
said, nay, everybody knew, that he must have

hoarded up somewhere, for my benefit, a most

amazing fortune. When, lo ! at five minutes'

notice, forsooth, he departs, without the shadow
of a will, leaving me sole heir to nothing but

the miserable furniture of this most miserable

garret, whilst I, upon the strength of this

precious inheritance, have let that prince of

swindlers, Captain Schwartz, clean me out of

all, ay, more than all I ever possessed ; but,"
said Hans (speaking aloud as he warmed with

the subject)
—"Let the Black Fiend get

me out of it say I ; for, may the deuce take

me !—"
' ' Hush !

" said a voice at his elbow that sent

his marrow down to freezing point. "Hush,
Hans ! one at a time, if you please."

At the same moment an odour of the most

decidedly sulphurous and unpleasant descrip-

tion (somewhat like that of a railway train

when they first put on the brake) diffused

itself around, and before he had entirely re-

covered from its effects, a shape of ghastly
horrors stood before him.

I shall not shock your delicate susceptibili-

ties, my dear Marchioness, by describing it.

" Oh pray do, Count. I should like to know
what the Fiend of the Hartzwald wras like."

" Confound the woman !

" muttered the

Count. Well then, madam, you must take

this as a sort of sketch of him. In the first

place, it would have been difficult to paint

him blacker than he was in reality, and his

eyes—yes ! let me see ! his eyes
—were on the

revolving principle, sometimes green, then red,

then deadly white, then red again, which gave
his countenance rather an unprepossessing
character.

As for his teeth, imagine something between

a shark and a handsaw, and a mouth looking
as if it might have just crunched up one baby
and was ready for another.—His dress !

" Ah ! that's a dear Count—do tell me ex-

actly how he was dressed."

Well, something like a wild Jfiger of the

Hartz—lony hoot*, short dodk
}

leathern bdt,

and a angularly flat cap and feather, from

under which peeped forth two of the sharpest
and most polished little horns that imagination
can oonceive

;
and to give him a finish, he

carried his tail curled three times round his

bod)', with the end of it dangling from under
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his left arm in the most easy and d

Lble as he spoke these words :
—

" Hans Spitzbiiben, you hi I upon
my name ! I am here !"

Now, Hans was usually rather ;i devil-may-
care sort of a fellow, and he started from his

chair to deny it
;
but the eyes of his

rather too much for his nerves, and he

fell back again, half sen

proceeded :
—

"Yes, Hans, you called upon me first, and

then upon my master, but, as you gave me the

preference, here I am ! Now, listen, but

not !

"You love Grettchen, the daughter of that

old usurer the Notary Schlosstein—you love

her distractedly, but despairingly, for her father

is rich, and you are worth somewhat less than

nought ;
besides this, the last bill you gave to

Captain Schwartz is already in the notary's

hands, and to-morrow you become the inmate

of a gaol."
"

It's all true, too true," groaned Spitzbiiben ;

"
but, in Heaven's name, I want assistance, and

not a catalogue of my misfortunes. "

As the student mentioned the name of

Heaven, a shudder passed through the whole

of the Fiend, so that even the tip of his

tail quivered with strong emotion
;
but Hans

unluckily remarked it not, as with a voice of

suppressed anger the Tempter proceeded :
—

" Little assistance do you deserve at my
hands, for you have just pronounced a word
that does not agree with my constitution, and

I give you at once fair warning, that if you
repeat the offence, I shall leave you to your
fate for ever.

" Now raise the hearthstone at your feet
;

you will do it easily by pressing down an iron

spring that lies concealed between two stones

in the wall, even where I now place my hand. "

Hans rushed to the wall and eagerly pressed
his fingers upon the spring, but he could not

repress a cry of pain, for the iron that the

Fiend had just touched was nearly red-hot

Nevertheless, the hearthstone sli;

and he forgot the pain in astonishment at

what he beheld, for there were at least fifty

bags brimful of gold pieces, and, besides that, a

parchment-deed closely written in a ver\

sort of hand—that is to say, nearly illegible.
"

First of all," said the Fiend,
" read that

document !

"

Hans with difficulty obeyed, but what was
his bewilderment to find a regular d<

acknowledgment from the Notary to hil de-

l uncle for the sum of twenty thousand

dollars, deposited with him at intei
"

Now,'" said the Tempter,
" when the

Notary Schlosstein presents his little bill to-

morrow, unfold this attested deed before

him, and my v.

passes o ill become

your Lo

of its caneellat!

1 is all this treasure

Spit/':
_»

" What ! agaii

straightway unwinding his tail body
with tfa , he gave poor

i : us lashes OVi:

right and left shoulder, that there i

sort of devil's eross i black

on his back, which I am told no wash-

"
Oh, in y !

M roar

now falling upon hi

"It was but hah 1 the

Evil One,
" bur

Know, then, that the W*fa

I may be thine, but upon one

I must win it !

"

" Win it J "cried Bans; "but ho

"The simplest thing in the world : we will

play at cribbage for r

Now Hans recollected that, when he was

at Gottiugen in years gone by, I been

taught this very game by a rollicking English

student, and to such good purpose that it was

imagine 1 by many, and specially by himself,

that the Fiend himself was no match for him.
" But I have no board,*' said he.

"
i have," said the Fiend.

So sayin aced upon the table a

oribbafo board of most enorm >ions,

the like of which 1 1

upon before ;
but the more he looked at it, the

less he liked it: the orn >ot at

all in good taste—the dil ug formed

of leg and thigh bones, and the holes strongly

resembling the eye sockets of a skull.

short, he finished by disliking it

and turned somewhat palish

of the whole affair.

" Idiotl" said tho Y

thoughts, "do yon l

accomplish artz, may
d in laying out

matrimonial arrangement with the old usurer.

And what

too good. Quick uige my mind."

•is could not help seeing that these

true en he really

could run no great risk, if he staked nothing

at all on the game; so dov.

"Bui -no pegs," said he.

me," said i. -nion,
" J

aich, gracefully extracting one
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of his horns from his forehead, he placed it in

the spare hole or socket of the board, and then

politely handed the other to Spitzbiiben.
" Witb good players one peg is sufficient.

Produce the cards."

08 did so, and won the deal; and a

flourishing hand and crib he had.

But when it came to his opponent's turn-—
"

Stop, stop !" cried Hans ;
" there's some-

thing wrong here. I'll take my oath that two

of my best cards have vanished, and those

which I put out have got back into my hand

again."
"
Come, come, Master Hans, no attempt at

cheating," said the Fiend, and his eyes glow-

ered fearfully as he spoke ;

" either discontinue

the game, or cut the cards and play on."

Our hero felt cowed by the fierce bearing of

his adversary
—hesitated—but obeyed, and a

5 was turned up. Hans had a good hand,
and played, as he thought, consummately well

;

at last, throwing down his cards—
"lam out—out !" he cried exultingly.

"All but one hole," said the sable one.

And sure enough Hans had miscalculated, for

his opponent, showing 3 fives and a knave of

the suit turned up, scored 29, and won the

game exactly by a single point.

The hearthstone closed up with a noise like

thunder, the board disappeared, and as the

Demon tranquilly replaced his horn in his

forehead—
" You've lost, my good friend !" sneered he.

"I am really sorry for you—farewell !"
"
Oh, help me, help me !

" sobbed Spitzbuben.
" The gold ! the gold !—"

" Is still yours on one condition !"
"
Mercy, oh, mercy !

—but name it, if it be

anything but my precious soul !

"

"Your precious soul, indeed ! Bah ! My
condition is simply this, that you permit me
to grant you your first wisli upon your wedding-
day."

The Fiend's but a shallow Fiend, after all,

Jit Hans.

agree to the terms," said he aloud.

No sooner had the words passed from his

ban the hearth flew open, the treasure

eared, but the ghastly vision was no
r to be seen, and Hans sat once more

not, however, as before, a crushed and

tiding spirit, but wildly exulting in his

at good fortune, and intoxicated with the

thoughts of happiness to come !

'H AFTER, II.

IB, like gold, usually contains a
D portion of alloy, .-ind it is not, there-

at, if the felicity of

Spitzbuben ?ra« occasionally disturbed

by reflections of rather a dispiriting de-

scription.

First of all,"he knew full well, though he
had never owned it to his most intimate

acquaintances, that he was thirty-five years of

age, or thereabouts, and Grettchen was, alas,

but sixteen ! and he could not help suspecting
that although Grettchen was not at all too

young for him, he might possibly be a trifle

too old for Grettchen ; and thereupon he began
to ponder whether, in years to come, a buxom
young wife of thirty might infallibly love

a husband of fifty quite as well as—as—as—
besides, the wedding wish rather perplexed and

annoyed him. He felt that he would rather

give up such an advantage. He might make
some confounded mistake in the matter.

"Hang the wish," said Hans; "but there

is one way at least to escape it, and if I wish
for anything on that day, may I be—" and
here he had nearly brought out some form of

speech of a rather powerful nature, but that

he thought he heard a sort of sniggering laugh
all around him, which luckily stopped him in

good time.

Well, to go on with my story, everything
fell out exactly as the Black Fiend of the

Hartzwald had predicted. The notary nearly
threw a somersault when the fatal bond was

produced, and made no objection to exchange
his daughter for this terrible proof of his

rascality. For once, too, the course of true

love meandered on fairly and smoothly enough,
for Grettchen really loved her suitor Hans,

who, by-the-by, I forgot to mention, was in

good truth a personable fellow enough, and

just the sort of man to captivate the affections

and dazzle the romance of a young and con-

fiding maiden of sixteen ; for, besides a dashing

figure and a handsome face, he rejoiced in a

curling pair of jet-black mustaches, and a

beard that—that—suffice it to say, was the

envy of all the town
;
so that he fairly took

little Grettchen by storm, and the wedding-

day was fixed precisely one month after the

Black Fiend's visit to Hans' solitary chamber ;

the said chamber being speedily exchanged for

a splendid mansion in the best quarter of the

town, for Hans was now very rich, and, of

course, was very much respected.

Well, it was a joyous day to be sure
;
but

as the happy couple walked from the church

door, Grettchen could not help observing that

a slight shade of melancholy dwelt upon the

features of her handsome husband.
" My darling Spitz,

1 '

said she, affectionately,

"surely nothing QOW should damp our happi-
1 1 1< 1 yet uit;thiiiks, dearest, some trace

of care leema to linger even in vour Id

look."
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"Ah!" said Haas, with a Bigh that d

windmill
;
"i • like

life, but fleeting, as the poet says ?"

"Who cares about
|

loth GreU
" True love endureth for ever !"

"
True, Grettchen," aai

-

and truly

do you love me bnt in fa

when you are still young, and I

, will you still love mo then ai you do

now V
"Pooll! pooh!" said Grettchen, with a

roguish smile, "what stuff and nonsense you
are talking, Hans. Why, I vow and d

that, to me, you seem to gro\

day."
"
Ah, I wish I did!" said Hans.

"
Granted," muttered a voice at his elbow,

and at the same time a hollow tmearthly

laugh rang in his ears
;
in fact, it was not alto-

gether a laugh, the] ".nething like a

shudder mixed with it : so that Hans shud-

too, and felt so faint that he literally

leant for support on his bride, who, dear little

affectionate creature, exerted herself to the

utmost to recover him, attributing his sudden

indisposition to the awful nature of the cere-

mony he had j ust gone through, which some-

times is known to affect the stern nerves of

the male sex more than it does the elastic

sensibilities of the gentler portion of creation.
" Well ! bless my soul," said the Mar-

chioness,
" what on earth had the man to

complain of ? Pray, Count, does any one

know the address of that politest of all

demons ?"
" I dare say there are very few ladies now-

a-days who would faint at the granting of such

a wish," said the Count,
" but wait the result,

madam."
The agent of the Evil One knew full well

what he was about, as you soon shall hear.

True it was that everything went on swim-

mingly at first, for Hans did indeed grow

younger every day—to the great astonishment

of the entire population of Gbtzberg. Bnt,
Grettchen grew older at the same time

;

and when he had. grown dowthy and she had

grown up, to the age of twenty-five, Hans was

ning to forget the first tender-loving
attachment of his good little wife, and having

dug up the whole of the wild oats that he had

sown when he was young before, what with

gambling, drinking, smoking, and, I am sorry

, far worse than all this, ad life

he began to lead poor Grettchen.
"
Oh, the villain!" said the Marchion

Well, a course of dissipation cannot last for

ever, though for a time Hans Spitzbiibeu

thought he had outwitted the Fiend in good
earnest, and so, in truth, at first sight, it

i are abso

some
. that

1 1

he I

ily to d.

tation, and

loath I : hi* fatal

him.

unful to dwell ye

t, as repentance

of what, wa i fact was,
that by the to be

a line, heal: airty-

to an

awkward, !•

All his manly
fine flowi

his mustaches had 01 :i"; his whiskers

had c\
;

his vol try jumped
up an octave !

"Oh! my goodness gracious!" said the

Marchion i

"Ah! you d », indeed," said

Count
;

" but this was nothing to what hap-

pened affcerwan

uproar about i

It was in vain that the mosl

sicians were called in
;

i them alh

The whole gaged
in preventing people from gro r, but

to stop the pr

nothing but grow j day, was

clean beyond their skill.

It wa —a case •.

no on

walk upon its 1.

We knew

what he was about, if the doctors did I

dispei
Oh ! much I

hnsban
. idow ;

iin i some

ho was so lil

father.

; she

and lucky

kindly disposed,
one to the

l boy's
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affection for marbles, peg-tops, hoops, lolly-

pops, and elecampane.

There was no saying after this period how

rapidly his person diminished, and his clothes

grew too big, as he again sank downwards from

the hoy to the child, when, just as poor

Grettchen began to think—" But I don't know,

:

,
whether I ought to go on."

ml I, Count, cannot understand why

you should stop."

Well, madam, T was only going to observe,

that just as poor Grettchen began to think

that the milk of human kindness with which

she had hitherto supported him, might not be

nourishing enough for his constitution, and

had actually cast her eyes upon a fine healthy

young person, an event took place which

relieved her from any further anxiety on this

score, for suddenly—unexpectedly
—in the

second year of his second childhood, and on

the very anniversary of his first interview with

the Black Fiend of the Hartzwald, Hans

Spitzbiiben died of the measles.
"
Well," said the Marchioness,

" I told you
at first that I did not believe a word of it."

" And now, I assure you again, madam,
that it's as true—as true as—"

But the reader must not be detained

while the Count finds his simile ;
and when

he is informed that the skeleton of Hans is

still to be seen in a glass case at the Museum
of Gotzberg, with a certificate of the Burgo-
master attesting the truth of the story, no

reasonable doubt can, or ought, to remain in

the mind of any one. F. L. S.

LONDON OMNIBUSES.

In July, 1829, amid the jeers and howls of

the hackney-coachmen, the first omnibus was

started in the metropolis. Mr. Shillibeer,

who had lived some time in Paris, as a coach-

builder, having noticed the success of this

system of conveyance, inaugurated by M.

Lafitte, in 1819, and having, indeed, con-

structed omnibuses for this eminent banker,
i ved that they would be as great a hit in

London ;
and he accordingly sold his busi-

>id came over here, determined to revo-

lution ise our method of conveyance. The
D was from the Yorkshire Stingo to

'he charge being one shilling the

. with a half-fare from or to Kong's
Cross. Contrasted with the "short stagers,"

ii different parts
were termed, these

omnil ,ii. Tin

&] half-hour at the \

me in about thi

as at

handsomer than any that have been on the

road since, being very roomy, beautifully fitted

up in the inside, and affording excellent ac-

commodation for twenty-two passengers. There

were no outside seats in those days—not even

a box-seat beside the driver. This driver and

the conductor were dressed in a smart uniform,
and the whole turn-out was first-rate. The
size of these 'buses obliged the employment of

three horses abreast. In fact, excepting the

outside seats, these candidates for public favour

were very similar to the Manchester omnibuses

at present being worked by the General Omni-
bus Company—the original design, after a

lapse of thirty-three years, coming once more
into fashion. We have thought it worth while

to reproduce a drawing of the "Premier" omni-

bus, with the driver and cad in full costume, and

with the passengers in the fashionable attire of

the period. The conductor's dress being simi-

lar to those used by the French cads, the

notion arose that Mr. Shillibeer, the originator,

was himself a Frenchman. This gentleman is,

however, a true Briton, having been born

within the sound of Bow Bells, and having
served in his youth as a midshipman, and seen

service in that capacity.

When these vehicles first started, their suc-

cess wras complete. Mr. Shillibeer tells us

that, for the first two weeks, they gave him
a clear profit of a hundred pounds a-week.

The stage-coaches attempted to forbid his

running, under the terms of their Act, and the

hackney-coaches, feeling a reforming wind be-

ginning to blow in their line of business, threw

every difficulty they could in the way. Still,

the public would crowd to ride in them, and

had he had a score, they would all have filled.

But Mr. Shillibeer speedily found that, although
the public patronised him fairly, his receipts

fell off
;
and he discovered that he was being

robbed to the extent of twenty pounds a-week.

He invented a patent step, to register the

number of passengers who entered, and for a

time it worked well
;
but one night the con-

trivance was smashed all to pieces ; and, other

'buses being put on the road to compete with

him, by the old stage-coach proprietors, he was

ultimately driven out of the trade altogether.

His idea, however, held its ground and flou-

rished, and , year by year, the omnibus system 1 k -

eai lie more firmly established in the metropolis.

In the year 1849, the omnibus proprietors made
a feeblo attempt to give outside accommoda-

tion, by establishing what " Punch" christeinii

the u knife-board w— a narrow slip of wood,
which ran along the middle of the roof, to

mount which there were no Bteps whatever j

the adventurous climber making the be

he could of the door-step and the window-
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ledge. Most of us can remember the; knj

board, and the difficulty j

keep their equilibrium when

Indeed, it was quite equal to a perfbrmai

upon the "low-rope," and ai to cooking an
omelette upon it, we doubt if « .din

could have accomplished such a feat. JJul

accommodation v.. the

British public, or, perhaps, Sir Richard Mayne
considering the performance danger
tempted to suppress it altogether ;

but in ;

he or the public failed, and slowly, very slowly,
for we are not quick in such matters, the present
outside-seats were built up, and speedily be-

came the best-tilling parts of the omuib
no thorough Englishman will ride inside one of

these vehicles if the weather be tolerable.

Up to the year 1857, the omnibus system of

;

my aa
-

only poaie

iy up, if
|

of 'In

different
u

til las."

did n

in the metropolii

an omnibu

krious associations,
dividual proprietors, it h

that certain 'botes thai]

working at certain xjj

The First English '

hours are, in fact, portioned out in some
cases into three-minute divisions, that is, a

certain line of omnibuses pass the timekeeper

every three minutes, at certain times of the

day. Of course, this is only an usage, as no

person has a legal right to monopolise the road
;

but it is an usage which practically amounts to

a prohibition of any new comer, and annihi-

lates all opposition. Now and then some en-

terprising proprietor tries to cut into the estab-

lished ''times "
of another proprietor, but the

consequence is, that a system of what is termed

"nursing" forthwith ensues. Immediately
the new comer starts, he finds he is "wailed

upon
"
by an opposition omnibus, which keeps

steadily ahead of him, whilst another follows

close in his wake, and sometimes a third runs
beside him

; by this contrivance it is impos-
sible that the new enterprise can pay, inas-

much as the passengers, who a: in ex-

cess of the ordinary omnil a now
to be divided among three OT four. V,

all familiar with the I

such o and with the incessant bu

and dialling which is diroi

fortunate inter!

manner in which an unlucky
at and persecuted, who unwittingly u I

among a flight of t

this system, which .

public of the d

direct opposition I i

bus-drivers, for wry but they
rits—

the proprietors, under wh y con-

due; Lerable nm -a.
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The General Omnibus Company, having pnr-

i the "times" of the great majority of

the old proprietors, have matters very much in

their own hands, as it is much easier for them,

with their large capital, to crush an opponent

than it would have been of old for an indivi-

dual proprietor or a small company. We must

in justice say, however, that the company has

not abused its great power over-much, and

there has been less complaint of nursing lately

than there used to be. The great majority of

their omnibuses run upon the Middlesex side

of the river, the Surrey side being the strong-

hold of the individual proprietors and smaller

associations.

The General Omnibus Company possesses

without doubt the largest carriage business in

the world. It could mount the whole of the

British cavalry from the stud it possesses in

the metropolis, and it could, at any given

moment, transport an army of 13,200 troops

from one part of the metropolis to another

within the hour. To keep such an extensive

establishment in full work it is obliged to

employ a little army of its own, and to work
in the most economical manner. Were it not for

this, the cost of its directing staff would put it

under a great disadvantage in competing with

individual proprietors, who not only do their

work for themselves, but who necessarily keep
a sharper look-out for their own interests than

delegated servants could be expected to do.

An examination into the economy of this pub-
lic company (for of late it has passed from its

French proprietorship, and has been constituted

as an English association on the limited liability

principle) gives a very fair insight into the

working of the omnibus system in London. As
we have before said, they own a vast majority of

the omnibuses running in the metropolis, work-

ing GOO out of the 810 running in the winter

season. In the summer an increased number
is put on, the returns of the Inland Revenue

giving a total of 1100. Out of this number,
r, must be deducted the small number

of stage-coaches now running between Lon-
don and the country. We are told that
the profit on the conveyance of passengers is

chiefly in the summer months of the
when the outside as well as the inside

of the 'bus is pretty generally full. It will

the most convenient plan to con-

working of a single omnibus, before
i to the working of the company as a

wlr

b omnibus is worked by a driver, a con-

', And a complement of horses, differing
in nnmber acoording <<> the line of traffic. The

;

< the higher paid and generally
pectable man of the two, is

wholly subordinate to the conductor as to the

speed of the 'bus and the time of stopping
and going on. As a rule, the slamming of the

door is the signal, which both horses and driver

understand, but a whistle is getting into use.

The wages of the driver are two guineas a week,
but out of this he has to pay something to his

horsekeeper and his carriage-washer, and is re-

sponsible for all damage done to his 'bus
; and,

moreover, he has now and then to pay fines for

loitering, altogether at least six shillings a

week goes in this way. The conductor gets

eight-and-twenty shillings a week without

deductions, but then, as a driver once said to

us, he has the privilege of helping himself.

The significance of which statement we shall

mention hereafter. They are both daily ser-

vants, the conductor being allowed to take his

own and the driver's wages from his day's

receipts. The duties of the former to the

public are well known, but besides those he is

living in constant antagonism with other 'buses

running on the same route. Readers must

have observed that they are constantly tele-

graphing their respective drivers, especially

when another 'bus is in view. It is the

interest of every conductor to take as much

money as he can, for the simple reason that

the earnings of each 'bus is contrasted with

those of others running on the same road ; and

the conductor knows full well that if he does

not do as well as the others he is sure to get

discharged, and what is worse, he gets no

reason for it, the only reply being,
" We don't

want you any longer," which practically

amounts to a loss of character, for persons are

not very likely to engage a person who can

give no other reason for the loss of his place.

Such being the case, the different conductors

are in active antagonism with each other.

Their constant view is to fill their 'bus at the

expense of those 'buses running before and

coming after them. This, in fact, is the main
reason of the irregularities in their time, which

they indulge in to the detriment of the public,

as long as they are without sight of the time-

keeper ; it is also the cause of that nagging
raw that is constantly kept up between driver

and conductor, the object of the former being
to drive on steadily, and of the latter to dodge,

pull up, and go on, so as to secure the greatest

number of passengers in his own time, and on

I the borders of those going before and coming
after him. These dodgings and sudden pull-

ings up invariably irritate the coachman, as

much as they strain the horses and pull their

mouths about, and the consequence is, that

rich volume of abuse directed every now and

then over the driver's shoulder, which the cad

well knows how to return. This mutual
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"ruff" is very disadvantageous to the com
and they arc continually shiftin Lucton

to get rid of it. The conductor pays hit money
once a day, at least, at one of the reo

m on his route ;
lie also makes out a

bill every journey, with which his money must

tally. The average earnings per day of

omnibus
[is

21. 15.s. 10iZ., but in the summer
it often amounts to 4/. When there is

any great variation from this average in the

direction, the " check "
is put on to find

out if any roguery is taking place on the part
of the conductor

; whether, in fact, be is

"helping himself," as the driver ob

The check is, in fact, a female spy, generally
a -well-dressed woman, who rides the long

journey— for all omnibus routes are now
divided into two or three short route

one long one— and her duty is to take

count of the number of long and short riders,

which is then privately compared with the

conductor's own route-paper or way-bill. If

his payment falls short of the real number
carried he is "not required any more," the

company never troubling themselves about

prosecuting him.

When we say that the estimated loss to the

company through these petty daily peculations
amounts to 25,000Z. a year, we see the neces-

sity of maintaining a summary power of dis-

missal, as well as of establishing a constant

check upon the conductors, who are not always
recruited from amongst the most respectable
class of the working population. The com-

pany demand characters with them, but when
a man can get a false character for a shilling,

what faith can be put in this guarantee i Of
late the company has opened up a new source

of revenue, in the shape of the advertisements

which are now neatly framed on the roof of the

'bus, and suspended on the outside against the

foot rail. One firm in Covent Garden con-

tracts for the advertisement space in the com-

pany's omnibuses, and pays for the privilege

upwards of 'doOOl. per annum. The com-

pany also carries parcels, but as it cannot well

deliver out of its line, this department is not

a great success.

The horsing of the 'buses is the principal

expense. A change of horses takes place

every journey ;
and as the omnibuses average

four of these daily, about ten horses are re-

quired for each 'bus. The three-horse 'buses, of

which there are fifty-six belonging to the com-

pany, require each thirteen horses. We are in-

debted to our Manchester friends for these very
commodious and airy vehicles. They are i

improvement on the smaller 'buses, in which
the public have been so long and ruthlessly
"

cribb'd, cabin'd, and confin'd," but we fear it

will be son i

truth, that they are only a:

much-

many

and Ui

often

When it if remembered tint these hones only
do one journ ailes at

fart! »e said that they are over-

worked ; fchey have to I aey
are about it, but for Us-

My htabled ;

and no doubt in this respect
conductors envy them, as many of them have
to work, with little

every day. The i l>etween

400 and 500 li od
over iceivable

lie,

some large and some small. The stables at

Holloway are on a gigantic scale, afl

accommodation for 700 horses. In these

premises, also, the greater number of the com-

pany's omnibuses are built. The C

of one of these vehi t>orate

matter, and, besides half-a-dozen diti

woods, copper, steel, and irOJ largely
into then fabric. The round panels at the

end of the 'bus, on each bfl door, are

of rolled steel, whilst the

are rounded oil' with a double curve, are of

copper. W the whole carriage could

be constructed of

last much longer, and be much lighl

stronger, than those now framed in wood
; but

it will require years before such an i

as this is made. It is tli of the

'bus—one ton being a light —which

kills t': . and, until this is materially

reduced, the public, we fear, will D

room they have a right to demand. It is, we

think, a radical error to divid. : ior of

many cases. T

into four equal divisions, but it may so happen
that th m obliged to squeese

into one of the 1 spaces, instead of

distributing their is (ant beam over

the whole length of :'

Wh I the building shops we found

omnibuses in every stage ss,
—from

g
and busy

uge of framing,

in which condition they look very like big boats

turned upside «i ibout to be planked.

The method of ventilation I

simple. The air enters under the seat of the
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driver, and, passing up a hollow space at the

end of the 'bus opposite the door, is passed out

at the top, and Hushes the foul air through the

openings running along each side of the upper

roof which forms the scat for the outside pas-

sengers. By this means the air is constantly-

being changed as the omnibus progresses, with-

out a draught being created. In the large three-

horse 'buses no door is hung, and the opening
runs right up to the roof, and in the hottest

weather the temperature is cool, which it rarely

is in the smaller-sized vehicles. Every con-

venience for repairing as well as building omni-

buses is provided in this yard. All the iron-

work is forged and turned in spacious shops
fitted with the best tool-machines. As far as

practicable, the parts of the omnibuses likely

to be damaged are made interchangeable. Thus,
axles and wheels are all exactly alike

;
and

lately the company have adopted the plan of

painting the bed and wheels of all the 'buses

alike, so that if an accident happens to one of

the latter its place can be supplied without de-

laying the 'bus longer than is necessary to fit it

on. Little details of this kind give the com-

pany a great advantage over the small omnibus

proprietors. The average life of an omnibus is

ten years, but there are some in the service of

the company which have run for fifteen years ;

and I was pointed out one in the yard, now

past service, which had run for twenty years.
The ordinary-sized omnibuses cost 1201. build-

ing, and the large three-horse vehicles 1 801.

In a spacious yard attached to this establish-

ment are stored the old worn-out omnibuses—
the vehicles that carried us in our youth. In
the gloom of a dark and foggy February even-

ing there they stood, paintless and rotten
;

some with sorely battered panels, some with
broken windows,—all with mildewed, tattered

interiors, looking the very picture of misery,

indeed, they seemed but the ghosts of the de-

parted 'buses of old, waiting to take away to

the unknown land the ghosts of the old coach-
men and conductors. Who knows? perhaps
they still take an airing by night down the

City Road, drawn by skeleton horses, with
hi cads, who cry out " Bank ! Bank !

"

•stly and sepulchral voices, and chaff each
in the by-gone slang of other days.

Then :in- two l;irgo "feeding depots
"

be-

tliis company—one in Bell Lane,
Hw other at [rongate Wharf, raddington.

' that the company have to provide
for upward! of 0800 horses, tho economy with
which fcheir feeding process is carried on is of

Numbers in all cases

H
; and the horses of the

J Omnibttt Company may bo said to be
time in fcl

intelligent manner. To begin with, in the

stabling no hay-racks are to be seen. It is

the aim of the management to give their horses

the utmost amount of rest : to allow them to

stand and trifle for hours with a few mouthfuls

of hay in a rack is only to give them unnecessary

fatigue. Moreover it is extravagant, for the hay
is always tumbling on the bedding, and being
wasted. This may be a small matter where only
one horse is concerned, but when multiplied
6800 times it becomes a serious item. To avoid

unnecessary trouble to the animal, therefore, it

is well mixed and bruised, and cut fine, and he

then has only to bolt it and lie down to rest.

The machinery for preparing his food is

well worth inspecting. It is all done by steam-

power, in the most expeditious manner. The

grain, straw, and hay are all brought to the

door of the depot by canal-boats, and lifted at

once to the top floor
;

here it is shot into

various hoppers, which supply the cutting and

bruising machines, on the floor immediately
beneath. The grains used are oats, barley, and

Indian corn : the company buying the former

or the latter according to the condition of the

markets. After the grain is bruised and the

chaff is cut, it descends through shoots to the

next floor. At the mouth of each shoot is a

weighing-machine, and in the centre of the

floor is an oblong trough, with a bottom fitted

with iron louvre boards, opening downwards.

At the mouth of each shoot stands a man,
whose duty it is to draw off into the scoop
of the weighing machine a certain weight
of chaff, oats, barley, and Indian corn,

the proportion being for each horse lOlbs.

of chaff and 191bs. of corn per day. The

scoops, when full, are then thrown by each

man into the .trough. Another man opens
the louvres, by which the whole is thoroughly
mixed

; and this provender is passed down
the cart-shoot into a lower room, where a

man stands with a sack ready to receive it.

When the sack is full it is bundled at once into

a wagon on the ground floor, and off it goes to

one of the four hundred stables scattered over

the metropolis. This chopping, bruising, and

weighing process is going on all day ;
and it

may be said to be the gigantic grinding teeth

of the establishment, for the horses have little

to do but bolt their well-prepared and variously

compounded food when it comes into their

mouths. The price of horse-food is of the last

importance to the shareholders, as upon it

mainly depends the amount of dividend they

may <.\peet. When it is very low, the agents
of the company buy in large quantities, and
store for future use. The cost was unusually
low in the half-year ending December 31, 1803,
and tho directors in their report say that to
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The

tail

this item alone is mainly attributable tb

Auction of 20,584£. 10a 10'/., which then

enabled to make in their expenditun
as compared with the same period of I

The shareholders must there! b the

tato of the corn market with an an I

In BO large a company even the small.'

s possess an interest. Thus, the food of the

Orsea in the half-year cost 97,038/. 2a 8A ;

and even the insignificant item of shoeing runs

up to 7103/. 12s. 6U, or upwards of 14,000J,

a-year. We are informed that shoes wear out

much more on the macadamized roads than on

the stones, whilst the contrary is the

the omnibuses and horses' legs,
—the animals

working the Paddington route, which is en-

tirely upon the stones, not lasting so long by
two or three years as those running on the

Stoke Newington, Hackney, and Edmonton

Although fares are much lower than they
were some years ago, when the mileage duty
on each 'bus was 1.',<J. per mile, they are still

higher than is charged by the Paris omnibuses,
and the reason for this is to be sought in tho

exemption from that and the turnpike charges,

which fall so heavily upon the metropolitan con-

veyances—the annual mileage duty alone being

48,554/. 15s. Gel., and the turnpike payments

17,500/., making a total of payments from

which the Parisian omnibus proprietors are

exempt of 6G,054/. 15a 6d., being upwards of

10,000/. more than the net annual profit made

by tho company. Next July the turnpikes

on the northern side of the Thames will be

abolished, and the company will thereby profit

to the amount of their payments ;
but the public

will also profit by this reform, as either some

reduction will take place in the fares, or tho

omnibuses will run longer distances for the

same money. The poor drivers and conductors

will be the only Buf is it is, many of

them are nailed to the omnibus for fifteen hours,

with only rests of ten minutes three or four

times a day. Holidays they have none. If

they like to take a day they must find an " odd

man "
to do their work, and pay him. These

men may be said to be in the world but not of

it. In the course of the year the drivers and

the cads of the company run twelve million

nine thousand four hundred and forty-four

miles, and have come in contact with forty-one

million one hundred and eighty-live thousand

and eighty-eight passengers ;
and yet if you

ask the latter any simple question of the

or any question, in fact, not connected with

his daily concerns, he can give you no reply.

The driver, it is true, picks up topics of news

from the box-seat passengers, but from other

sources ho knows nothing. Even matters

he passes many times a day he does aot observe

t, but

human
and Mh ,

mttlo it

loom. These men are all

club, i

Of the omnibuses lo not

know! nblic ;

but they work i

as th<> ..

company, and are,
we believe,

CLERICAL

Tin: black suit and white neckcloth of the

man would vo been at

time adhered to with much <an at

present ; it was at 1

of a uniform which the .

" off

duty," might, without incurri repre-

hension, dispense with in favour of gayer ap-

parel. There was even a colour known as

"parson's blue," widch was much in vogue
with clergymen when disposed to lay OH

side their canonicals and their clerical cha-

racter. 'J 1 baries Churchill, the

poet, is not, of com iinary case of a

clergyman out of th n and
his calling. Dr. Kippis says of his

abandonment of his black c most

intimate friends thought his 1

external decorums of hi- n a blame-

able opposition to the <!•
,
and

likely to be hurtful to his in;

abiliti.

made in political c . would
\

I mended him to some noble \

from whom he might hav viable

benefice." But when Churchill appear
the pit of the theatre in the

critic, he H black.

etume at Vauxhall was a very

different matter. T

age," as Cumberland called him, was to be

seen—according >ess—in a blue

| with a narrow

-lack silk small-clothes, white silk

.

laced three-corn This Wl

In his poem of u
I

"
Churchill

[fan his on - :
—

nee been black,

Which lm

;,rew a oovering of blue and gold.
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Just at that time of life when man by rule,

The fop Lad down, takes up the graver fool,
< 1 fond of show,

like another Hercules turned beau
;

A subject met with only now and then,

Much fitter for the pencil than the pen ;

h would draw him (Envy must allow)

the life, were Hogarth living now."

Hogarth still lived, it will be remembered

but the poet had quarrelled with the painter, and

spoke of him as dead, by way of hinting that

his powers were exhausted, and nothing more

could be looked for from him. Indeed at this

time (17G4) Churchill and Hogarth alike stood

on the brink of the grave.

Probably Dr. Kippis's remarks were directed

rather to the necessity for Churchill's maintain-

ing a sober and reputable appearance, by reason

of the notorious freedom and unclerical-like

nature of his proceedings in other respects ;

for that other clergymen besides the Reverend

Charles Churchill abandoned their black coats

upon occasion, is evident enough. Swift de-

scribes his dress, in a letter to Stella, "My
dress was light camlet, faced with red velvet,

and silver buckles." And a writer in the

Connoisseur (1755), discoursing upon the sub-

ject of male foppery, mentions the case of the

"Reverend Mr. Jessamy,'' who is stated to

have taken orders because there happened to

be a good living in his family, and to be known

among the ladies by the sobriquet of "the

beau-parson." He is described as being the

most delicate creature imaginable,
"

differing
so much from the generality of the clergy, that

the very sight of a plum-pudding would make
him swoon." His constant dress out of his

cassock is a blue coat lined with white, a black

satin waistcoat, velvet breeches, and silk stock-
" and his pumps are of dogskin, made

by Tull, and it is said that he had a joint of

one of his toes cut off, whose length, being out
of all proportion, prevented his having a hand-
some foot. His very grizzle is scarce orthodox ;

for though it would be open schism to wear a

et his wig has always a bag front, and is

d behind, that it may not eclipse
the lustre of his diamond stock-buckle. He

I c the thoughts of being sea-sick, or

he would certainly go abroad,
ho might his laced clothes,

intleman in a bag wig and

a that there were limitations to

slergy of the dress of

The coloured ooat was permissible,

1 that

" a physician would seem ridiculous prescribing
in a bag wig, or a Serjeant pleading at the

King's Bench in his own hair instead of a

night-cap periwig."

A LEGEND OF NORTHAMPTON.

Explanation.—The story runs that, more than a

century ago, Bryan, second Lord Cullen, of Rushton

Hall, near Kettering, being betrothed to Elizabeth

Trenthain, heiress of the Trenthams of Staffordshire,
formed whilst abroad a strong attachment to a young
Italian lady, who returned his affection. Lord Cullen,

however, suddenly left Italy and his second lady-love,

and, coming home, was married to Miss Trentham.
Whilst the wedding banquet was going on, the deceived

Italian suddenly made her appearance amongst the

guests, and, taking a chalice full of wine from one of

them, sank on her knees, and drank "endless misery"
to the newly-married couple. She then disappeared,
and was never again heard of. Strangely enough, her

wish was fulfilled
;
and Lord Cullen's estates subse-

quently passed into the possession of W. Hope, Esq.,
whose executors afterwards sold them to Miss Thorn-

hill, and in that lady's family they still remain.

I.

The noon-tide shone with radiant glow
On tower and castle-keep,

The tall grass surged in waves of green,
As stirs the mighty deep.

The grand old oaks, a line of sires,

Great deeds remembering,
Circled the manor as a band
Of senators their king.

in.

On the broad terraces their plumes
Of green and golden dye

The peacocks sunned
;
their purple breasts

Blazed out right gorgeously :

IV.

And rich parterres in July dress

Of amber, white, and blue,

And scarlet, all- prismatic glanced
In belt of Iris-hue ;

v.

From jasper basins fountains leapt
In shower of silver spray,

And ell with pattering, soothing splash,

Cooling the summer day.

Crowded the eager-talking guests
Into the portico,

Thick-thronging up the marble steps
From the broad path below :

Shouts vent the skies : the stalwart heir

Of these possessions wide

>vly through the tenant-line

A fair and dowered bride.
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VIII.

Loud joy-bells, echoing on the breeze,
dined that service done

Which joins for aye, "till death shall part,"/
Two youthful lives in

IX.

With princely fare the tables groaned,
The red wine spark I

Ami many a blushing "damosel"
Was pledged by gallant knight j

x.

Soft silver peals of laughter shrill

; on the perfumed air,

Commingling with the deep low tones
Of youthful nobles there ;

In stars of splendid beauty gleamed
e jewels, proudly set

On snow-white arm—on lofty brow—
In regal coronet ;

XII.

Rich silken robes light-rustling stirred
As stirred the bearded corn,

Sleepily nodding in the breeze
Of a bright August dawn.

Dull faces brightened into mirth,
The bright grew brighter still

;

The proud ones doffed their dignity,
The stern their pride of will.

xiv.

The fair bride blushed at words of love
From her young husband—king,

Deep-whispered ever and anon,
When none were listening.

Now, as the mirth grew to its height,

Uprose the princely host—
The bridegroom's father,—cup in hand,

To give the looked-for toast :

Half-whispers ran the table round,
The guests expectant grew,

Voices sank hushed, and silence fell

Upon the merry crew :

When up the ancient vaulted hall

A veiled figure stole,
In bridal white, all noiselessly

Like some released soul.

Men stared amazed, as who should ask
Their neighbours

M What is this ?
"

And ladies wondering under-toned

Forgot the bridal bliss.

the form ;

And bridegroom deathly j

Then k
: icken gueeta

-

I fell

k silky wav
I

The floating cl nmer,
Of mi

Drapi es, showed not w]
As showed, her |

XXIII.

Her large dark eyes with frenzy flashed
A mingled rage

Her hands close locked together s d

In vain her soul's n

Slow-moving toward her lover's sire

hands relaxed their clasp,

And, il
at, she took

The wine-cup from fa

Then sank she on I

tg one look of cold lixed woe
On the vain pomp around.

To her white lips, all-quivering
In the bright golden

With ruby-hued 3

cried,
11 Purine thy bride and
And thy black perj

witneai ajc

dim

The

Of th I

The ol

\S" .

oiue souod-

'1'he visitor wot gone I
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So runs the legend. Never more

: ill-fated hour,
•

iyed lady seen—
That sweet Italian flower 1

But an offended Heaven did set

Its seal of vengeance there
;

And though forgotten was the maid,
Fulfilled was her prayer.

xxxir.

jreari rolled : her rival sank,

lover, low

XXXIII.

His 1 road lands to a Btraoger past
ked Irs sallied fume

;

died out, and now the earth

No longer knows his name ! A. II. B.
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LORD OAKBURN'S DAUGHTE
BY THE A.UTHOB OF "

LPTEB VII. THE COBWEBBED

What was now to be done?
to set about fathoming— as Mr. Stephen Qrey
suggested—this dreadful business | It was so

shrouded in mystery ! The poor form, calm
and still now, lay upon the bed, and tb

dering gentlemen stood around it, W
men OOme in OOntact with strange phases of
.human life, as exhibited in m
the cradle to the grave, but this little knot of
the brethren could only acknowledge to them-

»,
that of all strange occurrences which

had < d under their notice, this one

appeared to be about the strangest.
Mr. Carlton suddenly left his place from the

far side of the bed, held the door open, and
motioned the two women from the room. He
then in like manner motioned young Frederick

But the boy, who was standing against
the wall, close to it, did not stir in answer.

"
I'd rather stay in, Mr. Carlton," he fear-

lessly said. " Is there any reason why I may
not ?

»

Mr. Carlton hesitated. The words of the

boy, spoken out so boldly, had caused the
three gentlemen near the bed to look round.

Mr. Carlton evidently did wish him to be out-

side the room, but he as evidently did not see

his way quite clear to get him there.
"

Is he discreet ?" he asked, looking to the
two brothers for an answer.

"
Perfectly so," replied Mr. John Grey, who

did not himself see any reason why his nephew
should lie expelled.

Mr. Carlton closed the door and returned to

the group.
" Mr. Stephen Grey has suggested

a doubt of foul play," he began ;

" but is it

possible that there can be any feasible grounds
for it ? I ask, gentlemen, because you .

better acquainted with these two women than
I am. If either, or both of them "

"
Goodness, man !

"
interrupted Mr. Ste-

phen Grey, in his impulsive fashion, "you
can't suppose I suspect Mother Pepperfly or
the old widow ! Pepperfly ha letting

sin, drink
;
and the widow is a foolish, timorous

body ; but they'd no more commit murder than

you or I would commit it. What could you
be thinking of, Mr. Carlton ?

"

" Pardon me," rejoined Mr. Carlton
;

" I

merely drew the conclusion from your own
remark. I'm sure I have no cause to cast a
doubt on them, but there has been no one else

about the lady."

"If

account for tin- .

assented

"If my thought! had a

than another, n

iween

my house and \.

"It is not lik

out his

But another i<l.

Stephen, you h.

tunate young lady than

D her until OOH . .resay

you, Lyeel' irlton

here has seen her once only
"

"Twice," int. u. "Last

night and this. 1 should down

to-night had I known the

meeti: bepheu <-i id so long
i. But I was with

_

n the Rise,
and the time slipped by uni.

any rate you have not Men much of

I her," rejoined Mi-. J

Stephen has, co: : ; and what

all probable that she hi led the

: poison to the draught Waft.ah

j

Stephen ?
"

t in the least," <irey.

"She has I
rful as a person

can be. 1 added

anything to the draught with

the nurse
;
and P hat it

was in hex room until

the moment when she adminial
" Another thi

"if the poi

it cam< dd it hare

its arrival

i of all—
why the draught ison when

it got

"K a no

wonder at its smelling of oison

was in it
;

t In-

got in:

tragical and,

ditl she come from i "Why did she come

a ttran in itl

And what a young thing she appears to be !
"=
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She did indeed look young. A fair, pale,

face, lying there with its golden-brown
hair falling around it. In the alarm of the

first moment Mrs. Pepperfly had snatched off

the cap, and the hair fell down. Her mouth

was open, and the pretty pearly teeth were

visible. They sighed as they looked upon her.

" May her soul have found its rest !" mur-

mured the clergyman, bending over her for a

moment ere they took their departure.

Mr. Carlton lingered behind the rest. He
visited her box with his own hands, the nurse

lighting him, but it contained no clue whatever

as to who she was. Nothing but clothes were

in it
;
not a card, not a scrap of paper, not a

letter ; nothing was there to solve the riddle.
" Was this one trunk all she brought ?

" he

asked.
' '

All, sir," replied Mrs. Pepperfly. "There's

her work-box a standing on the drawers there,

by the bed's head."

The surgeon turned to the work-box, and
examined it searchingly and thoroughly, as he
had the trunk. Its contents consisted of cotton,

needles, and such like accessories to work.

There was a piece of embroidery in a midway
stage ;

a baby's little cambric night-cap just

begun ; and a few paper patterns. Nothing
whatever that could throw any light upon her-

self or her previous history. Her pocket—a

loose pocket which Mrs. Pepperfly drew from
under the pillow, where the invalid had kept it—contained a purse alone. Nothing else : and
in the purse there was not much money. Her
keys lay on the drawers.

Mr. Carlton locked both the boxes, and
sealed them with his own seal. "I don't

know much about the routine of these affairs,"
he observed,

" but it is right, I suppose, to

make all safe until the police come—they can
break my seals if they will."

ly had he spoken when a policeman
appeared upon the scene. The news had tra-

velled to the station, and the sergeant himself
had come down. He was a big man, with

I cheeks, and a small, sharp -pointed
nose. He listened in silence to the details

which were given him partly by Mr. Carlton,

partly by the nurse, and took possession of the
that had contained the gruel and the

bottle.

Next lie laid hold of the candle and began
-lit tin; two rooms, for what purpose,

01 how it could at all help the inquiry, he
alone knew. He carried the candle ont in the
landk [amined that, gazing up at the

the window, through
which the moonlight shone bo brightly in.

addenly b

WmIi-mi: io the

opposite end of the landing to the window,
and pulled a door open. The walls had been

grained to imitate grey marble, and this door

was grained also. It looked like part of the

wall, and it opened with a key only. It was
that key which had attracted the keen sight of

the sergeant.
"

It's only a closet for brooms and the slop-

pail, sir," spoke up Mrs. Gould, who was

shivering timidly on the top stairs, holding on

by the balustrade.

Even so. It was a very innocent closet,

containing only a pail and a couple of brooms.

The officer satisfied himself on that point, and
closed the door again ;

but Mr. Carlton, who
had not previously known any closet was there,

immediately saw that it might have afforded a

temporary hiding place for the owner of that

face he had seen so close to it earlier in the

evening—if indeed that face had not been a

myth of his own imagination.
Mr. Carlton could do nothing more, and he

took his departure, the face all too present to

him as he walked through the moonlit streets.

It may be asked why he did not speak of it to

the police
—why he had not spoken of it to the

gentlemen who had been gathered with him
round the death-bed. But of what was he to

speak ? That he thought he saw a strange-

looking face, a face half ghostly, half human
;

a face which had jet black whiskers on its

cheeks
;

that he had thought he saw this

on the staircase in the moonbeams, and that

when he brought out the candle and threw

its rays around nothing was to be seen 1 It

could not, if it belonged to a human, walking

being, have had time to get down the stairs

unseen
;

that was impossible ;
and he had

satisfied himself that it had not taken refuge

in the bed-room. It is true there was this

closet, which he had not known of, but he

did not believe it could have gone in there

and closed the door again before he was out

with^the light. Had he spoken of this, nine

persons out of ten would have answered him—
it was nothing but your own imagination.
And he was not sure that it was not his

imagination. When he had descended the

stairs after seeing it, he put the question in a

careless sort of way to the landlady, as she

came from the kitchen and Mrs. Pepperfly's

society to open the door for him—was any
man on the staircase or in the h

—and Mrs. Gould had answered, with some
inward indignation, that there was no man OX

all in the house, or likely to be in it. Be;
that Mr. Carlton had not spoken of the circuin-

He went straight on to his home through
the moonlit streets, and soon afterwards
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retired to rest, or rather to bed, for rest he did

not get. That shadowy face haunted him in

ist manner
;
he could g

for it, but lay tossing and turning until morning

light ;
and then, when he did get to sia

saw it in his dreams,

J3ut Ave must go back to tin

On leaving Mrs. Gould's house they parted with

Mr. Lycett at the door, for their road lay in the

Opposite direction to his, and .Mr. Job]

his arm through his brother's i

went up the street, young Frederick walking

by their Bide.

"This is a most unfortunate event,"
Mr. John.

"It is to the full as mysterious as it is

unfortunate," was the reply of hi
" Prussic acid get into my composing draught!
The thing is an impossibility."

" I wonder whether prussic acid had been

mixed with the draught, or whether the

draught had been poured out and prussic acid

substituted ?
"

cried Frederick.
" Don't talk in that senseless way, Frede-

rick," rebuked Mr. Stephen.
" Who would

pour medicine out of a bottle and substitute

prussic acid ?
"

"
Well, papa, it is pretty sure that she took

prussic acid
; so it must have been given to

her in some way."
" From the drain left in the phial, it is

apparent that some drops were mixed with the

draught, just sufficient to destroy life, and no

more," observed Mr. John. "
Stephen," he

added, lowering his voice, and speaking with

hesitation, "are you sure—pardon the question,
but are you sure you did not, in some unac-

countable lit of absence, mix it with it your-
self?"

In good truth the affair to Mr. John Grey,
a man of sound practical sense, did appear
most unaccountable. lie had turned it over

in his mind in all its bearings as he stood by
the bed at Mrs. Gould's, and the only \

i

solution he could come to was, that the poison
must have been inadvertently mixed with the

draught when it was made up. And yet this

appeared most unlikely, for he knew how correct

his brother was,
" I have not mixed medicines for twenty

, John, to make a fatal mistake at last,"

was the reply of Stephen Gre;
»

;
the

draught was carefully and properly mi
"

I stood by and watched papa do it, Uncle

John, audi am sure it was earefully mixed,"
said Frederick, rather resenting his uncle's

doubt. "Do you think he could have taken

down the jar of prussic acid from its corner in

a ht of absence I—why, he couldn't reach it,

you know, without the steps ;
and they have

way,
'

1

I

inter;

j tap
it, 1

belj i-'isher

tumin
while ,

diatoly to

Dick

>t immediately," spoke 1'

waited a short while i

finished his sup;

of for one moment whil- . .* Mr.
Whitt.

cipation of what might

question.
" W] •

papa
had quite finished I

was putting the paper round I —and
we neither of us, I or Whittaker,
room until Dick had gone out with

"
Well, it apj : inoompn

exclaimed Mr. John <

The first thing they did ou i iras to

question Dick. He slept at the I

John's house, and tin room,

rousing Mr. Dick from his

m of fourteen, who struggled

up in bed, his eyes wild with surprise.
" Wake up, Dick.'
" I am ai iok.

" Be
I wanted ? is t:

"
No, nothing of th

"I only want Did

you carry any medj t 'a to-

nigh:
" I took some
" Wh
"It

air. 1 took it down and

fat Pepperfly, for it

door."

"Bi I you
loiter - your basket

down
"I w.ii- hoy,

itly. "J
y say as I

didn't

ing must i •

ng about
.

returned hi

whether that little bottle of ue was
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delivered at Mrs. Gould's untouched, in the
\

same state that it was given to you."
"
Yes, that it was, sir," was the boy's ready

answer, and they could tell by his manner that

he was speaking the truth.

Telling him he might go to sleep again, they

went down to the surgery. No one was in it

then, and the gas was turned very low. Mr.

'Stephen turned it on, and brought in the steps

from the recess outside, where they were kept.

In a remote corner of the highest shelf was a

glass jar, labelled "Hydrocyanic Acid;" he

mounted the steps and reached it down.
" See !

" he exclaimed,
"
actually cobwebs

upon it, woven from the stopper to the jar,

and the dust on it an inch thick ! that proves
it has not been touched for some time. Why,
it must be six weeks at least since we had

occasion to use it."

It was the only preparation of prussic acid in

their possession of any sort, whether diluted or

otherwise, and the seeing the jar in this state

completely did away with the half doubt on

John Grey's mind touching his brother—he

saw that he could not have used it. They
leaned their elbows on the counter where the

medicines were usually compounded, and talked

together over the affair, unable to offer any

conjecture or surmise which might tend to

solve it.

Thus absorbed, they did not notice the

movements of Frederick. He, ever restless,

ever seeking to be in action, as boys of that

age are sure to be, laid hold of the white linen

duster kept in the surgery, and dusted well

the glass containing the poison. John Grey
caught sight of the feat just as it was accom-

plished.

"O, Frederick ! what have you done V
"Only taken off the dust and cobwebs,

uncle," answered the lad, wondering at the

tone of alarm.

"Do you know," cried John Grey, speaking

sharply in his excitement,
" that that meddling

action of yours may cost your father his life ?

Or, at least, his reputation."
The crimson of emotion rushed violently

into the face of Frederick. He made no
answer.

" So long as that dust was on the jar, it was
a sure proof that it had not been opened. Did

you see the cobwebs spun from the stopper to

the jar? What could have afforded more
certain evidence that the stopper had not been

i out ? Those friendly cobwebs might
bfcve i&ved your father."

Grey felt as if a ball had come
bifl throat and was choking him : as if it

would take his whole life to atone for the

imprudence of which he had been guilty.

"It is not likely they will suspect my
father," he exclaimed ;

" and as to accusing
him—no, uncle, they will not do that."

" Whom will they accuse, think you ? you
or me 1 The medicine went out of this house,
and was delivered untainpered with to Nurse

Pepperfly, was administered untampered with

also to the patient, so far as we can learn or
.

suspect. Mr. Carlton, a man in honourable

practice, as we are, testifies that the draught
did smell of prussic acid when the nurse put it

into his hand ; he spoke of it at once, as the

nurse testifies. To whom, then, will people's

suspicions be directed but to him who made up
the medicine ? You have faith in your father

and I have faith in my brother that he could

not be, and was not, guilty of the careless error

of putting poison in the sleeping draught ;
but

that cobwebbed, dusty jar would have been

proof that he had not, for those who have not

faith in him. And now you have destroyed
it ! Go home to bed, boy ! you have done

enough mischief for one night."
The words, in all their full sting, told on

Frederick Grey. A remorse, amounting to

positive agony, was taking possession of him
for the imprudence he had committed. He
did not reply ;

he was too completely subdued ;

he only longed to be away from all eyes, where

he might indulge his sorrow and his repentance—where he might consider the means, if there

were any, of repairing his fault, and pray to

God to turn away the evil. He wished his

uncle good night in a humble voice, and turned

to his father.
" Good night, and God bless you, my darling

boy !

" said Mr. Stephen, warmly.
" You did

not do wrong intentionally. Be at ease
;

I

am conscious of my own innocence, and I can

put my hearty faith in God to make it plain."

Frederick Grey went home and threw him-

self on his bed, sobbing as if his heart would

break, in spite of his sixteen years. There was

nobody to whom he could turn for comfort.

He was an only child, and his mother, whom
he loved better than anything on earth, was

away in a foreign land, gone to it in search o."

health.

Mr. John Grey and his brother remained in

the surgery, and were joined by their assistant,

Mr. Whittaker, who was a qualified surgeon.

They talked the matter over with him, but no

solution of it whatever could be arrived at.

" That the draught was given to the boy as

Mr. Stephen left it, I and Frederick can both

testify," said the assistant. "Dick, it appears,

delivered Lt intact to Mrs. Pepperfly, who took

it straight to Mr. Carlton, and he at once

smelt the prussic acid. I can't make it out

at all. I have heard of magic, but this beats it
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hollow What a pity but Mr. Carlton had

t the draught back here when he called."
<•

1 id you sec him, Whitl

Step!
"

I saw him. There was only mj
He came in and asked if he could speak a word

to Mr. Stephen Grey. Mr. Stephen, 1 told

him, was out, and he went away."
u

Well," said Mr. Grey, "it does app
be utterly incomprehensible ; time, I BU]

will bring an elucidation upon it. As it does

upon most things."

CHAPTER VIII. POPULAR OPINION IN

SOUTH * i

sday morning arose, the morning sub-

sequent to Mrs. Cram's death, and South

Wennock was in excitement from one end of

it to the other. Everybody was out of doors

discussing the fatal event. Groups gathered

everywhere ;
on the pavement, in the high

road, on the sills of shops, at private doors,

they congregated ;
one only theme in their

minds and on their tongues. The previous

day, Monday, had been pretty fruitful for the

gossip-mongers, inasmuch as they had found

nuts from the accident to Mr. Carlton and his

groom ;
but that paltry news was as nothing

compared to this. You are aware how prone
we are to pick up any little bit of mystery,
how we dive into it and strive to make it

ours, never resting until it is fathomed
; you

may then judge what a dish this must have

been for South Wennock's inhabitants, en-

shrouded on all sides, as it was, with m\

Mr. John Grey was right when he assumed

that it was on his brother the onus of the

affair would fall. Almost the universal opinion
taken up was, that Mr. Stephen Grey had

committed the error in carelessness, when

making up the sleeping draught. The fact

that he had been a correct mixer of medicines

all his life, went for nothing now.
" I've druv my horses for fifteen year and

never throwed 'em down to kill my passengers

yet ; but that's no reason why I mayn't have

the ill-luck some day," spoke the coachman of

a four-horse stage, plying daily between two

certain towns, and halting at South Wennock
for breakfast, at the Red Lion inn. "And
that's just it, as I reckon, with Mr. Stephen

Grey. He have been a accurate mixer of

physic, up to now
;
but he may have made the

mistake at last. The best of us is liable to

'em
;

as I'm sure the gentlemen standing
round knows/'

The gentlemen standing round nodded.

They formed part of a large group collected at

the coach entrance of the Red Lion. The

group comprised people of various degrees and

i : y place u

are all

jiiliarly on loeal t

withoui

the black*!.

druv a nail a home's foot last week,
and lamed him

\
and I'll be Q

such a a at hasn't happened to me
ars."

"Look a too |* said a

man, 1. respectful i\ outside of
the crowd,— Will.

a hundred times had he gone up the rr.

that punt of his, and always came home safe

till last Friday was a fortnight, and

got drownded at last.

"I am sorry for

observed a gentleman.
4

1 f it has been caused

by his mistake he will feel it all his life. A
i -hearted man i

"It appears to me a!' iost unac-

countable," remarked

who was the incumbent . urch,

and who had come out to join iu the popular

gossip and excitement. Perhaps because he

was a connection of the Greys, his wife and

Mrs. John « I hear that

there was every proof that the jar cont..

the prussic acid—and they Inn

it appears, in their surgery
—had not been

touched."

"Mr. Jol Id me that himself,

morning," interrupted another eager voice.

"As a proof that their jar had not been

touched, it was covered iu cobwebs, he said,

and remained so 0O1 I the lady was

dead : only young mas: officiously

wiped them off."

There ensued a ukooo, The crowd gener-

ally were deliberating upon this last item of

news. It was the first time it had reached

them. A substantial grocer of the name of

riumstead spoke. He WM BOl

affected towards the

a rival shop ; and hi

tone.
" It had been bett

the cobwebs remain, so t: r and

jury might h:ive seen them."

"John Grey is a ma H*

WOllld not tell a

One or two shook their heads

'•We don't knowwh lit do, any of us,

toward the saving of

" Look her. out a fresh \

U the poison have go'.

dramjl
And how could on have

it had not been in i'
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" Of course it was in it. She would not

have died if it hadn't been in it."

" There's the argument. The draught was

sent direct from the Greys' surgery to Palace

Street, and there's Mr. Carlton and Nurse

Pepperny to testify that it smelt as strong as it

could of prussic acid. Why, Mr. Carlton, it

turns out, had a sort of suspicion that it might
do some harm, and called in at the Greys' to

ask about it, only Mr. Stephen was out and
he couldn't see him. I heard say that he
blames himself now for not having brought the

draught away with him."
" Then why didn't he bring it away ?

"

"
Well, of course he never thought that it

was as bad as it turned out to be. And
there's a report going about that he desired

the sick lady not to take the draught."
" Who says that?"
" I heard it."

"At any rate it seems to come to this,"
observed a gentleman who had not yet spoken.
"That when the draught went out of the

Messrs. Greys' surgery it went out with the

poison in it. And as Mr. Stephen Grey him-
self mixed that draught, I don't see how he
can shift the dilemma from his own shoulders."

" He can't shift it, sir," said a malcontent.
"

It's all very well to say young master Fred

wiped the cobwebs off the jar. Perhaps he

did
;
but not, I'll lay, before they had been

previously disturbed.
"

"
Talking about young Fred," interposed

the grocer ; "he was going by my shop just

now, and I asked him about it.
* My father

mixed the draught correctly,' he said
;

' I can

be upon my word that he did, for I saw him
do it.

5 ' Can you be upon your oath, Master
Frederick V returned I, just by way of catch-

ing the young gentleman.
'

Yes, I can, if

necessary,' said he, throwing his head back in

his haughty, fearless way, and looking me full

in the face
;

' but my word is the same as my
oath, Mr. Plumstead.' And he went off as

corked as could be."

"Young Fred is a chip of the old Grey
block, open and honourable," cried the little

barber. " He may have noticed nothing
wrong, and if the boy says he didn't, why I

don't believe he did."

"They says," cried another, dropping his

voice,
" that Mr. Stephen had got his head

full of champagne, and couldn't see one bottle

from another. That he and Fisher the land
it had been drinking it together."

"Nonsense !

" rebuked the clergyman. "Mr.
Stephen Grey is not one to drink too much."

"
Why, sir," cried the coachman, willing to

"ony—for the aspersion just
bad not found favour with him, or

with many of those around him—"\ heard
that Mr. Fisher could be a witness Vi Mr.

Stephen's favour, for he stood by aijl s

him make up the physic."
At this juncture Mrs. Fitch's heac

peared at the side door. She was looking for

the coachman.
"
Now, Sam Heath ! Do you know that

half hour has been up this five minutes ?
"

Sam Heath, the coachman, hastened up t\

yard, as fast as his size would permit him.

The fresh horses were already attached to the

coach, the passengers were waiting to mount.
Sam Heath had been gathering in the news

of the great event that morning instead of

attending to his breakfast, and had become
absorbed in it.

Before the little diversion caused by this

interference of Mrs. Fitch was over, another

comer had been added to the collected knot of

gossipers. It was the gentleman just spoken
of, Mr. Fisher, the land surveyor and agent,
a pleasant-looking man of thirty, careless in

manner as in countenance. Considering what
had just been avowed, as to his knowledge of

the affair, there was no wonder that he was

rapturously received.

"Here's Fisher! How d'ye do, Fisher?

I say, Fisher, is it true that your champagne
was too potent for Stephen Grey last night,

causing him to mistake prussic acid for whole-

some syrup of squills ?
"

"That's right! Go on, all of you!"
returned Fisher, satirically.

"
Stephen Grey

knows better than to drink champayne that's

too potent for him, whether mine or anybody
else's. I'll just tell you the rights of the case.

It was my wife's birthday, and "

" We heard wedding day," interrupted a

voice.
" Did you ? then you heard wrong. It was

her birthday, and I was just going to open a

bottle of champagne, when Stephen Grey went

by, and I got him in to drink her health. My
wife had two glasses out of it, and I think he

had two, and I had the rest. Stephen Grey
was as sober, to all intents and purposes, when
he went out of my house as he was when he

came into it. I went with him and saw him

compound this identical, fatal medicine."
' ' You can bear witness that he put no

prussic acid into it, then ?
"

" Not I," returned Mr. Fisher. "If it was

said to be composed of prussic acid pure, 1

could not tell to the contrary. I saw him

pour two or three liquids together, but whether

they were poison, or whether they were not, I

could not tell. How should I know his

bottles apart I And if I had known I took no

notice, for I was laughing and joking all the
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time. This morning, when J was in there,

Mr. Vhittaker showed me the place of the

M, and I can be upon niy oath that

no little, so high as that, wa wn by
Mr. Stephen. So far I can .say."

'

Well, of all strange, ^comprehensible

j,
this seems the strangest. If the

lit
"

11 Take care ! we shall be ran over.''

The talkers had to scutter right and left.

Sain Heath, in all the pride and glory of

his box seat, was driving quickly out of the

yard to make up for time wasted, his four

handsome horses before him, his coach, filled

with passengers inside and out, behind him.

It was the break up of the assemblage, and

they dispersed to fall into smaller knots, or to

join other groups.
The probabilities appeared too overwhelming

against Stephen Grey. A sort of tide set in

against him. Not against the man personally,
but against any possibilities that the draught
could have been fatally impregnated by other

hands than his. In vain a very few attempted
to take his part ;

to express their belief that,
however the poison might have got into the

draught it was not put there by Stephen Grey ;

in vain his son Frederick reiterated his de-

claration, that he had watched the draught
mixed, and that it was mixed carefully and

correctly; their speaking was as a hopeless

task, for the public mind was made up." Let it rest, Frederick,'
1

said Mr. Stephen
to his son. "The facts will come to light

sometime, I know, and then they'll be con-

vinced."

"Yes—but meanwhile?" thought Frederick,
with a swelling heart. Ay ! what in the

beanwhile might happen to his father? Would
he be committed for manslaughter?— tried,

: ed, punished ?

Upon none did Mrs. Crane's death produce
a more startling shock than upon Judith Ford.
The hours kept at old Mrs. Jenkinson's were

early, and the house had gone to rest when it

led, so that even the servant

did not know of it until the following mo:
She did not disturb Judith to tell her. Mrs.
Jenkinson the previous night had kindly told

Judith to lie in bed as long as she liked in the

ig, and try to get her face-ache well.

Judith, who had really need of rest, slept long,
and it was past nine o'clock when she came
down to the kitchen. Margaret was just

finishing her own breakfast.
" How's your face, Judith ?

" she asked,

busying herself to get some fresh tea for her

sister. "It looks better. The swelling has

gone down."
" It is a great deal better," replied Judith.

ink to lie so late as

should have called ma

1 take a i

a ready in silence.

she was sure, break it as

shock. As she was
|

•• had to answer
it

;
and felt almost idad <>f the i«

•
i vender how Mrs. Crane is this u

id when she ni

you bean I i
"

" I— I'm afraid she's not quite web

morning,'' replied Marga <» cat some-

thing, Judith—you'll v.

"Not well," returned .Judith, unmindful of

the exhortation to eat "Has : r come
on?"

"
No, it's not They say—they aay—that the wrong medicine has been gi\

her," brought out Margaret, thinking she was

accomplishing her task cleverly.
"
Wrong medicine !

"
repeated Judith, look-

ing bewildered.
* '

It's more than I can understand. But it—they say that the ellects will kill her."

Judith gulped down her hot tea, rose, and
made for the door. Margaret caught her as

she was escaping through it.

" Don't go, Judith. You can't do any good.

Stop where you are."
" I must go, y Those two women

in there are not worth a rush, both put to-

gether ;
at least, th '.- not wor

and the other can't all usted. If

she is in danger, poor young lady, y<»

not see me again until she's out of it.

Margaret, then ! you have no right to i

me."

Margaret contrived to get the door

and placed her back.

that chair, Judith, while I tell you sonn :

It is of no gO in. Do you un-

derstand .'-or

Judith, overpowered by the strong will so

painfully and evidently m earnest, sat down

in tlie chair in 1 waited for a:

planation. I not in the least v.

stand, and stared hard at iu r sister.

is all over. .Judith ;
it was over at ten

idith's a

pa she

could not yet realise the sense of the WW
u \i rey sent

draught, to be g

tinned Margaret
" He made some extraordi-
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nary mistake in it, and sent poison. As soon

as she drank it, she died."

Judith's face had been growing of a livid,

death-like whiteness, but there was the same

hard, uncomprehending look upon it. It sud-

denly changed ;
the hard look, for intelligence,

the uncertainty, for horror. She uttered a low

shriek and hid her eyes with her hands.

".Now this is just what I thought it would

be—you do take on so," rebuked Margaret.
"It is a shocking thing ; it's dreadful for the

poor young lady ;
but still she was a stranger

to us."

Judith had begun to shiver. Presently she

took her hands from her eyes and looked at

her sister.

" Mr. Stephen sent the poison, do you say?''
"
They say it. It's odd to me if he did.

But her death, poor thing, seems proof po-
sitive."

" Then he never did send it!
"
emphatically

cried Judith. ' '

Oh, Margaret, this is awful !

When did she die ?
"

" Well I believe it was about a quarter or

ten minutes before ten last night. Mr. Carl-

ton it appears called there sometime in the

evening, and was there when the draught was

brought in, and he smelt the poison in the

bottle. He went off to the Greys to ask Mr.

Stephen whether it was all right, but she had
taken it before he could get back again.

"

The hard, stony look was re-appearing on
Judith's face. She seemed not to understand,
and kept her eyes fixed on Margaret.

"If Mr. Carlton smelt the poison, why did

he not forbid it to be given to her ?
" she said

after a while.
" Well—upon my word I forget. I think,

though, Mrs. Gould said he did forbid it. It

was from her I got all this
;
she came in here

as soon as I was down this morning. She is

in a fine way, she and old Pepperfly too
; but,

11 her, there's no need for them to fear.

It doesn't seem to have been any fault of

theirs."

Judith rose from her chair where she had

quietly sat during the recital.
" I must go in

and learn more, Margaret," she said in a

e tone, as if she feared being stopped a
second time.

"Ay, you may go now," was Margaret's
P. "I only wanted to break the news

to you first.
"

Gould and nurse Pepperfly were doing
duly over tho kitchen fire, talking themselves
ted in fcfae face, and imbibing a slight modicum

ofort by way of soothing their shattered
''

I he cam.: up the

the house passage and
n the kitchen door.

Both screamed. Too busy to see \ hear

her, sitting as they were with their ba%s to

the window, her entrance startled them.

overcome, they became voluble on the 8'

of the past night ;
and Judith, leaning ag

the ironing-board underneath the win
listened attentively, and garnered up the

ticulars in silence.

"It is next door to an impossibility tint

Mr. Stephen could have mixed poison wi

the draught," was her first rejoinder. "I, fo^

one, will never believe it."

The room up-stairs was in possession of the

police, but Judith was allowed to see it. The

poor young face lay white and still, and Judith

burst into tears as she gazed at it.

In going down stairs again she just missed

meeting Mr. Carlton. He called at the house,
and spoke to the policeman. He, the surgeon,
had undertaken to assist the police in their

researches to discover who the strange lady was,
so far as he could, and had already written to

various friends in London if perchance they

might have cognisance of her. He appeared
inclined to be sharp with Mrs. Pepperfly,
almost seeming to entertain some doubt of the

woman's state of sobriety at the time of the

occurrence.

"It is a most extraordinary thing to me,
Mrs. Pepperfly, that the lady did not tell you
I had forbidden her to take the draught. I

can scarcely think but that she did tell you.
And yet you went and gave it to her."

''I can be upon my Bible oath that she

never said nothing to me against taking the

draught," returned Mrs. Pepperfly, scarcely

knowing whether to be indignant or to shed

tears at the reproach.
' '

Quite the conterairy.

She wanted to take it, poor soul, right atop of

her gruel ;
and would have took it so, if I had

let her."

Mr. Carlton threw his light grey eyes

straight into the woman's face.
" Are you sure you remember all the occur-

rences quite clearly, Mrs. Pepperfly 1
"

Mrs. Pepperfly understood the insinuation

and fired at it. "I remember 'em just as clear

as you do, sir. And I'm thankful to goodness
that as fur as that night goes I've not got

nothing on my conscience. If it was to come

over again to-night, me being still in ignorance
of what was to turn out, I should just give hej

tin; draught, supposing it my duty, as I give
it her then."

"Well, it appears to me very strange that

she should have taken it," concluded Mr.

Carlton.

In the course of the morning, Judith, in

going
(
Irey,

up the street, encountered Frederick
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"
Veil, Judith," began the boy in a t

resentnent,
" what do you think of this ?"

" '

don't know what to dare to think of it,

sir," was Judith's answer. tw

Nothing in all my
r como ov

'

Judith, you know papa. Now, do you
e it within the range of possibility

—
pos-

sibility, mind you—that he should put pi

acid, through a careless mistake, into a sleeping
!it?"he continued, in excitem

"Master Frederick, I do not believo that

be put it in.''

" But now, look here. I was present when

that medicine was mixed up. I saw every-

thing my father put into it, watched

motion, and I declare that it was mixed cor-

rectly. I happened to be there, leaning with

my arms on the counter iu a sort of idle lit.

"When papa came in with Mr. Fisher, he told

me to go home to my Latin, but I was in no

hurry to obey, and lingered on. I am glad

now I did ! Well, that draught, I can declare,

was properly and sarjly compounded ;
and yet,

when it gets to Mrs. Crane's, there's said to be
j

poison in it, and she drinks it and dies ! Who
is to explain it or account for it I

"

Judith did not reply. The hard look, tell-

ing of some strange perplexity, was over-

shadowing her face again.
" And the town lays the blame upon papa !

They say
—oh, I wont' repeat to you all they say.

But, Judith, there are a few yet who don't

believe him guilty."
"

I, for one," she answered.
"
Ay, Judith. I

"

The lad paused. Then he suddenly bent

forward and whispered something in her ear.

Her pale face turned crimson as she listened,

and she put up her hands deprecatingly, essay-

ing to stop him.
"
Hush, hush, Master Grey ! Be silent,

sir."
"
Judith, for two pins I'd say it aloud.''

" I'd rather you said it aloud than said it

to me, sir.''

There was a pause. Frederick Grey threw

back his head in the manner he was rather

given to, when anything annoyed him, and

there was a fearless, resolute expression on his

face which caused Judith to fear ho was going
ik aloud. She hastened to change t:

subject.

"I suppose there will be an inquest, sir V
a An inquest ! I should just think so. If

here was a case demanding an inquest,
lis i.ne. If the verdict goes against my
r,

it will be my fault." And he forth-

with described to her how he had wiped the

cobwebs from the jar. "The worst of it is,

speaking of minor considerations," he went on,

" that

has any.

says you took

ice have just asked

it was I>

took away t

" Tii

woman. Carlton says she ought to be l

r, we may come
at some knowledge of mwas, and

olioe ;

her on Blinds]
Station. And i t make a run I

Judith, or I shall Dal

boy ran iith gazed after him

as one lost in thought, her countenance resum-

look of hardness, its mazed p
(To be continual.)

THE ROACH.

I havi: taken the roach thus late in this

series of papers because it is an important fish

! to the angler, and

I
and because the heaviest and best roach are

caught during the winter months. The rank

j

weeds, with which so many of our English

ponds and rivers are overgrown, rot away
towards the latter end of October, and are

carried off by the stream, and the water conse-

quently becomes cleared for the roach-fisher,

lloach bite well throughout the summer and

autumn months, fan the greatest

amount of sport from October until th

of January.
In classing fresh- wsi

' of honour

must be given to those taken with the fl\

example, the salmon, salmon-trout, trout, snd

grayling. In the second rank I place the fish

of prey, viz.
,
the jack and perch ;

and in the

third, all the bottom feeders, such as the

roach, dace, cai
[

bream, gudgeon, and

others. Foremost under this head stands the

roach, which is the most important of all to

the bottom-lisher, the barbel

these two river-lish, 1 should give (

t bites pretty freely,

during the whol
barbel is exceed-

ed will bite i
vtain

- and in certain places. The roach

1 Thames anglers.

lloach are found iu great al

Than:

and in

best v.
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always grow to a larger size in rivers than they

do in still waters. Roach are hardy and very

handsome fish. The bright scarlet hue of their

fins is extremely attractive, and when they are

first taken out of the water gives them a beau-

tiful appearance. The beauty of the iris of the

eye is also another striking peculiarity in the

roach. The weight of roach varies from half-

a-pound to three pounds, but a roach of a

pound is a good, and one of two pounds an

excellent fish.

Of course, anglers take a vast number of

roach under half-a-pound in weight. In many
ponds the weight of the roach does not exceed

a few ounces, and when the Serpentine was

free to anglers, the roach taken there rarely

exceeded one quarter of a pound in weight ;

indeed they were such as Thames fishermen

would have returned to the water. Very heavy

carp and bream were taken out of the Serpen-
tine at the rjeriod of which I am speaking, and
I have seen ten-pound carp in the long water

in Kensington Gardens, and in the Round
Pond opposite the Palace. Roach, as I before

said, grow to a larger size in running water,
whereas the reverse is usually the case with carp
and bream. Thames anglers generally restore

to the river all roach which are much under the

quarter-of-a-pound standard, as I have said.

The roach spawns in April or May, and
the " fence months "

(i. e. defence months) for

Thames fish are from the 1st of March until I

the 1st of June, after which bottom-fishing re-
'

commences. From June until the middle of

September roach bite best at early morning,
and again in the evening, from five or six

o'clock until dark, and at this period of the

year often frequent the still deep water near

bridges as well as the neighbourhood of thick

weed beds. During the summer months the

roach will not feed well at mid-day, but in

the winter the middle of the day is the most

likely time for fishing. When the weeds have
rotted away the roach will be found often in

crater, but the selection of a place for

fishing depends much on the day. On a bright
still morning I have known roach bite best in

shallow water, and I believe there is often good

roach-fishing in the Trent, in water from two
to three feet deep. There are many baits for

taking roach, and these of course vary with
the season, and according to the waters in

which they are made use of. In the Thames
I think the liver-gentle is the most taking
bait, but ill the Trent I am inclined to believe

that more execution is done amongst both

and dace with the red worm. In
and still waters I am certain that a
»"''de of new bread, and sweetened

with either honey or sugar, is the best bait.

I have always had most success wheA using
the gentle, but then my experience ofYoach-

fishing has been mostly obtained on the THmes.
If the angler uses a gentle, he must also hake
a ground-bait to attract the roach to the hSok.

Let the ground-bait be made of the cr\mb
of a quartern loaf well soaked, and then

with bran in the proportion of one-half of

each, or rather more of bran than of bre^d.

In this mixture put a few gentles, but not

too many, the object being merely to give the

roach a taste of the gentle, in order to induce

them to come freely to the hook. Having-
well mixed the ground-bait, roll it up into

balls about the size of small dumplings, and

put a pebble in each to sink it. Then very

gently drop these balls into the water as close

as possible to the side of the punt in which

you are fishing. They will thus be carried

down by the stream, the moderate force of

which will break them up and disperse the

bran over your fishing-ground. The roach, at-

tracted by the floating particles, will come up in

shoals to feed upon the ground-bait, in swim-

ming towards which they will smell the gentle
on the hook and bite greedily. There is no
method of roach-fishing equal to this, in my
opinion. As roach feed on the bottom, it is

needful that the ground-bait should entirely

sink, and hence the use of pebbles. For the

same reason the roach-fisher must carefully

plumb the depth before commencing opera-

tions. The bait should be about half an inch

from the ground, so as just to keep clear of

the bottom. By not attending to this simple
rule many roach-fishers miss good sport, as, of

course, if the bait be several inches from the

ground, it is carried over the heads of the

roach, who see nothing of it. Perch and jack,

on the contrary, bite best in mid-water, as,

not being worm-feeders, they have no occasion

to seek their food by grubbing in the ground,
as the roach, dace, barbel, chub, and such fish.

In fishing for roach use a quill float (a porcu-

pine quill is best), and hook No. 10 or 11.

A very small hook does for roach : use also a

fine hair or silk line, and let your gut be fine

and shotted with very small shot. For those

who are sufficiently experienced the best sport

is to be had by using a single hair line. If

using a worm for bait, as is done in some

places, it must be a small red blood-worm, and

the ground-bait must be made of clay and a

few worms, instead of bread and bran. Roach

seldom if ever bite at the fly, although

very commonly will ; but dace, like bleaL

chub, are addicted to basking on the top of the

water (luring the hot months.

Nearly the whole of the river Thames is a

good roach-ground, beginning at Sunbury, and
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g oi through Walton, Halliford, Wey 1

,
&. Pangbourne, Maidenhead, Henley,

(I Great Marlow supply splendid fishing-
mil for all sorts of iisli, and tlie roach is

f those most frequently taken. I have

seen v
r

ory fine roach caught beyond the lock,

belov the "Island" at Henley-on-Thames,
towards Medenham Abbey ;

and the fish in

that part of the river run large. There are

also capital harbours for jack in the many
! of rushes in the vicinity of Meden-

Roach are shy and wary fish, although,
if not alarmed, they will bite very freely.

The great qualifications for a roach-fisher are

patience and an absolute command over the

tongue. Those who join a fishing-party rather

for a frolic than for the sake of sport, need not

expect to catch roach. Half-pound roach are

often used by the jack-fisher for trolling and

spinning in the winter months, and good jack
are undoubtedly sometimes taken thus. As a

bait for jack, however, I give the preference to

the dace over the roach, as the silvery glitter

of the former is irresistible to a hungry pike.

Perhaps in winter jack bite most readily at a

large bait, but in the summer a small one is

certainly preferable. I never use a very large
bait at any time

; and I have caught better

jack with a gudgeon, or small dace, or even

a minnow, than I have ever taken with a

half-pound roach or dace. A pike must
be downright hungry to be tempted by a

large bait, whereas he will often snap at a

small one out of mere wanton spite. On the

other hand, a very large pike will sometimes

swallow a big bait in winter time, when he

would pass over a small one as not worth
the trouble of the " run " he must make to

secure it.

Occasionally large quantities of roach and
-re sold on barrows in the poorer locali-

ties of London, Birmingham, Manchester, and
other populous cities. They are bought by
the very lowest orders, the market price being

usually only from three farthings to twopence
a pound. I cannot recommend the roach to

my readers as a fish likely to repay the trouble

of cooking. It is coarse and bony, and has
the peculiar flavour common to many fresh-

water fish, which is best expressed by the

term "muddy." Small roach, fried in egg
and bread crumbs, are just tolerable. I have
once or twice, when on a fishing-excursion,
tasted them thus dressed. But no one would

give the preference to the roach when perch
and gudgeon were obtainable. The perch is

an excellent dish, the best of all fresh -

fish—the salmonidflB alone excepted—and perch
make a better water-souchet than any other
fish I know of. Gudgeons are excellent when

Med • > a dish of

large perch. Many persons think t
:

:

little inferior to the smelt. I . how-

ever, 8 i particulars C

here, as it i 1 may fa ak of

gudgeons in a future pt]

OUT WITH

W i I were three—tin ta—in

a tent, shiverin wretched Little

coal stove, and calculating tie- vain

tion, after placing against it

wounds, death, dMeMOj starvation, .

misery, and the other num 1 pri-

vations to be encountered durii.

an enemy's country. I, John Robinson,

lishman, thought and said, til

be there as Lieutenant of the 00th B
would turn quill-driver at home

;
Maurice

Byrne, from the sister isle, said he had never

made but one bull in his life, and that v

coming out to the States upon a glory-chase ;

while Washington White growled at thi:

general,
" cussed

" the Southerners, and spat
in the fire to hear it fizzle.

We had all found out that war in earnest,

and being out in full review order, were two

vastly different things ;
the tinsel and glitter

had all gone, and the rags, mud, misery, and

short rations, had placed a most undeniably
wet blanket upon the spirits of three as merry-
hearted "subs" as ever cried "

(tight wheel*

to a company. We lay encamped on the bank

of a river, waiting to make our next si

gical movement. The men were all dispirited,

the camp one vast slough, rations shor

fatigue parties busily at work all day Long

carrying the sick up to hospital in I

town. And so we sat, hungry and low-sp

over the beggarly little fire in our tent.

Maurice was the most light-hearted fellow

amongst us, but, on this occasion, lie was the

gloomiest of the trio ;
he evidently hid

thing on his mind, ami, with his chin I

in his hands, leant silently over the tire,

night was setting in dark and gloomy ; and,

after peeping out, I dropped the canvas and

proposed a smoke.

"Ah!" said Washington; "bring out

those

Maurice | Han of the c:

and two—the only remaining of our

last box—reposed in his trusty eh

Maurice could not hear t

1

sat moodily gasing ai t!

oke ;

something bet I

"
Only one left," said Man:
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"Only one!" we echoed; "then where's

the other ?
"

"Smoked it last night in the trench,"

growled the culprit. "Shouldn't have been

here if I hadn't, it was so cold."

The temptation was great, and, now that

the murder was out, Maurice seemed eased in

his mind, and asked pardon for breaking faith,

which pardon was graciously accorded.
"
Well, out with the other," said I.

The last of the Havanas was produced and

accurately divided into three portions, for the

choice of which we drew lots, when the best

end fell to my share, Maurice obtained the

middle, and Whitewash, as we called him, had

to content himself with the top end. I lit up
at once, and, under the soothing canopy of

smoke which I spread over my head, set my-
self to watch my companions' proceedings. I

Maurice took out a penknife, and began to

shred his piece into tobacco, with which he

economically started an old cutty meerschaum :

while Whitewash cut off one little cylinder and

commenced chewing. The last was the most

saving plan, and our companion was quietly

masticating when I had burned my piece down
to writhin the eighth of an inch of my lips,

singeing my moustache, and even after the

meerschaum had been replaced in its case.
" Rather dry work," I said at last.

" Let's wet it, then," said Maurice.

I fancied I detected a shade of uneasiness

crossing the features of our Yankee friend, but

he quietly lugged out a large leather-covered

flask, and passed it over to me. I had begun
to feel uneasy about the rum, but, on taking
off the leather envelope, there was the quantity
in full tale, but with a tinge of pallor in its

complexion that did not look wholesome. I

filled up our tin measure, and handed White-

wash his "
tot," which disappeared in silence.

The measure was replenished, and I passed it

to Maurice
;

he tasted it, smelt it, and then

burst out with—" Wathered !

"

I tasted the stuff, and, sure enough, the

rum had turned into rum-and-water, and we
both turned to Whitewash for an explanation.
His hang-dog look bespoke the culprit, and,
after shuffling about for a minute, as in doubt

where to bestow his long legs, he broke out,
—

"There, cuss it all, how could I help ?

Last night would have drowned a fellow, '.c e

hadn't had some spirit in him."

Maurice was helpless as an accuser on \ c-

count of the cigar delinquency, and I dared

not take the high post of judge for fear they

might ask after our last biscuit, which by
that time must have completely succumbed to

my gastric juices. So we sat in silence, and
finished the cold grog.

"I say," said Maurice, at length,\"Fm
hungry."

" So am I," said I.

" I should like a chop," said Whitewai

There was a pause, and then Maurice^eon-

tinued,—
" The major had a leg of mutton taken -kito

his tent to-night."
" Nonsense !

"
ejaculated Whitewash anc(r,

simultaneously.
"
Fact," said our informant

;

" some of tl

fellows of the 09th nailed a sheep, and had it

cut up in no time
;
and I believe old Brutus'tL

man stole it from them for the major. The

beggar knows he'd have to cook it, and be able

to stick his teeth into some part or another,
leave alone the sop in the pan."

Whitewash gave a sort of smack with his

lips, and something resembling a sigh escaped
mine.

" I say," said the Yankee, at last,
" what's

foraging ?
"

"
Taking care of number one," replied I.

"
Helping yourself," chimed in Maurice.

" 'Tisn't stealing, is it ?
" said Whitewash.

" Of course not," we echoed.
" Then let's have that leg of mutton."

"Oh, but," said I, "the major isn't an

enemy."
" Ain't he though ?

" said Maurice

friend of mine."
" The calls of nature must be satisfied,"

said Whitewash.

"And this is an enemy's country," sug-

gested Maurice.

"So it is," said I,
" and if I thought the

major's fellow had stolen the mutton, why,
we'd have it, but "

"
Oh," said Maurice,

" we might
found out."

" Not a bit of it," said Whitewash.

We were all silent again for some time,

during which I put a few more sticks on the

fire, so that it gave out a cheerful glow, bright-

ening up the dirty canvas of the tent.

"Pity to waste such a good fire," i

Maurice.

I feelingly assented to this.

"
Yes," broke in our Yankee friend,

" some

slices would frizzle well in front there."

Our heads, somehow, got closer tog<

and the demon Famine must have giv

extra grip to our inner man, for Maurice be

gan tearing up a letter into three pieces, whicl

pieces he then folded into strips, pipelighte

fashion, but of different lengths. Not a

w:is spoken, for we all seemed, conspirator-like

to divine each other's thoughts, until Mamie
held tin' ends of the strips out for us to drav

from, Baying, as he did so,
—
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: est goes."

'lie Yankee and I both drew, and, to my
I found that 1 held the iborl

Maurice the next, and the Yankee the

M," said I, gloomily, "how am I to i

it/"

"Slit the tent, and seize hold of it," said

man.
" Ah, that's the way !

"
said Whitewash.

" Just so," said I, buttoning up, and put-
on my great-coat.

" Look alive, old boy," said Maurice, poking
the fire.

"
I'll watch for you, and whistle if anything

pea wrong," said our companion ; and, with

a sigh of despair, 1 issued out into the cold,

dark night.

It must have been about ten o'clock, and a

mizzling Scotch sort of mist was creeping

through the camp. 1 had not far to go, for

the major's tent was only about fifty yards off,

and over this space, thickly covered with tents,

1 threaded my way, with much the same

sort of feeling as must pervade the bosom of

an unhardened burglar ;
but the sensation of

the stomach rose up and trampled down all

scruples. I crept cautiously up to the tent,

and, piercing a tiny hole in the canvas, peeped
in. The major was dozing on his camp-stool,
and the candle burning on the table displayed
to my hungry gaze a roughly hacked-olF, but

very fine, leg of mutton, hanging to the tent-

pole, and, of course, quite out of reach from a

hole in the canvas. This was quite enough
for me, so, carefully retracing my steps, I told

my tale to my comrades.
" Why didn't you slip in and take it, as he

asleep?" asked Maurice.
" Ah ! to be sure," echoed the American,

with a snarl ;

"
why didn't you ?"

I had no reason to give, and sulkily told

the Irishman to try himself. This did not

seem to suit his inclination, nevertheless he

prepared to make the attempt. We followed

him at a distance, and, as he neared the tent,
we could see his dark body in relief against
the canvas. He had evidently made a hole,
and was reconnoitring ; and, after a few

minutes, he moved slowly towards the en-

trance, and suddenly fell down. We heard

a noise and an imprecation, and then turned

and fled.

We had scarcely got into tho tent, when
our companion came hurrying in, muddy, and
with his nose bleeding.

" I forgot those confounded tent-ropes," he

growled ;

" and here's a pretty deuce of a mess
I'm in."

"Where's the mutton?" we both asked,

grinning at .nd I, for my
' at his ill

"In Uli likely to stay,

wil] >• i in,

"Ah," said Whitewash, vitaam*
tumid havi

" Well ! ir nation-

ality," said J.

" Wait a bit, and perhaps that eye will shut,
and then v.

W e s;U fat Sbooi a <|'r

>ur companion quietly •-' f the

tent, while we waited his return :

Ten minutes elapsed, and then we w

by the sharp erack of a rei

to our feet, and looked horror o each
other's faces

;
but I | for

thought : in a few moments we heard the roll

of a drum, followed by others,

bugle sounded the at tram-

pling in all directions, and we hurried out,

and fell-in with our company, of which
Whitewash was ensign. I looked in vain for

him, and was beginning to have " dire fore-

bodings
"

as to his fate, when I saw him slip

into his place.

Whispered inquiries passed along the i

as to what was wrong, and whether a night
attack had been made, but no one knew tho

cause of the alarm. No videttes had been

driven in, and no further alarm took place, so

that in half an hour we dismissed, con:

being restored, and returned to our
• very one being satisfied that it was |

alarm
; though I half e <»ur major

would say he had fired upon an intruder in his

tent. But no
;
the pudgy old gentleman was

evidently as ignorant as the id the

whole affair seemed enwrapped in .

As soon as we were in our tent, Whitewash
fastened and pegged up the entrance quite

securely, blew up and added fuel to the half-

expired fire, and then, lifting up ;

our waterproof si W out and flow

over his head the leg of mutton, finishing off

by bringing it down "thud" upo:

back.

•w, Paddj .

Jack i make him y, and

then bring him with y.m ;
tell him we've got

a feed on, and then Bg some tobacco

and rum, for I know he has some 1

"But," we both asked, "how did you

get it

"How did I get it "why, by
common-sense prinei; Q& down on my
hauls and knees, about a do I from

the old Tyrant's den, flashed off my revolver,
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and then dodged round the nearest tent to the

back of his. Just as I expected, the old

skunk ran out on the alarm, and I dragged up
some of the canvas, walked off with and made

the leg safe, and then fell in. I was rather

late, but nobody noticed it. And now rout

Jack up, or he'll be gone to roost, and we

mus'n't leave a * wrack behind '
to tell the

tale."

Maurice hurried off, and we set to, and soon

had our little stove sputtering and blazing with

the mutton-steaks we had cut. Our comrade

returned in an incredibly short space of time,
with the new-comer, who added to the feast

half-a-dozen biscuits, some tobacco, and half a

bottle of rum. Every man was his own

Soyer, and the fire blazed up so that we had

to hang up our overcoats to keep the light

in. We worked hard at it ; and as the rich,

juicy, though somewhat blackened, mouthfuls

disappeared, all unpleasant thoughts as to

the manner in which we obtained our feast

were banished, and it was declared by all to

be a clever piece of foraging, there being
not the slightest doubt that we were in an

enemy's country, and the major always hav-

ing been a tyrant and an enemy to us young
"subs."' Nevertheless we drank to the old

boy's health, again and again, as well as our

own, all round.

The bone was thoroughly denuded, a few

pieces being put on one side for future con-

sumption, and the bare shank carefully wrapped

up in the New York Herald, tied up with

string, and directed in a disguised hand, Jack

Eoberts undertaking to drop it near the major's

tent, on his way back. We all declared that

there never was so prime a leg before, and
each lauded his own cooking. How long we
should have sat, if the tobacco and rum had

lasted, it is impossible to say, but our stock of

both having disappeared, and morning ap-

proaching. Jack slipped off, and we lay down
to rest, but seemed scarcely to have dropped

asleep before the reveille sounded, and we
hurried off to morning parade. On our way
we were accosted by the private who acted as

the major's servant
; and, speaking for myself,

the hot blood mounted to my cheeks as the

man came up, for conscience suggested we
were found out. But no. The fellow saluted,
and trusted we should excuse his forgetfulness,
and hoped we would not let his master know,
for th lie had to deliver should have

attended to the previous evening.
'I'Im:

..as,
" Would we sup with the

;ht, at nine l"

We sent our compliments, and would be

happy ; but, iii the course of the day, we
Another despatch, stating that the

major could not do himself the honour of en-

tertaining us that night, but must defer the

pleasure.

Before twenty-four hours had passed we were

in full retreat before the Southern forces, and
it was not until two days after that we were able

to finish the mutton. G. M. Fenx.

IN MEMOEIAM.

J. A. M.

i.

With every quiet wife-like grace
She lived

;
—and as she lived, she died.

Her deep pure love's unruffled tide

Scarce show'd a ripple on its iace.

For, all the wishes of her heart—
Each thought, each care, or hope or bliss

Sprang but from him, and were but his

"Who in her every pulse had part.

in.

She turu'd to him as flowers to light,

And drank in sunshine from his look
;

She read each feature as a book
Where love alone could read or write.

Thus intermingling, two pure lives

Grow fused and moulded into one ;

Each in the other seeks its own,
And each has nought but what it gives.

For twelve swift months, in shade or sun,
But ever bright and fair to see

The golden days in peace did flee,
—

The peace that springs from duty done.

And yet while light filled heaven's dome,—
As flowers fold their leaves ere night,

She felt the waning of the light,

And knew the voice that called her home.

VII.

With trembling hearts and bated breath

We wait beside her quiet bed,
And watch in hope, yet solemn dread,

The coming mystery of Death.

Morn breaks at last
;
the Night is gone.

Love's last fond words are faint but clear,
" Good night my darling,"

—Heav'n is near.

Her eyes behold another Dawn.

Not Death, but Christ himself alone

Unloosed her life's frail silver cord :

Her strongest law had been His word.

She walk'd with God. He took His own.

B. G. Joiiks.
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PIPER'S SPECTRAL ILLU,^

The possibility of having too much of a

good thing has been long recognised and ap-

preciated. My complaint against Mrs. Kiswick

was too respectable. Respect-

ability is, without doubt, a quality very precious
in its way ; yet it may, I maintain, assume

redundant and oppressive dimensions. Mrs.

Kiswick's respectability, however dear to her-

self, completely cowed, over-shadowed, weighed
down all with whom she came in contact.

I ought to explain, perhaps, that during a

portion of my life Mrs. Kiswick was my land-

lady. She let lodgings
—"apartments" she

always preferred to call them—if people really

declined to adopt her most cherished phrase
and say

" a portion of her house." Certainly
it was a very large portion

—
quite a lion's

share of her residence, that she abandoned to

the use of her tenants—retaining only the

kitchens for her own occupation. For my
part, I rented the second floor. The house

was situate in a very eligible quarter of the

town. When I say that by well projecting my
head from the front window I could, in fair

weather, and other circumstances favouring me,
catch a decided glimpse of the capes of the

. beadlo of the Burlington Arcade, the reader

will readily understand in how very desirable

a neighbourhood I was domiciled.

My own name is Piper—Thomas Piper,

gentleman, of no particular profession or occu-

pation. My father realised a considerable

amount of money by extensive contracts in

connection with Irish pork. At his death I

found myself the possessor of a decent share

of his property. That share, I regret to say,

has not increased in value by my method
of dealing with it. I settled in London with

the plan of looking about me, and of adopting,

ultimately, some employment which, while it

made no great tax upon my time or my ener-

gies, should yet be exceedingly remunerative

in character. I may say frankly, at once,
that I have not yet succeeded in finding quite
the sort of thing I have been now some

in quest of. Meanwhile, however, I have not

been absolutely idle. I have carefully studied

the advertisements in the Times, to see if any-

thing in my way was offering itself to public
notice. I have had many interviews with

gentlemen who wanted partners
—and even

more than partners—additional capital, for

lack of which it seemed that "
enterprises of

great pith and moment" were falling into a

rather alarming state of collapse. 1 have seen

many promoters of many promising under-
takings, which only | little not
be put into them to

the matter of gold—on t

suppose, as you have sometimes to
into a pump before you can get any out,—and
I have had a voluminous correspon

I a great number of peo;
determined upon making my f .

i would only let them, and give th-m soma
little encouragement to begin with in the shape

. of, say, a cheque for live hundred pou
so. Up to this time, however, as I have said,
I have not found exacth >rtunity for

j
employing myself that 1 have looked for.

has run on. I am not nearly so young as I
was once,—if you are really particular as to age,
I have no great objection to your setting me
down as about forty,

—and still the question as
to how I shall employ my life remains un-
settled

;
while I cannot disguise from myself

that the probabilities of my suiting myself
with an occupation do not appear to be on the

increase. I am of a hopeful disposition, how-

ever, if not positively of a sanguine tempera-
ment. I see no reason to despair. I continue
to look about me. I may find any day, any
hour, the sort of thing I want, or it may find

me. In the interim, I lead a qui
uncomfortable life, keeping very tolerably within

my income, with only an occasional excursion

beyond its border.

From my objection to Mrs. Kiswick's exces-

sive respectability may have a. i pro-
cess of natural growth, my aversion to bomba-
zine as a material of dress. For the t

inseparably connected. The woman of i

dant respectability invariably wears boml .

Bombazine is, in

female ultra-respectability always sails. Its hue
announces mourning and family bereavement

and atlliction, so that it cannot but make large
demands upon one's sympathy and respect and
forbearance

;
while it , limp, clinging

character is as a sort of protest a

gaudiness, frivolity, and i 4 dress in

which that portion of which does not

stability its strong point, is known
to indulge. M k, of course, wore

bombazine. Out of bombazine I never once

saw her, during the whole term of my residence

b her roof. My impression is that she

even slept in bombazine. But, of course, I

cannot be expected to giv« information

upon this head. I never . Kiswick

vol. x. Xo, 231.
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asleep. Respectability forbid ! But certain it

is that, whenever, owing to some unfortunate

accident—either from a lodger mislaying his

key, or straugely forgetting its precise use, or

some such thing, Mrs. Kiswick was roused

from her couch at an unseemly hour of the

night, she was never found to appear otherwise

than scrupulously garbed in her favourite

material.

Dogberry attached importance to the fact

that he had "had losses." (I reject the alter-

ation of Mr. Collier's emendator to " had

leases") In the same way Mrs. Kiswick

seemed to consider that her position in society

was benefitted, and her own value enhanced,

by the number of deaths that had occurred in

her family. According to her account, her

relatives had been taken from her not simply
one by one, but quite in groups or batches at

a time, and the manner of their deaths had

been by no means normal
;
their complaints

had always been attended by extraordinary
circumstances : physicians had been baffled,

and in vain
;
science had been fairly dumb-

foundered by disorders, without precedent in

their origin and diagnostics. From the demise

of Mrs. Kiswick's niece, Anna Mary, aged two

years and three months, up to the decease of

her maternal grandfather, old Mr. Chillup, of

the West India trade, at the mature age of

eighty-nine, incidents of elaborate mystery and

complication had marked the departure of Mrs.

Kiswick's relations
;
and the ample narration of

these appeared to be to her a great source of

comfort. Vainly did any lodger seek, out of

his own limited stock of bereavements, to

adduce an instance which could vie in its pecu-

liarity with the cases figuring in Mrs. Kiswick's

sad recitals. Mrs. Kiswick could easily cap

any other person's experience in this respect.
She always retained, as it were, a trump card

in her hand, and kept command of the game.
She fell back upon the series of disorders and
afflictions endured by a great aunt on her

father's side, beyond which it hardly seemed

possible to go, in the way of the dreadful and

amazing. I have often thought that the cases

of Mrs. Kiswick's relatives, if fully set forth,
would require a whole library of medical

history all to themselves.

Submission the most abject to Mrs. Kiswick's

governance, was one of the inevitable conditions

of residence beneath her roof. No lodger was

permitted to order his own method of life. On
any such attempt, lie was at once encov.i

iwfck, clothed in shining bombazine,
and armed to the teeth with her respectability.

For a long series of years,
«'m ' 1 "

ighly acquainted with what was
raand herselfi The regulations

j

of her establishment must be regarded—hersel

and her servants must be duly recognised an]

; remembered. Meals must be taken at specified

hours—coals carried up—beverages brought in—bells rung and answered—errands ran—let-

ters sent to the post
—

only at proper periods

j

of the day. No lodger must look for excep-

|

tional treatment ;
the convenience of one must

J yield to consideration for the comfort of the

\ many. Upon these points Mrs. Kiswick gave
!
free vent to grim expostulations. She was a

\ tall woman, with pendulous cheeks that entirely

!

hid the tight black string securing her black

|

net cap upon her head, with respectability
i gleaming in her watery black eyes, proclaimed
in every part of her attire—written even as it

were upon the prunella covered bunnions which

so seriously affected the symmetry of her feet.

With a calm, grave vigour, she opened fire upon
a contumacious lodger. She left him silenced,

conquered, raked fore-and-aft by her experi-

; ence, her long standing as a householder and

ratepayer, the number of her bereavements,
and their remarkable and mysterious character ;

overwhelmed, in fact, by her unimpeachable

respectability. In my own case, whenever I

was betrayed into sedition, I found myself

especially awTed back into propriety of conduct

by the striking contrast Mrs. Kiswick was in

the habit of drawing between my behaviour

and that of the inhabitant of the parlours
—

j

"a thorough gentleman, every inch of him,"
as Mrs. Kiswick was fond of asserting, with a

look that seemed to declare that I might derive

lasting benefit by a closer following of his ex-

ample. Thenceforth I always looked upon
" the parlours

"
as a mean-spirited wretch, who

had surrendered himself completely a slave to

i Mrs. Kiswick and her respectability. After-

wards, howr

ever, upon forming an acquaintance
with my fellow tenant, I changed my opinion.
1 found that he had made various attempts to

throw off Mrs. Kiswick's yoke, but he had

been much deterred and disheartened by that

lady's account of the charming demeanour, the

beautiful content, and resignation of a lodger
on the second floor, who was invariably desig-

nated " a gentlemanly creature." I, it seemed,
was that gentlemanly creature. Mrs. Kiswick's

j

tactics were certainly admirable, if not alto-

gether ingenuous. She obtained additional rule

over her lodgers by holding up to them, as

mplars, very fanciful portraits of each

other.

I remained some time under Mrs. Kiswick's

control, rather because I am very averse to

changes, and am slightly disposed to indolence,

perhaps, than because I was absolutely com-

fortable. Indeed, Mrs, Kiswick's apartments
could hardly be described as comfortable : for
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one reason, I really believe, be.

so clean. V>
tly told that 6L

next to godliness, but I am I

think that very often uneleanli

oil" from comfort. 1 am aware that t'.

to be received as a very dreadful and

lent, especially by those who
: it Buffered to the extent I have from

their rooms being "put to right

Kiswick set great store upon oleanliness, and
l for it in her bills. She took great

pride in stating that her house was the cl<

in the street. (It might have been, or might
not. I never thought it worth while to dispute
the matter.) She would often point, trium-

phantly, to the fireplace, and demand if I had
ever seen a grate better black-leaded ? This

was all very well. But I know, upon a cold

morning, it is far more pleasant to find a glow-

ing, crackling fire in the unleaded stove than,

shivering, to be called upon to commend the

brilliant polish of an empty grate. Besides,
if anything's to be polished, why not the

boots ? Mine, I regret to say, under Mrs.

Kiswick's regime, were terribly lustreless— I

always suggesting the notion not so much that

the blacking had run short as that the polish-

ing brush had been somehow mislaid. But
Mrs. Kiswick and her retinue laid such stress

upon the splendours of black-lead, that they
seemed to have lost sight of any other sort of

shine altogether. Sweeping the room, more-

over, is no doubt an excellent proceeding in its

way, especially for the carpet, but I think it is

rather detrimental to everything and everybody
else in the neighbourhood of the operation ;

furniture, books, papers, are covered with a

rich bloom of dust, as though they were so

much fruit
;
and I have been sometimes doomed

to breakfast in a chokingly loaded atmosphere—
in quite a London fog of dust, and all by
reason of Mrs. Kiswick's redundant cleanli-

It's very nice, no doubt, to have clean

windows, but I do protest against the sudden

invasion of my privacy on the part of Mrs.

Kiswick, and to her subjecting me, in the

severest weather, to the keenest of draughts,

simply because, as she explains,
" the time has

come round again for doing my windows."

But to lodge with Mrs. Kiswick was to be in-

cessantly the victim of an inexorable routine.
" Could you be out all Friday. would

sometimes ask
;

" I want to give your rooms a

thorough good clean. They want it terrible,"

And she would glance round her as though she

contemplating quite an Augean Btal

had not the courage to say that I infinitely

preferred my rooms to be let alone, however

dirty ;
but such, in truth, was my decided

preference.

be culminating point of Mrs. Kiswick's

bet claim to I-

I "hurch of

Ei L I hi to doubt

:th an

additm q for Rgl

establishmi -man had

probably been a -ana suffi-

foi the con:

Kiswick's i

i have been the fore-

going circumstances in connection with the

economy of the house in which I lived, that

the reader may derive a cor: s&ion

If—for men may be judged

by their surroundings ;
ami a

scription of my lodgings and my landlady

consequently relieves me in a great mi

from the unple;.

setting forth of my own I ty personal

advantages and defiti By indivi :

and idiosyncrasy. I was M lodger
for sometime; and now, kno
wick and her lodgings, you are, or ou_

be, I think, in a position to form

notion of the manner of man that !

The absence of a settled en. I does

not conduce, I think, to I

f mind. An idle man

trily a trifler—apt to I stress

upon —ami, I

to invent occupation out of the poorest mate-

rials. At Mrs. Kiswick's I breakfasted at as

late an hour a I pro-

my meal as much as pi
order

to dispose of as large a portion of the day as

I could. I read my "Times" newspaper labo-

riously
—

especially til It was

a sort of business occupation in itself to search

sedulously the advertisement! for

into which I might at once tiing myself and

my capital. The newspap ith, various

small questions occupied me, and I lighted

a pipe by way of aid to reflection. At what

hour should I dine I and Bjfc I what

should I have for dinner {0 out

y in ? If I went out where should I go ?

and at what hour should I return ? If I

I 1 do ? And
then 1 had to consider that important topic,

the weather. Was it going to be fine, or did
'

it threaten rain I A farther

and COmp]

out, 1 should take with me my umbrella or

my walking stick—shou! I
an or

my clumo-soled boots—my new hat or my
! old one—my light coat or my heavy one—
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and so on. You see in this way a man may
find a sort of employment for his faculties

;
—

not of the best kind perhaps, nor very remune-

rative, looking at it from a commercial point

of view—yet still something to do.

Now there are some days of the year when

I take for granted no man who had the option

of staying at home would ever dream of going

out. Days of dreadful bad weather, of gloom,

of cold, of wet, of fog, when I should think

even the most muscular of Christians would

abandon all thought of out-of-door exercise,

and rather seek benefit and exhilaration from

his dumb-bells—instruments from which I

own I never derived anything but intense

dreariness and dissatisfaction, but then I'm

an indolent man, and " a day with the dumb-
j

bells
" holds out to me no great promise of

enjoyment. In any case, there can be no

reason why a man who has nothing to do out

of doors should leave his home if he does not
|

feel disposed to do so—or why he should not

abstain from the dreary delights of dumb-bells

if such be his humour.

It was on a terribly comfortless day, that

there came to pass the events I am about to

disclose to the reader. If I have been a long
time coming to these, it is in a great measure

attributable to the unfocussed state of my
mind, which seems to necessitate an uncertain

and irregular method of approaching things.

I should say, that in point of weather it was

quite the worst day in the whole year, al-

though there was nothing in the almanack
that prepared one for such being the case.

It was in the winter time—not frosty. There
is a cheerful certainty about a frost

; although
one may not like, one can understand it.

People cannot reasonably complain of a frost

being cold. But when there is no frost—
when there is rain, and mist, and darkness,
and intense cold too, one seems to have some

right to be querulous and dissatisfied. Bitter

weather—"raw," some like to call it—with
a loaded atmosphere that made respiration

difficult, and a chill moistness that found its

way through the thickest clothing, seemed
even to pierce one's skin, and make one's very
bones shiver and rattle within. I had alto-

gether good excuse for stopping indoors, piling
coals on the fire, and persuading myself I was
better oft' than the busy people whose avo-

led them to be out and about.

Fancy being a tide or a landing-waiter, or
in shipping, or " down at the

/' such weather as this ! I stirred the
. with the intense satisfaction

t]i;i,
>

!

uproperly, one cannot help de-

flection that one is better
oil' than other people.

Still there are drawbacks to stopping at

home all day long without exercise and with-

out occupation. I am by no means partial to

excessive exertion, but still I like a moderate
walk every day, if only because it stimulates

appetite and enhances enjoyment of one's

dinner. And it is difficult to get through
one's time without some irksomeness—at home
all day, doing nothing. Absolute want of

exercise and occupation induces, moreover, a

certain feverish indigestive restlessness that

has its discomforts. One can't be always

reading the same books ; and one doesn't want
to be always reading, even if one had new
books to read. There is an inclination to be

pacing the room in rather a perturbed state,

with an occasional halt to flatten and soil one's

nose against the window-panes, taking further

account of the weather, or notice of the passers-

by in the streets. And then the necessity for

dining at home when one's rather in the habit

of dining out, opens the door to new diffi-

culties. Not so much in my case as to the

choice of food, certainly ;
for I knew that

Mrs. Kiswick made it a rule to permit of no
dishes but chops and steaks being provided
for the refection of her lodgers. But in my
case, a dinner at home was often accompanied

by as many doubts and dilemmas as distin-

guish the pic-nics out of doors of other people.

It was a moot point as to whether salt was

procurable
—or pepper— or whether the cork-

screw could be forthcoming at quite the right

moment.
And the cork-screw was very necessary to

me if I dined in my own apartments, because

I happened to have by me a few bottles of

peculiar sherry, with which wine on such

occasions I was in the habit of solacing my-
self. I was not exactly proud of owning these

specimens of a distinguished vintage, because

some disappointment attended my coming into

possession of the wine. Under the will of a

deceased aunt I had hoped to receive a legacy of

some few thousand pounds in the stocks. I was

bequeathed, in lieu, a dozen or two of sherry in

quart bottles. I tried, therefore, to think as

highly as I could of the wine. It had been

many years in bottle—very many years. It was

reputed to have made more than one voyage
to the East Indies, to possess immense aroma

and flavour, and as a dessert wine to be choice

and rich enough to satisfy the wildest dreams

of the most exacting of connoisseurs. It was

of the colour of the darkest mahogany, and

I always fancied,—but then it could only have

y, born of an association of idei

that there was a sOupgon of furniture-polish

about its taste. For I didn't really like it.

All that I could honestly admit in its favour
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was that its strength was enormous. I should

say it was a decidedly loaded wine—over-

loaded indeed, with strong and fierce spirit,

to such an extent that the original iiavour of

the liquor was barely to bo disco \

as one sometini' r so burt:

with packages, so clothed with parcels, that

very little of the original man is discernible.

I ate my dinner hurriedly. Indeed it is

advisable to use despatch if your dinner con-

sists of mutton chops on a cold plate, and you
object to seeing the crescent of fat which

borders one side of your chop assume too

rapidly an unwholesome and dense opacity.

Mrs. Kiswick had an objection to hot plates

which I took to be innate and constitutional,

and did not venture to contest after one or

two ineffectual efforts. I ate hurriedly ;
wash-

ing down my meal with copious draughts of

the old peculiar dark mahogany sherry. I

felt little the better for my repast
—but rather

the worse. I was feverish, depressed, sleepy,

and experienced a disagreeable sensation of

tightness about the region of the waist. It

seemed to me that this might be remedied by
further application to the bottle of sherry.

So I helped myself to a bumper. I drew

near to the fire ; for my feet were very cold,

though my head burned and throbbed. A
moderator lamp cast a mellow glow over the

room. I sipped my loaded sherry, and tried

to think that I was happy and comfortable.

But I wasn't.

It was all very well to compare myself with

the passers-by in the street, though I could

not be quite sure that even in their case the

balance of advantages was in my favour.

The people outside might be cold, and wet, and

hungry ;
but at any rate they were probably

not feverish and dyspeptic. I sank into a half •

comatose state of dreary meditation, of listless

recollection. I entered upon other com-

parisons. I considered my contemporaries—
my comrades years ago at school—how had

these prospered 1 Were they better off than

I was 1 I asked myself. Somehow, I thought,
the men who begin with nothing at all seem

to get on the best. The boys whose fathers are

not intimately connected with contracts for

Irish pork—who come in for no slice of funded

property on the parental demise—who work
hard for a living, simply, without much heed

how much their energies may be taxed in

proportion to the amount of remuneration to

be received. These certainly thrive. Little

Tom This, who rolls about town in a brilliant

yellow chariot, signs himself "M.D.,'' and

fingers pulses at a guinea each, at the rate of,

say, a pulse and a guinea every five minutes ;

it is quite a business, with him, turning his

i«y out of his pockets. That,
a shining light nity bar, who wean
a silk gown, (his wife a;

.

is, that's some c>

day, \.

limpid
of son i These men

are so busy now, that

when I m by chance in the street

truly time to see me, much less to stop
and shake hands foe a three minutes' talk.

I knew how it ... barrister

nablo to give his whole hand, and in

lieu proffered me two fingers, by way
lent on accoun

doctor call low do?"
and did not tarry to

sure they were i . were soar-

ing out of my reach, and I

familiar greetings were no mor- . could

no longer be fairly exp -these

men, as compared with myself, have prospered

decidedly.
It was some comfort to turn to one's lees

successful contemporaries. Of course one

hasn't far to seek for cases within one's own

experience, of men who have "
gone a mucker"

as the phrase is. Jack T'other, for instance,
whose unfortunate fate it ha* beeu to appear
before every tribunal of his ecu

inferior courts for the rec

and of police, up through law a

Probate and Divorce, to

every appearance beJ <lisas-

trous consequences ;
an i .as a well-

meaning fellow too— emed
him so. Then there was my
and schoolfellow, Charley Roll:

Here the moderator Ian

uneasy and d<

light
—seemed indeed to ga

to be troubled with a sort of d

in its throat. I knew it Wl
lion of its wick, and up at

{east But for the life o?

from my chair. Be-

that especially requ I
i find

my way to the bottle of I there had

in it (by the way,
i. I could

]
f

thought an

dark, even if the lamp v

which I notice lamps have always an

prefer t>>

dim, and una ivoury ;
be- light

of the fire. So I never heeded the uncomfort-

able state of tin utinued to

ponder o\

He was certainly restless. He was always
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on the move. He ran through a good deal

of money. He tried several professions and

occupations, but he could never make up his

mind to settle to anything. He had begun

many careers, but had always turned back long

before reaching success, and gone to something

else. Somehow his inclination for a particular

employment wa3 strongest when he was out of

it—languished directly he wa3 in it. While

he was at the bar, he was moved by an extra-

ordinary passion to become an artist. He had

no sooner taken a studio and set up his easel,

than he became suddenly convinced that his

real mission in life was to be an engineer. He
was for ever making false starts of this kind.

Now he would be a preacher
—he had taken

up with some remarkable religious opinions,

which only needed pronmlgation from the

pulpit to be adopted by the whole of the

civilised world. So he said. For my part,

I don't believe the bishops, with all their

well-known liberality, would have tolerated

them, or have listened to them for a moment.
Now he would be an architect—a poet—an

actor—a novelist. You heard one day that

he had made up his mind to enter parliament,
and stand by his country for ever. The next,
he was about starting for Jeddo, to trade with

the Japanese ;
or was proposing to settle in

Iowa ; or to help colonise Terra-del-Fuego.
When I last saw him, he was setting forth to

edit a newspaper in the Deccan. I afterwards

heard, however, that he had gone to Mexico,

having accepted a commission as captain in

some most irregular service, that must have

been as near filibustering as it could well get.

Somewhere he went, however, for he disap-

peared, years ago now. I remember there was
a sort of farewell party given to him at poor
old Goodfellow's chambers in Clement's Inn.

We played unlimited loo, and Charley left off

owing me something like £3 9s. 2d. I re-

member he would insist—I don't think he was

quite sober : Goodfellow was always profusely
liberal with his liquors

—he would insist upon
my taking an I. O. U. for the amount. He
had a notion at the time, I fancy, that he was

engaged in some important mercantile trans-

action. He talked, I know, a good deal about

lending home bills of exchange—about his

in London—about currency and agio,
and thinga of that kind, for all the world as

though be understood them,which of course he

didn't do—nor anybody else either, at Good-
fellow's on that evening. Poor old Charley ! I

mber the whole scent: so well—and Via

got his I. 0. U. somewhere in

my desk, amonj valuables, even at this

[
about Charley Rolling-

stone, when I was startled by a slight noise

close to the table, between which and the fire

I was sitting
—

reposing, I may almost say
—in

an easy chair. The room was dark : for the

lamp shed no light around, and the fire was

very low. I looked about me
;

sat upright ;

rubbed my eyes ;
tried to collect myself.

Where was I ? It was all right. I was in my
own apartments, in Mrs. Kiswick's house. I

had been dining off mutton chops, drinking

peculiar mahogany-brown sherry, thinking over

many persons and things
—among others of

Charley Rollingstone and his proceedings.

Very good. And what, pray, was that—that

thing, standing opposite to me on the hearth-

rug, on the other side of the fire ? A tall,

figure, all in black, with a white, gaunt face

and piercing eyes. Charley Rollingstone !

Now, I am not a nervous man, ordinarily,

but I freely confess that I was terribly fright-

ened. I had never given in to belief in ghosts,

notwithstanding that of late faith in the super-
natural had been coming steadily and strongly
into fashion. I have always been open to

conviction, however ;
and now the time seemed

indeed to have arrived for my changing my
opinions on the subject. What had Dr. John-

son said in reference to ghosts 1
" This is a

question," remarked that great man,
"
which,

after five thousand years, is yet undecided
;
a

question, whether in theology or philosophy,
one of the most important that can come be-

fore the human understanding." I began to

think that I agreed with Dr. Johnson, if, in-

deed, I was not prepared to go beyond him
—and I won't say I wasn't ; for if that grim

figure on my hearth-rug was not the ghost of

my old friend Charley Rollingstone, I wanted

to know what, in the name of all that was

wonderful, it really was.
"
Hullo, Charley," I tried to say, with a

sort of spasmodic cheerfulness
;
for ghost or

no ghost, spirit of good or of evil, it was as

well to be on friendly terms with it. I don't

know whether any sound issued from my
mouth—I couldn't hear any. My tongue
seemed quite parched and withered. The

figure made no answer — only it drew nearer.

I am almost ashamed to say that, in my ex-

treme terror, I shut my eyes. But it's true.

1 did so. Then I felt that the figure was

standing quite close to me. Presently I heard

the chink as of money being placed upon the

table ; next, the sound of some one touching
the lamp. 1 did not dare to look. Then
there was a dead Bilence. When I at length,

after a reasonable pause, opened my ej

found myself alone; the ghost of Charley Rol-

lingstone had vanished
;
and the mod*

burning brightly again.
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I rubbed my eyes. I had been a

haps, you think/ Dreaming 1 Nothii

the sort. I had been broad awake all the

time ;
and I had been visited \>y a ghost !

Poor old Charley, with his pal ad his

bright eyes, what had happened to him. Why
should he haunt mc '{ Ah ! the thing was be-

yond all doubt ! What was this upon the

table ? Positive proof of the ghost's pn—nothing less. The chink of money upon
the table was fully explained. Here, c\

my elbow, was deposited the sum of Three

pounds nine shillings and two-pence. It was

the exact amount Charley had lost at unli-

mited loo in Goodfellow's rooms—the amount

named in the I. 0. U. he had given me, which

I held somewhere in a safe place in my desk.

To think that the poor creature should return

from the grave—for of course he must be dead
—to settle such a small matter as this. Is he

going round to all his creditors ? I asked my-
self. Then, indeed, that poor ghost must be

having an uneasy time of it, I thought ;
must be

taking many long walks abroad and at home.

I started up. I rang the bell with some

violence. I summoned Mrs. Kiswick.

"Mrs. Kiswick," I said.

"Only spare the bell-wire," said Mrs. Kis-

wick
;

"
gentlemen do pull with that force

"—
"Mrs. Kiswick," I interrupted, "there's

been a man in this room—a Strang
" One minit," she cried

;

" let me see if

the great coats is safe in the 'all," and she

left me. Presently she returned. " The
coats is safe. I can't hear nothing of no man.

You must have been dreaming. Sarah hasn't let

no man into the house, because I've ast her :

and I'm sure I haven't. So, come, now." For
she was rather irritated, and out of breath.

" I tell you I saw him standing on this

hearth-rug." She stared at me curiously; she

was evidently incredulous, however.

"But this money on the table, how did it

come there ?" She laughed rudely.

"Why, I brought it in myself; it's your

change. You settled my book this morning.
You give me a ten pun' note ; that's what's

left out of it."

" And you brought it in just now?"
" Not five minutes ago. I didn't say no-

thing, because I thought you was asleep. You
was leaning back in that chair, nodding your
'ed ever so

; so I made no noise. 1 wound

up the lamp, which was nigh going out, and
I went away again ever so quiet."

" You wound up the lamp ?"
" I did so

; for when gentlemen overdoes

it with sherry, they don't seem quite equal to

managing their lamps theirselves. Not as I

ever see the parlours so took in all my life
;

for if (

of him, in this world, it's |

" Ml k, you can leave the root

want sod i r say
so at once," Mrs. i some

asperity ;

"
I can't have B ling out in

•>ck at night."
fo away, woman ; I wan % but

peace and quietness."
"
Well, U

' She was a woman who
would have the 1 her sex are

equal h in that respei : a gen-
tlemen always comes to ti. l>est when
they're left to tie And she left me.

It was certainly curious that ge she

she had laid upon the I

precisely equal in amount to Rolliugstone's

debt, for which he had gi\

! med to me to be really one of the most
remarkable coincidences that had ever come
under my notice. The thing was so striking

altogether, that I at once turned to my desk,
and ransacked my papers in search i

document under mention. I • i it at

last, after some trouble. To my great sur-

prise, however, I found I had be* .

mistaken as to the amount, in respect of which

Charley Rollingstone had admitted fa

The figures on his I. O. I .

, which, it will be note I. in no way
resemble the amount of change ceived

from Mrs. Ki-wick. It was i

ous. Then, hadn't I seen a

ay spectral illusion to be thus humiliat-

ingly explained aw

I at once gave notice to M ick of

my intention to leave her apar It was

unjust, perhaps ;
but it seemed to me t

woman with her pretensions I

had no business to be going about perse:

other people's ghosts, or afl

so—for I really couldn't be Qja

subject. The figure in black, with the white

face, was very like Charle\

all had been said and doc

A few i ls stopped by a

man in th

" You don't know me," he s was a

very fat man, with scarlet, sunburnt cheeks,

and a long black beard.
"

1 don't, indeed," I I anted

to hurry past him. I

people stopping me in the streets.

•llingston.

It was quite true, uow I looked more

closely. He had all

but he was still Kollingstone.

n're alive, you're sur v.^ked,

anxiously.
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" Alive and kicking," was his expression.

"You haven't come from the other world,

then ?
" My voice sank to a whisper.

"Yes, I have," he answered, heartily.
" Just landed, from Panama ;

been busy sur-

veying the Isthmus."

"Well, and how are you?" I asked, after

a short pause, during which we had stood

looking at each other, apparently not knowing
what to say next.

« < How ami?" he repeated.
< '

I'll tell you.

Hard up, that's how I am." He drew me
towards him abruptly, and whispered, "You
couldn't lend me five pounds, could you, old

fellow ? I've only got three and threepence in

the world, and I am starting to-morrow for

Siberia, as a photographer."
#

'

* # #

It was quite clear, then, that he had not

called and paid the £3 9s. 2d.

Probably Mrs. Kiswick's explanation was,
after all, the most reasonable ; and yet I cling

to my spectral illusion. Pray who doesn't

cling to his illusions, spectral or otherwise ?

I con over all Dr. Johnson has said about

ghosts with a deep admiration ; and I can't

quite satisfy myself. Did I, or did I not, see

Charley Rollingstone's ghost 1 Was it simply
Mrs. Kiswick 1 Was it a phantom, born of

dyspepsia ? Was it an exhalation arising from

old brown mahogany East India sherry of

enormous strength and flavour? I cannot

make up my mind upon the matter.
" The fact is, Piper, old man, you haven't

mind enough to make a conviction out of.

Drop it, do. You're getting an awful bore

with your spectral illusion."

I think it due to the reader to present him
with this remark. It was made by a friend to

whom I had, more than once, perhaps, men-
tioned my case. He's a hasty man, I am bound
to say ; indeed, he writes in the papers, and is

one of the most acidulated reviewers I happen
to be acquainted with. Dutton Cook.

A Fruitful Vine.—In theHarleian MSS.

(No. 980-7) we find mention made of a certain

Scottish weaver who had no less than sixty-
two children, and all by one wife. This family
included four daughters, who lived to be

women, and the rest of the three-score and
i were boys, who all lived to be baptised.

Out of these, forty-six actually reached man's
ite, The writer, one Thomas Gibbons, adds,

that during the time of this fruitfulness on the

the wife, the husband was absent for

so 11 the Low Countries, where he

bain Belby ;
and that after his

am home wag again delivered of
three children at a birth, and " continued in

her due time in such births "
until she ceased

childbearing. The informant of Mr. Gibbons
was John Delaval, Esq., of Northumberland,
who was high sheriff of that county in 1625,
and who, in 1630, rode from Newcastle to a

place about thirty miles beyond Edinburgh to

see this worthy and fruitful couple. Mr.

Delaval, however, did not find any of the chil-

dren then residing with their parents, though
three or four of them were living at Newcastle
at the time. It appears that Sir John Bowes,
and other wealthy Northumbrian "gentlemen
of quality

"
adopted and brought up the chil-

dren in batches of ten and twelve a piece, and
that the residue were "

disposed of" by others

among the Scottish and English gentlemen of

the Border Country. E. W.

"APRIL."

"Witching April, if the sun
Hold not back his genial rays,

And the sharp east wind be gone,
Bane of all the young Spring days ;

Thee, of all the months, I choose
For my darling and delight,

With thy soft aerial hues

Sparkling in the tender light.
On the -woods a purple glow,

Chequered here and there with green,
Where the slender larches grow,
Or the hawthorn, quaint and low,

Through the open glade is seen.

Chiefly, April, take my thanks
For thy lovely hedge-row banks ;

Where the tufts of primroses
Cluster thickly, pure and pale ;

And the violet, shy of praise,
Shrinks behind her leafy veil.

While the little furrowed leaves

Of the strawberry peep out near,
And the white-veined ivy weaves

Creeping garlands everywhere.
Now a thousand fresh young things

Push up through the remnant sere

Of the late departed year,
—

Sheath' d, and cuiTd, and ting'd with pink,-
So that one might almost think

(Lost in sweet imaginings)

They were little fairy elves,

Peeping forth to sun themselves.

Further on, within the wood,
Where the sun comes stealing through

Trees yet bare of leafy hood,
Let us now our way pursue.

Here the wood-anemones,

Seven-rayed stars of spotless white,

Spread their petals to the light,

Gazing with devoted eyes
On their worshipped God of Day ;

But if he should hide his face

More than for a moment's space,
All the little band straightway

Fojd their snowy petals up,

And <:ich tiny, bell-like Clip,

Tinged with blush of lilac bloom,
Earthward droops in graceful gloom.

Here, too, primroses abound,

Nestling in the russet leaves,

And soft moss, which all around
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Impress of your foot receives.

Here the Daphn sen,
With its flowers of ten

Drooping, glancing out

Leafy whorl of darkest sheen.

Hum of chirping fills the air—
- b of loquacious birda,

Singing, talking every*
In a feongne enchained bj

Now and then thi eall

Kings from out the covert i
,

And the cuckoo's accents fall

Oft-repeated on the i

Mingled with the soft, low "coo"
Of the ring-dove's distant note—

Ring-dove, with his coat of blue,
And his white-encircled throat.

Not yet has the poet's love,

Peerless- voiced nightingale,
Poured his music on the grove,

Waiting for the evening pale.
Like the Roman bard, his lavs

Are not for the common herd ;

Lone and proud, the gifted bird

Seeks- a more discerning praise.
When the evening shades appear

Fling thy casement open wide,
That the full melodious tide

May float in and fill thine ear.

So the lovely April day,

Fitly requiemed, dies away. A. D.

GERMAN CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES.

Very little is known in this country of the

remarkable results which have been obtained

from the application of the co-operative prin-

ciple in Germany. Even a writer who, in a

late number of the Quarterly Review, under-

takes to trace the progress of co-operation at

home and abroad, betrays in the paragraph
which he devotes to the German associations

a very imperfect knowledge of their constitu-

tion and working, and gives no statistics of a

later date than 18G0. They deserve a more
careful study. Not only has co-operation
achieved more in a shorter time in Germany;
it has developed itself in forms whicli are un-

known in England, but which might be natu-

ralised here to very great advantage.

Co-operative stores and co-operative manu-

facturing companies or workshops are the

English expressions of the principle of associa-

tion. Of the success of the former el

societies, when managed with ordinary pru-

dence, experience has shown that no doubt is

to be entertained, and their multiplication
is a matter for much congratulation. The

productive associations have not yet approved
themselves so fully. They require for their

success conditions which are rarely found

united, and their rapid increase, due to the

natural impatience of the operative to become
his own master and add profits to wages, is

under present circumstances to be regr
The German associations strike the mean, as it

hese two forms. They are not
'

companies
which o establish e and

a at something more
than the supply of good

f a small bonus

• were

J some fifty co-

ance, and about twenty co-operative work-

shops ( i

and all of little account—are loan and credit

unions ()V ,

? and
unions for the purchase of the raw materials

of a particular handicraft, and sometimes of

machines for common use (RuhsUtf-Vercint or

Rohftoff-Oi /ten.)
To be admitted a member of one of the loan

unions, a workman must be of good character,
and be so i above absolute pauperism
that reliance can be placed upon his fulfilment

of the small obligations he undertakes,

is no other restriction. The general pri

is, that entrance into the society is free to all,

no matter how many the applicants, wh
fulfil the few conditions in The admis-

sion is in the hands of the Committee of

ement, from whoso decision any re-

jected applicant can appeal to the next g

meeting. Each member has to pay a small

monthly subscription, fixed at so low a sum
that no workman who is worth anything can

be kept out by it—seldom exceeding two

pence or three pence—and when the society

has been established some time and has accu-

mulated capital, a small entran ich is

carried to the credit of the reserve fund. The

subscriptions of the members are carried to

their credit in the society's books, and the

profits of each y livided amongst them

in proportion to the amount so standing to

their credit at the commencement of the year,

the dividend not being paid them in cash until

this credit

id which sum l member may
pay up at once if he plosset,

;is share is

paid up, the dividend

cash. The capital of w hi,

is com rat of tin s and

dividends, that is to say, of shares partially or

wholly paid up, and t edreserre—the

capital proper, tra the commence-

ment of the soc y inadequate fund
;

1 deposits rece: from

members and non-members, upon which an

rather exceeding that given by the

ordinary official savings-banks is paid ;
and
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thirdly, of loans from large and small capital-

ists. For these loans and deposits all the

members of the union are jointly and severally

liable, and the security is deemed amply suffi-

cient by the public. People who will not trust

a single workman with a thaler, lend the

unions hundreds and thousands without the

smallest hesitation, and so far from having

any difficulty in obtaining money, many so-

cieties have been obliged to refuse large loans

offered them from their inability to profitably

employ them. The unions lend only to their

own members, and no member can obtain

an advance until three months after his ad-

mission into the society. For every loan above

15s. or 12s. above the amount standing to a

member's credit in the books, a surety or

pledge is required, and the grant or refusal of

a loan, except to the amount of this credit, is

entirely within the discretion of the manage-
ment. The amounts and terms of the loans

vary with the resources of each union and the

position of its members. Some will advance
as much as 1501. in a single loan. The term
for small loans is usually three months, i.e.

the loan is liquidated in three monthly instal-

ments. Weekly instalments are never taken,
the borrower is much more likely to fail in

them, and they greatly increase the costs of

management. The average interest charged
is 8 per cent., usually taken in advance, but
if through the default of a borrower his surety
is called upon to pay, the account is settled at

the rate of 5 per cent. This, however, is

seldom the case. The workman regards it as

a most dishonourable act to involve a surety
in any loss, and the shortness of the term is a

great security against it. Loans are often pro-

longed or renewed, but the assent of the surety
is of course necessary to each prolongation.
The profits, i.e., the balance of the receipts for

interest remaining after the payment of the
interest upon deposits with and advances to

the union, and the costs of management, are

apportioned part in dividends upon the mem-
ber's credits or shares, and part to a reserve

fund. A member can withdraw upon giving a
certain notice, and receives the amount of his

share, but no portion of the reserve. No
member can acquire more than one share,
but the acquisition of that is imperative, and
when acquired he can deposit his dividends as

well as his other savings with the union at

t. This rule makes the unions always
e new members, and their ad-

re thus continually being diffused

unions an
by a

pr< ident and cashier, perhaps a secretary
and another member, paid or unpaid, assisted

I

>y a committee of surveillance,

elected by the members at a general meeting,
the assent of which is also required for the

transaction of the more important business.

General meetings are held once a quarter.

The object of the raw material societies,

Rohstqft-Vereine, is to provide their members
with the materials used in their respective
trades at little more than the prices paid in

the market for large quantities. Each union

is of course confined to the members of a par-

ticular trade, and naturally the larger number

belong to those trades in which small masters

are still the principal producers. In the de-

tails of their organisation they closely resemble

the loan unions. The societies purchase their

goods either for cash or credit, and when well

managed do not experience the slightest diffi-

culty in getting as much as they want of

either. The cash is obtained, to a small extent,

from the entrance fees of the members, usually
three or six shillings

—monthly subscriptions
are taken in but a few unions—and the rest

from money borrowed at interest upon the

joint and several security of all the members,
a liability equally assumed for credit purchases.

Buying in pretty large quantities, they are

able to procure excellent articles at the lowest

market prices. These they dispose of to

their members at an addition of from 4 to

8 per cent, upon the original cost
;
and the

poor shoemaker, tailor, or cabinet-maker thus

gets really good leather, cloth, or ornamental

woods for at the least 25 per cent, less than

he would have been obliged to pay for an

indifferent article. But this is not all the

advantage he obtains. The borrowed capital

is turned over at least two or three times

in the year, and as the costs of manage-
ment—although necessarily considerable, from

the expense of warehouse room, and the some-

what intricate and careful bookkeeping required—do not amount to more than from 3 to 4

per cent, upon the whole business done, there

remains, after paying them and interest upon
the advances, a pretty little profit, the bulk

of which is divided amongst the members in

proportion to their purchases during the year,

and the small indivisible balance carried to the

reserve fund established by the entrance fees.

When, as in the case of most societies, this

dividend is not at first paid in cash, but car-

ried to the members' credit, where it bears

interest, a little capital is gradually accumu-

lated, which diminishes the societies' need of

advances, whilst by increasing their credit it en-

ables them to get what they do want upon lower

terms. And all the while the members have

a small nest-egg forming, which they never

would havo saved out of their earnings, to the

amount of which they can always obtain
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on credit, and which they cm withdraw

Leaving the union. Some of the societies have

extended their operation! fco the pure!

machines for the common use of Qu
.-uid one or two of the lar boat to pro-

iteam-power. Many hi >lished

warehouses for the sale of goods made 1-y

members, and a few have developed into pro-
ductive associations.

The want which these two classes of asso-

ciations supply, although general enough, is

dly felt in Germany. There a large por-

tion of the national industry is still in the hands

of small masters, whose ordinary difficulties,

intensified hitherto by the guild system, are

now for the time increased by its partial aboli-

tion. These men suffer immensely from their

want of capital or credit. Unable to purchase
the raw materials of their trade for ready

money or at a fair credit, they must pay, in

order to get them at all, from 20 to 50 per
cent, over the market price, and what they do

get is often bad, a most serious drawback in

all these little trades, in which so large an

amount of manual labour and ingenuity is

required in the production of every article.

The article made, they must sell it at once to

the first purchaser, and at any price to which

he chooses to bate them down. They want
fresh materials with which to go on working,
and they cannot get them until they pay a

part at least of the old debt. Sickness, or any

temporary depression of trade, is ruin to men
thus living from hand to mouth. Their m
found expression in the cry raised for "People's
Banks "

in 1848
;
but the Banks, and

loan societies with State dotations, then esta-

blished, did no good They were charitable

associations which proposed to patronise the

mall master, who disliked sacrificing his inde-

pendence ; they profited therefore only the

most useless class of workmen, and most of

them shortly failed. The Fortdnm- und

Credit-Vercine and the lioh staff- Venine pre-

serve that independence ; they ore

entirely upon the principle of self-help. Be-

yond the assistance philanthropic persons of

wealth and position have given by their advico

and countenance to the first establishment of

unions, the workmen have done everything
themselves. They have received no alms

j

they accept no donations or subscriptions
—for

all the money they borrow, for all the services

rendered them, they pay. The success of

these associations has therefore been immense.
The first was established towards the end of

the year 1849 at Delitzsch, a small town in

Prussian Saxony. It was the worst time of

the reaction
;
trade was prostrate, the societies

were looked upon with disfavour by the

,
if for i: ason,

for thi their toon maun
Schul-. !le«l Sohnltse-Delitsa

hultzo

t
—was a

tiny working
till full •

their progress was si

to tie

their own great m ray
until at last they present the results which we
shall now quote, portly C

working for the y -he

coiil'! .tst

: by Hrr Schul tze-Delitzsch, ll

partly from tl, • ith which

d that report.

The total number oi iit unions

in existence at the end of the year was about

Jive hundred and fifty, with a number of

members estimated at about one hundn

twenty-five thousand
;
their accumulated i

exceeding two hundred and fifty th

pounds. Their working, hi II best

shown by a summary of the bol

for the year which Herr Schultze had r«

from 243 societies with 09,202 members.

These unions hod advane

in the course of tin

million thalers, or more than three millions

and a half sterling, at a rate of in
-

ing from to 10 per cent. The funds of

which they disp

capital of 1,'JOO,000 thalers (180,000/.) in

paid-up shares, that is, accumulate 1 SU

tions and dividends, and a re>erve f.

133,000 thalers (20,0007.)
— two fan

thousand pounds in al -its of

savings from members of the unions and

others of 2,750,000 thai

may be accounted so much money
the influence of the soti tly of

3,441,000 thalers (517,000/.) borrowed from

large and small will be n

bered in comparing this capital with tl.

of the loan

only three month.-. 01 hundred

sand pounds would therefore v -uffice

for three millions and a half of loans in I

months. The proportion
of the soei he wholo of the w«

capital amounted, it will bo seen, to 82

cent., 'ify ing advance upon the

piwi. hen the proportion for the 188

•s, of which ba'

was only 1 " Upon the regulation of

this proportion much stress is id by
the best friends of the so> Miilst they
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admit that at its foundation a society to be of

any use must have a very large proportion of

borrowed capital, they insist that after two or

three years its own capital should amount to at

least 20 per cent, of the borrowed capital, and

continue to increase until it reaches 50 per cent.

The nett profits of the year, after payment
of 275,000 thalers (41,000/.) interest upon
the sums borrowed by, and the deposits made
with the societies, and costs of the management,
about 100,000 thalers (15,000/.), were 105,278

thalers(l 5,750/.), which sumwas divided among
the members in the usual manner. Actually,

upon the working of the whole number of

societies included in this summary, there was
no profit, a sum of 107,000 thalers appearing as

losses against the 105,000 thalers profits; but

103,600 thalers consisted of a loss made in 1861
and 1862 by one society, the Dresden Verein,
which the Quarterly Reviewer, knowing no-

thing of its later history, signalises as the most

flourishing in Germany. The management of

the Dresden union had totally disregarded its

statutes, a culpability all the easier that by the

laws of all the German states the unions are

placed in a very difficult and uncertain legal

position. It had taken large sums of money
on call, and lent them out in the most reckless

manner on mortgage and at long terms. The
total result of this mismanagement, if not fraud,
was the loss of 103,600 thalers (15,500/.), yet
the society is existing, and is placed again on a
solid basis. No better proof can be wanted of

the soundness of the principle of these societies.

The reserve amounted to 28,000 thalers, and
the balance of the loss was met by writing off

23 thalers (37. 9s.) from the share of each

member, the requisite precautions being taken
to guard against any repetition of such mis-

management. The losses of all the other 242
societies amounted to less than 4000 thalers

(000/.) a sum which speaks much for their j

excellent management and the honesty of the
j

members. These figures refer, it must be re-

membered, to less than half the loan and
credit unions in operation during the year. It

is difficult to obtain from their managers
balance sheets made out with the requisite pre-
cision and within the appointed time

;
but this

year it is expected that the report will embrace
the great majority of the associations. We
may leave the figures, imperfect as they are
to speak for the importance of this movement.
Anyone who wishes to appreciate its full impor-

cannot do better than refer to the annual
D of the five hundred or so English regis-

B, a most unsatisfactory
int of losses and costs, no accumulations,

ami triflin

The raw material unions do not of course

show such brilliant results as the loan unions.

Herr Schultze estimates the number in existence

at the end of 1862 at between 200 and 250,
with from 10 to 12,000 members. He gives
a list of 118 societies, whose object is solely

the purchase of materials, of which 79 were

composed of shoemakers, 22 of tailors, 6 of

cabinet and piano-makers, 5 of smiths, 2 of

weavers, 3 of bookbinders and 1 of tanners.

Further, a list of 12 associations, which com-

bined a warehouse for the sale of goods, with

the purchase of materials, 10 of which were

cabinet and piano-makers, and a list of 18

Productiv-Associationen, 11 composed of tailors,

4 of weavers. From only 28 (nearly all of shoe-

makers) of these Rohstoff-Vereine had balance

sheets been received. An abstract shows that

they had 1288 members, a working capital of

87,000 thalers (13,000/.), of which 27,500
thalers consisted of members' shares, 3218
thalers of the reserve, or more than 4500/. of

their own, the balance beingborrowed at interest.

The nett profits for the year amounted to 6500

thalers, nearly, 1000/., the losses being but

366 thalers, mainly caused by a fall in prices,

only 23 thalers arising from bad debts.

There is a tendency in these societies to give

too long a credit, a system which, of course, di-

minishes the profits. Altogether, these German

associations, Vorschuss-Vereine, and Rohstoff-

Vereine, may be fairly assumed to have

amounted, at the end of the year 1862, to 800
in number, and to have possessed a real capital

of more than 300,000/., a much larger sum in

Germany than in England. When it is remem-

bered that the first of these societies did not

commence operations until 1850,- that for

seven or eight years the number increased

very slowly, and that they have all along had

to fight against the ill-will of the govern-

ments, and a law which puts them almost at

the mercy of any dishonest cashier or secre-

tary, it must be acknowledged that the prin-

ciple of co-operation has nowhere been more

successfully worked than in Germany. The

statistics of 1863 will show a very great ad-

vance upon 1862, a very large number of

societies of both kinds having been established

last year, and the workmen, having learned to

swim in the shallow water, are about to make
the plunge into productive co-operation. A
productive association upon a very large scale

for the manufacture of machinery and tools

has been established at Chemnitz in Saxony.
There is one difference between the English

and German co-operative societies which de-

serves to be especially noted. The English
obtained the protection of limited lia-

bility, and their managers and patrons are

thankful for what they esteem a great boon.
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.ciations r< I

:

ieir funda-

mental rule tho unlimited liability of

member for the whole obligations of the ft N

and would at once reject the offer of limited

liability. Without unlimited liability

could never have attained their pi

tion. No one would have trusted his money
to a society the members of which were only

responsible each for his small quota, and had

no deep Interest in ig its solvency.

Limited liability has very few friends in

Germany. Economists and commercial men
alike scout it as dishonest. There is another

point of difference between the associati-

ve two countries, as to which no ono will

doubt that the advantage is on the side of the

German. The English societies are isolated,

they have no machinery for union and mutual

assistance. The bulk of the German societies

have a close union. First, local unions em-

bracing the associations of a state or a province,

then the general union of German associations,

der allgemeine deutsche Geuossenschafi

band, which has a central office and agency
and publishes a newspaper

" Die Innung der

Zukunft," "The Guild of the Future." To this

central agency all the associations can apply for

advice and assistance. The agency undertakes

the legal protection of the associations, it assists

them in obtaining credit, and watches generally

over their interests. For these services each

union contributes a trifling fee. The provincial

or state unions hold annual meetings, and there

is a congress or meeting of the general union

every summer. A committee, consisting in

part of the presidents of the provincial unions,

and in part of members elected at the general

congress, assists the amcalt, or agent, in tho

management of the common affairs. There is

thus a thoroughly complete organisation esta-

blished, to which, in time, all the co-operative

societies of Germany will no doubt attach

themselves. The central management is now

especially engaged in the effort to obtain a satis-

factory regulation of the legal position of tho

societies. At present their non-recognition by
the law exposes them to many difficulties and

dangers. But for the constitutional dispute in

Prussia this object would probably have been

obtained before this time, so far asPrussia is con-

cerned. The government had expressed its readi-

ness to assist in the passing of such a measure,

although it did not give unreserved adhesion

to the bill which Herr Schultze has introduced

into the House of Deputies. The name of

Herr Schultze reminds us of another difference

between the English and German associations

which it would be unjust, indeed, to pass over.

The English associations have no particular

founder. No one man can claim the credit

of their IU0C6SI I

• work of 1

from

Lultse esta-

has been, and still is,

the missionary of t

I wear
.

which at on

health, to watch over these

.11 acts as
•

Schultze pi-

found t ..

most
f socialistic

and communistic doctrines. He warns the

workin ipott state fa

he pro in un-

id more, that I illy need it

He has shown them how I thom-

. and how thoroughly he has succeeded

in this most difficult but most noble mission is

evidenced by the fact that he is the most popu-
lar man throughout Germany, and til

the attempts made by the united Feudalists

and Communists, by the partisans of the guilds,

and by the preachers of the doctrine tL

state is bound to find capital and work for all,

to enlist the workmen on their side, have been

in the recent constitutional crl-is in Prussia,

completely abortive. vtu.

With shoulder'd arms, and cheerful face,

Forward, i

I have my pipe, and your embrace ;

Step out,—I've my di lay.

'Twaa wrong to be a

When in the service old Pd grown ;

But you, the lads I t. WD,
Will miss my oil familiar tone.

Conscript*, keep -tep, I say ;

No tears for me— march, march away.

A boyish ensign, fresh fro:

Insulted me, I broke his 1<

For that they tried me— 'tis th. rule:

Dg well— I die instead.

With passion sad with .ved,

I have *erred.—
No weeping, comrades, I iasist.

Cons. :

: saj»

No t ircft away.

Con d scarcely change, like me,

Arm I
row alone;

In wars when kings wu.

For me you'd always pay the shot,

When of our fights I used to talk ;

Glory. hare I not?

Step out, nor sigh, as on we walk.

keep step, I say ;

r me—march, march away.
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Robert, my comrade, pray go back,

Aud shepherd turn, your service done-

See how those trees cast shadows black
;

But spring is spring at home alone.

Often for me the rising day

Has given fresh charms to every wood :

They're mine no more. Come, march away.
My mother lives—but God is good !

Conscripts, keep step, keep step, I say ;

No tears for me—march, march away.

Who is it, there, that sobs so hard ?

Ah ! 'tis the drummer's wife I know.
In Russia—one of the rearguard—

I bow her boy through Eroit and snow.
Alike the father, child, and wife,

Without me, would he 'neath the sod.
fflOt give to me my life,

amend my soul, to God.
i step, I say ;

Iso l

march, march away.

Morbleu ! my pipe is out, I fear.

Not yet ? So much the better, then.

Now to the square we're coming near
;

Don't bind my eyes, I beg, my men.

re, good friends, to bore you thus,

But, most of all, don't fire too low.

My time has come—now no more fuss :

Qod keep yon all — to heaVn I go.

tints, keep step, keep step, I say ;

No tears for me— march, march away. J. F. II.
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LORD OAKBURN'S DAUGHTERS
BY Tin: aitikh:

CHAPTER IX. T!i:

The rain was pouring down in torn

it of South Wennock was

with bustle, especially in the vicinity of

Led Lion Inn. It was Thursday, the day
appointed for tho inquest on the deceased .Mrs.

Crane.

The county coroner, whose residence was in

the county town, was momentarily expect- •<!, and

presently his gig dashed up, he and his clerk

in it. It had been wished to hold the inquest
on tho Wednesday, but the coroner put it on*

to suit his own convenience. I !• 1 1 a]

a short, stout man, with black hair and a

jovial-looking face
;
and as he emerged from

under the large gig umbrella, he shook hands
with some of the bystanders, his acrruaintances.

The clerk followed with a blue bag.
The coroner popped into the bar, swallowed

a glass of hot brandy-and-water, and then

proceeded to the board-room to swear the

jury. It was a long room, the club-room
of the inn : a table covered Avith green baize

ran down it, at which they seated themselves,
and tho coroner opened proceedings. Then

they departed to Palace Street to view the

body.

They went splashing through the rain and
the mud, their umbrellas of little use, for the

wind, remarkably high, kept turning them
inside out. A genteel attendance escorted

them : all tho gentleman idlers in the place,
all the curious tradespeople, the unv.

mob, and the street urchins. By the pertinacity
with which these last dodged the jury's heels,
it might be thought that they believed the

august functionaries to be living curiosities

from a travelling wild-beast show.

The necessary inspection over, they splashed
back to the Red Lion, and the business began.
We may glance at the evidence of two or three

of the witnesses, but not at all, for it would

only be a repetition of what is already known,
and tire the reader. Difficulty the nrsl

What was the young lady's Christian name ?

Nobody could answer
;
her linen, it was said,

was marked Avith a large C, the initial lei ter

of the word Crane, but with nothing else. Some
suggested that this was more probably the

initial of her Christian name— Caroline or

Charlotte—but it was impossible to say. II er

boxes had been examined officially, tit-

trunk and the workbox
;
but no clue to whom

she was, or what she was, was found
; no

vious abode, or why

told what she knew oi

the omnibu
she had recoinu

his being Bumm<
to the sub

:'- and healthy condition afterwai

cluck on

which hour he last saw !.

snd Mr. Brooklyn i'. .nock,

WhO had conjointly

examinatioi .

death—poison, I

other points of evidence, technical oi

not necessary to go into in detail.

There had been a qu< y the

coroner as to whether Mr. Stephi 1
1

give his evidence
;
that gentleman expressed

himself anxious and willing to

at length the cone

warning Mr. Stephen that he

anything to criminate hi:

he did say mighi

against him. Mr. Stephi
that all he had it in his

\

t him if it could be. lb- ip

the making up of the

of which it . Fre-

derick Grey, his

it made up, minutely describi:. I been

put into 'it, as his father had done, and to the

sending the draught by Dick, the boy. Dick,

who was the next witm frith a

very red and startled fac by finding

himself before a coroner's court, that he had

taken it safely and given it into tl.

Nurse Pepperfly.
"Call Nurse I

1 the OOXQI

Xu; r in the

adjoining room and escorted in, U

shaky state, not induced

n—from such she I

kept fa

had .v lelf in In
I

black sti:: stains

and dirt,

black bonnet with a DO'

wind, taken

the shawl, the boi. hairs

underneath, and pla;
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own boisterous fashion ; so that altogether

Nurse Pepperfly presented a somewhat bewil-

dered aud untidy appearance. She wore pat-

tens and white stockings, the latter a mass of

splashes, aud very distinctly visible from the

shortness of the gown ; but the extraordinary

rotundity of Mrs. Pepperfly's person seemed

almost to preclude the possibility of any gown's

being made long enough to hide her legs. She

took oft' her pattens when close to the coroner,

and held them in one hand
;
her umbrella,

dripping with rain, being in the other. A
remarkable umbrella, apparently more for show

than use, since its sticks and wires projected a

full foot at the bottom through the gingham,
and there was no handle visible at the top.

There was a smothered smile at her appearance
when she came in, and her evidence caused

some diversion, not only in itself, but from
the various honorary titles she persisted in

according to the coroner and jury.
* ' Your name 's Pepperfly ?

"
began the

coroner.
" Which it is, my lord, with Betsy added to

it," was the response, given with as deep a

curtsy as the witness's incumbrances of person
would allow her.

"You mean Elizabeth?" said the coroner,

raising his pen from his note-book, and waiting.
" Your worship, I never knowed myself

called by any thing but Betsy. It may be

as 'Lizabeth was written in the register at my
baptism, but I can't speak to it. Mother "

" That will do," said the coroner, and after

a few more questions he came to the chief point.
" Did you take in some medicine last Monday
evening for the lady you were nursing—Mrs.
Crane 1

"

"
Yes, my lord, I did. It were a composing

draught ; leastways, that's what it ought to

have been."
" What time was that 1

"

" It were after dark, sir, and I was at my
supper."

" Can't you tell the time ?"
" It must have struck eight, I think, your

worship, for I had begun to feel dreadful

peckish afore I went down, and eight o'clock's

my supper hour. I had just finished it, sir,

when the ring came
;

it were pickled herrings
that wo had "

" The jury do not want to know what you
had for supper ;

confine yourself to the neces-

sary points. Who brought the medicine ?
"

"That boy of the Mr. Greys : Dick. An
i, Mr. Mayor, as you ever

set eyes on. Be whips up the cover of his

-, and out he takes a small bottle wrapped
in white papa and gives it me. I should like

U yon, my lord, what he said to me."

" If it bears upon the case, you can tell it,"

replied the coroner.
"
'Now, Mother Pepperfly,' said he, 'how

are you off for Old Tom to-night ?
' My fin-

gers tingled to get at his ears, my lord mayor
and corporation, but he backed out of my
reach."

Mrs. Pepperfly in her indignation had turned
round to the jury, expecting their sympathy,
and the room burst into a laugh.

" He backed away out of my reach, gentle-

men, afeard of getting his deserts, and he

stopped in the middle of the road and made a

mocking face at me, knowing I'd no chance of

getting to him, for they are as lissome as cats,

them boys, and I'm rather stout to set up a

run."

"I told you to confine yourself to evidence,"
said the coroner, in a reproving tone. ' ' What
did you do with the medicine 1

"

" I took it up-stairs, gentlefolks, and Mr.
Carlton came out of the lady's room, for he had

just called in, and asked what it was I had

got. I said it was the sleeping draught from
Mr. Grey's, and he took it out of my hand,
and said how it smelt of oil of almonds."

" Oil of almonds? Are you sure that's what
he said 1

"

Of course am sure, retorted Mrs.

Pepperfly,
" I didn't dream it. He took out

the cork and he smelt the stuff, and then he

said it.
' What could Mr. Stephen Grey be

giving her oil of almonds for ?
' he said."

"Did you smell it V
" I can't say I did, your lordship, much

;

though Mr. Carlton was surprised I couldn't,

and put it towards me
;
but my nose hadn't

got no smell in it just at that particular

moment, and so I told him."
" Why had it not ?" inquired the coroner.

Mrs. Pepperfly would have liked to evado

the question. She fidgeted first on one leg,

then on the other, put down her pattens and

took them up again, and gaA
re her umbrella a

shake, the effect of which was to administer a

shower of rain-drops to all the faces in her

vicinity.
"
Come," said the coroner, sharply,

"
you

stand there to tell the truth. If the stuff

emitted so strong a smell, how was it you could

not smell it ?
"

" I had just swallowed a wee drop of gin,

sir," replied Mrs. Pepperfly, in a subdued tone.
" When my supper were over, Mrs. Gould

says to me,
' Just a drain, mum, to keep the

herrings down, it's obligatory for your health ;'

and knowing I'm weak in the stomach, gentle-

folks, which gets upset at nothing, I let i

be over-persuaded, and took a drain
;
but you

couldn't have put it into a thimble."
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" I daresay you couldn't," mid the coroner,

rhile the room tittered.

Mrs. Pepperfly's slip of the tongue too".

aback.

"I inean't to say as 'twouldn't have filled a

lllimble, gentry, I did indeed, for that was the

fact ;
but no wonder my wits is scared out of

-11 all. .1

I was a swallowing of the wee drain, the ring
to the door, so that I had, as you may

say, the gin actually in my mouth when I took

edicine up-stairs ; and that's the ri

hadn't got no smell for anything el

" Who took possession of the draught ? You,
or Mr. Carlton, or the sick lady ?

"

"I did, your honours. I put it by the

side of the rest of the bottles on the cheflbnier

in the sitting-room, and "

" Was there any other bottle there that

could have been mistaken for this ?" interrupted
the coroner.

" Not one in all the lot," responded the

witness. * '

They were most of them empty
bottles, and bigger than the one the draught
was in

;
and they are there still."

" Had any person an opportunity of touch-

ing that bottle in the intermediate time between

your placing it there, and your administering
it to the patient ?

"

" There wasn't nobody in the house to touch

it," returned the witness. " I was nearly all

the time afterwards in the room, and there was

nobody else. When I went to get it to givo
it to the lady, Mrs. Gould lighted me, and I'm

.sure it hadn't been touched, for the shelf of

that cheffonier's a tilting, narrow sort of place,

and I had put the draught bottle right in the

corner, resting again' the back, and there I

found it."
" Mr. Carlton was gone then V
" Mr. Carlton ? Oh, he went directly almost

after the draught came. He didn't stay long,

your reverences."
"
Witness, I am going to ask you a ques-

tion
; be particular in answering it. There

has been a rumour gaining credit, that Mr.

Carlton warned you not to administer that

draught ;
is it correct 1

"

"I declare, to the goodness gracious, that

Mr. Carlton never said nothing of the sort,"

returned the witness, putting herself into a

flurry.
" My lord—your worship—gentlemen

of the honourable corporation all round "

(turning herself about between the coroner

and jury), "if it was the last blessed word I

had to speak, I'd stand to it that Mr. Carlton

ever said a word to me about not giving the

draught. He snifted at it, as if he'd like to

snift out what it was made of, and he put a

drop on his finger and tasted it, and he said it

foil of almonds
; but, as to say^

told DM HOI to give it, W
lie aays he oi

re that

id anythii.
she didn't n.-it!.

r to speii i

wrath. •

your-

"
Yes, 1 did, as it were my place to do, and

it out into a wine-glass,
mouth being all right again, 1 strong
enough, and K di<l

"The lady did

"No, poor ti ijected to

nothing as we
gj

• was quite gay
over it. As I hold it lo hoi -die gave a

as .Mr. Carlton had done, and 'I:

smells like elierry pie, nurse,' said she, and
swallowed it down

; and a'mcct before we could

look round, she was gone. Ah, poor J

lady ! I should like to have the handling of

them that put it in.*'

Mrs. Pepperliy, in her sympathy with the

dead, or rage against the destroyer, raised her

hands before her and shook them. The rings

of the pattens clanked together, and the

umbrella was ejecting its refreshing drops,
when an oflicer of the court seized her arms
from behind, and pound an anathema into her

ear.
" A coroner's court was not a place to wring

wet umbrellas in, and if she di In't mind, she'd

get commit I

" Were you conscious that she was dead ?
"

inquired the coroner.
" Not at first, my lord jndg . t off

at the moment. I thought she v

or took ill in some way.
' What have upset

her now ?
'

I says t

that, I took off her nightcap. -o her

head up. Not for long, though." con I

the witness, shaking her head. " 1 soon see

she was g<>:

"You know nothing \ , nor

have y ispieion, how the poison could

have got into the draugl:

The coroner put this question at the request

of one of the jury.

"I !

" return

Iced her.

wisli 1 could ti: DM such a

ho brougl.

bottle down are a good place to go and

im hung, if I had to stand on my legs

DB for it— - frightful

in stnndin .

" Tho boy had not meddled medi-

cine in bringing 1 the coroner.
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"Not he, my lord mayor," was the reply

of the witness. "I wish he had, that 1 might

have been down upon him, the monkey ! But

I be upon my oath, and must speak the truth,

which is that the bottle came neat and un-

touched, the white paper round it, just as the

Greys send out their physics."

They had done with Mrs. Pepperfly for the

present, and she made a curtsy to the four

sides of the room, and sailed out of it.

The next witness called was Lewis Carlton.

His gentlemanly appearance, good looks, and

the ready manner in which he gave his evidence,

presented a contrast to the lady just retired.
"
Upon my returning home from a journey

last Sunday night," he began, when the coroner

desired him to state what he knew, "one of my i

servants handed me a note, which had been !

left for me, he said, on the previous Friday.
It proved to be from a Mrs. Crane, requesting
to see me professionally, and was dated from

the house in Palace Street, where she now lies

dead. I went there at once, found that she

had been confined, and was being attended by
Mr. Stephen Grey, who had been called to her

in consequence of my absence "

The coroner interposed with a question :

" Have you that note to produce ?
"

Now the witness had not that note to pro-

duce, and, what was somewhat singular, he did

not know for certain what had become of the

note. When he was going to visit Mrs. Crane

on the Sunday night, he looked for the note, as

may be remembered, and could not see it
;

therefore he came to the conclusion that he had
thrown it into the fire with the other letters.

"I really do not think I saved it," he

answered. "It is not my custom to keep
notes of that sort, and, though I do not posi-

tively recollect doing so, I have no doubt I

put it in the fire as soon as read. There was

nothing in it that would have thrown light upon
the case

; half-a-dozen formal lines, chiefly re-

questing me to call and see her, comprised it."
' ' Was it signed with her full name ?

"

"Her full name?" repeated Mr. Carlton, as

if he scarcely understood the question." We have no clue to her Christian name.
This note may have supplied it. Or perhaps it

was written in the third person."
"

Oli, of course
;

I scarcely comprehended
yon," Mr. Carlton. " It was written
in tin: fchird person, 'Mrs. Crane presents her

compliments to Mr. Carlton,' <fcc. That's how
it was worded. J gathered from it that she

t to be ill before May."
your interview with her that ev.

dul yon obtain any information as to who she

"Not the slightest. It was late, and 1

thought it unwise to disturb her ;
what little

passed between us related chiefly to her state

of health. I regretted my absence, and said I

was glad to find she was doing well, under Mr.

Stephen Grey. She wished me to attend her,

now I had returned, and I understood her to

say she had been recommended to me by
friends, previous to her coming to South

Wennock. "

1 ' Do you know by whom ?
"

" I have no idea whatever, and I am not

absolutely certain that she did say it. She

appeared drowsy, spoke in a low tone, and I

did not precisely catch the words. I intended

to ask her about it after she got better

and was more equal to conversation. There

are none ofmy own friends or acquaintance who
bear the name of Crane—none that I can re-

member."
"Did you take charge of her from that

hour?"

"Certainly not. I should not do so, with-

out her being professionally resigned to me by
Mr. Stephen Grey. I met Mr. Stephen in

High Street the following day, Monday, and I

requested him as a favour to retain charge of

her until that evening or the following morn-

ing. I found so much to do for my patients

after my short absence, that I had not time to

meet him, before that, at Mrs. Crane's. It

was arranged that I should be there at seven

in the evening, if I were able ;
if not, at ten

the next morning."
" Did you keep the appointment at seven?"

"No, I could not. I did get down, but it

was more than an hour later, and Mr. Stephen
had gone. Mrs. Crane appeared to be very

well, except that she was a little heated ;
she

was in very good spirits, and I told her I

should take formal possession of her the next

morning at ten. She seemed to think I might
have done so that day, and I explained to her

how I had been driven with my patients. I

inquired if she was not satisfied with Mr.

Stephen Grey, but she expressed herself as

being perfectly satisfied with him, and

said he had been very kind to her."
" Did you inquire of her then by whom

she was recommended to you ?
"

" I did not. She seemed restless, a little

excited
; therefore I put no questions to her

of any sort, save as regarded her health."

"Did the draught come while you wero

there ?
"

" Yes. Whilst I was talking with Mrs.

('ran.', 1 heard a ring at the front bell, and

ome one came up the stairs, and entered the

sitting-room. I thought it might be Mr.

Stephen Grey, and stepped there to soe, but it

was the nurse. She had a small bottle of
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ledicine in her hand, which she the

imposing draught, and upon looking at the

lirection, I saw that it wa
M Did you perceive that it bore any peculiar

: I"

"Yes, the moment I had it in my hands.
• I had well taken out the cork, the

;
smell struck me

;
I thought it was oil

rf almonds; but I soon found it was i

" It smelt of prussic acid ?
"

"
Very strongly. The nurs< id not

able to smell it, which I could m

e. I wondered why Mr. Grey should be

administering prussic acid, especially in a com-

draught, but it was not for me to

ion his treatment, and I returned the

bottle to the nurse."
" You did not suspect there was sufficient

in to kill her 1
»

Mr. Carlton stared, and then broke into a

sort of bitter smile.
" The question is superfluous, sir. Had I

suspected that, I would have taken better care

than I did that she did not drink it. Miuute
doses of prussic acid are sometimes necessary
to be given, and I could not tell what sym-

ptoms had arisen in the patient that day. When
I returned to Mrs. Crane's chamber, which I

did a few minutes before leaving, I could Dot

get the smell out of my head. The thought
occurred to me, could there have been any
mistake in the making up of the draught 1—
for of course we all know that such errors have

occurred, and not unfrequently, especially when

inexperienced apprentices have been entrusted
'

to do it. An impulse prompted me to desire

Mrs. Crane not to take the draught, and I

did so. I »

" Did you acquaint her with your fears that

might be poison in it ?
"

in the witness smiled. "Pardon me,
Mr. Coroner

; you do not know much of sick

treatment, or you would not ask the question.
I said to the patient that I thought her

ne might have been poisoned by mi

I should possibly have given h jerous

fright ;
and all frights are dangerous for women

in her condition. I told her I did not quite

approve of the draught Mr. Stephen Grey had

sent in, and that I would go and speak to him
about it

;
but I charged her not to take it,

unless she heard again from me, or from Mr.

Grey, that she might do so."
" How do you account, then, for her having

taken it I
"

" I cannot account for it : my words
as positive as they could well be, short of

alarming her. I can only think that she for-

got what I said to her."

u also warn the woman—

raffieta I not see Mrs. :

la house ."
"

1)

I draught I

jury.
" Jf we cmll fun see what is about to hap-

pen, we should in many ways,
all of m, who seemed

and who possibly felt

grounds for its being e >.

has happened, we Bay,
'

If I bad ki.

would have done

You may 1 . that had

was enough poison in that I kill Mrs.
. or that she would

tion, and imbibe it, I slivulU :

.,'ht it

away with me. 1 h;

ever since. But where's the use of regret
it will not recall her to life."

" Go on, sir," said the coroner.
" I went to the Messrs. Gre . inten-

tion was to see Mr. Stephen, to tell him of the

smell the draught bore, and inquire if

right But I could I : the

assistant, Mr. Whittaker, said be was <

considered what to do; an ined to go
. make up a pi

and bring it down . 1 « longer over

this than I thought to be, for I found myself

obliged to see a patient in

" You deemed a composing draught neces-

sary for her yourself.
" M I deemed so, ai

medical men rarely like to call in qi

another's treatment. But I did think it expe-
dient that she should take a soothing dr:

for sli
I to be flushed— rati.

I should say. 1 was coming down with the

fresh draught in my pocket, when

landlady in a wild state of alarm, with the

news that 1 1.*'

" \Y
'•

I was fche I

had not been in

nd Mr. Lyoett foil

found her quit.
"
And, in your opinion, what was the

"The taking of pj
is no

doubt about it : tin Og the

smell from her DSOUt
" Look at th >n," con-

tinued the coroner :

" resem-

blance to the one which contained the fatal

draugh
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" It appears to be like it. The directions

and handwriting are similar. Oh, yes," he

added, as he took out the cork,
"

it is the

same : the smell is in it still."

"Did you observe where the last witness,

Pepperfly, put the bottle containing the

draught, after you returned it to her ? I mean

when it was first delivered at the house."
" I cannot tell where she put it. I did not

notice.
"

" You did not touch the bottle again, before

you left the house 1
"

Mr. Carlton turned sharply round, facing the

audience at the back of the room.
" Who called me ?" he inquired.

There had been a great deal of talking the

last minute or two, amidst this crowd, and Mr.

Carlton's name was heard mentioned in con-

junction with others
;
but nobody would con-

fess to having called him.

"I beg your pardon, Mr. Coroner," he said,

turning back to resume his evidence, "I cer-

tainly thought some one called me ; and that,

whoever it might be, was guilty, considering
the time and place, of disrespect to the law.

You were inquiring if I touched the phial again
before I left the house, after resigning it to

Mrs. Pepperfly : I neither touched it nor knew
where it was."

" If the proceedings are interrupted by
spectators, I shall order the room to be cleared,"

said the coroner, directing his eyes and voice

to the part whence the noise had proceeded.
"Those who want to talk can go outside."

The coroner glanced over his notes ;
he had

apparently come to an end, or nearly so, of the

examination of Mr. Carlton.
" Before you retire, I must ask you one

more question," said he, looking up.
" Have

you any clue to this mystery—any suspicion
of how the poison could have got into the

draught ?
"

Mr. Carlton remained silent. Was he debat-

ing with himself whether he should tell of the

face he had seen on the staircase but an hour
before the death—the strange, dread face on
which the moon was shining ? It is certain

that that mysterious face had haunted Mr.

Carlton's mind more than was pleasant, both

at the time and since. Was he doubting whether
to denounce it now, as something which had
no business in the house, and which might have

oonnected with the mystery ? or did he
shrink from the ridicule that would attach to

him, at confessing to superstitious fears ?

"You do not answer," said the coroner,

tad silence of the court.

Mr. Carlton drew a long breath. His
lits took a different bent, unconnected

with the faco.

" I cannot say that I suspect any one," he

said, at length.
" Neither can I imagine how

the poison could have been introduced to the

draught, except in the making up, seeing that

it smelt of it when it came to Mrs. Crane's."

Another silence, which the coroner broke.
' '

Very well ; that is, I believe, all I have to

ask you, Mr. Carlton. And I am sure," he

added,
" that the jury feel obliged to you for

the ready and candid manner in which you
have given your evidence."

Mr. Carlton bowed to the coroner, and

was retiring ;
but the coroner's clerk, who

appeared to have certain memoranda before

|

him to which he occasionally referred, whis-

pered something in the ear of the coroner.

"Oh, ay; true," remarked the latter. "A
moment yet, Mr. Carlton. Did you not en-

counter at Great Wennock, on Sunday evening,

the person called Mrs. Smith, who took away
this unhappy lady's child ?

"

" I saw a person there in the waiting-room
of the station, who had a very young infant

with her. There is little doubt it was the

infant in question."
" You had some conversation with her. Did

she give any clue as to who the lady was ?
"

" She gave me none. I did not know what

had occurred, and supposed the child to be the

offspring of some resident at South Wennock.

I told her that the child was too young and

feeble to travel with safety, and she replied

! that necessity had no law—or something to

that effect. I was talking with her but a
1 minute or two, and chiefly about the omnibus,
which she said had bruised her much, in its

|

reckless jolts over the ruts and stones. That

\ was all."

" Should you know her again 1
"

" I might ;
I am not sure. I had no very

clear view of her face, for it was dusk. "

"Did she say where she was going?"

"No, she did not."
" That's all then, I think, Mr. Carlton."

CHAPTER X. MR. CARLTON RECALLED.

After Mr. Carlton's dismissal, the coroner

and jury spoke for some time together, and the

result was that Betsy Pepperfly was called for

|

again.
"
Now, Mrs. Pepperfly," the coroner began,

|

"do you mean to repeat to me that the deceased
'

lady made no objection to take that draught ?"

"She didn't make none at all, my lord

mayor. If she had, why should she have

took it l she was missis. Quite the conterairy

of her objecting, it were ; for she asked for it

as soon as she'd swallowed her gruel ;
but I

told her she must not take one right atop of

t'other."
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" Mr. Carlton says ho gave h.

touch the draught. And yon 1*11 me

your oath that she took it without making any
demur ?

"

" 1 toll you so, Mr. Mayor, upon my Bible

oath, and I'd take twenty oat lis to it, if you
liked. But if you and the honourable corpo-

ration" (turning to the jury) "can't believe

me, why don't you pleaM ask the Widow
Gould ?—From nine o'clock, or a little before

it, the time Mrs. Crane had her gruel, the

widow never was out of the room at all, and

she can speak to all that passed as correctly as

Not that you'll get much out of her,"
added Mrs. Pepperfly, in a parenthesis, "for

she's a-shaking and sobbing with fright in the

next room, afeard of being called in here.

She thinks it's like being tried, you see, gentle-

folks, and she says she never was had aforo a

lord judge and jury in her life, and never

stood at a transportation bar."

After this luminous piece of information,

Betsy Pepperfly finally retired, and the shaky
Mrs. Gould was supported in, attired in the

poke bonnet and the plaid shawl she had lent

to Judith. To try to convince the widow that

she was not about to be arraigned at a crimi-

nal bar was a hopeless task
;
her mind upon

the subject of bars in general and courts in

particular, presenting a mass of inextricable

confusion. She carried some puugent smelling

salts, and somebody had thrust into her hand

a pint bottle- of vinegar, wherewith to bedew
her handkerchief and her face ; but her shaky
hand poured so much aside, that the whole

room was impregnated with the odour.

"What's your name, ma'am?" asked the

coroner, when the business of swearing her

had been got over with difficulty.
"
Oh, dear gentlemen, do be merciful to

I'm nothing but a poor widow !

" was

the sobbing answer.
**
Well, what's your name, if you are a

widow ?
" returned the coroner.

"
It's Eliza Gould. Oh, goodness, be good

to me !

"

"Now, if you don't just calm yourself and

show a little common sense, perhaps you'll be

made to do it," cried the coroner, who

hot-tempered man. " What are you afraid of I—that you are going to be eaten
"

1 never did no wrong to nobody, as I can

call to mind—and it's a dreadful disgrace to be

brought here, and me a lone widow !

"
hyste-

rically answered Mrs. Gould, while the vinegar

dropping from her eyebrows and n

"How old are you, ma'am?" snappishly
asked the coroner.

" Old 1
" shrieked Mrs. Gould. " Is this a

court of that sort of inquiry ?
"

what

you. How old are

you, m
Mrs. Gould m<

\y audible, th

The i

wrinkli

lor a minut

"Forty-t ice, to his

D cor-

rectly, ma'am, l L

again to tl.

justice, rememh :•,
a:.

you would not like t ry."
Mrs. Gould sobl and

finally went off into real 1.

bustle was over, tin

" We have not quil

of age. How old <
I

" Mud I tell it ?
"

sobb, ,uld.

" Of course you n. I now, ma'am,
take notice that I ask you for the last ti:

cannot have the moments of the court wasted

in this manner. How old are you 1
"

" I'm only fifty-six," howled Mrs. Gould,
amidst a torrent of tears and vinegar and a

roar of laughter from the room.
" Draw your pen through forty-two,

Clerk
;
and now perk in go on to

ness. What do you know regarding the young

lady who took your rooms, Mrs. Gould \

"

" I don't know anything of her, except that

she had a ring on her linger, and tie

must have been married,"' replied the witness,

whose answers in general life had a fn

tendency to veer from the question.

"Do you know where she came from, or

why she came, or who her relations might be,

or whether she had any ?
"

" She said Mrs. Fitch sent her to me, and

she said her husband was travelling, aud she

said no more," continued the witness between

her si«^hs.
" Did she say where he was travelling, or

what he was ?
"

•

»,
sir. Oh me, 1 think 1 shall f..

"
Perhaps you'll be m • as to

wait till your evidence is i

r, blandly, Km tell

you that she purposed making a long stay ?
"

o be ill at my
. and that she did n

until May. Bhemadexn henamesof

the do i mock, which I

and I spoke up ^ys, as was only

neighbourly, la; she would have Mr.

Carlt
" Did she give any particular reason for

choosing Mr. Carlton 1
"
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" She said she had a prejudice against the

Greys, through something she'd heard ; and

she said some friends of hers had recommended

Mr. Carlton. But, I've had it upon my mind,
all along, that it was the cabrioily did it."

" That it was what did it ?" exclaimed the

coroner, while the jury raised their faces.
" The cabrioily. She got me to describe

about the Mr. Greys to her, what they were

like ;
and she got me to describe about Mr.

Carlton, what he was like
;
and I did, sir,

meaning no harm. I said that the Mr. Greys
were pleasant gentlemen who contented them-
selves with a gig ;

and that Mr. Carlton was

pleasant too, but grand, and had set up his

cabrioily. I think that did it, sir, the cabri-

oily ;
I think she couldn't resist choosing Mr.

Carlton, after that."

There was a coughing and choking in the

room, and the coroner's clerk shook as he took
down the evidence. The witness called words
after her own fashion of pronunciation, and the

stress she laid upon the " oil
" in cabrioily was

something new
;
indeed the word, altogether,

was new, in her lips
—"

cab-ri-oil-y."

"She wrote a note to Mr. Carlton," pro-
ceeded the witness, "and I got it taken to his

house. And when the messenger came back
with the news that he was away, she cried."

" Cried !

" echoed the coroner.
"
Yes, sir. She said the note she had sent

to Mr. Carlton engaged him, and she could not

afford to pay two doctors. But we told her

that if Mr. Grey attended for Mr. Carlton, she

would only have to pay one. And that, or

something else, seemed to reconcile her, for she

let Mr. Stephen Grey be fetched, after all
;
and

when it was over, she said how glad she was to

have had him, and what a pleasant man he
was. The oddest part of it all is, that she had
no money."

" How do you know she had none ?
"

"
Because, sir, none has been found, and

them police gentlemen is keen at searching ;

nothing escapes 'em. She had the best part of

a sovereign in her purse—nineteen and six-

pence, they say, but no more. So, how she

looked to pay her expenses, her doctor and her

nurse, and me—and Mother Pepperfly a

boarding with me at the lady's request, and
she don't eat a trifle—she best knew, and I

say that it does look odd."

"You regaled Mrs. Pepperfly with gin,"

spoke up one of the jury, relaxing from tho

majesty of his office.
" Was that to be charged,

or was it a spontaneous treat ?
"

"
Oh, dear, good gentlemen, don't pray

throw it in my teeth," sobbed the widow. " I
did happen to have a drop of the vulgar stuff

which it must have been some I

got for the workmen when I moved into
it,

three years ago, and have stopped ever since

on the top shelf of my kitchen cupboard, in a

cracked bottle. I couldn't touch a drop of gin

myself without heaving, gentlemen ; mj inside

would turn against it."

Perhaps Mrs. Gould's eyes likewise turned

against it, for they were cast up with the

fervour of her assertion till nothing but the

whites were visible.

"Ahem!" interrupted the coroner, "you
are on your oath

;

" and Mrs. Gould's eyes
came down with a start at the words, and her

mouth with them.

"Leastways unless I feel ill," she inter-

jected.
" This is wasting time, ma'am," said the

coroner
;

" we must hasten on. Can you
account for the poison getting into the com-

posing draught sent in by Mr. Grey ? Did it

get into it after it came into your house ?"

The witness was considerably astonished at

the question ; considerably flustered.
"
Why, you don't think I'd go and put it

in !

" she uttered, subsiding into another fit of

"I ask you," said the coroner, "as a matter

of form, whether there was any one likely to

do such a thing ; any one of whom you can

entertain a suspicion 1
"

" Of course, gentlemen, if you mean to

accuse me and Mrs. Pepperfly of poisoning her

by prussic acid, the sooner you do it the

better," howled the widow. " We never

touched the bottle. As the Greys' boy

brought it, so it was given to her. And there

was nobody else to touch it—although Mr.

Carlton as good as accused us of having got a

whiskered man in the house on the sly !

"

The coroner pricked up his ears.
" When

was that ?
"

"The night of the death, sir. He was

there when the draught came, was Mr. Carlton,

and when I heard him coming down the stairs

to leave, I ran out of the kitchen to open the

door for him. ' Is there a man up-stairs ? I

asked he. 'A man, sir,' I answered. *

No,
sir

;
what sort of a man ?

' ' I thought I saw

one hiding on the landing,' said he,
' a man

with whiskers.' '

No, sir,' says I, indignant,
* we don't want no man in this house.

' * It

was my fancy, no doubt,' answered he
;

'I

thought I'd just mention it, lest any black-

guard should have got in.' But now,

men," continued the widow, wrathfully,

just ask you, was there ever BUch an insinua-

tion put to two respectable females I i can

bear out Mother Pepperfly, and Mother Pew

perfly can bear out me, that wro had no man
in the house, and didn't want one ; I
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• be without 'em. And one with

re too! Thank you for nothing, Mr.

rlton !

"

The words seemed to strike the e<

Le a note in the book before him. When
Gould's indignation had subsided, she

un questioned. Her further evidenoe

not be given, it was only I with

points already discussed, and at its conclusion

shr was permitted to retire to tho next room,
where she had a prolonged fit of hysteries.

The ooroner requested the presence again

of .Mr. Carlton. But it was found that Mr.

Carlton had gone. This caused a delay in the

proceedings. An officer was despatch'

lim in haste, and found him at his own home,
id with a patient. He hurried him up

to the court.

What am I required for ?
" asked Mr.

Carlton.

"I can't say, sir. The coroner said you
to be produced."

* ' I thought you had understood, Mr.

Carlton, that it is expedient the witnesses

should not depart until the inquiry be over,"

began the coroner, when he appeared.
"
Ques-

tions sometimes arise which may render it

sary for them to be examined again."
" I beg your pardon," replied Mr. Carlton ;

I had no idea 1 was not at liberty to return

home
;
or that I should be wanted further."

The coroner placed his arms on the table

beside him, and leaned towards Mr. Carlton.

bat is this tale," asked he, "about

your having seen a man secreted on the stairs,

or landing, on the night of the mur—," the

coroner coughed, to drown the word which had

all but escaped his lips
— ' ' on the night of the

h?"
A scarlet tinge, born of emotion, flushed

the face of Mr. Carlton. Were his superstitious

feelings going to be hauled out for the benefit

of the crowded court ?

" Who says I saw one ?
"
inquired he.

" That is not the question," sharply re-

turned the coroner. " Did you see one ?
"

"No, I did not."

"The last witness, Eliza Gould, testifies

that you did—or thought you did."

The facts are these," said Mr. Carlton.

"As I was leaving the patient, the moonbeams
shone on the landing through the staircase

window, and for the moment I certainly did

think I saw a face—the face of a person Uan-
rinst the wall."

" What sort of a face 1
"

interrupted the

coroner. " A man's or a woman's ?

"

"
Oh, a man's, decidedly. A pale face, as

^t appeared to me, with thick black wlii

I believe now it was my fancy : it was jual

a momentary glimpse, or rather idea, and was
over direct]

play th :a and turns. I

.

as to be seen. Before I had
well g u was
tesJk ,ad deceived myself,
that then; had i

,
when she

U) open the door for me, whether or not

man was in the house. 11

"8ha nid, No?"
"Yes: and was ii led at my

putting tl.

The coroner mused. Turning to the jury,
he spoke in a confidential

" You see, gentlemen, h

any one concealed upon the stairs, it would be

a most suspicious point ;

investigation. That mediein-- was in the ad-

joining room, open to the landing, and unpro-
tected by any guard ;

for the lady in bed could

not be supposed to see what took place in tho

next apartment, and th -men were

down-stair3. Nothing more easy than for the

cork to be abstracted from the medicine sent

by the Messrs. Grey, and a few deadly drops

poured into it. Provided, I say, the person
so concealed there, had a design to do so."

The jury looked grave, and one of them
addressed Mr. Carlton :

" Can't you take your mind back, sir, with

any degree of certainty ?
"

"There is quite a sufficient degree of

certainty in my mind," replied Mr. Carlton.
" I feel convinced, 1 feel sure, that the face

existed but in my fancy. I had gone out from

the light room to tho dark landing,—dark,

except for tho moonbeams—and "

" I beg your pardon, Mr. Carlton," inter-

rupted another juryman,
" but the witnesses,

Pepperfly and Gould, have deposed that the

lady's chamber was in darkness—that the

candle was in the sitting-room adjoining,

where she preferred to have it

"Have they? I almost forget. Then in

g through the sitting-room I must have

got my eyes in contact with the light,

know that the landing appeared dark.

lion.
"

i

now that the candle was in the >itting-room,

for it was from then bed it to search

the landii

" Why did you not mention this, witness,

when you d I" asked the

coroner.
M .Mention what, sir / That I fancied I saw

a face in the dark, which turned out to be all

moonshine

I should be only too glad to mention anything
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that would bear upon the case, but I might

have got laughed at for my pains."
" You attach no importance to it, then ?

"

" None whatever. I feel certain that it was

but a freak of my own fancy."
"
Very well, sir. That will do for the

present. Are there any more witnesses to

examine ?
" continued the coroner, addressing

the summoning officer.

There were one or two, who gave testimony
of no importance, and they appeared to be all.

Frederick Grey, who had been an eager listener

to the witnesses, then stepped forward and

addressed himself to the coroner.

"Will you let me make a statement, sir ?"

"If it bears upon the case," replied the

coroner. " Does it do so ?"
" Yes it does," warmly replied Frederick,

his earnest, honest gray eyes flashing.
" There

has been a cruel suspicion of carelessness cast

upon my father, and I destroyed the proofs by
which it could have been refuted."

And forthwith he told the story of his heed-

less wiping of the cobwebbed jar.
" Was any one present when you did this,

but you and your father 1
" asked the coroner.

"
Sir, did you not hear me say so ? My

uncle John."
" Let Mr. John Grey be called," said the

coroner. "
Gentlemen," he added to the jury,

' ' I am going somewhat out of my legal way in

admitting these statements
;
but I must con-

fess that it does appear to me most improbable
that Mr. Stephen Grey, whose high character

we all well know, should have been guilty of

this fatal carelessness. It has appeared to me
entirely improbable from the first

;
and I deem

it right to hear any evidence that can be

brought forward to refute the accusation—
especially," he impressively concluded,

" after

the statement made by Mr. Carlton, as to the

face he saw, or thought he saw, lurking near

the chamber where the draught was placed. I

acknowledge, in spite of Mr. Carlton's stated

conviction, that I am by no means convinced

that face was not real. It may have been the

face of some deadly enemy of the ill-fated

young lady, one who may have followed her

to South Wennock for the purpose of destroy-

ing her, and stolen nefariously into the house
;

and then, his work accomplished, have stolen

out again."
" With all due deference, Mr. Coroner, to

your superior judgment," interposed a jury-

man,
" the suspicion that the poison may have

been introduced into the draught after it was in

the widow Gould's house, appears to be dis-

posed of by the fact that it smelt strongly of
it when it was first brought—as sworn to by
Mr. Carlton."

"
True, true," said the coroner, musufifc^.1

"It is involved in much mystery. Sfcahd

forward, Mr. Grey. Were you present wlJla

your nephew wiped the cobwebs and dust from
the jar of hydrocyanic acid ?

" continued thfr

coroner, after he was sworn.
" I was," replied Mr. John Grey.

"
Mj|

brother Stephen reached down the jar, whicl*

he had to do by means of steps, from its usual

place, and the dust and cobwebs were much
collected on it, the cobwebs being woven ovetf

the stopper
—a certain proof that it had not"*'

recently been opened."
" This was after the death had taken place V-
' ' It was just after it

;
when we got home

from seeing the body. My brother remarked
that it was a proof, or would be a proof—B
forget his exact words—that he had not used

the hydrocyanic acid \ and whilst he and
were closely talking, Frederick, unconscious, of

course, of the mischief he was doing, took a

duster and wiped the jar. I was not in time

to stop him. I pointed out what he had done,
and how it might tell against his father, and
he was overwhelmed with contrition ;

but the

mischief was over, and could not be remedied.
" You had no other hydrocyanic acid in your

house, except this ?
"

"None at all ; none whatever."

The coroner turned to the jury.

"If this statement of Mr. John Grey's be

correct—and it bears out his nephew's—we
must acknowledge that Mr. Stephen could not

have put prussic acid into the draught when

making it up. He could not, in my opinion.

The jury assented.
"
Certainly he could

not," they said,
"

if the testimony were

correct."
1 '

Well, gentlemen, we know John Grey to

be an upright man and a good man ; and he in

on his oath before his Maker."

Scarcely had the coroner spoken when a

strange commotion was heard outside—a noise

as of a crowd of people in the street, swarming

up to the Red Lion. What was it ? Whai
could it be 1 The coroner and jury suspended

proceedings for a moment, until the disturb-

ance should subside.

But, instead of subsiding, it only cam<

nearer and nearer
;
and at length burst ink

the room—eager people with eager faces—al

in a state of excitement, all trying to pom
forth the news at once.

Some additional evidence had been found.

The whole room rose, even the coroner am

jury, so apt are the most official of us to
b<|

Led away by excitement. What had come
t([

light ? Imaginations are quick, and the junl

were allowing theirs a wide range. Some
fevj

of them jumped to the conclusion that, a I
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|H|, Dick, the boy, had confessed to having
been waylaid and bribed, to allow of poison

; put into the draught ;
but by far the

i- number anticipated that the body and

|Hgg belonging to the mysterious fa<

I up, and were being marched before the

IJffeoroner.
{To he cwalinued.)

DARTMOOR STREAMS.
AX ANCJLKll's WEEK A.MnNii THE TORS OP

III DEVON.

Lent Term was over, and for once I was

glad to leave tho protecting wing of Alma

Mater, for I was engaged to spend at least a

week of the ensuing Easter Vacation on the

moors of South Devon with two old school-

fellows—both ardent fishermen.

Prince Town was at once fixed upon as our
j

head-quarters. In the first place, it is within

easy reach of lots of rivers, and not too remote

from railway communication
; secondly, we

were all three tolerably well known in those

quarters ;
and lastly (by no means the least

consideration) it boasts one of the best country
inns (the Duchy Hotel) that I ever stopped
at. Plymouth was our rendezvous ; and thence

we started with light hearts and knapsacks,
but with all requisite piscatory appliances, by
the Tavistock railway, whose station at Horra-

bridge is distant from Prince Town some six

and a half miles, from Plymouth about ten.

The Tavistock line is certainly one of the

most picturesque in the kingdom, following as

<ioes for many mile3 tho romantic windings
of the Plym. First we skirt its estuary, called

Laira Water, which is fringed on the opposite
Bide by the thickly-wooded and exceedingly
beautiful slopes of Saltram, the property of

Lord Morley. Here our road lies along an

embankment in the very bosom of the water ;

but presently we plunge into the recesses of

Cann Woods and Bickleigh Vale, where the
• roofs of our carriages are almost brushed by
the overhanging boughs of oak, ash, and beech.

t Now and then we get a glimpse at the river,

which rapidly grows smaller as we go further

up. We pass Plym Bridge, a spot unrivalled

for sylvan beauty, and Bickleigh, also cradled

in foliage ; until at length, at Shaugh, we open

tip the moor itself. The Dewarstone faces us

at this point, the favourite haunt and theme
of the too-little read Devonshire poet, Car-

rington. It is the southernmost spur of the

Dartmoor hills, and frowns over the junction
of the Cad and Meavy, which here unite to

form the Plym. Just above, on the course of

the Meavy, is Sheepstor, with its quaint bridge
and desolate moorland church, one of the most

imposing of the outlying Tors
;
and to this

point we del

and fish up tin; i :es us to within

a mil .11.

Hon leasantly-Bituai
on the Walkham, a branch

On our leaving the ir.un h.-r. , .vo were nn

the trap of mine host of

"guide philosopher and friend'' of the Dart-

moor tourist
;
and by him our

D onto Prince Town,

selves dropped at that point of I arest

to the river Meavy. we passthr

Walkhampton—in the yernacul—whose granite church is a in -uous

object in this part of the moo: . I as it

is on the summit of a ham-
let itself is at the respectful distance of a good
half-mile below it. As we cross the vail

the Walkham, and the watershed that separates
it from that of tho Meavy, we get a beautiful

specimen of that peculiarly lovely scenery which

characterises the part of Dartmoor bor.i

on the fertile and well-wooded lowland

which is well described by Howitt in his

" Rural Life of England
" :—" There are

wastes and wilds, crags of granite, views into

far off districts, and the sound of waters

hurrying away over their rocky beds, enough
to satisfy the largest hungering and thirsting

after poetical delight. . . . Below, the

deep, dark river went sounding on its way with

a melancholy music
;
and as I wound up the

steep road, all beneath the gnarled oaks, I

and anon caught glimpses of the win

to the left, all beautiful with wild thicke-

half shrouded faces of rock, and still on

those glowing ruddy tors standing in th-

air in their sublime silence.'" icious

description. As I write it I can in spirit see

the "views into far off districts," and hear,

almost as plainly as if I were really standing

above it, the river sounding on its I

Arrived at Sheepstor, we set to work at tho

real object of our coming on the niooiv

"
luring the wily trout." Th<

or even two, are as a rule too many to be

working near one another on any small stream,

terminsd, for the sake of good-fellowship,

j

not to separate ;
so \ "pool

j

for pool"; and thanks to the weather,

could not have been more favourable (like a

hunting morning, "a southerly wind

cloudy sky ''),
we managed to secure decent

bags for our first day's sport-

It is astonishing 1.

! moorland trout (which rarely weigh moi

three-quarters of a pound) are as to th

hue of the fly to "tickle their fancy.

|
from my own experience I put on, when I com-
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menced, an ordinary March brown at stream

(the fly at the end of the lash), and higher up

(for bob) tied a blue with silver twist
; my

companions using the same, with the variation

of a sort of red palmer instead of the blue.

For an hour we fished with these, and scarcely

got a rise ;
when fortunately, at one of the

bridges, we came across old N—
,
a ci-devant

farm-labourer on the moor, now well known
for his skill as a fisherman by his supplying all

the inns of the vicinity with trout. He was

not fishing himself, so took the more interest

in our success. I complained of our want of

sport, and showed him my flies.
"
Try a bit

of a green tail to your brown, zur," says ~N—.

In two minutes the green silk was tied on
;
in

ten, I had killed three or four fish, and my
friends had altered their flies accordingly ;

and

in twenty, we were all catching fish as fast as

we could land them.

We sat down to our luncheon (of hard-boiled

eggs and sandwiches, not uncheered by the con-

tents of the friendly flask) in a lovely spot close

to some very interesting aboriginal relics, a

short distance above a farm called Stanlake.

The whole of this part of the moor abounds
with these (so-called) Druidical remains, about

which antiquaries have had such enthusiastic

contests, that the cromlechs, sacred-circles, hut-

inclosures, &c, of Dartmoor, are almost as

well-known in archaeological researches as the

Wiltshire Stonehenge, or the Ophite temples
of Carnac. Besides these curious witnesses

of an age anterior to all our historical know-

ledge, there are many interesting objects scat-

tered about the moor, connected with a later

era : as, for instance, Fitz's Well (close to the

convict-grounds at Prince Town), said to have
been built by the astrologer Fitz of Fitzford,
and commemorated in the interesting novel of

that name, I believe by Mrs. Bray. There is

also Siward's Cross, whose history I have been
unable to discover

;
and the remains of the

cenotaph of Childe of Plymstock ; by the

burial of whose body found dead on the moor,
the monks of Tavistock inherited the broad
acres of the manor of Plymstock, in accord-

ance with the will found with his corpse and
traced in his own blood—
The fyrste that fyndes and brings me to my grave,
The lands of Plymstoke shal they have.

The Piskies' or Pixies' house is a well con-
cealed grotto on Sheepstor, connected with
which is a pretty legend of the Civil War. The
moormen still tell how that a gallant scion of
the loyal house of Elford was directed to this

hiding-place by the daughter of the Round-
cnor of Plymouth, and was sustained

provisions surreptitiously con-

veyed by her : how the enamoured fair one,
in despair at his sudden disappearance, was
about to put an end to herself, when she acci-

dentally discovered that her lover was a prisoner
in her father's castle : and finally, how the faith-

ful pair managed to escape together, and
" lived

happily ever afterward," under the friendly

protection of the Dutch Government. I fancy

(but I can remember no authority for the sup-

position) that the main incidents of the plot
of " I Puritani" were taken from this tradition.

Well satisfied with our first day's work for

the season, we were glad to reach the hospi-
table shelter of the "Duchy" about six in the

evening. Whilst performing the necessary ablu-

tions, we had the pleasing consciousness that

the fruits of our exertions were being fried for

our delectation, by our kind-hearted landlady
and her satellites ; and ultimately they formed
no inconsiderable portion of an excellent dinner,
to do justice to which the bracing moor air had

fully prepared us. I shall not readily forget the

enjoyment of those pleasant evenings at the

"Duchy" after the fatigues of the day ;
the

quiet rubbers of whist and the industrious

fly-making for the morrow, in our own room—
the pipes and songs and innocent conviviality
of the bar-parlour (very far removed, amongst
these honest and primitive moormen, from any-

thing like pot-house vulgarity)
—will long live

in the memories of all of us. One of the songs

(sung by an old fellow who had scarcely ever

been off the moor in his life) containing many
moralizing reflections with the refrain "

Pray
think on this when you smawk too-bac-caw !"

was, as I afterwards found out, rather a well-

known ballad in the last century. When the

weather was fine, and we got back tolerably

early in the evening, we used to find amuse-

ment in a game of cricket
;
which national

pastime, surprising as it may seem in such a

wild, is well supported out here
; principally,

however, by the officials of the neighbouring

convict-prison.
Our second day was devoted to the West

Dart, which is perhaps the best fishing around

here. The two Darts unite at Dartmeet, about

seven miles below Prince Town, and with their

innumerable brooks are by far the principal

waters of the southern part of the moor.

Trout everywhere are very plentiful, and though

(as in the rest of the moor streams) they are

for the most part small, afford capital sport in

almost all weathers. Twobridges on the "\\Vst

Dart, where it is crossed by the old Plymouth
and Exeter coach road, has a comfortable little

inn, where I should advise the fisherman to

stop and recruit
; nee aperne, pner, the spark-

ling
"

bitter," which I have always found good
at this place. Besides that consideration, Two-
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BOOT. Hi-

-o Well 0|

Time : rightly,

inan is ;

you. II.

fthc olden tini- .

1 his in.'.:

delightfully

to walk on and ,ok (a bra

, which generally \. i good

bridges has another attraction for me, in the

nxn of the indigenous moormao that I have

II. He is now a stable-help at the inn,

pod remembers the moor long before the first

attempts at cultivating any part of it were

thought of
;
he was already a man when the

French prisoners in the old war v.

at Prince Town
;
and now, though not far from

eighty years of age, the hale little fellow shows

you with pride his hair (which is still jet black,

and like one of his ponies' manes f

and roughness), and boasts that he can u stack a

basket) :
—" Daw'nt 'ee go theere to-day, 7.ur

;

you may zo well dro' yer 'at in th' river
;

'a old Varmer Leigh over to Berry has

bin theere all th' marnin', lashin the water to

a vroth with a vly so big as a drumblc-drane,
and I knaw he ha'nt caught a vish this vour

." It is needless to say that after that

warning I carefully avoided fishing in the

vicinity of Farmer Leigh for the future.

Our third day was given to Fast Dart,
over which, near the modern Postbridge, is one
of the finest cyclopean bridges in the kingdom.
It consists of three arches, the imposts being

slabs of granite of UD1 (8 and

weight. Returning to Prir

ing, we pass uu :
'od as

being I from tin:

Stannary Parliaments for
'

shire. im °f

must

it of Dart-

ing but blocks of granite
com-

fortable to the unha; others con-

I,
than the opp »w so much
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complained of in some of our metropolitan law

courts.

The following clay we betook ourselves to the

Walkham, which is about three miles on the

other side of Prince Town ; and, after our day's

fishing, scrambled up Mistor Pan, the highest

eminence on this side of the moor, to enjoy the

unrivalled prospect. To thewest and south-west,
in the foreground across the valley of the Walk-

ham, rise, in sombre tone and almost abruptly
from the river, Vixen Tor, Feather Tor, and

Rouge Tor
; beyond lie the valleys of the Tavy

and Tamar
;
and in the blue distance are the

Cornish Highlands, with Kitt Hill as a promi-
nent and commanding feature. More to the

southward we see Plymouth Harbour, and the

beautiful scenery surrounding it ; with a peep
at the broad estuary of the Tamar, and the

white tubes of the Royal Albert Bridge at

Saltash. Behind us to the east and north-

east rise one after another in endless undula-

tions the innumerable hillocks and Tors of

West Dartmoor, until the view is stopt by the

lofty ridges of the eastern border of the

Forest.

The pleasure afforded by this boundless pro-
fusion of natural beauties is also heightened by
the powers of the imagination, for Mistor Pan is

traditionally the centre of what I may call

the pre-historical history of the moor. The

huge pile of blocks of granite in regular layers
which caps each of these hills, and constitutes

the Tor par excellence, is here associated with

an idea of mysterious awe, from the possession
of a large circular font or Pan (whence the Tor
takes its name) hollowed out in its topmost
rock, and probably connected with the religious
rites of a bygone age ;

whilst below and around
in the neighbouring down lies the largest col-

lection of aboriginal relics in the whole moor.
The most conspicuous of these, the parallelitha
or rock-avenues, have the name of the Plague
Market, from the fact of the inhabitants of

Tavistock having used this desolate spot as a
market when the Plague was raging in their

town. But beside these, there are cromlechs,

cairns, and other memorials of a departed race,
without number, and extending for more than

two miles over the side of the hill and the

adjacent common.
The religio loci impressed our minds with

a deep feeling of solemnity, and with hushed
voices we descended the hill to the little

inn at Merivale bridge ;
where however our

contemplations were rudely disturbed by the

shrill voice of an indigenous aniazon loudly
accusing us of having, in some unaccountable

manner, feloniously made away with one of her

p : "the goozney-chick was Ulcere just

now, and a's gone now" (ergo, we must have

destroyed him
!)

was her truly feminine philo-

sophy. Of course, we were as innocent of the

dark deed as babes
; but finding by judicious

pumping that a shilling would make all straight,
we laid the offering on the altar of Female
Resentment. The immediate effect was amusing
in the extreme :

—"I ax yer pardon, zur, hope
no 'fence, but a zeed you was gentlemen
as wouldn't zee a poor woman lose the vittles

out of her mouth." A most delicate w^ay of

soothing our humbled feelings, by ingeniously

turning our cowardly purchase of a quiet
life into a magnanimous act of charity ! The
most finished statesman could not more

judiciously have ignored a victory to conci-

liate the vanquished. An additional pint of
"
zyder" at the neighbouring inn was her re-

ward
; and we ourselves, having quaffed the

accustomed "Bass," turned contentedly home-

ward, thinking our experience of moorland

diplomacy well worth the few pence it had
cost us.

The remaining days of our stay in the

Royal Forest were principally occupied in ex-

ploring objects of interest that lay beyond the

circle of our main fishing walks ; though when-
ever we came across a tempting-looking brook
with noisy stickles and deep pools, it would not
be long before our rods were hard at wrork

again. To attempt to describe half the curious

things to be seen on the moor, would be at

once equivalent to writing a book, instead of a
short and necessarily somewhat sketchy paper :

but I may just mention the large Drewsteignton
cromlech on the eastern side of the moor, with

its surrounding antiquities ; the ancient circum-

vallation of Grimspound, also in the east ; its

miniature, Dennabridge Pound, on the West

Dart, now used as a pound for the moorland
cattle

; Clacy-Well Pool, to sound the depth of

which the bell-ropes of Wackinton Church were

once tied together in vain, according to a legend
current on the moor : and, perhaps most curious

of all, the "
lonely wood of Wistman" (consist-

ing entirely of stunted oaks, none much higher
than a man), which has been described by the

topographers of Devonshire of all ages, exactly
as we now see it. These are only a few of the

sights of a "wild and wondrous region," as

Carrington has well called Dartmoor
; many

more have almost an equal claim to our inte-

rest ; and indeed (in the wrords of Rowe, the

author of the very interesting Peran
Hon of Dartmoor, which has always been my
companion in my excursions there), "within

its limits there is enough to repay, not only
the historian and antiquary, but also the scien-

tiiie investigator, for the task of exploring the

mountain wastes of the Devonshire wilder-

E. Lethbridge.
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A NIGHT'S LODGING IN PAB

Tin: following tale was told to the writer of

lines some yean ago, by fch

whom the events therein narrated oec

writer immediately committed the story to

paper. Though Lord never showed any
morbid horror at the possibility of genera]
conversation turning on topics which might
remind him of the strange incident in his life

which forms the subject of the narrati

was naturally desirous that the matter should

be, as far as could be, confined to the circle of

his immediate friends. As he is now dead,
and lias left no very near relatives, there can be

little danger of causing distress to anyone by
the publication of his story. The names are

of course suppressed. The tale is told as far

as possible in Lord 's own words.

In 18—
, before I had taken my degree at

Oxford, and before, by my uncle's death, I

had succeeded to the title, I made arrange-
ments to spend the whole of the long vacation

abroad. I was by no means desirous of a

solitary journey, and was glad to find that

,
whose rooms were on the same staircase

with my own at Brasenose, and with whom I

was tolerably intimate, was also meditating a

continental tour. We made arrangements for

starting together at the end of the rammer
term, and in order to lose no time, I deter-

mined not to go into Scotland to my mother
before my departure, but to trawl as <mickly
as possible to Dover. had as little to

detain him as I. AVe slept a night in the

capital, and a night in the port, and three

days after leaving Oxford were lodged in the

Hotel Dessin. Neither of us had ever left

England before, and we were both full of the

spirit of enjoyment. The quaint costumes,
the new cookery, the ponderous diligences

—but

I won't trouble you with a diluted road-book.

I do not wish to give you my crude ideas on
the state of society and the aspects of the

buildings in France, but the history of one

night in Paris. We reached that city, still

together, but the first fortnight of our journey
had taught us that we were nut ver.

suited for companions. It was my delight to

stop to sketch some tawny old market-woman,
in her stiff white cap ;

I could spend a whole

day in a church, and have still somewhere a

portfolio full of corbels and screens and cor-

nices, marked St. Omer, Lille, Cambrai, Amiens,
and other places of smaller note. grew

ly tired of all this. He said the scenery

i ival in th<

But in

In addition to the Incongruity i f our tastes,

politic i keep us apart. We
both had a fair DO ns to

famili-

who were most pleased with
, and with

whom . WM
entitled to hold their heads as high as any of

the blue-bh>oded inhabitants of the Faubourg
rmain, had been i:

countenance— ft—to the court

friend of my m< H fried to a Maro

,who took me under here-special prot<

assured me that it was impossible for till

hearts who still cherished lo\

the (temporarily) fallen cause of the white flag,

eiate with those who had

race by recognising the position of an a

tion as detestable as it would

I confess that I cared very li:

older or younger branch of arbons

issued the invitations for the assemblies at

the Tuileries, and I ha hopes that

Charles X. won'.
I

I I grew to

1 ulame de . essary con-

sequence, formed differenl

of my fellow-traveller. We fa

Paris about thro

staying in the same hotel, I hid not seen

for several days. We met by
staircase of the 1

1

•• We are (piite strangers ;
wlu-i

going
"To call on B le ."

"What ! still the legitimist M
Shall we dine b

all means. Meet me b

about three o'clock in

The day
wards and forwa)

that was breathi-abh- p.. :

1

to find

I know oi

Tuiier

of course. li was mounting and

vol. x.
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falling with its musical plash in the shallow

basin, wherein two little boys, under the super-

intendence of a black-eyed bonne, were swim-

ming their toy-boats. More children and more

nurses were playing among the orange trees.

Two or three National Guards were lounging

about. Nor were other uniforms wanting to
|

give colour to the picture. The tri-coloured
j

bunting flapped lazily over the dome of the
i

palace. A man in a queer snuffy-brown coat !

walked by : he had on green spectacles, and
;

his button-hole showed a shred of ribbon.
,

You wonder how I remember all this ? You
j

have no idea how indelibly the scene is stamped
on my memory. It was the first time. But

you must hear all in order. I sat for perhaps

twenty minutes listening idly to the plashing

fountain, wondering whetherAuguste or Jules—
he must have been either Auguste or Jules—
would get his boat writhin reach by judiciously

shelling over it with pebbles, fancying now

Napoleon pinching some honoured ear, or the

longed-for Louis dozing over his favourite

Horace in that very garden, watching the figure

of the man in the brown coat and the green spec-

tacles, growing "fine by degrees" in the narrow-

ing vista of trees. Then I thought of Madame
de and my visit

;
but remembered that it

would be more decorously paid in the evening
than in the afternoon. What should I do

with myself? I felt strangely disinclined to

move. And my head ? What is it that seems

to weigh it down ? Is it the sun and the heat 1

I never felt anything like it before. The pain
attacked me suddenly. Pain ! It was hardly

pain. Perhaps the sensation cannot be de-

scribed to those who have not felt it. I had
suffered from violent headache for some days ;

but my head did not ache now. It felt dull

and heavy. My natural impulse was to lift

my hand to my brow. I willed the movement
of my arm, if I may so express myself ;

but
no movement resulted. I had no power to

stir. I then became sensible that my respira-

pew feebler, and that there w^as a kind of

lull in the pulsation of my heart. It is diffi-

cult for me, as I have said already, to describe

my condition. I can only say that I seemed

suddenly to have less life in me
; my vital

powers seemed to dwindle down to the smallest

I existed, because I was con-

scious, but that was all. My senses remained
to me ; but not all in equal strength* The
plashing of the fountain was as distinct as

e the paroxysm ; myeyesight was slightly
dimmed. Whether I could smell or t.

tea Of touch [had hardly
at all. All this I tell

3

I

QjfWy
aware of my condition. One thing

only excepted. For ten minutes, as I should

imagine, I sat wondering at what had befallen

me. Then I bethought me of calling for help.
There were a score of people within the sound
of my voice. I willed to cry ; but there was
no sound. My tongue refused to articulate.

I wras horror-struck
;

but I was sensible of

none of the usual symptoms of horror. My
heart did not beat more quickly. I could feel

no sweat on my brow. Was this death ? No
;

it could not surely be death. I had all my
wits about me ;

and all my impressions were

mundane. The life of Paris was moving round

me just as it was wont. I alone was motion-

less. Then there flashed across me the recol-

lection of a strange tale of cataleptic seizure,

in which my grandfather's name had figured.

I remembered that my mother had seemed dis-

tressed that the subject should be mentioned
;

the guest who had made casual allusion to it

turned the conversation, and I had really

thought little more about the matter. I re-

membered two mysterious expressions in the

letters which I had received from my mother

immediately before my departure from Eng-
land,—expressions which, when read in the

light of my present brief experience, led me to

the opinion that my family must be cursed by
some fearful hereditary evil, an evil which my
mother had never yet dared to communicate to

me. " I am very anxious," she had written,
" about your journey. Of course you will not

travel alone. Who is to be your companion ?

Do I know him 1 I know that you like so-

ciety, my dear boy, and I should be sorry to

think of your wandering through strange cities

alone. Nothing is more melancholy. Pray
let me know if you are intimate with your pro-

posed compagnon de voyage, and if you are

likely to remain together for the whole of your
tour." All these thoughts flashed through my
brain in a very few seconds. I knew that I

must have fallen into a kind of trance. I felt

horror and alarm, of a vague and indefinite

kind
;
but I also felt intense curiosity. What

would befall me ? How long should I sit in

those Tuileries gardens 1 Would the fit soon

leave me ?

I was sitting on a seat with a back to it, a

few feet removed from the main alley of the

garden. My arms were folded, my head was

| slightly drooped on my breast, m .

I. There was nothing in my attitude to

attract attention, so I sat rigid and hum
for what seemed to me an age. I. imagined
all kinds of possible terminations of my adven-

ture. I should be found, of course. I should

be carried to my hotel
;
doctors would b<

for, 1 should Learn what was the matter, and

1 should probably recover
;

these fits
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le the pocket-book n

times the case, in another coat I What other

means of identification would remain I

with a coat of arms on it, hai with an English
maker's name

;
neither of much use in

I

But what mutter was it who I whs, oc w\

lived I I Bhould of course bo taken to the

Hotel Dieu. What will they do t<> me, I

wonder > Will they ha ! what was that ?

"
Qu'est ce que tu fais done, petit mediant. !

Demands pardon ;\ ce Monsieur que tu as
"

It was the bonne who spoke. Alphonee, or

Jules, iii his infantile gyrations, had stumbled

gainst me. He knocked one Leg off the

other, and the shock threw me into a posture
so obtrusively unnatural, that I could not

longer remain unnoticed. The nurse stopped
short in her expostulation.

"
Mais, mon Dieu ! II est mort !

"

No, I am not dead, I thought ;
but I am

very glad that you have found out that I am
not Avholesomely alive. Now I shall be

perly cared for. In a very few moments I

was the centre of a small crowd, and presently
two or three gendarmes shouldered their way
through the starers. They lifted me up, an I

laid me along the bench. I felt—no, I did not

feel
;

I was aware that I was quite still'. One
of them put his hand on my b ; held

it there awhile.
1 ' Son cceur ne bat plus.

"

" Tatez done son pouls."
"II n'y a pas de mouvement. II a men

Pair d'etre mort."
" Pauvre jeune homme ! II a cte' passable-

ment beau !

"
(This from the bonne.)

"II a ete !

"
It smote veiy sadly on my

ears, that past tense.
"
Eloignez-vous done !

"
cried one of the

officials.

Tin? little group of bystanders fell back

some paces, and a search was commenced in

my pockets for some name or address. J was

excited by 1 he 'thought of this search. You
see how difficult it is for me to exp
I cannot say "I trembled," "I held my
breath," "my pulse beat quid
no palpable evidence of my agitation. Bui 1

was excited.

"Voyons: qu'est ce qu'il possede, le joli

-a chic !

"

" On mouohoir. In chuTre an coin.

porte-cigare. Bien dedans. C'esl dom
" C'est une montre de prix. Mais n'y a-t-il

pas de porte-feuille I
"

No, there was no pocket-book. My heart

sank
;

at ]•

tO have sunk. I ca

> ess seemed now
to bee my means

nlv a little less acu unary
life, In the meanwhi r had been

something was put
mtain

flashing, and Uu did reu's voice*

.ver to say but one
word !

We passed oat of the gpj dd not be
sure in which

traffic I

v we stopped; a door was

oving
world ceased. I aa no

•

that 1 was in SOU]

I thought, the worst of m\

They will send for a doctor
;
he wdl know of

the probable duration of the lit, ah I will take

such n will mollify its m
symptoms, or perhaps

From the confused murmur of several

voices in o D which soun

that in a
| .lunicating

with that in which I lay t

liberating on my condition. 1 OOuld D0(

tingnish the woi

plainer, and the

proaching. The face-cloth .

be same •_

me in the garden, more.

And with them—yes, th< ;

—with them entered the

in the brown coat and

I remembered to ha 1

.

This, then, was the I :i
;
he

would tell these blunder M not

dead.
M lie IS still' aire;'.

quently the case in >f the heat

should hav d him d

hour which In the gar

Tuileries | I m
this aften » ad-

of an hour.! Poor y.-ung

eyelids, Louis ; I

1 1

proce's-
verbal

So much for my hopes i

then an attthoi 'US lo

port'

door shut, and then nee.
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I began now to realise the awful horror of

my position. Officially declared to be dead, I

experienced all those emotions which are said

to be felt by the dying in cases where an

accident plunges them from the enjoyment of

health and life to the immediate prospect of

passing to another world. My past actions

rose in swift succession in my thoughts. I

reflected on the frivolity of many of my occu-

pations, on the time I had thrown away, and

the small use I had been to anybody. I re-

membered that my mother's last letter, full, as

were all her letters, of expressions of the fondest

endearment, had not been answered. And
that lie that I had told at school !

—and my
young life cut off horribly and mysteriously,
none to be near me dying, none to know what

had become of me. And
,
he would be

waiting to dine with me. "Where would he

dine ? I wondered. "What would he do to

find me ? Perhaps I might yet recover before—before what ? Frightful, damning thought.
I was dead

;
I should be buried. I tried to

pray. It was not death I feared, I said to

myself ;
it was the manner of death.

Yet through all this I must confess that my
agony was not so intense as now, knowing the

circumstances in which I was placed, I should

suppose it might have been. From apathy or

hope, my mind was very calm ; and I was very
curious. I speculated on what would befall me
almost as though I had been the unconcerned

spectator of the adventures of another.

And what did " la has" mean ? The voice

of authority had spoken of carrying me
" la

bos." The door opened again. My eyelids
were closed now, and I could not see who
entered. I need hardly say that I could not

open my eyes. The voices were none of those

which I had already heard. I was lifted again.
The sounds of the street fell on my ear wich a

sound slightly dulled, and I felt that I was
covered with some kind of cloth. My bearers

walked for some ten or fifteen minutes. There

was a fresh sound of opening and shutting

doors, and I was thrown rudely on some hard
surface

;
not laid decently as I had been in the

office of the gendarmes, but thrown down like

a worthless burden. Could I complain ? Was
I not officially dead ?

But what was this ? I felt 'rough pecks at

my arms and legs. I was being stripped of my
Was this for the coffin ? It!

now that all was over, and I felt weary and
•1. A partial blunting of my senses

much of the pain I must, otherwise
I waited, still perfectly con-

of all thai on around me, as far

'.s-hat lie do
I wondering what would happen

I was stripped of my clothes—stripped entirely.

Then I was carried through another door. A
faint and sickly stench immediately smote my
sense of smell. I was laid down on my back

on an inclined surface, my head somewhat

higher than my feet. A horrible chill ran

through me. "Was this the grave ? I could

not tell. Nothing covered me, with the ex-

ception of a cloth which had been thrown over

my loins. Was I in a coffin, waiting for a

pauper's burial on the morrow ? Oh, God !

to what should I awake !

No. It could not be the grave. It must
be the thought flashed across me in an

instant. How came it that I had not thought
of it before 1 That of course was the des-

tination of the unclaimed dead. That of

course was what was meant by the la has of

the gendarme. I was in the Morgue !

You may think it strange, but my first

feeling was one of relief. To be buried alive

was my great dread. That fate was certainly

postponed. Perhaps I might be saved from it

altogether. So for some time I lay congratu-

lating myself on the renewed probability of my
safety. I should lie here, perhaps, for days.
It would be remarked that my body showed no

signs of decomposition. Possibly would
seek me in this grim receptacle of the dead.

At any rate, there was hope. Should I starve

to death ? No
; surely in cases of catalepsy

the appetite is all but dead. The little life

left in the body requires but little sustenance.

At least, I felt no hunger. There was hope !

Then came a re-action. This horrible place
that 1 was in ! and I bound hand and foot, as

tightly as Lazarus in his grave-clothes. A
deadly cold seemed to chill all my frame. And
always that faint fetid stench telling me of my—hideous thought !

—of my . companions. I

was not alone. T began to speculate on the

appearance of the place. I had heard what it

was like. I had never seen it. I pictured
to myself the maimed and rotting corpse of

some unhappy suicide, recovered too late from
the current of the Seine

;
for such suicides, I

had heard, were the most frequent denizens of

the Morgue. How close wras I to that loath-

some body ? Could I touch it if I were able

to put out my hand ?

Filled with these fearful fancies, I hoped
that the fit might not leave me till it was day.

My blind helplessness was a sort of protection
to me. To have all my horrors of life re-

stored to me, and to bo imprisoned for hours

in that hideous place, would kill me in reality,

I thought. It was better to lie there impotent
as ( was. If only I could sleep ;

if only I

could escape from that consciousness which

all that was left to me.
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I lay tortured and distracted by I

us for what seemed to me to be many
Soon, i

!, it wuuld be day.
And then ?

now a strange shiver shot all 0V<
r

rhe blood seemed to nub to mj
and fill it with violent darting pains. A
tingli: ibling that of cramp,
ran along my extremities, Did these mean
that the paroxysm was coming to an end—that

I could move—that 1 could epeak I I hardly
wished the BUrmise to be true, as yet. The

q my head grew more acute. Instinc-

tively I willed to lift my hand, and press it on

my aching forehead. The limb obeyed the

volition.

You will, perhaps, understand me when I

say that, though this movement of my arm came
to me as a kind of order of release, I yet hesi-

tated to make trial of my recovers 1 powers.
I still kept my eyelids down. I held my hand
fixed on my brow. Then the idea sprang up
in my brain of using all my force to try to

effect my escape from my foul prison. I made
a low sound with my voice. I then muttered

several articulate words. My tongue obeyed
me. I moved my arm to my side again, and

raised one of my legs. The pain in my head

was less. The shivering had altogether C

Still I was affected by a strange weariness,—a

disinclination to use the smallest exertion.

Courage ! I thought ; up, and save yourself !

I slowly opened my eyes. A little light from

a dull moon struggled in through a sky-light
over my head, and by its help I could dis-

tinguish with tolerable clearness the aspect of

my lodging. Immediately in front of me it

shimmered on panes of glass. Through these,

as I surmised, my friends would seek me. It

.fell on some six or seven hard cold beds of stone

or metal, like the slabs in a iishmonger's shop.
On several it showed nothing but the smooth

shining surface. On two others, besides my
own, it rested with a dull gleam on Something
that had once contained the spirit of a man.

One of these corpses looked little more deadly
than I did myself. It was lying next to my
own couch

;
and I could clearly see the fair and

gentle features of a well-looking lad of

fifteen or sixteen years, drowned, in all likeli-

hood, in the river that ran behind me. His

face showed few or no signs of a violent death.

A slight abrasion on his cheek-h >ne was all the

disfigurement. His close-cropped curly hair

looked full of life, and his lips were almost.

smiling. The other body was as far removed
from me as the size of the room would permit.
I could just see a mass of bloated and dis-

coloured flesh. The moon seemed to make a

kind of fotd halo over its misshapen outline.

te my nostril* again,
and 1 with a si.

w rose, an

But 1 did this with dil weak.
iu near me who

will fa

the precincts of I .me was it,

exacth [fall I

my pockets, but it Wt

I tried the door
;

lo« -I.

fast too. Here my sr

to knock on the
; glass, but

self sinking to the ground. > call

aloud, but my a
I remember nothing more of the night.
out with pain a y, utterly exhausted

by the attack to which 1 had been sul j.

became totally insensible.

When J came to mysi If again it was broad

lit. I found myself lying crate!,

in a corner of the room. I li; yes for

a moment to the bodies on the two occ

with a }j ., too,

might have been shut up alive. The corpse of

the youth was just as it hi

lying as if

should that be again a rec life 1

Bronzed and swollen, it was a sight
For an instl

of a negro." i

that black skin in lif e that

is the attraction for a

was in do condition |

others
;

I was too « .ink for in;

ill, huddled in the I

At last a I
1 in a 1 func-

tionary in charge of I liahment -

;

a door, not the •

which were the

the lit; behind t

see him through the panes of glass, DIOC<

u his

would allow. 1 1- ;0Ugh
the farther

circun:

man's expn
.

I his Bnj
hand.

In another mil.

" Mon Dieu : On ne sait jamais ce qu
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arriver ! Cependant il a encore bien l'air d'e'tre

un cadavre. Filons au moins de cette diable

d'odeur."

Muttering these words between his teeth, lie

took hold of my hand, perceived in an instant

how utterly weak and helpless I was, lifted me
in his arms, and carried me out of the Morgue.
I have never seen my one night's lodging
since.

Now I was able to tell where I could be

taken. And now the worst of my troubles

were over ;
but the fit left lasting and severe

effects. I was not able to leave my room for

a fortnight, and during that time only very

gradually recovered my shattered strength.
Assured by my physicians that I was in no

vital danger, I did not distress my mother by
informing her of my condition. But as soon

as I was strong enough to travel I left Paris,
and travelled as rapidly as was possible to

our northern home. My mother was terribly

agitated when she saw that I had been ill ;

more so than was explicable by the mere fact

of my having suffered from a malady which
had both come and gone.
On hearing my narrative of all that had be-

fallen me she wept passionately, and accused

herself as the cause of much of my suffering,
inasmuch as she ''had not told me before."

I then learned that the fearful disease to which
I had fallen a victim was hereditary in my
family. It did not attack father and son in

regular succession, but, like the more dire

affliction of insanity, lighted capriciously now
on one and now on another

;
but it preserved

so much of regularity in its visitations that it

never slumbered for more than a generation.
If it spared a father, it was almost certain that

it would fall upon one of his sons. My own
father had passed through life with no personal

experience of the family curse, dying when I

was about nine years old. My uncle was

equally fortunate. My grandfather was seized

at intervals of time varying from two to four

being smitten first when about twenty
years of age. The great uncle of my grand-
father, there was little doubt, had been buried
alive in Paris, sojourning there as part of the
suite of the hapless Queen Henrietta Maria.
I wus, as you know, the last of my line. My
poor mother, who had learned the family secret

from my father on his death-bed, knew that

the cune had died out, I should be, iu

'final order of things, its next victim.
She was divided between ! of the obli-

gation she was under to inform me of my
r, and so enable me to take prop

cautioi
it, and |„

in of anticipation of bo great a calamity.
r twenty-oi

security, she had hoped that I might be spared.
She was, nevertheless, ever anxious concerning
me

;
and you can understand the apprehen-

sions that were roused by my announcement
of my intended journey to Paris.

You will understand, also, why I have never

travelled alone. At the time I tell you this

(I am just thirty-five) I have been attacked

altogether eight times by a cataleptic fit, simi-

lar to that which I have described to you.*
You may be sure that since that first time

I have taken precautions which have saved

me from more than the necessary suffering. In

my earliest youth I never was very wild or

thoughtless ;
but the solemn experiences of the

hours of the night of my sojourn in the Morgue
made, as you will believe, no light impression
on me. I was brought palpably in contact

with my own death, and the lesson was better

than fifty sermons. But I will spare you my
moralisings. I have never married, and I never

shall. And
,
the man who was with me

in Paris ? He was just coming out of our

hotel as I drove up in the morning in a fiacre,

supported by a gendarme, and some doctor em-

ployed by the police.
" My dear fellow !" he said. (Poor !

he went to the bar, and died of a decline only
two years ago. I seem to see him now pulling
on his gloves in his cool way.)

<{ My dear

fellow ! where the deuce have you been ? I

had such a jolly little dinner at the " Trois

Freres," after waiting an hour for you, by-the-

bye. Where have you slept 1 Anywhere 1
"

"In the Morgue."
He had to hear the story from the doctor,

for I was too weak to talk.

THE SEASONS IN ITALY.

Oh ! my pale December roses,
—

Pale aud faint, yet sweet and fair, j

Would that when life's autumn closes,

I such dying smiles may wear.

Oh ! how still the wintry sky !

Blue, wide depths, so pure and cold-

O'tr the hills dim vapours lie,

Snow in every fleecy fold.

Silent are the ice-bound streams,

All the forest bare and drear ;

Youth is dead, with all its dreams,

Voiceless, leafless, like the year.

Do I weep that May is past ?

Do I mourn no summer glow,
With its crimson I

Love and life upon my brow?

The old title i thirteenth Baron) then I

extinct, and ;

b lord.
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Oh ! ray pale December roses !

More I prize your faithful bloom,
Shedding fragrance, ere it el

On my life's dejected gloom.

Hope deceived me, love is over,
Life is (ading in my breast)

—
Roses ! let your blot

Lonely tomb and peaceful rest.

A breezeless flutter in th(

The hush and pause of brooding wings,
A sense of gladness every wh-

The joy which mere existence brings ;

A pulse which thrills, a life which wakes
As love and hope and youth grow strong,

As every rill its silence breaks

And stirs the woodland with a song ;

A voice which whispers Spring is born
In tender buddings of the leaves,

In rustlings of the young green corn,
ltich promise of its golden sheaves ;)

A full vibration, as of bells

Which echo sweetly o'er the earth,
And bear to farthest, loneliest dells

Soft tidings of the violets birth,
—

All this I feel, all this I hear.

Without, the world is fair and bright ;

Within, each bitter falling tear

Reveals how dark my wintry night.

Art dead and frozen, heart of mine ?

Wilt thou not melt ? Must thou still sigh ?

Nor wreathe the rose, nor drink the wine,
Nor put thy mourning garments by !

Alas ! for thee earth's joys are vain ;]

Alas! for tbee earth's bopee are o'er
;

For thee no bird will sing again,
The vernal year shall bioom no more.

Thou hast no part in earth's bright things ;

Thy tale is told, thy course is run.

Ah ! without love life knows do Spring! ;

Ah ! without love life feels no suu. I. B.

SHAKSPEARE'S GLOVES.

The brisk demand for Shakspearean relics

which ensued about the time of ( J arrick's Jubi-

lee at Stratford, naturally led to a very lively

supply of such articles. Faith was put 1 1 1

severe tests, and the draughts upon credulity
were amazing indeed It must have 1"

hard for some of the curiosity-mongers of that

time as for the proverbial soothsayers of old, to

have met without laughing in each other's

faces. Mr. Garrick, as the following letter

will show, was gravely presented with a pair of

gloves, which he was asked to believe had
" often covered the hands " of the Immortal
Bard :

—
"
Leominstki:, May 31**, 1769.

"Dear Sir,
—On reading the newspapers

I find you are preparing a grand Jubilee, to be

>ry of

a pair

me a present by a deac«m
family wh< i company went

llo as a 1

repairing hi la the great ch

which IPS did [h

" Tli

Shakspeare by

cal gloves of our great po<

them to n e are the

only property

relation, my father possessed and soli

R behind him, and these are all the

recompen- I OM B

nuance.'

"The donor by trade, very

old, and to th«- best of n.
J

the street leading from the Town-hall d

the river. On my coming to play in

about three yean after, he was dead*

father of him and of our poet were bi

children.
" The v. I bear to the m-

of our great author and player makes me
wish to have these reli*

immortal memory, and I am :ink I

cannot deposit them for I

hands of a: as our m
Roscius.

"
I em, Sir,

" Your most obedient, humble Servant,
•

" p.s.—I shall be glad to fa .ceive

them safe by a line dir

Bargate, Leominster, Her

The answer n

extraordina

Ward was of course an impostor, or had

I upon. !

. an entire delusion 11

founded with a much earlier J :, who

nnection with Shakspearean matters

t of Stratford-npon \ .inted

in L602, and whose I>

Shak-
1 claim to

a performer in I

in IT- .

Dublin i:
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maternal grandfather of Mrs. Siddons, his

daughter having married Mr. Roger Kemble,
and the great Kembles being the issue of that

union.

THREE DAYS AT PORTLAND, U.S.

I arrived at Portland, Maine, U. S.
,
on the

18th of April, 18G3. The town is picturesque,
and may be taken as a fair sample of the cities

of New England. The first sensation of sur-

prise experienced by the European traveller is

that a place, inhabited by only about thirty
thousand persons, should occupy so immense a

space of ground. I fancied, when I made my
first pedestrian exploration, that it numbered
at least sixty thousand. The houses are not

huddled closely together, as in most of our

English towns and cities
; but have orchards

and gardens attached to them, stand apart
from each other, and are ornamented with

balconies, verandahs, and jalousie blinds. The
streets are wide, and in many of them are

avenues of trees, which, when in leaf, make

walking possible, and even pleasant, in what
the American newspapers are beginning to call,

with a clumsy and new-fangled phrase,
" the

heated term " of July and August.
At the time of which I speak the trees were

bare, and the streets knee-deep in slush and
mud and snow drifts. The sun, however, was
so warm, and the air so pure and dry, that

many of the Maineiacs had. opened their win-

dows, and from more than one I saw protrud-

ing the legs of some otiose child of freedom,
the rest of whose body was entirely invisible

;

but if the other limbs bore anything like a fair

proportion to the large feet in the square-

topped boots of their proprietors there must be

giants now in Maine, as well as in the days of

the Patriarchs. Next to this Transatlantic

altitude of legs, and the foreign appearance of

the houses, my attention was attracted by the
size and shape of the various vehicles passing
to and fro. They were "buggies" aiid
"
carry-alls" of grotesque form, with frames of

a slight and aerial character, and large high
wheels, as delicate and fragile looking as those
of a velocipede or a perambulator. They are

however, of hickory, or lance wood, and
are as strong as they are light, and pass through

lay, or bound over rocks, with great ease
and perfect safety.

bablished myself at the United States
and it was not long before I enjo;

early illustration of the rigour with which the

requirements of the famous Maine Liquor Law
Pried out. I was seated in the large

hall or passage—a place generally
ad loafing, close to what is

called "The Ofhce "—and was endeavouring
to smoke a rather second-rate cigari by way of

consolation after a very second-rate dinner, of

which I had partaken. The company was as

taciturn as on these occasions and in these

places Americans usually are—all was silence,

And, save expectoration, not a sound,

until the general quiet of the assembly was
disturbed by the entrance of a young man in a

vigorous and demonstrative state of inebriety.
His was not, however, an offensive style of

intoxication. It prompted him rather to be

affectionate and eulogistic, and he scattered his

eulogies about with generous profusion. He
at last singled me out as the object of his

friendly attention, and remarked more than

once, perhaps nearer ten times, that I was a

stout, jolly, and good-tempered Englishman,
and that he should like to have the pleasure of

shaking hands with me,—a request with which
I at once complied. He favoured me with a

quotation which he declared was from Shakes-

peare, but which, I confess, I did not recognise.
" Those lines, sir, are from William, the di-

vine "William. I take off my hat to William

Shakespeare (and off went his hat). He was a

smart man, sir, was William. There is not

perhaps at present a smarter man in this coun-

try than he was."

This literary and "
lushy

"
gentleman, I sub-

sequently discovered had been barber and hair-

dresser in the very hotel where we were sitting,

and at whose bar he had recently "liquored

up
'' with such successful results. The tonsor

has been in all ages a conversational individual ;

but he should be sober, for obvious reasons. I

confess I should not have fancied being shaved

or clipped by this devoted admirer of the Bard
of Avon in his then unsteady condition. He
had, however, retired from the razor and
scissor vocations, had amassed a little money,
and had collected together a company of

itinerant musicians, in command of whom he
travelled through the towns of New England,

giving concerts and entertainments. These
fits of excessive imbibition of alcohol came on

periodically, according to the account of his

friends, at intervals of six months. They lasted,

however, for a week or ten days, after which,
for the next half-year, he was quite as sober as

the most strenuous supporters of Prohibitive

Legislation could desire.

There is no law against dancing in Maine,

though, doubtless, among the old Puritan

settlers it was deemed a grievous sin and trans-

gression. But their enlightened descendants

now leave Terpsichore quite free from the

fetters with which they have in vain essayed to

bind the God of Wine. 1 saw an advertise-
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ment in the Portland

that "A Social Dance" would take plac

evening, and that the entran i that

scone of display and enjoymentwai the o

sum of one quarter of a dollar, about on<

ling of our money. When I asked th
•

man" who presided over the office of the hotel

some particulars as to the nature of the

promise | entertairim trongly I

me to go, and remarked, in I ending
way, that he thought he should " look in

himself."

To this social dance I accordingly went at

eight o'clock, and I must admit that any
prospect of being amused was for the first hour

very remote. I ascended by a precipitous

flight of stairs to a spacious room, in the gal-

lery of which I found a few small 1

and some young persons of the gentler sex,

varying in ago from ten to seventeen or

eighteen, standing round a thin cadaverous

man, who was constructing a small glass orna-

ment, fusing the glass with a jet of gas, and

twisting the heated vitreous substance into

various fantastic shapes. What this had to do
with " the social dance" I could not imagine ;

but, on inquiry, learned that the elegant but
frail articles were to be given away as prizes
in the course of the evening. One of the male

juveniles varied the monotony of the proceed-

ings by spitting from the gallery, whereupon
tho incensed artist in glass threatened, in a

loud voice, that if that young gentleman re-

peated the act of expectoration he would "turn
him out of the drawing-room."

In the course of an hour more Terpsichoreans,

young and old, arrived, and after some delay
the braid played, and there appeared to be a

prospect that the dancing would at last begin.

But this was not the case. A skating match

was part of the programme of the evening's

proceedings. And so a few damsels, not de-

void of personal attractions, invested their feet

with skates, of the kind used in the well-known

scene in " The Prophet," armed with a small

wheel, which supplies locomotive power along
a smooth floor. A jury of gentlemen was

elected by ballot to decide upon the compara-
tive merits of the fair competitors ;

and after a

great deal of creaking and crashing along the

floor, and the performance of all manner <>f

evolutions not in the slightest degree elegant
or graceful, victory descended upon the h

a girl of about fifteen, of sandy oompli
with hair in long tow-like ratstails clustering

around her shoulders, of the colour of half-

dried hay.
Another committee of (jcntlcmcn (to use the

word in a wide and charitable sense) was now
elected by ballot, whose perilous and invidious

valueless glass • e al-

afluded,

as, had I i

rtland, 1 should have d

eg tall

maiden, with

.•• com-

|

about '.

lookii:

hated), with such a graceful gait a* \

showed wh<

through the suburbs

fragile

with bright complexion, rathi r too m
s black aa

set of white teeth, and th t smile and

laugh that my t ood chance

gazed upon or fa

their revenge on the members of tho male sex

it
;
for a jury of la I

to select and reward with s glass toy
—U

to have been a looking'
liest" man in the room. When I first saw

this part of the evening's pro©

programme, I must own it exceedingly ;

me. But I learned by diligent inquiry
—

think I was look At for

asking the question
—that in the American

language
" horn-

in the English tongue, «

substitute! <>r
" wicked." I be-

gan to fear that, by way of a joke, at the

expense of I ally popr.

Portland, fa
! auada

frequently and enriches the 1*

just at that tin. every-

where in America), I should fa

"homeliest" male animal in the ass<

Not that I distrusts I

but thought that my
of the rotund and i

not pel

many of the * thin as ..

shank, and whot
be a

dispo
Much to my relief of d

upon a thi Idle-aged

was und-.r,

walk.

expeni
of the

company ;
and I

form, and delivered a speech to the
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devoid of a certain rough humour, in which he

thanked them for the attention they had shown

to him, and remarked that h^ was a great

favourite with the fair sex, his " homeliness "

notwithstanding ;
that in his own family he

was by no means the " homeliest " of its mem-
ber-' : and that he should like to exhibit to the

company two of his brothers, who quite ex-

celled him in this particular. All this was

received with a great deal of laughter and

cheering. It was evidently the joke of the

evening, and was amazingly successful. After

this followed the dancing, in which the Maine-

iacs evidently took much pride and delight.

They danced very well
;
but as there are no

marked features of contrast between English

dancing and American dancing, I did not find

anything sufficiently amusing to detain me at

the "
social." hop ;

and the luxury of a com-

fortable bed on shore in exchange for an un-

comfortable berth at sea soon tempted me back

to my hotel. I observed during the time I did

remain, that the flirtations between the beaux

and belles were of a cold, platonic, and me-
chanical kind

;
and any enthusiasm displayed

was concentrated on the saltatory business

itself.

The next day was Sunday. I have rather

an asinine taste for browsing on theological

thistles
;
and so numerous were the churches

of various sects and denominations that I was

in another respect like our old friend the

donkey of the philosopher, and at first thought
I should hunger for spiritual food in the midst

of so many equi-distant bundles of it. As I

was, however, travelling for the purpose of

seeing and hearing all I could see and hear, I

did not allow any prejudices to stand in my
way ;

and I think I made a pretty good use of

my time. In the morning I attended a Uni-

tarian church, where the music was excellent
;

and I heard a most elegantly-written and well-

delivered sermon from Dr. Stebbing. The
music was confined to a few sweet voices in the

gallery. The congregation did not join in it,

but sat and listened. As my orthodoxy might
have suffered in the morning, I went to the

Episcopal church in the afternoon, where I

heard the President prayed for, and not her

gracious Majesty Queen Victoria, which was, I

think, the only difference between our service

and the American. On my way back to the

hotel I found some people coming out of the

Agricultural Hall, while a few were entering
it. I walked in, and found that a toothless

old man was preaching in the prosiest style to

a small congregation. He had approached his

lion when I entered, and he staggered
up to it, and stumbled through it after a very
knock-kneed fashion. When he had concluded

he took off his coat and stood in his shirt

! sleeves, surveyiug the departing congregation ;

and when he had cooled himself by this ar-

rangement he put on his coat again. I asked
a whiteheaded patriarch, who looked like one
of the Pilgrim Fathers, what the preacher's doc-

trines were. " He comes from Massachusetts,"
was his reply, "and preaches brotherly love

and peace all over the world." I admitted

that this was very sound doctrine, and espe-

cially applicable just at this moment, when
; North and South were tearing each other to

pieces with a ferocity only to be met with in

civil war.

Heveiling in the joys of terra firma, I con-

i
tinued my walk, and went down to the docks,

! to the good ship that had conveyed me safe

I from England in the most rough and boisterous

J

weather, to ask after my friend the doctor, who
I had fallen ill from a throat attack, caught by
I

his unremitting attention to the dirty and

! unmanageable emigrant deck-passengers. I

;

visited him in his berth, which he was not

\

able to leave, and then took tea with the

I captain and officers in the saloon.
r9wo of the

officers accompanied me on my return to hear

;

a young lady lecture under spiritualistic influ-

ence. We found the room very full
;
but se-

i
cured some seats after paying a few cents each

\

for admission. At the upper part of this

|

tabernacle was a raised dais, and on it was a

large red sofa, upon which reclined a young
! lady with profuse ringlets, a high forehead, a

i light dress, and a rather good figure. When
;

some minutes had elapsed, during which general
conversation in an undertone prevailed, this

|

feminine herald of enlightenment rose and re-

|

cited a long poem, whether her own, and
whether written under spiritualistic influences,

: she did not say. It breathed lofty aspira-

!
tions for the liberties of " the peoples," hurled

j

defiance at despots, and fulmined anathemas

l against priestcraft. Some few persons, perhaps

|

her regular audience and chosen disciples,

seemed to be much roused by it
;
but the ma-

! jority sat, like myself, very quiet, waiting to

see what would happen next.

After a short pause she inquired generally
of us all, on what subject we wished her to

speak ;
when a gentleman in the front row of

benches suggested, quite in an off-hand way,
as if the thought had just struck him, and it

was a nice easy subject for an extempore ad-

that she should lecture on " The Unity
of the Human Race." I have no manner of

doubt that he was an accomplice, and that the

oration, which she of the ringlets and gauze

delivered, was one of these elaborate im-

promptus which require a week's hard toil in

their preparation. She threw herself imme-
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diately on the sofa, was again recumbent for

or four minutes, and then i

forward to the edge of the dais, her handa

in an agony of physical pain and fine

of inspiration. She drew beraelf np to her
full height, waved her hand majestically to-

wards her bearers
;
and as tb i large

ling-board above her in the shape of

shell, she might have looked like Venus rising
•In: sea if ihfl had not more closely re-

sembled a provincial Aapaaia or parochial Lais.

Iii a fine, loud, but too maaonline and

guttural voice, she poured forth the mighty
truths with which her visitors from the

world had in so brief an interview on the sofa

ed her. She proceeded, without check or

hesitation, for nearly an hour
;
and even with

the notes that I made at the time before me I

can scarcely give any account of her harangue.
It very naturally consisted of words; but I

think I must be so ungallant as to add that it

consisted of words only. The ideas were like

angels' visits. She praised her countrymen
ami countrywomen to their faces—not a bad
device anywhere—as, according to the old

saying, "it is easy to praise the Athenians at

Athens." She, as a matter of course, "did"
a magnificent eulogy on the character and
achievements of Washington. Next she called

down imprecations on the South, and rose into

wdiat they call in America a "
high-philuting

"

vein on the wrongs of the negro. The re-

mainder of the oration was a cnule and very

unintelligible rcchavffe of opinions bon
from the "

Vestiges of Creation," Dr. Dar-

win's "
Origin of Species," and Buckle's " His-

tory of Civilization." Altogether, it was a

well-delivered, smooth, and easy medley of

twaddle and infidelity, and consequently gave

great satisfaction to those foolish and ignorant

people who believe* 1 in it.

On the evening of the following day another

exhibition of spiritualism took place, and was

duly attended by the writer of this article.

This was of a more entertaining and practical
kind than that by the oratorical priestess of

freedom on the previous evening. A lady and

gentleman—wife and husband—had in

an advertisement in the Portland journals,

ising spiritualistic manifestations of the

atisfactory and convincing charact

learned at my hotel and elsewhere that they
Were well known and highly successful itinerant

exhibitors of phenomena from the spirit world,
but that for some reason or other they were

unpopular with their professional brethren, ami
had in some way given offence to the

body of spiritualists in New England. ]

however, drew a very large audience in the

•

public ro

just i

asaail-

e&perienoed then t>o freque:
s himself. He was in d Imost

hourly, oommun
lie p.

WOO won!

upon

promised to brii

of all ingenuou

ion, investigation, a:
•

scrutiny of all his proceedings <>

the i

He next % co-

lossal apparatus on t
;

bled an immense I

save that it had no drawers or clothes ;••

had a tingle bench acn»s it. Tie- re was also a
chair in it, a violin, a tambourine, a lar_'

and a copious supply of ro]

degrees of thickness. \\ .

amine, and soim

ponderous piece of furniture. We teal

in vain for any Call g bot-

tom, or any other device. i
, ap-

parently, no traps, no ae

that could aid in
j

;

presently follow. q we com
examination an i i our seats, >!

entered the wardrobe, sea n the

chair, after havi: • floor

on the other side, placed the ne on
the bench out of reach i :'

i, and sus-

pended the bell to the top, out of reach also.

He informed us that he shorn

seat
;
but that the room m 1, and

the doors of t:

re in this case bound to rely on

ty ; for though he di

hear whether he moi
certain that we could do nothil

At a given signal the hall was I .

o as to create a dn

such a lighl ,11 tire may sht

distant parts of a large room. Mi-. P. now

1 them a i stood, as

1 thought.

in what manner she could I

out bt .

mutes,

during which wo all listened in

silence, to hear if thi ad from his
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seat, there commenced a series of rappings,

very loud and distinct, against the sides of his

lurking-place. Then followed a few, rather

discordant, notes on the fiddle. The tambou-

rine next took up Mie strain. The bell, getting

excited, jumped clown from its perch with a

terrible tintinnabulation on the floor. Then

appeared from a round aperture at the top t)f

one cf the folding doors a hand, which was

thrust out and withdrawn rapidly twice or

thrice, making a jerking, a waving move-

ment, but not showing itself much beyond the

lingers ;
and finally the said hand (spiritual or

material, but visible and palpable enough to us

all) thrust the bell out, and rang as loudly and

pretentiously as if it was summoning us to a

good dinner at least. Mr. F. now called out,

as if in some alarm and trepidation, to his fair

gaoler, and Mrs. F. opened the wardrobe doors.

He appeared on the platform. The lights were

turned on, and the audacious communicator
with the other world looked much fatigued, if

not frightened.

A few questions were now asked
;
and some

discussion ensued, in which I, among others,
was so bold as to suggest that inasmuch as he

was a perfect stranger to me, I was, by
nothing but the vaguest and most unmeaning
courtesy, bound, to place implicit belief in Mr.

F.'s statements
;
that I believed it perfectly

possible for him to have moved without our

hearing him ;
and that, so far from being to the

slightest extent satisfied, I was full of sus-

picion and scepticism.
He looked at me with a sickly smile of com-

passion ;
and a brace of his most loyal dis-

ciples muttered some sneering observations

about "want of faith" and "want of intellect."

I must confess that my serenity was not greatly
disturbed by the polished sarcasm of these

dupes and fanatics.

Mr. F., however, now suggested a severer

test of the puissance of his spirit visitors. He
arranged bell, fiddle, and tambourine, in the

places they had formerly occupied, and then
himself in his chair, and bound himself

to it with cords. He invited the audience to

examine the fastening of the ropes, and chal-

Lenged us to make him even more secure by
adding other small cords, of which there were
an abundance in the wardrobe. This some of
us accordingly did. We lashed him to his

chair with cords arranged in every possible
'i.l tied them with all the Gordian knots
id invent. The doors were again closed,

Ids lowered, and all sat in silence

( >n this occasion there was a

lerable delay before the spirits would

any manifestation. The believers
I that tl offended at the un-

reasonable incredulity of a section of the com-

pany assembled. The unbelievers—I among
them—ridiculed this hypothesis.

After a time, however, the rapping at slight

intervals commenced. Next the violin became

nx>isy, if not musical
; the tambourine took up

the wondrous tale, and the bell again was

loudly demonstrative. The hand appeared at

the aperture in the door, held the bell out, and

finally dropped it on the platform, with a tre-

mendous clatter and jingling, and then the

prisoner called out. His faithful spouse im-

mediately opened the doors, and he was seen

standing up, again apparently much agitated,

but emancipated from his fetters by his friends

and acquaintances from the other world.

A few of the sceptical party were now much
disturbed in mind, and confessed themselves

in great doubt and perplexity, and by no means
such sturdy infidels as before. I endeavoured

to re-assure them, by stating that Professor

Anderson, the Wizard of the North, had, at

Covent Garden Theatre, a few years ago, been

bound in a similar way, and had loosed his

chains without any supernatural aid. whatever.

The lecturer, however, proposed another test.

" Let any lady and gentleman that like come
into the recess with me. The audience shall

see how we are seated. The doors shall be

closed, and when they are opened they shall

state, as fully as they like, precisely what may
have occurred in the dark." Some one sitting

near me instantly suggested that " the English-
man" should be one of the investigating couple.

Loud and general cries of "the Englishman !

the Englishman !

" ensued. I rose, and stated

that if there was any lady in the room who was

not afraid to trust herself with me in the dark,
under the protection of the lecturer and his

friends the spirits I should be very happy to

take my place within the folding doors, and

narrate my experiences when I emerged from

them, if, after all my unbelief, I was not de-

stroyed by the insulted " invisibles." After a

short pause, a lady, of no particular age or good

looks, or the reverse (I really have not the

slightest notion whether she was thirty or fifty,

pretty or "homely") rose and very modestly

stated, amid some laughter, that "she was not

afraid of the English gentleman, and should be

very happy to have an interview with the

spirits."

We walked together to the platform, and

entered the wardrobe with Mr. F. He placed
mo in the middle of the form, the courageous
and confiding lady on my left, while lie seated

himself on my right. lie put the tambourine

upon my lap, ami the bell in it. We were

(heu posed in the following manner:—My
left hand was placed on the forehead of the
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lady, my right was twisted in the hair of the

lecturer. J made a promise that I would not

move either. My feet were tightly p

upon his feet, and hia two hands ttrongly
i my arm above the elbow. The audience

i satisfied that neitih

without one of the others know b

were closed, and we were in total dai

in perfect silence awaited the oeleatia] or in-

fernal interference. I ao alarm, I

need hardly say ;
but I was a little uncom-

fortable, under the impression that I was about

to be made the victim of some carefully
•

rated practical joke.

There was a pause of a few minutes, during
which there was no rapping or noise of any
kind. The violin was mute. No hand ap-

peared from the aperture to the audience. The

tambourine rested tranquilly on my knees, and

the big bell within it, when all of a sudden the

latter leaped out of the former and fell with a

prodigious noise on the floor
;
and the tam-

bourine itself flew up and struck me rather

sharply on the forehead. Mr. F. called out,

the doors were opened, and we were found

sitting exactly as we had been originally posed,

the sole difference being that the bell and tam-

bourine were on the ground, and not resting 031

my knees. I stated to the audience exactly

what had occurred
;
but hinted that I had more

right to believe that what had happened was

the result of clever conjuring than of spiritual

agency.
This was the last performance of the

ing, and as the lecturer and his discipl

dently thought it a great triumph, they were

glad to leave off at this point. An elder!

tleman, with flowing grey locks ami venerable

presence
—evidently, from his way of speak-

ing, a man of ability and culture—made a few

rks to the effect that he was himself per-

fectly satisfied of the truth of Spiritualism, and

that he thought that all reasonable and un-

prejudiced persons should be equally convinc

Neither the elderly gentleman's oratory nor

the antics of the bell and tambourine brought
|

home any conviction to my mind
; and, with-

out going into the la:

improbability of the spiritual world employing
itself so idly and trivially as in knocking and

rapping, ringing bells, thumping tambourines,

and playing fiddles, for the benefit of an

itinerant show-man, 1 disbelieved, on the fol-

lowing grounds.

Why, in the last experiment, was there no

rapping or thumping—no playing on the

violin—no hand at the aperture
—no bill

dropped out of it on the platform I Bee

the lecturer was too close to me to be able to

do anything of the kind. As to the upset of

away the other wit

ivetl. ThU, I ban
doubt
and jerked np the tambourine unti

one hand lvu easily n

dark before the doors were opened.

lady was, an accomplice,
and did not more at aii. Ag U

was so carefully b

during that time he wa

extricating himself—by ft

method, almost unii.

to the non-coiijurii.
•

known
Mr. F.

non-believing Maim:

ing Portsmouth Dockyard

Boston, the well-known capil

monwealth of •

I

enjoyed for some weeks what Mr. Russell calls

frigid intellect

I sat with i

Her trook

And shadows si

And she, my Doris, whose lap enclose*

Wild summer- r

The while I sued her, k irken'J,

Till shades had m gloss to %

ueh'd my should
::Y :

•Id them yonder, how far v..<
.

hear you,

Ah :ig, a mom. :.

"There will be sorrow

The.

And w
.hour fjoui

But if tie

and not a child."

Then within me,

And I

" Ah ! do bul lvl y°n»

r nud you, until I
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#
Slie blush'd and started, and stood awaiting,

As if debating in dreams divine :

But I did brave them—I told her plainly

She doubted vainly, she must be mine.

So we, twin-hearted, from all the valley
Did rouse and rally her nibbling ewes

;

And homeward drave them, we two together,

Through blooming heather and gleaming dews.

w
S\/A\ffse

That simple duty fresh grace did lend her.

Mjf i
. my Dorii true

;

Tliat I, her warder, did alway bless her,
And often press her to take her due !

And now in beauty she (ills my dwelling
With love excelling, and undefiled ;

And love dotli guard her, both fast and fervent,

No more a servant, nor yet a child. A. J. M im;v.
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LORD oakbur:
BY THE AUTlloi: OF

DAUGHT ;

Tin; ;

"13, Palace Street, South Wennock,
Friday Evening, March 10, 1848. '

" My dearest Husband,—You will be sur- i

prised to bear of my journey, and that I am
safe at South Wennoek. 1 know you will be

J

angry, but I cannot help it, and we will talk

'over things when we meet. I have asked the

people here about a medical man, and they

strongly recommend one of the Messrs. Grey,
but I tell them I would prefer -Mr. Carlton.

What do you say I 1 must ask him to come
and see me this evening, for the railway
omnibus shook me dreadfully, and I feel any-

thing but "

In that abrupt manner ended the writing.
There was nothing more, except the great blot

referred to. Whether she had been suddenly

inn, talking to some of the many outside

whom i

to htm •

r, as to his having gone
no to offend

and time, bat i thin calL
•• w

officer
ry will

enough of t

"Ti. .thing fresh turned up, tir.

You might ha\ noise they
made, bringing it a

'.

" the surgeon eagerly

he added, a itra

with his w!

"I don't rightly know . sir. The
crowd jammed into the room m
hear.

"

"Mr. Carlton, look at this, will you," said

the coroner, handing him the I

he appeared.
" Can you tell ;.

handwriting of the deceased ?
"

Mr. Carlton took the sheet, glanced I

clutched it in his hand an
I

> a distant

window. There he stood rea<i.

back to the room.

turned it over and looked at I

he turned it back and road it a

returned to the table when

jury, who had followed hi

ition.

"How can I tell, Mr. Cor. I

is in her handwriting or D

"You received a : . you
member what th<

Mr. Carlton pair-

slowly shook his head. "
I

ticular notice of the handwritin

interrupted, or whether* the accident of the Byth< added,"]
Ul„i. 11 i n i i i i I xl. x I

blot caused her to begin a fresh letter, could
not be told

;
and perhaps would now never be

known.

But with all the excitement, the noise, and
the expectation, it positively threw no light
whatever upon the mystery—of the mystery
of who she was, of her arrival, or the worse

mystery of her death. The coroner sat, after

the letter had been passed back to him,

mechanically smoothing the creased sheet with
his fingers, while he thought.

" Call Mr. Carlton," he suddenly .said.

Mr. Carlton was found in the yard of the

that 1 searched I

1 Weill home j\

There's no doubt i threw it in- at the

Per As soon as W n had

got home from his examii. iie had

set himself h for the I
i:s con-

viction at tin- time wai
'

burnt it with the loose lei elopes

ile,
those which he had thrown

on the fire in a 1.

ever since ; nevertheless he did

search on going home from th< .lie
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emptied some card-racks which stood on the

mantelpiece ;
he opened the drawers of the

sideboard ;
he went up-stairs 'to his bed-room,

and searched the pockets of the clothes he

had worn that night ;
he looked in every

likely place he could think of. "It seemed

rather a superfluous task to do it, and it

brought forth no results
;

but Mr. Curlton

wished to feel quite sure upon the point.
" Then you cannot speak to this hand-

writing ?
" asked the coroner.

" Not with any certainty," was the reply of

the witness. " This writing, I fancy, looks not

dissimilar to the other, so far as my remem-

brance of it carries me
;

but that's a very

slight one. All ladies write alike now-a-

days."
" Few ladies write so good a hand as this,"

remarked the coroner, giving the torn sheet a

jerk upwards to intimate it.
" Are you near-

sighted, Mr. Carlton, that you took it to the

window ?
"

Mr. Carlton threw his eyes full in the face

of the coroner, incipient defiance in their

expression.
"I am not near-sighted. But the rain

coming on. I thought, too, it must be a do-

cument of importance, throwing some great

elucidation upon the case, by the commotion

that was made over it."

"Ay," responded one of the jury, "we
were all taken in."

There was nothing more to be done
;
no

further evidence to be taken. The coroner

charged the jury, and he ordered the room to

be cleared while they deliberated. Among the

crowds filing out of it in obedience to the man-

date, went Judith Ford. Judith had gone
to the inquest partly to gratify her own par-
donable curiosity

—though her intense feeling
of interest in the proceedings might be cha-

racterised by a better name than that
; partly

to be in readiness in case she should be called

to bear testimony, as one of the attendants

who had helped to nurse the lady through her

illness.

She was not called, however. Her absence

from the house at the time of the taking the

medicine, and of the death, rendered her of no

avail in a judicial point of view, and her name
was not so much as mentioned during the day.
She had found a Beat in a quiet but convenient

corner, and remained there undisturbed, watch-

ing the
],' with the most absorbed

r oiKU! from the witncsM

their demeanour, as fcheir separate evid< ft

given, W( re her eyes taken. Judith could not

t fche dreadful death
;

she could not
fathom the oirci attending it.

In groups of fives, of tens, of twenties,
the mob, gentry and draggletails, stood about,
after their compulsory exit from the inquest-

room, conversing eagerly, waiting impatiently.

Stephen Grey and his brother, Mr. Brooklyn,
Mr. Carlton, and a few more gentlemen col-

lected together, deeply anxious for the verdict,

as may be readily imagined ;
whether or not it

would be manslaughter against Stephen Grey.
Judith meanwhile found her way to Mrs.

Fitch. She was sitting in her bar-parlour
—

at least, when any odd moment gave her an

opportunity to sit ; but Mrs. Fitch could not

remember many days of her busy life so full of

bustle as this had been. She was however

knitting when Judith in her deep mourning

appeared at the door, and she started from her

seat.

"Is it you, Judith? Is it over? What's

the verdict ?
"

"It is not over," said Judith. " We are

sent out while they deliberate. I don't think,"

she added, some pain in her tone,
"
they can

bring it in against Mr. Stephen Grey."
" I don't think they ought, after that

evidence about the cobwebs," returned the

landlady. "Anyway, though, it's odd how
the poison could have got there. And I say,

Judith, what tale's this about a face on the

stairs ?
"

' '

Well, I—don't know, ma'am. Mr. Carlton

says now he thinks it was all his fancy.''
" It has got a curious sound about it, to my

mind. I know this—if the . poor young lady

was anything to me, I should have it followed

up. You don't look well, Judith."

"I can't say but it has altogether been a

great shock and puzzle to me," acknowledged

Judith,
" and thinking and worrying over a

thing does not help one's looks. What with

my face having been bad—but it's better now
—and what with this trouble, I have eaten

nothing solid for days."
"I'll give you a drop of cherry brandy

"

"
No, ma'am, thank you, I couldn't take it,"

interposed Judith, rn^pre vehemently than the

kind-hearted offer seemed to warrant. " I can

neither eat nor drink to-day."
"
Nonsense, Judith ! you are just going the

way to lay yourself up. It is a very dr

thing, there's no doubt of that, but still she

was a stranger to us, and there's no cause fe£

its throwing us oil' our proper meals."

Judith silently passed from the topic.

am anxious to get a place now,
r '

she said
;
"I

shouldn't think of all this so much if 1 had

something to do ; besides, [ don't like to ij

too long on Mrs. Jenkinson's kindnee

suppose you don't happen to have heard of a

plaee, Mrs. Fitch i"
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" I heard to-day that there

ited ;tt that house on the Rise wh
•\v folks live. Their housemaid"

ive."
" What new folks ?" a>k.-d Judith.

"Those fresh people that came from a

ince. What's fehe Dame I

The Ci

jht suit you. Coming ! ooming!" shii

out Mrs. Fitch, in answer to a SO

calls.

"
Yes, it might suit me," murmured Judith

to herself. "They look nice people* I'll go
and sec after it."

The words were interrupted by a movement,
a hubbub, and Judith hastened outside to

bain its cause. Could the deliberation of

the jury be already over '. Yes, it wai

so. The door of the inquest-room had been

thrown open, and the eager crowd

pressing on to it. A few minutes more, and

the decree was spoken ;
was running like wild-

fire to every part of the expectant town.
" We find that the deceased, whose married

name appears to have been Crane, but to whose:

Christian name we have no clue, came by her

death through swallowing prussie acid mixed
in a composing draught ;

but by whom it was

thus mixed in the draught, or whether by
mistake or intentionally, we deem there is not

sulricient evidence to show. 5 '

So Stephen Grey was yet a free man. Bifl

friends pressed up to him and shook him

warmly by the hand. While young Frederick,

with a cheek of emotion, now white, now

>n, galloped home through the mud and

shut himself in his bed-room, there to hide his

thai ikfillness and his agitation.

tched as the weather had been with its

wind and its rain, the sun shoved itself just
before its setting, and broke forth with a glow-

ing red gleam, as if it would, in compassion,
accord a glimpse of warmth and bright:

the passing day which had been longing for it.

Its slanting beams fell on that pleasant
white house on the Rise, the residence of

Captain Chesney, glimmering through the

and dancing on the carpet in the drawing-
room. The large French window open:
the ground looked bright and clear with these

welcome rays, and one of the inmates of the

room turned to them with a glad expre
an expression that told of some exp

hope.

bed at the table was the eldest daughter,

pane Chesney ; a peculiarly quiet-looking,

lady-like young woman of thirty years, with

drooping eyelids and fair hair. She had some
bits of paper before her that were wonder-

fully like bills, and an open account-book lay

t seemed to say her

life

•s sound, !.

with a radiant

unusually
and-i

than

lid, witii
•

isually

youthful i;

her n

;
; though noi. |f]g aro

naturally vain
; beautiful girl-

it has rai

to conceive of vai which
tarnished the In

the one
;

—tho great
D which i

:
seeds whether i

them partially dormant.

; her only failing ;
far firom

-elf-will, i 1 a re-

bellious spirit.

Latterly another passion had taken possession
of her

;
one which seemed to cham

nature, and to which -came

subservient—love fbl is her

it is her heart which is whispering he will be

sure to come ! Sh

some robe of glitterii

lace shad nail white arms, on

which were go! I ne wore a

violet merino, some v. collar,

and small white cull's on the closed slee\

only ornament. Th

denizen of a pal: l plain

attire and gent:. . tit only i" I

home life.

And, standing window, >
I

ing to

in con

frock was of similar ma;

merino, but far mon
white drawers just short

skirt. She was

pretty, dark and luminous .'i^ L«

but shining with a fai

and there was a

ami manner, t'.

distinguished h< I

In the room M the naval half-pay

from i

ines than even

ut WM full upon him. The wea

usly straitened, the
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captain having nothing but his half pay—and

what is that to live upon ? They were encum-

bered by debt. Life had long been rendered

miserable by it. And in truth, how can these

poor straitened men, gentlemen of connec-

tions as they often are, keep debt from their

door ? Captain Chesney was, to use a familiar

expression, over head and ears in it. He had

quitted the neighbourhood of Plymouth, where

they had lived for so many years, simply
because the place grew too hot to hold him, his

creditors too pressing to be borne with. South

Wennock was becoming the same, and people
were growing troublesome.

It was Jane who bore the brunt of it all.

Perhaps no father had ever been loved with a

more yearning, ardent, dutiful love than was

Captain Chesney by his daughter Jane. To
save him one care she would have forfeited her

existence ;
if by walking through a sea of fire—and this is not speaking metaphorically

—
she could have eased him of a minute's pain,

Jane Chesney would have stepped lovingly to

the sacrifice. Not upon him, not upon the

others, had fallen the daily pains and penalties

inseparable from a state of debt, but upon
Jane. The petty hourly cares and crosses, the

putting-off of creditors, the scheming how to

make their ten shillings go as far as other

people's twenty, the anxiety for the present,
the sickening dread of the future, and what

might be the climax Jane bore it all meekly,

patiently. But it was wearing her out.

She sat now over the last week's bills, lean-

ing her aching head—aching with care more
than pain

—upon her hand, and adding them

up. Jane was not a good accountant ;
few

women are
; they are not trained to be so

;
and

she had to go over the columns more than

once. It was not the work which wearied and

damped her
;

it was the dread glance at the

sums total, and the knowledge that these bills

could only be put away with those of many
many weeks back, unpaid. She pushed them
from her, but with a gentle action—there was

gentleness in every movement of Jano Ches-

ney—and leaned back in her chair with a

sobbing sigh.

"Lucy, child, I wish you would not dance

so. It puts me out."

The little girl looked half surprised.
" I

am not making a noise, Jane."

"But the movement as you wave about
makes my head worse."

" Have you the headache, Jane I

"

" Yes. At least—my head is so perplexed
that it seems to ache."

Laura burned round, her eyes flashing." You arc worrying your brains over those

Wretched bill*, .lane ! I wonder you will get

them about ! I should just let things go on as

they can, and not torment myself."
" Let things go as they can !

" echoed Jane,
in a tone of pain.

"
Oh, Laura !

"

" What good can you do by worrying and

fretting over them ? What good do you do 1
"

"
Somebody must worry and fret over them,

Laura. If I were not to do it, papa must."

such

own
But

papa
half-

troubles than you are. And it is his

imprudence which has brought it all on.

for the extravagance of bygone years,

would not have reduced himself to his

pay
"

"Be silent, Laura !

"
interrupted Jane, her

tone one of stem authority.
" How dare you

presume to cast a reflection on my dear

father ?
"

Laura's face fell, partly in submission to the

reproof, partly in angry rebellion. Laura, of

them of all, most bitterly resented the petty

annoyances brought by their straitened life.

"Papa is as dear to me as he is to you,

Jane," she presently said, in a tone of apology
for her words. " But I am not a stick or a

stone, and I can't help feeling the difference

there is between ourselves and other young
ladies in the same rank of life. Our days are

nothing but pinching and perplexity ;
theirs

are all flowers and sunshine."
" There is a skeleton in every closet, Laura ;

and no one can judge of another's sorrows,"
was the quiet answer of Jane. ' The lives

that look to us all flowers and sunshine—as

you term it—may have their inward darkness

just as ours have. Recollect the Italian pro-

verb,
' Non v' e rosa senza spina.

' "

" You are going altogether from the point,"

returned Laura. " What other young lady—
in saying a young lady I mean an unmarried

one, still sheltered from the world's cares in her

father's home—has to encounter the trouble

and anxiety that you have ?
"

" Many a one, I dare say," was the reply of

Jane. "For myself, if I do but save.the trouble

and anxiety to my dear father, I think myself

amply repaid."
Too true

;
it was all that was thought of by

Jane
;

the one great care of her life—the

saving annoyance to her father. In the long

night watches, when a dread of what these

might result in for Captain Chesney
would press upon her brain, Jane Chesney
would lay her hand on her burning brow and

wish that England's laws could be altered, and

permit a daughter to be arrested in the place

Of her father. Laura resumed:—
>ve us, have to live as Ave live?

barred up
—it's no better—in a house like

so many hermits
;
not daring to visit or be
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Hush, Laura ! If we \ pining,

,t will be tlie wont <>f* all. It . and

we must bear it patiently."
Laura Chesney did not appear inolin<

lica/- it very patiently just then. She Struck

iment loudly and pa

ately, playing so for a few moments, as if find-

. ent for her anger. The little girl had

leaned against the window in silence, Listening

to her sisters, and turning her sweet brown

eyes from one to the other. Suddenly there

came a sound on the floor above as if a heavy

ing-stick was being thumped upon it.

"
There, Laura ! that's because you played

out so loudly!" cried the child.
"
To-day,

when 1 was practising, I forgot myself and

nob my foot off the soft pedal, and down came

papa's stick as if he would have knocked the

floor through."
Laura Chesney rose, closed the piano, not

quite so gently as she might have done, and

wont to the window. As she stood there

looking out, her soft brown hair acquired

quite a golden tinge in the light of the setting
sun.

Thump ! thump ! thump ! came the stick

again. Jane sprang from her seat. "It is

not the piano : papa must want something."
A voice loud and imperative interrupted her

as she was hastening from the room. " Laura I

Laura !

"

Jane drew back. "It is for you, Laura.

Make haste up."
And Laura Chesney, as she hastened to

caught up a small black mantle which lay on a

chair and threw it over her white shoulders.

. ed to conceal her rich silk dress and the

golden bracelets that glittered on her w; .

CHAPTER XII.

Lucy Chesney remained a few minutes in

thought as her sister left the room. Things
were puzzling her.

"
Jane, why does Laura put that black

mantle on to go up to papa / It must be to

hide her dress. But if she thinks that papa
would be angry with her for wearing that best

dress and mamma's golden bracelets every

evening why does she wear them i

"

A somewhat difficult question for

Chesney to answer—to answer to a young
mind which was being moulded for good or for

ill.

" Laura is fond of dress, Lucy. Perhaps
she fancies papa is less fond of it."

"
Papa ia less fond of it," returned the

child. " I don't think he would care if we

wore these old merinos— oh, until

! >ress is expensive, i

and you kn«>w "

know, Ja

filling up the pam .

on at all I She had not oat

., in truth, this w.ts a question

: i steed

for the

cause—the

unhappy eause which irai

trouble upon them—bad yet dawned on
the mind of Jam

id 1 want \<> mk\
J

Jane. What did yon mean by aaying there

t skeleton
" Come hither, 1.

hand, and the child

the hand in hi Lucy sat looking up-
wards into her sister's calm, p.

" If mamma had lived, Lu > you

might not 1

would have taught yon and t:

entry than I h.v
"

"I'm sui 1 the ehil

tiling with are as good
to me as mamma could have been

teach me well."

pass thr . Lucy, dai

troubles come a cares, more or less

heavy
"

y come to us all.

body in the worl
"
They e

will of God. I ybody
is without them. V

cares are
;
but MffllittillH

others can have—we cann

any, ami can scarce. in it. We see

them pro-;
-

; nay, with v.

-, so fat

can see, a

and united family. \ • d hap-
115 tO

be 80 fortunate as to be obj envy,

rat care, so great that it

may b l» grave i

tlu'ir time, and all the greater because it has

et, becaus-

Do you ond<

i care

come to everybo
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"My child, I have just tokl you it is the

will of God. Sometimes we bring it upon our-

selves, through our own conduct
;
but I'll not

talk to you of that now. You are young and

light-hearted, Lucy, and you cannot yet under-

stand the need of care. It comes to wean us

from a world that we can stay but a little time

in
"

"
Oh, Jane ! we live to be old men and

women !

"

Jane Chesney smiled
;
care and its bitter

fruits—bitter to bear, however sweet they may
be in the ending—had come to her early, and

made her wise.
" The very best of us live but a short time,

Lucy—for you know we must speak of time by
comparison. Threescore years and ten here,

and ages upon ages, life without ending, here-

after. Well, dear, care and sorrow and dis-

appointment come to draw our love from this

world and to teach us to long for the next—
to long for it, and to prepare for it. Care is

permitted to come to us by God, and nothing
comes from Him but what is good for us."

" Why do people hide their care 1
"

"It is our nature to hide excessive care or

joy ; they are both too sacred to be exposed to

our fellow-mortals
; they are hidden away with

God. Lucy, dear, you are too young to under-

stand this."
" I shall look out for the skeleton now, Jane.

When I see people who seem a little dull, I

shall think, Ah, you have a skeleton in your
closet !

"

"It exists where no dulness is apparent,"
said Miss Chesney.

" I remember meeting
with a lady

—it was before we came to South

Wennock—who appeared to possess every re-

quisite to make life happy, and she was light-

hearted and cheerful in manner. One day,
when I had grown intimate with her, I re-

marked to her, that if any one ever appeared
free from care, it was herself. I shall never

forget her answer, or the deep sadness that rose

to her face as she spoke it.
' Few living have

o afflicted with anxiety and care as I have

been
;

it has come to me in all ways ; and, but

for God's support, I could not have borne

it. You must not judge by appearances,
Miss Chesney.' The answer took away my
illusion, Lucy ;

and the tears rose involun-

tarily to my own eyes, in echo to those which
earnestness and remembrance had called up to

hers."
" What had her sorrow been, Jane 1

"

" She did not say ;
but that her words and

affliction were only too true, I was certain.

She appeared to be rich in the world's ties,

g a husband and children, brothers and

—having all, in short, apparently, to

make life happy. The skeleton exists where
Ave least expect it, Lucy."

"Suppose it ever comes to me, Jane.

Should I die ?
"

"
No, dear," laughed Jane Chesney, the

little girls quaint earnestness was so droll.

"It does not come to run away with people
after that fashion

;
it rather comes to teach

them how to live. I will repeat to you a sen-

tence, Lucy, which you must treasure up and
remember always,

'

Adversity
'—

adversity is

but another name for care and sorrow, no mat-

ter what their nature," Jane Chesney broke off

to say,
" *

Adversity hardens the heart, or it

opens it to Paradise.
5 When it shall come to

you, the great ugly skeleton of adversity, Lucy,

you must let it do the latter."
"
Adversity hardens the heart, or it opens

it to Paradise," repeated Lucy.
" That is a

nice saying, Jane
;
I like it."

But we ought to have followed Laura, who
had hastened up-stairs at her father's sum-

mons. Captain Chesney was reclining in an

easy-chair, his feet extended out before him
on what is called a rest. The feet were

swathed in bandages, as gouty feet sometimes

must be. Lie was quite helpless, so far as the

legs were concerned
;
but his tongue and

hands were the reverse of helpless,
—the hands

kept up the noise of the stick perpetually,
and the tongue its own noise, to the extreme

discomfort of the household. Now that he

was sitting up, it might be seen that he was a

short man, as sailors mostly are. He bent his

eyes with displeasure upon Laura from beneath

their overhanging brows.
' ' Was that you playing ?

"

"
Yes, papa."

"Oh, it was not Lucy ?"

"Papa, you know that Lucy could not

play like that."
" A good thing for her," roared Captain

Chesney, as a twinge took him, "for I should

have ordered her to be whipped first, and

sent to bed afterwards. How dare you

annoy me with that noisy squeaking piano 1

I'll sell it."

As a day never passed but Captain Ch

gave utterance to the same threat, it made but

little impression upon Laura.
" Where's Jane ?

" he went on.
" She's at those everlasting bills, papa," was

Laura's reply, who, truth to say, did not re-

gard her father with the excessive

and affection thai Jane did, and was not al-

ways in manner BO submissively dutiful.
"
Ugh !" retorted the captain.

ct
L<

throw them behind the lire."

" I should," put in Laura ;
but the ai

ing remark greatly offended him, and fi
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he kept up aa incessant Boolding of

Js that inquest over .

;
"

be

I don't know anything about it, pa;
Carlton n< tp?

M
"
No," replied Laura, beodiii :!i the

pillow under her father's feet,

ion of colour, which she (Salt rush t<j her

, should be noticed, In doing this, the

Unwittingly touched the worst foot in the

part ;
and the unhappy captain, one of the

most impatient to bear pain that bh<

came to, shrieked, shook his st irk, and finally
ff some of what Miss Laura was in the

habit of calling his quarter-deck langua"
Papa, 1 am very sorry ; my hand slipped,"

she deprecatingly said.
" Did you ever have the gout, Miss Laura

Chesney 1
"

"
No, papa."

"Then perhaps you'll exercise a little care

when you are about those who do have it, and
not let your hand <

slip.' Slip, indeed ! it's all

you are good for, to agonise Buffering people.
What do you do here ? Why don't you let

Jane come up ?
''

"
Why> papa, you called me up."

" That cantaukering piano ! I'll send for a

man to-morrow, and he shall value it, and take

it away. What's the reason that Carlton

doesn't come ? He's getting above his

is that fellow, lie lias not been be

day long. I ha\ at mind to turn him

off, and call in one of the Greys. I wish I had
done so when we first came Ik: ire at-

tentive. You shall write him a note, and tell

him not to put his foot inside my gate any
more."

Laura's heart turned sick. Sick lest her

father should execute his threat.
" He could not be dismissed without

paid," she said, in a low tone, hoping thi

gestion might have weight ;
and the captain

led.

"Has Pompey come back?" ho I

again, while Laura stood submissively before

him, not daring to leavo unless <li

" Not yet, papa. He has scarcely had time

to come back yet."
"But I say he has had tin; : entry

interrupted the captain.
u He is stopping

loitering over that precious inquest, listening

to what's going on there. One fool makes

many. Til loiter him with my stick when he

returns. Give me that."

The captain rapped his stick violently on a

table in his vicinity, pretty nearly causing
the saucer of jelly which stood there to fly

off it. Laura handed him the saucer and

teaspoon.

" Who made I

had ;

entirely

that it must 1 i

jit.

wonih

I'm a itO

minute. " What does Jane mean
told her 1 would

of cow-heel. V,

"
Then, papa, 1 believe you are wrong, for

L think

two ago," J

hi in
; and the irascible old

sailor, somewhat mollified, tt I pur-
suit of the jelly.

" What did Clarice say ?" he asked.
"

Clarice g her

eyes in wonder. Not wonder only at the

question, but at hearing so mu narno

mentioned by her father.

The ex-sailor opened hi . m on
his daughter.

" I a.sk you what Clarice a*i

-
.iJ when, pa]

" When I Why, when
the other morning. Tuesday,

" Jane di d !>»?*•
"

ue did, young lady. V,

tell me she did, if she di I want

to keep it from me, do you I

"

"Indeed, pap
not hear from her. I am quit 1 tt she

did not. Had she heard from her she

have told m
A cruel twinge took the I foot.

shot!*' he shrieked. "And serve

you right for seekis

A pretty puppet 1 should I

foi Jane I
d M*

you m

Kent . ank ful for the

relet
••

Pap -imed.

"He
I make a person i:

Hy a man. >*, over

papa,

you know,
; plicit hipi J ust ;i

m
i ,

had a fine

thno ol dane forbore to

impure in what light she spoke it ; she could
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not always be contending.
" What was the

jelly made of, Jane, calves' feet, or cow-heel ?"

" Cow-heel."
" There ! papa found it out, or thought he

did : though I am sure the nicest palate in the

world cannot tell the difference, when it's well

flavoured with wine and lemon. He said he

wondered at you, Jane, putting him off with

cow-heel. I was obliged to tell him it was

calves' foot, just to pacify him."

Jane Chesney sighed deeply. "Calves' feet

are so very dear !

" she said.
" I did it for

the best. If papa only knew the difficulty I

have to go on at all."

"And any one but you would let him know
of the difficulty," boldly returned Laura. But
Jane only shook her head.

"
Jane, have you heard from Clarice lately ?"

resumed Laura.

Miss Chesney lifted her eyes, somewhat in

surprise.
" Had I heard, Laura, I should not

be likely to keep the fact from you. Why do

you ask that question ?
"

"
Papa says that you heard from her on

Tuesday : that you told him so. I said you
had not heard, and he immediately accused me
of wanting to hide the news from him. "

"
Papa says I told him I had heard from

Clarice !

"
repeated Jane Chesney in astonish-

ment.
" He says that you told him you heard on

Tuesday."
"
Why, what can have caused papa to fancy

such a thing ? Stay," she added, as a recol-

lection seemed to come to her,
" I know how

the mistake must have arisen. I mentioned
Clarice's name to papa, hoping that he might
be induced to break the barrier of silence and

speak of her. I said I thought we should soon

be hearing from her. That was on Tuesday."
" Why do you think we shall soon be hear-

ing from her ?
"

" Because—because "—Miss Chesney spoke
with marked hesitation—"I had on Monday
night so extraordinary a dream. I feel sure

we shall hear from her before long."
Laura Chesney burst into a laugh.

"
Oh,

Jane, you'll make me die of laughter someday,
with those dreams of yours. Let us hear what
it was."

"
No, Laura

; you would only ridicule it."

Lucy Chesney stole up to her eldest sister.

"Jane, tell me, do tell me ; I shall not ridi-

cule it, and I like to hear dreams."
.Jane .shook her head in that decisive manner

from which Lucy knew there was no appeal.
"It was not a pleasant dream, Lucy, and I

shall not tell it. I was thinking very much of

day, in consequence of the

dream, and I mentioned her name before

papa. That is how the misapprehension must
have occurred."

" Was the dream about her ?" asked Laura
;

and Jane Chesney did not detect the covert

irony of the tone.
" Yes. But I should be sorry to tell it to

any one : in fact, I could not. It was a dread-

ful dream ;
an awful dream."

They were interrupted. A maid-servant

opened the drawing-room door and put her

head in. Rather a surly-looking sort of head.
" Miss Chesney, here's that coachman come

again. He is asking to see the captain."
"
Captain Chesney is ill, and cannot see any

one," imperiously answered Laura before Jane

could speak. "Tell him so, Rhode."
"

It's of little good my telling him, Miss

Laura. He declares that he'll stop there all

night, but what he'll see the captain, or some of

the family. He bade me go in, and not waste

my breath over him, for he shouldn't take an

answer from me."
" I will go to him, Rhode," said Jane, in a

faint voice. " O Laura," she added, sinking
into her chair again as the maid retired,

" how
sick these things make me ! I could almost

rather die, than see these creditors wrhom I

cannot pay."
At that moment Captain Chesney's stick was

heard in full play, and his voice with it, shout-

ing for Jane. He brooked no delay when he

; called, and Jane knew that she must run to
1 him. " He may keep me a long wr

hile, Laura
;

I do not know what it may be for—I do wish

he would let me sit with him, to be at hand.

i Laura, could you, for once, go out to this

;

man ?
"

" If I must, I must," replied Laura Chesney ;

|

" but I'd rather go a mile the other way.
: Though indeed, Jane, I have no more right

to be exempt from these unpleasantnesses than

: you."
" You could not manage -with them as I

do
; you would grow angiy and haughty with

them," returned Jane, as she ran up-stairs.

|

"
Coming, coming, coming, dear papa," she

called out, for the stick was clattering furi-

ously.

Miss Laura Chesney proceeded down the

I gravel walk which swept round the lawn, and
• looked over the gate. There stood a res]

able looking man in a velveteen dress. He
was the proprietor of a fly in the neighbour-

hood, which Captain Chesney had extensively

patronised, being rather given to driving about

the country ;
but the captain had not

found so ready to pay. Apart from his strait-

ened means, Captain Chesney possessed a

sailor's proverbial carelessness with r<

to money : it was not so much that he ran
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fully into expense, as that he no
it. It never occurred to the captain, irhen

ordered the fly for an hour or tl

,
;ukI would seat himself in state in it, his

up on the seat before him, his stick in his

id, and one of his daughters by hi

it the time of settling must come. \

nit and Bociable would he be frith the

drivci-, for there lived not a pleasanter man,
when he pleased, than Captain Chesney ;

and

the driver would lean down from his boi

touch his hat, and tell about this place they
were passu)

< d the other place. But the

time of settling had come, was Ion

good deal of money was owing to the man, and

he could not get it.

"
Captain Chesney is ill

;
he cannot be

seen," began Laura, in a haughty, impatient
tone. " Can you not take your answer V

"I've took too many such answers, miss,"

replied the applicant.
" Here I come, day

after day, week after week, and there's always
an excuse ready.

' The captain's out,' or ' the

captain's ill.' It is time there was a end

to it."
" What do you want ?

" asked Laura.
" Want ! why, my money. Look here, miss.

I'm a poor man, with a wife and family to keep,
and my wife Bick a-bed. If I can't get that

money that the captain owes me, it'll be the

ruin of me ; and have it I must and will."

He spoke in a civil but yet in a deters

tone. Laura wished from her very heart that

she could pay him.
" Here you have been, miss, the captain and

some of you ladies, always a-riding about in

my fly, a-hindering me from letting it to other

customers that would have paid me ;
and when

I come to ask for my just due, nobody's never

at home to me."
" Is it much 1

" asked Laura.

"It's seven pound twelve shillings. Will

you pay me, mi

She was startled to hear it was so much.
"I wish I could pay you," she involuntarily

exclaimed. " I have nothing to pay with."
" Will you let me in then, to see Captain

Chesney ?
"

* ' When I tell you he is ill, and cannot see

you, 1 tell you truth," replied Laura,

must come when he is better."

"Look here, miss," said the man. "You
won't pay me ; perhaps it's true that you i

and you won't let me in to see the captain, who
could. So I'll be obliged to you to give him

a message from me. I'm very sorry to annoy
any gentleman, tell him

; but I must do it in

self-defence ; and now this is Thursday, and as

true as that we two, miss, stand here, if the

money is not paid me between this and twelve

o'clock ike out a sum

man turn 1 away as he spoke, and
hill. Laura leaned

on tL

of anpieasantnesi ai japs it

• -11 she ua

borne it placid 1\

• in, any remote den I be a
haven of reft, in oonrj inn D ,.,.-;, hex : .

home.

Suddenly she lifted her head, for one was

approaching who had become to her danger
ously dear, and she recognised the st<

•

rich damask tin ,1s fell

over h

and her hand trembled as it was tak

Mr. Carlton.
" My darling ! were you watching fur me?"
She neither said yes n !iss of

meeting him, of being in his presence, of feel-

ing her hand in contact with hLs, was all

sufficient
; rendering her far too confused to

answer rationally.

And did Mr. Carlton love her ? Yes, it has

been said so—loved her with a powerful

impassioned love. 1 ! :i a man of way-
ward passions, stopping at little which

promote their gratification, and perhaps
were some passages in his bygone life whi

did not care to glam t his heart

had never been awaken- pnrc,

spiritualised love—until he knew Laura Ches-

I

ney. For some little time now it had been his

!

ardent desire, his purpose, to ma
wife

;
and for M | thing was

to do it. Laura anticipated strong objection
from her father and her famil . irlton

cared no more for such objection than for the

i idle wind.

"Papa has been so impatient for

ie murmur
"Is he worse to-night ?

"

"
Oh, no. But he

"
I did not intend to come in ttOl .

mark. mi.
m

I bare I oaH I i make

a little higher up, at Mrs. Newberry's, and I

thought I wouM
return. 1 could remain longer by coming

" I think yon had

Laura. "
I y added, "you

D have been to Mrs.

She tone! ipring by gate

was op '.esome

D entered. 11

out his arm to escort her to the house.
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"No, no," she whispered, with a deep "blush.

"Jane is at the window."
" So much the better, my dearest. Yes,

Laura, I will have you take it," he said with

firmness, placing her hand within his arm.
" You tell me you prefer that they should

become acquainted with this by degrees, rather

than that I should speak at once to Captain

Chesney. But, Laura, I promise you one

thing,
—that I shall speak to him ere much

more time has passed over our heads."

Jane, who had merely been wanted for a

minute by her father, was in the drawing-room

again, and standing at the window with Lucy,
when Laura advanced, leaning on the arm of Mr.

Carlton. Jane's face expressed its astonished

disapprobation, and even the little girl was

conscious that—according to the notions of the

family—it ought not to have been.
"
Jane, do you see Laura ?"

"Laura is thoughtless, my dear. She for-

gets herself."

Mr. Carlton went up-stairs at once to Cap-
tain Chesney. He did not stay ;

and in

coming down stepped in at the open door of

the drawing-room. Lucy ran from it as he

entered, and Laura had evidently but that

moment gone in. Miss Chesney returned his

salutation coldly.
" You have made but a short visit to papa,

Mr. Carlton," she remarked.
" I am coming in again after I have seen a

patient higher up," he replied.
" What an

unfavourable day it has been !

"

"
Yes, it has. Do you know whether the

inquest is over ?
" continued Jane, her reserve

merging in her curiosity.
" It is only just over. And that is why my

visit to Captain Chesney is so late this even-

ing. They had me before them three or four

times."
" What is the verdict, Mr. Carlton 1

" asked

Laura
;
and the reader may remark that while

she had called him by his Christian name, had

spoken familiarly, when they were alone, she

was formal enough with him now, in the

presence of her sister. Deceit ! deceit ! it

never yet brought forth good fruit.
"
Nothing satisfactory," was the surgeon's

answer. "
They found that the cause of death

was the prussic acid in the draught ;
but how

it got into it they deemed that there was no
evidence to show."

"What should you have called l satis fac-

tory?'
"

asked Miss Ohesney.
Mr. Carlton smiled. "When I say not

satisfactory, I mean that the whole affair still

nty."
"!)"

i»ect any one yourself, Mr.
Carlton ?

"

" Not of wilfully causing the death. But,"
he added, in a more hesitating tone,

" I have,
of course, my own opinion."

" That it occurred through the careless mis-

take of Mr. Stephen Grey ?
"

The surgeon nodded his head. "
Through

some mistake, undoubtedly ; and it is impos-
sible to look to any other quarter for it. But
I should not care to express so much in public.
It is not agreeable for a medical man to find

himself obliged to cast reflection on a brother

practitioner.
"

" I do not see that there can be the slightest
shade of doubt upon the point," remarked Miss

Chesney.
" The medicine was taken straight

from Mr. Stephen Grey's hands to the sick

room, therefore how else could it have got in ?

And your having smelt the prussic acid when
the draught was brought up, is a sure proof
that it must have been done in the mixing.
Has anything come out about the poor young
lady's connections ? who she was, or where she

came from 1
"

" Not any thing," replied Mr. Carlton.
"
They cannot even discover her Christian

name."
" And have you not found out who it was

who recommended her to you, Mr. Carlton ?
"

inquired Laura.
" I cannot find out at all. I wrote on

Tuesday to the various friends in London
whom I thought at all likely to have mentioned

me, and have had answers from some of them

to-day ;
but they deny all knowledge of Mrs.

Crane. You see, there is great uncertainty in

every way ;
for we are not even sure that she

did come from London."

Laura resumed. "It is said she was very
beautiful. Y^as she so, Mr. Carlton ?"

Mr. Carlton paused ere he gave his answer.
" In health, and up and dressed, she may have

been so
;
but I did not see her dressed, you

know. I saw her only in bed, and by candle-

light."

He spoke the last final words as he crossed

the hall to depart, for he was in haste to pay
his visit to the house higher on the Rise.

{To be continued.)

THE MIDGE-LAKE.
By the Authoii of " Iceland : its Scenes

d Sagas."

i.

It was eleven o'clock at night—if that may
be called night when the Arctic sun was still

kindling the mountain-tops and lighting the

whole sky with its yellow and crimson :

that I came out suddenly above the ?•"

lake in Iceland. I

had been riding for many hours over a I ;



-
plain, strewn with volcanic ash and Band, as

black as coal-dust, on which no bli

was to bo seen, nor the cheery pink cl

Hthe

moss campion, which growl where

hing else will grow, in I eland. V.

t the black sparkling sand Hying in clouds

galloped over the desert, and now we

harp above a for< slope,

which swept down to the marshy shore of the

lake.

The forest, skog in Icelandic, consisted of

willow and birch
;
the latter bright and fresh,

with a glitter on its hardy, fragrant le

the former trailing along the ground, c<>

with yellow fluffy flowers. There were six or

seven varieties of

willow, some com-

mon in England,
others very rare.

birch reached

to the stirrup as I

rode through it, but

the willow did not

grow as high. Some
of the forests of

and are not so

stunted, and I have

seen birch -trees

quite twelve feet

high in one se-

cluded and shelter-

ed vale.

We paused to

a good look at

the lake. It was a

fine sheet of water,

ling among the

mountains forabout

ve miles, bro-

ken into numerous
I s and bays,
led with count-

lava islets.

To our left shot up
burned Hli-

tharfjall, a ridge
2404 feet high, of a bright brick-red hue,
from the action of volcanic fires. Beyond
it could be just distinguished the rocky
heads of lvrafla and its twin brother Leirh-

aukr
; ugly fellows both, and as mis-

chievous as ugly, for they are the centre of
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is, in I 4 sulphur,

which

blow Ol

:

could . eyes columns of steam
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Close to my right is a remarkable cone called

i' the most desolating volcanic action Yindbelgr, of I

like a Chinaman's hat. It rises out of impass-

able swamps, and u

.
i

which has taken place in the island. A
backbono of trachyte extends from Kralla

along the east of the lake; it presents the

most extraordinary appearance, seeming to be oano i:

When inv

gular new, 1
l tne

tints of the neighbouring trap mountains. i wood, I I river which emptied

composed of gamboge and vermilion. Its

'colours are in glaring contrast with the sombre
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itself into the lake, and then began to scramble

over an arm of lava which had flowed from

Krafla and deluged the plain. The lava was

broken into a chaos of angular fragments of all

sizes, from the dimensions of a hayrick to that

of a tombstone, and of all conceivable shapes.

The sharp edges had been broken oft* in the

trackway, and the hollows filled in roughly, or

it would have been quite impossible for any
horses to have scrambled over the lava. As
it was, one of my ponies was thrown down,
and another nearly tore his shoe off. Not

unfrequently, a horse will thrust his leg into

a lava crack and break it
;
and a caravan sel-

dom crosses a lava field without some of the

horses losing their shoes, the lava catching the

iron and tearing the nails out. In this way
one of my horses was lamed

;
and I saw, on

one occasion, a farmer's pony with its hoof

split, so that the poor creature stood in a pool
of blood.

After another scramble over a hill, thinly

sprinkled with sear grass, giving us a second

panorama of the lake, we descended at the

door of Reykjahlith farm (the steaming hill-

slope), where there is a church, though not a

parsonage, that having been overwhelmed in

the great lava outbreak of 1724, when the

inhabitants were warned of the coming erup-
tion by repeated thunderings in the ground,
after which lava flowed from Leirhnukr and
Krafla like a mighty river, throwing up mounds
of earth and sand before it as it advanced.

By day a flame of a pale blue colour, like that

of burning sulphur, flickered over the mass,
but it was only dimly visible through the

volumes of black smoke which rolled around

the advancing flood.

By night the whole lava-stream glared out

red-hot
;
and through the rents in the caked

surface the liquid core was seen of dazzling

brightness. The sky was tinged orange red
;

lightning-flashes and globes of flame shot

through the air, warning the natives in distant

spots of the fearful scene which was being
enacted here. The lava broke into several

branches
;
one flowed down the east side of

the sulphur range ;
another poured over the

hills above Reykjahlith. The stream then

advanced with greater rapidity, and swept into

valleys, choking them up ;
and rolling their

fiery waves up their sides, they descended the

slopes immediately above the church, which is

len building roofed with turf, and rolled

down towards it. The parsonage was swal-

lowed up in a moment
;

its wooden gables
flamed up Instantaneously; and then not a

remained of the building. The; molten
flood reached within a hundred yards of the

church, and then, parting into two arms,

encircled the building, and flowed into the lake.

The little edifice was perfectly uninjured.
When the lava reached the lake, it is said

"to have boiled like oil in the water." It

killed all the fish, filled the lake-bed, drying it

up so thoroughly, that it was not until nine

months after that a little water began to col-

lect again. It rolled out of the lake through
the glen by which the superfluous waters had
hitherto poured in the Laxa, or salmon-river,
to the sea. The whole of this valley has its

bed covered with lava as far as the sea-shore,

where it spreads out into a broad sheet six

miles wide. Whether the whole of this was

poured forth from Krafla last century, or

whether it comes from a former eruption, I

could not learn
;

at all events, the distance it

has run from its source is fifty miles.

During the eruption violent earthquakes
were felt, the rivers sank into the earth and

disappeared, and the surface of the ground
was cracked for eight or nine miles

;
and the

zigzag fissure remains visible to this day along
the eastern shore of the lake.

We, that is, I and my two guides, were

kindly and readily received by the bonder,

Pjetur Jonsson, of Reykjahlith. We came

upon him in a moment of great excitement.

Some twenty horses, having overleaped his low

hedge, were coolly cropping the grass of his

tun, or home-meadow, the only piece of ground
which an Icelander dresses and mows for hay.

Pjetur, a sturdy fellow in a short blue jacket,

with his calves wrapped in sheep's hide, his

head encased in a helmet-shaped hood-and-cap-
in-one of black cloth, was yelling and dashing
to and fro after the horses, ably seconded

by five Esquimaux-like dogs, with heads like

foxes, tails curled over their backs, and a pro-

digious ruff of hair about their necks. Pjetur,

having at length succeeded in driving ths

horses away, came up to me and gave me a

hearty kiss on both cheeks, the Icelandic na-

tional salutation ;
a greeting I could well have

dispensed with, seeing that the bonder was

very warm with his exertions. However, we
must do at Rome as Rome does

;
and if we go

among wolves we must learn to howl
;
so I

returned the greeting affectionately, and we

were at once on the best of terms.

Pjetur had large, honest, grey eyes, and a

mighty beard grizzled with age. He led us

into his house, a well-built farm for Iceland.

Let me give you an idea of it. Facing the

west is a gabled front of wood painted
one gable with a window in it of four panes,

and under a second gable a door with no lock

on it, leading into the house
;
under a third

is the saddle-room door
;

the fourth gable

stands over the porch to the cowstall. The
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of each is about twenty f! ad is

ounted by a we&\ aercooli of pi id iron,

king mournfully and mo ly in the

(1,
which in Iceland is uever si rom

y other side, the farm-hou to be

an aggregation of turf mounds,
,<T all, walls and roof. If*

door -we stoop, and proceed through a

n 1 paved and trailed with lava bio

which have never been squared, and are in all

edness, till aftermuoh groping
we find ourselves in a labyrinth of minor

tunnels ;
one leads into a black closet, four

3 darker than the pai ither opens
into a room lighted by one window-pane
inches square, in which is a table, a. loom, and

some turf-cutters. If we try a third tunnel,
or rabbit-burrow, we get into the kitchen,

which is lighted through the chimney, the

chimney consisting of a barrel stuck through
the turf roof, with both its ends knocked out.

When there is no lire this barrel is plugged up
to keep out the cold. The fire-place is only a

heap of lava-blocks, on which cakes of sheep's-

dung smoulder
;

in the gloom of the back-

ground the eye can just discern a heap of

brushwood, cut in the forest I have already

mentioned, and piles of dry stockfish, disco-

loured with smoke and dirt. One more tunnel

remains for exploration, it leads to a ladder,

up which we scramble, and find ourselves in a

room containing some fifteen or twenty beds

let into the wall, each furnished with an eider-

down quilt, and a home-woven woollen coverlet

of gaudy colouring.

In this apartment, the batlistdfa, sleep all the

family, the servants, and the least distin-

guished guests. In it also the winter is spent,

the household congregating there to eat, work,
and sleep, so as to keep themselves and their

ours warm through animal heat, there

being no fire in the room, nor fuel in the island

'port one
;
the scanty amount which can

be procured being wholly consumed in the

kitchen.

If we return to the porch we observe a door

opening out of the tunnel on the right, this

gives admission to the guestroom, a comfort-

able chamber with boarded floor, walls, and

ceiling. The colouring of this apartment is

most extraordinary, every kind of paint having

applied to make it gaudy, without the

slightest taste having been brought to bear on

the decorations. But I must now beg you to

accompany me on my ride to Xamafjall (the
mount of seething mud pits), and its sulphur
and slime caldrons.

The road to Namafjail lies first over lava,

and then over a tract of sand dotted with

gigantic cinders, or aggregations of cinders

Vellou
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serving what I took to be a mud blister of

considerable size, I ran up its side, and was

startled to find myself at the mouth of a huge

well, about twenty feet in diameter, and about

fifteen feet deep, as far as I could judge.

Clouds of steam rolled up from the roaring.
|

furiously-boiling slime at the bottom, which

eddied, seethed, rushed up the well, and

spouted in hot splashes into the air. Not far

from this was a second caldron, in which the

fluid was more liquid ;
in it the inky water-

danced and leaped, gave forth great hissing
bursts of steam, and then subsided with a sob,

again to break into a frenzy. There are

twelve large caldrons, but I found it impossible
to examine each of them, on account of the

denseness of the steam which surrounded them,
the irritating effect of sulphurous acid on the

lungs, and the precarious nature of the soil.

I made my way, however, to the edge of a

pond of blue slime, from the edge of which
steam broke with a deafening scream. This

pond, I understood from my guide, had ori-

ginally been a caldron like the rest, but its

sides had crumbled in before the scalding waves,
and now it had become a quivering slime pond,

Hot Springs, Iceland.

through which steam-bubbles wriggle painfully
to the surface and burst with a snap. If one
lies down on the soil, one feels that the ground
is in continual vibration

;
it has all the ap-

pearance of being no more than the skim upon
a perpetually liquid lake of boiling mud. The

openings in the surface are liable to continual

s, the spluttering fumerole which I

myself with choking to-day, may next

year be a whirlpool of boiling slush, and the

thundering caldron into which I look with a

shudder now, may become a pool of gently

Bteaming slime

The mud-crust is composed of gypsum and

sulphur, and is beautifully variegated ; some I

gathered of a deep crimson colour, some of an

ash blue, and some again was pure white
;
the

sulphur is, of course, of a primrose yellow.

The mud is used by the Icelanders in cutaneous

disorders, being applied in a plaster. As I

returned to my horses, threading my way

among the growling caldrons, one with a harsh

roar surged up in a jet of filthy black slime

about five feet above its mouth, and then sank,

leaving the mud to trickle down the side of

the low mound it had raised.

My time was limited, so that I was obliged

most reluctantly to leave this wondrous scene,

that I might explore the sides of the volcanoes

Krafla and Leirlmukr,
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PART I.

I was lounging over a very late breakfast

one fine autumn morning, with the " Times"

by my side, whieh I really felt too lazy to

read, and was on the point of handing 1 1

my wife to tell me if there was anything in it.

That good li ed in

breaki ^fitting a

man that i holder, and after one or

two fruit lo

me happy in my
looking forward to another half hour or so of

vol. x.
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meditative repose, when the servant entered

with a card, telling me that a gentleman was

waiting in the library. I took the card, and

read thereon,
"
Capt. Rupert Grant, —th

Fusiliers," the regiment which had taken up
its quarters at Orminster a few days before.

Well I remembered Rupert Grant, though

eight years had passed since we served together
in the old Rifle Brigade ;

and during that

time I had not once seen him. Circumstances

rather than natural inclination had induced

him to adopt the army as his profession, for

which in truth he was but indifferently fitted.

His keen, highly cultured mind, that revelled

in abstruse speculation, found nothing to in-

terest it in military details
;
nor was his the

gay, genial temperament, that can extract

materials for enjoyment out of the most unpro-

mising outward conditions. Under no circum-

stances would Grant, I think, have been likely

to be a very happy man ;
as it was, the con-

sciousness of wasted energies, and baffled

hopes, had nearly made a misanthrope of him
at five-and-twenty. Still, though he had but

few friends, he was not unpopular in the corps,

for he shrank neither from work nor wassail
;

and at times, when the revel ran high, would

break out into a hard bright recklessness of

talk that left far behind the wildness of our

fastest subalterns. I had taken to him from

the first day I joined. I always do feel drawn
to mental power wheresoever manifested

;
and

it was impossible even to look on Grant with-

out perceiving that his was no common nature.

A sickly boyhood and youth had led me to

push my literary investigations beyond
" Bell's

Life" and the "
Sporting Magazine ;" and in

me Grant, when he chose to talk, found at

any rate an intelligent listener. We soon

became fast friends, and it was not very long
before I discovered that he was "going to the

bad " at railway speed. The cynical Rupert
Grant was no more an anchorite in his pleasures
than the veriest curled darling who has ever

"fed on the roses and lain in the lilies of

life." That excitement and interest which his

life lacked he had sought for in play, and still

more in deep draughts of " the new strong wine
of love

;

" and in truth there were not a few

Hebes willing enough to hold the chalice to

his lips. He had lived freely on little more
than his pay. Before two years were over it

became necessary that something should be done.
He rejected an offer of assistance that I made
him, saying, that if he stayed in England the

tame thing would be sure to happen again,
and <i]cctc(l an exchange into the Cape Rifles.

So I lost sight of him, and shortly after I found
that my health was too delicate for a military

and at the same time that the little per-
lifo

sonage mentioned at the beginning of my story
was> willing to take charge of me and my
fortunes. I married, sold out, and bought
this pretty little place down here.

But all this time 1 am leaving Grant waiting
in my library. Telling Milly to prepare her-

self to be "trotted out" shortly, I went

hastily to greet him.
"
Well, Rowley, old fellow," said he, as I

entered,
" I suppose you have not quite for-

gotten me, though I daresay I look a good
deal the worse for wear."

He was altered, certainly, but not for the

worse. The heavy beard which now hid the

lower part of his face, burnt a deep bronze by
tropical suns, suited him. His hair was thin,

but his figure well knit and muscular as of old,
and his eyes had lost none of their steady fire.

Though he looked forty, which must have been

half-a-dozen years beyond his real age, he had
no need, as far as appearance went, to fear

more youthful rivals.

"My dear fellow," said I, "I'm delighted,

indeed, to see you at last. Where have you
been ? What have you been doing ? How
did you find me out 1 You know I'm a mar-

ried man now."
" I have known it," said he, "a little more

than twelve hours. At mess last night notes

were being compared as to the capabilities of

the place for restoring the energies of the

wearied veteran, and some one mentioned
Mr. Rowley, of Fenbrook Lodge. I had not

previously felt much interest in the subject,
but the name roused me, and a few in-

quiries put me in possession of the facts.

Let me offer my somewhat late congratula-
tions. I hope you find the holy estate suit

you."
"It is no use telling you anything about

it," laughed I,
" unless your ideas have under-

gone a salutary change. But about yourself 1
"

"That is soon told. I stayed about four

years at the Cape, and then exchanged into

the —th, which was then in India. I served

with them through the Mutiny, and by Jove,

sir, we had some real work then. As soon as

it was over they were ordered home. I liked

India, and had no great desire to leave it, so I

exchanged again into the —th, which every-
one thought was safe for a long stay. But, as

luck would have it, within a year it seemed

good to the authorities to order us home too
;

and so here I am—glad at least to see you,
old boy, though on the whole England has not

pleasant associations for me."
"
Well," said I,

" I don't think you'll have

much to complain of now, at any rate. You
will find yourself a hero, and will be feted and

caressed to your heart's content."
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"My dear fellow," answered Grant, "all

that sort of thing is very well, but
I

value when you know that those equally get
it—and equally deserve it, too—whom
can't help considering big baiba

satisfy a man, must be won in the field i

own choice. However, 7

gigantic failure now b 1 had

my chance, but I might have had if, and
r one. 1 strive for philosophy ei

to accept what odds and ends of good one may I

pick out of this most queer muddle of

'Grizzling hair the brain doth olear,' as

Thackeray has it, and perhaps some
make practical acquaintance with that incom-

prehenaible virtue known as resignation, and
effect a becoming saint Meanwhile, suppose

you introduce me to Mrs. Rowley, and give me
some lunch."

We went to the drawing-room. Milly had
often heard me talk of Grant, and felt it her

duty to welcome him warmly, though she was

musingly afraid of him. But this soon wore

off, and before long she was chatting with him

quite at her ease.
"

By-the-by," said Grant,
" I have an

impression that there is a cousin of mine in

these parts
—one Sir Charles Preston."

"
What, of Westbridge ? Of course there

is. Why, I know him well, but I never k new-

he was your cousin."
"
Likely enough that. He is my second

cousin, but I never saw him in my life, and

his father only once or twice, ami never since

I was eighteen, when we had a quarrel. It is

a good property, I believe, is it not ? What
sort of young fellow is this ?

"

" Oh ! a thoroughly good one in his way ;

but you had better ask Milly for details. She

knows more of him than I do
;

and he is

going to marry her bosom friend. His pro-

perty must be worth at least seven thousand

a-year, and his wife that is to be will h

good fortune too."
"
Then, Mrs. Rowley," said Grant,

" will

you give me some account of this unknown
relative ?

"

Milly laughed.
" It would be rude to tell

you, Captain Grant, that Sir Charles was per-

fection, because I am sure he is not the

like you. But I really don't think you could

improve upon him. Everybody likes him
;
he

is so kind to everyone, and is doing so much

good on his estate. Then ho is very hand-

some too, and so clever
"

"
Clever," said I; "well, really, Milly

"

"Nonsense, Frank," said she
; "you know

he is clever. You know what a g

he took at Oxford, and what a beautiful B]

he made the other day at the Agricultural

I

"
'

'» my
have any skill

stou is a very
good young fell

mon sense y good average abilities.

He seems try all respects a
! country

> succeed. He has, at any rate, drawn
a prize in Alios Faulkener. I am in lore
with her myself, and it ; so
I won't o>i by atten

1, which, besides, would be a failure.

But you must see her and judge for your-
self."

1 ! you need not mind me,'' said
'

"1 should comfort myself L.

Alios cares for no on<

quite a poetic attach
i, Cap-

tain Grant. They have been brought up toge-

ther, and have r so many
years. Only Mr. Faulkener will not let her

be married till she i he will

be in a few months, and the wedding is to be

on tli

" You won't have long to wait, Grant,"
said I, "for an opportui
own estimate of .

' so justly
formed to meet by I see them

coming up the dri\ •

(Irani moved t>» the window, ai. I pot his

glass to his eye; it was no ith

him. Miss FaoJkei

was just passing ;
and seeing me, she looked

up with a laughing greet

I glanced round he smiled.

"You would scarcely have done JUOSJOS to

ihat, I suspect, 1

in another minui m the

room. Sir hardly looked his age,

which was about twi

an exceedingly tine, handsoi :ellow,

with a profusion of 1. d curls, a healthy

ad white I

blue y thing m ssfy lovely

than Alice Fan 1 ken

dreamed o£ I' '• ..re a much
it pen than m
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imperial Elean.

masses of the darkest brown h ro was

: and pa- th and

chin, which perhaps were so. O full

ami firm, though I thins i have

widie :uerwiae ;
and the small head,

with the perfect grace of its pose, and fairy-
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like feet and hands, might have served as

models for a statuary. She had spent part of

two seasons in town with us, for Mr. Faulke-

ner5

s infirm health made him unwilling to

leave home, and, it is needless to add, had

been acknowledged
"
queen rose " of many a

parterre ; but Preston was always with her,

and their engagement was so universally

known, that wise men rather held aloof, and

kept their wings unsinged. Poor Jack Cour-

tenay, however, an old comrade of mine, and
an "irresistible" of many years' standing,

kept lingering in the perilous presence, heed-

less of my warning voice, till at last ven-

geance for his many perjured oaths did verily
overtake him. I left him,—

"Dizzy, lost, yet unbewcailiog,"

unable to decide between the comparative

advantages of permanent seclusion in a Levan-

tine monastery and a prolonged tour in Mon-

golia.

I presented Grant in due form, as one of

my very oldest friends. As I did so, I per-
ceived Preston looked a little confused.

" I believe, Sir Charles," said Rupert,
" I

have the honour of claiming a not very remote

cousinship with you. Possibly you may have

heard my name from your father
; and, if so,

it was most likely mentioned in not very
favourable terms. I see," he continued,

smiling at the other's evident embarrassment,
" that that was the case. We did not hit it

off together, which, I daresay, was my fault.

It is a long while ago. I was young then—
several years younger than you are now. So
I think we may fairly let bygones be bygones,
and see how we like each other without pre-

judice. What do you say?" He held out

his hand.

Preston's kindly nature was touched at

once. It was positive pain to him to have
hostile feelings toward any one. He grasped

Rupert's hand warmly.
" I'm sure," said he,

colouring all over, "it's very kind of you.
I'm delighted. You're staying here ? Come
and see me. When will you come ?

"

"Well," said Grant,
" I can't directly, as I

have promised Rowley to spend this week with

him
; and I know I shall not be able to get

leave for longer at once. But I will come,
and that gladly too."

"Alice," went on Preston, "this is my
You know," he added to Grant,

" that Alice—Miss Faulkener—and I—I dare-

Bay they told you hero ?
"

"
Yes," said I,

" we'vo told him all about

yon."
Faulkoner's colour rose a little higher ;

but Bhe was not the girl to be overcome by

any feeling of awkwardness, and held out her

hand frankly to Grant.

He took it, and their eyes met for a second.

I suppose she read in his what every man, in

whose veins ran hot blood and not ice water,
must have felt at the sight of her glorious

beauty ;
for her colour deepened, the long

eyelashes rested on her cheek, and there was
the faintest smile on her mouth.

Preston had come specially to show Milly
some plans for a school he was going to build ;

she was always one of his chief advisers.

They began about this as we sat at lunch
;

and Miss Faulkener's opinion, of course, was
called for. As they were thus employed, I

asked Grant some questions about India. He
had grasped the subject as he did every other

that attracted him, and gave in a few words

the results of much keen thought on our

position and policy. I saw Miss Faulkener's

attention flag over the plans. She was lis-

tening to him ; it was something fresh and

exciting to her.

A question from Preston roused her. " I

beg your pardon," said she,
" I was listening

to what Mr. Rowley and Captain Grant wrere

saying about India."

"Why, Alice," said Milly, "you don't

mean that you care about Indian politics.

What a strange girl you are !

"

"I don't understand them, of course," said

Alice,
" and I don't know if I care about them.

But I never thought of India in that way be-

fore. I like to get new ideas. It's so dull

always going on thinking about the same

things.
"

" You go in for the self-development theory,
1 see, Miss Faulkener," said I.

" I might, if I were a man. I am a woman,
and what is the use ? Women can do

nothing."
"And very few men ever get a chance

of doing anything, Miss Faulkener," said

Grant. ' ' I am disposed to think self-develop-

ment a very doubtful good. Only I mmst

think."

"Ah ! but you can think. Men can al-

ways do that, and women cannot, at least in

that way. I have no power at all."

" You think so, do you ?
" said Rupert in a

somewhat constrained tone, as he looked in her

face, more lovely than ever in its excitement.
" You are certainly wrong there."

Again her eyes drooped before his, and she

blushed
;
but looked anything but displei

She was tasting the delight principibus placuis36

viris.

if, left us directly after lunch to make

arrangem< tting leave for a week.
" So that is my cousin, Rupert Grant, is it?"
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said Preston, after he was gone ;

" and li<

great friend of y ,',.w wry
strange. I suppose he is a good deal

now. I remember my fatli him

several times, and he D y well, all

sorts of bad things of him. He Seemi clever :

don't yon think so, Alice ? How do you like

him?"
He had nearly all his life been accusi

rather to rely on her judgment. Tito natural

depeudance of the wife on tin- husband

likely to l 1 in their c

" Oh ! Captain Grant i

"
Everyone must see that

;
but 1 hardly R

what I think of him yet. There are some

people one makes out directly 01

and other people, the more one sees of them
the more puzzling they are. I should think

it would be a long time before one knew Cap-
tain Grant thorougldy, especially if ho hap-

pened not to wish it.
"

" You are quite right," said I.
" Grant is

a very hard nut to crack. I know him, I

should think, better than most men, and have

long given up the idea of getting to the bottom

of him. I won't say, Preston, but that your
father may have had grounds for his condem-

nation of him in old days ;
but that is long

ago, and you must remember that Grant has

been greatly tried."

I told them something of what I have al-

ready said as to Grant's early life,

Faulkener seemed interested, but said nothing ;

Preston looked quite penitent.

"I hope, Rowley," said he, "you don't

suspect me of not liking my cousin. Of course

a man ought not to go wrong just because ho

has not got what suits him
;
but I'm sure I

don't want to be hard on him. If I can do

anything for him now, and he would like it,

I shall be delighted. I hope I shall see

a good deal of him. He's new to me now,
and I can't quite make him out

;
that's

all."

Preston was staying for a day or two at

Beechgrove, Mr. Faulkener's house
;

and we
settled to bring Grant there with us next

morning, and make an expedition to inspect

some of the new model cottages. So they left

us.

"Frank," said Milly, "I like Captain
Grant extremely ;

and I'm dreadfully afraid

of him
; and I'm delighted to have him 1.

and I wish he was not coming. Expound this

riddle, sir."

" You absurd little sphinx," said I
;

"
tell

me what you mean, if you know
;.

"Well, Frank," she went on demurely,
"I'm not very wise myself, perhaps; but I

have had the light of your superior intellL

for soil I do see things.
I like i s a great

1 his talk r and
•

;
but Htill,

—
1 :r§ud-

: like that at Alioe

f"

1 burst «.ut
latlg] lake what? you

had better ask him your-

n't tease," sai seating herself

on a low stool by my arm-chair, her wont
I to be very effe

want you to be very serious, please. Why did
»k like thai .he was engaged

rint goodt
if be wani

if he can ? Will he care much I

others unhappy ?"

Si it ?

said 1,
— t; that lists

t the incomparable bar y dear

child, what a singularly unreasonable idea !

I daresay he did adnu , and I'm
sure I don't wonder at it

;
and I suppose

he showed it. Vol m far as i

see. Why, I thought she was as m\

love with Preston as a woman could be.

She ought to be, at any rate, as she is to

be married to him in six n. .a, I

can assure you that Gl t at all

the sort of man to go in for an unrequited
anient."

"Frank," said Milly, now rising and

ting her arms I .

"
I am sure Alice

does love Sir Charles will a:

could she help it ? B

that she loi in the same way that—that I did • were married. Uut
I knou love him as well ;.

now
;
for how dearly he

good he is! Frank, to be

good, even if we are not quite so wise I I

think so."
"
Come, Milly," said I, kissing bar, "you

are a very dear lit:

your liking for Preston make you uiij

foot, give him the I loubt, and

appreh

them myself at all
;
but 1 I that they

iiuch concern I

my old fri< mt, who is

other

ho is as sharp-
i as a lynx

— ay coldness

or arrikrc paisfc whatever in our welcome of
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"
Indeed, Frank," she replied eagerly,

" I

never thought of such a thing. Only you
must not be angry with me for not liking him

as well as Sir Charles."
"

Certainly not," said I
;

" and now get

yourself ready, and let us have a little fresh

air this fine afternoon."

We were punctual to our appointment the

next day ;
and as the distance wa3 scarcely

above a mile and a half, we determined to walk

it. Sir Charles and my wife led the way,
Miss Faulkener, Grant, and I followed. My
two companions evidently found that, conver-

sationally, they suited each other. I don't

know if her face inspired him,—it might well

have done so,
—but I had never seen him to

more advantage. Poetry, novels, even a little

philosophy—for Miss Faulkener was omnivo-

rous in her reading
—were all discussed in turn,

and each received a new light from his keen,
subtle criticisms. We rather loitered on our

way, and were some time behind the others in

reaching the cottages. She looked almost

sorry .

"
Well," she said, with a half sigh,

" we
must come down from our heights now. I

hope you care for model I cottages, Captain
Grant ?

"

" Can't say I do," said he.
" Do you ?

"

" Oh yes, I do. I make myself. I am too

much disposed, I know, to sit and dream about

pleasant things and do no good to myself or

anybody else. I'm sure Charles is an example.

Captain Grant, he is, indeed, very anxious to

make friends with you ; .but he won't know
how to set about it unless you help him. You
know you are rather a formidable person,"
she said, with a little laugh, "and I am
rather astonished at my own boldness in

saying this to you. Would it bore you too

much to seem interested for ten minutes in

this scheme of his ? It would please him so

much."
Grant's eyes searched hers as she spoke ; but

he could only have read there her desire to

help in bringing the cousins together, and that

almost sisterly care for Preston's happiness
which she had never felt it needful to conceal.
"
Good-bye, then," he said, with a grave smile,

walked up to Preston, and began asking him

questions about his works, to the other's evident

surprise and delight. Miss Faulkener looked

after him as he moved away.
" It is very kind of him," she said

;
"how

very clever he is, Mr. Rowley."
"
Yes," said I,

M as far as that goes, ! have
seldom met his equal,

—uever his superior ;

but b is not at all one of his

points. You may bo proud of your i

Grant would nm imself to Ik; boi

everybody." I might have added,
" or for

nothing."
WT

hen we turned back MissFaulkener seemed
half to expect that Rupert would again be her

companion ;
but this time he devoted himself

to Milly. Alice was a little silent and thought-
ful on the way, but assented to Preston's

praise of his cousin, who had quite gained his

heart—not a very difficult task at any time.

When we reached Mr. Faulkener's we found
the carriage waiting to take us to Fenbrook

Lodge. I heard Grant ask Alice, as he took

leave,
" Were you satisfied ?"

Her eyes thanked him
;
""but she hesitated.

"Thank you," he said, "I see you were.

I only wanted to know if I had done what you
wished. Good-bye."

" The deuce," thought I,
" what if my wise

little wife should be right after all !

"

Grant's stay with us extended to about ten

days, when his leave expired ; though, as Or-

minster was but a couple of miles distant, he

would still be our very near neighbour, and

could, if it so pleased him, see nearly as much
of us all. The Faulkeners, Preston, and our-

selves always lived much together, so that

Rupert had ample opportunity of improving
his acquaintance with his cousin, and his

cousin's future wife. The impression he pro-
duced on these was manifestly very different.

The hard cynicism of his talk jarred painfully
on a genial nature like Preston's, who had

always been accustomed to see things couleur

de rose ; besides that the other's audacious

freedom of speculation, and hardly disguised

quiet contempt for much that he deemed sacred,

really shocked him. Once he tried an argu-
ment. Something had put Rupert out that

morning. We three men and Miss Faulkener

had been walking in a pretty glen near Beech-

grove, and, of course, the care of Alice over

ricketty little bridges, and steep paths, de-

volved on Sir Charles. Perhaps he took a

little more care of her than was absolutely

necessary, and Grant's face at such tin*

not good to look on. It may have been this,

or it may have been that he was endeavouring
to smoke an obstinate cigar that would not

draw
; but he was singularly unamiable

;
and

his antagonist fared at his hands much as a

plucky schoolboy who should stand up against
the champion. In a lazy, indifferent way, as

if it were hardly worth the trouble to find the

words, he quietly demolished him root and

branch. Preston really was angry ;
and Ru-

pert seemed to fi a while, that he had

x) far, for he resumed the subject shortly

with a semi-apology, and suggested some con-

bions overlooked by tho other, which

mine ridiculous. I
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I
mils in ;i measure re ri red, tho . \h it is

rather a trial to a man to find th.it In: has to be

indebted to an opponent for Logioal grOUtt
his own opinions.

Alice Faulkener, on the other hand, was

greatly struck with her net! acquaintance. It

w;is a strictly intellectual fascination he exer-

<>ver her
; but SOUK

that if a man ean 01 I in laying hold

of a woman's imagination, h« .

lows. I did not think it could be so in this

for I knew how long her affections had

been given to Preston
;

still I could not but

notice that her face' would flush and kindle M
she talked or listened to Rupert as 1 had never

seen it do before. Nevertheless, it did not at

all follow that she thought of him in any other

light than as a strikingly clever and original

thinker, who interested her, and could throw
new light on many subjects that attracted her.

What Grant thought or felt I could not guess.

He could be perfectly unapproachable win

he liked. But at times I could not help an

uneasy suspicion that, whilst I hoped ami be-

lieved all was going on smoothly, and didn't see

how it was to be helped if it was not, for some
of us at any rate it might have been better if

the —th Fusiliers had been kept six months

longer in India.

Another fortnight or so passed without any-

thing special to mark it. During this time

Grant was a frequent visitor both at my h

and at Beechgrove ;
for Mr. Faulkener, of

whom I have not yet spoken, was greatly taken

with him. He was now a continued invalid,

and very rarely left home
;
but he was a man

of abilities far beyond th< , had lived

much in the world in his younger days, and

was delighted to make an acquaintance of

Grant's calibre. On the 27th October, the day
on which I resume my story, I had gone into

Orminster on some business, and had Lunched

with Grant. I was kept later than 1 antici-

pated, and only got home iu time to dress. At
dinner I saw that Milly had something on

her mind, and was impatient for the servants

to be gone. As soon as we were alone she

began—
"
Frank, I have something to tell you. The

Faulkeners are going to Brighton, till Christ-

mas, at any rate—perhaps longer."

"Going to Brighton!" said I. "Why,
what's up now ? Is he worse /

"

"
No," said my wife.

"
It's for Alice."

" But there's nothing the matter with her,

is there 1

"

"I don't think she's very will.

Milly, "and I think the change will d

good. But I will tell you all about it."

I may here remark that Milly had never

ONCE A

ipprehensioiiB with respect

him much,
that lie really WSS attached to me,

1 have been •

her
; and, besides, his manner had a i

Old.

came here this morning," said

Milly, you were gone, on purpose

was not well She seemed altered, wa*

tired, and did n

old occupations, Se told me, I >, poor dear

fellow, iu Milly.

tially. some hesil

nsi a little uncertain all came
at trouble to take counsel with me. I

had noticed the change he spoke of, though
I hardly liked acknowledging to myself that

I did so. You can guess v. •:. I

told him I thought it was very likalj

I a little change of air
; why not go to

Brighton for a month or two. He jumped at

the bright thought of mil

was eager that 1

Beechgrove and break the subject He had

already suggested to Alice that he tl

11
;
and she ha

him, and then got fa

do to talk —that

indispensable, 1 went. \\

She re -emed

i. I had to be

plomatic, but she is a great deal sharper
it her of i. . ire had been ten

minutes in the | L,
—

-• • What iatfa

have something you want to say ;
what

is it ?
'

"
1 told her that both

thought she was n<>-

anxious about b

•

infecting you with that folly
< usee.

I'm
<i

uow.

What's the
•• •

1 don't k anything

1 but 1
I *»d

out of spirit

want

'

upos-

sible : go, we ca1, ' not to **

thought of
;
and there's an

was

poor Charlie looking so distressed and anxious.
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" '

Really, Alice,
'
I said, rather warmly,

*
if

Mr. Faulkener is willing to go, and Sir Charles

wishes it so much, I don't see the impossi-

bility ;
I didn't know of anything that must

keep you here.'
"
Frank, I saw her shiver as I spoke.

u *

Oh,' she said, very gently,
* I suppose it

can be managed, if you think it ought. Perhaps

you are right ;
I don't think I am quite well.

I'm sure,' she went on with her old bright
smile and winning way,

' I'm very much

obliged to you for thinking so much of

me. Poor Charlie, I've been savage to you
once or twice, haven't I ? and I know I've

been "fractious" this morning. Let us make
it up.'

' ' She came and kissed me, went up to Sir

Charles, took his hand, then stooped, and just
touched his forehead with her lips. I saw the

tears start to her eyes.
* You dear, kind

people,' she said,
*
I'll be good, and go

wherever you like to send me, if papa will

come
; only don't make a fuss about me. You

know how I hate that.'
" Mr. Faulkener entered the room at that

moment. '

Papa,' she said to him,
' here are

Mrs. Rowley and Charlie insisting that I'm ill,

and must go to Brighton. It's all their non-

sense, of course, but I suppose they must be

humoured
;
can you come 1

'

" Mr. Faulkener looked at her closely. Much
as he dotes on her, it would not occur to him,
you know, to watch her, or anyone else, enough
to notice slight changes.

"'My dear child,' he said, 'you are not

really ill, are you 1
'

" ' Of course not, papa, I never am. But it's

no use telling them so. Should you mind going
there?'

'"Not at all, darling. Indeed I think it

would be pleasant. Somebody must see to

lodgings, and—and that sort of thing, you
know,' he added, stretching himself in his arm-
chair almost as lazily as you could, Frank.

" That was soon settled. Sir Charles has to

go to town on business the day after to-

morrow, and he will run down to Brighton
and get lodgings, and then come back and
fetch them, and they are all going there the end
of next week.

"Alice took me into her little boudoir be-

fore I left. 'Milly,' said she, 'I'm quite
ashamed of my ill-temper, but you must
not think the worse of me or suppose I don't
love you and dear Charlie as much as you

.o,
—if that's possible. Did you really

think me ill ?
*

" I told her I did, and that she had seemed
to me not quite happy of late.

" '

Oh, you are wrong, indeed you are,' she

said earnestly ;

' I am sure I ought to be

happy—and so I am—and so I mean to be;

very happy.'
" There was a German book lying open on

the table, with queer, crabbed pencil notes in

it. I took it up, it was Goethe's Faust
"'Ah! that's not mine,' said Alice. 'It

is Captain Grant's. He brought it over, and
was expounding some of it the other day, and

forgot it. I was looking at it this morning ;

but I don't understand it, and I don't think I

like it ; and I know that that sort of reading
does not do much good. I mean to reform, and

give up reading so much, and learn to be
useful

;
—not before it is time, you will say.

Perhaps you had better take the book, if you
don't mind. You will be sure to see him in a

day or two, I suppose. But perhaps it will be
more polite if I send it up myself. Good-bye
now, dear Milly.'

" It was, altogether, an exciting morning,
Frank ; but, now I have thought it over, I feel

so much happier."
" I understand," said I.

" I daresay you do.

And now I'll go into the conservatory, and
take a quiet cigar."

I felt decidedly relieved by what I had
heard. If (which I strongly suspected to be
the case) Alice Faulkener's heart had some-
what wavered in its allegiance, it had done so,

I thought, without her full consciousness.

At the first glimpse she had of the truth

she had determined to crush out the dis-

loyalty. Her nature was strong beyond
the average of women, and she might well

succeed in the effort. For, after all, any
feeling she might have for Rupert could not

be very deep. The fascination which his

rare powers had for her must be slender

when weighed against the memories of long

years of calm, unclouded attachment which
bound her to Preston. Tins visit to Brighton
was the very thing. The disturbing force with-

drawn, the current of her life would again flow

peacefully in its old channel. I admit that,

much as I cared for Grant, I hardly thought of

his feelings in the matter at all. I had no

particular reason to think that Alice was more
to him than a very beautiful and clever girl,

whose conversation was very pleasant, and
whose admiration was worth some slight exer-

tion to gain. Even if he did feel more tenderly
towards her—why, he was not very likely to

hurt. It is difficult to believe in the wounded
affections of a proud, stern man of five-and-

thirty, who has lived some three lustres con-

spicuous for laxity among the lax. No. The
little cloud that had at times caused me some
faint disquiet was going to blow over, and

everything was much for the best.
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LOBSTER.

The universal popularity of tli.it well-1

member of the great crustacean family—the

lobster,
—and the vast demand for it .

appetising adjunct to our supper- 1,.

render a few remarks on some i I

parities interesting to the majority of our

readers.

Lobsters are found in almost all the

waters of the habitable globe, but are always
finer and better flavoured in northern latitudes

than towards the south. The British

and also the coasts of Norway, Sweden, and

Denmark, are especially celebrated for their

lobsters. The demand in England fox

shell-fish is so great that the entire quantity of

lobsters taken annually on the British coasts

is not nearly sufficient for the supply of the

market
; indeed, supposing every lobster caught

on our coasts to be sent to London, and leav-

ing out of our calculation all the other towns

and cities of Great Britain, the supply to the

metropolis alone would still fall short of the

demand. Hence wo import largo quantities

of lobsters from the northern countries of

Europe, and more especially from Norway, the

rocky coasts of which furnish an almost inex-

haustible supply of these favourite Crustacea.

Lobsters, from their habits and the naturo of

their food, always frequent rocky shores, where

there are inland creeks, shelving stones, and

plenty of rough feeding-ground for them.

Norway, from its natural peculiarities, is par-

ticularly qualified to afford these requisites to

the lobster, and hence the rocky fiords and

bays of that country are famous over the whole

of Europe for the excellence and flavour of

their shell-fish.

The lobster feeds upon fish, offal, shrimps
and prawns, and marine insects. Of prawns
lie is exceedingly fond. And it is a curious

sight to see (as may be sometimes seen in

clear water) a lobster chasing the prawns of

which his intention is to make a meal. In

very clear water, and after a long-continued

calm, it is sometimes possible to observe the

rocks at a depth of several fathoms, when the

movements of crabs, lobsters, and other fish,

at the bottom of the sea, may very plainly bo

distinguished.
The usual method of taking lobsters is by

using peculiarly shaped nets, called "pots,"
which are, in fact, a sort of basket, stretched

on hoops and covered over with netting. Jn

the netting a circular iiole is made, for the

ingress of the lobster (on the same principle as

that in a wire mouse-trap), so that, having
once found his way into the net, the impri-
soned shell-fish is unable to recede. These

"pots" are bai 1 fish or offal

.re always erred, and

bo en-

l sorts of fish used

lab*, and
.

* "gurnard" is a

h, the na of an average win
and is tai. ties on all

of our cos be
" trawl-nets n env

i for catching soles for the London
marl.

1

pots
" are sunk by means of

-tones fastened to their hoop*. Small

ropes .v is" to a

corks on I o of the water, which
: *hing the

B
"
pots

"
are sunk

just beyond low-water mark, as lobsters never

travel far from I >re rock*, which fur-

nish them with their food and Inrk

As the tit!-- the lobsters creep in with

to the shore, in search of

their food, and are then attracted by the sight

or smell of the bait in the "
pots

"
set to catch

them. All M a-fish feed on the flood-tide, and

hence, as soon as the ebb has turned, as

tide begins to flow inward, there is a general
bustle and stir amongst the inhabitants of the

salt v,

In feeding, lobsters will often spring back-

ward with surprisiii-

held fast I by one claw, they
will frequently

" shoot " that claw, that is,

throw it off, by whieh hay escape, leav-

ing the shell beliii. m} to

retreat with the limb exposed. ArV:
"
pots

" have been set about a couple of hours,

they are hauled and I their contents.

atable crabs, of

the species termed Spongers'* -jars,"

are taken in the "
pots/' These are the crabs

to be observed lying on every fishmonger's

slab. Green crabs, whelks, soldier-crabs, and

small conger-eels are

the lobster-pot. 1 large lobster will

cling to the outside of I -ing to

,f the bait, but unable to

effect an entrance through the trap-hole. On
such an occasion, as soon as t:. drawn

I the sea, the tantalised crusta-

:f to a distuico of several feet, and

drops to the b- a stone.

Lob shed their

shells aim . i>criod are
'

and unfit for

the mi his change of shell occurs in

;and
i is going on, the poor

lobste *^o some secure erevice in the
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rocks, out of the way of those enemies who
would otherwise attack his soft, unprotected

body. When the lobster is incautious in this

respect he is often devoured by inches, by

worms, crabs, and even those of his own

species. The "
ova," or spawn, of the lobster

are beads of a brilliant red when boiled, and

are carried under the tail of the female, which is

always called a "hen" lobster. The spawn is

familiarly spoken of as the "
coral," and is

used in making lobster-sauce, to give it that

pink, inviting appearance which epicures esteem

a sine qua non in its preparation for the table.

Lobsters, until boiled, are of a beautiful blue-

black hue, which turns, as is well known, to a

brilliant scarlet in boiling water. The "hen,"
or female lobster, is broader in the tail part
than the "cock" lobster, and she is more

prized on account, as above mentioned, of her

furnishing gourmands with the colouring matter

to the sauce which accompanies their salmon

or turbot.

Cromer, on the Norfolk coast, has long had
the reputation of furnishing excellent lobsters.

Good they most certainly are, but not more so

than those of the Yorkshire and Kentish coasts.

As before said, the best furnished to the Lon-

don markets are those of Norway, a "
Norway

lobster " being as much prized in the trade as

"Colchester oysters
" or "Yarmouth bloaters."

Lobsters are most extraordinarily pugnacious,
and when two of them engage in a combat

(which they will even do on a fishmonger's
slab if their claws be left untied), they seize

one another with such ferocity that nothing
but the loss of a limb to one or the other can

cause them to relax the intensity of their hold.

When a claw is lost another forms in the most

surprisingly short space of time. From the

frequent loss of one or other of its limbs in

these conflicts, the lobster usually has its claws

in different stages of formation ; and, conse-

quently, it is extremely uncommon for us to be

able to purchase a lobster of which the claws

are of equal size. Most often the disparity
of size between them is strikingly great.

The lobster seizes its prey with great avidity,
and persons who are in the habit of fishing
with a hand-line on rocky ground, for codling,

whiting, and other sea-fish, will not unfre-

quently capture a crab or a lobster thus. The
hook does not fix in the lobster, but the lobster

will clutch the bait tightly, and allow itself to

be drawn into the boat rather than relinquish
what appears a chance of a tempting morsel.

The writer of this paper has, on his fishi

cursions, unexpectedly taken lobsters in this

fashion, mors than once.
'

m a thoroughly reliable source, we gather
the intelligence that more than 150,000/. is

spent annually in the streets of London on

shell-fish, and this amount includes about

70,000 lobsters, sold at prices from 3d to 9d.,

and, of course, only the smallest sort. The
customers of the costermongers and barrow-

dealers are little tradesmen and mechanics, and
do not like to go higher than 6c?. or 9d. per
lobster. Of course the regular fishmongers
sell ten times the number, their prices varying
from Is. to 6s. per lobster, and averaging from

2s. Qd. to 3s. The average weight of market-

able lobsters (without calculating those sold in

the streets) is from one pound to one pound
and a half. The number of lobsters sold

annually in Billingsgate is about 1,400,000,
most of which are used in the metropolis.

Several of the towns and cities in the North of

England are supplied from the Irish and Scotch

coasts ; and when we remember the quantities

used in Manchester, Liverpool, Birmingham,
and other large towns and cities, without in-

cluding country supplies, w
Te may see that some

millions of lobsters are required for the con-

sumption of the British Isles every year. The

price of lobsters is exceedingly variable. Some-

times a fine lobster fetches a very low price,

but usually the great demand keeps up the

price to a high standard. Mr. Mayhew, in

his work,
" London Labour and the London

Poor," records the fact that, on 24th of March,

1824, three lobsters were sold in Billingsgate

for one guinea each I In the Haymarket and

other night districts, the demand for lobsters

causes them to fetch, on occasion, almost any

price that the keepers of eating-rooms choose

to impose upon the purchasers. During a hard

frost, the supply of shell-fish is very often

totally inadequate to the demand for them.

A very large number of lobsters are required
for the sole purpose of making salads and

sauces to eat with other fish. Curried lobsters

and patties are also favourite dishes, and the

lobster may be potted with advantage, and

thus turned into a breakfast-relish ;
but it

is, nevertheless, on the supper-table that he

shines to the best advantage. Space does not

permit, or we could say more of this interest-

ing shell-fish
;
but enough has been, for the

present, written of the qualities which will

always cause the lobster to be the most popular
of the large and important family of the marine

Crustacea. Astley H. Baldwin.

MARSHAL STORCK.
WHO was he ?

In this great year of Jubilee, the 300th of

Shakespeare the first, and the last, it av ill be

singular it' something new concerning him, his

family, his fellows, or his works, does not come

to light. We fear the chance of learning any-
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thing new, or corroborating anything "1-1 about

him, is but small. As to his family, tho mine
has been pretty marly worked i

Harness found a new husband fot M
,
one Richard Jamet

;
Mr. Colli. r

tided the bard with s brother, of *

Behnund ;
and forasmuch as she lin

'

i own desoendani -
i death

of Lady Barnard, in 1<)7<>, it seemed difficult,

to say the least of it, to furnish him with a

new legal representative. Yet even that feat

1 by one Lady I'eshall, who, in

1841, made public her claim to that distin-

guished honour. We do not remember hi m she

'ted to prove her claim
;
nor do v.

lie could have done BO, unless .she esta-

blished an illegitimate branch from the un-

known lady who, thanks to the forgetive wit

of Armitage Brown and Thomas de Qui
has been celebrated as the joint mistn

Lord Pembroke and Shakespeare. But stay :

the Lady Barnard we have mentioned was the

granddaughter of Shakespeare, and the widow
of Sir John Barnard, of Abingdon. Next to

furnishing a new fact concerning Shakes]

granddaughter, tho best thing we can do is to

find one for her husband. Here is one, then,

both new and true. This Sir John Barnard,

of Abingdon, had a younger brother Francis,

who was created a baronet in ICG 2
;
ami

Joanna, the daughter of Sir Francis's eldest

son (Sir John) in 1770 married Hi-

BkftleT. We may safely conclude, therefore,

that William Shakespeare's granddas
married the brother of Kkiiakk

ley's wife's grandfather. We challenge the

Heralds' College to dispute our premises,

and Professor de Morgan to dispute our

conclusion-

is a sample of the sort of lore yet to be

garnered concerning the family connections of

the bard. Of Shakespeare's fellows we know

enough already ;
and all we know throws not

so much as a stray star-1"

central figure. But his works ? Thirty-seven

plays constitute our stock in trade ; ample for

the furnishing forth of a" limbus " of \

provided only that the material be beaten out

into gold-leaf, or diluted after the manner of

the followers of Hahnneman. We can ex-

pect no addition to that stock. He would be

y bold man who should venture to dis-

cover so much as the fragment of a lost drama

of Shakespeare's. Let us, then, be content with

such things as we have : and if we must have

something new, who knows but that ti

volume may contain some hitherto undis

feature of momentous importance and of breath-

less interest—a new episode, or even a new

'tis persona. Very improbable such a

nouueed.

• it we already possess. We ra-

ce made to

is inadmis-

speare." appose that ha

i have all

me to ippose the

four i apothecu:
t
" had got La.

tho usual

aould have had to discover 1.

Something very like this was actually done

by the

"Illustrations.'' lb-. Macbeth had

committed two murd> i that

only one
gl

i from

his stool, and I «t unmeaningly
rises again aft.

taunts and gibes of the monarch. Accoi

Mr. Hunter came to the con.

first ghost
—he who

with using dumb-show instead of Speech
—was,

as tie

from the ghost upon whose bones, blood, and

eyes Macbeth

by no means oomplii The
mean ;

the other ghost of Banquo. The

will not have this at any
-hosts had risen together,

the pundits would not ha

two ghosts to rise in succession, and one

i

of them una: h a men
on of gl y is not to be

ught of.

But in "Macbeth" there are two repre-

i apparitions. No real-'
"

ragedj

there represent

ghost of J

second, to the fl* I

third, to ti. prince. True

I the ghost ap-

et i>oint exact p**"
while,

liomaniac, who must

DO one, sa

prince him ug the

idem ese three ghostly

appearances. K resent occasion,

At

to feeling some dim-
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culty in understanding how the ghost contrived

to change his attire. That the armour should
" scald with safety

"
is appropriate to the con-

dition of a spirit who, as I think he tells us,

was made "
fast in fires"

;
but it seems to me

highly improbable that he would for an instant

put up with that inconvenience, if he could at

pleasure exchange his searing panoply for, say
an asbestos shirt. But we have no desire to

touch the integrity of the story. The only
doubt we harbour is, whether readers and
critics have not entirely overlooked another

ghostly dramatis persona, and one, moreover,
who plays no insignificant part in the conduct
of the tragedy. At the first represented ap-

pearance of the ghost of the king, he does not

speak ;
but he is spoken to. Now, we ask, is

he addressed as a solitary phantom ? On the

contrary, does not Horatio's appeal necessarily

imply that the ghost was not alone ? Far be
it from us to be captious or hypercritical ;

but

only let our readers consider attentively the

form of inquiry or adjuration which Horatio
addresses to the ghost of Claudius :

—
What art thou that usurp'st this time of night,

Together with that fair and warlike form,
With which the majesty of buried Denmark
Did sometimes march ?

That's plain English, is it not ? Nay, if

you think we are not quoting correctly, over-

haul your Bowdler, or whatever edition the de-

cent readers of Once a Week are accustomed
to use. We ask you then,

—are there not here

two persons spoken of, though only one is

spoken to ? Here we are told, as plainly as

words can tell us, that the regal ghost ad-

dressed was walking the night together with,

i.e., in the company of, that same fair and
warlike form with which (the old word for

ivhom) his deceased majesty was wont to march
while in the flesh. This secondary and sub-

ordinate ghostly form, whoever he may have

been, is, in fact, recognised by Horatio as an
old campaigner who was once at the king's

right hand in his expeditions against
" Old

Norway.
"

Surely it is no impertinence to ask
the bard, who knows everything, who was this

"fair and warlike form," whom we thus find

in attendance on the king in his post-obit ex-

cursions, as he had more than once been his

companion in arms when repelling the aggres-
sions of the hateful Polacks. Indeed, we may
be sure that we shall fail to understand this

most difficult drama, unless we obtain a cate-

I :ins\ver to this question.

Shakespeare lias not done his work so

lessly as to speak of an appari-
tion without giving us the clue to his identity.
Groat lias been Die bedevilment which tho

printers have made of his text
;
but in no place

has the neglect of a typical punctilio been pro-
ductive of so much mischief as in the passage
we are about to quote ;

but here there is abso-

lutely no excuse for the misprision of the

editors, since the compositor of the first quarto

(1603) furnishes the right text. He alone

gives us the capital initial, and the correct

spelling of the word which constitutes the

requisite key.
Marcellus tells Horatio, after the first re-

presented, or third, recorded, visitation of

the ghost (or the ghosts, as I should prefer

saying).

Thus twice before, and iump at this dead hower,
With Marshall Stalke he passed through our

watch.

That's the man, beyond a doubt. Marshal

Storch, as we should Avrite him, was doubtless

a marshal of the kingdom of Denmark, who

probably died before the late king's murder.

What a touching incident has been ignored by
the commentators ! The "

pair of friends,"
so much together in the flesh, are still united

in the spirit. The two warriors, monarch and

marshal, who

th' ambitious Norway combatted,
And smote the sledded Polacks on the ice,

now " walk the night," in peaceful fellowship,

and, probably, "for the day," together take

their purgatorial fire-bath.

The fact of the double apparition being

established, and the ghostly comrade of the

monarch's spirit being thus identified, a new
and important light is thrown upon various

parts of this immortal drama which have failed

to profit by the "farthing candles" of the

commentatorial illumination.

In the first place, we have found a difficulty

in Horatio's speech to Hamlet, describing the

first visit of his late majesty's ghost. He
says
—

A figure like your father,
Armed at point exactly, cap-d-pe,
Goes slow and stately by them : thrice he walked,
By their oppress'd and fear-surprized eyes,
Within his truncheon's length.

What commentator has cither pointed out any
difficulty here, or attempted to remove it ?

Yet, is it not as plain as the nose on one's face

that Horatio describes the ghost of the king
as having walked witlun his own tnuicheon's

length f As if it were possible for him to be out

of the reach of his own baton, so long as he

carried it with him. Now, it so happens that

a friend of ours—we don't mind naming him,
Mr. IVrkins Ireland,

—lias a fine copy of the

first folio edition, wanting the portrait and Ben

net, indeed, and a few leaves in tho

middle, but annotated and corrected throughout
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the play of "Hamlet" in a court hand of

tho 17th century ;
and by good fortune this

very passage has rec of the

corrector. Between the last two lit.'

quoted he informs us that the true Led

is—
thrice he walk'd

With M'trtiall St mil.he by their

Within ins truncheon's length.

Qight well have been puzzled to

what the corrector meant by MartiaU StcwBce;
but having determined that there was such an

officer aa .Marshal Storck attached to the Court

of Elsinore, and that he was the friend and

Comrade of the late king, we see at once that

this MS. line is a declaration that the I

ghost was accompanied by the ghost of the

deceased Marshal of Denmark, and thai i

within the length of the Marshal's trvnehion

that the king walked, so close did they march

abreast. Wo may add, by way of explana-

tion, that what we call the Marshal's b&ton

was formerly called his truncheon, as in

"Measure for Measure," where "the king's

crown," "the deputed sword," "the mar-

shal's truncheon," and "the judge's robe"

are associated.

Secondly, in the scene with Hamlet and his

father's ghost, there are two sentences which

seem to have been intended to be spoken by
the ghost of Marshal Storck. The king refuses

to betray "the secrets of his prison house,"

and tells Hamlet that—
this eternal blazon must not be

To ears of flesh and blood.

Ghost of Marshal Storck: List, list, list !

If thou didst ever thy dear father love—
Ghost of King : Kevenge his foul and most unnatural

murder.

Is it likely that tho ghost of the king would

speak of himself in the third person 1 It

clear to us that the Marshal, -
I imlet-s

amazement, and suspecting that his attention

is wandering, recals him to himself by tin

"List ! list ! list !" urging as a motive the

love Hamlet bore his father, which the king

adroitly turns to his own purposes of rei

Johnson's " old lady," it is well known, pro-

posed to give the line,
" O horrible, horrible,

most horrible !

" to Hamlet
;
whereas all the

old copies assign it to the ghost of the king.

We would, in all humility, ikat it

should be given to Marshal Storck, who

would know by his own experience of

tory, how unpleasant were the consequences
of going out of life

"
unhousel'd, disappointed,

unaneal'd."

Thirdly, it has often puzzled us to account

for the abrupt change of metre in the ghost's

long speech about his own murder. The cor-

of the first folio, already :

after—
The will of my most seeming virtuous queen,

wo may be thankful, as

eomp!
:
—

tf was a bine likt Mart Aim*//,
Tu threaten and eomm

Wast from me,
Whose lore was of that dignity

That it went hso

w I made to her
In inarri:i

Upon a wretch whose natural gifts

to those of :.

May wo not suppose tl hango of metre,
narkable here, was i to indicate

that to thi tho two ghosts

ludicrous it would a; ***£*»

might have been an
; spec-

tacle to an audience who saw :unny
in the witches' ca;, r all,

what was Maishal Storck ? Is nothing known
about him ? Very little. The 1 unlet

furnishes only one point in hh> I That

worthy veteran, at least prior i

iPs laton, had an intense dislike of that

fishy condiment calk I

I dare

say, h i a correct taste. To such an

extent, however, did I ^torck carry his

n to it, that "
Caviary to th.

becani ial phras-- i:i Denmark, applied

to anything thai il. Thus I

let tells us that I "ech pleased not

the million,
"

': general ;

"

as caviary

was to General Store .^t, we know as

little about this hero as about Shakespeare

himself.

Oor ei ; had, with the angel's face,

Wandered one i t*ge time,

;ry place,

Talking of pictures, stringing rhyme on rhyme,
ith some chaoee-found

.3 mighty work,
i
- Dante's Terse,

the Turk.

The n'.

That still Itsas

;h the green seemed all on flame

With sunset criin?

stern sky, floodii

deluge.
'

:ied together in our greedy
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CHAPTER XIII. MI ULIR.

Laura Chesney stood at the window, watch -

the retreating form of t!. -., Mi.

Carlton, as he passed hastily down the

path in the growing twilight. A short while

and he would be back again as ho had promised j

and Laura's heart beat at the thought, at the

anticipated rapture of seeing him again, and
she remained silent, losing herself in dreams of

the sweetest delusion.

Only to be rudely awakened. Miss Chesney
stepped to Laura's side and spoke, her gentle-

voice sounding strange in its sternness.
1

'Laura, could it be that I saw you walk

through the garden when Mr. Carlton came,
arm-in-arm with him ?

"

Laura turned her face away from her sister's

view, or even in that fading hour Miss Ch
would have seen the red flush that overspread
it at the words, dyeing it of a blood-red. She
made no answer.

"It was not seemly, Laura. Mr. Carl-

ton is but a surgeon : a man, so far as we

know, without connections. And you are a

Chesney."
" Willi connections," retorted Laura, who

was growing vexed and angry. "And much

good they do me !

"

" Laura dear, we are, as may be said, of

the noblesse : we may not lose cas:

"I think we have lost caste already, with

these wretched, paltry debts hanging over and

following us about from place to place like a

vv," was the petulant answer. "They
degrade us pretty well."

* ' You mistake, Laura. If you intend that

as a refutation to my argument, you must

look at things in a wrong light. In one

of the word the debts degrade us, 1>

always is a degradation attaching
to these petty debts

;
but they cannot in the

slightest degree sully our caste ; they cannot

detract from our good birth or tarnish it. Do
not again allow Mr. Carlton to put himself on

a familiar level with you."

Loving him as she did with an impassioned,

blind, all-absorbing love, Laura C'l

bitterly in her heart resented this rellection on
Mr. Carlton. She was fast falling into that

sadly mistaken, unhealthy frame of mind in

which every consideration is lost in the one

swaying passion—love. Openly she did not

dare to dissent from her sister
;

it might have

brought on an explanation for which Laura w ;is

not prepared ;
a loeming she had said

did the
flj"

li be money's being paid to

bin between BOW ; t iid twelve o'clock Oil

1*7 j failing U oceed

pa publicly. Jane, I am sure the
man will , total He was not
loud and angry, not even o was

11 And how is it to bo procured ?" moaned

leaning h<

would almost sell my^. If," she added, with a
burst of I t ilian bring these

annoyances befi Oh, if 1 could but
take t :

tally off h;

.paean do battle with them & great deal

better than you can. -aid Laura, who
was far from sharing dial feeling
on the point.

" And it is i.. .at he

should."
"

It is not more fit," retorted Jane Chesney,
whose usually g A be roused by
any reproach cast on him . dear

i to devote

my h "ff care from his."

"Would you to : no better
"

..-:-.• I Laura,
in a low, WOnd< I .danced at

the bli life—
nding it with I

younger sister ga [ in compassion and
half in

"
Ti. . cares coming upou

eave.
w

uekly aol ia in
11 What f<

"To <
1m lspect

hinted, somewhat insolently, that she did not

like a ints were continually

comin be put off ; it 'tried

I could procure a fresh servant.

not choose to keep dissatisfied people in the

m be helped. She

little girl had come running in, eagerly,

•man wants to see y

lought Jaue with a

sink in he woman from the

fruit y ?"
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" Oh no. Rhode says it is a young woman
come after the place. She has taken her into

the kitchen and wished me to ask if you would

please to see her."

Miss Chesney looked as though she scarcely

understood. "A young woman come after

the place!" she repeated.
" Why it is not an

hour since Rhode told me she must leave !

Ring the bell, Lucy."
Rhode came in, in answer. Miss Chesney

requested an explanation with quiet dignity,

and Rhode turned red, and put on a defiant

look, as if she could be again insolent if she

saw fit.

" I have made up my mind to it some days,
Miss Chesney, and I daresay I may have

spoken of it abroad. The young woman says
Mrs. Fitch at the Lion told her of the

place.
"

" Show the young woman into the dining-

room," said Miss Chesney. And she proceeded

thither, encountering Pompey on her way,
who informed her of the termination of the

inquest, and its result.

In the dining-room stood Judith Ford.

She had come straight up as soon as the inquest
was over. Neatly dressed in good mourning,

steady in demeanour, her face full of sense and

thought, Jane Chesney took a fancy to her at

the first glance. Judith gave a few particulars

as to herself, concluding with observing that

she had been informed by Mrs. Fitch it was a

housemaid who was required, but the servant

Rhode had now told her it was a cook.
" In point of fact, it may be said to be

both," replied Miss Chesney.
" We require a

servant who can undertake both duties—a

maid-of-all-work, as it is called. We are

gentlepeople and highly connected," she

hastened to add, not in a spirit of proud,
mistaken boasting, but as if it were due to

their own dignity to explain so far
;

' * but my
father, Captain Chesney, has a very limited

income, which obliges us to keep as few servants

as possible. Could you take such a place ?
"

Judith reflected a moment before giving her

reply. In her time she had lived in the capa-

city of cook and was equal to its duties, but it

was not the place she would have preferred.
' ' Should I be the only servant kept, ma'am?"

she enquired, feeling, in the midst of her de-

mur, that she should like much the gentle

lady before her for a mist i

" The only maid servant. We keep a man
who attends on papa and waits at table; he

helps a good deal also in the kitchen, gets in

coal, cleans the knives, and such-like
; and he

answers the door in a general way. I do not
think you would find the work too much."

"I think I might venture upon it," observed

Judith, half in soliloquy.
" I once lived sole in

a place. It was a gentleman's family, ma'am, too.

I have never served in any other."
1 ' We could not take a servant from a

tradesperson's family," returned Miss Chesney,
who was deeply intrenched in her aristocratic

prejudices.
" Where is it that you say you

are staying ?
"

" Number fourteen, Palace Street."

The sound struck on Miss Chesney's ear.

"Number fourteen, Palace Street! Why!
that must be close to the house where that sad

tragedy has just taken place !

"

"It is next door to it, ma'am," was Judith's

answer.

All Jane Chesney's curiosity, all her marvel
—and the best of us possess a good share of it—was aroused. ' ' Did you see the young

lady 1
" she inquired, quite breathless in her

interest.
" I saw her several times ; I was with her,"

was Judith's answer. " Mr. Stephen Grey
could not get the nurse for her that he wished,
and he was glad that I could be with her ;

he

saw a great deal of me, ma'am, in my last

place.
"

"It was a terrible thing," remarked Miss

Chesney.
"It was an awful thing," said Judith,

"wherever the blame may lie."
" That of course lies with Mr. Stephen Grey.

There cannot be two opinions upon it."

"There can, ma'am," dissented Judith, in

an impressive but respectful manner. " The

jury—to go no further—were of a different

opinion."
" I can understand their verdict ;

that is,

understand the feeling which prompted them
to return it. They did not like to bring in

one against their fellow townsman. Mr.

Stephen has been so much respected in the

town—as I hear
;
but we are little more than

strangers in South Wennock."
" The case is altogether shrouded in un-

accountable mystery," said Judith, her own
voice assuming unconsciously a lower tone

as she spoke.
" It may come to light some

time
;
I trust it will

;
whenever it does I am

sure it will be found that Mr. Stephen Grey
was innocent."

" Do you think there was no mistako made
in the medicine ?

"

" I feel persuaded there was none ;
that it

was sent out from Mr. Stephen Grey's pure.

That the young lady was murdered,—as de-

liberately and wickedly murdered as anybody
>s in this world, is my firm belief."

"By whom?"
"
Ah, ma'am, there it all lies. That is the

mystery that nobody can fathom.
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"
Pompey has been saying that the

|

were talking when tl, out of tin

; room about the strange face on tli

Tiny said that, but for that, the Vt

have gone against M -y."

This interposition came from Lncy Chesney;
she had come silently into the room to I

the young woman who ing to live

with them. The unfortunate affair in Palace

with its Btrange circumstances had
excited all her interest— as such affairs will

and do excite the interest of children— and

every little additional detail was eagerly pieked

up by Lucy.
u What strange fao

exclaimed Jane Chesney, forgetting reproof in

her surprise.
"
Pompey says that Mr. Carlton .

man with a strange face by the lady's bed-

room door, just before her death, Jane."

Jane Chesney recalled her scattered senses.
"
Lucy, go up to papa," she said. " You !

should not have come in here without asking :

my permission, and you must not listen to all
|

the idle tales brought home by Pompey."
The little girl went away in obedience, but I

half reluctantly, and Miss Chesney inquired an

explanation of Judith.

"When Mr. Carlton paid a visit to

Crane the night of the death, he thought, in

leaving, that he saw a strange faco on the

stairs. Mr. Carlton now says he thinks it was

only his fancy ; but, ma'am, the coroner

seemed to attach a great deal of importance to

it. It is a pity," added Judith, again falling

into soliloquy, "but all the circumstances

could be brought into the full, clear light of

day."
" Seemed to attach—you do not mean to

>u were at the inquest !

" exclaimed Mitt

Chesney.
" Yes I was, ma'am. I have now come

from it."
" I never heard of such a thing," cried

Miss Chesney, recovering from her astonish-

ment. It did sound very strange to her that

a servant should attend a coroner's imp:—as she supposed—pleasure.

"I was anxious to be there," explained

Judith, "and I did not know but I might be

called upon also as a witness. Though I had

known the young lady but three or four days,

ma'am, I had learnt to love her, and sin

tfied I have hardly touched food. I could not

have rested without hearing the evid< nee. And
I am very glad I did hear it," she added,

pointedly and emphatically.
" My having

been at the inquest will not make me the less

good servant, ma'am."
Miss Chesney could not avoid a smile. Of

course it \s she answered

over,
• to carry on gosj

house.

result i

Judith :J to of

listresa, and she was told to coma
a final BU

i, of dread, rushed over
iod she saw her sister Laura's

.

have been deceived, tho

it moment; yes, she

: ho was certainly .•.
; they

the slight remaining
"f light that came in *j adow.

much
hitherto been '.aura's

fastidiousm

own drees, to I ing look of radiant

happin
-

ice, to

her unaccountable restlessness j were

expecting the daily pro: isit of the

surgeon. Could it 1 le that she was

Ding to love him ?

Cro> room, she stirred tho black

fire into a 1 imp, and turned

to Laura ;

" W i?"

"1 og in the

lamp, I SUpp
CO.

Jan . /ear, and

composed her manner io calmne—

not know you h .rlton," she

aid.
" Have you hem baoli

"
Long enough to I -,

n he

laughingly replied, in a

now I will go up to

lie met the bis : the

lamp in SJ

I man no

many

j

"L fitters 1
•

present^

"
she

added m the man om.

Lai
' window,

lookin Lett, her heart full of

rebel 1:

What Carlton mean—that he

had :ig secrets toyout"
.!-:.

-

resumingly spoko of you by

your Christian name !
"
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"Did he?"
" Lid he ! Did you not notice it ? Laura, i

I—I thought
—I thought I saw your head

leaning upon him," returned Jane, speaking as

if the very utterance of the words choked

her.
" You are fanciful," answered the younger

sister.
" You always were."

Were the words spoken in subterfuge ?

Jane feared so. "Oh Laura!" she exclaimed

in agitation,
' ' I have heard of young ladies

allowing themselves to be on these familiar i

terms with men, receiving homage from them

in their vanity, caresses even in their love !

Surely nothing of the sort is arising between

you and Mr. Carlton ?
"

Laura made no reply.
"
Laura," continued Jane, in a sharp, ring- ;

ing tone of pain,
" do you like him 1 Oh, take

care what you are about ! You know you !

could never marry Mr. Carlton."

"I do not tell you that I like him,"
faltered Laura, some of her courage beginning
to forsake her. " But why could I not

marry him ?
"

"
Marry Mm ! You ! The daughter of

!

Captain Chesney marry a common country

apothecary ! The niece "

" There ! don't go on, Jane
; that's enough," ;

—and the young lady stamped her foot

passionately.
" But I must speak.

Chesney
"

"I tell you, Jane, I won't listen to it. I

am tired of hearing who we are and what we
are. What though we have great and grand

connections,—do they do us any good ? Does
s

it bring plenty to our home ?—does it bring
us the amusement and society we have a right
to expect ? Jane ! I am tired of it all. There

are moments when I feel tempted to go and do
as Clarice has done."

There was a long pause—a pause of pain ;

for Laura had alluded to the one painful

subject of the Chesneys' later life. Jane at

length broke the silence.
" It would be better for you, even that,

than marrying Mr. Carlton," she said in a

hushed voice. "
Laura, were Mr. Carlton our

equal, I could not see you marry him."
Laura turned round from the window now,

turned in her surprise.
" Why 1

"

" I do not know how it is that I have taken
so great a dislike to Mr. Carlton," continued
Miss Chesney in a dreamy tone, not so much

answering Laura as communing with hi

"Laura, I cannot bear Mr. Carlton
;

it seems
to me I would rather see you in your grave
Qiao united to him, were he the first match in

England."

You are Miss Laura

" But I ask you why."
" I cannot explain it. For one thing—but

I don't care to speak of that. You have
accused me before now, Laura, of taking pre-

judices without apparent reason ; I have taken
one against Mr. Carlton."

Laura tossed her head.
" But—in speaking with reference to your-

self—we have been supposing for argument's
sake that he was your equal," resumed Jane.
" He is not

;
he never can be ; therefore we

may let the subject drop."
"What were you going to urge against him,

the 'one thing' that you would not speak of?"

returned Laura.
" It may be as well not to mention it."

" But I shall be very much obliged to you
to mention it, Jane. I think you ought to do

so."
" Well then—but you will think me foolish—Mr. Carlton was so mixed up, and unfavour-

ably, with that dreadful dream I had of

Clarice on Monday night. I never liked Mr.

Carlton, but since that night I seem to have

had a horror of him. I cannot help this,

Laura
;

I daresay it is very foolish ; but
—we cannot account for these things."

How foolish Laura Chesney thought it, the

haughty contempt of her countenance fully

told. She would not condescend to answer it
;

it was altogether beneath her notice; or she

deemed it so.

Jane Chesney took her work basket and sat

down near the lamp. She was looking at

some work, when a violent knocking overhead

of Captain Chesney's stick was heard, and

Lucy came flying down the stairs and burst

into the room.

"Oh Jane!" she exclaimed, "Lady Oak-

burn's dead."

Jane dropped her work
;
Laura moved to

the table, aroused to excitement.

"Dead !

"
repeated Jane. " And when she

wrote to me last week she was so well !

"

"
Jane, Jane, you don't understand," said

the child. " It is young Lady Oakburn ;
not

our old aunt the dowager. And a little baby
has died with her."

The thumping of the stick overhead had

never ceased. Jane, recovering her Beared

senses, ran up-stairs, the others following her.

Captain Chesney was on his couch, all turmoil

and impatience, rapping incessantly ;
and Mr.

Carlton sat near him, evidently at a loss to

comprehend what caused the tumult. A
Bhaded candle was on the table, but the blaze

of the fire fell full on the surgeon's impassive

face, curious and inquiring now. It appeared!

that he had been conversing with his patient

when Lucy saw something in the Times news-
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iper, which was lying partially folded on the

tble, having only recently I lit in,

ad it out aloud bo hi

Oaptain Cheaney lifted his stick and l>i

it down on the tabic after Oil own mshi

they entered. "Take ap thai i

Jane," ho exclaimed, "and tee prhat it is khat

Lucy has Btumbled upon in the d.-.ahs."

Jane Chesney ran her eyes down..

tho top of the column, and caught sight of

something in the notice of births •which the

read aloud.

"On the 1 2th instant, in South Audley Street,
the Countess of Oakburn of a daughter."

Then in the deaths :
—

" On the 14th instant, in South Audley
Street, aged twenty-one, Maria, tho beloved
wife of the Earl of Oakburn."
"On the 14th instant, in South Audley

Street, Clarice, the infant child of tho Earl of

Oakburn."

Jane's voice ceased, and the captain brought
his stick on the floor with one melancholy
thump, as did Uncle Toby his staff, in tho

colloquy with Corporal Trim.
" Gone !

"
uttered he. " The young wife

gone before the old grandmother !

"

"Did you know the parties, sir?" a

Mr. Carlton.
" Know them, sir !

" returned the choleric

captain, angry at having, as lie deemed, so

foolish a question put to him,
" 1 ought to

know them, for they are my blood relations."

"I was not aware of it," said Mr. Carlton.
"
No, sir, perhaps you were not aware of it,

but it's true, for all that. My father, sir, was

the Honourable Frank Chesney, the second son

of the ninth Earl of Oakburn and brother to

the tenth earl
;
and the late earl, eleventh in

succession, and father of the present earl, was

my own cousin. It's a shame that it should

be true," continued the captain, his stick

noisily enforcing every other word,
" a shame

that I should be so near the peerage of

Eugland, and yet be a poor half-pay navy

captain ! Merit goes for nothing in this

world, and relationship goes for less. If the

late earl had chosen to exert himself, I should

have been an admiral long ago. Then
been Admiral Chesneys who distinguished
themselves in their day, ami perhaps 1 should

have made no exception," he concluded, with a

violent accession of the stick accompaniment.
"
They named the little child 'Clarice,' you

see, papa," observed Jane, after a pause.
" As if the old dowager would let them name

her anything else !" cried the captain.
" Zou

don't know the Dowager Coun* . \burn,

probably, Mr. Carlton
;

the present earl's

grandmother ?
"

and
in;

men, ake'a the worst.

shall call !. tiler's name,'—

11 name Ktr Clarice,
1 I'll stand godmother,' cries the

countess. i sni,
'

1 fthall name
a'—who had died.

And then my lady and 1 bad a lastiug quarreL
yon see. Yes ! I am

as poor as church D dl tho

whole
lot), '-pay captain, h .

for a shillii

"A many standing between you
and the ti:.

"Ti, en me ana

r. "if

\

without childrei .

What of that ? young ma.

an old one. He'll soon i

getting direct heirs about him
"I think if 1 were as near the J:

. I should be s] upon
reaching it,'

?

.-aid Mr. ('

laugh.

lie blunt sailor. .* bad

it's worse lookn

goodness I have not been idiot •

that ;

the possibility oi irl of Oak

There was also an re me,
the young earl's be I

he died. Ho g >w at Cam-

bridge *s drowned.

.Jane, you must see to the mourning."

pro»-

j
pect of tho unexpected coat.

" Need we go to

the expel.
roared the

oaptain, h ! »g to-

.

•

to her grave and not put

on mourn;

He buttoned his coat

over hi

Laura as

darling. You shall be

mine. Should they 1 will

is niomc! . his ;
his
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breath mingled with hers, so low had he bent

to her
;
and Laura, with a face of crimson and

an apprehensive heart, glanced round to see if

Jane was watching. But Jane had stooped
over the gouty foot, in compliance with some

sudden demand of Captain Chesney's.

CHAPTER XIV. MR. CARLTON'S DEMAND.

A short while went by, just a week or two,
and the excitement caused byMrs. Crane's death

was beginning in some degree to subside.

No discoveries had been made, no tidings

obtained as to who she was or what she was ;

no light whatever had arisen to clear up the

mystery of her death. It is just possible the

police did not bestir themselves in the search so

actively and perseveringly as they might have

done : there were no distressed surviving rela-

tives to urge them on
;
there was no reward

offered as a spur to exertion : and the poor

young lady, who had arrived so straugely
at South Wennock, apparently friendless and

unknown, seemed likely to remain unknown.

Things were progressing at the house of

Captain Chesney. Progressing to an issue that

not one of its inmates as yet dreamed of. The

Captain himself was not progressing. Through
some imprudence of his own he had been

thrown back in his recovery, and was still a

prisoner to his room. The crape band placed
on his hat for the young Countess of Oakburn
had not yet been worn, and Jane Chesney was

already beginning to be in trouble over the

bills sent in for the mourning of herself and

sisters. The disagreeable servant Rhode had

departed, and Judith Ford had entered the

house in her place.

So far, so good. But that was not all.

The relapse of Captain Chesney afforded an
excuse for the more frequent visits of Mr.

Carlton. The fractious invalid complacently
set them down to anxiety for himself, and

thought what an attentive doctor he had got.

Jane was half in doubt whether the two visits

daily—the short one in the morning, snatched

while Mr. Carlton was on his round to

his other patients ;
the long, gossiping

one in the evening—had their rise in any
motive so praiseworthy : but as she saw no
further reprehensible signs of intimacy between
the surgeon and her sister, she hoped for the

best.

Unknown to Jane Chesney, however, Mr.
Carlton and Laura did contrive to snatch occa-

sionally sundry stolen moments of interview.

In one of these, Mr. Carlton told her that the

time had come for his speaking out to Captain
Chesney. His father,, who had been—he

emphatically said it—a bad father to him for

years, who had turned a resolutely deaf ear to

any mention of his son's possible marriage,
who would never suffer a hint of such a future

contingency to be mentioned in his presence,

nay, who threatened to invoke all kinds of ill

upon his head if he contracted one, had

suddenly veered round to the opposite extreme.

Nothing brings a bad or careless man to his

senses sooner than to find himself struck

down with unexpected or desperate sickness,

where the grave is seen as a near vista, its

portals already opening. Such an illness had
overtaken Mr. Carlton the elder, and perhaps
had been the means of changing his policy.

One thing it certainly effected : a reconcilia-

tion with his son. From his residence in the

east of London, a handsome house in a bad

district, where he lay, as he thought, dying,
he sent forth a telegraphic summons to his

son at South Wennock, as you have already
heard tell of

;
and though the immediate danger

was soon over for the time, some of its peni-

tential effects remained. Mr. Carlton urged

marriage upon his son now, telling him it

would keep him steady, and he made him a

present of a good sum towards the setting up
of his house for the reception of a wife.

The money was only too welcome to Lewis

Carlton
; nobody but himself knew how he had

been pushed, how pinched. He paid certain

debts with some of it, and the rest he was

appropriating to its legitimate purpose
—the

decorating and embellishing of his house

inside. Many articles of new and costly fur-

niture were ordered to come in
;
and Mr.

Carlton spared no pains, no money, to make it

comfortable for her whom he loved so passion-

ately
—Laura Chesney.

It never occurred to him that he could bo

eventually refused. A demur at "first he

thought there might be, for Laura had con-

fessed to him how exacting her family was on

the score of birth, and Mr. Carlton had no

birth to boast of, hardly knew what the word

meant. But if Laura had birth, he had a good

home, a rising practice, and the expectation of

money at his father's death
;
and he may bo

excused for believing that these advantages
would finally weigh with Captain Chesney.

With Mr. Carlton, to determine upon a

thing, was to do it. He had no patience, ho

could not wait and watch his time
;
what ho

resolved to have, he must have at once. This

acting upon impulse had cost him something in

his life, and perhaps would again.

He did as he resolved. He spoke out

boldly, and asked Captain Chesney for his

daughter Laura. The captain received the

offer— well, you had better hear how he

received it.

It was proffered at an hour when Jane and
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Laura were out. Mr. Carlton had an instinc-

tive conviction that Jane Chesney would be
t him, and Laura had confirmed him in

it
;
therefore he judged it well to speak when

she was out of thu way. The
consent gained, ho could snap his :.

>horically at Misa Chesney. Hi

his morning visit to the captain, and then
further up the hill to see othi

but he was not long, and as he Billing
ho saw the two El

i out of the

gate, in their black silk dresses, and go t

the town. They did not see him. A mo.

hesitating pauso in his own mind, and
Carlton entered. Lucy came looking from the

drawing-room as he entered the hall, and ho

into the drawing-room with her, while

Pompe}r went up to inquire if his d

would allow Mr. Carlton five minutes' private
ion.

"Are you drawing ?" Mr. Carlton asked, as

he saw the signs of employment on the table.
"

Yes," replied Lucy, "I am so fond of

drawing, especially landscapes. Jane draws

beautifully ;
she teaches me. Laura likes

music best. See, I have to fill in these trees

Jane comes home
;
she set me the task."

" You won't half do it," said Mr. Carlton,

looking down at the cardboard at winch Lucy
was now working steadily.

" You will be

wanting to run away to play, long before

that's done. "

" I may want perhaps, but I shall not do

it. I would not disobey Jane. Besides, it is

my duty to attend to my studies."

"Do you always do your duty ?
"

inquired
the surgeon, with a smile.

" Not always, I'm afraid. But I try to do it.

Mr. Carlton, I want to ask you something %
n

" Ask away, young lady," said he.

Lucy Chesney laid down her pencil, and

turned her sweetly earnest eyes on Mr. Carl-

ton
; they were beaming just now wit!.

dened light.
" Was it really true that that poor sick lady

isoiied wilfully 1—that some wicked man

put the prussic acid in the draught ?
"

How his mood changed ! The question

appeared to excite his ire, and an im]
word escaped him.

" What have I done now ?
" exclaimed Lucy

in excessive wonder. "
Ought I not to have

asked it ?
"

" I must beg your pardon, Miss Lucy," ho

said, recovering his equanimity.
" The fact

. I have not had a moment's peace since the

inquest. South Wennock has done nothing
but din these questions into my ears. 1 think

sometimes I shall be turned into prussic acid

myself."

isted

a her a:

; ty.

I

"

I

" T!.
•

: nonsense," sal Ther©

"Ti aqx Doctor go
interrupted the black

his br<

as a prism as to

rest. A
table was on on :iim, bearing various

articles that he migfa :.is stick at

hand on the of:

•• What are you back fur I

" he asked, with

some abrupt
"I have a petition to make to you, Captain

Chesm d the surgeon, as ho took,

uninvited, a ch. :, and

perhaps fur the first ti:

Carlton may have been 000 : vous-

ness of manner quite foreign to

sen hoping to speak to you these many
. and the time has at 1<

1 trust 1 may do so -sumption.

tempos m;
will allow me a

I am. My father is a medical man i

in extensive practice ;
1 am fail 1, and

expect at his death to inh

considerable. I think— 1 fear—that death

will not bo lonur I snail be

what may be called a rich man
the plain-spoken

" wherefore tell me
Chancellor of th

you with the ootmtrj dd be

no business of n..

to the brow of Mr. Carl:

idle 1 speak of myself. I MB

tice—for the Greys 11

that fatal mistake ol

ct to

be n ir«"

elconie U>

would not bo so

I shall hold my
own with any one in Wennock. Captain
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Chesney, I want one to share this with me. I

want you to give her to me. Your daughter."
Mr. Carlton spoke in a low tone of emotion,

and it may be doubted whether the captain

heard him aright. Certain it is that he made
no reply, but stared at Mr. Carlton as if he

had become moonstruck.
" I speak of Miss Laura Chesney," continued

the surgeon.
"
Oh, sir, give her to me ! I

will make her a loving husband. She shall

want for nothing to render her happy that the

most anxious care and tenderness can bestow."

Captain Chesney wondered whether he him-

self had gone mad, or whether Mr. Carlton

had. He had a firm conviction that it must
be one or the other. He no more believed

it within the range of possibility that any
common country practitioner should presume
to aspire to an alliance with the aristocratic

family of Chesney, than that he, the captain,
should dare to aspire to one of the royal

princesses. His stick trembled ominously,
but did not as yet come down.
"What did you say, sir?" he demanded,

with set teeth.

"Sir, I love your daughter; I love Laura

Chesney as I have never yet loved, and never

shall love another. Will you suffer me to

make her my wife ?
"

Down came the stick in all its thunder, and
out roared the captain's voice as an accom-

paniment, shouting for Pompey. The black

servant flew up, as if impelled by something
behind him.

" Was massa ill ?
"

" 111 !

" chafed the captain.
" He is !

" he

added, pointing the stick at Mr. Carlton.
" He's mad, Pompey ; gone stark staring mad:

you've shut me up here with a mad fellow.

Get him out of the house, somehow."
The bewildered Pompey stood in confusion.

He knew his choleric master said anything
that came uppermost, and he glanced at the

calm face, the still, self-possessed bearing of

Mr. Carlton
; certainly he looked like anything

but a madman.
Mr. Carlton rose, his manner haughty, his

voice cold. "Captain Chesney, I am a gen-
tleman

;
and my proposal to you at least

required courtesy. Have the kindness to

favour me with an intelligible answer."
"I'll be shot if you get any other answer

from mo. You are mad, sir
; nobody but a

fool or a madman would dream of such a thing
as you have now been proposing. Do you
know, sir, that my daughter is a Chesney ?"

" And I am a Carlton. If the names were
to be picked to pieces in the Heralds' College,
the one might prove equal, if not superior to
the other."

" Why—goodness bless my soul !

"
retorted

the amazed captain, "you—you are a common

apothecary, sir—a dispenser of medicine ! and

you would aspire to a union with the family of

Chesney ?
"

" I am a member of the Poyal College of

Surgeons," angrily repeated Mr. Carlton, who
was beginning to lose his temper.

" If you were the whole College of Surgeons
rolled into one,

—their head, and their tail, and

their middle,
—you wouldn't dare to glance at

my daughter, had you any sense of propriety
within you. Do you mean to show this

gentleman out, you rascal ?
" added the in-

flamed captain, menacing with his stick the

head of the unhappy Pompey.
" Door open, Misser Doctor," cried Pompey.

But Mr. Carlton motioned him away with a

gesture of the hand.
"
Captain Chesney, I have told you that I

love your daughter ;
I have told you that my

prospects are sufficiently assured to justify me
in marrying. Once more I ask you—will you

give her to me 1
"

"No, by Jove !" raved the captain, "I'd

see your coffin walk first. Here—stop
—listen

to me
;
I'd rather see her in her coffin, than

disgraced by contact with you. You wed
Laura Chesney ? Never, never."

"What if I tell you that her hopes—her

life, I may almost say—are bound up in me ?
"

cried Mr. Carlton in a low tone.
" What if I tell you that you are a bad and

wicked man ?
" shrieked the captain.

" How
dared you take advantage of your being called

into my house professionally, to cast your
covetous eye on any of my family 1 Was
that gentlemanly, sir ? was it the act of a man
of honour ? You confounded old idiot, stand-

ing there with your great goggle eyes, what

possesses you to disobey me ? Haven't I

ordered you to show this—this person
—to the

door !

"

The last two sentences, as the reader may
divine, were addressed to the bewildered Pom-

pey. Mr. Carlton wore a resolute expression

of face just then. He took it with him, and

stood before Captain Chesney, folding his arms.
" It is said in Scripture, that a woman shall

leave father and mother, and cleave unto

her husband. I would ask you a question,

Captain Chesney. By what right, her affec-

tions being engaged, and my means suitable,

do you deny me your daughter ?
"

" The right of power, sir," was the sarcastic

retort. "And, now that I have answered

your question, allow me to ask you one.

what right did you seek her affections ? You

came into my house with one ostensible object,

and clandestinely availed yourself of your foot-
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in it to pursue another ! Sir, you hid 110

Lt to do this, and i tell yon that yon
ik and a coward,

id mo up your bill, when yon got I

er attempt to put your foot llllidi

)r again, or to cast a thought to Miss 1.

y."

"That i iid than done, Captain

Chesney," concluded Mr. '

not turn to lea

"Now, you black villain ! tho door, I

and both of you may thank your stars tbs

this day powerless, <>r your skins might loam
what it is to heard a quart' tnmander."

But Mr. Carlton was already out, and

pompey also. A good thing that they
for the stick of the roused captain came flying

through the air after them ; whether me,

one or the other, or both, I

knew. It struck the door-post and fell clatter-

ing on the floor, denting another dent into

the gold top, which already had so many dents

in it—as the meek Pompey could testify.

Leaning against the door, shivering and

sick, was Lucy Chesuey. The noise in the

chamber had attracted her notice, and she ran

up, but stopped at the entrance, too territied

to enter. She touched the arm of Mr. Carlton.
"
Oh, tell me what has happened ? I heard

Laura's name. What has she done ?"

Mr. Carlton shook off her hand, and moved

forward, buried in thought. Before he had

descended above a stair or two, his recollection

apparently came to him, and he went back to

the child.

"Don't be alarmed, my dear
;

it is nothing
to tremble at. I made a proposition to Captain

Chesney, and he forgot his good manners in an-

swering it. It will be all right ; mind, I tell you
that it will, and you may tell Laura so, from

me. Forgive my having passed you rudely,

Lucy ; at that moment I was not myself."
He quitted the house, turned out at the

and there came faco to face with the

Miss Chesneys. Something that theyini
to take to the town with them had been for-

gotten, and they were returning for it. M
1

ton stood before them and raised his hat. .lane

wondered at his presumption in stopping them.
" Can I speak a word with you apart /

" he

suddenly demanded of Laura.

She blushed violently, but after a moi;

indecision would have stepped aside with him,
had not Jane interp

" You can have nothing to say in private to

Laura Chesney, that may not be said in

public, Mr. Carlton. I must beg her to decline

your requi

In direct defiance to her sister, Laura oonld

not grant it. Mr. Carlton saw she con'. I

and his resolution was Us *sed

but taking
ha was no:

••
I

to address

i i«l he re..

ui insult. I b

me as 1 ihoold thin!

Laura, I can now only depend

holt face

a day," added
Mr. Carlton. M Lrick wis a

lar to

pillar. Ill as < icsney has this day
•

sake, and

hope the I kfl will be

indue. :»oth strive

to subdue his projndi
Jane moi knew what

her own course would be, had Qm proposition

been made to her, ai. ibt it

must have been her :

" Has my father I ouse,

sir?"

"He haii But, m r say, I and your sister

must hope to subdue His prejudices.

y," he unwilling

hand, "do not you be against us. I cannot

aed Jane.
" in making use of U uld almost

has an v.

standing with you in *o ?
n

"It deep tone;
" the unde]

is no child'

for each other ;
it is not one that can be

readily put aside, e
'

Gap-
. y. Will you aid us to overcome

his opp

...," said Jane, in a low but firm tone.

" I am deeply g ^ply shocked, to hear

. are thinking of can

D a cold accent,

I hesney's prejudices

esney—allow n
the.

that I will

she shall be.

diriiij Hanged to tenderness

not to be admitted I

shall

ohano •* thia- Good

morning, Miss Cues;.
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He passed on towards the town, and a con-
|

viction of future trouble arose in Jane Ches-

ney's heart as she gazed after him. But she

never guessed how bitter that trouble was

to be.

(7o be continued.)

THE MODERN PULPIT.

Some men simply purchase sermons and

preach them. It would not be correct to say

that they serve God and their congregations

with what " costs them nothing," although

manuscript sermons—as we discover from ad-

vertisements in the Times, and other papers
—

can be had cheap.

With some preachers sermonising is a labour

of love, with others it is a work of great

ingenuity. Sermons are supposed to be manu-

factured out of texts of Scripture. Some may,

possibly, doubt this, on account of the small

number of modern sermons which retain any-

thing like the meaning or spirit of the text.

Like the logwood port manufactured in Eng-

land, they possess no true flavour of the grape,

of " wine on the lees."

The division of a text of scripture into

various parts for the production of a sermon is

sometimes called a skeleton, and sometimes a

plan. Both terms are equally happy, and

graphically descriptive of the process. Some

sermons are composed to such an extent of

divisions and sub-divisions, that they are not

inappropriately called
"

skeletons," or "
bags

of bones."

In making a skeleton—that is, a real skele-

ton, of man, beast, or bird—it is necessary to

scrape away all the flesh, and work and rub till

the bones are '

very dry.' When brought
to this state of perfection, it is put on

wires. The sermoniser adopts a similar

plan. He divests his text of everything but

the mere words, which he separates from each

other.

After such a separation of parts, we could

scarcely expect the original words or thoughts
to be re-arranged in their natural order, were

this even intended. It requires some skill and

practice, after taking a watch to pieces, to put
the wheels and spindles, and spring, and the

rest of the parts into their proper position, so

as to produce regular motion.

The discourses put together in this way by
the sermoniser, after the inhuman process of

dissecting the "
living words," are as curious,

as specimens of composition, as they are defi-

cient in natural arrangement,—
For rattling hones together fly

From the four corners of the sky.

But, strange to say, while we might defy even

Milton himself to create a soul under their ribs,

or to produce a healthful circulation of divine

truth through their frames, the preacher

manages to ride off upon them with ease and

rapidity ; they are not unsuited for the parade
and exercise of the modern pulpit.

But the effect of such a process on a passage
of scripture is to divest it of its divine nature

—of its inspiration. It is now no longer what

it was
;

it is not even like it. The author of

the words would not know them in their

skeleton form. Were St. Paul to see one of

his sentences reduced to this condition, he

would deny that any word, or bone of it,

belonged to him.

Sermonising consists of two parts, the con-

structive and the destructive parts. We have

given an analytical outline of the destructive

part, the synthetical, or constructive, requires

a more perfect illustration.

The skeleton of a sermon is often called the
" division

" of a discourse. By division we
are not to understand a logical division, which

requires a logical differentia, or such a division

as exhausts the subject, and brings the whole

of it under consideration. The reader may
perhaps call to mind divisions stated in this

way :
—

I. Notice what the text contains.

II. Notice what it does not contain.

Here, it is true, we have "a neat logical

division," and there can be no doubt that it

exhausts the subject. Whether the illustration

of the second head would be likely to exhaust,

most, the patience of the hearer, or the power
of the preacher, would depend on circum-

stances.

Here we are reminded of one of the most

pungent and witty things ever penned on the

subject of bad sermons. It is given in the

work of an old German, on retributive punish-

ments, in which he says that in the next world

all unworthy and prosy clergymen will be con-

demned to pass the whole of their time in

reading the bad sermons they have composed
in this. A most horrible punishment.
How often have we admired the p..

with which pious people hear some of these

preachers out.
" Here's at you, till twelve

o'clock to-night !" exclaimed a good V

terian, placing his great coat beneath him on

the hard bench, when the preacher ca

"twenty-sixthly."
The division of a discourse, as we have

already observed, is sometimes called a "plan."

The sermoniser works out these plans or

divisions with all the ingenuity and

verance of the Chinese in cutting and putting
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her the parts of a mosaic cabinet, or of

in the construction of their hives. The
former illustration is the for .1

I lys a high degree of mathei

skill in its work. The angles of the cells of a

ive are .so arranged as to occupy th-

!

>!o space, and to contain the I

quantity of honey. Reaumur pi

K •. an eminent math
minr what shook] be the anglet of i

cell with a pyramidal base to require th<

ruction, lie ascertained thai

the greatest angle should bo 109

minutes, and tho smallest 70 degrees 34

minutes, the very angles made by the bee,

"whose object is to store tho greatest quantity
of honey in the smallest possible space.

The divisions of some modern sermo

are ma purpose of occupying space, for

without these divisions, which, large and small,

may amount on a fail* average to about fifteen,

he could not occupy tho pulpit five minutes.

We are not aware that they are constructed

according to any of the acknowledged principles

of mathematics, or that when constructed they
are capable of containing a large quantity of

that truth which is "sweeter than honey or

the honey-comb."
But we are free to confess that the discourses

of some of the most eloquent and popular

preachers contain a Large quantity of pollen, or

flower dust.

Tho Chinaman at work at his cabinet

and little pieces of ebony, and bone, ami

ivory, is the apter illustration, for some of

our preachers are really distinguished for the
" neatness"—this is the technical phra
of their divisions : one part is made to fit

into another with perfect exactness, while

the contrasts of thought, and tho antithesis

of expression, are beautifully represented

by tho blacks and whites, the squares and

nds.

Some plead the necessity of adopting such a

division in order to break " the bread of life"

sufficiently small to suit the capacities of their

hearers. The preacher in this affair acts like

tho indulgent and careful mother, who first

makes glass windows on her boy's bread-and-

butter, and then cuts it into little square
to suit the size of his mouth.

There was nothing like this modern di \

of sermons adopted by the early teachers of

the Christian Church. This mode of di-

vision was borrowed from the schoolmen.

The ancient fathers confined themsell

the exposition of scripture, and remai

the way of exhortation, flowing from the

ige.

Tho mode of sermonising which we have

1 to a greater extent by
by clergy:;.

are gei m style and arrange

Aiaoonsi
• chased ready-made,

awkward
bition in the pulpit.

A l

new » 1 ones, a far leas

than that of purchasing
them ready-ma

icrally known ^h watch-

it of getting moat of the

their wak • abroad—
from i are

manufactm and at a cheaper

rate, in those countries than at home. The

English watchmaker merely puts them together
and gives them a polish. Something analogous
to this takes place in the manufacture of

English sermons. Germany an

us a pretty large supply of u

and wheels in brass a .vhich

wo file, and fit, and polish for the English

pulpit. The Germans are famou
ve therefoi

them, while America su;

brass.

Many of our •
1

gutting
3 the ser: h were manufactured

last two or three

centuries, and v. «lern

The value of discourses w:

in this way cannot be great, but they are

ight out of

of the man who delivers them. In the former

case the s choose amongst tho

works of the most eminent, and select what

if them best suit his purpose and please

a the latter case he is circumscribed

by the >ni or

That a very large proportion of

: will be 1 ed with a

figured and llau:.'

than with the n. I sober ga:

withou oubt,

and it is more than we can exp aortal

man, i

•

* which wOl profitthem i please

them
M not

pulpi:
' "P"1

is own bo
r*s corner.

is the position of many of the
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best and wisest of the ministers of the Christian

Church.

popular applause ! what heart of man

Is proof against thy sweet seducing charms.

The wisest and the best feel urgent need

Of all their caution, in thy gentlest gales ;

But swelled into a gust, who then, alas !

With all his canvas set, and inexpert,

And therefore heedless, can withstand thy power.

Praise from the rivall'd lips of toothless, bald

Decrepitude, and in the looks of lean

And craving poverty, and on the brow

Respectful, of the smutch'd artificer,

Is oft too welcome, and may much disturb

The bias of the purpose. How much more,

Pour'd forth by beauty, splendid and polite,

In language soft as adoration breathes.

Ah ! spare your idol ! Thiuk him human still.

C. B. Gibson.

THE MIDGE-LAKE.
By the Author of " Iceland : its Scenes

and Sagas."

ii.

Leibhntjkr, whose height is only about

2,500 feet, has four heads, three of which are

craters, whilst the fourth is a cone of tufa

fragments. This mountain has none of the

majestic beauty of Hekla, which stands up
|

royally out of a dead level plain of marsh. It

is low and insignificant ;
its outline is wanting

in picturesqueness ; yet its utter barrenness,

its burned sides and reddened top, the bristling

lava streams which gird its base, make it

worth a visit. The craters are small inverted

cones, the walls formed of cinder and lava,

the sides sloping down rapidly to the bottom.

It is a singular fact, that none of the great

Icelandic volcanoes have craters such as those

of Etna and Vesuvius. Hekla can show only

a few saucer-like holes. Skapta, whose erup-

tion in 1783 is the most fearful on record

throughout the world, has no crater whatso-

ever; it is simply a long rolling hill with a

snowy head. Katla has a long ragged chasm

in the place of a crater. The small craters of

Leirhnukr have eminences rising like sugar-

loaves opposite each other on the rim of the

circle, but in nothing approach the magnifi-

cence of Baula, where an ancient crater, now

existing only as a semicircle, is broken by a

cone of trachyte on one side, thrust up to the

height of 3,500 feet, and by a second diminu-

tive crater on the other side, containing a cone

far o'ertopping its walls.

Leirhnukr is well known for its fearful and

desolating eruptions during a course of years
from 1725 to 1729. During a violent earth-

quake in 1725 a large mouth was formed, and

fiery columns, accompanied by dense clouds of

smoke, burst forth from it. Ashes and frag-
ment* of lava in a molten condition wen; shot

like rockets into the air. This continued with

slight intermission till 1726 ;
and numerous

boiling springs, and sulphur and mud wells,

were formed on its flanks and in its neigh-
bourhood. In 1727 the rocks gaped at the

roots of the mountain, and a stream of lava

gushed forth, which desolated the grass land

north-east of the volcano. The whole of the

country as far as Eylifr and beyond, within a

range of ten miles, was buried in black dust

and sand, and strewn with ashes. I crossed

this tract, and could not find a trace of vege-
tation on it. It is impossible to tell the depth
to which the former soil is buried, but it must
be considerable, judging from the cuttings
made by torrents in the sand-banks. The
third outbreak took place in 1728, and in

1729 the fourth and last occurred, which was

accompanied by an outpouring of remarkably
fluid lava, which swept over the country with

the rapidity of water. This began to flow on

the 30th of January ;
on the 7th and 27th of

July fresh streams rushed down the mountain-

sides from the craters at the summit, and
from vents at the side

;
and the flood reaching

Myvatn, rolled into the lake. The view from

the summit is striking. To the south lie the

yellow and red sulphur mountains, enveloped
in the steam which ever rises from them.

A little to the left is the bristling fringe of

the Odatha Hraun already spoken of
;
out of

which, like a blue island, rises the precipitous
Herthubreith to the height of 5,290 feet,

covered with vast masses of eternal snow and

ice. Near at hand is the singular cone Hjo-

rendr, with yellow stains of sulphur on its

side
;
and below us a dozen or more bubbling

pools send forth clouds of steam. These lie

in a vale between us and Krafla, on whose

flanks is a jet escaping with a harsh scream,
and shooting far out its whirling wreath of

white steam. To the north is the red gable of

Hlitharfjall, and the Goosedale Fell 2,809 feet

high. At the side of Krafla is a gloomy
chasm about 100 feet deep, at the bottom

of which is a circular pool of vitriol green
water. This fearful spot, now so calm, was

but a few years ago the site of a geysir. Hen-
derson saw it in full action in 1814. He
describes it thus :

—" At the bottom of a deep

gully lay a circular pool of black liquid matter,

at least 300 feet in circumference, from the

middle of which a vast column of the

black liquid was erupted with a loud thun-

dering noise
;
but being enveloped in smoke

till within about three feet of the surf.;

the pool, I could not form any idea of the

height to which it rose. Having continued

Borne minutes to disgorge its muddy contents,

the violent fury of the spring evidently began
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to abate ;
and as the ground along the west

of the hollo I suilici.-ntly solid, I

got the guide to accompany m imm^
diate precincts of the pool. On the northeni

bolus

and sulphur, from whir!!.

(pom the same quarter, we had a fine vi

the whole. Nearly about the centre of the

pool is the aperture whence the vasi body
of water, sulphur, and bluish-black bolui is

thrown up, and which is equal in diailM

the column of water ejected by the
1

i at its strongest eruptions. The height
of the jets varied greatly, rising on the first

propulsions of the liquid to about I

when they began to ascend, as Li

. till they gained the highest point of

Iteration, which was upwards of thirty feet,

when they again abated much more rapidly
than they rose

;
and after the spouting had

ceased, the situation of the aperture was ren-

dered visible only by a gentle ebulition, which

distinguished it from the general surface of

the pool. During my stay, which was upwards
of an hour, the eruptions took place every live

minutes, and lasted about two minutes and a

half. I was always apprised of the apj

of an eruption by a small jetter that broke

forth from the same pool, a little to thi

of the great one, and was evidently connected

with it, as there was a continual bubbling in a

direct line between them. None of H

exceeded twelve feet, and geuerally they
about five. While the eruption lasted a num-
ber of fine silver waves were thrown round to

the sides of the pool, which was lined with a

dark blue bolus left there on the subsidence of

aves. At the foot of the bank on which

we stood were numerous small holes, whence a

quantity of steam was unremittingly making
its escape with a loud hissing noise; sj

the west side of the pool was a gentle declivity,

where the water ran out, and was coi

through a long winding gully to the foot of

the mountain." This geysir has ceased com-

pletely, and the Farmer Pjetur could tell us

nothing about it. The water in the pool is now

intensely cold, and remarkably transparent,
East of Krafla extends a desert to the horizon,

studded at intervals with small craters of

erupted scoria
; one, which I examine. 1. was

about two hundred yards in dianu :•

singularly perfect, with the exception of the

north-east portion of the ring, which was com-

pletely broken through by a rill of lava.

Another goes by the name of the Hrossa-borg,
or Castle of Horses, as it is sometimes used for

a stable. This desert tract is here and there

sprinkled with heather and low-creeping willow,

and it is a favourite resort for reindeer in the

»t pair of

which had been i saw sawn frag.
in the farm* ab>

handles. In hi. ndeer lea\

«, to escape from
the Hies, which

which derour th< >neof

down most ruthless: | may
be had in their chase, bui ds are rsty

head were

only three sui these

rapidly increase': . oou-

viderable herds, in the most barren and unin-

habited poi

The Hies which ton leer are a per-
fect plague to men SI I

calm day, black witi

the ears,

their sting is very painful. They are grey,

hunchbacked insects, with rather long, glossy
I ; v '.• in multitudes OB

horses, especially on black ones ;
and the poor

brutes have been ki mad-

ness of pain, in the Is own themselves,

ape from their dim.: tors.

The Icelanders ar- ir a pecu-

i',', fitting

iiig tli es, chests, snd

shoulders, with a una tougue cut

out o\ yes and nose, and turned up

upon the n.relh • es as some
-table creatures.

1 had fori

gauze bur
round my throat, so that I

could ride or walk v.

considerable inconvenience from t:.

Three friend d »t

Myvatu whilst I wa

a differ island, and

were now ds of

Myvatn. guest-room was full, my
host, 1

them in the church. I tomary in

Iceland, the church being regarded i

also as t

room and g ;uljoinin$;

house.

with verniii

making up their own bods with horse-rugs,

Sta, and fox-skins, within the altar

By shutting the shutters to keep out the light
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—night and day being indistinguishable during

an Arctic summer—the three made themselves

very comfortable for the night, and I found

them loth to move on the following morning,

when I came to rouse them for breakfast. Of

•what that breakfast consisted you may perhaps
be glad to hear.

The staple was wind-dried stock-fish, which

had been beaten with lava-stones till they
were as hard and firm as a bit of leather.

They had never seen the fire. In order to eat

them—no easy matter !
—we had to peel off

the skin and pick out the backbone, then rip

and tear with our teeth, becoming quite black

in the face with the exertion
;

for I am not

exaggerating when I compare their toughness
to that of leather. We were given also fresh

boiled alpine trout, with red flesh, from the lake

—eaten with melted-butter, but not brought
to us till they were quite cold. Cold boiled

junks of mutton were placed on the table, but

we did not touch them, having learned by ex-

perience that such junks were to be avoided.

The moment a sheep falls ill, the Icelanders

kill it, boil it, and, after having chopped it up,

lay it by for consumption next year. As a

considerable number of sheep had been afflicted

with the rot in 1861, the larders in 1862
were pretty well filled with half-putrid meat,
and it was only when driven to it by extremity
that I could eat it. For drink, we were given
a transparent spirit, called corn-brandy, served

in tiny glasses, and drunk neat. Nearly an

hour after breakfast is over coffee is brought
in.

And now, in conclusion, I must introduce

you to the flora and bird-fauna of this gloomy
lake.

Perching itself on all the old lava is the

glorious mountain avens, with its eight cream-

coloured leaves and golden eye, starring the

black rocks and dusky sands. In the hollows

grow clusters of the purple meadow orchis

and green winged orchis, and in the crannies

of the stone are the roots of the rue-leaved

saxifrage, the tufted saxifrage, and the white

flickering wall-pepper. Intensely blue is the

Alpine veronica, which looks out of the scanty

grass. The meadow-rue is all a-quiver in

every puff of air
;
the crow-berry shelters under

its leaves multitudes of skulking flies, waiting
for calm weather to sally forth on their trou-

blesome errands. An ancient Icelandic bishop,

by the way, used crow-berry juice in the place
of wine for the Sacrament.

One might almost fancy that the soot ami

gold of the Fates was tossed down here, when
incs upon a, black heap of sand sprinkled

with the yellow marsh saxifrage ;
or thai one

had lighted on a daisied slope, when one meets

with a turfy patch speckled with the pink or

white flowers of the erigeron.

Look at the birds ! A snowy Greenland
falcon watches us from yon crag ; tern, with
their coraline beaks and legs, and spotless
white breasts, sail jauntily round us, displaying
the perfect beauty of their long wings ;

a flight

of wild geese passes over us
; swans, with the

sound of a trumpet, sail high up, sun -lit, on
their way to distant lakes ; horned grebes float

dreamily on the waves around their quaint

mud-plastered nests, which are tied to rushes,
and rise and fall on the wavelets ; a skua,
dark grey, fierce, and rapid in its flight, wheels

over head, and darts suddenly upon some

cowering kittiwake. I hear a rustle among
the reeds, and catch a glimpse of a water-rail

stealing along to its nest. With a laugh like

an evil spirit from yon little tarn, cut off from
the lake by an arm of lava, springs a northern

diver, and flies away large and dark against
the northern sky, leaving the pool quivering
behind him. And up among the heather I

hear the croak of the ptarmigan, the mournful

pipe of the plover and wail of the whimbrel,
or the harsh zag-zag of the snipe.

The sun is clown, but the birds are not still;

they rejoice sleepless in the brief summer.
But not so I : I must to bed. I see Pjetur at

the door of the farm, signing to me that it is

time for rest, if I purpose starting early on the

morrow.

MAY-DAY PRAYER.

Give me, gods, a maiden fair,

And of wine an ample share ;

The lats the youngest Love has shot,
The wine the oldest Bac has got.

Wine is better far than gold,

By the poets we are told
;

But poets tell, or I divine,

Love is better far than wine.

All my friends shall freely drink ;

The wine is theirs and mine, I think :

But the damsel, I declare,

With fierce Jove I would not share.

Give the wine a double zest ;

Clasp young Beauty to thy breast :

Death is hastening to destroy
All our pleasure, all our joy.

Wine may melt our age's snow,
But youth there's no renewing, no ;

Not Love can stay Joy's rapid pace,

Or keep the rose on Beauty's face.

When tin- wine is all drained dry,

When Beauty's latest rose shall die;

Willi the next wave to the sea

Let the river carry me !

Paul Richardson.
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I passed the next three days in this state of I

placid optimism, and during them saw nothing down whfl

of Grant. On the third day wo dined at Beech- day Mii'.y

.1 bad

grove, and everything seemed smooth ; Alice

and Mr. Faulkener had apparently come rather from home. Wo had dined,

vol. x.
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the room, and I was on the point of doing so,

when the door was thrown open, and Grant

came in.

" No dinner, thanks," said he, in answer to

my offers.
" I can't stay long, but I want to

talk to you by yourself. Can you give me an

hour?"
" With pleasure," said I. I rang the bell

and desired that my wife should be told that

Captain Grant was with me, and that she was

not to wait for us
;
and then composed myself

to listen.

Up to this time Grant's face had been in the

shade. As he now sat the light was full upon

it, and I saw an expression I had never seen

there before— it was lib up with the pride of a

great triumph.

"Rowley," said he,
" I know there are not

many men who would do more for another

than you would do for me
;
but I believe I

shall try you before I've done. I don't know
how you will take it. I must tell the tale, and

that at once : it won't keep. So I'll begin : at

any rate you must hear me out."

But I shall tell his story in my own way,
which will enable me to fill in the outlines

which he then gave me with sundry details

which have since by degrees come to my
knowledge.

I had altogether underrated the intensity of

Grant's feelmgs for Alice. He had known love

—or what goes by the name—often enough ;

but he had always felt that he was more or less

wearing the fetters because such was his

pleasure,
—he could at any moment throw

them off and be free. He had never before

felt utterly possessed by love for a woman. In

Alice his whole nature—intellect, taste, and

sense—was fully satisfied
;

and his whole

nature, with all the impetuous passion that lay

in it, urged him on to win her. He knew that

he did exercise an influence over her
;
but he

was still in the dark as to what amount of

tension this would bear, and fairly shrank from

putting it to the proof. There would be heavy
drawbacks on success : failure would be hardly
endurable. Besides, it would be unjust to him

to deny that other motives had enough weight
to make him at least hesitate. Hard and un-

scrupulous as he was as to the rights of others

when they crossed his path, neither he nor

any man could feel anything but extreme re-

pugnance to inflicting pain where he felt no

hate
; and, except when Preston irritated him,

by coming between Alice and himself, he had

rather a liking for the good-tempered young
fellow. And, even if Preston and his claims

had never been heard of, lie knew that he, a

captain in a line regiment, who could at no
time command a few hundred pounds without

difficulty, was no suitable husband for the

wealthy and beautiful Miss Faulkener ; and
the obstacles of this sort that would have to be
contended against w

Tould be especially trying to

him. For many days he had kept away from

Alice, telling himself that the game was really
not worth the candlelight. It was mere folly,

! of which a boy might be ashamed, to suffer his

i whole mental balance to be upset for any
woman. He wrould get a long leave

; go to

\ Scotland, Ireland—anywhere, to be out of the

J
way, and get over it. But on the morning of

! this day, the longing to hear her voice, touch
' her hand, and look into her eyes, had become
! a craving that could not be resisted. He
" set his face as a flint," and went off to

Beechgrove.
Alice was alone. Mr. Faulkener had taken

advantage of the day, which was almost

as soft and warm as summer, to drive to Or-

minster, to see his solicitor. She received

Rupert with much greater constraint and much

|

less cordiality than had been her wont. She

I
had clothed herself in that subtle atmosphere

i

of iciness which it seems given to most women
to assume well-nigh at will, and which at

times men find chilling and irritating beyond
endurance. The conversation flagged. Grant

;

mentally cursed himself for an idiot for coming ;.

felt out of conceit with Alice and the whole

world, and resolved that his visit should be
'

very brief, and that when he took leave he

would tell her that he was going away for

some time. At length she said,
—

" Here is your
"
Faust," Captain Grant I

think you had better take it, as we are going
to Brighton in a few days for a couple of

months."

He uttered some commonplace, he had no

idea what. Strong as was his self-control, he

could scarcely master himself at once. He had

intended to leave her
;
—he had not thought of

her leaving him. He felt as though he had re-

ceived a challenge, and all the fierce energy of

his nature was roused.

He rose from his seat, and stood with his

back leaning against the fireplace. "Well,"
he said,

" I don't know that I ought to be

|

sorry, Miss Faulkener. Capua is dangerous

winter-quarters, you know. I was beginning to

believe that life had its rose-gardens, and that

!
sort of thing. I suppose it's wholesome to be

|

reminded that if it has, I, at any rate, have not

the entree."

She turned a little paler, and her hauls

trembled. That was all Grant could see. She

did not look up.

"Really, Captain Grant," she said, "you
seem to delight in dark sayings this morn-

ing." She was nervously anxious to keep
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lie spoke the last words very low, but

distinctly.

Faulkener did not look ap : her face

was very cold and pale, and she said gi.

but not angrily,
—

"
Captain Grant, I do not think you are

quite yourself this morning. AVe have

very good friends, and I wish to continue so.

This is the first time you have used such words

to me. Remember, if you please, that it must
be the last. We will talk of something else."

His eyes flashed fire at the rebuke,

thousand pardons !

"
said he

;

" but yon
know what you are, and what an imperfect
mortal you have before you. I have held my
tongue often enough. It is more than un-

likely we shall meet again, and you must not

be angry that this once I spoke as the spirit

moved me." Her head bent still lower, and

she clasped her hands together.
"
Indeed, for-

give me," he said, as he looked on her, in that

soft tone that came so winningly from him,
" I

did not mean to vex you. I would not for the

world."

"No, no," she answered hurriedly, "I am
not angry. Perhaps it is my fault. There

are some things cannot be balked of. J Wit 1

don't feel very well to-day ;
and perhaps

"

she broke off, and looked towards the door.

"I understand," said Grant;
" I will go.

You will wish me good-by, and give me your

hand, and look at me once, won't you ?"

He moved to where she sat motionless, with

bent head. He was a strong man, but his

whole frame quivered as he looked down on her

matchless beauty. She seemed to feel his in-

tense, burning gaze overcome her
;
ami

raised her head. Their eyes met. He saw

in hers—all that he most longed to
"
Alice," he said, taking her hand, "if you

only knew how I love you ! Do you 1<

at all }

n

"
Hush, hush !

" she said.
" Toil must not

ask me that. Spare me a little. I am so

miserably weak. You are strong and great.

Help me to bo good. Leave me now, leave

me."
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Their talk lasted much longer, and it was at

last decided that Grant should see me that

night, and take counsel with me, if I were will-

ing to act as adviser. It was absolutely-

necessary to act at once.

"And now, Rowley," said Grant, when he

had ended his story,
" what do you say ?

May I count on your help, or do you mean to

throw me over altogether.
" Of course I shall not do that," said I

;

" but I wish to God this had not happened.

Grant, this should not have been. Poor

Preston, what will he do ?
"

"lam really very sorry for him," said Grant.

"And if there's anything I can do to make it

better for him, rely on it it shall be done.

But you see one of us had to go to the wall,

there was no help for it ; you'll admit the

fight was a fair one—and I've won. I suppose
in some respects I am the stronger, and, as far

as I can see, vce victis is the rule throughout
all nature."

"That may be all very well in speculation,"

said I,
" but it does not make it the less hard

practically. Now, what is it you want of me %

for I tell you candidly, that if you want me to

go in for unqualified approval and defence of

you, I can't."

"My dear fellow," said he, "form what

moral judgments you please, and welcome
;

all I want is that, accepting what has happened
as a fait accompli, you will advise with me what

is the best course of action to make matters

go as easily as may be for every one."

So far I promised him my help ; he had a

claim to it
; and I could not have done any

good by standing aloof. At last he left me,
after it had been settled that he should come
over again early the following afternoon, when
we should know more. In the morning Alice

was to tell her father ;
she had insisted on

doing this herself.

Milly's distress at hearing my news may be

imagined. In the first outburst of her wrath

she declared that she should feel sorry to see

Grant or Alice again, and was utterly averse

to our having anything to do with them or

their affairs. I was obliged to combat this

strenuously. I told her that I could not and

would not throw Grant over, even if he had
done much worse deeds. Then she wanted to

know if it might not still be stopped—might
she talk to Alice.

" Of course you can, my child," said I,
" and to Rupert too, if you like

;
but I know

well that nothing you or anyone else can say
will have any effect now. Alice has had a

hard struggle between her duty and her love.

I am quite sure that all you could say she has

felt much more keenly than you could put it

to her, but she has yielded to her love at last,

and taken her line. Indeed, if by any miracle

you could make her drawback, what good
would you do ? It would be very cruel kindness

to Preston to persuade Alice into marrying
him when she loves another man ever so

much better. You would only make three

people unhappy instead of one."

Milly could not but acquiesce in this, and

promised to be guided. I felt certain that we
should hear something from Beechgrove early
the next day, and I was right, for shortly after

breakfast we had the by no means usual

honour of a visit from Mr. Faulkener himself—
in a state of anger and worry that was quite a

new sensation for that calm and amiable

person. Alice had gone to him in his dress-

ing room that morning, as soon as he was

visible, and had quietly and firmly
—though

with pale cheeks and downcast eyes
—told him

of her love for Grant, and her determination

to be his wife
;
and that Preston must be told

forthwith that the engagement must be broken

off, He could hardly believe his own ears.

He had long been accustomed to rejoice in the

reflection that his daughter's lot in life was

settled, and that there was no cause to fear

any anxiety on that score. True, with her

birth and fortune—for he could leave her more
than 50,000?.—besides her rare beauty, he

might have looked for a coronet for her
;
but

that would not have had any special attraction

for him, and the existing arrangement had

grown up so naturally, and seemed in every

way so desirable, that he had been delighted
to accept it. He was, as I have once before

said, a clever man and by no means weak
;

but tranquillity was before all things essential

to his happiness. He lived chiefly in himself,

in his favourite authors, pictures, and anti-

quities ;
his life had got into a groove, and it

suited him. And now he saw nothing before

him but trouble and annoyance. Alice had
told him that she could not marry Preston, an

excellent fellow, of good property, whom he

had become thoroughly used to, and had long
looked on as as good as his son-in-law ;

and that

her mind had set on marrying Rupert Grant—
a clever and striking man, he admitted, but

about whom he knew nothing, save that he

had little or no money. In spite of his irrita-

tion against us, as having been the means of

introducing this enemy to peace, he was so

bewildered that, after telling Alice she must

be out of hor senses, and he couldn't h>

anything of the sort, he had come to us to

find out what we knew, and see if we could

give him any light. Would Mrs. R<

favour him by returning to Beechgrove with

him, and talking to this foolish girl ? She
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ikl know what to say better than he would
rould have a woman's tact in del

ian ;
and Alice was so fond of her, and

umglit so highly of her, that she might i

id this most miserable affair go no fm
new of course what his d

demanded of him, but he could not but

that the paternal authority had

his hands, that he eshould feel utterly out of

his element in having recourse to it. And
then wo thought Alice was not well, <li<l we

not 1 and opposition or restraint might lie

dangerous. But it could not be : what

he say to Preston ? Did 1 think it would be

any good for him to see Captain Gran

whose intellectual powers he had C

very great respect, and explain the whole

to him, and put it to him, as a gentleman and

man of honour, to withdraw pretensions that

should never have been urged .

; What was he

to do ?

He paused at length, evidently lost in

astonishment at the injustice of Fate, in thus

wantonly disturbing a man who asked no

more from her than to be let alone.

I could hardly help smiling at Mr. Faulkener's

idea that his blandishments might win Grant to

self-sacrifice, but I intimated my very decided

opinion that such an effort would be utterly

useless. My wife, however, readily

go back with him and see Alice
;
the scheme

chimed in with her own desires too well for

kher to offer any opposition. Rupert rode over

whilst they were away. 1 told him the pi

state of affairs.

"For Heaven's sake, my dear fellow," said

he, laughing ;

" do keep Faulkener from

coming to talk to me in that strain. It

couldn't do either of us any good, you know.

And so Mrs. Rowley has gone to talk to her."

A proud smile lit up his face : he evidently

had no fear of the result.

"
Well," he said, rising ;

" as you havo

nothing decisive to tell as yet, and the enemy

may return, I'll be off, and come to you
later. I want to know is it to be pe
war. Rowley," said he, suddenly,

" will

Preston want to have me out, do you think V*
" I have thought of that," said I,

" but it

must not be."

"My dear fellow," said he, "it most cer-

tainly must, if he wishes it. It would be a

bore though to be shot, I admit, /

His face softened, he was thinking of Alice.

"No need to talk of this yet, at any
said I

;

" come here again presently."
He rode off.

After a long absence Milly returned, looking
much agitated, but not altogether so unhappy.
"You were quite right, Frank," she

ran no uso
•
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"
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meet at my house the following day. We
thought it would be more delicate that he

should not go to Beechgrove until Preston had

been communicated with. I foresaw that the

paternal consent, though it would not be given

willingly or cordially, would not be absolutely

withheld.

When I left him, Alice's maid was waiting

for me, and said that her mistress wished to

see me. I followed her. I could not but be

conscious of a subtle, indefinable change in

Alice
;
her beauty, which before I had thought

supreme, seemed softened and enhanced. She

looked up at me eagerly.
" You have seen papa ?

" she said.

" It's no use trying to be angry with you,"
said I, "but really you deserve it. What a

day's work you have given us all. I don't

think Mr. Faulkener has opened a book all

day."
She blushed. "I could not help it, Mr.

Rowley," she said
;

" I'm sure you can under-

stand it."

"Well," said T, "I believe you are to

have your own way. I am going to London
to-morrow morning—I need not say what

for."

"No," said she, sadly ;

" I know it is very
kind of you." She handed me a letter.

" Will you give this to Charles ?
" she con-

tinued
;

"
if you can say anything for me to

him, pray do. But I fear there is nothing to

say."
Another tiny billet was put into my hands.

No need to ask who that was for.

"Perhaps you won't mind giving him that,"

she whispered.
" You will see him before

you go, I'm sure."
"
Yes," said I,

" I shall find him waiting for

me at home, most likely. Now, good-by,
and be sure that I will do my best to do all

that I know you want done.

Early the next day I was on my way to

town. Besides Alice's letter, I was the bearer

of another, which Grant had put into my
hands when he left me the night before. It

was to an old military friend whom he knew
to be at that time in London. This was to be

delivered should Preston insist on a meeting,
and empowered Major Temple, who had

already acted for Grant under similar circum-

stances, to make the necessary arrangements.
He himself was to be telegraphed to, in that

case, forthwith.

I knew Preston always stayed at Long's
Hotel when in town, and there I accordingly

put up. He was out when I arrived. I

directions that I should be informed directly

oae in, and resigned myself to wait.

Many hoiu iieavily enough, and it was

far on in the evening when I was at last told

that he had just returned.

I went at once to his room.
"
Why, Rowley," he called out as I entered

;

then, seeing my grave face, asked anxiously,
" What is the matter ? Is anything wrong 1

Is Alice ill?"

As I looked on his frank, eager face, I

could not help regretting I had undertaken my
task. It is a miserable thing to be the bearer

of ill news—and such ill news—but there was

nothing for it now but to go on.

"Preston," said I, "I wish to God you
were going to hear what I have to tell from

any one else. Read this," and I handed him
Alice's letter.

He took it, read a few lines, and uttered a

cry as if he had been stabbed : but he went on

to the end. Then he started up,
—

"Rowley, what is this?" he said. "I
don't understand

;
it is not true, is it ?

"

" It is quite true," said I, sadly ;
"I know

that."
" But I can't bear it," he went on, almost

piteously ;

' ' Alice never would do it. The

villain," his tones rose shrill in anger, "he has

been telling her lies about me."
"
No," said I, "I am not here to defend or

excuse Grant, but he has not done that."
" Defend him ! Rowley," he turned on me

fiercely,
" this is your doing ; you knew

what a villain he was, why did you bring him
there ?

"

"You shall not quarrel with me, Preston,"
said I

;
"if you'll think twice you'll see you

are doing me wrong."
He clutched his chair convulsively, he could

hardly control his voice.
" By Heaven, I

can't endure it. What does she think me to

treat me so ? And he " he broke out into

a torrent of passionate incoherent invective

against Grant. "
I'll be revenged ; I'll go

down and expose him before his whole regi-

ment
;

I'll flog him in his own mess-room."

"Preston," said I, "this is childish. I

don't wonder at your being enraged. You
wouldn't be a man if you were not. But if

you quarrel, quarrel like a man of sense and a

gentleman. You have lived long enough in

the world to know what sort of sympathy you
would get ifyou went and made a scena before

those fellows at Orminster. And, naturally

and justly angry as you are, you would hardly

like to have all these matters dragged befoie the

public as the cause of a disgraceful brawl."

His face changed. "There's one way, at

any rate," lie said,
"
though, God kno

thought it would come to that.

me, I Buppose. He is not a coward, as

IS a traitor, is he ?"
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"No," said I.
" Whatever else he DO

may not be, Grant is no coward. He wiH mad
you, if you demand it, J have a

I

pim to deliver, in that case, to a friend of his

•who will see any friend you in

for you."
"The sooner the better— r the

better," ho went on, in great excitement
" Wilbraham will do. J '1 1 write ;i Line at

once." He drew paper towards him, and

to write
;
but his hand shook so, he could not

guide the pen.
" What a fool I am !

"
h

"I can't ask him, aud I can't writ

I must think of some one else."
"
Preston," said I,

"
will you listen to me ?

Do believe that I am speaking M your friend.

What will you get by this ? If you go out with

Grant you almost put your life in his ban

his aim is sure. But I daresay you don't think

much of that, and you need not ;
for I am fully

convinced in my own mind, though of course I

no authority to say so, that he won't tire

at you. Will it do you any good to shoot

him ? My dear fellow," I went on,
" I've

known you long, and I know you are not the

man to go through life with another man's

blood on your head, even if he had wronged
you more than Grant has. It would drive you
mad." He shuddered as I spoke. "]

nothing," I added, "of higher oonsidera

It would be impertinent in me to
;

on you, who are so much more keenly alive to

them. But think over what I have said, and

see me to-morrow. You will lose nothing. If
|

you still insist on a meeting, I pledge you my
honour you shall have one."

I saw that my words produced an effect, and

left him to let it work. It is needless to say I

slept but little that night, and rose early. As
I. was dressing, a message was brought to me
from Preston, asking me to come to him as soon

as I could. He looked ill and haggard when I

joined him. Pain soon tells on faces, like his.

" You are right, Rowley," said he, with a

sickly smile. " I should not do for a duellist.

I could not bring myself deliberately to at-

tempt Grant's life. And I have thought it all

over, and read her letter
;
and perhaps 1 have

not so much to complain of after all. I al-

ways felt I didn't quite understand her. But I

Kpved her."

He went on, in short, hurried sentem

if he feared to trust his voice.

"Give her my love, please, and say I quite

I

forgive her, and hope she may be happy. I

in't tell you to say I forgive him, it would
not be true now ; but I'll try not to hate him."

I could only say I would. His agitation
made me nervous.

" I have had a great blow, Rowley," ho

seems now that there ii

I shall go abro
i time, you know There are the

it, IAd th0M things. iVrh.q-
y

"

image of the happy and

for him. II.- .
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i his hands warn
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|

-but it's no use is spare
me or Milly if we can do anything to further

your wishes. It is best you should go
let us hear from you.

"

"
I'll write to you," he said,

" as soon as I

can
;
but just now I think l'i.

If."

Again I grasped his hand, a;
:, and

in an hour later I was on my way home.
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nobody then. I shall only be some one to sit

at the head of your table and '

keep up your

political connection,
' "

A silent caress was his answer.
" Oh !

" she said, "I do so want you to be

happy,
—to be all that you want to be, and

ought to be. I am so glad that it comes to you

through me, a little. But, Rupert," she went

on, nestling close to him,
" don't shut me out

from you. Let me be as much to you as ever

I can. I think I can understand whatever

interests you. You are a man, and I know you
want excitement and success—different from

me. I only want you."
" My dearest," said Rupert, and his voice

was deeply moved,
' '

you are everything to

me,—more than everything. I have brains,

I know, and should like to make them tell ;

but success or failure is a very small thing to

me now. I am come into port at last. I have

you, and am 'more than conqueror.'
"

Their lips met, and they were silent, and in

that silence I quietly withdrew.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

To force a man to do a thing he inwardly

disapproves, there is no method more successful

than to persuade him that to act in accordance

with his inclination would be a proof of his

unenlightenment, of his being behind the age ;

of being, in fact, a "fogy." In the opinion
of some persons the new light is everything,
and they are apt to consider those who are

content with the old as mere barriers in the

path of progress ; they wilfully shut their eyes
to the difficulties of adopting the changes they
themselves advocate, and only open them to

see their advantages. Such is the case with
those who propose the substitution of the

metrical and decimal system for that we now
employ. We will admit, at the outset, that

if we had no system at all, and it were merely
a question of choice, we might be disposed to

accept that in general use in other countries,
and this we should do even if we could devise

one more simple. But the case as regards our

weights and measures is altogether different.

That which we use is rooted in the national

mind, and no legislative enactments, however

penal, could extirpate it. Between the total

abolition of the existing system, however, and
a modification of it there is a wide difference.

It is of no advantage to us, but the contrary,
that we have so many different denominations
for the same quantity, and that one denomina-
tion has bo many different meanings, according
to the locality in winch the term is used. That
it may not be supposed we have any desire U>

conceal these discrepancies, we will quote them

from the report made by the committee ap-

pointed by the House of Commons to inquire
into this subject, as well as from the pamphlets
issued by the society formed for the purpose of

introducing the foreign system. To commence
with the article which influences the price of

most others, viz., wheat. A bushel of wheat

at Bridgend is 168 pounds ;
at Worcester it is

62 ; at Darlington it is 73 lT ; at Shrewsbury
it is 75 ;

at Wolverhampton, 72 ; at Mon-

mouth, 80 ;
at Manchester, 60 if it is English

wheat, 70 if it is American
;
at Carmarthen

it is 64, and at Newcastle 1 pound less than

that quantity. Then, again, a load in one

place is not a load in another ; for example, it

may signify 5 bushels, or 3, or 40, or 5 quar-

ters, or 448 pounds, or 144 quarts. In other

markets it is sold by the quarter of 480 pounds,

by the bag of 12 scores, or 11 scores 10 pounds,
or 11 scores 4 pounds, or 11 scores. Then,

again, at Malton it is sold by the "
weight,"

which there means 40 stones ; while at Not-

tingham it is 36, and at Whitehaven only 14.

At Swansea we are told they sell it by the
" stack " of three bushels

;
at Barnard Castle,

by the "boll" of 2, which at Glasgow signi-

fies 240 pounds, and in the case of maize 40

I pounds additional. At Pwlheli they sell by
the hobbet of 252 pounds, the same denomina-

'.
tion at Wrexham meaning only 168 pounds.
At Preston they sell it by the windle, and at

Beccles by the coomb ;
at Chester by the

"measure," and at Holmfirth by the strike.

At Dublin it is sold by the barrel, which there

means 282 pounds, but at Cork 268. In

the case of other kinds of grain, there is not

more uniformity in the measures used . Turn-

ing from bread to butter, the pound may be

I either the minimum of 16 ounces, or it may
;

be 18, or 20, or 24. It is also sold by the

roll, by the pint, and by the dish. As re-

|

gards another article of food, potatoes, they

i

are sometimes sold by the sack of 3, 4, or 5

;

bushels
; sometimes by the cwt. of 1 20 pounds,

! by the bag of 140 pounds, and by the load of

240 pounds, and the measure of 84, unless

long measure be given, and then it is 90. A
corf of coals at Sheffield is 1 cwt. or 3 cwt.

,
or

from 3 to 4 tons. At Hyde they sell coals by
the peck, and at Downpatrick by the barrel of

2£ cwt. To the uninitiated, however, the

woolstaplers seem to have the strangest method

of doing business, for though they both buy
and sell by the tod of 30 pounds to manufac-

turers and each other, 8 such tods making one

pack, when they buy wool from the gr*

it is by the pack, and each pack must contain

13 tods of 28 pounds. The variety of si

is considerable 1

, depending on the nature of the

article and the place where it is sold. A stone
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Now it is very clear that nothing would be

more easy than to argue that, with such a con-

fused system of weights and hum
must be a great deal of sharp practice C

on, :;nd great delay and much wrangling in the

transaction of business
;
in short, of making

out a strong case for legislative interf

Practically, however, there is really no such dif-

ficulty in the way of buying and selling as would
seem inevitable from the use of such a variety
of weights. In the first place, we must bear in

mind that these have been raked together from
all parts of the kingdom ; and, secondly, that

they are only used in particular localities, and

that it is not of the smallest consequence
whether we buy our butter by the dish, by the

roll, by the pint, or by the yard, provided we
know (as, of course, everybody does know

such terms are used) what we are

to get for our money. As to the diversity in

the number of ounces given to the pound of

this article, that is easily explained. It is not

in the shops where a pound is constru

liberally, but in the market ;
and the reason

is that dairymen and farmers put in the scale

along with the pound weight one of the old

pennypieces, and sometimes he puts in two
;

but the commoner practice, w . is to

make the butter up in rolls weighing two

pounds, and to put in the scale with the

weight three pennypieces,
—the object being to

make up any loss that may arise from the

oozing out of water, and to compensate the

retail dealer, who has to cut it up in

pieces, for what he calls the turn of

which every customer expects to have in his

favour. In those very rare cases where the

same denomination signifies two different quan-

tities, it would be to assume that the

that locality are idiots to suppose that, know-

ing this fact, they do not specify in their deal-

precisely what they men.

perience of the cases brought into our law

courts does not enable us to recall a

instance of an attempt being made to \

contract on the plea of misconception.
in the case of wheat, dealers do not app
have any difficulty in coming to an under-

standing ; and yet there are two considerations

to be ta

which

.
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most of the witnesses who volunteered their

evidence were partisans of the change. If

they had desired to know what was the general

opinion of the country with respect to the

adoption of the foreign system, they should

have had the opinions of as many tradesmen

whose dealings are confined to this country.
So one-sided was the evidence they heard that

they did not even know when they concluded

their inquiry what the cost would be of altering

the weights : a most important consideration.

It is true that one of the committee asked the

question ;
but this was a question which no one

present was prepared to answer. The desired

information we have obtained from one of

the principal firms in London whose business

it is to manufacture scales and weights. They
say the average cost to the following trades to

substitute new weights and measures of the

metrical system in exchange for their old ones

would be—Butchers, 21. 10s. ; bakers, 31.
;

cheesemongers, 4/. 10s. ; grocers, retail, 67. :

wholesale, 301. ; tobacconists, 11. 10s. ;
oil

and colour men, 81. ;
Italian warehousemen,

21. 10s. ; millers, 6/.
; porkmen, 21. ; fish-

mongers, 15s.
;
chemists and druggists, 21.

;

ironmongers, 31. 10s.
;
iron merchants, 201.

;

brassfounders, 5/.
; ironfounders, 101. ; ship-

builders, 201.
; distillers, 301.

; brewers, 101. ;

silversmiths, 71. ; greengrocers, 11.
;
coal deal-

ers, 11. 10s.
;
coal merchants, 101. ;

bullion

dealers, 101. ; papermakers, 201.
;

wholesale

stationers, 101.
;

silk merchants, 57.. ; wool

dealers, 101. When it is considered that these

are only a few of the trades that would be

affected by the change, and that an immense
number of private families also use weights, we
can form some idea of the difficulty, not to say

impossibility, of compelling a substitution of

new weights for the old ones. As to their

voluntarily adopting them, that is altogether
out of the question.

There was one witness examined by the

committee whose opinion may be taken as

representing that held by almost every unin-

terested person in the kingdom. This was
Mr. Henley, a former President of the Eoard
of Trade, and therefore possessing a knowledge
of the subject. He admitted that uniformity
was desirable : but he could not see what more
Parliament could do to effect this than was

done by the Act of Will. IV. He believed

that the weights and measures in general use

were in accordance with this Act. While he

Was at the head of the Board of Trade he re-

ceived more than one deputation on the sub-

ject of weights and measures, and he said

that the difficulties which surrounded the

question were such that no two persons i

on any proposition that was made.

We need not go into a consideration of the

question whether the metrical system pos-
sesses advantages over our own. That is by
no means necessary ;

for if it were far more

simple than it real]y is, that would not induce

the nation to give up a system with which they
are familiar for one that they know nothing
about. Apart from the other objections to

the proposed change urged by Mr. Walter in

the late debate in the House of Commons,
there was one he mentioned which of itself

would be a fatal bar to its acceptance, that of

nomenclature. The abhorrence of foreign
terms felt by the generality of Englishmen is

intense, and increases in intensity as we de-

scend from the higher to the lower classes.

The great bulk of buyers at the retail shops
are women, and to expect them to ask for so

i
many grammes or a kilogram of tea, coffee,

! butter, or other article of consumption, would

i
be as hopeless as to expect them to give up

j

the use of crinoline because men have con-

;

demned it, and so many of their own sex

have been burnt to death through wearing
it.

The public at present pays very little atten-

j

tion to this question, because, as we believe,

;

it does not contemplate the possibility of Mr.

I

Ewart's bill becoming law. It is undeniable

i that to scientific men, who are so much in-

terested in the proceedings of men similarly

engaged in France and elsewhere, it would be

a great convenience if they -were spared the

j

trouble of reducing foreign weights and mea-

I sures into English, and probably, what they
! may think more of, of turning their own cal-
'

culations into French denominations. So also

! it would be to a less extent with merchants
'

who have dealings with continental countries,

I

and to manufacturers who supply them with

machinery ;
but what proportion do these

|

bear to the nation at large ? It is quite

I

natural that foreigners, so far as they are in-

terested at all in the matter, should desire to

j

see their system introduced into this country.
Their manufacturers have everything to gain

i by any change which facilitates the introduc-

tion of their products into English markets.

But what we have to consider is, not the con-

venience of a small section of the community,
i but the convenience of the whole.

The reasons assigned by those who advocate

|

the change are, some of them, deserving of

very little consideration. The parent of the

Bill urged its acceptance by the House of Com-

mons because "
it would be a convenience to

watchmakers and the makers of the wh<

railway carriages, and to persons who wanted

to buy something sold at three farthing

ounce." But if there are many transactions
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of the latter kind, that would be a very

rgument for issuing half
,

but no

ison at all for doing away with farthings

altogether. We presume that such a coin as

a half-farthing would be no covelty, for we

have one before us which bean the date of

: in appearance and dimension! it is

precisely the same as th*' centime. That other

Countries should have adopted the metrical

system is not surprising. Their commercial

transactions with each other must, to some ex-

tent, resemble the trading between two English
counties ;

but even in those countries we are

by no means sure that the metrical system has

altogether superseded that which existed pre-

viously. Our doubts on this point are excited

by what we know of France. There the

metrical system is of old standing : yet who in

the least degree familiar with the habits of

French people is not aware that a number of

terms of weight and measure are commonly
list d which have no connection with that sys-

tem ? and this not merely among the lower

classes, but even in the newspapers, where

writers, in speaking of the height of an indi-

vidual, far more frequently follow the example
of the author who, describing the claims to

distinction of M. Godibert, said he had cinq

pieds six pouces, and had slain six Arabs,
than they obey the law which directs them to

say one metre and so many centimetres. We
could collect almost any number of instances

in proof of this if there were any advantage in

doing so, examples as flagrant as this we have

just met with :
—" La longueur de chaque

monitor est de 201 pieds ; la largeur de 46, et

la profondeur de 11 pieds 10 pouces." More-

over, the confusion which existed in Germany
and Holla/id has no parallel here. Our
measurements of length, height, <fec, are com-

monly given in feet, and the foot is in every

part of the United Kingdom of the same

length ;
but we have the authority of one of

the foreign witnesses who gave evidence before

the committee for saying that in Germany
alone there were no less than thirty different

feet. The case of England, too, as regards

foreign commerce, is different to that of any
continental nation. To adopt the proposed plan
would be to wilfully raise an obstacle to our

dealings with America, with India, China, and
our colonies, where the metrical system is

unknown. As to those whoso dealings are

chiefly with France, it is only reasonab!'

they should master a system which is described

as being so very easy of comprehension. Pro-

fessors of chemistry do now very commonly
use the French terms in making and recording
their experiments, and there is nothing to pre-
vent other scientific persons from doing the
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same thing, in short, we are thoroughly per-

I, that while it would be absolutely
ibli to compel the nation to use the

metric . its perm I can only
fusion, our present system is, on

the whole, a 9«a ;i r. It is in D

those countries with which mi.

est, and if we v.. ; uniformity W€

only to enforce the existing law.

LEGENDS OF THE !RY.

It is much t I that this wide
field of historical research ha i little

worked, for there is no question bul

many of the babblings put into the mouths of

English infants, through the instrumentality of

nurses, really cover much that is inter.

not to say curious and 1- an. a first

illustration of our meaning, let us take the

well-worn "
Rhyme

" known as the "House
that Jack built." Tradition tells us that the

original of this celebrated poetic legend is to be

found in a Chaldaic hymn, which was first

interpreted by a M. Leberecht, at Leipsic, in

1731. It is not, probably, unfamiliar to some
of our readers, and it commences thus :

—
A kid, a kid my father bought
For two pieces of money :

A kid, a kid.

It goes on accumulating in each verse much
as does the " House that Jack built," the

chief actors in the different verses being the

cat that ate the kid, the dog that bit the cat,

the riaff that beat the dog, the fire that burned

the staff, the water that quenched the fire, the

ox that drank the water, the butcher that slew

the ox, the Angel of Death that killed the

butcher, and the Holy One that killed the

Angel of Death
;

each historic information

repeating as in the " House that Jack built "

the several events recorded in the preceding
verses. Excepting for the peculiarity last

mentioned, it requires some ingenuity to dis-

cover the relationship of these two legendary

rhymes to one another, but the interpretation

given of the " Kid "
will perhaps lead the

antiquary to investigate that of the " B
Thus the kid being a pure animal IS supposed
to denote the Jews. " her" who

bought it is the Almighty, and tin

which he purchased it, namely the two pieces

of silver, are a, by who
Israel was redeemed from 1' ''The

Cat "
represents the

|

n the

Babylonians, and the "stall"' th<

under whose yoke the Jewidi nation was suc-

cessively brought into subjection. The " fire"

is the Empire of Alexander the Great, and the

"water " that of Rome. The "ox" reminds us
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of the Saracens during the time of the Crusades,
and the " butcher" the Crusaders themselves.

The ' '

Angel of Death "
is interpreted as the

Turkish power which still holds Palestine, and
the "

Holy One " that hand which is one day
to wrest the Holy Land from bondage, and to

restore it to Cod's chosen people.
Whatever be the plausibility of this inter-

pretation, it would not, perhaps, require much
human inventiveness to find another still more

appropriate, such as suggesting that the last

figure, namely the "
Holy One," represents the

era of the "Redemption," and to find other

illustrations for the three which immediately
precede it. But, as our present purpose is more
to record what has been traditionally accepted
as the real meaning of these nursery rhymes,
than to hazard speculations of our own, we
will not proceed further in this direction.

Those who like to pursue the question for

themselves will find an ample field of amuse-
ment in treating the "House that Jack built "

in a manner similar to that which the German
savan adopted in relation to the " Kid."

Apart, however, from this portion of the

subject, the historical value of nursery rhymes
is capable of still further illustration. Here
are a stanza or two of different versions of the

same song, supposed by Mr. Halliwell to refer

to the rebellious times of Richard II :
—

My father he died, I cannot tell how,
But he left me six horses to drive out my plough,
With a wimmy lo ! wommy lo ! Jack Straw, blazey

boys,

"Wimmy lo ! wimmy lo ! wob, wob, wob.

Another version gives us the information that

the fortunate legatee sold his horses and bought
a cow, with the view, it would seem, of making
a fortune,

"
though he did not know how "—

how the cow was replaced by a calf, a trans-

action that does not seem materially to have
assisted the owner in carrying out his intention—how in its turn the calf gave way to a cat,
and how the cat was sold for a mouse, who—

Carried fire in his tail and burnt down my house.

It is somewhat to be regretted that no full

interpretation of this song is (as far as we are

aware) extant, but the refrain, or chorus, or

whatever we may call it, at the end of each

verse, is still more quaint than the last. It

runs thus :
—

With my wins: wang waddle, oh !

Jack sing saddle, oh !

Blowsey boys, bubble, oh I

Under the broom.

A third version gives the refrain in this fashion,
but though the general mode of rendering the

nt events of the Legend is on the whole
the best, it is hardly so striking.

With my whim wham waddle, oh !

Strim stram straddle, oh !

Bubble, oh ! pretty boy,
Over the brow.

The next rhyme we shall quote is far more

easy to understand, indeed it may be said to

speak for itself; it is taken from the Douce MS. :

See-saw, sack a day,
Monmouth is a pretie boy,
Richmond is another,
Grafton is my onely joy,

And why should I these three destroy
To please a pious brother ?

One more and we have done. The following
four lines refer to William and Mary, George,
Prince of Denmark, and his consort—the

future Queen Anne—and James II. :
—

William and Mary, G-eorge and Anne,
Four such children had never a man

;

They turned their father out of door,
And called their brother .

a bad name, which we omit. These are but a

few of the pickings to be found in the collection

of nursery rhymes which have an historical

bearing, but, as we have said, the entire field

containing tales, conundrums, and games, &c,
is immense. Ernest R. Seymour.

THE STALKING-HORSE.
In Theee Fyttes.

"Wherefore, if that you be mynded to compasse
such daintie fowle, faile not in usyng of y

e
stalkyng-

horse of y
e which I wrote above

; for, advancyng it by
craftie conduct towards youre marke, and nothing dis-

couraged thof y
e latter bee for a while somewhat timid,

you shall presentlie have opportunitie of a surer aime."— "Friende to Fowlynge," 1621.

I. TETE-A-TETE.

L.
" You will come, then

; you heard what a stress mama
laid on your coming, and often

I have thought (it was foolish, perhaps) wish of

mine had some power to compel ;

I have thought you had no mood so hard that would
fail at my bidding to soften,

And now to have begged as a boon is, it seems, to

have broken the spell."

F.

"Will I come ? It is scarce a command to enforce

with such pleading expression ;

You might set harder tasks, Lady Laura, and find

me not slow to obey :

And you know ('twill not humble me more than the

fact does— the silly confession—),

Though you vexed me with coldness to-morrow, I

should still be the slave of to-day.

You smile
"

L.

"Is the bond, then, so galling?'*

F.

"Ah me ! for the Mast of defiance,

The lists and the shock of the lances, and one you

may guess for mj
I with my hope as a shield, and he with the might of

ten giants,
—

I with that glove on my casque, as the badge of my
thraldom, you know."
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"And if lances are blunt now o' days, if the shock is

with title or fortune,
Is it worthy the knight to draw back where the

prouder pretensions press in I

Or are we to kneel at the barrier, to woo, to invito,

to importune,
To press on the champion a guerdon he dares not

one tourney to win ?
"

u
Nay, but your parallel fails : every hour your award

seems to shame it
;

All vainly the challenge rings out, and the pulses
of chivalry beat,

When honour secures not the prize for the knight that

did battle to claim it,

When it flies to the coronet's glitter, though soiled

with the dust of defeat.

Well, well, I am hasty, presuming ;
but you are so

good, you forgive it,

If my heart be too bold in its hope, which one cruel

word might undo
;

In its vision so dear I could die, were it life's bitter

boon to outlive it,

That hope you have held to my longing, that dream,
Lady Laura, of you."

II. CLUB CRITICISM.

So it's really to be

11 Yes
;
she throws over Freddy ;

I thought she would do it.

You and I, my dear fellow, are wisest—old birds

that are proof to the snare ;

Bless your soul, I have studied them well
; always

told the young fool he would rue it,

Always bade him beware of the sting in a creature

so faultlessly fair
;

And sometimes I thought he would see it, would see

how she lured and cajoled him,
With a restless side-glance at the marquis, she flirt-

ing with Freddy the while
;

She had taken his measure by May, she had seen what
a slight thread would hold him,

And weighed all the worth of a pout, and strained

all the stress of a smile
;

But what puzzled me, too, was the mother
"

"Aye, Charles, there you have it—the mother.
If girls could be born without mothers, by Jo\e,
what a boon it would be !

There's a moral."

"And here's a cigar ; yes, we just shall

have time for one other.

If you want to know how it was done, you may take
the denouement from me.

'Twas the party at Richmond that did it
;

I went with
the Lakes and the Wyvills,

And but for this drama to study I must have been

terribly bored :

Lady Laura was there, and the countess, of course, and,
as usual, the rivals

;

Master Fred, with a son-in-law manner, affecting
no fear of my lord.

For to see how the countess assumed him (we walked
in the park before dinner),

How she \. ; 1 leaned on his arm, as if all

her ambii

If she had a voice in the sequel, you'd have backed
him at odds for the winner

;

Not : !j's reporters would have

And the fair Lad;. :i my honour
her beauty

1

nte, with soft looks and bright sallies, and

petulant pertneea, you know
;

And sh to her side with a glance
that had really seemed chai

If one could but ignore all the art that ha 1

But I saw, when her manner to Fred grew a little too

close and eonfidii

Though the marquis drop]
he eyed the sweet schemer still hard,

And I guessed by the bite of his lip, and his quickened
and ominou

He thought, if he was to pull through, it was tinio

to be playing his card.

In short, on the balcony, late, whether dinner had
served to embolden

The peer, or the syren had managed some charm in

the wine-cup to
]

They two passed a whispering hour, looking down on

the river-reach golden,
While the dowager prisoned our friend over politics,

poems, and dress.

What passed, all the soft things they said, why I need

not repeat, if I knew 'em.

It's the novel's last chapter that tells us the gist of

the story all through ;

And I thought,
' My poor Freddy, it's plain

'

(as I took

him to town in my brougham),

'They've made a fair bag of my lord, and A stalk-

ing-horse simply, of you.'
"

III. THE IDOL BROKEN.

'Tis better,
'

they sing,
' to have loved and have

lost'—how I quoted the lam

That now on my spirit, all numb, seems to jar like

an idiot creed !

1 To have loved
'—but I cannot have loved ;

I should

feel less of shame, more of anguish :

'And lost,'
—had I ever possessed her, my heart

would more cruelly bleed.

I am shamed ;
all the spirit that slept wakens up with

a passion of scorning,

To have fawned on a falsehood so long, to have knelt

to a schemer's caprice ;

Not a vision I cherished but fades with the cursed

mirage it was born in,

N'»t a feeling I fettered for her but her meanness of

perfidy fi

11 meet,' she writes, 'shall we n I

old friends, content to look kindly,

With an interest still in each other through change
of ambition and scene,

Not judging too harshly,' she writes, 'if we bol

: preted blindly,

What was for what seemed in our hearts, words of

friendship for more than they mean ?

And I think,' she blind, little

heeding (so foolish) if know I

What light links bound each to ;. never,

you know, could come true
;

But you won't hold aloof when I claim all the kind-

ness you have for bestowing ;

If my fault seem to need your forgiving, come and

see me, and tell me you do.'
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Never again, Lady Laura. Forgive ?
—have I aught But not as the serf bears his tribute, his mistress's

to forgive you ? foot on his neck.

I call not forgiveness the pride that has saved me No, if one thing there be to forgive, 'tis yourself you
heartwhole from the wreck

; may pray for the pardon,
All that courtesy claims I will write, nay, a crown of i Yourself, who have poisoned the shafts flung at

good wishes I'll weave you, woman's deceit, by your own
;

Who have preached woman's mission to lie, and man's
every feelin£to harden,

As I do, all infidel now to the fondest of faiths I

had known.
So, go to j0ur bridal I,

I who was captive, am free

by your going

To be glad in the glow of the moorland again, in the

breath of the brine
;

And I freight all your ladyship's life with the best

wish I have For bestowing,—
Thai your memory of peril escaped maybe ever as

thankful as mine." It. A. B.
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LORD OAKBURN'S DAUGHTK
BY THE AUTHOR OF "]

CHAPTER XV. THE FACE AGAIN.

A conflict was going on in the mind of

ney. Two pa I and good,
.it work there, each striving for the

mastery.
Should it be obedience or disobedi

Should she bear on in the straight line of

duty, and be obedient to her father, to all the

notions of right in which she had been reared ;

or should she quit her home in defiance, quit
it clandestinely, to become the wife of Mr.
Carlton ? Reader ! It has indeed come to

this, grievous as it is to have to write it, at the

present day, of a well-trained gentlewoman.
On the day that Mr. Carlton had asked for

Laura, Captain Chesney commanded her before

him. He did not spare her
; every reproach

that the case seemed to demand was lavished

upon her by the indignant captain ;
and he

finally forbade her ever to give another thought
to Mr. Carlton. The abuse he heaped upon
the unconscious surgeon would have been

something grand if spoken upon the boards of a

theatre
;

it simply made Laura rebellious. He
told her that, except in his professional capacity,
he disliked Mr. Carlton, and that nothing in

the world would ever induce him to admit the

man to his family. And this he confirmed

with sundry unnecessary words.

Laura retired, apparently acquiescent. Not
to him did she dare show disobedience, and
the captain concluded that the affair was settled

and over. Whether Laura's rebellious feelings
would have subsided afterwards into duty had
she been let alone, it is impossible to say ;

but

Mr. Carlton took every possible occasion of

fostering them.

He did not want for opportunity. Laura—
careless, wilful, reprehensible Laura—had

yielded to his persuasions of meeting him in

secret. Evening after evening, at the dusk

hour, unless unavoidably kept away by the

exigencies of patients, was Mr. Carlton in the

dark grove of trees that skirted Captain

Chesney's house; and Laura found no diffi-

culty in joining him. The captain and Miss

Chesney would as soon have suspected her of

stealing out to meet a charged cannon

gentleman, and Laura's movements were free.

But it was not possible that this state of

things could continue. Laura had not

reared to deceit, and she did feel ashamed of

herself. She felt also something else—a fear

of detection. Each evening as she glided,

into that grove, she protested with
io Mr. Carlton that it n last

;

that she <lnr><l not o
she mad.: it the ed, what then 1

io bid each oti

Ah, poor Laura Chi nly too

much inclined to open to thi

ment he breathed into it— thai

one way of ending fly the
j
q

unhappy state of things ;
that of flying

him. It took but a few < lish—
the convincing her that it would be best for

them in every way, and inducing her to pro-
mise to consent. So long as she was
Laura Chesney, Captain I obstinacy
would continue, he argued ; but when one

were married, he would be easily brought to

forgive. Mr. Carlton believed this when he

said it. He believed that these loud, hot-

tempered men, who were so fond of raging out,
never bore malice long. Perhaps as a rule he

was right, but in all rules there are exceptional
cases. With many tears, with many sighs,

with many qualms of self-reproach, Laura

yielded her consent, and Mr. Carlton laid his

plans, and communicated them to her. But for

his having been forbidden the house, Laura

might never have ventured on the step ;
but

to continue to steal out in fear and trembling
to see him, she dared not

;
and to live without

seeing him would have been the bitterest fate

of all.

In the few days that had elapsed since the

rupture between her father and her lover,

Laura Chesney seemed to have lived years. In

her after life, when she glanced back at this

time, she asked herself whether it \

possible that but those few days, a fortnight at

most, had passed over her head, during which

she was making up her mind to leave her home
with Mr. Carlton. Only a few day
liberate upon a step that must fix the d

of her whole life !

But we must hasten on.

It was about a month at to the

death J* were

again gladdening the earth. were

weak and watery. Dark 1 fre-

quently over the face of the sky, ami sprink-
ler rain, fell at

intervals.

Gliding out of her father's door, by the

servants' entrant -ney. She

wore a black silk dress, the mourning for Lady
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Oakburn, and a black shawl was thrown over

her head and shoulders. She stepped swiftly

down the narrow side-path which led from

this entrance to the foot of the garden, and

plunged amidst the thick trees there. It was

between eight and nine o'clock, and but for

this watery moon would have been quite dark.

Laura was later than she had wished to be.

Captain Chesney was about again now, and it

had pleased him to keep the tea waiting on the

table, before he allowed Jane to make it. Laura

sat in a fever of impatience ; was Mr. Carlton

waiting for her ?—and would he gO away 1

Swallowing down one cup of tea hastily, Laura

declined more, and, saying she had a headache,

quitted the room.

Unheeding the drops of rain which began to

fall, unheeding the many drops which fell when
the shrubs and trees were shaken, Laura

plunged into their midst. Leaning against
the trunk of one that was thicker than the rest,

stood Mr. Carlton. Laura, who was in a state

of perpetual and continuous terror during these

interviews, flew to him for shelter.
"
0, Lewis, I feared you would be gone ! I

thought I should never get away to-night.

Papa was reading the newspaper, and Jane
would not make the tea unless he told her. I

dared not come away nntil it was made, because

they would have been calling me to it."
"
Only one night more, Laura, and then it

will be over," was his soothing answer.

At least, he had meant it to soothe. But
the step she was about to take seemed to yawn
before Laura then in all its naked and appalling
sternness.

" I don't know that I can do it," she mur-
mured with a shiver. "It is an awful thing.
Do you mind me, Lewis 1—an awful thing."" What is ?" asked Mr. Carlton.

" The running away from my father's home.
I have read of it in books, but I never knew

any one who did it in real life
; and now that

the time is coming close, I cannot tell you how
I seem to shrink from it. We have been

brought up to be so obedient."
"
Hush, Laura ! You are falling into an

unnecessarily grave view of this."

She did not answer aloud, but she began
asking herself whether too grave a view could

be taken of a daughter's leaving clandestinely
her father's home. Laura's conscience was

unusually alive to-night. A glimmer of the

watery moon fell on her face through the

trees, and Mr. Carlton saw how grave was its

expression. He divined her thoughts, as by
instinct, and answered them.

"
Laura, believe me, you can take too grave

a view of it. When a father is unreasonably
despotic, a daughter is justified in breaking

through her trammels. Surely you are not

wavering ! Laura, Laura ! you will not be the

one to frustrate our plans ! you will not draw
back from me at the last hour !

"

She burst into tears. ' '

~No, I would not

draw back from you," she sobbed. ' ' But—I

don't know how it is, I feel to-night frightened
at everything

•

frightened above all at the

unknown future."

Mr. Carlton did his best to reassure her.

Loving arguments, all too specious ; sophistries,

whose falseness was lost in their sweetness,
were poured into her ear. It was but the old

story ;
one that has been enacted many a time

before, that will be enacted many a time again ;

where inclination and conscience are at war,

and the latter yields.

"I could not live without you," he passion-

ately reiterated.
" You must not draw back

now."

It may be that she felt she could not live

without him. She suffered herself to be

soothed, to be satisfied. Gradually, one by
one, her scruples melted away from her sight ;

and she discussed with him finally their plans

for getting away undetected, unpursued. The

time for their purposed flitting was drawing

very near
; four-and-twenty hours more would

bring it.

But it grew late
;
time for Mr. Carlton to

be away, and for Laura to be in-doors again,

lest she should be missed. Mr. Carlton, with

many a last word and many another, at length

quitted her. Laura remained for a few

minutes where she was, to still the beating of

her agitated heart, to live over again the

sweet, stolen interview ; only a few hours, and,

if all went well, she should belong to him for

ever.

The shrubs and trees around afforded a se-

cure shelter. It was pretty dry there, and

she had suffered the shawl to fall from her

shoulders, never heeding where. But now she

turned to look for it, and just at that moment
the moon burst from behind a cloud, and Laura

looked up at its glitter through the lea

the trees. It was brighter then than it had

been yet that night.

Gathering up the shawl, she had thrown it

round her, when a cry escaped her lips, and

every pulse in her beating heart stood still.

There, amidst the trees, stood some one watch-

ing her
;
some one that certainly bore the

form of a human being, but a strange one. It

struggled itself forward and came nearer
;
near

enough to speak in a whisper, and be heard :

"Laura Chesney, what have you to do with

Lewis Carlton ?
"

She stood paralysed with fright, with awe,

leaning against the trunk of a tree, and saying
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nothing : her hands clutching the shawl, her

eyes dilated.
" Have nothing to do with I.

went on the voice
;

"
if you care for your own

happiness, perhaps your life, have nothing to

do with him. Ask him what ho did to Clai ,

Ask him if he deals in poison."
With the faintest ; hng, the

figure and the voice died away to her sight and

hearing. Laura Chesney felt as if her own

heart, almost her life, wen- dying with it.

Now it happened that Mr. Carlto?i, after

letting himself out at the gate, remembered a

word he had forgotten to say to Laura, touch-

ing those plans of theirs for the following even*

He had gone a few paces down the road

when ho thought of it
;

but he retraced his

steps, put his hand over the gate, pressed the

spring, and turned in again. But a few yards
from him, right in front of the path, enveloped
in what looked like a travelling cloak and cap,
stood a man, a stout and very short man—ai

it seemed to Mr. Carlton. He supposed it to

be some traveller coming perhaps from a jour-

ney, who might have business at the house
;
he

supposed he had passed in at the gate in the

minute that had elapsed since he himself had

passed out of it. Conscious that he was not

upon Captain Chesney's premises on pursuits
of the most honourable nature, the surgeon
felt somewhat embarrassed. At that moment

tinct
;
one moment presenting the semblance of

hat might be run from or

;
the next, wearing to his

iiuli but the lines of a fanciful BU]

I all his life, had Mr. Carlton

believed in
gfa ces

;
ho would

have been the
I ad ridicule

those who did believe iii ti

then, was it that the EMM b that ill-

fated night should have conjur

visitant from the other world
;

it w.

that the Ban boold aril I for,

now.

With a face quite as ghastly as the one he
had seen,

—with shaking i

in vain to steady,—with I t that

ran through every fibre of his frame, .Mr.

Carlton stood still taking a few

moments' r> d then he penetra,
the spot where he had left Laur.

Not to her did he purpose breathing a syllable

of wbat had passed ;
what then was his

astonishment to find her dart up to him, clasp
him tightly for protection, and burst into deep
sobs of terror, a terror as great as his own !

"
Laura, my love, what means this ?

"

"
Oh, Lewis, did you see it ? did you see

it?" she sobbed. "That figure which has

been here ?
"

Mr. Carlton's heart beat more violently than
the stranger turned and raised his cap, and to > before

;
but still he would not betray that he

Mr. Carlton's horror he saw beneath it the face

he had seen once before.

It was the same face he had Been on the

staircase in Palace Street, the night of his

patient's death
; the same severe face, with its

intensely black whiskers, and its ghastly white

A creeping horror, as if the dead were
about him, overspread Mr. Carlton : he knew
not whether the figure before him was ghostly
or human

;
he leaned his brow on his hand for

one single instant to recover self-possession ;

and when he looked up, the figure was gone.
Gone where ? Mr. Carlton could not say,

could not think. That it had not come down
the path, was certain, because it must have
brushed passed him

;
and it was equally

certain it had not gone on to the house, or it

would not yet have been out of sight ; neither

posed to think it had disap]
amidst the trees, for he had heard no sound of

their being moved. He had hitherto considered

himself a brave man, a man bolder than the

common run, but he was strangely shaken now.
The same undefined terror which had unnerved
him that other night, unmanned him this. It

was not a fear that he could take hold of .and

grapple with : it was a vague, shadowy dread,

perfectly undefined to his mind, partly indis-

knew anything.
" What figure, Laura ?

"

" I don't know
;

I don't know who or what
it was. It was behind me, amidst th<

and 1 saw it when I turned to lool

shawl. At the first moment I thought it was

j

a woman, its voice sounded lik Ts, but

I afterwards I thought it was a man
;

I don't

know which it was."

"Its voice!" repeated Mr. Carlton. "Did

j

it speak ?
"

* It spoke, and that was the worst
;

it

warned me against you. Otherwise I might
have thought it some curious

had heard us speaking, and came intruding in

at the gate to look. Oh, Lew
with a burst of agitation that almost, shook

Mr. Carlton as well as herself,
"

it is not true,

,

is it ? Lewis ! Leu i

Her emotion was so excessive that she lost

all self-control, all P

iMr, Carl-

ton—that they migfa

"Hush, hush !

" ho whispered. "Be calm,

<and tell me what you mean. Is what b

"It— I say
-

1 don't know
whether it was a man or a woman—it warned

me against you," panted Laura, " It told m©
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that I must have nothing to do with Lewis

Carlton
;
that if I valued my own happiness,

perhaps my life, I should not."
" Some envious fool who has penetrated our

secret, and who would step between us,"

interrupted Mr. Carlton in a tone of bitter

scorn.

"Hear me out," she continued. "It told

me to ask you what you had done with Clarice ;

to ask if you dealt in poison."
Mr. Carlton stood as one transfixed—as one

confounded. "What Clarice ?" he presently
asked. " Who is Clarice ?

"

" I don't know," said Laura Chesney, her

sobs subsiding into a wail. " Do you know

any one of the name ?
"

" I do not know any Clarice in the world,"
he answered.

" But about the poison ?
"

shivered Laura
;

" what could the words mean ?
* Ask him if

he deals in poison !

' "

" I suppose they meant ' deals in drugs,'
"

was the answer. " A medical man, in general

practice, must deal in such."

There wras something in Mr. Carlton's tone

that frightened Laura worse than anything
that had gone before. She started away to

gaze at him. He wras looking forward with a

vacant stare, as if he had lost all consciousness

of the present.
" Was it a pale face, Laura, with black

whiskers," he presently asked.

"I could see nothing distinctly, except that

the face was ashy pale—or perhaps it only
looked so in the moonlight. Why 1 Have

you seen it ?
"

" I believe I have seen it twice," returned

Mr. Carlton. He spoke in a dreamy tone of

self-communing, quite as if he had forgotten

any one was present ; and indeed it seemed
that he had lost self-control just as much as

Laura had lost it.
" I saw it outside that room

the night of the death," he continued, "and I

saw it again this minute as I was coming back
to you."

The particular information, and the associa-

tions it conjured up, did not tend to reassure

Miss Laura Chesney.
" The face you saw outside the lady's room

in Palace Street ?
" she said, with a faint

shriek. " It never could be that face," she

added, relapsing into another fit of trembling." What should bring that face here ?
"

" I know not," cried Mr. Carlton
;
and it

seemed that he was trembling too. "
I am

not sure, Laura, that it is either man or

woman
;

1 am not sure but it is a ghostly
apparition."

" Where did you see it ? Where did it

go?"

"I saw it in the path, but I did not see

where it went. It seemed to vanish. It is

either that, or—or—some base villain, some

sneaking spy, who steals into houses for his own
wicked purposes, and deserves the halter.

What should bring him here ? here on your
father's premises. Was he dodging my steps ?

or yours ?
"

"
Lewis, whose ivas the face, that night 1

"

"I would give half my allotted life to

know."
" There was a suspicion that he poisoned the

draught. I am sure I heard so."
" Just as he would poison the happiness of

our lives," exclaimed Mr. Carlton, in agitation ;—"as he would have poisoned your mind

against me. Laura, you must choose between

me and him
;
between his insidious falsehoods

and my love."
" Do not speak in that way," she pas-

sionately uttered ;

' ' the whole world could

not poison me against you. Oh, Lewis,

my best-beloved, soon to be my husband,
do not be angry with me that I repeated
his words

;
had I kept them to brood over

alone, they would only have rankled in my
heart."

"Angry with you," he murmured, "no, no.

I am not angry with you. I am angry with—with that wicked one, who would have tried

to separate us. One more night and day, my
I love, and then we may defy him and all the

j

world."

Laura stole back to the house by the path
she had come, the side-path leading to the

kitchen. Mr. Carlton stood and watched her

safely in-doors, and then departed on his way
to his home. The garden, for all that could

be seen of it, was perfectly free from intruders

then, and Mr. Carlton could only believe it to

be so.

But as he went down the road, lying so fanci-

ful and still— still in the calm night, in its

freedom at that hour from passengers, fanciful

with its quaint patches of light and shade—
Mr. Carlton walked as though he feared an

!

enemy at every turn. Now he peered before

him, now he glanced over his shoulder behind

him, now he half turned to see what might be

by his side ; and once, as an old hare, lurking
in the hedge, sprang out before him and

scudded to the field opposite, he positively

started from it with a sudden cry. Strangely
unnerved that night was Mr. Carlton.

Ami Laura, after all, did not escape without

detection. It happened subsequently to the

removal of the ten from the drawing-room that

Ah an embroidery patters,
and went to Lama's hed-rooni, to ask her for it.

i Laura was not there : and Jane, fancying she
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heard a movement overhead, turned to the foot

of the upper stairs, and called.

It was not Laura who was up there, but the

maid, Judith. Shi ii of her chain!

looked down, and saw her mistress standing
below.

"Did you speak, ma'am?"
"

I ealled to Miss Laura, Judith. Is she

up-stairs \
M

The only room in which Laura was likely to

be, if she was up-stairs, was the one occupied

by Jane. Jan.' Chesney, ever self-denying,
had given up the best low* to her

father and Laura, herself and Lucy aleepL
above. Judith went and looked inside the

chamber.
"
No, ma'am, Miss Laura is not here. I'm

sure she has not come up-stairs, or I should

have heard her."

Jane called again, but there was no answer.

She looked everywhere she could think of, and
at last went into the kitchen. Pompey was

there alone.
"
Pompey, do you know where Miss Laura

is?"

Pompey was, as the saying runs, taken to.

He had had his eyes and ears open this last

week or two, and had not been unconscious of

Miss Laura's stolen interviews outside the

house in the dusk of evening. Pompey had
no idea of making mischief

;
old Pompey was

fond of pretty Miss Laura, and had kept the

secret as closely as she could have kept it
;
but

on the other hand Pompey had no idea, could

have no idea, of denying any information

demanded of him by his mistress, Miss Chen.

So Pompey stood and stared in bewildered

indecision, but never spoke.
" I ask you, Pompey, if you know where

Miss Laura is," repeated Jane, certain anxieties

touching Laura taking sudden possession of

her and rendering her voice sharp.
" Why do

you not answer me ?
"

" She there, missee," replied Pompey at

length, pointing to the garden. "She not

catch cold
;
she got great big black shawl over

her."

Who is with her ? Pompey, I ask you who
is with her 1

"

She spoke with quiet authority, though she

had laid her hand on her heart to still its

tumultuous beating ; authority that might not

be disputed by poor Pom;
"I think it Misser Doctor. But she no

stay over long with him, missee
; she never

does." %

Jane Chesney leaned against the dresser,

feeling as if an avalanche had fallen and
crushed her

; feeliug that if an avalanche fell

and crushed the house for ever, it would be more

le than this disgrace which had fall

that moi
of silk in tie it whirled by the

>o\e
;

and Jane knew that Laura had COUM in

belter in her room.
in from the clandestine meeting with

irlton the

Pomp uply that tin-

were not altogether ran esuey
ik at heart. The dil

™
CHAJTKIl X\l.

An incident occurred the follow

cause some surprise at tie

Chesney. When Pompey brought in the

letters he presented them to Jane, as was cus-

tomary. There were three. The first was
addressed to Captain Chesney, and Jane

immediately handed it to him across the

breakfast table
;
the second v..

herself
;
and the third bore the BUpei

tion "The Right Honourable the Earl of

Oakburn ."

It was not a pleasant morning, for the rain

was pattering against the window panes. The
breakfast-table was laid near the window in the

drawing-room, where the captain, in his de-

spotic will, chose that they should

He had taken a liking to the room
;
to its

pretty glass windows that opened on the lawn.

Captain Chesney unsealed his letter the

moment it was handed to him, and 1

absorbed in the contents. Jane kept glancing
at the one addressed to Lord Oakburn, but she

would not interrupt her father to speak of it.

When he had finished reading his letter he

looked up.
' ' Are both those for you, Jane ?

"

" Not both, papa. One is directed to

Lord Oakburn. See. I cannot make out why
it should have been sent here."

Captain Chesney stretched out his hand for

the letter, and turned it about to regard it,

after the usual manner of people wli

puzzles them.
11

Yes, it is for him, sure enough.

Right Honourable the Earl of Oakbum, I

. South YYennock,"' con:

tding the full in »U<L "lie

must bo coming here, J;.

" I suppose he ma It is the only
conch

"Very condescending of him, i

growled the captain.
M [fa an honour he has

not accorded me since he was at Eton. What
is bringing him h I

Wants

change of scene pern
Jane took alarm. M You don't think ho
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can be coming here to stay, papa 1 We have

nothing fit to receive him ;
no establishment,

no accomodation. He cannot surely be com-

ing to stay !

"

"If he comes he must take things as he

finds them. I shall not put myself out of the

way, neither need you.
* Not able to do it,

my lord,' I shall say to him
;

' Frank

Chesney's too poor ;
had his family bestirred

themselves, old Frank might have carried, his

head a notch higher.' All you need do, Jane,
is to see that he has a shake-down, a hammock

slung for him, somewhere. I suppose that can

be managed ;
there's the spare room off mine

;

and for the rest, let him take what he finds."
"

Still I can hardly understand why he

should be coming," resumed Jane, after a

pause. "He "

"Is he in London or at Chesney Oaks?"

interrupted Lucy, looking up from her bread-

and-milk.
" At Chesney Oaks, my dear," said Jane.

"He went down a month ago, when his poor

young wife was buried, and I think he has

remained there."
" Whew !

"
interposed the captain, "I can

understand it. He is coming cutting across

the country from Chesney Oaks to Great Wen-
nock for a day or two on some political

business, and so intends to make a convenience

of my house to stay in and to have his letters

sent to. Very condescending of him indeed !

"

"
Papa," said Lucy, somewhat anxiously,

" don't you like Lord Oakburn 1
"

" Well—yes, I like him well enough, what
I know of him

; but I hold that I had great

grievances against his father. What's the

post-mark of the letter, Jane ?
"

Jane Chesney turned the letter over and
made out the mark "

Pembury." It was the

post-town in the vicinity of the Earl of Oak-
burn's seat, Chesney Oaks.

" He must have started then, I should

think," remarked Jane, "and this has been

sent after him."
" How did he know our address here, papa ?"

asked Lucy.
' ' How did he know our address here ?

"
re-

peated the captain, in choler. " What should

hinder his knowing it ? Do I live with my
head under a bushel, pray ? When I changed
from Plymouth to this neighbourhood, the

family received intimation of it
; and didn't I

write to the earl the other day when his wife

died ? Was I not asked to the funeral, stupid ;

and couldn't go because of that confounded

gout ?
"

"Lucy's only a child, papa," soothingly
interposed Jane. " She does not reflect."

" Then she ought to reflect," said the cap-

tain, "and not show herself a simpleton. He'll

be wanting another wife soon, I suppose, so

you had better look out, Miss Laura, and set

your cap at him when he comes. You'd not

make a bad countess."

The grim sailor spoke in jest. To give him
his due, he wras not capable of scheming for his

daughters in any way. Laura, however, seemed

to take the words in earnest. She had sat

silent over her nearly untasted breakfast, her

face bent
;
but it was lifted now, flushing with

a vivid crimson. Captain Chesney laughed ;

he thought his random and meaningless shaft

must have struck home to her vanity, exciting
visions of a peeress's coronet, pleasing as they
were foolish. But Jane, who had also noticed

the blush, attributed it to a different cause, and

one that pleased her not.
"
Papa," resumed Lucy, venturing on

another question,
" how far is it from this to

Chesney Oaks 1
"

" About thirty miles, little mouse."
" I think I ought to have holiday from my

lessons to-day, as Lord Oakburn is coming,"
continued the child, glancing at Jane.

" Wait for that until he comes," said the

captain. "He's as uncertain as the wind
;

all

young men are
;
and it may be days before he

gets here. He may"—the captain drew up
his head at the thought—"he may be coming
to consult me on business matters connected

with the estate, for I am—yes I am—the

next heir, now he's a single man again. Not
that I shall ever inherit ; he is twenty-five and

I am fifty-nine. Have you the headache

this morning, Laura ?
"

Again came the rush of red to her face.

What self-conscious feeling induced it 1

"
No, not this morning, papa. Why '?

"

" You are as silent and look as down as if

you had fifty headaches. Jane," concluded

the captain as he rose,
" we must have soup

to-day in case he arrives."

Jane acquiesced. This expected coming of

Lord Oakburn's was only an additional care

added to the many household ones that daily

oppressed her.

Breakfast over, the captain strolled out.

There was a lull in the storm, and the rain had

momentarily ceased. He looked up at the skies

with his experienced sailor's eye, and saw that

it had not ceased for long. So he did not go

beyond the garden, but went strolling about

that.

Laura had departed immediately to her

room. Jane placed the letter for Lord

Oakburn on the mantel-piece and opened the

one addressed to herself, which she had not

done at breakfast. As she wafl reading it

Captain Chesney came in to ask her for
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a piece of string to tie up some bush in the

len.

"Is your letter from M

The captain stopped without concluding the

'ice, stopped abruptly, and Jane's heart

fluttered. She believed he ha ling to

fay
" from Clarice," and she felt thankful that

the long barrier of silence observed to her by
her father in regard to that name, should at

length be broken. No such thing, ho.

the captain's obstinacy was unconquerable.
" It is only from Plymouth, papa."
"
Oh," said the captain indifferently ; and,

taking the string which she had been getting
for him he moved away, all unconscious that

in that slight incident she was sparing
him pain in her duty and love. The letter-

was from a creditor at Plymouth, pi

for money on account of some long-standing
debt.

Jane set Lucy to her lessons, and then went

up-stairs to her sister's room. Laura had flung
herself upon the bed, and lay there with her

hands pressed to her temples. It may be

questioned which of the two sisters had passed
the more unhappy night. The discovery of

the previous evening had been one of dire

dismay to Jane Chesney, and she had lain

awake in her distress, wondering how it was
to end, wondering whether Laura could be
recalled to a sense of what was right. In
her own simple rectitude of feeling, Jane
looked on the affair, on Laura's having allowed
herself to meet in secret Mr. Carlton, almost

as a crime, certainly as a heavy disgrace.
And Laura ? Laura could not but regard with

shrinking fear the step she was about to take.

She had tossed on her uneasy bed, asking her-

self whether she should not yet draw back
from it. Even now the conflict was not over,
and she lay there in dire perplexity and
distress.

"
Laura," began Jane in a low tone as she

entered, "this must end."

Laura sprang off the bed, startled and
at having been found on it.

" I feel tired

this morning," she stammered with a lame

attempt at apology,
" I did not sleep well last

night."

"I say, Laura, this must end," continued

too agitated with grief to set about her
task in any artistic manner. "You have

permitted yourself to meet in secret that man—the surgeon, Carlton. O, Laura ! what

strange infatuation can have come over you I

"

Laura laid her hand upon her chest to still

its heavy beating. Found out ! In her

dismay and perplexity it seemed to her that

there was nothing for it but denial. And she

stooped to it.

1 have ? Whatever will you
accuse me of u ?

''

: .

! you

yon an

in, Laura, with the 1 over

your fa

!y, but surely you I

on how great is the degrada-
tion !

"

Strange to say, the effect of the discovery
was to harden her. With every moment, now
that the lirst startlin/

spirit grew more defiant. She made no

to her sister.

" I speak only for your own sake," pi
Jane. " It is for your sake I b

break off all intimacy with Mr.

Laura, 1 feel certain that he is not tl

make you happy, even were attendant circum-

stances favourable.
"

"It is a strange prejudice, this that you
have taken against Mr. Carlton !

"
resentfully

spoke Laura.

"I am not singular in it
; papa dislikes him

also. But, Laura, answer me a question ;

what end do you, can you, propose to y»

in this intimacy with him ?
"

Laura coloured, hesitated, and then took

courage to speak out. But the an

partially evasive one.

"Mr. Carlton speaks of marriage. In

when all your prejudices shall be <>.

"Do not cherish it, do not gla:

said Jane with emotion. " Our objections to

Mr. Carlton never can be overcom

tell you that he would not make yon
" We must see—wait and see. If the worst

comes to the worst, and everybody i •

obdurate, we must then—we must then—join

common cause against you for ours^

Laura spoke with agitation, but her

tion was as nothing compared to that which

seized upon Jane at the words. It v.

sible for her to mistake their hidden

Her lips were white, her throat was working,

and she held her sister's hands in hers.

on do not know wh
ak again ; you would i.

.'

<>u to

weigh your words. I pray you—
.'•ranee of our dead mot 1

,

you—never suffer BO mi-

enter your mind, as that of quitting clai

tinely your fatln I
> become a wit'

marriag I upon in disobedience

defiance could never prosper. Laura, I don't

think you are happ;.

Laura burst into a flood of hysterical tears

and laid her face down on the dressing-table,
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almost in abandonment. Never had the in-

ward conflict between right and wrong been

so great as at that moment. Which should

she give up ? her father, her friends, her

duty ?—or him whom, with that all-impassioned

love, she loved.

Jane stooped to kiss her. "Let it end from
this day," she whispered.

" Do not forget again
what is due to yourself and to us by running
out of the house for any stolen interview. It

is not seemly ;
it is not right."

Jane quitted the room
;

it was best to leave

Laura's sobs to subside alone. As she descended
the stairs and passed the staircaise window,
she saw her father coming up one of the

garden paths. Almost at the same moment, a

blow, a crash of glass, and a shriek of terror,
sounded from below. Jane flew down the

stairs
;
Judith rushed forth from the kitchen

;

and Pompey, his great eyes glaring, emerged
from some peculiar sanctum of his own, sacred

to knives and boots. They stared at each

other in the hall.
< ' Who is it ?

" exclaimed Jane. < < What has

happened ? I thought it must be you, Pompey,
come to harm amidst the bottles."

" Don't stand there asking who it is," burst

from the choleric captain, as he came flinging
into the hall.

"
It's Lucy. She has fallen

through the drawing-room window, and perhaps
killed herself."

They ran to the drawing-room. Lucy lay
on the carpet close to the window, which

opened, you know, on the ground. In running

heedlessly towards it to say something to her

father, her foot had slipped and she fell with
her arms against the window, breaking two of

its panes. The palm of one hand was cut, and
the inside of the other wrist. They raised her

and placed her in a chair, but the wrist bled

dreadfully. Judith grew pale.
" There may be an artery divided, sir,"

she whispered to her master. "If so, she may
bleed to death."

" You rascal, to stand there gaping when
the child's dying !

"
cried the hot captain.

" Go along and get help."
" Is it Misser Carltou I am to get ?

" asked
the unlucky Pompey.
Down came the captain's stick within an inch

of Pompey's head, and Laura, all dismayed at

the disturbance, came in just in time to hear
the captain's answer.

" That villain Carlton ! No, sir, not if

the whole house were dying together. Get
Mr. Grey here, you useless animal. Not the
one who poisoned the lady's draught, sir,
do you hear ? he shouldn't come within a mile
of me. Find the other one, and be quick
over it."

Poor, affectionate, well-meaning Pompey
would certainly have been as quick as his best

legs allowed him, but he was saved the trouble

of using them. At the very instant they
were speaking, Mr. John Grey was seen driving

past in his gig. Judith ran out.

The groom heard her call, and pulled up, and
Mr. Grey hastened in with Judith when he
found what was the matter. In ten minutes
the wounds were washed and strapped to-

gether with adhesive plaster. Lucy had cried

very much with terror.
" Shall I die ? Shall I die ?

"
she asked of

Mr. Grey, her little heart beating, her hands

trembling.
"
No, of course not," he replied.

" What
made you think of that ?

"

" I heard them talk about my dying ;
I am

sure I did," sobbed Lucy, who w^as of an
excitable and also of a timid temperament ;

" and I heard them say perhaps the artery
was divided. Does that kill people ?

"

"Not always," said Mr. Grey. "Keep
your hands still, like a brave little girl."

" Are you sure I shall not die 1
"

"
Quite sure

; you are not in any danger.
Look here," he added, turning up his coat-

sleeve and wT

ristband, and exhibiting his wrist

to Lucy, wrhile the others stood around, the

captain in rather a subdued mood. " Do you
see that scar 'I

"

"
Yes, sir," was Lucy's answer.

* '

Well, once, when I was younger than you,
I fell against a window just as you have done,
and cut my wrist. There was danger in my
case, and shall I tell you wr

hy 1—the cut

divided the artery. Though who made you
so wise about arteries," added Mr. Grey
smiling, "I don't know. But you see, Miss

Lucy—I think I heard them call you Lucy,
and I like the name, it was my mother's—you
see, where there is great danger there is

generally great help. My father, a surgeon,
was in the room when I did it : he took up
the artery immediately, and the dangi

past. Now with this foolish little hurt of

yours, although the strappings of diachylon
look so formidable, there has not been any

danger, for the artery is not touched. Do you
understand me ?"

"Yes," replied Lucy,
" and I believe you.

I shall not be afraid now. Shall you come
and see me again ?

"

" I will come in this afternoon just to see

that the strappings remain in their. \

And now good-bye, and be sure you keep your
hands still."

"
I think there must be holiday after this,"

Baid .lane, with a smile.

"
Oh, decidedly holiday," returned Mr.
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Grey, nodding pleasantly to Lucy. "Nursing
to-day, lessons to • morrow."

tin Chesney went out with him, and

linked his arm within Ins. A rare coii'i

Biou for the captain, and one that pro.

had taken a fancy to Mr. (;.'

" She will do well, <

laptain I and 1

am glad I happened It might
i
an awkward accident."

"Sir, I thank you," said the captain ;
"and

sir, 1 Ree that you arc a gentleman, and a man
to be esteemed. And I can only regret one

thin
" What is that ?

"
inquired Mr. (

I

" That I ever took up with that fool of a

Carlton. I dislike him, sir, and he shall

darken my doors again ; he has proved hintflf

anything but a gentleman. lie's not fit to tie

your shoes, socially, Mr. Grey, I cau tell you
that

;
and I dou't suppose he is, profes-

sionally."

John Grey laughed, said a -word to the

captaiu to set him right as to Mr. Carlton's

professional skill, which was really superior,

ascended to his gig amidst the pelting rain, and
drove away.

Lucy meanwhile was giving her opinion
in-doors as to the relative merits of the two
medical men. " How glad I am it was Mr.

Grey to do my hand and not Mr. Carlton !

"

she exclaimed.

Laura tired at the remark. " Has Jane

stting you against Mr. Carlton?" she

resentfully asked.

Lucy lifted her eyes in surprise.
" Jane

has never set me against Mr. Carlton. I don't

like Mr. Carlton, Laura. He frightened me
one day ;

it was the day I was drawing, when
I asked him about that dead lady. 1 1

angry with me, and his face looked so that it

frightened me
;
but I did not like him before

that. Judith, you like Mr. Grey, don't

you ?
"

" Oh yes, miss," replied Judith, who was
on her knees washing the stain from the carpet.
" I have seen a good deal of the two Mr.

and I like them both."

"And do you like Mr. Carlton?"

"1 can't say 1 do, Miss Lucy, what little I

have seen of him. But I have not seen him

many times."

Laura, Hung her head back with a haughty
gesture and quitted the room in disph
She believed they had leagued themselves

togeth tk against Mr. Carlton
;

she

never believed it possible that the dislike they

expressed was genuine.
The day went on. The evening post brought

another letter for the Earl of Oakburn, though
the day had failed to bring the earl himself.

I at five as usual, and after

<

laptain Oh at into the ton

Thinking it

might possibly I .vs of him.

.econd

, and Jai re the

London postmark. Mr. .John Oivy, wh
not be«.-li able

hi stood at the table, talking to Jane,
ittiiig in hair at th

eye happened to fall on the :i t lay
Led to the- Karl of Oakburn.

"Do you know the earl \
n

mark appearing to

tarily.
"
Yes," replied Jane; "we are related to

him."
" Then perhaps you can tell me how

he is?"
" I suppose he is well. Wo have been

expecting him here all day."
"
Expecting him here all day !

"
repeated

Mr. Grey in an accent of astonishment. " I

beg your pardon, Miss Chesney, I believe I

cannot have caught your meaning."
" We have been expecting Lord Oakburn

here since the morning," resumed Jane,
we still expect him here to sleep. This letter

and another have come to await him."
" You must, I fancy, be labouring under an

error," returned Mr. Grey, in a tone that

seemed to say he did not fully compr
Miss Chesney.

" Lord Oakburn is dangei
ill

;
ill almost to death. Two days ag< i

slight hopes indeed were entertained of him.''
" What is the matter with him ?" exel

Jane, puzzled in her turn, and looking as if the

letter must contradict Mr. Grey's assertion.
" Is he at Chesney I

" He is lying at Chesney Oaks, ill of typhus
fever. I know it in this way. The day before

yesterday I had to go fifteen miles from this,

to meet a physician from Pembury :

meet half way. He did not come, but

friend, another medical man, who ex]
;

.

to me that the first was detained by the

alarming illness of Lord Oakburn. lb- has been

staying at Chesney Oaks >ince the fun<

the countess, went into a house win a

was raging, and caught it. On the

antleman he told me th hours

would probably terminat

Jane was rile] t'roni positive bewil-

derment. Lucy spoke up from her chair.

hould

not be coming why should he have his I

sent here I

"
Lucy felt disappointed, sh-

been anticipating great pleasure from the

of Lord Oakburn.
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1 'That is what I am thinking of," said

Jane. "It is not only one letter, it is two ;

the one is from Pembury, the other from

London. Unless Lord Oakburn should be

intending to come here, why, as Lucy says,

should letters be sent to meet him ?
"

" You may rely upon it that the Lord Oak-

burn who was lying ill at Chesney Oaks is not

intending to come here yet awhile, Miss

Chesney. Probably you may know the next

heir?"
"
Papa is the next heir," said Jane.

"
Captain Chesney is the next heir to the

earldom of Oakburn ?
"

quickly repeated Mr.

Grey.
"
Yes, he is."

"
Then, my dear young lady, it is explained,

I fear/' returned Mr. Grey, after a grave

pause.
"
Pely upon it, the young earl is

dead
;
and that these letters are addressed to

your father as Earl of Oakburn."

(To be continued.)

ITALY AND ENGLAND.

The arrival of Garibaldi in England has

been hailed with an enthusiasm which has

astonished even those who were most inclined

to welcome the peerless hero of Italy. The

universality of the feeling is singular, unless

we consider a little the slow and silent causes

which have been preparing the national mind
to sympathise so fully with the country of

which he is the representative and the life.

We think one of these has been the Italian

Master. When we were a school-girl he was

an essential aid in the completion of a first-

rate education ; and, though Italian has been

slightly overborne by German as a fashionable

study of late years, we believe few educated

women are ignorant of the language of Dante
and Petrarch.

We were at the Crystal Palace on Saturday,

April 16, when that wonderful welcome was

given to Garibaldi which those who witnessed

never can forget ; and one circumstance which

particularly struck us was, that the ladies who
surrounded us talked Italian, involuntarily as

it were, under the excitement of the moment.

And, as we heard, our thoughts flew back to

the days when we were reading Silvio Pellico

with one of Italy's patient political martyrs,
and hearing from him, during the needful time

for conversation, the wrongs and aspirations of

his countrymen.
The Italian master (of whom he was a good

type) did not at all resemble the old French
teacher who made French a popular tongue
years before. The abbe and the ruined

marquis of our grandmother's days were simply

aristocrats who had by some means to earn a

living, and taught as they best might, with

very little idea of conveying grammatical or

literary information to the minds of their

pupils. They spoke elegantly ; would be

shocked at the bad "
turning" of a phrase ;

and bowed and took snuff with an infinite

grace, which doubtless slightly influenced the

generation of the Regency in manners.

The Italian master was generally of the

middle classes. He was a well-educated man ;

frequently he had been a tutor in some noble

family ;
sometimes he was a writer, who dared

not publish in his native land. But he was

always imbued with a strong love of his

country—an ardent patriotism
—which tinged

all he taught and said.

We will return to our own teacher, who was,
as we have observed, a fair type of the class,

and fancy we sit again in the library that

sultry July day when the leaves hung mutely
on the trees of the square, and only the distant

roar from busy Piccadilly told that we were in

a great city. His voice came full and sonorous

on the air as he read Icilio's speech in Alfieri's

Virginia—the one beginning "Popolo Re."

We can see now the look of power and deter-

mination in his fine dark countenance. The

poet spoke his very thoughts ;
Alfieri was his

delight ;
and we read it so often, and heard it

so often discussed, that our knowledge of the

Italian dramatist is only rivalled by that which

we have of Shakespeare.
Our master had been the friend of Silvio

Pellico
;
and often, when we read that most

charming and touching of records, he would

pause over the mournful story, to add some

personal reminiscence to it. We remember

how, that very summer day, he told us an

incident, which would have been comic but for

the disgraceful tyranny it revealed.

The Podesta- of Brescia (at
least such, if my

memory serves me, was the dignitary of whom
he spoke) was a creature of Austria, perhaps
an Austrian himself. This man was so often

in the habit of condemning persons suspected
of disaffection to severe imprisonment (

duro) and all its attendant horrors, that lie

would occasionally go to sleep during the so-

called examination and trial of the pri

and awake to pronounce his usual sentence*

One sultry day, while the magistrate slui

through his duties, a case respecting the dis-

posal of certain sacks of wheat, which had been

discussed some time previously, came before

him. He was awakened by his clerk to give

sentence, and, half rousing up, gravely con-

demned the sacks of wheat to "
eat

for ten years." We would not smile, il

an act which so fully illustrated the condition
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of an oppressed people. Our I led to

burn within us at such injustice, and \vc did

all we could to enfOTOe 90 our mule rela-

Vnneful thraldom to which Italy was

subject. Now in many homes, such teaching

with every London season. In others

e Italian master mu a guest and a friend.

ere were strong points of sympathy
i til.- substantial burgher, or commercial

man, who welcomed him to his hearth
;
and

thus, in the homos of England, he quietly and

unobtrusively kindled a lire which needed only

I Idi's presence to burst from smouldering

into flame.

To these men—unknown and namel.

many of them have lived and died—Italy

the deep interest of England, apart at

from that feeling of hero-worship still remain-

ing amongst us, -which renders us capable of

receiving into our heart of hearts the spotless

hero of .Marsala.

We hear people around us talking of their

fear of a reaction after all this enthusiasm ; of

John Bull waking one morning and thinking

he had made a fool of himself, and drawing

back into his old coldness and insular reserve,

as shy people are -wont to do after such be-

trayals of their hidden nature. We anticipate

nothing of the sort
;
because this enthusiasm

has been of slow growth, and is not the gourd
of a night. Not all Garibaldi's wonderful

gifts, his rare personal advantages, his self-

negation, his fidelity, his Quixotic gallantry,

would have won for him the interest of the

English to the degree in v.hich he possesses it,

had it not been for the slow years of patient

patriotism of the Italian master.

Not that we would deprive Garibaldi of a

single laurel leaf, or England of the greatness

she shows in appreciating greatness. We mean

only that it is an understanding love,
—a

perfect and long-growing sympathy we offer

him.

We (like most other European nations) owe

much to Italy. Our Shakespeare, whose 300th

anniversary happily coincides with the visit of

one worthy to have clasped hands with him,

drew much of his inspiration from her
;
and

—vast debt of gratitude ! which only youth and

love and genius can fully feel—we owe to her

the immortal vision of>a " Romeo and Juliet.''

" The Taming of the Shrew "
is derived, so far

as the love intrigue goes, from a piece of

Ariosto. "Much Ado About Nothing "is a

dramatised version of the story of Ariodante

and Ginevra, in the same author. In "Cymbe-
line

"
Shakespeare has combined a novel of

Boccacio's with a traditionary tale of the

ancient Britons. " Othello "
is the " Cristofero

Moro" of Henry VIII.'s time,
—tho real

! of the Venetian Republic,
in the "Letters of Giustiniani," the

from the

cannot fail how Italia

•ne of

nearly all his comedies is in Italy. V<

Padua, and Verona posset

given a "local habitation" to the glorious
<>f his imagination. And though I

and Uu
J

i that

of himself with Italy Avhile England shall have

i

Those lovers of Verona are absolutely as much

light and glory of our countrymen as if

they had been born in London, and— d-

i in our own great city.
W

here refrain from relating a little in

to us recently by an Indian ollicer, apropos of

"Romeo and Juliet." There are two great

gates at opposite sides of Lucknow—one of

which was called, before we took the town,
Roum or Rome. Our soldiers, a little puzzled

by the pronunciation of the name, at once

christened it
" Borneo's Gate," and, to make

things even and shipshape, named the opposite

one " JulieVs Gate" ;
and such are now, and

probably will ever be, their designatio'

the possible amazement of some future Indian

antiquary.
Who does not know the Rialto as well as

London Bridge ? Who does not feel that

Padua is own, and Shakespeare's also?

Indeed, Italy was to us,, in the days of

Elizabeth, very much what Greece had b

ancient Rome. " To have swum in a gon-

dolo " was essential to the finish of the tra

Englishman. Surrey lingered delighted in the

land of art and poetry and learning.

absolutely translated from Tasso miple,

read his description of the " Bowre of Bl

and compare it with T I Jarden of

Armida," especially the stanza,

So passeth, in the parsing of a day
Of mortal life the leaf, the bud, the flowre,

and the oue in the "
Gerusalemme," be-

ginning,
Cos! trapassa al trapassar d'un giorno, kc. &c.

Everybody knows how Milton learned the

speech of Italy well i

it
;
and how the Eve of his i

a was

supposed to be the Italian lady

his unconscious hand Guarii lines

addre s closed in sleep.*

as an example of ian, his " canrone,"

Ridonsi dour.

xivi in lingu
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What other language ever won so much love

from the proud islanders as this of Italy?

Addison wrote con amove of the "belle con-

trade ;" Johnson had an Italian—the learned

Baretti—for his friend
; Byron chose Italy

for his home before he went to die in Greece
;

and (next to Shakespeare) Iris genius was most

at home when he sang of Venice—of Italy.

The Italians, also, have ever had a yearning
for the Briton. Our Free Lances fought in

their feudal quarrels. Petrarch was moved to

tears as he heard Chaucer's " Griselda" read.

Is it the mingling of the old Boman blood with

the British which has thus drawn the nations

together ? Be it what it may, we gladly hail, as

the representative of Italy in England, the

warrior who realises in his own person the

myths of our matchless King Arthur, and is

as good, as fate and opportunity have made
him great. L. V.

ON SPRING.

"
Lent," in the Saxon language, means

"
Spring;" thus, we have Spring-fast, or

Lent. There is something in the word Spring,
which brings with it delightful associations.

All nature seems at once to start into new
life. The birds chaunt their songs of bliss and

harmony ;
the fig-tree and the vine put forth

their blossoms
;

the snowdrop and crocus,
those early Spring flowers, peep forth modestly,
after having been concealed so long in their

winter prison ;
while numerous bees sally forth

to partake of the, sweets they yield. And then

how joyously the rooks resort to yonder high

elms, and begin to repair their old nests, per-

forming their graceful gyrations in the air,

while some may be seen continually fighting
and pulling each other's nests to pieces. It is I

impossible to watch these proceedings of a

colony of rooks in the Spring, without being i

struck with the affectionate manner with which
;

the male birds feed the hens, who receive
j

the offered food with fluttering wings, and all

the little blandishments of love.

Early in the month of April, swallows begin
to visit us, and their arrival is hailed by every
lover of nature with infinite pleasure. Nothing
can be more graceful thau the way in which

they describe their rapid and elegant circles in

the air, reminding us of what has been said of

them—
The swallow, wheeling on the wing,

Capriciously at play.

Sometimes they will settle for a short rest on
the roof of a house or barn, where; they sing
their soft, sweet song, and then take wing

with that hilarity which is always so

pleasing for a lover of nature to witness.

Amidst the rural sounds which delight the

ear in the Spring, the song of the thrush may
be heard from the upper branches of some tall

tree, which it pours forth in a great variety of

tone, sometimes appearing to imitate some
well-remembered words, or then subsiding into

plaintive notes. A blackbird answers from
some adjoining

"
bosky bourn," and its tone

contrasts agreeably, and may be called a sort

of bass to the song of the thrush. In fact,

one song of harmony and happiness may be

heard from various of the feathered race, for

the robin, the wren, and the fly-catcher all

add to the general chorus. Thus Spring bursts

upon us with peculiar enjoyments. The hum
of the bee may be heard as it flies from flower

to flower, collecting sweets
;

the cuckoo pro-
claims its arrival, and is soon followed by our

favourite nightingale, who selects some thick

thorn-hedge, where he pours forth his sweetest

songs in hopes to attract a mate, for he arrives

in this country a week before the female birds.

How sad is it to know that this artless songster
is too often captured, in the midst of its happi-

ness, by marauding poachers, who confine it in

a cage till they can sell it, although the poor
bird seldom survives its captivity.

But let us walk in yonder meadow, redolent

of sweets from cowslips, primroses, and blue-

bells, and hear the lark carolling high in the

heavens, while our pretty birds of passage are-

singing in every bush. We may at the same

time hear the sharp and stridulous notes (as
Mr. White calls them) of the field-cricket or

grasshopper, as it takes its leaps on the grass
—

The vaulting grasshopper of glossy green.

It is one amongst our many pleasing country
sounds.

If we walk to the purling brook at the

bottom of the meadow, meandering so play-

fully amongst reeds and pebbles, and its waters

clear and bright, we may see the dragon-fly

settling on a bullrush, or feeding on the

ephemera which haunt the stream, and which

are also preyed upon by numerous small fishes.

The cooing of wood-pigeons may be heard—
rural sounds, which inspire

Vernal delight and joy,
—

and then may we see* the joyous swallows

lightly dipping their wings in the transparent

stream.

A little later, as the Spring advances, the

mowers may be heard whetting their scythes,

another rural sound ;
and these are followed

soon afterwards by the maidens of the farm

turning the new-mown grass to the sun. All

appears joyousness and happiness, and the

merry laugh may be heard as the labourers
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K 1 E L DING'S Q R A \ K .

Opposite to

licaofthe i
I

of Jesus, usu-

ally called the

Church of the

Estrella, in Lis-

bon—which, by
the way, is a

model of Saint

Peter's at Borne—on the hill-

side, is the
beautiful Eng-
lish cemetery.
There— deep
in the shadow
of cypresses,
and grown all

around with
flowers— is the resting-place of the great

novelist, Henry Fielding. It is a pleasant

pilgrimage for a moonlit evening, after a sum-

mer's day in those parched streets. The air

is soft, and fragrant with fresh flowers and
dew. Rows of tall, dark cypresses stand out

clearly against the pale sky, motionless as the

dead over whose graves they grow. Nightin-

gales fill the air with melody. Here I linger

undisturbed, and recal the life and work of

him whose influence English literature can

never lose, though the finer sense of modern

days has banished his books from our drawing-
room tables.

The charm that made Fielding's works so

popular in their own time is the true charm
still of all popular novels. It is no longer

possible to pass over the coarseness of many
scenes and sayings in Joseph Andrews and
Tom Jones. They put themselves beyond the

pale of modern society's attention. But they

.

;

-^-'/V>^.^-"

l'omb <>f yielding, English Ueiue

is a

craft}- d<

to be found in

B the

now

y fail to

id. The
faults in Field-

ing's works are

aults of the

in which

he lived. Their

own. Wis

to thank

him, first of

from

"impossible virtues and improbable heroisms,"
and for originating that school of writers which

finds in ordinary life the material for our

deepest and healthiest interest. H
earned the title of " Father of the English
Novel."

1 1 is own manner of life is a cause of wonder
and sorrow. Of noble descent and liberal

education, he was forced, first by povertj
afterwards by illness, to give up the le

profession for which he had studied, and to

support himself and his family 1 .. To

this, in all likelihood, he owes his fame. Dis-

I in youth, and exti •

last,

nevertheless: more apright than many
around him, and more full

in. In middle life his labours

were considerable, as I as author.

But though he has done so mu well,

with talents so great as his, and a heart so

honest, we may fairl .at he did not

are still valuable as careful photographs of the leave behind him a still fairer and more fruit-

men and manners they describe. Few besides fid fame.

literary men will discriminate sufficiently be-

tween the things told and the inimitable wit

In June, 1754, Fielding went to Lisbon for

his health. Four months later he died there,
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at the age of forty-seven. On his monument
is the following inscription :

—
HENUICI FIELDING:

A SOMERSETENSIBUS APUD GLASTONIAM OKIUNDI,
VIKI SUMMO INGENIO,
EN QUiE RESTANT !

STYLO QUO NON ALIUS UNQUAM,
IKTIMA QUI POTUIT CORDIS RESERARE, MORES HOMINUM

EXCOLENDOS SUSCEPIT.

VIRTUTI DECOREM, VITIO FCEDITATEM ASSERUIT, SUU3I

CUIQUE TRIBUENS
;

NON QUIN IPSE SUBINDE IRRETIRETUR EVITANDIS

ARDENS IN AMICITIA, IN MISERIA SUBLEVANJDA EFFUSUS,

HILARIS, URBANUS, ET CONJUX, ET PATER ADAMATUS,
ALUS, NON SIBI VIXIT.

VIXIT : SED MORTEM VICTRICEM VINCIT. DUM NATURA

DURAT, DUM S^CULA CURRUNT,
NATURE PROLEM SCRIPTIS PR^I SE FERENS,
SUAM ET SU.E GENTIS EXTENDET FAMAM.

On the reverse are these few words :
—

FIELDING
LUGET BRITANNIA GHEMIO NON DAEI

FOVERE NAT DM.

But his truest monument is not of stone ;

neither this, where his body lies, nor that in

Westminster Abbey, where his nation delights
to honour him. And his most enduring epi-

taph is written with ink and pen, and read

wherever the English language is known.

J. C. H.

MY DOUBLE-BLOSSOMING CHERRY-TREE.
" The flowers are as large and double as a cinnamon-

rose, and these being produced in large bunches on

every part of the tree, render it one of the most beau-

tiful trees of the spring. It doth not produce fruit ;

but this defect is sufficiently recompensed in the beauty
of its flowers."— "Miller's Gardener's Dictionary."

Grows 'neath my windows a cherry-tree,
Double and treble its flowers,

It stands, like a bride,
In the broad noontide,

In bloom among April showers ;

Like a phantom bright,
In the shade and light

Of the mystic midnight hours.

As soft as silk,

And as white as milk,
Are the blossoms that clothe my tree ;

Like plumes in air

Wave its branches fair,

'Tis a triumph of purity !

By the nightingales and the linnets

Beloved beneath sun and moon ;

'Tis haunted by musical spirits

Alike in the night and noon.

My fruitless beauty ! no cherry bright
On thy summer boughs will glow ;

Thou wast giv'n me as a pure delight,

To cheer my fancy and charm my sight,

By angels at work below—
Artificers the Creator sends

To minister to their humbler friends,

To fashion and guard the gifts he lends

To a kindred pilgrim race :

(lifts that with promise and type are rife,

Tlj.it teem with hints of a higher life

In a brighter dwelling place !

For here I've seen,

Though the earth were green,
That snow on my cherry fell

;

And the north-east blast

The garlands cast

Aground that I loved so well !

'Twas always the same,
For always came

The snow and the bitter sleet,

Chilling and rending,
In showers descending,

Fell the petals at my feet.

If a few remain

They fade i' the rain,
And darken until they die,

While hardier flowers in beauty again
Look up when the storm goes by.

Even so," said a voice in mine ear

(Keen, thrilling, and small was that voice),
If we would live, we must dry the tear,

Work while the sun and the sky are clear,

Take heart again, and rejoice.

Late in the day
Come touches of grey,

And lines on their brow and hair,

Who put the. past from their thoughts away,
And at will can banish care.

Be tender and wise, and face thy fate,

And, though the clouds break ever so late,

Enjoy St. Martin's summer-
Listening, unsoured by memories sad,
To the cheery voices of children glad,

Watching each blythe new-comer—
In thoughtful peace often brought by Time
To those he hath robbed of bloom and prime,
Not of faith in God, nor His hope sublime."

As the late swallows on sunny tiles

Bask, gathering strength for their wint'ry flight,

Let human love and innocent smiles

Warm those who wait by the gates of night.

My double-blossoming cherry-tree,
When thy dazzling blonm is past,

And over the graves of memory,
In the spring's gay morning, cast,

A sober dress of enduring green,
For the heat of summer days,

For the burden of the year is seen

On thy slender fruitless sprays.

And the nightingales and the linnets

They love thee the best no more,

They've vanished the musical spirits

Now thy reign of flowers is o'er !

But a lusty thrush sings clear and strong

On the topmost branch his evensong ;

In noons of summer some feathered sprites,

From thy lower boughs, take flashing Big

After winged insect prey,
Or doze and brood

On thy solitude,

And dress out their plumage grey.

All these will pass
With thy leaves, alas !

In the first autumnal frost :

But I'll remember,
In dull November,

Thy beauty so early lest.

Inanimate friend,

The spring will lend

Us again thy clusters fair ;

But >.'"- : i vanish'd .mace,

Each dear dead

I most trace in thought on air !

Mrs. Acton Tindal.
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THE COAST GUARDSMAN'S TALK.

"Good evening, sir."
" Good evening. A fine night, this."
'

'Yes, sir,
—a niceish sort of night. Pity

for us we don't have more of them."
The scene was on the south coast of Corn-

wall, where I had retired a : before

the commencement of the long vacation, to

seek a short repose from the turmoil am i

of the law
; leaving behind me the old time-

worn buildings of Lincoln's Inn, where the

vol. x. No. '255.
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old sundial, with its quaint motto,* seldom

looked at, and still seldomer heeded, is per-

petually reminding us of the frail tenure by
which we hold our lives

; leaving the barris-

ters, in their gowns and wigs, hurriedly pass-

ing from courts to consultations (or, in other

words, from fee to fee) ;
the lawyers, in their

black dress, and with their bundles of papers
under their arms

;
and the office-boys, with

big bags, stuffed full of—what it would be

hard to enumerate —briefs, cases, opinions, !

and all the other multifarious paraphernalia of I

the profession, evidently looking upon them-

selves as no mean part of their respective
establishments ; leaving all this busy scene

(and only too glad to do so), to seek a little

rest and quiet, in about the quietest part of

England. I had taken rooms in a little village

about half a mile from the sea
;
and the short

walks gradually extended, the regular hours

and the quietness of everything internally and

externally was fast bringing me round again,
when the circumstances I am about to relate

took place.

It was a fine moonlight evening, and I stood

gazing out of my window at the few strangers
still passing up and down the village street,

when a sudden wish came into my head to

take a walk along the cliffs by moonlight. I

had often thought of doing this, wondering
what sort of life the Coast-guardsmen had of

it—those men by whom every inch of England,
so they say, is walked round every night, as

they pace up and down, night after night, and

year after year ;
and so I resolved, at last,

to put my long-fancied scheme into execution.

I had been sauntering along for about half a

mile, looking at the blue waves, reaching far,

far out into the distance, and chequered here

and there by the distant sail of some fishing-

boat, gleaming silver in the moonlight, and at

the long golden track, reaching from far away
up to the base of the cliffs—the footpath of

the fairies, as I had been told long ago—and

peopling it, in my fancy, with the light spirits

of the air, tripping along in many a fantastic

maze, on the glittering surface, and calling to

their sister sprites in the water below, when I

was startled by an approaching footstep, and,

looking up, saw a man close to me, while the

inviting smell from a short pipe quickly re-

called me from my fancies to the sense of or-

dinary existence.

All that I noticed of his dress was that he

had on a rough pilot-coat, with a low hat,
while a thick walking-stick formed his only

apparent weapon of offence and defence. In

short, it was with him that the sentences "first

above written" were exchanged.
*

i.

I soon found that my new acquaintance was
one of that very body of men that I had so

often pondered about
;

and so, having fallen

into conversation, I walked on a bit with him.
" I suppose you don't have much to do now

besides walking up and down, do you ?
"

"
Why, no, sir. There's not so much doing

as there used to be, once on a time, though
I have seen some goings on in my time

Mind where you are treading, sir !

" he ex-

claimed. " The cliff is not very safe along the

edge, and if it gave way you would be smashed
on the rocks below, like a poor fellow I knew
was some time ago. God rest his soul !

"

"What of him?" I said. "Did anyone
fall over here ?

"

"Why, no, sir. He didn't exactly fall

over, and it wasn't over this cliff, neither, but
the one we shall come to next. My beat ends

there, and, as I am a bit before my time, I

expect my mate won't be up for ten minutes
or so

; and, if you like to hear the tale, though
it's not so much after all, I will tell you on

the spot where it all happened. Indeed, to

say the truth, I shall be very glad of your

company, for its a whisht* spot, and, often as

I have waited there, I am always glad to turn

my back on it again."
We soon reached the bay by the light of

the moon. After looking along the cliff, to

see if there were any signs of his companion,

and, not finding any, he sat down on a stone,
and I lighted a cigar, and, taking my place
beside him, he began :

—
"It is not so many years ago, sir, eight or

nine, maybe, when a young gentleman came
down here, as it might be you, to spend a

month or so—our town being a quiet sort of

place, like. He wasn't a bad-looking sort of

fellow, and had small and white hands. In-

deed, most people would have called him

handsome, though there was always a kind of

look about his mouth I didn't like to see.

He was staying up at the Miner's Arms, and

there soon got tales about the town, of the

way in which he and two or three other wild

young fellows about here, as there are every-

where, used to go on
;
the sitting up at nights,

the drinking and card-playing, and the wild

freaks they used to be at. But as he always had

plenty of money, and paid his bill ever}

(it was by his own wish), Polmarthen, the land-

lord, sir, never cared to say anything to him.

He was a close man, was Polmarthen, and no

doubt he made plenty of money out of his

customer
;
but it would have been better for

him if he had never let Mr. Hendon under his

roof. His daughter, pretty Kate Polmarthen

as she was alwaj was the prettiest girl

* Cornish for " dull—melancholy."
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for miles about (I see you guess what's con
md many was the glass that had been em]

her honour, and many a young man would

ive given mueh to have stood well in hex

jood graces ; but, tho was a bit

there was none that had ever found

favour in her eyes but Ralph Tregarva— a

likely young fellow as ev Folks

often wondered how it was that old Polmarthen

ever allowed his daughter to engage herself to

young Tregarva, who was only a fisherman ;

but though the old man loved money much,
he loved his daughter more ;

and though 1 hear

there was some trouble about it, yet, in the

end, he gave way to her in this. It was

not long, however, after Mr. Hendon came
down here, that a change seemed to come over

poor Kate. She would sit silent for hours, and

if Ralph came to try and cheer her up, she

would speak sharply and harshly to him, and

then sometimes burst into a flood of tears, and

beg his pardon, and kiss him, and tell him
that he was the dearest and best of men, and

that she was not worthy of him. I was a

great friend of his, and I gathered most of this

from him at the time, poor fellow. I was

sitting in my cottage, one day, towards the

evening, thinking it would soon be time to be

going off on my beat, when young Tregarva
burst in, with a face as white as a sheet, and

scarcely able to stand. l What is the matter,

man, said I
;
have you seen a ghost ?

' but he

staggered to a chair, and fell, rather than sat,

down on it, holding his face between his hands,
while the big sobs that burst from him seemed

to shake him from head to foot, though not a

tear fell through his fingers. I stood by him
for some little time, but he seemed to grow
worse instead of better, and at last I laid my
hand on his shoulder. '

Come, Ralph, be a

man ;
what is all this about ?

' He turned on

me like a tiger.
e Leave me alone, curse you.

Do you too mock at me ?
'

and, with one

spring, he was past me, and out at the door

like a madman. I followed in haste, greatly

alarmed, as you may suppose, but coui

nothing of him. There was a mist rising, and

any one would have been invisible at any
moderato distance

;
and it was with deep fore-

bodings thatlwent my rounds that night. When
I roturned to my cottage, I noticed a small piece
of paper lying on the floor. It explained all. It

was a letter from Hendon to Kat .

written in a hurry, and was all crumpled up
as if it had been clenched in the fingers. No
doubt it had dropped from Ralph's hand,

though how he got it I do not know. It left

no room for doubt. He urged her to fly from
the village before her condition became known,
and promised that he would provide for her.

Soon a: ad more. That same evening
' dmarthen had

ing he i

she was gone. Whai

not m
after 1: only

in the l

ion from hi e that

tho not lph and 1 each keep-

ing our own

rtainty of her si thing

Lph for t: , when h

and went about his work
j

:it re-

senting fiercely any no past. His

manner, too, WS Oh ! SO

rd and wild 1 \d with a

i kind of sullenness in pl-

ight-hearted gaiety. Even to DM

spoke now, and one or two attempts I made
to draw him out into 003 e met
with such bursts of rage 1

1 obliged to

leave him to himself. And now 1 iuiht come
to the most painful part of my tale. You see

that the bay below is closed in at high-tide,

and the sand gets quite covered. It was high-
water about half-past eleven on the September

evening, when I was on my beat, and a

night, just like this. I was walking aim

top of the cliff, just where we are now, when
I thought I heard a voice down below, on the

beach, which was nearly Sur-

prised at this, I looked over, and !

there was a figure there, and that he was rush-

ing about, and shouting up. I could recognise

the voice of Hendon, and called out,
— '

Holloa,
there !

' '

Help ! help !

' he cried.
* I am cut

off by the tide. I can't swim. Send a boat.

For God's sake, help me!' So it was. Saun-

tering along, he had, I suppos there,

and had found himself cut off by the

tide, which would have been ; i hour

and a half before I saw hi -' he must

have waited at least that time with the water

gradually rising higher and higher. But what

was to be done. True, I had a rope, and in-

stinctively I had taken it out, but it was only
a short one, about a dozen yards long. I

always carry a bit about with me. U

comes in useful; but what good was it now?
I could not descend ti nd if 1 1

and went lid be

drowned long beforo I could return,

while 1 In 1 me,
and Ralph ! "I can

go down that cliff,' said he, in the measured,
d tone he had tin

•ion of

n in his tone that night that

made me shudder. ' I will go. Give me that
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rope.' 'Good God 1' I exclaimed, 'it is cer-

tain death !

' While I spoke, however, he had

snatched the rope out of my hands, let him-

self over the edge of the cliff, and was going

down, hand-under-hand, clutching at every
little bush and every tuft of grass. My head

swam watching him. One slip, and he would

have fallen, literally
' smashed 5 on the rocks

below ;
but he seemed to bear a charmed life,

for still I could see him going down, further

and further, crawling like a lizard, till he was

only some eight or nine yards from the bottom.

There he stopped. There is a flat ledge of

rock there, and he lay down on it. It was a

still night, and I could hear him, as plainly as

I could you, sir.
' Mr. Hendon !

' he called

out. '

Oh, thank God, you are come at last !

'

I heard Mr. Hendon answer. ' Here I am.

How can I reach you V 'I have a rope with

me
;

if I throw it you, can you get up here 1
'

'Yes, yes ; be quick, be quick. The tide has

risen up to my knees, and I am half-dead with

cold.
5 ' Just so,' was the strange answer of

Tregarva.
'

Quick ! quick ! do not trifle with

me
;
I shall drown. 5 ' You will not drown for

half an hour yet, Mr. Hendon,
5

replied Tregarva,
with a laugh. But such a laugh! It sounded like

the laughter of a fiend.
'

Oh, for mercy
5
s sake,

be quick.
5 '

Mercy !

5 echoed Tregarva.
' Such

as you have shown shall be shown to you.
Where is Kate Polmarthen V 'I do not

know. I do not, indeed. Quick ! the water

is over my knees. 5 ' Liar !
5 returned Ralph,

heedless of his agonising entreaties. ' I have

ventured my life to come here. Did you think

it was to save you ? No ;
it was to secure

my revenge. Never shall you come up here

alive. Listen to me. When I heard of her

flight, I was among the first to visit her house.

Her father found a letter, from you, telling

her where to go, and that you would meet her.

She had dropped it in her hurried departure.
But never shall you meet her in this world.

Liar ! seducer ! Your last hour is come. I have

but to throw you this rope, and you are safe.

Your life is in my hands
; but had I a thou-

sand lives, and were each of them entwined in

your one, I would give up all, all, to punish you.'

Again the scream arose,
— '

Mercy ! mercy !

5

'

Mercy !

5

again echoed Tregarva.
' Such

mercy as the lion shows to his prey, such shall

you have. You shall die, wretch—die in your
sins ; and, as the water mounts higher and

higher, think of her whose body and soul you
have murdered,—think of me, whose peace of

mind, you, in your wantonness, have utterly

wrecked, and then ask for mercy. N
Oh, that 1 could forget the fearful scene that

followed. The wretched Hendon, as the water
mounted higher and higher, while each wave

almost tore him away from his frail hold on the

projections of the rock, clung to the cliff, shriek-

ing out mingled prayers and blasphemies in his

agony, while the relentless waves came dashing

in, rearing up, with a hoarse boom, against the

rocks, while, above all, rose the frantic yells of

Tregarva, as he exulted in his terrors and suf-

ferings, like a wild beast over his victim. The
crisis arrived. One mountainous wave came

rolling in, and while his death-shriek still rings
in my ears, Hendon was torn away from his

hold. His white face appeared gleaming

amongst the spray for one moment, the next

he was dashed with fearful force against the

rocks, and the next a bleeding and shattered

body was borne out to sea. Ralph was reas-

cending the cliff, when, losing his scanty foot-

hold, he slipped away. For one moment he

hung suspended from the shrub he was hold-

ing, and then, as the roots gave way under
his weight he fell—down into the same tomb
to which he had consigned his victim. His

body was never found. That of Hendon was re-

covered next day, and an inquest held. I was

the principal witness, and a verdict of ' wilful

murder 5 was returned against Tregarva. I

have little more to tell. Poor Kate and her

babe, lie side by side in the churchyard. And
now, sir, can you wonder that I don't much
like being here all alone ? But I see my mate
is coming, just in time, so I will bid you good

night, sir.
55

"Goodnight.
55

And I returned to my lodgings, a sadder

and more thoughtful, if not a wiser, man.

C. O. Welby.

MAIA.
Crowned with a rainbow wreath

Made bright by the April showers,

Robed in the royalty of spring,
Conies Maia scattering flowers :

Studded with diamond drops,
Dew-tears all glittering rare,

The thick white lilac, fragrant and sweet,

Gleams wet in her golden hair :

Their pendant tasselets now
Do the shy laburnums sway,

Tossing them to and fro in the breeze,

In an arch coquettish way.

In the breeze, the health-giving breeze,

Blossom-laden and soft,

Old eyes grow bright and young limbs

spring lirm,

And we carry our heads aloft.

Ah ! the little May-sprite lurks

In the bells of the nectarine bloom,
In the pink of the apple, the white of the plum,
And the lowslip's womb.

And the first rose nestleth proud
Td the side of the warm south wall,

As the slanting rays of the sun-king bold

On her crii fall.
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Oh ! that is a dangerous game,
For a maiden, my belle of belles,

In love, I've heard (though I know
not where),

'Ti.s the first false step that I

Is there any human Rose—
Who deems it the summit ol

To attract a thousand cui

WhO Will t:

Trust:.. als—
For 1 ;dly will—

That a Rose who llaunteth not in the sun,

Is a Rose of roses Mill
;

Since to beauty she adds the pearl
of a modest maidenly

And hidden treasures have twice the worth
Of those that are often

Hound the vane of our village church

The quick, .sprightly swallows throng,

The blackbird pip*;;* from the briar-busb,
And the woods are alive with EODg.

In the fork of the grand old pear
Hath the bulfinch made her nest,

And she presseth her callow babies four

To the matron-gray of her breast.

Life is astir on the earth,

Life is afloat in the air,

Life is in valley, o'er hill, and in dale,

It exulteth everywhere.

Heaven ! thy cup is full

For thy children here below ;

Sure one drop more would the measure brim
And the wealth of joy o'erflow.

Thou hast given us each a place,
Each one in thy world a part,

To our lips thou raisest thy cup of love,

May we drink with a grateful heart !

Astlei' H. Baldwin.

"THE GREATER LIGHT."

Fig. 1. Tal

Aucwg the multitude of objects of the

visible universe that claim the attention and
excite the admiration of mankind, pre enii-

kt,
theall-animatih- I

of that gigantio system of which our little world

is but an in

ondioofl power and si

!i all its various in-

iluene- th we inhabit, the food we
!id tin; a:: Qg the

ind fannin

tating hurricane
; drawing op tli>- waters

, vapours and 08

i rains to irrigate the land :

!

electrical processes of our md the

• tic phenomena of D pro-
: during the volcano and the earthquake ;

indu-

ing the seed with life, and f<

J jdant with vitality drawn from the inorganic

i earth, ripening its rich fruits or scent!

1

many-coloured flowers
;

and by mysterious
links influencing the moral and intellectual

state of man's being, and the serene and

melancholy tone of his disposition
—when

we regard all this, we can scarcely wonder at

the superstition of a bygone age, that 1

votaries to raise proud temples for the worship
of the sun, or withhold our sympathy from the

poor untutored savage of our own day, •

its rising, prostrates himself to receive its earliest

beams, For we, in a higher state of mental

culture, must feel for the sun a reverence

almost amounting to adoration ; but, in an age

of enlightenment the spirit of adoration

place to one of inquiry into the nature and

attributes of the object we adore.

We wish that it lay in our power to fr.

from the records of science a reply to the

interesting question as to the source of the

sun's light, but it is as unanswerable now as

it was centuries ago. Nevertheless, obser-

vation and inquiry have been, and stii.

active and persevering in seeking a key to the

mysteries of the solar agency ;
and from the

of the wide ocean of research w

gather a few pebbles to amuse and divert our

m inds—from the well-husbanded

v we may glean a few grains to

the garnet of our knowled

It a ugly difficult for the human

mind to form an adequa t the large

numbers that li I iu repre-

ances

of the l tne

new determination of the solar parallax, or in

other words the latest nnasure of the

distance from the earth, reduces or.

by nearly 4,000,000
interval between us is so im-

nionse, that a railway train, travelling at the
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express speed of sixty miles an hour, would

occupy one hundred and seventy-five years in

performing a journey to the sun. Sound

would occupy fourteen years in traversing the

distance ; and, fleetest of all messengers, a ray
of light cannot reach us from the sun in a less

time than eight minutes
;

so that, if it were

possible to fire a cannon-shot from the sun to

the earth, the flash of the gun would not be

seen till after the expiration of eight minutes,
and the report would not reach our ears till a

lapse of fourteen years, while the ball would

not probably arrive till a few years later. So

vast is the sun's magnitude, that the sixty-

mile-an-hour train would take five years to

travel round it, whereas it would roll round

our little earth in seventeen days. It would

take one million four hundred thousand worlds

the size of ours rolled into one, to produce a

globe equal in dimensions to the sun. Its heat

has been determined to equal many times that

of the blast furnace, and its light is so intense

that the most brilliant flames we can produce,

appear as black spots when held before its

disc
; by comparison with the light of the full

moon, it is found that it would require eight
hundred thousand full moons to yield us the

same illumination.

But the sun has not perpetually shone with

its familiar brightness, its wonted lustre has

more than once been dimmed and tarnished,

its "eye" has " had a sickly glare." For instance,

we learn that after the death of Julius Caesar,

the sun was for a whole year paler and gave
less light than usual, so that the air was thick,

cold, and misty, and the fruits of the earth

failed. At the time of the crucifixion, accord-

ing to St. Matthew,
" from the sixth hour

there was darkness over the land, unto the

ninth hour
;

"
St. Luke adding to the parallel

passage,
" the sun was darkened." In the

year 409, when Alaric appeared before

Home, the darkness was such that stars were

seen in the daytime. In 536-7 its light was

dim and obscure for upwards of a year, and

again in 626 for a period of eight months.

Some time during the reign of Leo the Third,

about a.d. 800,
" the sunne was darkened and

lost his light for eightene days, so that shippes
ofte on the sea wandred to and fro." On the

21st of September, 1091, a darkening took

place, which lasted three hours, and after the

obscuration had passed away, the solar disc

remained of a peculiar colour. And in 1547,
and again in 1569, the sun appeared to all

Europe of a blood-red colour. It will perhaps

expected that we should here allude to the

Qding-stiU of the sun recorded in the Book
of Joshua, but as such a phenomenon cannot

be referred to, and is, in fact, at variance with

the operations of physical laws, it can hardly
be included in the category of established

scientific facts, and must therefore be either

received as a miracle or rejected as poetry.

According to Dean Milman,
" some have sup-

posed this miracle only apparent, and have

imagined a preternatural refraction of the sun's

rays after it had really sunk below the horizon.

Others conceive that it is a highly wrought
poetical passage from the Book of Jasher

(which, there is good reason to believe, was
the great collection of national lyrics), and
hence abounding, according to the genius of

Hebrew poetry, with the most daring apostro-

phes, and delighting in figures drawn from the

heavenly bodies." The before-mentioned dark-

enings of the sun have been more or less satis-

factorily accounted for, and we shall take occa-

sion to refer to the proffered explanations when
the reader has been made acquainted with

the data upon which such explanations are

founded.

We will now proceed to offer a few remarks

upon the telescopic appearance of the sun, and
the deductions that have thence been made

concerning its structure and constitution. In

order to fix the attention we will divide

the features presented by the solar face

into two classes : the general, or those refer-

ring to the whole surface of the sun
;
and

the special, or those confined to particular

regions, and of variable or transitory character.

Taking the general, although by far the least

striking features first, we observe that the

disc of the sun is invariably brighter in the

centre than at the circumference
;
there is a

gradual but unmistakeable diminution of light

as we approach the borders of the disc. This

appearance is not shown in fig. 1 on account of

the difficulty of representing it with sufficient

delicacy by a wood engraving. There is but

one reason to account for this, and that is,

that the globe of the sun is surrounded by a

partially opaque atmosphere, which diminishes

the light of the visible disc near the borders,

by reason of the solar rays coming from the

furthermost part of the sphere having to pass

through a much greater thickness of this

atmosphere than the rays from the centre.

This conclusion is supported by a phenomenon
seen during total eclipses of the sun, when the

solar disc is entirely hidden by the moon.

On these occasions the black moon appears to

be sivrrouiided by a "glory" or halo, which is

called the "corona ;" and, as this is obf i

to be connected with the sun and not with the

moon, it can only be attributed to such a

cause as the existence of an atmosphere of con-

siderable extent encompassing the sun. In

this atmosphere there float masses of denser
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vapour, or clouds, that are only visible during
solar eclipses, and which are always of a

t\

did crimson colour. They arc variously

described as "red flames,"
" luminous promi-

nences," and "rose-coloured profoberei
Their outline often much re those

clouds of our own atmosphere sometimes com-

pared fco mountains, and known as "cumuli,"
or by sailors as " ball-of-cotton clouds." They
are regarded with some probability as condensed

vapour orsmoke,arisingfrom the supposed incan-

descent surface of the sun, and it i.-^

that they may consist of intinitesimally small

particles of the metals believed to exist in a

state of vapour in the sun's atmosphere.*
We next observe that the entire surface of

the sun, or, as it is called, the photospltere, is

peppered over with minute dark dots or pores,

that give it an appearance somewhat resembling
the skin of an orange ; or, to use the simile of

another observer, like the head of a fine cauli-

flower. Sir J. Herschel compared the solar

surface to the appearance of a slowly subsiding

flocculent chemical precipitate, when viewed per-

pendicularly from above. But by far the most

important and interesting acquisition to this

branch of observation is the discovery, made by
Mr. Nasmyth three or four years ago, that the

sun is entirely covered with leaf-shaped or grain-

i particles, or rather masses, of luminous

matter, the interstices between which form the

dark dots or pores we have above alluded to.

Mr. Nasmyth likens them to willow leaves

interlaced with and superposing one another,
" without any approach to symmetrical order

in the details, but rather, if the term may be

used, in a sort of regular random scattering."

He further describes them as in constant

motion, comparing their movements to the volu-

tions of a shoal of fish. There is a substantial

agreement between these observations and those

of Herschel made thirty years ago, from which

lie assimilates the photosphere to a luminous

medium pervading a non-luminous atmosphere
" in vast sheets or columns like flame." Some
observers have suggested that these rapid
motions are due to the tremulous state of our

own atmosphere when heated by the rays of the

sun, which causes every object under obser

to appear to be quivering or dancing, an opinion
the writer is disposed to endorse

; as, although
he has repeatedly observed the grain-shaped

phenomena, he has never seen them in a state of

such rapid change as to justify their compari-
son to a shoal of fish. The size of these

bodies is prodigious, the smallest of them have

an area equal to that of the British Isles, and
the largest are probably equal in superficial

extent to the continent of Europe. The
* Soe Vol. viii., p. 70S.

ing (fig. 2 . ts a highly

portion of the sun's I well their

shape and distribution. To give some id

,
we mag

includes about one hundred millions of square
miles of the sun's sui:

Fig. 2. Granular \ m's surface.

What these bodies are cannot at present be

conjectured. There can be little doubt th.v

are intimately o with the iinn;

origin of solar light, and comparing small

things with great, the chemist is remind.

them of " incandescent a i 'ting light
in the combustion of arseniuretted hydr< i

We will now proceed to the second class of

features, alluded to as special, and of more

transitory character. The first of these that

we shall notice are what are termed the faculoe
or luculi. These appear to represent bright
streaks or veins, of much greater brii

than the general surface of the sun, an

borrow an humble object for comparison, look

like glowing or golden worms creeping about,
or rather basking, on the sun. They are deter-

mined to consist of blistering in the surface,

or heapings-up of the luminous matter of the

photosphere into ridges or mountainous heaps,
and perhaps, to arise from conglomerations of

the mysterious grain-shaped particles al

described. They are mostly seen near the

edges of the disc, where the light is less intense

than in the central regions, and where

sides are presented to view. A group of them

is represented in fig. 3. Their magnitude is

sometimes enormous, extending, as they do, like

chains of mount. undreds o!

of miles on the surface of the solar globe.*

•

mention

:u „l i,, v . mdnxl and twenty-nine
millions of square miles !
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These faculse are always the forerunners, and

also the followers, of the most striking of all

the peculiar features of the sun—the last we

have to notice— namely, the maculae, or
"

spots." Whenever a group of faculse appears

there is sure to be a turbulence in the lumi-

nous matter composing the photosphere, that

in the course of a few hours breaks out into a

small black spot. This spot will go on increas-

ing its size and continually changing its form,
sometimes only for hours, sometimes for weeks

and months, and will then split up and dis-

perse itself, eventually becoming quite invi-

sible, and leaving behind it a group of faculse

more or less extensive, in proportion to the

magnitude of the eruption or the size of the

spot ;
and finally, the faculse themselves sub-

side, and again leave the surface of the sun in

its original condition.

The discovery of solar spots was contempora-
neous with that of the telescope, but the honor

of first observing them has been contested by
three persons

—
Fabricius, Galileo, and Schemer,

a German Jesuit, who was a professor of

mathematics in the University of Ingoldstadt.
Their discovery inflicted a heavy blow against
the follies of ancient philosophy, for it was one

of the fundamental doctrines of Aristotle that

the heavens were incorruptible and immutable,
and that therefore the surfaces of the heavenly
bodies could undergo no change of appearance ;

and when Scheiner communicated his obser-

vations to the Provincial of the Order of

Jesuits, an astute follower of the teachings of

Aristotle, that dignitary refused to credit his

assertions, and told him,
" I have read

Aristotle's writings from end to end many
times, and I can assure you that I have
nowhere found in them anything similar to

what you mention. Go, my son, tranquillise

yourself, and rest assured that what you take

for spots in the sun, are the faults of your
glasses or your eyes."

Our engraving (fig. 1) shows a good sprink-

ling of spots ; not, however, more than are

frequently seen at one time, for it represents
the actual appearance of the sun one day in

March, 1860. It does not very frequently

happen that no spots whatever are visible, but
such occasions sometimes do occur. Long conti-

nued observations prove, without a doubt, that a

frequency and a paucity of spots recur at regular
intervals of about ten years : from a series of

observations extending from 1826 to 1850, we
gather that a maximum number was observed
in each of the years 1828, 1837, and 1848,
while a minimum number is recorded in each
of the intermediate years 1833 and 1843,
during each of which there were about 150 days
on which.no spots were seen. It has been sup-

posed that the greater frequency of spots,

denoting an increased activity in the heat-pro-

ducing process of the sun, has some effect in

increasing the temperature of the earth's atmos-

phere, and Herschel went so far as to compare
the varying price of wheat, during a period of

over sixty years, with the observed condition

of the sun, and obtained a curious result

showing that the more spotted the sun, the

cheaper the wheat. Social and political

causes, however, interfere too much to render

this comparison worthy of any important consi-

deration
;
and a more extended series of obser-

vations, similarly compared by a later observer,

proves the argument untenable. But there is

little doubt that there is one system of terres-

trial phenomena subject to their influence, and
that is the variation of the magnetic needle,
for an augmentation in the number of spots

invariably produces an amplitude of the varia-

tion of the compass.
One of the earliest fruits of the observation

of these spots was the discovery of the rota-

tion of the sun upon its axis
;
for it wa3 easily

noticed that the spots which made their

appearance on the eastern edge of the disc, tra-

versed across to disappear on the western edge
in about thirteen days, reappearing again on
the eastern border after a lapse of the same

interval, and so on ; thus determining the

revolution of the sun to take place in about

twenty-five days, but a little uncertainty is

attached to this period on account of the fleet-

ing nature of the spots, whicli have apparently
a motion of their own, independent of their

motion round the axis of the sun. The spots

are by no means scattered indiscriminately

over the surface. They are confined to two

belts or zones, one on each side of the

solar equator, extending to about thirty degrees
north and south latitude on the sun's globe,

and it is remarkable that they are seldom seen

absolutely on the solar equator. This confine-

ment within these limited regions, answering to

the torrid zone of our earth, has led to the

conclusion that they are produced by some

action in the luminous atmosphere of the sun,

analogous to that which causes the tornadoes

that prevail in the tropical regions of the earth,

and this conclusion is supported by the fact

that the spots, like the tornadoes, are

frequently subject to a rotatory or gyratory
motion.

We will now pass to a description of the

appearances presented by an individual spot

when made the subject of examination and

scrutiny with high telescopic power. They are

all so nearly alike in character that an illustra-

tion of one will suffice to embrace the features

of them all. They almost always consist of a
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dark blackish spot, surrounded by an extensive

dusky or ashy-grey shading called :

bra, and it has recently been found that within

the dark spot first mentioned there is a smaller,

intensely black region which forms the

For the purpose of illustration we select a spot
observed by the writer in the early part of

February of the present year, shown in fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Solar Spot.

Within the penumbra of the spot are seen

several of the blacker portions or nuclei ;
it

represents, in fact, a spot in the course of

breaking up or dispersing. In the middle of

the triangular patch just above the centre of

the cut, is seen the intensely black region
above noticed as forming the nucleus proper

(although the term nucleus is often employed
to represent the whole of the dark portion of a

spot as distinguished from the penumbra). I

The penumbra, it will be remarked, presents a

curious streaked or radiated appearance, which
cannot at present be accounted for. As we
have already remarked, when a spot is about

to break out in any p:irt of the sun's disc,

a number of faculse appear there. In a short

time a dark point or apparently a little hole is

seen
;
this goes on enlarging and throwing out

its penumbra, sometimes for days, at others

only for a few hours, until it is fully developed,
when it begins to disperse or break up ;

the

black nucleus separates into several portions,
the penumbra becomes jagged and broken, and
the parts, both of it and the nucleus, dwindle

away in periods varying, like the time occupied
in the spots' formation, from weeks to hours.

A few days before that on which our illustra-

tions were depicted, this spot appeared of a

nearly circular form, with the contour of the

nucleus and penumbra regular and unbroken.
A few days after it was so mutilated that not a

single feature could be recognised. To r

the magnitude of the disturbance or convulsion

that produced and so altered this spot, we have

only to remark that the boundary line of our

engraving represents a space on the sun's sur-

face embracing seven hundred and fifi

millions of —
nearly four times

li—in a state of tur-

l commotion, compared to which

of our globe . ignifi-

BS the tin
i,

to which the

tornadoes of our aim trie aa

an infant's breath, Vtt this il by no means
an exceptionally large one. Compared with

:tiro surface of the sun, it was not greater
than some of the larger spots shown in fig. 1.

Sometimes they have appeared of such immense
SI to be visible to ;. In

1837, Herschel observed one that occupy
!' three billions seven hundred and

millions of square miles. Sometimes tl.

sume grotesque shapes, or arrange them
in fantastic groups. On Sunday the 4th of

January, 18G3, a group was observed that bore

a strik iblance to a human sk<^

What could Zadkiel, Raphael, and Co.

been about that they failed to discern the

portent of this ominous apparition ?

To account for these spots two theories have

been proposed. One of these is, that th

masses of non-luminous matter floating over

the sun's surface, or clouds in its atmosphere ;

the other is, that they are openings or chasms
in the luminous photosphere. The second of

these is that generally adopted as best agreeing
with observed effects. The various aha

that are seen in a spot
—the penumb:

intermediate darkening, or umbra, and the

nucleus—have led to the conclusion that the

sun consists of an opaque or non-luminous

body, surrounded, first, by a shell or envelope,

giving off or reflecting very little light ; next,

by a second shell or envelope outside the

giving off rather more light ; and, last, by the

intensely luminous covering that forms the

visible surface or the photosphere.
"As happy anticipation and imagination,"

says Baron Humboldt,
"
long antecedent to all

actual observation, sometimes contain the

germ of true views ; so we find, as early .

middle of the fifteenth century, in the Wl i

of Cardinal Nicolaus of Cusa, in the a

book of the treatise ' De Docta Ignorant i .

opinion clearly expressed that the body of the

sun is only an earthy kernel, surrounded by a

luminous shell, as by a 1 1

in the middle a mixture of water-bea:

and clear air, similar to our at:

that the power of radiating . light

which animates \ surface of

the earth belongs not to t kernel or

nucleus of the sun, but to its bright surround-

ing covering." This conjecture, it will 1

marked, bears a striking resemblance to the

accepted result of long investigation.
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If we refer to the diagram (fig. 4), the fore-

going explanation will be made clearer by

regarding the intensely black portion as the

nucleus or kernel ;
the next degree of shading

immediately surrounding it as the first shell or

envelope ;
the next lighter stratum, or the

penumbra, as the second shell
;
and taking the

white paper to represent the outer covering or

photosphere. Now in order to explain the

formation of these cavernous openings through
the various envelopes, it is supposed that a

quantity of vapour or gas is discharged with

prodigious force, either by volcanic or some
other powerful agency, from the solid body of

the sun ; that this bursts through the various

envelopes just described, becoming more in-

tensely heated and more expansive as it passes

through each of them, and so producing in

each a larger aperture than the one it has

previously passed through, until it escapes into

the surrounding atmosphere described in an

earlier part of this paper. There is little doubt

about the fact of the spots being chasms or

depressions ; but there may be doubt about

the above-described cause that produces them.

But we must reason with the hope of proba-

bility that which we cannot at present ascer-

tain with certainty.

Now, having witnessed the commotion and

activity that is constantly going on in the

sun, it is not difficult to assign highly proba-
ble explanations for the obscurations or di-

minutions of lustre to which we have alluded.

Two such explanations have been given by
Humboldt : one accounting for the pheno-
mena as the effects of a possible impedi-
ment to the radiation of the solar light and
heat arising from the formation of unusually

large or dense clouds in the sun's atmosphere ;

another ascribing them to disturbances in the

process by which light is evolved, or a lessen-

ing of the intensity of the photosphere, per-

haps by the formation or accumulation of an

extraordinary number of spots. The varia-

tions of light that even the usual numbers of

spots produce, has led astronomers to the belief

that the sun belongs to that class of bodies

known as variable stars ; so that to an observer

on a distant star, our sun appears to vary in

brightness, just as some stars appear to us.

The very natural question often arises, How
is such an immense conflagration sustained 1

And, considering the enormous emanation of

light and heat, does not the sun undergo some

important diminution in volume ? Observation

cannot aid us in the solution of this mystery ;

for if the sun were gradually consuming away
at the rapid rate of two feet of surface matter
in every day, it would be three thousand years
before the diameter of the sun would be de-

creased by a measurable quantity. It has

indeed been suggested that the light may be

generated by friction, or excited by electrical

discharges, rather than by the combustion of

material fuel
; but, with the present state of

our knowledge, this can only be regarded as

conjecture.

There is always an amount of popular in-

terest attached to the question of the habita-

tion, or possible habitability, of the heavenly
bodies. So far as this question refers to the

sun, we may sum up an answer in the words

of the illustrious Arago, who said,
" If you

were to put to me the simple question, is the

sun inhabited 1 I should reply that I know

nothing about it. But if you asked me if the

sun could be habited by beings organised in a

manner analogous to those that people our

globe, I should not hesitate to reply in the

affirmative." For although the intense heat of

the sun precludes the idea of life existing on

its outer envelope, we must remember that

this envelope is removed by thousands, or even

perhaps millions, of miles from the actual sur-

face of the solar globe ;
and that there are

intermediate envelopes, to shelter and screen

the habitants, if such there be, from the fierce

heat of the exterior shell, just as the inner

casing of a fire-proof safe protects the contents

from the red-hot exterior. But the muscular

development and constitution of solar beings
must differ widely from ours

;
for if a ten-

stone man were to be transported to the sun

he would weigh about two tons, and so would

be crushed to pieces by his own gravity. But
to pursue this subject further would drift us

into the trackless ocean of unsupported con-

jecture. J. Carpenter.

"BLACKLEGS."

The derivation of the slang term blackleg

applied to a rogue at a race, or a cheat at

cards, is not very clear. Captain Grose, the

antiquary, in his curious work " The Classical

Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue," suggests

that gamblers or sharpers on the turf or in

the cock-pit are probably called blacklegs
" from their appearing generally in boots, or

else from game-cocks whose legs are always

black."

The latter appears to be a rather far-fetched

and not very satisfactory explanation. But

bearing upon and in favour of the former view

of the case, a story may be found in the

Autobiography of Frederick Reynolds, the

dramatic author, published in 1827. Rey-
nolds was born in 1704, and when quite a

lad lived with his parents in the Adelphi,

Garrick being the opposite neighbour and
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intimate acquaintance of the family,

nolds relates that walking with his fatli

wet day in the most miry part of the City,

they were overtaken by Garrick. The father

and son wore white stockings, but the
|

better equipped for the weather, was booted to

the knees. Pointing to their mire-sprinkled

stockings, Garrick asked if his friends had

ever heard the story of Lord Chancellor Nor-

thington and the blacklegs 1 and then pro-
1 to tell them how one wet day the

Chancellor, plainly dressed, was walkii.

Parliament Street when he picked up a hand-

some ring, which was almost inimei

claimed by a passer by, bearing the appearance
of a country gentleman, who expressed the

greatest joy at the recovery of his lost treasure,
and insisted that there should be an immediate

adjournment to an adjoining coffee-house, in

order that a bottle might be cracked at his

expense in celebration of the happy event,
and in recognition of the finder's kindness in

at once restoring the ring.

Lord Northington, in the humour for an

adventure, followed his new friend to the

coffee-house, and over the promised bottle was

soon busily occupied discussing the topics of

the day. Presently some other gentlemen—
who dropped in apparently by the merest

chance—joined the party. The bottle cir-

culated, and great friendliness and good
fellowship appeared to prevail. In the course

of half an hour a game of hazard was boldly

proposed, and while the Chancellor was medi-

tating upon his reply he overheard one of his

companions whisper to the other—"Damn the

loaded dice, he's not worth the trouble

the old flat's pocket at once !
" His lordship

had fallen among decided blacklegs. Of course

the whole affair had been pre-arranged, the

"ring-dropping
"
being at that time a favourite

method among sharpers, by reason of its pre-
sumed naturalness, of obtaining an introduction

to anyone who bade fair to become a prey to

their confederacy. Lord Northington now

plainly avowed himself, while at the same
time he told his astounded companions that if

they would inform him what could have

induced them to suppose that he was a man
likely to fall into the trap they had laid for

him, he would overlook their misconduct and
take no further proceedings in the matter.

Upon this, one of the sharpers said frankly :
—

" We beg your lordship's pardon, but when-
ever we see a gentleman in white stockings on
a dirty day, Ave consider him likely to prove a

capital pigeon, and we pluck his feathers

accordingly, as we hoped to have plucked your
lordship's to-day."

" And now, my story

ended," said Garrick, bowing to his friends

the R .

"
I leave you, gentlemen, to

application, and I wish you both a

pood morni]

Certainly e held to be in this

which is un-
" White

stockings
"
being iveof the

, "blacklegs" may be 1

upon as the natural ant:' 1 be fairly

I,
at any rate until

explanation of the term is forthcoming, to re-

nt the villainous rook.

GARRICK'S MULBERRY T)

i) the bustle and excite;: iecte'd

with the celebration of our great dram
natal day, one or two localities indirectly asso-

ciated with his name or that of !

have been inadvertently* Such a

place is Abiugton, in Northamptonshire. It is

a small village, consisting of a few thinly scat-

tered farm-houses and labourers' cottages,
situated about a mile and a half from the

town of Northampton, familiar to the readers

of "King John." Shakespeare has so iden-

tified the name of Northampton Castle with

the tragedy of Prince Arthur's death, that it

is difficult for a reader of that play to visit the

site of the ancient edifice and not recall the

touching passage wherein the poor, blind, and

helpless prince appears on the castle walls, and

imploringly murmurs :
—

The wall is high, and yet I will leap down ;

Good ground, be pitiful and hurt me not.

It is scarcely possible
—such is the force of

the dramatist's genius
—to believe the whole

scene is merely a fiction. Still, King John
was a frequent visitor at Northampton Castle,

from the battlements of which he could -
1

the grand old woods which at that time formed

the background to the pleasant meads of

Abiugton—or Abintone, as it was then called—and Weston Favell. And, in good sooth,

to this day the neighbourhood of Abington is

so eminently picturesque and su.

anything but its immediate vicinity to the

great emporium of shoe-leather, wax, and

bristles, that it is not surprising the n

the village should, during the bright golden

days of summer, form the favourite prom
of the disciples, both male and female, who
claim Saint Crispin as their tutelary deity. This

is especially the case on Sundays, and holidays

in general, when the crowds of pale-featured

artisans, released for a few happy hours from

the cares of toil, stream forth in their best

attire from the closely ,

- and

lanes of the town, for the purpose of enjoying

the pure and refreshing breeze which sweeps
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over the yellow corn-fields that smile in the

hazy distance, recalling many a happy line of

poor John Clare. Some of these holiday-

seekers wander onwards towards Kingsthorpe,

others proceed over the grassy slopes of Abing-
ton Park towards Weston Favell, so long asso-

ciated with pleasant memories of the gentle-

hearted Hervey, while a few are perchance

tempted to enter the little church, dedicated

to St. Peter and St. Paul, which stands on

the rising ground in the centre of the park.

Picturesque as is the exterior of the sacred

edifice with its ivy-covered walls—the trailing

parasite, like Charity, covering a multitude of

sins—flanked on one side by the tastefully laid-

out churchyard, and on the other by the well

trimmed lawn belonging to the ancient manor-

house, antiquarians and archaeologists will be

sadly disappointed with the interior, which re-

sembles a quakers' meeting-house rather than

what we generally associate with our idea of

a parochial place of worship. This was occa-

sioned by the edifice's having been blown

down, with the exception of the chancel, some

forty years since, and afterwards rebuilt in the

then prevailing tasteless fashion. Fortunately,
most of the monumental inscriptions were pre-

served, also the two altar tombs to the memory
of Sir Edmund Hampden and Eleanor his wife.

Sir Edmund came from Hampden, in Bucking-

hamshire, and was uncle to the celebrated

John Hampden, of whom, by-the-by, there is

preserved a miniature likeness at Earl Spencer's
seat at Althorpe. Eleanor Hampden had for

her first husband Baldwin Bernard, whose

family had possessed the Abington estate ever

since the time of Edward III. By this hus-

band she had two sons, William and John, the

latter of whom married Elizabeth, widow of

Thomas Nash, Esq., of Wilcombe, Warwick-

shire, and grand-daughter of William Shake-
speare. She was the daughter of John Hall

and Susannah, the eldest daughter of the im-

mortal bard ; and after her marriage with Sir

John Bernard, she is believed to have resided

for several years at the manor-house which

adjoins the church, no other buildings being
then existing in the park, which occupies a

space of about eighty acres. In 1669 or 1670
she died, and on her death Sir John Bernard
sold the estate to William Thursby, a wealthy
and distinguished member of the legal pro-

fession, and who was descended from one of

the oldest families in the kingdom. Mr.

Thursby rebuilt a portion of the manor-house,
and modernised the remainder, so far as the

exterior was concerned, but fortunately allowed
the interior to retain many traces of its former

possessors. It is now used as a private lunatic

asylum, but my visit being unexpectedly

made, and during the absence of the medical

superintendent, I was refused that access to

the interior which would otherwise have been

readily accorded. There is, however, no reason

for questioning the general accuracy of the

description furnished some years since by Mr.

George Baker, in his "History of Northamp-
tonshire: "The hall is a lofty Gothic room,
with open timber roof, a recess at one end, and
mullioned windows. . . . The dining-room is

wainscotted, and
[has]

the arms and quarter-

ings of Bernard intermixed with a variety of

grotesque devices introduced into the panels."
As might have been expected, the memories

of the former owners of Abington yet lingered
in the thoughts of the new possessors ;

and

the circumstance that Shakespeare's favourite

grand-daughter had dwelt so many years at

the manor-house, was sufficient to impart an

air of interest to the place. Towards the latter

part of the last century the Thursbys appear
to have been on very friendly terms with

David Garrick, who occasionally visited them
at Abington. During one of these visits he

planted a mulberry tree on the lawn in front

of the manor-house. This tree is still in exist-

ence, and formerly bore a silver plate, on

which was inscribed :

This Tree was Planted by DAVID GARRICK, Esq.,

At the Request op ANN THURSBY,
As a Growing Testimony op their Friendship.

The plate is now missing, but the tree itself is

yet popularly known as " Garrick's Mulberry
Tree.'' It affords a choice subject for the

pencil of the artist, its long spreading branches

trailing towards the ground in wild and luxu-

riant profusion. At the rectory, which is

situated in another portion of the park, there

is, I believe, a bust of Garrick, which is stated

to be "a most excellent likeness." Garrick's

admiration, real or assumed, of Shakespeare's

genius, led him to profess an almost idolatrous

kind of regard for every place or locality asso-

ciated in the slightest degree with the name of

Shakespeare. Hence Abington, the residence

of Shakespeare's favourite grand-daughter,
would possess a charm in his eyes, and it is

not improbable that during his temporary so-

journings at the manor-house, he visited the

little village of Naseby, some few miles distant,

for the purpose of viewing the source of that

stream which, under the name of the Avon,
has been rendered classic by the muse of him

whose praises rare Ben Jonson and noble-

hearted Milton have so melodiously sung.

Naseby is indeed worth a passing visit.

Traversing the rising ground, formerly moor-

land but now enclosed as meadows, where
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Charles I. lost his crown and the star of

Cromwell rose in the ascendant, we enter the

small collection of farm-houses and lab*

tenements which form the village, whose name

lias become connected with one of the

important events in English history. The

Rev. John Mastin, who was Vicar of Naseby
towards the end of the last century, published

a history of Naseby, in which he infon

that it is the most elevated place in the county,

the three rivers, Ise, Nene, and Avon, having

their source therein. Avon Well, as the

source of the celebrated river is nam
situated in the garden of an inn, the spring

flowing into a small circular pool, whence it

slowly winds its silvery course through

meadows, rush-covered banks, and silent woods,

until, passing the quaint-looking town of

Rugby, it flows musically onwards towards

the Mecca of Warwickshire. If Garrick ever

did visit the place, its calm and quiet beauty
must have contrasted strangely with the noise

and bustle of that world in which he loved to

shine a "
bright, particular star ;" and for once

awakened holier and less selfish thoughts in

the breast of the actor who so successfully de-

lineated the characters which our great dra-

matist drew. John Plummer.

A'BECKETT'S TROTH.

Prison'p in Palestine, A'Beckett saw
An Eastern maiden flutter to and fro,

Bringing a sunshine to his prison-house ;

And while she waited on him silently,

And heard his speech she could not understand,
His eyes that hunger

1

d on her coming said

I love thee
;

" and her Eastern eyes replied
I love thee." Wherefore, in the secret night,
She ope'd his prison door, looking the words,

Fly—for I love thee !

" and what time he paused
In act to wander forth, his eyes replied
In toneless speech her soul could understand,—
I go
—but I will come to make thee mine !

"

So fled he forth, and, touching English shore,

Forgot the angel of his prison-house ;

But she, the Eastern maiden, treasured up
The promise of his face, and moved about
With an uncertain step like one who drc.

Murmuring evermore, in her own tongue,—
Gilbert, thou wilt return to make me thine I"

Two little words, two little honey'd words,
Were all the maiden's store of English speech—
Gilbert" and ''London"—words that she had

heard
The prisoner breathe when looks interpreted
Their beauteous meaning ; and with these she

soothed

The weary waiting for her love's return :

She murmur'd them awake and in her dreams,
And they were sweeter than all human sound :

And one brought back the tender glorious eyes
That swore with truth sure as the silent stars

;

And one called up a pleasant western land,
Where she should dwell with Gilbert till the end.

But slowly, surely, passed the nights and days,
And Gilbert came not : days and months and

years,
And still he came n< t. Therefore, doubting not,

" lb cannot come," she said, "though he has

sworn
I have also truly sworn ;

Therefore I will arise and go to him."

Fearing not, doubting not, si. I forth,

And jouru'-yM till >h'.- sto< sea,

And heard the murmur of that seemed
Like Gilbert's speech Bhe could >. tncL

Then, . passed fearlessly

On shipb
She murmured, jointing westward, sunset* \>

" London
" — half the whole I

And rude men drew aside, and harmed her .

For, though her face was strange, her garments

poor,
There was an errand in her eyes which seemed
Too sanctified for rough impediment.

Upon the sun-kist strand of Italy

She lauded : passing on, with face that still

Turned westward, like the sunflower suuward ;

still
" Gilbert" and "London" sweetly made for her

A melody such as a bird's twin wings
Murmurs in flying. Here the monk stopped

short

And blessed her for the errand on her face
^

The soldier, shrugging shoulders, mutter'd

"Madl"
But felt as if a spirit passed him by ;

The very lazzaroni in the streets

Grew bashful at the truth of her sweet smile.

So walked she onward to the setting sun,

Piloted by those twin sweet Rnglifl

Till barbarous peasants in the wilds of France

Glared at her under rugged locks unkempt,
And when she murmured "London" dumbly

gazed
Toward sunset. Many days, and weeks, and

months
She journey' d, till again she saw the sea,

And heard the murmur of the waves that seemed

Like Gilbert's speech she could not understand ;

Till standing, looking to the west, she heard

One call unto another in a tongue
She knew was Gilbert's tongue ;

and eagerly,

With asking eyes, she clang to him who spake,

And utter'd her Soul's speech ;
and at the last

He pointed dumbly to a ship that

With murmurous sails at anchor in the bay.

Then, . unhinder'd by rude 1.

She calmly passed on shipboard ; and, ere long,

aiding on English ground, heard every*!.

A beauteous speech she knew was Gilbert's

speech,
A hollow murmur deafening soul and sense,

A blessed tearful memory, voice

Like the sea's voice she oonld

Not yet her search was ended. Days and nights

She wanderM, shone npoo by rich and poor

With charit. lies and sileut prayers ;

r.ut, lastly, in a populous sta

What time the air was rent with joyous cries,

Beheld a
J

And Gilbert in the midst, erect

With stately eyes forgetful of their troth.

Then, first the sweet tears came, and, white as

snow,
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She fell at Gilbert's feet, who knew her not
;

Next, knowing her, turned crimson, and was

shamed.

But, when she rose erect and clung to him,

Murmuring "Gilbert," with an angry joy
He caught her to his heart, crying aloud,

—
"

eyes, more time than truest human speech !

lips, that need no language but the Soul's !

heart, that utterest against mine own
Love plainer than all false and spoken vows !

"

Whereat the Eastern maiden clung to him
And could not understand

; but when he stooped

And looked into her eyes, she knew he said

I love thee— love thee— and will make thee

mine !"

Kobert Buchanan.
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LORD OAKBURN'S DAUGHTERS
BY THE AUTHOR OF "EAST 1^

Lucy,

coming

I cannot

of these

CHAPTER XVII. DISAPPEARANCE.

Jane Chesney sat in tin: darkening twilight

of the evening, gazing at the outsides of the

two letters which had caused so much specula-

tion. The conviction was gradually forcing

itself upon her, that the view taken of the

case by Mr. John Grey was the only oue that

offered any reasonable solution
;

for if the

young Earl of Oakburn was lying ill of fever

at Chesney Oaks, it was out of the range of

probability to suppose that letters would be

sent to him to Captain Chesney's house at

South Wennock.

Lucy's voice broke the stillness of the long

pause that had followed on Mr. Grey's depar-
ture. The little girl, gifted with much sensi-

tive feeling, had not liked to speak before, and
even now her tones were timid and low.

" Do you think it can be true, Jane—that

papa is Earl of Oakburn 1
"

" I—I think it must be,

see anything else that the

letters here can mean."

Lucy rose from her low seat by the fire,

and was running to the door. "
I'll go and

tell Laura," she said ; but Jane drew her

back.

"Not yet, Lucy. Let us be sure that it is

true first. Somehow I do not like to speculate

upon it. It is so sad, it is so grievously sad

for the young earl to have died like this—if he

has died."

Lucy sat down again, disappointed. She
had all a child's love of imparting marvellous

news. But Laura would be coming down-stairs

directly, she supposed, and then Jane would no
doubt tell her.

Jane sat on in silence. She was possessed
of extreme right feeling, she had no selfishness,

was just in her regard for others, and she did

not like to dwell upon the probability of this

being true—or, as she had phrased it, to specu-
late upon it. If Lord Oakburn was dead, had
been cut off thus early, none would feel more

genuine regret for him than Jane. An
in spite of this, in spite of herself, certain

thoughts intruded themselves and would not
be driven back. No more privations, no more

pinching, no more care
;

no more dread of

that horrible prison for one whom she so '.

which had been ever present in her mind, a

shadow and a dread. Strive as she would, she

could not wholly drive these thoughts away
from her brain ; she could not do it ; and yet

she almost hated and despised herself for

being there,

md-by, just as Pompey brought in the

lamp,
•

I Captain I was heard

on the wet gravel. The rain erex since morn-
ii incessant, drenching ;

but it had
1 up now.

"I can't get any news of Oakburn," said

the captain, when he came in. "The omnibus

brought no passengers at all to-night. V

that, Jane ? Another letter for him ? Well,
it's strange that he should not be here to meet
them."

"Papa," said Jane, her pulses beating at

what she had to say,
"

I fear we may have
been under a mistake in expecting him at alL

Mr. Grey has been here since you went out,
and he says Lord Oakburn was lying at Chesney
Oaks two days ago, dangerously ill of typhus
fever

;
itwas feared then that he had not many

hours to live. Mr. Grey thinks it certain that

these two letters are for you.
"

" For me !

"
repeated the puzzled captain,

not having discerned the drift of the argu-
ment.

"Yes, papa," replied Jane, bending her

head and speaking in a very low tone. " For

you, as Earl of Oakburn. "

Captain Chesney stared at Jane, and then

made her repeat exactly what Mr. Grey had

said. It subdued him greatly. He was as un-

selfish as Jane, and he thought of the young
earl's fate, not of his own advancement.

"I'll risk it, Jane, and open one of the

letters," he said.
" If— if it should be all

right, why the poor fellow will forgive me ;
he

was always good-natured. I'll just tell him

how it happened, and why I did it. Give

me the one that came this niornin

Jane selected the mornii ,
and

Captain Chesney opened it. He ran his eyes

over its contents, standing by the lamp to do

so, and then he sat down in a very humble

fashion and in deep silence.

"It's true, Jane. • with

something very like a sob. « lad is

gone, and I am Earl of Oakburn."

The letter was from the at Chesney
Oaks. He wrote to acquaint the new earl of

ung master's death, and to request his

immediate presence at I >a-ks. The

earl (as we must henceforth call Captain Ches-

ney) flung it on the table in a momentary
access of his customary choler.
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" Why didn't the simpleton "write to me by
my own name ?

" he exclaimed. * ' But that

steward always was wanting in common sense.

Give me the other letter, Jane."

The other letter proved to be from the

lawyers in Loudon, solicitors for many years

to the Oakburn family. They were offering

their services to the new peer.

The new peer seemed to have his work cut

out for him. Of course the first obvious step

was to depart for Chesney Oaks. With his

characteristic impulsiveness, he started up to

go ;
then ; without the loss of a minute.

"I can't wait, Jane. What do you say?—stop for tea ? Tea ! What other rubbish

would you like me to stop for ? If I can

get a gig at the Lion, I may catch the cross-

train at Great Wennock. Dead ! The poor
fellow dead, and none of his kith and kin near

him !

"

"But, papa, you must take a carpet-bag
with you ! You will want "

"I shall take nothing with me," interrupted
the earl, catching up his glasses, and buttoning

up his coat in a desperate bustle. " You send

Pompey after me in the morning to Chesney
Oaks with a shirt and my shaving tackle.

There ! there ! I have not a moment to lose,

Jane. One kiss apiece, girls, and then—
where's Laura ?

"

Lucyrushed out of the room, calling "Laura,
Laura I" The captain rushed after her, as

well as the stiffness left by the gout permitted.
He caught up his hat and his cloak as he passed

through the hall.
" Never mind her, Lucy, I can't wait

;
she's

gone to sleep, T should think. Give her a

kiss for me, and ask her how she likes being

my Lady Laura."

It all seemed to pass in a minute, before

Jane had time to gather her bewildered senses.

She said something to him about the danger
there might be of his catching the fever, but

he was deaf to it all, and walked down the

garden path, fastening his cloak. Jane knew
how useless it would be to repeat her words,
and she stood at the open door with Lucy,
and watched him out at the gate by the light
of the moon, which had struggled from amidst

the grey clouds.

Lucy ran back to the foot of the stairs and
called to Laura with all her might. But there

came no response.
" I think she must have gone to sleep, as

papa said, Jane. How strange !

"

" I will sec, my dear. You go back to the

drawing-room, Lucy, and ring the bell for

tea."

A disagreeable fear had come over Jane

Chesney's heart that Laura was not up-stairs ;

that she had stolen out again to the garden to

meet Mr. Carlton. She looked into Laura's

room, and spoke. It was empty.
" Yes ! with him again !

"
she murmured.

"I will go after her, for it shall not be."

She went softly out at the front door, and
walked down the wet gravel in her thin home
shoes. But nothing came of it. It was quite
evident that her sister was not there

;
and an

idea arose to Jane that Laura must have gone
out with Mr. Carlton.

Could it be possible that she had so far

forgotten herself as to go out walking with

him at night, in the face and eyes of South

Wennock ? In the bitterness of the conviction

that it was so, Jane almost hoped that they

might be met by her father, for she was begin-

ning to find that she was not herself strong

enough to cope with this.

She asked for a light, and went into Laura's

room and looked for the black cloth mantle and
bonnet that she ordinarily wore. They were

not in their places : a proof that her suspicions
were correct.

Jane stood for a moment, her elbow resting
on a chest of drawers, her head pressed upon
her hand. She could do nothing, except wait

until Laura came in and then remonstrate with

her. " This is the result of my having dis-

covered the meetings in the garden," thought
Jane. * ' She feared to trust herself there

again."
Jane returned to the drawing-room. The

tea-things waited on the table, and Lucy looked

up with an air of expectancy.
" Where's Laura, Jane ? Is she coming ?"

What was Jane to say to the child ? It was

very desirable that the fact of Laura's absence

from the house should be concealed from her
;

indeed Jane trusted it would not transpire

beyond herself. She put Lucy off with an

evasive answer, and told her she might get out

the book of fairy tales again that she had been

reading in the afternoon.
" But are you not going to make tea now,

Jane?"
"Not just yet, dear. Papa's away, and

there's no hurry. I have a bit of work that I

will do first."

Of course she so spoke hoping Laura would

come in. She reached out her work and did

it; very prosy work it was; the mending some

wristbauds of a shut of Captain Chesney's.

And the time went on until the clock struck

nine : Lucy's bedtime, and the child had not

had her tea !

Where could Laura be ?

Jane began bo Feel angry at the suspense, the

perplexity altogether. Sho could not longer

delay the tea, and then the household and
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Lucy would inevitably know of Laura's abseuce.

Just then Judith came in.

"
Why, where's Miss Latin \

n she exclaimed,
in surprise.

" I was in her room a minute

ago, and found this on the iloor, miss. I

came in to bring it to her."

It was Laura'8 purse; tin: one she ordinarily

Jane supposed Laura had drop]
from her pocket. It was quite empty. .Jane

en her recently making a new one with

green silk and steel beads
; perhaps she had

taken that into use.

Miss Laura out?" asked Judith.

There was no denying it
;

there could be

no smoothing the fact down, no plausible excuse

1 for it
;
and Jane Chesney's heart ached

with its own pain.
" She—she may have stepped out to pur-

chase something in the town that she was in

a hurry for, some trifles for her worsted work,"
breathed Jane. " She is sure not to be long.

I'll make the tea, Judith."

The tea was made and partaken of, and still

Laura did not appear. But when the time

went on to ten, Jane grew terribly uneasy ;
not

that a suspicion of the dreadful truth—all too

dreadful as it would in every sense be to Jane—had yet penetrated to her brain.

She threw a shawl over her head, took an

umbrella, and went to the garden-gate. There

she stood looking up and down the road, as

well as the darkness would permit—for the

night had become very dark now. Nothing
could be seen

; nothing heard save the rain as

it poured down.
Judith met her as she returned indoors,

divining her uneasiness. " Can I go after her

anywhere, Miss Jane ?
" She was Lady Jane

now—but let that pass. Jane herself never

so much as thought of it.

" You should, if I knew where to send,"

replied Jane. " I can only think that she has

taken shelter somewhere, perhaps in a shop,

waiting for the storm to abate. We do not

know any one in South Wennock."
There was nothing for it but to wait

;

nothing, nothing. And Jane Chesney did

wait until it was hard upon eleven. An
idea kept intruding itself into Jane's mind—
at first she rejected it as entirely improbable,
but it gained ground, redoubling its force with

every passing minute— that Laura had been

so thoughtless and foolish as to take shelter in

the house of Mr. Carlton.

Lucy began to cry ;
sho got fright'

"Was Laura lost?" she asked. Judith came
in with a grave nice, and Pompey stood out-

side the kitchen door and stared in discomfort,
the hall lamp lighting up the alarm in his eyes.

Such a thing had never happened in all his

service, and he was longing to ask wheth
. could be lust—as Lucy

"M "
said Judith, apart t

i tomewhi

haps—perhaps she may !.

storm on

and may h

felt almost thankful for the

I con-

fessing to Judith that her own thoughts t

that \

"I cannot think sho would do • .

but she is very th

house may have seemed like a welcorj

from the rain. Perhaps—if you don't mind

going—"
Judith gave no time for the sentence to be

finished. Another instant, and she reappeared
in her bonnet and cloak, a large umbrella in

her hand.

She went splashing down the Rise. To
a quick walker, Mr. Carlton's residence was
not more than five minutes' distance from

Captain Chesney's, for it was all down hill
;

but in the present sloppy and muddy state of

the road, Judith could not get on so fast,

|

and the church clocks were striking the quarter

J past eleven when she turned in at the
g

She turned in and felt somewhat embarrassed,

I

for the house appeared all dark and Bflu

j

if its inmates had retired for the night.

( the coloured lamp was not burning. It cer-

tainly did not look as if the young
inside the house sheltering; aud Judith .

the awkwardness of ringing them up, wr

question
—was Miss Lama Chesm

She could only do that, however, or r

home as she came ;
and she knocked at the

house door. There was no answer ; and pre-

sently she rang the night bell.

Neither was there any answer to tha:.

Judith rang again and again. At the third

ring, a window was heard to open at the top

of the house, and Judith stepped fro:

shelter beneath the portico and looked up.
" What's the good of your k ring-

ing like that ?
"

cried a woman's rem

voice—which was, in fact, Hannah'

might have told by teeing the
|

unlighted that Mr. CarltOJ J from the

"la he taked Jmli

"He went away sudden 1 ing. Least-

of it till he came down from his room with his

hat on, and his portmanteau in his hand, and

him," continued

the voice, in rather an
,
as if

the sudden departure had not altogether given
j
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the speaker pleasure.
" He said then he was

going out, and should not be home for some

days.
"

"
Well," said Judith,

"
it's not Mr. Carlton

I want. I came to ask whether one of our

young ladies had stepped in here to shelter

from the rain."
' Who is your young ladies ?

" came the

next question.
" The Miss Chesneys. One of them went

into town this evening, and, as she's not come

home, she must have taken shelter somewhere.

We thought perhaps it was here."

"No young lady has took shelter here.

There's been nobody here at all but Mrs.

Newberry's servant, saying her mistress was

worse, so I had to send her on to Mr. Grey's.

She was as impudent as could be when she

found Mr. Carlton had gone away for some

days, wanting to know why he could not have

told them of it."

" My young lady is not here, then ?
"

" She's not here, and she has not been here.

I'll make Evan paste a notice on the lamp to-

morrow night, 'Mr. Carlton's out of town,'"

pursued the voice, wrathfully. "There's no
fun in being rung up for nothiDg, just as you
get into your first sleep."

"Well, I'm sorry to have done it," said

Judith,
" but I couldn't help myself. Good

night."

"Goodnight."
Judith halted at the gate, wondering what

should be her next step. As she stood there

a sudden thought like a ray of light
—

only not a

pleasant ray—flashed upon her, and her mind
was suddenly opened to a conviction of the

truth. A conviction as sure and certain as

though she had seen the drama of the night
enacted. Mr. Carlton's sudden journey and
Laura's disappearance only too fully proved
what the drama had been.

She went home with lagging steps:
—why

hasten to impart the news she carried 1 Her
mistress, whose anxious ear had caught the

sound of the advancing footsteps, met her at

the gate, and saw that she was alone.
" O Judith ! have you not found her 1

"
"
No, miss. I—I—"

" What 1
"

said Jane.

Judith entered upon her task in the best

manner that she could, hinting at first very
remotely at her fears. Not immediately did
the appalling meaning, the truth, become clear

to the unhappy listener—that Laura Chesney
had abandoned her father's home.

CHAPTER XVIII. A DELIGHTFUL JAUNT.

South Wennock, as you may readily im-

agine, was up in arms the following morning.

Such a dish of news had not been served out to

it since the death of the ill-fated lady in Palace

Street. There were two dishes now : the

accession of Captain Chesney to the earldom

of Oakburn, and the elopement of one of his

daughters with Mr. Carlton.

Very cleverly had the getting away been

accomplished ;
and if some mishaps overtook

the bride and bridegroom elect before the close

of the night's journey, why, they did not

materially retard the flight.

Mr. Carlton had laid his plans well. He
was a clever plotter. The scheme arranged with

Laura was, that he should be in a lane leading
from the Rise, in his open carriage at dusk,
and that Laura should join him there. This

lane, called Blister Lane, and other lanes and

by-roads, little frequented, led to a small place

named Lichford, where some of the railway
trains stopped for passengers. It was seven

miles distant from South Wennock, and Mr.

Carlton knew that his open carriage would

skim over the ground as quickly as any other

conveyance ;
and it would have this advantage,

that nobody but himself would then be cogni-

sant of the departure. He did not dare to

appear with Laura at the more frequented
station of Great Wennock ; a hundred eyes
would have recognised them.

Cleverly did he keep the secret. He went

about his business that day as usual, seeing his

patients ;
he visited them on foot, that his

horse might be fresh for the night journey.
He said not a word to any one of his invalids

of his proposed absence ;
it would not have

been expedient ;
he said not a word at home.

He dined as usual
;

afterwards he went up-

stairs to his room ;
and when it grew so dusk

that candles had to be lighted, he rang the

bell and ordered the carriage round. Not a

minute did he keep it waiting at the door, but

came down with a portmanteau in his hand.

The woman servant was in the hall as he

crossed it, and looked at the portmanteau.
"lam going out for a few days," he said.

She was too much surprised to make any

reply or ask any question ;
it seemed so strange

that he should be departing in that sudden

manner. Mr. Carlton passed out to the gate,

where his carriage waited. Evan was at the

horse's head, dressed as usual to accompany
his master. It was the same horse which had

come to grief that Sunday night ;
Mr. Carlton

had had him in use again about a week
;
Evan

had been well much longer.
" I shall not want you with me to-night,

Evan," said his master, when he had taken the

reins to ascend.

Evan, as Hannah had done, wondered where

his master was going ;
but it was no concern
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of his, and he was rather pleased to hi

was spared driving on that rainy night. I It-

placed the portmanteau under

Mr. Carlton settled himself comfortably on it,

under the protecting head of the carriage.

"You need not wait up for me," Mid the

surgeon.
"And the horse, sir?" returned Evan, open-

ing his eyes.
" The horse will not bo back to-night."

Ho drove away, leaving Evan standing there

and looking after him. Mr. Carlton was not

a communicative master at any time, but Bran

did marvel that he had given no further

explanation now. Was he to be up earlier

than usual in the morning to receive the horse

and Mr. Carlton ? All that Evan supposed

was, that ho was going to some patient where

he wa3 likely to be detained for hours. But

then, what of the portmanteau ?

" Where's the master gone?" was Hannah's

rather sharp question to him as he turned into

the house.

"Who's to know ?" retorted Evan. "He
told me I was not to sit up for the horse, I

suppose they'll neither of 'em be home to-

night."

"To-night !" somewhat sarcastically repeated

Haunah. " He's not coming home for some

days, so he told me. It's always the way !

I wanted to have asked him for three parts of

a day's holiday to-morrow, and now I can't

take it."

Mr. Carlton drove quickly up the gentle

ascent that led to the Rise, and was about to

turn into the lane fixed upon as his place of

waiting, when advancing footsteps met his ear.

" Good evening," said Mr. John Grey.
" A

nasty night."

"Very," emphatically pronounced Mr. Carl-

ton. " Have you been far 1
"

"
Only to Captain Chesney's."

" To Captain Chesney's ! Why ! who is ill

there ? Not the captain, for I saw him go

by my house not half an hour ago."
" I have been to the little girl. She met

with an accident this morning ;
fell against

the window and cut her hands badly. You
don't happen to have heard mention in the

town whether the Earl of Oakburn is dead,
do you 1

" continued Mr. (

Mr. Carlton had heard nothing at all of the

Earl of Oakburn ;
but the name occurred to

him as being the same as that mentioned by

Captain Chesney the night of the coroner's

inquest.
" Why do you ask ?" he said.

"
Well, I have not heard of his death

;
but

it strikes me that he is dead," replied Mr. Grey.
" Two days ago I know that he was lying
almost without hope, ill of typhus fever

;
and

as letters have come to Captuin Chesney's

bum, 1 think

ioubt that the worst has OOCU

ire of it. I thought p
you mi

Mr. ' was a little at sea. H
not understand the lUuiion to I

come to Captv y's.
"
Why, if he is dead, Capt

Earl of Oakburn, and t
; must be

meant for him. I have just i that

f the thing
Mr. Carlton was of fcOO im;.*- lve a tempe-

rament to betray su: might
have dropped the reins in their ast

might have given vent to it in fifty ways ; him,
it only ren

Earl of Oakburn ? Why, then his daughters
were the Ladies CheM

" You think it Is so ?
" he asked.

"I don't think," said Mi. Grey ;
"I feel

certain of it. Good evening."
"Good evening," repeated the y<

geon, and touching his horse with the whip, he

turned into the lane and wait

Not for long. A very few minutes, and

Laura Chesney came up, panting with agitation

and fright. The storm was then pelting cats

and dogs, as the children say. Mr. Carlton

left his restive horse—for the horse did seem

untowardly restive that night
—and sprang

forward to meet and welcome her. She burst

into a flood of tears as he hurried her into the

carriage and under cover of its she.

"O Lewis! I could not go throu.

again !

" she sobbed. " I was all but stopped

by Mr. Grey."
It was a somewhat singular thing, noted

afterwards, that John Grey should have en-

countered both of them on that eventful night,

in the very act of escaping. Laura Chesney,

watching her time to steal away unohft

took the opportunity of doing so when she

knew Mr. Grey was in the drawing-room with

Jane and Lucy. But she was not to get

without a fright or two.

She stole down-stairs, along the ki

passage, and out at the back door,

she saw Judith coming from the brewhouse

with a lighted candle in her hand, and

Laura had to whisk round an angle i

house and wait. When the coast was, as she

hoped, clear, sh< D the side

path, all the more hastily perhaps thai

heard the drawing-room 1 loud peal,

and was turning into the 1 >-k near the

when this path and the one conducting

from the front entrai. 1 into one and

the same, when she came in contact with Mr.
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Grey. The drawing-room bell had rung for

him to be shown out, but he had forestalled it

in his quickness. Laura Chesney's heart gave
a great bound, and she felt frightened enough
to faint.

" Good evening, Miss Laura Chesney. Are

you going abroad such a night as this 1
"

"Oh no. I—I—I was going to look at the

weather," stammered Laura, feeling that the

Fates were certainly putting themselves in

opposition to her expedition.
"The weather is nearly as bad as it can be,"

observed Mr. Grey.
" It may clear up in a

few minutes, but only to come on again. We
shall have an inclement night. Don't come

farther, my dear young lady; it's enough to

drown you.''

She turned back, apparently all obedience.

But she only slipped in amidst the wet trees

until Mr. Grey should be at a safe distance.

Her heart was beating wildly : her conscience,
even then, suggested to her to abandon the

project. Of course, people who are bent upon
these romantic expeditions cannot be supposed
to remember common sense in the flitting ;

and
Miss Laura Chesney had come out in thin kid

shoes and without an umbrella. Neither was

she wrapped up for travelling ;
she had not

dared to put on any but her ordinary attire,

lest it should attract attention, were she met.

Mr. Grey gone, she came forth from her hiding-

place, and sped on in the mud and rain to the

spot in Blister Lane—it was not five minutes'

distance— where Mr. Carlton was awaiting
her.

They started. Mr. Carlton drove along at

the utmost speed that the lane and circum-

stances allowed
;
and Laura gradually regained

tolerable composure. But she felt sick with

apprehension ;
her heart was fluttering, her ears

were strained to catch any noise behind, so

apprehensive was she of enemies in pursuit.
Mr. Carlton asked her what it was that had
arisen in connection with letters and the Earl

of Oakburn, and Laura mechanically answered.

In a moment of less agitation, she would have

enquired how he came to know anything about

it
;
but the question never occurred to her in

this.
" We have been expecting Lord Oakburn

all day," she said.
" He is related to us

;
his

father and papa were first cousins."
" You have been expecting him ?

"

"
Yes, but he had not arrived when I came

away. Two letters have come addressed to

him
;

and therefore we know he must be

coming. When Jane was worrying about a

room for him this morning, I could have told

her, had I dared, that mine would be at

liberty."

It was evident that Laura knew nothing of

the earl's illness, or the view of affairs sug-

gested by Mr. Grey. Mr. Carlton suffered her

to remain in ignorance. Did the idea occur to

him that the Lady Laura Chesney, daughter of

the Earl of Oakburn, might not be so ready to

take flight with a country surgeon struggling
into practice, as Miss Laura Chesney, daughter
of the poor and embarrassed half-pay post

captain, was proving herself to be, 1 It cannot

be told. South Wennock had its opinion upon
the point afterwards, and gave vent to it

freely.

They were within a mile and a half of

Lichford, and Mr. Carlton was urging his horse

madly along, like a second Phaeton, afraid of

missing the train, when there occurred a pre-

ventative. The horse fell down. Suddenly,
with as little warning or cause as there had

been on that memorable Sunday night, the

animal came suddenly down, and the carriage

turned over on its side, one of the wheels

flying off.

Mr. Carlton and Laura were not thrown out.

The hood over their heads, the tight apron
over their knees, they were too well wedged in

to be spilled. Mr. Carlton extricated himself,

he hardly knew how, and got out Laura.

The horse was plunging violently. Planting
the terrified girl on the bank as much out of

harm's way as it was possible to place her, Mr.

Carlton had to turn his best attention to the

horse. There was nothing for it but to cut the

traces. Fortunately he had a sharp knife in

his pocket, and succeeded in severing them
;

and the horse started off into space, it was im-

possible to tell where.

Here was a pretty situation ! Did Mr.

Carlton remember the ridiculous words of the

woman who had come to his help on that

Sunday night ? Had he been of the same

belief that she was, he might surely have taken

this upset to be a warning against persisting

in the present journey. Mr. Carlton was not

half so metaphysical. He simply threw an

ugly word after the offending horse, and blamed

his own folly for trusting to the surefootedness

of an animal that had once fallen.

Mr. Carlton looked around him in the dark

night. The rain, which had ceased for half an

hour or so, was coming down again violently.

Laura shivered against the bank, where he had

placed her, too sick and terrified for tears. It

was of the utmost importance that they should

gain the station for the next train that passed,

and be away, if they would escape the pursuit

that might follow on detection at South Wen-

nock. But Mr. Carlton did not see how they

were to get on to it.

He could not leave the disabled carriage in
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row road
;
he could not—at 1.

could not—get to the station without pro-

curing another. Ho did not know this locality

at all personally; ho had never traversed it
;

it was a by-road that led to Lichford, and

that was all he knew about it. Whether any
assistance was to be obtained or not, ho was in

complete ignorance.
As he peered about, wondering if anything

more human than trees and hedges wash
the spot and Lichford, a faint glimmer of light
on one sido the lane gradually disclosed itself to

view through the misty darkness of the night.
At the same moment the voice of his compa-
nion was he

and affright.
" What is to become of us? What shall we

do ? Oh Lewis ! I wish we had never come !

"

He felt for her situation more keenly than

she could. He implored her to be tranquil,
not to give way to fear or despondency ;

he

promised to extricate her from the emb)

ment with the best exertion of his best efforts,

and moved forward in the direction of the

light.

He found that it proceeded from a candle

placed in a cottage window. Mr. Carlton

shouted, but it elicited no response, so hi

close up, through what seemed a complete

slough of despond, if mud can constitute that

agreeable situation, and opened the door.

The room was empty. A poor room bare of

fire, with a clock in one corner and the candle

in the window. Mr. Carlton shouted again,
and it brought forth an old man from some
back premises, in a blue frock and a cotton

nightcap.
A thoroughly stupid old man, who was deaf,

and looked aghast at the sight of the gentle-
man. He began saying something about " th'

old 'ooman, who had gone to some neighbouring

village and ought to have been home two hour !

afore and hadn't come yet, so he had stuck a

candle in the winder to light her across the

opposite field." Mr. Carlton explained his

accident, and asked whether he could get a

conveyance near that would take him on.
" Not nearer nor Lichford," answered the

old man, when he had mastered the question

by dint of putting his hand to his ear and

bending it forward until it nearly touched Mr.
Carlton's lips.

" Not nearer than Lichford !" repeated Mr.
Carlton. " Are there no houses, no farms
about I

"

"No, there's nothing o' the sort," the old

man rejoined. "There's a sprinkling o' cot-

tages, a dozen maybe in all, atween this and

Lichford, but they be all poor folks's, without

as much as a cart among 'em."

klloa ! what's to do here ?" came forth

CO Mr. Oai m the

DC, he

upon the

I

• tho moment to Mr.

Carlton, in hi-

his aid—the c;.:

under a shed belonging to the old man's cot-

tage. They continue! I the inform .

no horse or vehicle was to be 1.

Lichford, and Mr. ('

the men to go there ami procure one,
was interrupted by Laura.

Oh, let her walk ! let her walk '. sin-

She should not dare to ferusi

behind a strange horse that night ;

«, if they waited they should ine\ .

lose the train.
" You cannot walk, Laura. Think of the

rain—the mud. You can have shelter i

this old man's cottage until the conv.

comes."

But Laura, when she chose, could be as

persistent as anybody, and she mined

to bear on at once to Lichford, bravi:

inconveniences and discomforts. Poor i

the chance of pursuit, of discovery, a]

her a vista of terror

embarked on this mad scheme, and th> .

nothing for it but to go on now.

So they started : one of the men carrying

Mr. Carlton's portmanteau and a small

brought by Laura, and a lantern
;
the

bribed well, entering on a search with another

lantern after Mr. Carlton's fugitive none. But
it was a comfortless journey, that mile

half of lane
;
a wretched journey. Umbrellas

appeared to be a3 scarce an article in the

locality as were carriages ;
the old man con-

fessed to possessing one—"a old gi

ne'er a whalebone i' th' half o' him "—but his

missing wife had got it with her. Hoi

gained tho station, Laura net

Carlton almost as little. He had taken

it and wrapped it about her
;
DC

rain v.. .and both were wet

h when they 81 at

Lichford.

When within a fen

and th ff an adv. .a sounded

in their ears. Laura . and flew

oxwar J -

"We shall be too lato '.
.ill be

too lat

Instinct, more than the lights, guided her

through a waiting-room to the platform.
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Mr. Carlton, in little less commotion than her-

self, looked about for the place where tickets

were issued, and found it closed. The rattle

he gave at the board was enough to frighten

the ticket clerk inside, had one been there
;

which did not appear to be the case : the place

maintained an obstinate silence, and the board

continued down in the aperture ; Mr. Carlton

was in a frenzy, and knocked and called, for

the train was dashing into the station. Not a

soul was about that he could see
;
not a soul.

The labourer with the portmanteau and parcel
stood behind him, staring helplessly, and
Laura had gone through.

Yes, Laura Chesney had gone through, and
she stood on the platform hardly knowing what

j

she did, her upraised hands imploring by
their gesture that the train should stop. But
the train did not stop, it did not even slacken

speed. The train went whirling recklessly on
with the velocity of an express, and by the

j

light of a lamp that hung in a first-class car-

riage Laura saw, quietly seated in it, the form

of Captain Chesney.
With a faint cry, with a shiver of dismay,

she fell back against the wall. We know how
different was the object of Captain Chesney's

sudden journey, but Laura naturally concluded

that he had come in pursuit of her. He had
not seen her

;
there was some comfort in that ;

he had his face bent rather from her, as he

conversed with a passenger on the opposite
side of the compartment, and never looked

towards her at all. Laura stood there in help-
less fear, gazing after the train, in expectation
that it would stop and backen.

Mr. Carlton came forth from the room in an
accession of rage not easily described, at the

neglect (as he supposed it) of the officials of the

station. He looked after the train also, now
nearly whirled beyond view, and could not un-

derstand why it had not stopped. A man with

a band round his hat, who appeared to belong
to the station, was advancing leisurely, a huge
lantern in his hand, from some remote part
of the platform. Mr. Carlton attacked him

vigorously.

What was the meaning of this ? Passengers

waiting to go by the train, and nobody in at-

tendance to issue tickets ! He'd complain
to the company ; he'd write to the Times

;

he'd—he'd—in Mr. Carlton's explosive anger
it was impossible to say what he would not

do.

The man received it all with stolid equani-

mity, simply saying in reply that the gentleman
was mistaking the trains if he had thought to

get tickets for the^one just gone by. It didn't

stop there.
" Not stop here ?

"
repeated Mr. Carlton, a

little taken aback. " But there is a train

stops here at this time ?
"

The man shook his head. " One stopped
here twenty minutes ago," he said. "The one

just gone on never stopped at Lichford yet,

since I have been on the service."

And Mr. Carlton, hastily taking out his watch,
which he might have consulted before, found

that they had lost their intended train by more

than twenty minutes, thanks to the accident.
" When does the next train pass that stops

here ?
" he inquired.

"At midnight. Take tickets ten minutes

afore it."

Mr. Carlton drew Laura's hand within his,

and asked for the waiting-room. There was

no waiting-room, he had the pleasure of hear-

ing, save the small, cold, bare place where he

had stood thumping for the ticket clerk. The

fire was nearly out
;
Mr. Carlton stirred it into

a blaze and demanded more coal.

Placing her in a chair before him, he paid
the man who had brought the portmanteau
and dismissed him. Then he asked the porter,

who had gone into the little place where the

tickets were kept, whether refreshments could

be obtained from anywhere for the lady, and

was answered by the same stolid stare. Such

a question had never been put in that station

before, and refreshments were no more procura-

ble than tickets. It appeared that Mr. Carlton

could only resign himself to Ins situation.

Laura was shivering inwardly and outwardly.

Mr. Carlton took off some of her things and

shook them and hung them on a chair. Indeed

it was not a pleasant plight to be placed in :

arrested midway in this most provoking man-

ner, in all this discomfort.
" I am so sorry !

" he murmured. "If you
don't mind waiting here alone, I'll go on to the

village and bring you back something in the

shape of refreshment. There's sure to be an

inn in it. You are trembling with the cold and

rain."
" It is not that

;
it is not that

;
and for re-

freshment, I could not touch it. Did you see

him ?" she continued in a shivering whisper.
" See whom ?

" asked Mr. Carlton.

"Papa."
He looked at her in surprise.

" See him 1

Where ?
"

" In that train just gone by. He was in

one of the carriages."

Mr. Carlton truly thought she must be

wandering ;
that the disasters of their unpro-

pitious journey had momentarily obscured her

intellects.
"
Lewis, I tell you he was there—papa.

He was in one of the carriages, sitting forward

on the seat and talking to somebody opposite.
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The light from the lamp fell full upon his face.

It was papa, if I ever saw him. "

That she was clear and rational, that she

evidently believed what she
I,

Mr.

Carlton saw. And though ho could not give
endence to so improbable a fchu rheless

a feeling of uneasiness, lest Captain Chi

should be in pursuit, stole over him. He went

to look for the stolid porter, who had disap-

l,
and found him at length in an outer

shed, doing something to an array of tin lan-

terns. There he inquired about the fast train

just gone by, and learnt to his satisfaction

that it went whirling on, without stopping, on

quite a different line of rail from that on which
he and Laura were bound. He went back and
told her this, observing that she must have

been mistaken.

"Lewis, it is of no use your trying to persuade
me out of my own eyesight. I wish I was as

sure of forgiveness as I am that it was my
father."

He busied himself in many little cares for

her, quite neglecting his own wet condition.

Happening to look down, he perceived that of

the two muddy feet she was holding to the fire,

one was shoeless.
" Where's your shoe, Laura 1

"

"It's gone."
" Gone !

"

" It came off somewhere in the road as we
walked along. Oh, it is all unfortunate

together !

"

" Came off in the road !

"
repeated Mr.

Carlton,
' c

But, my dear, why did you not

speak ? We could have found it
;
the man had

the lantern."

"I was afraid to stop ; afraid that we should

miss the train. And I don't think I knew
when I first lost it : the mud was up to my
ankles."

Not a very comfortable state of affairs, in

truth
;
and poor Laura shivered and sighed,

shivered and sighed, as they waited on for the

midnight train Don't you ever attempt a

similar escapade, my young lady reader, or the

same perplexing griefs may fall to you.

PARALLEL PASSAGES.

De Qtjincey, commenting upon some

charges of apparent plagiarism brought a

Coleridge, takes occasion to observe,
" Con-

tinually he fancied other men's thoughts his

own
;

but such were the confusions of his

memory, that continually, and with even

greater liberality, he ascribed his own thoughts
to others." And in another place,

" An author !

can hardly have written much or rapidly who
does not sometimes detect himself, and perhaps \

i mes fail to detect himself, in

appropriating the thought . or striking

for his

.•ion that fa

ously vigilant I

ixd to

acknowled ai soon as ever the;

pointed out."

The above is such a very fair ex]

y, that
it may properly bo quoted oceed-

i stances of
"

parallel passages," in the assembling of which
it must by no means bo supposed that any
direct charges of plagiarism are for a m
contemplated. It is true that Mr. Pu
tected in pilfering from "Othello," has

rather a ludicrous oharact-
" that two people happened to hit on the same

thought, and that" (in his case) "Shakespeare
made the first use of it." But not with

ing, the plea has much good sense at the bot-

tom of it
;
resemblance may be prima

suspicious ; but it is nothing more. Certainly
it is very far from being conclusive evidence of

plagiarism. And two authors, acting inde-

pendently, may light upon the same :

even to a similar form of expression and choice

of words, just as honestly as inventions have
been made, or planets discovered, coinciden-

tally, by experimentalists or astronomers acting
in entire ignorance of each other's operations.

Prejudice, however, will naturally be always
on the side of the author who has the ad-

vantage in point of priority of production.
There is the less harm in adduci:

picious passage from Sheridan, by reason of his

having been the subject of the most wholesale

charges of literary liabilities to others
;
and one

more unit of accusation cannot matter much
in his case. He was charged with havi!

rived the plan of the "School for Scandal
" from

a MS. play sent into Dnn ieatre by a

young lady. Details were forthcoming
the authoress was stated to be the daughter of

a merchant in Thames Btl

have been carried off at an early age

rapid consumption. Mr. Boaden and other

patient inve-tigators, ho

nothing of this youthful gen

repeated inquiries. That th' :

to Fielding's "Tom J.

more reasonable charge ;
while the i

Of Certain scenes both in the "
I

" School for Scandal
"

to passages in a for-

gotten book by Mrs. Sheridan, the mother of

Richard Brinal

Sidney Biddnlp] r for com-

ment. It is even stated as a probable thing,

that Mrs. Sheridan left among her pape:
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weak comedies, which her son afterwards

embellished by his wit, as he subsequently-

graced the translations from Kotzebue, "The

Stranger," and "
Pizarro," by his energy and

pathos. After this there need be no hesitation

in pointing out the strong likeness which some

lines from the " Critic
" bear to a passage by

an earlier author.

Sheridan.

Sir Fretful. I can tell you, it is not always so safe to

leave a play in the hands of those who write themselves.

Sneer. What !
—

they may steal from you, hey, my
dear Plagiary ?

Sir Fretful. Steal? To be sure they may. And,
egad, serve your best thoughts as gipsies do stolen

children—disfigure them, to make them pass for their

own.
Churchill ("The Apology").

By need compelled to prostitute his art,

The varied actor flies from part to part ;

And, strange disgrace to all theatric pride,
His character is shifted with his side.

Question and answer he by turns must be,

Like that small wit in modern tragedy,

"Who, to patch up his fame or fill his purse,
Still pilfers wretched plans and makes them worse

;

Like gipsies, lest the stolen brat be known,
Defacing first, then claiming for his oxen.

In shabby state they strut, and tattered robe,
The scene a blanket, and a barn the globe, &c.

Take an instance from a different author.

Goldsmith, in the "Haunch of Venison"

(1765), wrote the well-known lines—
But, hang it, to poets, who seldom can eat,

Your very good mutton's a very good treat :

Such dainties to them their health it might hurt,
Ifs like sending them ruffles when wanting a shirt.

But some fifty years before, Tom Brown had

written his "
Laconicks, or New Maxims of

State and Conversation," in which this pas-

sage occurs :
—

If your friend is in want, don't carry him to the

tavern, where you treat yourself as well as him, and
entail a thirst and headache upon him next morning.
To treat a poor wretch with a bottle of Burgundy, or

fill a snuff-box, is like giving a pair of laced ruffles to

a man that has never a shirt on Jus back. Put money
in his pocket.

Look at the famous passage in the Plymley
Letters :

—
Nature descends to infinite smallness. Mr. Canning

has his parasites ;
and if you take a large, buzzing,

blue-bottle fly and look at it in a microscope, you may
see twenty or thirty little, ugly insects crawling about

it, which, doubtless, think their fly to be the bluest,

grandest, merriest, most important animal in the

universe, and are convinced the world would be at an
end if it ceased to buzz.

Was the Reverend Sydney Smith haunted

by a memory of Addison ?

The whole creation preys upon itself. Every living
creature is inhabited. A flea has a thousand invisible

insects that tease him as he jumps from place to place,
and revenge our quarrels upon .him, kc. Thus, every
nobler creature is, as it were, the basis ami support
of multitudes that are his inferiors.—The Tatler,
No. 229.

In this case, however, while the illustration

is identical, the propositions it is made to serve

are entirely dissimilar.

Burns sang :

The rank is but the guinea's stamp,
The man's the gowd for a' that.

Did he know that Wycherly, in his comedy of
" The Plain Dealer," had previously written :

I weigh the man, not his title, 'Tie not the king's

stamp can make the metal better or heavier ?

Lastly, is it possible that such a book as

"Boswell's Life of Johnson" could have been
studied by such a person as Mr. Samuel
Weller?

Who can forget the glorious story of " the

man as killed hisself upon principle," nar-

rated by Mr. Pickwick's faithful friend and
servant ? The whole story is too long to quote.
The reader must turn to his " Pickwick " for

himself. Here is only the concluding portion
of it :—

"Wot's the matter?" says the doctor. "Werry
ill,

"
says the patient.

' • Wot have you been a eatin'

on?" says the doctor. "Roast weal," says the

patient. "Wot's the last thing you dewoured?" says
the doctor. "Crumpets," says the patient.

" That's

it," says the doctor; "I'll send you a box of pills

directly, and don't you never take no more of 'em," he

says. "No more o' wot?" says the patient. Pills?"

"No, crumpets," says the doctor. "Wy?" says
the patient, starting up in bed

;

" I've eat four crum-

pets every night for fifteen years, on principle !

"

"Well then, you'd better leave them off on principle,"

says the doctor.
"
Crumpets is wholesome, sir," says

the patient. "Crumpets is not wholesome, sir," says
the doctor, wery fierce.

" But they're so cheap," says
the patient, coming down a little

;

" and so wery
fillin' at the price."

"
They'd be dear to you at any

price ;
dear if you wos paid to eat 'em," says the doctor.

"Four crumpets a night," he says, "vill do your
business in six months !" The patient looks him full

|

in the face, and turns it over in his mind for a long

time, and at last he says, "Are you sure o' that ere,

sir ?" "
I'll stake my professional reputation on it,"

says the doctor.
' ' How many crumpets at a sitting

do you think 'ud kill me off at once?" says the patient."
I don't know," says the doctor." "Do you think

balf-a-crown's wurth 'ud do it?" says the patient.

"I think it might," says the doctor. "Three shil-

lins' wurth 'ud be sure to do it, I s'pose," says the

patient. "Certainly," says the doctor. "Werry
good," says the patient ; "good night." Next morn-

ing he gets up, has a fire lit, orders in three shillins'

wurth of crumpets, toasts 'em all, eats 'em all, and

blows his brains out.

Boswell's account is infinitely more prosaic,

less dramatic. He says :
—

Mr. (supposed to be Johnson's friend, Mr.

Fitzherbert), who loved buttered muffins, but durst not

eat them because they diaagreed with his stomach,
resolved to shoot himself; and then he ate three bit-

tered muffins for breakfast before shooting himself,

knowing he should not be troubled with indigestion.

Boswell's story is as the raw material
;

Mr. Weller's, the manufactured article.
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HROLF KRAKE.

The old sagaman must ha\ •

sight into futurity when be said,
"

Tlii

of Hrolf Krake shall bo famous as long as tlio

world lasts.
" The gallant doings of I

iron-clad are certainly sufficient to brill

name of the old hero into prominen
our times, and probably will ensure the name

being perpetuated. Few know anythi:

the original Hrolf Krake, though they
a dim recollection of having seen the

name in the p i if tho early Danish

kings, among those whoso history is either

wholly mythical, or so much mixed up with

fable as to render their very existence uncertain.

A little more information may be obi

from Saxo (Jrammaticus, the Danish historian

of the middle ages ;
but most will be got from

the sagas themselves, from Avhich tho monkish

Latin historian drew his information. It is

from the saga of Hrolf Krake, inaccessible to

most in its Icelandic or Old Norse form, that

we propose supplying tho readers of Once a
Week with a sketch of the old warrior king.

I. How Hrolf Krake angered King Hjorvard.
In the good old days, when Denmark and the

isles were covered with fragrant birch woods,
there ruled in Leidre, on the Ice-fjord, a mighty

king called Hrolf. His great hall was of wood,

hung within with tapestry, and glittering with

arms. Near the high seat were suspended the

twelve bucklers of the king's champions ;
but

the twelve swords were not hung up : they
were ever in the hands of the twelve strong
men. Next to the king, at one tin,

twelve Berserkirs, men whom neither sword nor

flame could hurt, who rushed to battle foaming
at the mouth and gnawing at their shields

;

and tho rims of brass around the shields were

many times bitten through.
The mother of King Hrolf was Yrsa, and

she was queen of . for Adils the

Swedish king had taken her by violence, and
had slain HrolFs father, HelgL The sister of

Hrolf was Skulda, and she was of evil heart,

for her mother was an elf- woman. She was
married to King Hjorvard, with the advice of

King Hrolf and of King Adils of Sweden.

Now it fell out one day that Hrolf was

standing on the sands by the edge of the sea,

and Hjorvard was beside him. Then Hrolf

said,
" My belt is unfastened, hold my sword

whilst I buckle it tightly about my loins.
" So

Hjorvard held the sword. Now when Hrolf
had done girding himself he said to his kins-

man, "Thou hast held my sword whilst I

buckled my belt : that is the act of an under-

king ;
so now thou art king under m<

must pay me skat every year." Skat is

tribute. B ! became as r

not, but thenceforth he

p;ud yearly skat. Yet more came of ti

1 1.

llolvar I Jjarki

war with tfa

blood of his father, whom K i had

!y slain,

that his might was equal t

king, he set out in 1.

on the Hat white shot • and
lit up into the woods, and left few

\o a little farm planted in the m
.1 reaohe I

moan of the wind | id the

rattle of the falling c I the cry

ravens, or sometimes the song—glorious as a

trumpet blast—of the sv,
J
north to

the lakes, where to nest and hatch their young.
In this farm dwelt an old man with one

he went out and greeted the king, and

him be his guest with all his men for that

night. Now Hrolf wondered whether tho old

man would be able to entertain them all, but

he accepted ; and, sure enough, neith<

nor meat was wanting, nor any manner of

good cheer. King Hrolf had with him his

twelve champions, his twelve Berserkir

one hundred fighting men ;
all

horses were well fed and wall look

night. After that the king and hi

I well, they went to rest. But

awoke, for the cold became intense,

teeth chattered in their h they crept

close to each other for warmth, and

all the coverings they could find to Id

heat. Yet the twelve champions La;

they sought not fresh cov

their teeth lest they too should chatter,

the morning came, the old farmer asked how
all had slept. Bodvar answered,

M

add the bonder to tho king,
" You think of attacking King Adils at I

with all th< fid are about to

into herce conllict, yet but few of

the courage to endure a little cold,

is a colder place than my hall, and

8 who fear cold will fear tho

grave. Send back half
" Well I

the king, and he

sent lifry men to the thin* Th

farewell to the aged bonder, and \

1 day, by

inn, planted in the

of tho £b re no sound reached

I ho moan of the wind among the pines,

and the patter of the falling cones, and now
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and then the song, glorious as a trumpet

blast, of the swans flying north. Outside this

farm stood an old man with one eye, and lo !

the king and his company beheld before them

the very farm and farmer they had left in the

morning. The bonder asked why his guests of

the previous night had returned : and the king
hesitated about asking for another night's lodg-

ing. But the old man invited all in, and feasted

them right well : he stinted them neither in

meat nor in drink
;
and after they had feasted

they went to rest. A great thirst came on all

the sleepers that night, so that their tongues
became quite dry in their mouths, and awak-

ing from sleep, they ran to a vat full of costly

wine, which they tapped and drank to the

dregs,
—all but the twelve champions, who bit

their swords, and cooled their parched tongues
on the blade.

Next morning, the bonder said to the

king, shaking his head,
" You ride against

Adils, king of Sweden, with but a feeble folk,

for there is a thirst for wine and a thirst for

blood, and he who thirsts for the one cares little

for the other. Send back the second half of

your men-at-arms."
" Well said," answered the king ; and he

prepared to dismiss the second fifty. Pre-

sently a violent storm burst over the farm, so

that every timber creaked, and the vanes on

the gables shrieked like the Huld-folk when
the wild huntsman binds them to his saddle-

bow. Thus the king was detained another

night with the aged bonder. And now, as

they feasted in the hall and the wind sobbed

without, the farmer heaped on more and more

wood, till the fire reared up to the rafters and
the hall was red and fiery as a furnace. One

by one the Berserkirs retreated from their seats

and fled from the heat to cooler nooks of the

hall
; only the twelve champions and King

Hrolf sat still over the fire, their faces scarlet

in the glow.
Then the bonder came up to the king, and

said :

" You go against King Adils with poor

folk, for there is a fire hotter than this blaze,

and that is the fire of battle. Those who flee

the lesser fire will shun the greater. Send
back the Berserkirs."

" Well said," answered the king ; so, when
he rode from the bonder's farm on the Upsala

road, he had with him but the twelve cham-

pions.

At last King Hrolf and his champions
came to Upsala, and rode into the king's great
hall. They had concerted amongst themselves
not to declare which of them was Hrolf

;
and

also that Svipdag, who was a Swede, and

known to King Adils, should be their spokes-
man. Svipdag accordingly went to the high

seat in the great hall, and it was murky
within. There sat Adils on his seat, and no
man was with him. Svipdag greeted the

king, and asked whether he gave peace.
"

It

is peace," said Adils. But the hall was hung
with purple drapery, and the hangings trem-

bled, and then were thrust aside, and there

rushed forth a band of armed men, who

thought to fall upon the thirteen and slay
them in the hall. But Hrolf and his cham-

pions fought well : they smote on the right and

they smote on the left, and they heaped up
the dead at the feet of the Swedish king, till

he feared, and cried aloud that he proclaimed

peace in the hall. So arms were dropped, and
the dead were carried out, and the blood was

wiped up.
"

Guests," said King Adils,
"
you must be

cold." So he ordered the long fires to be

lighted,
—these are fires running down the

middle of the hall from top to bottom. Hrolf

and his men sat before the fire on one side,

and Adils sat on the other with his men, and
he was near the door. Then Adils thought :

" I have heard that my kinsman Hrolf has

sworn neither to fly from sword nor flame : I

can find out now which is Hrolf." And he

commanded more and more wood and pitch to

be heaped upon the fire, till the hall glowed
like a furnace, and Hrolf and his twelve were

cut off from the door by a wall of fire.

Bodvar and Hjalti, with the others, endea-

voured to screen the king from the heat, with-

out at the same time drawing attention to

him
;
but at last they marked how Adils and

his men were outside the door, and that they

only rushed in to add fuel to the fire. Their

clothes began to smoke and turn brown, and

their beards to frizzle. So they flung their

shields into the fire, and leaping over the

flames, caught each man another who was

quickening up the fire and cast him into the

blaze, saying,
" Ye have kindled a flame,

enjoy the glow ;

" and Hrolf said,
" The fire is

not fled if leapt over."

Now Adils fled away. But Queen Yrsa,
mother of Hrolf, entered the hall, and kissing

him, gave him of the treasures of King Adils

her husband as much as he listed : and the

best of all the gifts was Sviagris, a glorious

gold ring of Adils. She gave them also

horses,
—red horses for each of the champions,

and one of the purest white for her son, Hrolf

Krake
;
and she bade them ride away with

speed, as Adils was collecting men to destroy

them.

Then King Hrolf and his men rode out of

Upsala laden with gold and silver, with crowns

and rings and silken cloaks, and no man dared

withstand them 1 ill they reached the great g
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plains of Fyrisvellir. When they were 00 the

plains they looked behind, and Adils with a

body of men was in pui
- they

ed gold upon the grass, and when the

gwedes saw the scatto

from their horses and paid HO attention I

threats of their king, for they mt on

gathering up the strewed silver and gold. Now I

is Hrolf midway across the plain, and the

in in full pursuit. King Hrolf

plucks oil" the glorious ring, and di

twinkling as it falls upon the grass. When
Adds saw his loved ring Sviagris, ho could not

restrain himself, though he was now clos*

Hrolf
;
but he bowed himself and struck his

spear through the ring, endeavouring thus to

secure it without dismounting. Now turns

Hrolf Krake, wheeling his white horse round

and brandishing his bright sword Skofnung.
The blade descends as the Swedish king is

still bowed over the ring, and the Dane has

smitten him on the hams and made a grievous

Wound, and avenged the murder of his father

Helgi.

So Hrolf Krake and his champions rode on

unmolested
;
and by sundown they reached a

little farm in the midst of the forest, where no
sound reached save the moaning of the wind

among the pines, and the patter of the falling

cones, and, now and then, the song, glorious as

a trumpet blast, of the swans flying north.

Outside this house stood an old man with one

eye, and lo ! the king had lighted on the same

farm and farmer as he had lighted on before.

The old bonder greeted Hrolf courteously, and

asked whether all had not fared well with the

king. "Very well," answered he. "And
were you not as successful with your twelve

champions as you could have been had you
taken with you the twelve Berserkirs and the

hundred men-at-arms to boot?" "Quite so,"
answered the king. "Now," continued the

old man,
" I will make you a goodly present

beseeming your worth," and he entered his

byre. Soon he came out again, bearing a

sword, a corselet, and a shield. The corselet

was rusted with blood, the sword hacked and

notched, and the shield all but cloven. "Those
are grimly weapons,'' said the king ;

and he
would not receive them.

Then the old bonder waxed wroth, and ho

cried, "Thou takest thyself to be wise and

strong, but thou art not either wise or sti •

His face became dark with anger, and his one
|

eye sparkled like a burning coal. For it

insult to a man to reject an oiler which he
makes. Yet Hrolf did not desire to insult the

bonder, but he refused the present as he
believed it to be offered in foolish jest. Then
the bonder would not ask the king and his

through tfa bough it i

of tho
.nan."' And 1

think

our (!•

Then

had \ was only

After this Hrolf K olested to

fjord, and i ^ht waves;
and now he di

I have not told you of half his
figfa

Sweden, and of the bio xl thai . : but

you may still see what a great and
was H;

III. How Hrolf Krake fell v

chamj>
In time Hrolf became old, and b

champions with Mm
;
and they

ing in the great hall at Leidre, drinking and

telling of their deeds in the da; i their

i and their arms full

In King Hjorvard's heart had long rai

the thought that he had beeom

Hrolf, and that he in for all

the skat he had paid. Skulda, I

urged him on with great vehem
Once he sent to at to excuse

him from paying skat during I rs, and
the fourth year he was to bring the tribute

for four. Hrolf Krake agreed to this. But

Hjorvard secretly spent the money in coll

men of renown and men strong in battle
; and

at last he went to Leidre and planted hil

outside the walls. Hrolf paid n<>

for he thought that Hjorvard had coin

the skat, and he dreamed not that treachery
lurked son

So he ate and drank and sang blithesome

night, and then all rati

their beds. But presently Hjalti, the wise of

head, went forth. The
and the Ice-fjord quivered U y like

molten silver. Tint

the booth of Hjorvard, and dark figures

stealing along in th .:ng a

circle ar«»und the hall. When the moon
touched their weapon ike north-

ern lights.

Hjalti walked back to the hall door, for he

saw that treaohi

he stood in the door, half in the moon, half in
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the shade, he lifted up his voice and began the

great Bjarkanial.*

Day is dawning,
Pale the morning

Erusheth sweetly singing by ;

Wets each feather

On the heather,

Lights a streak of eastern sky.
Wake ! awaking,
Slumber shaking

From each dull and drowsy head
;

Dreaming banish !

Wine-fumes vanish !

Lithely spring from couch and bed !

Gather foemen,
Sword and bow men,

In a wreath around this hall ;

Nearer creeping,
Fuel heaping

In a flame to fold us all.

Awake, awake,
Thou old Hrolf Krake !

Bodvar Bjarki ! Hromund true !

Champions, waking,
Gird you, taking

Battleaxe and broadsword blue !

Then up sprang the twelve and armed them-
selves with speed. King Hrolf strode to his

high seat, and bade all the champions take their

places. Then he said,
"
Bring us drink, that

we may be right joyful, and show what men
we be ! Bear message to King Hjorvard and
to Skulda, and their knights, that Hrolf Krake
and his champions are having a toast before

they receive the skat which is due !

" This

was done as the king commanded, and Skulda

said,
"
Surely the like of King Hrolf, my

brother, is not to be seen,
—he is the greatest

of men !

"

Now Hrolf sprang out of the high seat, and
the rest followed him

; but the king went im-

mediately after his banner, and they came out
of the hall. Then the fight began. There

might one see great blows struck on helm and
corselet

j many a sword and spear glittered in

the air, and so many corpses fell that the

ground was hidden. Hjalti, the wise of head,
cried,

"
Many breastplates are now slit, and

many good weapons spoiled, and many helmets

cleft, and many gallant knights overthrown.
Our king is of good heart, for now is he as

glad as though he were drinking ale as fast as

he might, and he slays, smiting with both
hands. He has the strength of twelve kings,
I trow

;
and Hjorvard may mark how the

sword Skofnung bites, and how it chimes

shrilly whenever it tastes blood ; for that is

the wont of Skofnung, which rejoices with him
who wields it at the noise of battle.'-'

Bodvar swept with his sword and mowed
down many a brave man, desiring to do his

l inly a few poor
imaficus

i "f it, however. The saga give
outline of the substance in prose.

best before he fell. The blood was up to his

shoulders, and he stood in the midst of a circle

of corpses.

Hrolf was surrounded by his champions,
who made a wall of shields about him

; but
the wall was broken through, and one brave

man fell after another, till they all sank down,
all twelve into one heap, and the old king fell

in the midst.

Hrolf and his champions were buried in a

great cairn
;
and Skofnung, the good sword,

was laid by the side of the king, and his battle-

axe by the side of Hjalti ; but Bodvar Bjarki
was laid holding his sword clenched in his

hands
;
and every man who was there laid was

laid with his weapon beside him. Hjorvard,
the king, had also fallen in the battle, and a

mound was thrown up over him. Many years
after came Skeggi, of the Middlefrith, in Ice-

land, and he dug into the cairn of King Hrolf

and took from him his sword. This sword he

afterwards gave to his son Eidr, who gave it

to Thorkel Eyjoljsson. Thorkel was wrecked

on the «oast of Iceland, and lost in the dark

sea
; but the sword Skofnung was fixed in a

piece of timber, and it came safely to land.

Thorkel's son, Gellir, bore the good weapon to

Rome, and died on his way back.* He was
buried in the great church of Bosenkilde,
where are buried the kings of Denmark

;
and

there he lies with his sword in his hand to this

day. But when Skeggi opened the cairn of

Hrolf he could not withdraw the sword from

Bodvar Bjarki ;
for the dead hands were

clenched too firmly around the hilt, and the

dead hands of Bodvar were stronger than the

living hands of Skeggi. S. Baring-Gould.

"CONFIDENCE."

All is silent, lonely, free ;

Perfumed winds alone disclose

Where the startled hare, retreating,
Dash'd aside the drooping rose.

Rest we on this fragrant bank,
Harebells in the grass half-seen,

Wide dark woods around us meeting,
And a clear stream rolled between.

Happy scene ! more lovely face

Press'd near mine, above the stream.
"

Love, what means thy heart's quick heating.

Sighs more fit a troubled dream ?
"

" Full of happiness with thee,

Beats this heart so close to thine ;

Yet I sigh'd to think how ileeting

May be passion so divine."

"
Looks, not hearts, may have a change :

Changing face this stream does show ;

Yet the same translucent current

Tranquil ev< r flows below." E. G. H.

Gollir Tho led in ihe eleventh century.
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A PAINTER'S COURTSHIP.

CHAPTER I.

It was a fine May evening when, encom-

passed by a great deal of luggage, I drove up
in a noisy "four-wheeler" to the door of

No. 6, Wilhelmina Street.

No. 6 was to be my D as I sup-

posed, for two months. It was not wonderful,

therefore
(<

c been in

the neighbourhood before), that I should look

about me in some anxiety as the vehicle

vol. x. >"o. 25&
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stopped. A glance at the house set my
mind, to a certain extent, at rest. Its aspect

was unquestionably respectable. I noted with

satisfaction the spotless doorstep, and the

broad, newly-painted front-door. And fur-

ther, the page, who promptly answered the

cabman's ring, was so trim and smart, and

the hall within spoke so clearly of com-

fort, that I quickly laid aside my misgivings

altogether.

On entering, I was met by Dr. Duncome,
the owner of the house, who, although hitherto

a total stranger to me, greeted me with the

greatest cordiality, and entirely dissipated the

feeling of awkwardness which I usually ex-

perience upon introduction to unfamiliar scenes

and persons.

And my host's politeness extended beyond
words. So soon as my numerous packages
were safely lifted from the cab, he proceeded
to conduct me to my rooms himself.

" You will like," he said,
" to see your

quarters before joining us in the drawing-room.
I hope we have been able to meet your re-

quirements with regard to a temporary studio.

You shall see."

I did see, and was well satisfied. Mean-

while, nothing could exceed the frank courtesy
of the doctor's manner.

" There is," he said, in an apologetic tone,
as he was about to leave me, "one circum-

stance connected with the household which, by
your leave, I will mention."

I bowed.
II We have residing with us," proceeded the

doctor, "a young lady whose painful position
makes us anxious to treat her with the great-
est consideration and indulgence. She is

beautiful, and accomplished ;
but sorrow and

misfortune have rendered her remarkably shy
and sensitive. Her father, once possessed of

large property, lost the whole of that property
in a single day, and is now, unfortunately, in

a county lunatic asylum. The daughter, with

praiseworthy effort, is maintaining herself by
teaching. But I fear—I fear—lest her rea-

son Sometimes I even fancy But
I merely mention these facts that you may be

enabled to avoid such subjects of conversation

as might be painful to her. You understand
me?"

"
Entirely," I answered.

" And what refreshment may I order you ?
"

inquired the doctor as he went away.
I said I would "

go in for tea," having dined

already.

"Very good," was the answer. "Tea is

just going up. It will be quite ready by the
time you are prepared to join us. As soon as

you please, come to the drawing-room, when I

shall have the pleasure of introducing you to

Mrs. Duncome."
And here let me tell the reader that I am a

painter, residing in the West of England, and

possessed of a small private fortune
;
that at

the time of which I write I was on a visit to

London (partly professional), and just then

aged thirty years ;
and that an old friend of

mine had been the means of introducing me
into the establishment of Dr. Duncome. I

may add that Dr. Duncome—or, more pro-

perly, Mr. Duncome—was a surgeon, whose

practice, although (as I had been informed)

considerable, was not so remunerative as to

render him superior to the necessity of receiv-

ing boarders into his house. My friend,

having some slight acquaintance with Mrs.
Duncome's family, had secured for me the con-

venient quarters I have described, knowing it

to be my wish to board in some respectable

household, where I should avoid, on the one

hand, the heavy expenses of a West-end hotel,

and, on the other, the numerous petty incon-

veniences of ordinary lodgings. So far, I felt

entirely satisfied with my friend's choice.

Having completed my toilet, I went down
to the drawing-room. It may be confessed

that I did so with some trepidation. I am a

shy man, and have a dread of new people.

Besides, the description given me of the young
lady inmate had awakened within me a strange

agitating curiosity. The moment of introduc-

tion to her appeared to me to be one of serious

importance. As I stood upon the white mat
at the drawing-room door I wished it was that

time to-morrow.

As I entered, the room looked cheerful. By
this time evening was closing in

;
the blinds

therefore were down, and the lamp was lighted.

Dr. Duncome rose at once and introduced me
to his wife. Her face was like that of a per-
son reflected in the convex of a spoon held

vertically. The upper part was, out of all

proportion, larger than the lower. But, not-

withstanding this, her gentle and ladylike

bearing immediately attracted me.

A second lady who was present I conceived

to be the one of whom I had already heard.

Nor was I mistaken. Miss Coles, as I imme-

diately discovered, was exceedingly young, and
of no ordinary beauty. Upon the announce-

ment of my name she looked up at me with a

peculiar, shy, and inquiring expression, and,

bowing slightly, instantly bent her eyes i

upon the work which had been absorbing her

attention at the moment of my entrance.
" Poor girl," I thought.

" There is certainly,

as the doctor hinted, something queer about

her."

Seated at the table, I had an opportunity,
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ich as had not before been afforded me, of

tmining the person of my host.

Is there any subtle science awaiting future

.very which shall explain to US the

of those strange antipathies that sometin
. without appar< ad

certain of our fellow-creatures ? I may as well

ace inform the reader that during my first

gaze at Dr. Duncoma's face I conceived

wards him a feeling of strong dislike. Not-

withstanding the continued affability of his

manner, every succeeding glance at his feattu

confirmed the unfavourable impression. 1

argued with myself, however, that my rising

aversion was unreasonable. True, the doctor

could boast no facial attractions. His features

were of a common type. His complexion w

of that order which colours the whole fa

neck, and ears, with a uniform brick-dust red
;

and his hair, light and straight, threw about

its ragged points in all directions.

But although Dr. Duncome was far from '•

being handsome, there was really nothing about

him, I reflected, to warrant my feeling of dis-

like. He continued during the whole evening
to be exceedingly polite and attentive to me,
and his one object appeared to be to make me

thoroughly at my ease. None of his civili-

ties, however, could obliterate the impression
which his face had made upon me at the first

inspection.

After tea the doctor proposed a rubber of

whist. The ladies readily assented, as though
the idea were no unfamiliar one. I, too, ai

matter of course, agreed ;
and a minute or two

more found me established at the card-table,

with Miss Coles for my partner.

I now examined that young lady more
'

closely than I had done before. It cost me no

prolonged scrutiny to satisfy myself that

beauty was even greater than I had at first

supposed. She was certainly under twenty.
But while her appearance and manner w

entirely girlish, there rested upon her soft g

eyes an indescribable expression of melancholy ;

and her generally downcast countenance often

wore a singularly absent and pre-occupied air.

As the game went on I discovered that suc-

cess was not likely to attend my partner and

myself. On scarcely any occasion did Bd

Coles return my lead
;
and she repeatedly

trumped cards of mine, which, by a mom.

reflection, she might have perceived would

suffice to secure the tricks. However, the

stakes were nil. Moreover, the young I

opposite me was so fascinating, that her

blunders interested rather than annoyed me.

After a while the doctor was called down-
stairs to a patient, and it rested with I

therefore, to sustain a conversation.

was difficult, and my success was
was prolonged,

and my position

I Coles wei

and m
1 beautiful "

Lied," by

accompanying herself with the greatest

This paved the way to something like con-

tinuous talk b.-i

self. Jler intelligence and i

manifested them inly. 1 could not

but remark, however, that it was only while I

spoke of mi to all

intelligent persons alike, that she was ..

Any allusion on my pai I .

. and remote, to bee own tsand
.ied to close her

lij

and to throw around her again t!

strange and impregnable reserve, which it had

been so difficult to deal with at first I did

not, consequently, make much way ;
but I felt

that I was impressed my
The doctor did not return till we had been

summoned down-stairs to supper. He apolo-

gised, as he seated himself at the head of the

table, for his long md went on to

explain that a patient
—a personal fri>

his—was labouring under a malady of a most

serious character
;
that he had been watching

him since he left us with the greatest anxiety ;

and that he might probably be sent for to him

again shortly.
I remarked that medical men must find it

difficult to shako off in their own horn-

tressing remembrances of the sorrowful I

at which their professional duties were con-

tinually demanding their presence.
" My dear sir," answered the doctor, as he

mixed himself a comfort of toddy,
"
you are right. It is difficult

;
but it is not

impossible. Our own health and the happi-

ness of our friends demand that we should

make the effort to be cheerful. We make it,

and we sacoeed. 1 am rarely down

for any length of time by what I witness as a

\ man."
This I could i re. On the present

occasion the doctor's spirits

positi\ i ; and tfa

declin
•

\ i my host,

shaking bjl oinously when Miss Coles

had retired.
"A most ladyli'.. inning

creature. But " he Dg his

foreh

I w;, I did not believe he had

round for entertaining such a view, as this

implied, of Miss Coles's mental condition. But
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I made no reply, and shortly afterwards rose

and left the room.

No, I did not like the doctor, and, further,

I felt satisfied that he did not like me
;
and in

spite of all his outward civility, he had told

me, in some wordless and inexplicable, but yet
unmistakeable manner, that he did not want

me in his house.

As I fell asleep I fancied (possibly with

reference to my musical converse with Miss

Coles) that I was the key-note in D major.

Mr. Duncome was the dominant, Miss Coles

the major third above me, while the doctor

and his patient broke in upon our harmony
dissonantly, being represented by clashing

accidentals.

And these musical fancies were but the

prelude to dreams still more extraordinary,

which, however, it is not necessary to relate.

chapter u.

It is impossible for me to describe the sensa-

tions which I experienced on waking. For

anything I knew to the contrary, I was still

reclining on the bed upon which I had fallen

asleep. There I ought to have been. There,
of course, I expected to find myself. There,

however, I certainly was not I was sitting,

not lying down ; and I seemed to be located

in some room far larger than that in which I

had last resigned my waking consciousness.

Whether I was myself or some other person ;

whether it was here or hereafter, were ques-
tions which for a while I felt myself wholly
unable to solve. The utter confusion of my
ideas, combined with a sense of great bodily

discomfort, awakened within me a feeling

amounting to terror. Surely I must have lost

my senses, or I should be able to comprehend

my position and circumstances ! I involun-

tarily clutched with all my might the nearest

object I could lay hold of, in the unconscious

endeavour to assure myself that I still owned
a material frame, and had not yet taken my
departure from the physical world.

The act seemed to arouse my reasoning

powers. It gradually became clear to me that

I had been walking in my sleep. I now re-

membered once in my life before having done

the same thing. A little further reflection

showed me that I had found my way down-
stairs to the dining-room, where, in almost

perfect darkness and in sleeping garb, I was
now seated !

Persons who have never experienced such an

awakening can have no conception of the

horrors of it. My first impulse, of course, was
to return to my room. An overwhelming
sense of the extreme awkwardness and ab-

surdity of my situation impelled me to make

for it with all stealthy speed. How unutter-

ably embarrassing to be discovered by any
inmate of the house in my present position !

How provoking that this should have occurred

during absence from home
;
that this uncanny

somnambulism should have visited me under
circumstances the most inconvenient !

A small gas jet was burning in the hall.

The doctor was of course often called up at

night, and this was left alight for his con-

venience. By the help of the dim flame I

could see that the hands of the clock above

pointed to the hour of two. With eager
nervousness I crossed the cold stone floor of

the hall, and began to feel my way up the

stairs.

At this moment, however, I heard a creaking
noise above, and saw a light, clearly that of a

candle carried by some person coming down
the stairs. What was I to do 1 The object
most desirable of attainment at the moment
seemed to be concealment. I precipitately

fled back to the dining-room ;
and remember-

ing that double doors opened from that chamber
into the study or private room, wherein the

doctor, as he had told me, received his patients,
I silently unclosed the first door (a solid one)
and took up my miserable position between that

and the second (which was partly of glass, and

curtained), ignominiously crouching down to

avoid detection from the study.
At no moment of my existence had I ever

before been in such a predicament as now
;
and

yet so unspeakably ridiculous was my position

that I could scarcely restrain my laughter.

The only consideration which afforded me the

slightest consolation was this—somehow or

other, in a short space of time, the terrible

suspense would be at an end.

The light appeared in the study. I raised

myself, and found that the curtain was so dis-

posed that I could see into the room without

any danger of being observed myself. The

doctor had entered and was seated at the table,

apparently lost in thought.
If his face had displeased me before, it now

produced within me a feeling of absolute horror.

The suavity of expression which had previously

somewhat disguised the badness of the coun-

tenance was now wholly wanting. The mouth

was set in hard, cruel compression. The

piercing grey eyes shone with a peculiar sharp

brightness. The brows were lowering, and

every feature twitched with nervous excite-

ment.

My attention, in fact, was wholly drawn

away from my own situation. I felt persuaded

that the thoughts of the man before me were

wicked thoughts. I found myself watching

him narrowly, as it were spell-bound, and
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king for positive outward manifestation of

evil whose existence I couM not doubt.

iter long cogitation the dootoa

from the bookshelves a volume. The
•ement was so dearly 1 with his

dons meditations that I particularly I

le position which the book had occupied upon
the shelves, intending to inform myself in the

morning of its title and contents.

volume was studied for BOOM time
;
and

as the doctor rose to replace it win

taken it from, J distinctly heard him utter

words :
—

" Why the deuco h;isn't it told before

now?"
The savage whisper in which tho sentence

was pronounced made my blood run

in !

"
I thought,

' l
lit i ::OUgh,

is the crime I suspected : but how is it p
for me to interfere !

"

At this juncture there was a loud, impatient

ring at the surgery bell. The sound could

have been no unfamiliar one to the doctor

even at that hour of night ; but the sudden

start, almost leap of alarm which he gave upon
hearing it, struck me as curiously corroborative

of the idea that his mind had been occupied

upon no legitimate scheme.

The surgery opened into the study, and the

doctor at once obeyed the summons. A minute

passed, and then I heard him talking with some

person whose tone of voice indicated hurry and

consternation. Of what was said, but little that

1 could distinguish reached my ears. I did,

however, catch a name— Greerson—and part
of an address— Queen 8q>

I now hastened quietly from my place of

concealment, and regained my bedroom with-

out discovery, meeting with no worse mishap
on the way than an alarming stumble over my
own boots at the bedroom door.

On reaching my bed 1 slept soundly till

morning, when the stir of the London il

to which, as a countryman, I was not much

accustomed, aroused me earl}'.

CHAPTER III.

The morning light modilied for the time

being my suspicions of the doctor, and my
:>tibi!ity with regard to Miss Cole*

I dressed, my main feeling* were ih

annoyance at the anomalous visitation which 1

had experienced, and of anxiety to esca;

thing of the kind in future.

1 was about to leave my room when Richard,
the brisk little button-boy, placed in my hands
a note, which ran thus :

—
" Bear Sir,—It seems strange that I should

make the request I am about to make at this

early period of our acquaintance. Peculiar

circumstances, howev' 1 me to do so.

Will you ad van-

amount 1 am in imm
:

>t, and ;u . thfully,
••

!

The sum was
a small ard up" for. I

had no particular olrjonrtnw to dm]

advam -rdingly took three :

bom my desk, and i

:

me below for 1
1 odati'm.

No sooner did 1 find myself in Miss Coles's

oi all my for: Qgs of ad-

• n for her ret;;

night, and
..as sufficient to baffle

the most sanguine candidate for her noti

favour. She left us immediately after

fast
;
and as soon as 1 was alone with n,

and hostess, the form' DM, said :
—

"My poor friend and patient, of whom I

! spoke to you last evening, has, I regret to say,

breathed his last. Yes," he contin

j

his eyebrows, with an air of philosophic resig-

| nation,
" the struggle is over, and 1 have lost

one of the best and truest of my friend

three o'clock this morning he shuffled off this

i mortal coil. He suffered much, I grieve to

i say, towards the last."

I merely inclined my head by way of re-

sponse ;
but I closely w.v <>f the

speaker. The drop-scene, so blandly ;

town now. The hideous disorder which

the past night had revealed to me was well

;
hidden. " I don't pretend to understand it,"

! If
; "but, Doctor, 1 ha

forgotten
—I shall not forget."

I now went direct to 1 lc**Ji

where 1 remained for some b

picture, concerning the possible position of

which 1 had been uneasy, had been hung more

favorably than 1 could have anticipated ; but

when ! Tied it amidst several

boon of a

slightly ashamed vt' my production.

My next bQUMM was ko call upon a

portrait 1 was about M paint.

1 during the greater t the

my convenience, M well

iat we should ftg her

visit to town, which 1 knew h

I had forgotten b • but,

upon reference to my pock

No. — , Queen 6

! went, not forgetting that I

had heai I
in the
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night. Having completed my arrangements
with Mrs. Cunningham, I talked with her on

general subjects. She was disposed to be com-

municative, and to me she appeared to be in

the liveliest spirits. She informed me, how-

ever, that she was not herself to-day. I won-

dered, on being thus enlightened, what further

amount of cheerfulness she was accustomed to

experience. But she interrupted my specula-

tion by proceeding :
—" A dreadful circum-

stance has occurred in the house next to this,

which has quite shaken my nerves."
" Indeed !

"
I exclaimed, interrogatively.

"
Yes," continued Mrs. Cunningham.

" A
wealthy old man of miserly habits has died

during the night in the greatest agonies. His

room being next to mine I could plainly hear

his groans, which were indeed terrific and

heartrending. My landlady has just been

giving me his history, which is a curious one.

He was of good family, but appears to have

lost most of his near relatives in early life.

He was placed by his guardians in the office of

a mercantile firm, where, by industry and in-

telligence, he quickly made himself appreciated.
He subsequently became a partner, and finally

the entire business fell into his hands. By the

time he reached the age of fifty he had ac-

cumulated a large fortune
;
but as his riches

increased so did his eccentric and miserly habits.

So unsociable did his conduct become that he

gradually lost all his private friends
;
and for

many years past he has held but little inter-

course with the world, except in the way of

business. About two years since, however,
when he had attained his seventieth year, he

conceived a foolish, doting fondness for a young
and lovely girl, whose father was his debtor to

a large amount, and whom he had accidentally
met in some of his interviews with her parent.
This girl he formed the silly intention of

marrying. The father's pecuniary relation to

him served as a lever to move all difficulties

out of the way. To save her father from ruin

the poor girl sacrificed herself. The result was

most lamentable. The loathing of the beauti-

ful and accomplished Lucy for her decrepit and

childish bridegroom became heightened daily.

Two months after her marriage her father died,
and then her twin sister, the last of her near

relatives
;
and unable any longer to endure the

old man's eccentricities, she shortly afterwards

left him, and, as it is supposed, went abroad,
for she has never since been heard of. And
now, after falling deeper and deeper into the

miserly ways which he had so long followed,
the foolish and forsaken old husband has at

Length died
;
but in a manner to which, as my

landlady privately informs me, she cannot help

thinking,
some mystery attaches. I am sure,"

added Mrs. Cunningham, while her cheeks be-

came blanched,
" I could imagine that any

crime was being perpetrated on the other side

of the wall, while I listened from my bed last

night to the terrible groans of the dying man."
" What was his name ?

"
I inquired, as soon

as the narrative was concluded.

"Greerson," was the reply.

"Allow me to ask, madam," I rejoined,
" do you know what has aroused your land-

lady's suspicions as to the cause of death %
"

" I do not—precisely. Stories, perhaps, are

likely to get about when a known miser dies

somewhat unexpectedly. I do not, myself,
think much of her surmises

; although, as I

told you, one could imagine almost anything
on listening to such sounds as I heard in the

night.
"

Shortly after this was said I bade Mrs . Cun-

ningham "good-day." As soon as I was alone

I found my mind oppressed with a terrible

burden of painful thoughts. My previous sus-

picions were now developed into conviction.

How ought I to act ? The question repeatedly

presented itself to my mind, but it was one

which I found it impossible to answer.

I hastened on to Wilhelmina Street, hoping
that I might be able to discover such further

facts as might make my course of duty clear.

As I entered the house it occurred to me that

I had not yet examined the book which Mr.

Duncome had been studying on the previous

night. Finding that there was no one in the

doctor's room, I at once proceeded thither. I

remembered that the volume consulted had
been the third from the left-hand end of the

topmost shelf. With some agitation I now
drew it from its place, and read the title page
as follows :

—" The action of alkaline poisons

upon the organs of the human body. By
George Darell Smythe, M.D., F.RS." But
I had hardly taken the book in my hands

when, almost of its own accord it fell open at

page 230, which, as I quickly saw, wras headed
"
Strychnia."
The work was apparently a scientific and

elaborate one. It pointed out, in copious

detail, the various uses, in medicine, of the

substances of which it treated, and the ap-

plicability of those substances as remedies to

the exigencies of the human body under dif-

ferent shades of disease. It also described

with minuteness the effects of the particular

class of poisons upon the organs of the healthy

subject.

I turned the leaves and read a passage hero

and there, till at length I closed the book once

and allowed it a second time to fall open
of its own accord, when it again revealed the

page—230.
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I now read again. Scarcely had I begun to

do so when I heard a slight noise at my side,

and, turning, saw the doctor looking ov<-r my
shoulder.

" Excuse me," I said, confusedly,

examining your library. 1 don't know v.

1 am not intruding by coming into your study
at all?"

"By no means, my dear sir,'"

Mr. Duncome in accents (lie suavest,

what impels you so earnestly to study that

work of Dr. Smythe's ?
"

"
Curiosity," I replied, with

and turning sharply round to watch the

doctor's face.

"Ah—ha ! indeed—really !

" he exclaimed,

avoiding my gaze, and leaving the room i in me-

diately.

Fortunately I was not again troubled with

somnambulism, although that night L went to

bed in some apprehension of its recurrence.

(To be couc'vded in our next.)

AN EXTRAORDINARY SECT.

No religious ceremony can be performed in

Russia without lighted tapers
—flame, with

the Greek Church, is the emblem of the

spiritual
—the Russians never weary of that

living and beautiful type of the unseen.

They do not tinkle bells, or change dresses
;

but they light and blow out candles during
all their services with untiring assiduity.

Even on the Monday after Easter,
" Recollec-

tion Monday," as it is called, when the Rus-

sians dine in the cemeteries, on the graves of

their departed friends, and weep and tipple in

the strangest and most barbarous ways, lighted

tapers are stuck in the loaves.

At weddings, the bride and bridegroom ad-

vance to the altar, both holding lighted tapers,

and with crowns upon their heads. At bap-

tisms, lighted candles are borne before the

child. On Easter mornings the poor bring to

the churches their dinners—heaps of painted

eggs and piles of white cheese—lit with tapers,
to be sprinkled with holy water and blessed by
the priests.

They burn forests of tapers when they

annually curse the heretics—the false I

trius and Mazeppa—while the tremendous

bass voices thunder out their " Anafe'ma !

Anafema !

"
They consume more wax when

they bless the fruits, once a year ; and i

body in church crunches consecrated, but

sour, apples. More candles melt also when

they build birch arbours on the ice, and, cut-

ting square holes, dip in crosses to blec

water.

But, most of all, they consume wax by

pounds ju on Baste)

Then, all at one Aden folding-doom of

tie: eH - of lamps
and eandlc . lit, the censers

ry one sha i kisses

his neighbour,
I b *ojoy-

ful ttrander, roekefj sparkle in the skj
dissolve iuto ion boom from the

fortresses, and "

i ftoQMB

.claim, with
1 d boa tie- d.-v i

Everywh-
> hind in hand. | hurch

door sits a pallid l°n&»

dark, yellow, and thin, thick and glossy,

1, tins.ll. d, or gilt, to pecial

shrines in gratitude or d< ,

At one of the Moscow— t

Gate—there is a large shop full of cai

-!y to meet the wants of the crowds of

worshippers who frequent the neighbouring

chapel of the Iberian Mother of God, a spot of

intense sanctity in the eyes of the superstitious

Moscow people. This special picture-virgin

came from Georgia to Mount A i from

thence a Czar, envious of her mineks for his

own holy city, transported her to Moscow.

She is a long, black, brown-faced p

long thin nose, almond-shaped eve-,

iingers like glove-strainers. A 08

four is kept perpetually prepared to carry her

to the houses of sick rich people, who:

cures at a tariff of five roubles (one pound
English), and a fee to the priest. As a work

of art she is indirferent, but as a profitable

worker of five-rouble miracles she is most

excellent.

Her picture is speckled and banded

gold, plate, and Jewell. There is a i

pearls on her head, above it a crown of dia-

monds, a great jewel glows on her brow

another on her shoulder. Thirteen silver Lamps
burn before her. All da] or sorrow-

ful people crowd in to ki- hand,

or the foot of the child in h -mer-

chants anxious for

and returning, sorrowin.;

wives, officers starting for Poland or the Cau-

Each of 1 taper at

the priest's counter, lights it, and thrusts it

into ono of the innumerable sockets ready to

it in front of the gorge
Iberian Mother.

lsburg. I re-

member one Saford more

venerated than Sunday) that I went to hear

the service in the gr< $1 Isaac,

in St. Petersburg, th. hedral built

in Europe. When Iamvi emony was

in full bloom. There were the choristers,
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divided into two parts and in their strange stage
j

supernumerary dress, leaning against the altar

rails, before the great gilded door3 of wreathed i

metal, and the lapis lazuli pillars. The vast !

columns of malachite shone with the glow of
!

innumerable lamps. The priest, with flowing ;

hair and cloth of gold robes, was reading the

great book of the Gospels. Behind the screen

another priest paced solemnly amidst thin blue

clouds of incense. The vast church was so full

of peasants, and bourgeois, and officers, that
j

there was scarcely room to move. Before all

the shrines and pictures burnt little groves of

tapers, surrounding a monarch candle as big as

a man's arm. But what are those little limp
candles that are passed over one's shoulder

every minute, with a good-natured nod of

apology ? Those are votive candles, to be

burnt before that great shrine of the brown

virgin that you see yonder by the pillar,

framed in cumbrous gold, and hung with laced

ribbons. There are, perhaps, one hundred
candles burning there already, enough to soon

melt that central mass of wax, were it not en-

closed in a porcelain case.

Even in the great Exchange, that handsome

building near the Admiralty wooden bridge,
there is a side chapel, hung with lamps and
stuck with candles, where merchants, fresh

from tremendous bargains in hemp, tallow, and

timber, thank Saint Nicholas for having en-

abled them to outwit the Englishman or the

German.

There are lamps burning all day with a

sullen, yellow light in the corridors of the

bazaars, before the square, massive-framed

pictures of the saints, under which the mer-

chants drink, incessantly, hot tumblers of tea,

or play recklessly at football in hours of

relaxation.

There are votive lamps burning day and

night before the gates of Moscow, especially

before that holy gate in the Kremlin, that no

one is allowed to pass through without taking
off his hat.

Everywhere fire is a sacred emblem with the

Russians. Even thieves offer their votive

tapers. The following letter is given us by a

German traveller. It was written by a

swindler to his accomplice, and is valuable as a

proof of how superstition takes the place of

religion in corrupted minds :
—

To-morrow is the day, dear Ivan, when we may at

last begin our enterprise. Don't forget to light a

candle to the Mother of God in the Kasan Church to-

morrow at nine o'clock. I will do the same to St.

Johu in Trinity Church.

The enterprise was the theft of ten thousand

roubles, which was effected while the twin

tapers were still burning.

Superstition and ceremonial haunt you in

Russia. You are, perhaps, seated at midnight
at a railway-station, cold, hurried, cross, drink-

ing down a tumbler of burning tea and lemon

juice in deep draughts, your hair dishevelled,

your eyes half shut
; suddenly you feel a

gentle, deprecating touch on the shoulder, and
there is a tall, old, bearded monk, in dark

robe and crape-veiled head-dress, bending to-

wards you with a little leather cushion, on

which lie several ostentatious copper coins.

He is begging for his monastery, just as the

monks did in the time of Erasmus. Remem-

ber, they are at least four centuries behind in

Russia.

Or, again, you cross the Neva, at St.

Petersburg, into the fortress island, to see

the old Dutch hut which Peter the Great in-

habited while his city was building. You find

it, and are delighted at the low, humble rooms,
with the latticed windows, the old-fashioned

cabinets, the quaint chairs, telescopes, and

portfolios. All at once, at one side of it, near

the boat-house, you come on a little chapel
crowded with ladies and peasants' children,

groves of little twelfth-night candles burning,
brown pictures in gilt frames, and the usual

half-Mahomedan prostrations and kotowing.
Your first thought is that they have made a

god of the great Emperor.
There are two classes of historians. The

one class vamps up old lies, upsets old theo-

ries, puts a new gloss on old falsehoods, white-

washes Nero, proves Henry the Eighth a

saint, and Guy Faux to have been a cruelly

mistaken patriot. There is another class which

denies that the world runs in cycles, or that

there are any recurrent sequences in history.

With them history is indeed the useless old

almanack, proving nothing, teaching nothing.

To this latter class I would offer for medita-

tion the avatar of that modern saint, Joseph

Smith, as a curious example of modified

recurrence. Here is Mahomet again, with his

harem intolerance and armed proselytism, but

all vulgarised. The Koran re-appears, with

more lies and less truth, without the poetry

and without the plausibility.

In the extraordinary Russian sect which I

am about to describe we have another remark-

able recurrence—the Fire-worshipper
—revived

in the nineteenth century in full force, with

his intense faith, his secresy, and his danger-

ous fanaticism.

There is a secret sect in Russia, that now
numbers several hundred thousand members.

It lias spread from Tobolsk to the Gulf of

Finland, and from Little Russia to the Wall of

China. It ramifies from Archangel to the

Polish frontier, and is still growing while we
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write. These sectarians are not merely pea
or woodmen. There are men of education

among them. There are •

limits, well

known on the Exchange in DUTgj
who are known to belong to them by their

falsetto voices and their dwindling beards.

Every member of this sect is raquin
mutilate himself, and no one can be admitted

without this act of cruel self-mortification. It

is said that the Emperor Nicholas grew ai

at this new heresy, and employed a confiden-

tial officer to join them and worm out their

secrets. This fanatic of obedience submitted

to the initiatory rite as the first step to his

discovery.
These people have mixed up many of the

rites of the Greek Church with the old fire

worship, which they have to a certain de-

gree christianised. They consider lire the

emblem of all purity and good, and the chosen

type of divinity, instancing the burning bush,
the column of fire, the cloven tongues, and
other miraculous appearances. They believe

fire to be so purifying that voluntary death by
it secures salvation. The consequence of this

tenet is, that suicide by fire is not unfrequent

among the sect. Only two winters ago a poor
woman (a servant, I believe) set fire to one of

those mountains of birch logs that every
Russian gentleman keeps in his courtyard,

then placed herself on the flames, and perished
like a Hindoo suttee.

They retain the bowings and prostration of

tlie Greek Church, and, I believe, worship
Saint Alexander Nevsky, Saint Michael, and

Saint Nicholas, as ardently as the most devout

Russian
; but, however they conceal it, fire is

the primary object of their adoration.

They have also a wild and intensely ignorant
belief in a golden age, a millennium, to be

brought about by Peter the Great, the Empress

Ann, and Napoleon ;
who are all said to be

waiting ready to put all things right, in some

little, out-of-the-way town near Irkutsk.

I have seen a curious book containing

coloured pictures of the saints of this sect, and

also some of their remarkable sacred poems and

rythmical traditions. Of tliese, the following,

which I epitomise from memory, is the most

strange and representative. The original

ian metre was so barbarous that I do not

apologise for discarding it. The poem seems

to me most interesting, as a proof of tho

Cimmerian darkness of the Russian peasantry,

its very outset betraying a profundity of brutal

ignorance that one would have thought im-

possible at the present day, except anion

lowest of the Lets or the Laps. The Oriental

origin of the sect is perceptible throughout to

anyone conversant with the poetry of the

I l of Hindoo

mythology, which sy what
is to the viper. Here is

the poem :
—

WHS WAS TAUGHT THE LESBOS OF

FAITH.

One day the cruel, mocking, God-defying Pharisees

bild Jesus ii. ijah.

Chase- 1 the thi 1.1 .'-mis with stone* and staves,

howling listed him. The child Jesus ran in

and clo o! the house after him. There was
no one in the house hut the wife of the e
Hallelujah, holding her OSHd in her SfSM an-1 rocking
it to deep. What a i >ur was upon its

cheek. You could scarcely see its little chest ri»e sod
fall with its breat

11 The wicked, God-defying Pharisees pursue i

sticks ami stones. ! nt Hallelu-

jah," cried the child Jesus, "show now thy fait >i

down that child that thou so much lovest, cast it quick
into the stov bske me ui

arms. Then when the wicked, ng Pharisees

rush in and ask for me, say I am hurut to death in the

in thou hast thrust me. Then they will

dance for joy, and sing, and will go back to the city.

And I shall escape out of their ban

No tear shed the wife of the excellent Hallelujah ;

no prayer uttered she ; no cry of horror rose from her

heart. She arose, threw opeu the store, thrust her

child into the fierce, pure flame, closed-to the door,

and took the child Jesus up into her arms as she had

been bid.

At that moment in broke the howling, God-defying
Pharisees.

" Give us the child Jesus," they cried.

"I have destroyed him in the stove. He is dust ;

he is ashes," replied the wife of the excellent Halle-

lujah.
" Go back to your homes, 0, wise Pharisees,

for your enemy is no more.
"

Then they danced for joy, and shouted, and beat

their staves together, and went home crying,
" Re-

joice, for he is dead ! The accursed child of Satan is

dead !

"

Then when they were gone the child Jesus descended

from the woraau's arms and said,
—

"Heaven's blessings be on thee, thou wife of the

excellent Hallelujah ; blessings for thy excelling faith,

that is beyond all faith. Go now to the stove wherein

thy burnt child is, open the door, and tell me what

thou seest."

And the wife of the excellent Hallelujah arose and

went trembling, and she opened the door and looked

in ;
and instead of burnt flesh, or white ashes, she saw

neither flame nor embers ;
but her glorified child, smil-

ing and rejoicing, walking in the green walks of Para-

aad led bj the archaugela.
Such was the reward of the faith of the wife of the

excellent Hallleujah.

Thero are traces of fire-worship, it must be

remembered, in Greek mythology and Greek

philosophy. There were several of their sages

who taught that the sun was fire, and the centre

of all heat and life
; that, ii.

•uymous as oold and death. In

the works of the alchemists, also, ft

tion as an

There is no trait of til

finer than that of th The Greek

is really the only tolerant church in

See how our own church ostracises all excep-
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tional people, such as George Fox, or Wesley ;

useful men, whom the Roman Catholic Church,
wiser in its generation, would have enrolled

into its service. It has been often observed !

that every order of monks was, in fact, a new

heresy ;
and the Jesuits would have been

seceders, beyond all doubt, had they not been

wisely retained by the subtle Popes : yet, on

the other hand, how the Roman Catholics have

belled, booked, and candled many good men
who differed from them in opinion ;

how they
drove Luther from them

;
how they have

roasted, and poisoned, and excommunicated

disputants for hundred of years.

Look at the Mahomedans, too
;
see with what

furious faces they still regard the infidels—how

they would pull him piecemeal if they dared.

But the Russians are as tolerant as the old

Romans were. They rather rejoice in the fact

of strangers witnessing their ceremonies. There

is a Tartar mosque at St. Petersburg, and an-

other at Moscow. Foreigu chapels boldly present
themselves in the chief streets of their capital.

Yet the Russian sects hate each other bit-

terly, though their difference is chiefly in forms

the most indifferent. Some forbid smoking,
others abstain from fish on fast days. One
sect makes the cross from right to left, another

from left to right.

The most remarkable of all the fifty odd

sects is that of the "Old Believers," retainers

of the old formula and ritual antecedent to the

reformations of Peter the Great. They not

only do not smoke, but if any one who smells

of smoke enters their house they fumigate the

place, and pronounce exorcising prayers. They
do not shave

;
and they spit at, and sometimes

murder their opponents. ,

This is a secret sect ;
j

but they are numerous at Moscow, where their

dead are buried apart. Kohl says that there

were in his time ten thousand of them in Tula

alone. They swarm in the Cossack colonies,

in the steppes of Southern Russia, and along
the old Turkish frontier of the Dnieper. There

are but few in St. Petersburg, where the

European civilization is predominant. These

old believers represent the ancient Oriental

conservatism of Russia, and no doubt, if they
had the power, serfdom and every other by-

gone evil would be restored.

In escaping from Siberia, the Poles fre-

quently make use of these men, and, by affect-

ing the same faith and learning their formula,
obtain aid and concealment from the brother-

hood, and are passed on, from house to house,

just as a Jesuit used to be by Roman Catholics

in the time of Queen Elizabeth.

In 1832 these old believers occasioned a

great scandal at Rsheff, on the Volga, where

they are numerous, wealthy, and powerful.

They hired a drunken old soldier to force open
the royal door of the orthodox sanctuary, and,
in presence of the congregation, trod on the

bread, drank the wine, and flung the chalice

at the worshippers. Several murders were the

consequence. To prevent punishment, the

offenders offered a bribe of two hundred thou-

sand roubles. No one avowedly took it
;
but

the result, somehow or other, was, that the

subsequent commission separated without com-

ing to any conclusion.

There are other sects that retain Indian and

Pagan superstitions. All but these lay great

emphasis on the peculiar way of holding the

three fingers when crossing themselves. The
most ignorant Russians will argue on the vital

importance of this, and pride themselves on

their orthodoxy.
"
We," they say,

" make the

cross the only right way. What is Christianity ?

It is the Holy Trinity. The three fingers mean
the Trinity." They cross themselves with a

peculiar, conventional swing of the arm, bowing
at the same moment. This is continued for

minutes together, and carried on with intense

self-satisfaction.

On the Polish frontier, and among the semi-

Germans, the toleration of the Greek Church

shows itself in admirable colours. They do

not slander the Protestants. They visit Pro-

testant churches. They never hesitate to per-

form service in our churches, and will lend

their own to Protestants. There is something
unusual to us in this spirit of toleration. It is

not fair to attribute it to the want of zeal in the

Greek Church. It rather arises from the serenity

of their faith, from the little irritating persecu-

tion they have sustained, from the absence of

doctrinal heiesies, and from the calm, imperial

content with which they regard their time-

honoured superstitions, their image-worship,
and their orientalisms.

A POOR CLERK'S STORY.*

They were certainly inferior lodgings,
—even

for that shy neighbourhood, and the moderate

price I paid for them
;
but money was a weak

point with me in those days, and, at the same

time, I never cared to bargain or make condi-

tions when I hired apartments ;
for so long as

I had a decent room to sit in in bad weather,

with a "
practicable

"
fireplace, and a corner

where I could turn in at night for sleep, I

cared little for convenience, and less for ap-

pearances, and was quite contented (as my
"

laissez-faire
" character disposed me to be)

under circumstances which were frequently

* Any interest whiob maybe attached to this narrative

will be ] when it Is explained that the circum-

stances related are in no point fictitious.
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trying, and occasionally aggravating. I

not imagine now why I ventured into such

je, out-of-the-way districts. Certainly it

no love for adventure which indooad DM :

for I was naturally timid, ami unincli.':

face danger, however largely the alemei

romance might have entered into it. Perhapa
it was that undefinablo pride which accom-

panies reduced means that prompted me to

seek lodging in neighbourhoods where even my
humble and threadbare [aimed

me "
gentleman

"
among classes in which a

coat at all was the exception. Be thai

might, I wandered, at this time, into the

humblest district of "yestern London
;

and

after some failures in my applications for a

lodging, I lighted upon a fairly presentable
house in a shambling sort of terrace, not very
distant from the principal thoroughfare of that

section of the town. I was admitted—after

repeated knocks, and just as my patience was

becoming exhausted—by an old woman of

about sixty-five, though it is possible that

she might have been prematurely aged by want

and illness. When I inquired of the portress

the terms of the lodgings, the poor old creature,

who was shaking in voice and body from a sort

of palsy, stammered out that she would call

her daughter to answer my questions, but

"would I please step inside a moment." I

complied, and waited on the ragged mat in the

dingy passage while the old woman hobbled

and jerked herself down the stairs to the

kitchen. I knew when she arrived at the

door, for a dull sound of voices, which I had

noticed upon entering, suddenly expanded into

a confused roar, in which I detected both male

and female laughter. The occupants of the

kitchen, who were evidently carousing (though
it was but three o'clock in the afternoon),

seemed to me to greet the old woman with

shouts of derision. Something hard was flung
at her at her entrance, I am sure, for I heard

her cry out in her quaky treble, and the mis-

sile, whatever it was, rolling upon the wooden

floor. A great laugh was raised at this sally,

after which I recognised the trembling old

tones, declaring, I presume, the mission which

had so unseasonably interrupted the mirth of

the kitchen. There was a lull directly ;
and I

shortly afterwards heard a younger and lighter

stop ascending the staircase, and my landlady
stood before me. She was a bold, sluttish-

looking woman of about thirty, with a face

which, though not positively ill-look ing, was of

a low stamp, and certainly unattractive. She

instantly assumed a smirk and curtsey to the

prospective lodger ; but I perceived a trifling

thickness of utterance, and a peculiar lack of

lustre in her eyes, which were the outward and

is of excess. She excused fa

i waiting upon me immediately ;
but "it

.1 along of thai i woman -s-

which of charity, tho', Heavin
iid nothii. me of the house

irn for all i drinkin' which

w.xs provided," and to using the

..

word the fact that it was her DO whom
.Ay, the landlady preoooV

to the b *

<i: m floor,"

the door with

as I have said. Qgg. I be-

at any otk I should have incou-

ly left the spot ; but something prompted
me, and I agreed to lodge there for a m
1 had beoOU .f, and

I was detenu i i
• more

about my shaky old friend. I shall D

scribe these lodgings, for the account would

not be very appetizing to my readers ;
but I

shall hasten to give an account of my ad-

venture there some time afterwards, on l

ble Christmas-eve.

I had agreed upon taking the lodgings from

the first of December till the . \s Day
following ;

and on beginning my reign in my
new quarters, I found the wisdom of hiring apart-
ments of this sort weekly, a pita iopted
afterwards. Nothing could have been more com-

pletely inconvenient as far as accommo
and attendance were concerned, and yet I stayed,
for I had already found an interest in the place.

The shaky old woman was the servant

work, the factotum, the fag of the lodgings.

Often I have myself relieved her of the break-

fast-tray, when the cup and nu utter-

boat and teapot have been trembling respon-

sively, and the ay humble

repast has been divorced from its cup and has

been rolling wildly from side to side, like a

barrel on deck in a storm. She cleaned the

boots, she swept the 1 the bell,

fetched the beer (no sinecure), and performed,
in short, every menial office, while ber shame-

less daughter and recreant son-in-law ate,

drank (and were drunk), ami slept at ease,
—

with all household burdens, ri light one

of receiving the Lodger*! money, shifted from

their young shoulders to her crazy care.

a due amount of patience OB my part, 1

tared to impure of the <>ld handmaid as to the

m6nag4 of the stipes
" Why do u do all the work \" I

kindly to her one mornii.

cated my breakfast (at tie of the egg)

from entire dissolution at her hands.

too much for you."
To my surprise the poor old woman sat down

on a chair, and burst into tears, 1 iraa not a
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little astonished
;
but held my tongue till she

had somewhat recovered, when I again re-

marked,
" I'm afraid this is too much for you,

day after day."
The old creature rose suddenly, and tottered

to the door. "I humbly pray your pardon,

sir," she stammered. " I forgot myself. I've

not been well lately, sir, and the children

have
"

"
Stay," I said. " Shut the door, and tell

me all about it. I am anxious to know all

about you, and if I can do anything
"

" Oh no, dear sir," cried the poor old wretch,

trembling with fear, in addition to her usual

palsy.
" Don't notice me, sir, if you please ;

pray don't. If they were to know that I had
been crying, or talking to you, they'd

"

Here she paused, and looked nervously at the

door.
" What would they do ?" I asked.
"
They'd beat me, sir. She often does, if I

forget anything ;
and he, oh ! he's awful—

swearing, and flinging pewter pots at me. I was
ill once for weeks from a blow he gave me."

" Why on earth do they ill-treat you ?" I

asked. " You do all the work, while they idle.

There must be some other reason."
"

Sir," said the old woman, with some pride
in her voice—cracked, jerky, and feeble as it

was—" I was once worth more than a thousand

pounds,—I mean when my husband died, and
before she was married. I set them up, but

they robbed me of all my money ;
and they

know it, and keep me here, and hate and ill-

treat me in consequence."
" Why do you stay ?

" I asked
;

but a

moment after I was conscious of the folly of

my question, as the old woman answered,—
" Where could I go to, sir 1

"

The simplicity and despair in this response

convincing me that I should do no good by
personally interfering in the domestic mis-

understandings, I refrained from further ques-

tioning, and waited for some issue to this course

of ill-treatment, when I might, though an out-

sider, be justified in stepping in as a check.

It soon came. In the Christmas week the poor
old mother took to her bed, thoroughly con-

quered by the hard weather and the increasing
work. Every day I heard angry voices and

curses through the thin wainscoting which

separated my bedroom from the wretched old

creature's sleeping den. A feeble squeaking
was all that rough usage, neglect, or execration

elicited. My blood used to blaze within me
,at the cowardice and the low triumph of that

drunken and disreputable pair, who junketed
while their mother was gasping for breath, or

calling for common assistance. I did once for-

get my position ;
and attempted to expostulate

with the daughter, my landlady, who came
into my room, attended by a rumpled-haired
child with a dirty face (which was a pretty like-

ness of her mother's), on the morning of the

twenty-fourth of December.

Bedizened was the landlady, and ribboned

all over. Evidently she was bound upon a

merry-making with friends that Christmas eve
;

and I wras so struck with the heartlessness of a

daughter (who owred her fortunes, such as they

were, to the poor woman starving and neg-
lected in the next room) leaving a parent,

dying perhaps, in the care of only a child of

five years old, that I mildly reflected upon the

remarks which the neighbours might make on

the occasion. I was speedily silenced by that

indescribable maimer which a low-bred woman

always can assume to those whom she con-

siders as interfering in her concerns
;
and on

her departure, her husband, his eyes still dazed

and lustreless from last night's excess, merely

put his head inside my door and gave me a

look
; but that glance decided me against in-

terfering any further. I was doomed to a

cheerless Christmas eve—alone, in a wretched

lodging, with no other occupants than a bed-

ridden old woman and a miserable child. I

had taken a rather more expensive dinner than

usual that evening, in honour of the day ; and

when I returned, finding my fire rather low, I

called out to the little child, who was, I sup-

posed, in her granny's room, to come and show

me where the coal-cellar was. A shrill
"
Yes,

sir," answered me, and I waited for my little

guide. She was a long time coming ;
and I

was getting wearied and cold, when I heard a

strange hobbling outside my door, and, to my
horror and amazement, the old mother stag-

gered in with a coal-scuttle in her hand, the

little child grasping her thin dress tightly and

smiling the while.

"Gracious Heavens!" I gasped; "how's

this ? Why are you here ? Whatever induced

you to get up to do this ? I would have gone
without fire a hundred times rather than you
should have run this risk."

The old woman smiled, as I seized the coal-

scuttle out of her palsied hands. " It's nothing,

sir—nothing. I'd do it for you, sir—for

but not for them— no, not for them. God
bless you, sir ! Good night, and a merry
Christmas to you. Come, Nancy, darling."

"For God's sake!" I cried, "go back to

bed
; you'll kill yourself in this bitter cold.

Go back, I beseech you."
" I'm going, sir," said the shivering creature ;

" but are you sure you want nothing fetched,

or anything ?
"

"In Heaven's name, no!" I cried again.

"Do go back to bed
; you'll kill yourself."
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"
No," muttered the poor old v

watched her retreating to her den.
" I shall

not have killed myself." And so murmuring
Mir hobbled out of i

My terrors u ising. I poked the

but could get DO addition to myipi]

watching the friendly blaze. . worn

out, and at a late hour, I d<

goinir to l>ed, and trying to overcome tfa

forebodings which had seized upon me by sleep, i

I lay long time awake, but at length 1 went off
|

into a deep slumber. How long 1 remained
unconscious I do not know; but troubl--

dreams affected my sleep, increasing in borrof

till they culminated in my starting up in my
bed with a loud cry ringing in my ears. Be-

it to be the effect of a disordered fancy,
I was preparing to sleep again, when my blood

ran icily through my veins at a repetition of

the former cry. It was a child's voice. Yes
;

and in the next room. I listened, and heard

a struggling, and then the pattering of naked

feet upon the boarding of the adjacent chamber.

I was frozen with fear. Suddenly I heard the

child ciy out in a panic of fear,
—"

Granny,

granny ;
don't ! Send it away ! send it away !

Go away ! I don't know you ; you are so

ugly. Go away !

" And a struggle again. This

time the child's voice was raised almost to a

shriek. "Go away ! go away ! Who are you ?

Let granny alone. Oh, mother, mother, come

back
;
come back to granny." And a moment

after the little naked feet went pattering down
and up the stairs, while the child moaned

piteously, "Oh, mother, mother, come back."

Mastering my fears as well as I could, I leapt

out of bed, huddled on some clothes, and

cautiously opened my bedroom door. It was

pitch dark outside ;
but I could hear the child,

still moaning, descending the kitchen stairs.

Feeling my way to the old woman's room, I

reached the door and paused a moment to

listen. There was silence over the house,

save when the wailing of the little girl could

be indistinctly heard below. Carefully push-

ing the door open, I entered, and neatly
shrieked aloud at the sight which met my eyes.

Crumpled up in bed, with face and knees to-

gether, sat the old woman. He:

widely staring, her hands grasping the wretched

quilt, her jaw dropped, her face the colour of

stone, and as inflexible. She was dead.

Taking a hasty inspection of the miserable

room, to insure that no one was con>

there, and that there had been no foul play, I

carefully and shuddeiingly retired, and had

just lighted my candle in my room when I

heard the child ascending the stairs again. 1

called to her by name, and she ran, sobbing,

to me, speechless from horror. As soon as I
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could

.

She didn't knOH vaa SO

ly. Oh, LOnj, poor

granny !

"

.

i, went out of the house and walked

dit. The eai

ind knew i

were sobei-

. and thanked me fbf 1 had taken
of the child, whom, how

kept away from n. Id woman was

decently buried
; and OD L>ay I

left my lodgings. I shall n< t that

night so long as 1 live. Bat
K. BB.

THE ROMA Tin: ROC

(A 001

Two thousand years ago, one spring,
In sunny Lyonnesse,

At his Table Round the blameless king
Did thus his knights a

" Go hence, fair sirs, and search the world,

Through seas, and swamps, and snows ;

Full many flowers it couta

Bring here its sweetest rose !"

Sir Bevis he up and clomb his steed,

Aud made for sunset's bars
;

Plucking posies of all the n

That bloom beyond the stars.

Sir Lancelot pressed, with tai

The I o'er the main ;

The King of the Pigmies fought hil

But his roses he hath I

The hardy Gawain weut north, and slew

The Vikings. plund- I

Valhalla's meads, where henes tend

Princesses tressed with gold.

Nor eltin toils, nor dungeons deep,

Sir liohort could appal,

lie plucked the roM from Balder' s breast,

Aud eke from Elbricht's ha

" May Dorothea
1 my humble quest !

"

neamlanl

Rifled in sed.

With

Long i tries,

And shore his rosea an • hack

To the plunging Cornish seas.

All dang meward axed ;

Spread, for the I

Their roses, red, pin

But : I spake he.

rose Sir Roland, "Good, mj
True love looks nearest home ;

Per.hance they hud the fairest blooms

W ho never care to roam.
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This morn, by yonder almond trees,

A begear passed, none gave ;

A maiden dropped her dole in his lap,

And said,
— ' Take all I have.'

"

A moment, and they led her in,

A damsel, tall, lithe, fair
;

Blush roses bloomed on her velvet cheek,
A rose was in her hair !

Ob, sweet the sight ! A green cymar
Half hid her snowy breast,

And samite of heathen land her limbs
Most daintily caressed.

Great Arthur forward drew the knight,
And placed him by her side,

—
"
May In- who found this fairest rose

Be happy with his bride 1

May roses round his castle shine,

In never-failing grace,

And tender rose-buds round him twine,

To carry on his race !

"

In Cornwall (so the legend speaks)

The fairest roses grow ;

And Cornish maids with rosy cheeks

The legend's truth still show.
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LORD OAKBURN'S DAUGHTK,
BY THE AUTHOB

CIIAI'TKK \I\.

Ja\ ;.\\s position was a |

In tlic midst of the grief, it I lid the

horror, she felt at the step token by hex

Lauru that eventful night, tli<

perplexity as to what her own course ought to

be. She was powerless to prevent it now
;

in

fact everybody else was powerless; Mr. I

and Laura had gained some hours' start, and
could not be brought back again. Had Jane
known of the detention at the station at Lich-

ford, still she could have done nothing; the

fleetest horse, ready saddled and bridled at her

I

door, would scarcely have conveyed her, gallop-

ing like a second Lady Godiva, along that

dark and muddy cross-country road, in time to

catch them before the arrival of the midnight
train for which they waited, for it was well

past eleven ere Jane heard of it from Judith.

No
; stop the flight she could not. That

thought was abandoned as hopeless ; and it

must be remembered that Jane did not know
they were gone to Lichford

; she had no clue

I

whatever to the line of route taken. Her
chief perplexity lay in the doubt of how best

to convey the tidings to her father, so as to

pain him least. To save him pain in any shape
or form, whether mentally or bodily, Jane
would have sacrificed her own life. Now and
then faint hopes would come over her that

their fears were groundless, that they were

wholly mistaken, that they were judging Laura

wrongfully ;
and a hundred supposition^

where Laura could be, arose to her i,

fancy : certainly the fact that Mr. Carlton had
left the town for a few days, as reported to

Judith by his servants, was not sufficient proof !

of Laura's having left it. But, even while

these delusive arguments arose, the conviction
of the worst lay all the deeper upon her mind.

Perhaps Jane Chesney was nearly the Last

in the town to hear the positive news of the
truth by word of mouth. With morning light
there arrived at Mr. Carlton's hou
whom he had charged to look after the missing
horse : which hail been found with little trouble,

standing still with his nose over a field

way. Securing him for the night, the man
started before dawn to convey him to the

is at South Weunock, as given him by
Mr. Carlton

; he had to be back to his

work betimes, at the farmer's where he was a

day labourer. When rung up, just as Judith
had rung them up the night before, the servants
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COUld scar to see

the horse arriv<

a halter and covered with
S] mud.

tan explained, so f;tr as he was coej

of it, wdiat had happen. -d 00 tt

night ;
told his orders SS to bunging ho-

provided he could tin. I him, spoke of
wh.re the carri.ig.- was lying, it had

Whether rcumstance, or

whether the report arose in

manner in which
rej obody

knows how or wl

South Wennock sat down t

on that same morning, hall

Unta were talking of the elopement of the

surgeon with Miss Laura I John

Grey was the one to convey its certain I

to Jane.

He was at the house very early
—soon

eight o'clock. Called to a die it day,
his oidy chance of seeing Lucy Ch<

hands was to pay them a visit befoj

departure; in fact he had pi do SO

on the previous night.
Jaii' y for him

;
Jane alone: glad of

an excuse to keep the little girl in bed in that .

i >f perplexity and trouble, Jane had bade

her not rise to biv

pained at the look of care on the face o:

i short whi]—at the too evident marks of the sh

and miserable night she had spent.

"Do not sutler this untoward eve:

affect your health !

"
he involuntarily exclai

and his low tone was full of tender i

considerate sympathy.
" How ill you l»

Jane was startled. Was it known air-

But there was that in Mr. Grey's earnest

face that caused her b ap out to him
there and then as it might to a friend of long-

tried yi

"Is it known .'

"
she asked, her life-pulses

seemin . still.

iie answered, with a grave face,

aging with it."

Jane, standing before him with

bearing, mark of pain, save the

raised her hand and laid it for a few moments
on her temples.

" 1 have been hoping—against hope, it is

true, but still hoping
—thai W not be

;

that my sister might n refuge some-

where from the storm, and would return home
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this morning. Oh, Mr. Grey ! this has come

upon me like a falling thunderbolt. If you
knew how different from anything like this she

has been brought up !

"

"
Yes, I feel sure of that/' he said. It

is, I fear, a most mistaken step that she has

taken. Certainly an unwise one."
" How has it become known ?

" asked Jane,

shading her eyes.

"I cannot tell," he replied. "For one

thing, I heard that Mr. Carlton's horse had
been sent back this morning."

''His horse?"
" He drove your sister to Lichford, I under-

stand, to take the train there. I met him last

night as I left here
; he was close to Blister

Lane—about to turn into it, and I wondered
what patient he could have in that locality to

call him out in his carriage at night. I little

thought of the expedition on which he was
bent

;
or that he was waiting to be joined by

Miss Laura Chesney. I saw her also ; she

must have been on her way to him."

Jane lifted her eyes. "Mr. Grey! you saw

her, and you did not stop her !

"

John Grey slightly shook his head. " It

was not possible for me to divine the errand

on which she was bent. She was in the

garden as 1 left here, and I said something to

her about the inclemency of the night. I

understood her to answer me— at least I

inferred—that she was only going to the gate
to look at the weather. I know the thought
that crossed me was, that she was anxious

because her father was out in it. There's a

report that some accident occurred to the horse

and carriage when they were nearing Lich-

ford," continued the surgeon,
" and that Mr.

Carlton and the lady with him had to go the

rest of the way on foot. It is what people are

saying ;
I don't know the particulars."

"
Nothing can be done to recall her, now?"

said Jane, speaking the words in accordance

with her own thoughts more than as a

question.

"Nothing. The start has been too great
—a

whole night. They are probably married by
this time, or will be before the day is out."

" Mr. Grey—I seem to speak to you as to

an old friend," Jane broke off to say ;
"a few

minutes ago and I had not believed that I

could have so spoken of this to any one. Mr.

Grey, how shall I tell my father ?
"

"
Ah," said Mr. Grey,

"
it will be sad news

for him. My eldest little daughter is but

eight years old, but 1 can fancy what must be
the feelings of a father at being told such. I

think—I think "

" What 1
» asked Jane.

"
Well, it is scarcely the thing to say to

you just now, but 1 think I would rather lose

a daughter by death than see her abandon her

home in this way," continued Mr. Grey in his

frankness. " My heart would be less wrung.
Will you allow me to ask whether Mr. Carlton

was addressing her ?
"

" He had wished to do so, but was peremp-

torily forbidden by my father. That was the

cause of the rupture which led to his dismissal

from the house. None of us liked Mr. Carlton,

except
—I must of course except

—my sister

Laura."

That she spoke in pain
—that she was in a

state of extreme distress, was all too evident
;

and Mr. Grey felt how useless would be any
attempt at consolation. It was a case that did

not admit of it. He asked to see Lucy, and

Jane went with him to her room. The hands

were going on as well as possible, and Mr. Grey
said there was not the least necessity for keep-

ing her in bed. Poor Jane felt almost like a

deceitful woman, when she reflected how far

apart from the cuts had been her motive for

keeping Lucy there.
" Can I be of use to you in any way ?" he

asked, of Jane at parting.

Jane frankly put her hand into his and

thanked him for his kindness. Ah, she found

now, it was not Mr. Carlton's profession she

had so disliked, but Mr. Carlton himself.

John Grey was bat a surgeon also, a general

practitioner : and of him Jane could have

made a friend and an equal.

"You are very good," she said.
" Can you

tell me the best way in which I can proceed to

Pembury ?
"

" Are you going there 1
"

" I must go ;
I think I ought to go. Papa

started for Chesney Oaks last night
—and—

you are aware perhaps that it is as you feared
;

that Lord Oakburn is dead ?
"

"
Yes, I know ; his death has been

confirmed."

"Papa left at once for Chesney Oaks ;
and

his absence renders my position in this crisis all

the more difficult. But I shall go after him,

Mr. Grey ;
better that he should hear of this

from my lips than from a stranger's. None

could soothe it to him in the telling as I can."

Fond Jane ! She truly deemed that none

in the world could ever be to her father what

she, his loving and dutiful daughter, was.

How rudely the future would undeceive her,

she dreamt not of yet. Just to " soothe this

terrible news to him in the telling," she had

rapidly determined to make the best of her

way to Pembury.

Pompey was already preparing to go there

by the earliest train, and Jane started with

him, leaving Lucy to the care of Judith. It
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long journey, and she meant to come
buck t] lay, but the trouble and t

to herself w< re nothiug, if she could but

o little trouble to her father.

the jolting omuibua mock, and
was tin- railway afterwards—thirty miles

of it
;

it may bo questioned whether Jane, in

her distress of mind, so much as knew that the

CUinibus made any jolts at all.

Arrived at Pembury, .Jane felt unde
what to do. She did not much like to go on to

Ckesney Oaks
;

it would seem almos-

they wished to seise upon their new

by storm ere the poor young earl was cold on
his bed. Neither did she know whether the

imperious old Dowager Couin kbuni

might not be there
; and Jane felt that to tell

her this disgrace of Laura's, would be a worse
task than the telling it to her father.

She inquired for an hotel, and was directed

to the "Oakburn Arms." Then she despatched

Pompey to Chesney Oaks.
" You will tell papa, Pompey, that I have

come here, and am waiting to see him," she

said. "You must say that I have come all

11 us way on purpose to impart to him something
of the utmost moment

; somethiug that he

must hear without delay
—that I could not

trust to anyone else to bring to him, for it is

unpleasant news. And Pompey, you must not

tell him : take care of that.
"

Pompey looked aghast at the bare suggestion.
He tell iiuch news to his choleric master ! "I
no dare, missee," was the characteristic answer.

Chesney Oaks, a fine old place, whose park
stretched down to the very gates of Pembury,
was less than a mile distant. Jane, ever

thoughtful, despatched Pompey in a iiy, that it

might be at hand to bring back her father.

{She then sat down in the room to which she

had been shown, and waited.

The room was on the ground floor, and she

watched eagerly the way leading from Cli

Oaks. They appeared to have had as much
rain at Pembury as they had had at South

"Wennock, to judge by the state of the roads,
but it was a balmy spring day, this, and the

sun shone out by fits and snatches : it shone

on Jane's face at the open window.

At length she saw the fly coming back again,
and the sick feeling at her heart increased, now
the moment was at hand when she must meet
her father with the dreadful news. Put the

fly, instead of drawing up to the door of the

inn, continued its way past it, and Jai.

that it was empty. It seemed like a Wl

respite. She supposed her father had pre-
ferred to walk, and she stood looking out for

him. •

But she looked in vain. There sp]

a ! Jane was beginning seriously
to WOlldeX what she should do in

when a In:

h in mournii:

nrner cloth

,
the \hj\\

:

—came bowling up
nt and II.

the powdered I i small

n me \
u

. she involuntarily exclaimed.

.y lady."
Jane quits started. My lady ! Why, yes,

she was my lady. But tie

her fair fine. Openii >• read the

following characteristic Hie
"

1 cannot imagine what

for, Jane, hot yen
Oaks and explain. PuUiUej*S a I

By which last seir hered that

poor Pompey must have ma: lunge
into hot water with his master, in

not to tell the secret. She also divined that

the carriage had been sent for her

"You have brought the carriage for me ?"

she asked.

"Yes, my lady. My lord requ&sted you
would go on without delay."

But Jane hesitated. She thought of the

Not for herself did she :

least it was not hex

her, but she was about to return home to

Lucy and might cany it to her.
" There may be danger in my

Chesney Oaks," she said. "1 home
to a young sister, a little girl, and oh

take disorders so easily."
" I don't think there wffl be much dai

my lady," returned the man.

the left wing of the house, and the—the body
of the late earl is lying in t: at the

other extremity, when' he died. No one else

has taken 1"

Bos is, too, to hear

called my lord
;
how strange to sprit

..1 this pomp a o did not

see that she could hold out loi passed

out of the room.

in the entrance pas&sge wev

landlord of the inn, his wif

chambermaid, n

as she passed. Jane felt rather little as she

1 the hot. k silll

dresa on, a warm grej

straw bonnet trimmed with b worse

for wear. But Jane ne- ared :

she was a lady always, and looked like one,

be would.
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" Who is she ?" asked the landlady of the

footman, in a low tone, arresting him as he

was marching past her
;
for she did not know

as yet who the stranger was, except that she

was one of the family from which their inn

took its sign.
" The Lady Jane Chesney ; the new earl's

daughter."
And the footman stood with his imposing

cane, and bowed Jane into the carriage, and
the people of the Oakburn Arms bowed again
from its entrance

;
and thus Jane was bowled

off in state to Chesney Oaks, the fine old place
now her father's.

Winding through a noble avenue of trees,

the park stretching out on either hand, the

house was gained. A red-brick mansion, with

a wing extending out at either end. The

wings were of modern date, and contained the

handsomest rooms
;

the middle of the house

was cramped and old-fashioned. In the wing
to the left, as they approached, the poor young
earl had lain ill and died

;
what remained of

him was lying there now. Jane found that

the carriage did not make for the principal

entrance, but turned suddenly off as it ap-

proached it, continued its way to the other

wing, and stopped there at a small door.

A gentleman in black—he looked really

like one—was at the door to receive Jane, evi-

dently expecting her. It was the groom of

the chambers. He said nothing, only bowed,
and threw open the door of a small sitting-

room, where the new earl was standing.
"
Lady Jane, my lord."

It would take Jane some little time to get
accustomed to this. Lord Oakburn was in

conversation with a grey-haired man who wore

spectacles, the steward, as Jane afterwards

found, and some books and papers were lying
on the table, as though they were being ex-

amined.
" So it's you, Jane, is it 1

" said the earl,

turning round. "And now what on earth has

brought you here, and what'3 the matter ?

That idiot says that it's not Lucy's hands, and
he'll say no more, but stares and sobs. I'll

discharge him to-night."
Jane knew how idle was the threat

;
how

often it was hurled on the uuhappy Pompey.
Before she could say a word, her father had

begun again.
" The idea of your sending for me to Pem-

bury ! Just like you ! As if, when you had
come so far, you could not have come on to

Chesney Oaks. It's my house now—and

yours. You never do things like anybody
else."

" I did not care to come on, papa," she

answered in a low tone. " I thought— I

thought Lady Oakburn might be here, and I

did not wish to meet her just now
;

I have

brought very bad news. And I thought, too,
of the fever."

* ' There's no danger from that
;

the poor
fellow's lying in the other wing. And Lady
Oakbum's not here, but what difference it

would make to you if she had been, I'd be

glad to know. And now, what have you got
to tell me ? Is the house burnt down ?

"

Jane looked at the steward, who was stand-

ing aside respectfully. He understood the

look—that she wished to be with her father

alone—and turned to his new master.
* ' Shall I come in again by-and-by, my

lord ?
"

Lord Oakburn nodded acquiescence. He
had slipped as easily and naturally into his

new position as though he had been bred to it.

As the son of the Honourable Frank Chesney,
he had seen somewhat of all this in his youth.
Jane had not. Although reared a gentlewoman,
she had been always but the daughter of a poor
naval officer.

The room they were in, plain though it was

as compared to some, bore its signs of luxury.
The delicate paper on the walls, the gilded

cornices, the rich carpet into which the feet

sank, the brilliant and beautiful cloth covering

the centre table. Lord Oakburn had been

shown to it that morning for breakfast, and

intended to make it his sitting-room during
this his temporary sojourn in the house. How
things had changed with him ? and, but for

the terrible escapade of the previous night,

what a load of care would have been removed

from Jane's heart ! No more pinching, no

more miserable debts, no more dread of priva-

tion for her dear father !

She untied her bonnet strings, wondering
how she should break it to him, how begin.

Lord Oakburn pushed the steward's papers

into a heap as they lay on the costly cloth, and

turned to her, waiting.
"
Now, Jane, why don't you speak? What

is it 1
"

"It is because I do not know how to speak,

papa," she said at length.
" I came myself to

see you because I thought none could break

the news to you so well as I : and now that I

am here I seem as powerless to do it as a child

could be. Papa, a great calamity has overtaken

us."

The old sailor, whatever his roughness of

manner, his petty tyranny in his home, loved

his children truly. He leaped to the conclu-

sion, in spite of Pompey's denial, that some-

thing bad had arisen from Lucy's hands.

Perhaps the places had burst asunder, and she

had bled to death. He believed, now that he
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s;t\v Jane and her emotion, that no slight
misfortune had brought her.

" The obstinate; villain ! Not to tell me !

.And you, Jane, why do you beat about the

bush t Is the child dead I"

"No, no
; it is not Lucy, papa ; her handi

oing on quite well. It—it is about
Laura."

Lord Oakburn stared.
" Has site fallen

through a window ?
"

" It is worse than that," laid Jans, in a low
tone.

11 Worse than that ! Hang it, Jane, tell it

out and have done with it," he cried, in a k»

of passion, as he stamped his foot. Susp. .

to a man of his temper is not easy to h
" Laura has run away," she said.

"Bun away!" he repeated, staring at Jane.
"She quitted the house last night. She

must have been gone when you left it. Don't

you remember, papa, you called to her and she

did not answer? Not at first—not until it was
too late to do anything—did I know she had
run away."
No suspicion of the truth dawned on Lord

Oakburn, and Jane seemed to shrink from

speaking more plainly. Compared to what he
had dreaded— the death of Lucy—this ap-

peared a very light calamity indeed.
' '

I'll run her," said he. "Where has she

run too ? What has she run for ?
"

"
Papa, she has not gone alone," said Jane,

looking down. "Mr. Carlton is with her."
" What 1

" shouted the peer.
"
They have gone to be married, I fear.

There can be no doubt of it.
"

A pause of consternation on the part of the

earl, and then the storm broke out. Jane had
never been witness to such. He did not spare

Laura, he did not spare Mr. Carlton
;
a good

thing for both the offenders that they were not

within his reach in that moment of passion.
Jane burst into tears.

"
Oh, papa, forgive

me," she said. "1 ought to have told it you
less abruptly ;

I meant to tell it you so
;
but

somehow my powers failed me. I am so

grieved to be obliged to bring you this pain.''

Pain ! yes it was pain to the honest old

sailor, pain of the keenest sting. His beautiful

daughter, of whom he had been so proud ! His

passion somewhat subsided, he Bat down in a

chair and buried his face in his hands. Pre-

sently he looked up, pale and resolute.

"Jane, this makes the second. Let her go
as the other did. Never you mention her

name to me again, any more than you mention
that other one's."

And Jane felt all the more sad when she

heard the injunction of forbiddance
;

an in-

junction which she should not dare to break.

It it all th ise she had

Lensly hoping that hex I

rank as a
] ad, would

inner hastily served was brought i

what to the

at Pembury
ooodm fci that

I her new position, ;h the Lady

But on
i

rt as she was v

back to Qxeat W. in. • rested a sense

of failure .f the day. If

I but c<>].- . ! she

at in her meek
occurred to that loving that Lord
Oakburn was

j
:uan to whom

things cannot be "broken."

OBAPTBB XX. TUK BJ MR,

The weather ISWMlll to have taken an ill-

natured fit and to be favouring the world with

nothing but storms of hail and rain. The

flight of Mr. Carlton and Lau • y had
taken place on a W< ng, and on
that day week, Mr. and Lady Laura Carlton

returned to South Wennock in some such a

storm as the one they had m. They
had been married in Scotland, and had solaced

themselves with a few days' to; y way
of recompense for the miaha] |

flight, but the weather had been most unpro-

pitious.

Mr. Carlton's establishment had enjoyed a

week of jubilee. Orders had been received

from that gentleman, written the day after his

marriage, to have everything in readiness for

the reception of their mistress
;
but the

had been so recently put in order on the occa-

sion of the bringing in of the new furniture,

that there was really nothing to do
;

a little

impromptu cleaning, chietly in the kitchens,

they got a charwoman in to perform, taking

holiday themeeh

Bat on this, the Wednesday I y had

resumed dv alike on

ad in then .-to receive

their master and new mistress. A post-carriage

to await the seven o'clock train, and the ser-

vants looked out impatiently.
When a earriage u

an obligation to put forth it ishing

speed. So argued Mr. Qarlton'i

therefore, long before half-past m

were on the tiptoe of expi >oking and

listening for the arrival as the moments flew.
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The moments flew, however, to no purpose.

Nobody came. Eight o'clock struck, and half-

past eight struck, and the servants gazed at

each other in puzzled wonderment as to what
could be the cause of the delay.

Ben, the surgery boy, went out to the front

gate, inserted the tips of his boots between the

upright iron wires, and stood there taking a

little riding recreation on it, which he accom-

plished by swinging the gate backwards and
forwards. There was no troublesome house-

hold authority near, either Hannah or Evan,
to box his ears and send him off, so he enjoyed
his ride as long as he pleased, whistling a

popular tune, and keeping his eyes fixed in the

direction of the town.

"I say," cried he, to a butcher-boy of his

acquaintance, who passed on his way home
from his day's work, "do you know what
makes the train so late to-night 1

"

" What train ?
" aaked the young butcher,

stopping and gazing at Ben.
" The seven train to Great Wennock. It

ought to ha' been in a good hour ago.
"

" It is in," said the boy.
" It isn't," responded Ben. " Who says it

is?"
* ' I says it. I see the omnibus come in

with my own eyes. Why, it's on its road

back again to take the folks to the nine

train.
"

Indisputable evidence to Ben's mind. He
jumped off the gate and dashed in-doors, with-

out the ceremony of saying good night to his

friend.
"

I say, the train's in
;

it have been in ever

so long," he cried to Hannah and the others.
" No !

" exclaimed Hannah.
" It have, then. Bill Jupp have just told

me. He see the omnibus a-ooming back at its

time with his own eyes."
" Then something has detained them," de-

cided Hannah, "and they won't be here

to-night.
"

Quite comforting assurance. A whole night's
further holiday! "Let's have supper," said

Sarah, the additional maid who had been this

week engaged by Hannah according to her
master's written directions.

"I say, though,'' cried Ben, "there's

another train. Bill Jupp, he see the omnibus

a-going back again for it.''

" That don't come from their way, stupid !"

corrected Hannah. "The trouble I've had,

laying out their tea and things in the dining-

room, and all to no purpose !

" she added

crossly.

Of course, their master and mistress not

being home to tea or supper, there was all the
more reason why they should enjoy theirs.

And they were doing so to their hearts' content,

sitting over a well-spread table, at which much
laughter prevailed, and rather more noise than
is absolutely necessary for digestion, when a

loud ring startled them from their security.
" My goodness !

" exclaimed Hannah. "If
it should be them, after all ! What on earth—

get along, Evan, and open the door ! Don't

sit staring there like a stuck pig."
Thus politely urged, Evan sprang out of the

kitchen and into the hall. He opened the

front door with a swing grand enough to admit

a duke, and found himself confronted with

nothing but a woman and a bundle.

A large awkward bundle, which appeared to

have been put hastily together, and was en-

cased by a thick old shawl to protect it from

the rain. The bearer of it was Judith. She

passed Evan without ceremony or preface, and

dropped the bundle on a chair in the hall.

"Why, what's that?" exclaimed Evan, in

surprise, who did not recognise Judith. In

fact, he did not know her.
" Can I speak a word to Lady Laura Carl-

ton ?
" was the answer.

Evan looked at the woman. Hannah, who
had come into the hall, looked also

;
the boy

Ben pushed himself forward and took his share

of looking.
" I come from Cedar Lodge, from Lady Jane

Chesney," explained Judith, perceiving she was

unknown. " These are some of Lady Laura's

things ;
but her trunks will be sent to-

morrow."
Hannah cast a contemptuous glance at the

bundle. She thought it rather an unceri-

monious way of forwarding an instalment of a

bride's wardrobe. In truth, Judith felt the

same herself, but there was no help for it.

On the day of Laura's marriage, subsequent
to the ceremony, she had written a half-peni-

tent note to Jane for the escapade of which she

had been guilty, and stated that the ceremony
had taken place. In this was enclosed a wholly

penitential letter to her father. The super-

scriptions "Captain Chesney, R.N.," and "Miss

Chesney," proved that Laura was in ignorance

of the rise in their condition. Jane had for-

warded the note to her father to Chesney Oaks,
and he had flung it into the fire without read-

ing; her own letter she did not dare to answer,

for she had been strictly forbidden to hold

further communication of any sort with her

offending sister. After the late earl's funeral,

which took place on the Monday, Lord Oak-

burn returned to Cedar Lodge, and on the

Wednesday morning there arrived another

letter from Laura to Jane stating that she and

Mr. Carlton purposed to be at South Wennock
on Wednesday evening, and begging Jane to
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send her clothes to her new ho kit her

rival at it, especially a certain
"

light silk

dress."

Not a thread of them," cried the

ag down his stick decisively when Jane

lgx>ke to him. M She shall hare do clothes

scut from here."
"

But, papa, she has nothing
1 Jane, " She did

much as a pair of stockings to cha;.

"So much the better," famed the rail.
" Lot her ot."

But Jane, con nding

Lanra, and for the straits she would be put
to without clothes, ventured to appeal to her

father again in the course of the day. Not
until evening would the earl unbend,

then, quite late, he suddenly announced that

the things might go, and that the sooner the

house was rid of them, the better.

It was eight o'clock then. Jane hastily put
some things together, the light silk dress

particularly named, and a few other articles

that she deemed Laura might most need, and

despatched Judith with them, charging her to

see Lady Laura in private, and to explain how
it was that the things had not been properly

sent, and could not be, now, before the

morrow. Hence it was that Judith stood in

Mr. Carlton's hall demanding to see its new
mistress.

"They have not come yet," was the reply
of Hannah.
"Xot come!" repeated Judith. "My

lady told me they were to return by the seven-

o'clock train."
" And so they sent us word, and there's the

dinner-tea laid ready in the diuing-rooin, but

they haven't come. The train's in long ago,

and it haven't brought 'em."
u

Well," said Judith, slowly, consi<

how much to say and how much not, "will

you tell your lady that we were not able

send her things to-day— except just th

few that I have brought—but that the r

will all be here to-morrow. I am sorry not

see her ladyship, because I had a private

message for her from her sister."

"I'll tell her," answered Hannah, in an

ungracious, grumbling tone
;
for the advent of

a new mistress in the house did not meet her

approbation. "I think master might have

said a word to us of what was going to

afore he went away, and not have— wli .

that, I

"

The noise of a carriage thundering up to the !

gate and stopping, scaled their senses away.
Evan opened the door at length, but not im-

mediately ; not until the bell had sent its

echoes through the house.

ipun his arm.

mow, and a beautiful C.idmiere shau

fond husband in

arrival WM It wa .1 the

omnibi; ack, but

: it had waited as long a

and in

o'clock t:

accident, productive of no ill consequence*

o'clock train containing M
wife, and thil

taring face, lau

at something said by Mr. <

aflably

indeed

•look to see Judith irtandfitg In the back-

ground.
" Judith i ?"

Judith came forward in her quiet, reap
manner. "Can I speak

lady, if you please ? Lady Jane charged me
with it."

Laura dropped Mr. Carlton's arm and

at her. The salutation I

ears. "My lady !" "I.

the world turned upside down, Laura Ca

had not been more Burprii

It must be remembered that she had known

nothing of the late earl's illness ; whe

epiitted her home to My with Mr. Carlton, he,

Lord Oakburn, peoted at I

irlton had

of his surmised death, and dm:
tour in the rather remote pal

not a newspaper had fallen under her :.

Laura was therefore still in ignorance
that had taken p
"What did

3
ludith?" she asked,

after a pans.'.
"
Lady— I

I Do you mean my
"

Yes, my lady. She wished mo to say a

word to yourself."
No woman living had greater tact than

Laura Carlton. Not before her new »

WOUld she betray her perplexi:

title, or give tl;<

that she did not know how it OOg to

her. From the . of the dining-room,

On the right of the hall M
r.l the light of hi

I into it followed by
had turned back, ha, to see

what had I in the pOM
"Judith : you called i. Jane.

anything h

It would have been Judith's turn to stare
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now, but that she was too well bred a servant

to do anything of the sort. A whole week
since the change! it seemed next to impossible
that Lady Laura should be in ignorance of it.

She answered quietly.
' ' Lord Oakburn is dead, my lady

—that is,

the late Lord Oakburn—and my master is

Lord Oakburn now."
"I never heard of such a thing!" exclaimed

Laura, sinking into a chair in her astonishment.

"When did he die ? How long have you known
it?"

"He died on the Tuesday, yesterday week,

my lady. He died of fever at Chesney Oaks,
and the letter that came on the Wednesday
morning to our house was not for him, after

all, but for my master."

"And when did you find out that it was
for papa?—when was it first known at

home?"
" My lady, it was known just about the

time that you left it. Mr. Grey was there

that evening, if you remember, and he told the

news of Lord Oakburn's illness ; that he was

lying without hope a day or two previous at

Chesney Oaks. There could be no doubt

then, he said, that the letters had come for my
master as Earl of Oakburn."

"I wonder whether Lewis knew it?" was
the question that crossed Laura's heart. "Mr.
Grey spoke to him that night as he left our

house. But no, he could not know it," came
the next thought in her unbounded love and

confidence, "or he would have told me."

Question after question she poured upon
Judith, and the woman told all she knew.
Lord Oakburn was at home again now, she said,
but she believed he and the young ladies were

very soon to depart for Chesney Oaks.

"Judith," resumed Laura at length, her

other questions being exhausted, and she lowered
her voice to timidity as she spoke,

' ' was papa
very—very furious with me that night ?

"

" My lady, you forget that I have said he
had gone before it was known that you were

missing. It was to tell him of it that Lady
Jane went the next day all the way to Chesney
Oaks."

"True," murmured Laura. "Does he seem
in a terrible way over it, now that he is

back ?
"

"
Yes, I fear he is," Judith was obliged to

answer.
" And what did you come here for to-night,

Judith ? You said you had a message from

my sister."

Judith explained about the clothes, why it

was that so few had been brought, and those at

the last moment. The message from .lane,

though put into the least offensive words pos-

sible, was to the effect that Laura must not

venture at present to seek to hold intercourse

in any shape whatever with her family.
Laura threw back her head with a disdainful

gesture.
' ' Does that interdict emanate from

my sister herself ?
" she asked.

"I think not, Miss Lau—my lady. She

cannot go against the wishes of the earl.
"

"1 know that she will not," was Laura's

scornful comment. "
Well, Judith, tell Lady

Jane from me that it's no more than I expected,
and that I hope they'll come to their senses

sometime. "

" And the little girl whispered to me as I

was coming away to give her love, if you

please," concluded Judith.
"
Darling child !

" echoed Laura. " She's

worth ten of that cold Jane."

Mr. Carlton entered as Judith departed.

Laura stood talking with him on the new

aspect of affairs, but she was no wiser at the

conclusion of the conversation than she had

been at the beginning, as to his having known
of Lord Oakburn's death previous to their

flight. He drew her attention to the tea-table,

which looked inviting enough with its savoury

adjuncts that Hannah had prepared and laid

out.
"
Yes, presently," she said, "but I will take

my things off first. You must please to show

me my way about the house, Lewis," she

added laughing, as she turned at the door and

waited. " I don't know it yet."

Mr. Carlton laughed in answer, and went

with her into the hall. It was a handsomer

and more spacious residence than the one she

had relinquished, Cedar Lodge, but it was a

sadly poor one as placed in comparison with

Chesney Oaks. On the opposite side of the

hall in front was a sitting-room, where Mr.

Carlton generally received any patients who

came to him, and behind that room and at the

back were the kitchens. On the opposite side

to the kitchens and behind the dining-room a

few steps led down to the surgery, which was

close to the side entrance of the house.

The staircase wound round from the back of

the hall. Laura ascended it with Mr. Carlton.

There was plenty of space here. A handsome

drawing-room and three bed-chambers. In

the front chamber, Laura's from henceforth,

stood Sarah, unpacking the bundle brought

by Judith, and ready to attend on her new

mistress.

"Any alteration can bo made in these rooms

that you wish, Laura," observed Mr, Carlton.

" If you would like one of them converted

into a boudoir for yourself
"

Mr. Carlton's words were disturbed by a

ring at the front door
j
a ring so loud and
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violent; as to shake the house. He had brokeu
off in vexation.

'
I prote t Lt is too bad !

"
he ercl

angrily.
" Not, a minute in the

and I mu8l be hunted up and fetched <»ut of

it. I won't attend. Go down," he added to

the new maid. "Say I am not at lib

I to patients to-night.
**

She obeyed, but came up again instantly.
"It is not patients, sir. If a polio

I told him you could see no one to-night, but

he says he must see you."
Mr. Carlton iken aback at the

words. "A polioeman !
n he repeated, in a

strangely timid, hesitati]

"He was here yesterday and again this

morning asking after yon, sir," returned the

girl.
" Hannah was very eurious to know

what he could want, but he wouldn't say,

except that it was something connected with

that lady that died in Palace 6

Lady Laura, who had been taking off her

bonnet at the toilette glass, turned round and
looked at her husband.

"What can it be, Lewis?"
Never had Mr. Carlton appeared so vacillat-

ing. He took up the candle to descend, went
as far as the door, came back and laid in on

the drawers again. Again he moved forward

without the candle, and again came back.
" Where is the policeman ?" he questioned.
"He's standing in the hall, sir."

"It is a strange thing people cannot come
at proper hours," he exclaimed, finally taking

up the wax-light to descend. "I have a

great mind to say I would not see him, and
make him come in the morning."

Mr. Carlton recognised the policeman as one

who had been busy in the case in 1

Street. He saluted Mr. Carlton respectfully,
and the latter took him into the parlour oppo-
site the dining-room.

" I'm sorry to disturb you at this late hour,

sir," he said,
" but tl h a row at our

station about this business that never was."

"What about? What row?" asked the

surgeon.
"

Well, sir, we have got a new inspector
come on, through the other one being moved

elsewhere, and he makes out, or tries to make

out, that the affair has been mismanaged, else

he says more would have come to light about

it. His name's Medler, and knows
it seems as if he was going to be a meddler.

First of all, sir, he wants to ask yon a few

particulars, especially as to the man you
on the stairs."

"Does he want to ask me to-night ?
"

sar-

castically inquired Mr, Carlton.

"No, sir, but as soon as ever is convenient

to you in the morning; so I thought I

town and tell
J

had OOme home."

. does

•n.

"
W.-l], }.

" Thank ronld be satisfactory,
Of OOTO

out: but if

what reason he
;
.roach us with

jht, sir."

In- shut the door on his troublesome an I

seasonable visitor.

(To b€ continued.)

THE THAMES EMBANK

At last the hopes and tridftM of our poets
and paintei it to be fulfilled

;
and the

"Silent Highway" is in course of

raced in a manner worthy of the mighty com-
merce it bears upon its bosom. ft

is only another testimony to the slowness of
our Anglo-Saxon nature, that such a spl<

stream, running through the rich*

the world, should be alio able at its

own pleasure over an immense amount of shore,

converting it, at low-water, into a fetid mud-
bank of thousands of acres in extent, which,

|

under the influence of the summer sun.

I

out exhalations of the most unhealthy character.

And it will be observed, on looking at the

map, that this unhealthy swelling of the stream
takes place just in the very of the

,>olis, when land or will be the dearest.

j

The centre of London lies b iterloo

and Hungerford Brid

swelling of the river, at high-tide, is full a

third as wide again London

Of Vauxhall Bridges. If the

the warehouses that line H : able in the

extreme. In the vicinity of London V>

it proportions of British commerce are

stamped upon the no!

. but from Blaokfri . wrest-

Ward the liver is lined by not!.

D of tumble-down n

boat-h

have hell their ground
it not 1 by of making the low-

level sewer and I lways
have Worked in tropo-

litan traffic. Ti.

WOnld have been too gt*.

to have permitted the embankment of the

river: the would have been irrc-
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trievably injured. Now, however, there are

a thousand inland wharfs springing up in con-

sequence of the new and economical method of

carriage steam has given us, and the riverside

premises have, in a great measure, lost their

trade. By a commercial revolution, in short,

which could not have been foreseen, the poets'

and the painters' dream has become a neces-

sity. Poor Martin should have lived to have

seen the mud-banks give place to the long-
drawn terraces, the long flights of steps, the

gardens, and the sculptured embellishments,
which will shortly arise there. If we shall

not be able to match Paris and other conti-

nental cities in the architectural beauty of our

streets, we shall be at least able to show a river

worthy, by its magnitude and embellishments,
of the first city in the civilised world.

The Board of Works, under whose manage-
ment this really colossal work is now being

constructed, has powers which, at present,

only enable it to carry the embankment from
Westminster Bridge to Blackfriars Bridge, a

distance of 7000 feet
; but, short as this pro-

menade will be, its advantages to the crowded
denizens of London will be incalculable. To
the crowded streets that run parallel to the

Thames it will be like bringing the Marine
Parade at Brighton to their doors : if the air

will not be quite so good, the moving scene

will be a vast deal more cheerful, and the

magnificence of the view far grander. We
are glad to see that Mr. Bazalgette, under
whose superintendence the works are being

constructed, has dealt with his design in a

liberal spirit. The formation of a mere river

wall, such as we have from Vauxhall to Chel-

sea, would have been a mean and miserable

termination of all the agitation on the subject
which has taken place for so many years. If

Father Thames must put off his old working
dress, let him at last don regal robes. The
different reaches of the river are so broken by
the bridges, that nothing would be gained by
uniformity, and the difficulty of adjusting their

different styles to any one connected design
in masonry would have been insuperable.
Mr. Bazalgette has, therefore, treated each

section of river-bank, from bridge to bridge,
as a separate design. The amount of shore to

be reclaimed differs very much. From West-
minster to Hungerford, the widest and most

unsightly stretch of mud will be covered up :

in some portions a width of from three to four

hundred feet wide will be rescued from form-

ing the cemetery of dead dogs and cats. Out
of this width of embankment the roadway for

public vehicles and foot-passengers will be a
hundred feet wide—a magnificent promenade,
not to be matched for beauty by any other in

Europe. From Westminster Bridge the main

approach will be by a descent of one foot in

eighty. Here the roadway will not run close to

the river wall of the embankment, as in every
other case it will do, but will be set back some

thirty or forty feet, so as to enable an approach
from the bridge to be more conveniently made.

Here also will be constructed the first steam-

boat pier. Thank Goodness, we are going to

get rid of the clumsy old dummy and the

rickety stage leading to it, which have so

long disgraced our noble river. As the em-

bankment-wall will be projected so far into

the river, there will always be sufficient water

close to it, and the flow of the stream will no

longer be impeded by clumsy wooden piers

which would disgrace a fishing village. In

their place indentations will be made in the

face of the embankment-wall, and the floating

stage will be approached by long flights of

stone steps, running parallel to the wall itself,

whilst magnificent blocks of granite, sur-

mounted with imposing groups of statuary,

will remind us of some of the poetical visions

of J. M. W. Turner, when depicting the build-

ing of Carthage by Queen Dido, rather than

an ordinary Thames steam-boat-pier of the

present day. The land at that portion of

the embankment lying behind Whitehall Gar-

dens is Government property ;
it is impossible,

therefore, to say how that portion of it not

occupied by the roadway will be used
; but,

in all probability, it will be simply planted,

and this portion of the line, backed by the

existing fine gardens of Whitehall Place and

of Buccleuch House, and, still further on, of

the finely-timbered grounds of Northumberland

House, will furnish a noble background of ver-

dure very attractive to the eye. We shall see

once more Inigo Jones's beautiful water-gate
*

revivified, and no longer standing as a sham at

the bottom of Buckingham Street, but a real

gateway for the living tide, making use of the

now disused landing-place at this spot. At Hun-

gerford Bridge, another noble landing-place for

steam-boats will project ornamental piers into

the river, and break in some measure the mono-

tony of the balustrades of the river-wall,

by rising at least thirty feet above it, crowned

with sculpture. Although the different lengths

of embankment between the bridges will be

treated as different designs, they will be, how-

ever, continuous, as far as the roadway is con-

cerned. By far the most imposing portion of

the whole emhankmenl will be that lying be-

i Hungerford and Waterloo Bridges. It

will be remembered, that the shore just here

rather precipitously,
and the Adelphi

Terrace, which overhangs the river, really

vol. viii. p.
'
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looks down upon it at a commanding i

In order to accommodate the high level of the

Strand and the Adelphi
level <>f the embankment, some arohii

iments and a picturesque plantation will

>pted, which will render this portion of

sdway really in

shops will flank the roadway, and
den will be laid out, embellished with

plantations. Flights of steps will lead down
through these plantations, from the apper level

of the Adelphi Terrace t<> the roadway, and
here the embankment will give place to a noble

flight of steps sixty feet wide, which will pro-

ject into tin* river, adorned by flanking piers,

highly embellished with figures of river d<

All this portion of the embankment will be M
truely elegant, and the hanging garden will so

enhance the value of the houses as residential

property, that there can be little doubt it will

lead to the rebuilding of the Adelphi Terrace

on a far more magnificent and imposing scale

than at present. What a contrast it will be

to the pedestrian, on a burning hot day in

July, to turn out of the arid Strand, down
Adam Street, and to look upon the noble

Thames flowing, free and pure (thanks to the

new drainage works), and the bright verdure

of the plantations, lying cool and refreshingly
at his feet. Between Waterloo and Black-

i (ridges the land reclaimed will be much
narrower than in the river-reach above. It

must be remembered that wherever a steam-

boat pier now exists, there will be one in the

new embankment, and these will break up and

dissipate the monotony that otherwise would be

produced by a level embankment-wall. Some

part of the roadway in this portion of the work
will be only eighty feet in width

;
and it is not

proposed at present to go beyond the Black-

friars Gasworks, as that portion of the line of

road beyond will have to be carried on sustain-

ing columns, in order to gi to the coal-

barges approaching the wharf. This was the

intention
;
but we hear that there is every like-

lihood of the inner circle line of railway obtain-

ing their Act to run underground along the

embankment, in which case they propose to

purchase the gasworks, and to erect there a

station.

The wharf property below Blackfriars I

is so valuable that, in all probability, w
never see the roadway extended to London

Bridge. At all events, if it should be, it will

be so managed as not to interfere with

that are always discharging along this portion
of the line.

Although the portion of the embankment
between Westminster and Waterloo B
will be the most picturesque and varied of the

whole line, that pottfa to and
Blackfriars will by i be wanting in

t or arch:

,11 have a land

fa] bniMii. - would

really seem us of the archi-

tect, as expressed in I I only
waited mg assured that tin: full

metropolitan lift would sweep
h on the bosom of oil Father

i, still closer, on hi hores.

: on, the beautiful Gothic library i

inner Temple will moat agr<

tnd, in its imni'

Gar lens, blooming in v

I lawyers, will com*- in view. These

gardens will gain pi y two hu:

feet in depth, which wdl make the whole a

really has

It is proposed to continue the roadway of

the embankment, in an oblique line, across

Upper Thames Street and Old 1

direct to th D House. By this

an immense amount of carriage-traffic will be

diverted, by this shorter cut, from I

Street, the Strand, Fleet Street, and I

but we fear it will have a fatal Sendee

create a still greater block at the end of the

Poultry.
And now as to the means of construction of

the river-wall. The foundations have to be

laid, it must be remembered, in the full run of

the stream, at a depth of fourteen feet below

low-water mark, through ten feet of riwr

and a greater portion of the thick bed of gravel

underlying it. This in itself is no trifling

culty. It will be remembered thai

of the foundations of the I

Bridge was looked upon as no

ing feat, but hero we ha v.

of similar foundation to be made good. The

.it of tin- sontraci u being as sited in a

similar manner to the method

piers of that bri ssons of an slli

form, and i N to form

of iron impermeable to the Wtd

the bed of the river. By excavating within

the lower

solid foundation will <• for the I

wall, and the oai mark

will then be availahlr for *ork

sses. In the sec ict, below

, the contractor is proc

to make a dam by the old m
and fllling-in between the piles with puddled

clay.

It is thought that in three years' time the

.vail will be completed. The process of

lilling-up behind will be going on simultane-

ously. At two or three points we see the em.
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bankment indeed slowly growing out from the

streets abutting upon the Thames. Endless

lines of carts are seen winding their way down
the once silent streets running from the Strand

and Fleet Street to the shores of our noble river,

and there depositing the de'bris of old London.

All the builders of the metropolis have found a

place to shoot their dry rubbish, and we see in

how short a time they can pile a monument of

their work. But the contractors by no means

rely upon this kind of rubbish to fill-in the

immense embankment they have undertaken to

make. Old Father Thames himself is relied

upon to furnish the chief supply from his own
bed. No less than six hundred barges of fifty

tons each will shortly be at work conveying
the river sand and mud fished up by the dredg-

ing machines, and depositing it on the site of

the embankment. These barges will be made
with false bottoms, opening downwards, which

will allow of the whole cargo being deposited
at once, by its own gravity.

Although the greater part of the embankment
will be solid, yet much space in it will be taken

up by the subway for gas and water pipes, which

will be close to the river-wall, and immediately
under the roadway. Underneath this, again, and
also close to the river-wall, will run the famous

low-level sewer, which drains the north side of

the metropolis to its utmost dregs. Inside of

these tunnels there will be ample space for the

projected underground railway. It is a thou-

sand pities that the company have not already
obtained their Act, as much of the rubbish now

being deposited along the shore will, in all pro-

bability, have to be re-excavated, in order to

make place for the needful tunnel required for

this undertaking.
When the levels will permit of it, all the

streets now running down to the Thames will

communicate with the roadway : thus many of

the dingy neighbourhoods, only known to long-
shore men and mud-larks, will at once become
valuable property, opening into one of the

finest promenades in Europe. But, in addition

to utilising these old culs de sac, it is proposed
to connect the embankment with the great

thoroughfares running parallel with it by new
streets. Thus a new street will in all proba-

bility run from Whitehall Place to the road-

way near the Hungerford Pier, and another

from the Horse Guards to a point higher up.
On the east side of the embankment at Hun-

gerford Bridge it is proposed to run a new
street up to the intersection of Wellington
Street with the Strand, and another new street

will in all probability intersect this one at an
obtuse angle running from the top of Villiers

Street to that portion of the embankment near

Waterloo Bridge. By the opening of these

new lines of communication every facility will

be given for the thorough utilisation of the

embankment by the traffic requiring to make
short cuts.

The level of the roadway will be only four

feet above high water-mark. Thus the eye
will be nearly on a level with the full stream

and the mighty traffic for ever traversing its

bosom. Paris may boast of its Boulevards and
its splendid Rue Rivoli, but we question if all

the magnificence of the emperor will be able to

match the natural grandeur of our great river-

bank when art has completed its task. A. W.

ADVENTURES IN THE WILDS OF
CONNEMARA.

BY THE AUTHOR OF " LIFE AMONGST CONVICTS."

Part I.

Connemara, about thirty years ago, was
a sort of unknown land, or terra incognita,

part of which was inhabited by a race of Irish

giants bearing the name of Joyce, or the "
Big

Joyces." It was a land full of "desolate

places, not to be inhabited "
by any civilised

person, save and except
" John Martin, the

Member," all whose sympathies were with the

lower animals
;
and he dwelt there almost alone.

Connemara was called "Martin's Country."
Some one said—I forget whom, no doubt some

hungry tourist—that "the avenue to John
Martin's hall-door was thirty miles long."

Connemara was—I speak in the past tense—
a fine country for those loving adventures by
field and flood—or mountain, we should rather

say, than field
;
and some of these mountains

rise almost at right angles from the earth, and

to a great height. Looking at the tremendous

boulders, or round rocks or stones, lying among
and around them, it requires no great stretch

of the imagination to suppose that Irish giants
of ancient days had been playing a game there

which is now principally confined to the back-

yards of English pot-houses
—we mean a game

of skittles.

The rivers, water-falls, and lakes—some of

which run for miles under ground—are as wild

and remarkable as the mountains. Take Con-

nemara "
all in all," to use an Irish term, and

it is just the place for some murder or wild

adventure, or for the composition of a poem
like that of Ossian, or for catching a new idea

for one of Turner's last pictures.

A friend of mine, of a somewhat romantic

order of mind, settled down in the very heart

of this wild district in anno Domini 1830
;

and in the July of 1834 wrote to me to

say he had built a house, and that he would be

glad if I WOUld gO and see him,

I was delighted at the idea, took the ball at

the hop, ami started by the Cork mail the next
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day, resolving to announce myself and take

my friend by surprise. This was not wi

I should not recommend it a 1 rule.

Had I. given my friend due notice Of my arrival

he would have met me at Oughi r have

sent a messenger and a means of conveyance
from that village to his wild mountain residence.

But had he done this, there would have

no "Adventures in the Wildi of Connemara n

to recount; so, perhaps, ii is Letter for DO

and for the readers of OnOI a Wi.kk that it

should be as it is. VI y much di

to adopt the old maxim that " What
The Cork mail took me as Eat as [Am

where I slept, and where I engaged a si

Galway in a coach passing through Ennia. I

slept the next night in the famous town of

Galway, in the house of the mauager of a bank,
to whom I had an introduction, and whi i

his eyebrows when informed of my intention

of "going back," as going into Connemara
was then styled.

"
No, I am not going back, but forward.

Why do you style going into Connemara going
back ?

"

" That's what we call it about here, and it

is nothing short of going back into barbarism.

I only hope you won't get your throat cut."

I smiled at his fears.

" You may smile, but I tell you it's no

joke."
" You don't mean to say there is any real

danger ?
"

"
Yes, I do

;
and I advise you, if you have

money, to leave it behind you."
" Did you ever know any one to be robbed

or murdered in Connemar
" I never knew a decent man to come safo

out of it."

"Did you ever know a decent man to go
into it ?

"

" Never—upon my honour !

"

"Well, no matter, I shall be the first."
" I should strongly recommend you to advise

your friend of your arrival, and ask him to

send a man and horse to Oughterarde. You
have no idea of the wild country you have to

pass through, and of the sort of people you will

encounter.
"

"
I like it all the better for its wildness

;

68, I have taken my place, and have paid

my fare to Oughterarde."

"Oh, if you have paid your fare, that, of

course, alters the case ; you must not lose your
money."

The circumstance of having paid your I"

even to a warmer or more dangerous place than

Oughterarde, the last outpost of civilisation,
and the first entrance-gate into the wilds of

Connemara—would be deemed by any manager

,

of a i . incial or

on.

fare to Oughterarde,
mmend

you, if you h..

you. \\ hat's that the poet says about a man
with an empty

latroi. resent is in

a somewhat va> Vinson says
tha' iu."

" And so do thieves and robbers, so you aro

iu pietty fair trawlli:

without ai:

was I to get to my
thirty miles inland, and u filter-

In the ii:

not even a road suited for an ou

jaunting car, the springs of which bear a large
amount of jolting

—nothin tow break-

neck bridle-paths for I d use of Conne-
mara poniea. Iu the second place, there were

no bridges, except one or two of the first

magnitude, spanning the neck of a lane.

Across an ordinary stream, river, or mountain
torrent there was nothing for it but wading.
If you had a pony, you might manage to

on his back with dry feet. 1 had to think

it through the night, for I was fortunate enough
to get a supper and bed at the village.

1 was up betimes the next morning, before

a single soul in the little I

1 walked to the bridge of black marble—there

is nothing but marble in C

which the waters of Lough Mask and Lough
Corrib rush before discharging then

the Atlantic. From the crown of the bridge
1 saw a ruined castle, and resolved to vi

the walk would piss the time, and give me an

appetite for breakfast. To my surprise 1 found

the fresh mountain breeze redolent no4

of wild heather, but of whisLu. Where the

| perfumes of whisky came from I con':

imagine ;
but I felt perfectly it was

not what is known in Irela;

mentary." I looked up at tin

the possession of the "Ferocious < >TlaluI

—and saw a pale blue smoke curlii

the old walls and chimin-

an uninhabited building.
"

I understand it

now," I said t riug beneath a

i
door- way.

"
1 have never seen an

Irish still
;

1 mu>t I

1 wandered bom one apartment to an

without discovering any evidence or mark of

human habitation, and was about leaving the

ruin when 1 it one of the apart
-

. and onh iide of un-

planed boa: sed the latch, opened the
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door, and walked in. The room contained a

straw bed, a stool, and a black bottle, which

at one time, I have little doubt, contained

whisky ;
it was then doing the duty of a

candlestick.

While noting down those items, I heard

something between a growl and a grunt behind

me. I turned about and looked up, and over

the top of the door saw a tremendous red

head, from which glared a pair of wild eyes.

I was petrified, but continued gazing till the

head was withdrawn with a growl like that of

a bear at discovering that some strange dog
had entered and taken possession of his lair.

I waited a few moments for the retreating

footsteps, and then hastened from the castle of

the Ferocious O'Flaherties. Could that monster

have been one of their descendants ?

In returning to the inn I met a low-sized

man, with what I then thought a dark and

hang-dog expression of face, who came to in-

form me that he could drive me as far into

Connemara as Maam, where there was a good

half-way-house.
* ' How do you intend to drive me 1

" I

inquired.
" On a car, sir."

" What sort of car ?
"

" A jaunting car."
" When will you be ready ?"

"In a couple of hours."

"Mention the exact time."
"
Well, three hours."

" It is seven o'clock now," said I, looking
at my watch ;

"
you will be ready at ten 1

"

" I will, sir, or a little after, for I have to

catch the horse and give a little mending to

the harness."
"
Well, shall we say eleven ?

"

"
Well, say eleven, sir. It won't be later

than that."

It was two o'clock before we started ; and

such a car, and horse, and harness ! But the

driver managed to roll or bowl them along, up
and down hills and mountains, over bogs, by
the margins of lakes, and across mountain

streams, some of which rose to the horse's

belly.

I managed to hold on and keep my feet and

travelling-bag dry, and was felicitating myself
on a nice bit of soft sandy road, lying between

a lake and the foot of a steep mountain, when
I descried the red-headed monster of the castlo

rushing down upon us. He was six feet six

at least, and broad-shouldered in proportion.
He bounded upon the opposite side of the car

to that at which I sat with the spring of a

tiger, and nearly upset it.

" What do you want?" I demanded, with

all the fierceness of a terrified man.

Red -head growled and looked wildly out of
his fiery eyes, but made no reply.

" How dare you get up on my vehicle, with-
out asking my permission ?

"

To this inquiry Red-head gave no reply, but
entered into a conversation, in Irish, with tho

dark-browed driver.

By-and-by I saw them casting furtive glances
at me, and felt convinced I was the subject of

their conversation. " As sure as day they take

me for an exciseman. This is what comes of

poking about that old castle, where they have
a still. It was arranged between the car-

man and this red-heacked fellow to drive me
into the heart of this wild country, and perhaps
murder me, and throw me into one of these

lakes
;
but I will not die without a struggle to

save my life,"
—

quietly drawing a large clasp-
knife from my pocket.

I opened the knife stealthily, and cast a fold

of a large cloak over the hand which grasped
its shining blade, and thus waited the spring
of the Connemara tiger.

Our eyes met more than once.

The tiger at length made a spring, but it was
off the car and up the mountain side, and
not on me

;
and as he did so, said, in good

English,
" You asked me why I got up. To

balance the car."
' ' Who is that fellow 1

" I inquired of the

driver, drawing my breath for the first time

since he had come down upon us.

"Don't you know him, sir? That is Big

Joyce ;
it's at his house you are going to sleep

to-night."
" What?"
' '

Yes, sir, and though he has that wild look,

he is one of the quietest and kindest fellows in

Connemara."
" Why did he get off the car 1

"

"He took a short cut across the side of the

mountain
;
and you will find supper ready for

you by the time you get there."
" What was he saying to you about me ?"
" He was asking me if I thought your honour

would like bacon and eggs for your supper/'
" If I thought you were deceiving me

"

A hearty laugh was the driver's reply

when I looked into his face I saw nothing of

that hang-dog expression which first stnn

In the course of half an hour wo we

Joyce's house, where I met a kind weir

got a good supper, and clean sheets.

" Irishmen are not always as wicked or wild

as they seem
;
their bark is often worse than

their bite," was the moral I drew from the

adventure.

It was thus I got into the Wilds of Conne-

mara, I shall explain by-and-by how 1 gofl

out. C. B. G.
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CHAPTER IV.

The next morning Mrs. Cunningham came
for a sitting. She did not again allude to the

story which she had relateJ on the pr

to obtain further i tog it

I proceeded with fcfa

my th<

work ; and I

day. This I regretted, as my own mind was :

o'clock, the

full of the subject, and I was eagerly an I now decided to go i -V into tho

vol. x. A A No. 267.
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city, and consult my solicitor on the matter

that was so seriously disturbing my mind-

I felt that it would be a relief to me to

acquaint him with all I had discovered, and

to take his opinion as to how I had better

act. On my way to his office, I found myself

passing Somerset House, and, yielding to a

momentary impulse, I entered the Register
Office for the purpose of ascertaining whether

the information given me respecting old Greer-

son's marriage had been correct.

As I knew the date of the marriage approxi-

mately, my search was not a long one. The
indices soon revealed the name of Nathaniel

Greerson, and I was now referred to the mar-

riage returns themselves, that I might discover

if the entry thus indicated were the one I

required.

Upon examination, I felt satisfied that it was
so. The bridegroom was described as a mer-

chant, his residence stated to be No. —
,

Queen Square, and his age entered at seventy

years. The bride's years were given — (she
had been but seventeen at the time of the

marriage,) and her name was entered as Lucy
Rose, her father's being given as William
Truefitt Rose.

On referring to neighbouring entries, I

observed that it was not usual to enter the

ages precisely.
" Of full age," or "

minor,"
were the words which ordinarily filled in the

age column. I concluded that the extra-

ordinary difference between the years of the

bride and bridegroom had, in the case now
under my notice, induced the clergyman to

insert the exact figures.

To my surprise, my lawyer appeared to

think little of the data upon which my sus-

picions were founded, while he could not

conceal his amusement at my midnight ad-

venture. He advised me to set my mind at

rest, and to say no more to any one on the

subject which I had referred to him. If,

indeed, Mr. Duncome were guilty, he con-

tended, clearer evidences than any I could

adduce would be needed to prove him so
;

while, even if my feeling were simply that

what I had learnt was sufficient to warrant

the institution of inquiries, he would still

recommend me to be silent for the present.
These arguments silenced but did not satisfy

me
; however, as I had considerable faith in

the opinion of my legal friend, I resolved to

act upon them.

I dined at Pimlico that evening, reaching
Wilhelinina Street, however, at the early hour
of eleven. As I went into the hall, I ob-

served Miss Coles just lighting her candle,

preparatory to going to her room for the night.

Perhaps an extra glass or two of wine had

raised the temperature of my affections above
its average. Certain it is, that as the graceful
creature floated upstairs in her light, fairy-like

dress, turning towards me as she did so with a

bow and a smile, 1 felt more deeply sensible

of her charms than I had done before. I was

determined, indeed, not to let her go without

exchanging a word or two with her
; and,

fortunately, an idea struck me at the instant,
which rendered a brief conversation possible.

"Miss Coles," I said, softly, just as the

fair little sprite had reached the top of the

first flight of stairs, "may I take the liberty
of detaining you for half a minute ?

"

"Certainly," she replied, in a tone which
did not seem to betoken displeasure.

I walked up to within a stair or two of her,
and then said, in an undertone,—

" I have a favour to ask of you. I trust

I shall not offend you by asking it 1
"

"I will undertake to promise so much," she

answered, blushing.
" You are aware I am a painter ?

"

She inclined her head.
" I should esteem it the greatest kindness

if you would oblige me with a couple of sit-

tings in my studio."

Miss Coles's face at once assumed a look of

great perplexity.
" I am much engaged," she interrupted.
" I would not trespass long," I resumed,

"
upon your time."

I was speaking now with agitation that

must have been apparent.
" I will think of it," Miss Coles said, after

a few moments' hesitation,
" and let you

know in the morning ;

" and then the black

stairs swallowed up my fairy, and I was left

to my reflections.
" I am in love with that girl," I said to

myself, as I went to my room
;

and the

dreams which visited me afterwards certainly

tended to confirm the notion.

I was hardly awake next morning, when
the page entered my room with hot water and

a message.
Miss Coles would be at my service at twelve

o'clock to-day for an hour and a half

It will hardly be believed with what delight

and yet what agitation, I received this com-

munication. I had not for a moment expected

that my request would be complied with.

Feeling must surely have operated to counter-

act Miss Coles's reserve, and to bring about

this ready assent to my wish. I grew hopeful.

Immediately after breakfast, I hastened to

my studio, to prepare for the reception of my
lovely model. In doing so, I upset a jar of

oil, and trod to destruction a tube of brown

madder.
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At twelve o'clock precisely, there earae a
knock at the door. A minute or two more,
And Miss Coles was enthroned oj

Mid I had begun her portrait.

To my grief and perplexity, Bhe was even
more reserved than ever. There wa

breaking the ice. Again and again 1

bat <>uly to fail on each occasion more signally
than before. At last 1 relinquished the

attempt, and proceeded with my work in

silence.

With the likeness T suooeeded X
who admires a face is generally able to p
it. I hit off the features and exp
day with more than average happiness. The
tender grey eyes; the straight, calm eyebrows;
the delicate retnmstS nose; the full and

lips ;
the gentle, sweet sadness that pervaded

the whole face— I had noted
now found myself well able to represent.

After a while I observed an uneasy move-
ment on the part of my model. She inti-

mated to me that the scent of the colours had
affected her, and that she felt faint. I had

scarcely had time to realise what she said,

when she absolutely fainted away. I sprang
forward to save her from falling. The
denness of my movement rendered it an
awkward one. My hand caught in a slender

chain which encircled the lady's throat, and

suddenly dragged from her bosom a large-sized
and old-fashioned locket, the snap of the chain

giving way with the violence of the jerk, and
the locket falling open on the ground.

For a few minutes I was too much engaged
in the attempt to recover Miss Coles herself to

think about the fate of the trinket
;
but as

soon as she began to come round a li;

stooped to pick it up. I examined it to

ascertain the extent of the damage it had
sustained.

But as I did so, my eyes fell upon words

which electrified me. Within the gold* I

were two locks of silken baby-hair. Across

one of them, worked in golden thread, was tho

name "Ada ;" across the other "Lucy ;" and
on the inside of the cover was this inscription,

engraved in plain large charac:
" Ada and Lucy, twin (laughters of William

Truefitt and Ada Rose, born 9th April,

184—."
Of course my mind instantly recurred to

the marriage register which 1 had read y

day. From that moment ' ' Miss Coles's
"
history

was clear to me
;
and thus I arrived at my

conclusions :
—the locket had been a mother's

relic of the babyhood of two loved daughters.
The mother—one sister, were gone ;

the other

sister treasured up the relic still. And as I

knew that "
Lucy"—who had been forced into

a marriage with i on— was the su.<

Of le-

ave lady,

([Ultii

a different story, wa- than

I was right.

!1 to observe the oppor-
tunity 1 had ha discovery ;

and althmi . lOW i

had made it, 1 h

Bt of her fail tigers

trembling with . and, at I

informed me, aitfa face
;

hat of my
t, 1 pour iiicli I

kept by n:

while I bathed b i

_rne.

"Miss Co oe, and spologfcf
When 1 saw that she L i recovered,

I said—
" Will you kindly sit down once moi

have something particular to say to yen
She sat down, looking at me, however, with

a wondering and fright 1 also

! seated myself. I did not know how to begin
' —I hesitated, and

moment I felt like a rook which

rookery in a terrible gale of wind. I could

not think what was to be «>f my
adventure.

"My dear lady," 11 i faltering

voice, "when 1 >u to come into this

room I had no notion of to you as I

am now about to speak.
because 1 rous to

j
ir por-

trait
"

"And you have done so," said
""

Mi.-s Coles,"

quickly.
"

1 will 1

She rose again as she spok irned

deadly pale.

"Stay:" I said; "what I hive to tell you is

important— important to
J

U as to

Let me beg you to listen— 1 will be as

brief

Once moi

and eag- : .

•

ure.

i have Wi

fully

instantly

hands, and bn:

sake, say n

! talk of.

the way. I -ink of
• me go-—it wiii kill me if I stay."

This language, win. . also gave
,
me encouragement. iportant part of
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what I have to say," I continued, gently de-

taining the sobbing girl as I spoke,
" or at

least the part that you will most immediately

recognize as important— remains untold."

She checked her tears, and gazed at me again.

"Dear lady," I went on,
u the difficulty

you allude to no longer exists. The man who
called himself your husband is no more. By a

strange series of coincidences I have learnt the

facts of your relationship to Mr. Greerson—
and of Mr. Greerson's death. You are at

liberty to reciprocate my affection if you will.
"

She stood up flushed, staring, excited.
" How do you know ?" she exclaimed.

" Who told you my name ? Who dared to

talk of my connection with that man ? Dead !

you say ? Let me hear more. I cannot

believe all this."

I begged her to calm herself, and then, as

succinctly as I was able, related to her the

facts which the last two or three days had un-

folded to me, suppressing, however, my sus-

picions with regard to the Doctor.

When I was silent she again wept, but now
in a maimer less agonized than before.

Poor, friendless, injured child ! It never

occurred to me to blame her for what she had

done, although others, I afterwards discovered,

thought her blameworthy. I admired, on the

contrary, the bold independence of spirit that

had nerved her to escape from the thraldom

of the hateful marriage to which she had been

so cruelly urged. I honoured her for the

scrupulous modesty which had rendered her so

unapproachable during the time when her true

position was unknown to most of those about

her.

We talked for some time. I scarcely know
what I said. But I am certain that I left

Lucy no room to doubt what were my feelings

towards herself
;
and I am equally sure that

every word she uttered added to my conviction

of her goodness, and truth, and solid worth.

We talked, say half an hour. Then she left

me with this injunction,
"
Say nothing to any

one here."

I had not expected any answer to my own
declaration of attachment. I saw and appre-
ciated the good taste which for the present
refused to entertain the question ;

and cor-

dially acquiesced, although I had not said so,

in the postponement of its consideration. Poor

Lucy had had enough to agitate her for now.

I determined not to add to her agitation if I

could help it.

CHAPTER V.

Two days passed. I did not see "Miss
Coles "

(or as 1 had now learnt mentally to call

her—Lucy). I fostered in my mind every

considerate allowance for her delicate and

trying position ;
but still I was deeply anxious

to hear from her lips some word of encourage-
ment. I trembled for my fate as I waited on.

Inquiries I made perpetually ;
of the servants,

of Mrs. Duncome, even of the Doctor—not-

withstanding my shrinking from him. But
the answer to my eager queries was always
the same. Miss Coles was unwell, and unable

to leave her room. I strove to occupy myself

incessantly. I employed all my odd half-

hours. But to banish Lucy from my memory
was beyond my power ;

and commingled with

my anxious thoughts of her, were others

respecting the Doctor and his deceptions,
which sometimes well nigh overwhelmed me
with apprehension.
On the third day after my interview with

Lucy in the studio, I observed, as I came
home to dinner, a heavily laden cab waiting at

the door of No. 6. It was a wild and stormy

afternoon, such as to depress one's spirits,

even if one's circumstances were otherwise

cheerful. A painful suspicion seized me, that

Lucy was leaving. As I entered, this suspi-

cion was realized. She was coming out at

the moment. She seemed distressed at seeing
me

;
I could not, however, clearly trace her

features, for they were partially hidden by a

veil. I had not the opportunity to address to

her a word of remonstrance, for the servants

were standing about, and Mrs. Duncome her-

self was looking on. Lucy quickly gave me
her hand, and vanished.

How can I describe the sorrow which I now
felt 1 It is impossible to do so. For some
time my grief was almost insupportable. I

threw myself upon a sofa in my studio, and
lamented the luckless day, and the mistaken

recommendation which had brought me to

Wilhelmina Street. After a while, however, I

remembered that I should shortly be expected
at the dinner-table, and hastened to dress

myself.
And now I discovered that a note was lying

upon my dressing-table. I knew the writing,

and broke the seal immediately.
Within the envelope there was no letter.

There was simply an address written clearly

upon a sheet of note paper, and undo;

it were these words :
—"If, at the end of a

year fiom this time, you wish to put any

question to me, you may find me at the above

address. In the meantime I cannot 001

to hold any communication with you.—Lucy."

A year—a long twelve months ! Well,

even that was better than I feared. And yet

an Autumn, a Christmas, a slow-growing

Spring between Lucy and me ! It was

ble. iEons seemed enfolded in those fifty-two
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weeks. Still, I argued, I have a definite

SOmethiDg to look forward to. May I not,
after all, detect in this brief some-

thing like encouragemenl I If she desired to

dismiss me, if she found it impossible to reci-

procate ni}' affection, would she write as she

does? No. She wishes to try when
not my love is real, and at t',

interpose between the death of her husband
and our engagement a sui-

time.

This view of the sub;. upon my
moral nature as a tonic or i h dues

upon one's physical frame. It braced and
ihened my mind. 1 suppressed all evi-

dence of emotion, and went down to the

dining-room.
It was long past the hour for dinner, but as

Mrs. Duncome informed me, her husband had
not come in. We waited on silently, listen-

ing to the wild dash of the rain against the

windows.
t thinking how in my garden at home

the tender opening leaves were suffering lacera-

tion
;
how the petals of the apple blossom

were being strewn about like summer snow.

Mrs. Duncome was evidently uneasy. I

did not know what to talk about to relieve

the embarrassment of the occasion. At length,

referring to the subject uppermost in my
mind, I remarked :

—" So Miss Coles has left

you ?
»

"
Yes, indeed," said Mrs. Duncome, in a

tone quite sorrowful, "and I cannot conceive

on what account, for I always, at Mr. Dun-
come's particular desire, refrained from asking

any questions as to her private affairs. I

suppose some unexpected occurrence, uncon-

nected with us, has decided her to make this

sudden move. But I am much grieved. Al-

though I never got on anything like intimate

terms with her, yet I have always found her

a most agreeable, kind, and lady-like com-

panion."
"

I have not," added poor

Duncome, while the tears came into het—" I have not so many friends that i

afford to lose her."

I felt guilty. It was I who had driven

Lucy away.
waited on for a full hour more. Still

no Doctor came. The assistant and a;

tiee were questioned, but they knew nothing.
At last it was thought best that we should

proceed with dinner, and we did so in perfect
silence.

By this time I had begun i the

real state of the case. I saw in tl

absence merely the consummation of the

which L had gradually learnt. In my Own
mind I made out the history thus. Mr. Dun-

come had probably learnt that suspicion with
i to him was aroused. He had

that t!
| h.imj an(j

had fled before stirn

of inq
All that evening Mrs. Duncome looked

urn in vain. NY.\

agony
1 -and how was it poa-

for me to console her?

and the story of th

Boning
of all i

I

of facts, q ,f those I had

y man
to his crin

it my endeavour, BO far as I
was ab ft heart-broken

who, in additi< greater trouble, was
now doome

entanglements of her husband's. All assist-

ance that I could r nan I

gladly afforded her; but it was little indeed
that I could do to help her.

I now came to be deeply thankful to my
lawyer for having hindered me from taking

any steps in the sad matter, which had at

length become clear with ait my evidence. I

must say I full ta be

mixed up in the story. But inquiry did not

need my assistance, and I was only too glad

;»
clear of the affair altogef

My principal fear now was for poor Lucy.
I waited in the greatest anxiety to hear

whether she became involved in the painful
busiip .v fell at

tale of the young wife 1

the sudden departure of the beautiful girl from

Wilhelmina wind Bunnl

Vulgar suspicion fell upon th unfor-

tunate girl. A trid— »f which I D

to think—came on. But Lucy DOT

it with the lumess. I

lOt say that during this terrib'.

. near her,
' r prohibi-

tion. But seldom, - een now, did 1 in

myself upon h<
illy ; and

utter f ts which, for a wh.

had forbidden me to mention. I

privilege and happi to bo

near her continually, and in D

(although indin

burden of hi

i. She came forth 04

lied. If many
for leaving the I

BUmed to call her u

to whisper that . inno-
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With regard to the Doctor, the true story-

was this. Soon after Lucy's flight from Greer-

son, Duncome had become acquainted with

the miser, had measured his weak and childish

character, had resolved to work upon it for

his own advantage. Simultaneously with the

commencement of this acquaintance, Lucy, by
the strange coincidence to which I have re-

ferred, had come (through advertisement) to

reside at the Doctor's. He had not been long
in discovering who she was

; and, desiring
above all things to keep his dupe in ignorance
of her whereabouts, he had done his utmost to

further her incognita, while she herself had been

wholly unaware that he knew her story at all.

The Doctor had played his game well.

After eighteen months of cajolery, he had in-

duced the now childish old man to make a

new will in his favour. The stress of money-
embarrassments had, just at the time of my
advent to his house, urged him to hasten, by
poison, the death which was to resuscitate his

dead fortunes. But his pyramid had given

way (as such pyramids will) while the erection

was yet incomplete. Suspicion had arisen

before the guilt-earned money could be secured.

Hasty flight had followed, and who shall say
what else ? Certain it is, that Dr. Duncome
has never since been heard of. The will which

he had helped to frame, while it completed the

evidence against himself, added the last touch

to that which cleared poor dear Lucy. It shut

her out from the smallest benefit of any kind

to arise to her from her husband's death
;
and

although this will has been overthrown, and a

former one, leaving her large property, is

legally in force, she has never consented to

touch a farthing of the handsome fortune

wrhich is properly her own.

A wild exciting time it was while the facts

of the Doctor's crime were coming to light,

and while Lucy's innocence was gradually un-

folding itself to the world. A lurid glare
seemed to me to touch all human affairs with

a vivid, painful brightness. Life burned in a

flame of agonizing intensity, and the trifles of

common-place existence dwindled into indis-

tinguishable sparks.

But rest came. I now reflected that I

should best please Lucy by returning to my
ordinary duties until the prescribed twelve

months should have elapsed. Accordingly I

left London—although at the cost of much

self-discipline
—and spent the days again in

my cool, quiet studio in Somersetshire, hoping
to wile away the long hours of separation from

my darling by incessant employment at my
loved art.

The days, though many of them pleasant,
seemed long

—
long indeed. But, somehow,

the extended hours got twisted into that com-

pact coil—the Past
; somehow, the tardy sands

fell through.
Autumn came, with mad equinoctial blasts,

and swirling eddies of yellow leaves
; but my

love stood steady—fresh and green a3 the

holly whose bough tapped at my study win-

dow. Winter followed—chill, silent, death-

like
;
but my heart was full of the warm,

noisy life of a man's one affection.

And then—Spring. The time longed for

above all times which I had ever yet antici-

pated. The violet, the primrose, the cowslip
had each in its turn delighted me with its per-
fume

;
and at last I went and gathered my

Flower of flowers, and heard from Lucy's own

lips that no affection of mine for her could

possibly be stronger than her own for me !

Poor child ! she had gone through much.

But her troubles, thank Heaven ! and mine,

too, were over now. I made her my wife,

and she is queen of my country home.

I often used to wonder at first to what end

it was that Providence had made me the wit-

ness of the Doctor's guilt. Why had it been

ordained that a singular string of coincidences

should reveal to me facts so ugly and dis-

tressing ?

But I always reflect now, that those same

coincidences also effectually taught—to the

man who was destined to be her stay and

sympathiser— the circumstances of Lucy's

"strange, eventful history."

Edward Whitaker.
{Concluded.)

MRS. DAVID GARRICK.

The Reverend Dr. Alexander Carlyle in his

Autobiography relates how, early in the year

1746, he took his passage with his friends Dr.

John Gregory and Mr. Nicholas Monckly on

board the packet which was to sail from Helvoet

to Harwich. The landlord of the inn at Hel-

voet persuaded the travellers to lay in stores

for their voyage, asserting that he had known
the packets to be sometimes becalmed for a

week. A cold ham and a couple of fowls, a

sirloin of beef, nine bottles of -wine and three

of brandy, were provided accordingly,
" none

of all which," Dr. Carlyle frankly con
" we were able to taste—except the brandy."

They sailed from Helvoet at eight in the morn-

ing, and having fair weather and a lin.

gale arrived on the coast of England by

in the evening, though having made the land

too far to the northward it was nearly twelve

before they got down to Harwich. '' We had

beds in the cabin," lie writes,
l * and were all so

heartily sea-sick that we were hardly able to lift
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up our heads the whole day, far loss to partake
of any of our sea-stores, except a little brandy
to settle our stomachs."

Before- leaving Belvoetin the morning the

travellers had observed upon the quart i

<, vrhoapp
to have under their e:ire a youne
about sixteen, very handsome indeed, who, it

was whispered, was a young Hanoverian

journeying to Britain to pay Ids OOUrl

James's. The freshening gale prevented any

opportunity of conversing with the I

all the passengers were compelled to take to

their beds in the cabin. The young baron was

the ouly oue who had a separate berth, be

as it was supposed, of the additional ex]

Sickness now effectually put an end

chance of conversation until the youi

reigner, who was directly opposite to Dr. Car-

lyle, called out in French, in an agony of

apprehension, to know if there was any imme-

diate danger.
" The voice," says the doctor,

u
betrayed her sex at once no less than her

fears." He consoled the disguised lady a

as he could, and calmed her agitation. The

next day a man calling himself her father

waited upon our travellers at Harwich, re-

questing their countenance on the occasion of

his daughter's first appearance, and also on her

benefit. The lady, young and very beautiful,

was Violetti, a dancer engaged to perform at

the opera in the Haymarket. "I accordingly,"

writes Dr. Carlyle
—he had not then embraced

the clerical profession
—" was at the opera the

first night she appeared, where she was the

first dancer, and maintained her ground till

Garrkk married her."

Twelve years later, and Garriek gave a

dinner at his house at Hampton (" which he

did but seldom"), notes our autobiographer, to

John Home, the author of "
Douglas," and

certain of his friends ami companions, among
others to Dr. Carlyle. By Garrick's desire,

the party, all Scotsmen, were to bring golf

clubs and balls with them, that they might

play a game on Molesly Hurst. They accord-

ingly set out in good time, six of them in a

landau. As they passed through B

the Coldstream regiment were changing guard,

and at sight of the golf clubs gave three

cheers in honour of a diversion peculiar to

Scotland,
" so much does the remembrance of*

one's native country dilate tin- heart when one

has been some time absent. The same senti-

ment made us open our purses and give our

countrymen wherewithal to drink tin- 1.

Cakes." It must be borne in mind that the

Coldstream at this time was peculiarly

tish regiment. Garriek was so impatient to

receive his company that he met them by the

way. In the lower garden of the villa at

Hampton ha had built a I

Statue ibiliac, i.

am
;
wine wan to be drunk in

mple, under the shadow oi

which bad addressed some pathetic
verses i >n of his play. The

poet and the
i Far, on
with each

of aniniMsr ,• is a

unites

with all the best all- The

gardens at Hampton
road, over which ,,. pro-

to build a bridge, but ob i been

made to this. i had observed,

v, Davy, . >ne may be

I
a tunnel •• road

had been cut instead Dr. Carlyle makes a

wonderful stroke at golf, driving the ball

through the tunnel into I

is so delighted and surpi -gs he

may be permitted to keep the club with

the feat has been performed. Tie

sumptuous .

M now

grown fat, though still very lively

woman of uncommon good sense and now
mistress of English, in all respects most agree-

able company. She did not seem

recognise me," says Carlyle,
" which was no

wonder at the em I of twelve years, b

thrown away my bag-wig and I,
and

appearing in my own grisly hail

tt's clothes ;
nor was 1 lik •'.. ind her

of her former stat. We passed a

agreeable afternoon, and it is hard to say
which were happier, the landlord and Ian

or the of Dr.

Carlyle, or "Jupiter" Carlyle, as he was often

called, from ha\

ll and men to Hamilton tie- i

fully justifies sir Walter 9

him as •" a shrewd and clever old

It will have b rable

i y surrounded the arrival in En
J

lady who was to bo David I I

nor was this mystery afl

. ies and Murph\ . iogra-

phies of Garriek, furnish \

concerning Madlle. V wirles Lee Lewes,

the harlequin, in his

four volumes m L806, boldly .at the

the natural d

irth Bad oi

lington ; and the warm pattrOnay and friend-

ship bestowed on her by his ad the

members of his Esmilj to this

story; but, in truth, it w II much sift-

i ing. According to Lewes, the mother of 1
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Violetti was a young lady of family in the city

of Florence, whose acquaintance the Earl had

formed during a tour through Italy previous
to his marriage. Now it appears that by the

registry of baptisms in the cathedral church of

St. Stephen at Vienna, Violetti, or Violette, as

the name should be written, was born in that

city on the 29th of February, 1724. At this

time the Earl of Burlington had been married

two years, and from the date of his union had

passed several years uninterruptedly in England.
The romantic theory, therefore, that the Earl

had resumed the guardianship of his own child

on her arrival in England seems hardly tenable ;

but still the extraordinary interest taken by
the Burlington family in the lady's welfare, to

the settlement of six thousand pounds upon her

at the time of her marriage, Lady Burlington
even becoming a party to the deed, remains,
it must be admitted, entirely unaccounted for.

The best authorities state that Madlle.

Violette was one of the three children of M.
Jobami Veigel, a respectable inhabitant of

Vienna
; that she received her mother's name,

Eva Maria
;
and called herself Violette by

command of the Empress Queen Maria Theresa—her family name, Veigel, signifying Violette

in the patois of Vienna. She was probably
introduced at the Court of Vienna by the

MaUre de Ballet, M. Hilferding, with other

young ladies, to dance with the children of

Maria Theresa. There is no evidence that she

ever danced on the public stage at Vienna,

though her brother, Ferdinand Charles, show-

ing great ability as a dancer, is stated to have

become a member of the corps de ballet at the

Imperial Theatre. One account has it—reputed
to come from Mrs. Garrick herself, on the

authority of her mother and other persons

likely to be well informed—that the Empress
Maria Theresa, perceiving that her husband,
the Emperor Frederick I., regarded the young
lady with marked attention, and to prevent

any unpleasant consequences, proposed this

journey to England, and forwarded powerful
recommendations in her favour. This might
account for something of the mystery of her

voyage in male attire as narrated by Dr.

Carlyle. And it is said to have been owing
to the introductions of the Empress that his

Majesty George II. commanded the play on

the occasion of Madlle. Violet te's first appear-

ance, and honoured with his presence her

benefit in the year 1748.

But, in truth, considerable mystery sur-

rounds the whole affair : the stories about Madlle.

Violette clash with and contradict each other.

One account has it that she came to England
accompanied by a family named Rossiter, who
visited England to look after some property ;

but it is impossible to make this agree with

Dr. Carlyle's narrative. Equally difficult is it

to combine with other versions the story of an

authority who relates a discussion with Mrs.

Garrick concerning the account of her parentage
which had been furnished by Lee Lewes

;
and

reports her to have exclaimed, "Lewes is a

liar. Lord Burlington was not my father
;
but

I am of noble birth." Yet it is clear that Mr.

Veigel, of Vienna, was not noble.

That Madlle. Violette soon became an object
of fashionable attention is evident. Walpole—

nothing if not scandalous—writes of her to

his friend Montague, on the 5th June, 1746 :

"The fame of the Violette increases daily.

The sister Countesses of Burlington and Talbot

exert all their store of sullen partiality and

competition for her. The former visits her,

and is having her picture, and carries her to

Chiswick, and she sups at Lady Carlisle's, and

lies— indeed I have not heard where, but I

know not at [Leicester] House, where she is

in great disgrace for not going once or twice

a week to take lessons of Denoyer, as he bid

her. You know that is politics in a Court

where dancing-masters are ministers."

At Chiswick was Lord Burlington's Italian

villa, of which Lord Hervey said, that it was
"too small to live in, and too large to hang to

one's watch." Leicester House was the resi-

dence of the Prince and Princess of Wales.

Pennant called it the "pouting place of

princes," because George II., quarrelling with

his father, retired there
;
and Frederick Prince

of Wales, following his example, did the same

thing for the same reason. Denoyer was a

dancing-master,
" a sort of licensed spy on

both sides," says Lord Hervey, and a constant

companion of the Prince and Princess.

Madlle. Violette made her first appearance
at the Opera-house in the Haymarket (surely

not at Drury Lane, as one of Garrick's biogra-

phers has it), on the 3rd of December, 1746.

Her beauty and her talents met with imme-

diate recognition. She was admired and ap-

plauded in an extraordinary degree. On the

16th January a note to the play-bill explains

some misunderstanding that would seem for a

moment to have interrupted her favour with

the public. She is concerned to hear that she

is charged with having been the cause of a

disturbance in the theatre. "As .she was

entirely ignorant that three dances had been

advertised, until it was too late to prepare

herself, and as she cannot possibly be guilty

of an intention to disoblige or give offence to

an English audience (from whom she has

received so mueh applause), she presumes to

hope they will not impute to her a fault which

she is not capable of committing, and espe-
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cially when she had met with bo much indul-

gence, for Avhich she retains all p

gratitude."
At this time she probably resided at

such store was set

upon her, that the Count i 1 to have

I the darut/UH to the th

and with quite maternal oare to hare thrown a

pelisse over her .-is she run.- heated from the

stage. Madlle. Violette

the Countess to the trial of Lord Loral for

high treason in April, J 747.

That the great actor had become an adl

of the protegSe of the Burlin ms to

have become a subject for the tattle of tho

day. Walpole is describing a grand i

tainment given at Richmond early In L749,

"There was," he says, "an admirable

Lady Burlington brought the Violette, and the

Richmond* had asked Garrick, who stood

ogling and sighing the whole time, while my
lady kept a most fierce look-out. Sabbatini

asked me, 'And who is that V It was a dis-

tressing question. After a little hesitation I

replied, 'Mais, c'est Mademoiselle Violette'
4 Et comment Violette ! J'ai comme ime Made-
moise'i . par exemph.' I begged him
to look at Miss Bishop."

Sabbatini, who was a diplomatist, may pos-

sibly have meant to express his sarpri

finding one whom he had known as a public

performer associating with the highest rank in

England. But it is evident that Garrick's

suit was not approved at Burlington House.

The lady was rumoured to have had more than

one offer from persons of fortune and dis-

tinction. The actor was at this time a stranger
to the Burlington family. Mrs. Garrick used

to relate that upon one occasion her future

husband disguised himself in woman's clothes

in order to convey a letter into her chair.

On the 22nd of June, 1749, however,
David Garrick was married to Eva Maria

Violette by the Rev. Mr. Francklin, at his

chapel near Itu^sell Street, Bloomsbury.
wards on the same day the ceremony was per*
formed according to the rites of the 1

1

Church by the Rev. Mr. Blyth, at the chapel
of the Portuguese Embassy in South Audley
Street. Madlle. Violette had sympathised
with her lover : had confessed as much I

Burlington. Mr. Garrick wrote a respectful

letter to her ladyship, making his proposals in

due form
; finally his suit was accepted, and he

soon found himself the husband of a wife who
was good as she was beautiful, with a dowry of

six thousand pounds, to which he added four

thousand. In celebration of the ma
Mr. Edward Moore, "the ingenious city poet,"

inscribed a copy of verses to Mrs. Garrick,

d he pictured Fortune in search

favourite danghi a weary pilgi

she stopped House,

luiry,

and la\

Oil I . the hUj
man i.; k presented him-elf in the part

•acter,

and pi by applica;

little need to sa . A glance t]

ill show how

warmly she ends.
•• Do yo i ra .<:..'.
" that you and M a promise

A down here some :. .1 make us

happy in your com; ill be

welcomed by a family who wish to pre>< .

fcual friendship with . Gar-

rick." "Pray let me hear," m
ing Counte . "without 1<»

how Mrs. Garrick does
;
she must not ail any-

thing. You, I am sure, can neithe:

nor understand without her. After all, it is a

comfort to find that a few people am live to-

gether a good many years without wishing one

another at the deuce. It will to-morrow be

one-and-twenty years since La r mar-

ried me, and I verily bell

of us repented of our lot from that time to

this." While Miss Hannah More is always

sendiug some such kindly message as "My
most respectful regards . 1 my ever

k ;" or,
•

1 my sweet

Mrs. Garrick I live in the hope of hearing from

her."

The summer of 1752 was passed by Mrs.

Garrick with her husband in Paris. She took

a lively interest in his success both as actor

and manager, h wa to her

. unfortunate as it proved in the sequel,

that he made an engagement with N
then c to be the best ball- 1

Europe, to appear with I grand
ballet to be produced at Drury Lin .

called "The Chin t the

British public took gl foreign

. and although the king was present
first repn

indeed, r t live nL
tlemen drew th.

bludgeons. Scenes were cut to ribbons,

benches torn up, lustres demo-

lished. The window house
•

d, and hii

own life t: •' for the insult

10 have offered to the public.
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After this "The Chinese Festival" was with-

drawn.

At Christmas, 1778, Mr. and Mrs. Garrick

had been welcome guests at Althorp, the seat

of Lord Spencer. Finding himself in great

pain from a disorder which had for some time

occasioned him much suffering, Garrick de-

termined to return to his house in town. He
arrived in the Adelphi on Friday, the 15th

January, 1779. He died on the Wednesday
morning following, at eight o'clock. He had
been in great agony, with intervals of perfect
freedom from pain, when his old wonderful

mental activity asserted itself, and he could

find spirits to jest with his physicians, quoting

Shakespeare, and crying to his servant, cheerily,—"
Well, Tom, I shall do very well yet, and

make you amends for all this trouble." Worn
with watching, frightened, and ill, Mrs. Gar-

rick gazed upon her husband's wan, sallow face—"he was wrapped," we read, "in a rich

night-gown, like that which he always wore in

Lusignan, the venerable old King of Jerusalem"
—and looked '

indeed, so the bystanders

thought, as though he were just ready to

personate that character. Mrs. Garrick at

once wrote to her friend, Hannah More, to

inform her of the sad occurrence. " She was

prepared for meeting me," relates Miss More
;

" she rau into my arms, and we both remained

silent for some minutes, at last she whispered,— ' I have this moment embraced his coffin,

and you come next.
5 She soon recovered her-

self, and said with great composure,
' The

goodness of God to me is inexpressible : I de-

sired to die, but it is His will that I should

live, and He has convinced me that He will not

let my life be quite miserable, for He gives

astonishing strength to my body and grace to

my heart
;

neither do I deserve : but 1 am
thankful for both." Miss More paid a melan-

choly visit to the coffin of the great actor

while the preparations went on for hanging the

house with black, for he was to lie in state

until Monday.
" His new house," she writes,

"
is not so pleasant as Hampton, nor so splen-

did as the Adelphi, but it is commodious

enough for all the wants of its inhabitant
;

and besides, it is so quiet that he will never be

disturbed till the eternal morning, and never

till then will a sweeter voice than his own be

heard: may he then find mercy."
" I heard

with great satisfaction," wrote Mrs. Montague,
" of the resignation with which dear Mrs.

Garrick behaved, and doubt not but she will be

supported by that Great Being to whose will

she submits. Never did I behold so happy a

pair. I have ever admired the dignity of

mind which Mrs. Garrick possessed on all

occasions, and I can hardly say whether I love

or esteem her most. Her patience in such

deep affliction will have its reward somewhere,
and at sometime

;
but I will confess to you I

live in terror about her health. If a sympa-
thising heart can give her any comfort, that

comfort I can bring whenever she will admit
me." After the funeral in Westminster Abbey,
Miss More visited Mrs. Garrick in the Adelphi.
" What was my surprise," wrote Miss More,
"to see her go alone into the chamber and bed
in which he had died that day fortnight. She
had a d elight in it beyond expression. I asked

her the next day how she went through it.

She told me, very well
;
that she first prayed

with great composure, then went and kissed the

dear bed and got into it with a sad pleasure."
For a long time Hannah More continued to

pay an annual visit to Mrs. Garrick, either

in the Adelphi or at Hampton. Eventually
the villa residence was given up ;

for a period

I

it had been rented by another famous Drury
;

Lane manager, Richard Brinsley Sheridan.

Mrs. Garrick survived her husband forty-
i three years.

Boswell relates how, on Friday, April 20,

1781, he spent (of course with Dr. Johnson)
one of the happiest days that he remembered
to have enjoyed in the whole course of his life.

Garrick had been dead two years and three

months. His widow, for the first time since

her bereavement, entertained a select party of

his friends at dinner. The company consisted

of Miss Hannah More, who was then staying
with Mrs. Garrick, and whom she called, play-

fully,
" her chaplain ;" Mrs. Boscawen, Mrs.

Elizabeth Carter, Sir Joshua Reynolds, Dr.

Burney, Mr. Boswell, and Dr. Johnson. "We
found ourselves very elegantly entertained at

her house in the Adelphi," narrates Boswell,

"where I have passed many a pleasing hour

with him 'who gladdened life.' She looked

well, talked of her husband with complacency,

and, while she cast her eyes on his portrait,

which hung over the chimney-piece, said that
* death was now the most agreeable object to

her.' The very semblance of David Garrick

was cheering. . . . We were all in fine

spirits, and I whispered to Mrs. Boscawen, 'I

believe this is as much as can be made of life.'
"

In addition to a splendid entertainment, the

company, it seems, were regaled with Lichfield

ale, "which had a peculiarly appropriate value,"

Lichfield having been the birthplace of Dr.

Johnson. Sir Joshua, Barney, and Boswell

drank cordially of the ale to the Doctor's

health, who answered heartily, "Gentlemen, I

wish you all as well as you do me." Johnson

and Boswell walked away together, stopping a

moment at the railings of the Adelphi con-

templating the river, and musing over the two
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friends they had lost, Beauclerk and Garrick,
who had both lived in the buildings behind

them. "Aye, sir," s.iys Johnson, tenderly,
"and two such friends as oannoi be m\

In extren

interest in the actors of the day and the

affairs of the theatre
;
and to the last, it was

aid, took pride in her shapely ankle an I

Lng in high terms

Of Km the Fourth, who, wh-n Prince

of Wales, had visited her at bar villa at Samp-
ton, inquiring after her health,

interest in her welfare. This had given bar

heartfelt pleasure j "and 1 am oot a little

proud," she vvotihl add, "of the privil-

allowed to drive through Bi

Park.*' At Eampton, too, she had re

Queen Charlotte. No notice had I

of tho royal approach, and bin, Garrick had
been "

discovered," to Use a term of the theatre,

in the act of peeling onions. The queen,

ver, seemed pleased at the sight of this

homely occupation, and would by no meant

permit the good lady to stir from it. Indee 1,

the story goes on to tell that the queen com-

manded auother knife to be brought, observ-

ing that she should herself like to peel an onion

with Mrs. Garrick
;
ami accordingly the wife

of the sovereign and the widow of the player
sat for some time in the most agreeaM

friendly manner peeling onions together.

It was said that the Drury Lane Committee,
when anxious about the success of a new actor,

would induce Mrs. Garrick to attend in her

private box, and then prompt her to say on the

conclusion of the performance that she had

been reminded of her departed David. If they
succeeded in this respect, of course the valued

dictum went the round of the papers imme-

diately, and the dibutcmt was lain led to the

skies. In the t an, however, there is

little doubt that the good lady had been really

reminded of her late husband, for in the styles

of the two actors a considerable resemblance

existed. In Kean's acting, accordingly,
Garrick manifested great interest. lb'

ways a favourite with the widow of his

predecessor, and she loudly praised bis efforts ;

not indiscriminately, however, for when Ke;m,

on the occasion of his benefit in is 14, under-

took the part of Abd Drugger, which Gkurriok

had made so famous, he received the following
brief note :

—
"Dear Sir,

—You cannot play

"Yours, &a, Eva Gakki.

To which the actor replied as laconically,
—

" Dear Madam,—I know it.

"
Yours, Edmund

Mrs. Garrick was a frequent visitor at B

i state

his guest
and withdrew. Id

k, inquiring the reason of

explained, "yon mustn't mini him; he has

i

I hich ha- •

to be abused.w

>ut he says the art

so well written
;

if it w>i,'

out the al
11

M. lid do as Davi
then lie woidd I all thi> aim yauce."

(with •:

that |

himself; J>

an adroit tactician, but the times had changed
since in- held shares in the Public

and reviewed himself
; betides, the journals

had mem Id.

Garrick died on the 10th of October,

1*822, at her house in the Adelphi, .

ninety-eighth year of her age, I posses-

sion of her faculties to the Last. Indeed, she

had purposed to occupy her box, on the occa-

sion of the reopening, that day, of Drury
I

slight indisposition. Agreeably to her direc-

her remains were interred p
ainster Abbey, near the cenotaph of

Shake 1 in the g: -band.

In 1815, Mrs. Garrick had distributed,

among the descendants of , nearly all

he had at that time Baredout "f her income. By
her will ami two

her marriage-portion, with some ad

.

and to various charitaK ; be-

queathing the residue to ,
Madame

Elizabeth de S:iar, of Vienna,
with remainder to that lady's gran
Madame de Saai .

was the only child of Mi. I sister

gland in 1776, and

remained until Mr. (Jarricl receiving a

under his w ill

It may :d>o be DOi

(Janick let OS a pair of gloves*
which formerly belonged to Shakespeare.
had been

pi

Jubilee, at -

family. She bequeathed to : ical Fund

Theatre, fci

to Hannah 1 pounds ;
to

Christ phe: hew, the gold
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snuff-box, set with diamonds, given her late

husband by the King of Denmark
;

to Natha-

niel Egcrton Garrick, the snuff-box given her

late husband by the Duke of Parma
;

to her

nephew, Christopher Garrick, and his wife, all

the plate which was bought upon her marriage ;

also a service of pewter, which her husband
used when a bachelor, bearing the name of

Garrick, with a wish that the same should

always remain with the head of the family,
—

also the picture of her husband, in the cha-

racter of Richard the Third, which was pur-
chased by her after her husband's death ; to

Nathaniel Egerton Garrick, a portrait, painted

by Zoffany, of her husband without a wig,
which she bought after his decease of Mr.

Bradshaw, to whom it had been given as a

present ;
to Dowager Lady Amherst, her ring,

set with diamonds, having King Charles's oak
in it, and a small gold box, used for keeping
black sticking plaister ;

to Lady Anson, wife

of Sir William Anson, her dejeuner set of

Dresden porcelain ;
and to the said Sir William

Anson, her gold antique cameo ring. There
were bequests of one hundred pounds to the

St. George's, Middlesex, Lying-in, and Mag-
dalen Hospitals ;

also to the Refuge for the

Destitute and the Society for the Indigent
Blind

; fifty pounds to the London Orphan
Society ; three hundred pounds to be invested

in the name of the Vicar of Hampton for the

time being, and the interest expended in sup-

plying coals to the poor of the parish ; two
hundred pounds towards educating the poor
children of St. Martin's parish ;

one hundred

pounds to the Reverend Mr. Archer, minister

of the Roman Catholic Chapel in WT

arwick

Street, and a like sum for the education of the

charity children of Warwick Street Chapel ;

with numberless other legacies of articles of

plate, jewels, linen, <fcc, and money to a con-

siderable amount, but of no material public
interest. Dutton Cook.

A DAY'S FISHING ON THE AVON.

It is pleasant to look back in one's old age
to our angling days, when in good health and

joyous spirits we traversed the banks of

foaming rivers or sparkling streams, full of

hopes of a good day's sport, and of the enjoy-
ment of rural scenery. Indeed, it cannot be
doubted that the mere capture of a fish is a

secondary consideration to that which a balmy
day affords to an angler when it is accompanied
by the songs of birds, the various flowers which
greet his eye, and the charms of river scenery.
T«. ;i lover of Nature, more especially, all these
afford a delight not readily forgotten, and
which dwell upon the mind in old age with

renewed gratification. Let me attempt to

describe a day's fishing I had in the New Forest

some years ago, and of which I retain the most
vivid recollection. I was then on a visit at the

mansion of a very hospitable gentleman in that

forest, and was driven by an expert angler to

the banks of the river Avon. As we passed

through a portion of the forest we stopped to

look at the beautiful forestal view from the

churchyard of Lyndhurst, and afterwards

passed some of those ancient lodges to which
so many historical recollections are attached.

We saw numbers of shaggy horses, which de-

pastured in the forest during certain periods of

the year, and also numerous herds of deer,

which, however, have now been done away
with. The fact was that although the cottagers
in the forest might have done very well, having

patches of ground to cultivate, plenty of fuel,

and good wages if they thought proper to work,

they were an idle race, and trusted to the

resources of the forest for a living, such as

poaching the deer, stealing wood, <fcc. The

consequence was that they became a demoral-

ised and lawless set of men, and the Govern-

ment acted very wisely in removing the deer,

although by doing so the forest was deprived
of the charm which herds of deer must always

give to its scener}^.

We arrived in good time on the banks

of the river Avon, and on just such a day
as an angler would wish to have. A soft

southerly wind blew gently ;
the river flowed

clear and rapid, and the weeds, rooted firmly
in the gravelly bottom, threw out their long

tendrils, which waved as the water rushed over

them. It was under these that large pike

might be found watching for their prey, and

by skimming a bait over them they rushed out

and were hooked. Then came the difficulty.

If the captured fish could not be kept above

the weeds, he soon, in his struggles, became

entangled in them, and there was great danger
in losing him. In one or two instances I was

obliged to get a man with a scythe to cut the

weeds, and then the difficulty was over. A
keeper was in attendance, wrho weighed every
fish that was caught, and returned it into the

stream if it was not six pounds in weight.

Lower down the stream, towards the South-

ampton Water, there is a fine salmon pool,

which is, or was, rented by a society of gentle-

men
; higher up, as far as the weeds reach,

pike abound, and as the water gets shallower

the fly-fisher may have excellent sport with

trout. In fact, there are few rivers, with the

exception of the Test, which is strictly preserved

by the Leckford Club, where good angling and

river scenery may be more enjoyed.
It should be mentioned that in the Hamp-
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shire Avon (for there arc other rivers of that

name in other parts of England) an ed is found

which is peculiar to it. The habits of V.

differ from those of the other known
t\

It roves and feeds during the day, which the

do not., an. I

eldora weighing more than half a pound.
I had the pleasure of introducing Urii i

the notice of .Mi
-

, Karrell, who lias gii

engraving of it in his lino work on i

It is called tin- Snig, and i'

able for its yellow colour and it

eating. It is a curious circumstance Unit

the fishermen want to catch nuga, they
mouths of their eel-pots in an opposite din

in referenc I i the which

the common eela are taken, showing that the

habits of the two kinds are different.

There are two other riven in Hampshire

equally celebrated for their trout. W
to the Teat and the Itchen, but the scenery
from the banks of these rivers is not to be

compared with that from the Avon. Well

may we exclaim,—
In yon reflective streamlet's deep repose
Mark what soft scenes of beauty sportful play ;

Heaven's tranquil radiance in her bosom glows,
The solar orb, and moon's majestic ray.

Edward Jesse.

T'ltUNAWAA LA

(IX THE DIALECT OP THE NORTH RIDINO.)

I.

Waii, Mary ! sittin' lawnsum en a bench,
Wi' leean white lingers clasp'd, an' sunken ab,

A' doin' nowt ! Thoo wast a bonny wench,

Lusty an' strong ;
wativer's cum'd te tha' |

ii.

Ah mahud, when Maason tonnops was te haw,
Hoo well thruff t'lands thah foot kept op wi' mahn,

Friv end te end
;
an' when wa'd dun t' last raw,

Ab said Ah'd swop mah weary airms tor thabn.

Ther'l neer a wonn was lit te match wi' tbee,

Them happy daas, i'L field or farm or byre;
As brant ami llssuiu as a poplar 1 1

As brisk and cheery as thah. mutber's fire.

IV.

An' noo, tbab faace has lossen t' sunboun glaw,
Thah stoot yung limb shrunk an' small 1

Ther's suinmat worrkin' i' thah mahnd, Ah knaw :

Speeak up, me lass, an' tell aw'd Philip all !

"

• These versos ;i e spelt, as tar as maybe, phon
But there are in them not a few Incidents of

whereof an Imperfect Bign only, or no sign at all, can ho

given to the eye. For instance, u is
always sound

the word "full ;" not as in the word "
dull," nor

;.

"moon," prolonged into a double <>. The sound of O, on the
other hand, is variable: in ".luck" Of "'<

equals o ; whilst in " wat "
(what), and certain other words,

it is pronounced as in "fat," or nearly so. Many syllables,
moreover, depart from oradhcr. Ifl of ordinary

. according to their position in a sen:

degree of emphasis which is laid upon them.
The English language is unable, it would seem, t

sent fully on paper the rich and various utterances of its

own dialects.

And 1 e rue

VI.

I, Phili ty daar, in-.

All i:

*h Mar Ah mver seed

•'* gettea Jack ?)

An' in r last

For ng» back !

VIII.

14

Philip,
. *aa?

Tha
Hud wter Ah arei b laa

Ihi I theraels.

IX.

.',1 along o' him-
Hiaaweaum naam, for all aii seoort

An' i

leytl.er'a laud, thoo kuaws, wer ti

" An' oft an' oft, when Ab've been fettlin' t' coos,

Or oot i't sta'ala'd, may I e, be meaen,
He used te cum, an' dawdle up ti't hoose,

An' stan
1

an' leeak at ma' lahk owt ; an' then

He'd ax, Wi ; in ? an sich as L

An' keep en axiu', when Ah'd tell'd bin

Fond wench ! Ah might ha1
teta wat he'd be at—

Bud Ab wer daft te think he luvcd ma* saw.

" Ab tbowt, fost tahm Ab foood me 'and ir his,

ii an' bad wer mahn ; but he says,
*

lb- says,
•

Thoo'lt live a laady, i I«mV

xiii.

I -this here hand, 'at's I

As white as white, Ah'd fling it. Mod in1 baan

(Tha:
If Ab mud bev mah Iroon uu back agaao.

XIV.
"

I, lad ! Ah's wander'd up an1 doou a j

Be slaap r then,

An' larnt wat fa. an' Ah aear

A rait o' laadii

11 Bud this I

Wi' me. an1
t' i aat,

Ah thowt Ah'd g
>'• fost,

An' beg fbf drink, an' inajbe rest.

"
Well, an' Ah cuj :d chap at door

M ;
an' mah poor

" An' .

.' up
sat,

:' laid un hoddin
1

up it mooth for t' sup
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XVIII.

Ah couldna give. Sae then, at last, Ah says,
1
JVIah baabe,' Ah says, 'there's nowt for thee

an* me
I' this wolld

;
bud ther's happen better daas

Wi' granny, up i' heaven : saw wa'Jl dee !

'

Aa, 'twer' a job te do it— still, it's dun :

Leeaksta, lad, leeaksta ! T'bundle o* inah knee,
It's noan a thing 'at sich as you mud shun,—

JCs mah dead baabe: an' noo then, Ah rnun

dee !"

lie was a poor man, Philip : do you think
He led her to the workhouse, or, mayhap,

Fetch'd out the constable, to get a blink

Of that cold infant chilling all her lap *

Such pious folks as you, and I, and they,

Of course had done it : so perhaps, you know,

Perhaps, he did ! At least, 1 cannot say,

For fear of men, I dare not answer. No.

Akthuk J. Munbt.
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LORD OAKBURNS DATJCrHTEl
BY Tin: \i THOB

< I1.V1I I.K XXI.

In the very heart of South W end-

ing a little back from the

the Red Lion inn, was the old ehuroh
Mark ; and on the morning after th<- return

home of Mr. Carlton and his bride, this ohurofa

was invaded by more people than ootdd

veniently get into it, for a rumour had
forth to the town that Mr. Carlton and
Laura were to lie re- married.

It was even so. Possibly in def

Laura's scruples ; possibly that he him*
not willing to trust to the impromptu oeremony
in Scotland, which had been of the si:

and that he would constitute her his own

beyond the power of any future quibbles of

law to dispute, Mr. Carlton had returned

home provided with a license in all due form.

The clergyman was apprised, and nine o'clock

saw Mr. Carlton and Laura at the church.

If, by fixing that early hour, their motive
was to avoid gaping spectators, the precaution
had utterly failed. How the news got about

puzzle to Mr. Carlton as long as he lived.

He accused the incumbent of St. Mark's, the

reverend Mr. Jones, of spreading it
;
he ac-

cused the curate, Mr. Lycett, to whom was

deputed the duty of marrying them
; he ac-

cused the clerk, who was charged to have the

church open. But these functionaries, one

and all, protested it had not got about through
them. However it might have been, when
Mr. Carlton and Laura arrived at the door

anger and would h.e. k wl
in tie

iini-i:.

appearand
forbid

It, who

prided itsdf upon b . aaid ho.

The lOJperfluil insman and a

bridesmaid had not been provided DJ
Carlton. The clerk

one, and I

other. 'II '

ring was linnly placed

upon her : :u the

altar as seeun-h re had

licence had I her ai I

• aney,
otherwise Carlton, and it w:ts I signed
the book.

But there occurred an unlui emps.
The carriage waited at the church door, and
Laura and Mr. Carlton hi

in it on the conclusion of I

just as it was moving oil* amidst the dc

mob of the gaping spectators, an op
from t

1 >akburn and his stick. The earl was on

his way back t<<
,
was now

convej ick to catch one of

the morning trains, t

'

box beside

tlie driver, and a great portmanteau between

Pompe\
hapa nearly the 011)3

Wennook to which the report 1 : ning's

in a close carriage, precisely ouo minute before intended < rated, was

nine, they were horror-struck to find them-
in the midst of a dense crowd, extending

from the street up to the wvy altar-rails, and

through Which they had to jack their v,

"Bather a strong expression that," sneers

some genial critic. "Horror-struck!" But
it really did ap pply to Mr. Carlton.

Laura wore the handsome cashmere shawl which

he had given her, the light silk dress sent by
Jane, and a white bonnet and veil bought
somewhere on her travels. She stood at the

altar with downcast eyes and blushing cheeks,

just as a young bride under the circunis:

might be supposed to stand, 1 look-

ing at the throng, and apparently unheedful of

them. Not so Mr. Carlton. He stood with a

ghastly face, into which the colour would not

come by any effort of will, glancing over his

shoulder perpetually, not at the offending

crowd, whom Mr. Carlton regarded simply with

that ot

as milkwomen and baker's bo] ary of

telling aught tli

daughter. When Lord Oakbui crowd

round the church. :t at it

insui*]
1 then

light df the Lnmafc dose

oarriage about to be driven doors.

Lord Oakburn1 with pas-

sion. In his hot tempi 1

with a menacing
1, had

he been m if he meant to

throw it at tin- .
. .

it at Pompey. t go, how, tec He

let it drop on the ily sea: ;th a word

that was certainly n«
' the fly

went on, and th

There was no fear on Mr. Carlton's coun-
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tenance. Triumph now. The unnaturally pale

hue which had overspread it during the cere-

mony had given place to its usual aspect, and

he felt more inclined to laugh in Lord Oak-

burn's face than to fear him. Even the earl

could not part them now.

Mr. Carlton entered his home with his wife.

He snatched a hasty breakfast, and then started

on his visits to his patients, who were in a

state of rebellion, deeming themselves greatly

aggrieved by the past week's unaverted ab-

sence. In the course of the morning his way
took him past the police-station. Standing at

its door was a middle-aged man, with an in-

telligent face and small snub nose, who looked

at Mr. Carlton as he passed with that quiet

regard that keen men, curious as to their

neighbour's movements, sometimes display. It

was Medler, the new inspector. The surgeon
had gone some yards beyond the building, when

he, perhaps 'recollecting the previous night's

interview, wheeled round and spoke.
" Can I see the inspector 1

"

"You see him now," was the answer. " I

am he."

"I am told you want me," returned the

surgeon.
' ' Mr. Carlton," he added in ex-

planation, finding he was not known.
"
Oh, ah, yes, sir

;
I beg your pardon," said

the inspector, intelligence replacing the ques-

tioning expression of his face.
" Be so kind

as to step inside."

He shut himself in a little bit of a room with

Mr. Carlton, a room not much bigger than a

short passage. The surgeon had been in it

once before. It was when he had gone to

give what information he could to the previous

inspector, relative to the business for which he

was now brought there again.
" I don't know anymore than I did before,"

he observed, after alluding to the policeman's
visit to him the previous night.

" I gave the

police at the time of the death all the informa-

tion I possessed upou the matter—which was
not much."

"
Yes, sir, it's not that. I did not suppose

you had come into possession of more facts.

What I want of you is this—to relate to me
quietly all that you know about it, as you did

to my predecessor. I fear the affair has been

mismanaged."
" Do you think so ?

"

" I am sure it has," continued Mr. Medler,

improving upon his former assertion. " If the

thing had been followed up properly, it might
have been brought to light at the time. That's

my opinion."
"It is not mine," dissented Mr. Carlton.

" I do not see that anything more could be

done than was done."

"
Why, they never unearthed that Mrs.

Smith who came down and took away the

child
;
never found out anything about her at

all !

"

"True," said Mr. Carlton. "They went
to a hundred Mrs. Smiths, or so, in London,
without finding the right one. And the con-

clusion they arrived at was, that Smith was not

her name at all, but one she had assumed for

the purpose of the visit here."
" It was the name by which the sick lady

wrote to her on the night of her arrival, at all

events," remarked the officer, with a nod that

seemed to say he had made himself master of

the whole business.

"But that may have been only part of a

concerted plan. One thing appears to be in-

indisputable
—that the lady came down with

the determination of remaining unknown. For

my part, I am inclined to think that she did

not come from London at all
;
that the woman

Smith—if Smith was her name—did not come

from London. I believe that all that was said

and done here was done with one motive—to

blind us."

Mr. Carlton was leaning with his elbow on

the narrow table, or counter, that ran along
the wall, as he said this, slightly stooping,

and making marks with the point of his um-

brella on the floor. The inspector, watchful

by nature and by habit, became struck with

a sudden change in his face. A shiver seemed

to pass over it.

"It is the most miserable business I ever

had to do with," he said, lifting his eyes to the

officer's
;
"I heartily hope I shall never be-

come personally cognisant of such another.

People persisted in mixing me up in it, just

because Mrs. Crane was thought to have said

that some friends recommended her to me as

her medical attendant."

"And you cannot find that anyone did so

recommend you 1
"

"I cannot. I wrote to all the friends and

acquaintances I possess in town, inquiring if

they had recommended any lady to me ;
but

could find out nothing. None of them so

much as knew a Mrs. Crane."
1 ' I think it is by no means sure that her

name was Crane," remarked Mr. Medler.
" Just so. Any more than that the other's

name was Smith. There's nothing sure about

any part of the business, except the death.

That, poor thing, is sure enough."
"What is your own opinion, Mr. Carlton '?"

inquired the inspector, his tone becoming con-

fidential.
" Your private one, you know."

"As to what?"
"The cause of death. Of course we all

know it was caused by the sleeping draught,"
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nlie rapidly continued
;

" but I
i

fatal drug introduced into that draught—who
ut it in 1

"

" My opinion is—but it is not I

task to have to avow it, i on—thai it

• mixed, inadvertently, by Stephen
It is impossible for me to co: other

conclusion. J cannot imi

nious noon the point can

The inspector shook his head, M if he OOUld

not agree with Mr. Carlton ;
l)iit he made do

He (lid not beln -.

to lie with Stephen Grey.
u What I wished more partieul..

you, sir, was about the man you Ml OO the

stairs," lie presently retained. " 7

point that ought to have been followed up."
"I saw no man on tl. said Mr.

Carlton. "
I did fancy I saw a fa

true
;
but I have come to the conolusj m that

it was only fancy, that my sight W«

by the moonbeams."
" Will you swear there was no man tli

"
Well, no

;
I should not like to do that.

Nevertheless, my linn belief is that there was
no man there, no face at all

;
I think my sight

misled me."

The inspector lifted his finger and shook it,

byway of adding impressiveness to his words.
"
Rely upon it, sir, there W€U a man there,

and that man is the one who did the mil

I know— I know what you would say—that

the draught smelt of the stuff when it arrived,

as you testified
;
but I don't care for that. It

a difficult enough point to get over at

first
;
but I have picked the case to pi

all its bearings, and I have got over it. I

don't attach an atom of importance to it."
" Do you think I should testify to what was

not true ?
w asked Mr. Carlton.

" Not a bit of it," returned the inspector,
with calm equanimity.

" You'd be as anxious,

naturally, to state the facts correctly, and
throw as much light upon them, as we should.

But I know how deceiving notes are. You
1 you smelt the poison in the draught,

but you didn't really smell it, for it wasn't

there. The nurse—what's her name j a fat

woman—declares she could not smell anything
of the sort ;

for I have had her before me here.

She had been drinking a modicum of

waters, I know
;
but they don't take all smell

away in that fashion. Depend upon it her

nose was truer than yours."
"
Nonsense," said Mr. Carlton. "lam a

medical man, remember, accustomed to the

smell of drugs, and not likely I

"That's just it," said the inspector, with

persistent obstinacy.
" Those accustomed to

the smell of drugs, living amongst them, as

B said, in their surgeries, are more liable

than Q are. There u; lS :

ieted Mr.

bat we an
talkin

Mr. I

aory also a

of the face, on I

with Laura
have |

it—and hearing it-

lie that with i. that

no one had

could not tell
;
but

hoping, nay, in half that that

ill-looking face \ly in his

imagination.
"is that all you fa

quired of t! time is not my
own this month

•

all. 1 : to be M
kind as just to i

under yoni

must hear them from _,'how

a word from OH

r helps u

. I be-

y night. .ty but

you had kept the no;
" Who was to think the

rejoined Mr. Carlton.
" Bat if I

had kept it, it would

"E\
deuce to those who have I ,'' was

the answer.
" Go on, s>

Mr. Carlton compl; facta,

so far as they he

not with the minuteness he had found himself

obliged to use I
• ith a

ctory.

The inspector li~ :ice or

" Ti. ie question

when he had I'm;

hat is all 1 kn-

The ins; ly rubbed his nose

ither end of his pen. i

thought
M The case would resolve itself into a very
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small compass but for two opposite points in

it," he presently said.
' ' The one, the ex-

ceeding improbability that it was Mr. Stephen

Grey who made any mistake in the mixing-up ;

the other, that man's face you saw on the stairs.

I can't get over those."
" But I have assured you there was no man's

face on the stairs," reiterated Mr. Carlton.
" I don't doubt that you believe so now.

But you didn't believe so at the time, or you'd
not have spoken about it to the widow Gould.

Present impressions are worth everything, be-

lieve me, Mr. Carlton
;
and it is to that sus-

picious point I shall direct all my energies.
I'd stake my place that somebody was there."

" As you please," said Mr. Carlton. "I sup-

pose that is all you want with me ?
"

" That's all, sir, and thank you. Tf we ferret

out anything, you shall be one of the first to

know it. Good morning."
Mr. Carlton, who was indeed pressed for

time, and had inwardly rebelled at having to

give so much of it to the police-station on that

busy morning, hastened away the moment he

was released. Crossing the street at railroad

speed in a slanting direction past the church—
for the police-station and St. Mark's Church
were in pretty close contiguity

—he sped round
the corner near the Red Lion, in the direction

that led to Great Wennock, and dexterously

escaped being run over by a carriage that was

turning into the principal street.

Mr. Carlton, who was an observant man,
looked at the inmate of the carriage

—a stout

lady, dressed in deep mourning. She bent her

resolute face forward—for it was a resolute

face, with its steady dark eyes, and its pointed
chin—to look at him. She had seen the just-
avoided accident, and her haughty eyebrows

plainly asked why one, looking so entirely a

gentleman, should have subjected himself to it

through such ungentlemanly speed. How little

did she suspect he was one whose name to her

was a bitter pill
—the surgeon Lewis Carlton !

Mr. Carlton sped on, thinking no more of

the carriage and its occupant. He was on his

way to a sick patient who lived in one of the

few houses situate at this, the near end of the

Great Wennock road,—houses which had the

gratification of witnessing day by day the

frequent passing and repassing of the noted

railway omnibus.

The carriage meanwhile slackened its speed
as soon as it was round the corner, and the

postboy, after looking up and down the street

in indecision, turned round on his horse and

spoke to the servant on the box, a staid,

respectable-looking man, wearing as deep
mourning as his mistress.

" Which way must I turn ?"

The servant did not know. He looked up
and down the street—very uselessly, for that

could tell him nothing—and caught sight of

the swinging board of the Red Lion close at

hand.
" There's an inn. You had better inquire

there."

The postboy drew his horses up to the inn

door. Mrs. Fitch, who happened to be stand-

ing at it, moved forward
;
but the old lady

had let down the front window with a bang,
and was speaking sharply to the servant.

" What's the matter, Thorns ? What are

you stopping here for 1
"

Thorns turned his head back and touched

his hat. ' • The postboy does not know the

way, my lady. I thought we had better in-

quire at this inn."

But the old lady was evidently one of an

active, restless temperament, who liked to do

things herself better than to have them done

for her. Before Thorns — deliberate and

stately as his mistress was quick
—could speak

i

to Mrs. Fitch, she had shot up the front win-

dow, sent down the other, had her own head

out, and was addressing the landlady.
" Whereabouts is Cedar Lodge ?

"

Mrs. Fitch dropped her habitual curtsy.

"It lies a little out of the town, on the

Rise »

"Be so good as direct the postboy to it,"

interrupted the lady, with the air of one who
is accustomed to command and be obeyed.

"You must turn your horses round, post-

I boy," said Mrs. Fitch, moving nearer to him

on the pavement.
"
Keep straight on through

1 the town, and you will come to a very long and

gentle hill, where there's a good deal of new

I building. That's the Rise, and Cedar Lodge
! is about half-way up it on the right hand."

" Thank you, ma'am," said Thorns, civilly ;

and the postboy turned his horses as directed,

and bore on through the town.

He had passed quite through it, when he

saw the long ascent before him. That Rise

was three-quarters of a mile in length ;
but all

of it could not be seen from its ba3e. On the

left, standing alone, after the street was passed

and before the gentle hill had begun, was a

nice-looking white house. The lady inside the

carriage bent forward and glanced at it. She

had not heard Mrs. Fitch's directions, and she

thought it might be the one of which she was

I

in quest, Cedar Lodge,
At that moment a lady threw up one of the

windows on the first floor, and looked out. It

was Laura Carlton
;
and her eyes met those

other eyes gazing from the carriage. Laura

gave a suppressed shriek of recognition ;
and

!
the old lady, startled also, lifted her angry



I ha&d with ;i liitnuii!

i kburn had lifted his, in the

earlier in the morning
Church.

CHAP! EE XXII. A visit TO OEDAB LOJ

The Earl of Oakburn'a sojourn
i d a short one. He had but

gone home for a da} future

plans with Jane ; or, ratht;r, to Inform Jane
of hi* future plans, for he was oue who
cussed them only with his own will.

It would be n : him to 1-

Oaks. He had Buoceeded to the British

age, it is true
; but he had ID ded to

the broad lands, the proud rent-roll of an

ordinaiy peer. A certain inoomehe cam

with the title as a matter of course ; an LI

Which, in comparison witli th d one

of later days, appeared like a mine of incal-

culable wealth, and which would no doubt

prove as such to him and Jan.-, with their

simple and inexpensive habits. The earl just

dead had had a large private fortune, which did

not go with the title
;
even with that, he had

been reckoned a poor man for his rai.k. Yes,

there would be nothing for it but to let Chesney

Oaks, he observed to Jane. To keep up such

a place as it ought to be kept up would absorb

the whole of his income, for it could not be

done under three or four thousand a year. He
should therefore let Chesney Oaks, and reside

in London.

Jane's heart acquiesced in everything. Hut

for the blow just dealt out by Laura, she

would have felt supremely happy. Ther

existed a dark spot in their domestic history

for some little time past, but she had every

hope that this change in their fortunes would

remove it, and bring things straight again.

It could not—she argued with herself—it could

not be otherwise.

One word from Lord Oakburu would remove

the cloud, would bring the wanderer home
from an exile, voluntary at first,

enforced

now. And yet, Jane hesitated to beg that

that word should be spoken. The subject had

been a very bitter one
;

it had thrown the

shadow of a constraint b od her

father, where until then all had been BO open j

and he had long ago interdicted all mention of

the subject on Jane's pari ; but this rise in

their fortunes rendered it m as her

plain good sense told her, that the interdict

should no longer exist—that the matter should

be opened again.

Not in that hour's visit to

would Jane allude to it
;
when ahe went to

impart to him the ill doings of one daughter,
it was scarcely the time to beg gra

auoth. i.urn cam.-

on th.

speak
to him. How *he shrank from it.

less against Laura

was i it Jane was willing

other "1 will leave

tee, and the ... nto bo

an aOOBH
ak. Stil. him go

again without poalrinfl ;
ai.

Thursday HMfBJ <ok courage, as they

giving her hut: it this and that—
for the

flj
to carry h

away—SI

bidd< :ue aee after

Clarice now ?
"

"WhaU"thund id.

The tone was so stern, th nance

bent on Jane so dark in its anger, that all

s forced coin..

grew hesitating ;
timid ; imparting a I

of which si, .
— that ahe

was asking >t right to ask.

"Clarice," ah 1. "May we not

send I

nphatically spoke the earl

your tongii' . Let Clarice

come to her senses."

And thai was all it 1

Oakburn stepped into the l: J by

POmpey, to be driven to I k rail-

way station, and on I

pleasure of that encounter with his ret*

daughter and her husband ;us I

Mark's Church alter their second marriage.

To make things char to you, my read

may 1» art to

the past. Captain I ne.-n.-y
- we will speak of

him by his old nam . ites to tin

he bore it—had four dan

have only heard of three. 11 had a

son. larice, and Lucy were the

Dames, ^t to Laura.

the two who Beamed to stand together.

Jane a l< rahly old uisiderably

young PS nearly of

nlv a year between

When they were gn promising both

of tin t unusual W-auty, though thej

not much aliki .
"tees of

Oakburu, who, in hi i leering

bJ of inter nephew

Capta. auily, came fol
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an offer to place them in France at her own
cost for the completion of their education.

Captain Chesney and Jane were too sensible of

the advantages of such an offer to decline it,

and Laura and Clarice were sent to France.

When Lady Oakburn chose to do a thing, she

did it well and liberally, and the small select

Protestant school chosen, situate in the vicinity

of Neuilly, was one eligible in all respects. The

young ladies were well treated, well instructed,
well cared for

;
and Laura and Clarice remained !

there for three years
—Laura being nineteen, ;

Clarice eighteen, when they returned.

They returned to a less comfortable home
than the one they had quitted in France

;
for

the embarrassments of Captain Chesney's house—then situated, as you may remember, in the

neighbourhood of Plymouth—were at that

time reaching their acme. The petty debts

perpetually being pressed for, the straitened

comforts of the menage, the almost entire

deprivation, through poverty, of the society
and amusement so longed for at their age,
tried their patience and tried their tempers.
Jane bore all meekly for the sake of her

father
; Lucy was too young to feel it

;
but

on Laura and Clarice it fell heavily.
Clarice was the first to break through the

yoke. For two years she made the best of it
;

was in fact obliged to make the best of it, for

what else could she do ?—but shortly after her

twentieth birthday had passed, she suddenly
announced her intention of going out as gover-
ness. And had she announced her intention

of going round the country in a caravan to

dance at fairs, it could not have been received

with more indignant displeasure by her family.
Not by one of them only, but by all.

Captain Chesney did not condescend to reason

with her, he raved at her and forbade her.

Jane reasoned
;
Laura ridiculed

; but Clarice

held to her own will. That she had a strong
will of her own, that contention proved ;

a will

as strong and obstinate as Captain Chesney's. It

was in complete opposition to the high notions,
the long-cherished pride of the well-born

family, that one of its daughters should lower

herself to the position of a dependent—a gover-
ness—a servant, it might be said, to the caprices
of strangers less well born than she was. Cla-

rice declared that she would be doing, as she

believed, a right thing ;
her only motive was

to help her family : first, by relieving them of

her cost and maintenance
; secondly, by apply-

ing part of her salary, if she should prove
fortunate in getting a good one, to assist

in the financial department at home.
That Clarice was sufiiciently sincere in avow-

ing this to be her motive, there was no reason
to doubt, for she believed it to be the chief

one. But had she been capable of strictly

analysing her own mind and feelings, it would

perhaps have been found that she was also

swayed at least in an equal degree by the

desire of getting into a home where there would

be less of discomfort. Be this as it might,
Clarice quitted her home in quite as much dis-

obedience and defiance as Laura was destined

subsequently to quit it. There had been a

few weeks spent in disputes and useless opposi-

tion, Clarice on one side, the whole family on

the other
;
it ended in one violent bitter quarrel,

and then Clarice left.

It might have been better had Lady Oak-

burn not interfered in it. She only added

fuel to the flame. Kindness might have

availed with Clarice
; auger did not. And

Lady Oakburn did not spare her anger, or her

reproaches. It is true, that when she found

these reproaches useless—that they only ren-

dered Clarice more bent upon her plan, she

changed her tactics and offered the young lady
a home with her, rather than she should per-

sist in what, according to their notions,

reflected so much disgrace on the family. But

it Avas then too late. Perhaps at no time

would any one of the girls have been willing

to accept a home with their domineering old

aunt, and Clarice, in her high spirit, resented

her present anger and interference too greatly

to do aught save send back the offer with

something that to the indignant countess

looked like scorn. In the last angry scene,

the one that occurred just before Clarice left,

she affirmed that no disgrace, through her,

should ever be cast upon the family of Ches-

ney ;
for she would change her name at once,

and never betray her family to strangers.

[

In her mad imprudence she took a vow

so to act. In this mood she quitted her

|

home
;
and Lady Oakburn immediately turned

;

her anger upon Captain Chesney : he ought
to have kept her in with cords, had it been

necessary, she said, and not have suffered

; her to go away from home. It was next to

impossible for Lady Oakburn not to vent her

anger upon somebody ;
but in this case the

captain was undeserving of it, for Clarice

(putted the house in secret, and none knew of

I her departure until she had gone.

Opposition was over then. Lady Oakburn

retreated into her pride, taking no further

heed of the matter or of Clarice; Captain Ches-

ney virtually did the same, and forbade the

name of his offending daughter ever to be men-

]
tioned. In vain .lane pleaded that Clarice

might be sought out
; might at least be Been

after, and one more effort made to induce her

to hear reason, and return to her home. Cap-
tain Chesney would not listen, and quarrelled
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with Jane for her persistency. J

•olness, the iir.-t urn I U h<i>i

occurred l

,
if they could only have put away the

old family pride, there app
not so groat cause for uneasinesi on the

of Clarice and the step she had take:

short time after Clarice 1 ft horn

a letter from her, telling of her m
She had obtained, ah I turough ft.

it nation m go\
liad entered Upon it. It was |] family

residing at the west end of London, whi n

should certainly be safe, and, she hoped,
fortab] had changed her name,
added, though she should decline

what other; and if .Jane wanted to wri

her, she might send a letter direr;

y, care of a certain library in the

neighbourhood of Hyde Park. 4;
'1V11 papa,

With my love," ran the conclusion of the I

"that he may thoroughly trust me in all ways ;

I will not disgrace myself or his name. What
I have done I have done from good and loving

motives, and I hope that the time may come
when he will think of me less harshly."

Jane showed the letter to her father. He
Hew into a paroxysm of anger, and sent a

harsh message to Clarice, to the etiect that she

should never come home again, and he would

never forgive her; which message he compelled
Jane to write. It would have the e!i

hardening Clarice, as Jane knew; but she

could only obey. And from that hour Captain

Chesney had interdicted all mention of Clarice

by Jane.

But surely Jane had now a right to expect
that the change in their position would cause

her father to recal Clarice. She was Lily
Clarice Chesney now, and the incongruity

young lady of title being out as a governess
must surely strike Lord Oakburn. T<

him thunder out "
No,

w
in answer to her

appeal, with the added words,
" let Clarice

come to In
"

fell like a leaden

on Jane's heart. Her private conviction was,
that Clarice, obstinate in spirit and in te

would not come to her senses of hi :

accord
;

unless they made the first move to

bring her to them.

Bat Jane had not now to ii

her thoughts or her disappointment. In one

from that day, she and Lucy w

depart from their present ho

Oaks, and there were innumerable th::

see about, arrangements to make. Lor
burn had brought with him more than sufficient

money to satisfy all outstanding claim

this he left in Jane's hands, desiring her to

pay them. With what satisfaction Jane gazed

to

With th.it deli beting whi

port one cred.

es.

I ileal in knoi
now that the;

r breakn >une

• i udith and

Later she ca!

,ith into tl a's,

•

her.

"It ift surely not worth while i

these old shoes and BOf

the midst of the packing.
;u."

The word

however, did not reply. kg at

the window, looking out on the road.

"Judith."

Judith turned. "
I beg your pardon, my

lady. 1 was looking hat

stopped at th appears to be an
. old lady in it."

Lad;. window.

lame carriage th .rly ran I

riton ;
the same that pulled a

.1 to inqui 'edar Lodge. I

glimpse- was i

like dismay i

C her feat u

" O Judith, run ! Run down to receive

her. It is my aunt, Ifa I-uly

Judith did at she -no hastily

washed her hands, shook out th s of

the new mouruingworn for th 1, glauced

and smoothed

her fair hair—which never lo

but smooth—and

had entered the hall dc

She came ill With lick step

high heels omttering on tl «»U-

•

hough Ve: a of

be:

she uu*»

ar well. Lady Onlrbnrn,

years, did not loo

before she had time to n
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and the sharp tone of her voice caused Jane to

know that something had displeased her.

"Papa's gone to Chesney Oaks, Aunt Oak-

burn," answered Jane, meekly waiting to

receive the kiss of greeting.
* ' He left us this

morning."
" Yes. Your servant has just told me so,"

was Lady Oakburn's answer. " And I should

like to know what business he has to be dart-

ing about the country in this uncertain

fashion ? What took him off again so soon,

pray?"
"
Papa only came home to tell me of his

plans and direct me what I was to do, aunt,"

replied Jane, in the deprecatory manner that

habit, from early childhood, had rendered a

matter of course. " He stayed here two

nights."
The countess walked straight to an arm- i

chair in the drawing-room, drew it in front of

the fire, sat down in it, kissed Lucy, who
came running up, took off her bonnet, and

handed it to Jane to put down. She was

looking very cross.
" I reached Great Wennock last night on

my way to Chesney Oaks, halted there, and

slept. This morning, the first thing, I tele-

graphed to Chesney Oaks, asking whether the

earl was there—your father. An hour ago the

answer came back :
" The earl is at Cedar

Lodge, South Wennock
;

" and I ordered a

post-carriage at once. And now that I am
come here, I find him gone !

"

"I am very sorry,'' said Jane. " Had it

been yesterday, aunt, you would have found

him."
" It is quite necessary that I should see him,

Jane. Changes will have to be made at Chesney

Oaks, and I intend to have a voice in them.
Thorns ! Where Thorns ?

"

She suddenly jumped from her seat, flung

open the room door, and her servant came
forward. " What have you done with the

carriage ?
" she asked.

" It is at the gate, my lady."
" Good. Let it wait. And now, Jane, if

you have a biscuit and a glass of wine to

give me, I'll take it, for I shall go on to

Chesney Oaks as quickly as I can. A piece
of bread-and-butter will do, if you have no

biscuits."

Jane hastily got her the refreshment. "We
were so grieved, Aunt Oakburn, to hear of the

earl's death," she said;
" as we had been to

hear of the young countess's. Her we did not

know
; but Lord Oakburn "

"
Stay, Jane "—and the interruption was

made in a tone strangely Bubdued, as con-

trasted with what had gone before it. "He
was my grandson ;

I loved him for his dead

father's sake
;
but he is gone, and I don't care

to talk of him yet. He's gone, he's gone."
Jane did not break the silence. But Lady

Oakburn was not one to give any time to super-
fluous emotion. She rapidly ate her biscuit,
drank the wine, and called to Lucy to put
dowrn the glass.

"What are your father's plans, Jane? What
does he mean to do with Chesney Oaks ? He
will not be rich enough to live at it."

" I believe he intends to let it, aunt."

"Let it! Let Chesney Oaks? That he
never shall."

" What else can he do with it ? As you

say, aunt, he is not rich enough to live at it,

and it would not do to let it be empty, falling

to decay through not being occupied."

Lady Oakburn lifted her hand. "To think

that he should have succeeded, after all !

Sailor Frank ! I never—Jane, I declare to

you that I never so much as gave a thought
to it, all through my long life."

"And I can most truthfully say that we
did not, aunt," was Jane's answer.

" What are you going to do ? You will not

stop here for long, I suppose ?
"

" We quit this for good in a week, and

join papa at Chesney Oaks. After that, I

believe, we shall go to London and settle

there."

"Best plan," said Lady Oakburn, nodding
her head. ' ' London's the best, if you can't

live at Chesney Oaks. But Frank shall never

let it. What shall you do with this furni-

ture ?
" she added, looking round at the very

plain chairs and tables. "It won't do for you
now."

" We have the house on our hands for some

time longer : it was taken on a lease for three

years. Papa says he shall let it furnished."
4 ' And what of Laura ?

"

Jane's heart palpitated, and her eyelids

drooped as the abrupt question was put. It

was worse to talk of Laura to Lady Oakburn

than to her father.
" It has been a terrible blow to us all," she

breathed.

"Was she mad?"
" She wa3 very foolish," answered Jane.

"Foolish !

" returned the countess, in exas-

peration, "you call an act such as that only

foolish ! Where did you learn morals and

manners, Lady Jane ?
"

Jane did not answer.
" What sort of a man is he, that Carlton ?

A monster ?
"

" He is not one in appearance, certainly,"

replied .Jane, and had the subject been a less sad

one she would have smiled.
" I did not like

him
; apart from this unhappy business, I did
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Bta

not like him. They returned last night, and

ere remarried here thi

lid," she added, dropping hex voioe. "1

fear— I do fear, thai Laura will live

grot it."

"
It's to be hoped she will," said the

countess, in just the I
Oak-

bum might have wished it. "\ not my young
lady just now."

" You Baw her, aunt V
" I did," said Lady Oakbnrn, noddin

head,
"

;ui<l sh<- saw me. EBm im at the

window of a horn ed it :
Mi.

|

I suppose. Mark in. . he will li

repent it
;
these runaway matches don't bring

luck with them. Where's Clarice /

"

The concluding question was put <piite as

abruptly as the one had been regarding Laura,

Jane lifted her eyes, and the Hush of «•

ment stole into her oh
" She is where I,

I conclude, Aunt

Oakbum."
" And where's that ? You may tell m

you know of her proceedings since she left

home. "

It was certainly condescending of the dow-

ager to allow this, considering that since the

departure of Clarice from her home, she had

never permitted Jane to mention her in any one

of her lett-

"The all is not much, aunt," Slid •

" You know that she sent us word she had

entered on a situation in the neighbourhood of

Hyde Park "

"And that she had assumed a false name,"'

interrupted the countess, with acrimony.
"

Yes, I know so much. Go on."
" That she had changed her name," said

Jane, wincing at the plain statement of the

case.
" But she desired her letters to be

addressed Miss Chesney ;
therefore I cannot

see how she can have wholly dropped it."

" Who would write to her, pray I

''

" I did," said Jane. " I thought it well

that we should not all abandon her "

" Abandon her !

"
again interposed the

countess. "I think it was she who abandoned

us."
" Well—yes, of course it was—but

know what I mean, aunt. I wrote to her

occasionally, and I had a few letters from her.

Papa never forbade that."

"And what did she say in her letters?"

"Not much: they were generally short ones.

I expect they were written just to tell me that

she was well and safe. She gave scarcely

any particulars of the family she was with, but

she said she was as comfortable there on the

whole, she supposed, as she could expect to be.

But I have not heard from her since the

f the year, and I am messy
about it.

forth i re letters that

said the countess.

'

1 wish 1 could think ho," returned J

irit, a

.11 not

will expect papa to

"Then she should expeet, fox me, i

i jwager, as

se and p "If she

has no more sense of what is duo to the Earl

.hum, an natf aa Lady Clarice

khan to be out teaching children,

I'd let her stop until her senses came to

Almost the same words as those used by the

earl not many hmn
Countess of Oakburn reiterated them again, as

she said adieu toiler patted
as abruptly as she ha

(To be corUinutd.)

THE Tiii:i:i: El

(FROM THE GERMAN Of UU LAID.)

Three hunters a- hunting merrily kUK :

They go out a-hunting the milk-white hart.

They lay them down under a tall fir-tree,

And sash of the hunters a dream doth tee.

in-

FIRST DREAM.

•'
I dreamt the while I |

the bush,

Thereout in a moment the hart did rush."

IV.

SECOSP DREAM.

« The hounds they yelped, and away he

but I wounded him in his milk-white

THIRD DREAM.

And when I saw him lie croonJ,

The while the tie.

The milk-white hart runs swii

the three hunters hav, r eyes,

thes.

BLOM FIELD JACRSOS.
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THE DOWNS.

There is nothing to be ashamed of in the

great national excitement which prevails

throughout the length and breadth of our

sport-loving England about the Derby and the

Oaks. Philip of Macedon, if we desire a pre-

cedent among the most refined people of

antiquity, was ever wont to encourage by his

imperial patronage and presence the Pythian
Games at Elis, where he used often to preside
as umpire ;

and our own monarch*?, moved by
a strong instinct which needed no classical

sanction, have ever since the establishment of

the modern Olympics down at Newmarket,

Epsom, Doncaster, and Ascot, conferred upon
them the advantages of their direct and liberal

support.
It has been said that we English have much

to be proud of in the possession of those powers
of endurance and activity which go to make up
the sum of a good pedestrian, and that we

might apply our capabilities in this way to very
useful practical purposes. Our infantry has

been thought to contain, on an average, some

ten thousand men capable of marching fifty

miles a day for a week together, and without

entering into the details of the important
inferences which have been deduced from this

assumption, it seems, we admit, at a first

glance, that the cavalry has reason to feel

jealous and uneasy at the very mention of it.

Ten thousand picked men of this stamp, to

be called the Great Walkers, the Invincible

Marchers, the Scarlet Runners, the Fifty-mile

Dailies, or what not, would constitute a new
and tremendous auxiliary to that branch of

the Service which plods along upon ten toes.

It is equally true that from the earliest

dawn of our history to the present day our

skill in all pertaining to the horse has distin-

guished us in a manner peculiar to ourselves.

Julius Csesar was often terrified at the impetu-

osity of our scythed chariots, and not unfre-

quently repulsed by those charges which derived

their chief effect from the discipline of our

horses, and their expert management by our

charioteers. The early British coin was im-

pressed with the image of that favourite animal,

which, much in the same form, is reproduced
and perpetuated upon the shield of the arms

of Kent. In Saxon times our chariness for

our horses was so great that the exportation
of the native breed was for long interdicted.

Bat whetheras walkers, as riders, or ;is drivers,

our national merit stands highest, our cavalry
has no grounds for apprehension on the score

of comparison, for the whole world, every part
of which has unfortunately been in turn our

enemy, acknowledges the marked superiority

which our mounted soldiery have constantly

displayed on account (among other things)
of their horsemanship and their horses. Now,
without being turfites ourselves, we confess to

a belief in those doctrines which turfites main-

tain, as to the improvement in the equine

quadruped which their profession has brought
about

;
and we don't believe that the ten

thousand would ever walk into the ranks of the

Light Dragoons, and disperse them as so much
live lumber, inasmuch as speed and unwearied-

ness in long marching is not the only criterion

by which to judge whether or no those smart,
well-mounted fellows are, as warriors, worth

the enormous sums they cost us
;
and therefore

we wish them well
;
we confide in their lasting

usefulness, and delight in everything, even

from a military aspect, which conduces to the

quality of their nags, or the grace and dexterity
with which they ride them. We love horses.

In fact, we don't dislike a well-contested race,—for that's the point. Quite otherwise. We
attend regularly both the Derby and the Oaks,

and, as circumstances allow, steal down at the

tail of the giant iron-horse to witness some
other little events elsewhere.

Besides, we are patriotic and public-spirited,

and it has been affirmed that the distinct main-

tenance of a breed of pure blood is necessary
to arrest the degeneration of our saddle horses

;

this degeneration being, by a well-known law of

nature, the normal consequence of breeding

continually from the same class of stock. The

greyhound requires the bull-dog now and then

to keep up the characteristic qualities of his

constitution. To use the language of the

jockey, a round buttock, a grummy carcase,

and a coarse head would soon appear among
our roadsters if the pains taken by the turf

and the tests it employs were suffered to col-

lapse. The race-horse is, in fact, the source

of all the excellence demanded in the species.

Weight for weight, he is the strongest horse

known, and it is not to be supposed anybody
will dispute his surpassing courage, pluck,

stamina, and swiftness.

Now, if about 1,400,000 animals—which

is the estimated amount of horses of all kinds

now administering to the wants and enjoyments
of us English—are materially affected, as to

value and usefulness, by the peculiar variety

(numbering about 1,500) which is produced,

fostered, and supported by the pursuits of the

turf, the pursuits of the turf are not unimpor-
tant. The large exportation of horses into

foreign countries for crossing with their own

sufficiently shows the success which has a

ded our method of treating them. All the

world admits the high state of perfection to

which wo have brought the noble creature
;
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not in a few respects only, but in the

and multifarious departmental of the eooBOSBy
of life in which our need of him is in- i

pable. We intend, certainly, upon principle,
to honour all demands made upon us by

r, and

whenever they fall duo.

The blood of the barb im introduced into

England from Spain by Roger de

carl of Shrewsbury, in th • William I.

At his estate iu Tow Island the earl set up a

brood-stud, and there 1 such a change
for the better in the breed of Welsh hone
for long afterwards that part of the country
was Earned for their superiority, ami

appear to have Buffered little or no degeneration
in the lapse of many years, for Drayton, in the

reign of Queen Elizabeth, speaks with m
emphasis of the generous temperament and

88 of the very same race.

the institution of racing in England from the

reign of Henry II.
,
when a rude kind of course

id out upon the plain now known as

Smithfield. It is uncertain, however, whether

this course, thus early, was more than an open

space used by buyers to try horses upon, for it

is quite certain a horse-fair then existed there,

and we may be sure the trotting him out and

putting him through his paces were parts of the

ordeal to which the palfrey or charger of that

age was subjected, quite as much as the hack

and hunter are among ourselves. Neverthe-

less, later in our annals—in the days of I

Anne—Smithfield did eminently enjoy the

reputation of a well-known course, at which

matches for money were commonly run, though,
in a moral point of view, this reputation seems

to have been a very bad one. In proof of this

we have only to refer to a letter, unfriendly
to racing, written in her reign, in which the

writer takes notice of "the horse-coursers" of

this m ny locality being no won
the nobility and gentry down larket,

where the meetings had become regular and

fashionable, wen) attended by crowds from far

and near, and began to endure severe criticism

from moralists and popular pi

That racing, in some sense, was in vogue in

and about the reign of Henry II., and that

it received a fresh stimulus under the auspices
of Henry VIII., though our information re-

specting the courses of either period is not of

the surest, admits of no doubt. It appears
that the method adopted of old of matching
our steeds in a race was the train scent, when
the contending horses were, without riders,

suffered to follow the dogs. Steeple eh

pretty nearly as wo carry it on no v. .

another mode of trying their speed and bottom,
and the goose-chase, which must have

world of those days tm a

silly, no doubt, but excused by

Henry VIII., :tmo: »ug accom

•ars to have possessed

to tho m<

tock from

Spain

ion by the Moors, were
more freely introduced into our paddocks by
the wreck of th- fa fleet had been
furnished with a number of choice barbs, and

'ruction upon our SOSSSJI proved a boon
to tho breed of our horses as well as to i

more important interests. Indeed, we had on
it much i:

this i

sorely troubled to mount

palling the invasion. Then .1 .

Macedonian Philip of .ce he
built at Newmarket, thou.

first instance as a hunting-box, served as a
landmark inaugurati:
town as a g

paired to follow up the work so royally begun,
and so well su~ :y class of

community down to

James, how not the chose

the Heath as the site of a race eon

appears to have been

from the wreck of t ashed

chiefly on the si. dtibited to

the surprise and delight of thro'

those wonderful pov.

unequalled swiftness of foot,

3pain were so I

though new to u

in our own breeds with such unrivalled success.

Such was th" rough ami

we ha\

Scotch, wh : to prove

to them t;

in the

manii

ing had 1 ml from its earliest

comm* in the v. ds of

our history until the revival wh:

up by the unforeseen

of which we are speakin. .

sat op iinary
.

II., was so favourably mclim is the
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sport that he established meetings at Datchet

Mead, to be held whilst he resided at Windsor

Castle. He was the first of our sovereigns
who entered horses for running in his own
name ;

and now, instead of the prizes con-

sisting of teapots, bells, pieces of plate, and

such like articles, trifling in value, and ques-
tionable either as things of ornament or use,

as had been the custom heretofore, a purse or

sum of money was thought a better stakes,

and one hundred pounds sterling represents
the first of the kind adopted.

But we are going a little too fast. We must
not omit mention of an event of some moment
which red-letters the reign of James I. We
have spoken of his palace at Newmarket, and

how from a hunting box it became a convenient

residence for the purposes of racing. It was

neither the palace, however, nor its owner that

was the lion of the place, but an Arabian horse

known as the Markham Arab. The royal stud-

groom had paid for this magnificent animal

five hundred pounds, and his appearance

amongst us indicates another era in the annals

of the British turf He soon became not only
the wonder of the Olympian world, but—which

was of greater practical utility
—the illustrious

sire of a glorious progeny. The highly arti-

ficial race to which the English courser belongs

grew by slow degrees more and more distinctive.

A judicious admixture of the pure Arab with

the best blood of the country, regulated by
conditions which have been favoured partly by
sagacity and experience, and partly by chance,

ultimately accomplished those complete results

which our breeders had the penetration to

foresee.

Notwithstanding the chill which, during
the ascendancy of puritanical influences, had

benumbed, among other public amusements,
the sports of the turf, Oliver Cromwell kept a

stud-master of his own. To this individual

we were indebted for White Turk, and several

other brood mares, whose blood proved of

service in bettering our native stock. The
fresh impetus given to the cause under the

patronage of our second Charles multiplied our

public courses. We soon had one at Chester,

which, becoming famous under the remarkable

title of " the Rhoodee," shared with the Heath
in Cambridgeshire some of the leading events

of the day. Enfield Chase at Croydon, and

Gatherby in Yorkshire had, it is true, grown
into note previous to the reign of Charles IT.,

but " the merry monarch," to whom all turfites

look as the great patron of their particular

sport, showed that preference for Newmarket
which so many generations of sportsmen have

subsequently endorsed. Public faith in the

inexhaustible resources and incontestibL • ad-

vantages of Newmarket for all time yet to

come lays, you see, the foundation-stone of

one of those joint-stock company hotels—so

enormous in size, so imposing in effect, so un-

limited in all things but the liability of the

shareholders—with which all England is rapidly

getting overgrown ;
whilst Epsom, fretful at

the forwardness of her rival, and emulous of

doing likewise, appeals to her friends to help
maintain her own proud dignity. Surely no-

body since Noah ever thought of accommo-

dating under one and the same roof such

multitudes of cattle, male and female, after

their kind, and of beasts, male and female,
after their kind, as do the hotel builders of

modern times
; but, of course, the seven

splendid meetings on the Heath, and the one

glorious day on Banstead Downs, are enough
to pay any number of shareholders any amount
of dividend desired.

Queen Anne was another warm supporter of

the same national pursuit, and in the days of

George II. legislation
—some of it very mis-

chievous in its tendency—began to- regulate
the mode of conducting it. In 1753 the

Jockey Club, which is established at New-

market, purchased the race-course on the

Heath, and then commenced laying down the

law in all matters connected with the rules and

conditions of the turf with an authority which

has commanded the assent and concurrence of

sportsmen of all shades and denominations. It

were unpardonable to forget that in this last

reign the renowned Derby and Godolphin

Arabs, from which all our modern celebrities

are descended, were imported into our studs.

The vulgar persuasion that the middle of

the last century, when Flying Childers and

Eclipse made such a noise in the world by their

wonderful performances, should be regarded as

the era during which our blood horses had

attained an excellence which their descendants

have never equalled seems to be without suffi-

cient foundation. Some of the best authorities

on the subject are, on the contrary, of opinion

that our modern cracks, all things taken into

the account, might have entered into compe-
tition with these renowned coursers without

any serious chance of coming out of the contest

any the worse for it
;
and for our part we

accept the judgment as decisive. Most

agreeable and pleasant we find it to cherish.

the conviction that we do not live in nn age

which in any respect
—even in the blood of the

raCer—has fallen from its high estate. Some

fifty years ago there were two racers, Firetail

and Pumpkin, which performed a mile each in

a second or two over one minute
;
and it is

disputed whether Slying Childers really accom-

plished the same distance, as commonly
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asserted, in less time. Quite p

equally conclusive, will OCOUT to the mind of

every reader advanced beyond the men
ments of sporting and equestrieni

There is much dilliculty in fen

of racing on the I

existed then oertairj

when, it is reoorded, a oelebrated hunter oaUed

Bfadcap won the prise, We mention the

aircuinstance merely t that

at that date annual m
i

and Jane
irere and had been for some little time

events. Indeed, raoM had long been

held here on ape o be back

as the unquiet times of King Charles I. a

meeting of royalists, under cover of a horse !

race, was appointed on Banatoad Downs,
whither without creating any suspicion they
assembled for purposea of a far le>s popular
and, it will be granted, far less improving
character.

The progress made by this fascinating pur-
suit in the affections of the nation, contem-

plated in all Ave behold upon the recurrence of
|

each Derby Day, leads us to infer it must
have been steady and rapid. One hundred
thousand people congregated on this occasion

forms a climax which could hardly have been

attained but by a deep-seated and wide spread
enthusiasm in the cause which invites them to

the spot. And this feeling have
increa-sed in a very high ratio as it approached
the half century in which our own lot and our

contemporaries' are cast. The facilities affor-

ded by railroads have of late years 1 .

contributed to this result—and to what have

they not ?—but upon occasions so essentially

composed of sporting elem ball always,

despite new expedients of transit, find the

crowded with vehicles and horsemen, if only
to enable amateurs of the kindred arts of

j

drilling and riding to exercise their respective i

tastes, and exhibit their proficiency. It

as if the strong partiality we bear towards all

the stirring scenes enacted upon these I

dowus collects crowds of pleasure-seekers of

such density and bulk that they can only be

measured, not by the ease, but by the possibility
of getting there. Let us start balloons with

fine weather and a fair wind, and an in

of visitors just in proportion to the balloons'

capacities will be a sure and I conse-

quence. Let us enlarge our pneumatic tubes

and charge them with as ample contrivances

for the stowage of live animals—no matter

how far below the standard of humanity and
its requirements—as mathematics can invoke,
and the vacuum will be filled,

—people be

blown down to Epsom through the bowels of

the earth as well and as contentedly as along

btten

the in ad in

I

.nal treat-

ment of th i the place, or

. at once suggests.

as a kind heads

f the

17th century, when the Baft

Like all towns supplying
• ion of health, I. n possessed

ual machii

late hours, hot ;uel Dfowded looms, dissipated
•.vhich

BO mat >air it. There was a splendid
ball-room, and i houses for

the accommodation of company, surpass.
their i

charges even

accomplished so much good fa res by
similar temptations. rs, accord;

an old ballad, that,
—

When fashion ro • Epsom to fam*,
Poor Tonbiidge did aosgbi

but that Bath ultimately carried off the palm :
—

Betk'i i| bion came rapidly on,

And

But unlike the spaa of G
added to their natural In..

lias in the

shape of its r.r

opportunities of winning and losing our :

for those of removing our bodily diseases.

Depletion endured by our purses has supplanted
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particular share of his commendation, whilst

"the ring on the downs,"—the site of the

world-renowned race-course—is only mentioned

as a spot from which is obtained the best

panorama of the lovely landscape scattered

throughout the neighbourhood. On these

devoted downs—fancy it, ye trainers of pure

blood, ye tender nurses of the sprigs of a stock

whose ancient descent traces back to the wild

life of the desert !
—fancy it

;
on these devoted

downs, in the barbarous days when Epsom
salts was the divinity all the world came in

pilgrimage to adore, a pig with a greasy tail

was started daily for the recreation of the

mob !

Before the existing arrangements, two im-

portant general meetings, one in the spring and

one in the autumn, appear to have been regu-

larly fixed
;

but neither foreshadowed the

immense importance which at present attaches

to the week succeeding Whitsuntide. The
"
Derby" dates from 1780, and the "Oaks"

from 1779.

To say a word about the sums of money
involved in this pastime would indeed open
an unfathomable depth of investigation. The

consumption of oats alone at Newmarket makes

a pretty figure among the expenses of horse-

racing. Between five and six hundred quarters

disappear weekly. Neither should we relish

the task of extenuating the mode of investing

very much of our wealth which is in vogue
with the frequenters of the Corner, every

Thursday in the year. Those bill-discounters

who deal with customers almost solely of this

class find their safety in exorbitant charges,

and upon these terms (denominated by the

craft
"
pretty stiff") do an amount of business

which the uninitiated would never dream were

possible. Some seventy or eighty thousand

pounds has frequently to be provided by one

only of their fraternity on the morning suc-

ceeding the Derby Day. This is to meet the ex-

pected demands of betting clients
;
and for the

accommodation thus afforded—and they are

right
—these discounters do not scruple to

charge some thirty per cent. Then the value

of a race-horse is almost fabulous. Thelmaum
of Muscat, after ten years' search for the best

Oriental blood he could procure, presented a

horse to George IV., which had cost him in

bribes to obtain him and the price which would

make him his own a good 10,000£. ;
whilst

in more recent days—1838—the celebrated

Harkaway was valued at six thousand guineas,
down on the nail, and without any engage-
ments ;

for at the time he was offered for Bale

his owner hunted him twice a week.

To conclude with a reflection. As much
vico has doubtless been propagated by the

abuses of the turf, it is satisfactory to think
that on the other side the patronage of royalty,
the vast amount of money, ingenuity, time
and patience spent upon its legitimate pro-
motion should have returned for such largo
investments results of great national impor-
tance. If we are asked to point these out, we
turn to all which concerns the treatment and

superiority of British horses. Unquestionably
the cultivation of our racing blood has been

the sole cause of the excellence we have reached

in every style and description of this noble

and useful animal.

"THE GLOVE."

Since you have asked, I needs roust tell the history
Of how I gained yon pearly little glove :

Alas ! it is the key to no soft mystery,
Nor gage of tourney in the lists of love.

ii.

'Twas thus I found it,
—through the city's bustle

I wandered one still autumn eve, alone :

! A tall slight form brushed by with silken rustle,

And past into a carriage, and was gone.

in.

One glance I had, in that I caught the gleaming
Of violet eyes, o'er which the ripp'ling tress

Glanced gold,
— a face like those we see in dreaming,

As perfect in its shadowy loveliness.

And so she passed, a glorious light about her

Clothed, like a summer-dawn, in silver-gray.

And left the crowded street as dark without her

As winter skies whose moon has past away.

This little gauntlet which her hand was clasping,

Fell from her as she reached the carriage door,

And floated down, as flutters from the aspen

Some trembling leaflet whose brief day is o'er.

And I,
—I found it on the pavement lying,

Pale as the marble Venus- missing hand,

Or some small flake of foam which Ocean, flying,

Leaves in a furrow of the moistened sand.

She was so like some queen of the ideal—

With that bright brow, those soft eyes' shadowy

gleam—
I fain would keen this pledge to prove her real,

To mark her difference from an airy dream.

vin.

And though her glove has unto me been donor

Of much sweet thought, yet I can think it well

That she should know as little of its owner

As I of her from whose fair hand it tell.

IX.

Why should I drag her from her high position,

Her niche above this work-day world's long reach .-

Hardly a fact, nor wholly yet a vision,

She joins for mo the better parts of each.

A. M. 1>.
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arches, watching the setting sun and the boats

on the broad, winding Torridge. Bideford is

not an interesting place. There are pleasant

walks and drives in the neighbourhood to the

Tapley Woods, and Northam Burrows, and

the Pebble Ridge ;
but we did not care to

linger there, and were soon on our way to

Clovelly. As this part of our journey was in

the dark we will not pretend to describe it
;
the

road seemed chiefly between two high hedges,

which would at any time prevent a view of the

sea. We passed through several little villages ;

and once the driver pointed out a bright speck
in the distance, the lighthouse on Lundy Isle.

Within a mile of Clovelly we came to a group
of cottages and a little chapel ;

then we turned

down a shady road, and the driver pulled up,

and told us we had arrived at our journey's

end. But where were the houses ? We seemed

to have alighted in the middle of a wood, and

could scarcely see a glimmer of light between

the trees. We began to wonder where we
should find a night's lodging. It was past ten

o'clock, and very dark, and apparently all

Clovelly had retired to rest. We took our

traps and followed our guide, who, with a

carriage-lamp in one hand, helped us to grope
our way down a steep path ;

then we turned,

and found ourselves in the village, the babbling

little stream and our own footsteps the only
sounds to be heard. But this did not last

long. If the inhabitants had retired to rest,

they were still awake enough to care to know
who had come at that time of night ;

and a

candle and then a head came forth from first

one door, then another. There seems to be a

very friendly feeling between the lodging-house

keepers at Clovelly. It is the custom for

visitors to try for accommodation at the top of

the street first, and if that is full they will be

recommended to the next, and so on. We
made two unsuccessful attempts ;

but the third

time we found a good lodging, and there we

gladly settled down. It turned out well in all

respects ;
and our worthy landlady made us as

comfortable as we could wish to be during the

three days we stayed there.

We slept soundly on a soft bed, and were

up betimes in the morning. Then it was we

had our first view of the quaint little town of

Clovelly. Our house was not half-way down
the steep street, and at our first essay it seemed

probable that we should not very often descend

to the pier. The street (if it may bear that

name) is a kind of paved staircase, very rough
and irregular. It requires some practice to

learn how to trip down it without fear of a

tumble. Perhaps our boots were at fault, or

perhaps it was the rain (which had come down

heavily in the night) ;
but we were hardly able

to keep on our feet, and envied the little

children who ran down, skipping and laughing,
before us. The first point of interest in the

descent is the seat, commanding a fine view of

the bay and pier, where may generally be found

a little knot of sailors watching the fishing-

boats
;
or it may be a coastguard's man on the

look-out as a strange vessel appears in sight.

There is a barometer hanging up behind, from

which, with the aid of the little table beneath

(which is filled up daily), you may see what the

weather has been, and form some judgment as

to what it is likely to be :
—

Long foretold, long last,

Short notice, soon past.

With "
many turns and twists, so that the

cobbler's house comes dead across your path,
and to have held a reasonable course you must
have gone through his house, and through him

too, as he sat at work between his two little

windows," we made our way down to the pier.

It was early, and the tide was high, and came

washing against the row of old-terraced houses

which are on the beach. The pier looks as if

built to stand the rough seas of this coast, and
seems already to have braved many a heavy
storm. From the end there is a good view of

the village ; and here should, if possible, be

read the graphic description of a well-known

author :
—

The village was built sheer up the face of a steep and

lofty cliff. There was no road in it, there was no

wheeled vehicle in it, there was not a level yard in it.

From the sea-beach to the cliff-top two irregular rows

of white houses, placed opposite to one another, and

twisting here and there, and there and here, rose like

the sides of a long succession of stages of crooked

ladders, and you climbed up the village or climbed

down the village by the stairs between, some six feet

wide or so, and made of sharp irregular stones. The
old pack-saddle, long laid aside in most parts of Eng-
land as one of the appendages of its infancy, nourished

here intact. Strings of pack-horses and pack-donkeys
toiled slowly up the stairs of the ladder, bearing fish

and coal, and such other cargo as was unshipping at

the pier, from the dancing fleet of village boats, and

from two or three little coasting traders. As the

beasts of burden ascended laden or descended light,

they got so lost at intervals in the floating clouds of

village smoke, that they seemed to dive down some of

the village chimneys, and come to the surface again far

off, high above others. No two houses in the village

were alike, in chimneys, size, shape, door, window,

gable, roof-tree, anything. The sides of the ladders

were musical with water running clear and bright.

The stones were musical with the clattering feet of the

pack-horses and pack- donkeys, and the voices of the

fishermen urging them up, mingled with the voices of

the fishermen's wives and their many children.

From the pier to the right there is a view

all along Bideford Bay to Morte Point. If the

day be clear, the next point, Baggy, is ge-

nerally visible. Nearer, you distinguish the

lighthouse at Braunton Burrows. Then the
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HOW TO BUY YOUR OWN HOUSE OR
LAND.

When we hear the costermonger shouting
out in the street,

—"
Pineapple, a penny a

slice," it would seem that commercial activity

had managed at last to bring the height of

luxury within the means of the lowest class
;

but it would appear as if some of our building
and freehold land societies were bringing into

the market slices of an article hitherto con-

sidered to be the entire monopoly of the upper

classes, at a price within the means of the

ordinary working-man. Any artisan, in fact,

may purchase an estate—a slice of this globe,

extending from the surface to the very centre,—for a small sum, which he is allowed to pay
in monthly instalments of a few shillings. The
estate would not be large, but quite sufficient

to build a house upon, and to give him a little

plot of back garden. In this country, where

everything connected with land is so guarded

by the lawyers, that even to look upon such a

plot, in the ordinary way, would empty the

poor man's purse, the reader would doubtless

like to know how this result is brought about.

The value of the working-man's shillings, in a

monetary sense, appears to have been only dis-

covered within these last thirty years ;
at least,

it is only lately that we have heard of societies

of artisans buying landed estates, or of pur-

chasing houses out of their own means. The

discovery once made, however, that, by merely

clubbing their means, they were, in the aggre-

gate, the capitalists of the country, has resulted

in the formation of different societies for the

purchase of land and houses, which have

sprung up with lightning-like rapidity. It is

estimated that there are upwards of 700 build-

ing societies in the metropolis alone, whilst

throughout the country they may be counted

by thousands. The freehold land societies are

by no means so numerous, as to an artisan or

a tradesman the possession of a house is a more

manageable thing than a plot of ground. A
plot of ground may turn out a very good spe-

culation, but if not required to build a house

upon, its immediate use is not so evident.

The land societies are enabled to distribute

among their members plots of ground at a rate

so reasonable from the fact of their buying

wholesale, and selling retail ; and, moreover,

buying at agricultural prices, and selling at

the prices of building-land ; or, at least, at a

price which will afford the society a fair margin
of profit, while it enables the various members
to get their plots of ground very much cheaper
than they possibly could by any other means.

The benefit building societies are founded upon
the fact that tenants pay to their landlords a

much larger sum, as rent, than the ordinary
interest upon the sum which would buy the

house. This principle has long been under-

stood, and acted upon in another form. A
man, for instance, by raising by mortgage the

value of the house he wishes to purchase, only

pays the interest on the amount as rent. This

is all very well as long as it lasts, but the

money is generally liable to be called in at six

j

months' notice—a very inconvenient matter

|

sometimes ; and then there is all the expense
of obtaining a new mortgage, which often

swallows up all the difference he has saved

upon the transaction : the principal has still

to be repaid in any case. But, by becoming a

member of one of these building societies, the

principal is paid off at long or short intervals,

in the form of rent. The first thing to be

ascertained in joining a building society is,

whether it is a good one, constructed on sound

principles, which Mr. Tidd Pratt has recognised,
and then, if it is supported and conducted by
responsible persons. Hundreds of these societies

have started and failed, simply through a want
of precaution in these preliminaries. We have

|

before us the prospectus of the Birkbeck Bnild-

I ing and Freehold Land Societies : as these

|

are among the largest and best conducted in

, the metropolis, we will see how their affairs are

worked. And let us begin with the solid earth,

|

before touching upon the building scheme.

I Suppose, for instance, a man is a politician,

j

and wants a vote for the county ; by becoming
a member of the Birkbeck Freehold Land

Society, in course of time he can accomplish
his wish, by purchasing a 30£. share, payable
either in one sum at once, or by instalments of

three shillings per month. The political bear-

ing of this principle of subdividing the land

among the working classes was first put in

practice by Feargus O'Connor, and his lead has

been followed, on a better plan, by the Con-

servative Land and other societies, which have

seen that the battle of the Constitution, instead

of being fought in the Registration Courts,

was to be decided by these societies. It is

true that the political element no longer is of

much weight in these joint-stock associations,

but the power remains with them ; and, when
the next great Reform Bill thoroughly agitates

the masses, it may be that the voting-power

working men have obtained, in both the county
and borough franchise, will tell with irre-

sistible effect.

But let us see how the mechanic sets about

purchasing his slice of land. If he goes to the

London Mechanics' Institution, in Southampton

Buildings, Chancery Lane, he finds that, even

in that placid nest of the lawyers, he is in the

presence of an institution that seems by no
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so he has his choice of the suburbs of

the metropolis, in which he may either desire

to grow his potatoes, or to build his domicile.

He goes in and pays his one shilling entrance-

fee, and either pays a monthly subscription or

the full purchase-money of 30/. at once, r
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High per-centage, the reader will say, and

therefore, according to the Duke of Wellin

dictum, bad security. By no means
;

i

the money so invested is lent to other mem-
bers who wish to borrow at 7v per cent., as we
shall show by-and-by when speaking of the

working of the Birkbeck advance security.

And now for the manner in which the shares
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ballot, or paid-up shares. If a man is fortu-
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sells the right at once of possession, and thus

makes a profit, by the outlay of a few shillings,

by se
1

,! ;ember who wants an allotment
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the house and the rent usually paid for its

occupation. This saving, if allowed to ac-

cumulate at compound interest, will eventually

replace the purchase-money."
It often happens that the furniture of a

man's house is far more valuable than the

house itself
;
in most cases it is at least a third

as valuable. Yet we never hear of a man who
is permanently located, hiring his furniture.

Why then, it is asked, should he hire his house,

and in the course of a long life pay three or

four times over its value to the landlord without

acquiring one farthing interest in it ? As we
have before observed, many persons answer the

question, by simply raising the money to pur-
chase upon mortgage ; but the inconveniences

of this plan are so many, especially to working
men and many of the middle classes, as to be

insuperable. By means of these building so-

cieties, however, the matter is so much facili-

tated that any man, without distressing him-

self, may become his own landlord. In order

to do this he must become a shareholder. The
shares of the Birkbeck Building Society are

£50 each, his entrance fee is two shillings and

sixpence, and his monthly repayments, or instal-

ments of the loan, six shillings and sixpence.

Immediately upon making the first payment he

becomes a member
;
and if he wishes to buy

the house he is living in, or any other, or to

have one erected on his own land, he must
enter his name in the ballot, and take his

chance of getting the advance at once with the

other members. If, however, he fail in this,

he can register for the advance, as it is termed,
and at the expiration of six months the so-

ciety will lend the amount required without

further trouble, or he may purchase the right
to an advance, at a premium, from another

member who has been lucky enough to obtain

one. ISTow we will suppose that a better class

of mechanic, or a clerk, occupies a house, for

which he pays a rent of 35£. per annum. The
house being on lease for eighty or ninety years,
the lease would be valued at about 300L This

sum the society would purchase it for, and the

member requiring to purchase it would have to

hold six shares, which would be equal to the

mortgage money. JNow let us see the work-

ings of the repayment, supposing it to be

arranged to be made in twelve years, during
which period he may acquire the property by
only paying 11. 10s. per annum more than the

ordinary rent. If the lease of the house is

shorter, of course the purchase-money would
be proportionately cheaper ; if, on the other

hand, the house is freehold, it will be dearer
;

and in the case of a member building on his

own land, of course the ground rent would not

be payable :
—

Yearly subscription and interest for one £ s. d.

share 6 6

Number of shares 6

Yearly payment to the society 37 16

Ground rent 5

/

Gross yearly payment 42 16

For twelve years 12

Total payment to the society 513 12

Deduct 12 years' rent of house, at 3 51... 420

Total cost of house £93 12

But a member may not be in a position to

pay even *7l. 16s. per year more than his or-

dinary rent. In this case he may distribute his

payments over a larger term than twelve years.

If, for instance, he were to agree to repay his

mortgage by instalments in twenty-one years, he

will in that time purchase his house by paying a

rent to the society, including ground rent, abso-

lutely less than the actual rent to a landlord.

£ s. d.

Yearly rent of house 35

Number of years
21

Total amount paid for rent in

21 years 735

Yearly subscription and in- £ s. d.

terest for one share 4 13

Number of shares 6

Yearly payments to the society 27 18

Ground rent 5

Gross yearly payments 32 18

For 21 years 21

690 18

Total payments for 21 years,

including ground rent 690 18

Showing a clear profit, after paying all prin-

cipal, interest, and ground rent, of £44 2

If we add to this gain the sum of 300Z., the

value of the house now his own, the total gain

upon the transaction would be 344Z. 2s. Qd. }

equal to an annual saving of 161. 7s. Sd. Now
this seems a great deal too good to be true, but

the figures speak for themselves. We do not

mean to say that higher rented houses could be

purchased through a building society on the

same advantageous terms, for the higher the

rent the smaller the amount of per cent, it

pays on the purchase-money. Hence better-

class houses will have to pay some addition to

their usual rent, but not so much as to make

the burthen very appreciable
if the purchaser

is willing to spread the payment over 21 years,

the extreme limit to which this society will

grant its mortgages for. "But," says the

reader, "suppose I should fail in my payments,

then the whole of my savings paid into the
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society would be lost." By no m
visions are made by the rules to impend his

payments or to Lessen them du:

temporary }
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advances made by tl,
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By a trifling month

may provide against snob a

means of what is termed a guarantee annuity
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oil" the mo; .-my moment tli.- p,
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and freehold land societies operate as an act of

settlement, binding the artisan to the soil, end
thus in a measure depriving him of the power
of transferring his lalx »ur to the best m
There is some truth in this, but only a very

little, and that little is overwhelmingly counter-

acted by the good it accomplishes. The
of artisans who are likely to invest in these

societies, it may be safely said, are not migra-

tory in their habits
; they are good workmen,

earning fair wages, and as a rule do not change
masters. The smaller tradesmen are still more

firmly bound to the locality of their

pations; and even supposing that circumstances

should arise, driving a man from his old home,
still he is the better for having invested in one

of th. ys sell hi»

y at a fair

valuat:

We mu-t oertainl)

from the I

it' the} 'It for

them. :

archil.

inscrutable to < The

man's J how

much you are prepared to pay in monthly in-

stalments, and there is the I and
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ground-plan of the house you may obtain for

your money. Really these pattern cards of

houses are as convenient as a pattern card of

buttons. Our space will not permit us to

give many examples of these pattern cards, but

the two illustrations on the previous page will

show to the eye the amount of accommodation

a man may obtain for a small monthly pay-

ment, together with the land on which it stands,

and the grounds around it, as shown in the

plan, which the reader may value at its worth.

Of course there is a small plot behind these

villas, which are semi-detached.

The better portions of the working classes

are largely availing themselves of these societies,

especially for building purposes ;
but hitherto

the middle classes, including the professional

classes, have not done so. There is no reason

why this should be ; indeed there are some
reasons why the manner in which these societies

work should be particularly applicable to pro-
j

fessional men, as their incomes are generally j

pretty settled, and their receipts are distributed

over the year pretty evenly. Of one thing

they may be certain—that the calculations on

which the Birkbeck Land and Building So-
;

cieties are founded are perfectly trustworthy, as

they have received the approval of Mr. Tidd I

Pratt, and of the actuary, Mr. Scratchley,
whose authority and trustworthiness in this

class of venture are so well understood.

FOSSIL THUNDER AND LIGHTNING.

I can fancy my readers, especially those

who have an incipient interest in geology,
taken rather aback by the heading of my
paper, and imagining that geology must be a

j

more extensive science than they thought for,
'

since it embraces not only things but sounds.

Everybody knows what a fossil shell is—it is

something palpable and tangible ; but fossil

thunder and lightning must be a joke on a par
with that of the sailor who swore that he once

caught a gale of wind and tied it in a knot. I

will first take the thunder, which, I may as

well confess at once, is a sad misnomer, given
in the days when popular science was not. I

remember, as a lad, seeing in my father's study
a large oval ball, of a dark metallic colour,
and covered all over with little bumps, that I

j

always used to call a thunderbolt
;
and it is

with a chat about these that I may, perhaps,
interest my reader for a few minutes. What
are popularly called thunderbolts are known
to chemists and geologists as aerolites, or

meteorites—the latter term being given from
their supposed connection with meteors and

shooting stars. From all ages of the world
these aerolites have been invested with a great

amount of fascination and mystery, and have
been the subject of philosophic speculations
from the earliest times

;
for in the Chinese

annals mention is made of upwards of sixteen

falls between the seventh century before Christ

up to 333 years after Christ. Subsequently
the Greek and Roman savans propounded their

views on the phenomena, the sage Anaxagoras

being of opinion that the stars were masses

torn away from the earth by the violence of

the rotation, and that the whole heavens were

composed of stones. He even suggested that

these dark masses of stones, getting between

the earth and the moon, produced an eclipse.

The general view which has been arrived at by
the philosophers of the present day, including
that tower of strength Baron Humboldt, is that

aerolites are in reality heavenly bodies, which,

moving in the space or " cosmos" above, have

come within the earth's attraction, been devi-

ated from their course, and arrived in these

regions in a high state of temperature. Some
have supposed that they are the results of

eruptions of the volcanoes in the moon, pro-

jected with incredible force so as to pierce the

atmosphere of this earth, and thus to be drawn
within its attraction.

In both cases the result arrived at appears
to be nearly the same, viz., that an aerolite is

a foreign body, which has lost its way and
come to the earth, though, whether from the

moon, or, as an independent heavenly body,
doctors difFer. The high temperature appears
to be a constant accompaniment, and was
noticed by Anaxagoras, who observed that the

stony bodies were made to glow by the fiery

ether, so that they reflected the light communi-

cated to them by the ether. The temperature

may be owing to the extreme velocity of the

fall of the aerolite, but may also arise from the

circumstances under which it is ejected. How-
ever that may be, it is one of the most won-

derful facts that these bodies, emerging from

the heavenly spaces above, can be touched,

weighed, and analysed by the creatures of this

earth
; and still more wonderful to find that

they consist of substances identical with sub-

stances which we find in the mineral structure

of the earth, making it probable, according to

the conjecture of Sir Isaac Newton, that the

materials which belonged to one group of

cosmical bodies are, for the most part, the same.

It seems as though analysing a meteorite was

like questioning a messenger from the stars,

and throws a glow of light on the probable
structure of the sister world. When broken,
their appearance inside is grey, earthy, or

metallic
;
but the outside is invariably covered

by a dark metallic shining crust, produced, per-

haps, by a fusion of the constituent elements.
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Generally speaking, they 001

iron, in the form of Bulphuret or m
oxide

;
but this is not always tli«

having been found to contain '' t. and

barely two. Acco.-

of the German chemist, Gu e, the

residuum which remained insoluble after the
• had been boiled in acid

mixture of minerals similar to those found in

the volcanic rocks of our earth.

rather to corroborat e anic origin
from the moon.

Another chemist, . found n

than seventeen elements in his analysis, viz.,

iron, nickel, cobalt, ma chromium,
arsenic, zinc, potassium, sodium, sulphur,

phosphorus, carbon, silicum, magnesium, cop-

per, tin, and calcium So that in fact an aero-

lite seems to be a condensation of all the prin-

cipal materials that form the earth's crust. A
curious fact was noticed by a German writer

named Olbers, viz., that no meteoric stones

have ever been found in the secondary and

tertiary formations, from which he inferred

that the falling of aerolites was a phenomenon
connected with the present condition only of

the earth. But the fact has been partially

disproved by Humboldt, who relates the dis-

covery of largo masses of meteoric iron buried

thirty feet in the ground in the gold-bearing
drifts of northern Russia

;
and Mr. Biuney

found meteoric stones embedded in coal in

Lancashire. These exceptions, however, do

not prove the rule. The number of aerolites

that fall annually is estimated at about 700,
and many interesting records have been kept
of the circumstances under which they have

fallen. One case happened in France, in the

Department de l'Orne, which is described as

the sudden breaking up of a small dark cloud

at one o'clock p.m. with an explosion like a

rattle of muskets, simultaneously with which

there fell over a surface of six miles a number
of meteoric stones, the largest weighing n

teen pounds. They were hot, smoking, and

more easily broken during the first twenty-
four hours than at any subsequent time. In

1768 one fell near Chartres, accompanied by a

report like a cannon. This was 7^ lbs., and
» hot that it could not be touched.

In 1857, in Austria, an aerolite was seen to

fall, which, when extracted from the ground,
into which it had penetrated a considerable

depth, was found to weigh 30 lbs.

In the British Museum may be Been, am

many others, one weighing o(> lbs., which fell

in the East Riding of Yorkshire
;
and the

enormous mass of 270 lbs. that fell near

Alsace, in 1492, just at the time when the

Emperor Maximilian, king of the Romans,

on the ngaging with the French army.
- many cases on record,

and tli r« Lb, I

which a person is known
to have been kii: fall.

of enligh

taught in almo-i

thunderbolt fall :ng supposed to have
fallen is a fruitful theme for Tillage I

Bef

peel-

ing them, viz., the period ?P«**-
auce o tea. Arag

i red that " th< 1 a zone com-
of millions of these small bodie

orbits of which zone cut the pfau

ecliptic at about the point * earth

annually occupies between tie 1 the

13th of November." So that, ac

him, aerolites may be looked for about

time. There is no re vever,
that there may not be other periods besides

particularly as the cases which are on
record have hap :ues of the

year. These, however, are only a micro-

scopical proportion of the vast number
must have come down to the earth.

il lightning seems almost as great a

misnomer as fossil thun.i haps,

it is really more applicable, an : i used

by Professo

rocks of past g< px>ch, son:'

effects are so clearly marked • n the

varieties of forked lighr Id be dis-

tinguished.

The supposed fossils originating from light-

ning have been named '•fulgurites," and consist

of conical tubes, hollow and g down
heir fun' <*t

always dosed They are of lis,

depending, apparently, . of the

Hash which has in

sand or rock for ng
with the "g

rial. The loc ites are

found, depend on

which the lighi
-wo

at

Cumberland Ooast, the same ;nd

ined of »nd

porphyry. Doubtless every flash of lightning
•ehind

it
;
but owing to the siliceous or flinty character

of these particular spots,
s are more

peculiar and durable. That these have been
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caused by lightning is borne out by the fact

that artificial fulgurites have been made by
French and English experimenters by trans-

mitting a powerful electric shock through
powdered sand and quartz.

The discovery of these curious effects has

been limited to sandy localities, which, from
their open position facing the sea, and from
their not being protected by vegetation, appear
to be peculiarly liable to the electric discharge.

They have, however, also been found in the
chalk cliffs of Dover and in the Isle of Wight
by Dr. Bigsby. In some cases the fulgurite
occurs as a solid and not a hollow tube

;
and

Dr. Gibb calls attention to the presence of fossil

fulgurites in the heart of London, viz., on a

flagstone on the east side of Tottenham Court
Road

;
also on the eastern side of Russell

Square, close to Guilford Street. How little

do the tens of thousands who daily hurry over
the pavement know of the history of the stone
on which their feet are treading. Little do

they think that even if there are no remains of

extinct forms embedded in the flag, it exhibits

on its surface the atmospheric effects of rain,

sunshine, storm and wind, of myriads of ages

past, forming a subtle link between the busy
world of to-day and the scarcely revealed world
of eras so far back that they defy calculation

or even imagination. There is deep matter for

reflection even in a London pavement.
G. P. Bevan.

THE LOVE-CHEAT.

i.

She loved me, she said, and she swore it ;

She swore it a thousand times :

She treasured my letters like jewels ;

She learned and repeated my rhymes.

And numberless tokens she gave me ;

Her kisses were many and sweet
;

And I thought her an angel from heaven
While she was but a womanly cheat.

She robbed me of rest and of comfort,
And gave me bright hopes in return

And now, by the fireside lonely,
Her letters I smilingly burn.

For loud ave the marriage-bells pealing ;

The priest, too, is blessing the bride
;

And she leans on the arm of another,
Who once was my love and my pride.

T.

Ah, well ! let her live and be married :

Her letters are burnt, and I see
"lis better be rid of such tokens,
And keep the heart healthy and free.

J. A. Lanofohd.

CH-NG P-NG ; OR, THE SPHINX OF
PEKIJST.

Many centuries ago, when all countries and

dynasties except China were yet young, there

flourished in that wonderful empire a sovereign

by race and temper a Tartar, who ruled his

people with a rod of iron
;
his name was Ching

Ping. Great and absolute monarch as he was,
he was not, however, entirely supreme in his

empire, for one, a female, ruled him
;
a lady,

who, even more than her father, inherited all

the attributes of the Tartar race, but of such a

surpassing and miraculous beauty, that to see

even her shadow was to become enamoured.

Of course she had many suitors at the time

of the opening of my tale, when she had just
turned sixteen ;

but you must know that from

her earliest girlhood she had had suitors, and

nearly every sovereign in the known world

had made proposals of marriage, and laid his

own particular net to catch the mighty prize

who was being dandled in her nurse's arms.

The first proposal made to the Princess in

person, whose name was Chang Pang, was at

the age of fourteen, by a young emperor of

India, an alliance which would have been

honourable to both parties. It is said that on

this occasion her heart was slightly touched

with the blind god's dart, and the young
emperor was apparently prospering in his suit,

when chance—also, I believe, a blind goddess—
threw in her way Confucius's " Treatise on

Early Marriages," after perusing which she

broke off the match, and the young emperor
his neck, by casting himself in despair head-

long from the summit of the palace Avails. I

have never heard whether this incident caused

her any uneasiness, for she never lost her

health, and she continued, as before, the

reigning beauty of the Eastern world. But
from that time forth she rejected all suitors,

and had, as was believed, taken a vow of celi-

bacy, to the great sorrow of her father the

emperor, and the intense disgust of the court-

ladies, who were jealous of her charms, and

wished to see her married and, so to speak,
" done for." Suitors still came in shoals, but

she rejected them all, evinced a resolution

not to change he maiden station, and, averse

to husbands, revived to husband her affec-

tion. Many th^ ight her crazed, but not so her

father, who was ever impressing upon her the

importance to his own empire of her marriage
with some great potentate.

Chang Pang, beautiful as she was, was of a

cold and cruel disposition, and cared no more

for what her father said than the idle wind
;

but latterly, at which time she was about
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seventeen years of ago, becoming ham*
continual solicitations, liit DpoO I

relieve herself from her soil i . l\ •• - this ;

she proposed three conundrums, which

tell you presently, and pi i marry th*?

man who should suooeed in

annexing as a penalty, death to the rash m:m
who should renture and fail in the attempt
To this artful d< in a weak

moment, o and the horrible i

quencea of this Machiavellian scheme Iain

to relate to you.

It may be expected, ai was the case,

heme, which was publicly proclaimed,
thinned the Dumber of suitors rapidly, bra

to so great an extent as Chang Fang had

expected, such was her transcendent beauty
and so great the pecuniary value of the prize

to the successful guesser. The proclamation,
of which. I have a copy in Chinese in my
pocket, given to me by a Chinese antiquarian,
is as follows :

—
"by the emperor, a proclamation.

"Whereas, divers princes and other persons
of suitable rank have demanded in marriage the

hand of our well-beloved daughter and h-

Chang Pang, but none of them has en

the affections of our aforesaid daughter, and

whereas it is hereby proclaimed and declared

unto every person or persons who might, would,

should, or could, at present or in future, be

desirous of demanding in marriage the afo

daughter, that in the event of such person or

persons satisfactorily answering three riddles,

enigmas, conundrums, charades, or other divert-

ing questions to be propounded or otherwise laid

before them by our aforesaid daughter, that per-

son or persons shall forthwith recei\

otherwise become possessed of our aforesaid

daughter's hand in marriage, and be made co-

heir of this our Celestial Empire of all the

Chinas : but and on the other hand, if such

person or persons fail to solvo or otherwise

answer the aforesaid diverting questions, they
shall be immediately hanged by the neck

until they die or otherwise expire, and their

goods, chattels, or other personal and real

property, if there be any. ted to our

Celestial Exchequer. Gtiren at our Court of

lYkin.
M VlVAT I MI'KR ATOR."

About this period there arrived in IVkin a

young man, to all outward appearance mean
and poor, and by trade a photographic
an art known many centuries ago, and much

practised in the early period of the Chinese

Empire, though since lost, and lately re-dis-

I I may as well .? was

by an his young
in the most st

h as
•

at a small host kin, to which were

db, a great resort <

mi and tobacco. On seeing
the pi ,

which was .

garden ,
he at once made up bis mind to

.t resolved

also to maintain

formidable rival in tl ter of the

i Dg, a mau whose sensual

tion ha

China, but no matter). Tin- two rivals

the public minister was seated

at a table, inhaling opium and tobacco from a

jewelled hookah, ami to all appearance in a state

of comfortable ease, when I

light upon the ill mger.
The sight for a moment disturbed him, and he

swallowed a mouthful ought
on a terrible lit of cough: ill-dressed

stranger remarked that lie seemed to have a

wretched cough, ing a con-

whieh, the minister was pleased

to inquire who 1.
• there was something

in the bearing of the stranger which betrayed

the nobleness of his birth. The minister seemed

|y satisfied with the reply that he was a

photographic artist, and being again seized

with coughing, B >> end

after live minutes' more smoking, laying aside

his hookah, and tai, some

jewelled tablets, said to the stranger, who

ting a scanty meal of radishes and

r,
—
nng man, 1 would you pun-

ished for \ it know that this morn-

D me."

th full of radishes,

said," » t" in a tone

quite void
/iled what

ah of the stra
' ***&

aloud.
*J

tne

,
uhuh I have translated,

and .
-10 metre :

—

C!

I art like t'.

Thr. """St

Ami the tune thy sweet lips sang
M with a hang,

on me, severe Chang Tang.
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Chang Pang ! Chang Pang !

Thou art like the boomerang
Hurled from out a Tartar gang,

Mountains, wilds, and glens amang ;

For to slay the bold ourang—
And my fate art thou, Chang Pang !

Then taking from his left breast a tiny embroi-

dered slipper, proceeded to kiss it ardently, at

which moment the stranger came up, and

struck with the wonderful size and delicacy of

the slipper, snatched it from him. Oh, how

slippery is the path of love. It would seem

that Ch-ng P-ng, foresaw in his mind's eye the

transcendent beauty of the owner of the slip-

per, for need I say it was the slipper of Chang

Pang 1 The minister shouted " Murder !

"

and " Fire !

" and " Waiter !

"
it was no use,

for the stranger, thrusting him aside, and

threatening his life, was gone from the gardens
in a moment ; while the Premier rolled sprawl-

ing on the ground in a fainting state.

A few days afterwards Ch-ng P-ng pre-

sented himself at the palace, very handsomely

dressed, and proclaimed his intention of

attempting to guess the riddles, being by no

means terrified by the heads of the unsuc-

cessful suitors, which grinned ghastly on the

battlements. The minister, Chong Pong, on
j

his entering the presence chamber, recognised

him, and warned him in a whisper to with-

draw
;

but Ch-ng P-ng paid no attention to

him, and proceeded to do obeisance to the

Emperor and Princess. The reception being

concluded, Chang Pang, veiled, rose and recited

the following, of which I give you a rough
translation :

—
On a throne at break of day,
In the dust at evening ray,
Once o'er Canton wielding sway,

By his pigtail torn away,
Borne from Canton's rolling bay,
To Inflexibles a prey,

By his master now degra-

Ded, and gone where he may stay,

Till we for bis ransom pay
(Get the which I wish he may),

—
Stranger, solve my simple say,

But, beware, don't say me Nay.

Ch-ng P-ng,*"with an effort of mind which

seemed stupendous to the courtiers, at once

guessed the answer to be " Yeh !'' Whereupon
the Princess, chagrined but not defeated, again

rose, and casting a confident look around, re-

cited the second conundrum in melodious

tones. It is as follows :
—

The ocean is my firstling's home,
I haunt the hearing billow,

And where the waves are lashed in foam
I have my downy pillow ;

Yet sometimes towards the sunny skies
I float with iridescent dyes.

Of all that's unenduring
On earth I'm emblematic,

I live— I die— a brief career !

A brief career aquatic.
'Twoukl seem, though ever starving, I'd

By reason of repletion died.

My third unto my first I wish

Will ever be united,
For thus combined they form a dish

To eat you'll be delighted.
'Tis strange that things so slight and spare
Combined form a dish so rare.

The Princess, after the applause was hushed,
said the " third

"
syllable was as follows :

—
When on the fattened swine

Falleth the butcher's knife,

And you hear a voice, 'tis mine—
The cry of parting life.

I'm used, too, in proverbial slang,

For those who've just escaped death's pang.

For a moment the Prince seemed bewildered,

and a shadow of doubt and anxiety passed across

his handsome countenance, but it was but mo-

mentary, and with a preliminary smack of the

lips, he exclaimed,
"
Bubble-and-Squeak !

"

The Princess indignantly rose again, and with

flashing eye and quivering voice repeated de-

fiantly the following verses to an audience so

silent you could hear a pin fall :
—

From Cupido's poisoned dart

Thou shalt never be delivered ;

From the first into thy heart

Swift it flew, and there it quivered.

Hope no more that thou wilt place
Yet the second on my finger.

Look once more upon my face, \JJn covering.
For thou must no longer linger.

Our Celestial Empire fame
To the barbarous whole has given.

If thou canst not tell his name,
Thou in vain for me hast striven.

The Emperor and court, on seeing her unveil,

said that Ch-ng P-ng was lost, and that the

sight of such resplendent charms would drive

him mad. Not so, however, for in a tone of ex-

ultation he exclaimed,
"
Bovjring." Chong Pong,

the minister, looked baffled and angry, and

swore hideously in his sleeve. The Emperor was

dumb with surprise ;
but the Princess, rising

suddenly, solved the difficulty, and declared she

would not marry him
; nay, would die sooner,

and then began to faint and beat her heels on

the ground. Ch-ng P-ng, who carefully observed

her, and saw the prize slipping from his grasp,

determined to try another tack, and proposed
that he should propound a riddle to her, and in

the event of her guessing it, she should slice

and fry him
; but, if unsuccessful, she should

marry him. And on her consenting, he spoke
as follows :

—
Cruel lady, who is he,

Royal and a refugee,
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i. rer over land an

To the laud of truth and t

When he thought his troubles o'er

Bliss his own for

See him wrecked upon the shore,
Poorer th;ui hi- i

You'll one difference, if yon try,

From your name in l<

i ask me « here it lie,

I shall, answering, ask you—Why ?

The Princess, receiving ;i oopy of the riddle,

left the room with her attendants, ami the

Emperor said they would meet again

morning, when the Princess would

decision. That he sent her mi

of the robes to entreat Ch-ng 1

all thoughts of marriage, but it was in

and afterwards she dispatched Ohoi

ferret out the secret, the answer to the riddle.

Entering the apartment of Ch-ng P-n

guised as a nurse, he succeeded in cajoling him

to disclose the answer, and throwing oil* exult-

ingly his disguise as he left the room, plunged

Ch-ng P-ng into indignation and grief at the

plot by means of which he had been bam-

boozled and betrayed.
The next morning the court assembled, and

Chang Pang, who of course had had an inter-

view with the minister, rose and re]

solemnly and triumphantly, as follows :
—

Why the refugee on high
Bent his bold aspiring eye.

Why, when thinking bliss was nigh,
In the dust low he must lie

;

Why his cunning I defy,

Why no hope he may descry,

Why ere evening he must die
;

Why ? Ckynrj Pyng is spelt with y.

The Emperor was surprised and shocked,

Chyng Pyng showed blank despair, but the

minister applauded vociferously, while the

Princess, veiled, resumed her seat. Chyng
Pyng, whose fate seemed certain, seeing no

help or sympathy in any face, prepared for

death, which seemed now imminent ;
when the

Princess Chang ad throwing off

her veil, acknowledged her heart melted, and

her intention of giving him her hand

in marriage, saying she had loved him from

the first, which last remark somewhi

him. All the court wire delighl

Chong Pong, who, overwhelmed with disap-

pointment, soon afterwards left the com
married his cook, for it seemed no on

would have him. The Prince then dil

his name and rank, which g.r. delight

to both the Emperor and Princess, and after a

short delay to prepare the marriage fesi

Chyng Pyng and Chang Pang were united in

wedlock, and became the parents of a long line

of kino-s.
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And little curling horns of tendrils spread
Round all tie canvas, and continually

Rose through each plank ;
then those base coward men,

With one consent leaped headlong in the sea,

And changed to dolphins, hiding from the day,
Pursued by sharks, in terror broke away.

Now in his floating vineyard, Bacchus passed

To longing Crete, and Iris graciously

Arched him with rainbows, and a glory shone

To welcome him o'er all the neighbour

While in the distance angry lightnings [.laved

Wrathful on Lemnos, and that isle dismayed. W. T.
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now, that told of a heart at peace. The pre-

sent life was as a very haven to the careworn

Jane, nearly tired out, as she had been, with

the household contrivings, the economies, and

the embarrassments of the former days. All

the longing visions of Jane Chesney seemed

more than realized
; visions which had been

indulged for her father, not for herself
;
and

they had been realized in a manner and to a

degree that Jane had never dreamt of. He
was at ease for the rest of his days, and she

had nothing more left to wish for. Into

society Jane determined to go very little. To
be her father's constant companion, save when
he was at his club or at the House, was her

aim ; formerly household duties and Lucy's
education called her perpetually from his side :

it should not be so now. No attractions of

society, of pleasure, of the gay world without,
should lure away Jane Chesney : she would
remain her dear father's companion from hence-

forth, rendering his hours pleasant to him,

taking care that things were well ordered in

his home. Never perhaps has father been

loved and revered as was this one by Jane

Chesney ; and, as mistress of his plentiful

home, as mistress of her own time, which she

would dedicate to him, she seemed to have

realised her Utopia.

Though talking with her father on the

subject of Chesney Oaks and Sir James Mar-
den's probable tenancy of it, au under-current

of ideas was floating in Jane's mind. She was
about engaging a governess for Lucy ;

that is,

she was looking out for one
;
and on the pre-

vious day Mrs. Marden had mentioned a lady to

her who was in search of a fresh situation—one

whom Jane thought would be likely to suit.
" You are quite sure, papa, that you have

overgot your objection to our taking a resident

governess ?
" Jane said to him in a pause of

the other subject. For it should be made
known that the earl had declared, when Jane
had first broached the matter, that he would
have no strange ladies in his house, putting him
out of his way : and he had very grumblingly
conceded the point, upon Jane's assuring him
that no governess should be allowed to do
that in the remotest degree.

"Didn't I say so?" testily returned the

earl, who had lost none of his abruptness of

manner. "Why do you ask ?
"

" Because Mrs. Marden mentioned one to

me, who is about quitting her present situation.

By the description, I thought she appealed to

be just the person we want for Lucy. If you
have no objection, papa, I will inquire further

about her."
"
Lucy would have been, just as well at

school," said the earl.

* '

Oh, papa, no !

" and Jane's tone was one
of pain.

" I should not like her to be moved
from under my supervision. You know I have
been as her mother ever since mamma died.

Neither do I think you would like to part
with her."

"Have it as you will," said the earl, his

voice somewhat more conciliatory.
" If you

think the woman will do, let her sign articles."

Jane smiled. But before she could answer,
a servant came into the room and said a lady
was waiting to see her.

"Who is it?" asked Jane.
" I thought she said Miss Lethwait, my

lady, but I am not sure that I caught the

name aright, though I asked twice,'' was the

man's answer.

Jane left the room to receive her visitor.

" Lethwait ?
" she repeated to herself,

" Leth-

wait ?—surely that was the name of the gover-
ness mentioned by Mrs. Marden ! I suppose
she must have sent her here."

A tall and very elegant woman of seven or

eight-and-twenty rose from her chair as Jane

entered. In features she was plain, but there

was something really magnificent about her

dark eyes and hair, about her manner alto-

gether. Jane bowed
;
and concluded she had

been mistaken in supposing it to be the

governess.
But the governess it was, Miss Lethwait.

Mrs. Marden had informed her that she had

spoken to Lady Jane Chesney on her behalf,

and Miss Lethwait had deemed it best to call

at once, lest some other applicant should super-

sede her. She was a clergyman's daughter, she

informed Jane, and had been educated for a

governess. Her father had judged it better to

give his children an education by which they

might make their way in the world, she said,

than to put by the money it would cost, to be

divided amongst them at his death. It would

be but a few hundreds at best, not sufficient

to do them much good. Jane inquired why
she was leaving her present situation, and was

told that it was the amount of work which was

driving her away. She had five pupils there,

and taught them everything.
" You will require a high salary, probably ?"

Jane said, after a few minutes' pause, during

which she had been thinking how much she

should like to engage Miss Lethwait.

Miss Lethwait hesitated in her reply. She

had been told by Mrs. Marden that Lady Jane

had intimated she should not be able to pay a

very high one.

"I receive eighty guineas where I am,

madam," she at length answered. "But in

consideration of there being only one pupil, I

would willingly accept less. Were I to continue
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she would not disobey him to the length of

setting afloat a search in defiance of his ex-

pressed command that Clarice should be "let

alone until she came to her senses," Jane was

beginning to grow seriously uneasy respecting

her wandering sister. It seemed very impro-
bable that Clarice should have remained in

ignorance of the change in their position ; why,

then, did she not communicate with them 1

Colonel Marden's residence in London, a

house he had taken for the season, was in one

of the terraces near Hyde Park
;

and Mrs.

Marden and Jane were soon driven to it. A
few minutes of suspense for Jane, and Mrs.

Marden, accompanied by a young lady, came
into the drawing-room.

" This is Miss Jones, Lady Jane."

With a beating heart—with lips that were

turning to whiteness in the agitation of expect-

ancy, Jane turned. Turned to behold —
disappointment.

It was a very pretty, lady-like young woman,
but it was not Clarice Chesney. A few

moments elapsed before Jane recovered her

calmness.

"I beg your pardon for troubling you, Mrs.

Marden," she said then ;

" but this is not my
friend. I have lost sight of a young lady who
went out as governess," she added, by way of a

word of explanation to Miss Jones, in the

innate good breeding that never left her, "and
I was wondering whether I might find her in

you. I wish it had been so."

The subject was at an end. Poor Jane

could not recover herself. She remained as

one whose senses are lost.

" You are disappointed, Lady Jane !

" ex-

claimed Mrs. Marden as they took their places
in the carriage to be driven to the concert.

" I acknowlege that I am," was the low-

breathed answer.
" You will forget it in the treat that is in

store for you," said Mrs. Marden.

And in truth if musical strains in their

greatest perfection, their sweetest harmony,
can lure a heart away from its care, it was the

music they were about to hear that day. The
concert was given by that great master of the

harp, Frederick Chatterton ; and when they
entered nearly every seat was occupied, every
nook and corner crammed. One of the most

distinguished audiences ever collected within

walls had assembled
;

for harp music, such as

that, is not common music.

And Jane was beguiled out of her care. As
she listened to the brilliant playing, the finished

touch, the sweet tones elicited from the

anient, she forgot even Clarice. Never
had she heard music like unto it. The
" llemembranza d' Italia," the " Reminis-

cences of Bellini," melted Jane to tears, while

the finale from • ' La Felia " half took her

breath away. For ordinary music Jane did

not care
;
but music such as this wrought an

effect on her that did not pass easily.
"
Lucy must learn the harp ; Lucy must

learn the harp !

" were the first words she

ejaculated.
" What did you say 1

" asked Mrs. Marden.
"I—I believe I was unconscious that I

spoke aloud. I should like my little sister to

learn to play on this instrument."

"The most graceful instrument there is,

and I think the sweetest," said Mrs. Marden

warmly.
" I told you you would have a treat."

"
Oh, I cannot tell you what it is to me !

"

was Jane's answer. Very rarely indeed was

she moved to express herself so eloquently on

any subject ;
but poor Jane had not been in

the way of hearing much good music ;
never

such as this.

As they were going out, pressing their way
along with the throng, they encountered Miss

Lethwait, who was there with her pupils.

Jane addressed her, speaking more impulsively
than was her wont.

" Do you teach the harp, Miss Lethwait 1
"

" I could teach it, madam," replied Miss

Lethwait, after a momentary pause. "I learnt

it, but have been out of practice for some years."
" Take my advice, Lady Jane," whispered

Mrs. Marden, when Miss Lethwait was beyond

hearing.
" If you are thinking of your sister,

as I conclude, have her taught by the master

you have just heard. It will be money well

laid out."
" I believe you are right," answered Jane.

She shook hands with Mrs. Marden outside,

and proceeded home, alone and on foot. It

was not far, once the crossing at the Oxford

Circus was accomplished. Those street cross-

ings were the worst interludes as yet in Jane's

London life. As she went on
,
her brain was busy

with many thoughts and themes. Miss Leth-

wait, the coveted governess for Lucy ;
the dis-

appointment she had met with in Miss Jones ;

the doubt whether she should not venture to

urge on her father the necessity there seemed

to be of their seeking out Clarice : all were

floating together in her mind, presenting a

thousand phases, as thought will do when the

brain is troubled. And mixed up with them

in the most incongruous manner were those

enchanting harp melodies just heard, the

strains of which were yet fresh on Jane

Chesney's ears.

CHAPTER XXIV. THE MISSING SLEEVES.

Mr. Carlton stood before the ornamented

summer grate of his handsome drawing-room.
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he opened the front door as the postman was

about to ring at it.

The letter was from his father
;
he saw that by

the handwriting ;
and the postman had turned

back and was going out at the gate again when
Mr. Carlton remembered something he wished

to ask, called to him, and followed him to the

gate, speaking.

"Rodney, have you made any inquiry about

that overcharge in the books sent to me the

other morning ?
"

" We have had to write up about it, sir ; it

wasn't the fault of the office here," was the

man's answer. " The answer will be down
most likely to-morrow."

" I shan't pay it, you know."
1 '

Very good, sir. If it's a wrong charge

they'll take it off."

The surgeon had turned his attention to the

letter, when a sound of carriage wheels was

heard, and he stepped outside the gate, think-

ing it might be his wife, driving up. It was
not. The carriage, however, contained two
ladies whom Mr. Carlton knew, and he saluted

them as they passed. The next moment
there came in view the inspector, Medler,

walking along with rapid strides. Had he

been in pursuit of some runaway forger, he

could scarcely have been advancing more

eagerly. Catching the eye of Mr. Carlton, he

made a sign to him, and increased his pace to

a run.

"What now, I wonder?" muttered the

surgeon to himself aloud : and the tone

of his voice betrayed unconscious irritation.

"Haven't they had enough of the matter

yet?"
Mr. Carlton alluded to the very unsatis-

factory matter of the death in Palace Street.

Mr. Medler had not proved more clever in

pursuing it than the inspector he had super-

seded, and he was fain to give it up for the

present as an unfathomable job. It was a

warm day, for summer was in, and the in-

spector, a stout man, took off his hat to wipe
his brows as he reached Mr. Carlton.

" We want you to be so good as make the

examination, sir, of a poor woman that's gone
off her head, so as to give the necessary cer-

tificate, and Mr. John Grey will sign it with

you," began the inspector, rather incoherent

in his haste and heat. "We can't move her

until we've got it. It's the blacksmith's wife

down Great Wennock Road."
"
Very well," said the surgeon.

" What
has sent her off her head 1

"

"It's an old thing with her, I hear. Mr.

Grey tells me she was obliged to be placed in

confinement some years ago. Anyway, she's

very violent now. You'll see her, then, sir,

sometime this evening, and we'll get her moved
the first thing in the morning 1 I ordered one

of my men to come down to you before I left

the station, but as I've seen you myself it's all

the same. Vrnat glorious weather this is !

"

"
Very. We shall have a fine haymaking."

"By the way, Mr. Carlton, that affair seems

completely to baffle us," resumed the inspector,

halting again as he was about to continue his

way.
" What affair ?

» asked Mr. Carlton.

"About that Mrs. Crane. I'm afraid it's

going to turn out one of those crimes that are

never unearthed—there have been a few such.

The fact is, if a thing is not properly followed

up at the time of occurrence, it's not of much
use to reopen it afterwards ;

I have often found

it so."
" I suppose you have given this up, then ?

"

"Yes, I have. There seemed no use in

keeping it open. Not but that in one sense it

always is open, for if anything fresh concern-

ing it should come to our ears, we are ready
for it. It may come yet, you know, sir."

Mr. Carlton nodded assent, and the inspector,

with all the speed of which his two legs were

capable, set off again in pursuit of his errand,
whatever that might be. Mr. Carlton went

indoors, turned into the dining-room and broke

open his letter. A dark frown gathered on his

brow as he read it. Let us peep over his

shoulder.

" Dear Lewis,—I will thank you not to

trouble me with any more begging letters: you
know that I never tolerated them. I advised

you to marry, you say : true ;
but I did not

advise you to marry a nobleman's daughter,
and I never should have thought you foolish

enough to do so. These unequal matches

bring dissatisfaction in a hundred ways, as you
will find—but that of course is your own and the

lady's look out. It is not my intention to

give you any more money at all—and whether

I shall leave you any at my death depends

upon yourself. I am quite well again and am

stronger than I have been for years.
"
Sincerely yours,

"London, June, 1848." "J. Carlton.

Mr. Carlton crushed the letter in his hand

with an iron pressure. He knew what that

hint of the after inheritance meant—that if he

asked for any again he would never touch a

farthing of it.

"He has ever been a bad father to me!" he

passionately cried ;
"a bad, cruel father."

The sight of his wife's hired carriage at the

door interrupted him. He thrust the letter

into one of his pockets and hastened out.
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"I must manage to g

can," he thought,
" Imt §ht shall

Laura, my dearest, I though I run

away !

" he exclaim* lightly

out of the carriage with her beamic

caught his smili rnie.

" Where do you think J htw
M To half a hundred plac
"

Well, so I have," she laughed.
M Bat I

meant only one of those places, All,

never q to OU old I

. paying visits on the

drove hack the thought eame
over me that I would go in to the old house

and look at it. Thewomao in oharge did not

know me ; she took me for a lady really

ing the house. It's at they en

after I left home, I found
;

si: p in it

until the house is let. It is in apple-pie order ;

all the old tables and chairs in their
j

and a lew new ones put in to freshen the .

up. Only fancy, Lewis ! the woman gave me a

card with the Earl of Oakbnrn's town address

upon it, and said I could write there, or apply
here to Mr. Fisher, the agent, whichever was

most agreeable to me. 5 '

Laura laughed merrily as she spoke. She

had turned into the dining-room with Mr.

Carlton, and was untying the white stru

her bonnet. He was smiling also, and there

was nothing in his countenance to betray Might
of the checkmate, the real vexatiou re

brought to him
;
few faces betrayed emotion,

whether of joy or pain, less than the impassive
one of Mr. Carlton.

" I wonder the earl should attempt to let

the house furnished," he remarked. " I havo

wondered so ever since I saw the board up,

advertising it."

u
Papa took it on a long lease," said Laura.

" I suppose he could not give it up if he

would. Lewis, what else do you think 1 have

done I
—

accepted an impromptu invitation to

go out to-night."

"Where?"
"To that cross old Mrs. Newberry's. But

she has her nieces staying with her, the most

charming girls, and 1 promised to go U]

dinner. Half-a-dozen people are to

all invited in the same impromptu manner,
and we are going to act charades. Will you
come i

"

"I will take you, and come for you in the

evening. But I have patients to see to-night,

that will absorb an hour or two."

Laura scarcely heard the answer. She had

lost none of her vanity, and B made
her way to her dressing-room, her head full of

what her attire for the evening should be.

Throwing her bonnet, which she had carried
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by dinner-time, at that rate," she cried. And,

taking hold of the drawer with her own hands,
she pulled it completely out, and turned it

upside down on the carpet. The sheet of

newspaper laid at the bottom was shaken out

with the rest of the contents.
" Now then, put them back," said Laura.

" You'll soon see whether I tell you truth, in

saying the sleeves are not there."

Sarah suppressed her passion ;
she might

not give way to it if she cared to keep her

place. She snatched up the sheet of paper,

gave it a violent shake, which might be set

down to either zeal in the cause or anger, as

her mistress pleased, and then stooped to pick

up the lace articles. Lady Laura stood by
watching the process, in anticipation of her

own triumph and Sarah's discomfiture.
"
Now, pray, are the sleeves there ?

" she

demanded, when so few things remained on

the floor that there could be no doubt upon
the point.

' ' My lady, all I can say is, that I have

neither touched nor seen the sleeves. I

remember the sleeves, it's true
;
but I can't

remember when they were worn last, or what
dress they were worn in. If I took them out

of the dress after they were used, I should put
them nowhere but here."

" Do you suppose I lost them off my arms?"
retorted Lady Laura.

Sarah did not say what she supposed, but she

looked as though she would like to say a great

deal, and not of the civilest. As she whirled

the last article off the floor, which happened to

be a black lace scarf, Lady Laura saw what

appeared to be a part of a note, that had been

lying underneath the things. She caught it

up as impatiently as her maid had caught up
the scarf, and far more eagerly ;

the writing
on it, seen distinctly, was arousing all the

curiosity and amazement that her mind pos-
sessed.

She forgot the lost sleeves, she forgot her

anger at Sarah, she forgot her excitement
; or,

rather, the one source of excitement was

merged into another, and she sat down with

the piece of paper in her hand.

It was the commencement of a letter,

written, as Laura believed, to her sister Jane,
and was dated from London the 28th of the

past February. The lower part of the note

had been torn off, only the commencement of

the letter and its conclusion on the reverse

side being left. Laura knew the handwriting
as well as she knew her own : ifc was that of her

sister Clarice.
11 1 did not think Jane could have been so

sly!" she exclaimed at length. "Protesting
to me, as she did, that Clarice had not written

to her since New Year's Day. What could be

her motive for the denial 1
"

Laura sat on, the paper in her hand, and
lost herself in thought. The affair, trifling as

it was, puzzled her excessively ;
the few words

on the note puzzled her, Jane's conduct in

denying that she had heard, puzzled her. She

had always deemed her sister the very essence

of truth.

"People are sure to get found out," she

exclaimed, with a laugh at her own words.
" Jane little thought when she was packing

my things to send to me that she dropped this

memento amongst them. I'll keep it to con-

vict her."

In turning to reach her desk she was con-

fronted by Sarah, with the missing sleeves in

her hand.
" I found them folded in your watered silk

gown, my lady, in the deep drawer," said the

girl as pertly as she might venture to speak.
" I did not put them there."

A sudden conviction came over Laura that

she had put them there herself one day when
she was in a hurry, and she was generous

enough to acknowledge it. She showed the

maid where to place certain black ribbons that

she wished to have attached to them, and

again turned to her desk. As the girl retired,

Mr. Carlton's step was heard upon the stairs.

Laura thrust the torn paper within her desk

and locked it again, before he should come in,

but he only went to the drawing-room.
A feeling, which Laura had never given her-

self the trouble to analyse, but which had no

doubt its rise in pride, had prevented her ever

speaking to her husband of her sister Clarice.

Naturally proud and haughty, the character-

istics of the Chesney family, she had not cared

to confess to him,
" I have a sister who is out

in the world as a governess.
" When they—she

and Mr. Carlton—should again be brought into

contact with her family, as she supposed they

should be sometime, and Mr. Carlton should

find that there was another sister, whom he had

not seen or heard of, it would be easy to say,

"Oh, Clarice was from home during papa's

residence at South Wennock." It would not

be correct to assert that Lady Laura Carlton

deliberately planned this little matter, touch-

ing upon the future
;
she did not, but the out-

line of it floated through her mind in an under

current. Thus she never spoke of her sister

Clarice, and Mr. Carlton had not the faintest

suspicion that she had ever possessed one of

that name. Laura supposed that Clark

back at home with them Long before this, and

when she looked in the "
Morning Post," or

other journal giving space to the announce-

ment of what are called fashionable move-
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. a momentary surpi

her at not seeing Clarice
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making part of the attendant

show :
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pishing her for her , and
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Sarah, who, whatever her Othfl

lit at tlie lady's-maid's dutl

upon Iht by her mi I m brought
the dress with the sleeves and blaok ribbona

arranged in it, and Laura hasttmtrd to attire

very handsome did she look
;

autiful brown hair rested in soft

on her head, her eln .

lushed, her fair

neck contrasted with the jet chain lying

lightly upon it. Laura, vain Laura, all too con-

scious of her own charms, lingered yet at the

glass, and yet again ; although perfectly aware

that she was keeping the dinner waiting.

She tore herself away at last, a brighter

flush of triumph on her cheeks, and ran down
to the dining-room. Mr. Carlton was stand-

ing on the lower stairs near the surgery door,

talking to some applicant, and Laura looked at

them as she crossed the hall, and heard

Avoids that were then being spoken by the

man, who was no other than little Wilkes the

barber.

"And so, sir, as Mr. John was unable to

come, my wife would not have the other ; she

felt afraid, and said she'd make bold to send

for Mr. Carlton. If you'd excuse the being
called in at a pinch, like, and attend, sir, we
should be very grateful."

"I'll be round in half an hour," wa

Carlton's answer. "She is quite right ; it is

pleasant to be attended by one who has

made so fatal a mistake ; one is apt to feel

that there's no security it may not be made

again."
I Laura knew that they were alluding to

Stephen Grey.
(To be cmlinued.)

THE SHEFFIELD RIVER Si

None but those who have lived at Sheffield,

or in its vicinity, can readily understand the

enthusiasm with which the natives of " Hallam-

shire"so often refer to the scenery of that

district. The term " Hallamshire" is one that

dates from Saxon times, and the Norman sur-

veyors appear to have included under it the

whole of the present manor of Sheffield lying
on the right bank of the Don, together with

the "
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correct idea of the geography of those streams

that contributed so much to the early superi-

ority of Sheffield in its special manufactures
;

bat with three of which will henceforth be

associated the remembrance of a dire catas-

trophe. In this passage the " five fingers" of

Elliott's simile represent the five rivers which

are the only tributaries of the Don, until, after

leaving Sheffield, its course suddenly turns due

east :
—

Five rivers, like the five fingers of a hand,

Flung from black mountains, mingle, and are one

Where sweetest valleys quit the wild and grand ;

And eldest forests, o'er the sylvan Don,
Bid their immortal brother journey on,

A stately pilgrim, watched by all the hills.

Say, shall we wander where, through warriors' graves,
The infant Yewden, mountain-cradled, trills

Her Doric notes ? Or, where the Locksley raves

Of broil and battle, and the rocks and caves

Dream yet of ancient days ? Or, where the sky
Darkens o'er Rivelin, the clear and cold,

That throws his blue length like a snake from high ?

Or, where deep azure brightens into pold
O'er Sheaf that mourns in Eden ? Or where, rolled

On tawny sands through regions passion wild

And groves of love in jealous beauty dark,

Complains the Porter, Nature's thwarted child,

Born in the waste, like headlong Wyming.*

Now if, in the above passage, we transpose
the Sheaf and the Porter, it will then show the

order in which (beginning with the Yewden on
the north and ending with the Sheaf on the

south) these five rivers flow from the westerly
hills of Hallamshire into " the sylvan," or, as

Milton wrote it,
" the gulphy Don."

Both the Yewden and the Loxley have their

rise in the "
chapelry of Bradfield," a high

moorland tract, forming the extreme northerly

portion of Hallamshire. This "
chapelry,"

though always spoken of separately and under
its ecclesiastical designation, has clung, as if

with great tenacity, to the domain of the lords

of Sheffield through every change of jurisdic-
tion and ownership. Henceforth the names
of Bradfield and Sheffield will be inseparably
linked in memory of a fellowship in misfortune.

The Bradfield Dale Dyke Reservoir, which burst

on the 11th of March last, was so called from
its principal feeder, the " Dale Dyke

"
stream,

which had been one of the special sources of

the Loxley. The reservoir was also fed from
the springs opened out in course of its con-

struction, and by the innumerable rills which
trickled into it from the vast expanse of moors
around. The church and village of Bradfield

stand about due west from the ancient hunting
lodge of the Wortleys, situated on the

of Wharncliffe, at the foot of which the Yewden
joins the Don flowing to the south. It was
down the narrow course of the next stream,—

* A tributary of tho Rivelin.

the Loxley, that the contents of the reservoir

were poured, appearing in front "like a wall

of water fifty to sixty feet high," swallowing up
corn-mills,

"
grinders' wheels,"

"
tilts," forges,

and the quiet habitations of sleeping men. The

Loxley joins the Rivelin at Malin Bridge,
within about a mile of the confluence of the

two streams with the Don at Wadsley. Here
the country spreads out into a broad valley,
in which stood the villages of Owlerton and
Hillsbro'.

Elliott's allusion,
" Where the Loxley raves

of broil and battle," is descriptive of the ori-

ginal state of the upper course of the stream,
it having a very rapid descent from the high
lands of Bradfield

;
and it was in suddenly

resuming the ancient channel that the recent

flood gained its irresistible power. The late

Rev. Joseph Hunter, the historian of Hallam-

shire, thus speaks of the locality, in a hollow

of which the " Dale Dyke
" reservoir was con-

structed :
—" A bleak, high, mountainous tract

of country, lying between the Don and the

Rivelin, extending north-westwards to the point
where meet the three counties of York, Chester,
and Derby, forms the chapelry of Bradfield."

Bradfield is joined on the north by the town-

ship of Poinstone, in which the Don has its

rise, near to Wortley. A very few miles fur-

ther to the west may be seen the slender

streamlet which becomes the Mersey, destined

to find its outlet in the broad estuary at Liver-

pool, as does its sister the Don in the Humber
on the eastern side of the island. Some parts

of the chapelry of Bradfield form the highest

points in the "English Apennines," as this

range is termed by Dodsworth, the old topo-

grapher, "because," as he says, "it sheddeth

its waters from sea to sea."* This range is

really a continuation of the mountains of Cum-
berland and Westmoreland, through the hills

of Craven, in north-west Yorkshire, and is often

spoken of as "the backbone of England." From
Bradfield these hills extend to form the

district of Derbyshire, and they then gradually
subside on the low moorlands of Staffordshire.

It is, then, at the foot of the eastern spur

of these "Apennines" that Sheffield stands.

Beyond the town, from the Sheaf on the south-

west, to Bradfield on the north—spreading

over the ridges and through the ravines of that

great central range—extends the "
cla

region of Hallamshire. Half a century ago

there was a project to bore through these

"Apennines," in order to connect Sheffield with

Hull on one side and Liverpool on the other

by means of water communication ;
but the

day for canals was already passing over, and

* At a si ill earlier date, Richai
aid."
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Sheaf joins the Don near to what was formerly
the centre of Sheffield, at the point where stood

the castle of the Barons Furnival. The E

although the smallest of these iive rivers, has

thus had the fortune to give a name to a town

which, in point of size and commercial import-

ance, stands seventh of all tho cities and towns

of the kingdom.
It has often been remarked that had tfa
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Coal abounds on the south and east of the

town, and iron was found and worked in the

neighbourhood at the time of the Romans.

This latter fact does not, perhaps, stand for

much, seeing that wherever the legionaries

went they always found good meal

and sharpen their bla . I the iron of this

district has for more than a century past been

exhausted, or el bed as valu

pared with that of Furness or of Sweden,

has also been obtained with greater facility in

other localities. In what, then, is tin-

advantage of the locality i It is to the river
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the great natural advantages of the district

Writing so late as 1818, Mr. Hunter says :—
" The works erected on the rivers are exposed
to the inconvenience of having an unequal

supply of water, and the attention of ingenious

men has been directed to the possibility of

equalising the supply by the construction of

reservoirs near the sources of the streams.

Nothing has, however, yet been done.''* Not

only was the irregularity of the water-power !

injurious to trade, but the uncertainty of em-

ployment tended to the demoralisation of the

workmen. However, about 1825t there came I

to Sheffield, as to every other manufacturing

centre, the newly-applied agency of steam-

power, thus spoken of by Elliott :
—

Watt ! and his million-feeding enginry,
* * * * «

Urging the heavy forge, the clanking mill,

The rapid tilt, and screaming, sparkling stone.

Yet the old "tilts" and wheels kept their

places on the streams
;
for though the water-

power was uncertain, it was cheaper than steam,
and thus the new force became a clear addition

|

to the mechanical power of the district. But

steam-engines require incessant potations, and

about this time the town was increasing very

rapidly, so that serious attention was turned to

the necessity of economising the water-supply
j

for domestic and sanatory purposes.
In 1829, certain "

ingenious men " formed

themselves into a Water )Vorks Company, and

began the construction of a series of reservoirs

on the west side of the town. The undertaking
not only proved successful as a commercial

enterprise, but it has also been of incalculable

benefit to the general interests of the district.

Up to 1859, seven or eight reservoirs had been

completed ;
one of them—that at Redmires,

on the borders of Derbyshire—being of great
size. On the first day of that year was com-

menced a still larger clam, the Dale Dyke
reservoir at Bradfield. When full this reservoir

had a surface area of seventy-eight acres, was

more than a mile in length and a quarter of a

mile broad, and it was estimated to contain

seven hundred millions of gallons of water.

All the sides of the reservoir, except that on

the south towards the valley of the Loxley,
were formed from the natural conformation of

the ground. The embankment that pent in

this enormous volume of water stretched across

the front of it in a line, on the top, of four

hundred yards ;
it was ninety feet deep, and

five hundred feet broad at its base ;
the founda-

* Mr. Huntermoanl that no comprehensive plan had been
; been a company formed bo long sincem 171:!, which had constructed certain smal]

the town.
t Thin date refers to the general introduction of steam

power in the district: steam had, to a small extent, been
introduced so long since ;us 17x7.

tions were laid sixty feet below the original
surface of the vale. It is computed that the

whole of the embankment contained four

hundred thousand cubic yards of material.

The work had not been finished many months,
and the excellent construction of the other

works of the company had inspired confidence

in their engineer, so that no suspicion was felt

as to the strength of the embankment until

within an hour or two of the eruption of the

deluge on the valley below. At the time of

the catastrophe, although the water did not

reach up to the top of the main sluice or weir,

the reservoir was so full that, it is said, there

were hundreds of acres of the high moors above

flooded with surface-water ready to flow into

it. It will be understood from this circum-

stance that, in gathering and economising water

from those distant elevations, the Company had

virtually increased the supply of the district to

an extent that would have seemed incredible

at the time when, as Hunter records,
"

inge-
nious men" first turned their attention to the

subject. Some mischance or oversight in the

method of carrying out this great work has re-

sulted in a disaster that will be remembered as

long as the name of Hallamshire shall endure :

but we need not here relate the story of that

midnight deluge.
As might be supposed, the systematic re-

tention of water on the high lands has lessened

the natural supplies in the beds of the streams,

although, until the Dale Dyke reservior, none

of the Company's works had been constructed

near the sources of the rivers, as Hunter

suggested might be done. But in the Acts

of Parliament obtained by the Water Works

Company the original rights of the "
tilters,"

"grinders," and millowners on the rivers below

have been fully recognised. The principle ob-

served in these Acts has been, that the Company
should guarantee a regular stated supply to the

old dams on the streams in return for the

acquired right of appropriating the surplus

water. For instance, in the case of this Brad-

field reservoir, the Company were under obli-

gation to provide for the mills on the Loxley
" ten cubic feet of water per second by day
and night." It was calculated that the reser-

voir when full would contain, at that rate,

twenty-two weeks' supply for the works on the

stream below, even if all other sources were

cut off. Thus, by an admirable combination of

capital with ingenuity
—admirable save for the

one fatal flaw,
—has the ancient river system of

Hallamshire been brought up to the require-

ments ofmodern Sheffield. The extent to which

this has been done might Well have been deemed

fabulous by the simple cutler of Chaucer's time,

had it been foretold to him.
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The northern and north-eastern suburbs of

Sheffield, as they are seen from the left or

eastern bank of the Don, have D sufli-

ciently described, for our geography h

1 us on the west, from whence all the live

rivers run. In Elliott's poem of " The 1
1

he places the "Gospel Tree" on the summit
of Shireclifte, where the preacher stands *b
the broad valley which was the prinei; I

of the recent devastation. The \ \n^

from this place towards the north-west and

round to the £ast, is sketched by Elliott with

great skill, and as if at the moment when the

various summits an

of the heights he mentions is Wincobank,
wooded hill on the north-east of Sheffield.*

Elliott says :
—
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Now coraetb Maude and her maidens fair,—
And " Hide we," she saith with haste

;

11 For between here and the Kinges townne

Lie miles of a dreary waste
;

" Miles of a rugged, houseless wild,

Of bare hills and ferny glades,

"Which trembling women would fear to cross

When the daylight wholly fades.

" To horse, then, to horse, my good friends all,

For I fain would be on my way."
But the priest, he urgeth,

" Dear daughter mine,
I had liefer thou wouldst delay ;

u And turn tack to Guilddforde, to tarry there

Till the threatening night be o'er
;

St. Catherine's nuns will gladly see

The face of their Queen once more."

"
Nay, father, no penance were this to me,"
With speed hath Queen Maude replied," Nor were it well from my pilgrim's vow
So lightly to swerve aside.

" There is a chapel* in the Kinges townne,
Where some of my fathers lie,

And, for the honour of Saxon blood,
Now will I not pass it by.

' ' So bestow thy blessing, and let us on,
Our last vigil ther% to keep,

And say a mass for their souls' repose
Ere we yield ourselves to sleep.

" Now spur thou, Sir Guy, in courtesie,

En avant, for a little space ;

Sweet Alix, this gentle maiden mine,
Shall fill for awhile thy place.

u The Virgin bless thee, thou pallid one !

Why weareth thy lip no smile,
When thy peeres with merry jests and tales

The hour and the road beguile ?"

Then whisp'reth Alix, with cautious glance,
To watch that none should hear,

—
" A sorry tale hath been told to me,

That hath filled my beart with fear 1

'* How a boon was craved from our Lord the Xing,
When the wine-cup passed i' the night ;

And the hand of his orphan ward bestowed
On a favoured but sin-stained knight :

" On one so jealous, so harshly stern—
Alas ! and, ah ! woe is me !

If these words of mine his ear should reach—
For Sir Guy d'Aberue is he.

" And many housen and lands are mine—
Alas ! that such wealth I rue !

—
And 'tis I am the King's ward

; now say,

My Queen, if this tale be true."

Then sadly sigheth the good Queen Maude,
And tears are filling her eye,—

" What the King wi/lcth, 'tis ours to do
Withouten a question why.

This chapel fell down in the year 1730.

*' His promise given to knight or serf,

How may he, how can he break ?

Yet have I prayed it, on bended knees,
My Alix, for thy dear sake.

" Then be thou patient ; yon frowning man
May be won to a purer life

;

Thou hast been gentle and loving ward,—
Now be thou as kind a wife."

But shuddering Alix hath raised her eye3
To the shrouded heavens above,—

" The Virgin aid me in this my need,
For yon knight I cannot love !

<{ And a blot on my King's fame will it be,
A stain on my native land,

If orphaned Alix to one she loathes

Be forced to give her hand.

" Yet will I be hopeful ;
for as last eve,

Awearied with grief, I slept,

St. Catherine came, and, the long night through,
Her watch by my pillow kept.

" And it seeni'd that, lapp'd in her feath'ry wings,
I floated adown some stream :

Whilst the welcoming song that angels sing
I heard in that soothing dream.

" How dark, how murky the evening looms !

'Tis surely the night full soon !

Stormy the clouds that with churlish mist

Are veiling the rising moon !

" And sadly moaneth the evening breeze,

Like a wail for a parting soul.

Now reach we the ford of Covenham,
Where cross we the sullen Mole.

" But the waters ! the waters ! see how they spread,

With a rushing, rippling sound !

The flooded river, by hill springs fed,

Hath over-leaped its bound.

"
It covereth the meadows, still creeping on

Where ever it finds a way.
Oh ! an awsome look hath this wild wild scene,

In the twilight so cold and grey !"

" Now hold thou my palfry's head, Sir Knight,

And Alix, ride closely behind."

Onward and onward— " Hark ! was't a cry,

Or the voice of the mocking wind ?"

Strong is the current, the struggle fierce,

To cope with the wrestling stream.
" Look back for Alix, Sir Guy, look back !

Jesu ! what means that scream ?

"

Now seek for thy promised bride, Sir Guy,
But thy search shall be made in vain !

Never, ah ! never, shall mortal eye

E'er rest on sweet Alix again.

And "For the love of this drowned maid

Build we a bridfe," quoth Queen Maude ;

11 And for their Bafetj who pilgrims be—
A bridge over Covenham ford."

L. Crow.
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lliirtliuid Point, North i

PART II.

On Monday morning we were up with the

sun to finish a little sketch we were taking of

the pier. Clovelly is a place you in

soriy to leave, your interest in it inoi

every day, and if you want to add some choice

bits to your portfolio, you will find fresh sub-

jects at every turn : old houses, shipping,

everything seems put together in its most

picturesque .form. But we had deci- 1

leave, and after breakfast started with our

icks for Hartland. Then is a way by
road to the town of Hartland, but w

going to Hartland Point first, and took the

route through Clovelly Park, by the lower road

which leads to Mouth Mill. Ef any of our

friends are fond of the much despised I

fungi, in the woods about here they will meet
with many interesting specimens. We passed
some old logs, which had apparently

lying there for years, from which we gathered
some fine specimens of Bulgaria inquitUM
choice kinds of Peziza and Clavaria may be dis-

covered with a 1

of many of i r kinds of

Agari it from amongst
the dead leaves. It was a showery morning,
and we were g]

for half an

hour in the mill
;

•

i his wife,

a worthy OOUpte, treated M most hospil

if the • pass that way

hungry, fa -t forget to a-

milh-r's wife for s >m iade cakes,

which with .1 milk hi wii.

very acceptable. Here, too, all the directions

necessary for go! iat may he

had
;
the miller dato, mark

out the road and sh. as to bo taken ;

this little map h needed, ross roads

and f compass was guide
if we

The rain over,

urions

arched rock e, and the

sea was dashing up gloriously, the waves beat-

vor,. x. cc
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ing wildly against the rocks. We left the mill i

behind, and walked up the road leading to
j

Braunton. We passed several farmhouses, and

at last, catching a glimpse of the peak of Hart-
j

land in the distance, made directly towards it
; j

but it is a longer walk than you expect, five i

miles or more. When we came near to it we left
:

the road, and turned across some fields which

brought us to the coast. The point itself is

very singular in shape, a narrow ridge project-

ing three or four hundred feet beyond the

other cliffs into the sea. It seems at first

sight almost impossible to get upon it, where it

touches the mainland the rock is so rough and

craggy, but there are some steps cut, and it is

easy enough to get up with a clear head, and

look down on a sheer precipice of three

hundred feet or more on both sides
;

in a

minute we were on a grassy slope of thirty feet

in width, and at the end we had a view along
the coast which is worth seeing. This is the

|

boundary of the old Severn sea, the Channel
j

here opens its jaws to receive the broad waves

of the Atlantic. When we had returned to a

more comfortable seat on the mainland, another

party came down with a guide, and we found

that we had accomplished what was considered

rather a feat
;
the old shepherd told us that

years ago he had been to tjie end of the point,

but he did not mean to go again, the rock was

falling away every year. After rambling about

the rocks and cliffs, as evening came on we
walked to Hartland Town, and finding the inn

quite full, took up our abode at a comfortable

lodging, where some old books and an antique
edition of the Pilgrim's Progress with grotesque

woodcuts, amused us till bed-time. Our land-

lady was as good and quaint as we conjectured
she might be from her belongings.

The next morning we started early, as we
had a long day's march before us. We walked

down the valley, which is prettily wooded,

passed the Abbey, and came to the interesting

Abbey Church, which well deserves a visit.

The old monument, bearing the date 1055, the

four chapels, and the Norman arch, claim

special attention. The church stands on high

ground and is quite a landmark on this part of

the coast
;
we had noticed it the day before, on

our way to and from Hartland Point. Half-a-

mile farther on we came to Hartland Quay,
and here we began to have some notion of the

dreariness and wildness of the coast. On every
side are black cliffs with the strata twisted and

twirled about in the most remarkable contor-

tions, and the sea that morning came roaring

in, (lushing and foaming in the little harbour,
and falling in a jet of spray over the pier.

There are only a few miserable houses here,

but we believe there is often a good deal of

business going on, in landing coals and sand.

A path winds by the coast from Hartland

Quay, and if you delight in the sea, you will

not want to take the shorter course inland.

We soon came to rather a fine waterfall, of

perhaps fifty feet, which, dashing over the

rocks, tumbled down into the little bay beneath.

Up the hills and down the valleys we walked
on for several hours, expecting soon to come in

sight of Moorwinstow, which is about halfway
to Bude.* Once we saw a road before us

which we thought must lead to a place of some

importance, and making our way down to it,

found it was a little cove for landing sand.

The only person about was an old man, who
seemed much surprised and amused to see us.

He directed us to go over the next hill, and

some three miles away we should find Moor-
winstow. Up the hill we went, puffing away,
for it was very steep, but the thought of its

shortness, and the down hill in prospect,

encouraged us to go on. When we came to

the top, to our dismay we found a wilderness of

furze and bramble, from which there was no

escape ;
torn and bleeding we came down into

the valley, where we were glad to rest and

refresh ourselves beside a pretty watermill.

As Moorwinstow was to be our half-way house,
and it was long past noon, we had not much
time to linger here

;
we started again, and soon

coming in sight of the high road, about two

miles brought us to Moorwinstow. It is a

poor place, indeed, but has a splendid old

church and vicarage, and many perhaps may
know its name from the poetry which has been

written there. We were half afraid that we
should not reach Bude that night, and inquired
if there was a conveyance of any sort to be had

in the village. Yes, there was one man who
had a cart, with springs too, but he was gone
to Bude fair. There was no help for it, our

legs must carry us there. Seven miles they
called it, but it was a long time before we got

any nearer, according to the answers wre

received from the different travellers on the

road. We passed Kilhampton to the left,

a mile or two away ;
here Hervey wrote his

"Meditations," which he commences with,
"
Travelling lately in Cornwall, I happened to

alight at a considerable village in that county."

We went down into Combe Valley, a picturesque

place, where the old family of Greville once

had a mansion, though nothing now is left but

a moat to mark the site. After this we I

to meet the farmers coming home from the

fair, jogging along three or four together, then

the sheep and oxen, and we seemed really to

be getting near the end of our journey. Bude

soon came in sight, a, line of white houses

* Sue vol. nii., p. 161.
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lying on the side of a hill.

a village, then over a common, and
there. All the world seemed to b

!r, and the stalk w

for the evening's ai

Hotel, to which \cr the b]

on the best side of Bode, and line we found

all the comforts which one so thoroughly
hard walk;

Our stay at I ta

inquiring for letters the fust thing in the

morning, we were off early, our landlord

driving us. We went fii

inclines of the BndeOana tmrch,
about three milet from Bade. It i> a

substitute for a succession of Looks. Th
a steep roadway, with two lines of rails coining

down at each end into tin- canal, and traversed

by an endless chain. The barges, which will

carry about three or four tons, hare small iron

wheels, and are raised or lowered <»ii th;

way by being attached to the chain, which is

worked by an enormous water- mill. The
i incline is at Hobbacott Down, one and

a half miles from Stratton, which is worked

by a steam-engine. Our road from Masham

Church, for a time, went inland, and we
much struck with the barrenness of the coun-

try. The labor, very poor, and the

cottages, many of them, are going to rack ami

ruin. In almost every village we noti

little chapel, some sort of Methodist, wi

generally told
;
for three- fourths of the people

belong to this body of Christians, the fruit of

the active and uncasing labours of tho

great and earnest men, Wesley and Whitefield.

At St. Ginnis Ave turned short to the right,

and soon came down to Crackington Cove,
where we left our carriage, having planned to

walk the remainder of the wa;
We shall not soon forget the beauty of this

cove. The sea was coming in boldly and

freshly, dashing round the rocks at the foot of

Penkinna Head. Wr went as far as we could

along the rocks, that we might sit quietly
down to drink in the glory of the scene.

But we were not to remain long undisturbed.

An old lady soon came to us to warn OS of tho

coming-in tide. We had thought of thi

knew that we could easily climb the rocks be-

hind
;
but her visit was not wholly disinter-

.
—she had some good cider to

i

mend, and she would fetch us water for our

painting, if we pleased. To get rid of fa

ordered the cider; and away she went,
left us in peace. The children, when they
found there were some visitors, came shouting

on the cliffs above us
;
but tiny were too far

away to be much annoyance, and we
cut off by the waves from any intruders by the

way we came. The sea dashed up at our feet,
as if to tell us we ha

, and
I

.

wares
•• freshest green one can imag:

A ud the rainbow han»s on the poising ware,
And sweet i« tut re and cave.

Those who have seen bo South
I

equally lo\ h are seen

constantly
• ir good woman

in due

i was a fa

found the old lady was I it her
mind

behind us,

who sadly wanted to 1. ut we

rect to the end of Carnbeak. Hero we had a

magnificent view, and, with a telescope, could
-

distinguish Lundy Isle, a:

land above Bude is lost

in the bend of t be be; I >azard

and Widemom: could

go as far and farther tagel to 1"

!e is hidden between the hills,

cliffs

immediately to the 1 f are the highest
on this coast—more than 800 feet N

such si elieve

this, until 1 pull to the

top from Carnbeak. \ ha quarry,
and up the (pi

, the hea which goes

by tli

ut not Bosca-

if soon co; ug Minster

on the let'. ley be-

tween wooded hills, and

the Wellington Hotel, a

the harbour t

which

D is a d

landlady a pi

rself, and

inn was very full ;

but ahfl gave U

ami v

be harbour

at one place,—

inlet cut out bj
b cliffs

on boi

points below, on which, unha my a

ship has In place
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of safety the other side of the little pier. On
the left, below Willapark Point, is the Black

Hole, a dismal-looking cave, where, last

autumn, a vessel, notwithstanding the ropes
which were put out to the end of the harbour

to guide it in, was dashed against the rocks and

broken to pieces. Seals are found about these

caves, and at some seasons of the year a plea-

sant day's sport may be had in seal hunting.
There was only one small vessel in the harbour

when we were there. We were struck with

the enormous size of the ropes and chains which

were used to fasten it. We crossed the stream

which runs into the harbour, and, taking the

winding path by the side of the hill, came to
• the coastguard's little hut. There is a seat

there, where we lingered long, looking at the

Isle of Murchard, straight before us. It stands

out boldly with the green waves dashing round

it
;
and as we sat, every now and then came

a deep, booming sound from beneath, like

thunder, and we could see the end of a jet of

spray, but nothing more. Afterwards, going
back and crossing to the other side of the har-

bour, we saw the explanation of this. A
Assure in the opposite rocks, passing under-

ground about fifty feet, communicates with

the open sea, and from this, every now and

then, a body of water is sent forward violently
with a loud report. It is like the Devil's

Bellows at Kinance Cove. But you must be

there to see this, as we were, within an hour of

low water, and when the sea is rough. We
stayed to watch the sun go down behind

Murchard in a bank of stormy clouds
;
and as

it began to look even more black and gloomy,
the sea-gulls came out from their homes in its

craggy rocks, and whirled screaming round our

heads, making the grandeur of the scene deeply

impressive. There is a romantic story told of

Forrabury Church, the parish in which Bos-

castle and its harbour lie. There were no bells

to the church
;
and as the inhabitants heard

the sound of the musical peal at Tintagel, when
the winds wafted it across the sea, they be-

came anxious to have some of their own.

Their wishes were warmly seconded by Lord

Bottreaux, who lived at the castle ; and in

due time the bells were cast, and ready to be

brought home. The vessel which was to bring
the long wished-for freight appeared in sight,

and the inhabitants came out upon the rocks

to watch its entrance into the harbour. The

pilot, who had charge of the ship, hearing
the distant sound of his own native bells at

Tintagel, gave thanks to God that he should

be on shore that night.
" Thank the good

ship ; thank God ashore," said the captain.

"Nay," said the pilot,
" we should thank God

everywhere."
" Thou art a fool. Thank thy-

self, with a fair wind and a steady helm." So

they talked, the captain venting his rage in

oaths and curses, the pilot firm in his depend-
ence upon God. As the vessel neared Willa-

pack Point and the dismal cliffs of the Black

Point, clouds began to rise
; and while the

many eager faces were watching, one of those

frightful storms came on, in which the vessel

became unmanageable, struck upon the rocks,
and freight, men, captain, all were lost, ex-

cept the pilot, who was washed ashore upon a

plank. In the pauses of the storm, which was

long and violent, the clang of the bells was

distinctly heard ;
and still, they say, the buried

bells give their mournful chime in the frequent
storms which desolate the coast.

When we reached the Wellington we found
our tea set out in unexceptionable style, and
we did it justice. The visitors' book is very

amusing, and beguiled the evening hours with

its poetry and nonsense. It seems almost

needless, in these days of education, to caution

the reader about spelling correctly. One word,

accommodate, we specially noticed. Only two
or three had been able or daring enough to

spell it right ;
the rest, either in ignorance or

fear of being singular, had followed the general

orthography. We went up to our lodging in

the village, which looked so clean and cosy
that we were tempted to inquire the price,

—
14s. a week if taken for a month, and less

according to the length of stay ;
and this for

two bedrooms and a sitting-room, with every-

thing included. It was reasonable, was it

not?

When we woke the next morning, the rain

was coming down fast. We were half inclined

not to get up ;
but as we were debating,

a head appeared at the window opposite which

seemed to understand the weather, and after

looking first one way and then another, the

nightcap was taken off; so we did the same,
and by the time we were ready to go out, the

rain had ceased. We walked down to the

harbour, and found the coast-guard there still,

pacing up and down. As more showers came

on, we were glad to take refuge in his little

hut, and found him very ready to give us

information about Boscastle and its neigh-

bourhood. We pointed out the islands

along the coast, and learnt their names. We
asked if there was much smuggling now.
"
No, he wouldn't give twopence for all

the smuggling that was done on that coast,

and he didn't hold with the coast-guard now
there was nothing left for them to do." His

business, he told us, was to look out and see

what vessels were passing, and if there had

been a wreck near to watch for all that could

be recovered. In the little cove of Pentar-
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gam, three-quarters of a mile away, where a

ship w;i
,
he bad until .

been picking up many things which were washed

ashore. We should Like I

for part of (he ship w.-is still !

ii the rocks, hut we had

Willapark Point. We soon ,

quarry called Grower, worked on th

the cliff, the chains by which t!i

raised are actually fastened to

ling to th«' edge and lo

over, it is a wonderful sight, th re per-

fectly black, and as broken and wild as «

well imagined
And, high above, I hoard them blast

The steep slate-^uany, and tl

And buffet round the hills from bluff to bluff.

For about two miles along the

coast, and then 1 into the Tre

valley, the path to the right leads down to tin-

sea, and well deserves a visit. The Other way
up to the mill, wliich many

was painted by Creswiek, and called the \

Mill. It is spoilt now, a new house is being

built, aud the ivy-covered gable is gone. A
little higher up the valley we came to a foot-

bridge, where we sat to have our lunch, and

gathered the ripe blackberries which hung in

rich clusters on the Half a mile

farther up is St. Kni where the

stream comes tumbling down through a

into a circular keeve or basin. The path u

be very difficult, but the furze and nettles have

been cut down, and now the approach is

enough. Here in a little cell, it is said, a

hermit once lived, who used to offer up pi

fur the safety of thos I to the d

of thi

death two old ladies, unknown in tln> neigh-

bourhood, took up their abode in the

ible place ; alter a while one died, and then

the other pined away, and soon followed her to

the grave. The prettiest part of the valley is

lower down, by the mill, and here the lover of

the picturesque will linger. From the I

fall we took the road direct to Trevena, and

found tolerable accommodation at the Stuart

Wortley Arms, where we left our kna;
and went to explore the Castle.

will not weary the reader wit'

tions which have been already given in

A Week.* As we sat amidst the ruins of the

royal fortress, with its broken arches and

dark walls, imagination called up the stories

of King Arthur and his stalwart comrades,
when the castle echoed with the son

merriment, or the wild music and the clang of

arms called the gallant knights to the battle.

* See Vol. iv., p. 553.

Th< ming we had to say good-bye

As we road expanse of

ocean looked blue -.u^i rery calm ; U wm

ay as still as beaten.

tins of

larrie* iu the neighbour-
.

which are

These are now

We w "tagee, and
three hun-'

ire engaged breaking up the slate, ready
to be pir hoisted to the

surface had a good blast at

the pil when we ai

sometimes,
when they conn- upon a good layer of slate,

:i, which is

is hardly a

compensation for th he employ-
ment

;
some of the have been

frightful, when a ehain has given way,
and a huge block of slate has descended upon

orkraen beneath, w;

When obi late is planed
finish

•stones ;
the finest slate is

use slabs are seen lying on the

side of r an order.

workn ey seem to

know where to gift and can
s\

names are

given by the men, <|i

i are employed ;

hieliy in village dose by.

There are thr< which you
11 its worth—its sound should be clear,

'our light blue, and hard and

rough, not smooth i All the way to

dord we .

bourhood i
date paths

slate slab* instead of

md the little OOttagi ulesto

. said

King Arthur received his

death-wound when
Bod-

min, and : Willy

and I -J
hdl* of

twelve or i little

farther 00 a fall

• from which our driv ars ago the

devil took a flying leap out of Cornwall into
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Devonshire, and never appeared again in these

parts.
" Would that he had taken a longer leap,

out of England altogether ! As we came near

Bodmin the country became much prettier,

the whole length of the valley is richly wooded.

We entered the town by the Asylum. Bodmin
seems now a place of some importance, in days
of yore it was the largest town in Cornwall.

At the Royal Hotel we were transferred to a

smart new omnibus, which took us to Bodmin
Road Station. It was a glorious evening, and

we can hardly say too much for the beauty of

the estuary of the Tamar, the setting sun

throwing a rich glow over the woods and water.

We reached Exeter late at night, and took up
our quarters at the nearest hotel. The morn-

ing was spent in seeing over the cathedral and

city, ending with a look at the fine statue of

Sir Thomas Dyke Aeland. We returned as

we went, by the South Western express, and
reached London well satisfied with our

journey, and all the brighter and better, we

hope, for its many enjoyments.

THE SKIPPER'S WIFE.
(founded on fact.)

Elruin is much like other fishing villages on
the Suffolk coast, nothing particularly striking
in scenery ;

some say the lights on the water

are more varied than in many places, and
when the sun sets in the sultry summer even-

ings, there certainly is a particularly bright
line of dancing light from the horizon, ending
where the waves ripple in at the base of the

cliff.

I say cliff, for there is only one at Elruin,

jutting out some forty yards farther than the

rest of the mainland, which forms almost a

straight line from the harbour, a mile to the

east of the village, to the remains of the old

castle, a hundred yards to the west of the cliff.

The Shark's-tooth Cliff, as it is called, rises

about 60 feet above the sea ;
it used to be

much higher once, but every year, as the tides

run high, a portion gives way.
One of the fishermen has often told me that

he could remember well, as a child, its being a

perfect hill, and that he and the other lads

used to amuse themselves by sliding down the

slippery turf facing the sea, and gathering the

mushrooms for which the hill used to be so

celebrated.

The sea encroaches very fast, though not so

rapidly as it did before they put up the break-

water.

At certain times, when the tides are very

low, you can see a rock covered with long
matted sea-weeds : this the fishermen call the

Belfry Rock, and it is where the old parish
church used to stand.

Three years ago, when the tides were very low,
I hired a boat, and was rowed out to the Belfry.
The waters were as still and clear as crystal,

and, gazing over the sides of the crab-boat, I

could distinctly make out in places where the

foundations must have stood. I had been

reading the account of the old church in the

county history, and it seemed to me so strange
to be floating over the foundations of those

Norman arches that had once been so much
admired.

As I gazed down I saw the red lines of sea-

weed lazily moving at the bottom, where the

shrimps were darting about, and the little eels

showing their pointed heads from the crevices

of what might have been old building stones.

It was an important village once, Elruin,
and the church (so said my county history)
was the pride of the neighbourhood.

The noble family of Blais for many a hun-
dred years owned the entire parish, and, among
other strange things, I read how, up to 1600,

they used to enforce a toll on every boat in

the village, as it returned from the herring or

mackarel harvest
;
and how no boats were per-

mitted to put out on the day that a body was
borne from the castle to the family vaults, long
since filled with sand and sea-water.

The fishermen's wives, even to the present

day, frighten their noisy children into silence,

by threatening to hand them over to the Black

Earl.

Who this Black Earl was, I could never quite

satisfactorily discover
; but tradition said that

an owner of the place, some hundreds of years

ago, had finished a life of unexampled wicked-

ness by springing off the cliff into the sea
;
and

this I know, that even to this time, before a

storm the fishermen will tell you that the

form of the Black Earl is to be seen hovering
over where the chancel of the church stood,
and where his body, if it could have been

found, would have been buried.
" Can't see much of the ruin, young gentle-

man," said the old fisherman who had rowed

me out, and who had been watching with

evident satisfaction the interest I took in sur-

veying the site of the church, which he, in

common with the other villagers, took great

delight in pointing out.
"
Very little," I said, waking from my

reverie about the old Norman church, St.

Matthias', its vaults filled with sand ami sea-

weed, and all those bodies resting round it,

where the once grassy churchyard stretched,

waiting till the sea shall give up its dead.

I had been thinking ami dreaming, till I

could almost fancy that the low rolling of the

sea was the sound of the organ, and that once

more Elruin Church stood before me, with its
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lofty spire and deep-out windows, and that I

could see the simple fishing folk boi

the old Earl's pew, who, with hi

daughters, sat in raffled

the quaintly carved moiium-

" Did yov

raising my
the boat, seeing that my com;

me to talk.

"Thank the Lord, never," he

refilling his pipe ; "my m
affore that great storm which blew i

hard tifty-s;

and s.i\ . Hill, I waaa coming back along
the cliff just now, when 1 i ed bl u

like a man, floating ruiiml the k.'"
" '

Mayhap i: loud or a DOT]

says I, seeing she looked very much ft :

about it.

" ' Twau't a cloud, boy,' she said,
' nor a

porpoise either, 'twas the Black Earl
;
but

don't talk no more about it. I should not

minded so much if your dad had n<>t

gone out a-fishing, and the clouds look very
unked. '

" Sure enough there was such a gale that

night as I never heard affore or since. I was

a-sleeping in the same room with mother, when
I wakes up, hearing a powerful noise of wind

against the window. I starts up, and

mother kneeling by her bed. ' What's the

matter, mother '' says I.
'

Hill,"

rising from her knees, and catching hold of my
hand,

' I've been praying for your fa

knew 'twas the Black Karl 1 seed. Lord have

mercy on us both ! I know my dear man be a

dead, corpse;' and so he ire enough.
He and his two mates were picked up, three

days after, at the foot of yonder buildiu

"That's the coastguard station, is it not?"

I said, looking at the building he pointed me

out, and wishing to change what 1 kmw must

be a painful subject.
" Do you often have

any smuggled goods landed at Elruin ?"

"Very few, indeed, they keep! such an

uncommon sharp look-out, now-a-days ;
when 1

was a boy a deal of bush to be done,

and they say as how ; people at the

castle were not above trying it on, now and

then."
" When do you last remember any goods

being smuggled on shore I" 1 said, seeing, from

a grim sort of a smile, that he had a good
if he would but tell it.

"Two years ago, come January, was the

last time as ever it was tried on
; mayli:

you would like to hear about it I Though part

seems rather sad-like, here go
" Two years ago come Jauuary next, a ship,

ng like a collier coming from Newcastle,
anehoi Eft was a clear frosty
morm: east,

were gathered rout

bench. : the coast-gua

ship be that?' said I
; "tab.

. what brings coals I nu wharf.

the glass, and let's see what we can make

i st as Jack comes with the tellisoope, up
comes irns, who commands the

-n.

ay man I'

says he.

" 'Make of it, Captain ?' says I (we alien

calls him Captain),
' make of it ? why nothing

at all
;

'taint the Tilda, though she seems to

be a collier.'

" ' A salvage case, perhaps,
1

says he ;

* but

we shall hear all abou M they aw

letting down the boat, I see.'

" In a few minutr.s the boat was at tkt*

shore, and a man with a thick serge ooat and

walked up
we were standing.

" ' Does y>ur parson live near here, mates?'

,
as he came up the gangway.

an 1'iler, who lores

his joke,
' • ;

>es, and he'll marry

>ng the coast, as no

doubt

Jly was i*i of

laughter by all, ie big

button mmou sad

face, and pulled out a large hai t,
with

which he began to mop hw eyes.
" ' 'Taint my

be come about. oilier

of Mary Ann Dade; I here

feo-da

you p D
1

f our sk d Darley,

and art.r whom

full of an

jokes.

. without any m .re trifling with B]

s, because our

skipper's mind be in such a state, that he says

nothing but the consolation your vicar can
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give, of whom lie has often heard, can do

him any good.'
"This compliment to our minister, the Rev.

Mr. Coles, whom we all loved, and of whom we

were not a little proud, and the expression of

deep sorrow on the man's face, turned all our

sympathies towards him, and we all volun-

teered to show him the way to the vicarage.
" la less than half an hour we saw our

minister's tall thin figure coming down the

village with the man with the big buttons, and
in another ten minutes he was on board the

vessel.

"In about an hour's time the boat landed

Mr. Coles again, who, as he passed us, stopped
to shake hands, with the Lieutenant, who had

again joined us, bringing his own glass with

him.
" * Most interesting case,' said the vicar.

* I

never saw a man more completely prostrated

by grief ; poor fellow ! his wife dead—just
three days—only been married two years ! I

never witnessed more sympathy exhibited for

any one than the whole crew expresses towards

him : to see it was quite charming. The man
with those large buttons is a good, honest,
sailor-like fellow, with the tenderest of hearts.

I was deeply interested in all the particulars of

the young woman's death, which he told me.

He ended by beseeching me to persuade the

skipper to bury his wife, as the crew can't

bear a dead body on board ship, and the

skipper, he says, is almost always sitting and

crying by it. I could not help agreeing with

him that it was no use keeping the poor woman
above ground.'

1 * ' And what have you settled to do ?
'
said

the Lieutenant, returning his glass into its

case.
" l

Why, of course, the thing was rather ir-

regular, but, as all the men on board seemed

very anxious about it, I told the skipper,

poor fellow, who seemed as overcome by grief

as any man I ever met, that, if he liked, I

would perform the last rites over his poor

young wife this very afternoon. At first, as I

was told to expect, he would not hear of the

funeral taking place anywhere but at New-

castle, his home, but after some persuasion he

yielded the point, and the thing is all settled ;

so, as I must tell the sexton to prepare a grave

by half-past three, I must not talk any longer ;

and, really, the scene I have just come from
makes me feel that I should like to be alone

for a time. I am most thankful to say that

the conversation I had with the poor fellow

hus done much to make him resigned. He
had heard of me often before, he said, and on
his table I noticed my little tract on Resig-

nation, which he told me, to use his own

words, had been as balm to his wounded

spirit. Very gratifying, was it not? Good

morning to you, my dear Lieutenant ; good
morning, my good men,' he added, as we raised

our caps to him, and saw his kindly face turn

towards home.
" Before long the bell began to toll, and as

I went home to my dinner I saw the sexton

hard at work at the grave, which, at the

skipper's request, was to be made on the side

nearest the sea and farthest from the village,

since he told the vicar it would be so comfort-

ing, when his ship passed by Elruin,
' to see

the spot where his Mary Ann was sleeping.'
" The report that there was to be a funeral

from the strange ship in the offing, spread like

wildfire through the village, and half an hour

before the body was to leave the ship, the cliff

was crowded by the villagers, the women, with

their shawls tied over their heads, leading their

children by their hands.
" Funerals are always a great attraction to

our people, but since the last Earl at the

castle was buried, none had caused so much
interest as this.

"'Poor Skipper Darley !

'

says my old

woman,
l won't he feel lonesome just, when he

gets back to his ship without his missus? '

" '

Werry,' says I,
* no doubt ;

he ain't been

married more nor two years. Lor, what a

good sort of a female she must have been, all

the crew seem so fond of her
;
look you here,

old lady, through the glass. D'ye see the

figure-head of the vessel yonder ?
'

" '

Yes,' says she, resting the glass on my
shoulder

;

' a figure of a woman in a green

gown and yaller hair.'
" ' That be no doubt an exact likeness of

Mary Ann Darley,' says I
;

'
it's a very common

plan that, and as old Cap'n Bist, as commanded
the 'Tilda years ago, used to say :

" Whenever
I follows my wife, I goes right ;

as I sticks her

at the end of my wessel, the 'Tilda allers goes

right."
'

1 ' i Lor !

'

says my wife, again looking

through the glass, 'how beautiful Mrs.

Ann Darley must have been ! Never did 1 see

such a bust, hair, and hearrings. They are

coming at last, the boats are being let down.'

"The church bells tolled sadly through the

keen frosty air, and there was not a heart

among all those on the cliff that did not feel

the deepest sympathy for the widowed skipper.
"
Slowly, and with a long measured stroke,

came the two boats, into the first of which we
had noticed the coffin being lowered.

"The bier had been taken down to tho

shore, so, when they had all landed, the coffin

was placed upon it, and borne up the gangway

by four of the crew.
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" The other four came behind ;
t',

who appean
on the arm of the man with fche big bol

his face buried in his handkere] which
at times we could hear a d

"Up the littl

and among all the women there wi
oi filled with i

" ' Poor fellow I

'

Baid my wife, ( be <i

on terrible, to be sup-, that be oertainrj
How kind his ! us to him, 'baint he

crying just a little too V
"Mr. Coirs met them at the church

and with some sixty others they entered the

church
;

I and my wif

the yard and waited till i. which

they did before Long, and a wai
lowered into the grave as the doel
chime four.

" After it was all over, Mr. Coles went up
and shook hands, in his kind way, with the

skipper, and tried to console him. Much he

seemed to require comforting, poor fell i

" 'Just let me look once more at my Mary
Hann's coffin,

—one more look at Mary
Darley's grave affore they fills it up for ever.'

" * Come along, poor mate,' said his friend,
c and don't take on so terrible

;
1 have spoke to

the kind wicar, and he says he will see to the

monnmint being erected right, when yon
the design from Neu I >nly think, how

comforting it will be, when you be a-sailing

along past this here place with coals, to be able

just to look through the glass and say,
"

I

can see the place where, underneath an illigant

tomb, rests Mary Hann Darley, what v.

very dear to me as a wife and all those who
knowed her as a sister.'

"These words seemed to have B comforting
effect on the mind of the widower, who sui

himself to be led away, saying, in tones which

deeply moved us all,
' Bless your good wicar,

what wrote that tract, which alone pervents
me following my Mary Hann to the grave
broken-'arted.'

" The bell began once more to toll, as the

sexton filled up the grave, and hid from the

admiring sight of the boys the rows of bcaflB

nails, which told that Mary Ann Darley was
cut off at the early age of twenty-

" ' Cut off as a tulip,' said the sexton,

always improved the occasion to the bystanders ;

' and her husband remains as an ostrich alone

in the desert
;
and how I wonders he did not

have a brick grave, which would have made her

comfortable, and been 2s. Ad. into my biv

pockets, which, as my wife has twins

would be acceptable—very.'
" ' Bless ye, John,' says my old woman, as

we walked home,
* I don't know what ye

would missus, to get your

.'...

if she was auy
which was

"
I

on the sea shore, and as I passed the coast-

law the Lieutenant was watch -

:ich had not yet started.

guardroom where he was
seated ree ««f my
men u • at Darliii

have at lea . to, if you
I o earn a good i

;

I round tl.

with a

u '
I ie Lieutenant,

handing me a CUi 'now
follow

Where are we to go to ?
'
Said I to the

man with whom I had to
• 'To church,' says he.
" < To church i go !'
" 'A run teed,' says he

;
'on!

orders not to talk, so don't ax no more

"
It

as we eutert

church, the key of which the Lieutenant had
tew minutes we were seated round

iiich we had lighted.

A window ite, and where I was

sitting I Co

us was the

new-made grave of
" I think we must have sat more than three

when I I hi on the ship,

which it was my turn to watch, moving ; and

I into the sea. I called the

attention of th<

ht so ; but, as they

aiding nearer

dl have to WtJ I'll be

boui:

"Inletl than an hour ;. is the

clock was chimii

of th< «elvew

under

evidently to keep wasea, The keep-

much as possible out of the moon

advanced to the new-mado grave before the

window.
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' ' I can't tell you my horror, when I saw

the two men, whom I recognised as the skipper
and his friend with the big buttons, proceed to

take off their coats and set to work with shovel

and pickaxe to open the grave.
" { He can't make up his mind to leave his

dear wife, arter all,' I whispered to the man
next me, who was carefully examining the

priming of his musket.
" 'Don't talk, you fool,' says he

;

' let him
have his wife if he likes. Remember, silence is

orders, and no lights.'
" For another three quarters of an hour we

sat quieter than ever. 'Now's the time,'

says the Lieutenant,
'

they're lifting the coffin

out. You, John, and George Pankard, go

through the south door, and mind you cut

them off if they try to get through the village

gate ; don't use your muskets unless you can

help it, but don't let them get away. Now
you three others come with me

; directly I open
the vestry door, rush out and handcuff them
before they have time to get up from the

coffin, which they are now opening. Are you
ready,' says the Lieutenant, cocking his pistols.
' Now then, here goes, and look sharp.' With a

loud crack flew open the vestry door, and out

we rushed
;
and before the two men had time

to rise from their knees they were safely secured

with the handcuffs we had brought with us.
a c yeiy neatly done,' said the Lieutenant,

as in a few seconds' time John comes up to say
that they had secured both the other men.

"'Take the coffin to the station-house,'
said the Lieutenant ; and so we did, and

opened it at once. In it, instead of the young
wife with the yellow hair, we found a large
collection of silks, tobacco, and other contra-

band goods. The clever rascals had hit upon
this plan of getting their things on shore,

knowing how strict the officers were in looking
over every box that was landed.

" '

Ah,' said the Lieutenant, as he finished

overhauling the coffin,
' I expected as much :

directly I saw that artful scoundrel with the

big buttons, I felt almost sure I had seen him
before ; and now I know it's no other than the
man who took me in so cleverly ten years ago
when I had the command at Darling ;

but I'm

equal with him now, anyhow.'
"

Randolphe Pigott.

TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS.

Let me begin with the woful circumstance
that first interested me in errors of the press.
I was a student at the time. I had written a
short paper on British rule in India : it was
one of the first things I had ever prepared for

the press, and of course I was very careful and

solicitous. I had burned much midnight oil

over it, altering expressions, touching up the

sentences here and there, and taking great

pains to make them read euphoniously. With
the concluding sentence I had taken particular

pains, and prided myself much on its majestic
Ciceronian swell. It was a long sentence

;
I need

not give the whole of it (though I have it

here in my scrap-book), but it ended thus,—" when that Empire was the seat of learn-

ing, the home of civilisation, and the nur-

sery of arts." The morning came round on
which the journal was published to which my
paper had been sent. I was too anxious to

wait for the post. I went out before break-

fast, bought a copy in the next street, ascer-

tained that my paper was in it, and hurried

back to my lodgings. Eagerly I turned to the

place
—

please remember, it was one of my first

productions—and read it proudly, line by line,

from the first to the last. The last ! 0, kind

reader, put yourself in my circumstances, and

imagine the frightful shock your feelings would
have sustained on seeing

—as I then saw—
that the letters a and r in the last word of

that magnificent closing sentence had been

transposed ! The clause I have already quoted
stood thus—" when that Empire was the seat

of learning, the home of civilisation, and the

nursery of rats." Rats ! My feelings at the

moment—well, they are over now. I cherish

no resentment. I can even hope now that

Heaven may avert the doom which, in that

moment of bitter mortification and rage, I in-

voked upon the paper, the editor, the com-

positor, the whole of the infernal establishment

that had brought my sublime peroration to this

climax of absurdity.
But ever since then I have felt a painful

interest in typographical errors that affect the

meaning— as that one did ; and having jotted
down a number of them in the course of my
reading, it strikes me that a few specimens

might be worth putting together.

I remember being much amused by one that

occurred in the TimeSy about seven years ago.

In its parliamentary report of Disraeli's famous

speech upon the causes of the rebellion in

India, that usually accurate paper made him

speak of the important law " that now permits

Hindoo windows to marry." How far the pri-

vilege had been taken advantage of did not

appear. Another ludicrous mistake was made
about the same time, in a report of evidence

given before a Parliamentary Committee. A
highly respectable witness was asked, "Is your
father a partner in the Low Moor Works ?" The

gentleman replied in the affirmative. He must

have been somewhat annoyed, in reading the

report a few days after, to find the question
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and answer permanently recorded jus follows :
—

"Is your father a pauper In the Low Moor
Workhouse!"

bably originated wit:.

who, let us charitably hope, was a i

Much h-ss onhap]
the Missouri paper committed rhen it in:

its readers that "th ;> of Gasc

county, during the had been

1 the

error by putting
" wine

"
in the place of

a newspaper in its report of an inquest held

A party newspaper

I Achkn controversy

case to a local pa]

appears that a butcher had I

the same jap-:, : in| from I Pfflttfl

statements tl.

ecu making as to tho number of

blows that could bo administer'

on the body of a notorious glutton, wi. • ithin a . These two letters lay
choked himself while : part of

Christmas goose. The verdict I

tion
" was printed, with mote truth than was

inter ,!lbcation." 1 was told lately by
an Ayrshire gentleman I I in his

district had been quite ruined by the absurdit

which had been put into his mouth, in tho Pa
Corner, by a careless or mischievous print

The gentleman could give me no specimens, but

the statement can readily be credited if many
corrections had to be made like the following,
•which appeared in a provincial paper in 1858

;—" Erratum.—In the piece on our fourth

, entitled,
' We must not lag behind," in-

stead of the line ' That moulds it's dirty shirt,'

please read,
' That would its duty shrink !

' '

It is not in the newspapers alone that errors

of so serious a kind occur. .Mr. Pycroft uoti>

a curious case of misquotation in Johnson's

Dictionary, where, under the verb "to si

the following occurs as an authority :
—" Asses

are ye that $U in judgment (.Judges v., 10),"
—

the verse being in reality,
"

Speak, ye that

ride on white asses, ye that sit in judgmen
I have also been referred to a volume of popular

sermons, in which, owing to the negligence of

the proof-readers, a deplorable number of typo-

graphical erroi 1. One of these, as if

in reference to the others, was singularly sp] I

priate to the unhappy circumstances of the poor

author
;
the verse,

" Princes have pa
me without a cause," reading, "Printers hi

persecuted me without Campbell's
celebrated "Essay on Miracles" appeared in

one of the advertisements as " Oampbel
on Mangles." in nei .tides of

own I have had the misfortune to see
"

I

internal relations of the Church" c

into "the infernal relations of the Church,"

and people who "
spoke the Gaelic Ian

were made to " smoke it." I remember a

great public demonstration that took place in a

town in which I was residing at the time.

After one or two unimportant spn i

certain demagogue arose, whose appearance
the signal for loud and enthusiastic cheering

.•pose, awaiting inter

In a day or two (O •• lawyer's
• what must hare been

its author's astonishment and indignation to

find himself

views • dan case) called a butcher,

and h; D large lei

Butch '

day

peared, and of course

an editorial note aloi.
|
that

the headings had got ina y changed.

Incongruities of this sort by the misplacing of

lines are not uncommon, and some of them are

stance, in a Ripon

paper, the other week, a line belonging to the

report of a public me- .1 its way acci-

dents I! lis. The result was

the following remarkable announcement :
—

"On the oid mat, at Elkington, the wife of

Mr. Terry, schoolmaster, of a son. He spoke

indistinctly, but was understood to say that, on

DOB, the wife of

Mr. Joseph Lonsdale, t.ulor, of a daughter."

Less n less astounding, was the

following item of local news which appeared in a

Scotch paper :
—" Last Saturday, a poor woman

. was safely delivered I :

uit, two corporals, and thirteen rank and

file." I in the way of

making donations in cases of three or more

ohflcta extfa
;
whether she made any

propo'
of the foregoing

y of both y and patriotism has

never red."

M!

i.Y a few weeks ago a great writ*

asleep in t! labours, a:

one of the greatest

d composers of modem time*. Like the

former. k m h*nd»

which he :0V* *"* best>

hat which iroul ; ' is greatest

claim to the admir.iti n of posterity.
The

co de Gama," as he is said
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to have named it lately, was to throw into the

shade the "Huguenots" and " Le Prophete,"
and he only waited, we are told, for a fitting

representative of the principal character to give

it the finishing touches. "For a long time

past," writes one of his friends, "he complained
of internal pains, to which he was so accus-

tomed that he paid little attention to them,
and thought much more of an affection of the

throat. He had begun to think he was getting

better, and spoke of the many things he would

do if it pleased God to give him back his

health. Even on his deathbed he did not ap-

pear to think his death was near, and talked

to his two daughters and others about his bed

in the kindest and most affectionate manner.

He asked for something to drink, and they

gave him a cup full of soup. He raised it to

his mouth, drank a little, wiped his lips, and
as he did so his head fell forward, and, with a

, long-drawn, tremulous sigh, his life

passed from him."

It cannot be said of Meyerbeer that his death

was premature. Born in 1791, he had more
than completed the allotted course of three-score

years and ten
;
and it is more than three-score

and four years since he made his first appearance
before the public. At ten years of age the in-

habitants of Berlin ranked him among the best

pianists in their city ;
and he was known as a

composer of sundry small pieces before he had

completed his twelfth year, or had received any
instruction in the art of composing music. The

necessity of receiving such instruction being

evident, he placed himself under the tuition of

the Abbe Vogler, at Darmstadt, who was re-

nowned for his ability. Here Meyerbeer made
the acquaintance of Weber, and a warm and

lasting friendship sprang up between the two.

His first attempts were not regarded as in-

dicative of his possession of very great talent.

His first composition of any pretensions was an
oratorio entitled "God and Nature." This

was performed at Berlin in 1811
;
and in the

succeeding year the second of his composi-

tions, "Jephthah's Daughter," was produced
at Munich. His next attempt was condemned
as a failure by the Viennese. The title of the

piece was "
Abimelech, or the Twe Caliphs."

It was brought out at the Imperial Opera at

Vienna, where its career was very short.

Acting on advice he received in this city, he

determined to travel in Italy, for the purpose
of making himself familiar with the music of

that country. To this journey, made in oppo-
sition to the advice of his master, Professor

>r, and his friend Weber, we owe those

splendid masterpieces, "Robert le Diablo,"
"Les Huguenots," and " Le Prophete." He
soon saw how much would be gained by com-

bining the styles of Germany and Italy ;
but

the first result of his conversion was the adop-
tion of a style almost purely Italian.

The operas he composed at this time are

little known in this country. Very few have

heard of " Romilda e Costanza," performed at

Padua in 1818, of "Semiramide Riconosciuta,"
"Emma di Resburgo," "Margherita d'Anjou,"
" L'Esule di Granata," or even the "Crociato,"

though the last is better known than the

others. His German friends and admirers

mourned for him as one who had committed

apostasy in abandoning what they considered

the only genuine music, that of their own

country, but he turned a deaf ear to their

reproaches, and even added to his offence, in

their estimation, by departing for Paris, and

there wedding the French style to the others,

producing thereby a union of qualities which

gives to his subsequent operas that grandeur
and charm for which they are famous, and

which has made them the mainstay of operatic

institutions in London and Paris for so many
years. His first essay in this new direction was

"Robert le Diable," and the success it met with

was astonishing, notwithstanding the opinion
of some whose judgment he consulted, that it

was above the comprehension of the crowd.

When a first attempt has been so successful,

it is seldom that a second is not regarded as a

comparative failure
; indeed, the standard by

which we estimate it is so high, that it cannot

well be otherwise. But this was not so with

the next opera Meyerbeer produced. The
"
Huguenots

"
is at least as great a favourite

as the preceding, and with equal justice. His

next opera partook more of the German

element, and though it is always regarded as a

great attraction at the Italian Opera, it owes

much of this to the magnificent manner in

which it is put on the stage at Covent Garden.

The subject of " Le Prophete
"

is one in

which people take little interest, probably few

are now acquainted with the strange episode in

religious history in which the Anabaptists of

Minister were the performers, under the nomi-

nal leadership of John of Leyden, but apart

from this, the music is generally considered

inferior to that of the "Huguenots." Of

more recent operas, the " Etoile du Nord " and
"
Dinorah," we have no need to speak ; their

merit, as compared with the three preceding

operas we have enumerated, may be inferred

from a comparison of the frequency with which

they are performed.
No musical composer ever exceeded Meyer-

beer in the care he bestowed in preparing his

works for public representation. After every

rehearsal there was a passage to be altered

here, another to be introduced there, and so on
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up to *

il of all, and
with difficulty that bo could oo

himself with what he had

icienti

ittribnted the tmall nam
his productions during such a

fes.sional career. 1'

he had n<>

motive than reputation ; bat this in his case

powerful, thai iy irhieh caused

I
to have

y with which 1.

i the production of h

II- Bpenl a portion

hat it. may be said to hav<

but his remains have not been suf

there. The rail hung
with black, in a fitting mam
body of the great genius, which

mitted thence to Berlin A funeral oration was

delivered byM. EmileOlivier, which was |j

to by a crowd of friends and admirers ;
the

Israelitish priests pronounced the customary

prayers, and then the body v.; in the

charge of the Prussian ambassador and con-

veyed to a railway carriage, fitted up to re-

semble one of those chapels with which all who
id the cathedrals of the continent are

famili

The death of Meyerbeer has made a great

gap which there is no man to till. 1 !

. and to all appearance for posterity also,

there is no need that music should be novel to

give pleasure, or we might look forward

day when Italian opera would become extinct.

There are few composers now, and their

as compared with Moyerb' child's

story-book to " David Copperfield
" or " The I

Caxtons." G. L.

THE CAKMVAl, at vi:\

(a.d. 1720.)

Tapestry's rich -coloured fal

. window lattice ;

Down come showers of snowy comfits,

Up goes every joke that pat is.

'Tis the Carnival at Venice ;

the very Dueal prison

Rings with laughter, for the turnkeys
Drunken from the board have ri

Mountebanks on every Ian ,

Loud harangue the gondoliers ;

While their zanies and the iishw'.\

Fall together by the <.

All is chatter, noise, and frolic ;

Drums and trumpets ; gusts of folly.

St. Lazare alone, in Bill

Broods in hermit melancholy.

Gondolas of funeral colour,

Hearsedike, black, -without, within,

Fringed and tasselled all with sable,

Black as any Ethiop's skin,

a, through tho Rialto,

the masker* scream so

Hsrleqtiins of many colour*,

. white ;

: bc» as dark as s

i baJooniea by dosena,

float by la:

„'«'« stalely palace,

.

x, ai

She is <r

face like
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So the Carnival of Venice

Riots on until the morn,
Until Phoebus, in his chariot,

Conquering through the East is borne.

Then a fisherman at Lido,

Eyeing moodily the sand,

Finds a single blood-stained feather,
And a "love that floats to land.

Fragments of a broken cithern,
One red mask, and that is all

;

All that's left of the brief madness
Of the Venice Carnival.

But the dead, unclaimed, unheeded,
Are still floating on th<

Far, oh ! far from the Rialto,

And the mirth of yesterday. W.
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In i i-room in

night ago, sat again the i

liis daughl iting some
wrist-mittens for her Gather, her Bind
with many themei : aa •' ;htfu] mind

ore to In-. Shi

whether ahe should like —who
i her new

days now
;
and she was deliberating how ahe

should best introduoe the rabjeet which ^it-

was determined to speak of that man
Clarice. A whole fortnight had Jam
but the hesitation must haw an end.

The earl read the Time M \as glancing
*>ver a short speech of his own, therein re-

ported ;
for he had risen to his legs the previous

night and given the Lords a little of his mind
in his own peculiar fashion. A question had

arisen in regard to the liberties of seamen in

government vessels, and the earl told the

assemblage, and especially the Lord Chancellor,

that they were all wrong together and ki

more about the matter than a set of igl

landlubbers could be expected to know.

"Papa," said Jane, knitting rapidly at the

mittens—the old sailor called them mu—" does it appear to you thai thwait

will suit?"

"She'll suit for all I know," the earl replied.
" Why shouldu't she sui'

Jane was silent for a moment before making

any answer. "
1 fear ahe U above her

tion, papa : that we shall find her—if I may
use the word—too pretentious."

" Above her situation !' I the earl.

"How can she be above that ?"
"
Papa, I allude to her manner. I do not

like it. Wishing to treat her with all courtesy

as a gentlewoman, I made no arrangi

for her sitting apart from us in the evening ;

but I must say I did not expect her to identify

herself so completely with us aa she is doing ;

at least in so short a time. When

here, Miss Lethwait ma to remember
that she is not in all respects their equal ;

she

comports herself entirely as if she were a

daughter of the house, taking more upon her-

self a great deal than 1 think is seemly. She

pushes herself before me, papa ;
ahe

indeed."
" Push her back," said Lord Oakburn.
" That is easier said than done, with regard

.'rant

imperious,
*u-

to Miss 1 lied Jane.

irall)

inclined to

'cat even waa the angry
-enee of jabber-

nought you
were above

'•I beg jam perd n, papa," Jane meekly

had been spoken .. t!j iimtm,tm Lord

Oakburn ui that of

his n.v . and bad

those

i was observing ; haughty in man-

that she forgeta her

d In tail -*t U any-

thing but agre.

nt, papa, you would see that ahe doe*."

"Tell her of it," said Lord Oakburn, seizing

:ck and gi rap.
"

I should i to do that,"

DM U, that

it is becoming

conduct, and wl
"

unbecom-

D her conduct," was tin ption.
" She should n 1 can

on, if I aa*

.becoming

in one sense
;

1 that.

She is too

much
she am I much

;
I I seems to

of au

evenii. . -elves, and

minenl one. A stnu "g in,

might take her fur tin- unstress of the house,

how

familiar sin

freely on all kit.

and I

s ot your aea

earl, not ai: ** J»«e tl ! fopo$

i she talks sen>

woman.''
'• W, 11,

«i; u are the beat

judge of whether she's fit for her berth, or

y she is entirely fit

I could not wish to find a more efficient in-
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structress. Her mode of teaching, her train-

ing, her companionship, all appear to me to be

admirable for a young girl."

"Let her stop on, then. Lucy's instruction
\

is the chief point. As to a little pride or pre-

tension, or whatever you may term it, it will

do no harm. A wind inflating the sails ahead
j

won't topple over the ship."

Jane said no more. Of course Lucy's
instruction was of paramount importance, and

Jane was not one to merge weighty matters in

triiies. Lord Oakburn returned to his news-

paper, and there ensued a silence. Presently |

he looked up, and spoke abruptly.

"When do you intend to see after Clarice?"
j

Jane's heart gave a great bound, and she
j

dropped a needle in her consternation. So

entirely taken by surprise was she, that she

could only look up in silence. At that very
moment she was trying to frame an inoffensive

way of putting the selfsame question— and

now he had spoken it ! The flush of emotion

illumined her face, tinging even her drooping

eyelids.

"Papa! may I see after her? Will you
allow it 1

"

" If you don't, I shall," said the earl.

"It is what I have been longing to do,"
returned Jane. "

Every morning for this long
while past, I have been resolving to speak to

you, papa, and every night, when the night

came, I have reproached myself for not having
had the courage to do so. May Clarice come
home again ?

"

"Well, I don't know what you may deem
j

ship-shape, but in my opinion it is scarcely the

thing for Lady Clarice Chesney to be flourishing

abroad as a governess."
' ' It has been wrong all along ; doubly

wrong since the change in our position oc-

curred. But, papa, I did mention her name
to you at the time of Lord Oakburn's death,"
Jane deprecatingly added, as a reminder, "and

you bade me be silent and let Clarice come to

her senses."
' ' But she doesn't come to them, my Lady

Jane," retorted the earl, giving a few exaspe-
rated raps with his stick to enforce his words,— a plaything which he had by no means

forgotten the use of. "Here are the weeks
and months creeping on, and she never

gives token that she has come to them, or

that she is coming to them. Obstinate little

minx !

"

"Papa, it is possible that she may not have
heard of the change in our position. It is

very unlikely, certainly, that she should not ;

but still it is just possible."
"Rubbish ! it's not possible," cried the earl,

in his own domineering manner. "It is her

pride that stands in the way, Jane
;
she has

been holding a tacit battle'
;with us, you see,

waiting for us to give way first."

"Yes, I have thought that must be it.

Clarice wTas always self-willed, the same as—
as

"

"The same as who?" thundered the earl,

believing that Jane was impertinently alluding
to himself.

" As Laura, I was going to say, papa. For-

getting that you had forbidden her name to be

mentioned before you."
Jane had indeed forgotten it. The earl's

brow grew hot with anger, and he rose to pace
the room, giving Jane a little of his mind, and

the floor of his stick, some of his words being
more suitable to the quarter-deck of his old

vessel in Portsmouth Harbour, than to his

London drawing-room.
" Don't you talk of Laura before me again,

Jane. She has chosen her own home and

abandoned mine
;

let her abide by it. But

Clarice's sin was lighter, look you, and she

shall be forgiven. I suppose you know where

she is."

"
No, I do not, papa."

Lord Oakburn stopped in his walk : the

denial had evidently surprised him.
' ' Not know !

" he repeated, gazing sternly

at Jane. " I wras given to understand that

you did know. Clarice writes to you."
"I do not know exactly where she is,"

explained Jane. "It is somewhere in the

neighbourhood of Hyde Park, I believe, and I

have no doubt she will be easily found. When
I write to her, I send my letters to a library

there, by Clarice's directions, and I should

think they can give me her address. Oh

papa, I have so longed to go there and ask

for it !

"

"You can go now," bluntly rejoined the

earl. "Shall you be an hour getting ready ?
"

" I shall not be five minutes," replied Jane,

the glad tears standing in her eyes, as she laid

her work aside. Lord Oakburn rang the bell,

and a man came in.

"The carriage for Lady Jane."

But before the servant could retire, Jane

interposed.
"
Stay an instant, Wilson. Papa,

I think I had better not take the carriage.

I would rather go on foot, quietly."
" Then you won't go quietly," returned the

earl.
" Do you hear, sir ? What do you

stand gaping there for? The carriage instantly

for Lady Jane."

Wilson flew off as if lie had been shot. The

new servants had become accustomed to these

explosions of the earl's
; but, with all his hot

temper, he whs ;i generous master.

Jane, for once, did not give up her point
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without a battle. "Do c

papa ;
will it i

Iik-tly

wit]

" What do you mean by
' on

'

?
»

Jane unconsciously dropped fa

plarioe Ice upon berself the

of a govei I

away from her place as such."

"No," said the earl,

shall conic aw.
"

Tl:

Jane, feeling that fui

to the would be

not be able to come away with inc.

to give warning first-

mouth's."

The suggestion angered the earl, and ho

lifted his stick menacingly.
"Not leave without warning! Let thrm

dare to keep her. Tell the people who
'

Tell them who I am, and that 1 demand
"Dearest papa," dam: ventured to remon-

strate,
"
courtesy is due and must be ob*

to Clarice's employers. She has contract

perform certain duties in their house
;
and to

quit them at a moment's notice may be scarcely

practicable. They ma)' concede the point to

a favour, but it will not do to demand
it as a right."
" But I want her I i the earl, who,

now that he had broken the ice, was longing

for Clarice's return with all the impatiem
child.

"And so do I want her," returned -
1

" and I will bring her away with me if 1

If not, the period of her return shall be fixed."

Jane quitted the room. She put on hex

white bonnet and black mantle

trimmed with Crape, and then went to tho

study where sat Lucy and Miss Lethwait : the

former wishing that the German language had

never been invented for her i inent;

the latter showing up the faults in a

exercise in the most uncompromising manner.
" Oh Jaue ! are you going out ?

" came the

weary plaint.
" You said I was to go with

you to-day to the Botanical Gardens !

"

"
Yes, later

;
I will not forget."

"Lucy says you wish the hour for her

walking changed, Lady Jane-. up tho

governess.
" I think it would be more agreeable t

and to her," said Jane, "now that the weather

has set in so hot. Lady Lucy is on

the heat much."
Jane was conscious that her tone was cold,

that her words were haughty. Lady Lucy !

She could not account for the feeling of 1

that was stealing ov regard to Miss
I

he carriage,
.
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"Miss Beauchamp disappeared from the

neighbourhood suddenly—as it seemed to me,"
he continued. " At any rate, she ceased

coming here. We have two or three letters

with the same address waiting still."

Jane wondered whether they could be those

she had sent. She asked to see them, and he

brought them forward : three. They were the

same.

"I will take them away with me," said

Jane.

The librarian hesitated at this—not un-

naturally.
" You will pardon me, I am sure,

ma'am, if I inquire by what authority you
would take them ? Miss Beauchamp may call

for them yet."
Jane smiled. "

They were written by me,"
she said, tearing open one of the letters and

showing him the signature. "And," she added,

taking out her card-case and handing him a

card,
" that will prove that I am Jane

Chesney."
The librarian bowed

;
and intimated that

her ladyship was of course at liberty to do
what she pleased with her own letters.

"
Upon second thoughts, I will leave this

one, the last written, and write upon it our

present address," said Jane. " As you ob-

serve, Miss Beauchamp may call yet."

Obtaining the address of the two families

in which she was told Miss Beauchamp had

served, Lady Jane quitted the shop, and
walked on to Gloucester Terrace, ordering the

carriage to follow her by-and-by. She reached

the house occupied by the Lortons first, and

inquired of a showy footman whether Mrs.

Lorton was at home. The answer was given
in the affirmative, but with some hesitation :

it was earlier than the orthodox hour for re-

ceiving visitors, and the man probably doubted
whether his mistress was presentable. Jane
was shown to an excessively smart room, and
after some delay an excessively smart lady
came to her

;
but neither room nor lady pos-

sessed aught of refinement.

Jane had not given her name. "It is of

no consequence : I am a stranger," she said

to the servant when he inquired. Mrs. Lor-

ton dropped Jane a swimming curtsy, and

sailing to a large velvet ottoman in the middle
of the room, took her seat upon it. Jane

looked, as she ever did, a lady, and Mrs.

Lorton was all smiles and suavity.
" I have called to inquire if you can kindly

give me any information as to the present
address of a young lady who lived with you as

governess," began Jane. "A Miss Beauchamp.
"

Mrs. Lorton's smiles froze at the question.
"I know nothing about Miss Beauchamp,"
she answered, somewhat rudely.

" She did

not behave well in my house, and it was a good
riddance when she quitted it."

* ' Not behave well !

" echoed Jane.
"
No, she did not. She encouraged my

son to pay her attention, and when it was all

found out she left me at a pinch without a

governess. Perhaps you know her 1
"

"
I do," answered Jane, with cold dignity.

She knew that Clarice was being traduced.
" Miss Beauchamp is my sister."

" Oh !" said Mrs. Lorton ; and there was a

whole volume of contempt in the tone. The

lady before her, who had caused her to dress

herself in that inconvenient haste, was after

all nothing but a governess's sister ! Mrs.

Lorton felt angry and vexed ; and the ex-

pression that her face assumed did not add to

its beauty.
"I would not have troubled you," resumed

Lady Jane,
" but I do not exactly know where

my sister is now, and I am in search of her.

I inquired at a library where I know Miss

Beauchamp used to deal, and they gave me your

address, as one of the situations in which Miss

Beauchamp had lived. If you can direct me
to her present place of abode, I shall return

you sincere thanks."
" I tell you I know nothing of her," re-

peated Mrs. Lorton. "
Here, Harriet," she

added, as a young lady as much over-dressed

as herself entered the room, "here's that Miss

Beauchamp's sister come to inquire after her.

The idea of our knowing anything about her !

"

"The idea!" repeated the young lady pertly

to Jane. "When she left us, she took afresh

place a few doors further on. But she didn't

stop there long."
" She was not calculated for a governess,"

said Mrs. Lorton. " She carried her head too

high."
" I scarcely think she was calculated for

one," remarked Jane. "She was of good

birth, and the consciousness of that may have

caused her to—as you express it—carry her

head high. Though, unduly high I do not

think she was capable of carrying it. When
she quitted her home to become a gover-

ness, she made a firm determination to do her

duty in her new life and adapt herself to its

penalties. Our family was in straitened cir-

cumstances at the time ;
and Clarice—and my

sister generously resolved to get her own liv-

ing, so that she might no longer be a burden

upon it. Others, well born and connected,

have done as much before her."

Mrs. Lorton threw back her head. "That

is sure to be the case," she said, in a sneering

tone of disbelief. "Half the young women
on the governess' list will assure you that they

are of good birth, and only go out through
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family misfortunes— if th .body
to listen to them. What does the one say
that we have now, II

Harriet, prho ling at il.

pnghed and I

mind thai in the

! mother,

-Oh, mami

[tors," broke off the young lady.
most beautiful cani up to tho

r !"

Mrs. Lorton

bo the window. Jane rote :

a pleasant atmosphere lo remain in.

" You can then really not tell me
as to tuchamp'i mo
asked again of Mrs. Lorton ; for, eon
a doubt was upon her whu lady could

not have said more had she ch'
M Now you have had n

Lorton. " And I think it the height of im-

pertinence in Miss Beanohamp to send people
here to my house about any concerns of

hers."

Jane dropped a stately curtsy ; her only

taking ;
and was turning to the door

when it was thrown open by the footman.
" The Lady Jane Chesney's can i.

Mrs. Lorton was in a 11 ition.

Could any Lady Jane Chesney be vouchsafing
a call on her t Where was the Lady •

Was she coming up ? The man was showing
her unwelcome visitor down stairs

;
but his

mistress called to him so sharply that Jane

had to make her way out of the hou
" Has any visitor come in I

"

"No, ma'am."

»<>!" repeated Mrs. Lorton. "What
did you mean then ? Whose carriage is that ?

You came and announced Lady somebody."
"I announced the carriage, ma'am, for the

lady who was here," returned the man, won-

dering at the misapprehension. "Tho foot-

man said he had called for his lady,
Jane Chesney."

Mrs. Lorton gave a great gasp. Sh-

Jane Chesney ! She flew to the window just
in time to catch a glimpse of -lane's black

skirts as she took her seat in tin

She saw the earl's coronet on it
;
she saw the

servant step nimbly up behind and lay his

gold cane slant-wise. Mrs. Lorton had made
a horrible mistake !

"Oh, Harriet! what can we do \
n she ex-

claimed, in a faint voice.
"
Mamma, I thought, I did indeed, that she

looked like a lady ! Lady .lane Chi

What will she think of us I
"

Mrs. Lorton was unable to say what, and
sat down in an agony. Her life, of late

had been sj

earl's

tad inuulted

ii ice have stayed in

addre h a t home,

'

:

was engaged in souk

IS,
and to

to be greater and grander than they

Miss Beauchamp came to ns from the Lor*

ry much, and

y to lose her, but "

M
I beg your pa: .ted Jane.

" Y •> with a merry
laugh.

" She had i hones

when that vulgar sou of theirR—and indeed I

am nut in th- habit of backi

vulgar
—began to push his admiration

h< r. Bhe bora with it for some lime, repelling
him ai she beat could

;
but it grew unbearable,

and M I to appeal
. Lorton. Mrs. Lorton have

well in it. She took her sou'* part, and
I to lay the blame on Mias Beauchamp ;

tl naturally indignant at

lie house on the

Lorton then came i

her an increase of sal iain.
n

"
Certainly not. Miss Beauchamp came to

ling me occurred, and I was

only too glad to engage her at once as governess

to my children. We had a little acquaintance
with t een Miss Bean-

champ several t.

be Lortons when

she quitted them, a;. u*ed we were to

secure

:leient account, this, from tho one given

ut Jane had felt certain

the other was o accordance with

truth.
• How long did Miss Beauchamp remain

with yon I

"
she inqn

•

Bui She had been wi:

about he told me she must

give warning to leave. I was SO surprised; so

sorry."
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" Why did she give warning ? From what

cause ?
"

"She did not say what, and I could not

draw it from her. Miss Beauchamp was in-

variably reserved as to her private affairs, her

family and all that ; though open as the day
in regard to general matters. All she said

was, that she wished to leave
;
and when I

pressed her to state frankly whether there was

anything in my house that she disliked or

wished altered, she answered that she was per-

fectly happy in it
; and, but for compelling

circumstances (I remember the expression still
;

'

compelling circumstances
'),

should not have

thought of leaving it."

' ' And did she quit it instantly ;
that day ;

as she had Mrs. Lorton's ?
"

"No no," said Mrs. West. " It was a

month's warning that she gave me, and she

remained until its close. Then she left us."
" Where did she go then i

"

1 ' We never knew. There appeared, as it

seemed to us, some little mystery connected

with it
;
—though in truth that may have been

but fancy on our part. Many a governess
when quitting her situation does not deem it

necessary to proclaim her future movements to

those she leaves behind her."
* ' In what way did there seem to be a

mystery connected with it ?
" asked Jane.

"
Well, I can hardly describe it to you," was

the frank reply.
" We fancied it chiefly, I

believe, from Miss Beauchamp's entire silence

as to her future proceedings. I told her I

should be happy to be referred to
;

but she

replied that she had no intention of taking
another situation, and therefore should not

require a reference."
' ' What was she going to do then ?

" asked

Jane, in amazement.
" I am unable to say. I remember we

wondered much at the time. She had never

spoken of her family, and we picked up the

notion, though it may not have been a correct

one, that she was without relatives. An im-

pression arose amongst us that she was going
to be married."

" To be married ?" echoed Jane, her pulses

quickening.
" We had no real cause to think it," con-

tinued Mrs. West. " I put the question to

her, I remember, whether she was about to

take up her abode with relatives, and she

laughed and said No, she was going to embark
in a new way of life altogether."

"It is very strange!" exclaimed Lady Jane.
" Do you not know where she went when she

quitted your house ?—where she drove to, for

instance ? Whether she went into the next
street?—whether she went into the country?

—in short, what her immediate movements
were ?

"

" I would tell you in a moment if I knew
;

but I never have known," replied Mrs. West.

"She went away in a cab with her luggage, not

stating where. We thought it strange that

she should preserve to us this reticence; we
had been so very intimate together. We
all liked Miss Beauchamp very much indeed,
and had treated her entirely as a friend."

" Did she seem to be in good spirits when
she left you 1

"

"
Quite so

;
she was as gay as possible, and

said she should come back and see us some

time. You seem very anxious," added Mrs.

West, noting her visitor's perplexed brow.

"I am indeed anxious," was the answer.
" How long do you say this was ago ?

"

"It was last June. Twelve months ago

exactly."
" And you have never since seen her or

heard from her ?
"

" Never at all. We have often wondered

what has become of her."
" I must find her," exclaimed Jane, in some

excitement. " As to her having married, that

is most improbable ;
she would not be likely

to enter on so grave a step without the know-

ledge of her family. At least, I—I— should

think she would not," added Jane, as a remem-
brance of Laura's disobedient marriage arose

to her mind, rendering her less confident. "I

may as well tell you who Miss Beauchamp is,"

she resumed ;

" there is no reason why I

should not. My father, a gentleman born and

highly connected, was very poor. There were

four daughters of us at home, and Clarice, the

third "

" Then— I beg your pardon— you are Miss

Beauchamp's sister ?
"

interrupted Mrs. West,

quickly.
"Yes. Clarice took a sudden determination

to go out as governess. She had been highly

educated, and so far was well qualified ;
but

her family were entirely against it. Clarice

persisted ;
she had but one motive to this, the

lessening expenses at home : a good one, of

course, but my father could not be brought to

see it. He said she would disgrace her family

name
;
that he would not have a daughter of

his out in the world—a Chesney working for

her bread
;

Clarice replied that no disgrace

should accrue to the name through her, and

she, in spite of all our opposition, quitted

home. She went, I find, to the Lortons first,

calling herself Miss Beauchamp ;
she had been

christened Clarice Beauchamp : Clarice, after

her great-aunt, the Countess of Oakburn ;

Beauchamp after her godfather."
" Then she is not Miss Beauchamp ?

"
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" She is Lady <
!]

Mrs. West fejt exo Like

ighbour Mi

brought into familiar personal i

earl's daughter— i

" I have the honour tie
;
to—

"
Lady

Jane.
tk But when (

that my father has i

-will readily imagine thai

now to have her home, and n
before that she ever left it."

iw But—am I to understand that you d

know where she is'—that shfl

unoe she left d timed

Mrs. West, iii bewildenm
" We do not know wh

not know now when tor her."

"I never heard of such a thj

" Until to-day, I took it fi I
that

she was still in a situation in this neighbour-

hood," explained Jane. "My father's dis-

pleasure prevented my seeing personally after

Clarice
;

in fact, he forbade my doing so.

When I came out from home to-day I fully

expected to take her back with me ; or, if

that could not be, to fix the time for her

return. I never supposed but I should at

once find her; and I cannot bo you
what I felt when the proprietor of the Horary,

L used to address my letters to Clarice,

told me Miss Beauehamp had left the neigh-

bourhood
;
—what 1 feel still. It is not

pointmont ;
it is a great deal worse. 1 begin

to fear I know not what."

"I'm sure I wish I could help you to

her !•'•' heartily exclaimed M "Where
can she be ? She surely cannot know the

change in her position !

"

"I should imagine not," replied J

11 Unless—but no, I will not think that," she

broke olf, wiping from her forehead the dew

which the sudden and unwelcome thought had

suddenly sent there. "Unless Clarice should

have married very much beneath herself, and

to let it be known to us," was what

she had been about to say.
" It has occurred to us sometimes that

Miss Beauehamp might have taken

abroad
;
or with a family who afterward

her abroad," said M ' What you

say now. Lady Jane, renders it more thl

probable.
"

Jane considered. It was certainly the

probable solution of the puzzle.
said aloud,

" I think you must be right. It

is more than likely that she is abroad in some

remote continental city. Thank you for your

iid a oil

.

irn.

I hamim-:

The

earl and hi aunt wei

Lucy

you come back

dear, you
know that I nUe,

w

oreak

I > you to-

go to the botanical fete. I b

Lucy ;
ami I shall

papa in the be-

don't take you will take y«u some

" What - the ]

1 1

with all a child'-

M J c « gO

back t

•urn been here J

"

Hwer.

l*pa about CU-

^y -eated

4 about C

in the room with papa

Lethwait when Aunt I came
"

" What took thwait t
|

rUpted Jane.
11 We went in to get those drawing>

did not know papa was th

talking, and tl

; Qood morning t<>

you d

. -till as a

diss Lethwait brought

"B s that they should be all sud-

ioe when we

She
oin. Lor

stood in the middle of the floor, his tongue
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and his stick keeping up a duet ; and the

dowager—her black bonnet all awry, her shawl

thrown on a neighbouring chair, and her cheeks

in a flame—was talking quite as angrily and
more loudly than the earl. They had strayed
however from the first point in dispute—
Clarice ;

had entered, in fact, upon at least a

dozen others
; just now the point of debate was

the letting of Chesney Oaks, which had been

finally taken by Sir James Marden.
Jane's entrance put an end to the fray. The

earl dropped his voice, and Lady Oakburn

pulled her bonnet straight upon her head.

These personal encounters were in truth so

frequent between the two, that neither retained

much animosity afterwards, or indeed much
recollection of what the particular grievance
had been, or the hard compliments they had

mutually paid.
"
Well, and where is she ?

"
began the earl

to Jane.

Jane knew only too well to whom he

alluded. The presence of the dowager made
her task all the more difficult

;
but she might

not dare to temporise with her father, or hide

the fact that Clarice could not be found. She
did not however reply instantly, and the earl

spoke again.
" Have you brought her back with you ?

"

No, papa.
" Then I'll have the law of the people !

"

thundered the earl, working his stick omi-

nously.
" Here's your aunt come down now

with her orders about Clarice,"
—with a fierce

flourish towards the angry old lady. "As if

I did not know how to conduct my own affairs

as well as any interference can tell me !

"

"
No, you don't, Oakburn. You don't !

"
" And as if I should not conduct them as I

please without reference to interference," con-

tinued the earl aggravatingly.
" She's my

daughter, madam
;

she's not yours."
"Then why didn't you prevent her going

out at all ? why didn't you drag her back with
cords 1

"
retorted the dowager, nodding her

bonnet at her adversary. "I would
;
and I

have told you so ten times. What does

Clarice say for herself?" she added, turning

sharply upon Jane. " Why didn't she come
home of her own accord, without waiting to be

sent for 'I She has got the Chesney temper,
and that's an obstinate one. That's what it is."

"Aunt," said Jane, faintly,
—"papa," she

said, scarcely knowing which of them to ad-

dress, or how to frame her news,
" I am sorry

to say that I cannot find Clarice. She—I—"

They both interrupted her in a breath, turn-

ing their anger upon Jane, What did she
mean by

" not finding
"

Clarice, when she had
said all along that she knew where she was ?

Poor Jane had to explain. That she had

thought she knew where Clarice was
;
but that

Clarice was gone : she had been gone ever since

last June. Bit by bit the whole tale was ex-

tracted from Jane
;
the mystery of Clarice's

leaving Mrs. West's so suddenly (and it really

did look something of a mystery), and her

never having been heard of since.

To describe the earl's dismay would be a

difficult task. When he fully comprehended
that Clarice was lost—lost, for all that could be

seen at present
—his temper gave way pro-

digiously. He stormed, he thumped, he talked,

he abused the scape-goat Pompey, who had had

nothing in the world to do with it, but who

happened unluckily to come into the room with

an announcement that luncheon was ready ;
he

abused Lady Oakburn, he abused Jane. For

once in her life the dowager let him go on to

his heart's content without retorting in kind :

she had in truth her grand-nieces' welfare at

heart, and the news Jane had brought terrified

her. Lunch ! No ; they were in too much

perplexity, too much real care, to sit down to

a luncheon table.
" I have contained myself as long as I could,"

cried the dowager, flinging back the strings of

her bonnet, and darting reproachful looks at

Lord Oakburn. "
Every week since you came

to London have I said to myself on the Mon-

day morning, He'll have her back this week
;

but that week has gone on like the others, and

he has not had her back—you, Oakburn !
—

and I said to myself, as I sat down to my break-

fast this day, I'll go and ask him what he

thinks of himself. And I'm come. Now then,

Oakburn !

"

Poor Jane, utterly powerless to stem the

raging spirits of the two, remembered that

Lady Oakburn had been as ready as the earl

to leave Clarice to herself : to say that she

ought to be left to herself, unsought, until

she should " come to her senses."

"I want Clarice," continued the dowager,
while the earl marched to and fro in the room,

brandishing his stick.
" I am going away next

month to Switzerland, and I'll take her with

me, if she behaves herself and shows proper

contrition for what she has done. As to your

not finding her, Jane, that must be nonsense :

you always were good for nothing, you
know. "

"Dear aunt, the case is this," said Jane, in

a sadly subdued tone.
"
Perhaps you do not

quite understand it all. I should not think so

much of Clarice's not having been, or sent, to

Mrs. West's since she left them
;
but what I

do think strange is, that she should not have

called or sent as usual for my letters. All the

letters I have written to her since Christmas,
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the library -till, i

brought two of thfin away with ma, L

•rher, in oa uld call y

"What hai mad
\" cried

"It LI that which I cannot understand. It

is that which— J don't, know why
have struck my heart with fat]

Lady Oakburn interrupted in an inn
'•

1 don't understand it at all,

Perhaps you'll begin at the beginnr
lighten me."

"What beginning t
w asked Jan.-, nip

how to take the words.
" What beginning I the exaspe-

rated old lady. "Why, the beginning of it all,

when Clarice first went out. 1 know nothing
about' tho particulars ;

never did know. What
letters did you send to her, and what m
did you get ?—and where did she hide h

and what did she tell you of it I Begin at the

beginning, I say."
"It will be two years next month, July,

since Clarice left us,'' began Jane, with her

customary obedience. " Sometime in the fol-

lowing month, August, I received the first letter

from her, telling me she had found a situation

in the neighbourhood of Hyde Park, and that

she would "—Jane hesitated a moment, but

went on—"
keep her vow."

" Her vow ! What vow ?
*

" She took a vow before leaving home, that

she would never betray our name as com.

with her."
" Oh !

"
said the countess. " She took it

in a passiou, I supp< i

"Yes. She said she hoped the situation

would prove a comfortable one, and that if I

liked to write to her, 1 might address my letters

'Miss Chesney,' to be kept at a certain library

in the neighbourhood, where she would call for

them
; but she again repeated that she was not

known by her own name. I did write to her,

three or four letters in the course of the next

twelvemonth
;
and she answered them. She

never told me she was not in the same situa-

tion, and I concluded she was there. Summer
weather had come round then "

" Get on with your story, Jane. What has

summer weather got to do with it '?

" was the

old lady's angry reprimand. And Lord Oak-

burn had stopped his restless walk to listen.

" In that summer—I think it was in June—
I had another letter from Clarice, tellii.

not to write until I heard from her again, as

she might be going to the seaside. Of course

I supposed that the family were going t

her. This, you observe, was the month when,
as Mrs. West says, she quitted them. I heard

nothing more until the next January, when she

I wrote to wi .qj *he

: old home
tth. 1-

herself and her movement* in

ay a word

was still with the same family. The letter

ter uh all ; and

irhioh I well remember,— '
I have

main:. 1 showed this let

. and he "

"
Pi i to answer rupted the

pped in hesitation. And
the old countes approval—as if

she should q it also.
' ' So that letter was not answered," returned

11 IJut in the next March, I—I—a

circumstance occurred to cause me to feel

anxious about Citric-, and I wrote to her. In

fact, 1 had a dream, wh;
" Had a what :'

"
shrieked the countess.

"1 know how foolish you must thin!

aunt. But it was i | dream ; a aig-

nifieai Ail dream. It seemed to

bode ill to ( » shadow : death.

I am super rith regard to dreams ; I

cannot help being so ; and it made a great im-

ii on me. I to Clarice,

asking for i

Plymouth, and gave her the address at South

Wennook. No
i te, and I wrote again.

I wrote a third tine .1 there was no
answer. But I did not think much of that

I only thought that Clarice was angry at my
not , h i her New Tear's letter,

and would . to pvnian »-day,

upon going to the li md those three

waiting tin re still : not mhad
been I

she was 1 Varies

left them last dun.- I
—m know

what place she or where she

ted the e;irl, while tho old dowager

only stared in disoomposu
"
They know nothi: papa,

or of her m<
" Why, that's a twi . ago !

w

Yes, it was a igO. They
lence ;

and a naun I

in ami

away on th

{To I
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" OUR ONCE-FAT FRIEND."

We have all been startled by the accounts

coming to us from across the Atlantic of the

discovery of oil wells. You have only to dig

in some portions of American soil, and up

spouts an oleaginous fountain that makes the

fortune of the happy discoverer. It has been

the luck of a private individual in this country
to discover a home supply of fatty material,

which has already spouted, and is now stored

in locomotive receptacles. The only difference

between the American and the English article

is, that one is of a vegetable origin and the

other animal. Mr. Banting having made the

discovery that he was unwisely fat, and called

attention to it in a pamphlet, thousands of

other fat men have started up on every hand.

But neither Mr. Banting nor his disciples are

happy in the discovery of these reservoirs of

fatty oil
; they do not look upon it as a thing

to be desired, but as a parasite to be scrubbed

off and got rid of at any price. They argue,

and perhaps rightly, from their own point of

view, that it is not well to be transformed into

so much candle material
;

but we may ask if

society in general is likely to agree to such a

dictum ? If we are, by Mr. Banting's method,
to lose all our fat men, what will become of

us ? All those who possess the friendship of

the corpulent know full well that there is

something more in them than the mere stock-

in-trade of the tallow-chandler. Your fat man
is ever your peace-maker, your general friend,

your benevolent public benefactor. Good

gracious ! the more we think of it, the more

we are amazed. What would become of all

our lord mayors, mayors, and aldermen if

Bantingism really became a rule of life ? It is

a blow aimed at municipal institutions, and

Bantingism must be looked upon as a crafty

move in the direction of centralisation versus

local government. The very word "
Corpora-

tion,'"' speaking abdominally, would be blotted

from our language. Imagine Honest Jack

Falstaff reduced by means of a biscuit diet to

a lean and slippered pantaloon, would the world

have been a gainer by the change 1 Fancy
the many eighteen and twenty-" stunners" re-

duced to American lankiness, would the change
be an improvement to the national character ?

John Bull transformed into a scarecrow, with

his shanks a world too wide for his ample tops,

could we live over such a disgrace ? But,
thank Heaven, we see no such tendency to-

wards leanness as Mr. Banting would load us

to believe is taking place. Look at our beef,

is that thin? What beast gets the gold medal?

Why, that which has been fed on most oilcake.

Who, again, is the most money-making among

the doctors ?—is it not Dr. De Jongh, who

proclaims that life is not worth having without

cod -liver oil ? We give Mr. Banting every
credit for being perfectly disinterested in his

crusade against fat
; but, mayhap, he is only

an unconscious agent in the hands of the tailors.

In the first place, we know that a layer of fat

is as good as a topcoat to am an, consequently
the corpulent do not require so much clothing
as the lean. Tailors, therefore, look to lean-

ness as their best friend. Then there would be

the waste of clothing in their favour during
the period of transformation. A fat man would
order a coat one day that would be, under a

|

course of Bantingism, a misfit the next month.
1 There would be no element of fixedness in his

figure, and, consequently, he would require a

I
sliding-scale of garments. The artistic tailor

may well feel in a constant flurry at such fluctu-

;

ations. The lines of a man's garment, in a
i first-class tailoring establishment, are laid down
with all the mathematical care and nicety of

the lines of a ship. Imagine then, good reader,

; having to reduce the waist, and to make the

lines finer with every pair of new trowsers.

We admit that Buckmaster or Poole may be

dead against a man suddenly reducing him-

self from fifteen stone to twelve
;

but the

great ready-made clothing establishments must

all be for it, and they are too many for mere

artistic tailors.

Mr. Banting supplies us with a dietary which

he tells us has worked wonders upon himself.

Between the ages of thirty and forty, he says

that he felt he was becoming possessed by a

parasite which he always dreaded—that para-

site was fat
;

it crept over him, and so over-

came him that he was obliged to walk down
stairs backwards, to avoid the jar caused by
his weight upon his ankle and knee joints. In

August last, when about sixty-six years of age,

and with a stature of five feet five inches, he

weighed 202 pounds ;
not such a mighty

weight after all, considering his height, but it

incumbered him. Accordingly, he consulted a

physician, who recommended him to take row-

ing exercise, which he did, in "a good, heavy,

safe boat," but he found that his appetite in-

creased so voraciously that the increased food

h» was forced to take made him heavier than

ever. He went to another medical friend,

who made out a dietary table for him, which

cut off all the fat-making food, or the "
beans,"

as Mr. Banting terms it, which bred his para-

site. The dietary was as follows :
—

For breakfast, I take four or five ounces of beef,

mutton, kidneys, broiled fish, bacon, or cold meat of

any kind except pork ;
a large cup of tea (without

milk or sugar), a little biscuit, or one ounce of dry
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For dinner, five or six (mH6M of SB]
salmon,

•

pork, any
potato,

•

any kind of poultry or pun.', and U

»f fruit, a rusk or t*o,"

a cup of tea (without milk
|

^

For supper, three or four : figUf
similar to dinner, with B

For oigbtoap, if

whisky, or brandy, without sugar), or a glass i i

<),! i has be-

tally less,
havim:

ht. His

now.

It is currently

Commander-in-Chief, hav i
i

dert'ul .ation ITOJ I

through refusing nil

gentleman bo call upon him. Mr. Bantu
i presented himself befo]

. with apparently very ample
ions.

"
Well, Mr. Banting," said his Royal 1

1

,

"
you seem to be pretty portly yet.""

That, sir, is as I was ;" pulling o!i

of old clothes, and standing up a m-

compared to his former size,
— M thus I am ;" an

anecdote which proves that he is somewhat of

a wag.
Mr. Banting stands sentinel against fag

milk, butter, beer, sugar, potatoes, par
and carrots. These are the starch and

containers, which in the human body are trans-

formed into fat ;
and in place of these he takes

the regimen we have given. It certainly
to ha\ tations of Mr.

Banting ; and, of course, he believes he has

found a specific against fat. Y.-, as far as he

is individually concerned
; but why should he

lead others to believe that they also may go
and do likewise ? Really, to hear the conver-

sation that goes on at every dinner-table, it

might be imagined that a great discover..

been made in dietetics
;
and that it lay within

any man's power to blow himself out and suck

If in as he would a bladder. In

Mr. Banting tells us as much:—M F<

I have now nearly attained the righl
of bulk and weight proportional to my stature

and age (between ten and eleven stone) I should

not hesitate to partake of a fatten:

occasionally, to preserve the happy standard if

necessary. Indeed 1 am allowed to do

my medical advisers
;
but I shall alwaj

servo a careful watch upon myself I

the effect, and act accordingly ;
so that if I i

choose to spend a day or two with Dives, so to I

us."
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are they not fat ? The answer is, that though
we may take food into our mouths, we do not

therefore absorb it into our system ;
or if we

do, we burn it off so fast by the lungs that it

never becomes deposited in the tissues. The

human frame is by no means like a dripping-

pot, which is bound to hold all the fat that is

put into it. You may feed a large proportion
of men on Mr. Banting's

" beans "
all day

long, and tjie exercise of the body and mind

they undergo will use it all up without requir-

ing them to "go down stairs backwards," or

to use " boot hooks."

If mere errors of diet were capable of pro-

ducing the dire results which Mr. Banting at-

tributes to it, the human race would long ere

this have been transformed into so many Daniel

Lamberts. But Mr. Banting is right in one

thing. This fat question is very much a matter

of age. The reason why, after a certain time in

life, fat becomes deposited, is simply because as

we get old we get lazy, we take forty winks after

dinner, we cease to take "constitutionals," con-

sequently we cease to burn off our fat—for fat

is nothing more than fuel food, and it is con-

sumed in proportion to the strain we put upon
the lungs. Dr. Edward Smith, who has made
a number of experiments with respect to the

consumption of fat during different stages of

exertion, tells us that in one hour whilst lying

asleep at night, and therefore quite still, 0'31

oz. of fat is consumed, during one hour awake

0*46 oz., whilst standing one hour 0*55 oz.,

whilst walking at the rate of two miles an hour

l'l oz., at the rate of three miles an hour 1*6

oz., and finally, one hour's work on the tread-

mill reduces the fat 2 '75 oz. Thus we see

how perfectly worthless any scheme of dieting
is unless it is properly graduated to the amount
of exertion a man takes. Nevertheless as a

rule men don't take as much exercise when

they are old as when they are young, conse-

quently they don't require so much fatty food.

If a person were to go on filling his cellar

month by month with coal in the summer as he

would in the winter, the consequence would

be that his fires would not consume it, and it

would accumulate in his stores ; in just the same

manner the old man does not burn up by his

lungs the fat he takes redundantly into his

system, and it lodges on his abdomen, and
forms a "

corporation." But this rule is ap-

plicable, it must be remembered, only to men

getting on in years, and the crowd of young and
middle aged who are now shaping their courses

by Mr. Banting's mailing chart are simply be-

having like simpletons. Mr. Banting speaks of

the dietary table given him by his doctor, a gen-
tleman well known as an aurist, as something

marvellous, but it is as old as the hills, and is

no better and no worse than a score of others

with which any intelligent physician would pro-
vide him. We feel certain that no one is more
astonished with the fame it has brought him
than the aurist himself. It happened to suit

the particular idiosyncrasy of the patient, and
the patient is very properly grateful for the

prescription ;
but if every man that had been

cured by some simple medicine were to rush

into print and to declare that he had at last

found out a man who was possessed of a specific

for the disorder he laboured under, what a

marvellous medical literature we should possess !

Certain "professors" in the medicinal art (a

self-imposed title, which the public know how
to estimate) do indeed indulge in little essays
of this kind for their own profit and glorifi-

cation. There is Professor Holloway, for

instance, of ointment notoriety, who has been

living on the Earl of Aldborough's leg for these

last twenty years ;
we speak figuratively, of

course. This famous leg was the despair of all

" the faculty
"

until the professor took it in

hand, and cured it with his world-famous oint-

ment. Now the public see the motive of this

course of proceeding, and properly estimate it,

and there is no harm done except to those

individuals who will lard themselves for the

slightest cut, without rhyme or reason, for

the pecuniary benefit of Mr. Holloway.
There is again the aged physician, whose

daughter was cured of consumption by the use

of a remedy which he is constrained to proclaim
to humanity, through the columns of the Times'

advertising sheet—a piece of gratuitous gene-

rosity the public also views somewhat sus-

piciously. But Mr. Banting is a witness who
is above reproach as far as any self-seeking is

,

concerned ;
he speaks, we know, with a purely

| philanthropic motive, and that is the mis-

I

chief of his pamphlet. Hundreds buy it, we

know, out of mere curiosity, never intending
to put its rules into operation ;

but there are

some who believe implicitly and without any
reserve in doctors' directions, who store up a

prescription for years, and never fail to lend it

to their friends when they fancy they are

similarly affected to themselves. These are just

the persons who will adopt Bantingism without

further question. If, however, there should

1)e any hesitation in their minds, let us give

|

them Punch's advice to persons about to

marry, "Don't." In killing your "parasite,"

you may, as Mr. Banting did by "low-living,"

contract a carbuncle, a parasite of a less easy

nature than a little superfluous fat. And we

may add, this is a very likely, thing to happen
in consequence of fat men suddenly changing

their diet, and adopting a less sustaining one,

especially in the matter of wine ;
for the fat are,
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The effect of the famous dietary table would

then be double, and as fat and lean men make

up a large proportion of the population, the fame

of the pamphlet would be largely angnu

If, by any means, the two gratifying n

like the two Dromios, could be publicly brought
face to face, the effect would be electric.

Ranting seems i only one thing in the

course of his case,
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COLUMBUS.

In the Cathedral Church of the Havana, on

the north side of the chancel, and near the

high-altar, is an insignificant looking mural
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ington Irving's charming work is within the

reach of all readers. Later writers have dif-

fered from his well-known conclusions as to

the island first seen by the discoverers, hi

the " Landfall of Columbus," by Capt. Becher,

R.N., of the Hydrographic Office, Admiralty,
the whole question is carefully examined and

set at rest. To this the interested may refer

with satisfaction, for accounts of the various

fortunes through which this great navigator

went, and the difficulties that he overcame
;

till, after long delay, his expedition was fitted

out at the little port of Palos, in Andalusia,
under the countenance of Ferdinand and

Isabella, sovereigns of Castile : and, amid the

tears and dismay of relations, he sailed with

three vessels and a complement of not more
than a hundred men in all, on Friday, the

3rd of August, 1492,
" half an hour before

sunrise."

More than two months of westward sailing

over the " Sea of Darkness "
brought them to

the Bahama Banks. Many times the supersti-

tions of the sailors perilled the success of the

expedition, and even the life of the admiral.

At last, from natural signs, they deemed that

they drew near to land
;

mutinous tempers

grew calm
;

all hearts took courage. When day
broke, on Friday, 12th October, they found

themselves at an island, called by the natives

Guanahani, which Columbus henceforth "named
San Salvador, in remembrance of that Almighty
Power which had so miraculously

" showed it

to him. It is styled now, by Europeans,
"
Watling Island," after a certain buccaneer

captain. The San Salvador of modern maps is

falsely so called.

This was the discovery of the New World.

The fabled Cipango, by which some have un-

derstood Japan, and the mainland of India,
had yet to be reached. For these the admiral

continued to search, drawn towards west or

east at the sight of larger islands opening up
in the horizon, till he came to Cuba,

" which
I believe,

5 '
said he,

" must be Cipango."
Here I leave him. He had succeeded in

his great aim. Before his death he made three

more voyages across the Atlantic to the newly-
discovered Indies. After two years of sickness,

he died, in Spain, on the 26th May, 1506, and
was buried in the Convent of San Francisco,
at Valladolid. Seven years later, his body
was removed to the Monastery of Cartujos de

las Cuevas, in Seville. From there, according
to a wish expressed in his last will, it was

taken to the West Indies, and buried by the

altar in the Cathedral of San Domingo. In

17^5, when that island was given up to France,
his remains were transferred from San Domingo
to Cuba, and rest finally on the right side of the

high-altar in the Cathedral in the city of the

Havana.

Monument of Columbus.

The personal appearance of Columbus was not

a bad index of his character. His general air

expressed the authority which he knew so well

how to exercise. His light-grey eyes kindled

easily at subjects of interest. He was tall

and well-formed. His complexion was fair and

freckled, and inclined to ruddy. Trouble soon

turned his light hair grey, and at thirty years
of age it was quite white. Moderate in food,

and simple in dress, temperate in language,

bearing himself with courteous and gentle

gravity, religious without being a formalist,

repressing his irritable temper with a lofty

piety, he was the model of a Christian gentle-

man. The devout reference of his successes

to the Divine favour, with which he concludes

the report of his first voyage to the sovereigns

of Castile, is highly characteristic of the man.
" This is certain," he writes,

" that the Eter-

nal God our Lord gives all things to those who

obey Him, and the victory when it seems im-

possible, and this evidently is an instance of it,

for although people have talked of these lands,

all was conjecture, unless proved by seeing

them, for the greater part listened and judged
more by hearsay than by anything else.

"
Since, then, our Redeemer has given this

victory to our illustrious king and queen, and

celebrated their reigns by such a great thing,

all Christendom should rejoice and make great

festivals, and give thanks to the Blessed Trinity,

with solemn praises for the conversion of so

much people to our holy faith." J. C. H.
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in looks did she seem to run in the common

track, and she said, "I broke my dear father's

and mother's hearts ;
and they call me 'Pretty

Sally, the minister's daughter.
' "

North of St. Clement's church, inWeybridge,
lies a stonemason's yard, and next it, separated

only by a dwarf wall and a narrow nagged

court, is a row of ten or twelve cottages; these

are of the better sort, for they belong to the

master-mason, and are rented by his well-paid
workmen. In one ofthem lived Aaron Bidder,
called among his mates " the minister," for he

was a local preacher in some dissenting con-

nexion
;
and he had a wife and daughter, the

latter being the heroine of this tale. He was

a good and pious man according to his light,

which was small, and his wife was a pale,

silent, dark-eyed woman, of whom no one

knew or said any harm. ,

Sally Bidder, the daughter of these people,

might be seen to best advantage, and indeed

almost constantly, in the mason's yard. At
15 years old she was a delicate graceful girl,

with deep blue eyes, a glorious head of golden

curls, and a singularly pure complexion. She

looked, so folks said in the row, like a gentle-
man's child, and they were rather proud of

her ; she was almost one of the sights of the

staid old town, and strangers seldom failed to

admire her. Her manner was engaging and a

little inclined to flirting. A perfect horror she

had of dirt, or rough clothing, or work of any
kind which might soil her pretty hands, and
her chief occupation was to loiter in the yard
after her father, and show strangers the way
into the counting-house, to old Mr. Ford, the

master-mason, with whom she was a prime
favourite. 1 am afraid she was idle, and

dressy, and an adept at a kind of flirting with

people much older than herself, and her parents
rather encouraged her in all this. But then

she was so lovely and gentle that no one had
the heart to find fault with her. Education

or training she had none to speak of, and it

did her no good at her age to live a life of

delicacy and idleness quite unusual in the class

to which she belonged. Lovely she undeniably

was, and if any stranger gave her a trifle, as

many did, and asked her name, she would say,

"they call me 'Pretty Sally, the minister's

daughter.'"

CHAPTER II. THE OLD SANDPIT ON THE
COMMON.

The river Wey runs through Weybridge :

it is navigable for barges, and runs, above the

town, for many miles through a rich and rather

flat grass country. If you turn down by the

old town-bridge, and follow the towing-path,

you soon come into a gentleman's demesne.

On the side next the town, and separated from
it by the town-common, there are plantations
enclosed by a park fence, and the house stands

some 200 yards from the river, and but little

above it. This is Weybury, the seat of the

Westwood family. It is a long and rather

low house, in no style of architecture, but it

looks like the residence of refined and wealthy

people ;
and such is the case, the Westwoods

having for many generations been well thought
of in the county and popular in Weybridge,
which always returned the reigning Mr. West-

wood to Parliament. Just now the family
consisted of three, Mrs. Westwood, twice a

widow, James Knox, her son by Colonel Knox,
her first husband, and Philip Westwood, the

heir of the estate, and but recently of age.

James Knox was sitting in the summer-house

in the park that evening, affecting to read a

book, but really waiting for his brother. This

way there was a short cut into the town which

the family often used
;
and presently Philip

Westwood came quickly along the path, looking
a little ill at ease, which was an unusual ex-

pression for his bright face to wear.

"Well, Philip," said the elder brother,
" where are you off to now ?" Philip looked

surprised to see him, but stopped and replied

at once, for the closest affection existed between

the two.
" If you must know, I am going to meet

your pretty friend again out on the common,
and I begin to wish 1 had never seen her.

Why didn't you fall in love with her yourself,

1 wonder, and save me the trouble ?
" and

though he spoke gaily he looked uneasy all the

time.

"Now listen to me," said his brother;
" don't go there any more, there's a good lad.

Some bad end is sure to come of all this ;
she

is, I know, very pretty and enticing, but you
can't be mad enough to think of marrying so

much below you. Break with her at once

before you make a scandal in the place."

Philip listened with rather a grim look on

his face, and all the time he kept pawing the

gravel on the path with the toe of his boot.

"
Well, I know it is a fix

;
and perhaps you

will tell me how to get out of it, Mr. Mentor."

"No, I can't do that
;
but get out of it you

must, for your own sake and other people's

too."
" Ah !

"
said Philip, as if tired of the dis-

cussion,
" this is all very well from you, who

are heart-whole in the matter, but then I love

her, and, worse still, she loves me. It is a fix

every way, and I don't sec my way out of it,

and so good-by.
He went away without giving his brother

time for another word, and James Knox took
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with a gentleman on the common
;
and just at

first all kinds of surmises were afloat respecting

her : people were unwilling to believe the sad

truth. She did not return to her home, and

was not seen in Weybridge for years, till she

was almost forgotten. Philip Westwood was

also gone—abroad it was said—and the curious

soon made out that he did not go alone and

who was his companion. It was agreed on all

hands that the less said about the matter the

better.

A cloud settled on the family at Weybridge.
Mrs. Westwood Avas seldom seen in the town,
for she felt that people looked coldly and

reproachfully at her : her son had robbed the

town of one of its favourite daughters. There

was the good name of the town, too, of which

they were justly proud : Philip had tarnished

it. Old Ford felt the loss of his favourite

deeply, and now he would get out of the way
of his Weybury patrons, where before he gladly
took each opportunity to bow and scrape to

them. Sally was a loss in fact, and except in

the case of some strong-minded and perfectly

pure people, she met with a good deal of pity
and commiseration. ' ' She would have done

well but for Master Philip," they said, and

perhaps truly.

Aaron Bidder and his wife felt their share

of the disgrace so keenly that they presently

gave up their cottage in "the Row," and found

employment in a distant county : there Aaron
died in a few months of a fall from a scaffold,

and his wife, after toiling alone for a time,

died too—she had always been a broken-spirited
woman—and was laid beside him, in a place
where they were both utter strangers. If her

daughter's name was mentioned, there, shot up in

her dark eyes a gleam of passion, which showed

she never could or would forgive her
; otherwise,

she maintained to the last the same external

calm which she had always shown.

CHAPTER IV. THE DEAD-LETTER.

That morning the postman came down " the

Row " with a letter in his hand, and stopped
at the door of the house where the Bidders

used to live. He did not leave it there, how-

ever, but went round into Ford's counting-
house and gave it to him. Letters had often

before been so left, and they were known to

come from Sally Bidder. Ford used to give
them to James Knox, who opened and read

them, and lie would say
"
Any good news, sir?"

to meet with the same answer time after time,

"No, I am afraid things remain just as they
were :" he did not like to inquire further out of

ft for the feelings of Philip's family.

Sally's letters showed that Philip was still in

his "
fix,'' for they held out no project of a

separation between the two, and consisted

chiefly of affectionate addresses to her parents,
of entreaties not to be too hardly judged, with
here and there an expression which showed
that her love had not grown cold. She seemed

;

not to expect any reply, and evidently did not
know that her father and mother were now
both dead. It would have been well if Ford
had opened this particular letter, as it was he
sent it up to Weybury, and it came to hand
too late.

James Knox had been from home all that

day, and finding the letter on his return, read

I it with an exclamation of surprise. To order

his horse and gallop into Weybridge occupied
but a few minutes, and he pulled up at St. Cle-

ment's and threw the rein to one of a group of

gossips. What were they discussing so eagerly ?

Why did they seem to expect him ? He walked

anxiously into Ford's counting-house, and with

the first glance at the old man's face concluded

that some accident had happened.

"O, Mr. James !" he said,
" such a shocking

business
;

it's given me quite a turn
;
and they

do say the poor thing will die
; indeed, I thought

;

she was dead when they took her away, and I

can't help feeling for her as if she was my own
child." And here the old man quite broke

down, and was evidently much shocked.
" Tell me what has happened," said James,

" at present I am quite in the dark, though I

own I am grieved at this morning's letter."

Then Ford told him all he knew. A little

before twelve o'clock that morning, a lady

accompanied by a maid came quickly into
" the Row." The lady was easily recognised
as the "

Pretty Sally
''
of old times, in spite of

her rich dress and refined manner : years of

careful cultivation had not changed form or

feature in her, though they had added to every
charm. Presently a woman's head was poked
out of each cottage door, and some of the old

residents even came up and spoke to her. She

was evidently agitated and alarmed at finding
her parents gone.

" Where are they gone ?
" she said

;

"
tell

me where I can find them. 0, why does not

one of you answer me, and why do you look

so strangely at me '

Tell me you," she went

on, appealing to an old dame whose face she

remembered, "tell me for God's sake that there

is nothing the matter with them."

But the woman so appealed to turned away,
for she did not like the office sought to be put

upon her. Bat another cried out readily

enough,
"
They're dead, Sally ; they're dead

long ago, my girl ;
and you broke their hearts

with your wick

Poor Sally, among whose faults a hard heart

j

could not be numbered, fainted (.lead away at
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of her Majesty's British islands. In England

bogs are comparatively few and far between ;

but nobody who has lived or travelled in Ire-

land can forget the desolate flats and surfaces

that extend for so many miles inland—a per-

fect sea of uniform black peat, without a single

shrub or mound to relieve it, or any token of

life, save an occasional cabin, almost more

melancholy than the bog itself. Yet it has a

wild, forlorn kind of interest peculiar to it
;

although requiring an equally peculiar tone of

mind to enjoy it, or to contemplate it without

a shiver of disgust.

If we look a little more closely into the

nature and composition of bog, we shall find

that it is something more than a mixture of

black mud and water.

Bog consists principally of a species of moss,
known to botanists as "

sphagnum," together
with confused varieties of grass, fern, and

heath, forming a saturated though coherent

mass, which under a certain amount of pressure
becomes peat. In fact, the greater portion of

peaty substance is sphagnum, intermixed with

roots and branches of phanerogamic plants, the

surface of which offers a fitting receptacle for

the growth of cryptogamic species. It is easy
to perceive how the growth of a bog has arisen.

A pool is formed, more or less stagnant, round

the borders of which grow aquatic plants, in

course of time filling up the surface, and

eventually the deeper portions, by the ac-

cumulation of mud at the roots. This mud is

just the place suitable for sphagnum, which

flourishes abundantly, absorbing and holding
in solution an immense quantity of water,

pushing out new plants above, while the lower

stages daily become more rotten. Thus we
see the curious phenomenon of a bog, almost

in a liquid state, higher in the centre than the

surrounding land,—a condition of things well

described by Sir Charles Lyell as existing in

the "Great Dismal Swamp" in Virginia. This

is a morass, forty miles long by twenty-five

broad, and is of a soft semi-liquid consistency,

except where the surface is rendered partially

firm by a covering of vegetables and roots.

The centre is, nevertheless, considerably higher
than the surrounding land. At a certain

point of fluidity, however, the coherence of the

pulpy mass gives way, and very destructive

consequences may arise, as happened in the

case of a bog in the King's county, which, in

1821, burst its bounds, and flowed down a

valley for a mile and a half, covering 150
acres with a layer of bog from six to ten feet

in thickness.

It must not be inferred that all bogs are

alike in composition, though, probably, scarce

any but those who have investigated the sub-

ject would have imagined that there wras any
difference.

Mr. Moore, who has an intimate knowledge
of bog country, divides it into red, brown,
black, and mountain bog, each depending on
varieties of colour and consistence, locality,

altitude, and all causes that affect the growth
of the vegetable matter. The importance of

the question will be sufficiently attested by the

fact, that in Ireland alone there are nearly a

million and a half of acres of red and black

bog, and a million and a quarter of mountain

bog ;
and this importance arises from two

causes—the advisability and efficacy of drain-

age, so as to make the land more valuable for

!
other purposes, and the industrial economy of

I bog itself as a source of fuel. Of all the varie-

|

ties, the red and brown are the least valuable

|

for fuel, which probably arises from their ex-

|

treme wetness and the small quantity of woody
;

matter found in them. The mountain bog is
'

found at any and every altitude, and appears
to owe its difference of composition to the

substitution of a grey moss, JRacomitrium

: lamigino8V,m, for the ordinary sphagnum. The

formation, too, of the latter is different. We
have seen the way in which the flat bogs have

*

arisen, from the stagnation of shallow pools,

I which could not of course exist on the steep

\

sides of mountains, owing to the facility for

natural drainage. Besides, the atmosphere
which nearly always prevails in these high lo-

calities favours the growth of bog by the cease-

less moisture deposited by the clouds. Again,
the substratum of the great central plain of

j
Ireland, which is covered by flat bogs, consists

;
of mountain limestone

;
while that of the

mountains is frequently of a schistose nature,

the decomposition of which contributes greatly

to the formation of peat.

A very peculiar feature is the presence of

large trees, or rather the trunks of what were

large trees at one time
;
and they occur princi-

pally in the black bog. Far down beneath the

surface we have constant traces of the hazel,

oak, yew, and pine, and, in rarer cases, of

the alder and elm. Curiously enough, there

is a decided difference in the position of these

respective varieties
;

for instance, the fir is

usually discovered in a standing position, with

a few feet of trunk remaining, and usually to-

wards the centre of the bog ;
whereas the oak

and yew are always scattered at the margin,

generally rest on clay or gravel, and are al-

most invariably attached to their roots. Three

varieties of pine, distinguishable by their cones,

have been remarked, some being identical in

species with those at present existing in the

country. These facts point to the verj

change which has come o\ er the face of the land,
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have moisture ; the woods and forests which

flourished, where now are peat beds, may have

been destroyed by inundation, and the subse-

quent rotting of the roots and trunks by the

persistence of the undrained water. We have

little or no pressure, it is true
;
but there is

reason to suppose that if, in process of time, a

fresh forest or fresh vegetation arose, became

destroyed in its turn, lay prostrate over the

original bed, and then became covered over

with a superficial layer of earth, and that this

process were repeated again and again, each

time causing increased pressure on the sub-

jacent beds, the consequence would be a forma-

tion of coal. Heat we have not, at least not the

tropical heat that is supposed by many to have

prevailed ; but, as I said before, this condition

is doubted by others, and they back up their

argument by the discovery of air-breathing rep-

tiles which could not probably have lived except
in a temperate atmosphere. There is a great

relation, up to a certain point, between peat

bogs and the prairies. The latter are formed

thus, according to the observations of Mons.

Leguereux :
—Mud is deposited on the banks

of a large river, that, as it swells in the rainy

season, brings down fresh layers, which, as they

become stagnant, are exceedingly detrimental

to the growth of vegetation. Trees, which

have hitherto flourished, but have become

subject to this species of muddy inundation,

soon perish, and so far the bogs and the prairies

are similar
;
but after that, the climatal in-

fluences take effect : in Europe, the marshes,

once formed, usually continue as such, unless

altered by the interference of man
;
but in

tropical countries evaporation takes place in a

very short time, from the intense heat of the

sun
;

so that the long grass peculiar to the

prairies flourishes instead of the sphagnum and

confervEe, which we have seen are the com-

ponent parts of the bog. So much for the

probable future of peat. It may, however,
interest my readers to know in what way peat

is useful now. Everybody who has travelled

in Ireland is aware that at certain times of

the year the prevailing topic of conversation

in the inland districts is the probable crop

of turf, alias peat, which is looked forward to

with as much anxiety as the English farmer

bestows on his corn. And this is not to be

wondered at ; for, should the season be wet, as

too many seasons are in Ireland, the turf runs

a great risk of being spoiled, and the unfortu-

nate peasant is obliged to face the rigours of
i

the winter with little or no fire, to which,

perhaps, is added the short supply of potatoes.

No wonder that the cry of famine and starva-

tion, then, resounds throughout the whole

land.

At the time when the peat is cut the whole

population adjourns to the bog (if it is happy
enough to possess one, and I can assure my
readers that the circumstance of a bog being
found on any property is a wonderful ad-

vantage to it), the men to cut the peat with

a peculiarly long spade, the women to carry

away the square moulds and stack it in heaps,
where it is left to the tender mercies of the

weather to dry. Some little life and pictu-

resque effect is imparted to the bog at these

times, especially in Connemara, where the

scarlet petticoats of the women contrast well

with the black soil around. Were it not

for this, the figures would be almost un-

distinguishable in the general monotony of

colour.

When properly dried, it is found that turf

yields a variable proportion of ash accordingly
as it is dug from the surface or deeper down.

Sir Robert Kane states that the turf from a

bog forty feet deep yielded 1^- per cent, of ash

near the surface, o^ at the middle, and 19 per
cent, in the lowest four feet. This bears out

what I have stated before, as to the pressure

required to assimilate it to coal. The calorific

or heat-giving power of turf is about half that

of coal
; though if it were cut and dried under

more favourable circumstances, this quality
would be much increased. To bring about

this result has been the endeavour of several

practical individuals, who have seen in the

large stores of Irish turf an important item in

the industrial economy of the country. Among
these experiments we may mention that of

artificially drying the turf, and afterwards im-

pregnating it with tar, so as to render it water-

proof as well as to increase its burning pro-

perties.

Another proposal is to thoroughly break up
the fibre of the turf, and then subject it to

great pressure by hydraulic power, by which

process it becomes perfectly dry, loses about

|ths of its weight, and is denser than wood.

Peat prepared in this way costs about 5s. a

ton, a price which is about the average of a ton

of coat at the pit's mouth.

We see, therefore, that, apart from scientific

speculations on the nature and formation of

bog, it has an intrinsic value, of which many

people have but little idea.

G. P. Bevan.

AN OLD CHAPTER IN COOKERY.

Some years since, when a discussion arose

in the newspapers on the art of giving dinners,

it struck us as a rather angular circumstance

that none of the disputants recommended a

reference to the arcana of cookery during the
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containing almond cream, and "gode fat cheese

and egges ?
" Above all, why are we to be

denied "
Pomedorry ?"

Let us, by the way, imagine "Pomedorry,"
if there is no living cook who is clever enough
to make it. "Take beef and cut it small, all

raw, and cast it in a mortar and pound it,

but not too small : take saffron and pound it

therewith : when it is ground take the white

of an egg so as it be not too stiff. Throw into

the beef ground pepper, old raisins, and some
currants : put on a pan of clean water, and
make pellets" (balls) "of the beef, and when
the water and the pellets are well boiled, place
the whole aside and let it cool, then put it

*

(wepresume the pellets, or balls, or rissoles, as

we should term them)
" on a spit

"
(or skewer)

" and roast it, basting it with yolks of eggs,
and then serve up." This is "Pomedorry,"
once considered a great delicacy, though we
doubt whether it ever held the place in the

estimation of gastronomists which did that of
"
Pondorroge," a viand that must clearly have

been reserved for the upper ten thousand, who
dined with the Pose of Eaby, or were invited

to join the supper parties of madcap Prince

Hal. The opening of this recipe runs as

follows :
—

" Take partridges with long fillets
"
(cutlets)

* ' of pork, all raw, mince them well small, and

bray them in a mortar, and when they bo well

brayed, put -thereto a good plenty of powder
and yolks of eggs : and afterwards make thereof

a stuffing, each piece being of the form and
size of an onion : then boil them in good beef

or pork broth : then let them cool, then put
them on a hazel spit, and place them before

the fire to roast : afterwards make good batter

of flour and eggs, one batter white and the

other yellow, adding thereto a good plenty of

sugar : then take a feather on a stick, and take

some of the batter and paint it on the apples
"

(i.e., the balls of stuffing), "so that one be

white and the other yellow well coloured.
"

It

would require a considerable amount of imagin-
ation for any one to try and realise the merits of

such a preparation as the above, unless he was

determined to test it practically. Those who
take an interest in the subject would do well

to adopt the latter course.

Two other dishes only out of a vast mass, all

remarkable for their quaintness and their

combinations, do we propose to give the reader

in this paper. The first refers to the mode of

making swans edible, birds which us gastro-
nomic favourites of bygone days have almost a

classical claim on our attention, though without

the aid of a consummate chef $e cuisine it is

impossible to conceive anything more hard or

tasteless ; while the second is an extract from

the "Liber Curse Coquorum," a cookery book
in verse in use in the fourteenth century, to

be found in the Sloane MS. Reverting,

then, to the first-mentioned, which is entitled,
" Chaudern for Swannes," we have this singular

composition :
—

" Take the liver and all the offal (perhaps
this means the giblets), clean it and boil it,

and when it is boiled take it up and the bones

out, clean and dress the liver and all the

entrails and chop the best : then take bread

steeped in broth, and strain it with the blood

and broth through a strainer : then put it

in a pot and let it boil, and add thereto wine

and a little vinegar and ground pepper, cloves

and ginger, and serve it up."
The second is simple enough, and has been

chosen on that account
;

it is a receipt for

making furmenty. In the " Liber Coquorum,"
the poetical cookery book, it runs thus :

—
Take Wete and pyke h 1

fayre,

And do hl in a morter shene,

Bray hl a lytell w' wat* hl

spryng,

Tyl h l hull w'oute lesyng,
Yen wyndo hl wele rede y

e mot
"Wassbe L.' fayre, put h l in pot,

Boyle h* tylle h l brest pen
Let h* tlonn as I Pe kenne ;

Take know iniike and play li
1

up
To h' thykke rede to sup,

Lye h l

up w l

yolkes of eyren,
And kepe h* wele lest it berne

;

Colour h 1 w' safron and salt hl

wele,
And s'vyd hl forthe at y

e raele.

W sug
r
candy y

r may h* dowce,
Yf it be s'vyd in grete lordys howce

;

Take black sub r for mener menne,
Beware y

r w l fo r
li

l

wylle brenne.

In a MS. book of ancient cookery, found

in the library of the Poyal Society, the prose
version of the same receipt is given as fol-

lows :
—

" Take clean wheat and bray it well in a

mortar, so that the husks go clean off*, then

boil it in clean water until it break, then take

it up and let it cool, and when thou will dress

it, put it in a pot and add thereto good broth

and cow milk or milk of almonds, and colour

it with saffron, and take raw*yolk.s of eggs and

beat them well up and put them in the pot,

but let it not boil afterwards, then serve it

up."
Our space bids us stop here. There is much

more that is curious and tantalising which one

would fain impart to the reader, such as what

relates to the mysteries of "
Comadery,"

-
Yj^ocms,"

" Blank Desire," "Mawmenny,"
"
Petty Pruant," &c., but it cannot be now.

There are two facts, however, to be gathered

from the authorities from which we have

quoting which are worth notice. The first is

that among several hundred dishes of tho
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period over which we li.v rk in

some shape or anotb

ingredients, in the proportion
to one

;
the other, ti. fculity

of our

readers this condiment is probably ray little

known. Our own i of it* qu

is, it must be owned, but limited, but s

bear witness to one point
— that it is roperbv

tively nasty, and it must remain

how it cam ach a favourite: a>

used with almost everythu
which was the dish of king

up without it. Nor must we t

that the cooks of those days w
to please the eye as well as the taste. The

peacock, for instance, for a I.
ft,

was

always served up in its own feathers, and with

a gilded comb and tail, and similar adornment

was employed in other di

salads, and pickles in vogue we may po

speak on a future occasion.

Ernest R. Seymour.

THE RUEFUL RIDE.

Br thk Author of "John axi> I.*'

d sfeH

Like a r >y

The sunshine sears and searches hi* brain,
ze hum* hi* Mood »ith a ecu* of pi

gladly recall the ghost
vhe heaven come with light,

klessuess, h.

•*» his horae to wilder speed.

Could we believe, aa tbe

>rses have souls to think and know,
ty thin one well understood

So mad his pace as he onward flies,

So human i .•«* !

IX.

light,

.es at tbe sudden sight ;

meal as tbey gase,

ep amaxe ;

The} tanoe as if on wings 1

A traitor's Bword unsheathed in the dark,

A thunder-bolt Eall'n that leaves no spark,
A flitting vision to drew

An owl that wakes the night as she flies
;
—

Like the>e was a herdsman's stealthy ride,

O'er the still Campagna wild and wide.

'Tis night, or else you might trace his way,

By foam-flakes dashed from his horse Lib

You might see the splendour and SB]

Of the beast who runs so mad a race,

But his heaving chest and sweat would tell

Of services prized not over-well.

The rider uses both spur and rein,

He sets his teeth at the leags
He throws a eurse on the silent air,

To take it back with a coward's pr»;

He counts up the moments still left of night,

And hates the signs that herald the light.

IV.

There are phantoms round him, weird and wild,

Like the demons he dreamed of when a ebild ;

Fiery, forky-tongued, ghastly, and grim,

Each with a finger pointed to him
;

The very breezes hiss in his car,

The very stones take a shape of fear !

Day breaks at last with a creeping light

That brings the minutest thinj

He finds himself taking guilty beed

Of the blade of grass, of the stunted weed,
For each has a soul to understand

That a stain of blood is on his hand.

And now the solitt

and palace!
The dust they rais

A smaller sun in t iky.

Thou
But w

XI.

with skin-deep ra

b to a host mean« I

His look grows dark, and be

XII.

.us with ill ink and t lie sights of Ron

Leads hi aise and pleasantry.

But V

ays him as
»y.^

a curse at

Iky hands and s s

.

owo :

ns and flatters, as if t

hie beast to forgvre his sin.
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He blows out the lamp and takes the rein,

But he never will use the spur again :

Straightway and swift in his throat are set

Teeth that have harmed no flesh as yet.

He falls to the ground with a groan of fear,

For the foe is strong and no help is near.

XVI.

Trampled like clover under the feet

That bore him anon, so far, so fleet,

He sinks
;
and in the flutter of breath,

The swaying of soul between life and death,
He sees the glare of the horse's eyes,

And knows the verdict by which he dies.

Whether, indeed, such judgment was right,
As to the deed that was done that night ;

Whethi r the hone did avenge or no

The death of his former master so,

Or if 'twere but work of a vicious mood,
Will never be rightly understood.

xvi i r.

Thus much we know. The horseman who died,

Whom the beast had borne on that rueful ride,

Was only his lord by right of theft,

And the' hand, with its stroke so soft and deft,

Was the self-same one that foully slew

His old loved master two days ago.



LORD O A K 1 : I
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Th]

the houses in Portland I

doors wore flung open ever and again to the

visitors, the glare of many light*, th

music, the

hot-house flowers oo the stain..

dazzlingly to the charmed senses of the b

ful forms, gay as butterflies, fluttering in. The
Bar] of Oakbum and Lad}

holding an evening reception.
Their first that season, and their 1

yet, scarcely to be called
"

th; :

"
for

the season was well-nigh over. In an ordinary

year it would have been quite over, for August
had come in, and numbers were already on the

wing to cooler places, panting from the heat

and dust of the close metropolis ;
but Parlia-

ment had sat late, and many lingered still.

Jane had urged on the earl the nee

(she had put it so) of their giving one of these

receptions. She had accepted invitations to a

few
;
the earl to a very few

;
and she thought

they should make a return. But such a thing

ry much out of Lord Oakburn's line— for

the matter of that, it was not in .lane's—and

he had held out against it. Quite at th

moment, when three parts of the world had

quitted London, the earl BUTJ M one

morning by telling her she might
" send out

and invite the folks," and then it would be

done with.

They were somewhat more at ease with

regard to Clarice. Somewhat. Every po

inquiry that the earl could think of had been

set on foot to find her, and the aid of the

police called in. Day after day, hour after

hour, had the old Countess of Oaklmrn come

down toPortland Lug if she was found,
and worrying the earl well-nigh out of his

She threw all the blame upon him
;

she told him any father but he would have

confined her as a lunatic, rather than have

suffered her to be out without knowing where ;

and .lane was grievously reproached for her

share, in assuming that Clarice was in the situa-

tion in the vicinity of Hyde Park, when it

turned out that she had been some I

months goue away from it.

But still they were more at ease— or i:

feel so. In the course of their

which had extended to every likely qra

they learnt the fact that oue of the

agencies had procured a situation

I

M do-

main,

had :

, u to

"oem a

kbility of il really Clarice.

Oakborn, in ]>«tuou* faahion,

it further

Jane I

aa a lull in the storm of ra*>

mx\ Clarice

written •

Lord (

their i . and
to think .It

was dining this lull i

told .1

in her

wishing heartil

thing
I wreath of

cient d

that

Ad n<

of the

and I. and pretty

girl, had !

and 1 1

breath,

let hi i

1 be meant

irpto

I looking after you.
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"
Oh, thank you, Jane, but I don't want

looking after," was the reply, the child's whole

face sparkling with pleasure.
' ' I never was so

happy in my life."

" But you may dance too much. Where is

Miss Lethwait 1
"

"
Oh, I have not seen her for this long

while. I think she is with papa in his smoking-
room."

" With papa in his smoking-room !

" echoed

Jane.
"

Well, I saw her there once : we have had
three dances since that. She was filling papa's

pipe for him !

"

"Lucy!"
"It is true, Jane. Papa was cross; saying

that it was a shame that he could not smoke
his pipe because the house was full, and Miss

Lethwait said,
* You shall smoke it, dear Lord

Oakburn, and I'll keep the door ;

" and she

took off her gloves and began to fill it. I

came away then."

Jane's brow darkened. " Had you gone
into the room with Miss Lethwait ?

"

"No
;
I was running about from one room

to another, and I ran in there and saw them

talking. Jane ! Jane ! please don't keep me !

They are going to begin another dance, and I

am engaged for it."

The room called Lord Oakburn's smoking-
room was a small den at the end of a passage.

Not of much account as to size or anything

else, but Jane had deemed it might be found

useful for the night, and it had been converted

into a reception-room. In it stood the gover-

ness, Miss Lethwait. She looked magnificent.
Of that remarkably pale complexion which

lights up so well, her eyes sparkling, her

beautiful hair shining with a gloss purple as

the raven's wing, the plainness of her features—and they were plain
— was this night

eclipsed. She wore a low white evening dress

trimmed with scarlet, showing to the best

advantage her white neck, her falling shoulders,
her rounded arms. Never had she appeared
to so great advantage : take her as a whole,
there was not one form in the room could vie

with hers : she looked made to adorn a coronet—and perhaps she was thinking so.

Perhaps some one else was thinking so. One
who could think, so far as that opinion went,
to more purpose than Miss Lethwait could—
the Earl of Oakburn. The rough old tar

stood near her, and his eyes ranged over her

with much admiration. He had not lost his

liking for a fine woman, although he was verg-

ing on his sixtieth year. The smoking inter-

lude was over. Lord Oakburn had enjoyed
his pipe, and Miss Lethwait had obligingly

kept the door against intruders.

Was Miss Lethwait laying herself out to

entrap the unwary 1 Had she been doing it

all along, ever since her entrance into that

house ? It was a question that she never after-

wards could come to any satisfactory conclusion*

upon. Certainly the tempting bait had been

ever before her mind's eye, constantly floating

in her brain
;
but she was of sufficiently ho-

nourable nature, and to lay herself deliberately

out to allure Lord Oakburn was what she had
believed herself hitherto to be wholly incapable
of doing. Had she seen another guilty of such

conduct, her worst scorn would have been

cast on the offender. And yet—was she not,

on this night, working on for it ? It is true

she did not lure him on by will or look
;

but she did stand there knowing that the

peer's admiring eyes were bent upon her. She

remained in that room with him, conscious that

she had no business in it
; feeling that it was

not honourable to Lady Jane to be there, who

naturally supposed her to be mixing with the

company and giving an eye to Lucy; she had

taken upon herself to indulge him in his long-

ing for his pipe ;
had filled it for him

;
had

stayed in the fumes of the smoke while he

finished it. In after life Miss Lethwait never

quite reconciled that night with her conscience.

"Do you admire all this hubbub and whirl?"

suddenly asked the earl.

' '

No, Lord Oakburn. It dazzles my sight

and takes my breath away. But then I am
unused to it."

"
By Jove ! I'd sooner be in a hurricane,

rounding the North Pole. I told Jane it

would take us out of our soundings to have

this crowd here, but she kept bothering about

the ' claims of Society.' I'm sure society may
be smothered for all the claim it has upon
me!"

"The best society is that of our own fire-

side—those of us who have firesides to enjoy,"

returned Miss Lethwait.

"We have all got as much as that, I sup-

pose," said the earl.

"
Ah, no, Lord Oakburn ! Not all. It is

not my fortune to have one
;
and perhaps

never will be. But I must not be envious of

those who have."

She stood right under the gas chandelier,

underneath its glittering drops ;
her head was

raised to its own lofty height, but the eyelids

drooped until the dark lashes rested on the

cheeks, lashes that were moist with tears. She

held a sprig of geranium in her white gloves,

and her fingers were busy, slowly pulling it to

pieces, leaf by leaf, petal from petal.
" And why .should you not have a fireside?"

bluntly asked Lord Oakburn, his sight not

losing a single tear, a single movement of the
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nful

sight it -\\

quite laughed in

it was, telliug of inward pain.
I "You may as \ el] ask, my I rd, irl

11 is Queei

unhappy wretch who
Boura daily in a garret, rearing oat hei

and her life. Oar onequelly
marked out in this world, and we inn

them as they are sent.

me— 1 don't know win

Wrong one— that the harder the lot in this

world, the brighter it will bo in that which
has to come.''

"Favours and fortune are dealt out un-

equally, that's true enon

thinking of his past life of poverty and

struggle.

"They are, they are," she i bit-

terly. "And the worst
is, yon are so chained

down to your lot that you cannot e

it. As a poor bird entrapped into b

beats its wings against the wires unceasingly,

seeking to free itself from its prison, and
in vain, so do we wear out our minds with

our never-ending struggle to free ourselves

from the thraldom that is forced by d<

upon us. I was not made to live out my life

in dependence, in servitude : every liour of

the 'lay I feel that I was not. L feel that my
mind, my heart, my intellect, were formed for a

higher destiny : nevertheless it is the lot that

is appointed me, and 1 must abide by it."
" Will you share my lot?" suddenly .

the earl.

The governess raised her eyes to his, a keen,

searching glance darting from them, aa if she

suspected the words were but a jesting

mockery. The peer moved nearer, and laid

his hand upon her shoulder.

"I'm a blue jacket of nine-and-lifty j

Miss Lethwait, but I have got some wear in

me yet. I never had an earthly ailment the

matter with me, except the gout; and ii*

be Countess of Oakburn and make my fireside

yours, I'll take care of you." v

It was rather an odd fashion of making
an offer, certainly; gout and marriage jumbled

incongruously together. Tho earl, however,
was not a courtier : he could only speak the

genuine thoughts of his heart.
" What do you say ?" he continued, having

given her scarcely time to speak.
She gently removed his hand from her

shoulder, and lifted her n i his. The
tears were genuine as the earl's \\.

tion—perhaps gratitude—had called them up.
" Thank you greatly, Lord Oakburn, but it

could not be."

1 earl, who never brooked oppo*i-

••
1 am

j '.-me,"

Mict that was bei

you m

;

Id do BO."

i has chosen for her-

self, ('; nllOfl

where, I.u

you think she possesses u a sense ?"

The
to be em I

* ' Look
j

I came inl

marry : it is incutnl.

nt-xt 1.

all, and he I
ia or some

such outlai.

pretty thing it would be

grain

of gumption in fa

got a splendid figure, i look

farther
;

and 1 like

Will
j

I Lethwait shook exce 11 of

emotion th possessed v, r was

called up. Sh-

qualities, and ifa

of sowing ill feeling between I nd his

children. In t!.

clear I

ihty of b.

had 1"

as the

how few ha\

summ
man" ply:

watch

him /

The; keys and cr -cks

As 1

It was a bundli

An armlet of silk, and a bracelet of pearl ;
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And a packet of letters from whose sweet fold

Such a stream of delicate odours rolled,

That the abbot fell on his face, and fainted,

And deemed his spirit was half-way sainted.

For beautiful trifles such as these, woman
has before uoav given up her soul : how much

more, then, her hand and heart ! Not one

but bore charms for the eyes of Miss Leth-

wait : symbols, all of them—the scarlet slipper,

the curl, the silk armlet, the bracelet—of that

path of pleasure that must beset the future

partner of Lord Oakburn's coronet. These

things in prospective bear so plausible a magic !

The packet of letters, sickly with their excess

of perfume, would hold out to Miss Lethwait

the least attraction
;

love-letters penned by
the old peer could savour of little save the

ridiculous.

Would the tempting bait win her ? Hear
what success followed that thrown by the "Red
Fisherman."

One jerk, and there a lady lay,
A lady wondrous fair :

But the rose of her lip had all faded away,
And her cheek it was white and cold as clay,
And torn was her raven hair.

"Ha ! ha !" said the fisher in merry guise," Her gallant was hooked before !

"

And the abbot heaved some piteous sighs,

For oft had he blessed those deep-blue eyes ;

The eyes of Mistress Shore.

The loving and the lovely, the pure and
the sullied, the guilty and the innocent, all

have succumbed to the golden visions held out

to them : had Miss Lethwait withstood, she

had been more than woman. Lord Oakburn
waited for her answer patiently

—
patiently for

him.
" If you wish to make me yours, my lord,

so be it," she said, and her very lips quivered as

she yielded to the temptation. "I will strive

to be to you a good and faithful wife.
" Then that's settled," said the matter-of-

fact earl, with more straightforwardness than

gallantry. But he laid his hand upon her

shoulder again, and bent to take a kiss from
her lips.

At that moment one stood in the doorway,
her haughty eyelids raised in astonishment,
her blood bubbling up in fiery indignation. It

was Lady Jane Chesney. She had come in

search of the governess in consequence of the

communication made by Lucy. That any seri-

ous intention accompanied that kiss, Jane sus-

pected not. Never for a moment had it glanced
across the mind of Jane that her father would

marry again. In her devotion, her all-absorb-

ing love, there had existed not a crevice for

any such idea to insinuate itself. She gazed ;

but she only believed him to have been

betrayed into a ridiculous bit of folly, not ex-

cusable even in a young man, considering Miss
Lethwait's position in the family ;

worse than

inexcusable in Lord Oakburn. And the gover-
ness lingering in the room with him, stand-

ing passively to receive the kiss ! No peir
could express the amount of scornful con-

I

demnation cast on her from that moment by
! Jane Chesney.

Too pure-minded, too lofty-natured, too

much the gentlewoman to surprise them, Janu

drew back, noiselessly, but some movement in

the velvet curtain had attracted the notice of

the earl. The door to this room was nothing

|

but a sliding panel
—and which Miss Leth-

wait had unslided (if there be such a word)
when the pipe was finished—with looped-back

!

inner curtains of crimson.

Tiie curtain stirred, and Lord Oakburn,

probably thinking he had been hidden long

enough away from his guests, and that it

might be as well to show himself again if he

wished to observe a decent hospitality, went

forth. Jane waited an instant, and entered.

The governess was sitting then, her hands
1

clasped before her, as one who is in deep
: thought or pain, her eyes strained on vacancy,

;

and a burning spot of scarlet on her cheeks,

scarlet as the geranium wreath in her black

hair.
" Are you here, Miss Lethwait ! I have

been searching for you everywhere. Allow me
to request that you pay proper attention to

Lady Lucy."
She spoke in a ringing tone of command,

one never yet heard by the governess from the

quiet Jane Chesney. Miss Lethwait bowed

her head as she quitted the room in obedience

to see after Lucy, and the scarlet of emotion

was turning to pallor on her cheeks.

Jane watched her out. She was not one to

make a scene, but she had to compress her

lips together, lest they should open in defiance

of her will. Her mind was outraged by what

she had witnessed
;

the very house was out-

raged ;
and she determined that on the morrow-

Miss Lethwait should quit. In her fond pre-

judice she cast little blame on her father ;
it

all went to the share of the unlucky governess.

Jane believed—and it cannot be denied that

circumstances appeared to justify the belief—
that Miss Lethwait had sought Lord Oakburn

in that room, and hidden herself there with

him, on purpose to play off upon him her wiles

and fascinations.
' ' Never more shall she have the oppor-

tunity," murmured Jane, "never more, never

more. Ere midday to-morrow the house shall

be rid of her."

Jane mixed again with the crowd, but so

completely vexed was she by what had occurred
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that she remaiued silent and pa

ing the smallest fraction of attenl

As she stood near one of ti.

rf the drawing-room, certain wo
r vicinity, at length forced
• notice : words that awoke h

tli' reality of the pr<
u Her name's Beauchamp. M;
ote to one of the

believe, and tiny sent her out to

la."

.Jane turned to look at the

was a stranger, a very young man, hi

that evening to the house by .some friend

introduced. His name, Vaughan, had not

struck upon any chord of .Jam's memory at

the time
;
but it did now, in connection with

the name of Beauchamp. Conld he indeed he

a member of that family in Canada to whom
the Miss Beauchamp had gone out I

" And she is an efficient governess ?
" went

on one of the voices. It was a lady speaking
now.

"
Very much so, indeed," replied Mr.

Vaughan.
" I have heard my mother say she

does not know what she should do without

Miss Beauchamp.
"

All her pulses throbbing with expectant

hope, Jane moved up and laid her linger on

Mr. Vaughan'a arm.
" Are you from Canada 1

"

" From Lower Canada," he replied, struck

with something of suppressed eagerness in her

tone. "My father, Colonel Vaughan, was or-

dered there some years ago with his regiment,
and he took his family Avith him. Liking the

place, we have remained there, and "

" You live near to Montreal ?" interrupted

Jane, too auxious to allow him to continue.
" We live at Montreal."
" I heard you speak of a Miss Beauchamp :

a governess, if I understood you arightly 1
"

"Yes, I was speaking of Miss Beauchamp.
She is my sisters' governess. She came out

to us from England."
" How long ago 1

"

"How long age?—let me see," ho d<

rated. "
I don't think she has been with us

much more than a twelvemonth yet."
it was surely the same. Jane without cere-

mony placed her arm within the young man's,
and led him to a less-crowded room.

"I am interested in a Miss Beauchamp, Mr.

Vaughan," she said, as they paced it tog
" A lady of that name, whom I know, went
abroad as governess about a year ago. At

least, we suppose she went abroad, though we
don't know with certainty where, I am very
anxious to find her. I think the Miss Beau-

champ you speak of may be the same."

"
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I
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to ascertain, and are
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He pointed to Miss Lethwait. Jane with-

drew her eyes in aversion, and they fell on

Lucy. She made a sign to the child, and

Lucy ran up, her brown eyes sparkling, her

dark hair flowing, the bright rose shining in

her damask cheeks.
" There is a resemblance in this young lady's

face to the one I have been speaking of, Mr.
|

Vanghan. The eyes and hair and complexion
are just alike."

" Is there ? Why that's—somebody told

me that was little Lady Lucy Chesney—your

sister, of course, Lady Jane. She's very pretty,
but she's not a bit like Miss Beauchamp."
Was it to be ever so ? Should they come

seemingly on the very track of Clarice, only to

find their hopes mocked ? Things seemed to

be going all the wrong way to-night with Jane

Chesney.

CHAPTER XXVIII. TURNED AWAY !

Lady Jane Chesney sat in the small draw-

ing-room. It was nearly the only room that

the servants had put into habitable order since

the revelry of the previous night. Possibly
Miss Lethwait may have deemed that to be

the reason why her breakfast was that morn-

ing served apart. In the simple-mannered

household, the governess had hitherto taken

her meals with the family ;
but Jane would

not again sit down to the same board with

one who had so forgotten herself. Lucy,

by Jane's orders, was allowed to remain later

in bed.

Lord Oakburn had taken his breakfast with

Jane in this same small drawing-room. Every
thing in the house seemed at sixes and sevens,
and he made no remark upon the absence of

the governess and Lucy. He had risen some-
what later than usual, and it may be that he

supposed they had already breakfasted. His

lordship was expending all his superfluous
breath in a tirade against party-giving." Where's the use of it, after all ?" he asked
of Jane. " What end does it answer ? Here
we have got the house turned topsy-turvy just
for the sake of two or three hours' crush !

Two or three hours ! All that trouble for

just two or three hours ! There's no sense in

it, Jane. What good does it do ? Who
benefits by it ? The folks have the trouble of

dressing themselves, and they come out for an

hour, and then go back and undress !
—wish-

ing themselves quiet at home all the while.

We shall be two days getting straight. The

thing's just this, Jane : it may be all very well

for those people who keep a full set of servants
in each department to enter on the folly, but
it's an awful bother to those who don't.

Catch me giving one next year ! If you must

give it on your own score, my Lady Jane, I

shall go out the while."

Did the thought cross the earl's mind as h
spoke, that ere the next year should dawn

Lady Jane would no longer be his house's

mistress 1 Most probably : for he suddenly
ceased in his grumbling, drank down his tea

at a gulp, and quitted the room, Jane vainly

reminding him that he had made less breakfast

than usual.

She had the things taken away, and she got
her housekeeping book—for Jane was an exact

account-keeper still—and made out what was

due to Miss Lethwait. She had not been with

them three months yet, but Jane would pay
her as though she had. Ringing the bell,

Pompey came in answer to it.

" Desire Miss Lethwait to step here," said

Jane.

Miss Lethwait came in at once. It was an

idle hour with her, Lucy being yet in her

room. She was dressed rather more than

usual, in a handsome gown that she generally

wore to church on a Sunday : a sort of fancy
material with rich colours in it. Had she put
it on in consequence of her new position in

relation to Lord Oakburn 1—to look well in

his eye 1 There was little doubt of it. All

night long she had lain awake : her brain, her

mind, her thoughts in a tumult
;

the hot

blood coursing fiercely through her veins at

the glories that awaited her. One moment
these glories seemed very near

; real, tangible,

sure : the next, they faded away to darkness,

and she said to herself that probably Lord

Oakburn had only spoken in the passing

moment's delusion : a delusion which would

fade away with the morning light.

The torment, the uncertainty did not cease

with the day, and it brought a rich colour to

her pale face, rarely seen there
;
never save in

moments of deep emotion. As she entered

Lady Jane's presence with this bloom on her

cheeks and the purple light shining from her

magnificent hair, her handsome gown rustling

behind her and her fine figure drawn to its

full height, even Jane, with all her prejudice,

was struck with her real grandeur.
It did not soften Jane one bit

; nay, it had

the opposite effect. How haughty Jane could

be when she chose, this moment proved. She

was sitting herself, but she did not invite the

governess to sit : she pointed imperiously with

her hand for her to stand, there, on the other

side the table, as she might have pointed to a

servant. In her condemnation of wrong-doing,

Jane Chesney did not deem the govern
to sit in her presence,

" Miss Lethwait, I find it inexpedient to

retain you in my household," began .Jane, in a
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coldly civil tone. "It will nut inconvenience

you, I hope, to leave to-day."
To say that MissLethwait gazed at Ladj

in consternation, would be Baying li:
I

for a moment had she feared !

in any way cognisant of the previous night's

little episode in the Bmoking-room ; to

but supposed this present lummons had

1 with

Lucy. The words fell upon her like a

and she could only stand in astonishment.

"I beg your pardon, Lady .lane," she said,

when she found her tongue.
'

id you
say I Leave to-day !

"

" You will oblige me by so doing," calmly

replied Jane.

a Lethwait stood before Lady Jane in

silence. That calmness is so difficult to con-

tend against ! She might have met it better

had her ladyship only been in a passion.

lay I ask the reason of this sudden dis-

missal i

" she at length murmured, with a rush

of fear that Lady Jane must have been in

some obscure corner of the smoking-room and
seen the kiss.

"I would prefer that you did not ask mo
the reason," replied Jane. "Possibly you
might find it in your own conscience if you
searched. There are things which to the

refined mind are derogatory even to think of,

utterly obnoxious to speak upon. I had

deemed you a gentlewoman, -Miss Lethwait.

1 am grieved that I was mistaken : and I

bitterly regret having placed you in charge of

Lady Lucy Chesuey."
All that Miss Lethwait possessed of fiery

anger rose up to boiling heat. Lady Jane's

tone was so stinging, so quietly contemptuous :

as if she, the governess, were no longer worthy
of any other. The taunt as to the gentle-

woman told home.

Retorting words rose to her tongue ;
but

ere the lips gave utterance to them, prudence
came to her, and they were choked down. A
scene now with Lady Jane, and she might
never be the Countess of Oak burn. The scar-

let hue of emotion tinged her cheek, deep and

glowing, as it had on the previous night ;
but

she compelled herself to endure, and stood in

silence.
" There is due to you a balance of six

pounds," resumed Jane
;
"and live pounds in

lieu of the customary month's warning will

make it eleven. Injustice I believe I ought
also to advance to you money for the month's

board : if you will name any sum you may
deem suitable, I "

" I beg your pardon, that is not cu

nately interrupted .Miss Lethwait. " I

could not accept anything of the kind."

I
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"
Lady Jane did not explain. She called

me in, told me I could not remain, and that

she wished me to depart at once. I could not

quit the house without telling you, Lord Oak-

burn, and—and—if you please
—giving you

my address. I shall go to my father's."
" Shiver my timbers if you shall go out of

my house in this way !

" stormed the earl,

striking his stick on the table. " My Lady
Jane's a cool hand when she chooses, I know

;

but you have a right to proper warning."
Miss Lethwait extended her hand, and ex-

hibited the money in its palm.
"
Lady Jane has not forgotten to give me

the warning's substitute," she said, with a

proud, bitter smile.
" Then hark you, my dear ! I am the house's

master, and I'll let my lady know that I am.

You shall not "

"
Stay, Lord Oakburn—I beg your pardon,"

she interrupted.
" I could not remain in the

house in defiance of Lady Jane. You have

not thought, perhaps, how impossible it would
be for one in my subordinate capacity to enter

the lists of opposition against her. Indeed it

could not be."

Lord Oakburn growled. But he made no

answer. Possibly the good sense of the argu-
ment was forcing itself upon him.

" You belong to me now," he presently said.

" I won't have you turned out like this."

"I shall be happier at home," she resumed.

"In any case, I must have left shortly, if—
if—I mean," she broke off, stammering and

hesitating, for she did not like openly to allude

to her new prospects until they were more as-

sured— '
'I must have left your roof before "

" Before you re-enter it as my wife," inter-

posed the earl, calming down. "Be it so. I

don't know but you are right. And when you
do enter it, it will be your turn, you know, to

cock-pit it over my Lady Jane."

Miss Lethwait felt that Lady Jane was not

one to. allow her or anybody else to "cock-

pit
"

it over her
; and a dark shade seemed

to rise up in her mind and shadow forth a

troubled future. A question from Lord Oak-

burn interrupted its gloom.
' * When shall you be ready ?

"

"In an hour's time," she answered. "J
have not much luggage to put up."

" Not for leaving here," cried the earl, cor-

recting her mistake somewhat hotly.
" When

shall you be ready for the splicing ?
"

" For the splicing ?" she faltered.
* ' For the marriage. Don't you understand 1

In a week 1
"

"
Oh, Lord Oakburn ! Putting other and

weightier considerations aside, I could not be

ready in a week."

" What are the weighty considerations 1
"

:

"The— the seemliness— the fitness
of*j

^things," she answered, growing rather nervous. II

" My preparations would take me some weeks, I

Lord Oakburn."
"
Preparations take some weeks !

" echoed

the earl, opening his eyes in astonishment.
"
What, for a wedding ? I never heard of

such a thing. Why, I could fit out my sea-

chest in a day for a three-years' cruise ! What
d'ye mean, Miss Lethwait ?

"

Miss Lethwait did not feel equal to dis-

puting the outfitting point with him. All that

could be settled later. She gave him her

father's address at his country vicarage, Twif-

ford
; and Lord Oakburn told her he should be

at it almost as soon as she was.

"Then, now that I have told you, I will

hasten my departure," she said, turning to put
aside the velvet curtain for her exit. "Lady
Jane will not be pleased if I linger. Fare you
well, Lord Oakburn."

"Yes, I suppose it's better that you should

go," acquiesced the earl.
" I don't mean to

tell her, you see, until it's done and over. Just

come close, my dear."

She went up to him. She supposed he had

something particular to say to her
; some di-

rection to tender.

"Just give me a kiss."

The gallant peer had not risen, and she

would have to stoop to his up-turned face. It

was certainly reversing the general order of

such things. For a single moment her whole

spirit rose up in rebellion
;
the next, she had

bent her face passively to his.

With his single kiss upon her lips, with the

red blood dyeing her brow, with a choking sob

of emotion, she went from his presence and

ascended to her chamber. Lucy ran out from

the adjoining one ere she could enter it. The

child, who had grown fond of her governess in

spite of the dreadful German exercises, threw

her arms round her.
"
Oh, was it not a charming party ! I wish

we could have one every night ! And how

good you are, Miss Lethwait, to give me holi-

day to-day. What are you going to do 1
"

"
Lucy, dear, the holiday is not of my

giving. I am going from you. I am not to

teach you any longer. I shall have departed
in an hour's time."

"What's that for?" exclaimed Lucy, in

very astonishment.

And then, and not until then, did it recur

to Miss Lethwait' s remembrance that Lady
Jane had desired her not to see Lucy before

she left. The request had brought its sting to

Miss Lethwait : had her ladyship feared she

would contaminate the child ?—but she had
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never meant to disobey it
;
but the

help for it now.
" Arc you not going to be ray gov.

longer ]" questioned Lucy.
mi sorry to have mentioned this, Lucy,"

she murmured in contrition. "
1 ought not to

spoken to you. Will you kindl;

Lady .Jane that I spoke in inadvei

intentionally ;
and that I am sorry to li

B0 ?
"

"
But, Miss Lethwait

"

" But 1 cannot tell you anything," was the

interruption of the governess. "It may chan

my dear, that we shall meet again at same

future time. I am not sure. What seems

certain one day vanishes the next. But you

may believe one thing, Lucy—that I shall al-

ways love you."
She pushed the pretty arms away from her,

and bolted herself in her chamber. Lucy flew

to tho breakfast-room. It was in the hands of

the servants : it had been the supper-room of

the previous night.

"Where's Lady Jane?" asked the child,

surveying the debris before her with interest.

The servants did not know, unless her lady-

ship was in the small drawing-room. And

Lucy went to the small drawing-room in search

of her.

Jane was there. She had been shut up there

quietly with her housekeeping book since the

dismissal of the governess ;
bat she had risen

now to go to Lord Oakburn.
" O Jane ! Is Miss Lethwait really going V !

"
Yes," calmly replied Jane.

" Why ? I am so sorry."

"Hush, Lucy."
" But you'll tell me why, Jane ? What has

she done I

"

" You must not ask, my dear. These things

do not concern you. I will take your let

myself until I can find some one in Miss Leth-

wait's place, more suitable than she is."

" But Jane "

" I cannot tell you anything more, Lucy,"
was the peremptory answer. " It is enough
for you to know that Miss Lethwait is dis-

charged, and that she quits the house to-day.

very sorry that she ever entered it."

ring the little girl standing there, Jane

went down to Lord Oakburn. lie was

in just the same position as when interrupted

by Miss Lethwait : himself in a reverie, and

the open letter before him.

Jane drew the velvet curtain close, and told

him she had been discharging
She found that she was unsuitable for her

charge, was all the explanation she gave. .lane

had taken her knitting in her hand, and she

sat with her eyes bent upon it while she spoke ;

'lit.
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It had

finished, and ii
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writing, restrict ourselves so closely to plagia-

risms from the French 1 Why should we,

indeed, borrow from any one ? We are not

generally chargeable with lack of originality ;

we write more and better novels than any
other people of Europe, and the novel and

comedy are kindred compositions. In both

these kinds of writing, it is not the simply
creative faculty that is called into requisition ;

that particular faculty has sway in the fanta-

sies of Ludwig Tieck or Lamotte Fouqud.
The novel and the play derive their value

from the verisimilitude of their represen-

tations, and are valueless if their positions

transcend the limits of conceivable experience.
The genuine comedy is, in fact, a quasi-histo-

rical document, and we turn to it as we should

to " Pamela" or " Tom Jones," for illustration

of the manners of an epoch.

Seeing then that we write good novels, we

ought to write good plays ;
we used so to do

once upon a time,
—doubtless could do so now

if we chose, and probably shall do so some day.

Meanwhile, it would be a point gained if we
could be brought to vary our sources of tem-

porary accommodation. Granted, that we
must borrow

;
have we no liberty of selection ?

Has no one originated plots but M. Scribe ?

Has available material been wrought up by
none but Frenchmen ?

Some of our old resources have been

exhausted or become obsolete. Kotzebue has

been used up, and he is the only German

worthy of notice under this head. The

Spaniards are behind the time
; Lopez de Vega

and Calderon have been the great instructors

in their art
;

all Europe has profited by them,
but at present would be found intolerant of

their methods.

Goldoni represents to us a forgotten, but old

and approved source of supply. The editorial

labours that have been bestowed on Shakes-

peare enable us to understand how extensively
we are indebted to the Italian JSTovelle. These

were, as beseemed their age, often but loose

and rambling narratives, but they have fur-

nished the plots of many of the finest monu-
ments of human genius. If in modern times

the fire of Italian intellect has given forth few

coruscations, it has been, no doubt, in conse-

quence of the heavy pressure of circumstances

on the nation : or, rather, on the disjointed
members of what has now become a nation.

Those who mark the tokens of that nascent

national life, find reason to believe that they
still retain the spirit of those fathers who
transmitted to us light from the East, and
were to us the leaders of civilisation.

If wre were to propose the reviving of our

own dramatic literature of Goldoni's date, we

should have to commence our operations with

an extensive work of expurgation. It would
be impossible to produce on the stage these

works simply in the state in which our great-

grandfathers applauded them. This modifi-

cation of public sentiment is naturally enough
due to the influences of a century's improve-
ment. People would not sit out those

exhibitions, nor listen to that language now,
;

because we are, in appreciatory power, a cen-

tury ahead of their original audiences. So,
it is to be presumed, are the populations of

Italian towns
; yet to them the works of

Goldoni are, at this present time, constantly

produced in exactly the same textual condi-

tion in which, on the authority of cotemporaiy
•

copies, we know them to have been originally

| represented. Of course we are bound to accept
I the verdict of a sound judgment on these data.

It is evident that while the upper and middle

classes in England were enacting the sort of
'

thing reflected in the writings of Farquhar,

Swift, and Gay, the Italians had pretty well

matured their philosophy of social life. They
lived and conversed in public with all modern

I

observance of decencies. It is no impugn-
!

ment of this assertion to say that their Novelle

are apt to be extremely licentious. These, at

least the most objectionable specimens, are of

a much earlier date, and cannot be taken as

affording general pictures of society. Strangely

enough, too, the old novelists appear to have

written in their loose style without ma

prepense,
—without the least notion that they

were doing wrong, or abetting the cause of

licentiousness. Their most sedate personages
seem to have betaken themselves to this sort of

composition as to an allowable relaxation from

the severities of study and business. We can-

not conceive how this mental perversion could

be possible ;
but neither can we understand

how men could be found to intermingle the

profane and indecent with the sublimities of

mediaeval church decoration. Boccaccio him-

self was a grave man and profound scholar,

whose conduct was severely moral, and wh

presence was a rebuke to the profane. Among
the learned men with whom Leo X. surrounded

himself, were some who eminently illustrated

the possibility of maintaining thus a seemingly

impossible incongruity of character. Let any
one who wishes to study the subject of

human contradictiousness refer to the account

which has been bequeathed to us by Theodore

Lascaris of the sayings and doings at the court

of Leo. He will therein find notes of psycholo-

gical combinations that the wildest of imagina-

tions would never have devised.

Fortunately for us, they treated differently

that literary fare which was to be produced
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Some few of his comedies may be considered

antiquated; some are localised by their allusions

too strictly to be interesting to a non-Venetian

audience. From the goodly remainder many
would be found, as we have said, producible

just as they stand
;
and the whole of them

would be available for plot and incident.

Taking one volume at random, we find it to

contain four plays,
" Le Femmine Pnntigli

"La Finta Amanita,"
" Le Donue Curiose,"

and "La Guerra." Let this » ample
of the stock. Out of the four, one may be

dismissed as of local and passing interest
;
the

remainder would be serviceable, two of them
without any trouble beyond that of translation.

The one dismissed is the " Finta Amalata," or
" Sham-sick Maiden

;

"
this piece is a squib

aimed at the professors of the medical art at

Venice. It would fall tamely on the percep-
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uld not appreciate a scenic re;
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them has a theory of her own, and of course

reads all the tokens of evidence in her own

light. Each one appeals to the servant who is

in constant attendance on the club-room. He
is a sharp-witted fellow, and tells to each one

of them a different story, suited to the several

prevailing impressions which their leading

questions have enabled him to detect. Every
one of them is thus led on a wrong track.

There is no end of fun in the way of comic

scenes between lover and maiden, and hus-

band aud wife : the women driving the men
to desperation by their obstinate strivings to

come at the truth, and their perverse wresting
meanwhile of every trivial incident to the

confirming of their own suspicions. At last

the ladies, each acting separately, and each

following out her own particular hypothesis,

manage, each for herself, to get hold of the

keys of the house where the club has its

session. The scenes in which these stratagems
are carried out are wonderfully rich. The
men are all solemnly bound not to part with

their keys to any uninitiated person, but, tis

might be expected, come off second best in the

contest, and are every one of them overreached

or overwhcedled by the women. At last, and

after no end of misses and narrow escapes, the

women, separately, and each thinking to steal

a march on the others, make their way into

the house, and get into the antechamber of the

saloon of reunion. Here, standing betrayed
one to the other, they make a virtue of neces-

sity, and agree to act in concert. They find

a peephole, but none will believe what they

see, because none see what they expect. At

last, in scrambling for turns at the keyhole,

they make a noise, and are discovered. The

mystery is then solved, and general reconcilia-

tion follows. The curtain falls
;
the community

is restored to happiness, and convinced of the

folly of unreasonable curiosity, of which they

profess themselves determined never again to

admit the disquieting intrusion.

This plot is admirably worked out by
Goldoni,—especially in the scene in which one

of the wives, aided by a cunning waiting-maid,

manages to steal her husband's keys, though
he never will part with them off his person.

" La Guerra," or, as it might be rendered,
"Life in the Camp," is a stirring military

episode, very much in the spirit of " Wallen-
stein's Lager." It gives you everything of*

war except the actual conflict of troops. It is

a livery, bustling piece, of which the action

never flags, and where the interest is sustained

from beginning to end. These four plays

comprise the contents of a single volume of

Goldoni's works, taken at random. Are they
not enough to indicate a richness of deposit
that might reward a farther research and utili-

sation ? We venture to predict that the man
who first tries his skill in this direction will

achieve a great success. W.

THE EARTH TO THE SEA.

From his rock pillow and bis bed of sand

Old Neptuue rose just as the blushing Sun
Came forth the eastern gate dispensing smiles

O'er earth and sea. Old ocean's surface smooth,
With azure tint of sky, like mirror shone,

And scarce a ripple on its face appear'd,
Save hy the zephyrs in pellucid rays

Disporting in their joy at dawn. Anon
A solemn voice was heard upon the ihore :

'Ea?as Earth complaining of the havoc made

'iSfcm her sons who travel o'er the deep.

"Behold," she said^' though now so hush'd and calm

All nature seems, the shore is overstrewn

With lifeless men nnd &&&. of argosies,

Caused by the tempest which hut lately raged.

puissant god ! it cannot be that thou

Shouldst pleasure take in vengeance on a race

Who for a time, and for a purpose wise,

Probative here abide, sustaining life

By store of food abundantly supplied

By teeming earth and sea. I pray thee, then,

Consider their sad case, thy fury stay,

And let them peacefully pursue their way."

The Seagod thus replied
— " Deem not that I,

If ever vengeful, war with mortal foe.

'Tis true that my domain is oft, like yours,

The battlefield where spirits of the air,

iEolus-led, in elemental war

Disturb both earth and sea ;
'tis also true

That creatures of the earth and sea and air

In these dire conflicts ofttimes meet their doom.

But 'mongst all living things the strong the weak

Subdue
;
and man o'er all lord paramount

Holds sway ; and, though with reason sole endow'd,

In deadly feud against his fellow-man,

In one short moon more of his race are slain

Than in an age by elemental strife.

We know these things have ever been
;
but then,

Their cause and purpose are beyond our ken."

Old Earth thus saw how needless 'twere to. roam—
That all reform must first commence at 1

T. Farrow.

END OF VOLUME THE TENTH.
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